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ADVERTISEMENT. 

This second volume completes the first part of the work. Considerable 

additions have been made to it in the notes, for the purpose of introducing 

the late improvements in the calculation of the attractions of spheroids, and 

in the determination of the figure of the earth. The third volume, being 

the commencement of the second part of the work, will be put to press 

immediately, and will require for its completion, about the same time as the 

preceding. The two remaining volumes will follow at similar intervals. 
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[1636]. Expression of the radius of the spheroid [1644], and the gravity of its surface [1647]. 
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If there be no foreign attraction, this surface will he elliptical, and the ellipticity will be of 

the ratio of the centrifugal force to gravity [1648] ; the diminution of the radius of the 

spheroid, from the equator to the poles, will he proportional to the square of the sine of 
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U839"].. 
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the theory of gravity [2067]....§ 43 
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generating figure [2098—2109]; determination of this figure [2102]. The duiation of the 

rotation of the ring is the same as that of the revolution of a satellite, which would revolve 
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For the stability of the equilibrium of the rings, it is necessary that they should be irregular 
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General equation of this figure [2122]. The solar atmosphere cannot extend to the orbit of 
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Differential equations of the motions of the sea, when attracted by the sun and moon 

[2129,2130].§1 

Application of these equations to the case in which the earth has no rotatory motion, and the 

depth of the sea is constant [2I35vi]. General expressions of the height of the sea, and of 

its motion in this hypothesis [2157]. The equilibrium of the sea is not then stable, unless 

its mean density be supposed less than the mean density of the earth [2162].§2 
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depth of the sea is any function whatever of the latitude [2175—2177]. Differential equation 
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attractions of the sun and moon produce three different kinds of oscillations ; in the first, the 

period of the oscillations is independent of the rotatory motion of the earth ; in the second, 

this period is about one day ; and in the third, it is nearly half a day [2193—2195vij. . § 3, 4 

Investigation of the oscillations of the first kind, supposing the earth to be an ellipsoid of 

revolution [2195vii], Determination of these oscillations, supposing the depth of the sea to 

be nearly constant [2205 ""]. The part of these oscillations, arising from the motion of the 

nodes of the lunar orbit, might be considerable [2207"] ; but these oscillations are destroyed 
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by the resistance which the sea suffers in its motion [2208]. In consequence of this resistance, 

the oscillations of the first kind become nearly the same as if the sea were, at every instant, 

in equilibrium under the attracting planet [2221'"].§ 5, 6 

On oscillations of the second kind [2222]. Determination of these oscillations, supposing the 

depth of the sea to be nearly constant [2240].. ... i .... § 7 

A very simple expression of the oscillations of the second kind, supposing the earth to be an 

ellipsoid of revolution [2253]. The difference of the two tides of the same day depends on 

these oscillations [2254]. This difference vanishes if the depth of the sea be everywhere 

the same.»...§ 8 

On oscillations of the third kind [2262], Determination of these oscillations, supposing the 

depth of the sea to be nearly constant [2280]. ..§9 

Numerical expressions of these oscillations, and of the ebb and flow of the sea, in several 

hypotheses, relative to the depth, supposing it to be everywhere the same [2280"—2307]. 

By increasing the depth of the sea, the oscillations of the third kind approach very rapidly to 

be the same as if the sea, at every instant, were in equilibrium under the attracting planet 

[2308].§10,11 

Determination of the ebb and flow of the sea, in this last hypothesis [2316]. The two tides of 

the same day will then be very different at Brest, in great declinations of the sun and moon 

[2319]. Now as this is contrary to observation, the proposed hypothesis is inadmissible. § 12 

CHAPTER II. ON THE STABILITY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM OF THE SEA. .610 

First theorem. The equilibrium of the sea is stable, if its density be less than the mean density 

of the earth [2319"].§ 13 

Second theorem. Supposing the earth to be a solid of revolution, the equilibrium of the sea is not 

stable, if its density be equal to, or exceed the mean density of the earth [2356']. . . § 14 

CHAPTER III. ON THE MANNER OF NOTICING, IN THE THEORY OF THE EBB ANB FLOW OF THE 

SEA, THE VARIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES, IN SUCH PORT, WHICH HAVE AN INFLUENCE ON THE TIDES. 629 

Equations of the height and motion of the sea, whatever be the law of its depth [2372—2386]. 

The oscillations of the second kind vanish if the depth of the sea be constant ; they cannot 

vanish, for every part of the earth, except in this hypothesis [239F]. No law of the depth 

can make the oscillations of the third kind vanish in every part of the earth [2398"]. . § 15 

Theory of the oscillations of the sea, noticing all the local circumstances which can modify these 

oscillations in any port [2400ix]. This theory is founded upon the two following principles : 

The state of a system of bodies, in ivhich the primitive conditions of the motion have disappeared 

by the resistances ivhich it suffers, is periodical, like the forces which act on it [2404"]. 

The whole motion of a system, disturbed by very small forces, is the sum of the partial motions, 

which may be impressed upon it, by each force acting separately. 

Expression of the height of the tide, which results from these principles, supposing the sun and 

moon to move uniformly in the plane of the equator [2419—2428]. The local circumstances 

of a port may make the oscillations of the third kind vanish ; they may also prevent the lunar 

and solar tides from being proportional to the respective forces of the moon and sun [2436]. 

Lastly, it can happen that the greatest and least tides may follow the syzygies or quadratures, 
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by any interval 'whatever. Expression of the height of the tides, including these diffeient 

cases.. 

Expression of the tides, supposing the motions of the sun and moon, and their distances from 

the earth to be variable [2439"]. We may reduce the action of each of these luminaries to 

that of several bodies moving uniformly in the plane of the equator [2445;].§ 19 

General expression of the tides, in the case of nature, in which the sun and moon move in orbits 

inclined to the equator [2455"]. This gives rise to the oscillations of the second kind 

[2462].§ 20 

CHAPES IT. COMPARISON OF THE PRECEDING THEORY WITH OBSERVATIONS.668 

On the heights of the tides near the syzygies [2464]. The mean absolute height of the tide of a 

day, is the half sum of the morning and evening tides [2471]. The total tide is the excess of 

this half sum above the intermediate low-ivater [2475]. Expression of the mean absolute 

height of the tide of any day near the syzygy [2472, 2482]. Expression of the total tide of 

the same day [2477,2483]...§21 

Development of these expressions near the equinoxes and solstices^ [2499, 2502]. ... § 22 

Table I of the mean absolute heights and total tides, observed at Brest, during the years 1711, 

1712, 1714, 1715, and 1716, one day before the syzygy, the day of the syzygy, and the four 

following days, in twenty-four syzygies near the equinoxes, twelve syzygies near the summer 

solstice, and twelve syzygies near the winter solstice [2510—2512].§ 23 

Expressions which result from the interpolation of these heights, in the aggregate of all the 

syzygies [2513, &c.]. Determination of the interval by which the maximum of the tides 

follows the syzygy. This interval at Brest is lday,50724 [2544].§ 24 

The total tide which would take place at Brest, if the sun and moon move uniformly in the plane 

of the equator, would be in its maximum equal to 6mGt-,2490 [2577']. The interval of two 

successive tides of the morning and evening, near the syzygies, being taken for unity ; 

the diminution of the total tide, counted from the maximum, is, by observation, equal to the 

square of the time multiplied by 0mefc-,1064 [2562]. The theory of gravity gives the same 

coefficient [2588].§25 

According to observation, this coefficient is Oraot-,1319 [2590] in the syzygies of the equinoxes, 

and 0raet-,0811 [2592] in the syzygies of the solstices, being nearly the same as by the theory 

[2593;]. The tides of the solstices are less than those of the equinoxes, and the ratio of these 

tides is nearly the same as that of the square of the cosine of the declination of the sun or 

moon to unity, conformably to the theory. The small difference in these results may be used 

to determine the influence of local causes upon the ratio of the action of the sun or moon. § 26 

The variation of the distances of the sun from the earth, has a small influence upon the tides ; 

and in this respect the observations are conformable to the theory [2606].§ 27 

The effect of the variations of the distances of the moon is very sensible in the tides. Table III 

of the total tides in twelve syzygies where the moon was in the perigee, and in twelve 

syzygies where it was in the apogee [2607]. The excess of the total tides of the perigee above 

those of the apogee, is exactly the same by observation as by the theory [2623]. This excess 

is very proper to make known the influence of local circumstances upon the ratio of the 

actions of the sun and moon, and it follows that, at Brest, this influence is insensible [2625]. 

D 
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The inequalities of the second kind are small at Brest; they amount only to 0met-,188 

[2629]...§2g 

Expressions of the mean absolute heights of the tides, and of the total tides, near the quadratures 

[2632, 2633]. Development of these expressions, in the quadratures of the equinoxes and of 

the solstices [2636—2640].§ 23 

Table IV of the mean absolute heights and of the total heights of the tides, observed at Brest, 

during the years 1/1L, 1/12, 1714, 1715, and 1716, on the days of the quadrature, and on the 

three following days, in twenty-four quadratures near the equinoxes, and in twenty-four 

quadratures near the solstices [2646, 2647].§ 30 

Expressions which result from the interpolation of these heights, in the whole of these 

quadratures. The minimum of the total tides follows the quadrature by the same interval 

with which the maximum of these tides follows the syzygy [2663]. If the sun and moon 

move uniformly in the plane of the equator, the magnitude of the total tide in its minimum 

will be 3met-,0990 [2703]. The comparison of this tide with that of the total tide at its 

maximum, makes the action of the moon nearly triple that of the sun, when these luminaries 

are at their mean distances [2706]. The interval of two successive tides of the morning 

and evening, near the quadratures, being taken for unity ; the increment of the total tide near 

the quadratures, counted from the minimum tide, is, by observation, equal to the square of 

the time, multiplied by the coefficient 0mot',2272 [2682], being nearly the same as by the 

theory.§ 31 

In the quadratures of the equinoxes, this coefficient is 0raot-,3123 [2717'] ; it is 0met-,1421 

[2718'] in the quadratures of the solstices ; the theory gives nearly the same results. The 

effect of the declinations of the sun and moon is very sensible in the tides near the 

quadratures [2718w], This is conformable to the theory.§ 32 

At Brest the evening tides exceed those of the morning near the vernal equinox ; the contrary 

takes place near the quadi-atures of the autumnal equinox, conformably to what ought to 

obtain by means of the oscillations of the second kind [2722].§33 

Expression of the times of high-water, and of the intervals of the tides near the syzygies 

[2725—2736].§34 

Table of the hours of the total tides of Table I, on the days of the syzygy, and on the three 

following days [2738, 2739]. Expression of these hours, and of their daily retardations, 

near the maximum. This retardation is, by observations, equal to 0da-v,027052 [=38"* 57s] 

[2745]. Comparing it with the theory, it gives the action of the moon nearly triple that of 

the sun [2757"]. Confirmation of this result by a great number of total tides, observed at 

some distance from the syzygies [2769].§ 35 

The daily retardation of the tides is about one eighth part greater in the syzygies of the solstices 

than in those of the equinoxes [2771,2772] ; which agrees nearly with the theory [2777]. §36 

The daily retardation of the tides, near the syzygies, varies very sensibly with the distances 

of the moon from the earth [2777v] ; one minute [ = 32s,4] of variation in the apparent 

semi-diameter of the moon, gives 258" [ = 223s] of variation in this retardation [2783]. This 

result is entirely conformable to the theory [2793]...§37 

Expression of the hours and intervals of the tides near the quadratures [2794—2805]. . § 38 

Table of the hours of the total tides of Table IV, relative to the quadratures [2806, 2807], 

Expressions of these hours, and of their daily retardation, near the minimum of the tides. 
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This retardation, according to observation, is equal to 0day,052067 [2809] ; it is nearly the same 

by the theory [2831]. This retardation is greater in the quadratures of the equinoxes than 

in those of the solstices, in the ratio of 13 to 9, according to the theory ; which is nearly 

conformable to observation [2839].§ 39 

According to the theory, the retardation of the tides, in the quadratures, varies with the distances 

of the moon from the earth [2841'] ; but this variation is only one third part of what it is 

in the syzygies. This is confirmed by observation [2847].§40 

Numerical expression of the heights of the tide at Brest [2853]. Formula to determine the 

greatest total tides which obtain in ports near Brest [2858].§41 

A simple formula, which can be easily reduced to a tabular form, to determine the hour of 

high-water [2868].§ 42 

Recapitulation of the principal phenomena of the tides, and of their agreement with the theory 

of universal gravity [2869"—2877].....§ 43 

CHAPTER V. ON THE OSCILLATIONS OP THE ATMOSPHERE. . . ..793 

General equations of these oscillations [2878—2884]. Their determination is reduced to that 

of the oscillations of the sea in the case of a uniform depth [2884']. Numerical expression of 

these oscillations, in an hypothesis sufficiently near to the truth, to give a correct idea of the 

action of the sun and the moon upon the atmosphere [2892]. This action may be rendered 

sensible by the comparison of a great number of very correct observations of the barometer, 

between the tropics [2894']. It cannot produce the trade-winds [2902]. The sign of the 

declinations of the two bodies appears not to have any sensible influence on the modifications 

of the atmosphere [2904w].§44 

FIFTH BOOK. 

ON THE MOTIONS OF THE HEAVENLY BODIES ABOUT THEIR OWN CENTRES OF GRAVITY. 

CHAPTER I, ON THE MOTIONS OP THE EARTH ABOUT ITS CENTRE OF GRAVITY.802 

Differential equations of these motions [2905—2907].*.§ 1 

Investigation of the momenta of inertia of the earth, relative to its three principal axes 

[2908—2962]. The sphere is not the only solid in which all the momenta of inertia are 

equal [2940] General equation of the solid possessing this property [2939].§2 

Development of the disturbing forces of the motion of the earth about its centre of gravity, in 

a series [2966—3003]. This series is reduced to its first term, if the surface of the earth be 

elliptical [2987'] ; and we may always determine the moon’s motion, in this hypothesis, 

without fear of any sensible error [3003].§3 

Differential equations, approximating very nearly to the motions of the equinoxes and the 

nutation of the axis of the earth, referred to a fixed plane [3009—3048], . * §4 
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Development and integration of these expressions, noticing the motions of the orbits of the 

earth and moon [3050—3089]...§ 5 

Expressions of the motion of the equinoxes [3100], and of the inclination of the axis of the 

earth to the apparent ecliptic [3101]. The actions of the sun and moon upon the terrestrial 

spheroid, changes considerably the variation of the obliquity of the ecliptic, and the length of 

the year, which would take place by reason of the displacing of the solar orbit [3113], and it 

reduces these variations to nearly one fourth of their value [3115]. These differences are 

not sensible till two or three centuries after the given epoch [3116].§ 7 

The variations of the rotatory motion of the earth are insensible, and this motion may be 

supposed uniform [3120'].§ 8 

The variations of the mean day are likewise insensible, and its duration may be supposed 

constant [3152].§ 9 

Examination of the influence of the oscillations of the sea upon the motions of the solid part of 

the earth about its centre of gravity [3152']. Analysis leads to this remarkable theorem; 

The phenomena of the precession and nutation are exactly the same as if the sea form a solid 

mass with the spheroid which it covers [3287].§ 10, 11 

This theorem obtains, whatever be the irregularities of the depth of the sea, and the resistances 

which it suffers in its oscillations [3346]. The currents of the sea, the rivers, earthquakes, 

and winds, do not alter the rotation of the earth [3351].§ 12 

Numerical expressions of the inclination of the axis of the earth, and fof the position of the 

equinoxes upon a fixed plane, and upon the earth’s orbit [3377—3380]. Formulas of 

the variation of the stars in right-ascension and declination [3383, 3384].§13 

Results which we obtain, from the phenomena of the precession and nutation, relative to the 

constitution of the earth [3408, &c.]. The phenomena are the same as if the earth were an 

ellipsoid of revolution [3409], The oblateness of this ellipsoid is comprised between the 

limits and Development of the phenomena which depend upon the figure of the 

earth. Their agreement with the theory of gravity [3419'—3432].§14 

CHAPTER II. ON THE MOTION OP THE MOON ABOUT ITS CENTRE OF GRAVITY.1 

Astronomical theory of the real libration of the moon [3433].§ 15 

Differential equations of the motion of the moon about its centre of gravity [3437—3439]. 

Finite expression of the actual libration [3456]. The mean rotatory motion of the moon is 

exactly equal to its mean motion of revolution about the earth [3460'] ; and they both 

participate in the same secular inequalities [3461], in consequence of the earth’s attraction 

upon the lunar spheroid.§1^^ 

Expressions of the motions of the nodes, and of the inclination of the lunar equator to the 

apparent ecliptic [3487—3531]. The mean motion of these nodes is equal to that of the nodes 

of the lunar orbit [3556]. The descending node of the lunar equator always coincides with 

the ascending node of the orbit [3556]. The mean inclination of the lunar equatoi to the 

apparent ecliptic, is constant [3555]. The secular motions of the ecliptic do not alter these 

results [3532].§ ^ 

Results which we obtain from the libration of the moon, relative to the figure and constitution 

of the lunar spheroid [3559, &c.]. The difference between its momenta of inertia, relative 
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to its principal axes, is greater than it would be in the case of homogeneity [3580], or in the 

case where it is supposed to have been fluid at its origin [3589].§ 18 

The action of the sun upon the lunar spheroid, has no sensible influence upon the motions of this 

spheroid about its centre of gravity [3593].§ 19 

CHAPTER III. ON THE MOTIONS OF SATURN’S RINGS ABOUT THEIR CENTRES OF GRAVITV. . . 970 

Differential equations of these motions [3660—3662]. Integration of these equations 

[3663, 3674, 3675], Were it not for the rotation and the oblateness of Saturn, the rings, by 

means of the attraction of the sun and of the outer satellite of Saturn, would cease to be 

in the same plane [3690]. The action of Saturn always retains the rings nearly in the plane 

of its equator, and also the orbits of the six nearest satellites [3692]. As the satellites of 

Uranus revolve in the same plane, it follows from the theory, that this plane is that of the 

equator of the planet, and that it revolves rapidly about its axis [3693 ]. ... § 20, 21, 22 

IN THE COMMENTARY. 

Among the subjects treated of in the notes, we may particularly notice the folloiving : 

Theorem on the attractions of an ellipsoid upon an internal point, 
A , B C 
—h'T'f-= 4 7r [1370g], 
Cl O C 

by Mr. Le Gendre. 
. . ABC any 

Similar formula for an external attracted point,-p — "r — = 4 :r. —-—-—- [1428r]. 
a b c a'p'y' 

Maclaurin’s formulas on the attraction of an ellipsoid upon an external point [13796]. 

Attractions of a prolate spheroid [1385a]. 

Important improvement, by Mr. Ivory, in the computation of the attraction upon an external point 

[1428a—$]. Extension of this method, by Mr. Poisson, to other laws of attraction [1428;—o-]. 

Theorem on the attraction of an ellipsoid, by Mr. Ivory [1428Ô]. On the attractions of spheres [1428<p]. 

Additional term necessary to be introduced in La Place’s differential equation of the second degi’ee 

for the attraction of a spheroid [1430c—f3]. Forms of the equation used by Mr. Poisson [1447y, <r]. 

On the attraction of spheroids, by Mr. Poisson [1447d—v\. 

On the differential equation upon the surface of a spheroid, differing but little from a sphere, discovered 

by La Place. Restrictions in the use of this formula [1459a—x\. 

Attraction and mass of a sphere, composed of concentrical strata, of different densities [1505a, &c]. 

General expressions of functions of the forms F°), Y <U, Y^\ Y®\ FW [1528a—e]. 

Development of the function f(p, tf), or f(0, &), in a series of the form S.ycO [1530Z—V\, There 

can be but one development of a function in this form [15331']. Method of treating this subject by 

Mr. Poisson [1532a—1535&], These series converge [1535Æ], 

Definite integrals of the forms ftndt.c~tt, &c. [15346—r]. 

Formula to determine the product 1.2.3 ..s, when s is very large [1534x], 

/I f* 2 7? 
_x J Q y(i).Z® .d[h.dm [1548e—h]. 

Several definite integrals [1531m, 1544a, &c., 1548Î—[]. 
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Mr. Poisson’s demonstration that the results of diverging series are not to be depended upon [1548q—X], 

Mr. Biot’s theorem on partial differential equations [1558/], and on the attraction of spheroids [1558/]. 

La Grange’s integral of the fundamental equation for the attraction of a spheroid [1558k—£']. 

Mr. Poisson’s method of noticing the second and higher powers of a, in the development of the 

function V, corresponding to the attraction of a spheroid [1560a—1562/]. 

Principles of equilibrium of a fluid, by Newton [15636] ; Huygens [1563e] ; Bouguer [1563/*] ; 

Clairaut [1563p, u, X]- Additional principle proposed by Mr. Ivory [1563u] ; objection to it by 

Mr. Poisson and others [15634, &c]. 

Attraction of a spheroid, supposing the particles to attract each other in the direct ratio of their 

distances [1570g-]. 

Definite integrals of the forms fdô. sin.» $ ; fdô-cos.nô [16546—/]. 

Integrating by parts [1716a]. 

Expressions of the attractions of a spheroid referred to polar co-ordinates [18117c, l]. 

Differential equation of parallel planes [1842a]. 

Equation of an ellipsoid [14286, 1363, 1840a, 1503a]. 

Corrections of the expressions of the radius of the spheroid, &c. given by the author [19636—1968c7]. 

Several expressions of the lengths of the radius of curvature and arcs of the meridian on the surface 

of an ellipsoid [196f)/:—1970a1]. 

Imperfection of the method of the least squares when applied to geodetical observations [1995c]. 

Proposed correction of this method [1995»]. Method of Boscovich [1995a]. 

Defects in the measures of the degrees of the meridian used by the author [2009c—&]. 

Calculation of the oblateness, from the measures of the degrees of Peru, India, France, England and 

the corrected measure of the degree in Lapland [2017a—p]. 

On the property of an inverted pendulum [2038c]. 

Oblateness of the earth,.from observations of the pendulum used by the author, correcting some 

mistakes in his calculations [2054&—»]. 

Table of the latest and most accurate observations of the pendulum, made in different parts of the 

earth [2055/'']. Deductions from these observations [2055g—2056a]. The oblateness deduced from 

all these observations does not differ much from -g-g-g- [20562]. 

Mayer’s method of combining many observations [2056^]. 

Methods of computing the values of continued fractions [22906—22936]. 

The three angular velocities p, q, r, about the principal axes are equivalent to the angular velocity s, 

about the momentary axis [2977c]. 

Apparent obliquity of the ecliptic according to Schubert, corrected by La Place [3113g1—»] ; 

maximum variation of this obliquity dbld22m 34s [3113d], 

Formulas of the precession of the equinoxes and of the obliquity of the ecliptic, by Mr. Poisson, 

Dr. Brinkley, and Mr. Bessel [33806—3380g]. 



THIRD BOOK. 

ON THE FIGURES OF THE HEAVENLY BODIES, 

The figures of the heavenly bodies depend on the law of gravity at their 

surfaces, and as this gravity is the resultant of the attraction of all their 

particles, it must also depend on their figures ; therefore the law of gravity, 

at the surfaces of the heavenly bodies, and their figures, have a mutual 

connexion, which renders the knowledge of the one necessary for the 

determination of the other. In consequence of this, the investigation 

becomes very difficult, and it seems to require an analysis specially adapted 

to the subject. If the planets were entirely solid, they might be of any 

figures whatever ; but if they be, like the earth, covered with a fluid, all the 

particles of this fluid must be so situated as to be in equilibrium ; and the 

figure of the external surface will depend on the form of the included nucleus, 

and on the forces which act upon the fluid. We shall suppose generally, 

that all the heavenly bodies are covered by a fluid ; and in this hypothesis, 

which actually takes place on the earth, and may very naturally be supposed 

to take place in the other bodies of the system of the world, we shall 

determine the law of gravity at their surfaces. The analysis we shall use is 

a singular application of the calculus of partial differentials ; in which, by 

simply taking the differentials, we shall obtain some very general results, 

that could not have been found except with much difficulty by the usual 

methods of integration. 

CHAPTER I. 

ON THE ATTRACTIONS OP HOMOGENEOUS SPHEROIDS TERMINATED BY SURFACES OP THÉ SECOND ORDER. 

1. We shall, in the first place, determine the attraction of a body of a 

given figure. We have already found in § 11 of the second book [469, &c.] 

the attractions of a sphere, and of a spherical stratum ; we shall now consider 

the attraction of a spheroid, terminated by a surface of the second order, 

1 
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Putting x, y, z, for the three rectangular co-ordinates of a particle dM 

of the spheroid, and supposing the whole spheroid to be homogeneous, and 

[1346] its density equal to unity, we shall have* 

^1347J dM—dx.dy.dz. 

[1347] Let a, b, c, be the rectangular co-ordinates of the point attracted by the 

spheroid, and A, B, C, the attractions of the spheroid upon this point, 

resolved parallel to the axes of x, y, z, respectively, and directed towards the 

[1347"] origin of the co-ordinates. It is evident from ^ 11 [453] of the second book, 

that we shall havef 
Attraction 
of a sphe¬ 
roid of any 
form upon 
any given 
point. 

[1348] 

A 

B 

Iff 

=fff 

(a — x). dx . dy . dz 

\{a — xf + (6 — yf + (c — zf\°^ 

(b — y) .dx .dy. dz 

3 ’ 

H«-# + (&-2/)2 + (c-*)2P 
3 Î 

_ rrr_(c — z) .dx .dy .dz_ 

~JJJ J(«—1)*+(6—y)*-+(c—; 

all these triple integrals must be extended to the whole mass of the spheroid. 

Under this form the integrations are very difficult ; they may however be 

often rendered more simple, by an appropriate transformation of the 

differentials. The general principle of making such transformations is as 

follows. 

[1348'] We shall take into consideration the differential function P .dx .dy .dz, 

P being any function of x, y, z. We may suppose x to be a function of the 

variable quantities y, z, and another variable quantity p. Let this function 

[1348"] be x = (p.(y, z,p) ; then we shall have, by supposing y and z to be constant, 

[1348'"] dx = fi.dp, (3 being a function of y, z, andp; and the preceding differential 

[1346a} * (918) This value of dM is easily deduced from [452], by writing x, y, z, for 

x', y', z!, respectively, and putting p = 1. 

f (919) Making in [453] the change of x', y', z\ into x, y, z, as in the preceding note ; 

putting also a, b, c, for x, y, z, respectively, we shall get the value of A [1348]. The values 

[1346&] C, are easily deduced from A, by changing a, x, into b, y, and c, z, respectively, and the 

contrary. The same changes being made in \/{{oo—a/)2-f-(y—î/)2-f~(z — z1)2}, [455a], 

it becomes \/{(a — «)2 + (b — y)2 + (c — z)z}, representing the distance of the particle 

dM from the attracted point, which will be used hereafter, particularly in [1448a], where it 

is called f 

[1348a] 
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will become (3 . P. dp . d y . d z. Xo integrate it, we must substitute in P 

the value of x — 9. (y, 2, p) [1348"]. 

In like manner we may suppose, in this last differential, y = 9'. (z, p, 9), l1348""! 

9 being another variable quantity, and 9. (z,p, q) being any function whatever 

of the three variable quantities 2, p, and 9. We shall have, by supposing 2 

and p to be constant, dy — ft • dq, ft being a function of 2, p, 9. The [1348v] 

preceding differential will by this means become of the form (3f3.P. dp. dq. dz, [I348vi] 

and to integrate it, we must substitute in [3 P, for y, its value 9 . (2, p, 9) 

[1348""]. 
Lastly, we may suppose 2 equal to 9". (p, 9, r), 3" being another variable [1348™] 

quantity, and 9". (p, 9, r) being any function whatever oî p, q,r. We shall 

have, by supposing p and 9 to be constant, d z — (3'. d r, ft' being a [i348viii] 

function of p, 9, r ; the preceding differential [1348vi] will thus become 

p .ft. ft'. P.dp .dq.dr, and to integrate it we must substitute in |3. ft.P, [1348«] 

for 2, its value 9".(p,9,r) "[1348™]. The proposed differential function 

will be, in this manner, transformed into another, relative to three different 

variable quantities p, 9, r, which will be connected with the preceding, by fin°“1^erctto 

the equations ordinates. 

x= <p. (y,z,p) ; y = (p . (z, p, 9) ; 2: = 9" • (p, q, r). [1349] 

We must now deduce from these equations the values of (3, ft, ft'. 

For this purpose we shall observe, that they give x, y, z, in functions of 

the variable quantities p, 9, r ; we shall therefore consider the three first 

variable quantities as functions of the three last, ft' being the coefficient of 

dr, in the differential of 2, taken in the hypothesis thatp and 9 are constant, 

[1348,üi], we shall have 

ft is the coefficient of dq, in the differential of y, taken upon the supposition 

that p and 2 are constant [1348v]. We shall therefore obtain ft, by taking [1350] 

the differential of y, supposing p to be constant ; and eliminating d r, by 

means of the differential of 2, taken upon the supposition that p is constant, 

and putting d z = 0. We shall thus get these two equations,* 

* (920) The calculations in this section are exactly like those in [297—SOS''], changing 

a, b, c, (3, into p, 9, r, s, respectively, and using d', dn as in [299a, b, &.C.] By this means, 

[299] becomes as in [1351], and [300] becomes as in [1352]. 
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dy = 
[1351] 

0 

hence 

\dq, 

'dv 

Kdq, 

■d<* + &)-d'r' 

-dci + (^)-d'T' 

[1352] dy = dq. 

S(iy\ (dJ\_(dJ\ (dJ\\ 
C \dq) ' \dr) \dr) * \d q) ) . 

'd*N 

.dr, 

— i 

therefore 

[1353] 

[13530 

? 
d* q, 

'dz' 

.dr . 

'dj_ 

„dr 

'dzs 

Kd q. 

'd^zN 

,dr, 

[1355] 

Lastly, [3 is the coefficient of dp, in the dififerentialof a?, supposing y and z 

to be constant, [1348"] ; hence we get the three following equations, 

d x = 
/ d a?\ 

W/ 
. dp + I 

/d®\ 

W 
• d, q + 1 

/dx\ 

\A/ 
•d,r ; 

[1354] 0 = i (H) • dp + ( 
ydy\ 

yd q) •d, q +1 
^dy\ 
Vdry 

. d,r ; 

0 = i 
(g) 

• dp + ( 
fdz\ 

\d q) 
*d, 9 + ( 

yd*\ 

\dr ) 
. d,r. 

If we put 

+ 

+ 

'dP 
Kdp/ 

'dp 

Kd q, 

'dP 

vdr, 

^ qy 

'dyN 

r/ 

'dV 

vA, 

'd*N 

K(lVs 

'dz' 

\dq. 

/ d x\ 

\*p) 
fdx\ 

\dq) 

/ d x\ 

Vd7y 

'dyN 

'd_i 
KdP/ 

'dy^ 

\dq. 

•(H) 
•(H) 

The value of dy thus obtained being put equal to its assumed value p'dy, gives 0'as in 

[1353]. Again, the same changes being made in [301], we shall get [1354], and [302] 

changes into [1355], also [303] into [1356]. Putting the value of dx [1356] equal to its 

assumed value [1348/7/], 0 dp, we find 

j3 = 

[1355a] 

\drj ’ Vd?7 

This being multiplied by p', [1353], and by (b", [1350], we get $ . (S'. 07/ — 5, as in [1356"]. 

Substituting this in P. d æ . dy .dz= (3 . (37. 0" . P. dp . d y . d r, [1348lx], it becomes 

s. P. dp . d q. dr, as in [1356"'] 
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we shall have 

which gives 

d x = 
s. dp 

7dy\ fé^\ 
\dqj\drj \drj-\dqj 

[1356] 

|S fdy\ fdz\ _ fdy\ ,dz\' [1356'] 

\dq)'\drj \dr)'\dq) 

therefore |3 . (3'. (3" = s, and the differential P . dx . dy .dz will be [1356"] 

transformed into s. P . dp . d q. dr ; P being here what P becomes, when [1356'"] 

we substitute for x, y, z, their values in p, q, r. All that is now necessary, 

is to select such variable quantities p, q, r, as will render the integrations 

possible. 
We shall transform the co-ordinates x, y, z, into the radius drawn from 

the attracted point to the particle, and the angles which this radius makes [1356W] 

with given right lines or planes. Let r be this radius ;* p the angle which it 

* (921) In the adjoined figure, which is the same 

as that in Vol. I, page 8, A is the attracting point, c 

the attracted point, K the origin ; so that the co-ordi¬ 

nates of the point A are K G = x G E = y, 

E A —z, and those of the point c are KII=a, 

Hf= 6, f c — c, \ hence 

ch = ef=G H— a — x ; 

Bb= C c — Ff = Hf— HF=b — y ; 

AB — CD—cd =fc — EA = c — z. 

Then by [1356"", v], we have Ac = r, the angle 

Acb=p ; CcD = q; and the rectangular triangle Abe gives 

cb — Ac . cos. Acb = r . cos p ; Ab — c D —A c . sin. Acb = r . sin.p ; [13556'] 

and in the rectangular triangle c C D, we have 

Cc = cD . cos. C c D = cD . cos. q ; C D — c D . sin. C cD — cD . sin. q ; 

substituting the value of cD, they become Cc = r.sm.p.cos. qm, CD = r.sm.p.sin.q. 

Putting these values of cb, Cc, CD, equal to those in [13556], we get 

a — æ = r.cos. p, b — y — r. sin. p . cos. q, c—z = r . sin. p . sin. q, [1355c] 

as in [1357]. The sum of the squares of the two last is 

(b — yp -f- (c — z)2 = r3 . sin.2p .fcos.2 q -f- sin.2g,l= r9. sin.2p. 

2 

[1355«f] 
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makes with a right line, drawn through the attracted point, parallel to the 

[l356v] axis of x\ and q the angle which the projection of this radius upon the plane 

of y, z, makes with the axis of y, wé shall have 

[1357] x = a — r.cos.p; y=b — sin.p. cos. q ; z — c— r. sin.j?.sin.g. 

[13571 This being supposed, we shall find* e = —r9. sin. p ; and the differential 

Adding this to (a — x)2 = r2. cos2p, and putting cos.2p -}-sin.2p = 1, we get 

[1355e] r2 — (a — x)2 -j- (b — y)2 -f- (c — z)2 ; hence we find 

a — x—\/\r2—{b — y)2—(c — z)2\, b — y = </{r* sin2p — (c — zf\. 

c — z — r. sm.p . sm. q ; 

which will be of use hereafter, [1357a]. 

To obtain a correct idea of the limits of the values of 2 d C 

r, p, q, we shall suppose a spherical surface y x zQ to be 

described about the attracted point c as a centre, with a radius 

equal to cA, To prevent confusion, this is drawn separately in 

the annexed figure ; in which the points x, y, z, are those where 

this surface intersects the lines c b, cC, cd, drawn through c 

parallel to the axes of x, y, z, respectively ; the letters of 

reference being the same in both figures. Then x is the pole of the great circle yQz ; and 

if through x and A, we draw the quadrantal arc xAQ it is evident that the angle Acx=p, 

[1355g-} and ycQ = q, cA—r. If there be an attracting mass placed near A, we may determine 

the attraction of one of its elements in the following manner. Draw the quadrantal arc 

xBb'q infinitely near to xAa'Q, and perpendicular to the arc yQz, also the arcs 

AB, a!bparallel to Qg', and infinitely near each other. Then we may suppose a 

particle of the body placed at A to be of the form of a parallelopiped, whose base is ABb'a', 

and its height, measured on the continuation of cA, A A' = dr. Now as in note 168, Vol. 

I, page 181, we have Qq = rdqr AB=Q q . sin. A cx = r d q. sin.g?, and 

Aa'—rdp. Hence the sides of this parallelopiped AB, Ad, and the height of it, are 

[1355ft] respectively r d q. sin.p, r dp, and dr ; the product of these three gives the mass 

[1355i] of the particle r2 . sin. p .dp . dq.dr [1357"]. 

(922) The values of x,y,z, [1357], give 
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dx . d y. d z [1356'"] will, by this means, be transformed into* 

— r2. sin. p.dp.dq.dr; [1357"] 

this is the expression of the particle dM, and as d M is positive, we must, if 

we suppose sin.p, dp, dq, dr, to be positive, change the sign of the 

Hence we obtain 

/dy\ fdz\ __ /dy\ /dz\ 

\dq)'\dr) \dr)'\dq) 
r. sin ? p . sin.2 q — r . sin.2 p . cos.2 q 

/dy\ /dz\ 

\dr) * \dp) 

/dy\ /dz\ 

\dp) • w 

= — r . sin.2 p . (sin.2 ^ -}-■ cos.2 ç) = — r . sin.2p j 

/<i /dz\ f r. sin.p. cos.p. sin. <7. cos. ç 1 ^ 

\dpj \drj £ — r ' gjn> « . cos> p t sjn> q _ cos. « 5 
[1356a] 

'AA . 
d Ç/ \cüp/ 

p .cos.p. sm. q.cos. ç 

= r2. sin.p. cos.p. cos.2 q-\~r2. sin.p. cos.p. sin.2 q 

= r2. sin.p. cos.p. (cos.2 q-{- sin.2 q) = r2. sin. p. cos. p. 

Multiplying the preceding expressions respectively by 

sin.p, 

we obtain the three following expressions, 

/dx\ 

W=“C0S^’ 

/dx 

\d~pJ 

d y 

Â 

d z\ _ fdj] 

Jr) \dp) 

d z 

d q. 

/dx\ /dy\ /d z\ /dx\ /dy\ fdz\ 

\Tq) * \Tr) * \dp) “ \dq) * ^ * W/ 

AAA A[p\ //A_A/A A/A A/A __ 
\rfiy \dp) \dq) \d rj \dq) \dp)~~~ 

■ —• r2 . sin. p . sin.2p 

0; 

; — r8. sm. p . cos.~p. 

[13566] 

Adding these products together, the first member becomes equal to the value of s [1355], and 

the second member, by putting cos.2p + sin.2p= 1, becomes — r2 . sin.p ; hence [1356c] 

e = — r2.sin.p, as in [1357']. 

*(923) This expression of dx .d y .dz = — r2.sin. p . dp . d q. dr, has also been 

obtained, in a very simple manner, from values similar to [1355/] ; taking the differentials 

so as to make æ vary with r, y with p, and z with q ; which will leave dx, dy, dz, as well 

as dp, dq, dr, independent of each other. The differentials [1355/] are very easily taken H356rfl 

m noticing these conditions, because these expressions are designedly so arranged that in the 

second members only one quantity occurs which is considered as variable. Thus in finding 

dx fiom the first of the equations [1355/"], the quantity r of the second member is the 

only one which is considered as variable, y, z, being independent, and therefore constant. In 
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[1357'"] 

Attraction 
of a sphe¬ 
roid upon 
any given 
point. 
Second 
form. 

[1358] 

[1358'] 

[1357a] 

[13576] 

[1357c] 

[1359a] 

[1359a'] 

preceding expression ; which is the same thing as to change the sign of s, 

and to suppose s = r2. sin. p. The preceding values of A, B, C, will 

therefore become* 

A= fff dr . dp . dq . sin.p. cos.p ; 

B = ff f dr. dp. dq.sm.^p . cos. q ; 

C =fff dr . dp . dq.sm?p . sin. q. 

It is easy to obtain these expressions in another manner, by observing that 

the particle dM may be supposed equal to a rectangular parallelopipedf whose 

finding d y from the second, p is considered variable, and r, z, independent or constant ; 

lastly, in finding —dy from the third equation [1355/], q is considered variable, and 

r, p, independent or constant ; hence we get 

rdr rdr r dr dr 
cl' cc —-■——---— 1 -—— ..  - ! 

—(b—yf — {c — zf] a — x r.cos.p cos ,p 

, _ dp.sin.p .cos.p _r^dp.sin.p . cos.p_t&dp .s'm.p . cos.p __ rdp.cos.p . 
ay — yj-r2 _ sin 2 p _qc _ z)3] — b—y r. sin.jp. cos.ç cos .q 

— d z = r d q . sin. p . cos. q. 

The product of these three expressions is 

■d x. d y .d z = 
dr rdp.cos.p 

cos. p cos. q 
.rdq. sin.p . cos. q = rz. sin.jp . dp . dg. dr, 

as in [1357"]. Now from [1347], dM= dx.dy .dz represents a particle of the mass 

of the spheroid, which must be a positive quantity ; and if we take, as usual, the differentials 

dp, dq, dr, positive, we must change the sign of the preceding expression, and we shall 

have dM=dx .dy .dz = r2. sin.p .dp .dq .dr, as in [1357", &c.] 

* (923a) From [1355e] it appears that the denominators of A, B, C, [1347], are r3j 

also dx.dy.dz=r2.sm.p.dp.dq.dr, [1357c]; substituting these in [1348], 

and putting in the numerators the values of a — x, b — y, c — z, [1355c], they become, 

by a very easy reduction, of the same forms as in [1358]. 

f (924) This is proved in [1355A]. Now if the particle dM— r2. sin.p .dp .dq.dr be 

placed at the pointé, fig. 1, page 5, its attraction on the point c, in the direction cA, will be 

dM dM 

Ada’ °r r2 

will be represented by 

This, resolved in the directions cb, cC, cd, parallel to the axes x, y, z, 

dM cb_ _ 

‘ .fir. ’ 

dÆ £f . dÆ,c±. and since by [1355S, c] 
i-2 ' .fir. ’ î-9 Ac 

cb — a—x—r. cos.p; Cc—b—y=r. sin.p. cos. <7; cd c 
dM dM . 

A c—r, these forces will become — . cos. p ; sin.p. cos. q ; 

as in [1359]. 

z = r. sin.p. sin. q ; 

dM . 
. sm. p. sm. q ; 
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three sides are dr, rdp, and r dq. sin. p, and that the attractions of 

the particle, parallel to the three axes x, y, z, are respectively 

dM dM . 
-—.cos .p; —. sin. p . cos. q ; 

dM 
—g- . sin. p. sin. q. 

The triple integrals of the expressions of A, B, C, must be taken within 

such limits as to include the whole mass of the spheroid. The integrations 

relative to r are easily found ; but they are of different forms, according as 

the attracted point is situated within or without the spheroid. In the first 

case, the right line passing through the attracted point, and terminating at 

the surface of the spheroid, is divided into two parts by that point ; and if 

we call these parts r, and /, we shall find* 

A = ff (r + /) . dp . d q . sin. p . cos. q ; 

B = ff (r -f- r') . d p . d q . sin ? p . cos. q ; 

C = ff (r-\-r').dp.dq. sin.2p . sin. q \ 

* (925) To show more sensibly the limits of these attractions, we shall suppose the plane 

xcQ of the figure, page 6, to form, by its intersection with the surface of the proposed spheroid, 

a curve ef E F, as in the annexed figure, which is drawn separately to avoid any confusion 

in the lines. Then for all the points situated in this curve, the angle nj c* 

q is constant ; and if we draw any line cfF intersecting the surface 

in the points f, F, the value of p for all points situated on the line 

fF is constant. Hence if we have any integral of the form 

fffP.dp.dq.dr, in which P is a function of p, q, r, and the 

integral is to include the whole mass of the spheroid, we may first 

consider p, q, as constant, and take the integral fP .dr, supposing 

r only to be variable, the limits of this integral being between the 

values cf=rl, and cF—r'. The values ry, r, depend on the angle xcA — p, 

and on the situation of the plane x c % corresponding to the angle q ; therefore r, and r' 

will be functions of p and q. Substituting these values of p, q, in the preceding integral 

fF.dr, it will become a function of p, q, which we shall denote by P', and then the 

preceding integral will become f/P'. dp .dq. If we now draw ce, cE, tangents to the 

curve ef E F, we may take the preceding integral relative to p, or fP'. d p, considering 

q as constant, and limiting the integral by these tangents ; observing that these limits are 

determined by the situation of the plane x c Q, or by the value of the angle q, so that 

fP'. dp, after the integration and substitution of these limits, will become a function of q, 

which we shall denote by Q, and then the integral fff P.dp .d q.dr=f Q. d q. Now 

3 

[1359] 

[ 1359] 

Attraction 
of a sphe¬ 
roid upon 
a point 
within its 
surface. 
Third 
form. 

[1360] 

[13596] 

[1359c] 

[1359*] 
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[1380'] 

[1360"] 

Attraction 
of a Bphe- 
loid upon 
an exter¬ 
nal point. 
Fourth 
form. 

[1361] 

[1359c] 

[1359/] 

the integrals relative to / and q being taken from p and q equal to nothing, 

to p and q equaLtwo right angles. 

In the second case, if we put r for the radius at the ingress into the 

spheroid, and r' for the same radius at the egress, we shall have 

A = ff (/ — r) . dp . dq. sin. p . cos.p ; 

B — ff(Y — r) . dp .dq. sin.2 /. cos. q ; 

C — ff(r' — r) . dp .dq. sin.2/ . sin. q ; 

the limits of the integrals relative to p and q ought to be fixed at the points 

taking this integral, from the least to the greatest value of q, we shall obtain the required value 

of fff P. d p . d q . d r. 

If this reasoning be applied to the equations [1358], the quantity which we have called P 

will be independent of r. Thus for the first of these equations, P = sin. p . cos./, and 

/P. dr — P./d r = P. (r -f- constant). This integral, commencing at the point /, where 

r=rn is fP.dr = P.{r — r) ; and if it terminate at the point F, where r — r', it 

becomes fP.dr=P.(r — r,). By this means, the equations [1358] become as in 

[1361]; the point c being supposed to fall without the body efEF. The integrals of 

[1361], relative to /, must be made from the angle / = x c e to p = x c E, and since 

at the point e, or E, the values r , r', are equal, or r'—r= 0, these limits must be determined 

by the values of / corresponding to r—r/=0. Again, a little consideration will show, that 

if the plane a?cQ fig. p.6,9, revolve about the axis xc, this plane will be tangent to the spheroid 

at the points corresponding to the least and greatest values of q ; and on each of these planes 

a line may be drawn similar to ce, or cE, touching the spheroid, and making r'—r/= 0 ; 

consequently the limits of the integrals of [1361] relative to /, q, are determined by the 

equation r'—r = 0, as in [1361'], the mark on r, being rejected, since the letter r in 

[1360, 1361] is the same as that we have denoted by rr In all the preceding calculations it 

has been supposed that the point c falls without the body, so that the least value of r is positive. 

Supposing now the point c to approach towards f, fig. p.9, till it becomes 0 at f, and negative 

as at c fig. 4 ; we must then make r negative in [1361], and it will 

become as in [1360]. In this case the limits will be changed ; for 

while Fcf revolves in the plane of fig. 4, from any line QcQ', 

through a semicircle, that line will pass over the whole plane FefE, <2 

and if we suppose a semi-revolution to be made about the axis QQ', 

the figures similar to FefE corresponding to all these points of 

revolution, will include the whole spheroid ; consequently in this case 

the limits must be taken, from / and q equal to nothing to / and q equal to two right angles, 

as in [1360']. 
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where r'— r = 0, that is where the radius r is a tangent to the surface of 

the spheroid. 

2. We shall apply these results to spheroids terminated by surfaces of the 

second order.* The general equation of these surfaces, referred to three 

rectangular co-ordinates x, y, z, is 

0 = ^4+B .x-^-C .y-\-E .z-^F.x^-^H.xy-^L.y^-^-M.xz-^ N. y?-\-0.z\ 

The change of the origin of the co-ordinates introduces three arbitrary 

quantities, because the position of this new origin, referred to the first, 

depends upon three arbitrary co-ordinates. The change of the position of 

the co-ordinates, about their origin, introduces three arbitrary angles.f 

Therefore if we make, at once, both these changes in the preceding equation, 

we shall obtain another equation of the second degree, whose coefficients 

will be functions of the preceding coefficients and of these six arbitrary 

quantities. If we then put the coefficients of the first power of the 

co-ordinates equal to nothing ; and also those of the products of each two of 

the co-ordinates, we shall determine these arbitrary quantities ; and the 

* (926) The computation of the attraction of an ellipsoid, partially treated of by Newton, 

in his Principia, was extended by Maclaurin, in a geometrical solution, remarkable for its 

elegance and simplicity, to the determination of the whole attraction upon any point, within or 

upon the surface of the ellipsoid of revolution. The same result was afterwards obtained by 

La Grange, in an analytical form, by a change of the co-ordinates, upon the principles 

explained in [1348', &c.] Le Gendre extended the investigation so as to embrace all points, 

whether within or without the surface of the ellipsoid. Finally La Place obtained the general 

attraction of any ellipsoid, in all cases, whether the principal axes were equal or unequal, and 

upon any point without or within the surface ; by the method given in this chapter. Since 

the publication of this method, a great improvement has been made by Mr. Ivory, in which 

the computation of the attraction of any ellipsoid upon an external point is reduced, by his 

analysis, to the much more simple case, of finding the attraction of another ellipsoid, upon an 

internal point, or upon a point situated in the surface of the ellipsoid. Mr. Ivory has also 

treated the subject in a very elegant geometrical manner, in the Encyclopedia Britannica, 

under the article Attraction. In conformity to the plan adopted in these notes, we shall give 

the necessary illustrations of the calculations of the author, and shall afterwards show how the 

same results can be obtained by Mr. Ivory’s improved method. 

11 

[1361'] 

Surface of 
the second 
order. 

[1362] 

[1362'] 

[1363"] 

[1360a] 

t (927) An example of this is given in [171], where the change of the axes x, y, z, into 

xm ’ Vm ’ zm 3 depends on the three angles Ô, g/, <p. 
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general equation of surfaces of the second order will become of this very 

simple form,* 

[1363] x2 -}- wi if -j- n z2 = lâ ; 

Surfaee of 
the second 
order, or 
ellipsoid. 

[1363'] 

under which form we shall hereafter consider it. 

In these researches, we shall notice only bodies terminated by finite 

surfaces ; and then m and n must be positive. In this case the body will be 

an ellipsoid, whose three semi-axes are what the variable quantities x, y, z, 

respectively become, when the other two are equal to nothing. We shall 

* (928) Changing the origin of the co-ordinates, we may put in [1362] x = a -J- x', 

y = (3 —{— 2/', z — y -}- y', and it becomes of this form 

[1362a] 0 = ^+BV+ C y' + E' z' + F' V2-f H'x'y'-f L'y'2 + M'af z! -j- JY'y' z'+0'z'2 ; 

in which A', B', C, See., are functions of the ten coefficients A, B, C, &c., and the 

three quantities a, p, y. If we change the positions of the axes xf, y', zr, into three other 

rectangular axes xwi y//n znP we shall have, as in [172a], x' — A(j xm -f-B{) yw + C0 zlu ; 

y' = A1 xm -f Bl ynt + Cx z„, ; z'=A2 xw + B.2 y,n -f C2 zm ; the coefficients A0, BQ, 

C0, A1} &c., [171a], being functions of the three arbitrary angles ê, 4? CP- Substituting 

these in [1362a], it becomes of the form 

[we»] o=d'+n.+c>,,,+E\+rv+HX,ï,+£"^ 
in which the ten coefficients •â", B", &c., are functions of the ten coefficients A, B, C, &£c., 

and the six arbitrary quantities a, (3, y, d, 4-, <p ; and we may generally use these six 

arbitrary quantities to make six of the coefficients of [13626] equal to nothing. Thus if we 

determine a, [3, y, 6, 4? by means of the six equations B"=0, C"—0, E"— 0, 

H"= 0, M"= 0, JV"= 0, it will become 0 = A"+F" xuf + L"yj + O"z* ; 

which, by neglecting the accents on x//n y//n znn may be easily reduced to the form [1363] 

x2Jrmy2+nz2 = Jc2. If the coefficients A", F”, L", O", were each equal to nothing, 

or of the form §, we must retain one of the coefficients, B", C", &c., which was put equal 

to nothing, and use instead of it one of the retained terms A", F", &c. Thus if instead of 

putting B"— 0, we put A"= 0, the equation will become 

0 = B" + F" V + L" y,f + O" z„f ; 

but it is not necessary to notice particularly these cases, because the form [1363] corresponds 

very nearly to the figures of the heavenly bodies. 
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thus have* k, -7=, -i, for these three semi-axes respectively, parallel [1363"] 
y/ ?i 

to the axes of x, y, z. The solidity of the ellipsoid will bef 

M = 4 * • L ; [1363'”] 
o . ymn 

supposing always that k represents the ratio of the semi-circumference of a circle [1363""] 

to its radius. 

* (929) If m were negative, the equation [1363] would become x3— m y3 -j- n z3 = k3. 

Now if we suppose z to be a given quantity, and 7c2 — nz3 = G, this will become 

x3— my’2=- or x2=my2 _j_ and by putting y — œ, x would also become 

infinite. The same result would be found by putting n negative. Again, when m and n are 

positive, it is evident from the equation [1363] that x = zk\/{k3—my2 — nz3] ; therefore 

the greatest value of x is found by putting y, z, equal to nothing ; and if we put this value of 

x equal to xthe preceding equation will become x' = k. In like manner from [1363] 

, . m n z2\ è 
we obtain y — ±--— ; 

\m m m J n n 

from which it is evident that the greatest value of y is found by putting x — 0, z — 0 j 

and the greatest value of z, by putting x = 0, y=0 ; and if we put y', z', for these 

greatest values, we shall get 

„'=^Y=—• *'=7-Y=— • 
J \ m ) \/m ’ \ n ) s/n ’ 

as in [1363"]. It may be observed, that the double sign of the radicals, in the values of x, 

y, z, just given, proves that if any two of the co-ordinates, as y, z, are given, the other, 

x — ±\/\k3— my3 — nz3], will have two values, equal to each other, but of different 

signs ; which indicates, as in the ellipsis, that the origin of the co-ordinates is at the centre of 

the ellipsis or ellipsoid. 

[1363a] 

[13636] 

f (930) From [1347] we get M=f d z./d y./d x ; and fdx, integrated from 

— x to -f- x, is 2x = 2.\/\k3—my3 — nz3]', hence 

£2-yi 7*2 

M=2 . f d z. f dy .\f[k3—my3—nz3]. If we put R3 —-, it becomes 
771/ 

JM=2 .fm . fd z . f d y .\/\R3 — y3]. But 

fd y. f\R3—ÿ*] — ± y .[/\R3 — y3] -j-| JR2. ^arc. sin. -f-constant, 

as is easily proved by differentiation. This integral is to be taken from the least to the greatest 

value of y, corresponding to any given value of z or R. Now if we divide [1363] by m, and 

4 
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Now if in the preceding equation we substitute for x, y, z, their values in 

p, q, r, given in the preceding article, we shall get* 

substitute the preceding values of R, we shall get y2 = R2 — 
æ2 

TO 
and it is evident 

from this, that the least value of y is — R, and the greatest is -f- R, corresponding to 

x = 0. At both these limits, the term —V2} of the preceding integral is 0, 

R 
[1363c] and it becomes fdy.s/\R? — y*\ = R?. arc. sin. — = i R2 . ft hence 

M — k . \/m . f d z . R2 = *. \/m . f dz. ———- = ./{Jfi.dz — n z2 . d z) 

= — . z —+ constant!. 
\/m 1 

k 
This integral, taken from the least to the greatest value of z, that is from — ~ to 

[1363d] * is M= 
4 If 

, ic —o /—• /d3, as above. The same might have been obtained from 
/n o . y mn 

geometrical considerations, by observing that if planes be drawn perpendicular to the axis of 

x, the sections formed by the planes and ellipsoid will be similar ellipses ; and the areas of 

these ellipses will evidently be in a constant ratio to the circles, formed by the intersection of the 

same planes with the surface of a sphere, whose radius is Jc, and centre the same as that of the 

ellipsoid. Now the semi-axes of the ellipsis, thus formed, by the plane passing through the 

/n 
, [1363a], and the radius of the corresponding 

Tt 
centre of the ellipsoid, are —, 

k Jc 
circle is Jc. The area of the circle is to that of the ellipsis as Jc2 : — . —. or as 

[1363e] 

] : [378w], and the solidity of the sphere must be to that of the ellipsoid in the 
y mn L J 

same ratio. But the solidity of a sphere, whose radius is Jc, is f x.Jc3, [275&, &c.] ; 
4 (Ji1 , j^3 t 

consequently that of the ellipsoid must be 3 \/mn ’ aS *n [1*^3'"]. ^ body be 

formed by the revolution of an ellipsis about the axis of x, so that m = n, its solidity will 

[1369a] 

Axes of an 
ellipsoid. 

[13696] 

Mass of an 
ellipsoid. 

[1369c] 

, A3 
be 4 rf . — ; 

3 TO 
and if we put Jc = \/m = 1 — a, and-neglect «s, it will 

become | . (1 — a). If we put, for the sake of symmetry, 

Jc = a, 
/to 

the preceding value of the mass of the ellipsoid M will become 

M = % It . « |3 y. 

* (931) Substituting the values of x, y, z, [1357] in [1363], and arranging its terms 

according to the powers of r2, it becomes as in [1364], and by using the abridged symbols 
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r2. {cos.2p -f- m. sin.2 p. cos.2 q + n . siu.^p . sin.2 q} 

— 2r.{a.cos.p mb.sm.p.cos. q-\-nc.sm. p ,sm.q} = k?—$—mb2—nâ ; 

[1365], we get L r2 — 2 Ir = k2 — a2 — mb2 — wc2 ; hence 

I±v/N2 + (^2 — a2 — mi2— wc2). L] 
r= L fi 

1—\/R 
This, by means of the value of R [1365], changes into [1366]. Hence r = ——— ; 

r' = . whose sum and difference are as in [1367]. The values of r-\- r' and 

r' — r, thus found, being substituted in [1360, 1361], give respectively [1368, 1369]. It 

was observed in [1361'], that the limits of the integrals of [1361] must be where r'—r—0, 

which corresponds to R == 0 [1367] ; therefore the limits of the integrals of [1369] 

must be found by putting R = 0, as in [1369']. 

If we divide the values of A, B, C, [1368], by a, b, c, respectively, and add the quotients, 

we shall get 

—r T H— = 2 . JJ dp . d q . —— cos. p -j- -. sm.p . cos. q -j- -. sin. p. sm. q>. 

The integrals are to be taken from p = 0 to p — ir, and from q = 0 to q = tf, 

[1360'] ; now since cos. (tf — p) = — cos. p, cos. (tf — q) =— cos. q, we may, in 

the terms multiplied by 2, neglect those containing only the first power of cos./ or cos. q, 

because the positive values are destroyed by the negative ones, as is done in finding A [1370'"] ; 

and we shall thus have 

-, cos./=cos.2/ ; ^.sin.p.cos.ç=m.sin.2p.cos.2^; ^.sin./>.sin.g'=w.sin.2/?.sin.2^ ; 

The sum of these three expressions is equal to the value of L [1365] ; substituting it in 

[13706], the quantity L will vanish from the equation, and its second member will be reduced 

to 2.// dp .dq. sin. p j but / d q = *, between the proposed limits q— 0 and 

q=<it ; hence the preceding expression becomes 2tf./dp . sin./ = 4 because 

fdp.sm.p=l—cos.p, taken so as to vanish when p—0 is equal to 2, when p—t. 

Hence the equation [13706] changes into 

A B C 
—r ~ ]— = 4 t. 
a b c 

[1364] 

[1370a] 

[13706] 

[1370c] 

[1370c?] 

[1370e] 

[1370/] 

[1370g-] 

Theorem 
by Le 
Gendre. 

This theorem was first discovered by Le Gendre. 
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[1365] 

[1366] 

therefore if we suppose 

I = a. cos. p mb. sin. p . cos. q -f- n c . sin. p . sin. q, 

L = cos ? p -f- m . sin.9 p . cos.2 q -f- n . sin.3j?. sin.2 q, 

R — I2 [k2 — a2 — m 62 — ne2]. L, 

we shall have 

I±\/R . 
L ’ 

hence we deduce r', by using the positive radical, and r by using the negative ; 

we shall therefore find 

[1367] r + r = — r r 
2. \/r 

and we shall get, for points within the ellipsoid, 

Attraction 
of an ellip¬ 
soid upon 
an internal 
point. 

[1368] 

A = 2.fJ 

B = 2.ff 

C 

dp . d q . I. sin. p . cos.p 

dp .dq.I. sin.2p . cos. q 

0 r r dp . d q . I. sin.2 p . sin. q 

dJ — L ; 

Attraction 
of an ellip¬ 
soid upon 
an exter¬ 
nal point. 

[1369] 

and for points without the ellipsoid, 

a o r rdp . dq . sin. p . cos. p . \/R _ 
A = Z. J J — — ' ï 

B — 2 ff d P •d<1 •P ’cos-d ' ^ • 

r1 ^ r rd p . d q . sm2 p . sin. q . \/rR # 
c J b ; 

these three last integrals ought to be taken between the two limits 

[1369'] corresponding to R = 0. 

3. The expressions relative to points situated within the ellipsoid being 

[1369"] the most simple, we shall begin by examining them. We shall observe, 

in the first place, that the semi-axis of the ellipsoid k does not enter into the 

values of I and L [1365] ; consequently the values of A, B, C, [lo68], are 

[1369W] independent of k ; whence it follows, that we may increase at pleasure the 

strata of the ellipsoid above the attracted point, without changing the 
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attraction of the spheroid upon that point, provided that the values of m and 

n remain constant.* Hence we obtain the following theorem. 

A point placed within an elliptical stratum, whose internal and external 

surfaces are similar and similarly placed, is equally attracted in every 

direction. 

This theorem is an extension of that we have demonstrated in § 12 [469'"] 

of the second book, for a spherical stratum. 

We shall resume the value of A [1368], If we substitute the values of 

I and Z/, [1365], it becomes 

A 2 r r dp • d q. sin. p. cos. p .{a. cos. p -f- mb sin.p .cos. g -|-nc. sin.p. sin. çf 

**' d cos .2p -j- m . sin.2 p . cos.2 qA~n. sin ? p . sin.2 q 

the integrals relative to p and q, must be taken from p and q equal to nothing 

to p and q equal to two right angles, [1360']. It is evident that we have in 

general 

fP. dp.cos.p = 0 ,* 

P being a rationed function of sin.p and cos.2p ; because the value of 

p being taken at equal distances above and below a right angle, the 

corresponding values of P. cos.p will be equal and of contrary signs.f 

therefore we shall have 

A = 2 a. ff 
dp. dq. sin. p . cos.2p 

cos.2p -f-m . sin.2p. cos.2^-]-n . sin.2p .sin.2*/ 

* (932) If m, n, remain constant, the expressions I, L, [1365], corresponding to the 

same attracted point, will be constant ; consequently A, B, C, [1368], will not be varied 

by increasing k ; the limits of p and q being 0 and two right angles, which are not affected 

by these changes. The theorem [I369v] corresponds to any ellipsoid, whose three principal 

semi-axes may be unequal, and is an extension of the theorem of Newton for ellipsoids of 

revolution. Princip. Lib. I, Prop. xci. This theorem is demonstrated in another manner 

in [1503]. 

1* (9o3) Sin. p = sin. (it—p), and as cos.p=—cos. («r—j?), we have 

cos.2p = cos.2 (* — p). Hence if P= func. (sin.p.cos.2p), it will remain 

unchanged by writing *—p for p, and the two elements of the integral /P.cos.p .dp 

corresponding to the angles p and * — p, will be represented by 

P .dp. cos. p -j- P .dp . cos. (it — p) = 0 ; 

5 

[1369""] 

[1369v] 

Attraction 
on a point 
within an 
elliptical 
stratum. 

[1370] 

[1370'] 

[1370"] 

[1370"'] 

[1371] 
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If we integrate this relative to q, from q — 0 to q equal to two right 

angles, we shall have* 

[1372] a=^.p 
Vmn J 

dp . sin.p. cos.2jt? 

1 + \—rrv 

m 
. cos ? p | . | 1 + 

■ n 

n 
. cos? p | 

because cos.p + cos. (tf—p) = 0. Now the limits of this integral being p — 0 and 

p = ir, there must be the same number of elements depending on cos.p as on cos. (tf—p), 

[1370A] consequently the whole integral fP.dp.cos. p = 0. The value of A, [1370], by 

altering the arrangement of the terms, may be put under the form 

nr, dp.dq. s'm.p. cos.2p _ 
A — 2 a .j] cos 2pJç.m. sin2p. cos.2 q -j- n . sin.2p . sin2 q 

+2.// 
(m b. sin.2p . cos, g -f- n c. sin.2p ■ sin, q). cos.p 
cos.2p-\-m. sin.2p. cos.2 q + n. sin.2 p . sin.2 q 

. dp . d q. 

The coefficient of 2 . cos. p .dp.dq, in this last term, considered only as it respects 

the variable quantity p, is a function of sin. p and cos.2p. Putting this, as above, equal 

to P, it becomes 2 .ffP. cos.p .dp.dq, or 2 .fdq.fP.dp. cos. p ; and as 

fP. dp .cos.p was shown in [1370/t] to be equal to nothing, this term must vanish, and 

the remaining term of A will become identical with [1371]. 

*(934) Putting sin.2 q = 1 — cos.2 q, in [1371], it becomes 

rr dp.dq.sm.p.cosPp_^ ^ dp. sin, p . cos.2p ^ “W 
[1371a] A=’2a.Jj cog>2 ^ sin.2 p — (»— m) .sin.2p .cos.2ç a'J (n — m). sin.2p * J D2—cos.2g ’ 

dq 

[1372a] using for brevity 

which we shall call W, is 

gives A q = . 

cos.2p -j- n. sin.2p 
-D = (n — m).sin.2p ’ the part of this integral relative to q, 

W—f D2—COS?q * If We PUt C0S' ? — V’ Wllich 

we shall get w=fm= 
— dv 

(D2_V2)>V/(1_W2)- To avoid 

1 — z2 
the radicals, we shall put v = whence 

2 z 
v/(i — »S!) = 1+ 

W=fl 
2dz 

— dv == 

1 

Azdz 

(i + z2)2’ 

— dv %dz 

+ Z2 _(1 — Z2)3 

n (1 + z2)2 

—/z>2. 

v/(l — v3) 1+Z2 ’ 

2dz.(l+z2) 

and 

(1 + z2)2 —(.1—z2)2’ 
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the integral being taken from cos.p =1 to cos.p = — 1. Put 

cos.p = x, and let M be the whole mass of the spheroid, we shall have, by [1372'] 

which is free from radicals ; and as the denominator of this last expression is divisible into the 

two factors D . (1 -\-z^) — (1 — z2), X>. ( 1 -{— ^2) -f- ( 1 — 22), the expression 

of TV may be put under the form 

dz dz 
+ 

D J dI?.(l-j-Z2) —1-fz2 ' i?.(l + Z2)^l__z2 

-Un- 
dz 

l+(D-fl).z3 +D-S. 

dz 

D(P+1) •fD~'+z2 + 
D+1 1 

Now 
P dz /# + l\i 

J D~1 4- 
D + l ^ z2 \£> — l) * 

and 
f dz 

r-i 1 

5
. 

J D + l , 
D — 1 1 z2 \d-v lj ‘ 

jD+1+(D—l).z2 

1 

^ ,Jn 

r dz 

*^^±i + Z2 [13726] 

> + l\è A /# + l\è 
—) . arc. tang. * . ) , 

'D—l\ h 
[51] Int. 

The limits of the integral [1370'] relative to q, are q = 0, q = ir ■ and as v — cos.q, 

X_z2 1_v 
the limits of v must be 1 and —1; but v = ——2- gives z<* = —;—; therefore 

1 -p z2 ° 1 -j- V 

at the first limit, where v = l, z = 0 ; and at the last limit, where v— —1, z— oo ; 

consequently the arc whose tangent is ^ ^ 

be a right angle, or % if, and 

dz_(D + 1 \h x 

z . 
+ V ’ 

or z /» + l\è 
(»zî) ’ must 

/ D — 1 

D +1‘ 

V, 
/dz 

TV+Ï 
D S+zS U+1/ *2** 

Substituting these in W, [13725], it becomes 

JY—--- /D+1V^ _1_ i 
D.[D-\-l)\D—l) ’2 ' D.(D—1) ’ \D -pi/ *2 

If if 

D.v/[(D+l).(jD—1)] D.y/[£)2—1] ’ 

and by resubstituting the value of D [1372a], which gives D2 — 1 = ’ 

we fc6t TV y/ pcos.2p -j- n. sin.2p). (e°s.2p -j-m ,sin.2p)] ’ hence VL [1371a] becomes 

a_Q r_ dp .sin.x?. cos.2p . 
41 ‘ a ^ 4 J V [(c°s.2p -|-n .sin.2p). (cos.2p -\-m • sin.2p)] ' Substituting for cos. p-j-w.sin.^p 
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[1372"] 

[1373] 

4 flr . 7c3 
§2 [1363'"], i»*=3^ therefore 

4k 3 M 

w n k? 5 
lienee we 

shall have 

A = 
3 aM f 

t/ n 

x*. d x 

n 
. a;- 

« 

the integral being taken from x — 0 to # = 1.* 

[1372c] 

its value 

also 

cos. 

cos.2p -|- m . sin. 

• ^ 1 + 
(^K) 

. COS.2p j 

• 1 I +1 i~~) 
. cos.2 p j h 

\ m J ) 

p are *'8
 II O
 

M» and p = *, [1370'], 

these limits must correspond to cos.p = 1, and cos.p =— 1, as above. 

* (934) The value coS.p = x gives dp. sin.p =— d x, and from [1372"] 

cy q M 
—p=r= ——. Substituting these in [1372], we get 
ymn 2 k3 

_SaM r_ 

the limits of the integral being x = 1 and x = — 1, [13 72c]. But as the term x 

only occurs in the value of A, its sign must be the same from x = 1 to x = 0, as 

from x=0 to x= — 1. Therefore we may take the integral between the limits x = l 

and x=0, and double it. If we change the sign of —dx in A, we may change the limits 

so as to be from x= 0 to x=l ; and then we shall have the same value of A as in [1373]. 

In the formula [1373], and in other parts of this wrork, the limits of the integial are 

connected with the sign f according to the notation proposed by the Baron Fourier, and now 

generally used. These limits were not given in this manner in the original work. According 
// 

[1373a] to this notation, f , P.dx denotes the integral of P.dx from x — x to x=x ; 

signs the lowest term x' corresponds to the commencement of the integral, the upper term to the end. 

rx" If there be more than one sign f corresponding to different elements dx, dy, dz, &c., the 

•d limits connected with the signs f are to be taken in the same order as the elements are arianged 

f". in that formula. Thus f^f^P.dx.dy denotes, that the first /* 

yf> 

[13736] corresponds to the integration relative to the first element dx, and the second sign f 

— ar2. d x 

ar 
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If we integrate the expressions of B, C, [1368] in the same manner, we 

may reduce them to simple integrals, but it is easier to deduce these integrals 

from the preceding value of A. For this purpose we shall observe, that this 

expression may be considered as a function of a, and of the squares of the 
£2 £2 

semi-axes of the ellipsoid, Ar2, ^, -, [1363"], parallel to the co-ordinates [1373'] 

of the attracted point a, b, c. Putting therefore k'~ for the square of the 

semi-axis parallel to b, consequently k'^.m and Ac'2.-, for the square of [1373"] 

the other two semi-axes,* * B will be a similar function of b, Ac72, Ac'2.m, 

771 ___ 
and Ac'2.-. Therefore to obtain B, we must change, in the preceding [1373'"] 

71/ 

expression of A, a into b, k into Ac', or -4=-, m into -, and n into ri373""l 
wm m m 

corresponds to the second element dy. I had used in these notes a somewhat similar method [1373c] 

of notation, previous to the publication of that by the Baron Fourier. A like notation is used Sisn 
i 

with the sign X of finite integrals, thus Sl0 =A0 + A\ + A2— -j- An_-frepresents 2o * 
the sum of i -f- 1 terms of the general form An, commencing with A0 and ending with kZ . [1373d] 

7C2 

* (935) The square of the semi-axis parallel to b, or -, [1363"], being put equal to 
77b 

A:'2, gives A;2 = A;'2. m. This value of A:2 being substituted in the expressions of the squares 
£2 £2 

of the semi-axes parallel to b, a, c, [1363"], namely —, A;2, —, they become respectively 

7Yb 
Af2, A:'2.wz, A/2.—. Comparing these with the values before used for the semi-axes 

n 

If 

m’ n‘ 

n 

m 

k? Æa 
parallel to a, b, c, namely, A;2, —, -, it appears that the former may be derived 

1 

m ' 

X 7b 
from the latter, by writing k' for k, m for -, and - for n. Making these changes 

m m o o 

in [1373], and writing also b for a, we obtain this value of 

Æ2 dx 
B = 

3b. M 

/, /T (T-Ï) 
V ] 1 + —- r— • 1 + 

(Ï-Î) 
11 
m 

. X< 

and as 
1-- 

T" 
771 

— m — 1, 
i_u 1 ™ m—n 

'll 

m 
n 

i 

TA 

3 
ms 

this expression becomes 

identical with [1374]. 

6 
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[1374] 

[1375] 

[1376] 

[1376a] 

hence we get 

n 3 bM 
JJ ----- 

k3 'Jo 

m s. x* d x 

Putting 

we shall obtain* 

B 

v/y 1-1- {m — 1) . z* | | 1 + 
m — n 

. X 
n 

x = 

SbM 

k3 ' 

[/m-j- (1 — m) . t2’ 

fdt 

0 i+GvV 
3. 

gf a \+(-- 
n 

* (936) The value of x [1375] being substituted in the factors of the denominator of B 

[1374], putting also for brevity M= 1 + ^ • *2j JV= 1 -f • & •> we Set 

, , H N y _ i i (w* — 1) . t2 _ m_ ___1__ L . 
l + (m— 1) .x — 1 i — .<2 i+Ç-M ’ 

, /—«\ - 1+(LF)-^ * 
1 + V-1 *» + (l—rn).l2 m + (l—m).t2 JtT 

Hence Ql + (m - 1). «?] . + (^)-^]‘= (£= % Moreovel' 

the differential of x= {m t~2 -f- (1 m)\ - [lo75] is 

m t~3 dt dt _d t 
dx = 

{m2 2+(l—W)H m*. <j 1 -f- Ç ^ .t^ç m2 . M2 

. t2 Ü ,o 
m^ • t2 . 

and ms . a; = 
m* . t2 

m + (1 — m).f 1+{L~^r)‘t2 M 
hence 

JV* 
m? .x*dx = mi ‘J- . ——— = ? -5-. Dividing this by the denominator yjj, [1376a], 

M2 rrfi.JVl2 

we get 
ft dt for the terms under the sign / in [1374], which agrees with [1376]. 

The limits of t are obtained from [1375], which gives t2 = 
m x 

--— . This, when 
—l).z® 

m 
x s= 0, becomes < = 0, and when «=1, becomes ^ = 1+Z ~1 — 1> or 

^ = 1. These limits are as in [1376']. 
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the integral relative to t, must be taken between the same limits as that 

relative to x, namely, from t — 0 to t = 1 ; because x = 0 gives 

t = 0, and x — 1 gives t— 1. 

Hence it follows, that if we put 

we shall have* 
D 3 bM /d.\F\ 

B==nr\-dv)- 
If in this expression, we change b into c, x into X', and the contrary, we 

shall obtain the value of C. The attractions of the ellipsoid A, B, C, 

parallel to its three axes, will therefore be given by the following formulas, 

3a M „ „ 3 bM 7d.\F\ n 3 cM fdMF\ 

A ~ ~lf '\~d\)‘'' C ~~Kr'\~dV )' 

* (937) The value of F [1377] gives \F= (X~2 -f-a?2)-*. (I-f-X'2. æ2)~4. x^dx, 

whose differential, relative to X, is 

(l+X/2.a:2)-Lx-3.Æ2dtf = /o3 
x^dx 

(i+x2.*8)?.(i+x/a .*2f 

Now this definite integral is taken between the same limits, x — 0, x — l, as those of 

t [1376] ; so that we may change x into t, and the preceding expression will become the 

same as that in B [1376]. Hence B will become as in [137S]. Changing in this b into c, 

X into X', and the contrary, it is evident that B will be changed into C, [1379], Lastly, 

A [1379] is as in [1373, 1377.] 

The values A, B, C, [1379], represent the attraction of the ellipsoid, upon a point whose 

co-ordinates are a, b, c, situated upon its surface or within it, and resolved in directions parallel 

to the axes of the spheroid, a, p, y, [13696]. If we denote by An Bn C„ the values of these 

attractions at the extremities of these axes a, p, y, respectively, we shall obtain A,Bt, Cn 

from A, B, C, [1379], by putting a, p, y, for a, 6, c, respectively ; whence we shall get 

•3 a M 

Comparing these with [1379], we get 

n_3yM / d. \'F\ 

W A dX' / 

a 
A = -.A„ B = -.B/, 

a 1 p ' 

which were first demonstrated by Maclaurin. 

7 

[1376] 

[1377] 

[1378] 

[1378] 

Attraction 
of an ellip¬ 
soid upon 
a point 
within its 
surface. 

[1379] 

[1378a] 

[1379a] 

Maclau- 
rin’s 

Formulas. 

[13796] 
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We may observe that these formulas take place for all points within the 

[1379'] ellipsoid, and therefore for points infinitely near to its surface ; hence we 

may infer that they must take place also for points situated on the surface 

itself. 

Hence it appears that the determination of the attractions of an ellipsoid, 

[1379"] depends only upon the value of F. This is a definite integral ; but it has 

all the difficulties of an indefinite integral, when x and x' are indeterminate. 

[1379///] For if we represent this definite integral, taken from x = 0 to x = l, by 

[1379""] p.(x2,x'2), it is evident that the indefinite integral will be x3.p.(x2æ2,x/2Æ2) ;* 

so that the first being given, the second will also be known. The indefinite 

[l379v] integral is not in itself possible,! except one of the quantities x or x' is 

nothing, or x = x' ; in these two cases the body is an ellipsoid of revolution, 

[l379vi] and k will be its semi-axis of revolution, if x and x' are equal.Î Now in this 

last case 

[1380] 
j? ç 1 F d x 
- =Jo T-j-x2Æ2 

l 

Xs 
jx — arc. tang, x j. 

* (938) The function F, [1377], by developing the denominators according to the powers 

of X2 a;2 , X/2 a?2, becomes 

[1379c] F=fx2dx.( 1 — \ X2 x2 — £ X'2 x2 -j- &c.) = x3. (3- — TV X2 x2 — XV X/2 x2 -j- &c.). 

The part within the parenthesis is a function of X2 x2 , X'2 x2, which we may represent by 

<P. (X2 x2 , X'2 x2), and then we shall have jF = x3 . <p . (X2 x2 , X'2 x2), which, on account 

of the factor x3, is 0 when x = 0, and when x — 1, it becomes F = 9 . (X2, X'2) ; 

so that this last being known, wre may easily deduce from it the indefinite integral, by writing 

X2 x2 , X'2 x2 for X2 , X'2, and multiplying by x3. 

[1379d] f (938a) The meaning of the author is, that this integral cannot be obtained by circular 

arcs and logarithms. This integral can be easily obtained by means of elliptical functions of 

the second and third form, as Le Gendre has shown in Vol. XI of the Memoirs of the 

Academy of Arts and Sciences of Paris, and in Vol. II, p. 525 of his Exercices de Calcul 

Integral. The form of the integration, in the case of the attracted point being without the 

surface, is also the same as for the internal attracted point, as Le Gendre has shown in the 

same volume, p. 529 ; where he has treated the whole subject in his usual elegant manner, 

and has given some new theorems on these attractions. 

J (939) The three semi-axes of the spheroid parallel to the axes x, y, z, are in [1363"], 

represented by k, ~ and the two first equations [1377] give 
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dd . \ F ' 
and 

'd.xLF' 
To deduce from this the partial differentials . ., — » 

which enter into the expressions of B and C, we shall observe that* 

d F= 
X 

'LxF\ dx' /d.x'F’ 

'dx y + x7 ’ dx' 

„ fd\ , dX'\ 

Mt + w ; 

now we have, when x is equal to x', 

'd.xFN / d. x'F' 

thereforef 

d x dx' 

dX 

x 
dx' 

\ d\ J 2 2 X 

[1381] 

[1382] 

[1383] 

— =l-[-X2, -=l-]-X/2, therefore these three semi-axes become respectively [1380a] 
m n 

Æ . \/( 1 —J— X2), k. ^/( 1 -f- X'2). Now when X, or X', is nothing, two of these semi-axes 

become equal to k, and the surface must then be an ellipsoid of revolution about the other 

axis ; and if X = X', the two semi-axes parallel to y, z, must be equal to k . p/( 1 X2), 

and the surface must then be an ellipsoid of revolution about the axis of x. When X = X', 

x%dx 
we shall have, from [1377], F =f. 

becomes 

1 nx'Zdx' 1 rf , . dx' 

X 
: and if we put \x = x', or x — -, it 

1 -J- A- x^ X 

„ 1 rx"Zdx' 1 rk i ! dx' \ 1 . . 1 
-F=wd 1+75=55 • J \dx — I+7iJ ■ (*—are- mnS-» > = ^ • O — arc-ta»S- *«)• Liasoi] 

This vanishes when a?=0, and when a?=l, it becomes F=^. (X—arc. tang. X), 

as in [1380], which corresponds to an oblate ellipsoid. 

* (940) F being a function of X, X', we have the complete differential of F, or 

, „ /dF\ _ , /dF\ 7 , /d.XF\ _ , /dF\ 

dF—{j>.)-dx+w)-dx > {nr)~F+ x• (ax); hence 

/dF\ 1 /d.\F\ l /dF\ 1 /d.FF\ 1 „ 
U)=I-(vw)-7'F- In like manner we have 

These being substituted in the preceding value of dF, it becomes as in [1381]. 

t (941) Substituting in [1381] the values [1382], it becomes 

X \ d X / X 

7 
x 
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[1384] 

[1384/] 

Attraction 
of an ob¬ 
late ellip¬ 
soid of 
revolution, 
on a point 
situated 
in, or 
within its 
surface. 

[1385] 

Substituting the value of F, we shall get 

/d.xF\ 1 

\ d X ) _ 2 X3 

Hence we shall have, for an ellipsoid of revolution, whose semi-axis of 

revolution is k* 

arc. tang, x-5 
0 14-x2 

A = 

B = 

C = 

3 a .M 
~kz . X3 

3 i.M 
2tfAx3 

3c .M 
2 A;3 . X3 

. {X— are. tang, xj ; 

. < arc. tang, x — ——^ 
( 1 —{- x^ 

. j arc. tang, x — yq-^- 

Multiplying this by £x, and transposing FdX, we get ^ -^X = £xd-F"f-FdX, 

and the second member may be put under the form — . d . X2 F, [1383], as is easily 

proved by development. If we substitute the value of F [13S0], we shall find 

arc. tang. X ) 1 Ç arc. tang. X d. (arc. tang. X) 

dX 
X2 XdX 

_J_ s arc-tang’X __l_ \_L ^ arc tans X_— ] 
2x * i X8 X.(l-|-X2) ) 2X3 [ l-pX2) 

as in [1384]. 

(942) Substituting the value of F [1380], and 
'd.XF 

Arx or 

in [1379], we shall obtain the values of A, B, C, [1385]. 

When the ellipsoid of revolution, about the axis of x, is prolate, X2=X'2 [1377] 

becomes negative, and we must change X into X . [/—I in [1380—1385] ; by which 

arc. tang. X = /yq^ [51] Int. becomes 

_ v ,_ , dX /—- A _dX_ , _dX- I 
arc. tang. (\/—l . X) = /—l J — 2 •V-l-J £ x__x "T 1 + x J 

= £ • v/^T . {—log. (1 —X) + log. (1 4“X)} = i • \/—1 ■ loS- (i_x) > 

means 
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4. We shall now consider the attraction of spheroids upon an external 

point. This investigation is much more difficult than the preceding, on 

account of the radical f~ji{ in the differentials, which makes it impossible 

to find the integrals under that form. We may render the integrations 

possible, by a suitable transformation of the variable quantities of which the 

integrals are composed ; but instead of this method, we shall use the following, 

which depends wholly on the differentiation of functions.* 

If we put V equal to the sum of all the particles of the spheroid, divided by 

their respective distances from the attracted point ; x, y, z, being the 

co-ordinates of the particle of the spheroid d M, and a, b, c, those of the 

attracted point, we shall havef 

y ~ dM 

' [/(a — xf-\-(b — y)3 T (c — z)3 * 

and the values [1385], corresponding to a prolate spheroid, become 

3a.M 
A = 

k 3.X3 

The semi-axis of revolution being k, the equatorial semi-axis Jc.fi — x2- 

* (943) This method of finding the attraction of an ellipsoid upon an external point has 

been greatly simplified by Mr. Ivory, as will be seen hereafter in [1428a—o'], 

f [944] This expression of V is similar to that in [455], changing x, y, z, x', y', z', p, 

into a, b, c, x, y, z, 1, respectively, as in [1346a, U], and using dM [1347]. The same 

changes being made in [453], will produce the first value of A [1387], and this is 

evidently equal to — (^j , deduced from [1386], and agrees with what has been 

proved in [455', 453], changing as before x into a. Again, as V [1386] is symmetrical in 

a, b, c, and by [1387] — (fd) rePresents the attraction of the spheroid in the direction 

parallel to a, the attractions in the directions parallel to b, c, must evidently be represented 

by “ Gl)5 ~ (tt) 5 resPectively’ as in [1388] ; these forces tend to decrease the 

co-ordinates, so that the forces ^ffd)5 5 Gt) ’ ^entd to increase them, as 

evidently appears from the notation and figure used in note 921, page 5. 

[1385] 

[1385'] 

[1385w] 

Function 

V. 

[1385/w] 

[1386] 

Attraction 
of a pro¬ 
late ellip¬ 
soid of 
revolution 
upon a 
point situ¬ 
ated in, or 
within, the 
surface. 

[1385a] 

[1386a] 

[1387a] 
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[1386'] Then putting, as before, A, B, C, equal to the attractions of the spheroid, 

parallel to the axes x, y, z, and directed towards the origin of the co-ordinates, 

we shall have 

[1387] A=.f 
(a — x) . d M 

1 (a — x)2 + {b — yf -f (c — z)2}± 

In like manner we shall find 

[1388] 

Hence it follows, that if V he known, we may deduce, hy differentiation, the 

[1388'] attraction of the spheroid parallel to any right line, supposing that line to he 

one of the rectangular co-ordinates of the attracted point, as we have already 

remarked in the second book, § 11 [456'"]. 

The preceding value of V, developed in a series, becomes* 

Valno of 
V in a 
series, 
for any 
spheroid. 

[1389] 

dM /» 

l/«2 + 62 + c2 ’ 

! 1 \2 a x-\-2 b y-\-2 c z— x2— if — z~\ 

' 2 ' a2 -j- b2 -f- c2 

, 3 {2axf-2by + 2cz — x2 — y2 — z2(2 L Rrn 

+ 8' • (a2 -f h2 + c2)2 + * 

[1389'] 

[1389"] 

Value of 
V when 
the at¬ 
tracted 
point is at 
a very 
great 
distance. 

[1390] 

This series is ascending, relative to the dimensions of the spheroid ; and 

descending, relative to the powers and products of the co-ordinates of the 

attracted point. If we notice only the first term, which is sufficient, when 

the attracted point is at a very great distance, we shall find, 

V — 
M 

fa2 -f- 62 -f- c2 ’ 

* (945) The term under the radical in [1386], namely, (a — te)2-]-(6—*/)2T (c — zf : 

being developed, may be put under the form 

a2 -j- V2 -f- c2 —■ (2 a x -f 2 h y -j- 2 c z — x2 — y2 — z2), 

and if for brevity we put a2-\-b2-\-c2=a!2, 2ax-\-2b y-\-2c z— x2—y2 — z2 = b 

the expression [1386] will become 

r- dM 

K==^v/(«'2—60 

which, by resubstituting the. values of a12, b\ becomes as in [1389]. 
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M being the whole mass of the spheroid. This expression will be more [1390'] 

accurate, if we place the origin of the co-ordinates in the centre of gravity 

of the spheroid ; for wTe have, by the property of this centre,* 

f x . d M = 0 ; / y . d M = 0 ; f z .d M = 0 ; [1391] 

so that if we consider the ratio, of the dimensions of the spheroid to its 

distance from the attracted point, as an infinitely small quantity of the first 

order, the equation 

V— 
M 

\/ a? -{- b2 -j- c2 

[13911 

[1392] 

will be exact, except in quantities of the second and higher orders. We ^392^ 

shall now investigate the accurate values of V7 corresponding to an ellipsoid. 

5. If we use the symbols of ^ 1, we shall havef 

dM 
V= —fffr d r .dp. dq. sin. j? = | — r2) .dp. dq. sin. p. [1393] 

* (94G) The expressions [1391] are the same as in [124], changing m into d M, and 

2 into /. Now the terms of V [1389], depending on the first power of x, y, z, using a! as 

in the last note, are 

*£»(2aa! + 2& y + 2c«) = ^i -fx .dM-\~^-z .fy .dM-\-~ .fz. dM ; 

and these vanish by means of the formulas [1391]. 

higher powers of x, y, z, in [1389], we shall have 

as in [1392]. 

Therefore if we neglect the squares and 

pr_ r_d M J]f 

^ F(a2 -j- &2q_cS) ~ /(aaqTtsq-cS) ’ 

f (947) Substituting y/\(a — xf + (b — yf + (c — zf\ = r [1355e] in [1386], [1393a] 

we get V=fl~, which is also easily deduced from the definition of r, V, [1356w', 

1385"'] ; and if we use the value of dM [1357c], it becomes 

dr . dp . dq. sin. p=ff dp . d q . sin. p . fr d r. 

Now frdr — ^r^-j- const. = | r2 — \ r~, supposing the integral to commence with 

the least value of r, denoted by rt. If the greatest value of r be /, the complete integral will 

8 
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Substituting the values of r and r' found in § 2 [1367], we shall find 

[1394] V=2.ff- 
d p . d q . sin. p . I. s/R 

Z2 

We shall resume the values of A, i?, C, corresponding to an external 

attracted point, given in ^ 2, [1369], 

~ . rd p . d q . sin. p . cos. p .\Vr 
%-ff——1—2-—— ; 

[1395] 

A ■ 

B 

C = 2 . /J 

0 r r d p . d q . sin.2 p . cos. q . \/R _ 
^ • J J y, »■ 

d p . dq . sin.2 p . sin. q . \/~R 

[1395'] Since at the limits of these integrals we have \/R = 0 [1369'], it is 

evident, that if we take the first differentials of V, A, B, C, relative to any 

[1395"] one of the six quantities a, b, c, k, m, and n, we may neglect the effect of 

the variations of the limits ; so that we shall have, for example, 

[1396] = 2. ff dp .d q . sin. p . 
d. 

/. \/R 
L2 

d a 

For the integral f 
dp.sm.p .I.\/R 

u 
towards these limits, is nearly 

3 
[1396'] proportional to R? ;* * which renders its differential nothing, at these 

be 1/2 — \rf. Changing rt into r, to conform to the notation [1360"], we shall get 

fr dr = i .(r 2 — r2), and the preceding value of V will become 

V=% ./(r'2— r3) .dp .dq. sin. p, 

as in [1393]. 

[13936] Multiplying the values of r'-\-r, r'—r, [1367], we get /2 — r2 = —; 

hence we obtain the expression of V [1394]. 

* (948) The expression of V [1394] is similar to that of f/P'. dp . dq [13595], 

putting P' — sm'P^ } which makes V=f d q .fP' dp. The integral 

[1397a] fP'&p is to be found upon the supposition that q is constant, [1359c], and the limits 
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limits. This being supposed, it is easy to prove by differentiation, that if we 

put for brevity 

a.A + b.B + c.C = F, [1397] 

of the values of p are the angles x c e = pt, and x cE = p', 

which is the same as in page 9 ; these limits being the values of p, 

to be found by putting r' — r,— 0, or R — 0 ; as will appear 

from [1359c, e, /]. The values of p,, p', being functions of q, 

the integral fP' dp will become a function of q, which in [1359JJ 

is called Q, and then Jr=fQdq. The equation R = 0, 

from which p/5 p', are determined, becomes, by means of R, I, L, 

[1365], 

0 = [a . cos. p Tm b • simp . cos. q ~\~nc ■ sin- V • sin. q]2 

in the annexed figure, 

-j- \1P — a2 —m 52 — n c2} . {cos.2p -f" m • sin.2p . cos.2 q-(- n . sin.2p . sin.2 q\. 
[13976] 

This equation will give p, and p' in terms of a, b, c, m, n, Je, q • and if any one of these last 

quantities should be varied, the angles p, and p‘ would also vary. Thus if a be changed into 

a F da, the limiting angles p, and p' will become p/ -f (^j , d a, and p' -j- (~^j . da. [I3976q 

This is also evident by geometrical considerations. For if we continue the line æc to d, 

making cc' — da, the lines drawn from c', tangents to the curve efEF, will not in 

general be parallel to the tangents ce, cE; consequently the angles, which these tangents 

make with the line x c d, will be varied by this increase of the value of a. Therefore, by 

this increment of the value of a, the quantity which we have above denoted by Q, will be 

varied in two different manners. First, by the variation of Q, on account of the value of a 

contained in it explicitly ; this variation being usually expressed by (~^ .da. Secondly 

by the variation of Q, on account of the value of a contained implicitly in the limiting angles 

p, and p' ; which angles vary by (~^j . d a, and {—^j.da, [13976']. The effect 

of this second cause of variation may be computed in the following manner. In the annexed 

figure, which is similar to the above, but is drawn separately for 

distinctness, the line cfF is supposed to be drawn infinitely near 

to cE, the limit of p'. The integral fP'dp will be affected by 

the action of all the particles contained in the space f g F Ebut 

this mass being called m, and its mean distance from the point c being 

cE =■ r', its effect on V, or on f —, [1393], will be 

1Yl! 

nearly —. Now if from the point E we let fall upon Ff the 

perpendicular Eg=t, it will nearly bisect this line Ff= / — r = P, in g ; P being 

5 

[1397c] 

[1397d] 
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we shall have, between the four quantities B, C, F, V, the following 

equation of partial differentials,* 

[1397d] used for brevity. This small arc FEf may be considered as a circular or a parabolic 

arc, on account of its being infinitely small ; and the area m! = fg F E, considered as 

parabolic, is by a well known rule equal to § . Eg . Ff= § t. p. If we suppose D to be 

the diameter of the circle of curvature corresponding to the point E, Eg will be its versed 

sine, and F g = \ P = sine of the arc FE ; thus, by the nature of a circle, we shall have 
p2 

nearly, D .Eg = Fg2 = if', hence E g = t — —. Substituting this in 

it becomes m! = — . p3 ; but p = r'— r = —[1367]; hence 

4 li¬ 
the value of m' becomes m' = —-—.R2. Therefore this variation of V, or 

[1397e] 
4 

3 DLK? 
Now at the point E the quantity R is nothing, and in general, 

for the points near to E, the values D, L r", do not vary much, for all the particles of the 
3 

mass vn! 5 therefore the variation of V is nearly proportional to R2. This quantity and its 

differential both vanish when R = 0 ; therefore we may neglect the second cause of 

variation in the value of F, and it is evident that what we have said relative to V [1394] will 

also apply to the values of A, B, C, [1395]. For if we compare the elements of V [1394] 

with those of A [1395], we shall find that they are in the ratio of - : cos- P> or’ 

[1367], : cos./, which is nearly as r" : cos.p ; and as this is nearly constant 

for all those points m! of the spheroid which are near the limits, we shall get the required part 

of A, by multiplying that of V [l397e], by nearly. Hence it is evident that 

this part of A will be of the order R* ; and in the same way we may prove that the 

2. 
corresponding parts of B, C, are of the order R2 ; and these expressions, as well as 

their differentials, will vanish when R = 0. Hence in all cases, when finding the partial 

differentials of V, A, B, C, [1394, 1395], relative to a, b, c, m, n, k, we may neglect the 

[1397/] variations of the limits ofpt, p. The limits q„ q', of q, depend on the same principles ; 

therefore we may also neglect the consideration of these limits, in finding the partial 

differentials of F, A, B, C. Hence it follows, that in finding the partial differentials of 

F, A, B, C, it is only necessary to notice the first cause of variation, mentioned in [1397c], 

namely, that which arises from the explicit values of a, b, c, m, n, k, contained in these 

quantities. 

* (949) To investigate the equation [1398] a priori, we may find the partial differentials 

of F, A, B, C, relative to a, b, c, m, w, k, and connect them by constant coefficients 
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0 = 
a' —(— b3 —J— c2— k3 

2 
. k 

g, h, i, &c. Then take these constant quantities so as to make the terms depending on the 

same cosines and sines disappear, and we may obtain the proposed formula. We shall not, 

however, use this method, but shall proceed according to the directions of the author, by 

means of the differentiation of the quantities F, A, B, C, F. 

We shall use, for brevity, the following abridged values of x, y, z, k', S, G ; observing, 

however, that these values of x, y, z, differ from those used in § 1, 2. We shall then, from 

[1365, 1395, 1397], get the following values of 7, L, R, F, 

x — cos. p, y = sin. p . cos. q, z = sin. p . sin. q, 

k'= k3 — a3 — mb3 — n c3, 

S = R + I3, 

G= a . cos. p b . sin. p . cos. q -f- c . sin. p . sin. q = ax-\-by-\-cz, 

7= ax-j-mby-^-ncz, L=x3-irmy3-\-nz3, 2?=72-f-(/k2—a3—mb3—nc3).L=I3-\-Jd.L, 

F=2 .ffdp. dq. sin. p . RK Lrl. G. 

x3y3z3 = cos 3p -f- sm.3p . (cos.2 q -f- sin.2 q) = cos ,3p + si a3p = 1. 

Comparing together the values [1394, 1395] and that of F [1398a], we shall find that they 

all contain the factor 2 dp .dq . sin. p, under the sign ff \ and if the equation [1398] 

become identically nothing, by means of these values of V, A, B, C -, it must also be 

identically nothing, if we neglect 2 .ffdp.dq. sin. p, in all these quantities. Therefore 

we may put, instead of [1394, 1395], 

V=IRKLr\ A = RKL-lx, B — RK L~1y, 

33 

Equation 
of partial 
differen¬ 
tials for 
finding the 
attraction 
of an ellip¬ 
soid upon 
an exter¬ 
nal point. 

[1398] 

[1398a] 

[13986] 

C = RKL~i z, 

9 

F=RKL~lG. [1398c] 
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We may eliminate B, C, and F from this equation, by means of their 

values [1387, 1388, 1397], 

[1398'] 

we shall thus have an equation of partial differentials in V only. We shall 

now put 

[1399] V = .V=M.V, 
• ymn 

Now collecting together all the terms of the second member of [1398], depending explicitly 

on F, and calling the same 73 u' ; putting also 7c2 u1' for the rest of those terms, the 

values u', u", will be as in the following expressions, and the equation to be demonstrated 

[1398d] will be 7c2 v! -f- 7c2 u" — 0, or u' -j- u" = 0, and we shall have 

[1398e] 

= J . («» + è» + e» - *»). I • (^) + r- 
(m-1) . b ' /dV 

2 m \db 
fo-1) c (dZ\ . 

2 n \dc)’ 

“"=i• {-<*-*-<?+*)- i • (ïï)-F+ ^-1»• (if)-bB m 
dF 

dm 

From T7, F, [1398c], we obtain the following partial differentials; observing that I, L, G, 

[1398a], do not contain k ; that L does not contain b, k‘, and G does not contain m, k : 

Q = 4IR-* • ■ Gf)> (£) = ^ • i-2 • O +*«-.*". Q, 

ill-.GÜ-.Q + W.L-'.Q, fdF\ 

^ («)= 
hR-KGL~>.(^), 

d_F\ 

db) 

(—) \dm / 
i R-K G Zr*. (~) — R*. G L~2. (~\ 

\dmj \dmj 

dV 
It is not necessary to write down the values of J, ( — J, \dn) ’ s^nce t^ief 

may be derived from (^), , (~j^ > respectively, by changing b, m, y, 
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M being, by §1, [1346], the mass of the ellipsoid; and instead of the 

variable quantities m and n, we shall use w, found by putting 

6 = 

B = — into c, n, z, and the contrary ; as is evident from 

the values [1398a], observing that these changes do not affect the values of k, I, L, 

R, F, G, S. 

From the values I, L, R, [1398a], we get, by observing that oc, y, z, are independent 

of k, b, m, 

dl_ 
db ) my, 

d_l 
dm (—) = Vs 

\dm) d ’ 

dG 

Jb = y, 

i^) = 2k-L’ (^)==2I.(^)-2mb.L==2my.I-2,nb.L, 

dR dl 

Making the changes mentioned in [1398/'], we may obtain 
dl\ 

- 

de J 

fdV 

\dn) ’ 

dV\ 

db )’ 

he, 

he Substituting these in [1398/], we shall get the values of , ,, 
\dk / 

from which we may obtain the values of uu", [1398e]. The object being to prove that 

0 — u' u" [139SeTJ is an identical equation, the demonstration will not be affected, by 

multiplying all the quantities [1398c, /], by the common factor 2 Ri. L2, because all 

these quantities he., occur only in a linear form, or of the first 

degree in u\ u" ; and this multiplication will render the quantities more simple. After 

performing this multiplication, we must substitute the values [1398,g], and we shall get the 

following system of equations, neglecting this factor in the first member. 

[1399'] 

[1400] 

[1398/1 

[1398g-] 

[1398Æ] 

[1398?'] 
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ô is the difference of the squares of the two semi-axes of the spheroid, 

V—2IR, A = 2RL.x, B = 2RL.y, C = 2RL.z, F=2R.GL, 

d V \ _ . _ 

=2R.my-\-L(2my.I—2mb.L)=2m ,{{R-{-I2).y—b.IL\ = 2m. (S.y—b AL), 

[1398k] fdF 
(—) = GL.2k.L = 2Jc. GL2, 
\dk / 

[1398Z] 

= G L . {2 m y. I — 2 m b . L) -f- 2 R L . y, 

(—) = G L . (2 1. by — b2 . L + k y2) — 2 R G . y2. 
\dm ) 

We may obtain V hy changing b, m, &c., as in [1398/*']- 

Hence we get the four following expressions, of which the fourth may be derived from the 

third, by making the changes of b into c, m into n, y into z, &c., as above. 

i. («■ + *• + «?-*).î.(^)= (* + i* 

V = 2 IR, 

,b . = — (m—1 ).b.(S.y—b.IL) = {mb2—b2).IL—(m—l).by.S, 

(nc2 — c2) .IL— (n— 1) .cz. S. 

[1398m] 

[1398m'] 

[1398»] 

Adding these four equations together, the first member becomes equal to the value of u', 

[1398e]. The coefficient of IL, in the second member, neglecting the terms of the sum 

which destroy each other, is equal to a2 -f- m b2 -f- n c2 —It2 = — k [1398a] ; and the 

coefficient of — $ is (m — 1 ) . b y -f- (n — Ï) .cz, which, by using the values I, G, 

[1398a], is evidently equal to I— G ; hence we get 

v! = 2 IR — k .IL — (I— G) . S — S G I. (2 R — k. L —S) = S G-, 

because the coefficient of I vanishes; since the substitution of S = R -J- F [1398a] 

makes it 2 R — k .L — S = R — k. L — I2, which becomes nothing by using the value 

of R = P-{-k.L [1398a]. 

We shall now compute the value of u" [139Se], by means of [1398A], from which 

we get 

b . ^ = GL . (2 mb y . I — 2 mb2 . L) -f-2b . R L . y, 

— bB= —2 b . RL. y, 

— m . =GL.(—2mby.IArmh2.L—kmy2)-\- 2 R G .my2, 
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which are drawn parallel to the axes of y and x ; and « is the difference 

whose sum is 

l.(—\—bB—m.(—\ = GL.{—mb*.L — k'.my*) + 2 RG.my* 
\db / \dm / 

= mG.{—b2.L2 + (2R — k/.L).f\. 

If we multiply this by ——, and substitute 2R—1c!. L= S, deduced from [1398wi/], 

we shall get the second of the three following equations. The third of these equations may 

be deduced from the second, by changing b, m, y, into c, n, z, respectively, and the 

contrary, as in [ISOS/”']. The first of these equations is obtained by substituting the values of 

(£)• F> [139S*]- 

£.(— a2—62—c2+&2). F=(— a2—i2—c2+F).GL2-2R.GL, 

Adding these three equations together, the first member of the sum is equal to u" [139Se] ; 

hence, by connecting and reducing the terms of the coefficient of G L2, we get 

u" = {— a2 — ac2 + &2) . GL* — 2R. GL+ {{m— 1). y* + (n — 1) .z*} .SG. 

Now the value of R [1398a] gives 

(-— a2 — mV3 — nc2-f-k?) ’L — R — /2 = 2 R — S, [1398a] j 

and if we subtract «2+ y2 + 22 = 1, from L [1398a], we shall get 

(m —1) . i/ + (n— 1 ) .z2 = L— 1 5 

hence, by substitution in this last value of u", we obtain 

u" — (2R—S). GL—2R. G L-\-(L — 1) . S G. 

Rejecting the terms which mutually destroy each other, it becomes u" = — S G. Adding 

this to u = S G, [1398w], we get v! -j- v!' = 0, which is the equation required to be 

proved in [1398c?], and is equivalent to the equation [1398]. 

10 

[1398o] 

[1398p] 

11398?] 

[1398r] 
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[14000 

[1401] 

[1400a] 

[14006] 

[1401a] 

of the squares of the semi-axes which are drawn parallel to z and x ;* 

so that if we take for the axis of x, the least of the three axes of the spheroid, 

\/l and [/& will be the two excentricities. We shall then findf 

* (950) The three semi-axes parallel to x, y, z, are a=k, l3=^’ ^ = ~\/n> 

respectively, and a being supposed to be the least of these quantities, the excentricities will 

be denoted by y/((32— a2), [/(y2— “2)> [377", 378m]. Substituting these values of 

a, (3, 7, we get 

✓(*■ - »2) = (£ ■-*)*=* • ^ [140°]’ 

. /(7*-«*)^-F)4=^^)W«> ci400]- 

f (951) In the first members of [1401], V is a function of k, m, n ; in the second 

members, V is a function of k, Ô, to ; the constant quantities a, b, c, being common to both 

hypotheses. Hence in finding or ^ ‘ (^1 ) ’ ia the first of the e(luations 

[1401], we must suppose, in the second member of this equation, k to be contained in V, 

explicitly, also implicitly, by means of Ô, zs, which are in v [1399]. So that from 

V = Mv, [1399], we shall have 

©-©••+*-(S \dzsj \dlij ’ 

the two first terms arise from the explicit values of k, and the two last from the implicit values ; 

and we may observe, that in conformity to the usual rules for finding partial differentials, the 

quantities m, n, are considered as constant, in finding this partial differential > relative 

to the independent variable quantity k of the first member. Now from [1363"'] we get 

/dM' 4 ir .£2 4 . *3 
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V being considered, in the first members of these equations, as a function of 

a, b, c, k, m, and n ; and v in the second members, as a function of a, b, c, 

ô, -a, and k. If we put 

Q = a. 

we shall find* 

F = — MQ, 

and from [1400] we find 

V» 
/d 

\dk) 

n 

n 
. 2 k = 

2zs 

hence [1401a] becomes 

'dV\ 

~dk ) 

3 , /dv\ . -.r /dv\ 2Ô , /dv\ 2zs 
= M.-k.r + M. y +M. y • T + M. (-) . T ; 

multiplying this by A', we easily obtain the first of the equations [1401]. In like manner from 

V — Mv, [1399], we obtain 

v contains m implicitly in Ô. From 

^) = (^) -V + m-(t) -(t n dm/ \dm/ \d Ô) \dm) ’ 
because 

M = 
4*.P 

/ dM \ 

\d m } 

■ if 
3 .\/n 

m 

3. y/n 

4 

. m % [ISOS'"] we get 

1 ,, 1 
/—' • 7T~ = — M. —— ; 

ymn 2m 2m 

■ m 2 . 7c2 =- 
m2 

and from Ô =(in 1 — 1).7;2, [1400], we find (t~) == 

Substituting these in [1401c], we get the second of the equations [1401], and the third 

may be found in the same manner ; or more simply, by changing m, Ô, into n, and the 

contrary. 

* (952) In V — Mv [1399], the value of M—^—^=, does not contain 
o . y mn 

a, b, c ; so that if we take the partial differentials of V— Mv, relative to a, b, c, and 

use [1387, 1388], we shall get 

Multiplying these respectively by —a, — b, —c, and adding the products, we shall find 

^+^+cc=-^qa.y+J.y+c.y|> 

[1401] 

[1402] 

[1403] 

[14016] 

[1401c] 

[1401c?] 
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[1403'] 

and we shall obtain the values of 

changing, in the preceding values of 

— Q. Moreover, V and F are homogeneous functions of a, h, c, k, \/l, 

\/tf, of the second degree. For V is the sum of the particles of the spheroid, 

divided by their distances from the attracted point [1385"'], and each particle 

[1403"] having three dimensions, V must be of the second degree, as well as F, 

which is of the same degree as V.* v and Q are therefore homogeneous 

[1403'"] functions of the same quantities, of the degree — 1 ; we shall therefore 

have, by the nature of homogeneous functions,! 

[1404] a -\-2ô. 

or F= — M% [1397, 1402], as in [1403]. Now from the equation [1399], 

F=JVLv, we have deduced the equations [1401], and if we compare [1399] with [1403], 

we shall find that the second may be deduced from the first, by changing V into F, and 

[1402a] v into —Q. Making the same changes in [1401], we shall obtain the values of 

* (954) V being of the second degree in a, b, c, Jc, the quantities 

must be of the first degree, consequently F = aA-{-bB -\-c C [1397] must be of the 

second degree. Now M= g is of the third degree in Jc, and by [1399] 

v— consequently v must be of the degree —1. In like manner, by [1403], 

must be of the degree — 1. 

f (955) If we for a moment put \/0 = 0', = the quantity v will be 

homogeneous in a, b, c, Ô', z/, Jc, and of the degree — 1. From the nature of such functions, 

as expressed by the equation 

[1403a] 
[1001a], 
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which equation may be put under this form 

V- Q. 

We shall in like manner have 

a 
dk Q- 

This being supposed ; if in the equation [1398], we substitute the values of 

V and F, and their partial differentials given above, and also for m and n 
their values [1400], 

/r2 
m = 

Æ2+â’ 
n = 

k* 

we shall get- 

in which A is a homogeneous function of the degree m, in a, a', a", &tc., we shall have 

A = v, a1 = b, a!' = c, he., m = — 1 \ hence 

•■(S+*-0+-©+''(S)+-''0+*'(S)—' 
Now as v contains ô', only as it is found in Ô, we shall have (^) = * (^} ’ an|d 

the differential of ô'z = è, is 2 è'. d d = d Ô, or ~■= 2 ô' = — = —, hence 
dff ô Ü 

(dv\ 2Ô fdv\ , (dv\ fdv\ 

{ïô'J = 7* Kdô)’ or 6 • \7i) =2 6* \Tô)* Ia üie same raanner from 

we obtain = 2zs. . Substituting these in [1404a], we shall get [1404], 

the three first terms of which are, by [1402], equal to Q. This being substituted, it becomes 

^ + 2â*(^)+2^,(ë) + Æ‘(5i)==~v’ asin [l405J* Again, as t; and Q 

are both homogeneous functions of the same quantities [1403'"] of the degree _1, 

we may proceed in the same manner with Q, as with v ; therefore we may change v into Q, 
in [1404], and thus obtain [1406]. 

* (957) From [1406'] we get m—1 = 
—6 -ZS 

also from 

[1400] &2 ■(—)—•■ *•■(©)—i hence [1398] becomes 

[1405] 

[1406] 

[1406'] 

[1404a] 

11 
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[1407] 

[1407'] 

[1407a] 

+'-(4?)+'-(4î)-ï-(ïî) + *- (■+-)•« 

+‘-(4f)+- Œ 

+M.(£S)+„/i4)_14,.(g èczrf. 
fd Vs 

Ac. 

j] 
(2) 

6. Suppose the function ® to be developed in a series, ascending according 

to the powers of the dimensions of the ellipsoid, and therefore descending 

o = + * + + V-F) 

+ lfi+6 ‘ 4.a_|_ra ’ Lit) ■ 

The first of the equations [1401], by substituting the value of the first member of [1405], 

■ C Zi 

Jfiê /d F\ . l&zi 

becomes 

(d F\ 

k. (~) = M. (—v—Q-{-3v) = M. (2 v — q). 
\(t fC / 

The value of 

Je. J may be deduced from the first equation [1401], changing v into —Q, as in 

*•(£ 
■24 

'dCj 

. c? c 

[1403'] ; hence we get 

hM-\ 

but from [1406] we have 

lastly, the values of V, F, [1399,1403], give V—F—M.(v-j-Q). Substituting 

these in the top line of [1407a], namely 

and 

it becomes equal to 

(a* + &»+c»-JP) .Jlf.p + iQ—J.^a •(^“) + i •(«)+'• ©d+(»+«■ 
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relative to the quantities a, b, c ; then this series will be of the following 

form, 

v = + U® + £7(9) + U^ + &c. ; 

The coefficient of Æ2 M in this expression, is 

[1406], and by the substitution, in these first terms, of [1407a], they become 

hence Again, from [1388], —B — , 

But from [1399, 1403], we have è • © = i M-Q> © = —'W-©5 

therefore (^f ) ~ 4 - (^) —® = — VkT. [(ff) — i - (f|)] - Multiplying this 

by — b Ô, we get the next term of [1407a], 

The factor of — c -tf, may be computed in the same way, or derived from the preceding, 

by changing b, B, into c, C, and the contrary j hence 

dc 

If in [1401] we change » into —Q, we shall get [1403']. Substituting 

J&Ô 
the value of m [1406'], and then multiplying by we shall get the next term of 

[1407a], 
&6 fdF\ 

k? Ô \dmj 

Changing in this m, Ô, into n, w, we shall obtain the similar part depending on 

Jrs • © = M's • b*2 +*) • © + i « \ ■ 

[1408] 

[1407&] 

[1407c] 

[1407d] 

[1407e] 

[1407/] 
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[1408'] U(0), £7(1), £7(2), &c., being homogeneous functions of a, b, c, k, yT, y''®, 

and separately homogeneous relative to the three first, and to the three last, 

of these six quantities, the dimensions relative to the three first are always 

decreasing, and the dimensions relative to the three last are always 

increasing.* These functions are of the same degree as v, being all of the 

[1408"] degree —1 [1403"']. 

If we substitute the preceding value of v expressed in a series [1408], 

in the equation [1407], and put s for the degree of £7(0 in terms of k, 

[1408"'] [/ô, \Zâ, consequently —s — 1, for its degree in a, 6, c, [1408a] ; in 

like manner, s' for the degree of £7(i+1) in terms of k, \Zâ, consequently 

Adding together these different terms of [1407a], as they are found in [1407&, c, d, e, /], 

and dividing by the common factor M, we shall get 

[1407g-] 

0=(as + i3 + #).p + iQ— i 

+*2d~" 
i_ Q 
d 

z$. 
dvs 

— \k. + bô 

rfQ\ i 
dc) “ \dcj 

In this the coefficient of /c2, neglecting the terms which mutually destroy each other, is 

— ik. (~^J, making this term equal to — i F . ; and the expression 

[1407g], by small alterations in the arrangement of the terms, becomes as in [1407]. 

* (958) In [1389, &c.], V is developed, in aseries ascending relative to the dimensions 

of the spheroid, and descending relative to the powers and products of the co-ordinates a, b, c, 

of the attracted point ; therefore V = ~M [1899] can be developed in a similar 

function, corresponding to the form assumed in [1408]. Each term of V [lo89, 1403 ] is 

homogeneous and of the degree 2, and each term of v is also homogeneous and of the degree 

_1} in terms of the co-ordinates of the attracted point a, b, c, and of the dimensions of the 

spheroid, represented as above by k, yA*- Now each term of v being homogeneous in 

a, b, c, k, vA, \/tf, and of the degree — 1, ascending relative to k, vA \A*, and descending 

[1408a] relative to a, è, c 5 it follows that if any term of v, represented by U^\ be of the order s in 

terms of k, [/Ô, \Aj, it must be of the order — s — 1 in terms of a, b, c, so that the 

whole term may be of the order — 1, in a, 5, c, k, \/0, 
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— s'— I, for its degree in a, b, c; we shall have, by the nature of 

homogeneous functions,* 

and we shall get, by rejecting terms of a higher degree in k, y/é, y/w, [1409'] 

than the terms which are here retained,! 

*(959) The equations [1409] are easily deduced from [1403a], putting a' — b, [1409a] 

a" = c, also A=U®, m — — ($-}~ 0 for the first equation [1409], and A=U(iJrl\ 

m== — (s +1), for the second of those equations. 

! (960) If we, for brevity, use the sign 2 to denote the sum of the terms of the second 

member of [140S], so that it may be denoted by 2. £7®, the expression of Q [1402] 

will become Q = 2. <[ a. 4" ^c * {~dc ) ] ’ w^c^’ by means of 

the first of the equations [1409], becomes — 2 . (s -f-1). £7®, so that we shall have 

v—2. £7®, q = — 2 . (s + 1) . £7®. [1410a] 

Supposing now the coefficient of a2 -{- £2 -j- c2, in the first line of [1407], to be [1410a'] 

represented by S, and all the other terms in the second and third lines of that equation to be 

represented by T, we shall get 

(a2 + i2 + c2).S+T = 0 ; 

and if we use the value of Q [1410a], we shall find 

[14106] 

(44)} = M(‘+i)2.£n 
as is evident from the first of the equations [1409]. Substituting this in the preceding value 

of S [1410a'], it becomes $= ® -j- I Q—2 2 • Ks 4~ l)2 • Cf®}, and by using v, Q, 
[1410a], we get S = 2 . \ 1 — £. (s -f J ) — £ . (* -f 1 )2]. £7® = —- 2 . | s. (s -f 3). £7®. [i4i0c] 

Again, from [1410a], we get Q — \ v — — 2 • (5 4“ §) • Lr®, and by taking its partial 

12 
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[1410] 

[1410rf] 

[1410e] 

[1410/] 

(^+3) 
02-f 62-f c2) 

differentials, we obtain b 6. — 11>0 • — — 2 • (s +1) • &0 • » a^s0 

c zi. | c — 2 • (s + i) • c & • (~^~) î hence the two lower lines of 

[1407], which constitute the value of T, become, by using in the terms depending on Q, the 

value of Q [1410a], 

—2*(^-Htt)*'s-Kÿ-H)*kr<')} i ^. s • / -t- 2} ■ [ db s czs'2- ; 

and if we alter the arrangement of the terms, putting lor brevity W(i) equal to the numerator 

of the second member of [1410], or 

^‘)= (^+1) • ^ (^-)-(s+>) •é2 • (^r) - (s+1) • “2 

_ J. (, + !).(< + «). ü«>-(, + |). bê.(ÉE^)-(S+t).c* 

we shall get T— 2. W&, and then from [1410&, c] we shall have 

0 = — (a2 + 62 + c2). 2 . i s . (s + 3) . 17» + 2. W®. 

Now each term of W(i) [1410e], is evidently of the same order in a, b, c, as the quantity 

U(0, and the corresponding term of the same order depending on 

— (a2 + &2 + c2) . 2 . | 5 . (5+ 3) . p#, 

must be that arising from the next term UM, which by [1408'"] produces 

__ (a2 _L è2 + c2) . i / . (s’ + 3). m+l\ 

so that we shall have, by putting this equal to nothing, 

0 = — (a2 + J2 + c2). | y . (s' + 3) . ü&*> + W 
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This equation gives the value of £7^1}, by means of £7W and its partial 

differentials ; now we have 

77(0) _ --1- • 
(a2 + &2 + c9)* ’ 

since by noticing only the first term of the series, we have found, in 

§ 4, [1892],* 

^_. 
(a9 + 62-f-c*)* 

[1411] 

[1412] 

hence 

jjd+n =__ ,. J1n , 
is'. |V+3).(«24-&2_|_C2) ’ [ 1410g1] 

as in [1410] ; and will be of the same order in Je, y/i), y/w, as W(t\ and will 

therefore from [141 Oe] exceed by 2 the order of £7°, so that we shall have s'=s-|-2, [1408"']. [1410/t] 

This value of Z7(*+]) will make every term of the equation [1410/] vanish, from £7(0) to 

the last term Z7(l,+1), retained in [1408], except the two following 

— (a2 -H2 + c2) . i s . (s + 3) . Z7<°) + ; 

of which the last is neglected on account of its smallness, in [1409'], and the other vanishes 

because it is multiplied by the factor s, corresponding to £7(°), which is shown in [1412v] to be 

s = 2 i = 0. Therefore the general èxpression of [1410], being used in [1408], 

will give the value of v, which will satisfy the equation [1407], neglecting terms of the order 

mentioned in [1409']. 

*(961) Substituting [1408] in [1399], we get V=M. ( £7(°) _j_ £/U)_j_ j—&c.), and [1411a] 

by [140S'"], the functions £7(0), Z7(1), U^, he., are arranged according to the order of 

the powers of h, y/d, y/W, so that, if these quantities be considered as infinitely small in 

comparison with a, b, c, the first term £7(0), will be much greater than the rest, and by 

retaining only this term, it will become V — M . U(0) ; but the value of V corresponding 

M 
to this case is V= [1392] ; making these equal to each other, we get 

^(0) = v7^2qr&2q^2)’ [141,1- Putting now i=Q in [1410], the first member will 

become Z7(1), and the second member will contain £A0), and if we substitute the 

preceding value of U(0\ we shall obtain £7(IL Then putting i=l, in [1410], we 

shall get £7(i) in terms of ) ; and, by proceeding in this way, we may obtain the 

general value of v = C7(0) -f- C7 0) _j_ JJ&) j 408]. 
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[14] 2'] 

[1412"] 

[1412"'] 

[1412""] 

Important 
theorem 
on the 
attraction 
of an ellip¬ 
soid. 

[1412v] 

[1412a] 

Therefore if we substitute this value of £7(0), in the preceding formula 

[1410], we shall obtain that of U[l) ; and then, by means of £7(1), we 

shall obtain that of t/(8), and so on for others. But it is remarkable that 

none of these quantities contain k. For since £/(()) [1411] does not contain 
0 

k, it is evident from [1410] that £/(i) will not contain it ;* and not being 

in £7(1), it will not be in U{2\ and so on for others ; therefore the whole 

series 4> = £7(0) -{- U(l) + U{2) -j- &c. will be independent of k ; or, in other 

The values of v, — 

will therefore be the same for all elliptical spheroids, similarly situated, 

which have the same excentricities fô and \Aj. Now by ^ 4,f 

wcrds, gf 0. 

express the attraction of the 

spheroid, parallel to its three axes ; therefore the attractions of different 

ellipsoids, which have the same centre, the same position of the axes, and the 

same excentricities, upon an external point, are to each other as their masses. 

It is evident from formula [1410], that the dimensions of *7®, 

f7(2), &c., in \fè, fâ, increase by two units, so that s = 2i, s'=2i-\-2;t 

* (961a) U(î) [1411] does not contain Jc, therefore ~ Hence the term 

depending on —\ will vanish from the value of Z7(1), deduced from [1410], 
\ d fc j 

therefore ^ = 0, will also vanish from U@\ &c. 
\ d k / 

f (962) From V=M.v [1399] we get 

because J\1 does not contain a, b, c, [1363w]. Hence from [1387, 1388], we find 

A, B, C, being the attraction of the spheroid in directions parallel to its three axes [134/ ]. 

J (963) We have found in [1410A], that if 5 and 5' represent respectively the degrees of 

J7© in k, fô, f-a, we shall have in general / = s-j-2. If i = 0, we 

have by [1411] s = 0, hence s'= 2 corresponds to U(l\ Now putting i= 1, the 
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we have also, by the nature of homogeneous functions,* 

w. 
'd U& 
. d zs , 

i. U® — ô. fdU®\ . 
\d6 ) ’ 

[1413] 

therefore the formula [1410] will becomef 

value s corresponding to Uwill be s = 2, and s' = s-j-2 = 4 will correspond to U&\ 

Proceeding in this way, we find in general that s=2 i, and s' = 2 7 -j- 2, correspond 

to U® and Uas in [1412v]. 

*(964) TJd) [1408'] is homogeneous relative to \/ô, [/vs, k ; and it is proved, in 

[1412'], that it does not contain k, it is therefore homogeneous in [/Ô, [/vs, and by [1412v] 

it is of the degree s = 2 i, or in other words, it is homogeneous in Ô, vs, and of the degree [14136] 

|s = 7. Therefore if we put A—Ua = ê, a' = vs, m = i, in the equation 

[1403a], we shall get è . ^^ ^ = * • U®, as in [1413]. 

f (965) From [1412'], £7® does not contain k, therefore m-o, also 

$=27, [1412v]. Substituting these, and [1413], in W® [1410e], it becomes, without 

reduction, 

wa= - (2 i + 1). t?. (+1) - (2 i + 1). [ ;*. [/«- ao. (i^!) ] 

2î + 1^ . (<) + *). JJ®— (2 7 + 1) .bô. /dU<° 
db 

or by connecting together the coefficients of U® and ^ (l^ ^ it becomes 

W«= (2i+ l)-(~) .(-«* + ««) -(2i+I) . P®.î«« + i • (« + «)1 

-(2i+î).J+^!)-(3i+î).c..(^) 

=(Si+ô. m—(^+)-(3 •■+»• ++ 

— (2 i + f).c «.++) — 4.(2t + I).jü+(2*+l)-«i}. tT®. 

Substituting this and $' = 27 + 2 [1412V], or \ s'. (s1 +3)= (7 +1) . (27 + 5), in 

U(t+1), [1410g], it becomes as in [1414]. 

13 
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[1414] 

[1414] 

[1414"] 

[1415] 

[1416] 

[1416a] 

(4) 

(i -f-1) . (2 i + 5) . (a2 -f 69 -j- â) 

We shall have, by means of this equation, the value of v [1403], in a series, 

which will be very converging, when the excentricities \// and y/â are very 

small, or when the distance y/«2 + 62 -f c2 from the attracted point to the 

centre of the spheroid,* is great in comparison with the dimensions of the 

ellipsoid. 

If the ellipsoid be a sphere, we shall have 4 = 0, and to = 0, hence 

[7(1) = 0, t/(2)= 0, &c. ; therefore! 

v_ rm--- • 

V~U ~ (a2 + 62 + c2)* ’ 

and 

V= —-———. 
(a2 -f- 62-f-c2)* 

(2i + l)-‘-(—O- + b>-(t?) 
£/(m> =■ 

(d U®\ 

(2i+î).co. —i.(2i+l).^ + (2^1).^U® 

* (966) The distance of the attracted point c, fig. 1, page 5, from the origin AT, is 

Kc = [/(KIP + HP +/c2) = v/(«2+ + c2), [13555] ; 

the origin of the co-ordinates K being at the centre of the ellipsoid [13636]. 

f (967) In the sphere the excentricities, y/0, \Ab [14006], are nothing ; and by 

[14126], U® is of the degree 2 i in y/4, therefore Z7(1) = 0, C7(2)= 0, &c., 

and [1408] becomes v = D(0) = (a2-f-62-f-c2)"*, [1411], as in [1415]. Substituting 

this in U—Afr [1399], we get U [1416]. If the whole mass of the ellipsoid M were 

collected in the centre of the ellipsoid, its distance from the attracted point would be 

^/(a2_|— 62 -f- c2) [1416a], and the corresponding value of V [ISSS'"] would be 

M , which is equal to that in [1416] corresponding to the spherical mass : and 
/(aa+ja + c®) L J 

as this value of V is the same function of a, 6, c, the values of 

•* = -(£)> B = [I3S7, I3SS], 

representing the attractions in directions of the axes, will also be the same in both cases, as 

is observed above. 
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hence it follows that the value of V is the same as if all the mass of the 

sphere were collected at its centre. Therefore a sphere attracts a point, 

without its surface, as if all its mass ivere collected at its centre ; which result 

we have before obtained in the second book, ^12, [470"]. 

7. The property of the function v, of being independent of k [1412'], 

furnishes a method of reducing its value to the most simple form, of which 

it is susceptible. For since we can vary k at pleasure, without changing the 

value of v, provided we preserve the same excentricities y/I and fa ; we 

may suppose k to be such, that the ellipsoid may either be infinitely flattened, 

or reduced to such a form that its surface may pass through the attracted point. 

In both these cases, the investigation of the attractions of the ellipsoid 

becomes more simple ; but as we have already determined, [1379, 1385], 

the attractions of an ellipsoid, upon a point placed at its surface ; we shall 

suppose k to be such, that the surface of the spheroid passes through the 

attracted point. 

If we put k', m', n', in this second ellipsoid, for what we have called k, m, 

n, in ^ 2, [13637], relative to the first ellipsoid we have considered ; the 

condition that the attracted point must be at the surface of this second 

ellipsoid and therefore a, 6, c, co-ordinates of a point of this surface, will give* 

a? + rn!. If -f- n'. c2 = /c'2 ; 

and since it is supposed that the excentricities p/J, p/^, remain the same, 

we shall have,f 

* (968) This is deduced from [1363], accenting the letters m, n, k, to make it correspond 

to the second ellipsoid ; and its general equation becomes x2 -f- ml f -f- n' z9 == A/9. Now 

by hypothesis, the attracted point, whose co-ordinates are a, b, c, is situated in this surface ; 

therefore the preceding equation ought to be satisfied, by putting x — a, y=b, z — c : 

and this substitution being made, it becomes as in [1417], 

t (969) The equations [1418] are deduced from [1400] by accenting the letters m, n, k, 

the excentricities Ô, remaining unchanged [1416'"]. From [1418], we get m, n\ [1419], 

hence [1417] changes into [1420]. 

Theorem 
on the at¬ 
traction of 
a sphere. 

[U1&] 

[1416"] 

[1416'"] 

[1416""] 

[1416*] 

[1416*i] 

[1417] 

[1418] 

[1417a] 
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Hence we deduce 

[1419] 

[1420] 

m = 
Id2 k ) 2 

n = 
k! 2 -}- d , k'2 -j- ’ 

we shall therefore have, to determine k', the equation 

V 2 V 2 

It is evident from this, that there is but one ellipsoid, whose surface will pass 

through the attracted point, ô and ® remaining the same. For if we suppose 

[1420'] ô and vs to be positive, which we can always do, it will be evident that when 

k12 is increased by any quantity, which may be considered as an aliquot part 

of 7c'2, each of the terms of the first member* of this equation will increase 

in a less ratio than k/2 ; therefore, if with the first value of k/2, there was an 

[1420"] equality between the two members of this equation, this equality would not 

take place with the second value of 7c'2. Hence it follows, that /c'2 has but 

one real and positive value. 

[1420'"] Now putting M' for the mass of this second ellipsoid ; A', B', C\ its 

attractions parallel to the axes of «, b, c ; alsof 

[1421] 

1 —n' 
= X1 

n 
'2 . 

? 

r1 
F=L 

X 2 d x 

0 ( L —j— Xs x2) . ( 1 +X'2.æ2) 

[1420a] 

* (970) Dividing [1420] by Z/2, it becomes 

a2 
F2 ' Æ'2 + ô + 

C2 

If we now suppose Ô, -a, to be positive, and increase Td2, each term of the first member will 

decrease ; and if we decrease k'2, each term of the first member will increase ; hence it is 

evident, that there is only one value of Id2 which can render the first member equal to the 

second, and thus satisfy the equation [1420a] or [1420]. 

f (971) The equations [1421] are of the same form as in [1377], and the limits of the 

integral F are the same, namely from x = 0 to x = 1 ; but the values of X , 'k , F, 

differ from those in [1377], except when ml = m, and n'=n. From these we obtain 

the equations [1422] in the same manner as the similar equations [1379] were found ; these 

last differ from the others only by the accents on the letters. 
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we shall get, by ^ 3, [1379], 

,, 3 a. M'F 3h.M' fd F\ ri, 3c.M' fd.\'F\ 

A =—— : B (-jr) ’ C = ~T~ ■ \:tt) ■ 
Changing in these values of A', B', C\ M' into M, we shall get, from the 

preceding article, the values of A, B, C, corresponding to the first spheroid.* 

Now the equations [1418], 

givef 

x9 
ô 

a/2 ; 
x'2 

ZS 

k'z ’ 

&'2 being found from the equation [1420], which may he put under the 

following form, 

0 = /c,G—(a2+&9-f-c9—^—w) .A:'4—{c52-j-:c2).^ + («2+69).^—0«}.&/2—; 

therefore we shall have 

. 3 a . AI „ 
a = Yz • c ; 

3 />. JR 

— 

'd.\F\ 

C~dT~.) 5 
C = 

3c .M /d.\'F\ 
kri~ • \~d>r ) * 

These values exist for all points without the surface of the ellipsoid ; and 

to apply them to points in the surface, and even to points within the surface, 

it will only be necessary to change Id into k.\ 

* (972) It was proved in [1412""], that ellipsoids having the same centre, the same 

positions of the principal axes, and the same excentricities, [/Ô, [/zs, attract the proposed 

point in proportion to their masses Jll, M' -, therefore by changing M' into M, in [1422], we 

shall obtain the values of A,B, C, [1426], corresponding to the attraction of the first ellipsoid 

upon an external point. 

f (973) If in the equations [1423], or [1418], we substitute the values of -—, 1— 

[1421], they become X2.£/2 = i), X'2. A'2 = zs, as in [1424]. The value of A'2 may 

be deduced from [1420], which being multiplied by (A'2 -j- 4) . (A'2 -J- w), and arranged 

according to the powers of k', becomes as in [1425]. 

J (974) If we change kf into 7c, in [1423], it will also be necessary to change m! into m, 
n' into n, in order that the equations [1423] may not become inconsistent with [1400]. By 

14 

[1422] 

[1422'] 

[1423] 

[1424] 

[1425] 

[1426] 

Attraction 
of an ellip¬ 
soid upon 
an exter¬ 
nal point. 

[1426'] 
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[1426"] 

[1427] 

Attraction 
of an ob¬ 
late ellip¬ 
soid of 
revolution 
upon an 
external 
point. 

[1428] 

[1428'] 

Attraction 
of a pro¬ 
late sphe¬ 
roid upon 
an exter¬ 
nal point 

If the spheroid be of revolution about the axis k, so that ô = a, the 

equation [1420] will give* * 

2Id* = a* + b*'+ c* — è + v/(ûv + p + C2 _ 4 pmi ; 

and we shall have, by § 3,f 

3 a.M 

I73. A3 

3b. M 

2ldz. X3 

3 c . M 

2~k'3. X3 

x — arc. tang, x j* ; 

X 
arc. tang, x--—- 

b H- x2 

arc. tang. X — y— 
x2 

We have thus obtained a complete theory of the attraction of ellipsoids. 

For the only thing that remains to be done is to integrate the differential 

expression F [1421], and this integration, in the general case, is impossible, 

these changes, the values of X2, X/2, [1421], will become the same as for the first spheroid, 

[1377], and the expression of F [1421] will become the same as that in [1377], or in [1379]. 

Therefore, by changing Jc into k, the values [1426], corresponding to a point without the 

spheroid, will be reduced to the same form as those of [1379], corresponding to a point 

within or upon the surface of the same spheroid. 

* (975) If the ellipsoid be of revolution, we shall have ô=vs, and the equation [1420] will 

become o24- ——. (/y3-j-c2)=Æ'2. Multiplying this by k’2and arranging it according 
è 

to the powers of k', we get Id 4 — (a2 & — è) .Id2 = a2 .è, whence we deduce the 

value of 2/c'2 [1427]. 

f (976) Putting ô = tf in [1424], we get X'= X ; hence F=fQl[1421] ; 

and by [1380], this becomes F— ~ .[X — arc. tan|j X|. Hence we find, as in [1384], 

Cfr) = âV ( arC- ta"l X ~ dM ’ which is also equal to and by 

substitution in [1426], we obtain [1428], corresponding to an oblate ellipsoid of revolution. 

The values of A, B, C, corresponding to the attraction of a prolate spheroid of revolution, 

upon an external point, may be derived from [1385a], by changing k into Id. 
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by the usual methods ;* that is, the value of F cannot be expressed in finite 

terms, by algebraic quantities, logarithms, or circular arcs ;f or, in other 

* (976a) These integrals can easily be obtained by means of the elliptical functions, as 

was observed in [1379oT|. 

f (9766) We shall now explain the method spoken of in note 943, page 27, by which 

Mr. Ivory avoids the complicated calculations of the fifth and sixth sections of this chapter, 

and reduces the attraction of an ellipsoid upon an external point, to the more simple 

computation [1379, 1385], for an internal point; as in his memoir in the Philosophical 

Transactions of London for 1S09 ; and in Le Gendre’s Exercices de Calcul Intégral, T. 2, 

p. 512 ; or Traité des Fonctions Elliptiques, T. 1, p. 539. 

For greater symmetry we shall put, as in [13696], «, j3, y, for the three semi-axes of the 

. Substituting 
y* ellipsoid, so that Jc = a, — = p, —— = y, hence m=—, n 

1 y vi yn ft* 

these values, in the equation of the ellipsoid [1363], divided by Jc2, or a2, it becomes, 

= 1. _i_ r , £ 

a.2 j32 j 

Moreover we have from [14006], for the squares of the excentricities, 

Ô = (32 — a2, -Z3 = r ■ a 

If the attracted point be on the surface of this ellipsoid, we may put x = a, y — b, 

u2 , 62 
z = c, in [14286], and we shall get — -j-—- = 1 ; and if the attracted point fall 

a2 /32 ^2 

within the ellipsoid, upon the same radius, each term of the first member will be decreased, and 

we shall have 
,2 ~ |32 ^ ^ 

if it fall without the ellipsoid, each term of the first 

ffi 62 C2 
member will be increased, and we shall have — -j-!-"> 1, 

-.2 1 jg2 1 „,2 or 7 

The integral of the value of A [1348] may be taken relative to the variable quantity x, 

considering y, z, to be constant. In this case we shall have 

f 
dx. (a — æ) 

[(a — x)2T(6 —2/)2T(c — Z)2T [(« — z)2 + (& — 2/)2+(c — z)2T 
-f- constant. 

We must take the limits of this integral, from the greatest negative value of x, corresponding 

to the surface of the spheroid, and denoted by —xn to its greatest positive value, 

corresponding also to the same surface, and denoted by xt ; these values, deduced from 

1 — ~ , and then the preceding integral will become, 

p dx.[a— x) 1 1 

' [(a_x)2+(6 _2/)2_l_(c_z)2]f~ [(a+.r42+(6-i,)2+(c-Z)2]i ’ 

[1428a] 

Equation 
of the first 
ellipsoid. 

[14286] 

[1428c] 

[ 1428c?] 

[14280 

[1428e] 
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[1428"] words, by an algebraical function of quantities, whose exponents are constant, 

nothing, or variable. The functions of this kind being the only ones that 

and the value of A [1348] will be 

[1428/] A —ffdy.dz.{ 
yf+{c — zf]i [{a + x.f + ib—yf + ic 

In the same manner we may find the integral of B [1348] relative to y, or the integral of C 

relative to z, but it will not be necessary to take these into consideration. 

11428g-] 

For the sake of brevity, we shall put, 

d = {(« + O2 + (& — yf + (c — zf\^ 

d, = Ka — xiT + (b — yf + (c ~ zff- 

If we suppose the attracted point, whose co-ordinates are a, b, c, to be called P, then D will 

represent the distance of this attracted point P, from the point of the surface of the ellipsoid, 

whose co-ordinates are —x,, y, z ; and B, will be the distance of the same point P, from 

the point of the surface of the ellipsoid, whose co-ordinates are x,, y, z ; the line, connecting 

these two extreme points of the surface, being parallel to the axis of x. The expression 

[1428/] will then become 

[1428Æ] A=ffdy .dz.^ — ~^ . 

second We shall now suppose a second ellipsoid to be formed, on the same centre, and with the 

ellipsoid. prjncjpa| axes jn tiie game directions, and that the quantities, represented by a, (3, 7, a, b, c, 

[1428h'] a?/, y, Z, A, B, C, D, Bn may, in this second ellipsoid, be denoted by the same letters 

accented. We shall get, for the attraction of this second ellipsoid, upon a point P\ resolved 

in a direction parallel to the axis of x, the following expression, similar to that in [1428/t] ; 

the co-ordinates of this point F' being a', b', c', parallel to the axes of x, y, z, respectively, 

[1428i] 

[1428ft] 

This second ellipsoid, and the attracted point P', are to be so taken as to make B=D', 
J)/ = J)'n and it appears, from [I428g], that both these equations would be satisfied, if 

we had 

(a ± x,Y + (b — yY + (c — zy = {a1 ± oc;y -F {b' — y'f -F (e' — z'f. 

We shall suppose the co-ordinates a', b', c', x', y, z', of the second ellipsoid, to be so taken, 

with respect to the corresponding co-ordinates of the first ellipsoid, that we may have the 

relations between them as in the following equations [1428/], in which /x, v, «, are used, for 
a b c 

brevity, to denote the ratios of the corresponding terms, -, -, 
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can be expressed independent of the sign /, all the integrals which cannot 

be reduced to similar functions, are impossible in finite terms. 

H = b = vb', c = w c', 

= vy = /i uz = z'-, 

then we shall get, by multiplying each of these equations by that immediately below it, 

axt = a' x/, by — b'y', cz = dz'. 

Substituting these in [I428&], we shall get, by rejecting the terms which mutually destroy each 

other, 

a* +&+C2+X2Z* = a!2 + J_f_c/2_pæ//2_|_ÿ/2_j_^2 

= ^ + ^ + S + ^*'2 + *22'2 + “2‘*a> 

or 

Putting for brevity (|x2 — 1). a2 ,= s, and then dividing by this quantity, we shall get 

?* + 
(v2—1) 

a 
M-i) a 

— 7> * 7 + 7 • 
b2 (v2_1) C2 (w2_l) 

[J-2'«2 1 v2 W2 ' 

This equation ought to agree with [14286]. The coefficients of y2, z2, of the first members, 

being compared, give v 

«2 

2 

member becomes 

1 (32’ 
_&2 C2 

fj.2 a2 "7" ^2 ' m2 ,.2 ’ 

, .2_ 1 _ 4 
^ - 1-5 5 

ft- 
or + 

by which means the second 

62 . C2 

“2+s_r P2 + £^~72+s! 

using the values f^2 a2 = a2-f-£> &c., [1428o, ç], and to make this equal to the second 

member of [14286], we must put, 

as appears, by 

a- 
+ 

62 C2 

a2-|-s ' (3~-j~£ ' + „.2J_C = L 

The attracted point P being supposed without the first spheroid, we shall have, 

Ü? C2 
«2 + ^2 + ^2 > 1 » [1428c?'] ; 

therefore, if we suppose s = 0, the first member of [1428r] will become 1 ; and as 

a increases, this first member will always decrease, and will become nothing, when s is 

infinite. Hence it follows, that the equation [1428r] has but one real positive root, or value 

of s. Having found this quantity, we shall get [ 1428o,], 

[1428Z] 

[1428m] 

[1428n] 

[1428o] 

[1428p] 

[1428g] 

[1428r] 

15 

v2 = 1 -|- L 
‘ (32 

[1428$] 
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Attraction 
of ellip¬ 
soids not 
homoge¬ 
neous. 

[14280 

[1428m] 

[1428®] 
Equation 
of the 
second 
ellipsoid. 

[1428m;] 

[1428k] 

[1428t/] 

[1428z] 

[1428a] 

Corre¬ 
sponding 
points. 

If the ellipsoid be not homogeneous, but composed of elliptical strata, 

variable in position, excentrieity and density, according to any law whatever, 

and the point P' will be determined by the co-ordinates [1428/] 

a 
a 

Moreover, if we substitute the values of x/t y, s, [1428/], in [1428/»], we shall find the 

following equation between xj, y1, z', 

r'2 7/2 r'2 
3-. I 3_L 3__ = 1 
fj.2 a2 “ V2f32 1 0,2 7a 

Comparing this with the equation of the second ellipsoid, 

aj'2 71'2 z'2 
~ -4- -- 4- — = 1 ■ 
a'2 ~ (3'2 ~ y'2 ’ 

which is of the same form as [1428/»], accenting the letters as in [1428A'] ; we shall get, for 

the semi-axes of this second ellipsoid, 

a! = a [X, = |3 v, y'=yw. 

From the equations [1428o, q, w\ we get 

a'2 — a2 = s. t3,2 — e? = s, y'2 — y2 = S J 

therefore, by taking the differences of these equations, we shall have, 

13'2 — cl 2 = (32 — a2, y'2-p'2 =y2- (32, y '2 — a'2 = y2 — a2. 

Hence it follows, that the principal sections of these two ellipsoids, which are situated in the 

same plane, are described about the same foci [1428c]. 

Substituting the values of a2 -f- s, (32 -f- s, y2 -f- s, [1428a?], in [142Sr], we shall find. 

a2 , Z»2 , c2 

+ yy; + „/o — 1 5 
a ■ (3 7 

therefore the point P, whose co-ordinates are a, Z», c, is situated in the surface of the second 

ellipsoid M', [1428®]. If we substitute in [1428V] the values of a, b, c, a', (3, y', [1428/, w], 

we shall get, 

a> 2 b'2 c'2 
. +^ + r. = 15 CL* v2 ‘ (32 ‘ ?2 

hence it follows, that the co-ordinates a', b', c', of the point P', are situated on the surface of 

the first ellipsoid M, [1428/»]. 

These corresponding points P, P\ are so connected, that their co-ordinates have the 

relations mentioned in the equations [1428/, w], from which we get 

c : d : : y' : 7 ; [1428(3] a : a : : a'; a ; /»:/»':: [V : (3 ; 
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we may obtain the attraction of any one of its strata, by determining in the [1428"'] 

preceding manner, the difference of the attractions of two homogeneous 

therefore the homologous co-ordinates are proportional to the corresponding axes, to which 

they are respectively parallel. 

Substituting in [1428/] the differentials of y', z1, [1428/, w], namely, 

dy' = v.dy = -.dy, dz' = « . d z = 7~ . d z, also D' = D, D/ = D,, we [1438y] 
ft 7 

shall get, 

^ = .u.ffdz.dy.^ — = ~ [1428(5] 

s' y' 
Comparing this with [1428A], we find A' = . A. In like manner we may compute 

Y 
B, C 5 but these values may be much more easily derived from this value of A', by changing 

what relates to A into B, or C, and the contrary ; hence we shall get the following system of 

equations, 

= B' = ^-.B, C = — . C. 
fty ay a [3 

[1428s] 

Therefore, if it be proposed to determine the attraction of an ellipsoid M, upon a point P, 

situated without this body, we must proceed in the same manner as the author has done in 

[1416V], and suppose a second ellipsoid M' to be formed, whose principal sections and foci 

are the same as those of the proposed ellipsoid, and whose surface passes through the proposed 

point P. These conditions will suffice for the determination of the magnitudes, and the 

positions of the semi-axes, a!, p', y, of this second ellipsoid. We must also take, in the 

surface of the first ellipsoid M, a corresponding point P', so that each co-ordinate of this [1428^] 

point P, may be to the corresponding co-ordinate of the point P, in the direct ratio of the 

semi-axes of the ellipsoids M and M', [ 1428/3], situated in the directions of these 

co-ordinates. Then putting A', B', C, for the three forces, parallel to the axes of the 

co-ordinates, resulting from the attraction of the second ellipsoid JVP, upon the interior point 

P' ; also A, B, C, for the similar forces of the first ellipsoid M, upon the exterior point P, 

we shall have, from what has been demonstrated, [1428s], 

11_ft y ' 
" — <fy' ‘ ? 

b=zl,.b’-, 
ay 7 

U ft ! 
a! ft' * ' 5 

[1428»] 

by which means the second case treated of [1385'—1428] will be reduced to the same form 

as the first [1369"—1385] ; and it is upon these principles the calculations are made in 

[1416"—1428]. The corresponding points P, P', being found according to the above 

directions [1428£], the results of the preceding investigation were enunciated by Mr. Ivory 

in the following theorem, observing that the area of the principal section of the ellipsis, whose 
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[14284] 

Ivory’s 
theorem 
on the 
attractions 
of ellip¬ 
soids ; 

generali¬ 
zed by Mr. 
Poisson. 

[1428/] 

[1428*] 

[1428X] 

[1428M-] 

[1428v] 

[1428v'] 

[1428/] 

[1428£] 

ellipsoids, of the same density as that stratum, of which the one has the 

semi-axes are 0, y, perpendicular to the axis a, is represented by rf.0y [378i>], and in like 

manner, ir.ay, <r.a0, represent the areas of the principal sections, perpendicular to the axes 

0, y, respectively. 

11 If two ellipsoids of the same homogeneous matter have the same excentricities, and their 

principal sections in the same planes ; the attractions which one of the ellipsoids exerts upon a 

point in the surface of the other, perpendicularly to the planes of the principal sections, will he 

to the attractions which the second ellipsoid exerts upon the corresponding point in the surface of 

the first, perpendicularly to the same planes, in the direct proportion of the surfaces, or areas, 

of the principal sections to which the attractions are perpendicular.” 

This theorem is not restricted to the Newtonian law of gravity, but is true whatever be the 

law of its decrease, as has been observed by Mr. Poisson. For if we suppose gravity to vary 

inversely as the power n of the distance, the expression [1428e] will become, by using the 

values of D, Dt, [1428»-], 

/; 
d x . (a — x) 

'll 

\2?"2 

_ = _2_ 
2±1 w—1 ( Dp~l D,i_1 ) * 

{(a-xy+(b-y? + {c-zy\ 

Hence A [1428/t] will be of the following form, 

A = n_1 'ffdy >dz • ^ |5 

and A' [1428i] will become, by using the values of D', Dj, dy', dz', [1428y], 

1 1 > 
Dn-l — 15 — 

. pV A, as in 
0y 

n—i 
-1-}. 
JJ - ] ’ 

relative to B’, C. Hence the truth of Mr. Poisson’s remark is manifest. 

From [1369c] we have JW = —.a0y, M’ = — . f y' - hence we get 

a!fyn 
M 

Mf 

a y 

7/ M' * V ’ 

« (3 7 
3 

M h 

and ~~. = — . — = . —, [14280]. In like manner we have 
0 y7 M' a M' a?’ 1 

M a 

~~~ = —r, . —,. Substituting these in [142S»?], we find 
a! 0' M e ° J 

M 

a_ a. M B 
b.M 

b'.M 
ri _ c • ri <. 
- , -n/rt * ^ 5 c' .M' 

in which A', B', C, represent the attractions of the second ellipsoid M' upon a point 
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same surface as the exterior surface of the stratum, and the other the same 

within its surface, whose co-ordinates are n', //, c, and these attractions may be found from 

[1379], by accenting A, B, C, a, b, c, k, using the values X, X', [1424], corresponding to this 

second ellipsoid JW. Hence we have 

A’=- 
k 3 

B' = -h>'m' W-xF 
k'3 d X 

C' = 
3 c'.M1 /d.\'F 

k'3 ' VtfTT 

Substituting these in [1428f], we get the following values of A, B, C, being the same as 

found by La Place in [1426]. 

A = 
3a. M 

k 3~ 

3&. Jt^ 

k 3 

3c. M /tf.X'FN 

k3 ' V~rfXr"/ 

If the co-ordinates of the attracted point a, b, c, and the excentricities Ô, vs, be given, or 

constant, V, [1425], and X, X', [1424], will also be constant; thpn the values of A,B, C, 

[1428p], will be proportional to the mass M of the attracting spheroid, as was proved in 

another manner in [14l2//7/]. Hence it is evident, from [1387, 138S], that F must also be 

proportional to tbe mass M. 

Le Gendre’s theorem, corresponding to tbe action of the second ellipsoid, upon an 

*f¥ S' Cf 
internal point, whose co-ordinates are a, V, c', is — -}—— -f- —7 = 4 <ir, being the 

same as in [137%], accenting the letters, to correspond to the notation [142Si']. Multiplying 

M a By 
this by —, = p, [l42Sv'], and substituting the values 

M A'  A 

M' ' a7 «’ 

M B' _B 

M' ' ~V b’ [1428{], 

we get the following expression, for an external attracted point, 

A 

a + ? + 7=4* 

a p y 

a p' y' ’ 

which is similar to that in [1370g-]. 

If we suppose a = p = y, a' = p' = y', the two ellipsoids will become concentrical 

spheres ; the radius of the least sphere being «, that of the greatest sphere a'. If we put 

4?, s', for the surfaces of these spheres respectively, we shall have a2 : a!2 :: s : s', [275/!/], 

and the equations [1428/?] will become 

16 

[1428f] 

[1428#] 

[1428p] 

[1428<r] 

[I428«rq 

Theorem 
by 

Le Gendre 
for an 
external 
attracted 
point. 

[1428r] 

[1428»] 
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surface as the interior surface of the stratum. Taking the integral of this 

differential of the attraction, we shall obtain the attraction of the whole 

ellipsoid. 

Ivory’s 
theorem 
applie 1 to 
spheres. 

[14289] 

Hence it evidently appears, that the attraction of the least sphere upon a point of the surface 

of the greatest sphere, is to the attraction of the greatest sphere, upon a point of the surface 

of the least sphere, as the surface of the least sphere is to the surface of the greatest sphere. 

From this it also follows, that the attraction of the least sphere upon all the points of the 

surface of the greatest sphere, is equal to the attraction of the greatest sphere upon all the 

points of the least sphere. The preceding theorem is proved by the author in another 

manner, in Book XII, [11245]. 
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CHAPTER II. 

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ATTRACTION OF ANY SPHEROID IN A SERIES. 

8. We shall now consider the attraction of any spheroid whatever. We Function 

have seen in § 4, [1388'], that the quantity V, which expresses the sum of V. 

the particles of the spheroid divided by their distances from the attracted point, t1428""] 

has the property of giving, by its differentiation, the attraction of this 

spheroid, parallel to any right line whatever. We shall also find, when we 

shall treat, of the figure of the planets, that the attraction of their particles 

appears under this form, in the equation of equilibrium ; we shall therefore 

enter into a particular investigation of the value of V. 

We shall resume the equation [1386], 

v=f, 

d M 

\/{a — x;3 + {b — yf + (c — zf 
[1429] 

a, b, and c, being the co-ordinates of the attracted point ; x, y, z, the [1429'] 

co-ordinates of the particle of the spheroid dM [1385""] ; the origin of the 

co-ordinates being within the spheroid. This integral is to be taken relative 

to the variable quantities x, y, z, and its limits are independent of a, 6, c. [1429"] 

This being premised, we shall have, by taking the differential of V* 

t * (977) It was observed in [1386o], that the equation [1386], or [1429], might be 

deduced from [455], by putting p = 1, and changing x, y, z, x, y, z', into a, b, c, x, y, z, 

respectively. Now the equation [459] was deduced from [455], by merely taking the [1430a] 

differentials; and if we make, in the equation [459], the changes in the letters just mentioned, 

we shall obtain the formula [1420]. 

It is supposed, in the equation [1430], as in the calculations [452—495], that no part of 

the attracting mass comes so near to the attracted point, as to render the denominator 

K^-42+(y-y)8+(*'-z)aP [14306] 
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[1430] 
La Place’s 
funda¬ 
mental 
theorem 
for the 
attraction 
of a 

spheroid. 
First 
form. 

[1430c] 

[143CW] 

[1430c] 

[1430/] 

[1430g-] 

[1430ft] 

'ddV' 

. d a2 
+ 'ddV' 

~dW 
+ 

'ddV 

, d c2 
= 0, [or -4srp'], 

an equation which we have already obtained in ^ 11, Book II, [459]. 

of the expression [455'] equal to nothing. For if this were the case, the panicles of the 

spheroid, situated infinitely near to the attracted point, would produce sensible terras in the 

value of (y~t) + (~7^r) + (Y/t) » which would alter the equation [459], 

or [1430], as has been observed by Mr. Poisson. This may be easily proved, by 

supposing the spheroid E IF, whose centre is C, to be divided 

into two parts. First, a very small sphere G H K, falling wholly 

within the attracting spheroid E IF, its centre being the attracted 

point D, and its radius DG =u, which, after all the calculations 

are completed, is to be made infinitely small ; so as to include 

merely those parts of the spheroid EIF, which might produce 

sensible terms in [1430], from the vanishing of the denominator 

[1430/']. Second, the spheroidal shell comprised between the 

surfaces EIF, GIIK. Then putting V, V", for the parts of V corresponding to 

this small sphere, and to the shell, respectively, we shall have V—V-j- V". Substituting 

this in the second member of [459], we shall get for its value 

Now by hypothesis, all the particles of the shell are at a finite distance from the at'racted 

r -, • (ddVtt\ . (ddV"\ (ddVh 
point D ; therefore the expression [459] will give, (yy—) + J + ) ~~ U’ 

and the preceding equation will become 

consequently the first member of this equation is the same, as it 

wôuld be, if the whole spheroid EIF were reduced to the small 

sphere G UK, described about the attracted point D as a 

centre. The arbitrary radius of this sphere can be supposed so 

extremely small, that even in the case where the spheroid EIF 

is heterogeneous, we may neglect the variation of density in the 

sphere, supposing it to be homogeneous, and of the same density 

p' as at the central point D. For greater simplicity in the 
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We shall transform the co-ordinates into others, which will be more 

convenient. For this purpose, we shall put r for the distance of the [1430/] 

calculation, we have assumed the mass GHK to be a sphere, but it is evident that we 

might have supposed this mass to be of any other form. 

To determine the action of this sphere upon a point in its centre D, we shall, in the first 

place, compute the action of any finite homogeneous sphere GHK, fig. 7, whose radius is u, 

upon any internal point G', situated at the distance DG' = r from its centre; taking 

this centre as the origin of the co-ordinates. Then if we describe, about the centre D, a 

spherical surface G' H K', passing through the proposed point G' ; it will be evident, 

from [469'"], that the spherical shell, included between the surfaces GHK, G' H' K', 

produces no effect on the point G', and that the action of the sphere G' H K', upon the 

point G', is the same as if all its mass were collected in the centre D, [470"]. Now the 

radius D G' being r, and the density of the sphere p', its mass will be f ir p' .r3, [1363e]. 

If this be divided by the square of the distance r2, we shall get the whole action of the sphere 

upon the point G', equal to ftfp'.r, in the direction G' D -, and this, in [470, 470"], 

fdV'\ 
represents the value of — f ——J, corresponding to the sphere G' H K', or to the 

whole sphere GHK. Hence we have 

4 * p'. r. 

This vanishes when r — 0 ; but its partial differential relative to r, namely 

ddV 

d r2 
4 ' 

— f *?, 

(ddV'\ , (ddVl\ , 

V dx% ) + V dy* ) dz2 

fddV\ 2 (dV'\ 

V dr* ) r\ dr / ’ 

neglecting the terms depending on Ô, vs, as in [466'] ; it being evident that in this sphere the 

values of V will not contain Ô or vi ; so that ~ ~ ^C* 

Substituting in [1430o], the values of ) ’ [1430wb «], the second 

member of that expression will become •— | k p' — f p' = — 4 k p', and we shall 

finally get, 

fddV\ , {dd\V'\ , (ddV\ A , 

KI&) + KW) + Xjrr) = —4r <" 

17 

[1430f] 

[1430*] 

[1430Z] 

[1430m] 

[1430n] 

is finite and constant for all values of r. 

The co-ordinates of the attracted point G', are, in [451vm], denoted by x, y, z ; and if 

we substitute their values, in terms of r, Ô, [460], the expression [459], corresponding to 

this sphere, will become, as in [465?;], 

'ddV' 
[1430o] 

[1430p] 

[1430g] 
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attracted point from the origin of the co-ordinates, â the angle which the 

[1430r] 

Theorem 
when the 
attracted 
point is 
within the 
attracting 
mass. 

[14305] 

for the value of this function, corresponding to any finite homogeneous sphere, whose radius 

is u, the attracted point being situated at any place whatever, within the surface of the sphere. 

The second member of this expression, being independent of r, will remain unchanged when 

r becomes infinitely small, as is supposed in [1430d!, A] ; therefore we may substitute this 

value in [1430g], and p' will represent the density of the spheroid at the attracted point. 

Hence we shall get, for any spheroid whatever, when the attracted point is situated within its 

surface, 

= — 4 <rr P* 

To conform to the notation used in this article, we must, as in [1430a], change the 

co-ordinates of the attracted point x, y, z, into a, h, c, and we shall get, 

[1430*] 

This is to be used instead of [1430], when the whole of the attracted point forms a part of 

[1430u] the attracting mass ; or in other words, the whole of the infinitely small sphere must fall 

within the spheroid ; otherwise we could not have neglected the consideration of the angle 

ê, w, in [1430p], because the sphere would become a spherical segment, and the value of V’ 

corresponding to this segment would differ from that we have here computed for the whole 

[1430z>] sphere. We have introduced the expression [or — 4 k p'], in the original formula, to 

correct for the defect in the attraction, upon an internal point. The necessity of this 

correction was first noticed by Mr. Poisson, who has also investigated it in a different manner, 

as we shall hereafter see, in [ 1447tt]. Similar corrections have been made in the formulas 

[1434, 1435]. 

It may not be amiss to remark, that the equation [1430*] might have been deduced from 

the values of A, B, C, [1379], supposing the small body H G K, fig. 6, 7, to be an 

ellipsoid, whose semi-axes are as in [13696], and H' G' K' to be a similar and concentric 

fdA\_ fddV 

\da)~~ da2 

we have A 
3 M.F 

~ *3 • 

3 M.F /dA\ II 
CO

 or 
\da) 

therefore ( «
 

A 

a, in which M., F, k, are independent 

but from [1387] we have 

In like manner, from the values 

a 

A 

a 

of B, C, [1388, 1379], we get = — f, (ffr) = ~ f • The sum 

of these three expressions, reduced by means of the formula [1370g], becomes 
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radius r makes with that of a, * the angle which the plane formed by this [1430"] 

which is the same as in [1430s], the density p' being put equal to unity, as in [1346]. In 

this calculation, the centre of the ellipsoid is taken for the origin of the co-ordinates ; but it is 

evident that the same result would have been obtained, if the origin had been fixed at any 

other point. Instead of using [1370g] to obtain a second demonstration of the formula 

[1430/, v"\ we might use [1430/], to demonstrate the formula [1370g], as is done by 

Mr. Poisson. 

It is somewhat remarkable, that this defect in the formula [1430], as it was first published 

by La Place, should have remained unnoticed, nearly half a century ; particularly as he 

had expressly called the attention of mathematicians to the necessity of having the limits of 

the integrals independent of the co-ordinates of the attracted point a, b, c, [1429"] ; and had 

also conformed to this restriction, in the calculations of the first volume, [452, &c.] 

[14301/] 

In computing (*£)• ( 
dd V 

d r2 
for a sphere [1430Î—«], we have, for greater 

simplicity, supposed it to be homogeneous. We shall now compute it in another manner, for 

a sphere, composed of concentrical spherical strata, of different densities. This calculation will 

serve as a method of showing how to find the differentials of formulas, depending on definite 

integrals, when the limits of these integrals are supposed to vary. Supposing p to represent 

the density of the concentrical spherical stratum, whose internal radius is R, and external 

radius R-\-dR, the mass of this stratum will be 4 k p . R? dR, [2756]. Its integral, 

taken from R = 0 to R = r, will give the mass m of the internal sphere G' H' K\ 

whose radius is r. This mass will be represented by 4 k . p . R2 d R. If we divide 

it by r2, we shall get, as in [1430Z, m], 

brevity // p. R2 d R = r", we shall have 

\ dr ) r2 ^ 0 

\ dr ) r2 5 

Putting for 

r" being a 

[1430w] 

[1430»] 

[1430ÿ] 

function of r. The differential of this last value of 

4 7T 

"W (£)■ 

) being taken relatively to 

In finding the differential of r", 
... fddV'\ 8 71- „ 

r, we shall get j = — . r 

relative to r, we must observe that, when r is increased by the element d r, the last limit of 

the integral r" = fr^ p. R2 dR, is increased from r to r -j- d r, by which means r" 

is increased by the element p ' .r2 dr, corresponding to the point G’ ; hence 

[1430z] 

d r" — p'. r2 d r, and © p'.r2. [1430a] 
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[1431] 

[1431/] 

[1432] 

[1432'] 

[14300] 

[1431a] 

[1431a'] 

radius and axis, makes with the plane of the axes of a, b, and we shall 

have,* 

a~r. cos. è ; b = r . sin. 5. cos. c = r . sin. â. sin. to. 

If we also put R, to', for what r, è, w, become at the point corresponding 

to the particle of the spheroid d M, we shall havef 

x — R . cos. if ; y — R . sin. ô'. cos. to' ; z — R. sin. ô'. sin. to'. 

Moreover, the particle of the spheroid d M is equal to a rectangular 

parallelopiped, whose sides aref dR, Rdô', R d to' . sin. ô' ; therefore, 

dM = p.R?dR.dtf.diz. sin. ô, 

Substituting this in [I430«], we get 

Using this and the value of [1430?/], the second member of [1430o] becomes 

q 8 9T 

. r" — 4 p'-^ . r" = — 4 <r p', as in a homogeneous sphere, of the density 
p3 r j-3 ' 

P, [1430j]. 

* (978) The values [1431] are computed like those 

of [460], by changing, as in the last note, x, y, z, into 

a, h, c, respectively. In this case, C is the origin of the 

co-ordinates, D the attracted point, whose rectangular 

co-ordinates are C A — a, AB = b, B D — c, 

CD = r, angle A C D = ô, DAB —u. In the 

triangle CAD, we find 

CA = C D . cos. A CD = r . cos. Ô = a, [1431]; 

AD = CD. sin. A CD — r. sin. Ô ; 

and in the triangle AB D, A B — A D . cos. DAB, B D = A D . sin. D A B. 

Substituting the value of A D, we get 

AB= C D . sin. A CD. cos. DAB, BD= C D . sin. AC D . sin. DAB, 

which correspond to a, b, c, [1431]. 

j (979) The values [1432] are obtained in exactly the same way as [1431], putting 

x, y, zt R, for «5 b, c, r, 6, to, respectively. 

f (980) These sides of the parallelopiped are similar to those computed in [1355A], 

fig. page 6, where they are called dr, r dp, r dq. sin.p ; in which cA — r, 
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P being its density ; hence we shall have,* * 

V fU P* _p. R2 d R . d ô'. d zs'. sin. Ô'_ 

the integral, relative to R, must be taken from R = 0, to the value of 

R = u at the surface of the spheroid ; the integral relative to 6', must be 

A cx = p, y c 0, = Ç > and if we Put r = R, p=ôf, q = zs’, in order to conform 

to the notation of this article, the sides will become respectively dR, Rdô', Rd zs'. sinJ', 

whose product multiplied by the density p, gives the mass of the particle 

dM=p.R2dR.dô'.dzs'. sin. Ô’, 

as above ; and the whole mass of the spheroid will be obtained by taking the integrals 

between the limits mentioned in {IASS', &tc]. If we put cos. â'=p', we shall get 

— d Ô'. sin. Ô' = d pi/, and the limits of p', corresponding to ô'=0, Ô' = *, [1433"], 

will be /=!, p' = — 1. If we change these limits, so that they may be from p' = — 1 

to p' = 1, we may put d Ô'. sin. ô' = d p', and then the preceding value of d M will 

become dM=p . R2dR. dp' .dzs! ; from which the whole mass M may be obtained, 

by integrating from R = 0 to its value at the surface R = u, from p' = — 1 to 

p' = 1, and from zs' — 0 to zs! = 2 k. 

* (981) If we substitute the values of a, b, c, x, y, z, [1431, 1432], in [1348a], 

P = (a —■ xf + (b — yf + (c — zf 

it becomes 

/2 ={r. cos. Ô — R . cos. â'P -f- \r . sin. Ô . cos. zs — R. sin. & . cos. zs^2 

+ \r • sin. 6 . sin. zs — R . sin. Ô'. sin. zs!\2 

=.r2 . { cos.2 è -f- sin.2 ê . (cos.2 zs -f- sin.2 zs) } 

— 2 Rr.\ cos. â . cos. 6f -f- sin. Ô . sin. Ô’. (cos. zs. cos. zf -j~ sin. zs. sin. zs!) ] 

-j- R2 . {cos.2 (f -j- sin.2 Ô'. (cos.2 zs’ -j- sin.2 zs’) £ 

= r2 . {cos.2 6 + sin.2 Ôf — 2 Rr.{cos. 6 . cos. & -f sin. Ô. sin. Ô'. cos. (z/ — zs) | 

-f- R2 . \cos.2 Ô' -f- sin.2 Ô'] 

= r2 — 2 Rr cos. é . cos. Ô1 -f- sin. Ô . sin. Ô'. cos. (zs' — zs)] -f- R2. 

Substituting this, and the value of d M [1432'], in [1429], it becomes as in [1433]. The 

limits of the integral correspond to those pointed out in note 338, page 294, Vol. I, to which 

this is similar. 

[1432"] 

Function 

V. 

[1433] 

[14337] 

[14316] 

[1431c] 

[1431c?] 

[1432a] 

[14326] 

[1432c] 

18 
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[1433"] 

La Place’s 
funda¬ 
mental 
theorem. 
Second 
form. 

[1434] 

[1432<2] 

[1432e] 

[1432/] 

[1432g-] 

[1432/t] 

[1432i] 

[1432&] 

[1432Z] 

taken from (f = 0 to equal to the semi-circumference ; and the integral 

relative to to' must be taken, from to'= 0 to to' equal to the circumference. 

Taking the differentials of this expression of V, we shall find,* 

/ddV\ 

V ) 
sin.2 Ô 

—4*P'-r9]. (2) 

This equation is nothing more than a transformation of the equation [1430]. 

The preceding value of f which represents the 

denominator of V [1433], or of T [1439], may 9 

also be computed geometrically, by means of the 

annexed figure ; in which f =mp represents the 

distance of the attracting particle m, from the 

attracted point p. C is the origin of the co¬ 

ordinates. The lines CX=CY=CZ= 1, 

are taken on the axes of x, y, z, respectively ; and 

through the points X, Y, Z, a spherical surface is 

described about the centre C, cutting C p in P, 

Cm in M. Lastly, the arcs XP, XM, are 

continued till they meet the circular arc YD E Z, in 

XP = Ô, XM= Ô', YD = u, YE = d, 

D, and E. 

DE = n'- 

Then we shall have 

. to = spherical angle 

P XJVL ; and if we put the arc 

P XM, [13458], 

PM ==y, we shall have, in the spherical triangle 

cos. 7 = cos. Ô . cos. Ô’ -j- sin. 6 . sin. Ô'. cos. (vf — -tf). 

Then in the plane triangle p C m, we have Cp = r, Cm = R, pm—f, and 

cos./ C m= cos.7 ; hence we get /2 = r2 — 2Rr. cos. 7-f-R2, [62] Int. Substituting 

the preceding value of cos. 7, we shall obtain for /, the same expression as above, which is 

used in [1433, 1439], namely, 

/ = £r2 — 2 R r . cos. 7 -f- jR2}* 

= {r2 — 2 R r . [cos. Ô . cos. Ô1 -f- sin. Ô . sin. 6'. cos. (to'— to)] -f- R2^ ; 

observing that the coefficient of — 2 R r, in both these expressions, is cos. 7, or the 

cosine of the angle formed by the two lines, drawn from the origin of the co-ordinates, to the 

attracting and to the attracted points. 

* (982) Changing x, y, z, into a, b, c, respectively, in [459, 460], they become identical 

with [1430, 1431] ; if we make the same changes in [465, 466], which were deduced from 

the former, they will become identical with [1434, 1435], respectively. Moreover, in 
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If we make 

form, 

cos. è = (x, we may put this equation under the following [1434'] 

La Place’s 
funda¬ 
mental 
theorem. 
Third 
form. 

[1435] 

We have before obtained these equations, in the second book, § 11, 

[459—466]. 

9. We shall suppose, in the first place, that the attracted point is without 

the spheroid. In this case we must develop V according to the descending 

powers of r, and it will therefore be of the form* 

77(0) 

V — —— 
r 

+ 
UW ZJW 

+ — + 
/ 

u® 
-f- &c. 

[1435'] 

Develop¬ 
ment of V 
for an 
external 
point. 

[1436] 

deducing [465] from [459], this last was multiplied by r2, [465w], therefore the term 

— 4tt p', introduced by Mr. Poisson, [14301], must be multiplied by r2, in [1434, 1435]^ [1432m] 

producing the term — 4 n p'. r2, corresponding to the case omitted by La Place. 

* (983) For the purpose of illustrating this method of developing V. we shall put, 

cos. 0 = [a, cos. ô' = (j/} P0 = ft, P1 = \/( 1 — ft2) . cos. to, P2 = y/( I — fj.2). sin. to, [1433a] 

P32 = P02 + Pi2 + P22 = ft2 + ( 1 — (*2) • (cos.2 to -f- sin.2 to) == ^ -j- 1 — ft2 = 1, [1433a'] 

also cos. (to' — to) = cos. to . cos. to' -(- sin. to . sin. to', [24] Int. Then the denominator 

of [1433], which is represented by the factor P, [1439], will give, 

Tr = $ 1-— . [ft/x-j-v/(l‘—ft2).\/(J— ft'2). (cos.to.cos.to'-)-sin.to.sin.to')] -j- — £ ^ 
* ^ ^2 \ r 

\ 1-y . [Pq.ft'-j-Pi *y/(I — ft'2).cos.to'-|— P2.y/(1—ft'2).sin.to'] -L1-— . P32| 
C. r r2 

— è [14336] 

This expression of Tr is homogeneous in P, r, and of the degree 0 : and being developed 

.R 
according to the powers of -, will become of the form, 

Tr = Q‘°> + Q«>. ? + Q®>. ^+QW. f + &c. ; 

in which Q(0), Q(I), Q(2), &ic., are independent of P, r. Moreover, since the second 

[1433c] 

[1433d] 
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[1433d'] 

[1433d"] 

[1433d'"] 

[1433d""] 

[1433e] 

[ I433e'] 

[1433/] 

[1433g] 

Substituting this value of V in the equation [1435] of the preceding article, 

the comparison of the similar powers of r, will give, for any value of i, 

member of [14335] is homogeneous in r, P0, P15 P2, P3, and of the degree 0; 

its development in the second member of [1433c], must also be homogeneous and of the 

degree 0, in r, P0, Pl5 P2, P3 ; and as Q® is divided by r* in [1433c], therefore, 

generally, when i is any positive integer, Q® will be homogeneous, and of the degree i, in 

P0, Pl5 P2, P3 ; and if Q® be arranged according to the powers of P32, it will be of 

the form Q® = A -\-B. P32 -f~ C . P34 -j- D. P36 -J- he. ; in which A, B, C, he., are 

separately homogeneous functions of the three quantities P0, P4, P2 ; it being evident that 

the uneven powers of P3 do not occur in [14335], and therefore will not be found in Q®. 

Moreover, to render each of the terms of Q® homogeneous, we must have, A of the order i, 

B of the order i—2, C of the order i — 4, he. ; negative values of i — 2, i — 4, 

&tc., being neglected. Then putting, as in [1433/], P3= 1, we shall get 

The comparison of the formulas [14335, c] will also show, that Q(0)= 1, and that Q(1) 

depends on the first power of the quantities P0, P1} P2- Dividing [1433c] by r, we shall 

find, as in [1441"], 

T=q°Kl + Qt'K | + + &c. 

If we put P4 = y/( 1—|x2) . cos. (vf—sr), the expression of T [1439] will give, by 

using as above P3 = 1, 

Tr= [ 1 — ^ . 0«MV(1—«■’) V(l— (*'s) • <=os. (s'-»)] +f | 

= CAV + P,. 1/(1 -(*'»)] + f .P32 } ~4 • 

This expression of Tr can be developed, in the same form as in [1433c]. Hence we shall 

get Pin the same form as in [1433e], or [1441"] ; in which Q(0 is a homogeneous, rational 

and integral function of P0, P3, P4, of the degree i, and of die same form as [ 1433c?"] ; 

which, by putting P3 = 1, becomes Q® = A B C D he. ; A, B, C, he., 

being separately homogeneous functions of P0, P4. Moreover, A is of the order i in P0, 

P4 ; B of the order of the positive number i -p 2, C of the order of the positive number 

i — 4} he., as in [1433c?", &ic.] 
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Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

£7®. 

[1437] 

Substituting d/x' =—dd'.sin. d', and T [1433e] in [1433], we shall get, 

V=-ffft. R*a R. i . d. £ Q<»>. \ + Q™ • * + Q(2> • f + &C. ] . [1433/.] 

In the integrations of this function, /x, -tf, and therefore also P0, P1, P3, which occur in Q(1), 

Q(-), he., are considered as constant. If we perform the integrations relative to each of the 

quantities Q(0), Q(I), he., separately, we may put, generally, 

-ffft ■ JP d R. d j. d W . Q®. ~ = ^ ; [MW] 

taking the integrals between the given limits of R, fx', to' ; and we may incidentally remark, 

that Q() does not contain r, therefore £7® will not contain r. In this manner of [1433&] 

development and integration, we perceive that £7®, like Q®, [1433d"'], will not contain 

terms of the powers and products of P0, Pl5 P2, which exceed the degree i ; but it might, 

as in [1433d"'], contain powers and products of these quantities, of a less order, represented 

by the integral positive numbers i — 2, i — 4, he. It appears also, from the preceding 

method of finding Q®, £7®, that they must be rational and integral functions of P0, Pl5 P2. [14332] 

Finally, by comparing the expressions [1433A, i], we evidently obtain V in the form [1436]. [i433?/1/] 

* 
£70 

(984) Any term of V [1436], as - i + 1, being substituted in the second member of 

[1435], produces an expression, which we shall call 

W ®_ Id. (1—fx2). 
d. 

U® 
~i~t-1 dd 

17(0 
r * +1 

-, of the following form, 

■ *+l d /X + dTT 2 
d f* ) ' 1 — fx2 

Now as £7® does not contain r [14337:], we shall have, 

-f- r. 
dr2 

dr% 
= uo.r.(il^=m.i.(i+1), .— i — 1 

[1436o] 

Substituting this in [1436a], we may bring the denominator r’+1 from under the signs of 

19 
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[1437'] It is evident, from the expression of V [1433, 1436], that t/(i> is a rational 

and integral function of **, y/i _ ^ . sin. w, yT — . cos. depending 

[1437"] on the nature of the spheroid.* When i = 0, this function becomes a 

constant quantity, and in case i = 1, it is of the following form, 

tl438i U0) = H. f* -f- H'. [/1—.ft* . sin. zs + H" . \Jv—^ . cos. « ; 

H, H', H'\ being constant quantities. 

To determine the general value of £7(0, we shall put 

[1439] T = _1_—__ . 
V/r2 — 2 Hr .[cos. Ô. cos. è' -j- sin. â. sin. 0'. cos. [vs' — w)\-\-JR,* 

and we shall havef 

differentiation, relative to rt, in the two first terms ; and then the whole expression will 

contain the factor r-*-3 ; and if we divide by this factor, we shall get, 

[14366] R/(i) =jli (1-V). 
düU 

d HL 
d (J- n 

T 
(ddl7®\ 
V dzi2 ) 

1—f*2 
+ i.(i + l). U®. 

Hence the expression [ 1435] will become, 

[1437a] WO) wv . W&) . W'*> , a 
0 =--— 4-- H-4- &c. , 

r I ,-2 1 t-3 1 ri 1 5 

in which he., [14366], are independent of r. This equation cannot be 

[14376] satisfied, for all values of r, except we have generally W® = 0. This is evident ; for if 

we multiply [1437a] by r, and then put r = oo, we shall get = 0. Substituting 

this in [1437a], multiplied by 7'2, and then putting r — co , we shall get Ww= 0, and 

soon; making generally WP = 0, which is the same as the formula [1437]. 

* (985) U(i) is a rational and integral function of P0, P1, P2, of an order not exceeding 

[1438a] i [1433£—in\. Therefore, when i= 0, the terms P0, Px, P2, must be of the degree 0, 

so that £7(0) is equal to a constant quantity; and when i=l, the terms P0, Pi, P2, 

must be of the degree 1, so that U{ ) = H. P0-{-H'. P1-\-H" . P2, as in [1438]. 

f (986) The equations [1434, 1435] were deduced from [1433], by differentiation, in 

a manner that is not affected by the triple sign of integration fff in [1433], nor by the 

[1439a] vajue 0f the numerator p .B? d R .dtf . did. sin. tf ; and the same resulting equation 
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This equation will also be satisfied if ô be changed into ô', vs into vs, and the 

contrary ; because T [1439] is composed of è, vs, in like manner as it is 

of ô', vs. 

If we develop T [1439] in a descending series relative to r, we shall 

get, [1433/, e], 

/r2 —2Rr.{cos. è . cos. d -j- sin. â. sin. d1. cos. {vs! — vs)}-j- R2 5 

1 
_ ___ __.— - • 

\//-2 — 2 R r . {f* * is! -f v/l37^2 • t/i— K2 • cos. (vs1 — vs) \ -f- R? * 

Q® being for all values of i subjected to this equation,* 

[1434] would have been obtained, if we had neglected fff, and put 

p . R2 d R . d ô'. d vs'. sin. Ô' =1. 

These changes being made in V [1433], it becomes like T [1439] ; and the same change, 

of T for V, may be made in [1434], or in [1435], and the last will become as in [1440]. 

Moreover, since T [1439] is not altered by changing Ô, vs, into Ô', vs1, and the contrary ; the 

same changes may be made in [1440], as is observed in [1440']. 

* (987) If in the equations [1436, 1435], we change T4nto T, and into . R!*, 

they will respectively become, as in [1441", 1440] ; and the same changes being made in 

[1437], which was derived from [1436, 1435], it will become equal to the product of the 

function [1442] by the quantity R ; because this factor Ri is not affected by the partial 

differentials relative to f*, vs, and may therefore be brought from under the sign of differentiation 

relative to (x, vs ; and the whole expression, being divided by Rl, will become as in [1442]. 

If we put (x = cos. 6, this will become by reduction as in the two following formulas, 

[1442a, 6], which bear the same relation to [1442], that [1434] does to [1435], and they 

may be computed as in [4666]. 

0 = 
coM / d Q(i)\ , 

sin. ô V d Ô ) ' sin.2 d + *•(»■+!).Q®; 

sin. & * sin.2â 
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[1440] 

[1440] 

Function 

T. 

[1441] 

[i44iq 

[1441"] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tions in 

[1442a] 

+ i.(t+l).Q<0. [14426] 
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Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

Q®. 
[1442] 

[14427] 

External 
point, 

U®. 
[1443] 

Develop¬ 
ment of V 
for an 
internal 
point. 

[1444] 

[1442c] 

[1443a] 

[1444a] 

[14446] 

[1444c] 

[1444rf ] 

and it is also evident that is a rational and integral function of ii, 
[/1—f*2. cos. (V—to), [1 ASS»’]. Q(l) being known, we shall obtain U(i), by 

means of the equation,* 

17» = fl*f* (/p • . dR) . d*/. d /. sin. t. Q®. 

If we now suppose the attracted point to be within the spheroid, w7e must 

develop the value of V [1433], in a series ascending relative to r, which 

gives for V an expression of this form,f 

V = v(0) + r • v (1) + r* • v(2) + r3 • w(3) -r fee. i 

* (988) This is the same as [1433i], multiplied by r1+1, which is not affected by the 

signs of integration fff ; observing also that — d—d Ô'. sin. 6', [1433a]. 

f (989) The value of T [1439] is not altered by changing r into R, and R into r. 

The same changes being made in [1441"], it becomes as in [1446], the quantities Q(0), 

Q(1), Q(a), &.C., being independent of R, r, [1433c/J, and are the same in both formulas. 

Substituting this value of T [1446] in [1433], we get, 

V=ffft ■ fl8 a R. a &. d v/. sin. « . ] ^2 + Q®>. ^ -I- QR). ± + q m. + ] . 

Now if we put the part of this integral depending on r* equal to r*. i being any 

integral positive number, we shall have, 

r<. =///p .K-dR.di.dv/. sin. i. Q<‘>. , 
JL 11 

and the expression of V [1444a] will become as in [1444]. The signs of integration refer 

to R, to', and we may bring r from under those signs ; then dividing by r\ we shall get 

i/‘), [1447] ; v(i) being, like Q(l) [1433^"'], a rational and integral function of P0, P1, P%. 

If we substitute V [1444] in [1435], the general term r*. v® will produce the quantity, 

and if we neglect the variations of the limits of v®, the last term, will 
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v® being a rational and integral function of /x, —f? ,sin.«, [/l—fx3.cos.tf, 

[1444c], which satisfies the same equation of partial differentials as U{'\ 

[1437] ; so that we shall have [1444e, h], 

<dS (1_^). \ ) f-pp) 
0=\ _J__v itt l > l + v . a+1). . { dfx ) r 1— fx2 ^ ^ 1 y 

To determine i>(i), we shall reduce the radical T to an ascending series 

relative to r, and we shall get, [1443a], 

r =V + «(1)-K +§l2>-F + ÎF + &c-’ 
the quantities Q(0), Q(1), Q(2), &c., being the same as above, [1441", 1443a] ; 

hence we shall have, [1444&], 

v® = J? f0 (ffjfzt) d • d (f . sin. (/. Q®. 

become i . (i -f- 1 ) • r*. In the other two terms, the differentials relative to /x and vs, 

do not affect r, and it may be brought from under the signs d2, d. Then each term will have 

the factor r\ and the whole expression will be equal to r* multiplied by the function in the 

second member of [1445]. If we put this function equal to w{i\ the whole expression of the 

first member of [1435], will become w(0) -f- r . wm -(- r2 . w>(2) -J- r3 » ^(3) -f- &c., exclusive 

of the terms depending on the variations of the limits of r, in v(<), or U(l). It will be seen 

hereafter, [1447<r], that this last part of the expression produces the term —4*'p'.r2, 

[1447*], which destroys the like term in the second member of [1435], so that we shall 

finally have, 

W(0) _|_ r # W(D r2 > yfV) _|_ jZ > w&) _|_ g£C> _ Q 

In this equation, w(0), w(l), he., are independent of r [1444e, 1445], and it exists for 

all the values of r<^R. If we put r = 0, it becomes w{m = 0 ; subtracting this 

from [1444g], and dividing by r, we get w(1)-{- r . u>(2) -f he. = 0. Again, putting 

r — 0, wre find uf^ = 0 ; and by proceeding in this way, we get generally w® — 0, 

as in [1445]. 

[1444'] 

Internal 
point, 

v(i). 

[1445] 

[1446] 

Internal 
point, 

v(i). 

[1447] 

[1444e] 

[1444/] 

[1444g-] 

[1444A] 

20 
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But as the expression of T [1446] converges, only when R is equal 

[1447'] to or exceeds r ; the preceding value of V, [1444], must he used 

only for the strata of the spheroid without the attracted point. This 

point* being above the other strata, we must determine the part of V 

* (990) If the attracted point be near the surface of the spheroid, it may happen that 

[1447a] for some values of 6', z/, we shall have r^>R, and for other values, r<^R. This is a 

much more complex form than either of the other cases, because neither of the formulas 

[1436, 1444] can be separately applied to the whole surface j and it is necessary to notice 

accurately the limits of Ô', z/, corresponding to each formula ; restricting ourselves to the use 

of converging series only ; taking in [1436] those values of Ô', zJ, corresponding to r^>R, 

[14476] andin [1444] those in which r<^R. A very simple instance of this nature, mentioned 

by Mr. Poisson, is that of an ellipsoid C BE, in which the origin of the co-ordinates is at 

the centre C, and the attracted point anywhere on the 

spherical surface A P' P P" D, described about the 

centre C, with the radius C P — r, this radius being 

greater than the shortest semi-axis C B, and less than the 

longest semi-axis CE. We may however observe, that 

this complex case may generally be avoided ; since the 

attraction upon an internal point can be obtained, as in [1447'], by merely changing the 

position, or the origin of the co-ordinates, so that the distance from this origin to the 

[1447c] attracted . point, may be less than any of the radii, drawn from the origin to the surface of the 

spheroid. 

[1447d] 

Signs 

fr 

[1447e] 

Mr. Poisson, who first called the attention of mathematicians to this excepted case, has 

altered a little the formulas of La Place, and given in an abridged and somewhat improved 

form, the values of R, corresponding to the different situations of the attracted point. We 

shall here give his formulas, varying however a little the notation, so as to conform to that 

used in this work, u is the value of the radius R corresponding to the surface of the 

spheroid. The sign with the accent above the letter, is used to denote the integration 

relative to those elements in which r ]> w, or where the spherical surface A P falls 

above the corresponding parts of the spheroid B GP ; and the sign ft, with the 

accent below the letter, is used to denote the integration of those elements where 
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which corresponds to these lower strata, by means of the first expression 

of V [1436]. 

10. We shall in the first place consider a spheroid which differs but 

little from a sphere, and shall determine the functions £7(0), £/(1), £7(2), &c., 

®(°), vw, ®(2), &c., relative to this spheroid. There exists a differential 

r << u, or the spherical surface P P" D falls below the corresponding parts of the 

spheroid P HE. 

The area of the spherical surface [1432'] whose sides are Rdô'} Rd™. sin. d', 

becomes, when R is unity, equal to sin. (f. d (f. d d ; and if for brevity we put 

dw — sin. ô'. dô'. d 

it is evident that the limits of ô1, ts7, [1433"], will include all the values of w corresponding to 

the whole surface of the sphere whose radius is unity. Therefore, if we use the sign 

of finite integrals to include all integral values of i, from * = 0 to i=co, the 

equation [1436,1443], may be put under the form [1447Æ], corresponding to an external 

point. The equation [1444, 1447] may be put under the form [1447Î], corresponding to 

an internal point. If we wish it to be approximative, we must use it only in those points 

where R^>r ; it is therefore particularly adapted to the case of a hollow spheroid, 

in which the attracted point is in the internal void space, the density p being nothing 

in that space. The combination of these two formulas gives [1447m], corresponding to the 

attraction of a solid spheroid, upon a point placed below its surface ; the first term includes 

the part of the spheroid below the attracted point, and the second term the parts above the 

attracted point. Lastly, the formulas [1447«, o] represent the action of a spheroid, upon a 

point, which may be either internal or external, but placed so near the surface that the value 

of r exceeds some of the values of u, and is less than other values of u ; so that it becomes 

necessary to separate the values of Ô', vf, corresponding to these two cases ; and if for the 

sake of illustration, we refer to the above figure, the first term of [1447w] will correspond 

to the part of the spheroid B G P C, where m < r ; the second term to the part of 

the sphere P P" D C, and the third to the external part P P'' D E H. 

Attraction 
of a sphe¬ 
roid differ¬ 
ing but lit¬ 
tle from a 
sphere. 

[1447"] 

[1447/] 

[1447/7] 

[1447*] 

[1447/t] 

[14477] 
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[1447"'] 

Attracted 
point, 
External. 

[1447ft] 

Internal 
roid space. 

[1447Z] 

Internal 
solid mass. 

[1447m] 

Point 
near the 
surface. 

[1447a] 

[1447o] 

[1447p] 

[1447ç] 

[1447r] 

[1447s] 

[1447<] 

[1447m] 

equation in V, which takes place at the surface of a spheroid of this form, 

V 

V 

V 

V 

= 2 
00 

0 
Q(i). dw| 

= 2 
QO 

0 

= 2 
0 

= 2 
oo 

0 

• {pb • /(/; p • R^dR) ■ O'0- dw } + 2“ . [ r'./(/r“ . qp. d to j 

• 1 h •/' (/0“ P • R^dR) ■ dw] + *0 ■ -/(foP-R^dR).^. 

C _ / _/»/ fI // P \ 

■ v v, ' / \ u / 

■ 20 C I w/ 

1 

0 ( u r 

so • h-^-/(/o 

m ( . I 

The expression [1447o] is easily deduced from [1447w], by changing, in the second 

term, the characteristic / into its equivalent f—/', f indicating the integral for all values 

of R. For by this means that second term will produce the two following, 

20 •/(/;P-R^dR),q>\dw]-x® •/' (/; ; 

of which the first term is the same as the first of [1447o], and the second can be connected 

lit V u 
with the first of [1447m], observing that f —fQ = fr , by a mere change of the 

limits ; and the result will be the second term of [1447o]. The third terms of [1447m, o] 

are the same. 

The limits of the integrals /', f, relative to 6', 4/', depend implicitly on the situation of the 

attracted point, or on the co-ordinates r, 6, 4>. This circumstance ought to be noticed when 

we take the differential of V relative to these variable quantities ; but upon examination, it 

will be found that this has no effect on the partial differentials of the first order ; and it will 

not therefore affect the values of the forces, resolved in the direction of the radius R, and 

perpendicular to it in the direction of the meridian and parallel of latitude, which are 

computed in [1811Z], and represented by R', R", RThis will be evident from the 

consideration that the differentials of V [1447o], arising from the limits of /', and Jn are 

merely the elements of these integrals corresponding to the same limits, or to the points where 

u_r = 0 ; which also makes these elements vanish, because the integrals relative to r, 

contained under the signs /' and ft vanish when u = r. Therefore in taking the first 
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and is remarkable, on account of its furnishing a method of computing these 

functions without any integration. 

differential of V it will not be necessary to notice these limits, but it must be done in taking 

the differentials of the second and higher orders. 

The general term of the values of V [1447/r, Z, m], relative to the angles Ô, 4's are of the 

same nature as the function Q® 5 that is, they must satisfy the equations [1437, 1445], 

which are similar to [1442]. This follows from [14376, 1444A], observing that the limits of 

the integrals in these values of V, are independent of the two angles but this is not the 

case with the other two values [1447m, o]. 

We have seen that when the attracted point does not make a part of the spheroid, the 

corresponding value of V [1447Æ, Z] will satisfy the equation [465], which may be put under 

the following form, as is evident by developing the first term, 

This corresponds to the values of V [1447&, Z]. 

When the attracted point makes a part of the spheroid, we may reduce the value of V to 

the form [1447m]. Now the two parts of which this value of V is composed, being of the 

same forms as those in [1447/r, Z], would like them satisfy this equation [1447y], and make 

its second member become nothing, if we were to neglect the terms arising from the variations 

7* U 

of the limits of r, connected with the signs of integration 4’ /; Therefore in 

finding the value of the function [1447y], corresponding to this value of V [1447m], we need 

only notice the terms depending on this change of the limits of r ; so that we may neglect 

the consideration of the two first terms of [1447y], depending on d Ô, dzs, and restrict 

AZ2 rV\ 
ourselves to the last term r . f —2-j, or its equivalent developed value [465m], 

by this means we may obtain another demonstration of the correction of the formula [1430s], 

by Mr. Poisson. For this purpose we shall put for brevity, 

/ =/Qr p . Ri+2 dR ; r" = fU p . R~i+l dR ; 

r and r" will be functions of r, and the expression of V [1447m] may be put under 

the form 

V= 2® . \f(r"i-1 d+d /). Q® . dw\ ; 

21 

[1447///] 

[1447®] 

[1447w] 

[1447x] 

External 
attracted 
point. 

[1447y] 

[14472] 

[1447«] 

£1447(3] 

[1447r] 
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[1447w/] 

[14475] 

[1447s] 

[1447£] 

[1447»] 

[14470] 

[1447i] 

[1447k] 

We shall suppose generally, that gravity is proportional to the power n of 

the distance, that dM is a particle of the spheroid, and f its distance from 

the sign f referring to the differential dw, or to the differentials dêf, d'us', [1447/], 

Q® being independent of r [1433d], Therefore if we take the partial differential of this 

expression relative to r, we shall get, 

. — i—2 J r' -}- i . r ,i—i 

/ (j[ j*r \ t'\ • ... 
In finding f— J, f—J, from [1447(3], it changes the limit r into r-j-dr, which 

increases r' by the element p. r'f2 d r, and decreases r" by the element p.r~5l+ldr, 

because at that limit R = r ; hence we have, 

'dd\ 
_ ) ;-n . ï'H'3 • 

sdr J 
— p. rl 

consequently 

i—1 

* Vdr 

d r'\ , f dr"\ n 
+ r • ) = P • r — p. r = 0 ; 

dr 

therefore the terms depending on the variations of the limits of the integrals, vanish from the 

[14475] ; and we shall only have to compute the remaining expression of 
dV 
dr 

term, r2 . [1447a], depending on the variations of the same limits. 
d r2 

Substituting [1447^] in [14475], we get for the complete value of 
dV 
dr 

• {f\_— («’ + !)• 2 r’ -f- i • r* 1 r"] . Q{i). d w]. 

As we only have to compute the part of 
ddV 

dr% 
depending on the variation of the 

limits of r', r", [1447s;, p], we need only to notice the differentials of these two quantities in 

this last equation, and we shall have, 

(ctP) = *"•{/[“(<+1)- ©+ ■i • r‘" ■■ ©)] • -dw}- 

Substituting the values [1447£], we obtain, 

ddV 

d r3 
■^ = 2“ .{/[—(i+1) • p—ip] • Q(i) -dw]— — 2“ . {/(2® + l) .p.Q(l). dw|. [1447X] 
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the attracted point. We shall also put 

V=ffn+\dM; 

Hence the term [1447a, Ô], which represents the value of the function 

[1447y], for the case under consideration, will become 

— (2i-f i) ./p. Q®.dw], 

and we shall get, 

= -r2.^.f(2i + l)./P. qv.dw}. 

In making farther reductions of the second member of this equation, we shall have to use 

the formulas [1476a, 1532a, 1533m], which will hereafter be demonstrated. This was the 

most convenient arrangement to avoid a great increase of the present note, and to conform as 

much as possible to the general plan of the work. This will cause no embarrassment to the 

learner, because the object of the present calculation is merely to prove that this method will 

produce, in [1447-ir], the same result as had been found by a different process in [1430s] ; 

and it was important to show that both methods would agree. 

The density p, being a function of d', -sj', may be developed in a series of the form [1532a], 

p = Y'W+ Y'« + he. = 2 Y'® ; 

and if we denote by Y®, the value of Y'®, when è' is changed into Ô, into w, p'into p ; 

p' being the density of the body at the attracted part, the integral f p. Q®. dw will be 

composed of terms of the form f Y' W . Q® .dw, or fY' 60. Q®. d Ô'. sin. Ü . d d ; 

which vanish when % differs from i [1476a] ; and when i'—i, it becomes 

f Y'® . Q® . d Ô'. sin. Ô1. d'vJ. 

This, in [1533m], will be found equal to 

member of [1447jx] will become 

4 # 
2Ï+1 therefore the second 

r2.2 
QO 

0 (2*+ 1) • 
4 cr. Y® 

~2ï+i“ 
■ = — 4 rf. r2.2^. Y® = — 4* ~2 [1447v] ; 

and we shall finally get, when the attracted point forms a part of the mass of the spheroid, 

being the same as was found by another method in [1430s]. 

General 
form of 

V. 

[1448] 

[1447m-] 

[1447v] 

[1447f] 

Internal 
attracted 
point. 

[1447*] 
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this integral being taken so as to include the whole mass of the spheroid. 

In the case of nature, in which n — — 2, it becomes,* 

[1449] 
dM 

f 

[1449/] 

[1449,/] 

[1449w] 

which we have also denoted by V in the preceding articles, [1428"", &c., 

1386]. The function V has the advantage of giving, by means of its 

differential, the attraction of the spheroid, parallel to any right line whatever. 

For if we consider f as a function of the three rectangular co-ordinates of 

the attracted point, one of which is parallel to this right line, and we put 

this co-ordinate equal to r, then the attraction of the spheroid in the 

direction of the line r, towards its origin, will bef dM 

consequently it will be equal to which, in the case of 

nature, becomes 

found, [1388']. 

conformably to what we have before 

* (991) This tenth section treats of the attraction of a spheroid differing but little from a 

sphere ; the case of the attraction of a spheroid which differs considerably from a sphere, is 

treated of [1507—1563]. 

The value of F" [1449], deduced from [1448], by putting n= —2, is of the same 

form as that assumed in [1386]. 

f (992) Gravity being supposed proportional to the power n of the distance /; the attraction 

of the particle dM, in the direction f will be fn.dM\ but 

[1448o] /= V\(« — xf + (& “ Vf + (c — , 

[1348a] ; hence, by differentiation, 

fdf\ _a — x_a — x 

W= /K"—'æ)2+(&— t/)2+(c—■zf\ — f 

The quantity, here called /, is what is named r, in [13556'] ; and is represented by the line 

Ac, fig. 1, page 5. Now it is evident, that if the preceding force fn.dM, in the direction 

c A, be resolved, in the direction c b, parallel to the axis x, it will be 

f" [13556]; 
JlC J 
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We shall notv suppose the spheroid to differ but very little from a sphere 

whose radius is a ; the centre of this sphere being on the line r, drawn [1449W/] 

perpendicular to the surface of the spheroid ; the origin of this line being 

arbitrary, but very near to the centre of gravity of the spheroid. W? shall also 

suppose that the sphere touches the spheroid, and that the attracted point is on 

the point of contact of the two surfaces.* The spheroid is equal to the sphere [l449v] 

increased by the excess of the mass of the spheroid above that of the sphere ; 

now we may suppose this excess to be composed of an infinite number of 

particles spread over the surface of the sphere, these particles being supposed [l449vi] 

to be negative, wherever the sphere exceeds, or falls without the spheroid. 

We may therefore obtain the value of V, by determining, first, its value 

relative to a sphere, secondly, relative to the particles just mentioned. [1449vüj 

With respect to the sphere, F is a function of a, which we shall denote by [i449viii] 

A. If we put dm for one of the particles of the difference between the 

a — x 

f 
it becomes and by substituting the preceding value of 

therefore the attraction of the whole spheroid on that point, in a direction parallel to the axis 

of x, will be represented by f fn . f — ) . d M. 

The particle dM=dx.dy.dz, [1347], is independent of a; therefore the 

differential of F, [1448], taken relative to a, will be ^ == {n +1) •ff n • • dJVL. 

Hence 
/dV\ 

—-— . i - \ z= f fn . i—\ . dM ; and as the second member is equal to the 
n -p 1 \da ) J J \da J 

preceding expression of the attraction of the spheroid, in the direction parallel to the axis of 

x, that attraction must be --- . (~^) • The axes x, y, z, are arbitrary, and we may 
«-{-1 

take the axis of x so as to be parallel to the proposed line r, and then it will become 

—7— • (~7~) ? in [1449"']. In the case of nature, where 
n-f-1 \dr J 

(dV' 

n ■ 2, this becomes 

simply 
dr 

, as above, and in [1387, 1388]. 

* (992a) In figure 11, let cHGD be a section of the proposed sphere, whose centre is 

E ; chg d the corresponding section of the spheroid, whose centre of gravity is e ; this 

centre is very near to E, but may be above or below the plane of the present figure. 

Now to compute the value of F, representing the sum of the particles of the spheroid, 

divided each by its distance from the point c, we may first compute the value of F, 

22 
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spheroid and sphere, and f for its distance from the attracted point, the value 

[1449**] of Vt relative to this excess, will be ffn+l• dm. Hence we shall have, 

for the whole value of V, corresponding to the spheroid, 

[1450] V=A+ffn+l.dm. 

[1450'] 

[1451] 

[1452] 

Supposing now the attracted point to be elevated an infinitely small 

quantity d r above the surface of the spheroid and the sphere, upon the 

continuation of the line r or a ; the value of V, corresponding to this last 

position of the attracted point, will become,* 

increase by a quantity proportional to dr, which we shall represent by 

A will 

A', dr. 

corresponding to the whole sphere c H G D ; to which 

we must apply a correction, arising from the difference of 

the masses of the sphere and spheroid ; and it is evident, 

that this correction must be added, in the parts of the 

spheroid, which fall without the sphere, at g ; but subtracted, 

in the points near h, d, where it falls within the sphere. To 

compute this last part, we may draw about c, as a centre, 

with the radius ch=f, an arc h H, meeting the sphere 

in H, and the spheroid in h. Then, in computing the part 

of the value of V, corresponding to the mass situated upon 

the arc hH, we may suppose the whole of that mass to be 

concentrated at H ; because the value of the mass, divided 

by its distance from the point c, is the same in both 

hypotheses. The part corresponding to hH, falls within the sphere, and is therefore 

subtractive ; the corresponding mass, collected at FT, may therefore be supposed negative at 

H but it would be positive, in the points situated near G. Putting d m for the mass 

collected at any point H, whose distance from c is /, the part of V, arising from this mass, 

will be fn+x.dm, [1448], whose integral, added to A, gives the whole value of V, 

as in [1450]. 

* (993) Instead of supposing the attracted point c to be situated on the surface of the 

[1449a] sphere cHG D, fig. 11, 12, we shall suppose it to be placed at C, on the continuation 

of the line E c, so that EC—r. Now V, [1436, 1437'], is a function of 

r, fju, y/(l—f*2) . cos. nif \/(l—fJ-2) . sin. tf, 

[14495] depending on the nature of the spheroid ; and if we suppose r to be increased by dr—CC, 

the attracted point will be at C ; moreover, as /a, tf, do not vary by this increase of r, the 
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Moreover, if we put 7 for the angle formed by the two radii, drawn from the [1452] 

centre of the sphere to the attracted point, and to the particle d m ; the 

distance f from this particle to the attracted point, will be, in the first 

position of this point, equal to [/ 2 a2 . (1 —cos. 7) ; in the second position, [1452"] 

it will be, 

[/(a -\- d r)2 — 2 a . (a -f- dr) . cos. 7 -j~ ? [1453] 

become, 

the integral f fW+1. d m, will by this means [1453'] 

value of V will evidently increase by the differential ^ . dr ; 

V being the value corresponding to the point C. Hence the first 

member of [1450] will become E -}- (~jr—^ .dr, as in [1451]. 

Moreover, if A increase by A' .dr, as in [1452], and H C —f 

change into H C'—f, the equation [1450] will become 

VJr^£) -dr--=A + A'.dr+ffn+' ^m. n 

Subtracting from this the expression [1450], we shall obtain 

'd V 
(—).dr=Jl!.dr +/(/'”+1 -/*+■) • d 

[1449c] 

m [1450a] 

in which we must substitute the values of /', /. Now if the angle HEC=y, EC=r, 

E H = E c = a, we shall have, as in [1432i], 

/2 — r2 — 2 r a . cos. 7 -f- a2. [14506] 

When the point C falls in c, r will be equal to a, and this value of /2 will become, as in 

[1452//], /2 = 2 a2. ( 1 — cos. 7) ; and then the point C will fall in d, making cc'=dr. [1450c] 

We shall have the value of /'2, corresponding to the point d, by writing a-\- d r for r, in 

[14506], by which means it will become, as in [1453], 

f 2 — (a d r)2 — 2 a . (a -f- d r) . cos. 7 + «2 

= 2 a2 . ( 1 — cos. y) -\-2 a . dr . (1 —cos. 7) -f- d r2 

= P+P.id + d^ [14504 

If we neglect terms of the order d r2, and extract the square root, we shall get, as in 

[1453a /-/•(! + $• [1453a] 
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[1454] 

[1455] 

[1455'] 

Limits of 
ji in this 
general 
formula of 
La Place. 

[1456] 

[14536] 

[1453c] 

[1453d] 

Correc¬ 
tion of 
La Place’s 
formula, 

by 
La Grange 
and 

Ivory. 

[1453e] 

S1+0 

* 

therefore we shall have 

(IT) -àr = ^!.dr+ (^) . ^ • //"+' • dm. 

Substituting for f fn+1. d m, its value V— A, we shall get, [supposing, 

as ivill be shown in [1459s], n to be any positive number from 0 to co, or 

negative from 0 to —2, inclusive], 

'd Vs 

. dr 

jr {n ~(~ O • A . n —{-1 jy 

= A-27— + 
(i) 

(993a) The value of /', [1453a], gives /'H-1 —fn+1. | 1 -j- 
(ti-j-l) . dr 

2 a 

neglecting the square and the higher powers of dr. Substituting this in [1450a], we get, 

! (^ir ~j— 1) d T 
“ j . dr = A! . dr f —-— . — . jfw+i .dm ; and as the sign of integration does not 

affect , it becomes ( . dr = A! .dr -f- --^1- . — .ffn+l d m, as in 
2 a \a r J *2 a J J 

[1455]. Substituting in this the expression ffn+l.dm=V—A, [1450], we get 

(dV\ (»+l) dr 
— ) .dr = A! ,d r -J-. — . ( V— A) ; dividing this by dr, we obtain [1456], 

which is free from the integral f fn+1. dm. The method of eliminating this integral appears 

at first to be unexceptionable ; and it was so considered by mathematicians, from the time it 

was first made known, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Arts and Sciences of Paris, for 

1782, till about the year 1809, when Mr. La Grange published some strictures upon it, 
7 

in Cahier XV du Journal de VEcole Polytechnique ; and the same was done in the 

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London for 1812, by Mr. Ivory. But it 

will be shown hereafter, [1459a—1\, that the formula [1456] must be restricted to the values 

which I have mentioned in [1455'] ; these restrictions are not in the original work, though it 

was very apparent that for certain negative values of n, the element fn+1. d m would be 

infinite, and then this method of elimination might be defective and erroneous. In the case 

of nature, where n = —2, the solution is correct, neglecting terms of the order of the 

square of the excentricity of the spheroid, and this value of n is on the limit between the true 

and erronnous solutions, as will be seen hereafter, [14595]. 
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In the case of nature, the equation [1456] becomes,* 

a. 
'dV' 

. d r 
= — aA — 4 A + \V. 

The value of V relative to a sphere whose radius is a, is by § 6, equal to 

4 *1? a3 
which gives A = i * . A = — t #. a ;f therefore we shall 

3 r 

have, 

a (2) 

* (994) In the case of nature, w = — 2. Substituting this in [1456], and multiplying 

by —a, we get [1457]. 

I (995) If the spheroid dhg, fig. 11, page 86, coincided with the sphere D H G, the 

particles of matter dm by which the spheroid differs from the sphere, would become nothing, 

consequently ffnJrl. dm = 0, and from [1450] we should get A = Vt therefore by 

M M 
[1416] A = j yiz j = [1416a, 1430] ; but J\i = ^nf.a3, [1363e], 

the density p being equal to unity ; hence for a sphere, fig. 12, p. 87, whose attracted point is 

C, radius Ec=a, and EC = r, we have A = - . If in this we change r into 

r dr, it will be increased by the quantity A1. dr, [1452] ; hence 

a I a< j 4*. a? 4<ff.a3 /, dr\ 

A + A-dr=3^+d7) = — -{1-T)’ 

neglecting d r2. Subtracting the preceding value of A, we get A'. dr = —_—L . — : 
^ 3 r r 

hence A' = — 
4 <7r. a3 

0 n , being the same as the partial differential (—Y which would 
o H u \dr J 

have given A' immediately, without going through the preceding calculations, by the method 

of the author. 

When the point C falls at c, infinitely near to the surface of the sphere, the distance r 

becomes equal to a, and then the preceding values of A, A', become 

A 
4 it. a3 4 ‘if. a2 

3a 
and A! = 

— 4 if .a3 
3Ô3 : 

■4 it. a 

as in [1457"]. Substituting these in [1457], we get, —b £ ^ as in 

[1458]. We shall show, in [1459p], that this equation is correct, in the hypothesis here 

23 

[1457] 

[1457'] 

[1457"] 
La Place’s 
formula 
for sphe¬ 
roids dif¬ 
fering but 
little from 
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in the law 
of nature. 

[1458] 

[1457a] 

[1457a'] 

[14575] 

[1457c] 
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[1458] 

[1458'] 

[1458"] 

We may here observe, that this equation exists, whatever be the situation of 

the right line r, even in the case where it is not perpendicular to the surface 

of the spheroid, provided it pass very near its centre of gravity. For it is 

evident, that the attraction of the spheroid, resolved in the direction of the 

right line r, and expressed by as we have seen, [1449'"], is 

always the same, whatever be the position of that line, neglecting quantities 

of the order of the square of the excentricity of the spheroid.* 

[1457c? ] used, notwithstanding the defects mentioned in [1453d, e] ; and on account of the importance 

of this equation, we shall also give another demonstration of it, by Mr. Poisson, in [1561y], 

by a different method from that used by the author, either in this work, or in the Mémoires 

de l’Académie Royale des Sciences, Paris, 1782, where this theorem was first published. 

[1458a] 

[14586] 

[1458c] 

[1458d] 

[1458e] 

* (996) To illustrate this, we shall suppose the body to be a homogeneous spheroid of 

revolution HD GF, the axis of revolution being H G, and the inscribed sphere 

H K C G E. Then this sphere attracts 

the point placed at A' in the direction of 

the radius A'C, with a force proportional to 

the mass of the sphere. The parts of the 

the spheroidal excess corresponding to 

IKGMJVDI, and TKIIEMJVFIII, 

are to the mass of the sphere, of the same 

order as the excentricity, or excess, C D, 

is to the radius of the sphere ; so that these 

parts may be supposed to attract the point A' with forces of the same order as their masses, 

in directions which we shall suppose to be A' O, A' P, respectively ; but the former 

mass, being nearer to the point A', will attract it more powerfully than the latter ; so that if 

we resolve these two forces into two others, in the directions A'C and CL, perpendicular 

to each other, the whole force of the sphere, and the forces in the directions A! P, A'O, 
may be reduced to a force A'C, and a force CL perpendicular to A'C, and falling 

on the same side of A'C as the point O ; the resultant of all these forces will be the single 

force F of the spheroid in the direction A'L ; the quantity C L being to A! C, of 

the same order as C'D is to the radius of the spheroid. This force, resolved by the 

usual method, in any other direction, as A'Q, inclined to A'L, by the small angle 

LA'Q = 2z, will be F. cos.L2z, which may be put under the form F— 2 F. sin.2z, 

[1] Int. ; therefore the force F, in the direction A'L, differs from that in the direction 

A'Q, by the quantity 2jF.sin.2z; and as sin. 2 is of the same order as —the 

term 2 sin.2 2 must be of the same order as the square of the excentricity of the 

spheroid. If we neglect quantities of this order, the force, in the direction A'% will be 
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11, We shall now resume the general expression of V, [1436], 

corresponding to an attracted point without the spheroid, 

Z7<°> 
+ 

UW , um , p “5T" + —3“ + &C* ’ 

the same as that in the direction A'L, each of them being equal to the force in the 

direction A'C, neglecting quantities of the order just mentioned, as in [1458"]. 

(997) We shall here investigate the limits of the values of n, mentioned in [1455'], 

between which the formula [1456] is correct. To avoid the embarrassment arising from the 

attracted point being at the surface of the spheroid at c, fig. 14, we shall suppose, in the first 

place, as in [1449a], that it is elevated above the surface of the spheroid at C, and that the 

attracting particle dm, included between the spheroid and sphere, 

is situated at the point A, on the right line EH'Ah'. To include 

the most general case, we shall suppose the sphere JD H' G not 

to meet the spheroid at the point c, but to cut the line E C in 

another point/. Then if we put Ec—p, Eh'= p', EA—p", 

EC—r, Ef=EH'=a, angle CER'—y, CA=f we 

shall have, as in [14506], by changing a into p", 

/ 2 _ r2 — 2 r p" . cos. y -f- |" 2 ; 

also, as in [1450], 

V=A-\-ffn+l.dm,, 

V being the whole value of T7, corresponding to the spheroid ch'gd, according to the 

definition in [1448] ; A its value for the sphere H'GDf, and ff^.dm, its value 

for the mass to, which represents the difference between the mass M of the sphere, and the 

mass JVF of the spheroid, [1449vm*]. It is evident, that R, A, and f fnR.dm, are functions 

of r ; so that if we put, as in [14576], (j[~) = and take the partial differential of 

[14596], relative to r, we shall get, 

(t£)=^'+(’*+')•//” • 

(n + l) 
Multiplying [14596] by 

the sign / does not affect r, 
2r 

and adding it to [1459/], we get, by observing that 

(»+l) A + {n^1] 

= A'~ 

2r 

(n + l) 

2r 
.A + 

2 r 

(” + l) 
2r 

■ V+ (.+:1). [fr ± .//»+■. dm ] 

V+ 

[1459] 

[1458/} 

[1459a] 

[14596] 

[1459c] 

[1459/] 

[1459e] 
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the function U® being subjected to the following equation of partial 

differentials, whatever be the value of i [1437], 

Now the differential of [1459a], relative to r, gives 

2 r — 2 p'7. cos. y — 

hence the preceding expression becomes, 

cuss/] 2/. {-£) = *—« ~ _ /*+<*-r 

11459g] dr'=*~m.A+^. v+m -fb. «»«. r - .dr ) 2r ~ 1 2r 1 2r 

in which nothing is neglected. If for brevity we put 

[1459^] W = ffn~l .dm . (V2 — p"2), 

this will become 

[1459Ï] 
<£)-'■ 2 r 2r 2 r 

[1459&] 

[14591] 

This formula, divided by »-f- 1, represents the attraction of the whole spheroid, upon a 

point C, situated without its surface, and resolved in the direction of the radius r, no 

quantities being neglected, [1449'"], except those of a less order than the terms of TV. If 

we suppose, with the author, the attracted point C to be at the surface of the spheroid at c, 

and the point f to fall in c ; so that the surface of the inscribed sphere may pass through 

the point c ; we shall have r = p = a, and the expression [1459f] will become 

which will not agree with the fundamental equation [1456], except we have TV equal to 

nothing, or of the order of the neglected terms a2 ; a being used, as in [1461'], to denote 

[1459Z/] terms of the same order as the excentricity of die spheroid. Now in [1449vi], the particles 

dm are supposed by the author to be placed on the surface of the sphere whose radius is a, 

so that p" = a. Substituting this and r — a [ 14597c], in TV [1459//], we get, 

TV=f/'l_1 .dm . (a2 — a2) = (a2 — a2) . ff"~l. dm ; 

and this is neglected by the author, because the factor a2 — a2 = 0 ; without adverting to 

the circumstance, that f f n~x.dm, has, in some cases, a divisor of a much less order than this 

factor, which prevents W from vanishing. This defect was discovered, about the same time, 

both by Mr. La Grange and Mr. Ivory. 

The quantity m [1459c], representing the difference between the mass of the spheroid and 

[1459m] that of the sphere, is of the order a [1459/']. Moreover, when r=p, the factor r2—p7'2, 

which occurs in W, becomes p2 — p7'2 = (p -f- p77) . (p — p'7), or 2 p . (p —• p77) nearly ; 

and as p — p77 is of the order a, the elements of die integral 

W=ffn~1.dm.{ p2 —f/72) [1459m7] 
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must be of the order a2, when f has a finite value ; and these elements can become sensible 

only when the exponent of / is negative, and / excessively small or nothing. Therefore in 

the investigation of the value of W, we may limit the integration from /= 0, to /=/', 

f being a very small quantity, which for the purpose of illustration we may suppose to be of 

the order a, and the question will be to determine, with what values of n, the expression 

[1459A] 

.dm, (p2 — p"2), 

becomes of a finite magnitude, or of the order a, always neglecting 

quantities of the order a2, as the author has done in [1458'", 

1461', 1614v, &;c.] d 

The sphere is supposed to touch the spheroid at the attracted 

point c [1449v], and we shall also suppose, that through this 

point a plane is drawn, tangent to the sphere and spheroid. Upon 

this plane, we shall describe about the centre c, with the radius 

/', a circle MBD. This is drawn separately for distinctness in fig. 15, and is divided into 

elementary triangles like BcD, so that if we put the 

angle BcD=da, cb = cd=f the arc bd—fdtf, 

b B — d D' = df, the elementary area b B' D'd, t \jy 

included by the circular arcs b d, B'D', will be /dzs.df. 

We shall now suppose a line bSs to be drawn through the 

point b perpendicular to this tangent plane, cutting the sphere 

in s, and the spheroid in S, as in fig. 16, which is drawn 

separately for distinctness. C is the centre of the sphere, and 

also of the circular arc cs, whose tangent is cb. Then we shall have the versed sine 

bs = 

base 

y 2 
= p-a ? nearly. Multiplying this by the area of the elementary 

2 Cc 2a 

bB'D'd=fdrt.df, we shall obtain 
fZdf.da 

2 a J 
for the magnitude 

of the rectangular prism formed upon that base, and included between the 

sphere and the tangent plane. In like manner, if we take a' for the radius 

of curvature of the spheroidal arc c S, which radius we shall suppose to 

differ from a only by quantities of the order a a, we shall obtain the 

magnitude of the rectangular prism, limited between the same base b B'D'd, 

and the surface of the spheroid passing through the point S, by changing a into in the 

24 

cw:.. 
b\ B 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

u®. 
[1460] 

[1459w] 

[1459o] 

[1459o'] 

[1459p] 

[1459g] 

[1459g*] 
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[1461] 

Coefficient 

a. 

[1461'] 

[1459r] 

[1459s] 

[14590 

[1459m] 

[1459i>] 

[1459m>] 

[1459a:] 

We shall have, by taking the differential of V [1459], relative to r, 

+ -p - + ~pr + kc- 
* 

We shall represent the radius drawn from the origin of r, to the surface of 

the spheroid, by a . (1 + “ y) 5 « being a very small constant coefficient, 

whose square and higher powers may be neglected, and y a function of ** and 

w, depending on the figure of the spheroid. We shall have, by neglecting 

preceding expression, and it will therefore become 
Pdf.dzS 

2 a' The difference of these 

Pdf .dus pdf.disS (a —• a') 7 r 1 , , e 
two expressions —^7———^ a— = ’!Taâ7~'*' rePresents the value of 

dm to be substituted in [1459o], which, by this means, becomes 

=yr^-/- • ■df-d«■ (f2 - n- 

Now it is evident that while n has any positive value from 0 to œ, or any negative value 

between 0 and —2, the quantity /'l+2 will vanish when f becomes nothing ; and in no 

case, within the assigned limits of f will it become infinite. In the case of nature, where 

n — — 2, we shall have /w+2==/°=l; but as every element of the expression 

[14-59r] is multiplied by die factors a — a', p2 — p"2, each of which is of the order a, 

[1459m, g'], die whole will then be of the order a2, and may therefore be neglected. This 

result would not generally take place, if the negative values of n exceeded —2, for if we 

put 11 — — 2 — ri, n' being positive, the expression /M+2 ~f~n' = yïï, becomes 

infinite when f— 0. 

Hence it appears that the formula [1456] was not sufliciendy restricted by the author, and 

that all negative values of n between —2 and —00 must in general be excluded. In the 

case of nature we have n = — 2, and as the method is correct for this value of n, the 

formulas [1457, 1458] must be accurate, neglecting quantities of the order a2 [1459o', *] ; 

always supposing, as in [1459</], that the difference a — a', between the radii of curvature 

of the spheroid, and tangent sphere, at the attracted point, is of the order a a. With these 

limitations, the method of the author appears to be satisfactory ; and the objections made to 

it, apply only to the cases we have here excepted. 

* (997a) As Z7(i) does not contain r [1433A:], the differential of [1459] relative to r, 

divided by —dr, will give [1461]. 
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4 ijf m , 
quantities of the order a, V = - ’ . * Hence it follows, that in the [1461"] 

preceding expression of V, we shall have, first, the quantity £7(0) equal 

to !«■. a3, increased by a very small quantity of the order «, which we [1461'"] 

shall denote by (7/(0) ; second, the quantities (7(1), £7(9), &c., are very 

small quantities of the order a. Substituting a . (1 -f “ y) for ri in the 

preceding expressions of V, and and neglecting quantities of [1461""] 

the order a2 ; we shall have, for any attracted point situated upon the 

surface, 

Tjm jui) Tjm 
= + — +^ + &c. 

a fdV\ 4 2/1 o a , um , 3*7® , p 
•\H7)=**-a •(!—2«ÿ)+— + -^- + _+&c. 

[1462] 

* (998) As the spheroid differs from the sphere, only by quantities of the order a, the 

A 3 

value of V [1428""] will differ from that of the sphere -*,fl [1457a, o'] by a quantity 

from both members of the equation [1459], of the order « ; so that if we subtract 
4rf.a3 

“37“ 

the first member V— 
4 if .a3 
~~37~ 

will be of the order a ; therefore the second member must 

be of the same order ; and if we, for brevity, put £7(0) — f . a3 — U'(0), the quantity [i40ia] 

£7/(0), as well as Um, Um, he., will also be of the order a, and we shall get, 

TZ 4 it. a3_Z7/(0) , TJW , Z7(2) , rr 4 it. a3 , Z7,(0) , „ 
--+15-+-3-+&c-. or V=—7-+—+-V+^+&C-; [14616] 

whose differential, relative to r, will give 

_4it.a3, 
\dr/ 3râ“ “h r2 ‘ r3 ' U [1463c] 

Putting r = a . (1 -{- ay), and neglecting a2, we get 

4it.a3 dtf.a2 
. (1 — ay) ; 

3r 3 v *" 7 3r2 

Substituting these in the preceding values of V, — 

4 it. a3 4 it.a ,, n . 
= —5-- l1— 2“W- [1461(1] 

we shall obtain the 

expressions [1462], observing that in all the terms depending on C7/(0), Um, U®\ he., 

which are of the order a, we may put r = a. 
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[1463] 

Important 
develop¬ 
ment of the 
function 

y- 
[1464] 

[1463a] 

[1464a] 

[1464a'] 

If we substitute these values in the equation [1458] of the preceding article, 

we shall obtain,* 

. 2 U'M . 3 U® 5/7(2) . 7U& , „ 
4 a *. ar y = — + —+ —— + —j—h &c. 

a ar or ar 

Hence it follows, that the function y is of this form,f 

y = F0) + Y« + Y® + Y(3) + &c. ; 

* (999) Substituting the values [1462] in [1458], put under the form 

o=—j r—a.ÇjTj — 
and connecting the similar terms, we get, 

n 0 2 , TP® , 3 ZJM , 5 U<® , « 
° =—ÿ + — + ^r-+ -2*r + 5ic- 2a 2 a2 

Multiplying this by 2, we get [1463]. 

-j- (1000) Dividing [1463] by 4atf .a2, we shall get the value of y, in the form given 

in [1464] ; the term depending on ?7(i) is evidently equal to Volf a'*+3 ’ putting this 

equal to Y(i) [1464], we shall get Î7® [1466]. Substituting this value of Z7(l) in [1437], 

the factor 
4 a «7T 
2Ï+1 

. a®+3 can be brought from under the signs of the differentials, and the 

whole expression, being divided by that factor, will become as in [1465]. This exists for all 

integral positive values of i, including also i = 0. For 27(0) [1433&] does not contain 

jP, P', P", and is therefore independent of (x, ©; hence Y(0) [1466] must be 

independent of ©, so that f = 0, i = 0 ; and as the factor 

*•(*+!) also vanishes when i= 0, each term of [1465] will separately vanish 

when i = 0. 

If we put (x== cos. â [1434'], and proceed with Y® as was done with V in [465m>, &c.], 

we shall get, 

-à]'' i ":^SrIS j- [14646] 
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the quantities Y<% Y(1), Y<2>, Y(3), &c., as well as W\ U<*\ he., 

being subjected to the following equation of partial differentials, 

therefore this expression of y is not arbitrary, but is derived from the 

development of the attractions of spheroids in a series.* We shall see, in 

the following article, [1479'], that y cannot be developed in this manner but 

in one form ; therefore we shall have, by comparing the similar functions, 

this general value of C/(i) [1464a], 

U® = . a*3. Y(i). 
2 i 1 

Hence it follows, that whatever be r, we shall have,f 

4tf.tt3 . 4ctrt.a? 
V = -X- ~T- 

3 r r ■ j r(0)+^-y(,>+S-Y(2>+ê-y<3>+&c-}; 

Substituting this in [1465], it becomes of the following form, which is frequently used, 

o -= ab ■• {-: lsin- * • fSi}+am ■• C^T)+* • «+D • 

* (1001) Considerable discussion has arisen upon this development of the function y, 

between several of the first mathematicians of Europe ; some contending, that this form can 

be used only when y is actually a rational and integral function of the quantities /x, 

y/(l — (L2) . cos. ta, p/(l—fx2) , sin. zs ; whilst others, with more satisfactory reasons, 

assert that it is not restricted to this particular class of functions, but embraces the general 

value of y, even when it contains fractional, or surd expressions, of the same quantities, as we 

shall hereafter in [1530?—1535/c] more fully explain. 

f (1002) Supposing Vto be reduced to series, according to the powers of -, as in 

[1459] ; then if this series were given, we should know the values of Z7(0), Ua\ U^\ he., 

also [7/(0) ==^7(0) — ftfa3, [1461a] ; all of which are independent of r [1433Æ]. Substituting 

these in [1466], we shall get successively Y(0), Y(1), Y(2), &tc., and then, as in [1464], 

y = F(0) -j- E(1) -j- he. So that the value of V being given, we may thence deduce the 

value of y. On the contrary, if the value of y were given, in a series of the form 

25 

97 

[1464] 

Important 
differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

Y®. 
First 
form. 

[1465] 

[1465'] 

U®. 
[1466] 

General 
value of V 
for a ho¬ 
mogeneous 
spheroid 
attracting 
an exter¬ 
nal point. 

[1467] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tions in 

Y®. 
Second 
form. 

[1464c] 
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[1467] 

[1467"] 

[1467"] 

[1467""] 

[1467 ▼] 

[1466a] 

To obtain the value of F, it is now only necessary to reduce y to the form 

we have supposed ; we shall hereafter [1530"", \533i\ give a very simple 

method of doing it. 

If we have have y = Y(0, the part of V, corresponding to the excess of 

the spheroid above the sphere whose radius is a, or, in other words, the part 

corresponding to the spherical stratum whose radius is a, and thickness 

a . ay, will be 
4 a k . ai+2. Y(i) 

(2 i —(— 1) . ’ 
therefore this value will be proportional 

to y ; and it is evident that this is the only case in which this proportionality 

exists. 

12. We may simplify the expression of y = Y(0) -j- Y(1) + Y(2) + &c., 

and make the two first terms of the series vanish, by taking, for a, the 

radius of a sphere, whose mass is equal to that of the spheroid ; and fixing 

the arbitrary origin of r, at the centre of gravity of the spheroid. To prove 

this, we shall observe that the mass of the spheroid M, supposed to be 

homogeneous, and of a density equal to unity, is, by ^ 8, [1431é/] equal to 

fW d R . d (x. d *, or hfR^.d^.d^, 

Y(0) T Y(1) -j- Y&) -j- he., we might, by a similar operation, deduce the value of £7(0), 

Ü7(3>, &ic., and thence the value of V [1459]. For greater simplicity, we may express this 

value of V, in terms of Y(% Y^l, he. For in [14615] we have 

j-r 4*.a3 , U'® , i o 
V=^r- + — + -W + &C’’ 

and from [1466], putting successively, i = 0, i=l, he., we have, 

IV (0) = . a3. Y®>, Ua} = —. a4 • Y(l), U™=±^.a5. Y™, 
1 3 o 

he. 

These values of U(0\ U(1\ he., are computed, in [1466], upon the supposition that the 

attracted point is upon the surface of the spheroid; but being independent of r [1433/r], 

they will be the same for all values of r corresponding to an external attracted point, and may 

therefore be substituted in [14615], to obtain the general value of V [1467], including, 

however, only the terms of the order a. 

We shall hereafter [1560a] give Mr. Poisson’s value of V, in which all the powers of a 

are retained. La Place has treated of the same subject in [1820", &c.] 
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B! being the radius R continued till it meets the surface of the spheroid.* 

Substituting for R! its value a. (I -\-ay), [146F], we shall have, 

4 v.a? 
M = ——-f- a a3 .f y . dp . dz$ ; 

in which we must substitute the value of y = Y(0) + Y(1) + Y(2) 4* &c., 

[1464], and perform the integrations. For this purpose, we shall give the 

following general theorem, which is very useful in this analysis. 

£t jf Y(t\ and be any rational and integral functions whatever of 

ft, \f\ — ft2, sin. and [/l — ^ . cos. w, which satisfy the following 

equations, 

we shall have generally, 

.A/o' r®.zft.« = o, 

when i, i\ are integral but not equal positive numbers ; the integrals being 

taken from p = — 1 to f* = 1, and from ^ = 0 to ® = 2 2 it 

being the circumference whose radius is unity.” 

*(1003) Putting the density p = l in [1431cZ] we get, by neglecting the accents 

on ft/, zJ, 

M=fR2dR . dp. dzs = §/R,3.d ^. d zs — £/a3. (1 -f ay)3 . d p . d zs 

— è a3 . f d [i. d zi -j- a a3. f y . d ft.. d zs. 

the limits of the integrals being as in [1431d], But f ‘ dzs— 2ir, and f d^ = 2. 

“■TT 1 
Hence foC dzs .d i* = 2 it.2 = 4ir, and the preceding value of M becomes, by 

substitution, as in [1468]. 

[1467vi] 

Mass of a 
spheroid. 

[1468] 

[1468'] 

[1469] 

Important 
theorem 
in definite 
integrals. 

[1470] 

[1470'] 

[1467a] 

[14675] 

[1468a] 
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To demonstrate this theorem, we shall observe, that by means of the first 

of the preceding equations of partial differentials [1469], we have* 

dr®' 

.dp.da 

[1471] 
d P 

1 rZM.(- 

*•(*+1) ' J- 

ddY®' 
d ^ J 7 , -5—— • dp. d tx ; 
p2 

and if we integrate by parts, relative to p, we shall get,f 

* (1004) Multiplying the first of the equations [1469] by -J4. du. .d^. Z^ 

the two first terms, depending on 

integration /, we get the equation [1471] 

f (1004 a) Putting, for brevity, 

[1471»] 

d 

dp r 

i. (i-pl) transposing 

ddY® 
d 

>\ 
■ 1, and annexing the sign of 

TV = ( l — p2). (dZ^r 
\ dp h 

and integrating successively by parts, relative to p, we shall get, 

[14716] 

. dp = 

= . TV— 

— zw. w— . d p 

= ZW . TV—f W . -dp 

= zw. w— tt.r« +/rc*>..dp; 

which, by replacing the values of TV, TV, becomes as in [1472]. Now at the limits of the 

integral relative to p [1470'] we have 1—pa = 0 ; therefore TV, TV, [1471a], will 

vanish at these limits, and the expression [147 lh~\ will become, 

[1471c] 
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[1472] 

Now it is evident, that if we take the integral from p. = — 1 to ft = 1, [1472'] 

the second member of this equation will be reduced to its last term. We 

shall have, in like manner, by integrating by parts, relative to m* 

/ ddY(i)\ 

\~d^J 
dm—const.-{-Z^. [1473] 

and this second member is also reduced to its last term, when the integral is 

dY 
taken from to = 0 to m = 2m, because the values of Y(i), 

fdZw' 
d m 

[1473'] 

dm 
, are the same at these two limits ;f therefore we shall have, 

* (1005) Integrating successively by parts, relative to ns, we get, 

■ m- -= -fm • m-■<*- 

= ® - F<° • O +fr°-(^) > [147W] 

as in [1473], Now Y(,), are functions of sin. ot, cos. w, [1468'], which have 

the same values at the limits of the integral « = 0, ns = 2n ; therefore, by taking the 

integrals between these limits, the two terms of [1471d] without the sign / will vanish, and 

j^-J).dm, as in [1473']. [1471e] we shall have, fZ™. • dm — fY® . d 

f (1006) Substituting in [1471] the values of /Z{ll). ^ .dp, fZ(i,). • d m. 

[1471c, e], we get, 

26 
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[1474] ./Y®.dp.d*. 
Z • ( ‘i,“| J. ) 

d ■{i1— 
fdZ^ 

V dp 

[1475] 

dp 

(ddZM 

_4_ V d 
1 1—1.3 P* 

Hence we deduce, by means of the second of the two preceding equations of 

partial differentials,* 

/ Y“>. Z<f> . du.. d* = 7. / Y“>. Z(i'> .du. dm; 
1 • O+i) 

ddZ^ 
d'S32 

, f (ddZ^\ > 

which, by resubstituting the value of fF' [1471a], becomes as in [1474]. 

* (1007) Transposing the last term of the second equation [1469], we obtain, 

, 2X fdZ^\} ) (ddZ^\ 

. dp. dzs 

dp 1 — P* 
— i'.(i'+l).ZP\ 

Substituting this in the second member of [1474], we get [1475] ; and if in this last we 

transpose the terms of the first member, we obtain, 

Now the second member can vanish, like the first, only in two ways ; first, by putting the 

factor ----1=0; second, by putting f T(i). Z. dp . dzs = 0. 
* •(* + !) 

by hypothesis, i, ï, are integral positive numbers ; and if we suppose ï i, we shall have 

, .r ^ , n i i'. (i'-pl) 
—- - ]> 1, but if we suppose i' < we shall have — , ■ - 
i.(i + l) ^ Mt+l) 

i'-ff+l) 

But 

< 1 ; neither of 

which values would therefore satisfy the equation ■■—1=0; but i'—i would 

( i> . /{'JL. J) •) 
satisfy it, therefore the equation 0 = | ^ 1 ^ ./T(*). jgpt*') .dp.dzi, when 

Ï differs from i, cannot be satisfied, except by putting the second factor 

fYW.ZW.dp.dzs 

equal to nothing, as in [1476]. If we substitute for d p its value — d ô . sin. Ô and put 
[1475a] 
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therefore ive shall have, when i differs from i', 

0= f1 Z’2* * yw . . dp . dus. 
J-iJ o 

Hence it is easy to prove, that y cannot be developed in more than in one 

expression of the form Y(0)+Y(1)+Y(3)+&e. [1464] ; for we have generally,* 

fy.Z(i) .dn.d « = / Y(i) .Z®.dfi.d*. 

If we could develop y in another series of the same form 

SU 4. Yff + Y/2> + &C., 

we should have, 

f y. Z(t). d M-. d^ — fYf. Z(l). d^. d™ ; 

therefore 

fYf. Z(i). zZto = /Y(i). Z(i>. . rfw. 

for brevity, as in [1447f~\, d ê. sin. Ô. d to = d w, this equation will become, for all values 

of i which differ from i', 

0 = f* /o2 * Y®. . d Ô. sin. ô . d to = IF® . . d w ; 

tAe integrations relative to w extending to the whole surface of a sphere whose radius 

is unity. 

If Yw be a constant quantity, it will be of the form Y(0), and from [1476«] we shall have 

generally, when i! differs from 0 

0 =/ Y(0). . dw = Y«» ./Z« Jw, or /Z<*> .dw = 0, 

Z(i,) being any integral function whatever of |x, y/(l—^2). cos. to, y/(l—jx2) . sin. to, 
satisfying an equation, similar to that in [1469]. 

* (1008) Substituting y — Y(0)-f- Y(1) + Y(2)-f&c. [1464] in the first member of the 

equation [1477], it becomes 

fy.ZU.d^.dzs=fYM .Z®rdp.d«+f7% .Z».tf p.d*+&e. 

Now from [1476], all the terms of the second member, except that depending on Y(0, 

vanish ; therefore /y . Z(0. d p. d to = / Y(i). Z(i). d p. dto, as in [1477]. The 

expression [1478] is obtained in a similar manner. Putting these two integrals equal to each 

other, we get [1479]. 

Important 
theorem 
in definite 
Integrals. 
First 
form. 

[1476] 

[1476'] 

[1477] 

[1478] 

[1479] 

Theorem 
in definite 
integrals. 
Second 
form. 

[1476a] 

[14766] 
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[1479"] 

There can 
be only 
one deve¬ 
lopment of 

y 
in the form 

2 Y®. 

[1479a] 

[14796] 

Now it is evident that if we take for Z{i) the most general expression of 

that kind, the preceding equation cannot take place, except in the case 

where Yf = Y(i) ; therefore the function y can he developed in this manner 

only in one form.* 

* (1009) If we put Y®— Y® = Y®, and suppose, as above, that Y®, Y®, satisfy 

the equation [1465], it will be evident that Yf will also satisfy the same equation ; and if 

we transpose the term in the second member of [1479], we shall get 

f( Y® — Y®) . d p. d TO = 0, or fY®. Z® . d p . d to = 0 ; 

now this equation cannot exist, if we use the most general value of Z® [1479'], unless we 

have Y® = 0 ; i being, as above, any positive integer. To prove this, we shall find it 

convenient to use the theorem [1548'] ; and on this account the reader may, if he thinks 

it necessary, pass over this note, until he shall have examined the demonstration of that 

formula, which is made independently of the theorem treated of in this place. 

Now if we suppose, as in [1541'"], that the part of Yf, depending on the angle »to, 

is represented by X . . sin. n to -J- B'-n). cos. n to) ; and the part of Z{i), depending 

on the same angle is X . . sin. wto -j- Bl{n). cos. mto), [1547'] ; we shall have the 

corresponding terms of f Ytf . Zw . dp . dzs — ^ f ^ ^ . JYinl -j- B[n). B1 {n)), 

as in [1548']. The equation [1479a] ought to exist for all values of Z® ; and if we 

suppose it to be reduced to one term, X . JYw . sin. n -us, all the other terms, JY^\ 

e^/(2), Sic., B'W, &c., vanishing, the integral [1479Ô] will become 

(2i-t-l).7 

and this will not vanish, while retains a finite value, unless we have In like 

manner, if all the terms of Z are supposed to vanish, except X. Bw . cos. n to, the 

4 if 
integral [1479&] will become 

(2i + l )•/ 
. B[n). • and this will not vanish, as is 

required by the formula [1479a], unless we have R®) = 0. In this way we find that all 

the terms of Yf\ depending on any angle n to, vanish ; and we shall have, generally, 

Ytf — 0, or Yf = Y; hence we may conclude, as above, that any function y can 

be developed in only one manner, in a series of the form [1464]. We shall give another 

demonstration of this important proposition in [1533/]. 

It has been observed, that a similar result would not necessarily follow, if the function y 

were represented in a series of sines and cosines of the multiples of 6 and to. Since the same 

function y, for a given extent of the values of each variable quantity ê, to, may be expressed, 

in this last manner, in many different ways ; and if we have obtained two expressions of the 

whole value of y in such series, we cannot generally conclude, that the similar terms of each 

are severally equal in both expressions ; whereas, in functions of the form Y(i), this equality 

must, of necessity, exist. 
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If in the integral /y . d p . d to, we substitute for i/, its value [1464], 

y(0) _j_ yo) _j_ y2) &c., we shall have generally 0 = f Yw . dp. da, 

i being equal to, or greater than, unity ; for unity, by which dp. d™ is 

multiplied, is comprised in the form Z(0), which corresponds to any constant 

quantity, independent of p and to. The integral J y . d p . d to, is therefore 

reduced to /Y(0) .dp.dw, equal to 4* . Y(0) ;* hence we shall have, 

M = I k . a3 + 4 a <k . a3. Y(0) ; 

therefore, by taking for a the radius of the sphere equal in mass to that of 

the spheroid [1457a], we shall have Y(0)=0, and the term Y(0) will disappear 

from the expression of y. 

The distance of the particle d M = R? d R . dp. d & [1467a], from the 

plane of the meridian, from which the angle to is counted, is equal to 

R .f i — F 2 . sin. to ; f 

* (1010) Substituting y [1464] in [1468], we get 

M=§ « . a? T « • ft3 ./(Y®) + Yd) + Y2) + &e.). dp .d * . Z®, 

supposing Z(ff>= 1. This, by means of [1476], is reduced to 

Jtf = |(r.fl3 + «.fl3./F>.Z«».(ln.iTO = |* .a3. + «.«3. Y«».fdp.dzs 

= | ir. a3 -f- « • a? . Y(0). 4 tf, [1468a] ; 

observing that Y(0), being independent of p, zs, is brought from under the sign of integration. 

This value of M is the same as in [1480]. 

f(1011) To conform to the present notation, we must reject the accents on Ô', to', in the 

expression of the co-ordinates of the attracted point d M [1432], and we shall have, 

x=R.cos. ô. y = R . sin. Ô . cos. to, z = R . sin. Ô . sin. to ; 

and if we put cos. Ô = p, they will become, as above, 

x — R.p, y = R.\/(l—jx2) . cos. to1, z = R.\f(l—(x2) . sin. to; 

in which the plane of x y, is the plane from which the angle to is counted, zs being 0, when 

z = 0 ; and the plane of y z, is the plane of the equator. In this case, x = R.p, 

represents the distance of the particle dM from the plane of the equator, y z, as in 

[1480V1] ; y = R -v/(l—P2) • cos. represents its distance from the plane x z, as in 

[1480v] ; and z = R.\/(l—p2). sin. to its distance from the plane xy, as in [14S0'"]. 

If we multiply these distances respectively, by the value [1480"] of the particle 

d M — R2 d R . d p. d to, 

27 

[1479"] 

[1479"'] 

[1480] 

Case in 
which 

yco) 
vanishes. 

[1480'] 

[1480"] 

[1480'"] 

[1480a] 

[14806] 

[1480c] 

[1480rf] 
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the distance of the centre of gravity of the spheroid from this plane, 

multiplied by the mass M, will therefore be f R3dR. d^. cU.y/1—^.sin.® ; 

and by integrating with respect to R, it will be 

[1480""] ifRt.dn.d*. v/r=? • sin. *, 

R being the radius continued to the surface of the spheroid. In like manner, 

the distance of the particle dM from the plane of the meridian perpendicular 

[1480v] to the preceding, being R . \/1—^ . cos. w ; the distance of the centre of 

gravity of the spheroid from this plane, multiplied by the mass M, will 

be kfR4.dp.d-a .y/i—,u2. cos. w. Lastly, the distance of the particle 

[l480vi] d M from the plane of the equator, being R p ; the distance of the centre 

of gravity of the spheroid from this plane, multiplied by the mass of the 

spheroid, will be if R'4. pdp . da. The functions p, \J\—^. sin. w, and 

[1480'«] v/l—f*® • cos* are °f form* Z(1), Z(1) being subjected to the equation 
of partial differentials, 

[1481] 

and integrate the products, so as to include the whole mass M of the spheroid, these integrals 

will represent, by the nature of the centre of gravity [126, 127], the products of the mass M, 

by the distances X, Y, Z, of that centre from the planes yz, xz, xy, respectively. Hence 

we shall have, as in [1480'"'—14S0vh], 

JW.X—fRPdR.pdp.drt — kf R4 • d p. d vs ; 

[1480c] M. Y— fR3dR. dp . d-ti .y/(l—p2). cos. & = kfR14 . d p . dzf.\/(l—p3). cos. to ; 

M.Z =fR3dR.dp.dtf. y/(l—p3) . sin. ns = kfR'4 . d p . dns . y/(l—p3) . sin.-zz. 

*(1012) The expression [1437], by putting i— 1, U(0 = Z(l’>, becomes as in 

[1481] ; the same changes being made in the general value of Z7(1) [1438], it becomes 

[1480/] Zw=H.p + H' — ^2).sin.vï + IZ'',.v/(l — p3).cos.zs; H, H', H", 

being arbitrary constant quantities ; and by assigning to them particular values, we shall obtain 

corresponding values of Z(1). Thus, first, putting H= 1, H'= 0, H" — 0, we 

[1480g] obtain Z(1) = p ; second, putting H= 0, H'= 1, H" = 0, we obtain 

[1480ft] Za) — v/(l — fx2) . sin. ns , third, putting H= 0, H'= 0, H" = 1, we obtain 

[14807] Zm = \/(l—p3)cos.ns; therefore the values p, \/(l—^•sin.-sr, and \/{\—f/,2).cos. w, 

being substituted for Z0), in [1481], will satisfy that equation. 
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If we suppose R!'4 to be developed in a series iV(0) + iVa) + N® 4- tl48r] 

iV(i) being an integral and rational function of p, y/i—p2. sin. zt, 

p/f—-fj?. cos. zs, subjected to the following equation of partial differentials, 

^ et [h ^ X " ^ 

the distances of the centre of gravity of the spheroid from the three preceding [1482] 

planes, multiplied by the mass of the spheroid, will be, by means of the 

general theorem we have just demonstrated, [1476],* 

i f N{1). d p . dzt . yji—ijP . sin. vr ; 

i fN{1) .dp. da. y/i—pa . cos. zt ; [1483] 

è J*.N{1). d p . d zt . p. 

N(1) is, by § 9, [1438], of the form,f 

N{1) = A. p -f- B . y/i—/ut2. sin. zt -f C . [/i—pa . cos. « ; [1483] 

* (1013) If we substitute, in the equations [I480e], the values of Z0) [1480/], 

corresponding to each of them, they will all become of the form \f R'4 .dp . dus. Za\ 

This, by means of the value of R!4 [148F], is equal to 

+ + + hc.f . dp. dzt .ZO), 

and by using the theorem [1470], it is reduced to -} /JVa). Z(1). d p . d zt. Now [1482a] 

resubstituting the values of Z(1) [1480i], we shall obtain the three expressions [1483]. 

f (1014) This form of N{i) is the same as that in [1438], changing the constant 

coefficients H, H', H", into A, B, C. If we substitute this value of in the first of the 

expressions [1483], it will become, 

\A .fp . v/( 1—P3) • d p .fd zt. sin. zt -f- ./(l — pa) .dp ./. dzt. sin 2 vi 

+ ï O . /( 1 — p2) .dp . f dzt. sin. zt. cos. zt. 
[1483a] 

Now if n be any integral number, we shall have, by taking the integrals between ts = 0, 

and zt = 2 z, 

sin. n zt. d zt = 0 ; cos. nzt. dzt = 0 ; [14836] 

loi /sin. nzt. d zt — ■ » cos. n zt —J— - , 
n 1 n‘ 

which vanishes if zt— 0, and when zt—2z 
[1483c] 
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[1483"] 

[1483"'] 

[1483""] 

JVO) 
vanishes if 
the origin 
of the co¬ 
ordinates 
be at the 
centre of 
gravity. 

[1483c? ] 

[1483c] 

[1483/] 

[1483g-] 

A, B, C, being constant quantities ; the preceding distances, multiplied by 

the mass, will therefore become J . B, ~ . C, - .A. The position 
3 3 o 

of the centre of gravity of the spheroid, depends, therefore, only upon the 

function iV(1), which furnishes a very simple method of determining its value. 

If the origin of the radius R', which is the point of intersection of the three 

preceding planes, be the centre of gravity of the spheroid, the distances of 

this centre from these planes will be nothing ; therefore A = 0, B = 0, 

C= 0, [1483"]; hence N™ = 0, [1483']. 

These results exist for a homogeneous spheroid of any form whatever. 

When it differs but very little from a sphere, we shall have, [1461', 1480""], 

it becomes also-{- - = 0. The same result is obtained from 
7i n 

fcos. nm . dm = - . sin. n m. 
J n 

Hence the terms of [14S3«], multiplied by A, C, vanish ; and in the term multiplied by B, 

we may put sin.2 m — \ — \ . cos. 2 m, and then, for the same reason, we may neglect 

cos. 2 m, and we shall have * sin.2 m. dm — \ J^ * dm — \ .2 it = ir. Hence the 

expression [1483a] will become \ v . B ./( 1—fA2) . d ^ { * . B . (f* — 3 the 

constant quantity being taken so as to make it vanish when 11 = — 1, [147O']} and when 

fjL= 1, it becomes -J « . B, as in [1483"]. In like manner we may compute the result 

of the second of the equations [1483] ; or we may derive it from the preceding calculation, 

in a more simple manner. For if we change, in JVa\ [1483'], B, C, m, into C, —B, 
-j-1 tf, respectively, its value will not be altered ; and the same alteration being made 

in the first equation [1483], it will change into the second of these equations ; and the result 

ÿtf.jB, [1483e], will become §*.C, as in [1483"]. Again, the same value of JV(r' 

[ 1483'], being substituted in the last of the equations [1483], it becomes 

^A.f^d^.fdm-X-iB.f^dp. y/(l —fx2) .fdm . sin. m 

“bï C. f 11 d 11. \/({ — y?) .f dm. cos. m. 

The terms multiplied by B, C, vanish, because, by [14S36], 

J " * d m . sin. m = 0, f W dm . cos. m = 0 ; 
d0 

2 
and as J'J ' dm = 2*, the whole expression will become 

%A.fv?d p .2 A . /fx2 d /x = £ if. A . (£ [A -{- &)> 

which vanishes when fx = — 1, and when fx = 1, it becomes & ir .A . 

as in [1483"]. 

— ^ k . A, 

[1483&] 
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R! = a -fay), and R'4 = a4. (1 + 4 « y) ;* moreover, as y is equal to 

Y(°)_[_y(1)_(_Y(-2)_|_gLCi5 [1464]; we shall have Nm = 4 a. a4. Y1}, [148T] ; 

the function Y(1) wi’ZZ therefore vanish from the expression of y, w/iew we fix 

the origin of R at the centre of gravity of the spheroid. 

13. If the attracted point be placed within the spheroid, we shall have, 

by § 9, [1444, 1447],f 

V = fl(0) + r . a(1) + r* • ^(2) H- ^3 • v{3) + &c. » 

... rdR. d-cf . dd'. sin.d'. Qfi 
«<•>=/-jpi- 

If we suppose this value of V to correspond to a stratum, whose internal 

surface is spherical, and radius a ; the radius of the external surface being 

* (1014a) If we retain all the powers of a, we shall have 

R'4 = a4 . (1 -f- 4 a . y -{- 6 a2. y2 -j- 4 a3 . y3 -f- a4 . y4). 

Developing y2, y3, y4, in functions similar to that of [1464], of the forms 

f = Yf + Yf* + Yf + &c. = 2 Yf> ; y3 = Yf + Yf + &c. = 2 Yf j 

y4 = Yf + Yf + &c. = 2 Yf ; 

we shall get, 

R4= a4 . (1 + 4 a . 2 Y(i) -j- 6 a2 .SYf -j- 4 a3.2 Yf + a4.2 Yf ) ; 

all the terms Yf, Yf, Yf, satisfying a differential equation similar to [1465]. Comparing 

this value of R'4, with the similar development [1481'], we get, for JV(1), the following 

expression, JY^ = a4 . (4 a . Y^ -j- 6 a2 . Yf -j- 4 a3 . Yf -f- a4 . Yf ) ; but by 

[1483""], we have «/V(1) = 0 ; substitudng this, and dividing by 4a. a4, we obtain, 

0 = YO) + f «. Yf + a? . Yf If3. Yf ; 

which is the equation resulting from the condition, that the origin of R is at the centre of 

gravity. If we neglect terms of the order « in [1483Z], which is the same as to neglect a2 

in we shall get Y(4) = 0, as in [1483V1]. Similar results would be obtained, in 

the computation [14SO], by retaining all the powers of a, in the expression [1467v, Sic.] 

^fR'^.d^.d-us. 

f (1015) The equations [1484] are the same as [1444, 1447], putting the density 

p=l [1467v]. The process used in §13, for computing the value of V [1496], is 

28 

[1483v] 
also 

yco 
vanishes in 
the same 
case. 

[1483vi] 

[1484] 

[1484'] 

[1483?'] 

[14834] 

Equation 
if the 
origin 
of the co¬ 
ordinates 
be at the 
centre of 
gravity. 

[14831] 

[1483/a] 
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a . (1 -f- a y) ; the thickness of this stratum will be a .a y. If we denote 

[1484"] by y', what y becomes, when A, are changed into d, o' ; we may, by 

neglecting quantities of the order a2, change R into a, and d R into a. a ÿ, 

[1484'"] in the integral expression of v(i) [1484] ; we shall by this means have,* * 

[1484a] 

divided into three parts, which we shall explain by means of the annexed figure ; in which 

abgd is any section of the proposed spheroid, passing through the line CEf connecting 

the origin of the co-ordinates C, and the attracted point E; EHI is the section, formed 

by the same plane, and the first spherical surface, described about the centre C, with the 

radius C E=r ; A B O F G D is the section, 

formed by the plane and the second spherical surface, 

described about the same centre C, with the radius 

CF=a. CP is the axis from which die angles ô, Ô', are 

counted ; so that the angles PCF=Ô, PCG = Ô' ; 

the point P being on the surface of the second sphere ; 

and on this surface are drawn also the arcs PO, PF, 

PG, making the angles O PF=tx, OPG='m' ; 
PO being the meridian from which the angles w, tx, 

are counted, and the attracting particle being situated on the radius C g. Then the first 
part of V is that depending on the attraction of the shell, included between the spheroid 

ah g d, and the sphere ABGD, the thickness of this shell, in the direction of the line 

CEFf, drawn through the attracted point E, being represented by Ff= a. ay ; the 

thickness in the direction of die line Cg, drawn through the attracting particles, being 

Gg = a.ay'. The second part of V depends upon the spherical shell included between 

the surfaces ABGD, and EHI. The third part depends on die sphere EHI. The 

first of these parts is computed in [1491], the second in [1494], the third in [1495] ; the sum 

of these three parts gives the complete value of V [1496]. 

* (1016) If we take the integral of [1484], relative to R, that is, the integral of 

4^r = R1_i -dR, it will become .. {R^ — a2_i), the constant quantity being 

taken so as to make it vanish at the point G of the preceding figure, where R= a. At the 

point g, which is the other limit of this integral, we have R = a . ( 1 -f- ay'), and by 

neglecting a2, we have R2_l = a~~l. (1 -f- ay')~ 1 jPéa~ ' ■ 11 4“ i) • ay }• Hence 

the preceding integral becomes 

'■ l1 + •“ ^ ^!■= • &~' 

Substituting this in ©W [1484], we obtain [1485], the constant quantities a, a, being brought 

from under the sign of integration. 
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v (0 
a 

Pa-. fy'. d™ . d tf. sin. (f . Q{i). [1485] 

For a point placed without the spheroid, we have, by ^ 9, [1436, 1443],* 

T/ U® , U<» , U® , „ 
F=-+ — + — + &c. ; 

[I486] 

17® =fRi+*.dR.dv'.dô'. sin. ô'. Q«. 

If we suppose that this value of V corresponds to a stratum, whose internal 

radius is a, and external radius a . (1 + ay), we shall have, [i486'] 

U(i) — a . ai+3 . fyi . d™ . dtf. sin. d . Q{i) ; 

therefore,f 

v(i) = 
£7® 

2*4-1 • « 

[1487] 

[1488] 

We have, by [1466]. 

therefore, 

rm _ Y® . 
2t+l 

(0 4a*. Y® 

(2 * —f— 1 ) - a1-2 ’ 

[1489] 

[1490] 

*(1017) From [1436, 1443], we get, by putting p — 1, the two equations [I486]. 

Integrating the last of these relative to R, we get /Ri+2 ,dR = . (i2*+3—a*+3), the 

limits being as in the last note, Putting R = a . (1 -f- ay!), we find 

jR'*+3 = a*+3 41 (i -j- 3) . ay'}, hence /. dR = a{+3 , a ÿ. 

Substituting this in U® [1486], we get [1487]. 

f (1018) Dividing [1487] by aQi+x, we get, by using [1485], 

77(0 a 
■ = —;g .fy'. dnd . d Ô'. sin. d . Q(i) = ^(0 
a2*+i a1-'1 J ^ ’ 

as in [1488] ; substituting the value of £7® [14S9], it becomes as in [1490]. Putting 

successively i = 0, 1, 2, &ic., we obtain, v(0) = 4 a * . a2 . T(0), v(1) = % ant. a . Ym, 

0(2)_| _ y(2)} &rC. . substituting these in V [1484], we get [1491], which is the first 

part of the complete value of V, mentioned in [1484a]. 
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which gives, 

[1491] F= . as. < Y<°> + —. Y") + . Y(a) + fcc. 
f 3 fl ofl~ 

[1491'] 

[149F] 

[1492] 

We must add, to this value of V, the part corresponding to a spherical 

stratum, of the thickness a — r, above the attracted point ; also the part 

corresponding to a sphere described with the radius r, and situated below the 

attracted point. If we put cos. (f = y!, we shall have, for the first of these 

parts of V* 

v (i)=/ 
dR.dvf .dyl .QW 

R i—1 

[1492'] the integral relative to (/, must he taken from y! = — 1 to f*/= 1. 

Integrating relative to R, from R = r to R = a, we shall have, 

[1493] 

[1493'] 

2)0) — ———.. ^ ^;_2 •— ^ • f du . cl ^ . Q{t) ; 

now by the preceding theorem, we have in general Jd ^ . dp'. Q(l) = 0, 

when i is equal to, or greater than, unity.f When i = 0, we have Q(0)=l, 

[1492a] *(1019) If we put p— 1, y/ = cos.ôdy!=— dd.sin.ô', in [1447], we shall get, 

v(i) — —R ^ ‘a ■ Q— ; the limits relative to & being as in [1433"], from â'=0 

to 6' — or from fx' = 1 to y! =— 1. If we invert the order of the limits, as 

[14926] in [143Id], and take them from y! =—1 to (x= 1, we may change the sign of this 

value of uU), and it will become as in [1492]. The integral, relative to R, is 

the constant quantity being taken so as to make the integral vanish at the first limit, where 

R = r ; and at the second limit, where R — a, the whole integral becomes 

1 

2 — i 

1 1 
fli—2 ri—2 

Substituting this in [1492], and bringing a, r, from under the sign /, because they are 

independent of fx', it becomes as in [1493]. 

•[(1020) The quantity 1 may be considered as a factor of dw', dyf, and put equal to 

Z(0), as in [1479"], and then the expression fdzs . d y! . Q® = /dzs’. d y! . . Q® ; 

and by the theorem [1470], all the terms, except that depending on Q(0), will vanish from 
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[1433^/w] ; moreover, the integration relative to w7 ought to be taken from 

vJ — 0 to vs = 2 * ; hence we shall have, 

v(0) = 2 * . (a2 — r2). 

This value of -y(0) is the part of F, corresponding to the spherical stratum 

whose thickness is a — r. 

The part of V corresponding to the sphere whose radius is r, is equal to 

the mass of that sphere, divided by the distance of the attracted point from 

its centre ; therefore it is equal to* 

4 -2 5 w . T . 

Adding together these several parts of V [1491,1494, 1495], wTe shall have, 

for its complete value, 

Y=2*.a2—S».r4-4«.,a\ 1 A.yra + il.ye» + &c. L (4) 

If we suppose the attracted point to be placed within a stratum of nearly a 

spherical form, the internal radius being 

a + a a . {Y°> + Y(1) + Y2> + See.}, 

and the external radius 

a'+ a a'.{F® + Y'« + Y'<2> + &c.}, 

we may include the terms a «. Y(0), and a a! . Y/(0), in the quantities 

«, a' ; moreover, by fixing the origin of the co-ordinates at the centre of 

this integral ; consequently all the values of v& [1493], except v(0\ must vanish, and when 

i = 0, we shall get | .(a2— r2) . fdd. df . . Now by [1433d,w], ÇK°>=1, 

hence fd-d .d f . Q(0) = fdz/ . dp! — 4 [1468a]. Substituting this in the preceding 

value of v(0\ it becomes as in [1494]. This is the second part of V [1484a]. 

* (1021) The quantity V [1457a], corresponding to a sphere whose mass is M, is 
M 

<â = — , and if the radius of this sphere be r, we shall have r3, [1457a], hence 

^=|.<rr2, as in [1495]. This is the third part of V [1484a]. The sum of these three 

parts, [1491, 1494, 1495], is the complete value of V [1496], neglecting terms depending 

on the second and higher powers of a. These last terms are noticed in [1560a, 1820"]. 

29 

[1494] 

[1494'] 

[1495] 
General 
value of V 
for a ho¬ 
mogeneous 
spheroid 
attracting 
an inter¬ 
nal point, 
neglecting 
terms of 
the order 

a2. 
[1496] 

[1497] 

[1498] 

[1498'] 

[1494a] 
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[1498"] 

Internai 
radius. 

[1499] 

External 
radius. 

[1500] 

[1500'] 

[1500"] 
Value of 
V for any 
homoge¬ 
neous 
spheroidal 
stratum, 

[1501] 
attracting 
an inter¬ 
nal point, 
neglecting 
terms of 
the order 

[1501'] 

gravity of the spheroid, whose radius is a + act Y(0) -f Y(1) -f Y(2) + &c.}, 

we may make Y(1) vanish [1483vi] from this expression of the radius ; and 

then the radius of the internal stratum will be 

a + ua.{ Y(2) + Y<3> + Y(4> + &c.} ; 

and the external radius will be 

a'+aa' .{F® + Y/(2) + Y,(3) + &c.}. 

We may obtain the value of V corresponding to this stratum, by taking the 

difference of the values of V, corresponding to two spheroids, of which the 

least has the first quantity [1499] for the radius of its surface, and the 

greatest has the second quantity [1500] for the radius of its surface. 

Putting therefore A.F, for what the quantity V becomes, relative to this 

stratum, we shall have,* 

If we wish to find the form of the stratum, so that a point placed within it 

shall be equally attracted in every direction, it is necessary that A.V should 

be reduced to a constant quantity, independent of r, 6, & ; for we have seen 

that the partial differentials of A.V,f taken relatively to these variable 

*(1022) Putting Y(0) = O, Y(1) = 0, in [1496], it becomes 

r=2«.a«—.r» + fcc. j, 

corresponding to the least spheroid ; and if we accent the letters V, a, Yw , [1496], and then 

put F/(0) = 0, [1498'], we shall have the value V, corresponding to the greatest spheroid, 

F' = 2».a'2 —+ + r®+&c.p 

Hence we get A . V= V— V, as in [1501]. This is given, in another form, 

in [1561*»]. 

f (1023) [1458"], represent the attractions of the spheroids, 

the direction r; consequently their difference —1 (tt) (~dr) } ’ °r 

_ ^ ^ will express the attraction of the spheroidal stratum, tieated of above. 
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quantities, express the partial attractions of the stratum upon the attracted 

point ; hence we have Y/(1) = 0, and in general, 

.Y®; 

so that the radius of the internal surface being given, that of the external 

surface will be obtained. 

When the internal surface is elliptical, we shall have F(3) = 0, 

Y(4) = 0, &c. ;* consequently Y,(3) = 0, F/(4) = 0, &c. ; the radii of 

Now as Y&\ 

from [1501], 

fd. AV\ 

\ *r ) 

T(3), he., Y/(1), F'(2), &c., are independent of r, we shall obtain, 

c a' 2r 3 r2 /V'&) 
= - + y.( r»-.F>)+y. (^r 

and since by hypothesis the attraction in this direction is nothing, the second member of this 

expression must be nothing. Dividing it by the common factor —4 a if, we obtain 

and this ought to exist for all values of r. If we now put r=0, it becomes 

hence Y,(1) = 0, as above, for all values of r, because it is independent of r. Substituting 

this in [1501 «], and dividing by r, we get 

« = !.(!'«)—r«) + y.| 
yu 3) 

a 

which also exists for all values of r. If we put r = 0, it becomes 0 =§. ( Y'(3)— Y&) ; 

hence Y’(^ = Y{-3\ Substituting this in [15016], dividing by r, and again putting r=0, 
y/(3) yo) 

we obtain 0 = —— —-Proceeding in this manner, we find generally, 

y'Q yco 

a1—2 al~~ 

which is easily reduced to the form [1502]. 

* (1024) If we put m= 1 —am', n— 1 — an', in the equation of the ellipsoid 

[1363], it will become x3 -f f -f- z3 = k3 -f- « . {ml y3 -f- n' z3), in which a m’, a n’, 

are of the same order as the excentricity of the ellipsoid [1400]. Substituting in this 

equation the values of x, y, z, [1432], omitting the accents on 6', d, in order to conform to 

the present notation, the first member of the preceding equation will be R3, and we shall get 

R2 = k3 a . R3 . sin.2 6 . (m . cos.2 -j- il. sin.2 zs) ; so that R, k, differ from each 

Form of 
the surfa¬ 
ces of a 
hollow 
stratum, 
which at¬ 
tracts an 
internal 
point 
equally 
in every 
direction ; 

[1502] 

[1502] 

these 
surfaces 
may be 
elliptical. 

[1501a] 

[15016] 
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the internal and external surfaces will therefore be of the following forms 

respectively, 

[1503] a.{ 1 +«. Y(2)} ; a'.{\ +«. Y™}. 

Hence it is evident that these two surfaces are similar and similarly situated, 

which is conformable to what we have found in [1369v]. 

14. The formulas [1467, 1496], include the whole theory of the 

attraction of a homogeneous spheroid, which varies but little from a sphere. 

Hence it is easy to find the attraction of a heterogeneous spheroid, 

whatever be the law of the variation of the figure, and of the density of the 

strata. For this purpose we shall suppose that a. (1 -f-ay) is the radius 

of one of the strata of a heterogeneous spheroid, and that y is reduced to 

the form 

y= + Y(9)+&c. 

The coefficients, included in the quantities Y(0), Y* (1), &c., are functions of 

[ISOS'"] a, and therefore variable from one stratum to another. If we then take the 

differential of V [1467], relative to a; and put p for the density of the 

[1503""] stratum, whose radius is a . (1 p being a function of a only ; the 

[1503'] 

[1503"] 

other only by quantities of the order a. If we take the square root, neglecting a2 as in 

[1461', &c.], we shall get R = k -f- à “ k . sin.2 Ô. [ml. cos.2 a -j- n'. sin.2 ■zs). Substituting 

in this cos.2 -zrf = ^ £ cos. 2 zs, sin.2ztf = ^— |cos.2ztf, sin.2 0 = 1—p2, it becomes. 

R = k -f £ a k . ( 1 — (x2) . [m! -j- n' -j- (m! — n') . cos. 2 

Radius 
of an 
ellipsoid, 
neglecting 

a2. 

= {k-^^ak.^.^fd)} —^ak . (^2—-{-^ak.tgri—n').{l—^2).cos.2ztf. 

Ifweput k -f-\<xk .§. = —^k .{m'-\-n') = a.B(S)), Jk.(m'■—n') = a.B&), 

it becomes 

[1503a] R = « 41 + ci * — i) + a • R(2) • ( 1 — M-2) • cos. 2 vtj = a . (1 -j- a . Y{2)) ; 

in which the terms depending on B(0), B{2\ satisfy the equation [1465] in the case of 

i = 2. This also is very easily perceived by referring to the general value of F(2) [1523c], 

supposing Sçd = 0, B[[> = 0, Æp = 0. This form of R agrees with that in [1503], 

in which Y(3) = 0, T(4) * * = 0, &c. ; hence, by means of [1502], we shall have Y/(3) = 0, 

Y'{A) = 0, &c., as in [1503]. This result, in which terms of the order a2 are neglected, 

agrees with the more general demonstration [1369V], in which all the powers of a are 

retained. 
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value of V, corresponding to this stratum, will be, for an external attracted 

point,* 

7 3 
— . P. a. ar 
3 r r 

,d.\a\ Ym + ~ . Y(1> + -A . Y'2> + fee. 
j o 5 ^ 3 r 

The value of V for the whole spheroid will therefore be, 

•/; *-»•«*+ ^./; M. ) «3- v°>+ i •*»+ ~ ■ r*>+ ~ ■ fee. (5) 

[1504] 
Value of 
V for a 

heteroge¬ 
neous 
spheroid 
attracting 
an exter¬ 
nal point, 

[1505] 
neglecting 
terms of 
the order 

a2» 

[1505'] 

[1505"] 

the integral being taken from a = 0, to the value of a, corresponding to the 

surface of the spheroid, and denoted by a. 

To obtain the value of V, corresponding to an attracted point, placed within 

the spheroid, we shall first determine the part of this value, corresponding 

to all the strata within that point. This first part is given by the formula 

[1505], taking the integral from a = 0 to a = a ; a corresponding to 

the stratum upon which the attracted point is situated. We shall determine the [1505"'] 

second part of V corresponding to all the strata which include the attracted 

point, by taking the differential of the formula [1496], of the preceding 

article, relative to a ; multiplying this differential by p, and then taking its [1505""] 

integral from a = a to a = a ; the sum of these two parts of V will be 

its whole value, corresponding to a point within the spheroid, and we shall 

have for this sum,f 

V=~. \ T(0)-f A r(1)+ —. r (2)+ r®+&c. 
3rJ0 1 r JH r £ 1 3r 1 5j-2 1 7r3 1 

-f 2tf. ra p.fU2+4a*. r o.d. \ a2. T(°)+ af. T«4 ?. T(2)+ —. T®+ &c. 
' J a u a 1 (_ 3 5 5a 

(6) 

Value of 
V for 
a hetero¬ 
geneous 
spheroid 
attracting 
an inter¬ 
nal point, 
neglecting 
terms of 
the order 

a2. 

[1506] 

* (1025) The expression [1504] is the differential of [1467], relative to a, and 

represents the attraction of a stratum of a spheroid whose thickness corresponds to d a, 

included between the values a and a 4 da ; the expression being multiplied by the 

density p. The integral of this, relative to a, gives [1505]. 

f (1026) The two first integrals [1 506] are the same as in [1505], taking the limits from 

a — 0 to a = a. The two last integrals are derived from [1496], as the two first were 

from [1467] ; namely, by taking the differential relative to a, multiplying by p, and then 

integrating relative to a, between the limits a —a and a=a. Lastly, as r=a.{\-\-ay'), 

we have - =-—, neglecting a2, and in terms multiplied by a, we may write a for r, 

after integration, as in [1506"]. 

30 
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[1506'] The two first integrals being taken from a = 0 to a — a ; and the two 

last, from a = a to a = a ; we must also, after taking the integrals, 

substitute a for r, in the terms multiplied by a, and -—— for 

[1506"] - in the term —. ra ?. d . a3.* 
r 3r r 

* (1027) If we put a = 0, in [1505], we shall get the value of 

[1505a] 
a" 5 

corresponding to the attraction of a sphere, composed of concentrical strata, in which the 

density p of any stratum is a function of its radius a ; the attracted point being without the 

body. Now, from [1363e], the solidity of a homogeneous sphere, wThose radius is a, is 

|. #. a3 ; the differential of this being multiplied by p, and then integrated, from a = 0 to 

a = a, will give the whole mass M of the sphere whose radius is a, namely, 

[1506a] 

[15066] 
Attraction 
of a sphere 
of a varia¬ 
ble density 
on an 
external 
point 5 

M M 
2 

(d V\ Jt 
Substituting this in the preceding value of V, we get V— ^ ; hence — f — ) = - 

= the attraction of the sphere in the direction of the radius, as in [470, &c.] 

In like manner, by putting a=0 in [1506], we shall obtain the value of f7, corresponding 

to the attraction of the same sphere, upon an internal point of the body of the sphere, situated 

at the distance r from its centre, namely, 

[1506c] a3 -j- 2 p. d . a2 a1 da-j-4‘ff.y"ap ad a. 

In taking the differential of this relative to r, the terms depending on the variations of the 

limits destroy each other, as in [1447j?]. This will be evident, by observing that when the 

limit r is changed into r dr, the integral p . a2da is increased, by the element 

p . r2 d r ; and the integral p .a da is decreased, by the element — p .r dr. 

on an 
internal 
point. 

[1506rf] 

Neglecting therefore these terms, depending on the limits, we get, 

If the sphere be hollow, and the attracted point be situated in the internal void space, we 

must put p = 0, from a = 0, to a value of a which exceeds r ; and then the expression 

[l506d] will vanish, as in [469//;, &c.] 
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15. We shall now consider spheroids of any form. The investigation of 

their attractions is reduced, in § 9, to the formation of the quantities C7(,) 

[1443], and v{i) [1447] ; we shall have, by the same article,* 

m =/p.R+*dR.dtf.dvt. Q(i). 

The integrals corresponding to R, must he taken from R = 0 to its value 

at the surface ; from f/= — 1 to fx'=l, and from to'=0 to to'=2'7t, 

[1433"]. To determine this integral, we must find the value of Q(i). This 

quantity may be developed in a finite function of cosines of the angle 

vs — to', and its multiples.f Let (3 . cos. n. (to —- to') be the term of Q{i\ 

depending on cos. n . (to — to') ; (3 being a function of jx and If we 

substitute the value of Q(i), in the equation of partial differentials [1442], 

we shall get, by comparing the terms multiplied by cos. n . (a — to'), this 

equation of common differentials, 

d fx 

n2. (3 

1—fx2 
-f- i • (î+1) • f3 ; 

If the sphere be homogeneous, we shall have 

a2 = p. (a2 — r2). Substituting these in [1506c], we get, 

U=2tfp.a2 — ftfp. r2, r. 

and 

* (1028) Substituting in [1443] the value fx' = cos. and making the limits of the 

integral from fx' = — 1 to fx' = 1, as in [1492a, 6], it becomes as in [1507]. 

f (1029) It is evident from [1441", 1433g-], that if T be developed, in a series 
1 jji 

proceeding according to the powers of - , the term Q© . ——, will contain terms 

depending on the powers of cos. (vs— to7), as high as the power i ; and these terms may 

be reduced, as in [6 10] Int., to the form p . cos. n . (vs— to7) 5 n being equal to, or less 

than, i, and p a function of fx, fx' ; so that we may put Q(0= 2 . (3 . cos. n . {vs— vs), using 

the characteristic of finite integrals 2. Substituting this in [1442], it becomes of the form 

0 = 2 . B . cos. n . (to—vs'), B being a function of fx, fx', represented by the second 

member of the equation [1508], and n any integral number, not exceeding i. The angle 

13 ^ may vaded at pleasure, without changing fx, fx', or 5 ; hence it is evident that 

we cannot satisfy generally the equation [1508c], except by putting jB = 0, which is the 

same as the equation [1508]. 

[1507] 

[1507] 

[1507"] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

<3. 
[1508] 

[1506c] 

[1506/] 

[1508a] 

[15086] 

[1508c] 
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[1508'] 

Function 

T. 

[1509] 

[1509'] 

[1509"] 

[1510] 

[1509a] 

[15096] 

Theorem. 

[1509c] 

Q(i) being the coefficient of 
B® . 

in the development of the radical [1441], 

T = 
V/V2 — 2 Rr . ^fx f + +1 — (J2 . y/t_^2 . cos. (■&— -ra')} + * 

The term, depending on cos. n . (ys — +), in the development of this 

radical, can be produced only by the powers of cos. (w— to'), represented 

byW, w + 2, n + 4, &c. ;* hence, as cos. (of— to') has for a factor the 
n 

quantity [/l—+, (3 ought to have the factor (1—+)2. It is evident, 

from the consideration of the development of the radical [1509], that [3 is of 

the following form,f 

(3 = (1 — (x2)2. {A . ^_w + . f-n~2 + A(a). + &c.} 

* (1030) This is evident from the inspection of the formulas [6—10] Int., putting 

■ss — ■ss' = z. For if n = 1, the term cos. n . +— w ) = cos. z, is found in the 

formulas [7, 9, &c.] Int., corresponding to cos.3 cos.5*, he. ; whose exponents are 

7i + 2, n + 4, &£c. If n = 2, the term cos. 2.+— + = cos. 2 z, is found in 

[6, 8, 10, &c.] Int., corresponding to cos.2*, cos.4 *, cos .6*, he., whose exponents 

are n, n + 2, 77 + 4, &c. ; and it is evident that the same law prevails for other values 

of 7i. In like manner we may infer, from formulas [1—5] Int., that the term sin. n z, or 

cos. nz, can be produced by the powers of sin. 2 whose exponents are n, 77 + 2, 77 + 4, 

&,c. ; and generally we may conclude, from [1—10, 17—20] Int., that terms of the form 

sin. 77 z, or cos. n z, n being an integer, can be produced only by products of the form 

cosh z . sin.c z, in which the sum of the exponents 5 + c is equal to n, 77 + 2, 77 + 4, he. 

This theorem will be frequently used. 

f (1031) The coefficient of p, in the development of the radical T [1509], arises from 

the terms connected with powers of cos. + — +), of the degree n, 77 + 2, 77+ 4, 

he., [1 509'] ; and since cos.(«—«') is multiplied by the factor (1 — Af, in that 
n_ 

value of T, these powers of cos. + — ®f) will have the factors (1 p- ) , 

(1—+)“+ &c., or, as they may be written, (1—p?f, (l— f+2 • (* ^8)> 

(1 (.,2)2 . (i—(j2)25 he., so that all the terms of (3 will have the common lactor 

(1 —(+5 } and we may therefore put /3= (1 —+)2 ♦ + $ being an integral function 

0f (i — (j+ and 4, this last quantity 4 being contained in the first term of 

[1510a] 
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If we substitute this value in the differential equation in (3 [1508], the 

comparison of the similar powers of ;x, will give, 

p = f*(j/-|-\/( 1 — f^2) ■/(! — fx'2).cos. (sr — ®')- 

This symbol p is used for brevity to denote the coefficient of —2Hr, in the denominator 

of T [1509] ; the powers ofp being produced in the development of T in a series, and also 

in the general value of p, or (3'. Again, from [1508a], the quantity contains no power 

of p exceeding ÿ -, it will therefore contain no power or product of jx, \/(l— fx2), exceeding 
n 

the power i ; therefore the term ( 1 — |x2)2 . will express the form of that term 
n 

of (3, which contains the highest power of (x ; and as p' = /3 . ( 1 — fx2) 2, the 

term pT*, will express the highest power of /x which occurs in j3r. If we therefore assume 

for a function of the form 

A. pr* -f A/. fx1-"-1 + AW. ^-n~3 + &c. = fx'~*. {A + A,. fx-1 4- AW . ^ -f &c.) ; 

n 

we shall have p = (1 — fx2)2 . fxi_n. ^ . fx-1 + «Æa) . fx~2 -f- &c.) ; and it is easy [15106] 

to prove that the coefficients of the odd powers of fx, namely jx-1, fx~3, &,c., must vanish from 

this expression. For if we change the sign of the three quantities, R, fx, (1 —fx2)“, the 

value of Twill not be altered, as is evident from the inspection of the formula [1509] ; and 

the same changes ought not to alter its development [1441"] ; that is, it ought not to produce 

Ri 
any change in the general terms Q(i). —jpy, Q( ) • R'i or R • |3, [1507"]. This last 

n 

* expression is equal to Rl. ( 1 — /x2)2 . jxl-?! . (A -f- At. /x_1 -j- A®. fx-2 -f~ &c.), [15106] ; 
n 

and the alteration of the signs changes R into Rl. (— 1 )£ (1 — /x2)2 into 
n n 

(1 — fx2)2 . (— l)n ; (jJ~n into fi}~n . (— 1 )l~n ; hence the factor Rl. ( 1—/x2)2 . ^i~n 
n 

becomes R. (1 — jx2)2 . ^~n . (— l)2i ; but i being an integer, (—l)2i=l, therefore 

this factor will not change its sign ; consequently the other factor, 

(A -f~ A,. jx_1 -}- AW . (x~2 -f- he.), 

must not change its value, by writing — /x for ;x. Now this will not take place, except the 

coefficients of the odd powers of /x, namely fx_1, |x~3, he., vanish ; in which case this 

factor will be (A -f- AW. /x-2 -f- A(2). ;x~4 -f- he.), and the expression of /3 [15106] will 

31 
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[1511] 

[1510c] 

[1510c?] 

[1510e] 

[1510/] 

[1510g] 

4 

AU = — 
(» — » — 2t+ 2) .(» — w— 2s + 1) , # 

2s.(2i — 2s+1) ‘ 

WfV 

become as in [1510]. If we use the characteristic of finite integrals 2, this value of (3 may¬ 

be put under the form, 

n 

(3 = 2 . ( 1 — u?f . AM . 

56 (1032) The differential of [1510c] gives, 

^ — n p. . ( 1 — . jjS~n~2s -j— 2 s) .(1 — |u2)2 . ^i-n~2s~i | 

= 2 . A(s). (1 — />)§_1 • [ “’ n /“*~2s+1 + (* — n — 2 s) . ( 1 — /*) . /-«-2s-11 

= 2 . . ( 1 — fx2)a 1 . | — {i — 2 5) . ^l-?!-2s+] -J- {i — w— 2 s) . /_7l_2s_1 ^ . 

Multiplying this last expression by (1 — (j2), and putting, for brevity, i — n — 2 s — m, 

we get, 

(1 — fa2) . — 2 * . ( 1 -— /x2)5". £ — (m -j- w) . f(.m+1 -f- m . |x™_11 ; 

its differential, divided by eZf&, is 

= 2 . Ais). 

(1 — |x2)2 . { — {in -j- n) . {m -f- 1) . f*ra -\-m . {m — 1) . p TO—2 ! 

= 2 . A{s). 
(1 — fj^2)2 . \n2 . — ran .{l — . /“j 

71 

-f (1 — f{ — (m + n) . (m + 1) . + m . (m — 1) . 

= 2 . «/2(s) . ( 1 

+ 2 . A(s). ( l 

. w2 . |mm+2 

71 

M-2)2 • ■mn . — (wî -f- w) . {m -j- 1) • m • (w — 1) • /"~2| 

- — 1 

[j2)2 . /i2 . /«+2 = 2 . A(s) . (1 
71 

-j- 2 . A(s). ( 1 — fj-2)2 . {(— to2 — 2wn — m — w) . (jim -}- m. (m — 1) . /'l~~2(. 
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Hence we may obtain the values of A(1), A(3), &c., by making successively 

5 = 1, 5 = 2, &e. ; consequently, 

3=v2. (1—,as)2. 
i F 

(*—n)-(i—n—1) „i-n-2 
2.(2i—1) F 

i | 71 1)*(^ H 2].(fc ^ ,,i—71— 

A 2.4.(2i—l).[2i—3) ^ 

(i—n).(i—n—l).(i—n—2).[i—n—3).(i—n—4).(i—n—5) ,_n_6 
2.4.6. (2i — l).(2i — 3).(2i — 5) F -(-fee. 

The same value of (3 [1510c] gives 

— = ~ 2 • 1 . na.[*m ; 

n 

i . (i -|- 1 ). |3 = 2. A^. ( 1— jx2)2 . i. (i -{-1) ♦ f*w- 

Adding together the three equations [1510g-, h, *], the first member becomes like the second 

of [1508], and is therefore equal to nothing. In taking the sum of the second members, we 

may connect together, the first term of [1510g-], with that in [1510/t], and the sum of these 

two terms becomes, 
n ^ n 

2 . rfto. (1 __ . n2 _ ^m+2 _ _ _2 . A{s). (1 — . na . ; 

tlierefore the sum of the three equations has the common factor (1 — \i?ÿ , and is 

expressed by 
n 

Q=2.A[s) . (1—fv3)2 . [£—to2—2 mn — m — n —}— i. (i —{—1) — m. {m—1) .^TO—2]. 

The coefficient of t*m may be reduced, by means of m-\-n=i—2s, [1510c], since 

— m2 — 2mn —m — (i -f- 1) — w2 = — (tn -j-n)a— (m -j-n) i . (?’ -J- 1 ) 

— — — 2 s)2 — (i — 2 s) ~\-i. (i -j-1) =—• (i2—4is-|-4s2)— («—-2s) -j—f. (i-f-1) 

= 4 is — 4s2-j-2s =2s.(2i — 2s-}-l). 

Hence [1510Æ] becomes, by the resubstitution of the value of m [1510e], 

n 

0 = 2. «/2^.(1—fj^2)2 . \ 2s. (2i—25-j-l) .(xi-7l-2s-]-(i—n—2s).(i—n—2s — 1) .F-n~2s_21. 

This may be put under another form, so that both terms may contain the same power of ^ ; 

by changing, in the second term, s into s — 1, and therefore A^ into A{s~l), and 

we shall get, 
n 

0=2.(1— f*2)2 .vi-n-as.\2s.{2i—2s-\-l).A^+(i— n—2$+2).(i— n—2s+\).A('s~l)\. 

This equation exists for all values of /x ; hence it follows, that the coefficient of each power 

of f* must be separately equal to nothing ; therefore we shall have, 

— 2 s -f- 2) . (i — n — 2 s -j— 1 ) . 

[1512] 

[1510M 

[1510»] 

[1510k] 

[15101] 

0 = 25. (2 i — 2$ 1). A-f- (i — n 
[1510m] 
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A is a function of p independent of p.* Now as p, pi, are contained in the 

[1512'] same manner in the preceding radical [1509], they ought to appear under 

the same form in the expression of (3 ; therefore we shall have,f 

Dividing by 2 s. (2 i — 2s-\-1), we get A^ [1511] ; and if in this we put successively 

s = I, s — 2, s= 3, Sic., we shall obtain the following values of A^\ A®, A(^, 

expressed in terms of A^, or A. 

A™= — 
[i—n). (i — n — 1) 

2.(2i — 1) 

A™ = 

A®=- 

[i — n — 2 ).{% — n — 3) 
4.(2i —3) 

(i — n — 4). (i — n — 5) 

m {i — »).(• — n — l).(t—n — 2).(i—■n — 3) * 
— 2.4.(2i — l).(2i — 3) *^5 

,AW 

[1510»] 

6.(2 i — 5) 

(i — »).(i — n — I).(i — n — 2).(i — n — 3).(i — n — 4).(* — n — 5) 
2.4.6. (2i — l).(2i — 3).(2i — 5) . A. 

Substituting these in (3 [1510], it becomes as in [1512] ; the series being continued till the 

[1510o] exponent of p becomes 1 or 0, all negative powers of p being excluded. 

*(1033) The radical T [1509], is a function of R, r, p, p, —vs\ and when it is 

R . R1 
[1512a] developed according to the powers of -, [1441"], its general term is in 

which Qf? is independent of R, r, and must therefore be a function of p, p', ra — to7, and 

constant quantities. Now by hypothesis [1507'7], (3 . cos. n . (■# — vs') represents the part 

of depending on the angle n . (vs — vs') ; therefore (3 is independent of vs — vs', 

and must be a function of p, p', only. Lastly, when (3 is arranged according to the powers 

of p, as in [1510], the quantities A, A(1\ &c., must be independent of p, and they must 

[15126] therefore be functions of the remaining quantity p', and are wholly independent of p, R, 

r, vs — vs. 

[1513a] 

[15136] 

f (1034) We shall put, for brevity, 

(1 — pa)3 . 1 p* 
(i — n).(i — n — 1) 

2 . (2 i — 1 ) p ~{~ ( — 9 0Jj) i 

<p (p) representing a function of p, and the formula [1512] will become p=A . co(p) ; 

A being a function of pi, independent of p [15126]. Now in the radical, which represents 

the value of T[14417], we may change p into pi, and pi into p, without altering its value ; 

we may therefore do the same in the value of (3, so that the value of (3 must contain the same 

function of p as it does of p ; hence the factor A must be of the form A = y .(p(p'), as in 

[1513], y being independent of pi, for the same reason that A [15127] is independent of p. 

Hence y must be a constant quantity, independent of p, pi, and we shall have, as in [1514], 

(3 = 7 • <p (f*-) • 9 (p')- [1513c] 
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(i n).(i n 1) _ yi_w_2 _j_ 
fx J _ y . (1 (j/2)2 . | fx' ‘ ' 2 . (2*— 1) 

7 being a coefficient independent of fx and /, therefore 

(3 = 7. (1 — f*'2)*. ^ ^ — (ï g ! (2i - 1 ) "~ • ^i_,!_9+&c* \ 

X (w2)1. {fx-- ^ + &C.}. 

Hence we find that [3 is separated into three factors. The first is 

independent of ** and p! ; the second is a function of f*' only ; and the third 

is a similar function of fx. It now remains to determine 7. 

For this purpose we shall observe, that if i — n be even, we shall have, 

by supposing fx = 0, and y! = 0.* 

y.$1.2.3.(i—n)p ydl-3-5 {i— n—1).1.3.5 (i-fn—1)P 
0 = $2.4 (i—n). (2i—1). (2i—3) (i-j-n+1) p |1.3.5.(2t—1)£5 

* (1035) If we examine the part between the braces, in the expression [1512], we shall 

find that the term depending on p~w~2s is 

(i — n). (i — n — 1). (i — n —-2).(i — n — 2 s -f- 1) ;_w_9( 
± 2.4.6 2s . (2i — 1). (2i — 3). (2£ — 5). (2i — 2s-pl) ‘ ^ ’ 

and if fx — 0, the factor = 0, except in the case where i — n — 2 s = 0, 

there being no negative exponents of ^ [1510o]. This excepted case corresponds to 

i — n = 2s, an even number, and 9s == (j.° = 1. The preceding expression then 

becomes ± =-r-L-. -v- .—Jr-jk--—,0 • ^-r l fix • Inverting 2.4.6.(i— n). (2i — 1). (2i — 3). (2t — 5). 

the order of the terms of the numerator, and observing that when fx=0, the quantity 
n 

(1 — fv3)2 = 1, the whole factor of A, in the value of j3 [15135, cs], will become 

= .(j—n—2).(i—n—\).(i—n) . 
y u J 2.4.6.[i — n).[2i — l).(3t — 3).(i + n+l)’ 

and in like manner, when |u/ = 0, we shall have, 

m fi,^_u 1.2.3.(i—n—2). (i—n—1) . (i—n) 
9 [fx) — ± 2.4.6.(i — n).{2i — 1) ,(2i — 3).(i + n + 1) ' 

The product of these two quantities is 

f ^ ( {1.2.3.(i — n) P 
9lfxj.9l(xj — “j2t4<6.(i —n).(2i —i). (2i —3).(i + w + l)}2'5 

32 

[1513] 

General 
value of 

0* 

[1514] 

[1514'] 

[1514"] 

[1515] 

[1515a] 

[15156] 

[15156'] 

[1515c] 
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[1515'] 

[1516] 

[1515(1] 

[1515e] 

[1516a] 

[15165] 

If i— n be odd, we shall have, by retaining only the first power of 

ix and f/,* 

y.fxfx'^1.2.3.(i — n)\ü ï-W'-l 1-3.5.(t—w).1.3.5.(t+n)}» 

13 [2.4 [i—«—l).(2i— l).(2i—3) {i-\-n-\-2)^ [1.3.5.(2i —l)|2 

and p = y . cp (fx). cp (fx') [1513c] becomes, in this case, 

y. [ 1.2.3.(ï — n) p 

f3~“ [2.4.6.{i — n) . (2i — l).(2t — 3).(i-{-« + l)f2‘ 

This is the first of the values [1515] ; and as the terms 2.4.6.(i — n) are included 

both in the numerator and denominator, we may reject them, and we shall get 

y. [ 1 .3.5.(i — n — 1 ) £2 

13 = [(2t— 1) . (2i— 3).(i + n+l)}2' 

If we multiply the numerator and denominator by the factor [1.3.5 . (i -j- n — 112, the 

new numerator will be y. [ 1.3.5.(i — n — 1). 1.3.5.(i -f- n — 1) [2, and 

the new denominator, [(2 i— 1). (2 i — 3).(i -f- n -f-1) . (i-j-n—1).5.3. 1 }2 5 

or, by inverting the order of the terms, [1.3.5.(2 i—1) [2 ; hence the expression 

[1515e], will become, as in the second form [1515]. 

2 s = 1, the expression [1515a] 

•(*> 

*(1036) If i — n be odd, and we put i — n 

will become, 

(i — n) . (i — n — 1 ) . (i — n — 2).3.2 

“^2.4.6.(i — n — 1 ) . (2 i — 1 ) . (2 i — 3).(i-\- n-\-2) 

and this will be the term depending on the first power of |x, in <p (,u) [1513a], because 
n 

( 1 — |x2)2 , contains no powers of |x less than fx2. 

Changing (x into fx', we obtain the similar term of cp (fx'). The product of these two 

quantities gives the part of <p (fx) . <p ([x') depending on the first power of fxfx', which will 

fx fi! . [ (i — n).(i — n—1).3.2|2 ... . 
be A~Z-7T—^-\\ -rer—Tw7T-—H-rYTTTs • Substituting this m 

[2.4.6.{%—n—\).{2i—1) . (2i — 3).(i-j-w-f2)] 

[15 13c], and inverting the order of the terms of the numerator, we shall get, 

y . [xfi/.[ l .2.3.(i — n)Y 
(3 = [2.4.6.(i— n — 1) . (2i— l) . (2i — 3).(i + n + 2)|2 ’ 

as in the first expression [1516]. Now it is evident that the terms 2.4.6.(i—n — I ) 

of the denominator, occur also in the numerator, and by rejecting them from both, we have 

y . fx |x . [ l .3.5.• n) [ 

P = \{2i— l).(2i — 3).(4+ÎZ + 2)[2' 
If we multiply the numerator by 
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The preceding radical [1509] becomes, by neglecting the squares of m* 

and 

^r3—2Rr. cos.(to—to-j-Rr. V* [ t3, * *—2rR.cos.(^—to')-{-R9} 2. (f) 

If we substitute, for cos. (to— to'), its value in imaginary exponential 

quantities, and put c for the number whose hyperbolic logarithm is unity ; 

the part independent of mV becomes,! 

{r2 — 2 R r. cos. (zt — V) + R2}~à 

{zt—zf).vC3 | —è 5 (^—V).v/-1) —è ( 
= ) r — it. c s . ) r R . c 

The coefficient of 

R 

R 

rH-l 

n.(TO—to'), ^—l —n. (to — to').^—! 
C_+_C_ 

2 

ypi. cos. % . V — s'), in the development of this function, is,t 

or of 

[1517] 

[1517] 

[1518] 

[1518'] 

11 • 3.5.(i V n)\2, and the denominator by the same quantity, in an inverted order, 

i ii , _y* M* 1 M' • { 1.3.5..... (i w ) . 1.3,5.....L —f— n) 1 ~ . , . . 
weshaUget, p =-j(2 i-I). (2i-3).5.3.ip-; winch, by inverting [1516c] 

the order of the terms of the denominator, becomes like the second expression [1516]. 

* (1037) If we neglect [x2, mV and put for brevity S—r2—2rR.cos.(zs—TO/)-f-R2, 

the expression [1509] will become, as in [1517], 

T=(S — 2 R r . (V)" [1517a] 

f (1038) Substituting cos. (to — to' 

[12] Int., in the first term of [1517], it becomes, 

) = ï.{c^W=i+o-(^W~ ], [15180] 

{r2—ZRr. cos. R2 J i = { r2—Rr. c(®^ '1 'V~l—R r .c W-i+~ * 
(TO — TO)./_i 

= (r~R. 
(TO — TO'). /_] \— i 

) .(r — R 
— Hjf —TO'J.^v—j| 

} , as in [1518]. [15186] 

Î (1039) Putting for brevity (to — to7) . /_i = *, the expression [1518] becomes [1518c] 

(r R • cz) -. (r — R . c z) 2 . Developing each of these factors, and noting the general 

terms corresponding to cgz, c~g'z, we get, 
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[1519] 

[1518d] 

[1518e] 

[1520a] 

[15806] 

[1520c] 

[1520d] 

[1520e] 

[1520/] 

[1520g-] 

ATTRACTION OF A SPHEROID 

2.1.3.5.—1).1.3.5.(i— n—1) 

2.4.6 . . .. . (i -}- w) . 2.4.6.(i — n) 

/ y» 2 

B? 
A' 

r2 

>2z 
+ * 

1.3.5.(2g- — 1) Rr 

**•2.4.6.2g- * Zfiï 

(r- .a-4 
1 r* T2 

1.3.5.(2g-'—1) Rs1 

,6, 2 g' 
-> — ff'z 

Multiplying these quantities together, the general term of the product will be 

1.3.5.(2g- — 1) 1.3.5.(2g,/—1) Rz+g' 

• c ° ° ■ 2.4.6.2g ' 2.4.6.2g' 

R 

rs+s'-t1 

Therefore, to obtain the terms corresponding to ,.+1 . Cnz, we must put g g' — i, 

g — g' — n, whence g = \ . (i -J- n), g' = J. {i — n). Substituting these in [1518e], 

. , 1.3.5.u-t-rc — i) jl. o. o.— n — il xi- n, 

ltbeCOmeS 3.4.6.(< + ») -2.4.6.(Î-.) -?H-C - Chan« 

n into —n, we get the factors of the term depending on c-wz ; which will be found to be 

the product of the same factors as those of cwz ; the order of the two factors being 

changed. Connecting these two expressions together, the sum will be 

1.3.5 .—1) 1.3.5.(i — n—1) Rl 

2.4.6 .(i -j— w) 2.4.6.(z yi ) 

1.3.5.(i — n — 1) R 

3T- S + C— | 

Substituting cnz -f- c~1,lz = c -j- c —2 . cos. n . [vs zi ), 

[1518a, c], it becomes, 

2- 1 -3-5.(i + n—1).!.3.5.(i — n--i) R . cog> ^ ^^ . 

2.4.6.(i -j- n) .2.4.6.(* — n) rx+ 

which is the part of (3 .. cos. n . (w — vs), [1507", 1517], independent of (*, fif. 

Comparing this part of (3 with the second value [1515], which also corresponds to the teims 

independent of fx, /, [1514"], we shall get, 

2.1.3.5.(i-fw—1). 1.3.5.(i—n—]) y.{ 1.3.5 (i—n—l). 1.3.5.....1)|2 . 

2.4.6.(i -j- n) .2.4.6.(i—n) {1*3.5.(% i 1 ) { 

rejecting the first power of the factors 1.3.5.(^+w —1 ) •1 • J * 0.^ n 1 ^ 

which occur in both numerators, and then dividing by the coefficient of y, we get, 

2 {T 3.5.(2f_ 

y ~ {1.3.5.(i—n—4).2.4.6.(i—«){".*{ 1.3.5.(i-j-n—1) .2.4.6.(i + w) j 
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which is the value of (3 when i — n is even. Comparing it with that we [1519'] 

have found in the same case, we shall have, 

/1.3.5.{2i—1)\2 i. (i— I).{i— rc + 1) 

7~~Z\i.2.S.i ) • .(i+n)' 

When n = 0, we must take hut the half of this coefficient, and then we 

shall havef 

'1.3.5.(2i — l)'» 

1 • 2 • 3 * • • • • ^ 

R 

[1520] 

Values of 

7- 

[1521] 

Likewise the coefficient of •ppf • mV • cos. n . (a — to'), in the function 

[1517], is 

Now we have, evidently, 

1.3.5 (i—n—1).2.4.6 (i—n) 

1.3.5 (i-j-n—1).2.4.6 (i-j-w) 

r» o a f * \ 1 » 2 • 3 • • • • • î 
==1,2*3,4.(**“") = i.(i — 1) (i--W4-l) ’ [1^1 

= 1.2.3.4.(i —{- w) 

1.2.3.. |(i-f-l).(i-[-2j.....(i-|~w)}« [1520A'] 

Substituting this in [152Qg-], it becomes as in [1520]. 

* (1040) In general the product of the factors [1518d] produces, as in [1520a—A], one [I52ia] 

factor depending on c,lz, and another on c~ni, each being multiplied by 

1.3.5 .(â-f-w—1) 1.3.5.(i — n — 1 ) Rl 
2.4.6 .[i n) "2.4.6.(i — n) * ?-i+1 ’ 

and if we put, for cnz -f- c~”z, its value 2 . cos. n . (to — -s/) [1520c], it multiplies this 

factor by 2 ; but we must except the case of n = 0, for then only one term, depending 
Ri 

on the factor ——j-, will be produced, namely, 

1 • 3 » 5.(i 1) 1.3.5.(i — 1) 
2.4.6 2.4.6.i 

RP_ 
y*"H J 

which is but half the value resulting from making n—0, in the general expression [1520rl]. 

Therefore, when n = 0, we must take half the value of 7 [1520]; observing that the 

Lctor ‘ (^_|_ L as will evidently appear by the inspection [15216] 

of the formulas [1520A, A'], in which these terms of this factor are produced. Hence the 

value of 7 will become, for this case, as in [1521]. 

33 
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[1522] 
2.1.3.5.[i n) . 1 . 3 . 5.(i n) # # 

2.4.6.[i -f- n— 1).2.4.6.(i— n—1) ’ 

which is the coefficient of fx fx' in the value of [3, when we neglect the 

[1522'] squares of jx and fx', and when i — n is odd. Comparing it with the 

* (1041) The term depending on /x/x', in [1517], is, by using [1518, 1518c], 

R r . |x jx'. {r2— 2Rr. cos. fztf—zJ) -{-R2} 2 —Rr. fx/x'. (r—R.cz) 2 . (r—R.c~z) ,-Z\ 2 

[1523a] 
R 

Developing these factors, we get, 

R . , _ R2 n„ r 3.5.7.(2g + l) Rg 

[15236] 

[ 1 — f-c* | 2=l+l-- -c'+î-l • +.374.6...:.Sg 

H 

/>aX/ • 
« * v ? 

1-.C 
r 

R —4 ! , 3 * - 3 5 ^ c-2, , 3^5.7-....(2g--H) ^ 
i + -TV’ 4*r2*c ~T.2.4.6.2g-' *^'-c ' 

722 

7*2 

[1523c] 

The product of the general terms of these expressions depending on cgz, c s'z, produces, 

in [1523a], the expression 

3.5.7.(2g + l) 3.5,7.(2^+0 Rs+s'+1 
2.4.6.2g ‘2.4.6.2g' ‘ r«+^+2 

. fX(X . 

[1523d] To obtain the term depending on -^pr • cnz, we must put i—g-\-g'-\-\, n—g—gfi 

or g — \ . (£ + n — 1), g1 = (* — w — 1), and if for brevity we put 

3.5.7.(fr -f- n) 3.5.7 • • • p- O’ w)___ 
[1523e] JV= 2.4.6.(i —}~ n — 1) 2.4.6.(i n — 1 ) 

the preceding expression [1523c] will become JY’.-ppj- ♦ cn~. fx fx. If we change n into n, 

which does not alter the value of JY, we shall obtain the term corresponding to c~m, namely, 

JV. ^- . c~nz. fx fx'. The sum of these two expressions, reduced as in [1520c], is 
pH"1 

jV.-5l. fAfx'. (cmz + c-nz)=2JY. . fx fx'. cos. nz = 2JY. . fxfx' • cos. n. (^—O ; 

and the coefficient 2JY is the same as in [1522]. The values of i, n, [1523d], make 

i_n = 2g' -f- 1, which is an odd number, as in [1522']. 

[1523/] 
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expression which we have found for this coefficient in the same case, We 

shall have* 

/T .3.5.(2i— 1)\2 

\1 • 2 • 3.i ) 

i.{i — 1).(i — w —f— 1 ) 

(i-h 1). (i + 2).(* + »)’ 

an expression which is the same as in the case where i—n is even [1520]. 

If n — 0, we shall also have,f as in the former case [1521], 

/I .3.5.(2i— 1) N2 

\ 1.2.3.i ) 

R 
* (1042) Putting the coefficient of . cos. n . (zs — [1523f], equal to the 

second expression of the same quantity [1516], we get 

2 JY.^y! — 
y.ffcfV.fl.3.5.(£—»).l .3.5.(£-}-») f2 

11.3.5.(2i— 1)P 

Substituting JY [1523e], and rejecting the factor 1.3.5 (i—n) .1.3.5.(i-j-n) . p-p/, 

which is common to both members, we shall get, 

2. {1.3.5.(2 i— l)f2 

' £2.4.6.(i-j-w—1).2.4.6.(i—n—1)} . £1.3.5.(i-f-n). 1.3.5.{%—w)| 

=_^_2.{1.S,5.(2*-l)P__ 

£ L 3.5 .2.4.6 —1) £ • £ 1.3.5 («'—-n) .2.4.6..... (i—n—1) | 

— __ 2 . £U 3 • 5.(2^ 1)$2_ 
£ 1 *2*0.4.(£ -j- w) ( • £1 *2.3.4.(i — n)\ 

Substituting in the denominator of this last expression 1.2.3 (i—n\.—: (x-2-3 z) 
v } i.{i—1) (i—ra-j-l)’ 

1.2.3.(i *-j- w) = £1.2.3 ..... . (i -f-1 ) . (i 2) ..... (i w), it 

becomes as in [1523]. 

f (1043) Proceeding in this case as in [1521#, 5], we easily perceive that the product 

73,:—i 
of the two factors [15235] does not produce two terms multiplied by —r, but simply one 

R~l 
term, JY. . p p/, found by putting g =g' = £ . (*' — 1 ) in [ 1523d, e] ; the 

corresponding term of [1523#] being JV\ . p p/. The factor of in this last 

expression, namely, JY.[iy/, being put equal to the second value of £, [1516], 

[1523] 

[1523/] 

[1524] 

[1523g-] 
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16. From what has been said, we may determine the general form of 

[1524'] the function Y®, composed of ^ \A—? • sin- • cos- which 

satisfies the equation of partial differentials [1465],* 
Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion. in 

m 

[1525] 

[1525'] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

3- 

[1526] 

Denoting the coefficient of sin. n or cos. n-a, in this function Y(i), 

by f3, we shall have, 

d. 
-f- i • (i -j-1) . (3. 

corresponding to the case of n=0, we get N. p,y!= **^Z‘i)p- Putting 

w = 0, in [1523e], we get the value of JY, corresponding to this case, 

jy— f1 • 3 • 5.*P_ 

12.4.6.(i— 1)P* 

This being substituted in the preceding equation, divided by the coefficient of y, we get 

r_- P •3 •5.^P 11 •3 -5.— DP 
.(* OP 11.3.5.î|4 

11.3.5.(2*-—l)ja _ 11.3.5.(2t—1)P 

P • ^ ®.P OP • P • ^ • 6.*P 11.2.3.i\3 

as in [1524]. 

* (1044) If we suppose Y(l) to contain a term, depending on sin. nns, of the 

form (3 . sin. nns, n being a finite integer ; this will produce in 
d F® \ 

J’ the term 

d[3\ . . /ddY{i)\ 
—J . sm. n ns ; and in _ J, the term — n3. sin. n ns. Substituting these in 

[1525], it will produce a term of the form B . sin. n ns, B being used for brevity to 

represent the second member of [1526], which is a function of (x and constant quantities, 

[1526a] independent of ns. This term will not vanish from the second member of [1525] for all 

values of ns, unless we have generally B = 0, as in [1526]. Similar remarks may be 

made relative to the term (3 . cos. n ns. 
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[3 is equal to (1—A)Q, multiplied by a rational and integral function of [1526] 

fjt ;* and in this ease we shall have, by the preceding article,! 

£ == Aw . (1 — Ay. < A~n — 
2. (2 4 — 1) -f- &c. [1527] 

A(n) being an arbitrary quantity. Hence the part of Y(î), depending on the 

angle n zs, is 

(1 — | y~n — | . {J(,l).sin.r^+5(n). COS. Ylzs b [1528] 

A(n\ B{n\ being two arbitrary quantities. If in this function we put 

successively n — 0, n — 1, n — 2.n = i, the sum of all the [1528] 

functions thus obtained, will be the general expression of Y(i), and this 

*(1045) In [1524'], Y(i) is supposed to be a rational and integral function of the 

quantities p., y/(l—p,2) . sin. zs, y/(l—p,2). cos.Ttf ; and the term of Y(i) represented [15266] 

by £. sin. nzs, or j3 . cos. n •tf, can be produced only by powers and products of sin.'zn', 

cos. zi, of the order w, ?i-j-2, «-j-4, Stc., [1509c] ; the least of these powers being n. [1526c] 

Now sin.’ey, cos. zs, are connected with the factor (1 — p.2)-, in [15265]; therefore 

the powrers or products of sin. zs, cos. zs, of the order n, must be connected with the 
n 

factor (1 — p2)2 , as in [1526'] ; the higher powers and products of the order n-\-2, 

n -f- 4, &c., will contain the same factor, multiplied by integral powers of 1 — p.2, or p- ; 

as is evident from a slight examination. 

f (1046) The expression (3 [1512], satisfies the equation [1508], which is the same as 

[1526] ; we may therefore assume for (3 the value [1527], which is like that in [1512] ; 

and we shall see, in [1530""], that this form is sufficiently general for the determination of the 

complete value of any function S, like that treated of in [1530"", &cc.]. Hence the value of 

3, corresponding to sin. n zs, may be put equal to 

AW F 
[i — n) . (i — n — 1) 

2.(2i—l) F 
i—n—2 -f- he . ^ . sin. n zs. 

In like manner, by changing the constant term into BM, and sin.wro into cos.nzs, 

we shall get the term corresponding to cos n zs. The sum of these two expressions is the 

part of Y6) corresponding to the angle nzs, [1528]. 

34 
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General 
expres¬ 
sion of 

y( o) 

B1)’ 
Sic. 

[1528a] 

[15286] 

[1528c] 

[1528c?] 

[1528e] 

[1528/] 

[1528g-] 

[15286.] 

[1528?;] 

[15286] 

expression will contain 2i + l arbitrary quantities £(0), Bw, 

A&\ B™, &c.* 

* (1047) To illustrate the formula [1528], we shall give tire values of F(0), T(l), F(2), 

F(3), F(4), deduced from it by putting successively i = 0, i=l, i= 2, i=3, i—4, 

and including, in each expression, all the values of n from n — 0, to w = i. 

Y(°) = B'f j 

F(h = . f* + ( 1 — . sin. to + . cos. to} ; 

F® = p3 — 4 ( 1 — . p . . sin. to + . cos. to} 

-f-(l — p2) . {42). sin. 2 to 4“ B^ . cos. 2 to } ; 

F(3) = £<“>. 4(1 — P2)" • — i! • W ■ sin. « 4- • cos. to} 

4- ( 1— p2). ix. 1 Jl.p. sin.2^4-B33).cos- 2 «} 4 ( 1— P2)2 • {43)- sin* 3to 4-^IP- cos. 3 to } ; 

F(4) = Rf . f p4*— f p3 4 3^} 4(1 — p2)J. Ip3 — ? p} • • sin. to 4 -B^ . COS. to} 

4- (1 — 4) • bj2— t! • {42) • sin . 2 to 4" -B® • cos- ^ ^} 

4- (1 — fj.24 • p • }43) • sin. 3 to 4 B{p . cos. 3 to} 

4- (1 — P2)2 • {44) • sin. 4 to 4- J5(44) . cos. 4 to} . 

Thus we find that F(0) contains one arbitrary constant quantity, Bm ; F(1) contains three, 

Bp, 4l>, jBP; F(2) contains >e, Rf, 44 44 44 44 y(3) contains 

seren, Rf, 44 R™, 44 Rf, Af, R® ; and in like manner the general expression 

of F 0) contains 2 i 4 1 arbitrary constant quantities. Hence the number of arbitrary 

quantities contained in the i-jri functions F(0), F<4>, F('2).F(0, is equal to the 

sum of the arithmetical progression 1, 3, 5, 7.2«4h which is evidently equal 

to (i + 1)2. 

From the preceding formulas [1528a—e], we easily perceive the method of putting 

p4, &c., under the form F»> + Y™ + F(2) + &c., as in the following expressions, 

in which the terms represented by F<°>, F(1), &c., are separated by braces, and arranged 

according to the order of these terms respectively. 

P2 = è4{p2— £]» 

p3 = t p 4 {p3 t P1} ’ 

p.4 — 14" f • { p2—à} 4 { p4 — f • p2 4 Ts} • 
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We shall now consider a rational integral function S of the order s, [1528"] 

relative to the three rectangular co-ordinates x, y, z. If we represent the 

distance of the point, determined bj these co-ordinates, from their origin, 

bj R ; the angle formed by R and the axis of x, by ê ; the angle formed by 

the plane of x|, and the plane passing through R and the axis of x, by « ; [1528'"] 

we shall have [14806], 

X = R. fx. ; y = R . v/ï^V • cos- * ; z = R. [/l—^ . sin. «. [1529] 

We shall substitute these values in the function S, and then develop it in sines 

and cosines of the angle to and its multiples. If S be the most general [1529'] 

function of the order 5, the terms sin.^w, and cos.wto, will be multiplied 

by functions of the form,* 

n 

( 1 — . {A . fis-n + B . v?-11-1 + c. + &C. }. [1530] 

Hence the part of S depending on the angle n to, will contain f [1530'] 

* (1048) The function S is supposed to be composed of terms formed by the powers 

and products of x, y, z, as G .xa. yh. zc, in which the sum of the integral exponents 

a, b, c, is equal to, or less than, s, and G a constant quantity. If we substitute in this term, [1530a] 

G .xa . yh. z°, the values [1529], it will become, 

b~\-c 

G . Ra+b+c. . ( 1 — (a2) 2 . cos.& to . sin.c to ; 

and if we put b -\- c successively equal to n, n-j-2, n -j- 4, &lc., it will produce, 
n 

as in [1509c] terms depending on sin. wto, or cos. n to, multiplied by (1 —fA2)2 , and 

by a function of /a, of the form j A . ^s~n -j- B . (as_m_1 -f- C . ^s~n~2 -j- &c. j, which may [15306] 

contain all the integral powers of /a, of the degree s ■— n, s — n —1, s — n — 2, &.C., 

to 0. This function will not contain any power of (a exceeding s — n, because x, y, z, 

[1529], are of the first degree in fA, ^/(l—fA2) ; therefore G .xa . yh. zc must be of the [1530c] 

degree a + b -j- c, which is equal to or less than s, [1530a], relative to the same quantities 
n 

fA, vA1 —^2) 5 and as the factor (1 — |a2)2 is of the degree n relative to p/(l—ja2), 

the greatest exponent of fA must be 5— n, corresponding to the term A . ^s~n [15306], 

so as to render the whole expression [1530] of the degree s, as in [1529/[. 

f (1049) The number of arbitrary constant quantities A, B, C, &c., in [1530], is 

evidently equal to the number of terms v?~n~l, |as-w~2 ..... /a3, fA2, fA1, fA° ; which 
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2.(s—n-fl) arbitrary indeterminate quantities. The part of depending 

is equal to s — n —f- 1, and as there is the same number of terms for sin. n vs and for 

cos .wot, the number corresponding to the angle nzs must be double this quantity, or 

[1530c?] 2. (s— n -j- 1), as in [1530'] ; observing that there are no negative powers of x, y, z, or 

(x, contained in the integral function 3 [1528", 1529], but it may contain the positive powers 

and products of sin. to, cos. to, as high as the order s, which will produce, as in [1530a—c], 

terms of the form sin. n to, cos. n to, in which n may be any integral number from 5 to 1 ; 

and if we substitute in 2 . (s—»+l) [1530c?], the values of n corresponding to the 

series s, s— 1.1, we shall obtain the corresponding number of arbitrary constant 

quantities depending on each of these values of n, which will therefore be represented by the 

[1530e] arithmetical series 2, 4, 6.2s, whose sum is evidently s.(sT0’ [1530']. 

Again, when n = 0, the term sin.nzs vanishes, but cos. na becomes unity, and 

this value of n produces in [1530] the expression A . fxs + B . fx5-1 -j- C . fxs~2 + &x. ; 

which contains 5 -j- 1 constant quantities. Adding this to the preceding sum [1530e], we 

get s m i) _j_ (5 _}_ i) — (s -j- l)2, for the number of arbitrary constant quantities in 

the function S, as in [1530"']. 

Now it appears from [1528g], that the general function Y(0) -f- Y(1) -j-.Y(s), contains 

[1530e'] (s -{- l)2 arbitrary constant quantities, which is the same number as in the most general 

expression of S [1530'"]; therefore, by assigning proper values to the constant quantities, 

contained in Y(0) -j- Y0)-f-.Y(s), it may generally be made equal to any given 

function S, of the .order s. 

* (1050) A few examples will illustrate this method of development ol the function S. 

[1530/] First, let it be required to put S — 1 — (x2 under the form Y(0) -f- Y(f) -f- T ; all 

terms above Y(2) being neglected, because 1—jx2 is of the second degree in fx; moreover, 

as S does not contain to, we may neglect to in [1528c], and we shall have 

r» = j^o. (ii.»-*); 
hence S' = S — Y(2) = 1 — fx2 — Bf . (,x2 — £) = 1 + h Bf — fx2 . ( 1 + Bf) ; and 

by putting the coefficient of fx2 equal to nothing, w7e get B|0) = — 1, and then 

hence S' becomes S — Y(2) = Y(0), or 3 = 1' (’j) -j- ï(2) = a (f-2 è)î which is 

of the required form [1530/’]. supposing Y^O = 0. Second, let it be îequiied to reduce 

the function S = (;x2 + 2 fx) . (1 — (x2)4 . sin. TO, of the third degree, to the form 

g _ y(0) _|_ Y(D -j- Y(2) -f- Y(3). In this case, all the terms are multiplied by sin. to ; 

therefore we must retain only such terms in [1528a—e], and put 

yco) __ o, Y(1) = A[P . ( 1 — fx2)4 • sin. to. 

F(2) = Af . ( 1 _ fx2)Y fx. sin. to1, Y® = Af. ( 1 — F-2)4 • (fx2 — i) • sin- [1530g] 
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on the angle w and its multiples, will therefore contain s.(s-fl) 

Hence S™ = S — F® = + 2 p — Af . fx2 + i Ag>). ( 1 — fx2)*. sin. * ; which, 

by putting A^=\, becomes of the second degree, S(1) = (2 fx -f-|) • (1 —fx2)* • sin. •zs. 

Hence 3(2) == S(1) — Y(2> = (2 fx -j- -i —^1) . fx) . (1 — fx2)^ . sin. vs ; and if we put 

A£) = 2i it will be reduced to the first degree 5'(2)=i.(l—fA2)^ . sin. vs = Y(1), 

supposing = i [1530g]. Therefore the values [1530g-] will become T(0) = 0, 

Y(1)=| • ( 1—. sin.-zs, YW=2. ( 1—|x2)l. fx. sin.-sf, T(3) = ( 1—fx2)l. (fx2 — -j). sin.-tf, 

and we shall have S = (fx2 + 2 fx) . (1 —fx2)*. sin. * = y<°> + T(1) + T®+ Y&K We 

have gone through the calculation in the general manner, proposed by the author ; finding 

successively SW), S{1), S(2), &c. ; but in the present instance, we might obtain the same 

result, in a shorter way, by adding the expressions T(0), Y(1), Y(2), T(3), [1530g-], and 

putting the sum equal to the proposed value of S, then rejecting the common factor 

(1 — /a2)! . sin. vs ; by which means we shall get, 

K? + 2 i* = A?+JV?. I» + AP . (p? - i)=A1' . ^ + AP ■ f + MS" - i A" i • 

This becomes identical, by putting A^ = 1, A£] = 2, Aj11 = -i. A^ = | ; hence we 

obtain the same values of T(0), Ya\ T(2), Y(3), as in [1530A]. 

In this way we may obtain, in the required form, the complete value of the quantity S, 

when it is a rational and integral function of fx, p/( 1 — jx2). cos. vs, and p/( 1— fx2). sin. vs, 

of the order s, and if we represent this proposed function by /(fx, vs), we shall have, 

S=/(fx, vs) = T(°) + yw 4- ye)-f &c. = 2. yw, 

in which satisfies the equation [1525]. If we put fx=cos. Ô [1434'], we may 

suppose S to be a rational and integral function of cos. ê, sin. Ô . cos. vs, sin. 6 . sin. vs, 

represented by f{b,vs), and we shall have, 

s =f(ô,vs) = y(°>4-y®4- y<2>4-&c. = s. y», 

in which Yw will satisfy the equation [1464c]. This development of S is the same as 

in [1530Z], changing fx into cos. ê. 

The method of finding the terms Y(0), Y(1), &c., [1530v, Src.], is attended with 

some inconvenience when s is large, because we are obliged to compute all the terms of the 

series, beginning with the highest Y(0, even when only two or three of the first terms, or 

perhaps only one, is wanted ; and this method becomes impracticable when s is expressed 

by an infinite series, because Y(s) has an infinite exponent. In this case we may use the 

method of definite integrals, by which any term may be computed, independently of the rest, 

in the manner we shall explain in this note. We have introduced this method of definite 

integrals in this place, as the most convenient, for a note of so great a length ; but it will be 

best for the reader to examine the original work as far as [1542], before commencing upon 

this subject, as we shall have to refer to some of the formulas contained in that part of 

the work. 

[15304 

[153074 

[15304 

[1530ft] 

[15304 

General 
expres¬ 
sions of the 
function 

s. 

[15304 

[1530m] 

35 
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[1530m] 

Values of 

[1530o] 

7, 

[1530p] 

[1530/] 

[1530$ 

X'. 

[1530r] 

[1530s] 

[1530s'] 

[1530«] 

[1530m] 

r«. 
[1530m] 

V(Q 
» * 

[1530ip] 

yw 
"*•71 * 

[1530m] 

indeterminate quantities ; the part independent of vs will contain (5 + !)• 

Supposing, as in [1441"], Q(,) to be the ^©efficient of - .+1-, in the development of the 

radical |?-2— 2R r. [fn./-[~v/(l— |x2).y/(l—/2) . cos. (/— ro)]-j-.R2j_i, and 

that is the term of QO) depending on the angle n . {vs’ — vs), we shall have, as 

in [1543", 1523, 1524, 1542], 

Qn — 7 • 7 X'. cos. n. (V — vs) ; 

= 2. 
1.3.5. 

/ .2.3 . 

1.3.5... 

1.2.3 

.. (2?—1)\2 

.. i J 

(2i —l)\2 

i )’ 

i . (i — l ).(i — n -j-1 ) 

(i+1). (i + 2).(* + «)* 

when n = 0, 

X = (l —(i2)’. [ 

X'=(l —|/2)ï. [ 

(i — n). (i — n—1) 
2 . (2 i — 1 ) ~ 

r 
/1—71 (i — n). (i —n—1) 

2 . (2 i —1 ) 

/-*-2 + &c. | ; 

p!l~n~2_j_ | . 

Now if we multiply by .dp! . d vs the function / (/, vs) = Y'l0)-[- Y/(I) -f- T/(2) -)- &c, 

which was deduced from [1530/], by changing fx, vs, Y(i\ into /, vs', Y,(t\ respectively, 

and then take the integral of the product relatively to pf, from /=—1 to p!= 1 ; also 

relatively to/, from vs—0 to vf= 2 v, we shall get, by using successively the formulas 

[1476, 1540'"], 

Jo* | r <»>+r®+r®+ &c. j .q«> . 

=/![ /,*' <X> • *'• ^=srp- v<s ; 

hence 

If we change Q® into Q/, we shall get Y^, or the part of Yw depending on the angle 

n . (/ — -sj), namely, 

= TIT /0*7(■!*'.«') • «? 

Substituting, in this, the value of [1530o], we may bring y, 7, from under the signs of 

integration, and we shall get, by using the value of X' [1530?-], 

y(t) ~1 ^ -, yl r^K (. /2\| S ' i—n ft n) * ^ ~ln ]-) 'i-w—2 ! \ 
y“ 4<r (*—!*)•[<* 2.(2t— 1) +tlC-5 

X /ar') • COS. U . {vr' — vr) . d p! . dvr1. 
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$ will therefore contain (s-j-1)2 indeterminate constant quantities. [1530'"] 

We may apply this formula to the case where f (p/,®-') becomes a function of p/ independent 

of is-', represented by f (p'), by putting n — 0, and then we shall have 

n n 

(1 —p,2)2— 1 (1—p/2)2 = 1, COS. W.(ar' — ®r) = 1. 

The integration relative to z/ can then be obtained, since 

3i+l r2rt 7 , 2i + l „ 2t+l 
■. 2 at = * 

TT -'O 2 4 */ 0 4 

hence, by using [1530p, y], we get, for this case, 

Y®—2 * 1 ’ 3 ‘ 5.!)Y \ nj.  1 • (' 1 ) „i—2 ! g^c X 
r° — 2 Al.2.3.i ) • P 2.(2i — 1)-^ + 5 

X /_!, {f*'< - + te. ]-m. dp! ; 

/(p/) being the part of /(p/,w') [15305] independent of the angle sr'. If f = 0, we 

shall have (^(0) = 1 [1433d!""], and we shall get, from [1530?;], 

and since dd = 2*, this becomes — ^.J'^f (p/) . d f. 

As an example of the formula [1530^], we shall suppose that it is required to find, separately 

from the other terms, the value of T1^, in the development of S = p,4, in the form 

[1530Z]. In this case, i — 2, and /(p/)==p/4; hence [1530^] becomes 

Y(2) = * • (iff• ^~« • fl.i (f'2 - i) • i-'4 • d «■' ; 

but f(f2 — i) . p/4 . d p/ = \ p/7 — TV f5 + t£t> which vanishes when p/ = — 1 ; 

and at the other limit y! — 1, it becomes /Lx (^/2 — x) • ^'4 .dyJ = tV6j ; hence 

1 (‘3> = |. J .(y? — 7) ' TCT5 = 7 ’ (^2 — i) being the same as was found in [1528Æ]. 

[1530?/] 

r®. 

[1530z] 

[1531a] 

[15316] 

There is no difficulty in developing /(^,*r), in the form [1530Z], when it is actually a 

finite rational and integral function of y., /(I — ^) . cos. sr, /(l —y?) . sin. ^ ; but if 

it be irrational, fractional, or discontinuous in any arbitrary manner, the series, when reduced [1531c] 

to a rational and integral form, will most commonly be composed of an infinite number of 

terms, which may be computed by means of the formulas [1530v, x, z] ; the function 

f(y,vr) being supposed not to become infinite within the proposed limits of the integrals 

[15305']. To^ illustrate this by a simple example, we shall take the irrational quantity 

S (1 y?y, which does not contain ar, so that becomes f(y,) — Çi [1531^] 

and f W = (1 we develop /(yf) in a series, proceeding according to the 
powers of y!, we shall get, 

/ — I — h i^2 — éV4 — tV .«•'6 — &c. ; [1531e] 
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[1531/] 

[1531g] 

Theorem. 

[1531ft-] 

[1531i] 

[153U] 

[1531 ï] 

Definite 
integrals. 

[1531m] 

The function Y(0) -j- Y(I) -f- Y(2) -j-.Y(s), will likewise contain 

in which s the highest exponent of ft! is infinite ; and as this is the first term wanted, in the 

method of [1530v], the development could not, in this way, be obtained ; therefore it would 

be necessary to recur to the process of definite integrals. Substituting in [1530^] the 

preceding value of f [A) = (1 — i*2)*, we shall get, 

Y® 2 1 1 (1,3,5.(2 * 1)V \ fji __ * • (* 2) —3 _L j 
0 “ 2 \1.2.3.i J'l^ 2.(2t — ly* 

* A \-1- yfeV, • ^+a». \ ■ U - .d 

If we take the differential of ^'w_1. (1 —/u'2)2, we shall find, 

d. {. (1 — fi2)1] = (n — 1). fh,n-2 d fi . (1 — /2f —3^ndfi.(l—tj!2f 

= (1 — /2)^. — 1) • fin~‘2. (1 — (Jt/2) —3 f//n} . cZ/ 

= (i — /2)C {(n — i) . \dn~2 — (w -j- 2) . fj/™} . d fi. 

Integrating this, and supposing the arbitrary constant quantity to be included in the terms 

under the sign /, we have, 

If we take these integrals from / = — 1 to / = 1, the first member of the equation 

will vanish at both limits, and then dividing by n-\- 2, we shall get the following theorem. 

(*'* <*«■'. (i - n* • = ^=|<*«.'•( i - o*- 

If we now put successively n — 2, 4, 6, &c., we shall get the general value of 

observing that J'^dit!.(l—fi2^ = £ which represents the area of a semicircle 

whose radius is 1, absciss fi = x, ordinate y = \fi( 1—2), and area, by the usual 

formula fydx. Hence we get successively 

1-(*'“)• =5 5 

/_V4<V- ( l—(/*)*= f. /_V W • ( i—p.'2)‘=è • § • l ; 

and generally, when ti is an even number, 

f-l M-W ^ . (1 —f*. )2 = 2.4.6.(ïi+ 2) 

All the terms of this last integral will vanish if n be an 

ir 
* 

odd number, because they will all 
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(5 +1)2 indeterminate constant quantities [1528g], since the function 

.a/2U fl ,,1 — 1 -_1 - —  * . 
fM — 4 • o T*9— 24 > 

r\ t 3 

depend on J i fidtp!. ( 1—p/2/=— i . (1—fi3)2 -j- const., which vanishes at both limits 

of the integral. Substituting these values in the integrals of [1531/], corresponding 

successively to i = 2, i= 4, &cc., we get, 

(i 

//'*-f (.'»+. (i-V2)* ! =i. 

Now from [1531a, Z], we find F(0)=-|./ (1—. dpi — £ . 

values of Y^\ T(4), &c., deduced from the formulas [1531/ 0], are 

15* 

* 

2' 
.61- ! 3 ---- 
7'4-2-t-3 5-2 — 

* 

560 * 
&cc. 

and the 

Y(2) == 
64 • 0^—1) ; 

Hence we finally obtain, 

(i-f>?¥= 
15* 

l 
,2 

y (4) — 315.f , 4 5 2 I 3 \ . 
- 8048 ' ^ 1 14 + a W ’ 

■7}— — f + — &c. ; 

&SC. 

64 c‘ d> 2048 

which is of the required form. We shall hereafter, [1535/c], show that series of this kind 

are, in their nature, converging, in successive intervals. 

The results we have obtained, in [1530Z—z, 1540, &c.], have been found in another 

manner by Mr. Poisson, who has also given a different demonstration of the formula [1540] ; 

and as the subject has excited considerable discussion, we have thought it might be useful to 

give the substance of his method. He has shown that any function whatever of ê, zs, 

represented by f(ô,zs), can be developed in the form [1530Z'], namely, 

s =f{ô ,*) = r® + r« + + &c. = 2* r® ; 
being a rational and integral function of cos. Ô, sin. Ô . cos. zs, sin. 6 . sin. zs, satisfying 

the differential equation [1464c]. The limits of the values of ê, zs, between which the 

development [1532a] is to be used, are from 0 = 0 to Ô = *, and from zs = 0 to 

zs = 2 * ; and the function /($,■#) is supposed not to become infinite anywhere between 

these limits. We shall take, for a, a positive number, which, at the end of the operation, may 

be supposed to differ from unity, by an infinitely small quantity g. This value of a is entirely 

different from that used in [146 F], and is analogous to that in [963iv]. We shall also put 

p = cos. Ô . cos. Ô1 -j- sin. Ô . sin. Ô'. cos. (zs1 — zs) = cos. y ; 

g = 1 — «; ô' = ô h z/ = zi -\-k ; 

<2®=ï 
1-3.5.(Si—1) 

'I- 2.3.i 

p=(l — 2 a . p ot2)-^ 

L(t-l) 
2.(2i—1) 

p1 2-f- 
i • {i — 1). (i — 2) . (i — 3) 

2.4. (2 i — 1). (2 i — 3) p1-4 — &lc.|; 

= 1 -fa. 

1 . 1 

a • qa + a3. <^>+&c. = 2( 

-+-*■<?"+-3-<t”+^-vn+^-=ï 

00 
> 

p® 
Jo • 

a1 

1 

a i—J—1 

QiO 

x=~. f f 
4* ^0 

2 z- (1 —. p) .f[ô\zS>). sin. (f-dô'.dz? 

(1 —2 a.p-\- cftp 

[1530""] 

[1531»] 

[1531o] 

[1531p] 

Develop¬ 
ment of 
S, or 

/(&*)• 

[1532a] 

[15326] 

Formulas. 

[1532c] 

[1532d] 

[1532e] 

[1532/] 

[1532g-] 

[153%'] 

[15326] 

36 
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Develop¬ 
ment of a 
function in 
terms of 

Y« 

Y(i) contains 2 i -f- 1 ; we may therefore transform S into a function of that 

[1532/t] the integration of this value of X being taken, relatively to Ô', from ô' = 0 to 0'=#; 

and relatively to zr\ from zr'= 0 to zr'=:2tf. The expression p = cos. y, [1532c], 

[1532h"] is the same quantity as that called <5 in [1C29, 1432g], changing v into Ô', and 4 into ^ j an(i 

by these changes, the symbol P®, used by the author in [1628, 1532c], becomes the same 

as the quantity Q(t) [1441", 1532c]. We have used the letter p in preference to 5, because 

5 is usually employed as the sign of a differential or variation. If we also change, in [1626], 

Theorem 
by Mr. 

Poisson. 

[1532f] 

[1532&] 

/ into -, s into 1, r into a, and divide by S, it will become like the preceding value p, 

[1532/] ; its development is easily obtained as in [1441", 1627]. Then when g or 1—a 

becomes infinitely small, we shall have, as we shall soon see, 

/(*,») = 
/or all values of Ô, sr, included between the limits [15326] ; the upper sign being used when 

a </ 1, the lower sign when a /> 1. 

1 —a2 
To demonstrate this theorem, we must observe, that the factor -3 of the 

(1—2a .p-f a2)2 

[15321] 

[15321] 

[1532m] 

[1532«] 

[1532o] 

[1532p] 

[1532g] 

[1532r] 

expression [1532A], becomes infinitely small with 1—a, except p be infinitely near to 

unity ; which happens only when Ô', zr1, differ from Ô, zr, respectively, by infinitely small 

quantities A, A, [1532/] ; observing that when è'= Ô, and zr=zr, the expression [1532c] 

becomes p = cos.2d -f- sin.2£ = 1. Therefore we may, in the integral X [1532A], neglect 

all the elements, except those in which h and A are excessively small ; and for these values, 

we have very nearly, by means of [44] Int., neglecting always A3, A3, A2 g, A2g, 

COS. (zr1 — zr) = cos. A = 1 — \ A2, cos. if — è) = cos. A — 1 — £ A2. 

Substituting these in [1532c], we get, 

p=cosAcos.ô'-[-sinAsin.ô'—JA2.sin.0.sin.0'=cos.(^—é)—|A2.sm.ô.sin.ô'=l—|A2—|A2.sin.2d; 

hence, by putting a—l, in the terms a. A2, a. A2, we have, 

1—2 a. p -f- a2 = 1—2a.(1 — | A2 — | A2, sin.2 (!) -f - a2 = ( 1 — 2 a -j- a2) -f- a. (A2 -j- A2. sin.2 d) 

= ( 1 — a)2 -1— Aa —(— A2 . sin.2 Ô = g2 -j- A2 -|- A2. sin.2 Ô ; 

(1 — a2) . /(Ô1, zs') . sin. = (2 g —g2) . f(ô1,zd) . sin. è'. 

Moreover, the differentials of Ô1, zd, [1532d], are dd — dh, dzi'=dk', hence the 

expression [1532A] becomes, 

X 1 ff .dh.dk. 

4 K (g2 + A2 -f- A2. sin.2 é)2 

The numerator and denominator of this expression are of the third order, in g, A, A ; if we 

neglect terms of a higher order, we may change d into Ô, zs into zs, and it will become of the 

following form ; observing that /(d,®) is constant, relatively to these integrations, and may 

be brought from under the signs of integration ; hence we shall get, 

g f (ô,zs) JJ g • sin- è-dh.dk . 

2 m (g2 / A2 -j- A2. sin.2 â)2” 

which may be easily integrated, relatively to A, A, observing that g, Ô, are considered as 
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form ; the following is the most simple method of making this transformation. 

constant. The limits of this integral relative to 6f = Ô + h, are (f — Ô -f- h = 0, and 

ê' = ô h = it, [1532A'], corresponding to h = — Ô, h = it— d; the first being [1532s] 

negative, the second positive. Now the elements of this integral vanish [1532m], unless h 

be excessively small ; we may therefore extend the limits of h from — cd to -f- co , without 

altering the value of the integral. In like manner, the limits of to' being d — in -f- k = 0, [1532s'] 

and [1532^'], the corresponding limits of k are k—— k—2#—w ; 

which may also be extended from —oo to -f- œ • ln Hading the integral of [1532r], 

relatively to k, it will be convenient to use a new variable quantity k', formed by putting 

k . sin. ô = Æ'.y/(g2-j-/t2). The differential of this equation is dk.sin.ô = dU.\/(g2JrIr), [1532/] 

h being considered constant in finding the integral relative to k, because the two quantities h, k, 

are independent of each other. Substituting these in [I532r], and reducing, we find, 

f(è,vs) ç oo co gdh.dk' 

js. co ç co gclh.dk _ 

2 it ‘^_oo^-œ(g2-|-/l2).(l_|_^2)f _ 2 g2+^2 

dk! 

(1 + fc'2)t‘ 
[1532m] 

But f--3 =1-1-- _, as in Vol. I, page 324, and it may be easily proved 
J (1 d-tfap (l-j-A:'2^ 

by differentiation ; the constant quantity l being inserted, in the second member, in order 

that the integral may vanish at the first limit k'= — co ; then at the second limit k'= co, 

it becomes 2, and [1532m] changes into 

x=/(d»w) f° 

If we put h=gt, we shall get f 

f(^) 

it 

gdh 

00 gdh 

os g2_p/l2 

d t 
[51] Int. The 

t — — 00, constant quantity \it is to be added, to make it vanish when /*=—co, or 

and when h= co, t= co, it becomes £ 1 7r=‘7r ; substituting this in [1 532m>], we get, 

which is the limit of the value of X when 1—a=g, is supposed to be positive, but 

infinitely small. If a> 1, g will become negative, and the sign of the second member of 

X [1532r, &c.], will be changed, and we shall get for the limit, in this case, 

x=-/(M- 
The results obtained in [1532, y, «,], agree with the theorem proposed to be demonstrated 

in [1532i]. 

We may remark, that in the preceding demonstration, the function is supposed to 

be constant, for all the'values of Ô1, zs', in which the corresponding elements of the value of 

X do not vanish, when 1 — a becomes infinitely small ; which is a necessary result, from 

the supposition, that /(â',is') never becomes infinite between the proposed limits [1532A']. 

For if we put = f (0,-zs) -j- g will be an infinitely small quantity between the 

[1532»] 

[1532î*>] 

[1532a;] 

[1532y] 

[1532z] 

[1533a] 
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Theorem. 

[1533g] 

We must take, in the preceding manner, the most general expression of 

proposed limits of h, Jc ; and if we also, for brevity, put 

expression [1532A] will become, 

. (1—a2) • sin. ô'.dè'.drt' 
d<s=—-? 

(1 —2 a. p-f ot2P 

x=£ • ^ •de = TV1 

the 

When a differs from unity by an infinitely small quantity, it will suffice to take the integral for 

infinitely small values of Ô1 — Ô, d — zs ; and if we suppose to be the greatest value of 

£, independent of its sign, between these limits we shall evidently have, 

1 

4 it 

and as the factor -r~ . / 
4 it * 

is infinitely small in comparison with [1533a], this 
4 v 

second integral may be neglected, and we shall have, as before, x==fi^} 
4 7T 

.ffd tf. 

Some objections were made to this demonstration, in the London Philosophical Magazine 

for May 1S27, which were satisfactorily answered, in the same Journal for July 1827. In the 

Connoisance des Terns for 1831, Mr. Poisson varied the form of the integral [1532A], by 

taking for c, any constant positive quantity, he put 

c pTr pin (1—a2)c./(é',^).sin.â'.dé'.dw' 

X = it. 21+i° * Jo J o (1 —2a.p + a2)1+ic ’ 
and with this more general value, he obtained the same results, as with the former expression, 

by proceeding in nearly the same manner as in [1532Z—z\ ; but we shall not enter into any 

particular explanation of this method, because the former is sufficient for all the purposes 

required in this work. 

The value of p = (1 — 2 a .p -j- a2)-* [1532/], gives 

— 2a./ + a2)“:w ; hence 
k d oc./ 

p+2«. (jh={ ( 1 —2*.p+#)+2a.(p—*) j .(1—2a.p+a2)_l=(l—a2).(l—2a.p+«2)-1 ; 

substituting this in X [1532A], we get, 

x=l-fïfo*{r+2“-Û\- •sin- e-dS-à^ 
Now from [1532g] we have, 

p= 1-f «. QM -f a2. Q® -fa3. Q®+.aLQW-f &c. ; 

2a.^j=: 2a. Qa) + 4a2. Q(2)4-6a3.Q(3)+.2 i. a*. Q(i> + & c. ; 

P + 2a'(^) = 1 + 3 a ' QW + 5 a2 • ^(2) + 7«3- Q(3)H-.(2Î + 1) • • Q® + &c. 

Substituting this in [1533e], we find, 

X=^- . /* $l+3a.Q®+5a9.Q®4-.(2i+l).^Qw+&c.}./(ôV).sin.ô/.tZô,.^,; 

and the quantity X will be developed according to the powers of a. 
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Y(s) ; we must subtract it from S, and determine the arbitrary terms of 

The quantity satisfies the differential equation [1442], in which the variable quantities 

are fx, zs, and the coefficient of Qfi, in the element of the integral [1533g-], does not contain 

fx, vs, being —^ . (2 i -f- 1) . a1 .f (è',vs') . sin. ô' .dô'. dvr' ; therefore this element, as well 

as its double integral, will also satisfy the same equation [1442] ; and if we put this double 

integral equal to at. Y®, we shall have, 

r(i,=-fofo* V*-HW ■sln- * 
Supposing now a to be less than unity, by an infinitely small quantity, the expression of X 

[1533g], or its equal [1532y], will become, 

x= f(6,zr) = Y<°> + Y« + YW +.Y® + &c. ; 

which is the theorem proposed to be demonstrated in [1532a]. 

From [1533A, ], we obtain another demonstration of the theorem [1479], namely, that 

the function y can be developed only in one series of the form Y(0) -j- Y(1) -f- Y(2)-j-&;c. 

For Q® is given in [1441"], and if all the values of f(f ,vs'), between the proposed 

limits of the integral [1533A], be given, the form and value of Y® will be fully determined 

by means of this integral, and the resulting series Y(0) -j- Y(1) -f- Y(2)-j-&;c. [1533], 

toill also have, in general, a single form and value, every term being given by a definite 

integral, all the elements of which are known, within the proposed limits of the integral. 

Changing ô, w, Y®, into ô', v/, Y'®, respectively, in [1533], we get, 

/(dV) = Y/(0) + Y'« + Y'<»+.&c. 

Substituting this in [1533A], and reducing, by means of the theorem [1476a], it becomes 

y(i) = ^±i. f* QW'Y'W.$m.ô' .dô'. dv’. 
J o J Q ^ 

Hence f* f** Y'« . ©« . sin. ô'.dô'.dvs' = . Y«, 
•'O J0 c 

which is the same as the important theorem given by La Place in [1540], with a different 

demonstration ; and if we use the value dw = sin. Ô'. d Of . d vd [1447/], it will become 

/r®. g» ,dw = 244. r« ; 
J ^ 2t-pl 7 

the integral relative to w being taken, so as to include the whole surface of the sphere, whose 

radius is unity. 

A formula so general as that here given [1532/i, ] for the development of X, or f(ô,vï), 

is not to be expected to be free from cases of failure, such as frequently happen in much 

less complicated formulas ; as for example, the very simple formula 
X — 1 

x-fl, 

which is generally correct, for all values of x, becomes illusory, and of the form § = 2, 

when x — 1. In like manner, if the quantity ^/(l — a?) be developed, by the common 

process of the binomial theorem, or by Maclaurin’s theorem [607a], it will become of the 
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[1530V] Y{s\ so that the powers and products of f* and [/i— ^ of the order 5, 

[1533o] form 1 — ^ x — ^ x2— Sic., which is correct and approximative, when x 1 ; but 

it a? exceed 1, the expression ^/(l—a?) becomes imaginary, and the development is 

wholly defective. The experienced analyst will therefore, in using a general formula, for the 

development of a function of any kind, examine carefully into the nature of the series, and in 

those particular cases where it might fail, will make the necessary modifications, or apply 

another method. For instance, if it be found that the series become diverging, when applied 

to the solution of any particular problem, it will be necessary to proceed with great caution ; 

since the results obtained, from the use of diverging series, are frequently illusory ; as will be 

seen in [1548X]. A similar difficulty occurs if any of the terms of the proposed solution 

become infinite. In such instances, the usual development might be found inconvenient 

or impracticable; and we may find cases in which the formulas [15324,?'], will require 

some modification, or adjustment, to adapt them to particular values of Ô, zr, in the same 

[1533p] manner as in the examples [l533o, o']. For in the development of f(è,vs), Ô is supposed to 

be limited between the values 0, v ; also vs between 0 and 2 ir ; and it will be found, upon 

examination, that for the particular values ô=0, 0 = v, vs = 0, vs = 2 v, there are 

certain conditions necessary to render die general development of f(ô, vs) applicable ; as 

will appear by the following investigation. 

[1533g] If we have vs= 0, there will be two values, vs' = 0, vs' = 2 v, which being taken 

with ô'=ê, will render [1532c] equal to unity. In this case, we must not, in finding the 

value of X, when 1 — a is infinitely small, restrict ourselves to one form of vs' = vs k, 

as in [1532d] ; but must take successively v/ = k, vs1 = 2 v -\-k but as the variable 

[1533r] quantity vs1 ought always to be positive, and not exceed 2 v [15324'], we must, in the first 

case, use only the positive values of 4; and in the second case only the negative values; 

therefore, in the calculation of X [I532r], we must, in the first case, integrate only from 

4=0 to 4=co ; and in the second case from k=—co to 4=0 ; which will reduce, 

[1533s] hi die two cases, the integral relative to 4, to half its preceding value [1532t]. Hence it 

follows, that for the particular value vs = 0, the limit of X will be, 

[1533(] A = ±! • 0)+/(a,2^)1 ; 

the upper sign being used, as in [15324], when a<[l, the lower sign when aj>l. In 

[1533m] like manner we shall obtain a similar result for the other limit vs = 2v. 

Therefore at the two extremities of the values of vs, for which the equation [1532?] exists, 

[1533r] its second member expresses the half sum of the corresponding values of j (ô , vs), instead 

of the values themselves ; consequently the equation [1532?] will not agree with these extreme 

[1533m»] values, unless wTe suppose /(é, 0) = f(ô,2 7r). We may observe, that this equation would 

generally be satisfied, if / (ô,vs) were given in a finite integral expression of the sines and 

cosines of ê, sr, and their multiples ; but it might not be satisfied for other functions of ê, vs ; 

as for example, if it contained the arcs ù, sr, independently of their sines or cosines. 

[1533a:] In the case of <3=0, we have p=cosJ [1532c], f[ô,zr)=f(0,vr), j(ô',v/)=f(0,vs') ; 

and then [15324] will become, 
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may disappear from the difference S — Y(s) ; this difference will then 

x== h • /027r/(°’TO') • d * ’ /c 
•7T (1 — a2). sin. Ô'. d, 

0 ' *y° (1—2a.cosJ'+a2F ’ 

but whatever be the value of the constant quantity a, we shall have, 

/ (1 — a2). sin. (1-a2) 
~i -}- constant ; 

(1—2a.cos.ypK2)2 a • (1 — 2a. cos. $'-]-a2)' 

as is easily proved by taking the differential of the second member, relative to Ô'. At the two 

limits of this integral 0 = 0, and ô'=7r, the radical in the denominator becomes d=(l—a), 

-p- _j_ a) • and as this ought to be positive throughout the whole limits of the integration, 

because the radical does not change sign, while Ô' varies from 0 to nr, we must take 1 -J- a> 

at the limit $'=#; and ±(l—a), at the limit d'=0; the upper sign being used when 

a <[ 1, the lower when a^> 1 ; in the first case, the integral [1533,s] is expressed by 

(1-a2) (1-a2) _ 1 fl 

a ■ (14“ a) a .(1 — a) oc 
a 
>+-'-(1+“K + “=3’ 

in the second case it becomes, 

(1-a2) (1 —a2) 

a.(l-fa) a. (1 — a) 

Substituting these in X [1533y], it becomes, 

- . (1 — a) — - . (1-f- a) = —1 ■ 
a ' a a 

a 

1 

a a 

or 
2 7T J o 

In like manner we shall find, in the case of Ô = t, 

x= — -1—. 
2 TT.Cl •'ft J K ’ ' 

x=è-/o2V(—' or X= — —. r^fM).da'. 
2v.a J0 J K J 

Hence we see, that for the extreme values of Ô, the expression =t X [1532f], will not give 

the corresponding values /(0,-sj), and /(siysf), of the proposed function; but will 

express the mean of all the values it has, between vs= 0 and vs = 2 v • that is to say, 

and h-f: f (t,vs) .d'us. Therefore the equation 

[1532a] will not exist for the cases of d=0 and Ô—7T, unless vs disappears from /(f),■vs), for 

each of these values of d; which requires that f(0,vs) and f{v,us) should be constant quantities. 

We may observe, that when the proposed quantity /($,«) is actually a finite and integral 

function of the three co-ordinates cos. 6, sin. 6 . sin. vr, sin. Ô . cos. ar, both the conditions 

[1533w,y\ will be satisfied ; because these co-ordinates remain unaltered, when vr is changed 

from 0 to 2 v, as is required in [1533w] ; and the two last co-ordinates vanish, when 0=0 

or 0=v ; by which means vr disappears from the proposed function, as in [1533$] ; this is 

also evident from the inspection of the formulas [1528a—e]. 

The function /($,sr) is always supposed not to become infinite [15326] between the 

extreme limits of $, vr ; but it may otherwise be of the most general form. It may even 

be discontinuous, or such that its values are not comprised in the same analytical expression. 

For example, /($,^) may be composed of two parts, the one expressed by <p($,w), from 
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[I530vi] become a function of the order s—1, which we shall denote by SP\ We 

0=0 to ô=Ôg, the other <p#(l9,w), from è—è, to d=*. The series [1533f] will then 

represent the values of cp, or those of <p/5 according as we shall substitute, for Ô, a quantity 

[1533f*] less, or greater, than 6,, but always comprised between the extreme limits 0 = 0 and 0 = it. 

The general term of this series may be obtained by separating the integral [1533A], relative 

to Ô', into two parts, so that we may have, 

[1533v] 

[15S3f] 

[153310 

[1533*] 

[15830 

We may proceed in like manner, if the given function be discontinuous, relative to the other 

variable quantity zs. We must however observe, that when the function f[è,zd) is 

discontinuous, it is necessary that the two values, corresponding to each point of junction, of 

the two different expressions, should be the same; that is, 9 = 9/(^3^) j an(l If 

differentials of /(0,ra) were required, it might also be necessary to apply similar conditions 
/d 

to the differentials of the functions 9, 9,, to prevent any of the partial differentials 

d-f{ô,'ïï)\ c,„ fr0m becoming infinite at the point of junction. 

dè / 

/d.f{Ô,v)\ 

V dzs / 
&£C. 

In the case mentioned in [1530Z—f], where /($,■£?) is actually a finite integral function of 

cos. è, sin. ê . cos. zs, sin. Ô. sin. zs ; we have seen that the development [1533Î], can 

be completely obtained, in finite terms, as in [1530"", &:c.] This case includes an immense 

variety of spheroids, differing but little from a sphere ; to these we might join numerous 

classes of irrational quantities, which could be reduced to rational converging series, and 

arranged in the form [1533i] ; so that for all 'practical purposes, the development of f(ô,zs) 

may he considered as embracing all cases, which would he wanted for the. investigation of the 

general properties of the attraction of a spheroid, differing hut little from a sphere. Therefore 

we shall not enter into a more minute discussion of the cases of discontinuous or fractional 

functions ; any one who wishes to pursue this subject, may refer to the paper published by 

Mr. Poisson, in the Connoisance des Terns for the year 1829. Finally we may remark, for 

the sake of illustrating and confirming what has been said, that the case of a spheroid, differing 

but little from a sphere, and of an irregular form, may generally, by the method of interpolation 

explained in [812, &e.], be reduced approximatively, to a curve surface, depending on a 

finite and integral function of the co-ordinates cos. Ô, sin. $. cos. zt, sin. Ô . sin. zt, treated 

of in [1530""] ; and by increasing the number n [SI lviii] of the points of the surface, taken 

into consideration, we may generally obtain a surface, which will differ but very little fiom 

the actual surface of the spheroid. In this way, the attraction of any irregulai surface may 

be reduced, very nearly, to the finite form used in [lôSO"'], including a gieat vatiety of 

figures, about which there has been no doubt or discussion. 

The greatest positive value of p [1532c], corresponds to y=0, and is p~ 1. 

Substituting this in p [1532/, g], it becomes 

p = (1 — 2 a -f a2)-i = (1 — a)"1 = 1 + « + a2 + a3 &C. ; [1533p] 
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must then take the most general expression of Y(s X), and subtract it 

therefore we have in this case Q®= 1. The greatest negative value of p corresponds to 

7=180/ and then p = cos. y =— 1. Substituting this in [1532/g], it becomes 

(l-f2a+K2)-^=(l-f a)_1 = l — Ct + a2 —&IC. 5 hence Q(0) = l, Q(1) = — L 

Q&) =1, and generally Qw=±l, the upper sign being used if i be even, the lower if odd. 

Putting for brevity x=c ^ , x~1 = c ^ , we shall get, from [12] Int., 

n -y. v/H! — n y. \/—i _ , , 
2 cos. ny=c + c = xnx n, and 

p = cos. y = £ c ^ -{- h c == % • “f" 0f)’ [1532c]. 

Substituting this in [1532/], we get, 

p = [l—a.c '^ 1—a.c ^{1—aæ—œc_1+K3—ax] S.{1—etc "j 4 

=U+J.«a: + 4.g.aV+J.|.|.aV-fi44.|.«V+&C.|41+i.a;1;-'+i.S.a2a:-2+&C.J 

= l + (i).a* + (i.S).«!!*2+(à-l-l).«3*3 + a-î-f 4)-«4*4 + &c. 

+(i).«*-4+ (I) ■ (4)• «3 + (4) ■ (44) • »3*+ (4) • (44-1) • “4*2 + 

+ (44). a2 z-2 + (4-1) • (4) • + (4 • î) ■ (4 • 4) • «4 + &C. 

+ (4 • I • S) • '»3*-3 + (4 -4 • f) • (4). a4ar-s + &C. 

+ (4-i-f-4)-«4*“4 + &c- 

= i + « ■ S //1 + «2 • )4 • i • +*-3) + 4 ■ 4} + &C. 

= 1 -f- a . cos. y -j- a2 .11 . -§• . 2 cos. 2 y -f- ^ . £| 

+ «3* {I - I •4-2cos-3r+i • (!•!) • 2cos. yi 

+ «4 • {4-I4-8 • 2cos.4y + f . (H4)• 2COS.2y + (|.|) • (£•#)} + &c- 

The numerical coefficients of all these terms being positive, the greatest positive coefficient 

of cé must evidently correspond to y = 0 ; and for the same reason, the greatest negative 

coefficient of any odd power of a must correspond to 7 = 180/ Now we have shown, in 

[1533tf], thatthese greatest and least values are represented by ±1. Hence we may conclude 

that the greatest positive value of Q® is Q(i) = l, and the greatest negative value 

is Q&y = — 1. 

In the fifth volume of this work, the author has shown the convergency of the terms of the 

series p = 11 — 2 « . cos. y -f- u2}-% — -f- a. Q(]) -j- “2 • Q(2) + See. ; and in the 

Connoisnnce des Terns for 1831, Mr. Poisson has also proved the convergency of the series 

/(/^) = Y(u) -f- y(1)-]- Ym he., [1532a]. The necessity of an examination into the 

convergency of such series will more fully appear, from some examples we shall hereafter 

give [1548A] ; and on account of the importance of the subject, we have thought it necessary 

to insert the demonstrations in this place, in order to prevent any doubt in relation to it. In 

doing this, we shall have to investigate the values of some definite integrals, which will be 

wanted in this computation, and in other parts of the work. 
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[I530vii] 

[1534a] 

[1534a'] 

Theorem. 

[15346] 

[1534c] 

[1534c'] 

Theorem. 

[1534d] 

[1534e] 

[1534e'] 

Theorem. 

[1534/] 

from *S'(1) ; then determine the arbitrary quantities of Y(s_1), so that the 

Supposing s to be any integral 'positive number, and hyp. log. c = I, we shall have 

generally f of . c~x . d x — — xs. c~x - s ./xs~l. c~x . d x, as is easily proved by 

differentiation and reduction. The term — xs. c~x, without the sign of integration, 

/ x \ s 
evidently vanishes when x = 0. It also vanishes when x — co, for xs. c~x — [ ~ ], 

w 
and if we suppose x to increase from 1 to co, in an arithmetical progression, the numerator 

x 
of the fraction ~, will increase in an arithmetical progression from 1 to co, and the 

cs 
X 

denominator cs , will increase in a geometrical progression ; so that when x = co, the 

denominator will be infinitely greater than the numerator, and the fraction itself must become 

nothing. Hence if we take the preceding integral between the limits a?=0 and x= oo, 

we shall have generally, 

ffxs. c~x . dx = $ ,J. c~z . d x. 

Changing successively s into s—1, s — 2, &c.1, we get 

/O**- . c~x . d x = (s — 1) . c~x . d x, 

/0°°a?-2 . c~x . dx= (s —2) ./“xs~3 . c~x . d x, &c. ; 

and by successive substitutions, ffxS • c~x • dx — s . (s—1). (s—2).1 .f^dx . c~x. 

Now fdx. c~z =1 — c~x, vanishes at the first limit x = 0, and at the second limit 

x= co, it becomes f™dx . c~x = 1 ; hence we finally get, 

f q x3. c~x . dx — 1.2.3.s. 

The integral of the expression dv .c~^'a+xx), supposing x to be constant, and commencing 

the integral with v=0, is {1 — c-».o.+xx) as is easily proved by differentiation. 

This, when v=œ, becomes f^dv.c «•(H-**) = 
1 + X2 ’ 

which may be used in finding 

the values of the double integral f q f o dv.dx. c—For the integration being 

taken relatively to v, in the manner just mentioned, between the proposed limits, it becomes 

/lOO 

0 I 
dx _ cZ dc 

Now 7^= arc. (tang.,) [51] Int. vanishes when æ = 0, and 

when æ=œ, it becomes \ * ; hence we finally get, 

/üœ/(T dv.dx. c~‘®*(H-**) = | <it ; 
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powers and products of p and y/i—of the order 5—1, may 

We may find this integral in a different manner, using another variable quantity t instead 

of x, putting t = x . This gives x = t , and its differential, taken upon 

the supposition that the independent variable quantity v is constant, is d x = dt. v~*. 

Substituting this in the first member of [1534/], it becomes 

CO 

r f J 0 J 0 
dv .dt .v *. c~v~tt = d v . v i. c v . dt. c u ; 

J 0 0 

and if we put K — dt. c~tt. the preceding integral will become 

rœdv.v-Kc~*. K= K. f^dv.v~i.c~v. 
do J 0 

Supposing v = r2, we get f^dv.v Kc ' = 2./“ dr . c T = 2Kj therefore 

the preceding integral becomes, 

fo fodv'dx' C~V '(1+;r2) = 2 K2- 

Putting the two expressions [1534/ k~\ equal to each other, we get 2 ; whence 

K= |. y/<r, or 

f™dt. c t = %. yA. 

This well known theorem is demonstrated by the author, in nearly this manner, in the tenth 

book [8331], 

As c~u does not alter its value by changing the sign of t, it is evident that the preceding 

integral would be doubled, by including all the negative values of t, from t = — oo to 

t = 0. Hence we shall have 

dt .c — 

The integral ft dt. c~tt — — £ c~!i, vanishes when t = zp oo, hence we have, 

/•OO 7 - 
f tdt.c =0. 

t/ -CO 

We may easily prove, by differentiation, that 

f tm dt. c~u = — J tm~l. c~tt-f- i. (m — 1) . f tm~9-d t. c~u ; 

and as the term —| tm~l. c~tt vanishes when t=’=f go [1534a'], we shall have, by 

taking ± oo for the limits of the integral [1534o], 

Jf^m. tm dt.c ^ | . (m — 1 ) • J*°° tm~2 dt .c 

Putting now successively m — 2, 4, 6, &c., and using the formula [1534m], we get, 

= i . v/^ 5 ; 

/•OO 7 , -f9 r /»OD , . -12 

Develop¬ 
ment of a 
function in 
terms of 

[153%] 

[1534ft] 

[15341] 

Theorem. 

[1534Æ] 

Theorem. 

[15341] 

Theorem. 

[1534m] 

Theorem. 

[1534»] 

[1534o] 

Theorem. 

11534JJ] 

Definite 
integrals. 

[1584g] 
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[l530viii] 

Theorem. 

[1534r] 

[15345] 

[15340 

[1534m] 

[1534ü] 

[1534w>] 

disappear from the difference $(1)—Y(s_1). Continuing in this manner, we may 

By a similar reduction with the odd values of m, 3, 5, 7, he., they will all be reduced to the 

form [1534m], and will therefore vanish within the proposed limits. Hence, if s be any 

positive integral number, we shall have, 

/•co 2 s 4—1 , — f2 f t ‘ d t. c =0. 
'J -CO 

If we put x = s -j- z in [1534^], so that z may be the variable quantity whose differential 

is dz = dx, we shall have, for the limits of z, z — — s, and z= co, corresponding 

to x = 0, and x = œ ; and this expression will become 

.s = J'_s (s -j- z)s. c s A * d z = s* . c *. J*_s • c . dz. 

Now putting (i+rT-c"-c or c = c . ( 1 -f- - we have 

co for the limits of t, corresponding to the preceding limits of z ; and the logarithm 

. 2 
of this expression of c being found, as in [58] Int., and multiplied by —, gives, 

s 

2 ft 2z „ , /, - z \ 2z C z . z2 . , z3 0 7 

22 
«2 

2z3 , 2z4 

373 + Ï7 - &c' 
l Z z^ z^ 

Taking the square root of this expression, we get t.s~h.\/2 = — —J * — -j- -jV • ^ -j" ^c* 5 S2 ' 3s-s3 

Z 

in which the second member proceeds according to the powers of - ; and by inverting the 
s 

z • 
series in the usual manner, we shall get, for —, an expression ascending according to the 

s 

powers of t.s~^.\/2, namely 2 -]- he. ; as is very 

easily proved by substituting this value of — in the preceding equation ; thence we have 

z = t. s4 . \/2 -f- f *2 + q~s/2'1,3's “ + 

d z = d t. s2 . y/2 -}- ^ t d t -j- 

The differential of this is 

1 

3.v/2 
.t2dt.s 4 -f- &c. ; 

therefore the expression [1534s] becomes, by using the formulas [1534wt, n, §], 

1.2.3.s = ss. c~s. c . d t. s4. \/2 +1 i + 3 ^ .t2.s a + ^c- 

= ss. c s. < s4 . y/2 . y/V -{- 
3. p2 

. s-4 . \ . yA + he. 

— ss+4 . c~s. \Z2tt . 7 1 -j- ~ -J- &c* £ • 
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determine the functions Y(s), Y(*-1), Y(s~3), &c., whose sum is equal to S. 

153 

When s is a very great number, all the terms of the factor 1 -j- — -f- &c., except the 

first, are divided by s and its powers, and may therefore be neglected ; hence we shall have, 

very nearly, 

1.2.3.s = ss+L c~s [/2r. 
1 

When s exceeds 10, the factor 1 — [1534w>], expresses very nearly, the ratio of 
s 

the first member of [1534a;], to the second member of the same equation; as is easily 

verified by direct calculation for s=10, 20, he. If s be put successively equal to 10, 100, 

1000, &c. ; this ratio will be respectively 1,00S, 1,0008, 1,00008, he., nearly; hence 

the accuracy of the formula, when s is a very great number, is manifest. 

We shall now proceed to the investigation of the value of Q(':), when i is a great number. 

If we put Ô' = 0, in [1532c,/, e], we shall get ja = cos. Ô ; 

(1 — 2a. cos. Ô -f- a9)-4 — 1 -j- a . Q(1) _j_ a2 < Q(2) _j_ &;C. . 

^—1.2.3.i ' ( v 2.(2i—l) ..1 2.4. (2i— 1).(2i— 3)' 

Dividing [1442g] by \/{i. (i-j-1)}, which for brevity we shall put =a ; we shall get, 

by neglecting the term depending on zs, because the preceding value of does not contain 

that quantity, 

a V rfâ2 /^a.sin.ô \ dd ) ' ^ 

We shall now suppose, 

== u. cos. a Ô -f- v! . sin. a Ô ; 

u, v!, being functions of Ô. Taking the differentials of this value of Q® 

multiplying by the coefficients of these differentials in [1534/3], we get, 

(-r-\ p cos< a ft — au # s;n> a ft 
\dôj 

1-3.5.(2i—1) 

■{cosH-'4i=fj i.{i— 2).(»—3) 
.cos.i_4ô — he. | . 

relatively to Ô, and 

1 cos.é 

a sin.$ 

1 

a 

d Q{i) 

dô 

d d QW 

dtP 

1 cos. ô 

a * ’ sin. ft ' ) /du\ 
f -M — ) • sin. a Ô -\-aw. cos. a Ô 

\dê/ 
/d du 

\~d 

u\ /du\ 
— .cos.aô— 2a. ( — . sm. aô — a4 
|2/ \dôj 

u. cos. a t 

d*u'.sm. a Ô' 
a j / ddu'\ . fdu'\ 

( •—— ) .sm.aô-j-2a. f — ) . cos .aô 

a . = au . cos. a ô -\- au'. sin. aÔ. 

Adding these three equations together, the first member becomes nothing, by means of [1534/3] ; 

and in order to make the second member vanish, we shall put the coefficients of sin. aô, 

cos .aô, separately equal to nothing, which will produce the two following equations [1534s/ 

by which the arbitrary quantities u, v!, can be determined. In finding the sum of the terms 

of the second members of [15345], we may observe, that the seventh is destroyed by the 

eleventh, and the tenth by the twelfth. 

39 

Theorem 
when s is 
very great. 

[1534a:] 

[1534?/] 

[1534z] 

[1534a] 

[1534/3] 

[1534y] 

[15345] 
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[1534s] 

[15840 

[1534»] 

[15340] 

[1534/] 

[1534k.] 

17. We shall now resume the equation of § 15 [1507], 

2. du\ 

7ï)+u 
f d d u'\ 

\MJ 
fd id' 

+u 
cos.0_ If 

sin. 0 a \ 

9 (du'\ I / cos-^_ 1 C /ddu\ /du\ cos.01 

\dô) + U ' sin.0 « ’ i \dfi ) + \dô) ' ÜÏÛ ) * 

If we neglect the second members of these equations, because they are divided by the very 

large number a, they will become integrable by multiplying them by |Æ).y/(sin.0). For then 

the first of these equations will become du3 
L Y ' ' 1 O i /( si 

sin. 0)j=O, 
2V(sin.0) 

and its integral is u . y/(sin. 0) = H ; H being a constant quantity. If we take H' for 

the constant quantity, depending on the integral of the second equation, we shall get 

u = H. (sin. 0)-^, u' MH'. (sin. 0)“*. 

Substituting these values in the second members of [1534s], they will become functions of 0 ; 

then multiplying, as before, by \ d 0 . y/(sin. 0), and integrating, we shall find, 

u — H. (sin. 0) * -f- m 
a 

v! = H'. (sin. 0) 1 -f- m. 
a 

/(0), jF(0), being functions of 0. In this way we may obtain u, u', in a series of terms, 

proceeding according to the powers of therefore Q(i) [1534y] will be expressed in a 
CL 

similar series. It will be sufficiently exact for the present object to neglect wholly the powers 

of -, using the values [1534£], and putting H=c. cos. s, H'= — c.sin. s; c, f, 
CL 

being constant quantities. Substituting these in [1534y], we shall get, 

q® _ c # (s}n> | cos. a 0. cos. s— sin. a 0 . sin. s] = c . (sin. 0)~*. cos. (a 0 -f- s) ; 

and we must now determine the constant quantities c, s. 

For this purpose we shall observe, that from a [1534a], we get a — = 

neglecting terms of the order - ; hence 

= c. (sin. 0)-i . cos. f (i -f- . 0 -f- e}. 

If we put 0 = £ <r, we shall have cos. 0=0, and when i is an odd number, every 

term of [1534z] will be multiplied by cos. 0, and will therefore vanish; so that for this 

case we ought to have Q(i) = 0. Therefore we must take the constant quantity s, so that 

cos. {{i -j- £) . \ vr -f- s \ = 0, and this is evidently obtained by putting s = — \ v, by 

which means the cosine becomes cos. = Substituting this value of e in [1534/], 

we get, 
= c . (sin. 0)-i . cos. {(i-j- i) • 0 — i 

If we now suppose 0=£«r, and i equal to the even number 2 s, the expression [15342;], 

will be reduced to its last term, corresponding to cos.1-* 0= 1, and we shall have, 

= do 

1.3.5 (2t—1) i. (t— 3) 1 __1.3.5 (24—1) _ 

ïââZj * (2.4.6 —l).(2i—3) (PjT)~ ^ (2.4.6 i).(2i—l).(2i-3) (i+1) 

1.3.5.(t — 1) 1.3.5.(2s—1) ,1-3.5.(2s —1) 

(2.4.6.i) ~ ± 2.4.6.2s 2s. (1.2.3.s) * 

[1534k] 
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U® = /p . d R . d ?!. d 

Multiplying the numerator by 2.4.6.2 s, and the denominator by its equivalent 

value 2s. (1.2.3.s), it becomes, 

1.2.3.2s 
— ± 22s.(l .2.3.sf ’ 

the upper sign being used when s is even, the lower when s is odd, as is evident by the 

inspection of [15342;]. Substituting in this, the value [1534a?], 

1.2.3.s = ss+1. c-s. 2* . 7r* J 

and the similar expression deduced from this, by changing s into 2 s, namely, 

1 .2.3.2s=(2 s)&+l . c~2s.2^ . = 2a,+i . s9s-H . c~2«. 

we get, 

n(ù _ 22s+i . ^44 . r**. «* _ 1 / 2 Vi 
X — ± 2&+1 # s2,+t _ c-2s 'rt ^ V . V ) * 

Now the value of [1534k] becomes, when d,=j-jr, Qe)=c.cos.i$=±c. Comparing 
✓ g \ i 

this with [1534|] we get c = \T^j > hence the expression [1534»] becomes, for 

any value of d, 

. cos. {(i -j- £) . Ô — J if]. 

We have, in this calculation of Q(i), used the symbol 6, to conform to the notation in 

[1532a, &c.] ; but it is evident that we may, in [1534y], change ô into y, using for y its 

value [1532c] ; and then the subsequent calculations will become the same functions of y, 

that they are now of ô -, hence [1534|'] will become generally, 

17r. sm. y 
.cos.{(Z-f-£) . y — 4 «*1 

This expression of Q(l) decreases as i increases, on account of the divisor y'(itf). 

Therefore the series [1534y] 1 -j- a . Q^P-j-a2. —{— &,c., when a does not exceed 

unity, is converging, at intervals. 

In the development of f^,vi) = y [1533Z], the general term of the series [1533Z] 

is multiplied by 2 i -f-1. It is therefore important to ascertain, whether this factor does not 

render the series diverging, when i becomes very great ; since this would make the 

computation inconvenient in practice, and sometimes unsafe in its application. This point 

has been examined by Mr. Poisson, who has shown that this series is generally converging. 

We shall here give the substance of his demonstration, and for greater simplicity we shall 

restrict ourselves to the examination of the terms of the series in its usual form, without 

attending to the minute circumstances of excepted cases in discontinuous functions ; we shall 

therefore suppose y'= to be a continuous function, developed in the form [1533Æ], 

having the same value when -cf — 0, as when ra' = 2tf ; and its first and second 

differentials, relative to ts', always finite, within the proposed limits. 

[1531] 

[1534M-] 

[1534v] 

[1534|] 

[1534|] 

[1534#] 

The terms 

form a 
converging 
series. 

[1534p] 

[1534a-] 
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[1531'] We shall suppose R to be a function of and of a parameter a, which 

[1534r] 

The function Q® [1441"] being symmetrical in 0, O', and in id, we may, in [14425], 

change 0, ns, into O', nd, and the contrary, and we shall get, 

„(i, 1 $ 1 fd 4 sin. 4'.(2S®')} \ , 1 (id 0®\ X 

1“"-" V-dg-J 

[1534uj Substituting this in [1533A], we get, by using for brevity /(O',•]/) = /, 

[15349] Y& —_ (21 -f-1) 
4 tt . i • (i -J-1) 

/’ÎT /"*2 ) d 

0 */Q ^ } L'.w. 
do' ) 

did 

+/If!* (d4W) • d~, J 0 J Q \ dw2 ) sin .ô 

Integrating by parts, we obtain the following, which is easily proved by differentiation and 

reduction, 

f\ 

id, < sin. 0'. | 
{dq»\) 

K dO' J > 
[ d O' 

/.do' 

[1534» = y -sin- O'- (^f) — Q® • sin. 4'. (|[) +/*| d '[ Sln- ^ ’ (dg) \ j. Q(i>. dg. 

At the two limits O' = 0, 0' = «, the terms without the sign f vanish, on account of the 

factor sin. 0'= 0, and we then have, 

[1534+] f’ | d_ • 1 sin- S • (çW~) } |. y’. j * \ { ^ ] j • Q(i) ■ dg. 

In like manner, if we integrate by parts, we shall obtain the following expression, which may 

also be proved by differentiation, 

tl534“] /S’) (3£) • *- «* • ® +/(?%) • «° • * 

At the two limits ns'=0, id—2n, the quantity p [1532c], Q(i), and 

'«*3C 

d 
d^ 

[1532e], 

have the same values, also / and [1534a1] ; therefore the terms of [1534to], 

without the sign of integration, destroy each other, when we take the integrals within these 

limits. Hence 

[»*■] c mg-) ■ *■■ ■^-yr ® * 

Substituting [15341, 1535a] in [15349], and putting for brevity, 

[15355] | |+sb • (|§=• sin.4'. 
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is constant for all parts of a stratum of the same density, but variable from 

we shall get, 

Y « = * Q(0 • F F) * sin* tt-M.dvf. 4 -üt i. (i -}— 1) *^0 J 0 

The quantity .F ($',©'). sin. è' [15356] is finite between the limits of the integral 6'= 0, 

ô' — v. For the differential coefficients (^Ç)’ (/f©^)’ do not become 

infinite in the case we have under consideration [1534tf] ; therefore no term of the first 

member of [15356] could become infinite, except the term —•^ . 0™^, which requires 

an examination in the case of 0=0, and è'=tJ because in both these cases the factor 

_^J__=cd. But it appears, from the inspection of the formulas [15286—e], that 

\ jiag tjie factor ^/n — u/2) =sin. Ô' • therefore the term (~f 
\ d©'2 J v \ j ? sin.è \d^ 

not become infinite. Moreover, Q® never exceeds ±1 [1533%] ; hence Q’AF (à',©'),sin.d' 

is a finite quantity ; and if we suppose its greatest value independent of the sign to be A, we 

shall get, from [1535c], Y w • ff * d • d; but 
L 45ri.(2t+l) •'O J 0 

) will 

fa JT dè' -dF = ffd6' • fl* dF= f*dô'.2« = 2«. f”dô = 2« 0 •'O 

(2 id-1), a- 
hence Fw < ^• *#) independent of its sign. Therefore we may always take 

i so large as to make YLi) as small as we please. 

The axis CX fig. 9, page 70, being arbitrary, we may suppose it to coincide with the line 

C p, drawn through the attracted point p, and then Ô' will become y ; and if we suppose the 

angle d corresponding to this new axis to be represented by ©/5 the limits of y, ©/5 will be 

the same as those of Ô, ©, respectively. Then F (Ô', ■&■') will become a function of y, © , 

which we shall represent by .F^y,©,), and the expression [1535c] will become 

r<0 = • fôfo* ■ F, (7, «,) . sin. y.dy.d,,; 

substituting [1534/], we get 

Y{i) == n ,. • f0 fo* cos* K* + • 7—i «I • • sin.* y.dy.dv,. 
[27ry .1 .(l-[-l).vA 

Hence it is evident that as i increases, the factor 
2i +1 

- will decrease, and when i is 

large, it will be very nearly equal to 

i. [i -p 1 ). \/i 
2 

Y ’ so that when i is very great, the series of 

terms YT(l+0? &c., must be extremely small, and of a converging nature in 

successive intervals. 

[1531] 

[1535c] 

[1535d] 

[1535c] 

[1535/] 

[1535g] 

[15356] 

The series 

sY(i) 
converges 

as i 
increases. 

[1535i] 

[15356] 

40 
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[1531"] 

[1532] 

[15351] 

[1536a] 

[15366] 

[1536c] 

[1536d] 

one stratum to another.* The differential dR being taken, supposing f and 

to' to be constant, we shall have, dR = ('~^ .da: therefore 
\da J 

m = 7^1 'A • (err) •da ■ •du'■ Qli)- 

* (1051) The value of Uw [1531] being substituted in [1459], gives R in a series 

which is generally converging, when the attracted point is situated so far without the spheroid, 

that r is greater than the greatest value of R ; so that this expression of V may be used, 

even when the spheroid differs very much from a sphere, since it will not be liable to any 

difficulty from its want of convergency. We shall hereafter prove, in [15616, &c.], that this 

value of V, developed so as to include the terms, as far as the order a3, may be used, even 

when the attracted point is situated on the outer surface of the spheroid, where it becomes 

necessary to examine into the effect of the terms depending on the two signs of integration 

f, treated of in [1447c?, Ssc.], and in the formulas [1447n, o\. Having made these 

preliminary remarks, on the nature of the series expressing the value of V, we shall now 

proceed to explain the manner in which the densities of the different strata are taken into 

consideration. 

In the adjoined figure, AFBDE represents 

the outer surface of the spheroid ; ab d e, 

a'b'd'e', the surfaces of an infinitely thin stratum 

having the same uniform density p ; C B is a 

line drawn through the origin C to any given 

point B of the surface taken as its pole, and cutting 

the other surfaces in the points b, V ; so that 

we shall have C b = a, C b' — a -f- d a, 

C B = a/, for the parameters corresponding 

to the surfaces abed, a'b'c'd!, AB CD, 

respectively. Moreover, if we draw any radius 

CF, cutting these surfaces in f f, F, we shall have Cf=R, Cf' — R-fdR, 

C F = RI ; and as the angles 6', vl, depend entirely on the situation of the line 

O F, they will be the same for the points f f, F. It is also evident that the radius 

Cf=R, may be considered as a function of f, td, a, which we shall denote by 

R = 9 (f/,TO',a), and by changing a into a d a, we shall have the radius 

Cf' — R -f- d R = tp (f, z/, a -f- d a), 

also, changing a into an corresponding to the outer surface, we shall have the radius 

C F = R,— (p , zf, aj. 

Developing the preceding value of R-\-dR, according to the powers of da [617], 
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We shall also suppose Ri+3 to be developed in a series of this form,* 

R+3 = Z'(0> + Z'(1) + Z'® + Z,(3) + &c. ; [1533] 

Z/(i) being, for any integral value of i, a rational and integral function of /*', [1533'] 

\/l—/2. sin. w, and ^/l—V2. COs. ®', which satisfies the following 

equation of partial differentials, 

[1534] 

The differential of Z/(i), taken relative to a, will also satisfy this equation, 

neglecting the square and higher powers of d a, we get 

R + d R = y (!>', ■a', a) + 1°)) . d a ; 
a)N 

hence d R = 
d a 

. da — ^ •da, as in [1531"]. Substituting this in 

/dR 
as [1531], the part R}+^dR becomes Rt+a. (~ ). d a— r^-r . +3>\. d a, 

\daj î-}~3 v da J 

is evident from development; hence the expression [1531] becomes as in [1532]; the 

constant quantity » -j- 3 being brought from under the sign of integration. 

* (1052) If a spherical surface a"b"d"e" be described about the centre C, with a 

radius equal to unity ; any point /" of this surface will be determined by three rectangular 

co-ordinates x, y, z, drawn parallel to the axes x, y, z ; and these will be given in functions 

of the angles d, by putting R = 1 in [1529], and accenting the letters /x, as in 

[1531'] ; by which means we shall have 

® = y — \/{1—fj/2) . cos. to ; z = [/( 1—f/2) . sin. to'. 

Therefore any point f" of this spherical surface, corresponding to the angles y!, z/, or in 

other words, the direction of the line C F, will be determined by means of the three 

quantities /, \/(l—fx'2). cos. to', y/(l— fx'2) . sin. zs ; and it is evident, that when the 

direction is given, the length of the radius C f will depend on the parameter a, corresponding 

to the surface ah de ; so that in general any radius Cf = R, or its power i-f-3, will 

be a function of the quantities fx', /( 1 — <x'2) . cos. y/(l — ju/2) . sin. w', and the 

parameter a. Now the most general expression of an integral function of the quantities jx', 

\/{l — fx/2). cos. zs, \/(l— jx'2). sin.to', may be reduced to the form [1533Æ], 

Y'W -j- T'(1) -{- T'(2) -f- he., which is similar to that in [1533] ; each of the quantities 

Z (9 satisfying the equation [1534], which is of the same form as [1525], changing 

Y® into Z'W. 

[1536e] 

[1536/] 
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[1534'] consequently it is of the same form.* We must therefore, in conformity to 

the general theorem [1470], notice only the term Z,(i), in the development 

of J?t+3,f and we shall then have, 

[1535] a. dp'. d™ • 

When the spheroid is homogeneous, and differs but little from a sphere, we 

[1535'] may suppose p = l, and R = a . (1 + aÿ) ; we shall then find, by 

taking the integral relative to 

* (1053) In the equation [1534], JZT/(i) is a function of the independent variable quantities 

fi, zS, a ; and if we take its differentia] relative to a, we shall get, 

* / d F \ 
[153G7i] jf vve pUt I ^ \ __ an(] take differentials relative to \tl and to', we shall find 

(1S) = (^r)’ and = Substituting these in [1536^-], 

it will become of the same form as [1534], changing ZKl) into Z"® ; therefore the 

quantity Z"®, or being substituted for Zl&, in [1534], will satisfy that 

equation, as is observed in [1534']. 

f (1054) Taking the partial differential of the equation [1533], relative to a, and using 

the abridged symbol Z"& [1536A], we shall get, 

* ■ n - m+®+(d-D+«--+z"(,)+***+ (- da 

Substituting this in [1532], it becomes 

[1536i] ü W = ~. f P. f Z"'«» + Z" « -f Z" V -f &c. I. d a. d y!. d to7. Q®. 

Now when i! differs from i, we have f. Z"{i'] . .d^'.dz/ — 0, [1470] ; and as p is 

a function of a only [1503w/], the equation [1536i] becomes 

ZJU = -f- ./p. Z"^ . da. dfi! . dz/. Q®; 
z- —j— 3 

resubstituting the value of Z,,(i) [1536A], we get [1535]. 

J (1055) Q© [1441"] is a function of p., juu', to7—to, independent of «, so that if we put, 

as in [15357], p = l, the quantity Zm [1535] will be the only quantity depending on a ; 
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U{i) = -4-v • /Z'(i) -du'.éM. Q®. [1536] 
i —f— 3 

If we suppose f to be developed in a series of the form, 

y' = F <°> + F(1) + F + F ® + &c., [1537] 

F(i) satisfying the same equation of partial differentials as Z'{l) [1534], we [1537'] 

shall find, by neglecting quantities of the order m2,* Z/(i)=(f+3). a. al+3.F/(t) ; 

therefore we shall have, 

t/w = a . ai+3. f F(i) .df.dv'. Q<*>. [1538] 

If we denote by Y(i) what F(i) becomes when we change f/, «/, into /x, w; 

we shall have, by [1466] ,f 

£7(<) = 
4 a it. ai+3 

2i+I 

[i538n 

[1539] 

and since, by taking the integral relative to a, we have 

expression [1535] will evidently become of the form [1536]. 

the 

* (1056) From R — a . (I ay') [1535'] we get, by neglecting a2, 

Æ+3 = «"+3 . -J- (i + 3) . 

Substituting this in [1533], and using the value of y' [1537], we get, 

^/(0)+Z/(l)+^'(2)+Z/(3)+kc_ai+3+^+3ya>ai+3^r/C0) + r/(l)_pr(2)_|.r/(3)]_p&.Ci|t 

Comparing the similar terms of both members of this equation, we get generally, as in [1537'], 

Z'® = (i -j- 3) . a . CC+3. Y'M ; and by using this value of Z'®>, the formula [1536] 

becomes as in [1538]. 

f (1057) In the calculations [1535'—1540'], the spheroid is supposed to be homogeneous, 

as in [1459—1466]; the radius a.(l-j-“y) [1461'], corresponds to the part of the 

surface of the spheroid, intersected by the line r, drawn to the attracted point, which is 

defined by means of the quantities {*, tf, a. In [1535'], the radius R = a . (1 -j- a f) is 

supposed to correspond to any point whatever of the surface of the spheroid, defined by 

means of the quantities f, ®', a. Hence it is evident, that if we change //, -c/, into ja, zst 

respectively, f will change into y, also F® into Y®, [1537, 1464], and the values of 

U(,) [1466, 1538], must then become equal to each other; hence 

u.aï+KfY'U.df.diz'. q^=~~.(f+K rw. [1539a] 
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Important 
tèeorem. 

[1540] 

[1540'] 

[1540"] 
Very 

important 
theorem 
in definite 
integrals. 

[1540"'] 

[15396] 

[1539c] 

[1539d] 

[1539e] 

[1539/] 

therefore we shall obtain this remarkable result, 

/__* /02 ' Y'. d f. d to' . Q« = 
4. 

(2Î+1)’ (1) 
As this equation takes place, whatever be Y'(i), we ought generally to 

conclude that the double integration of the function f Z'{i) . d f. d to'. Q(i\ 
taken from f — — 1 to f = 1, and from to' = 0 to = 2 «r, 

the effect of changing [any function whatever of the form] Z/(i) into 

4 if. Z{i) ' 

~2if 1 ’ 
that is 

/*1 I / 7 / 4 it. Z® 
fJo 

Dividing by a.a'+3, we shall get the formula [1540] ; observing that Y(i), in the second 

member, is deduced from Y'6), by changing f, to', into [x, to, respectively. This is a general 

formula, corresponding to any function whatever Y'w, or Yw, which satisfies the equation 

[1465] ; since the term y' of the radius may be varied at pleasure ; therefore Y'(i) [1537] 

may be taken in its most general form, or in a more limited manner without any restriction. 

In finding the equation [1539a], terms of the order a2 were neglected; we ought therefore, 

in that equation, to suppose the quantity a to be infinitely small. If we suppose these 

neglected terms to be represented by the quantity a2. cf+3 . Y"®, additive to the second 

member of [1539a], and divide this as above, by a. a^3, it will produce, in the second 

member of [1540], the term a. Y"® ; which, by putting the arbitrary quantity k = 0, 

gives accurately the expression [1540], This agrees with the demonstration given in [1533m]. 

* (1058) From the remarks made in [15396], it is evident that we may change Y'w into 

Zl(-'\ and Y(l) into Zw, in [1540], and it will become as in [1540'"] ; by which 

means the integrals of the first member, relative to f, to', may be found between the limits 

therein expressed, by simply changing Z/(l) into ’ A]- . 

For the purpose of illustrating the preceding formula, we shall calculate, in the usual 

manner, the integral in a simple case, in which i = 1 ; and shall compare the result of 

this direct operation, with that deduced from the formula [1540'"]. For this purpose, we 

shall suppose ZnX) = A(4). \/(l —f2) . sin. to', which is one of the terms of the general 

formula [152S6], satisfying the equation [1534]. Substituting this and 

QO)= py+ /(1—*s) ./(1-V2) • (cos.to' —to), [1441', 1441"], 

in the first member of [1540"'], it becomes 

fzm .df.dvj. qm 

=f .df.dsd.\[hf.\/{\— p/2) . sin. to' + ( 1—f^'2) • [/( 1— P3) • sin. ^ • cos- iff— f | 

=/A0). df.dvs'. \ fjo f. 1—/2). sin. to'-)-|. (1—^2)-V/(1—f^2)-[sin.(2TO'—to) -j- sin.to] ]. 
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Z{i) being what Z'(i) becomes when /, «/, are changed into * *x, ro ; 

we shall have,* 

4 <it 

(i+3).(2i+l) 

therefore [1540""] 

[1541] 

and the triple integration, on which U(i) [1531] depends, is reduced to a 

single integration, relative to a ; from a = 0, to its value at the surface [1541'] 

of the spheroid. 

The equation [1540] furnishes a very simple method of finding the 

integral of the function fY^.Z^.d^.d™, from fx==— 1 to jx = 1, [1541"] 

and from ^ = 0 to ^ = 2^. For the part of Y(i\ depending on the 

angle nzs, is, as has been shown in [1528], of the form 

Y{i) = x. j A(n). sin. n a + B{n). cos. n & j ; [1541'"] 

x being equal to the following expression, 

* = (1 — M-2)3 • | \J'~n — ^ ^ | » ’ [1542] 

therefore we shall have,f 

Taking the integrals relative to zJ, so as to vanish when zd— 0, and then putting 

zd — 2 it, we obtain f dzi. sin. (2 zs' — zs) = — % cos. (2 zs! — zs) -f- § cos zs = 0 ; 

f dzs' = zs1 = 2 z. Taking the integrals relative to fx', so as to vanish when / = — 1, 
3. 

and then putting /= 1, we get, //dfx'.( 1—(x'3)i =— J.(l— fx'2)2=0; and 

[1539/] becomes, 

fZW. d \d. dzs . Qj1') = AW . z . 'y/(l — jm,2) . sin. zs ./(I—fx'2) . d \i! 

= . #. \/( 1 — /x2) . sin. zs .(id — J . fjt/3-f- §) 

= *5. AW . /(l _ />) . sin. *s= *1. Z®. 
O O 

Zœ being deduced from Z'm [1539/J, by changing /, of, into fx, «f, respectively. The 

result thus obtained agrees with the general formula [1540'"], supposing i = 1. 

* (1059) We may find the integral of [1535] relative to /, zs', by means of the formula 

[1540'"], changing f(^~) • -dzf . into p-j . observing 

that p is a function of a independent of /, zf. Substituting this in [1535], it becomes 

as in [1541]. 

f (1060) This value of Y'(i) corresponds with that of YQ) [1541'"], changing /, zr1, 

into fx, zr, as in [1538']. 
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[1543] 

[1543'] 

[1543"] 

F® = x'. {A<*. sin. n + Bin)• cos. n to' \ ; 

x' being what x becomes by changing fx into //. The part of Q® depending 

on the angle ft to, is by ^ 15,* y . x x'. cos. n. (to — to), or 

7 . x x\ J cos. w to . cos. w to7 -j- sin. w to . sin. n to' } ; ' 

[1543W] hence the part of the integral f Y'(i). d f . d to'. Q(i), depending on the 

angle wto, will be,f 

[1544] 
7 x. sin. n a . f\'2. d f. d™ . sin. n to' . {A(n). sin. n to' - j- jB(w) . cos. w to'j 

-{- 7x. cos. . fx'2. d f. d^'. cos. %to'. {_4(7l). sin. nto' -j- ^(7t) • cos. « to'J. 

Performing the integrations relative to to' this part becomes,f 

[1545] 7 x. * .{A(n). sin. to —j- 2?(n). cos. n to} .fx'2.df; 

* (1061) The value of X [1542], and the similar value of X', found by changing /x into 

[1542a] M-' in [1542], being substituted in [1514], we get |3 = 7.XX'; hence the part of [1507''] 

[1543a] depending on the angle n . (w — ■sr'), is [3 . cos. n . (zr—w-') = 7. XX'. cos. w. (sr—sr'), 

as in [1543"]. 

f (1062) If the factor T'(i) . Q(i) of the integral expression /d /x'. d-zd. Y'w. Q® 

[1543'"], contain any term of the form b . sin. m w', or 6 . cos. m being an 

[15436] integer, and Z> independent of to' ; this term would vanish from the complete integral, taken 

relative to from ■&' — 0 to w' = 2 nr. For it is evident that 

/7>. sin.mTO'. c?to'=—-.cos.totoM--, and /6.cos. wto'.cZto'=-. suktoto', 
J m m J to 

[1543c] vanish when sr'= 0, and 3r'=2rf. Now it follows from [17—20] Int., that if T'Q contain 

terms depending on sin.ww', or cos-nzd $ and Q® terms depending on sin.n'sr', or 

cos. n! id ; the product F,(<). Q® will contain terms depending on the sine or cosine of 

the angle (n± v!) .*r'= mzr' ■ putting for brevity n ± ri = m ; so that if n' differ from 

[1543d] n, the quantity m will be real, and the corresponding parts of the integral [1543 ] will 

vanish. Therefore, in finding the product F®. Q®, it will only be necessary to notice 

[1543e] those terms in which n' = n, making m— 0. These terms of Y7® are contained in 

[1543], and those of Q(0 in [1543"], and the corresponding terms produced by Y/(l). Q® 

are as in [1544]. The terms 7, X, sin. nzr} cos. n w, being independent of fx', sr', are 

brought from under the signs of integration. 

J (1063) The expression [1544] contains these products sin.2 = § —£ cos. 2 n w', 

cos.2 zt' = I -j-1 cos. 2 n w', sin. » w'. cos. n _w' =t | sin. 2 n^', [1,6,31] Int. j and 
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but by means of the theorem [1540], this same part is equal to* 

4 ir 

2*+l 

therefore we shall have, 

. x. j A{n). sin. ra *. + B{n). cos. n « j ; 

/_VS 
(2i+l) .y 

We shall now represent the part of depending on the angle n-a, in the 

following manner, 

Z{i) = x. | A'(n). sin. n & + B'{n). cos. n™\. 

This part only ought to be combined with the corresponding part of Y(i) 

[1541"'], because the terms depending on the sines and cosines of the angle 

ta and its multiples vanish [1543d],f by integration, from the function 

from [1543d] we may neglect the angle because the integral depending on it 

vanishes ; and we shall have, between the limits — 0, zr = 2 #, 

T d to' . sin.2 n to' = f”* dd d to'. cos.2 dvt. £=* ; 

Substituting these in [1544], it becomes as in [1545], the constant quantities tr, A[n), B{n\ 

being brought from under the sign f. 

*(1064) Substituting in [1540] the values Y'(<) [1543], and Y® [1541'"], it becomes 

as in [1546]. These two expressions [1545, 1546] of the part of fY'w. dfi! . d to'. Q® , 

depending on the angle wto, being put equal to each other, and divided by 

y . Xrf. . sin. wto-{- . cos. wto], 

give the equation [1547]. 

j- (1065) From what has been said in [15436—d], it is evident that the terms of 

depending on the angle wto, must be combined only with those of Z depending on 

the same angle, all the other terms vanishing, the limits of the integrals being to = 0 and 

to=2‘tt. Therefore in finding the terms depending on the angle wto, in fY{i\Z®.d^.dro, 

we must notice simply the terms of Y® [1541'"], and those of Z® [1547']. Substituting 

these in the first member of [1548], we shall obtain the second member of that expression. 

Multiplying the two factors of [1548], and putting, as in [1544a], 

dTO. sin.2-cï=‘7r ; J^ dTO. cos.2TO='7i' ; Jd to. sin. TO. cos. to = 0 ; 
>2v 

42 

[1546] 

Theorem. 

[1547] 

[1547'] 

Integrals. 

[1544a] 

[1547a] 

Integrals. 

[1548a] 
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[1547"] . . dp . é?®, the limits being taken from * = 0 to ® = 2ir; 

therefore we shall have, by noticing only the part of depending on the 

angle n ®, 

we shall get the first expression [1548']. If we now change / into f* in [1547], by which 

means X' will become X [1543'] ; the formula [1547] will become, by taking this integral 

from /a = — 1 to (x = 1. 

[15486] /_>-^=(2t-+4 l),y; 

y being a constant quantity [1520, 1521]. Substituting this in the first expression [1548'], 

[1548c] we get the last form [1548']. Now the function Y®, or Z®, contains all integral values 

of n, from rc = 0 to n = i, [1528']; and if we use the sign 2[, of finite integrals 

[1373d], to denote the sum of i-j-1 terms of a series of quantities of the form 

[1548d] A0, Au A2i.. . .A(n).Ai} we shall have the following system of equations, which are 

easily deduced from [1548', 1541'", 1547', 1542], putting, for the sake of symmetry in the 

notation, X* for X; and using y [1520, 1521]. 
Theorems 
in definite -t ç» A ^ 

integrals. f y» . Z® . d p . d « = . 2<>f> . \AW . A'M -f BM . B'W] 

[1548e] J~lJ0 (9* + l )-r 

[1548/] Y® = 2^ . \n . . sin. n ® -}- . cos. w ; 

[1548g-] Z® — 2^ . \ . [A,[n). sin. n® -{- • cos* n™\ 7 

[1548JI] 
(i—n) Ji—n—1) 

f* 2.(2»—1) ^ 
1—n—2 -f- &c 

1 

Theorem 
in definite 
integrals. 

[1548»] 

Several integrals, somewhat similar to [1548], have been given, by Mr. Poisson, in forms 

which are very convenient for reference and use ; one of them is the following double integral, 

p(0_ s*™ (A* Y. sin. è'. d Ü . dzf . 
^ ~ J0 Jq (j_2a.p+a2)*- 5 

[1548&] 

[15481] 

in which a is a constant quantity ; p is the same as in [1532c] ; Y® is any function whatever, 

of the usual form [1524'] ; T'O) is the value of Y®, when 6 is changed into tt, and w into w'. 

Then developing the radical (1 — 2 a .p + a2)-* according to the powers of o, as in 

[1532g], we may, by [1476a], neglect all the terms of this development, except that 

depending on Qf® 5 and from [ 1 533/m], we shall have, 

p(0 — 4 it. cC 

2 i -J-1 
. Y®. 

If the development be made according to the powers of 

have, by a similar calculation, 

1 
~ j 
a 

as in [1532g'], wre shall 

P® = 
4 v 

(2»+ !)■ •«’ 
H-i 

Y®. 
[1548m] 
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fY<%Z®.dti..dzs 

=/x2 ,d[k.dvs. \A{n). sin. n zt + Bw . cos. n . \ A'{n). sin. n zs -f- B,{n) . cos. n zs\ 

= *. {. A™ + BM . B'*>}. / x2. d v. = ,y ■\Am-A{n)+-B1*’ B'm 1. 

The first is to be used when a <[ 1, the second when a /> 1, in order that the 

development of the radical may produce a converging series. 

Instead of limiting the value of P(i) to the term Y,{i), depending on a particular value 

of i, we may take the whole expression of f(ô',zsf) [1533&], so as to include all the values 

of i, and put 

Jo J0 (1 — 

In this case we must, as above, develop the radical according to the powers of a if a </ 1, 

and according to the powers of - if a 1 ; in order to obtain a converging series. 

Then substituting the development of f(tf,z/) [1533&], we shall obtain the value of P, 

in a series of terms of the form PW) -f- P(1) -f-P(2) -|~&;c. [1548Z, m\. This value of P 

will be composed of a finite number of terms, if f[f,zl) consist of a finite number ; but 

if P have an infinite number of terms, it will be necessary that they should form a converging 

series, otherwise it may not give the correct value of P. Moreover, it is requisite that the 

series [1533&, 1532g-, 1532g-'], used in computing this value of P, should also be converging ; 

since the residts obtained by the combination of two or more diverging series, will sometimes 

be inaccurate, even though the result he in a converging form; for which reason it is proper 

to avoid wholly the use of such diverging series. To impress more strongly the necessity of 

a strict attention to this point, we shall here give an example of this kind, being in substance 

the same as that published by Mr. Poisson. 

Supposing, as in [1532/], p =(1 —2 a . p-j-a2)-* ; P'= (1 —2 |3 . p -j- ; a, j3, 

being constant quantities, and p as in [1532c] ; we may develop the quantities p, /, as in 

[1532g,g'], according to the powers of «, (3, a~\ (3~\ and we shall obtain the four 

following series, 

p = I + « . + a2 . q™ + a3 . -f &c. 5 

P'= i + (3. q^ + f. q™ + ^3. gw + &c. ; 

P a~~. a-3 . Q(2) -f- oC4 . (f'Sj -f- &c. • 

p — (3-1+ q(1)+p-3. qm +pr4. qw 4- &c. 

Now if it were required to find the double integral 

Important 
definite 
integral. 

[1548] 

[1548'] 

[1548ti] 

Theorem 
in definite 
integrals. 

[1548o] 

[1548p] 

[1548g] 

Results of 
diverging 
series not 
to be relied 
upon. 

[1548r] 

[1548s] 

[1548J] 

[1548m] 

[1548?;] 

[1548tc] 

[1548x] 

[1548y] 
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[1548V] Supposing now successively n = 0, n = 1, n = 2,.n=i [1528'], 

in the second member ; the sum of all these terms, will be the value of the 

integral 

we might substitute either of the preceding values of p, p', and the product p p' would he 

composed of terms of the form am . pn. . These would produce in z, terms of 

the form yy. am . pn J' " Ç£l). (fl>). sin. ô1 .dô' . d to', which would vanish if i 

[1548=] difFer from i, by the theorem [1476a] ; so that it would only be necessary to retain terms 

of the product pp', in which i=i, of the form am. . Q6).QW. These would produce 

in z terms of the form yy. aw . (3n • J^ Sq Q® • Q(i) • sin. 6'. d 6'. d to7, which, by 

[1548a] means of the formula [1533m], would become yy. aOT . $n. Qf. —f — , Q® being 

the value of when /)' is changed into Ô, and to' into to. But by these changes, the value 

of p [1532c] becomes p — cos. 6 . cos. 6 -f- sin. 6 . sin. 6=1, and the corresponding value 

[1548(3] of p [1548s], is (1—2a-f a3)--, which may be represented either by (1 — a)-1, 

or (a—l)-1. The first of these expressions, being developed, is p = l «.2 &,c. ; 

the second, p = a-1 -f- a-2 -f- a-3 -f- &c. Comparing the first with [1548m], or the second 

[1548y] with [1548?/;], we shall get generally = 1. Substituting this in [1548a], we find that 

the term of the product pp' represented by am. . Qh . produces in z, the term 

am . (371. 
2i-fl 

Therefore if wTe multiply p [154Sm] by the values of p' [1548v, x], and 

[1548(5] substitute the products in [154-8y], we shall get the two first of the following values of z ; 

and if we multiply p [1548?c], by the values of p' [1548t>, æ], they will produce the other 

two formulas [154S*, d]. 

[1548s] z = -J-ya2(32 7 “3£3 “I- ^LC‘ j 

[1548^] 

[1548k] 

[1548Ô] 

b[i+i-^+i-Q) +*-(i0 +&c4; 

: U'+1’ (^) +i ■ Où +*■ (à) + &c- 
Errors 
in using 
diverging 
series, 

[1548/] 

Now if a <f (3, (3 <4 1, the two first of these four series will be converging, and it 

•would seem that we might use either of them in computing z; but as they give different 

values of this quantity, as is very evident by supposing a to be infinitely small, one of them 

must be erroneous. It is the second which is not accurate, because it was computed by the 

combination of the diverging series [154Sx] with the converging series [1548m]. On the 

contrary, the first series is accurate, because it was formed by the combination of the two 
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If the body be a spheroid of revolution, about that axis which forms, with 

the radius R, the angle d, the angle to will vanish from the expression of 

converging series [1548w, Whatever be the values of a, (3, two of the four series 

[1548s—0] will converge ; but only one of them will be accurate, and it will be that which 

results from the converging developments of p, p'. Thus we find, in this example, that the 

use of a function developed in a diverging series, leads to an inaccurate result, although this 

result is expressed in a converging series. Hence we perceive the necessity of avoiding the 

use of diverging series in analytical calculations, or of using them with extreme caution. 

If f(fi,to') can be reduced to the form f(p), one of the integrations of [1548o] may 

be made without developing /(if,to') in a series of the form [1533&], as has been shown 

by Mr. Poisson. For example, if g, h, k, be constant quantities, a = \/(g2 + h? -f- kQ), 

and f (&', to') of the following form, 

f(è',zJ) =f(g. cos. 6' -j- h . sin. Ô'. sin. zs' -\-k. sin. 6'. cos. to'), 

we may put 

g = a . cop. Ô ; h — a . sin. Ô . sin. zs ; k = sin. Ô . cos.-of. 

Substituting these values of g, h, k, in g . cos. 6' h. sin. . sin. to' -j- k. sin. Ô'. cos. to', 

it becomes, by using [1532c], 

a . {cos. è . cos. Ô' -f- sin. 6 . sin. & . (sin. zr . sin. zr' -j- cos. w . cos. zr')} 

= a . {cos. Ô . cos. Ô' -j- sin. â . sin. 6'. cos. (zr' — zr) = a . p. 

Hence [l548v] becomes f(ô',zr')=f(a.p), or more simply F(p), and then [154 8o] 

changes into 

p fv F{p)‘ sin.â'. dô'-d zs' x*yjj). am. y 

0 J0 (1—2a. P + «2) 
2\è } 

in which 
F(p) 

(1—>2 a.pfi-cp'f 
is a function of p, which, for brevity, we shall put equal to 

>7* 2 7T 
<p(p). Substituting this, we shall get, T— J' <p(p) • sin. ô'. dô'. dzr'. If we 

now use the variable quantities y, zrt, [1535g, &tc.], instead of Ô', zr', the preceding expression 

7T 2 7T 

will become P = f^f^ <p(p) • sin. y. dy . dzrr But from [1532c] we have 

p z= cos. 7 ; its differential gives sin. y .dy — — dp ; and if we substitute this in P, 

the limits of p, corresponding to y—0 and y= z, will be 1 and —1 respectively. 

If we change the order-of these limits to —1 and .1, we may change the sign of the 

preceding value of sin. y. d y, making it equal to dp, and then the value of P 

will become, 

P = f\ fo * 9 ( P ) • d P •d »V= <P ( P ) • dp . /q * d zrt 2«'f\ <?(;>)• dp- 

43 

[1548'"] 

[1548*] 

Important 
result. 

[1548X] 

[1548m.] 

[1548v] 

[1548|] 

[1548^] 

[1548p] 

[1548o-] 

[1548t] 

[I548y] 

[15489] 
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[1549] 

[1549'] 

[1550] 

[1548X] 

Theorem 
in definite 
integrals. 

[15484] 

[1548w] 

[1549a] 

[15496] 

[1549c] 

Z{i), which will then become of this form,* 

1.3.5 

1.2.3 
•(Q*-1) ( L< »•(*-!) ^ 

.i * ‘C 2.(2i—l) " ^ ^ 2.4.(2i-l).(2i — 3) 
/xi—4 — &c. 

A(1) being a function of a. We shall put x(i) for the coefficient of A(i) in this 

function. The product 

1.3.5 

1.2.3 
1. (i— 1) 

2. (2i—1) 

Hence the double integral, relative to Ô', zr', will be reduced to the single integral relative 

to p. Resubstituting the function f instead of <p, we finally obtain 

r> r” r2v f{g-cos.ô'+h.sw.ô\sm.ri^k.smJ\cos.zs') 0 fl f[a.p) 

F—J0 Jo -(i—2«.p+^y *sin'0 •dô-i(hzso> 

in which p = cos.â . cos. Ô1 -j- sin. è . sin.ô'. cos. y—w), and a = p/(g2-f- 

* (1066) If in fig. 9, page 70, we suppose CX to be the axis of revolution of a spheroid, 

whose centre is C, and m to be a point of the surface of the spheroid, corresponding to the 

angles Ô', tx', [1531'] ; it is evident that the distance C m — R will not vary, while the 

point m makes a complete revolution about that axis, or while z/ increases from 0 to 2 z ; 

therefore R, RiJfJ3, and generally Zl(l) [1533], will be independent of consequently 

ZO) [1540""] will be independent of w. Now the only term of Y(i) or Z& [1528] 

independent of zr, is that corresponding to B(0), or n = 0, which is 

Z0,=b'-!5^)-i-2+8icTBm- 
m is independent of fx, w, and must therefore be a function of a only. For 

R = <p y, -si', a), [1536c], 

being, in this case, independent of sr', becomes R = (? (fx',a) ; therefore Rl+3 and Z/(t) 

[1533], must be functionsof /x', a, ; consequently Zw must be a function of fx, a, [1540""], 

represented in [1549a] ; in which the factor of 2?(0) contains all the terms depending on fx; 

therefore J5(0) must be a function of the remaining quantity a, which may be put under 

the form Bm = ^J-5.(^ —1 ) . an(j tjien [1549^-] will become as in [1549]. 

This form of is used to render the calculations in [1549—1555] more symmetrical. If 

we now put, as in [1549'], 

1-3-5.(2i-l) 

1.2.3.i 

1. (i-1) ,_9 i.[i—l).(t — 2).(t 3) 

2. (2i—1)’ ^ 2.4. (2i—1). (2 Ï—, 1) 
:~4— &c. I 1 

the expression of Z(l) [1549] will become, 

Z(0 = x®. 
[1549d] 
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Rl 
is, by the preceding article, the coefficient of —in the development 

of the radical * 

[r2 — 2 r R. ^ + \/i — ^ • v/i —V2 •cos. — TO')} + Æ2]_i ; t15513 

when we suppose ^ and f/ equal to unity. This coefficient is then equal [1551'] 

to 1 ; therefore we shall have, 

1 • ° • ^.1 ) ( J __ ^ ■ (f 1 ) 

1.2.3.» 2 . (2 »—1) 

that is, x(i) [1549c] becomes equal to unity, when 

i; 

Now we havef 

[1552] 

UW = 
4 . X® 

(i+3).(2i+l) 
. (/a ; [1553] 

7i n 

*(1067) Patting ^=^'=1, in [1514], the factors (1—/x2)2 , (1—g/2)2 , will 
n 

vanish, except n = 0; and if we put n= 0, we shall have (1—|^2)2=1, 

(1 — p/2)2 — 1 ; and then the expression [1514] will become, 

£ —7 
M*-l) , ».(*-!). (»-2).(»-3) _ 

2.(2» — 1) '2.4. (2i— 1) .(2£—3) 
[1551a] 

which, by [1507", 1503', 1509], represents the coefficient of in the development of 

T [1509], in the case of ^ = 1, l**— 1. Now this coefficient (3 is equal to unity, as is [1551&] 

easily found by the substitution of p.= l, /x' ===== 1, in [1509] ; from which we get, 

T=(^—2Kr+R*)-i=(r—B)-1=b (l—f) =J+|+^+.+ [1551c] 

Substituting in [1551a], the preceding value of (3=1 [1551c], also y [1521], the second 

member becomes as in [1550], Extracting the square root, we get [1552] ; the sign of 

the second member being positive, as will evidently appear, by applying the formula to any 

particular value of i ; as for example, i= 1, i — 2, &c. The first member of [1552] 

is equal to the value of X® [1549c], in the case of ^ = 1 ; therefore we shall have 

X0)=1, when f/-=l. [1551d] 

t (1068) Substituting in [1541] the value of Z® [l649d], it becomes as in [1553], 

the quantity XW being brought from under the sign f, which only affects tlie quantity a ; and 

Xw [1549c] is a function of g, which is not affected by this integration. 
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[1554] 

and if the attracted point be upon the axis of revolution, corresponding to 

(x = l, this will become,* 

17» = 4 it 

(&+**) • (2Ï + 1) 

. d a ; 

[1555] 

therefore if we suppose that when the attracted point is situated upon the 

continuation of this axis, the function V is expressed by a series of the 

following form, arranged according to the powers of as in [1459], 

J — ~r + + ~r + &c- » 
we shall have the value of V, corresponding to another point placed at the 

[1555'] same distance from the origin of the co-ordinates, but upon a radius which 

makes with the axis of revolution an angle whose cosine is p, by multiplying 

[1555"] the terms of this value respectively by x(0), x(1>, x(2>, he. 

In case the spheroid is not formed by the revolution of a curve, this method 

* (1069) If the attracted point be situated in the axis of revolution, we shall have £=0 

[lôdS'"] ; hence ,u = cos. â=l [1434'], and xfe = l | 1551c?]. In this case the 

value of U® [1553] will become as in [1554] ; which, for the sake of distinction, we shall 

[1554a] call B®, so that B{,) = (2^4-1) *•/"?* ^a" Multiplying this by X», its 

[15546] second member becomes equal to the value of [1553]; hence U® = X® . B^. 

Deducing from this the values of U(}\ he., and substituting them in the general value 

of V [1436], it becomes, 

[1554c] 
jr X(0)._B(0) , XCL).P(I) , a 
V=- +--h-3-+&C. r3 

If we denote by Vn the particular value of V, corresponding to an attracted point situated 

on the continuation of the axis of revolution, in which case X(°) = 1, X(1) = 1, he., 

[1551c?] ; we shall have 

[1554rf] 
T7 BP> , JB® , , » 
v,=—+—+—+fcc' 

This particular value Vt is, in most cases, much more easy to be computed, by a direct 

operation, than the general value of V [1554c] ; but when we have computed one of these 

expressions, the other may be easily deduced from it. For if Vt [1554c?] were known, 

we should obtain the general value of V [1554c], by changing H(0), B{1\ B®\ he., 

[1554c?], into X(0) . B(i)), X^ . B{1), X(2) ,B®\ he., respectively, according to the 

directions in [1555"]. 
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will give the part of V,, independent of the angle ® ; we may determine the [1555'"] 

other part in the following manner. Supposing, for greater simplicity, that 

the spheroid is such, that it may be divided into two equal and similar parts, [1555""] 

both by the equator, and by the meridian from which the angle ® is counted, 

also by the meridian which is perpendicular to it ; then V will be a function [I555v] 

of fP, sin.2®, and cos.2®;* or, in other words, it will be a function of 

fx2, and of the cosines of the angle 2®, and of its multiples; U{l) will [I555vi] 

* (1070) Let AB CD, in the plane of the present figure, be the equator of the 

body, and E E', perpendicular to it, the axis from which the angle Ô is counted ; BED 

the meridian, from which the angle ® is counted, and A E C perpendicular to it. Then 

if the attracted point be p, and we draw the line pP, perpendicular to the equator at P, we 

shall have the angle E'Ep = Ô, BEP = rti. Now by hypothesis, [1555""], the body [1555a] 

is supposed to be divided into eight equal and similarly situated parts, by the meridians 

JBED, AEC, and the plane of the equator ; four being above the plane of the figure, 

and four below it. In each of these parts, we may find points, as p1, p"', p", P, 

in which the value of the function V, will be the same as at the point p. For if we continue 

the line p P to rf, making P it — P p, it is 

evident, that if the attracted point were at <r, it 

would be situated, relative to the part of the spheroid 

falling below the plane BE A, in exactly the 

same manner as the point p is relative to the upper 

part of the spheroid ; so that the value of V 

[1428""] would be the same in both cases. This 

variation of place from p to if does not alter the 

value of ®, but changes the angle E'Ep — ô 

into E'E tf = if—Ô, or (x into —fx [1434']. 

Now draw the line P' E P'", making the angle 

B EP1 — B EP ; continue PE to P", making 

E P = EP' = EP" = E P"' ; draw the lines 

jt/PV, p’P'W, p"'P"V", parallel and equal to 

p Pit, so that the points p, p',p", p"', may be at 

equal elevations above the equator, and the points tn, P k", d", at equal depressions below 

it. Then it is evident, from the nature of the function V [1428""], and from the similarity 

of these eight sections of the spheroid [1555""], that the value of V will be the same at each [1555^ 

of the eight points p, p', p", p'", *, nr', n", </". F rom the construction we have 

B E P = to, BE P'" = — ®, BE P" = <k-j- ®, B E F' — Z# — ®, [1555^] 

there lore the function V will not vary by changing ® into v — ®, x + or 2 jt — ® ; [1555e] 

44 

[15556] 

[1555c] 
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[1555™] 

[1555e'] 

[1555/] 

[1555g-] 

[1555h] 

[1555i] 

[1556a] 

[15566] 

[1557a] 

[15576] 

therefore be nothing when i is odd,* and if i be even, the term depending 

on the angle 2 nvs will be of the form,f 

or by changing fx into —fx [1555c]. [1436, 1437'] is evidently a rational and integral 

function of ;x, y/(l — /x2) . sin. vs, \/(l — fx2) . cos. vs, of the form 

Cr . fxa . fv/(l — fx2) . cos.-st}6. |v/( 1 —f^2) • sin.ts}c ; 

a, b, c, being integral numbers 5 and if we use the sign 2 of finite integrals, it becomes of the 
6-f-c 

form V= 2(7 . /xa. ( 1 — fx2) a . cos.6^ . sin.6^. This must not change by putting —fx 

for (x [1555e'], without altering vs, which requires that the exponent a of jx, should be an 

even number. In like manner, in moving from the point p to p, the angle vs changes into 

2 K — vs ; by which means sin. vs changes into — sin. vs, without changing the value of 

/X or cos. vs; therefore the exponent c of sin. to1 [1555g] must be even. Lastly, in 

moving from the point p to p1", the angle vs changes into v — vs, and cos. vs changes 

into — cos. vs, without altering the sign of fx or sin. vs ; hence the exponent b of 

cos.-si [1555g] must also be even. Therefore in [1555g], we may change the exponents 

a, b, c, into the even integral numbers 2 a, 2 b, 2 c, and we shall get, 

V= 2 G . (fx2)“ . (1 — jx2)&+c. (cos.2 vs)b. (sin.2'zo)c, 

making, as in [1555v], V an integral function of jx2, cos.2-#, sin.2-zrt ; and since, by [1, 6] 

Int., cos.2 vs = l -f-1 . cos. 2 vs, sin.2 vs = \ — \ . cos. 2 vs, V will be an integral 

function of fx2 and cos.2^. From [6—10, &c.] Int., the powers of cos. 2 vs may 

be expressed in terms of the cosines of the angle 2 vs and its multiples 5 therefore V will 

be an integral function of these cosines, and of (x2, as in [1555Vi]. 

* (1071) Using for brevity the values [1433a], P0, Pl5 P2, we find, as in [1433Æ—Z], 

that Z7G) is composed of powers and products of those quantities, of the orders i, i — 2, 

i_4? &c. ; all of which will be even if i be even, but odd if i be odd. The general term 

of V [1555A] becomes, by the substitution of P0, P15 P2, G . Pfl. Pf . Pf, which 

is of the even degree 2 . (a -f- b + c), in P0, P15 P2 ; hence all the terms of V, and 

therefore those of Z7(i) [1436], must be of an even degree in P0, P1, P2 ; and there 

can be no term of U{i) which is of an odd degree ; or in other words Uw is nothing 

when i is odd. 

f (1072) Since V and [ZW [1555i] are composed of terms depending only on the 

cosines of the multiples of 2 vs, we must, in the general form of a function of this kind, 

[1528], put Sn)=0, and change n into 2n. The expression will then be, 

(i—2n). (i—2n—1 ) 

2 . (2 i — 1 ) 
fX* 2n 2 _|_ . P(2n) . cos. 2 nvs ; 

which, by putting B(-~n)= C(i), becomes as in [1556]. 
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C».(l— w)n- | 7~3n — 
(i—2n). (i—2n—1) -2?i—2 

+ &C. | cos. 2n vs. [1556] 

With respect to an attracted point, situated in the plane of the equator, [1556'] 

where p = 0, the part of V depending on this term will be,# 

C® 1.3.5.(i—2n—1) 
(i 2 —{—1 ) . (i-j-2n-j-3).—1) 

. COS. 2 n vs. [1557] 

Hence it follows, that if we have developed V, in a series arranged according 

to the cosines of the angle 2 vs and its multiples, in the case where the 

attracted point is situated in the plane of the equator, we may extend 

this solution to any other attracted point whatever, by multiplying the terms 

depending on 
cos. 2 nvs 

rt+l by the functionf 

[I557q 

(i-\-2n-f-1).(2 i—1) 

1.3.5.{i — 2 n—1 ) 
(1—fAf*)*. V* -2 n {i—2n).(i—2n— 1) 2n_2 „ 

27(21-1) ^ +&C* 
[1558] 

*(1073) If n = 0, the factor (1 — /x2)71 [1556] becomes 1, and all the terms 

p'-2*1-2, &c., vanish, except (x°=l, corresponding to the last term of the 

series [1556], which is equal to 

± C® . 
(i — 2 n). (i — 2 n — 1 ) . [i — 2 n — 2).1 

2.4.6.(i — 2n) . (2i — 1) . (2i — 3).(i + Sra+l) 
. cos. 2 nvs. 

Rejecting the terms 2.4.6.(i — 2»), which are common to the numerator and 

denominator, and then inverting the order of the terms, it becomes 

± C® 
1.3.5 .. (i — 2 n — 1) 

(i-\- 2 n -J- 1) . (i -j- 2 n -}- 3).(2 i — 1) 
. cos. 2 nvs [1557c] 

which represents the part of Uw depending on cos. 2 nvs, in the case of /x = 0 ; and [I557d] 

this produces in V [1436] the term [1557]. 

f (1074) If we suppose the coefficient of -—, in the function V, corresponding 

to an attracted point situated in the equator, to be computed and put equal to we shall 

have, by [1557], C'® = ±-1.3.5..... (i — 2 n — 1) 
(i + 2n + 1) . (;-f-2rc+3).(2f — 1) 

C(i) ; [1557c] 

Cfwi = . qks) (lJr%nJrl).(2*—l) 
*5.(*—%n—1) 

hence Substituting this in the general 
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we shall therefore have the complete value of V, when it has been determined 

in a series for the two following cases ; first* when the attracted point is 

[1558'] situated upon the continuation of the polar axis ;f second, when it is situated 

term of the value of U(i) [1556], we shall get the coefficient of --Q5V~jn ^ in the value of 

F which will be found to be the same as the product of C'(i) by the function [1558], 

as in [1557', Sic.] 

* (1075) It is unnecessary to notice the first of these cases, as it is comprised in the 

second. For having computed the terms [1557], for points situated in the plane of the 

equator, we can deduce from them, by the process [1558], the terms corresponding to any 

values of and n, [1556]. The part of this last expression corresponding to n — 0, is 

[1557/] C[i). \ —S-j'ri •—ts • + &c. £ ; but from [15575, 15495], 

[1557g-] C«> = 5W = J5(0) = ■■ -~ll) . A[i) ; 

therefore the preceding expression becomes as in [1549]. 

f (1076) The method used by the author, in determining the general form of V, by 

[1558a] means of the values, computed for particular points, has been improved and generalized, by 

M. Biot, in an excellent paper, published in the Mémoires de l’Institut des Sciences, &c., 

Paris, Tom. 6. The principal results, he has obtained, will appear from the following 

application of his method, to the integration of the equation [1430]. 

Instead of assuming for a, 5, c, the values [1431], of a given form in r, Ô, vs, he represents, 

by functions of the most general nature, the values of r, Ô, vs, in terms of a, 5, c, so that 

[15586] r = F(a,b,c), 6 = Fx (a, 5, c), vs = F% (a,h,c)-, 

F1, F], _F2, representing functions of a, 5, c. The values of a, 5, c, deduced from these 

equations, may be put under the form, 

[15586] a—f(r,ô,vs), b = fi(r, Ô , vs), c =/2 (r, 6, vs) ; 

the functions f fi, fi, depending on F, Fx, Fü, and representing functions of r, Ô, vs ; 

observing also, that the quantities r, Ô, vs, are not restricted to the form assumed in [1430] 

[1558c] 1430"], hut may he any quantities whatever, hut wholly independent of each other. Substituting 

these values of a, 5, c, [15585'] in V, it becomes a function of r, Ô, vs, whose partial 

differentials, relative to a, 5, c, may be found in the usual manner, as in [462], changing 

x into a ; whence we shall get, 

fdV\ _ (*L\ (*L\ i (ÏZ\ (iï\ i (H\ . 
\da) \dr ) ' \da) ' V dô ) ' \da) ‘ \dvs) ' \da) ’ [1558d] 
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in the plane of the equator. By this means the investigation of the value 

of V is much simplified. 

and the values (~are of a similar form, changing a into b or c. 

Substituting, in these expressions, the values of o, b, c, [15586], the coefficients of 

(d-Z\ (~\ (~—\ will become functions of r, Ô, w, which, for brevity, we shall 
\dr)' \dê)' W/ 

[1558e] 

denote by 4,, dL, B0, Bu J52, C0, Clt C3, and we shall have, 

£)=•*» • (w)+ A • Gi)+A ■ Cs); 
<JF\ R dV' 

d r 
[1558/] 

dV 

dr )+Ci-CI)+Ci!- {-)■ 

which corresponds to that in [464], and to the similar expressions in y, z. In like manner, 

by changing successively in [465g], x into a, 6, c, we shall obtain the values of 

/ddV\ /ddV\ (ddV_\ 

V da2 /’ V d62 / V dc2 / 

expressed in the partial differentials of V, of the first and second orders, relative to r, Ô, w ; 

and if we substitute in the factors, with which these quantities are connected, the values of 

a, b, c, [15586'], as was done in [1558d, e], these factors will become functions of r, Ô, w ; 

and the equation [1430], corresponding to an external attracted point will become of the 

following form, 

«■-»■ m+■*• m+-©+■»■ (*£>+«■ o+■'• o 

+k-(?£) +l-^£) +-m-(s£)’ 

D, E, F, he., being functions of r, Ô, w. This equation corresponds with that in [465f], 

or [465]. 

We shall now suppose V to be expressed in a series, proceeding according to the powers 

of any one of the variable quantities, as for example r, of the following form, 

V = -f • «(3) + yYYÂ * vW &C' > 

t>(0), î)(1), v®, he., being independent of r. Substituting this in [1558A], and arranging 

the terms according to the powers of r, it will become of the form, 

0 = JV® + JVO). r + JY® • ^ + JVW. ^ + JVW . + &c. ; 
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[1558/'] 

[155%] 

[15586] 

[1558i] 

[1558^] 

[15586] 
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The spheroid which we have just considered, comprises the ellipsoid. If 

[1558"] the attracted point be situated in the polar axis, which we shall suppose to 

the general value of the coefficient of being 

[15582] 

B. ("£) +F. (%£.)+0. 

+L-(irr)+*■(*£)■ 

ddvw\ 
d(j.dzs) 

Now the equation [155S&] ought to be satisfied for all values of r, which requires that we 

[1555m] should have generally JVin) — 0, and then the equation [1558Z], being divided by 

D, becomes, 

[1558»] 

which, in the case of n = 0, becomes 

Hence we get in terms of v^, If we now put n = 1, in [1558»], we shall 

get v&) in terms of vm, v(1), and by substituting the value of v{2), [155Bo], we shall get 

v(3) in terms of v(1). In like manner, by putting successively » = 2, n = 3, &c., 

[1558p] in [1558»], and substituting the values of v{3\ vw, he., in terms of v(1), we shall obtain 

the general value of vin terms of v^, which two last quantities will remain wholly 

arbitrary, and may be considered as the two arbitrary functions required to complete the 

integral of the differential equation [155SA], of the second degree. This integral will be 

expressed by the series [1558Î], after substituting the values of vm, d(3), &c., in terms of 

[1558g] v{0\ vw ; and when the forms of these two arbitrary functions u(0), fl(1), shall be given, the 

complete value of V [1558i] will be wholly determined. These two arbitrary quantities 

#>, j are functions of Ô, tz, but do not contain the variable quantity r, according to the 

powers of which the function V [1558i] is developed. The same would be true in other 

partial differential equations, in which tire number of variable quantities r, â, iz, should be 

varied ; so that in every case, these arbitrary quantities would be functions of all the variable 

quantities Ô, tz, he., excluding the quantity r, which is used in the development of V; and 

[1558,.] when the form of these arbitrary functions is given, the value of V can be determined. It is 
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be the axis of x, we shall have b — 0, c= 0, [1347'], and then the 

expression of V [1394] will be integrable relative to p. If the attracted 

also evident that the principles here used may be applied to differential equations of all orders, 

which are functions of any number of variable quantities, and it will be found generally, that 

if the differential equation be of the first degree, there will be but one arbitrary function ?;(0) ; if 

of the second degree, there will be two arbitrary functions v{0), v(]), as in the above example ; 

if of the third degree, there will be three arbitrary functions »(0), vm, v{2)} and so on for the 

higher orders ; each of these quantities »(0), »(1), he., being functions of all the variable 

quantities Ô, he., excepting r, which is used for the development of V. We may 

therefore, with M. Biot, conclude, “ That the general effect of a partial differential equation 

is, to determine completely the form of the function relative to all the variable quantities, when 

this form is given relative to all these quantities excepting one.” So that we may consider 

partial differential equations as serving to determine the forms of functions, and not their 

absolute quantities. 

After this digression on the general properties of differential equations, we shall resume 

the value of V [1558i], representing the integral of the equation [155SA], on which the 

attraction of a spheroid depends. The partial differentials of [1558Ï], relative to r, Ô, zs, are 

The function enters only under a differential form in the value of r(2) [1558o], and the 

same is true relative to the values of r(3), r(4), he., found as in [1558p]. Now these partial 

differentials of #, and the value of 2;(1), may be determined by putting r— 0 in [155Sm] ; 

in which case we shall have the following particular values, corresponding to the case 

of r = 0, 

Hence it follows, that if we have the particular values of 

(df\ _ fdv^\ 

\dzt) \d& y 

(£> O’ O’ 
corresponding to r = 0, we may from them obtain the general values of the same 

quantities, when r has any value whatever. Now the equations [1558/*] will give, by the 

usual operation of algebraic equations of the first degree, 

functions of and if these last three quantities are known, in 

[1558"'] 

[1558s] 

Biot’s 
theorem 
on partial 
differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tions. 

[1558*] 

[1558m] 

[1558»] 

[1558m] 

[1558a:] 
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[1558""] 

[15583/] 

[1558z] 

[1558a] 

[1558/3] 

Biot’s 
theorem 
on the 

attraction 
of a 

spheroid. 

[1558y] 

[15585] 

[1558s] 

point be situated in the plane of the equator, we shall have « = 0, [1347'], 

and the same expression of V will become integrable relative to q, by known 

iV). 
©■ 

(dZ) 
\du p 

for the the case of r=0, they will then give the values of ^ 

same case of r = 0 ; from these particular values we may obtain, as above, the general 

values [1558îj] ; substituting these in [1558/], we shall finally obtain the general values of 

d V\ 
da /’ 

d V 
db 

d V 
d c 

corresponding to any value of r. 

Now when r = 0, we shall have, from [15586], 0 = F (a, 6, c), which is the 

equation of any surface whatever, whose co-ordinates are a, 6, c. This is evident, by 

observing, that if we assume at pleasure any values of a, b, and deduce, from the equation 

0 = F(a, b, c), the corresponding value of c ; these three quantities a, b, c, will represent 

the co-ordinates of a point in space ; and if we connect together all points of this kind, 

corresponding to the equation [1558#], and to different values of a, 6, c, it will form the 

surface abovementioned, whose equation is 0 — F (a ,b ,c) ; and in the present case, this 

surface is wholly arbitrary, because the functions F, Fv F2, [155S6], can be varied at pleasure. 

If the attracted point be situated anywhere on this surface, whose co-ordinates are a, b, c, the 

attraction of the spheroid upon this point, resolved in directions parallel to the axes a, b, c, 

will be represented, as in [1387, 1388], by — (fda~)’ 

therefore if the attraction of the spheroid, upon the points of this surface, be known, we shall 

d V 
db 

dV 
dc 

obtain the corresponding values of (/nr)’ (/Tc-)’ in the case of r—0; 
from which we may obtain, as in [1558/J, the general values of the same quantities, 

corresponding to any value of r whatever. From what has been said, we may deduce this 

general theorem, “ To find the attraction of any spheroid upon any point, it is only 

necessary to know the attraction of the same spheroid, upon all points of any surface taken 

at pleasure.” 

We may, for example, take for r = 0, or F (a,b,c) — 0, the equation of the 

surface of the attracting spheroid, and we shall then see that the attraction of this spheroid, 

on all points of space wdl be known, when we shall have found the attraction, upon all the 

points, situated upon this surface. This includes, as a particular case, the results found in 

[1379, 1422], for spheroids of the second order. 

If we suppose the arbitrary surface to be a plane, as for example the plane of b c, for 

which we have a = 0, it will not be necessary to transform the quantities a, b, c ; and 

instead of the equations [15586], we may put r — a, è = 6, to = c ; and in this case, 

the equation r = 0 [1558/3], or a — 0, will correspond to the required plane. The 

attraction of the spheroid will then be known generally, when we shall have found its value, 

for all the points situated in this plane. This includes, as a particular case, the result found 
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methods, supposing tang, q = t. In these two cases, the integral being 

taken relative to one of the variable quantities, between its limits, it becomes 

possible relative to the other ; and we shall find that, M being the mass of 

in [155S'], for a symmetrical spheroid. As the co-ordinates are not transformed, if we 

substitute the values of r, Ô, a, [1558s], in [155S/t], it ought to become identical with the 

proposed equation [1430], which requires that we should have D = E — F — 1, 
Q = H= I = K—L=M= 0, and the equation [1558w] becomes 

v(ri+2) __- 

Putting successively n — 0, n = 1, n—2, &c., we get, 

The partial differentials of these values of v{3\ Szc., give 

(dd\  / d4 v^\ _ f d4v(-°'> \ / ddv^ \  /d4 _/# 
V'dP"/ — \WMJ Vd*-)' 

substituting these in v(4), ®(6), &c., we get, 

&c. 

and the expression of V [1558i] becomes of the following form, first given by La Grange, 

jr (0) l (0 ( /ddv^\ , /ddv^\} K= vm+a. JO _ — q j | 

( (ddvtv‘\ , (ddd"\ ) 

1.3.3 '(V did ) + ) 5 

+1.2.3.4• i {-dvr)+%{mdd) + {-dW-J 5 + &c' 

Taking the partial differentials of this expression, relative to a, b, c, we get, by observing 

that v{]), r(2), &c., are independent of a, or r [155Sf], 
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[ I558v] 

[1558^] 

[1558»] 

[1558^] 

[15580] 

[1558] 

Integral 
of the 
funda¬ 
mental 
equation 
for the 
attraction 

of a 
spheroid, 

by 
LaGrange. 

[1558*] 
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[1558X] 

[1558M-] 

[1558v] 

[1558|] 

Value of 
V for an 
ellipsoid, 
given by 
LaGrange. 

[1558?] 

the spheroid, the value of 
V_ 

M 
is independent of the semi-axis k of the 

©-*■— i W+fi?) ! - S- ! m+(??)! 

+ârAmMSS)H^)l+^ 
(d V\ fdv^\ . /dvW\ «2 C /d*iF>\ . c 
\db ) \db)Jra'\db) 1.2*1 [db.dcy ) c’’ 

(dV\ {dv®\ , fdv^\ «2 (/«°>\ , /d3v™\ ) c 

+ a ' V^-J “ ÏÏ2 * l \wrsO + j ~kc* dc / v dc 

These values are common to all spheroids. For any particular body, they will depend on 

the values of the functions v^-, ) ’ which express the attractions on 

the points situated in the plane of he, corresponding to a = 0, in [1 5SSX]. If we 

have two different bodies for which these quantities are respectively in a constant ratio, 

independently of a, 5, c, the general expressions of (77^)’ ’ or’ 

in other words, the attractions of the two bodies on any point whatever, will be in the 

same ratio. 

This is precisely the case with an ellipsoid, or spheroid of the second order. The 

calculation of the attraction of a spheroid of this kind upon any point of the equator, was 

found, without much difficulty, by the methods of integration formerly used by Le Gendre 

and others ; which gave, for this particular case, V or v(-°'> = Mv, ®CD = 0; v being a 

function of the excentricities of the ellipsoid, wholly independent of the polar semi-axis k. This 

value of F’is a particular case of the general expression which was proved in [1399, 1412'] ; 

and the equation t)(1)=0, is a necessary consequence of the symmetrical form of the 

ellipsoid, on each side of the equator, which renders the attraction — (ffâT) = 

[1558X], in the direction of the axis a, equal to nothing for any attracted point, situated in 

the plane of the equator ; this being a property common to all such symmetrical spheroids. 

Substituting these values in the general development of V [1558k], we shall get, for the 

attraction of an ellipsoid, upon any point whose co-ordinates are «, h, c, 

V=M. 

a2 f ddv\ . / ddv\~) 

ÏT3 * 1 \~dW) + V dc2 / > 
, a4 ( /d4v\ . n / d4 v \ . pd4v\ } p 

^ 1.2.3.4 ‘ l (Iby^ 2 ‘ (dbi.dcy > ~ TC' 

For another ellipsoid, having the same principal sections and foci, but whose magnitude is 
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spheroid, [1412', 1412'"], perpendicular to the equator, and depends only [I558vi] 

different, we shall have the same value of v^ [1558v], M will change into M', and V 

into V therefore we shall get, 

hence we obtain, 

V__M 
v'~~W‘ 

11558*] 

[1558p] 

From this it follows generally, that two ellipsoids, whose principal axes have the same 

directions, and which have the same foci, attract an external point in proportion to the masses [1558<r] 

of the ellipsoids, as was before shown in [ 1412/7"]. 

The theorems we have given become more simple if the body be a spheroid of revolution, 

about either of the axes ; as for example, the axis of a. In this case, if we put r for the 

distance of the attracted point from the axis of a, or r = y/(62 -f- c2), it will be evident, 

that all the points, situated at the same distance from the axis, and at the same height above 

the plane of b c, will be equally attracted ; since the spheroid is symmetrical relative to all [1558t] 

these points. Then V will be a function of a, r ; and its partial differentials, relative to b, 

considering r as a function of b, c, are 

But from r = s/ilP -f- c2), we get 

f dr 

\lb (&2-p C2)l 

b 

r 

f ddr\ 

\dtf ) (&2_pc2)2 

hence the preceding value of ^ becomes, 

C2 

r3> 

[1558^3 

[1558<d 

[1558<p] 

and in like manner, by changing b into c, and c into b, which does not alter r, we get, 

Substituting these in [1430], and reducing by putting 62-f-c2 = r2, we obtain, 

[1558X] 

[15584d 

This contains only the two variable quantities r and a ; and it is evident that the preceding 

theorems, which exist with three dimensions 0, b, c, in spheroids of a general form, have 
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[1558™] 

Biot’s 
theorem 
for a 

spheroid 
of revo¬ 
lution. 

[1558m] 

[1559a] 

[15596] 

[1559c] 

upon the excentricities of the ellipsoid.* * Therefore by multiplying the 

different terms of the value of relative to these two cases, reduced 
JVJL 

into a series, and arranged according to the powers of -, by the factors of 

which we have just spoken, [1555", 1557'], we shall obtain the value 

of relative to any attracted point whatever; the function which 

results will be independent of k, and will depend only upon the excentricities ; 

this furnishes another demonstration of the theorem, which we have proved 

in [1412", &c.] 

If the attracted point be situated within the spheroid,f the attraction 

analogous ones with two dimensions a, r, in spheroids of revolution ; so that the attraction of 

these spheroids of revolution upon any point of space, will he generally determined, when we 

shall have found the same attractions, for all the points of any curve, described at pleasure, in 

the plane of the meridian. 

* (1077) The calculations of the integrals [1558'", &c.] by the usual methods require very 

tedious operations ; as may be seen, by referring to the Mémoires de VAcadémie des Sciences, 

de Paris, 1788, where M. Le Gendre has given a detailed account of such integrals. This 

manner of considering the subject is now wholly superseded by that of Mr. Ivory, which we 

have already explained in [1428a, &c.] ; and therefore it will not be necessary to enter into 

any further explanation, which would require much time, and would be of no real service ; 

since we have already obtained two different solutions of the same question ; the one given 

by La Place [1412"", &c.], the other by Mr. Ivory, as in [1428tf]. 

f (107S) The formula [1559], for an internal attracted point, is deduced from [1447], 

by substituting d Ô'. sin. ô' = —d f [1492a] ; and if we change the limits of the integral, 

as in [14925], so as to have them from f = — 1 to = L we may put 

d d . sin. &=d f, and then [1447] becomes as in [1559]. Moreover, 

ÿL=v-dR = J--i.tl.R-, 

and if we suppose, as in [1531'], R to be a function of a, f, zh, and dR to be taken on 

dR 1 (d. R~~l\ j 
the supposition that f, zf, are constant, we shall get = fZIï ’ l—Ja—J’aa> 

and then [1559] will become as in [1560]. This last is of a similar form to the expression 

£7® [1532], and becomes identical by writing 2-—i for the exponent of R, instead of 

if-3 ; and in the same manner by which [1532] was changed into [1541], we may change 
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which it suffers, depends, as we have seen in [1444], upon the function Yl\ 

[1560] into [1563]. For [1533] will correspond with [1561], [1534] with [1562], and 

by making the abovementioned change of the factor i -f- 3 into 2 — i, in [1541], it 

will become as in [1563]. 

In all the calculations of the author, in this section, if they be applied to the attraction upon 

a point, situated near the surface of the spheroid, or upon an internal point, it will be necessary 

to examine into the convergency of the resulting series, for the reasons stated in [1447a, &c.] 

The result of this examination will generally be, to limit the applications of these calculations 

to bodies differing but little from a sphere, so that when R is expressed, as in [1535'], by 

hie quantity a may be so small, that V can be expressed in a converging series, 

arranged according to the powers of a, as in the formulas we shall hereafter give [1560a, p] ; 

which are sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes, in the investigation of the figures of 

the planetary bodies. 

(1079) In the values of V [1467, 1496], the author has retained only the first power of 

a, supposing that to he sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes ; but he has shown, in 

[1820", &c.], how to carry on the approximation, so as to embrace the terms depending on 

the square and higher powers of a. This has also been done by Mr. Poisson, in a much 

more symmetrical manner, by developing the formula [1447a]. We shall here give a full 

account of his method, as it is found in the Connoisance des Terns for the vear 1829. 

Supposing, as in [1447d] that u is the radius of the surface of the spheroid, corresponding 

to the angles Ô', to', we shall have, as in [1461'] 

u — a . (1 -f- « ÿ) j 

a being a very small positive constant quantity ; a the radius of a sphere differing but little 

from the spheroid ; y' a function of a, ê', ]/, which is positive in those parts wffiere u ]> a, 

but negative where u<^a ; the spheroid being homogeneous, and its density p equal to unity. 

If we suppose the distance r, of the attracted point from the origin, to exceed u, the 

integrals ft will disappear from [1447»], and the terms depending on f will become 

complete integrals f; hence V — 2^ ^ . J'p . Rl+2 d-R^j . Q(i). dw^. We 

shall divide the integral relative to r, into two parts ; the one extending from r — 0 to 

r=a, and the other from r = a to r = u. The first of these integrals is a constant 

quantity ; for f p. Rl+~ d R— ^4^.. ■ , is nothing when R — 0 ; and when 
l —o 

x{+3 .... ..... _ n /4-f-3 

R: a, 

it becomes ---a 
t + 3 * 

this part of V is equal to _ 4 

• • f) flL I ° 

which is a constant quantity of the formj YW==L1___, so that 

. fY'^.^.dwX. Now from the formula [1476a], it 
OO 

0 

appears that all the integrals, of the form fYl(ff>. Q^.dw, must vanish, except that corresponding 
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[1560c?] 
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[1560/] 

Attracted 
external 
point. 

[1560g-] 

[15607t] 

[1560*] 

[15607-] 

[1560Z] 

[1560m] 

Attracted 
internal 
point. 

[1560»] 

and we have, by [1447], 

to i = 0 ; hence this part becomes - . f T'(°> . Q(0) .dw— - . 4 it. T(0), [ 1533»] ; 

P-»3 
and as the preceding value of Y(0\ or Ym, is then equal to we have, for this part 

O 

of the integral, - . 4tf. . Therefore the complete value of F, corresponding 
“ v 3 3 v 

to this first case, is, 

v=+ p ■ •/(/”R,+s d R) •<?li> -dw\- 

On the contrary, if r be less than the least value of », the integrals f will vanish, and / will 

change into /. By this means the first term of [1447»] will vanish. The second term of 

[1447?z] will be 2* ^~é\T • f ^Jq P • 7^+2 dR^j .Qy) . d w^, and this can be computed 

as in [1560e], changing the limit a into r, by which means the formula [1560/*] will become 

which represents the value of the second term of [1447»], in the case 
4 t p. ?-3 4 7r p. 

S r 
oo 

under consideration. The last term of [1447»] is 2 <r in 

which the integral, relative to R, may be divided into two parts ; the one from R — r 

to R = », the other from R = a to R — u ; this last part produces the term 

under the sign of integration, in the following formula [1560»] ; the former part is 

2* ^p. (fU jgt-• Q® • div^. Now p being constant, 

ff-0 = e ■fRl-‘dR = ^-i ■ (R”-<*-•), 

which vanishes at the first limit, where R = r ; and when R=a, it becomes 

j.a [\dR __ ^ P_ . Ça~~i — p-*') • this is independent of », and may be considered, as in 

[1560e], to be of the form T'U)). Putting therefore for a moment —r2_I ), 

the expression [1560Z] will become 2* P .fYm. Q(0. d w. Hence v?e may conclude, as 

in [1560c—/], that we need only notice the value i — 0, which gives 

f T/(0). Q(,). d w = 4 ‘if. F(0) = 4 -tf . £ p . (a2— P2) = 2 k p . (a2 — r2). 

Connecting this part of the third term, with the second term, p .r2 [1560i], the sum 

becomes 2 * p. a2 — | <* p • r2. Adding this to the term under the sign of integration, 

mentioned in [1560Æ], we get, for the complete value of V, corresponding to an internal 

attracted point, the following expression, 

V=2 * p . a? — S * p . r8 + p . 2“/./(//Si) • Qm ■ d w[ 

To reduce either of the expressions [1560g-, »] into a series, proceeding according to the 

powers of a, we may observe, that fRl+~ d R = . \ &+3 — ai+3\ vanishes, 
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. d R . d fV. d d 

® — J R~l 

when 11 = a-, and at the other limitj where iï = w = a . (1 -f- ay"), it becomes, 

fu jR*+9 d R = .-Lg 4ai+s• ( :1 + a y')i+3 — «i+31 = rrq * K1 + a Z/')i+3 — 4 • 
■J a î + o i-\-o ; + 3 

= «‘"3 • ) » <j+-:t- -»y 

Changing, in this last expression, i into — i 

(i-1) 

(t+3).(t + 2) ^ 4/2 _j_ | 

1.2 ■** 

(;+2).(i+i) 

/.M di? - . Ç . 
« S-r=«2-*.^r 

2.3 

1, we get, 

a~y'2Jr 2.3 

. oc3 y'3 -f- &c. 

3./2 J-(---Î- a3 î/3 -&C. 1 . 

We shall put y for the value of y', when Ô', ■&/, are changed into Ô, vj, respectively ; or in 

other words, y is the value of y', corresponding to the point where the radius r intersects the 

surface of the spheroid. We shall develop the powers of y in series of the form [1464], putting 

y = f(0) -f r(l) 4- r®> + r(3) + &c. = ; 

f = YT + Yp + Ff + Yf + &c. = 20œ YP ; 

yn+i = yw + FT1 + F[2> + n3) +.rjp 4- &c. = 2o E« ; 

and in like manner, with accented letters, we shall have, 

ÿ = F'®> 4- F® 4- Y'm + F® 4- &c. ; 

y'«+i = IT + F« 4- Ff>+ F'f + &c.4- Y'® 4- &c. 
If we substitute, in [1560o], the expressions of y', y/2, y13, &tc., deduced from [1560»], and 

then insert the result in the integral [1560g-], /(/; R^dldj .Q(,) .dw, it will be 

composed of terms of the form f Y'^') . Q® . w. All the terms of this integral, in which 

i differs from i, will vanish, by means of the formula [1476a], and the whole will be reduced 

4 7T* 
to terms of the form JY4 . ^(i). dw = Q .■ ■ - . F(0 [ j 533ra] ; hence we finally obtain, 

£ % *"T~ X 

/(/" s^dRy <^=444 • «a w>+(j:l4;3+1> ■ “3 +4 • 

Proceeding in the same manner with the formulas [1560y, n\, we get, 

/(/; 2F») • «» •■*«=^ 1 TP+. *3 iy> - &o. ]. 
Hence the values of F [1560g, w], will become. 

I 
, a.2 

co 1 a{ -x7n\ i a2 ^°° a1 
p-_4?rp.a3 , 4^p. 

3 r r 

_ V (i) J_2 
0 2i-j-l V ' 2 ’ 0 2Î4-1 ' ri 

JÇ , F W 

I ct3 (i4-2).(i-f 1 ) fli A , „ 
+ 2:3-20 2i + l 

-.oo 

2^r 
F=2<tfp.a2— —. p. r24-47rp.a2. 

a2- * JL F«_a2 2°°—- — F« 
1 0 2Ï+Ï* a‘ ‘2* 0 2Î4-1 ’ a( ‘ 

+ a- ,3 go (i—l).i r* 

2.3’ 0 2t-j-1 ] a 
r^— &c. 

[1559] 

[1560o] 

[1560p] 

[15609] 

[1560r] 

[1560s] 

[1560«] 

[1560m] 

[1560»] 

[1560w] 

[1560a:] 

[1560y] 

Attracted 
external 
point. 

[1560a] 

Attracted 
internal 
point. 

[1560/3] 
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[15607] 

[15605] 

[1560s] 

[1560g] 

[1560»] 

[1560»'] 

[15600] 

[15600 

Points 
near the 
surface. 

[1560k] 

[1560X] 

ATTRACTION OF A SPHEROID, 

which may he put under the form, 

The sign 2 of finite integrals includes all the integral values of i, from i— 0 to i= oo 5 

but it maybe observed, that if the development of y contain only a finite number of terms, as 

for example, y — Y(0) -f~ Y(J;) -f- T(2), all the terms Ir(3), Y{4\ &.c., will be nothing. 

The square and other powers of y, will then be limited to a finite number of terms, which 

will however increase, according to the powers of y or a ; so that the value of y*, in the case 

just mentioned, might include terms as far as Y[4) $ y3 as far as Y^\ &lc. 

The formulas [1560g-, a], correspond to any external attracted point, and the formulas 

[1560n, (3] to an internal attracted point, without any exception. For though it might seem 

that some modification of these formulas would be necessary, when the attracted point is 

situated near the surface of the spheroid, on account of the changes in the limits of the 

integrals, relative to /', f, yet this is not the case, as Mr. Poisson has proved in the 

following manner, by means of the formula [1447o]. 

The spheroid being homogeneous, the first series contained in the formula [1447o], will 

be reduced, as in [I560d—/], to its first term, corresponding to i= 0, and as the last 

limit of this integral is r, this term will become 
4 7t p. ?'3 

3 r 
or i p . r2, being the same as 

the first term of the following expression [J560<]. Now if we represent by Q any quantity 

at pleasure, wre shall have identically f Q.dw-^-f^.dw — f Q . d' w ; hence 

w=fQ.div — ft Q.div. If wTe put Q equal to the factor of d w, in the 

second term of [1447o], the part depending on f Q.dw, will produce the second term 

of [1560<], and the part depending on — f,Q. dw will be 

— 2" {-J+C-f,(frU(.B^dnyqo.dwy, 
connecting this with the last term of [1447o], and using for brevity the following value of U, 

U—fa.tfBVdR-S.f'gt, 

the sum will become, — p . 2“ ftU. Q(i). d w, which is the last term of [1560/]. In like 

manner, if we substitute f/Q.dw=fQ.dw — f Q . dw, in the last term of [1447o], 

and use the preceding value of U, it will become of the form [l 560»]. Hence we have 

r=|.{At-/{Y'R^R)] -p-20 f‘u- ■dw ’ 

r=|*P.^+,.s” +e.^fu.q».dw. 

It will suffice to take into consideration the first of these two formulas, as the same reasoning 

may easily be applied to the second. We shall nowr put, 

u = r — z 

z being a function of è' and 4/, which we shall suppose to be of the same order as the factor 

a, in all those parts of the radius r, which we shall take into consideration. The integral 

/RV*dR = ~ .(**- r*+3) vanishes when 7? = r; and when R = u = r—zr, 
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[1560] 

it becomes, f Ri+*dR = —.i(r—rH* }=—4+2.z' 
17 r t-j-3 

t-j-2 

Hence Jp. ^ “ Rl+5dR — — r. z' + . s'2 — . z'3+ &c- Changing 

. rHbz'2—&c. [1560^ 

[1560v] 

in this, i into — i — 1, we get, 

ri ru ÉÆ__r z>_fe-1) ~'2 

7 -Jr Pd~l~ 2 

Subtracting this from the preceding expression, we obtain the value of Z7[1560d], 

2.3. r 

2i±l __ (2v±l) ^3_|_&c> 

2 3 r 1 

[1560*] 

[15600'] 

The integrals relative to the characteristic ft include only those values of z in which r<^u 

[1447e]. If we put for a discontinuous function of Ô', id, so that we may have <£' = z’ 

If r <^n, and — 0 if r^> u, we may change z into and ft into the complete [1560.t] 

integral /. Therefore multiplying [15601'], by Q(':). dw, and integrating, we get, by 

neglecting terms of the order z'4, or a4, 

J]U.QU.dw= JÇ2 . qw ,dw. («+!) 
3r 

.fZ*.Q!».du>. [1560p] 

If £ represent the value of when ô'= Ô and id = zs, this quantity £ will correspond 

to the point where the radius r, produced if it be necessary, intersects the surface of the 

spheroid. It will be nothing if the attracted point be external, and equal to its distance from [15604 

the surface, in the direction of this radius, if the point be internal. Supposing now g2, £3, to 

be developed in series of the form [1532a], namely, 

f + X<1> .+ X« + &c. = 20°°X® ; 

g3 = Z^.4- 4- he. = ; 

in which X®, z(i), he., are of the same nature as Y®, satisfying an equation of the form 

[1464c] ; we shall have in like manner, = X'(i), £3 = d®. Substituting these 

in [1560p], we may, by means of the formula [1476a], neglect all the terms of the form 

zPv\ in which i! differs from i, and we shall get successively, by using [1533n, 1560r, v], 

s, u. q^.dw=^ pp JX'V . Q® . dw — {pp]- •fz'® . Q® . d wl 

CD ^ 2 î 4^1 4 k (2x’4-1) 

[1560t] 

[15604 

[1560?] 

= 2, 
4k 

2Ï4T 
.XV 

■ ir 

3r ! i 4“ 1 
. Z (0 

= 2® 32 K.X® 
4k 

3r 
> = 2 7T. 2jy X® 

2rn 4 k rq 

[1560x] 

This last expression is nothing, by the nature of the function | [1560], whenever the 

attracted point is without the spheroid. Therefore, for all external points, the equation 

[1560/] will be reduced to 

v=i *? • ,a+ p • \ {pu • /(/f Ri+id R) • Q!’’ •d ■ 
48 

! W [15604] 
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[1560w] 

[1561a] 

[1561a'] 

[15616] 

[1561c] 

[1561c?] 

[1561c] 

[1561/] 

We shall suppose i?2 1 to be developed in a series of the following form, 

We may reduce this to the form [1560g], by separating the integral relative to R into two 

parts, and changing the limits r, u, into a, u, and a, r, in the following manner, 

fURi+*dR= fu R'^dR— fr Rl+2dR. 
u r ^ a *7 a 

Substituting this in [1560-]/], the first term of the second member will produce the integral 

given in [I560g], and the other terms of [1560^], will be represented by 

^ • t ■ ** - P • s” { 7*r • /(/ R). Q?. dw ] . 

But fRlJrQdR= —? - . (i?^3 — ) vanishes at the first limit R — a: and at the 
l o J 

second limit R — r, it becomes f r jR*+2 d R— —-— . (V+3 — a*+3 ). This being a 
a % 3 ' 1 ° 

constant quantity, is of the form Y'^, and we shall find, by proceeding as in [1560c?, &c.], 

that the only value of i necessary to be retained in [1561a], is i=0. Hence we shall get, 

/r • /(/; R^dB).q\dw=t ,/Y'M. Q(»l ,rfw = ^.r(«)=^.(r>-a=) 

4 «-p.r2 4 7rp.a3 

Substituting this in [1561a], it becomes 

3 

4tff.r2 

3r 

4 a-p.r2 ! 4^-p. aP 4 7T. p a? 

‘ 3r ~ 3r 
which 

3 3 

is the same as the part independent of the sign of integration in [1560g]. Therefore the 

expression [1560*], corresponding to an external attracted point, is in all cases reduced to 

the form [1560g], or to the equivalent expression [1560a]. 

Proceeding in a similar manner, we may prove that 2“ f'U. Q(i). d w, in the formula 

[1560»], is nothing, whenever the attracted point is situated within the spheroid. Therefore 

we shall have, for all internal points, 

F=|'rp.r2-(-p.20 • Q(0 dw | * 

Separating this integral, relative to R, into two parts, between the limits r, a, and a, w, we have 

u d jK d R, . /» u d JR 

Jr WZ^JrWZ+Ja RFï' 
Substituting this in [1561c], wTe shall find that the last integral of the second member produces 

the integral given in [1560n], and the other terms of the function [1561c] become, 

.a dR 
4 -r p . r2 -f 

Then we shall find, as in the preceding case, that the only term to be noticed is i—0, and 

CO 

P.2o 

fa-^r=faRdR = i. /r®. .dw=i«.v\ as R 

[1533w], the expression [1561e] will become |<n'p.r2-}-p.4‘7r.|.(a2—r2) = 2tfp.a2—§tfp.r2, 

which is the same as the part independent of the sign of integration, in [1560m]. Therefore 

the expression [1560»], corresponding to an internal attracted point, is, in all cases, reduced 
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*'(°) + /CD _]_ ^(9) -f- gfW -I- &c. ; 

to the form [1560n], or to the equivalent expression [1560/3] ; which is what, in [1560s], 

was proposed to be proved. 

'dV' 

d r 
= R, representing, as in If we deduce, from [1560a, p], the values of 

[181 lZ], the attraction in the direction of the radius, we shall get, for an external attracted 

point, the formula [1561A] ; and for an internal attracted point, the formula [156H] ; 

fdV\ _4tfp.a3_L4tfp.a3 f voo i+1 é ym . <*2 ^oo (i+2).(i+l) al 7™,„ ) 
U—{dr)-3^ + —-r20 ^'rï’Y + 2-20 ’^T ■T/W+&c*h 

R 
(dV\_4<irp.r_dtfp.or ^ oo i 

dr 

0 2t +1 

^ y(i)_2°° ^ 1) rl 
0 2i-fr* ’ 2" 0 2i+l 

and in like manner, we might find the form in any other direction, as in [1811Z]. 

If the attracted point be situated exactly on the surface of the spheroid, the two values of V 
(d V\ 

[1560a, |3], as well as those of (— ) [1561A, i], will coincide; as we may find, by 

putting r = a . (1 + ay), and then developing these expressions according to the powers 

of a. As this development will furnish another demonstration of the theorem [1458], we 

shall go through the calculation, neglecting terms of the order a3. 

The value of r [1561&] gives —=1—ay-^opy2- ■he. .(t+l).«y+&c. 

Substituting these in the expression of F [1560a], for an external point, it becomes, by 

neglecting a3 and using 2 for 2“, 

R=~ • P-a3. ( 1 —ay+«Y)+4*p.a2.^ a. 2.[1— (i-f 1 ). ay] . Y© + f. 2 . Y,®^ 

4 or* 
• p.cr . p . a2 . a. ?/ — 3.2 

2{+l 
. Y©! 

4 (jT 
P . a*. ^ — 2 y2 -j- 6 y . 2 . Y® • 

or 

3 f 2 ( - * 1 - *■ 2i + l 

in which the factors of the order a, a2, may be reduced by means of the formulas [1560r, s], 

which give, 

y 
also 

-3 •2 •Yra=* Y<° -3 •2 • r<8=- 0 - sji) •=3 • 4^ • ri° > 

^•2S+I-Y<i’=6^ (4+2VFl) •V“>=3y.sr»+y.s5ij. V«=3/+y.2^ . F® ; 

~3'2 5+3 ■■T'”=~ 2• r-"’=(1+gf) • Y-(i)=~ 2 ~ 2 

=—ÿ2—s 

The expressions [1561o, o'], being added to —2y2, we get, 
2 i-H 

-2^ + 63/.^.r®-3.2si2.F<« = y.25j|i.F<«_4^.F®. 
Y! 27-f-l 

[1561] 

[15 61 g] 

External 
point. 

[1561A] 

Internal 
point. 

[15617] 

[1561*] 

[15611] 

[1561m] 

[1561»] 

[1561o] 

[15610q 

[1561jo] 
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Attracted 
point 
at the 
surface. 

[1561?] 

[156lr] 

[1561s] 

[15611] 

At tho 
surface 
of the 
spheroid. 

2/(i) satisfying this equation of partial differentials, 

Substituting this and y = ^Y<-i) in [1561m], using also the expression [1561n], we obtain, 

F=llp.a2— ^.p.a^Sa.S^.rW — 
Art i—1 4 «if i+5 

2Î+1 Si+l 

Proceeding in like manner with the expression of V for an internal point, [1560(3], we get, 

y-=2*p.a*—'^Pa2.(l+2«y4-aY)+4^P.a2. ^ a.2.(1 +*.«y).F(l)— y .2^| 

4 it e 

But we have 

-^.P.a^f.^-6ÿ.S2-^.r<o+3.s±=l.r((i)p 

6 ^ •2 5ÏTI •rw='- '0 y■s (* ■- «tï) - r®!=-3y-^«>+y-^ ■ r«> 

= — 3 f + y • 2 
2*4-1 

. r® ; 

• 4^ • *■.*=» iff • f=4 - S$3) • Y‘)=2 •2 r<* -2 ^ • r'w 
i-j-5 

= 2y2-2- 
2 î —1— 1 

r® : •* / ? 

adding these two last expressions to y2, we get, by observing that y = 2 

-YW+34S-r(0 • ^ ■r<i1-2 îS • r“ 

Substituting this and [1561w] in [ 1561 r], it becomes the same as in [1561g1], so that both 

the values of V. developed in this manner, become identical. 

Substituting also r — a . (1 + ay), in [1561*], we get, by neglecting a3, and 

putting y = 2 T(l), 

— (^) = ^-p-«-(1+C(2/) —4tfP*a* 

« •2 27^1 • t1 +(*“ l)'av\ •Y{<) 

a? i.[i 1) r(<) 

“2 *2 2*4-1 * 

= ±!.p.a-^.p.a.a.^-y4-2^I.r^ 

, 4 «tt a2 ([ 6t.(i 1) -t^c£'1 - 3»• (i 1) y^) } 

+-3--r-a'2-[-y'^i+r-YM+*-ïï+r'Y'$ 

A it A it _ ® 1 = __.p.a —— .p.a.a.22. + l. 1 ■ 

_L^ if £ v VO -J 6t.(t—1) Y(t) 4_ 2 p yco ) 
4~-g-*P*a‘ 2 4 | 21u.,2 2. + 1 .1^ 2.+1 $• [1561m] 
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+ ».(»+I).*®. 

The other value of — 
(dV 
\ dr 

[1561A] will produce the same result. For by substituting 

r = a . (1 —j- a y), and neglecting a3, we get, 

—^ .p ,a. ( 1 —2ay-{-3a2y2)-|-4‘n"p.ft. 
, ct2 (*4-2).(t+l) 
+ ¥'s-^i^TJ-r/0 

4 it 4 ir 
= Trf-a-TT 

The first term of this expression is the same as in [1561m], the coefficient of —ftfp.a .a 

in the second term is 

2 y—2 . T to = 2 J r« — 2 . r® = 2 \ 2 — l J 21^1 2i-\-l l 2i-\-l \ ■Ya=sËTi-YVi’ 

4 <n ^ ,n a? 
as in [1561m]. The coefficient of iAl.p.a. —, 

6ÿ3-y,sMW±g).rB+sm)1!|+1),Y/a. 

and if, for brevity, we put for a moment n = i . (i — 1), m = 2t-f-l} we shall get 

(t -}- 2) . (i -}- 1 ) = ï2 -j- 3 i -j- 2 = i . (i — 1 ) —j— 4 ® -f- 2 = n -J- 2 ra ; and the preceding 

coefficient will become, 

_ 0 6.(m4-2to) T7.,.. , 3.(n + 2m) 
6y2—m.2—11—jTW4-s-- T— 

3 v m 1 m 1 

= 60»— 12y.2T™ . + 6.27®-ÿ.2^.P)-f23A r/0. 

Substituting in the second and third terms the values 2 YW =y, 2 Y"/*> = y2, the three 

first terms become 6 y2— 12 y2 + 6 y2 = 0, and the two remaining terms are, as in 

[1561m], — y.2— .rw+2 — . r/*\ 
m m 

2?rp. ft2 . J y-r-_4 rf Q 4<7T’ o _ ® 1 '\T/4\ 
+ 2 -. p . ft . p. or. a . 2 ) 

If we add p. ft2 to half the value of V [1561g-], we shall get, 

4# 
T 

-¥ • p • <•* • f • {syw ■ | ■ 

Multiplying the expression of — (^) [1561m] by ft, and neglecting terms of the order a2, 

we shall find that the product becomes equal to the second member of [1561a?], and hence, 

-(£)- 
2v p.a2 

+ ÏV. 

[1562] 

[1561m] 

[1561m] 

[1561a:] 

Another 
demon¬ 
stration of 
La Place’s 
theorem 
on the 

attraction 
of 

«pheroids. 

[156%] 

49 
3 
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Also if we put z(i) for what z,& becomes when we change f into p, to' into to, 

we shall have, by what precedes, 

[1561a] 

Attracted 
external 
point. 

[1561(3] 
Attracted 
internal 
point. 

[1561r] 

[1561(5] 

This is the same as the fundamental equation of La Place [1458], which was proved, in a 

different manner, in [1459a—tc], neglecting terms of the order a2, and putting the density 

p = l [1457a]. The preceding demonstration could have been much abridged, if we had 

wholly neglected the consideration of terms of the order a2, as was done by La Place in his 

first demonstration in the Mem. Acad. Paris, 1782. 

Retaining only the first power of a, in [1560a, /3], we shall have, for a spheroid, whose 

radius is a . (1 -f- « V) — a • (1+ a ■ so 4"®)? which we shall call the first spheroid, 

V = 
4 t p . a3 4 p . a. a3 

3 r + 

V =2tfp.a?— 
2wp.r 

• 
CO 

0 2i + l 

-f- 4 it p . a2 . a . 2 

yen. 

yl 
-_ — yco 

0 2i+l ’a* ' 

For a second spheroid, whose radius is a .{l-\-ay-\-az)=a.{l-\-a.'ïfY© ^ 

we shall get the values of V, by changing in the preceding expressions y into y -f- z, or 

[1561s] 2® Y© into 2” Y(i) -j- 2gZU). Subtracting the values corresponding to the first spheroid, 

from those of the second respectively, we shall get AV, or the increment of V, corresponding 

to the stratum included between the first and second spheroids, which will be, 

1 a1 

Attracted 
external 
point. 

[1561g] 
Attracted 
internal 
point. 

[1561»] 

4 v P . a . a3 oo 
AV = -4- • 2, 

0 2 i-j-1 r* 
. Z (i) 

A V =4rfp. a2 . a. 2, 
oo 
0 

1 

2i-p 1 

rl 

ai 
. g <0 

[15610] 

[1561»] 

The first of these expressions corresponds to an external attracted point, the second to an 

internal point, this last case being the same as is treated of by La Place in [1501]. If we 

put R1 and R2 for the corresponding values of — ’dr ") 5 representing the 

attraction of this stratum, in a direction towards the origin of the co-ordinates, we shall get 

the following values, similar to those in [1561 A, ï] ; 

'd. aV' 
R,= 

dr 

4 7T p. a. a3 oo i -f-1 a* 

r2 ‘ \ 2i-\-l ’ V 

; ri 471-p . q.cfi 00 
.2 

0 2i+l 

Neglecting a2, we may put r = a, and they will become, 

y(9 

œ 

jR1 = 4‘tfp.a.a.2 
oo i-j-l 

0 27+1 ‘ 

- - Ro — — 4 If P . a. a . 2, 
oo 
0 € 2i + l 

. z(p>, 

whose difference is, 

[156L] 

Difference 
of the 
internal 

and 
external 
attraction 
of a 

stratum. 

oo C £ - 
R\ — Rz—^p.a.a.'Eç | — 

i+1 

+ i ~®2£+l 5 
l.zW = 4 

00 
if p. a. a. 2^ £© = 4 to p . a . a 2. 

Hence it appears, that if two points are situated upon the same radius, the one at the external 

surface of the stratum, and the other at the interna] surface ; the difference of the action of the 

stratum upon these two points, in the direction of the radius, will he proportional to its 
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v (0 _ 4 <7T 

(2i+l) .(2 — i) •/P • .da ; 

thickness a az, in the same direction ; and is the same as if the stratum were spherical, as 

is evident, by supposing, in the preceding calculations [1561<5, &cc.], y= 0, and az equal 

to the thickness of the spherical stratum. 

Having obtained the value of V [1560a, (3], corresponding to a homogeneous spheroid, we 

may proceed, as in [1503", Stc.], to compute the attraction of a spheroid, composed of strata 

of variable densities, by supposing y and p to be functions of a ; then taking the differential 

of this value of V relative to a, we shall obtain the value of d)f corresponding to a stratum, 

whose thickness, in the direction of the radius, is equal to the differential of a. (1-f- ay), 

or d a -j- a. d . (a y). Multiplying this by the variable density p, and then integrating 

relative to a, from a = 0 to a — a at the surface, we shall get the value of V, 

corresponding to a heterogeneous spheroid. If the attracted point be situated without the 

spheroid, we must use the formula [1560a], which will produce the corresponding formula 

[156 l<r]. But if the attracted point be within the spheroid, and correspond to a stratum, 

whose radius is a.(l-\-ay), we must use the formula [1560a], from a=0 to a—a ; 

and the formula [1560/3], from a — a to a — a. In this way, by using, for brevity, the 

expressions JBf, Cf, given below, which are quantities of the same nature as Y(i), 

satisfying the equation [1464c], we shall get the following values of V [1561r, FJ, of which 

the first corresponds to an external point, the second to an internal point. 

tz 4 k r'A i q | 4b 
y=7-~. / o.d.ad-\-- 

3r ^ 0 r 1 r 

rr 4 v r a 7 n , 4 z 
/ = — . / p.a.cr-j- — 

3r J 0 v 1 r 

4* l"'2 (2*'+l).r< 

i + 2 

2 (2i-\-\) . r' T • 
, a3 fl) 

2^*2(2i-f-l).ri +&c* 

! a . 2 
(2i+l).r‘ ■m + I •2 (2 i + f) . / • -B? + &c- 

+2*.f%.d.c?+4 CP + fcc 
+ : 

We must, in this last value, put r = a . (1 + ay), by which means it will become a 

function of a, Ô, vs. 

The partial differentials of this last value of V [156H], relative to Ô, vs, which are to be 

used in finding the attractions B!', B!", [1811Z], in the directions perpendicular to the radius 

i, are to be taken before the substitution of the value r = a . [1 —j— ay) * and the same is 

to be observed relative to the equations [1447y, *\. This is evident, because the independent 

variable quantities Ô, vs, are also independent of r j and therefore the partial differentials of 

[1563] 

[1561X] 

[1561Md 

[1561v] 

[1561?] 

[156in 

Attraction 
of a 

spheroid 
of variable 
density, 

[1561a-] 

[1561p] 

[1561*] 

upon an 
external 
point ; 

[1561r] 

upon an 
internal 
point. 

[156 ly] 

[1561ç>] 

[1561X] 
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hence we shall get the expression of V, corresponding to all the strata of 

Attraction 
upon an 
internal 
point, 

[15614] 
neglecting 
terms of 
the order 

[1561w] 

[1563a] 

[15626] 

[1562c] 

[1562cZ] 

[1562e] 

[1562/] 

[1562g-] 

I7, relative to Ô, zs, ought not to be affected by the functions of Ô, zs, which enter implicitly in 

the expression of r — a . ( 1 -f- a y)i by means of the quantity y. 

If we neglect terms of the order a2 in [1561c], we shall get, 

V= — . fap.d.a*+2«. /*ap.d.«24-4a^.2' 
3r *'0 r J a ' 

-i—1 . R(/) 
—|— 4 a z. X 

r' . (?<*> 

2i-fl 1 2i-\-l 

We shall now, for the sake of illustrating more fully the calculations in which the limit a of 

the integrals is variable, show that this last value of V will produce the expression in the 

second member of [1447/], which we have already investigated in a different manner. In 

making this calculation, we shall first compute the effect of the partial differentials relative to 

Ô, zs, depending on the two first terms of the first member of the equation [1447/] ; and then 

that depending on the third term of the same equation, or the differential relative to r. 

Now the first and second terms of V [1561/], being independent of Ô, zi, evidently 

produce nothing in the two first terms of the first member of [1447/] ; but the third term of 

V produces the following expressions, 

(dB<*>' 

S”-'’ V-it - ) 2, + 1 S1IM V-M 
\ it 

]=4“ sin.2 ô \ dzfi J 

y.-i-1 
rf . 2 

2 i -f-1 ’ sin.2l * 
d d B!l) \ 
dz&)' 

The sum of these may be reduced by means of the following equation, which is like [1464c], 

sin. ( 
dâ 

_1_ JddlW) ; (i + 1) m 
1 sin.2ô V dz$ ) V ~ ; 

observing that is a quantity of the same kind as Y® [1561|'], which must satisfy this 

equation. Hence this sum is — 4 a * . 2 .£•(&-]- 1) • B(L) ; if we neglect a2, 

we may put r=ci, and it will become —— 4 a k . 2 

manner, the fourth term of V [1561/], depending on 

(i + 1) 
a -t—i . m. In like 

2 i-f-1 

CU), will produce the expression 

_4^.2——— . a*. C(i). Adding this to the preceding term [1562/], we get, 
2i-f-l 

sm-4 V-ïi—/ 

. {o-i-i. B® + a‘. C<‘> J. 

We shall now compute the effect of the third term of [1447*], depending on the partial 

differential of the other variable quantity r ; in which it becomes necessary to notice the effect 

of the change of limits of the integrals, relative to a. Substituting r— a . (l-f-ay) in 

[1561/], and neglecting a2, we get, 

r^^.fo%.dMs+Z«.raf.d.a>+^• CM. 

If we take the differential of this expression relative to a, we shall find that the terms 

depending on the limits of the integrals, corresponding to this variable quantity, will destroy 

each other. For, by noticing only these terms, we shall have, 
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the spheroid, which fall without the attracted point. The value of V, 

d IT ^ 7 *7 P • d • 0 n 

— . i p . d. or = —-— = 3 p . a/ 
da J0 r da 1 

d.BW\ 

d -, n_ p .d.a~_ 
—. / p . cl. a4 —--— = — 2 p 
da J a ' d n. 

. a. 

m-r. = P + *) • r • ** • r® + 

( > (^^)-(• - ») • p • ^ • *• - f • m » 

and the corresponding part of deduced from [1562/’], will be, 

4 sr. (1 — «y) _ « . , ( i+3 , «2 /dY®\ > 
---.3p.«~ — 2tf.2p.u-|-4atf.p.2] —T—. « . Tw -f- ---7-7 • ( - ■, - ) > 

3a r r 1 r (2i-f-l 1 2i + l \ da )) 

[1562A] 

[1562Î] 

[1562ft] 

[15621] 

, „ ( i— 2 «2 /dY® \ > 
4P *2 127+i-a-rW-2TH * (^) 1 • 2i-pl 2i+l 

The first term of this expression 4 <r p. a, is destroyed by the third — 4 <n p . a ; and 

/ d Y0) \ 
those depending on f ' ) destroy each other. The terms depending on YCt) are 

CiT3 i_2 } 2i I 1 
4arf.a.p. 2 < ——- -j- —— £ • Y[l) = 4 a «•. a. p. 2 ——. Tw = 4 a <ir. « . p. 2 Y® = 4 a v . a . p .y, 

and this sum is destroyed by the second term —4 utf. a. p .y -, so that the whole 

expression becomes equal to nothing. Therefore, in finding the value of (t~) ^rom 

[1562/], we may neglect all the quantities, depending on the limits of the integrals; and we 

shall get, for the other terms, 

Now we have (^) = (77) •© = ©• { > + “»+ -mf£) }s because 

r = a.(lJray) evidently gives ^=l + «y Putting these two values 

qual to each other, and dividing by 1 + «y + « ci. (^\ we get, by always 
\w (t J 

[1562m] 

[1562»] 

[1562o] 

[156%?] 

* © • 

neglecting a2, 

_4* (l—2av) f%d a3_4a,r s ^' + 1L.. 7?(i)_i_4« 
3^'11 Zay)-J0 p-cl-a •^-■2(2z+ 1).^*^ 

4«* v«.ai «« 
*22i+rc ■ 

[1562?] 

This formula, taken with a contrary sign, will express as usual [1561g], for an internal 

point, the attraction in the direction of the origin of the co-ordinates. It is evidently the 

same as would have been found, by taking the differential of V [15617], before the substitution 

of the value of r, and without making a variable ; but we should fall into an error, in finding (dd V\ 
-J, as we shall see by the following calculation. 

^nCe (f~dr ) = ^ r * (77) == V0 • (l+«y) • (~;^ ; if we substitute 

values [1562/] ç], then reducing, and putting for brevity 
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[1562r] 

the [1562s] 
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[1562#] 

[1562«] 

[1562»] 

[1562m?] 

[1562a:] 

[156%] 

[1562z] 

[1562a] 

[1562(3] 

[1562y] 

corresponding to the strata within the attracted point, is found as we have 

before shown [1541]. 

m=—21:?!~. b® + 2-ii-+1iiat *c(i) ? we shall get, 
1 2i + l 

/.a 4^ i 
\ dr J Ja a (2i-j-l).al 1 2t + l 

= 2 . J^ p. d. a2 -J- 4 a k . J\l. 

The partial differential of this, relative to r, considered as a function of a, and noticing the 

limits of a, gives 

Multiplying this by r = a . (1 -j- a 2/)» we Set? 

r-(^)=-4,rp-a2d1_rt"'(S)l+4“B',r-(^)’ 
The partial differential of M [1562t], relative to a, using [1562i, 7c], is 

,< { , (i±it „ a* (dYm\ 
— 2t2i+lT2i + l5 -f'0 ’I, da ) 

=2 . {a-^-BO+a1-1. C<‘>}—S3 p. a. Yli> — 2 p. a2. 

= 2 57^1 •C<i) 5— 2 P . « 3? — p . a3 - (f^)- ' 

Substituting this in [1562w], and reducing, we get, 

r. (^f) = - 4 * p. «2. ( X -J- 2 a y) + 4 a. ». J ^. f <r*-*. B® + rf • C®|, 

which contains the quantity — 4 « p . a2 . ( 1 + 2 « y), that would not have been found, if 

we had taken the second differential of V [15614]? relative to without \aijing a ; as is 

evident by observing, that the first term of rV would be independent of r, and therefore its 

differential would vanish ; moreover, the second term of rV would contain only the first power 

of r, and its second differential would vanish ; and there would remain only die terms depending 

on I$'\ C(,), which would produce the terms depending on these quantities m [1562*]. 

Adding together the expressions [1562e, z], we get, 

sli_. fAfififi)})+sJj.(*£) + ■* 
\ d ô y 

in which the second member, neglecting a3, is — 4 * p.{a . ( 1 + a y)}2 = — 4 «* p. n 

being the same as is found, in another manner, in [1432m]. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ON THE FIGURE OF A HOMOGENEOUS FLUID MASS, IN EQUILIBRIUM, AND ENDOWED WITH A 

ROTATORY MOTION. 

18. After having explained the theory of the attractions of spheroids* 

in the two preceding chapters, we shall now consider the figures which 

* (lOSOj In the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London for 1824, 

Mr. Ivory has published a paper, in which the principles used by the author, in this chapter, 

in finding the equilibrium of a fluid mass, have been objected to, as incomplete. For this 

reason, we shall give some account of the methods heretofore used, for the determination of 

the equilibrium of any fluid spheroid; by which means we shall be better able to judge 

of the difficulties of the subject, and of. the sufficiency of the commonly received laws of 

equilibrium. 

Newton, who first considered the form of a homogeneous fluid, revolving about its axis 

P C S, supposed, without any demonstration, the figure of the body to be an ellipsoid of 

revolution ; and in this hypothesis, by the usual 

law of the gravitation of the particles, he computed 

the ratio of the polar semi-axis P C, to the 

equatorial semi-axis CE. The principle he uses, 

in making this calculation, is that if an infinitely 

small fluid canal PCE, communicate from the 

centre C to the pole P and to the equator E, the 

pressure at C in the columns PC, EC, will 

exactly balance each other. For the whole mass 

being, by hypothesis, in equilibrium, all parts of it 

except this canal, may be supposed to become solid, without producing any change of 

situation, or pressure ; and in this case it wTould be necessary that the fluid in the two 

branches of the canal should balance each other; and the same principle would apply to any 

two canals whatever, as CP, C T, proceeding from the centre C. The centrifugal 

force has no effect on the gravity of the particles situated in the axis of revolution, or canal 

C P, but it decreases the gravity in the canal C E, and this decrement of gravity is 

[1563a] 

Newton’s 
principle 
of equi¬ 
librium. 

[15636] 

[1563c] 
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they must assume, by means of the mutual action of their particles, and 

[1563d] balanced by the increased length of the canal C E. The manner in which this calculation 

was made by Newton, is given in Book XI, Chap, i, of this work $ whence it will appear 

that this principle of the equilibrium in the two canals CP, CE, makes the ratio of the 

[1563d'] polar to the equatorial semi-axis as 229 to 230, being nearly as it is found in this chapter, 

[1592"], from other principles. 

Principle About the same time, Huygens remarked, that the figure of the surface ought to satisfy the 

Huygens, condition, that the combined action of the attraction of the spheroid, and the centrifugal 

[1563e] force upon any point whatever of the surface, shoidd be 'perpendicular to the surface at that 

point, in conformity to the known laws of equilibrium of fluids at the surface of the sea. He 

afterwards computed the oblateness of the earth, upon the supposition that the whole force 

was concentrated, in the centre of gravity of the spheroid, and that it was of equal intensity 

at all distances from that centre. In computing the ratio of the axes, he also used Newton’s 

hypothesis, of the equilibrium of the canals CP, CE. Upon these principles he found 

the ratio of the polar semi-axis of the earth to the equatorial, to be as 577 to 578. It will 

be seen hereafter, that this ratio is the same as would correspond, in the common theory of 

[1563e'] gravitation, to a spheroid, in which the strata near the centre are infinitely dense, the whole 

of the fluid covering this central nucleus, or point, being infinitely rare. 

Taking into consideration other laws of attraction, and supposing the bodies not to be 

homogeneous, it w?as soon perceived, that many cases might be found, in which these two 

principles would be inconsistent with each other. For example, if the particles of the fluid in 

the canal C t T, were acted upon more powerfully than in the canals CP, CE, so 

as to produce an effect similar to that of a greater density ; it would be necessary to depress 

the surface of this canal, from T to t, in order to preserve the equality of pressures at the 

point C. In consequence of this, Bouguer proposed, as a more complete principle of 

equilibrium, the union of both these conditions j namely, that the pressure, at the bottom of 

principle*.3 Jjjfe canajs CP, CE, should be equal, that the combined effect of the attraction of the 

[1563/] body, and the centrifugal force, at any point, should be perpendicular to the surface at that 

point, and that all forms of the surface, which did not satisfy both these conditions, should be 

excluded. The necessity of these conditions was very apparent, but it was soon found that 

even these were not sufficient 5 and that we might imagine such a law of attraction, as would 

satisfy both of them, without producing an equilibrium, but on the contrary an incessant 

tendency to motion, among the particles of the fluid. For example, if we do not restrict 

ourselves to the common law of attraction, but suppose the force of gravity to be ciirected 

[1563g-] towards the central point C, and that its action upon any particle does not depend wholly on 

the distance of the particle from that point, but is affected by the angle PC a, which the 

attracted particle a, makes with the axis of revolution PCS, or with any other line, taken 

at pleasure, &c. In this case, there might not be an equilibrium among the particles of the 

fluid. For if we suppose a canal abdc, of a very small uniform diameter, to be formed 
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the other forces acting on them. We shall first investigate the figure, 

within the homogeneous spheroid P E S Q, so that the two concentric and very near 

branches a b, c d, may be circular arcs, described about the centre C ; and ac, Id, 

two very short cylinders, directed towards the centre C ; it is evident that the gravity would 

have no effect on the circular branches, because its direction is everywhere perpendicular to 

the sides of these parts of the canal. Therefore, in order that there may be an equilibrium, 

it is necessary that the pressures of the two short and equal cylinders ac, Id, should be the 

same. This would generally require that the force of gravity should be the same at a as at 

b, which is contrary to the hypothesis in [1563g-], where these forces are supposed not to 

depend wholly on the equal distances Ca, Cb ; but to be affected by the different angles PCa, 

PCb. Hence it appears, that in all hypotheses, where gravity is supposed to tend towards 

a centre, and the force not to depend wholly on its distance from that centre, it is possible 

that there may not be an equilibrium in the fluid mass. 

20 

It is easy to imagine other cases, in which the preceding principles, of the equality of 

pressure in the canals CP, CT, CE, &c., and of the action of gravity being perpendicular 

to the surface, may both be satisfied, and yet the fluid not be in equilibrium. For instance, 

we may suppose a central force at C, to act upon any point T of the surface, with exactly 

the requisite intensity, in comparison with the centrifugal force, to make the resultant 

perpendicular to the surface 5 by which means the second condition would be satisfied. 

Then in proceeding along any one of the canals TC, from the surface to the centre, we 

may suppose the force of gravity to vary, in an 

infinite number of ways, so as to produce however 

the same pressure at the bottom of the canal ; in 

like manner as the same mass of heterogeneous 

matter might be placed in an infinite number of 

ways, in the same canal, and produce an equal 

pressure at the bottom of the canal, without the 

particles being in equilibrium with each other. 

From these considerations, it is evident, that these 

two principles are not sufficient to embrace all the 

conditions necessary for the equilibrium of a fluid 

might be arbitrarily assumed. 

Clairaut finally proposed a more satisfactory principle, embracing both the preceding- 

cases, as simple results of his general expression. It is founded upon the supposition that 

a small canal OR S, fig. 21, of any form whatever, passing through the spheroid, and 

terminating at any points of its surface O, S, is in equilibrium, independently of the other 

parts of the spheroid. For if we suppose, as in [1563c], that all parts of the spheroid 

become solid, except those in the canal O R S, it will be evident that the fluid, in this 

canal, must be in equilibrium, independently of the rest. Now this could not happen, unless 
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[1563-7] 
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[1563?-] 

[15635] 

[1563$] 

Another 
form of 
Clairaut’s 
piinciple. 

[1563m] 

[1563r] 

[1563m;] 

Effect of 
tlie cen¬ 
trifugal 
force. 

[]563x] 

which satisfies the equilibrium of a homogeneous fluid mass endowed with 

the efforts of the part OR to move towards S, should be equal to those of the part <S'R 

to move towards O. This principle evidently embraces that of Newton, supposing the canal 

OR S to be formed of the two cylindric branches 

PC, EC, passing through the centre C, as in fig. 20. 

It also includes the principle of Huygens, supposing 

the arbitrary canal to be placed along the surface of 

the spheroid F'G'g'D' fig. 21. For this canal 

must, like all the others, be in equilibrium. But this 

can happen only in two ways. First, because the 

direction of gravity at each point G' is perpendicular 

to the direction G'g' of the canal ; or, secondly, 

because a part F'G', tending to move towards D', is 

balanced by the other part D'G1, tending to move 

towards F'. Nowt this second condition must be rejected ; for as there is no limit in the 

length of the canal, it is necessary that any part of it, as F'G', should, of itself, be in 

equilibrium, as well as the whole of it F1 G'D' ; but this could not happen if F'G'D' had 

been in equilibrium, in consequence of the equality of the opposite pressures of F'G' 

and D'G1. 

This principle of Clairaut may be more generally expressed by the condition, that all the 

pressures of the fluid, in any oval or re-entering curve, of any figure whatever, and taken in 

any part of the spheroid, mutually destroy each other. Thus, if ITLK be such a canal, 

and we suppose, as in [1563c], that all the spheroid become solid, except this canal; it is 

evident, that if the whole fluid be in equilibrium, the canal must also be in equilibrium, after 

the rest has become solid ; so that if we take, at pleasure, any two points I, L, in the canal, 

the pressures of the two parts IKL, ITL, against each other, must be equal ; otherwise 

there would be a perpetual current in the canal. This result would also follow from the first 

supposition [1563^], of the equilibrium of a canal, which connects any two parts of the 

surface of the fluid ; for if we suppose two canals IF, LG, to proceed, from the points I, L, 

of the canal, to the points F, G, at the surface, we shall find, from the first principle [1563p], 

that all parts of the canal F IT LG, or of the canal F IK LG, will be in equilibrium. 

Now these two canals have the parts FI, GL, which are common ; and if the pressures 

of both these parts be taken away from each of them, there will remain the two parts ITL, 

IKL, of the oval canal ITLK I, whose pressures mutually balance each other. 

In estimating the forces which act upon the particles of a fluid mass, which has a rotatory 

motion about an axis, it is necessary to notice the action of the centrifugal force. Thus if 

we suppose the spheroid to revolve uniformly about an axis, passing through the point C, 

perpendicular to the plane of the figure 22, so that a particle of fluid, which is at M at the 
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a rotatory motion, and we shall give a rigorous solution of this problem. 

commencement of the motion, may be at in at the end of the time d t, and at ^ at the end 

of the time 2 dt, &c. ; we ought to have, in the case of a figure of equilibrium, 

C M — C m=Cjug Mm = m; 

and if we continue Mm to n, making mn = Mm, it is evident, 

that if the particle which moved from M to m in the first instant, 

were left to itself, it would move in the second instant to n. But the 

actions of gravity, pressure, and the centrifugal force, would make it 

describe the space n p. ; therefore the resultant of these forces 

would make it describe the space m p., and by this means preserve 

the figure of equilibrium. In computing the figure of the surface of 

equilibrium, we may, for the simplicity of calculation, suppose that ^ 

the body has no rotatory motion ; but we must, in this case, in estimating the forces, which 

act on the fluid, take into consideration the centrifugal force arising from this motion. 

According to Clairaut’s principle of equilibrium [I563p], if an oval or re-entering curve 

be drawn through two given points I, L, fig. 23, of the 

spheroid PCQ; the pressures, at these two points of the 

canal, will be the same, whatever be the form of the canal. 

Therefore the pressure in the canal ITL, at the points 

I, L, will be the same, as in any other canal IKL, 

passing through the same points I, L. Hence we may 

easily obtain an analytical expression of this principle of 

equilibrium. For if we refer the points of space to three 

rectangular axes cc, y, z; we may take cc, y, z, for the co-ordinates of any point T fig. 23 of 

the canal ITL ', as', y, z, for those of the first point I ; and cc", y", z', for those of the 

last point L ; the forces acting on any intermediate point T, from the mutual attraction of 

the particles of the fluid, the centrifugal force, and the action of foreign bodies, being 

represented, as in [1563'"], by P, Q, R, parallel to the ordinates cc, y, z, and tending to 

decrease them respectively. The diameter of the canal being supposed constant, but 

infinitely small, and its length represented by s, we shall have the element Tt — ds. Then 

the force P, in the direction d as, parallel to the axis as, may be resolved into two forces, the 

one perpendicular to the side of the canal, which is destroyed by its reaction, and the other 

dx 
in the direction of the element d s, which will evidently be represented by P. —, as in 

d s 

note 34a. In like manner, the forces % R, in the directions dy, dz, will produce the 

forces Q . ~ ; R. — , in the direction of the element of the canal T t. The 
et s d s 

sum of these three forces, P • 7- ~ represents the whole action 
CIS CL S Cl S 

M 
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Let a, b, c, be the rectangular co-ordinates of any point of the surface of 

[1563g] 

[1563»] 

[1563d] 

[1563i] 

[1563»] 

Clairaut’s 
principle, 
expressed 
analyti¬ 
cally. 

[1563X] 

[1563V] 

[1563,*] 

on each particle of that element. If the density of the fluid, at the point T, be represented 

by p, p being a function of x, y, z, the number of particles in the element T t, will be 

proportional to p. d s; and if we multiply this by the preceding expression of the force, 

tlie product p.ds.^P. — H-Q • -f-R • | 3 or p. \P.dx-\-Q.dy-\-R.dz], 

will represent dp, the increment of the pressure p, corresponding to the element Tt ; so 

that we shall have 

== p . \P. dx -J- Qj. d y -f- R . dz$ ; 

and the integral being taken from the point I to the point L, will give p, the variation of 

pressure corresponding to the whole canal IL. 

The quantities P, % R, p, are functions of x, y, z ; and if the form of the canal were 

known, so that y, z, and therefore p, could be expressed in terms of x, the second member 

of [1563*] would become a function of x only; in which case the integration relative to x, 

would be possible, and we should have p=f(x) + const. ; f{x) representing a function 

of x. Taking the constant quantity equal to —/ (a/), so as to make p vanish when 

x = x', we should finally get, at the other limit, where x — x", p=f(x") —f{x') ; 

or as it may be expressed, more symmetrically, p = f{x",y",z") —f(x',y',z'). Nov/ 

Clairaut’s theorem requires, that the value of p should be given, in this form, whatever be the 

figure of the canal IL ; leaving x, y, z, perfectly arbitrary ; and it is evident, from a little 

consideration, that this is impossible, unless the second member of [1563*], 

p. {P . d x Q . d y R . d z], 

be integrable of itself, without assigning any relation between the co-ordinates x, y, z. 

Hence we finally perceive, that Clair au fs principle, expressed in an analytical form is 

nothing more than that the quantity ? .\P,dx-\(- Q. d y -f R,. d z\, should he an exact 

differential, as it is defined in note 13e, page 10, Vol. I ; and this is the same as the condition 

of equilibrium given by La Place in [133, &c.] Therefore the forces P, Q, R, must he 

such that they will satisfy the condition of integrability [135], otherwise the equilibrium will he 

impossible. 

Now it has been observed in note 13/’, page 10, Vol. I ; and it will be proved hereafter 

[1616 viii J in a more full and satisfactory manner, that all the forces acting on the fluid, 

arising from the mutual attraction of the particles, the centrifugal force, and the action of 

foreign bodies, will render the quantity P.dx-\-Q.dy-\-R.dz an exact differential, 

which may be represented, as in [137"], by dcp. Then the expression [1563*] will become 

dp = p.dcp, as in [137'"] ; and as the second member of this equation must be an exact 

differentia], by Clairaut’s principle [1563X], it follows, as in [137" 138], that p must he a 

function of p. Now in a spheroid PESQ, fig. 24, composed of fluids of various densities, 

the heavier parts will subside, and when the whole has attained its state of equilibrium, the 
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this mass ; and P, Q, R, the forces which act upon it, in directions parallel [1563"] 

particles having the same density p, will form a level surface, or stratum [138'], extending [1563v] 

around the whole body, as P' T U’E' S' Q' ; and in proceeding from any point T' to 

another infinitely near point ZT of this level surface, 

we shall have d p = 0 ; and as p is a function 

of p [1563;x], we shall also have, for any point of [1563'] 

the surface of this stratum, dp=0. Substituting 

this in [1563?], and dividing by p, we shall get, 

0 — P. dx-f- Q. dy -j- R . d'z ; the elements 

dx, dy, dz, being supposed to correspond to 

this surface. From this equation we find, as in 

note 64, page 93, Vol. I, that the resultant of the 

forces P, Q, R, must be perpendicular to this 

level surface P' E1 S' Q', as has been stated 

by the author in [138']. This is also evident from 

the consideration that if this resultant were not 

perpendicular to the surface, the fluid of that surface would descend towards the lowest place. 

If the fluid be homogeneous, and its density p—1, the expression [1563?] will become 

dp — P .dx -f- Q. d y-\- R .dz ; and by Clairaut’s principle [1563X], the second [1563#] 

member P . d x -{- Q. d y R . d z, must be an exact differentia], when the fluid is in 

equilibrium. Upon the exterior surface of this fluid, where dp — 0, the preceding 

equation becomes 0 = P .dx Q . dy R . d z ; from which it follows, as in note 64, 

page 93, Vol. I, that the resultant of the forces P, Q, R, must be perpendicular to this [I563p] 

surface, and it ought also to be directed, as in [138"', 13Siv], towards the inner part of 

the fluid. 

In computing the forces P, Q, R, which act upon any point I, fig. 24, of the interior part 

of a homogeneous fluid spheroid, the attraction of the whole spheroid is to be taken into [1563a-] 

account, together with the centrifugal force, and the attraction of foreign bodies. Then from 

what has been said [1563?, fee.], it appears, that if with these values of P, Q, R, the 

expression P .dxf-Q.dyf-R.dz become an exact differential, the pressure at the 

point I, in any oval canal ITL KI, will be equal and in opposite directions, whatever be 

the direction of the canal ; so that the fluid, at that point I, will remain in equilibrium ; 

because the pressures, in opposite directions, will mutually balance each other. Moreover, 

if at any point of the surface of the fluid, the resultant of all the forces be perpendicular to [1563r] 

the surface at that point, and directed inwards, that point will be in equilibrium. These 

principles seem plain and satisfactory, and they were used by mathematicians, during nearly 

a century, without any objection being made to them, and there was no doubt, in the mind of 

any one, that they comprised all the conditions necessary to the equilibrium of a fluid. But 

in the paper, published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of London, for the year 

52 
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to these co-ordinates, these forces being supposed to tend to decrease the 

1824, which is spoken of at the commencement of this note, another condition is proposed, 

[1563u] by Mr. Ivory, namely, that “ every particle placed within a stratum bounded by two level 

surfaces, should be in equilibrium by the attraction of that stratum—or that every stratum of 

the exterior matter should be possessed of such a figure, as to attract all particles, in the 

inside, with equal force in opposite directions.” 

To illustrate this, we shall suppose P E S Q, P'E' S'ty, fig. 24, to be level surfaces, 

within which is situated the re-entering canal ITLK, of an infinitely small and constant 

[ 1563cp] diameter, like that in the preceding figures. Putting to for the internal mass P'JE'S'Q', 

and M for the mass included between the level surfaces P E S Q, P' E' S' Q', we shall 

have M-fm for the whole mass of the spheroid. Then according to Clairaut’s principle 

[1563m], the pressure at any point I of this canal, arising from foreign attractions, the 

centrifugal force, and the attraction of the whole mass M-J- to, would exactly balance each 

other, and this principle is expressed analytically, by means of the formulas [1563X, &c.] 

Now it would seem as if nothing more than this were requisite ; all the forces, which act upon 

the point i, are taken into the calculation, and they are found to balance each other. Mr. 

Ivory however requires, in addition to this, that the attraction of the mass M, upon any point 

[1563x] of the canal I, should be equal, in opposite directions ; but the reasons he has given, in 

support of this new condition of equilibrium, have been generally considered unsatisfactory 

by mathematicians ; and several papers have been published on the subject, in the Connoisance 

des Terns, Annales de Chimie et de Physique, The Philosophical Magazine, &c., by Mr. 

Poisson, Mr. Airy, Mr. Ivory, &c. 

[15634,] 

[1563«] 

Mr. Poisson has pointed out several examples, in which this new principle, when carried to 

its full extent, would lead to an erroneous result ; and it is by such simple examples that the 

accuracy or inaccuracy of such a theory is most easily tested, without going into an elaborate 

examination of the subject, which becomes unnecessary if it can be shown to fail in one or 

two common cases. We shall here mention one of these examples, in which a homogeneous 

fluid mass PE'S(f=m, revolving 

about its axis P S, in the same time 

as the earth, assumes the form of an 

ellipsoid of revolution [1574'], in ® 

equilibrium ; the polar axis being to 

the equatorial, nearly as 230 to 231, 

as will be seen hereafter [1 592"]. Now if this mass be surrounded by a stratum M of the 

same fluid, revolving about the same axis, with the same angular velocity, so as to form the 

ellipsoid P E S Q, in which the ratio of the polar axis P S, is to the equatorial LQ, as 

1 to 680 nearly ; the whole mass P E S Q = M-\- to, will also be in equilibrium, as Mr. 

Ivory himself admits, and as we shall hereafter see, [1603"]. In this case, by the addition of 

the mass M, included between the two surfaces P E' S Q', P E S Q, we form a new 
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co-ordinates. It follows, from § 34 of the first book, [323], that to [i563wj 

ellipsoid P E S Q, in equilibrium, without disturbing the equilibrium of the particles of [1564a] 

the ellipsoid PE'SQ^; although the action of the stratum M, upon any particle of rn, 

must evidently be very powerful, instead of mutually balancing each other, as Mr. Ivory’s 

principle requires. This is evident from the mere inspection of the figure 25, since a particle 

situated in the axis C P, near the point P, must be drawn downwards towards the point C, 

by the action of the mass M ; and the increase of the attraction in the canal C P, will be 

so great as to balance the pressure in the very long canal CQ, instead of merely balancing 

that in the canal CQ', which is nearly equal to C P. It is not necessary, for the present 

purpose, to compute the exact amount of this force ; though it might easily be done, by 

taking the difference of the values of Jl, corresponding to these two ellipsoids, by means of [15646] 

the first of the formulas [1385]. We shall, in [1570r], give another of the excepted cases 

mentioned by Mr. Poisson. 

In addition to these, I shall give the following extremely simple case, in which the rule of 

Mr. Ivory is defective. This consists in supposing the fluid P' E' S' Q^ = m, fig. 26, to 

be a homogeneous sphere, whose centre is C, at rest, and in equilibrium ; it being very [1564c] 

evident that the arguments of Mr. Ivory ought to apply to this extreme case, in which there 

is no rotatory motion, as well as to the more complex case, in which the rotation is finite. 

Then if this sphere be covered by a stratum M of the same fluid, included between the 

surfaces PESQ, P'E'S'Q', so as to form 

a homogeneous spherical mass 

PESQ = M+m, 

whose centre is C ; this whole mass will be in 

equilibrium, and the addition of this stratum M 

will not disturb the equilibrium of the internal 

sphere P E1 S’ Q'. Moreover, it is evident 

that the attraction of the stratum M, upon any 

particle of the internal sphere m, is not balanced 

in every direction, as Mr. Ivory’s principle would 

require ; but on the contrary, the attraction of 

this stratum, upon any point D of this sphere, 

produces a force, in a direction parallel to the 

line C'C, joining the centres of the two spheres; and equal to the action of a sphere, 

described about the centre C, with the radius CC, upon the point C of its surface. For 

the density of the sphere being put equal to unity, the attraction of the sphere P E S Q, 

upon the internal point D, is equal to f . _D C [1430Z], in the direction DC. This [I564e] 

may be resolved into two forces, represented by f k . CC, | * . DC', in the directions 

parallel to the lines C'C, DC', respectively. The second of these forces, ^k.DC', 

is equal to the action of the sphere P' E' S' Q', upon the same point D [1430Z], therefore 
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maintain the equilibrium of the mass, it is only necessary we should have. 

the other force 2 * . C'C, will represent the difference of the actions of the two spheres ; 

or, in other words, the action of the stratum M; and this is equal to the action of a sphere, 

of the radius CC, upon a point C of its surface [1430/], as was stated above. 

[1564/] If we suppose the mass m to be denser than M, the fluid M will not remain in equilibrium, 

until it has attained, at its surface, a spherical form, concentrical with that of the mass m. If we 

suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that the density of the mass m is double that of M ; we may 

put m=2m', and may consider the attraction of the whole mass m-\-M to be equivalent 

[1564g-] to the action of two spheres; the one P E S Q = M -f- m', whose centre is C ; and the 

other P'E'S'(~f=m', whose centre is C. The attraction of the sphere PESQ, towards 

the centre C, is perpendicular to the surface PESQ', but this action is disturbed by the 

attraction of the sphere P'E'S'Q' = m', towards the centre C ; in consequence of 

this, the mass M will, by Clairaut’s principle [1563p], not remain in equilibrium; but will 

[1564&] move until it has attained, at its external surface, a spherical form, concentrical with the inner 

sphere. Finally it is evident, that in these cases, the principles furnished by Clairaut’s 

method, afford all the necessary data for the determination of the equilibrium, without having 

recourse to the new, and sometimes contradictory, principle, mentioned in [1563*]. 

The pressure acquired in proceeding along any part of the surface of the body P'E' S'Q', 

may be very much altered, by surrounding it with the stratum M; and on this subject, as it 

has been much discussed between Mr. Poisson and Mr. Ivory, we shall make a few remarks, 

[1564i] referring to fig. 26, in which the surfaces are supposed to be spherical ; observing that the 

same reasoning will apply to other surfaces. We shall suppose an oval or re-entering canal 

ABbaA, of an infinitely small and equal diameter, to be drawn, so that the parts A B, 

ah, may be on the surfaces PESQ, P' E' S' Q', respectively; and the legs A a, Bb, 

perpendicular to the surface P' E' S' Q'. We shall put T for the pressure acquired along 

[1564Æ] the part A B, from A towards B ; 6 -f 8 for the pressure acquired in the part a b, in 

proceeding from a towards b, 6 being the similar pressure in the same canal, before it was 

surrounded by the stratum M; p for the pressure acquired in proceeding from A to a, along 

the canal A a ; lastly q the pressure in proceeding from B to b, along the canal Bb. The 

effort of the fluid A a b, to rise in the branch b B, is equal to è + 5 + p, and the 

contrary effort of the fluid A B b, to penetrate into the canal b a, is T-fq; and 

since, by Clairaut’s principle, [1563m], the fluid must be at rest, these two forces must 

[ 1564Z] destroy each other, and we shall have Ô -J- (5 -\-p — T-f- q. Now the mass F' E' S' (f, 

before it was enveloped by the stratum M, was in equilibrium ; therefore the resultant of all 

the forces, which then acted on any point of ab, must have been perpendicular to this curve ; 

consequently the force in the direction of the curve must have been nothing, that is 6 = 0. 

In like manner, after the envelopment, the whole mass P E S Q will be in equilibrium, 

[1564m] and we shall have T= 0. Substituting these values of é, T, in the preceding equation, 

we shall get <5 f- p = q, or ô = q — p, in which 6 represents the increment of the 
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0 = P.da-^Q.db + R.dc-* 

pressure, acquired along the canal ab, in proceeding from a to b, after this canal is enveloped 

by the stratum M, and arising from the action of that stratum. This pressure is balanced by 

the difference q-—p of the pressures, at the two extremities b, a, of the canal a b. 

In the preceding example, the value of <5 

may also be estimated very simply, by supposing 

two canals, a A', b B', to he formed on the 

continuation of the lines Ca, Cb, and then 

connecting these canals by a circular branch 

ah', whose centre is C, and radius Ca=Cb'. 

In this case, the pressures in the canals A'a, 

B'b', at the points a, b', are evidently equal to 

p ; and the pressure at the point b, in the 

canal B'b'b, is equal to q ; the difference of 

these pressures, q — p, or 8, is the same 

as is acquired in the canal b'b, in proceeding 

directlv towards the centre of attraction C, 

through the space b'b ; which is easily ascertained, because it depends on the attraction of 

the sphere whose centre is C. 

We may finally remark, that the surface P' E' S' Q', which is a level surface before the 

addition of the mass M, ceases to be so after that addition. This is evident, because in the 

first case the attraction of the mass P' E' S' is in the direction towards the centre C, 

perpendicular to the surface; and in the second case it is towards the centre 0, in an oblique 

direction relative to the same surface. 

* ( 1 OS 1 ) By formula [323], we have 0 = <5 Vn2 . (y 8 y -f- z 8 z), in which 

SP=P.SxJrQ.8y-\-R.8z [295'J, and n2. (y 8 y -j- z Sz) [322'] is the product 

of the centrifugal force by the element of its direction, all these forces being supposed to tend 

to increase the co-ordinates [295a] ; and as the forces P, Q, R, [1563'"], are supposed to 

tend to decrease the co-ordinates, we must change the signs of P, Q, R. If we also write 

a, b, c, respectively for x, y, z, to conform to the notation of this article, the equation [1564p] 

will become 0 = — P .8 a — Q.8b — R . 8 c n? . (b 8 b -\- c 8 c), or 

0 = P . da -- (Q — iv2 b) ,db-\-{R — n2 c) . dc ; 

which is the same as [1564], supposing the terms •—n2 b, —w2c, arising from the 

centrifugal force, to he included in R, [1564']. The rotatory velocity, at the distance 1 

from the centre, is n [320;] ; the centrifugal force g [54'], at that distance, is equal to the 

square of the velocity divided by the distance, which gives n2=g, hence [1564r] becomes 

0 — P .d a -f- ( Q —g b) .db J~ (R —g c). d c ; therefore the effect of the centrifugal 

force is to decrease Q, R, by g b, g c, respectively. 
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taking care to include the centrifugal force, arising from the rotatory motion, 

in estimating the values of the forces P, Q, R. 

To compute these forces, we shall suppose the figure of the fluid mass to 

be an ellipsoid of revolution, whose axis of rotation is the axis of revolution. 

If the forces P, Q, R, which result from this hypothesis, be substituted in 

the preceding equation of equilibrium, and the result should become the 

differential equation of the ellipsoid, the preceding hypothesis would be 

legitimate, and the elliptical figure would satisfy the equilibrium of the 

fluid mass. 

Supposing the axis of a to be the axis of revolution, the equation of the 

surface of the ellipsoid will be of this form,* 

or + m . (62 + c~) = î 

the origin of the co-ordinates a, b, c, being at the centre of the ellipsoid 

[13636], k will be the semi-axis of revolution ; and if we put M for the mass 

of the ellipsoid, we shall get, by [1369a],f 

M== 
4 # p. k3 

3 m ’ 

P being the density of the fluid. If we put, as in [1377], 

shall have 

therefore, 

m = 
l 

T+x2 ; 

M = ^ . V . (1 + >?)■ 
Ô 

m 

* (1082) The equation of the ellipsoid [1363], changing x, y, z, into a, b, c, asm 

[1564ç], becomes a2 -j- n IP -j- n c2 = Æ2 j the three semi-axes [1363"], parallel to the 

co-ordinates a, b, c, being k, respectively; hence, from [1564""], 7c must 

be the semi-axis of revolution, and m = n. If we use the value of m [1566 ], the 

equatorial semi-axis will be k . \/(l-j->2). Substituting m—n in the preceaing equation 

of the ellipsoid, it becomes as in [1565]. We may remark, that the symbol n in this note 

differs wholly from that used in notes 1081, 1086. 

| (10S4) Multiplying the mass qf the ellipsoid [1369a] by the density p, we get [1566] ; 

and by using m [1566"], it becomes as in [156 /]. 
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From this equation, we may determine k when x is known. Now if we put 
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A = 4 *P • (^ + x.) .[x— arc. tang, xj ; 

B = ^1+x2) •arc- tans-x—M ; 

we shall obtain, from [Ï385], by noticing only the attraction of the fluid 

mass,* 

P = A .a ; Q = B' .b ; R=B'. c. 

If we put g for the centrifugal force, at the distance 1 from the axis of 

rotation ; this force, at the distance p42 + c2 from the same axis, will be 

g. \/JA-Resolving this in directions parallel to the axes b, c, it will 

produce, in Q, the term —g b,f and in R, the term —gc ; we shall 

thus have, by noticing all the forces which act upon the particles of the 

surface, 

P = A.a; Q = (B1 — g) . b ; R = (B'-g).c; 

therefore the preceding equation of equilibrium [1564] will become,Î 

* (1085) Substituting M [1567] in [1385], and using the abridged expressions [1568], 

the quantities A, B, C, [1385], representing the attractions of the "spheroid in the directions 

parallel to a, b, c, will become respectively equal to the values of P, Q, R, [1569]. 

f (1086) The distance of a point of the surface whose co-ordinates are a, b, c, from the 

axis of a, is equal to \Z(b2A c2). The rotatory velocity of this point is therefore [322'] 

w -v/(62 + c2), and the centrifugal force [54'] being represented by the square of this 

velocity, divided by its distance from the axis \/(^2 “f” c2)s will be3 as above, [1564F], 

ft2 . v/(^2 d- c2) = g • y/(^2 A c2). This centrifugal force, in the direction of the radius 

\/{b2 -}- c2), and tending to increase it, may be resolved, as in [138a], into two forces, gb, 

g c, parallel to the ordinates b, c, respectively, and tending to increase them ; but as all the 

forces are supposed in [1563w/] to tend to decrease the co-ordinates, we must, to conform to 

the present notation, change the signs of these quantities, and they will become —g b, 

— g c, as in [1569"]. Connecting these with the other parts of Q, R, [1569], we obtain 

the expressions [1570]. These results are the same as those found in [1564p—w], in a 
somewhat different manner. 

f (1087) Substituting P, Q, R, [1570] in [1564], and dividing by A', we get [1571]. 

Half the differential of [1565], is 0 — ad a-\-m • {b dbc), and by using the 
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[1569d] 

[1569c] 
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0 = a da -j- — .[b db + cdc}. 

Substituting for m, its value 
1 

i+x2’ 
[1566"] in the differential equation 

value of m [1566"], it becomes as in [1572]. This is identical with [1571], putting 

[B'-g) 1 

JÏ l-j-X2: 
which is easily reduced to the form [1573]. 

If the particles of a homogeneous fluid mass M have a rotatory motion about the axis of x, 

and a mutual attraction in the direct ratio of the distance, it will be easy to prove that the 

form of the external surface of the fluid, determined by the equation of equilibrium [1564], 

will necessarily become of the same form as in [1571], and will therefore be an ellipsoid of 

revolution. For by using the same notation as in [1346, 135Giv], we shall find that the 

attraction of the particle d M, upon a point whose co-ordinates are a, b, c, will thus be 

represented by dM.r; r being the distance of the particle from the attracted point 

[1356iv], Resolving this force, in directions parallel to the axes a?, y, z, they will become 

respectively, [13556], 

dM.{a— x), dM.(b— y), dM.[c— 2). 

The integrals of these expressions, corresponding to the whole mass M, will represent the 

quantities which are named A, B, C, [1347']. Hence 

A=fd M .{a — x) = a . f dM — fx . dM = M. a — f x .d M. 

Now if we suppose the origin of the co-ordinates to be at the centre of gravity of the fluid, 

we shall have, as in [216], fx.dM— 0, fy.dM — 0, fz.dM = 0; hence 

the preceding integrals will become, 

A — M a, B = Mb, C = Mc. 

Let R be the value of r, corresponding to a mass M collected in a single point at the centre 

of gravity of the fluid, where a?=0, y = 0, z=0 y then wre shall get, from [1355e], 

R2 = a2 -j- 62 -f- c2. The attraction of the concentrated mass M, upon the point whose 

co-ordinates arc a, b, c, will, in this hypothesis, be represented by M.R ; and if this be 

resolved, in the directions parallel to the axes x, y, z, it will evidently produce the forces 

Ma, Mb, Me, respectively; being the same as were found in [1570e], for the whole 

spheroid. Hence it appears, that in this law of attraction, the force is wholly independent of 

the form of the spheroid ; and in computing the attraction, either on an internal or external 

point, we may suppose the whole mass to be collected at the centre of gravity of the spheroid. 

To the two last of the forces, B, C, [1570e], w'e must add the terms —gb, —gc, 

[1569"], depending on the centrifugal force, and we shall obtain the whole forces P, Q, R, 

[1563"], acting on the attracted particle, 

B — Ma, Q = —g)-b, R = (M—g)-c. [15707i] 
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of the surface of the ellipsoid [1565], it becomes, 

j b db —c d c 
0= a da -' 

Substituting these in the equation of equilibrium [1564], then dividing by and putting 

for brevity m = —, we shall get 2 a d a m . (2 bdb-fZcdc) = 0, whose 

integral, using the constant quantity 52, is «2 -f- m . (52 -j- c2) = &2 ; being the same as 

the equation of an ellipsoid of revolution [1565]. Now if JVI and g be given, we shall have 

m = and then k may be computed from [1566], P being unity. Therefore the 

k 
polar semi-axis k, and the equatorial semi-axis — [15655], will be determined, and the 

exact form of the body will be known. From what has been said, it is evident, that the 

external figure of this revolving homogeneous fluid, must necessarily be an ellipsoid of 

revolution, to the exclusion of all other forms ; and in this particular the demonstration differs 

wholly from that in [1564", &c.] For in this last case, it is assumed, that the figure is an 

ellipsoid, and the attractions are then computed for this assumed form, by the common theory 

of gravity ; and it is found, in [1571, 1572], that the equation of equilibrium can be satisfied, 

with this form ; but it is not proved that this is the only figure which can satisfy that equation, 

in the usual law of attraction. 

We may remark that if M<fg, the value of \/m [1570Q will become imaginary, 

k 
as well as the equatorial semi-axis — [1570Z] ; and it is evident, without any calculation, 

that this ought to be the case ; because when the centrifugal force g exceeds the gravity M, 

the fluid will be dissipated. If JW=g, we shall have m = 0 [1570i], and the 

k 
equatorial semi-axis — = co ; therefore the spheroid will then be infinitely flattened. If 

the mass M be considered as infinitely great, in comparison with the centrifugal force g, we 

k 
shall have m= 1, and the equatorial semi-axis —, will become equal to the polar 

semi-axis ; that is, the spheroid will change into a sphere. 

In this law of attraction, if we suppose the ellipsoid 

pesq, whose mass is m, to be in a state of equilibrium, 

while revolving about the axis P p C s S ; and then 

add to it the stratum M, having the same centre of 

gravity C, and the same angular velocity, about the 

same axis PCS’, so as that the whole mass may form 

another ellipsoid P E S — m -j- JM, which may 

also be in a state of equilibrium ; the attraction of the 

stratum M, upon any particle of the fluids will be 

equal to the difference of the attractions of these two 
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Comparing this with the preceding equation, we shall get, 

(!+■>?).(B>-g) = A. (1) 

If we substitute in this the values of A', B!, [1568], and put =q, 
T^P 

w7e shall find,* 

9 X -j- 2 q . X3 
0 = -yr3-^-arc- ta"g-x ; (2) 

therefore, if we determine x by this equation, which is independent of the 

co-ordinates a, b, c, we may make the equation of equilibrium [1571] 

coincide with that of the surface of the ellipsoid [1572]. Hence it follows, 

that the elliptical figure satisfies the equilibrium, unless the rotatory motion 

be such that the value of x2 is imaginary, or negative and equal to, or greater 

than, unity.f The case °f x2 being imaginary, gives an imaginary solid ; 

ellipsoids ; and it will therefore be the same as the action of the mass M, concentrated at tine 

point C. This is evident, from what has been proved in [157Og] • and it is directly contrary 

to the new principle of equilibrium, proposed by Mr. Ivory, [1563v], which would require 

that the action of the stratum M, upon any particle of the body in, should be wholly balanced, 

in eqtwd-ft«4 opposite directions. 

*(1088) Substituting in [1573], the values J¥, B', [1568], and putting g = 

[1573'], it becomes, 

( 1 -j- X2). • [(1 + x2) * arc* tan§- x~~X1 — 4 * P • 9( = ^ • lx “ arc. tang. M* 

, . , 2tp.(1+X2) . . 
Dividing this by -——-, it becomes, 

[ 3 . [( 1 -j- x'2) • arc- tang. x — x] — 2 q. X3] = 6 . [X — arc. tang. X}. 

Transposing the terms of the first member, and dividing by 9 -f- 3X2, we obtain [1574]. 

It may be observed, that as g and p are positive, q must also be positive, [1573']. 

•[ (1089) The semi-axis of revolution is k, and that of the equator k . s/( 1 -j- X2), 

[15655, c], which are both real, while X2 has any positive value, from 0 to cc, or negative 

value, from 0 to — 1. In the first case the equatorial diameter will be the greatest, or the 

spheroid oblate ; in the second case, the equatorial diameter will be the least, or the ellipsoid 

prolate. In the case of the prolate ellipsoid, we may put X2 = — e2, e2 being a positive 

quantity; the semi-axis of revolution being k, that of the equator will be k.\/{ 1 — e2) ; 

the excentricity corresponding will be ke [378£, w], and the excentricity, divided by 
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x2 =— 1 corresponds to a paraboloid ; and if x2 be negative and greater [1574'"] 

than unity, it will be an hyperboloid. 

19. If we put p for the force of gravity at the surface of the ellipsoid, [1574""] 

we shall have,* 

p = V/p2 Q2 ^2. [1575] 

Within the ellipsoid, the forces P, Q, R, are proportional to the co-ordinates, [1575'] 

a, b, c ; for we have seen in § 3, [1379, 13796], that the attractions of the 

ellipsoid, parallel to these co-ordinates, are respectively proportional to them ; 

and the same takes place with the centrifugal force, resolved in directions [1575"] 

parallel to the same co-ordinates. Hence it follows, that the gravities, at 

the different points of the radius, drawn from the centre of the ellipsoid to 

its surface, are in parallel directions, and are proportional to the distances [1575'"] 

the semi-axis k, will be represented by e, as in [377"]. But from [3786], we see that [1574c?] 

e <7 1 corresponds to an ellipsis ; e=l to a parabola ; and e^>l to an hyperbola; 

and as X2 =—e2, it follows that when X2 is negative, and independent of its sign is 

less, equal to, or greater than, unity, the figure will be an ellipsoid, paraboloid, or hyperboloid, [I574e] 

respectively. If X2 be imaginary, e will be imaginary, and the solid will become imaginary, 

as in [1574'"]. 

* (1090) P, Q, R, [1563'", 1564'] are the forces, acting upon a particle of the surface 

of the ellipsoid, in directions parallel to the three axes a, b, c. The resultant of these forces 

is, \/(P2-}- Q2-(-P2) [11'], as in [1575] ; which, by substituting the values of P, Q, R, [1574f] 

[1570], becomes as in [1576]. This represents the gravity at the surface of the spheroid, 

in the point whose co-ordinates are a, b, c, the distance of which from the centre of the 

spheroid is the radius r = \/(a2 -f- 5s -]— c2). If upon this radius we take a point, whose [1575a] 

distance from the centre is h. r, the co-ordinates of this internal point, will evidently be 

h . a, h .b, h . c. Therefore by changing a, b, c, respectively into h. a, h .b, h . c, [15756] 

in the expressions of the forces [1385, 1569, 1570, 1576], we shall obtain the corresponding 

forces for this internal point. Now if we put P', Q', R', p', for the forces at this internal 

point, corresponding to P, Q, R, p, at the surface ; the formulas [1570, 1576], will give 

P' = JÏ .ha*, q=(Br —g) .hb', 

[1575c] 
R1 — (Br —g) .he p' = s/{JH2.h2a2-\- {B'— g)2.62.(62 + c2)}. 

Comparing these with [1570, 1576], we get P' = h . P ; Q' = h. Q ; R' =h.R ; 

p' = h .p ; therefore all the forces P', Q', Rr, p', are to P, Q, R, p, respectively, as the [1575c?] 

radius h.r to r, as in [1575'"]. 
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Expres¬ 
sion of 
gravity 

P- 

[1576] 

[1577] 

[1577'] 

[1578] 

[1578'] 

[1578"] 

[1578'"] 

[1577a] 

[1578a] 

[15786] 

from this centre ; so that if we know the gravity at the surface, we shall 

have also the gravity at any point within the spheroid. 

If in the expression of p [1575], we substitute the values of P, Q, Rf 

given in the preceding article [1570], we shall get, 

P (£2 + Ca). 

Hence we deduce, by means of the preceding equation [1573],* 

62+c2 

(1+X2)2* 

But the equation of the surface of the ellipsoid gives 

therefore we shall have, 

\/-J- op 

V/l + X2 

62+c2 

i + X2 

a is equal to k at the pole [15656], and it is nothing at the equator ; hence 

it follows, that the gravity at the pole is to the gravity at the equator, as 

\Jl ~j_ x2 is to unity ;f therefore it is in the same ratio as the diameter of 

the equator to the polar axis. 

Let t be the perpendicular to the surface of the ellipsoid, continued till it 

meets the axis of revolution ; we shall have, 

A' 
*(1091) Substituting B'—[1573], in [1576], we get [1577]. If we use 

the value of m [1566"], the equation of the ellipsoid [1565] will become 

,,2 J_ . 

Substituting this in [1577], we get 

becomes as in [1578]. 

V 

hence 

=A '. ( a?- 

J2-gc2 

1 + X2 

£2_„2\£ 

1+X2 

= kP — a2. 

which, by reduction, 

•[(1092) At the pole, where a—k, [15656], the expression [1578] becomes 

y/(l + X2) 
^(1 _|_X2) 

and at the equator, where a — 0, it becomes p = — — • The first of these values 

of p is to the second as \/{£+ X2) to 1, or as k.\/{ 1+X2) to k; which, by 

[1574a], is as the equatorial diameter to the polar axis. 
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t = ^/( 1 -[- a2) . (/c2 -j- X2 a2) ;* 

lience 

A't 

^=î+t*; 

therefore gravity is proportional to L 

If ^ be the complement of the angle, which t makes with the axis of 

* (1093) In the annexed figure, the arc BA represents a quadrant of the meridian 

of the ellipsoid of revolution, whose plane passes through the attracted point ; the centre of 

this ellipsoid is C, the polar semi-axis C D = Jc, 

equatorial semi-axis C A =k . \/( 1 —J— Xs) [1565c], J} 

P any point of this arc, whose rectangular co-ordinates 

are C11= a, HP = b' = s/{b2 -}- c2) ; and 

their differentials may be represented by the infinitely 

small lines P q = — da, pq = db', drawn 

parallel to CH, HP, respectively; lastly, PG=t 

is drawn perpendicular to the arc P p, meeting the 

equatorial axis CA in E, and the polar axis BCG in 

G. Then we have 

t 

P q :Pp :: HP : PG ; or in 

The 

Pp = V'(Pf+P f) = ✓(<* a?+dV\ 

and in the similar triangles qPp, HPG, we have 

symbols, —da: \/{d a? -j- d 6'3) ::b’ :t ; hence 

equation of the ellipsis [378»], changing a?, y, a, b, into a, b', Je, Æ./( 1-f X2), 

1. Hence 
«« fla . t-l—{- 

a da 

v.\/(rfaa + dyg) 
da 

Ctfi 7/g 
respectively, in order to conform to the present notation, is-h ——_ 

r &2 &2.( 1-+-X2) 

* = ✓0 -fX2)./(£2-.a2), db'= — 
V/(Æ2— a2) 

= — d a . \/{Jct as Xs) . 

• UX1 + x9)> 

i 

and the arc 

t/(l-j-X2) 
, V/(iwj=-d“V(*S+«!‘^)- y . 

Substituting this in t [1579c], we get 

t = /( l + x2). /(/c2 -j- a2 X2) =PG, 

as in [1579]; hence \/(7c2 -f- a2 x2) = . Substituting this in [1578], we 

get [1580]. 

217 
Normal of 
an ellipsis. 

[15791 
First 
form. 

[1580] 

[1580'] 

[1580"] 

[1579a] 

[15796] 

[1579c] 

[1579c?] 

[I579e] 

[1579/] 

[1579g-] 

55 
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revolution ; 4» will be the latitude of the point of the surface under 

consideration, and we shall have, by the nature of the ellipsis,* 

[15797*] 

[15797] 

* (1094) Putting the complement of the angle PGD=^ = angled E P, we shall 

have PH—PG. sin. PG D ; or, in symbols, h'= t. cos. -4 ; and by using the value 

of PH=BC=b', [1579<i], we get 

Hence a2 = *2- 
P. cos.2 4, 

and 

PH 

&2 + X2a2 = *2.(l + X2) 

y/(l -J- A2) . v/(&2 — a2) = t. cos. 4- 

X2.72.cos.24 

[1579*] 

[15797] 

1 -f x2 1 4 x2 

Multiplying this by 1 -|- X2, the first member will become equal to the value of 72 [1579] ; 

hence 72 = W . ( 1 -}- X2)2 — X2 .72 . cos.2 4o or (l-[-X2 . cos.2 4-) * 72 = • (1+X2)2. 

The square root of this gives t [1581] ; and by substituting it in [1580], we get [1582]. 

We shall here investigate the values of C G, C E, and the sine of the angle CFG, 

which will be of use hereafter. Substituting the values of PG, PH, [1579/j i\, in 

G H2 = PG2 — P H2, we get 

G H2 = ( 1 + X2). (P + X2 a2) — ( 1 -f X2). (fc2 — a3) = ( 1 + X2) . {F -f X2 a2 — *2 + a2 \ 

= (1 +x2) . £x2a2-f- a2} = (1 -j-X2)2. a2, 

whose square root is GH= (1 -f- X2) . a, hence 

CG = GH— CfT=(l-f X2) .a — a = X2a; 

CÆ 

[1579m] 

[1579«] and since (1 -f-X2) — 
cm 

[1579a], we shall have GH- CÆ GTT If we 

[1579o] 

[1579p] 

[1579?] 

change the axis C D into C Jl, and the contrary, we shall, in like manner, get, 

cm 
BE 

cm 
.CB. 

If we put 4' = complement of the angle D C P — angle P C B, and the angle 

& =.4» — 4/ = angle GP C ; we shall evidently have, in the triangles PHC, PHG, 

GH 

CH CH:GH::tang. : tang.4 ? 

[1579m] ; therefore, 

X2 . tang. 4' = tang. 4 — tang. 4' = 

hence tang. 4 = • tang. 4^ = (1 + ^2) • tang- 40 

sin. 4 sin. 4/ sin- 4 • cos- 4/ — cos* 4 • sin- 47 

cos. q cos. 4' 

sin. (4 — 40 

cos. 4 • cos. 4y 

sin. è' 

[1579r] 

COS. 4 • CCS. 4' COS. 4 • COS. 4y 

Multiplying this by cos. 4 • cos- 40 we get sm. ô' = X2 . cos. 4 • sin- 40 If in this we 

neglect X4, we may put 4 = 4 s an(f cos- *4 ‘ sin‘ 4 = ^ s^n* ^ 4 > hence 

sin. ô'= | X2 . sin. 2 40 or 

[1579s] 
ca%_cm i c.#2—gd2 

sin,GPC = |.^:-—•. sin.2^CT = £. . sin. 2 D C P, 
ctp ' .. “ cm 

representing the sine of the angle formed by the radius P C, and the line P G, diav»n 

perpendicular to the curve at P. 
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t = 0~f~x2) • ^ . 

[/ i-f-X2 . cos.2 4 ’ 

therefore we shall have, 

^_A'k 

P \/l—j-X2. cos.2 4* ’ 

and by substituting for A its value [1568], we shall find, 

4 # p . Æ . ( 1 -j- X2) . £X — arc. tang. X} 

^ X3 . \/1 X2. cos.24> ’ 

this equation gives the relation between the gravity and the latitude ; but 

we must first determine the constant quantities which it contains. 

Let T be the number of seconds in which the fluid mass makes one 

revolution about its axis ; then the centrifugal force g, at the distance 1 

4tf2 
from the axis of rotation, will be, by ^ 9 of the first book, equal to — ; 

therefore we shall have, 

g 12 7T2 3 « 

* 

9 = 
X* P 4-rp.T2 p.T2 

12 w9 
hence = —— , The radius of curvature of the elliptical meridian isf 

(1 -f X2).& 

(l-j-X2 • cos.24>)2 

* (1095) The centrifugal force [54'] is as the square of the velocity, divided by the 

radius. Now a point, at the distance 1 from the axis, describes the space 2 it in one 

2 it 4sr2 
revolution ; therefore its velocity, in one second, is — ; its square — ; divided by the 

4 
radius 1, gives the centrifugal force equal to —, as above. This is the quantity called 

g [1569'], and by substituting it in [1573'], we get the second expression of q [1584]. 

Multiplying this by we get 4itp = -^^- [1584']. 
q q . 1 * 

t (1096) If in the expression of the radius of curvature r [53c], we change the 

co-ordinates y, z, into V, a, respectively, in order to conform to the present notation, we 

shall get r = Now from [1579c], we have 

d s = — da. (Æ2 -(- a2 X2)* . (Æ2 — a2)-* ; 

Second 
form. 

[1581] 

[1582] 

Expres¬ 
sion of 
gravity 

P- 

[1583] 

[1583'] 

[1583"] 

[1583'"] 

[1584] 

[1584q 
Radiug of 
curvature 
of an 

ellipsis. 

[1585] 

[1584a] 

[15845] 

[1584c] 
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[1585'] Putting therefore c for the length of a degree, in the latitude L we shall 

have,* 

P®*] n+ffl-H--* =200 . c. 
( 1 -|— x* * 3 . cos.2 

This equation, combined with the preceding, gives, 

[1587] 

[1588] 

[1588'] 

4>rp.i. (I+X2) = 200.C .jl +x2. COS.2+j. 12 ' 
\/l -f-X2 • COS.2-^ 

hence we shall have, 

. T2 ’ 

p = 200. c . j 1 + x2. cos.2 4- ]. ——iM. 
' q.T*' 

Let l be the length of a simple pendulum, which makes one oscillation 

and its differential, d s being constant, is 

0 = — d d a. (7c2 -j- a2 X2)4 . (7c2 — a2)-^ — « d a2. X2 . (Æ2 -j- a2 X2)-i . (7c2 — a2)-’ 

— a d a2 . (7c2-}- a2 X2)* . (&2 —-a2) 2. 

Dividing this by the coefficient of d d a, we get 

[1584d] iia=-ada*.{ — * a4 
k8.(1+X2) 

’ (7c2 -f- a2 X2]. (&2 — a2) ’ 

Substituting these values of d s, dd a, also db' = — ad a . (Æ2 — a2)_i . (1 -f- j 
3 

[1584el [1579c?], in r [1584c], we get r = Putting the two expressions of * 
*■ J /c2.(l-pX2)a 

[1579,1581] equal to each other, we get &2 -f-X2a2 = -j substituting this in 

[1584/] [1584e], it becomes r = 
(1 + X2)-Æ 

2. ? 
(1 —[— X2 • cos.2 4)2 

as to make the expression positive, as in [1585]. 

the sign of the radical being taken so 

* (1097) If the radius of the circle of curvature be r, its semi-circumference will be 

#. r, corresponding to 200 degrees of the centesimal division of the quadrant ; hence 

-a-. r = 200 . c. Substituting r [15S4/], it becomes as in [1586]. Multiplying this by 

12 7T 
[1587a] 4p = —— [15845], and then by 1-f-Xs .cos.9it becomes as in [1587]; again 

Q • J ~ 

multiplying this last expression by 
X — arc. tang. X 

X3~ 
the first member becomes the same 

as the value of jp [1583], which will therefore be as in [1538]. 
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in ci second of time ; then it follows, from § 11 of the first book, that* 

p = <1? .I. 

Comparing these two expressions of p, we obtain, 

2400 .c.[X—arc. tang.Xb{ l-{-X2. cos.241 

This equation, and the equation [1574], will give the values of q and x, by 

means of the length l of a pendulum, vibrating in a second of time, and the 

length c of a degree of the meridian, both being observed in the latitude 4. 

Supposing 4 = 50°, these equations will give,f 

800. c _ / SOO.c X2 
9 = x 

4 t.l. Ts 4 ' \«.l.T2, 

^ = ï-î + tî ■ s"+&c- ; 

we have by observation, as we shall hereafter find,î 

+ &c. 

* (1098) To conform to the present notation, we must, in [86], put r — l, g = p, 

T—l second, and it will become 1 = sr. Î hence p = ^ . I, as in [1588"]. 

Putting this equal to the expression [1588], and multiplying by we get q [1589]. 

f (1099) Multiplying [1574] by 9-f-3X2, and substituting [48] Int. 

arc. tang. X — X — J X3 -J- &c., 

we get 0 = 9 X -|- 2 q . X3 — (9 -f~ 3 X2) . (X — ^ ^-3 T* j X5 — &c.) ; dividing by 2 X3, 

we obtain, after reduction, q — •§ X2 — -•§ X4 -f- &c. X2 being very small, if we neglect X4, 

we shall have <7 = #X9, or X2 = |q nearly. If we retain the term depending on X4, 

we shall get X9 = f q -ff. X4 = J- q -f f- . (f qf = | q -f f, as in [1590']. If we 

put, as in [1539 ], 4 — 50° = 45fZ, we shall have cos.2 50° = |. Substituting this, 

and the value of arc. tang. X [1589a], in [1589], neglecting q3, or X6, and using 

X2 = | q [15895], we shall get, by putting for brevity * c: = o', 

^_2400 .c.p4-x3—|X5q-fccq.p4-|x2l _ 800 . c .£l — |X9 + &c.|.J l+fX2* 
y . tf.z.T2.x3 v.i.T* 

— c'.\ 1-|X2 -j- &LC.} . I 1-f-tjrX2! = C . £l-rV X2 -j- &C.J = c' — ^ c'. q -j-&c. 

==c'— Jc'24~&;c., as in [1590], 

Î (1100) A metre is the ten millionth part of a quadrant of the meridian [2035], and 

this is nearly equal to lOO.c ; c being the length of a degree of the meridian in the latitude 

56 

[1588"] 

[1589] 

[1589'] 

[1589"] 

[1590] 

Formulas 
for the 
ellipticity. 

[1590'] 

[1588a] 

[1589a] 

[15896] 

[1589c] 

[1589<2] 

[1590a] 
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H591] c = 100000met> ; l = 0met-, 741608. 

[1591'] We also have T = 99727" ;* * hence we obtain, 

[1592] 9 = 0,00344957 ; x2 = 0,00868767. f 

[1592] The ratio of the axis of the equator to that of the pole, being t/Y-|-Xa, 

it becomes, in this case, 1,00433441 ; therefore these two axes are nearly 

[1592"] in the ratio of 231,7 to 230,7, and by what has been said, [1578"], 

the force of gravity at the pole, is to that at the equator, in the same ratio. 

We shall have the polar semi-axis k, by means of the equation, 

50°=45d, hence c— 100000met\ Putting sin.24 =2? in the formula [2054], we get 

[15906] Z= 0,739502-f-0,002104 = 0,741606, being nearly the same as in [1591]. This 

requires some correction, for the mistakes in computation mentioned [2039a, 2048a]. 

* (1101) In a year, which is nearly 365|- days, the earth makes nearly 365J revolutions 

about its axis. Now the solar day is here supposed to be divided into 10 hours, or 100000 

3651 
[1591a] seconds ; therefore the time of one revolution will be 100000" . ——- = 99727", as 
L J 7 3664- 

in [1591']. 

f (1102) On account of the great importance of these quantities, in determining the figure 

of the earth, we shall give the calculation at full length, putting, as in [1589c], c' = _ , . 

Computa¬ 
tion of the 
ellipticity 
of the 
earth. 

[15916] 

800. c = 80000000 log. 7.9030900 
5r log. co. 9.5028501 
l 0.741608 log. co. 0.1298256 
T 99727 log. co. 5.0011872 
T 5.0011872 

d = 0.00345255 log. 7.5381401 
d log. 7.5381401 
4 log. 9.3979400 

4.c'2 = 0,00000298 log. 4.4742202 

q = 0.00344957=d—i.d’2 [1589c?] 

q = 0.00344957 log. 7.53776 
q log. 7.53776 

75 log. 1.87506 
14 log. co. 8.85387 

\f . g2 = 0.00006375 log. 5.80445 
§■ . q = .00862392 

X2 = 0.00868767 

1 -j— X2 = 1.00868767 log. 

v/(l + X2) = 1.00433444 log. 
V(1+X2) — 1 0.00433444 log. 

y/(l + X2) _ 

V/(l + X2)-l' 
= 231.7 log. 

0.00375672 

0.00187836 
7.6369330 

2.3649453 

The values of X2, q, here computed, agree with those in [1592]. We have also found, in 

«/(1-lX2)_i l 1 1 230.7 

[1592a] [15915], that ^/(i_pX2) — 1 -j- X^) 231.7 ’ 16nCe /(l + XS)- 231.7 ’ 

which represents the ratio of the polar to the. equatorial diameter of the earth [1574a] ; as 

in [1592"]. 
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k = 
20C.c.(l-H #7 

«■. (1+*2) 

200. c 

which gives, 

k *= 6352534 met. 

To obtain the attraction of a sphere, of the radius k, and of any density 

whatever, we shall observe, that a sphere, whose radius is k, and density p, 

acts upon a point, situated on its surface, with a force equal to * p. k, 

[1430Æ] ; and this, by means of the equation [1583], is equal to 

x3. p. \/i -f £ A2 

3.(1 -J— as) . (a — arc. tang, a) 
if or p.{\ — inrx2 + &c-}; 

or lastly 0,998697 .p ; p representing the force of gravity on the parallel 

*(1103) Putting cos.24 = a in [1586], 

we get Tc [1593] ; and by substituting the values 

of c, A2, [1591, 1592], it becomes, by the 

adjoined calculation, as in [1594]. The third 

member of [1593] is easily deduced from the 

first, by development in a series. 

1 + è. X2=1.00434383 log. 0.0018824 
Its half ------- 0.0009412 

200. c= 20000000 log. 7.3010300 
<K log. CO. 9.5028501 

1 + X2 = 1.00868767 log. co. 9.9962433 

&= 63525341og. 6.8029470 

f (1104) Putting cos.24=£ in [1583], we shall get the value of p, corresponding to 

the latitude of 50° == 45^ ; and since, 

y/ ( i —{— ■cos*2 4)== y/( i d-1 ^2)== 1—ts + &c. j 

X — arc. tang. X = § X3 — X5 -j- \ X7 — &lc. ; [1 589a], 

it will become, 

__4*p.£.(l-f-A2).(^A3 — P4P?-&sc.) 4tfp.ft (1+a2).(1— |a2 + |a4— fee.) _ 
A3.(l-|-jA2-#2-X4-j-&c.) 3 l-j-4*2-' 32- A4 -|- he. ’ 

hence 

4*, j.  V • (1 ~f~ 4 a2 âV *4 ~f~ fee-)  F*(1 + 4a2—3hA4T^c-) 
3 p- (1 + A2) . (1-1A2 + 4 A4-&C.) — 1 + ! A2 - & A4 + &c.) " 

= V • ( 1 — inr A3 + A4 — See.) = p ( 1 — 0,001303 -f 0,000015 — fee.) 

= 0,998712 .p [1592] ; 

which represents the attraction of a sphere [1594"], of the radius 7c, and density p, upon a 

point of its surface. This differs from the value 0,998697.p [1594"'], on account of 

the neglect of the term . X* = 0,000015, by the author. 

Polar 
semi-axis. 

[1593] 

[1594] 

[1594'] 

[1594"] 

[1594'"] 

[15926] 

11593a] 

[15936] 
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[1594a] 

[15946] 

[1594c] 

[1594c?] 

[1594e] 
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ol 50°. Hence it is easy to determine the attractive force of a sphere of any 

radius, and of any density, upon a point placed within or without its surface. 

20. It the equation [1574] were susceptible of several real roots, there 

would be several figures of equilibrium, corresponding to the same rotatory 

motion ; we must therefore examine, whether this equation has several real 

roots. For this purpose, we shall put, 

9 a 2 q. a3 

9 = -arc*tang*x ; 

so that this function <p, being put equal to nothing, will produce the equation 

[1574]. It is evident that if we increase the quantity x, from nothing to infinity, 

the expression of <p will begin and end with a positive value." Therefore 

(1105) Putting the radius of the equator equal to k', the expression q [1573'], may be 
O' 

put under the form q = —^ yj ; in which gk! [1569'] represents the centrifugal force 

of a point, at the distance k' from the axis of rotation ; and -f^p .kf [1594"] is equal to 

the attraction of a sphere, of the radius Ic, upon a point of its surface. Hence we have 

the following expression, 

7 = 

Centrifugal force at the equator of a sphere whose radius is V and time of revolution T seconds 

Gravity of this sphere upon a point of its surface. 

This quantity for the earth is, by [1592], equal to 0,00344957 = +--5-, and is what, in 

[327/], is called —, n2 being the same as g [1564?], and the quantity g, used in 
ë* 

[327/], is the expression of the attraction of a sphere upon a point of its surface. 

* (1106) The expression [1584], which is a positive quantity, may be 

made to vary, by a change in the value of p, or g, and the corresponding values of a2 

[1590'], and <p [1594vi], would partake of these changes. When a is very small, we may 

substitute in [1594vi], the value arc. tang, a [1589a], and we shall get, 

9X+ 2?.X3 

9 + 3X2 
A + ^ A3-]A5-fk. =f ÿ. A3. (1-+ &C.) -Ts A5+&£C. =f+ A3 

nearly. This makes <p = 0, when a = 0, which is also evident from [1594vi], without 

reducing it to a series. If a be small and positive, <p=fç,.A3 will be positive. If a=go, 

arc. tang. A = ]tf, and [1594V1] will become <p = -i * = y 00 + &c-> 

which is positive and infinite, as in [1594™]. 
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by supposing a curve to be formed, whose absciss is x, and ordinate cp, this 

curve will cut its axis, when x = 0 ; afterwards the ordinates will be [1594vii>] 

positive and increasing. When they have attained their maximum, they will 

decrease, and the curve will cut the axis a second time, at a point which will [1594>X] 

determine the value of x, corresponding to the state of equilibrium of the 

fluid mass. The ordinates will then become negative ; and since they are 

positive when x = co, it is necessary that the curve should cut the axis a [l594x] 

third time, and this point determines a second value of x, which satisfies the 

equilibrium.* Hence we see that for a given value of q, or for a given [I594*q 

rotatory motion, there are several figures with which the equilibrium may 

subsist. 

* (1107) Let AI fig. 29 be the axis of the positive values of a, A C D F G H the 

proposed curve, C the origin, corresponding to a= 0 ; so that for any absciss AB =a, 

the corresponding ordinate is B C — cp ; the positive values of <p being taken above the 

axis A I, the negative ones below it ; then the curve will cut 

the axis in the points where cp = 0 ; which is evidently the 

case when a = 0 [1594d]. For any small values of a, we 

have cp=^q.x3 [1594d], which is positive; therefore the 

first part of the curve must fall above the axis A I. In the 

computation of the figure of the earth [1592], we have found 

that a3 = 0,00868767 satisfies the equation [1574], or, in 

other words, makes cp = 0 [1594vi] ; therefore the curve 

must cut the axis at another point D, which is very near to A, corresponding to this value 

of a. At the point D the direction of the curve must be towards F, below the axis. For, 

by the value of ~ [1595], which is investigated, in the following note, we have 

[1594/] 

d cp 6 A3 . q 

dX (3 X3 ~j~ 9p. (!“[■ X^) 
4 10 A2 [1594g-] 

in which the factors 6 a3 . q, (3 a2 T ^)'2? Q T x3), are positive ; and by substituting in 

6x2 
the other factor the value — = 15 -f q -f- &c. [1598], we shall get, 

6 X2 
A4 + 10 A2 — — -j- 9 = A4 -{- 10 A3 — 6 — 22£ q. 

This factor is negative for the earth, as is evident by using the values of A2, q, [1592] ; 

therefore the value of must be negative at the point D, hence the direction of the 

curve will be downwards towards F and the values of 9 must become negative. But there 

must be a limit in these negative values, because we have seen, in [1594e], that if a = co, 
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[1595] 

[1595'] 

[1596] 

[1597] 

[1597] 

Only two 
figures of 
equilibri¬ 
um of an 
ellipsoid. 

[1594Ï] 

[1595a] 

[1596a] 

To determine the number of these figures, we shall observe, that we have 

, 6 A2 d A. . a4 -+ (10 q — 6). A2 -j- 9 q\ ^ 

d(p== (3T2+9)2.(l-f A2) * ' 

The supposition of do — 0, gives, 

0 = ^.x4+(10ç— 6).x2-}-9ç. 

Hence, by noticing only the positive values of x, we obtain,! 

From these values of x we can determine the maxima and minima of 

the ordinate 9. Therefore there are but two such ordinates on the 

side of the positive abscisses. Hence it follows, that on this side, the 

we shall have <p = co and positive ; and in passing from the negative to the positive values 

of 9, there must be at least one point G, where the ordinate 9 will be nothing, and the curve 

will then again cut the axis, as in [1594x]. 

d X 
* (110S) Since d . arc. tang. A = [51] Int. ; we shall have, for the differential 

of 9 [ 1594 ’], d 9 = d a . —11-1— 3 xsj§-~ 5 which, 

by reducing to the same denominator, and connecting similar terms, becomes as in [1595]. 

f (1109) The maximum and minimum values of 9 are found, as usual, by putting the 

expression of do [1595] equal to nothing ; which requires that the factor, given in [1596], 

should be equal to nothing. This factor, being divided by q, becomes 

a4 —2 . (7 — 5) .*2+9 = 0, 

a quadratic equation in a2 5 hence, 

*’-;-s±KKM*> 
and we obtain the two positive values of a [1597], corresponding to the maximum and 

minimum values of 9 5 the maximum being at the upper point C of the branch A C I), the 

minimum at the lower point F of the branch D F G. Moreover, as there are only two 

positive values of a [1597] which give a maximum or minimum, there can be only two such 

branches ; therefore after the curve crosses the axis at G, the ordinate 9 must always 

increase, till it becomes infinite when a = co [1594e]. 
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curve can cut the axis in three points only, including the point of origin ; 

therefore the number of figures which satisfy the equilibrium is reduced 

to two. 

The curve on the side of the negative abscisses, is of exactly the same 

form as on the side of the positive abscisses, except in the sign of the 

co-ordinates therefore it must cut the axis on each side in corresponding 

points, equidistant from the origin of the co-ordinates. Hence the negative 

values of a, which satisfy the equilibrium, are the same as the positive 

values, except in the signs ; these negative values give the same elliptical 

figures, since the square only of a enters in the determination of these 

figures.f It is therefore unnecessary to consider the curve, on the side of 

the negative abscisses. 

If we suppose q to be very small, as is the case for the earth, we may 

satisfy the equation [1574], in either of the two hypotheses, of A2 being very 

small, or very great. In the first case, we shall have, by the preceding 

article [1590']. 

To obtain the value of a2, in the second hjqiothesis, we shall observe, that 

then arc. tang, a differs but very little from \ and if we suppose 

arc. tang, a = | * — «, 

« will be a very small angle, whose tangent is - ; we shall have,f 
A 

*(1110) If in the value of cp [1594vi] we write —A for A, and put cp' for the 

corresponding value of cp, we shall get, by changing arc. tang. (—A) into — arc. tang. A, 

, — 9A — 2q.x3 . 
<P =-ffÿliTà-r arc. tanë- \ which is evidently equal to —cp [1594vi] ; therefore 

cp'= — cp, as in [1597"']. 

f (1111) The semi-axes of the ellipsoid k, k . /(l+X2) [1574«], by using the value 

of k [1593], become functions of A2 ; and as (— A)2 = A2, the negative values of A will 

produce the same expressions of the semi-axes as its positive values. 

t (1112) Putting for brevity a' = arc. tang, a, we get — or 

« = f * — a' • therefore tang, a = cot. a' = _L_ = ~ [34'] Int. Hence 
tang. A' A L J 

[1597"] 

[1597"'] 

[1597w] 

[1597v] 

Formula 
for 

A2, 
when the 
body is 

[1598] 

nearly 
spherical. 

[1598'] 

[1599] 

[1597a] 

[15976] 
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[1600] 

[1601] 

[1602] 

Formula 
for the 
ellipticity 
in a very 
oblate 
ellipsoid. 

[1603] 

[1603'] 

[1600a] 

[1603a] 

[16036] 

a = ~ — “TT + TTT-&C. î 
3 X3 5X5 

consequently, 

arc. tang, x = 
it 

2 l +^?-5^+&C- 

The equation [1574] will then become. 

9 X -r 2 o. X3 It 1. 1 0 

-9+3^~ = 2~ +3^-&C- 

and by inverting the series, we shall obtain, * 

3 it 8 4q 

4 q <it it 

„ 1 

'l1- ¥^|+&c- 

= 2,356195. - — 2,546479 — Î, 478885. q + &c. 

We have seen, in the preceding article [1592], that for the earth we have 

1111 
a = arc. tang. — = — — — -{- — &c. [48] Int., as in [1600]. Substituting this in 

[1599], we get [1601], by means of which the equation [1574] becomes as in [1602]. 

* (1113) Multiplying [1602] by 3 a2 -]— 9, and arranging the terms of the second 

member according to the decreasing powers of X, it becomes, 

9X-|-2^.X3 = ^.X2 — 3 X -f- ~ — - -f- &c. 

Transposing 9 X, and dividing by 2 q . X2, we get, 

4 3^ 6 1 . 9îT 1 ‘i . 0 
^ = + —+ &c- 4? ç * X * 4 g X2 ç.X3 

xom this the value of X may be found, by means of La Grange’s formulas [629c], which, 

jy putting æ = X, 4 ix) = x> 4 (0 = b 4'/ (^) = L become, 

X = * + jF(X) j 

+lt2-jj-h 123- dr, T- 

Comparing the values of X [1603a, 6], we get, 

3w 

*=4? 

6 1 , 9t 1 0 
FU) =-. - + — . — — &c. 

' ' q X 4} X2 

[1603c] 
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q = 0,00344957 ; this value of q being substituted in the preceding [1603] 

expression, we get x = 680,49. Thus the ratio of the equatorial diameter 

to the polar axis, which is represented by ^/i + x2 [1592'], is equal to [1603"] 

680,49, when the spheroid is very oblate. 

There is a limit in the value of q, beyond which the equilibrium is 

impossible with an elliptical figure. For if we suppose the curve to cut the [1603"] 

axis at the point of origin only, and to touch it at another point ; we shall 

have, at this point of contact, 9=0, dcp = 0;* the value of 9 cannot [1603""] 

Hence 

F(t) = 
q t 1 4 q & * 1 * 

Ofi 1 

idim=-s± i+&c==_e /4_«y=-^4-&c 
1.2.H s2'i3 +^C- ,2 ' V3»-/ 3*3^ [1603rf] 

Substituting these in f 1603c], it becomes, X = +• &c., 
° L J 4q < rf onJ 1 

[1603]. Substituting in this <*= 3,141592, UÜ= 2,356195, 

as in 

- = 2,546479, 
ni 

[ L603e] 

4 / 64 \ 
~ • ( 1 — 2^2) “ 1 >478SS5, nearly ; we shall get the second expression of X [1603] ; 

and by using the value of q [1592], corresponding to the earth, we shall get, 

X = 683,040—2,546 — 0,005 = 680,49 ; 

hence y/( 1 + X2) = 680,49 nearly, which represents, by [1574a], the ratio of the 

equatorial diameter to the polar axis of the body, in this hypothesis. 

* (1114) If we suppose the value of q to be increased by the positive quantity f and [1603/1] 

that the expression of 9 [1594vl] then becomes 9 —{— 5 <p, we shall have, 

9X + (2g + 2/).x3 
9 + ^9 — 9 + 3*2 — arc.tang 

•H 

9 X -j- 2 <7. X3 

= 9 + 

9 + 3X2 

2/.X3 

arc.tang . X I + 
3/.X 3 

9 + 3X2 

2/.X3 
9+3X2 

hence o <? = y§£+“]> which is always positive. Therefore by increasing successively [J6(%] 

the value of q, we shall increase the positive values of 9, and 

decrease the negative values ; so that the lower branch D F G 

of the curve, fig. 29, page 225, will approach towards the axis 

AIy till the points D, F, G, coincide, as in fig. 30. The ordinate 

corresponding to this point D, will then be 9 = 0, and as this 

is also the point of minimum of that branch, we shall have 

^9 = 0, as in [1595]]; which is also evident from the 

58 
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then become negative, on the side of the positive abscisses, which are the 

only ones necessary to be noticed. The value of q, determined by the two 

equations <p = 0, and d 9 = 0, will therefore be the limit of q with 

which the equilibrium can subsist ; and a greater value would render the 

[1603'] equilibrium impossible. For q being supposed to be increased by the 
2 f. X3 

quantity /, the function 9 will be increased by P603g-] ; and as 

the value of 9, corresponding to q, never becomes negative, [16,03""], 

Whatever be x, the same function, corresponding to g+/, will always be 

[I603ri] positive, and cannot vanish ; therefore the equilibrium will then become 

impossible. It follows also, from this analysis, that there is but one real and 

[I603viq positive value of q, which can satisfy the two equations 9 = 0, and 

d © = 0. These equations produce the following,* 

[1604] 

6 X2 

<1 = (l + x»).(9 + x«) ■ 

r 7 X5 -j- 30 X3 -j- 27 X 

0 = . (9 +X2) 
— arc. tang. x. 

[1603A] 

consideration that the ordinates 9, 9 + d 9, corresponding to 

tlie two infinitely near points D, G, are both equal to nothing. 

Hence it follows, that in this case, there can be no negative value 

of 9, corresponding to the positive abscisses. If we still increase 

the value of q, the ordinate 9 will be increased, by the positive 

quantity 5 9, the curve, as in fig. 31, will not touch the axis, 

and the equilibrium will then be impossible with an ellipsoidal 

figure. 

[1604a] 

[16046] 

* (1115) The equation dcp = 0 gives the formula [1596], whence we get, 

6 a2 _ 6 a2 

^ 9 + 10X2fi-X4 (1+X2).(9 + X2)’ 

which is the first of the equations [1604]. Hence 

] 2 a5 21 X5 fi- 90 X3 + 81X _ 3. (7 X5 30 X3 -}- 27 X) 
9 A _j_ 2 q. A3 =9X-}- 9_j_10^_{_A4 — (1+A3) . (9-f-A2) 

Substituting this in [1574], it becomes as in the second of the equations [1604]. This 

may be simplified by rejecting the factor 3-j-A2, which occurs in the numerator and 

denominator of the first term. Then it becomes 0 = . (9ipyy| ~ arc* tanS* * » or 

7 ^ • (f + a2) = arc. tang. X. 
(1 + X2).(9 + X2) 5 

Multiplying the first member by the radius, expressed in 
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The value of x, which satisfies this last equation, is x = 2,5292; hence 

we deduce q = 0,337007 ;* the quantity y/j which expresses 

the ratio of the axis of the equator to that of the pole [1574a], is, in this 

case, equal to 2,7197. 

The value of q, relative to the earth, is equal to 0,00344957 [1592]. 

This corresponds to the time of rotation 0day,99727 [159U] ; now we 

sexagesimal seconds, 206204s,8, and then taking the tangent of the whole expression, 

we get, tang. ^ ^ | * 5 whence the value of a = 2,52932, 

may be found, by approximation, being nearly as in [1604']. This last formula is adapted 

to the use of logarithms ; but if we have a table of natural tangents, as in Hutton’s tables, 

the first member of the expression [16045] may be put under the form 

, Ail 
8 8 *1 -HèX)2’ 

as is easily proved, by reducing to a common denominator, and connecting the terms. Now 

from [30"] lofe, we have 

AA = sin. 2 . (arc. tang, a) , = sin' 2 ’ (arc‘ tan§‘ ^ ’ 

hence the expression [16045], becomes 

£ sin. 2 . (arc. tang. X) +1 sin. 2 . (arc. tang. J X) = arc. tang. X, 

from which w7e may easily obtain X as above. 

*(1116) The value X = 2,52932 [1604c], being substituted in q [1604], gives 

ç = 0,336998 ; also /(l-j-X2) =2,7197, nearly, as in [1604"]. 

From what has been said, it appears, that the equilibrium of an ellipsoid of revolution is 

possible, in the case of a homogeneous fluid, when q falls anywhere between the extreme 

limits q = 0, g, = 0,33699S. The case of q — 0 corresponds to a sphere at rest ; 

the oblateness will increase with the rotatory velocity, or with q; and when q= 0,336998, 

the ratio of the equatorial to the polar axis will become 2,7197 [1604"]. If the oblateness 

be still increased, the rotatory velocity must be diminished ; and when q again becomes 

infinitely small, the figure will be like an infinitely thin lens or plate. Moreover it is evident 

that while the oblateness is thus increasing, from nothing, in a sphere, to its greatest value in 

a thm plate, there is but one corresponding velocity with which an ellipsoid of a given figure 

can be in equilibrium. But when the time of revolution is given, and q falls within the limits 

[1604/], there may be generally found two figures of the ellipsoid, which will satisfy the 

equation of equilibrium [1597"]. 

[1604] 

[1604"] 

[1604c] 

[1604d] 

[1604c] 

[1604/] 

On the 
limits of 
the two 
ellipsoids 
of revolu¬ 
tion. 

[1604g-] 
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[1605'] 

[1605"] 
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[1605"'] 

[16044] 

[1604i] 

[16047c] 

have generally q = — [1584]. Hence, as it regards masses of the 

same density, q will be proportional to the centrifugal force g, arising from 

the rotatory motion [1569'] ; therefore q will be inversely proportional 

to the square of the time of rotation ;* and it follows also, relative to a 

mass of the same density as the earth, that the time of rotation which 

corresponds to ^ = 0,337007, will be 0day, 10090. We shall therefore 

obtain the two following theorems. 

“ Any homogeneous fluid mass, of a density equal to the mean density of 

the earth, cannot be in equilibrium with an elliptical figure, if the time of its 

rotation be less than 0day, 10090. If this time be greater, there will always 

be tioo elliptical figures, and no more, which will satisfy the equilibrium.” 

“ If the density of the fluid mass be different from that of the earth, ice 

shall have the time of rotation, in which the equilibrium ceases to be possible, 

with an elliptical figure ; by multiplying 0day, 10090 by the square root of 

the ratio of the mean density of the earth to that of the fluid mass [10044].” 

Therefore with a fluid mass whose density is a quarter part of that of the 

earth, which is nearly the case with the sun, this time would be 0day,20180 ;f 

and if the earth were supposed to be fluid and homogeneous, with a density 

equal to a ninety-eighth part of its present value, the figure it must take, to 

satisfy its present rotatory motion, would be the limit of all the elliptical 

* 
O tf 

(1117) This follows from q =—ys [1584]. If this be supposed to refer to the 

3 7T 
earth, and we accent the letters q, r, T, for any other body we shall have q = , y>a 

Hence — = f ’ ^_ an{] T1 — T. (-7 . —^Ÿ• If we substitute in this the values 
q p'.T'2’ VP' q/ 

q = 0,00344957 [1592], ç' = 0,336998 [1604e], T— 0daL99727, we shall 

get T'= 0da*, 10090 . This represents the least value of T’ with which the 

equilibrium is possible. For if q' exceed the value [1604e], 0,336998, the equilibrium 

becomes impossible, and by increasing q the value of T' [1604i] decreases. The 

expression of T' [16044] produces the two theorems [1605, 1605']. 

|(1118) Putting p' = |p, in [16044], it becomes T= 0day,20180. 
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figures, with which the equilibrium could subsist.* The density of Jupiter 

is one fifth of that of the earth, and the duration of its rotation is [1605""] 

0day,41377 ; hence it is evident that this duration is within the limits, in 

which the equilibrium is possible.f 

It might be supposed that this limit of q, is that in which the fluid ivould [I605v] 

begin to fly off, because of its too rapid rotatory motion ; but it is easy to 

prove that this is not the case, observing that by § 19, [1578"], the gravity jèjid" 

at the equator of the ellipsoid is to the gravity at the pole, in the ratio of fhyocfn!y 

the polar axis to the equatorial ; t which ratio, in the present case, is as 1 to force. 

2,7197 [1604"]. The equilibrium therefore ceases to be possible, because [1605™] 

with a more rapid rotatory motion, it would be impossible to give to the 

fluid mass an elliptical figure, such that the result of its attraction and the [L605™] 

centrifugal force would be perpendicular to the surface. 

We have heretofore supposed x2 to be positive, which corresponds to 

a spheroid flattened at the poles. We shall now examine whether the 

equilibrium can take place with a figure lengthened at the poles. Supposing 

x2 = — x'2 ; x'2 ought, in this case, to be positive and less than unity, 
[I605viii] 

*(1119) Putting p' = Pg- p, in [1604Æ], it becomes [1605a] 

T' = 0day, 10090 ./98 = 0day,99886, 

which exceeds the time of the earth’s rotation 0day, 99727 [1591'] ; therefore the 

equilibrium, in this case, is impossible, [1605']. 

T (1120) Putting p'== -j p, in [1604&], it becomes [16056] 

T = 0day, 10090 ./5 = 0day,22562, 

which is less than Qday,41377, the time of rotation of Jupiter [1605""]. This is within 

the limits of the possible equilibrium, [1605']. 

J (1121) The whole gravity at the pole, is to the combined effect of gravity and the 

attraction at the equator, as the equatorial to the polar axis [15786] ; which, in the case of 

the limiting figure abovementioned, is as 2,7197 to 1 [1604"]. This must therefore be [1605c] 

far from the limit, where the fluid would begin to fly off, which could happen only when 

the whole action at the equator is nothing ; or when the centrifugal force becomes equal to 

the attraction of the spheroid. 
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[1605ix] 
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cannot he 
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brium. 

[1607"] 

[1607"'] 

[1607/w] 

[1606a] 

[16066] 

otherwise the ellipsoid will become an hyperboloid.* The preceding value 

of d <? [1595] gives, by integration, 

= r 6 X2 , cl X . {g . 74 -f (10 q — 6) . X2 -f 9 q\ 

* J (1+X2).(9 + 3X2)2 

the integral being taken from x = 0. Substituting for x its value 

± 7'. f—ï [1605viii], we shall get,f 

<P ± [/—1 f 
6X'2.dX'.^.(l — X'2). (9 — X'2) + 6X'2| 

( 1 — X'2) . (9 — 3 X'2)2 

Now it is evident, that the elements of this last integral, have all the same 

sign, from x/2 = 0, to x'2 = I ; hence the function <p cannot become 

nothing, in that interval ; therefore the equilibrium cannot take place with a 

figure lengthened towards the poles. 

21. If the rotatory motion, first impressed upon a fluid mass, he more 

rapid than that which corresponds to the limit of q, tee must not, for that 

reason, conclude that the equilibrium would be impossible, with an elliptical 

figure ; for it is evident, that as the body becomes more oblate, it will have 

a less rapid rotatory motion. Supposing therefore, that there is a cohesive 

force among the particles, which is the case with all known fluids, this mass 

might, after a great number of revolutions, attain a rotatory motion, comprised 

within the limits of equilibrium, and maintain itself in that state. But the 

possibility of this result is merely a supposition, and to verify it will be 

interesting. Moreover, it is important to ascertain, whether there can 

possibly be several figures of equilibrium, corresponding to one primitive 

force. For what we have demonstrated, on the possibility of two states of 

* (1122) X' [1605viii] is the same as e [1574c], and the figures mentioned in [1574e] 

are the same as in [1605ix], including also a paraboloid. 

•j- (1123) After making the substitution of ± a'. s/—1, for a, and connecting together 

the terms depending on q, the expression [1606] becomes as in [1607], in which each of 

the terms a'2, 1—a'2, 9 —a'2, 6 a'2, 9 —3 a'2, is positive, while a' increases from 

0 to 1 ; so that the quantity under the sign f cannot become nothing, during that interval. 

Therefore there cannot be any value of a', within the limits [1607'], which will satisfy the 

equation of equilibrium cp = 0 [1574]. 
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equilibrium, corresponding to the same rotatory motion, does not prove, that 

there are two figures of equilibrium, corresponding to one primitive force ; [1607v] 

since the two figures of equilibrium correspond to two different primitive 

forces, or to such as are differently applied.* 

We shall therefore consider a fluid mass, which is acted upon, in its 

primitive state, by any forces, and then left to itself, and to the mutual 

attractions of all its particles. If we suppose the centre of gravity to be at [I607vi] 

rest, and draw through it a plane, so situated that the sum of the areas, 

described by each particle, projected upon this plane, and multiplied 

respectively by the corresponding particles, may be a maximum, at the 

origin of the motion ; this plane will always possess the same property, by [1607™] 

§ 21 and 22 of the first book [181", 189'"], whatever be the manner in 

which the particles act upon each other ; whether by their adhesion, 

attraction, or their mutual impact, even in cases where there are sudden and 

instantaneous losses of motion [167'"]. Hence, after a great number of 

oscillations, the fluid mass will attain a uniform rotatory motion about a [I607™q 

fixed axis, which axis will be perpendicular to the plane just mentioned ; 

and the plane itself will be that of the equator. The rotatory motion will 

be such, that the sum of the areas, described in the time dt, by the particles, 

projected upon that plane, will be the same as at the origin of the motion, [i607>-q 

[167"] ; we shall denote this sum by E . dt. 

*(1124) Let ABBE, a die, be the two figures of equilibrium corresponding 

to equal masses of fluid, having the same centre C, the same axis A C B, and the same [1607a] 

time of rotation ; then the mass included between 

Fa GEHbID is common to both figures, 

and as the whole masses are equal, the sum of 

the parts near the poles, A F a G, lb HB, 

must be equal to the part d FD I, c G EH, 

towards the equator. But the angular motion of 

all the particles being equal, the momentum of the 

part near the equator must be very much greater 

than that of the equal masses near the poles. 

Hence it evidently follows, that the momentum of the mass cidbc, must be much greater [16076] 

than that of the mass A D B C ; therefore the primitive forces, which produce these 

momenta, must be different if they be applied in the same manner, or at the same distance 

from the centre of gravity, &c. ; and on the contrary, if the forces be equal, they must be 

applied at different distances, or in a different manner. 
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We shall observe, in this place, that the axis here treated of, is that, with 

respect to which, the sum of the momenta of the primitive forces of the 

[1607s] system, is a maximum. It preserves this property during the motion of the 

system, and finally becomes the axis of rotation ; for what we have 

demonstrated, about the plane of maximum of the projected areas, in the 

articles of the first book just mentioned [181", 189'"], applies also to the 

[I607si] axis of the greatest momentum of the forces ; since the elementary area, 

described by the projection of the radius vector of a body, upon a plane, and 

multiplied by its mass, is evidently proportional to the momentum of the 

finite force of this body, relative to the axis perpendicular to that plane.* 

We shall put, as in [1569'], g for the centrifugal force arising from the 

[i607xii] rotatory motion, at the distance 1 from that axis, and \/g will be the 

angular velocity of rotation [1564/]. We shall also put k for the semi-axis 

of rotation of the fluid mass, and k. \/\ -j- x2, for the semi-axis of the 

* (1125) We shall suppose, as in [1564s], that the angular velocity of rotation, about the 

axis A C, fig. 33, is represented by n, so that a point, at the distance 1 from this fixed axis, 

will describe the space n d t, in the ^ 

time d t. Then if a particle d M be 

placed at E, at the distance DE — r ^ 

from the axis, it will describe, in the time 

[1607c] d t, the arc E F —n dt . r. This 

arc, projected upon the plane of the 

maximum areas, or the plane of the 

equator HCF', which is perpendicular to AC, will be represented by 

E'F' = EF=ndt . r ; 

and as the radius CE==DE = r, the area CE'F', described by the projection of 

this particle, will be represented by h E' F'. C E' = \ n d t. r2. This, being multiplied 

by d M, becomes %ndt. r2 .dM; and if the sum be taken for all the particles of the 

fluid, it will give the quantity represented by E . dt [1GQ71X], so that 

[1607d] E. d t — \ ndt. fr~ . d J\1 j 

n and dt being constant in this integration. Hence it evidently follows, that when E.dt 

[1607e] is a maximum, ndt. fr2 . dM, and therefore fr1. dM, must also be a maximum. 

Now this last expression represents the momentum of inertia of the body about the axis 

AC [245'"], which is conformable to what is said in [1607xi]. Substituting n = \/g 

[1564Z] in E.dt [1607d], we get E . dt = % . \/g . dt .f r* . d M-, hence 

[1607/] E==h yg.fr*.dM. 
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equator [1574a]. It is easy to prove, that the sum of the areas described 

during the time d t, by all the particles projected upon the plane of the 

equator, and multiplied respectively by the corresponding particles, is 

^(î+x^./cs.^Vï; 1 o 

hence we shall have,* 

Then putting M for the mass of the fluid, we shall find, [1567], 

4-p • V • (! + x9) = M- 

Hence the quantity —3-, which we have denoted by q in [1573'], is 
3 P 

q = q' } (1 + >2) 0, supposing q' to denote the following function,f 

* (1126) The value of E [1608] may be easily deduced from that of C [275c, d], 

which represents the value of fr2. d Jll for a sphere, whose radius is k, instead of R. 

If in fig. 33 we put JlD=x, jDd=dx, De'—r, angle EDF= dzi, the particle 

dm of the sphere AhC, situated near the point e', may be considered as a rectangular 

parallelopiped, whose length is e'e"=dr, width e'f' — r.dzs, and depth equal to 

D d = d x ; the product of these three dimensions being d m — r d r . d zs . d x, and 

the expression of C =frü. d m [275c], will become C=fr3dr.dzs.dx. If 

upon the continuation of the line D e', we take the point E, so that 

D E = /(I + X2) . D é = v/(l + X2) . r, 

its differential will be the line EE" = \/(l -j- X2) . dr, the perpendicular arc 

E F— r. y/( 1 -f- T.2) • d zs, and the product of these two lines by the depth D d = dx, 

may be considered as a particle dJ\I of the spheroid, corresponding to the particle dm 

of the sphere, making d M= {\ + ■>?). r d r . d zs. d x. Substituting this value of dM, 

and r .y/(l T^2), for r, in E [1607/-], we shall get, for the spheroid, 

E = i\/g -fr2 .{!+>?).dM=±v'g.(\Jr??)2. fr3 dr .dzs .dx = l;\/g.(l+>?f.C, 

[1607i] ; but by [275d], the quantity C, multiplied by the density p, and putting R=.k, 

[1607g], becomes C = ||.P.P; hence, E = iy'g . (1 + »»)» . Ëf . p . V, 

as in [1608]. 

■[(1127) From [1608, 1609], we get 26 = (**,)« . (1 + >?y .*to„ and 
O i_o jj 

(t * P) 3 • k10 ■ (1 -f- ^2) 3 • Substituting these in q' [1610], it becomes, 

60 

[I607xiii] 

[1608] 

[1609] 

[1609] 

[1609'] 

[1607g-] 

[1607ft] 

[1607i] 

[1607ft] 

[16071] 

[1607m] 
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[1610] 
25Æ2.(|,P)j 

Jt 10 
M3 

The equation [1574] of the same article becomes* 

[1611] 0 = + _ arc. tang. X. 
9 + 3 X2 ° 

This equation will determine X ; we shall then have k, by means of the 

preceding expression of M [1609]. 

We shall put <p for the function [1611], namely, 

[1612] 9 X -f~ 2 </ . X3 . ( 1 -f~ Xs)' 

9 9 4- 3 X2 
— arc. tang, x ; 

which ought to be equal to nothing, by the condition of equilibrium. This 

[16121 function is positive, at its commencement, when x is small,f and is negative 

when x is infinite;! consequently between x = 0 and x=oo, there 

[1612"] must be a value of x, which will make this function equal to nothing. 

(£«p)Mi+*!i)4-*io-g-(4«p)* = 
/ 1 Q LP (4. ctf q\ 

(4Tp)3.u°.(i + x2)3 u p) 

hence q — q'. (1 + Xs)_i, as in [1609"]. 

= ?•( i + x2)1 [1609']; 

* (1128) Substituting in [1574] the value of q [1609"], it becomes as in [1611] ; from 

[1611a] which X may be determined ; M, p and E being given. We may then obtain the polar 

semi-axis k, by means of the equation [1609], and the equatorial semi-axis k -\/(l+x2) 

[1574a] will also be known. 

[16116] 

f (1Ï29) Substituting in [1612] — arc. tang, a = — a -j- £ a3 — 4 a5 -f- &lc. [48] Int., 

and connecting the two terms — A -f- £ a3 with those having the denominator 9 -}- 3 a2, 

it becomes, by reduction, <p = —J-9'^_3 ---+ &c. we neglect 

terms of the order a5, it becomes <p = f- qr. a3 ; now q1 = q . (1-f-a2)s [1609"] is 

positive [1571c]; therefore when a is small, <p must be positive, and it is nothing when 

X = 0 ; as is also evident, by the mere inspection of the function [1612]. 

J (1130) Since 
_2. 5 / ] \_2 £ 

(1+A2) 3=x^.(l + -) 3 = X* 

the numerator of the first term of <p [1612], will contain no power of a, greater than 
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Therefore, whatever he the value of q\ there will always be one elliptical 

figure, with which the mass can be in equilibrium. 

We may put the value of <p [1612] under this integral form,* 

<P =2/ 

x4 d\. 
27 q' 

Xa 
+ 18 q' — lq'. X2+ 18 . (1 + x2)3} 

(9 + 3 x2)2. (1 + x2+ 
[1613] 

X3 ; whereas the denominator 9 + 3 a2 contains the power a2, or X7 ; therefore [1611c] 

when a= oo , this first term will vanish, and the second term will be 

— arc. tang, a = — arc. tang, oo = — \ 

Hence <p becomes negative and equal to —\ <r, when a = co, as in [1612']. 

*(1131) If we take the differential of <p [1612], make the usual reductions, and then 

prefix the sign of integration, we shall obtain the formula [1613]. To prove this, we may, 

for greater simplicity, compute the terms independent of q' separately. These terms are 

9 X 
— arc. tang, a, whose differential, by [51] Int, is 

9 + 3X2 

9 dX. (9+3X9) — 54x2dX dx d\. (81 — 27X2) 

! -j— X9 (9+3 a2)5 

dX 

1 + X9 (9 + 3 a2)2 

= (srqr++r^y • Is 1 • (1 + "2) - 2 • ( i + ^ ) - ( 81 + M + 9 a’) S 

36 a4 d a 

(9 +3 X9)9. ( 1 -)~ X9) 
36 X4 d X. (1 + X9y 

(9 +- 3 X9)9. ( 1 -|- X3)7 ' 
[1613a] 

which is the same as the term independent of q, in the differential of <p [1613]. The term 

q' [1610, 1611 a], is given, or constant; and the coefficient of 2q', in [1612], is 

X3 — § 
•(i + *2) > 9 + 3 X2 [16136] 

whose differentia] is 

27 X9 d X -f- 3 X4 d X 

(9+3 a2)2 i _ (9+3>?j 

4 X4 d \ _5 
-7- c (1 + A2) 7 

X4dX 

(9 + 3x2)2.(l + X9)' 

X4dX 

(9+3X2)2. (1-j-x2)7 

X4dX 

(9 + 3 X9)9. (1 + X2)3 

which is the same as the coefficient of 2 q' in dc? [1613], 

[1613c] 
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[1614] 

[1614'] 

[1614v] 

[1614w] 

There is 
only one 
figure 
of equi¬ 
librium 
of an 
ellipsoid 
for a 
given 
primitive 
force. 

When it becomes nothing, the function* 

+ 18 <j' — W ■ x2 + 18 . (1 + *.S)*S, 

has passed through zero, to become negative. Now from the moment when 

this function becomes negative, it will remain so, as x increases ; because 

27 o' 
the part + 18 q' decreases, while the negative part 

— 18.(1 + X2)§j 

increases ; the function <p cannot therefore vanish twice. Hence it follows 

that there is hut one real and positive value of x which can satisfy the 

equation of equilibrium ; therefore the fluid can he in equilibrium only with 

one elliptical figure. 

* (1132) The factors (9 + 3 X2), (1 + X2)*, X4, [1613], being positive, as also 

<p, when X is small, [161 lb] ; it is evident that <p cannot vanish as X increases, until the 

remaining factor of <p, given in [1614], becomes negative, as is observed in [1614']. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ON THE FIGURE OF A SPHEROID, DIFFERING BUT LITTLE FROM A SPHERE, AND COVERED BY A FLUID 

STRATUM IN EQUILIBRIUM. 

22. We have considered, in the preceding chapter, the conditions of the 

equilibrium of a homogeneous fluid mass, and we have found that the 

elliptical figure satisfies these conditions ; but to obtain a complete solution of 

this problem, we ought to determine, a ‘priori, all the figures of equilibrium, 

or prove that the elliptical figure is the only one which satisfies these 

conditions. Moreover, it is very probable that the heavenly bodies are not 

homogeneous masses, and that they are denser towards the centre than at [1614W/] 

the surface ; we ought not therefore, in the investigation of their figures, to 

limit ourselves to homogeneous bodies ; and in this view of the subject, the 

investigation is very difficult. Fortunately it becomes more simple, from the 

circumstance, that the figures of the planets and their satellites vary but little [1614V] 

from a spherical form, which enables us to neglect the square of this difference, 

and the quantities which depend upon it. Notwithstanding this simplification, 

the investigation of the figures of the planets is very complicated. To treat [I6l4vi] 

the subject in the most general manner, we shall consider the equilibrium of 

a fluid mass, covering a body composed of strata of variable densities, 

endowed with a rotatory motion, and acted upon by the attractions of 

foreign bodies. For this purpose, we shall resume the laws of equilibrium 

of fluids, which we have demonstrated in the first book. 

If we put 

P = the density of a particle of the fluid, 

n = the pressure it suffers, 

F, F\ F", &c., the forces acting upon it, 

df df\ df", &c., the elements of the directions of these forces, 

61 

Symbols. 

[1614VÜ] 

[l614viii] 

[1614*] 

[1614s] 
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Equation 
of equi¬ 
librium. 

[1615] 

[1615'] 

[1615"] 

[1615a] 

[16156] 

[1615c] 

[1616a] 

[16166] 

then the general equation of equilibrium of the fluid mass, will be, by § 17 

of the first book, [133],* 

~ = F. if + F'. if + F". df" + &c. 

If we suppose the second member of this equation to be an exact differential, 

and denote it by 

dv = F. df + F'.df^F". df" + &c., 

P must then necessarily be a function of n and 9. The integral of this 

equation will give <p in terms of n ;f by means of which we can reduce p, 

to be a function of n only ; whence we may obtain n in a function of p. 

*(1134) If all the forces F, F', F', 8zc., are composed into one force V', in the 

direction of the line u, we shall have V.du=F.df -\-F'. df-\-F". df"-\-h c., [16]. 

Agab, if this force V, in the direction u, be resolved into three others, P, Q, R, parallel 

to three rectangular co-ordinates os, y, s, we shall have, by the same theorem, 

V . du=P.dosJrQ.d y-[-R.dz‘, 

hence P. dx+ Q . dy-\-R .dz = F. df-\-F‘. df-\- &c. Substituting this in [133], 

we get dp = ?.\F. dff-F'.df-\- F" . df" + &c.} ; and by changing p into n, to 

conform to the notation here used, and dividing also by p, we obtain [1615]. It may be 

observed, that the forces F, F', &c., are here supposed to tend to increase the co-ordinates 

f, f, &;c., as in note 60, page 91, Vol. I. 

f ( 1135) Cases in which F. df + F'. df + &c. is an exact integral, are pointed 

out at the commencement of the following article [1616vm, &c.]. Putting for 

F.df + F'.df + hc., 

its assumed value d(p [1615'], the equation [1615] becomes __ =dq>, or 

dH=p. dcp, and this cannot be integrated, except p be a function of IT and <p, as is 

observed b note 65, page 94, Yol. I. Supposing p=4(9jn)j the equation du=p.dcp 

will become d H = d <p . 4 (9, n). This, being a function of two quantities only, may be 

integrated, and will give 9 equal to a function of n. Substituting it in p = 4'(9sn)> 

we get p = function of n ; therefore n will be equal to a function of p, which we shall 

denote by n — a (p), whose differential is of the form = d p. o! (p) ; and for a 

stratum whose density is constant, dp will vanish, and then dn = 0. Substituting this in 

[1615], we shall get [1616]. 
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Hence as it regards a stratum of the same density, we shall have d n = 0, 

consequently, 

0 = F. df + F. df + F". df" + &c. [1616] 

This equation shows that the force, at the surface of any stratum, in the 

direction of the tangent of the surface, is nothing ; consequently the [1616'] 

resultant of all the forces F, F', F", &c., is perpendicular to this surface ;* 

so that such a stratum is also a level surface, [138']. [1616"] 

The pressure n being nothing at the surface of the fluid, p must be [1616'"] 

constant at that surface, and the resultant of all the forces which act on each 

particle of the surface must be perpendicular to it. This resultant is what is 

called gravity. Therefore the conditions of the equilibrium of a fluid mass Gravity, 

are, first, that the direction of gravity must he perpendicular to each point of [1616""] 

the external surface of the fluid ; second, that the direction of gravity of any ofeJLl0”3 

particle, situated within the surface, must he perpendicular to the stratum, aïewï f 

having the same density with the particle. And as we may, within the [i6i6v] 

surface of a homogeneous fluid, select any stratum for the stratum of 

constant density, the second of the two preceding conditions of equilibrium [1616«] 

will always be satisfied ; and it will then be sufficient to establish the 

equilibrium, to satisfy the first condition ; that is, to make the resultant of [i6i6tf] 

all the forces, which act upon the external surface of the fluid, perpendicular 

to that surface. 

23. In the theory of the figure of the heavenly bodies, the forces 

F, F\ F", &c., are produced by the attraction of their particles, by the 

centrifugal force arising from the rotatory motion, and by the attraction of [i6i6viii] 

foreign bodies. It is easy to prove that the expression 

F. df + F’. df -f- &c., [I6l6ix] 

* (1136) Putting V equal to the resultant of all the forces F, F', &c., and u for the 

direction of this force, we shall have, as in [1615c], V.du — F.dffF'. df -f- &zc. ; [1616c] 

then from [1616] we have V . du — 0, for all the particles situated on a stratum of the 

same density. Hence if V be supposed finite, we must have du= 0, which is the 

same as the expression dr = 0, or <5 r = 0, in the calculation, note 64, p. 93, Vol. I ; [1616d] 

and it is shown there, that 5 r = 0, or d u = 0, corresponds to the case where the 

direction of the force V is perpendicular to the surface of uniform density, or level surface, 

[138'] ; du—0 being the equation of this surface, or a multiple of it. 
[1616c] 
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Fdf 
4-F'df' 
+ &c., 
is an exact 
differen¬ 
tial. 

[1616*] 

[1616xi] 

Effect of 
the mass 
of the 
spheroid. 

[l616xii] 

[l616xiii] 

[1616/] 

[1616/] 

is then an exact differential ; and we shall make it evident by the following 

analysis, in which we shall determine the part of the integral 

/(F.df+F.df + k c.), 

which corresponds to each of these causes. 

If we put dM for any particle of the spheroid, and f its distance from 

the attracted particle ; its action on this last particle will be -jj . 

Multiplying this action by the element of its direction, which is — df\ 

since it tends to diminish /, we shall have, for the action of the particle 

ri /V7” 
dM* f F • d f = Hence it follows, that the part of the integral 

f(F.df-\-F'.df,Jr$Lc.), which depends on the attraction of the 

particles of the spheroid, is equal to the sum of all these particles, divided 

by their respective distances from the attracted particle. We shall represent 

this sum by V, as we have heretofore done [1385'"]. 

In the theory of the figure of the planets, it is required to determine the 

laws of the equilibrium of all their parts, about their common centre of 

gravity. We must therefore transfer to the attracted particle, in a contrary 

direction, all the forces which act on that centre, arising from the reciprocal 

action of all the parts of the spheroid. But we have shown, in the first 

book, [155"—158], that by the property of this centre, the resultant of all 

* (1137) The negative sign is used here, because in the formulas [1615, &c.], the force 

^s 
F is supposed to increase /, as is observed in [1615c]. Hence F. df— — dM 

and its integral relative to /, corresponding to any given particle dM, is 

f F. df= dM. f 
— df_dM 

f ’ 

If we take the sum of the similar expression for the other particles, so as to include the whole 

mass of the spheroid, we shall get for the part of / {F. df + F7. df -f &c. ) 
/ 

corresponding to the mutual attraction of the particles. Now by [1393], we have 

y— r being the distance which is here called f so that we have, as above, 

V= jf- =f(F.df+F'.df' + &c.) 
/ [1616g-] 
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these actions, upon that point, is nothing ■;* therefore it will not be necessary [iei6xiv] 

to make any addition to V, to obtain the whole effect of the attraction of 

the spheroid upon the attracted particle. 

To determine the effect of the centrifugal force ; we shall suppose that 

the position of the particle is determined by three rectangular co-ordinates, [iei6xv] 

x', y', z', whose origin we shall fix at the centre of gravity of the spheroid. 

We shall also suppose that the axis of x' is the axis of rotation, and that g j-161gxvij 

expresses the centrifugal force arising from the rotatory velocity, at the 

distance 1 from the axis. This force will be nothing in the direction of x\ 

and equal to gij, gzin the directions of y' and 2?;f therefore by [i6i6xvii] 

multiplying these two last forces respectively by the elements of their. 

directions dy' and dz\ we shall have \ g. (y'2 + z/2) for the part of the 

integral f (F. df -f F'. df -f &c.) depending on the centrifugal force [i6iesviii] 

produced by the rotatory motion. 

If we put, as above, [1430'], r for the distance of the attracted particle, 

from the centre of gravity of the spheroid ; 6 the angle which the radius r 

makes with the axis of x' ; -as the angle formed by the plane x'y' with the 

plane which passes through the axis of x' and that particle ; finally, if we 

put cos. 6 = ij., we shall have,f 

[l616xix] 

[l616xx] 

[l616xxi] 

x' = r . f* ; y' =^= r . \f i — f . cos. vs ; z! — r . \fi — f . sin. a ; [1617] 

* (1138) It appears from [155''—158], that the motion of the centre of gravity of a 

system of bodies is not affected by their mutual attraction ; therefore the effect of this 

attraction may be neglected, as in [1616xiv]. [1616ft] 

f (1 139) This is the same as in [15696], changing the co-ordinates b, c, into yr, z 

respectively ; by which means gb,gc, become gy', gz. The forces, being multiplied 

by the elements of their directions dy', dz', produce the quantities g.y'dÿ, g.z'dz', [1616*] 

whose integrals are £ g . y'2, %g . z'2. Their sum % g . {y'2 -f z'2), represents the 

corresponding part of f(F. df -f- F'. df -{- See.), as in [1616xviii]. 

Î (1140) These are the same as [1529], changing R, x, y, z, into r, x', y', z, 

respectively ; it being evident, from [1528w], that by these changes we shall conform to the [1617a] 

notation of the present article. The sum of the squares of y', z', gives, as in [1618], 

y'2 -f- z12 =r2 . (1 — pS). If we substitute in [1617], the values cos. 6 = p. [1616xxi], 

sin. ê == (1 — fj.2)^, we shall get the following expressions, which will be used hereafter, 

x' = r . cos. 6, y = r . sin. Ô . cos. w, 

62 

j r . sin. Ô . sin. zi. [16176] 
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[1618] 

Centrifu¬ 
gal force. 

[1619] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

[1620] 

[1620'] 

[1620"] 

[1620w] 

Action of 
a foreign 
body. 

[1620""] 

[I620v] 

[1618a] 

hence we deduce, 

iff- (Vs+ Z12) = ig»s- C1 — (*“)• 

We shall put this quantity under the following form,* 

in order to render the terms similar to those of the expression of V, which 

we have given in Chapter II, [1467, 1528a, &c.] ; so that they may have 

the property of satisfying the equation of partial differentials [1525], 

'ddY®\ 

+ ;.(*• +1). r», 
1 - [X 

in which Y(i) is a rational and integral function of \/\ — ^ . cos.^, and 

^/i ^2 . sin. a, of the degree i. For it is evident that each of the two 

terms i g r3 and — | g r*. (>2 — •£■), satisfies the preceding equation, 

when substituted for Y(0 [1618a]. 

It now remains to determine the part of the integral 

f(F. df+F'.df + hc.) 

arising from the action of foreign bodies. Let S be the mass of one of 

these bodies, f its distance from the attracted particle, and s its distance 

from the centre of gravity of the spheriod. Multiplying the attraction by 

the element of its direction — df\ and then taking the integral, we shall 

obtain j [1616”]. This is not the whole of the integral 

fmdf+F.df + &c.) 

arising from the action of S 5 we must also transfer to the paiticle, in a 

contrary direction, the action of the body S upon the centre of gravity of 

this spheroid. For this purpose, we shall put v for the angle which the line 

s forms with the axis of x' ; and 4 for the angle which the plane passing 

through that axis and the body S, makes with the plane of x y. The 

* (1141) From [1528A] we have 1 — ^ = §— h)=Y^-\- Y™ ; in which 

Fw=§ ; Y®=—(fj.2—£), both of these quantities satisfy the equation [1620], and the 

same equation would be satisfied, if F<°>, Y&\ were multiplied by |gr2, as in [1619]. 
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action ~ of this body upon the centre of gravity of the spheroid, 

resolved in directions parallel to the axes of x', ij, Y, will produce the three [1620*] 

following forces,* 

- . cos. v ; -5 . sin. v . cos. 4 ; - . sin. v. sin. 4. [1621] 
s2 sÀ S 

Transferring these forces to the attracted particle, in opposite directions, 

C is the centre of the spheroid, CX, CY, CZ, 

z', ; the two former being in the plane of the figure, 

* (1142) In the annexed figure, 

the rectangular axes of a/, y1, 

and the third perpendicular to it, C X 

being the axis of rotation. M is the 

place of a particle d M of the spheroid, 

S the centre of the body S. The 

co-ordinates of the point M are 

CA—x1, JIB— y\ BM—z1’, 
Z 

those of the body S are 

CB=a, B E = b, ES = c, 

parallel to a?', y, z*, respectively. The angle 

IL-cos. e S 

ACM = ê, MA B =zi, D C S — v, 

S D E = 4, and the lines S M = f, C S — s, C M—r. Hence, as in [143la'], 

CA= CM. cos. ACM, AB = CM. sin. ACM. cos. MA B, 

jB M — C M. sin. ACM. sin. MA B, 

[1620a] 

[1620a'] 

[16206] 
[16206'] 

[1620c] 

which correspond to the formulas [1617]. In precisely the same manner, we have, for the 

co-ordinates of the point S, 

C D=CS . cos.BC S, DE = C S. sin. DCS. cos. S D E, 

E S=C S . sin. B C S. sin. SDE. 
[1620c?] 

Dividing these by C S, and using the symbols v, 4> we get 

CD 

cs 
- = COS. V, 
J 

DE , ES 
— = sm. v . cos. 4, — = sm. v. sin. 4* [1620e] 

The attraction of the body S upon the point C, is 
« 

in the direction C S -, and if 

. CD DE ES 
we multiply this by the ratios —, —, —, we shall evidently obtain the values [i620/] 

of this force, resolved in directions parallel to CB, BE, ES, respectively, as in [1621]. 

Now as the centre C is supposed to be at rest, we must apply the equal and opposite forces 

« 
■ — . cos. v, 
s2 

S 
. sin. v . cos. 4 j 

« . . . 
— . sm. v . sin. 4 j 
S'* 

[1620g] 
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[1621'] which amounts to the same as to prefix the sign — ; then multiplying 

them by the elements of their directions dx', dÿ, dz', and taking their 

integrals, we shall get, for the sum of these integrals, 

G 

[1622] --. [x'. cos. v Jr yf. sin. v. cos. 4 + z'• sin. v . sin. 4} + constant. 
S 

Hence the whole of that part of the integral f (F. df + F'. d f -}- &c.) 

arising from the action of the body S, will be, 

(S $ 
[1623] —--. \x'. cos. v + ÿ. sin. v . cos. 4 + z'. sin. v. sin. 4} + constant. 

J s 

This quantity ought to be nothing at the centre of gravity of the spheroid, 

[1623'] which is supposed to be at rest,* and at this point, f becomes s, and 

x\ y', z', are nothing ; therefore we shall have, 

S 
[1624] constant = — -. 

s 

Now we havef 

[1625] f={(s. cos. v — x'f -f- (s . sin. v . cos. 4 — y*T + • sin. v . sin. 4 — z'fŸ Î 

[1620^] 

[1620/j] 

to everij particle of the spheroid. Therefore if we multiply these forces by the elements of 

their directions d xr, d y, d z, when applied to the particle placed at M, they will 

produce the terms 
s s s . . 
-. dx'. cos. v, — - Jf. sin. v . cos. 4 ? -^ . d z'. sin. v . sin. 4, 

§2 ’ §2 J s2 

in F. df -\-F'. df -j- &tc. To find the sum of all these terms, corresponding to the 

whole mass of the spheroid, we must take the integral of these expressions, supposing 

x\ y', z', only to be variable ; because the angles v, 4, and the quantity s, are the same for 

every situation of the point J\l, or for every particle dJ\l. The sum of all these integrals 

is given in [1622], and if this part be connected with the part y [1620///], arising from 

the direct attraction of the body S, upon the particle dJ)l of the spheroid, we shall obtain 

the expression [1623], which represents the part of the integral /(F.df-fF'.df-fhc.) 

arising from the whole action of the body S. 

* (1143) This assumed value of the constant quantity tends to simplify the second 

member of [1631], and conforms to the hypothesis [1620 ] that the centre C is at lest. 

[1624a] We might also suppose a constant quantity to be included in the part of the integral 

f (F. df -j- F'. df -j- &c.) represented by V [1616xu]. 

•J- (1144) Accenting the letters x, y, z, in [1432a], in order to conform to the notation 

[1620a], we get f= {(a — a?')2 -f {h — y'f + (c — z'f ; in which a, b, c, are the 
[1625a] 
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which gives, by substituting for x\ yr, z', their preceding values, 

S _S_ 

. {cos. v . cos. Ô -f- sin. v . sin. Ô . cos. [ys — 40} -f- r2 * 

If we reduce this function into a series, descending relative to the powers of 

s, and represent it by 

f = -.\ P(0) + -. P<‘> + 4 P(2> + -3 ■ P<3) + &c. 1, 
f S l S s2 ) 

we shall have generally, by § 15 and 17,* 

pa) U3.5 (2z—1) Ç . i. (i 1) 18-3 I i.(i l)-(^ 2).(® 3) 4 SrC \ 

1 ~~ 1.2.3.i ’{ 2.(2®—1) * + 2.4.(2i—l).(2i—3j 5’ 

co-ordinates of the point S, fig. 34, page 247, and x', y', z\ the co-ordinates of the point M, 

/being equal to SAL. Now if we substitute in [1620e] the values [1620ft', 6'], we shall 

get ft = s . cos. p, 6 = s . sin. p . cos. 4j c — s. sin. v . sin. 4 j hence / [1625ft] 

becomes as in [1625]. Substituting in this the values of x, y, z', [16176], and inverting 

the order of the terms, which does not alter the value of /, because (ft — æ')2=(a/—ft)2, &c., 

we get the following expression of /2, 

/2 = [r . cos. Ô — s . cos. 4?J2 —{— {r . sin. Ô . cos. —5 . sin. » . cos. 4P 

-j- \r . sin. é . sin. vs — s . sin. v . sin. 4P* 

This is similar to the value of /2, which follows immediately after [1432ft], and may be 

derived from it, by changing R, Ô', to', into s, p, 4? respectively ; by which means [14326] 

will become, 

/2 = r2 —- 2 s r . £ cos. Ô . cos. v -f- sin. Ô . sin. v. cos. (4 — ®) | -f" sS* 

Changing the order of the terms, and using the abridged symbol 6 [1629], we get 

Substituting this in 
S 

/’ 

/=P2 — 2sr.6-}-p2p. 

it becomes, as in [1626, 1629], 

S C 2r -i 

f y/{s^—2sr.S-Lr^) s' { s ' + s2 5 * 

If we develop the radical according to the powers of r,, it will become of the form [1627] ; 

$ Sv 
and as the two first terms of the development are — -}—- . <5, we shall have P(°) = 1, 

Pa) = <5, which will be used hereafter. 

* (1145) Q6) [150S'] is the coefficient of in the development of T [1509], 

R 
according to the powers of —, and it is composed of terms of the form [1507"], 

63 

[1626] 

[1627] 

Function 

P®, or 

Q(i). 
[1628] 

[16256] 

[1625c] 

[1625c] 

[1625c?] 

[1625e] 

[1625/] 

[1628a] 
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patting* 

[1629] <5 = cos. v . cos. ô + sin. v . sin. ô. cos. (« — 4). 

It is also evident, from ^ 9 [1442], that we shall have,f 

[16286] 

|3 . cos. n . (us — -s/) ; the general value of (3 being given in [1514]. If we suppose 
n 

= 1, the factor (1 — f/2)® of this value of (3 becomes nothing, unless w = 0 ; so 

that all the terms of which Q(i) is composed will vanish, except that corresponding to 

n — O', but when n = 0, we have generally 

(1 — /V2)71 = (1 — (x'2)° = 1, cos. n . — cf) = 1 ; 

therefore Q(i) will be reduced to the value of [3, corresponding to n = 0 ; and this, by 

means of the formula [1514], is 

=/•{ 2. (2 i 

Substituting the value of y [1521] or [1524], also 

S i Lft — I) _j_ Sj "?_* ' ^ ^.* 

i 2.(2< —1) ^ 5 1.3.5.2 i 1 ’ 

it becomes, 

[1552], 

[1628c] 

[1628d] 

1.3.5.(2i— 1) 

1.2.3.i 

In the case under consideration, where 4 = 1, the value of T [1509] becomes 

1C 2 7? 712 _i 
r=Srs-2Br.(* + B3]-4=--|l-J “* 

and (3 [1628c] represents the coefficient of —vp-, in the development of T according 

to the powers of —. Now if in these expressions of (3, T, [1628c, d], we change 

r, 7i, (x, into 5, r, respectively, (3 will become equal to P( ) [1628], and T [i 628(7] will 

2r 
[1628c] change into *. | 

the coefficient of 

1 
■2-) -à Multiplying these by S, we shall get $. P{l) for 

S 

7 
in the development of - • \ 1 — “ ♦ ^ ^ r ~ 7 [625e], 

which agrees with the formulas [1627, 1628]. 

* (1145a) It is shown in [1432g, ?], that 5 is equal to cos. SCJII, fig. <->4, page 247, 

[1628e'] or the cosine of the angle formed by the lines drawn from the centre C, to the body S, and 

to the particle AL 

| (1146) If we multiply the expression of T [1441] by S, and change r, R, Ô', into 

s, r, v, 4s respectively, it will become identical with [1626] ; and these changes being made 
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d fx 

fddPM\ 

+ \^Ll+i.(i + !)./>“>; 
1 — fJ- 

so that the terms of the preceding series [1627], have the property expressed 

by the equation [1630], in common with those of V [1436, 1437]. This 

being premised, we shall have,* 

s s s 
--. (x'. cos. v + y'. sin. v . cos. 4 + z' • sin. v . sin. 4) 
/ s s* 

= ësl. \ pw+-. p<3>+~* p“>+&c. |. 
s3 ( s SJ ) 

If there be other bodies, S', S", &c. ; we may put V, v\ 4', P/(i), s", v\ 4", P"«, 

in the general term of S.T [1441"] namely, /S', Q(0. —must produce the 

corresponding term S . Pw . [1627]; therefore Q® must change into P®, and 

[1442] will become as in [1630]. 

*(1147) Substituting the values of x’,ij,z', [16175], in the factor of — of the first 

member of [1631], we get, 

x'. cos. v -\-y'. sin. v . cos. 4 T z' • sin- v • sin* 4 

= r. £cos. v . cos. è -|- sin. v . sin. Ô . (cos. . cos. 4 T sin. w • sin. 4) 1 

= r. [cos. v . cos. $ -[- sin. v . sin. d . cos. (-tf —4)1 —r .5, [1629]. 

Hence the first member of [1631] is 

[1627], it becomes, 

s 5; 
/ « 

and by substituting the values 

f • (Pm -1) + f • (Pm —5) ■+ ^ • { ^2> + ; • f(3>+s • r» + fcc.} s 

the two first terms of which vanish, because P(0)—1 = 0, P0)—<5=0, [1625/], 

and the remaining terms are as in [1631']. Connecting this and the similar terms depending 

on S', S", &£c., with the part depending on the centrifugal force [1619], and using the 

abridged values [1632], it becomes a r2 .[Z^ Z&) -j- r. Z-j- r2 . Z ^ -j- he.|. To 

this we must add the quantity P [1616xii], depending on the mutual attraction of the 

particles, and we shall obtain the wdiole of the integral f (.F. df -j- F'. df -j- &c.), as in 

[1633]. It is evident, from a slight examination of the abridged values a. Z{0), a . Z®, 

a . Z^, he., [1632,1630,1619], that each separate term of Z® satisfies the equation 

[1634] ; therefore the sum of all the terms, or the whole value of Z®, will satisfy it. 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

P®. 
[1630] 

[1630'] 

Action of 
a foreign 
body S. 

[1631] 

[1631] 

[1631"] 

[1628/] 

[1631a] 

[16316] 
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&c., for the quantities which correspond to s, v, 4> -P(<\ in the body S ; and 

we shall obtain the parts of the integral f (F. df-\- F'. df + &c.), 

[1631'"] arising from their action, by marking the letters s, v, -4, F(i), in the preceding 

expression of the part of this integral, depending upon the action of S with 

one accent, two accents, &c. 

We shall now collect together all the parts of the integral 

putting 
Values of 

z<°>, 
Z<1>, 
&£C., 

depending 
on all the 
disturbing 
forces. 

[1632] 

f (F. df -f- F'. df 4“ &c.), 

f = «.Z® ; [0 = «.ftw] ; 
u 

5 • P(2> + 4 • -P'*2’ + &c. -1, (h? -1) = «. Z» ; 

T. P‘3> + A . P'<3) + &c. =«.Z<3); 
S4 ' s'4 1 

&c. ; 

[1632/] a being a very small coefficient, since the condition [1614v], that the 

spheroid differs but little from a sphere, requires that the forces which make 

it vary from that figure, should be very small. We shall then have, 

[1633] f(F.df+F'.df + &.c.)=V+*.F.{ Z<°> + Z® +>. Z(3> + r2. Z<4> + &c.} ; 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

z«. 
[1634] 

Z(i) satisfies the following equation of partial differentials, whatever be the 

value of ?, 

d d ZF\ 

Equation 
of equi¬ 
librium ; 

[1635] 

[1635'] 

ZW, 
Z<4>, 
&cc., 

may be 
neglected ; 

Therefore the general equation of equilibrium will be,* 

/•— =V+«^.{ZV + ZM+r. Z<3) + 1st. Z<4> &c.}, (1) 
p 

If the external bodies are at a very great distance from the spheroid, we 

may neglect the quantities r3.Z(3), r4.Z(4), &c. ; because the different 

terms of which these quantities are composed, are divided respectively by 

* (1148) Taking the integral of [1615], and substituting the expression [1633], we 

shall obtain [1635], 
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s4, s5, &c., s'4, s'5, &c. ;* therefore these terms become very small, when 

s, s', &c., are very great in comparison with r. This is the case relative to 

the planets and satellites, with the single exception of Saturn’s ring, which 

is too near the surface of Saturn to allow of the neglect of the preceding 

terms. Therefore we must, in the theory of the figure of this planet, 

include a greater number of terms of the second member of the equation 

[1635]. This equation has the advantage of producing a series, which is 

always converging ; and as the particles of the ring, attracting the planet, 

are then infinite in number, the values of Z(0), Z(2), &c., will be given in 

definite integrals, depending on the figure, and on the internal constitution 

of the ring. 

24. The spheroid may be wholly fluid ; or a solid nucleus, covered with 

a fluid. In these two cases, the equation [1635] of the preceding article, 

will determine the figure of the strata of the fluid part ; by taking into 

consideration that n being a function of p,f the second member of this 

equation must be constant at the outer surface, and upon every level surface ; 

so that it can only vary from one surface to another. 

The twTo preceding cases are reduced to one, when the spheroid is 

homogeneous. For it makes no difference relative to the equilibrium, 

whether we suppose the spheroid to be wholly fluid, or to contain a solid 

*(1149) If we substitute a.Z®, a.Zw, he., [1632], in [1635], we shall find that 

2*3 qd 3 

the terms depending on Z&), are of the order - , —, he. -, those depending on 
o'l S 

2*4 yf 4 

Zw are of the order —, —, &c. ; which must be very small when s, s', he., are 
go g'O * j j ? 

much greater than r. 

t (3150) Since n is a function of p [16166], or the first member of the 

equation [1635], must also be a function of p. Now from [137'", &c.], the density p is 

constant for all the particles situated on any level stratum ; therefore the first member of the 

equation [1635] will be constant, relative to all the particles of the fluid, situated upon any 

level stratum, or upon the external surface. Consequently the second member of [1635] 

must be constant relative to the same strata ; and it will become of the form given in [1636], 

constant = V -f a r2 . {Z(0) -f- Z(2) -f- r. Z(3) + &c. J. 

64 

except in 
the case of 

[1635"] 

.Saturn’s 
Ring. 

[1635"'] 

[1635""] 

[1635v] 

[1635*] 

[1635viq 

[1635a] 

[16356] 

[16356] 

[1635c] 
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Equation 
of equi¬ 
librium. 

[1636] 

[1636'] 

[1637] 

[1637'] 

[1637a] 

[16376] 

[1637c] 

[1637c?] 

nucleus ; since, by ^ 23 [1635c], it is only necessary to have, at the 

external surface, 

constant = V -f a r2. j Z(0) -f- Z(2) + r. Z(3) + r3. Z(4) + &c. j. 

If we substitute, in this equation, the value of V [1467], and observe, as in 

[1480'], that Y(0) vanishes, by putting a equal to the radius of a sphere, of 

the same magnitude as the spheroid, and that Y(1) [14831] is nothing, 

when we fix the origin of the co-ordinates at the centre of gravity of the 

spheroid ; we shall have,* 

4-7f.a3 4«f. a5 
constant = —-j- i f4+£. y®+~. ri4>+&c. | 

3 r 1 r3 l " 7 r 

+ a r3 . 5 Z<°* + Zf + r . Z® + r2 . Z(4) + &c.}. 

This is the equation of the surface of the spheroid ; and by substituting for 

r its value, corresponding to that surface, a . (1 + ay), orf 

* (1151) Substituting y(0)=O [14803, and Y(1) — 0 

shall get, V= 
4TT. a3 ! 4 a . a5 j' y (<>) _|_ yt3) _j_ 

3r 

[1636] becomes as in [1637]. 

[I483vi], in [1457], we 

. |f(4> -j- &c. I j hence 

f (1152) From [146F, 1464], we have 

r=xa . (1 -{- ay) = a a a . \ Y^ -j- Y^ -j- 1 ^ -j- £ ; 

and by putting, as in [1636'], Y<0) = 0, Y4>=0, it becomes as in [1638]. 

neglect terms of the order a3, we shall get, 

4 k . a3_ 4‘tf . a3 
3r 3a.(l-)-a3/) 

4 ir. a3 /. x 4 7f 
— «y) = —g 

(T 4 if. a3 
a y 

_ 4 tf . a3 _1 y(9) _|_ y(3) _i_ ^c> 1 

3 3 

If we 

Substituting this in [1637], and instead of the factor 
4 a a5 

7*3 3 
putting, 4 « . a3, we 

shall get, 

constant = • {T® + VI» + r«> + fee. | 

4. aV2. ? Z®> + Z<2> + r. Z»> + &c. i ; 

which is easily reduced to the form [1039], putting r = «, in the terms multiplied by a ; 

by which means some quantities of the order a2 are neglected. 
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r = a. (1 +«y) = a + a«.{Y®+ W> + Y‘4> + &c.}, 

we obtain, 

constant = ^. ê — — Y‘2) + f Y<3) + f Y<4> + &c.} 
o o 

+ «<£. {Z<°> + Z® + a . mm- S(4) + &C.}. 

We shall determine the arbitrary constant quantity of the first member of 

this equation, by means of the following, 

constant = -§■ * . a2 + « cP . Z(0) ; 

we shall then have, by comparing the similar functions ;* or in other words, 

those subjected to the same equation of partial differentials, 

Y“> = JLMi+JL. tf-s. Z<‘>, 
8 . (ï— 1) . it 

i being greater than unity. The preceding equation may be put under 

the form, 

* (1152a) If we suppose the arbitrary constant quantity in the first member of [1639], to 

be equal to the constant terms of the second member, as in [1640] ; and then transpose all 

the constant terms to the first member, it will vanish ; and the whole equation, divided 

by f a'f.a2, will become, 

0 =—i X® — f F®—f r<«— fcc.-§~ . f Z®+ a.Z® + a2.Z<«+&c.J ; 

or i r®+1 r®>If# r<«+&c. = ~ . \ Z® + a. Z® f as. Z® + &c. J. 

The second member of this equation is a rational and integral function of 

(x, \/[\ — fx2) . cos. w, y/(l — fx2) . sin. "sj, 

satisfying the equation [1634] ; and the first member is a like function [1620'], satisfying the 

similar equation [1620]. Now it has been proved, in [Î4W], that there is but one way of 

developing a function in this form ; therefore the similar terms of both members must be 

separately equal to each other. Hence 4Y(a) = — . Z®>, f Y(S)= — .Z®\ &c. ; or 
K.ir 8 7T 7 

y(2)_ 3.5 

8.1. 
Z<2> 

7T 

8-7T 

r<3> = 8^-“-Zl3’’ 

.a?.z^.r® = j-’j.-+1} .«-a.2f(o, 
8.3. 8.(i — l).sr 

as in [1641], the law of continuation being manifest. 
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[1638] 

[1639] 

[1640] 

F®. 
[1641] 

[1640a] 

[16406] 
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[1643] Y (i> = 2-. a*-2. Z® + — /~2 .dr. Z“> ;* 
8air */u 4 9f 

[1643] the integral being taken from r = 0 to r = a. The radius a.(l-j~a!/) 

of the surface of the spheroid, will by this means become, 

General 
expression 
of the 

radius of 

[1644] a.(l + ay) = a. 
a homo¬ 
geneous 
spheroid 
in equi¬ 
librium. 

1 4- p-.\Z®>%:.Ja. Z&) + a2 . Z® + he.} 
4 v 

+ ^ ./0“ *. i Z®+>•. ZO>+. Z«>+&c. i 
(2) 

We may put this equation under a finite form, by observing that we have, as 

in the preceding article,!' 

[1645] 

<*.{Z® + r. z<3) + r!.z<4> + &c.} = — f-O2 — I)— 
s s.s 

sr* s2 r 

s S' 0, 

r2 . p/s2—2s?'. S r2 sV2 

*(1153) Putting for 
2i + l 

its value 2 -j- 7—- in [1641], we get, 

[1641a] 

i — 1 

9 o!~9- 
Y® = ~ . a'-2 • Zf + -5“-— . 

4?r 8w.p— 1) 

This may be put under another form, containing the sign of integration /, as in [1642] ; and 

though it is more complex than that of [1641], it will furnish a method of obtaining «.(l+ay), 

under a finite form, in [1644,1645]. This reduction is made, by observing, that the value of 

[16415] p® [1628] is independent of r, therefore Z(i) [1632] must also be independent of r ; and 

if we integrate ri_2 dr . Z®, commencing the integral with r = 0, we shall get, 

À_] 
f rl~9dr . Z® = l-• Z6). If the integral terminate when r = a, we shall have, 
J i —1 

l_1 
Çdr . Z^ = ^_Z® . Substituting this in the last term of [1641a], it will 
J i — 1 

[1641c] 

become as in [1642]. Putting successively 

r<*=±.Z<» + 1g-.fdr.Z<»} 
4 tt o a k 

i = 2, i = 3, fee., we shall obtain, 

Y^^ — a.Z^+r^-.frdr.Z^; he. 
4tf 1 8 a* 

Substituting these in [1638], we shall get [1644]. 

f (1154) Substituting the values of Z^\ Z^\ &c., [1632], in the first member of 

[1645], it becomes, 
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so that the integral f dr. j Z(2) + r . Z{3) -}- &c. j can be easily determined [1645] 

by known methods. 

25. The equation [1635] has the property, not only of showing the 

figure of the spheroid ; but it gives also, by differentiation, the law of [1645"] 

gravity at its surface. For it is evident, that the second member of this 

equation, being the integral of the sum of all the forces, acting upon each 

particle, multiplied by the elements of their respective directions ;* we shall 

have the part of the resultant which acts in the direction of the radius r, by 

taking the differential of the second member of [1635] relative to r.f [1645"] 

- is • (f*2—i) + { | • P® + / .P<3> + . P<‘> + fcc. ] 

+ f • P™ + • P'(3> + &c. \ + &c. 
V. S $ J 

[1645a] 

Transposing, to the first member of [1627], the terms depending on P(0)= 1, Pa) = 5, 

S Sr* 
s-~ 

„ S' Sr. 5 
[1625/], we get — - 

by r2, we get,-: 
S' 

s~ 

S.S 

| = ^ -f r-. pw -f &c. | . Dividing this 

S T* T T S'* * S** 

_|_ S _S. p(2) , Si 

3/ 
. P<4> -f- he. ; accenting the 

letters, we obtain similar expressions for the bodies S', S", he. Substituting these in 

[1645a], it becomes, 

S._5 
52 r 

S H _S[ 

5' 'p2 

S/5 

s'2 T ~ + I + ; [16455] 

but from [1625c?], /=\/(s2—2s?\<$-|-r2), and in like manner, /'=^/(s'2—2$'r. 5-}-r2), 

See. Hence the preceding expression [16455] becomes as in the second member of 

[1645] ; in which the terms depending on each of the attracting bodies, are expressed in 

finite quantities, independently of series. Then the integration mentioned in [1645] being 

made, the whole expression [1644] may be put under a finite form. 

* (1155) This is evident by comparing the equations [1633, 1635], F, F1, he., being 

the forces, and / /', he., their directions, [1614ix, Sic.]. 

f (1156) We have, by using the symbols F', u, as in [1616c], 

fv .du - f(F .df+r. if + &c.) ; 

hence, from [1633], fV. du = V+ a r0 . (Z<°> + Z® + r. Z® + tee.). Taking 

the differential relative to r, ™»g*. F'-(^) = (^)+i;-d-S>'!!-2'»>+r.!'2®+&c.s. [1645c] 
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[1646] 

[1646'] 

General 
expression 
of gravity 
at the 
•urface of 
a homo¬ 
geneous 
spheroid. 

[1647] 

[1646a] 

[1646&] 

Hence if we put p for the force, by which a particle of the surface is urged, 

towards the centre of gravity of the spheroid, we shall get, 

— . d. {r2. Z<°> + r3. Z<2> + r3. Z<3> + r4. Z(4) + fee. ]. 
CL V 

If, in this equation, we substitute the value of 
. V 

* a + pr~ ? 
2 a 

at the surface, given by the equation [1458], and for V its value, given 

by the equation [1635], we shall obtain,* 

p = JL«.a — iua. {Z(2) + « . Z(3) + a2. Z(4) + &c.} (3) 

— ~, i. {r2. Z(0) + i* . Z(2) + r3. Z(3) + r4. Z(4) + &c. { ; 
dr c > 

r ought to be changed into a, after taking the differentials, in the second 

Now in the same manner as we have found, in [28a, 6], that if the force V, in the direction 

u, be resolved in the direction p, it will become V. 

V, acting in the direction u, will produce the force 

we shall find that the force 

in the direction r \ and 

this, by means of [1645c], is equal to —) 4- — . dAr2. Zw-fr3. Z(2>+r3.Z® + Sic. } ; 
.dr / dr 

the forces being supposed to increase the quantities u or r, as in [1615c] ; and as this is 

contrary to the direction of gravity p, it must be put equal to —p ; hence we obtain the 

expression [1646]. 

/dV\ V V 
*(1157) The equation [145S] gives —( — ) = a -j- —. To find —, we 

must substitute the constant quantity [1640] in [1636], and we shall get, 

I a a2 . z<°> = F + a a2 .{Z<°>^- Z<2> -f a . Z® + a2 . Z^+ Sec.}, 

the term a being put for r, in the quantities multiplied by a, as in [1637c?]. This gives 

— ==|Ta — £««^Z<2> + a.Z®-j-c3zW)-f Sec.} ; 
& (X 

hence [1646a] becomes 

— = |^a~i«a.fZ^-}-a.Z^ + a2.Z^ + &EC.}; 

substituting this in [1646], we get [1647]. After taking the differentials in the second 

member of [1647], we may put r = a, because all the terms containing r, are multiplied 

by a. It is also evident, from [1645], that the part of [1647] affected by the sign d, may 

be reduced to a finite function, as is observed in [1G47/] - 
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member of this equation, which, by the preceding article [1645], can always [1647'] 

be reduced to a finite function. 

This expression of p does not accurately represent the force of gravity, 

but only that part of it which is directed towards the centre of gravity of [1647"] 

the spheroid, supposing it to be resolved into two forces, of which the one is 

perpendicular to the radius r, and the other p in the direction of that radius. [1647"] 

The first of these two forces is evidently a very small quantity, of the 

order a; therefore, if we denote it by ay, the gravity will be equal to [1647""] 

y/p2 -j-a2 y2, which, by neglecting quantities of the order a2, becomes p.* 

Hence we may suppose p to express the gravity at the surface of the [l647v] 

spheroid ; and as the equations [1644, 1647] determine the figure of a 

homogeneous spheroid, in equilibrium, and the law of gravity upon its [1647*] 

surface, they contain the complete theory of the equilibrium of such 

spheroids ; upon the supposition that they differ but very little from a 

sphere. 

If there be no foreign bodies S, S', &c., and the spheroid be urged only [1647'*] 

by the attraction of its particles, and the centrifugal force arising from its 

rotatory motion, which is the case with the earth, and all the primary 

planets, excepting Saturn ; moreover, if we notice merely the permanent 

state of the figures, and put «9 for the ratio of the centrifugal force to the [1647*»] 

gravity at the equator, this ratio being very nearly equal to ~ ,f supposing [i647>x] 
a* 

the density of the spheroid to he unity ; we shall find, 

* (U5S) Let p' be the gravity at thfe point P, fig. 28, page 217, the direction of this 

force being on the line PgG, perpendicular to the curve at P ; put Pg=p', and upon 

PC, let fall the perpendicular gc) then the force p may be resolved into the forces 

Pc=p, gc=ay, observing that the force g c is of the order a, in comparison 

with the whole force Pg, or Pc, because if there were no centrifugal, or other disturbing 

forces, the spheroid would be a sphere, and the line PG would fall on PC. Now in [1646c] 

the rectangular triangle Peg, we have P g = /(P c2 -f c g3), or in symbols, 

P= V{f + «2 72) i an(J by neglecting the quantity of the order a2, it becomes p=p, 

as in [1647///r]. This is similar to the result obtained in [1458a—/]. 

f (H59) The quantity q [1594a] represents the ratio of the centrifugal force, to the 

gravity at the equator, and this by [15945], is expressed by f— = acp [1647viii]. If we 
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Radius 

of an 
ellipsoid, 

[1648] 

[1648'] 
and the 
gravity at 
its surface. 

[1G48//] 

[1648"'] 

[1647a] 

[16476] 

[1647c] 

[1647c/] 

[1647e] 

[1647/] 

[1647$ 

[16477c] 
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a. (1 +««/) = a. 11 — Aa 9 . (fi,2 —-1)1 ; 

p = ±*a. U — + (m-2—x)j ; 

therefore the spheroid is then an ellipsoid of revolution [1647/t], upon which 

the increment of gravity, and the decrement of the radius, in proceeding from 

the equator to the poles, are nearly proportional to the square of the sine of 

the latitude, u being equal to that sine, neglecting quantities of the order a. 

put p = 1, vve shall get, as above, q = aQ)= f - ; which, for the earth, is equal 
s 'k 

to 2F9 [1594a]. Again, if we suppose S = 0, S' — 0, he., in [1632], we shall 

have, a.Zw = hg, a . Z™ = — £ g . (^2 — 3), a. = 0, &c. Substituting 

these in [1644], we get, 

a. (! + «,) = «.b gp . Z« + £ ./‘dr. Z™l=aW+ |f .Z» + |= • Z« 

pg-.Z« 1=0 Â1 — 0?—i)\- 
8 IT ) / lb 7T ) 

Now the preceding value of cup [ L 647a] gives g — 4 ^ * a 9 5 substituting this in 

[1647c], it becomes as in [1648]. Putting Z[3l = 0, Z>(1) = 0, he., in [1647], we 

get, p = ±7ra — £aa. Z™ — fp d . (r2 .Z^ + r*, Z™) ; and by developing 

the differential relative to r, then putting r = a, using the values of Z!{)), Zm, g, 

[16475, d], we get successively, 

p== 4 * a * a . Z™ — aa . {2 Z^ + 2 Z™) = **a — 2a«.X(01-f aa.Z™ 

= 4 *• a — %a.g + $ag . (p.2—£) = 4 ^ a — § a . | to a cp + fa.^ap . (p2 — I) 

= $7ra. {l— |«<p + |:a(p.(fr2 — $)\, as in [1648/]. 

If we put iJ for the radius of the equator, and f for the gravity at the equator, which may 

be obtained from [1648, 1648/], by making f* = 0, we shall get, 

r' = a.(l + fa<p.i); f = f * a • (1 — § « 9 — f a cp . 4). 

Subtracting these respectively from the expressions [1648, 164S'], we get, 

a. (! +«ÿ) —r’= — a. £ «9. [J.3 ; p—f=±7ra.%ac?.v?-, 

both of which are proportional to fr2, or to the square of the sine of the latitude, nearly. 

Moreover, as the sign of the second member of the first equation [1647g] is negative, it 

indicates that the radius decreases as p. increases, in proceeding from the equator to the pole. 

The value of p — p [1647g] being positive, shows that gravity increases in proceeding 

from the equator to the pole. Lastly, as the radius a .{1 — | a 9 • (f^2 — t) \ [:1648-I ’ 18 

independent of to, the spheroid must be a figure of revolution. 
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It has been supposed, [1636'], that a is the radius of a sphere, the solidity [1648'"'] 

of which is equal to that of the spheroid. The gravity at the surface of 

this sphere, is . a.* * Hence we can ascertain the point of the surface 

of the spheroid, where the gravity is the same as at the surface of the sphere, 

by determining p from the equation 

0 = — I+ £.(*** — I); - [1649] 
a' 

which gives p = • - [1649'] 

26. From the preceding analysis, we have deduced the figure of a 

homogeneous fluid mass in equilibrium, without using any other hypothesis [1649"] 

than that of a figure differing but Very little from a sphere ; and we have 

shown that the elliptical figure, which by the preceding chapter, satisfies the 

equilibrium, is then the only one wThich will agree with it. But as the 

reduction of the radius of the spheroid, into a series of the form [1638], 

a . j 1 + a . Y(0) -f- a . Y(1) -f- &c. \, might cause some difficulty, we shall [1649"'] 

demonstrate directly, and independently of this reduction, that the elliptical 

figure is the only figure of equilibrium of a fluid homogeneous mass, endowed [1649/w] 

with a rotatory motion.f This will confirm the results of the preceding 

computation ; and will serve, at the same time, to free it from any doubt [1649V] 

that might arise, relative to the generality of this analysis. 

We shall suppose, in the first place, the figure to be a spheroid of 

revolution,]: and that its radius is a.(l-f-ay), y being a function of p, [I649vi] 

or of the cosine of the angle è, which this radius forms with the axis of 

* (1159a) This appears from [1564e], or by putting k=0 ; in [1648, 1648'], which 

gives, for a sphere of the radius a, the gravity p — ; putting this equal to the general 

expression of p [1648'], we shall obtain the value of p which corresponds to the same 

gravity as in the sphere. This gives — 1 — § ot cp -f- cp. (fjL.3 — 1)}. If 

we reject the first term of each member, which mutually destroy each other, and then divide 

by | k a . a p, we shall obtain 0 = — f -j-1. (p2 — f), [1649] ; whence we easily 

easily deduce p = yQ| — 0,93094 [16493; corresponding nearly to the latitude [3 648a] 

of 68d 35™. 

t (1160) In this article the spheroid is always supposed to differ but little from a sphere ; [16486] 

so that terms of the order a2 may be neglected, as in [1652', 3 6553. 

î ( à 160a) The case of a spheroid which is not of revolution, is afterwards deduced from [1649a] 

this in [1672, &c.]. 

66 
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revolution [1616xix]. If we put / for the length of any right line, drawn 

[1649vü] from the extremity of this radius, to any point within the spheroid ; p the 

complement of the angle formed by this line and by the plane passing through 

[i649viii] the radius a . (1 -{- ay) and the axis of revolution ; q the angle formed by 

the projection of f upon this plane, and by this radius ; lastly V for the sum 

[I649ix] of all the particles of the spheroid, divided by their distances from the point 

placed at the extremity of the radius a.(l+ay); each particle being 

[1650] equal to f2 df. d p . d q . sin. p,* we shall have, 

[1651] V — \f /'2. dp . d q . sin.p, 

[1651'] f being the value of f at the point where this line meets the surface 

of the spheroid. We must now find f in terms of p and q. 

*(1161) We shall suppose CF to be the semi-axis of revolution of the spheroid 

JDcFEH, which intersects the plane of the present figure in the meridian DcFE. The 

centre of this spheroid is C, its radius 

[1651a] C c = a . ( 1 -J- a y), [1649"], 

and the angle FC c = ê. A is a point 

[16516] within the spheroid [1649™], whose distance 

from c is cA=f; this line <A 

continued, meets the surface of the spheroid 

[1651c] in A', making the distance cA1 —f, the 

radius C A’ = a . (1 -}-ay'), and the 

angle F C A' = (f [1651"]. About c as a centre, with a radius equal to /, we shall 

describe a hemispherical surface xzqQyz'x) intersecting the plane DFE in the 

[1651d] semicircle z'yQqz, whose diameter zcz, is tangent to the meridian F c D, in the 

point c; and the axis xcx' is perpendicular to the plane of the figure. This hemisphere 

passes through the point A, and is marked with the same letters as fig. 2, page 6 ; the same 

symbols being also used, except that we must change r into f Referring therefore 

occasionally to that figure, we shall have, as in [1355g-, A], cA = cy = cz=cz'=cx=-f, 

[1651e] ang\eACx=p, angl eycQ = q, AB~f.dq. sin.j», Aa=f .dp. The 

product AB.Aa, by the differential df, will give, as in [1355i], the magnitude of a 

particle of the spheroid, whose base is ABb'a, and height, perpendicular to this base, 

[1651/] df This particle will therefore be represented by /2 df. dp . dq . sin. p, as in [1650]. 

Substituting this in V — —— [1616g], we get F=J'f df. dp . d q . sin.p. 

[1651g1] Integrating this from f— 0 to f=cA!—f, it becomes F=^ff^.dp.dq.s\n.p, 

as in [1651]. This form of V is evidently the same, whether the spheroid be of revolution 

[165lg'] or not ; in other words, whether y be a function of p only, or of p ,w. 
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For this purpose, we shall observe, that if we put ô', for the value of ô, at 

the point where f meets the surface, and for the corresponding [1651"] 

radius of the spheroid, ÿ being the same function of cos. ô', or that 

y is of ; it is evident that the cosine of the angle, formed by the two right [1651"'] 

lines f and a . (1-j-«?/), is equal to sin. p . cos. q ;* therefore, in the [1651""] 

triangle formed by the three right lines /', a.(l-j-«y), and a. (1 -f-ctt/), 

we shall have,f 

a2. (l + ayy = f'2— 2af. (l + «?/) . sin. p . cos. q -f- a2. (1 + «?/)2. [1652] 

This equation gives two values for f,Q ; but one of them, being of the 

order a2, vanishes when we neglect quantities of that order. The other [1652] 

becomes,f 

• * (1162) The angle CcA', formed by the right lines cA'=f, Ce — a . (1 -f a y), [16516] 

is evidently equal to the angle ycA, which is measured by the spherical arch y A, 

forming the hypotenuse of the rectangular spherical triangle y QA, whose sides are 

= l *—p, y Q=q- 

Now from [134527] we have cos. CcA' = cos. y A = cos. A Q . cos. y Q = sin. p . cos. g, [1651i] 

as in [1651""]. 

f (1163) In the plane triangle CcA', we have, by [62] Int., 

CA'* = cA’2 — 2cAr. Cc. cos. CcA'+ C c2 ; [1651*] 

and by substituting the values [1651/*, i] , it becomes as in [1652]. 

Î (Ub4) The quadratic equation in f [1652], solved in the usual manner, and then 

developed in a series, according to the powers of a, neglecting a2, becomes successively, 

f=a. ( 1 + ay) . sin.p. cos. g =p a. {( 1+ ayf. sin.2p. cos.2q -f- ( 1-f ay'f — ( 1-f a 

= a. ( 1-f- a y ). sin.p. cos. q a. f ( 1 -f a yf. sin.2p. cos.2 q + 2 a. (y1— y) -f a2. (y'2—y2)} * 

= a. (1-fay) .sin.p.cos.o^F: «.< (1-4-ay) . sin. p . cos. q -I—° ' ^ 
(. sin.p . cos. q ) 

Hence the two values of f are 

[1652a] 

/' = 2a.(1-fay). sin. p . cos. q -f «Mf—y) 
sin.^?. cos. q ’ 

_ — a a .{y'—y) 

sin.p. cos. q 

This last value of f makes f/2 of the order a2, which is neglected in [1652]. The 

other value of /', being squared, neglecting a2, becomes as in [1653]. Substituting this in 

[1651], we get [1653]. 

[16526] 
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[1653] 

[1654] 

[16540 

[1655] 

[less7] 

[1653a] 

[16536] 

[1653c] 

[1653d] 

[1654a] 

[16546] 

Integrals. 

[1654c] 

f'* 2 = 4 a2. sin,2p. cos.2 q . (1 -f- 2 « y) + 4 a a2. fy' — y) ; 

which gives, 

V=2a2.fdp.dq. sin .p . j (1 -f- 2 ay) . sin.2jp . cos.2 q + a. (pj — y) j. 

It is evident that the integrals must be taken from p = 0 to p — *, and 

from q = — to q = ^ «,* Therefore we shall have,f 

V = a2 — -§• a . a2 y -j- 2 a a2. /y'. dp . d q. sin. p, 

?/ being a function of cos. d, and we must determine this cosine in terms 

of p and q. We may, in this computation, neglect quantities of the order «, 

* (1165) In finding the integral relative to p, we must consider the independent variable 

quantity q as constant; and then the integral is to be found, in the plane cxA fig. 35, 

page 262, while the point A moves through the great circle x A Q, till it meets the 

opposite pole at x' ; so that the integral is to be taken from p = 0 to p = «*. Then we 

may suppose the plane of the semicircle x Ax' to revolve about the axis x x, so that 

the line cQ may commence its motion in the position c z, where the angle q = — i v, 

and finish it in the position c z, where the angle q = t during which motion the 

revolving plane will pass over the whole mass of the spheroid ; these limits of p, q, are the 

same as in [1654']. In finding these limits, it is tacitly supposed, that the whole of the 

spheroid falls on one side of the tangent z z! ) or in other words, that the surface of the 

spheroid, or the curve of the meridian, does not contain points of contrary flexure, near the 

point c. This restriction appertains to the calculation as far as [1701"]. 

•[(1166) Connecting together the terms multiplied by y [1654], and bringing that 

quantity from under the sign of integration, because it is constant through the whole integral, 

\\re get, 

F = 2a2 . f dp . d q . sin.3p . cos.2 q -j-2 a3. ay . f d p . d q. (2 sin.3p . cos.~ q sin.p) 

-j- 2 a2 a. /p'. dp . d q . sin. p. 

The integrals relative to p, q, in the first terms, are found by means of the first of the 

following formulas, which is the same as [84a] ; the second is derived from it, by changing 

6 into | -j- Ô. 
"j ^ 

fdô . sin.” è = ■-. cos. Ô. sin.”-16 -]-.fdô. sin.”-2 6 ; 
J n n 

^ __"j 

fdô . cos.” ô = - . sin. Ô . cos.”-3 6 H-.fdô . cos.”-2 6. 
a n n 

Now if n be any term of the series 2, 3, 4, be., and the limits of the integral be any terms 

of the series 0, ± \ <r, ± ± §4 ± 2 ± f &c. ; the quantities without 
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because y is already multiplied by « ; this being supposed, we shall easily 

find,* 

a. cos. d = (a —f. sin. p. cos. q) . cos. 6 -f/' . sin. p . sin. q. sin. 6 ; 

the signs of integration will vanish, and we shall have between the limits \b<K ; a, b, 

being any numbers of the series 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., positive or negative, 

dô. sm.n6 = 

dô. cos.wô = 

n — 1 

n 

n —1 

n 

. d ô . sin.u 20 ; 

. f ^ dô . cos.,l-20. 
J ha* 

The last of these formulas, putting 0=q, n—2, gives f dq.cos.2 q=\f dq=^q-\-^T!, 

which vanishes when q = ■ 

»&*■ 
f*, and at the other limit q — \* [1653c], becomes 

d q . cos.2 q = | k ; substituting this in [1654a], we get, 
—è®- 

V—n a2. fdp. sin.3p -{- 2 5T a2. a y ./dp . (sin.3p — sin.p) -\-2 a2 a. fy'. dp . dq . sin.p. 

Again, fdp . sin. p = — cos.p -f-1, which vanishes at the first limit of p = 0 [1653/;], 

and at the second limit, p = sr, it becomes dp . sin.p = 2. If we now put 

n = 3, 0—p, in [1654e], we shall get, fdp . sin.3p = §/dp • sin. p = |. 2 = f, 

hence fdp . (sin.3/—sin.p) — *—2 = — ■§ ; substituting these in [1654A], it 

becomes as in [1655]. In this nothing is determined relative to the quantity y, which 

remains arbitrary, as in [1651g']. 

*(1167) Upon the line cQRP, fig. 35, let fall the perpendicular A'P, upon the 

plane of the figure ; and in this plane, draw the lines cd, PP', perpendicular to the axis 

of revolution C d PPF. Then, in the 

rectangular plane triangles Cc'c, CPA1, 

we have, by neglecting terms of the order a, 

C d — C c . cos. c C c' = a . cos. ô, 

CP'=CA'. cos.P'CA'=a . cos.O', 

hence, 

P'd = CP' — Cd = a. cos. Ô'— a. cos.0, 

In the similar right angled triangles Rc'c, 

RPP, we have R d — c R. cos. c R C, R P' = R P .cos. c R C, whose sum is 

Rc' R P' = (cR-\- R P) . cos. cRC, or P'd = cP. cos.cRC. In the rectangular 

triangle c P A', we have cP = cA! . cos. A' cP =f . sin. p, hence 

67 
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[1656] 

[1654e] 

Definite 
integrals. 

[1654/] 

[1654"] 

[16544] 

[1654i] 

[16544] 
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[1656'] 

[1657] 

[16570 

[16570 

[1658] 

[1659] 

[16566] 

[1656c] 

[1656c?] 

[1657a] 

[16576] 

and by substituting the value of f' = 2 a . sin. p . cos. q, it gives,* * 

\j! — jx. cos.2p — sin.2p . cos. (2 q + d). 

We must now observe, with respect to the integral fy*. dp . d q. sin. p, 

taken relative to q, from 2 q= —k to 2 q = * [1654'], that the result 

would be the same, if we were to take this integral from 2 q = — 6 to 

2q = 2* — ô, because the values of /a, and therefore those of t/, are the 

same from 2q = —* to 2q = —6, as from 2q = « to 2q=2*—fl.f 

Supposing therefore 2 ç -f- è = q1, which gives, 

= fA. cos.~ p — sin.9p . cos. ÿ, 

P' c' =// • sin.p . cos. c R C ; 

but in the plane triangle C c R, we have the angle 

cRC=tt — CcR — cC R = tt — q — 6t hence, 

cos. cR C = cos. (fr — q — ô) = — cos. (q -f~ *0 = — cos. 9 • cos* ^ “f" sin’ 9. * s^n* 

Substituting this in PV [16565], and then putting it equal to the other expression of 

PY [1656a], we get, 

a . cos. 8' — a . cos. 6 =/'. sin.p . {— cos. q . cos. Ô -f- sin. q . sin. 8} $ 

which is easily reduced to the form [1656]. 

* (116S) The first value of /' [16525], neglecting terms of the order a, is, as in 

[1656'], /' = % a . sin. p . cos. q. Substituting this in [1656], and dividing by a, we get, 

from [23, 20] Int., 

cos. Ô' = ( 1 — 2 sin.2/* . cos.9 q). cos. 6 -f 2 sin.sp . sin. q . cos. 5 . sin. 8 

— cos.ô — 2 sin.2/? . cos.t/. (cos.q.cos.8 — sin.q . sinJ)=cos.d—2sin.2p.cos.q . cos. (<?-H) 

= cos. (3 — sin.2 p .{2 cos. q . cos. {q -f- d) j = cos. 8 — sin.2 p . {cos. (2 q -f- Ô) -)- cos. Ô[ 

= cos. ô . (1— sin.2p) — sin.2p. cos. (2 q -j- Ô) = cos- 8 . cos.2// sin.2/;/ . cos. (2 q -J-! ô). 

Substituting cos. 0 = ^, cos. ô'=uf, [1649'1, 1651 ], it becomes as in [165 <]. In this 

value of p/, terms of the order a [1655'], are neglected ; so that in fact it is the same as 

would be found upon the supposition that the spheroid is a sphere. It will be seen hereafter, 

that these neglected terms of the order a produce, in the equation of equilibrium [1660], 

only terms of the order a2, which are neglected ^ and the result will be the same, whether 

these neglected terms of p’ are supposed to be a function of p only, or a function of p,w. 

f (1169) The spheroid [1649vi] is supposed to be formed by the revolution of the curve 

FJPHy fig. 35, page 265, about the axis CF ; therefore the radius CJP— a. (1+ay') 
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we shall have, 

V = * a2 — 4 a . tt9 y -f- .'/y. dp . J </. sin. p ; 

the integrals being taken from p = 0 to p = «*, and from q' = 0 to 

q1 == 2 

Now if we put ft2. N for the integral of all the forces, foreign from the 

attraction of the spheroid, multiplied by the elements of their directions 

respectively, we shall have, by [1636], in the case of equilibrium,* 

constant = V-j- a2. N ; 

and by substituting the value of V [1660], we shall have, 

constant =a it. y —> a. / y'. dp . d q'. sin. p — N ; 

which is evidently the equation of equilibrium [1636], reduced to another 

[1651"] is a function of the angle FCA', or of its cosine fd, [1651"'] ; and as a, a, are 

given, y' must be a function of p/, which we shall denote by 

y' = <p (p/) = <p (p . cos.2p — sin.2p . cos. [2 q -|-d]) [1657]. 

Substituting this in the expression under the sign of integration in [1655], we get, 

fÿ- d p . d q . sin. p = f d p . d q . sin. p . cp (p . cos.2 p — sin.2p . cos. [2 q -f- Ô]) ; 

in which the integral relative to q is to be taken from q = —to q = h7r [1654']. 

Now it is evident, that within these limits, the term cos. (2q-\-è) passes through all possible 

values, corresponding to the whole circumference of the circle ; the other quantities p, p, Ô, 

being considered as constant, in the integration relative to q. It is therefore of no importance 

from what point we compute the angle q. For instead of commencing the integral with 

2q = — 7r, and ending with 2q — 7r, [1654'], we may commence with 2 q — — 0, 

and terminate with 2q — 2-x — Ô, since the number, value, and signs of the elements, of 

which the integral [16595] is composed, are the same in both cases. If we now put, as in 

[1658], 2q-\rè = q', 2 dq = dq', the expression [1655] will become as in [1660] ; 

also p' [1657] will become as in [1659]; and the limits of q' [1659c, c/] maybe taken 

from q'— 0 to q'=2 7r, as in [1660']. 

*(1170) Putting +r. Z® + &c.| =a2.JV, in [1636], it 

becomes as in [1661] ; substituting the value of V [1660], we obtain, 

constant = -§ x a2 — |av. a2 y -{- a a2 . fy'. dp . d q . sin. p -f- a2. JY. 

Connecting the quantity f?ra2 with the constant term of the first member, and dividing 

by —a2, we get [1662]. 

[1660] 

[1660"] 

[1660"] 

[1661] 

Equation 
of equi¬ 
librium. 

[1662] 

[1659a] 

[16596] 

[1659c] 

[1659<U 

[1662a] 

[1662a/] 
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[1662'] 

[1662"] 

[1662"'] 

[1662b] 

[1663a] 

[1663a'] 

[16636] 
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form.* This equation being linear, it follows that if there be any number i 

of radii a. (1 + «?/), a. (1-{-««), &c., which satisfy it, the radius 

a . j, j, -j“ Ï. (y -|- v -f &c.) j will also satisfy it.f 

If we suppose that no external force acts upon the body, the wdiole force 

will be reduced to the mutual action of the particles, and to the centrifugal 

force, arising from the rotatory motion of the spheroid. We shall put g for 

the centrifugal force, at the distance 1 from the axis of rotation [1616xvi] ; 

and we shall have, by [1632, 1662a], N=%g.( 1—f*B) ;t therefore 

the equation of equilibrium [1662] will be, 

* (1170a) It is evident, from the remarks in [1651g', 1657&, &c.], that the values y, y\ 

in the equation of equilibrium [1662], correspond to a spheroid of any form, differing but 

little from a sphere ; and are not restricted to the case of a spheroid of revolution, assumed 

in [1649vi] ; so that in [1662], y may be generally considered as a function of 0,*, and 

y as a function of 0',®'. This remark will be of use hereafter. 

j- (1171) Supposing there were i radii, a. (l-fai^), a.(l + «3fe)j &c-}.«•(?+«&•)» 

which would satisfy the equation [1662]; we should get, by accenting y1} ys, fcc., to 

obtain the values of y, corresponding in each case to the point A', in fig. 35, page 265, the 

following system of equations, satisfying [1662] ; observing that JY [1662a] is supposed to be 

the same in these expressions, neglecting terms of the order a2 ; we shall however see, in 

[1676v, &c.], that there is a case in which JY is variable at different points of the surface. 

constant = f a . yi — a . fyj . d p .d q . sin. p — JV ; 

constant = •§ a <it. y.2 — a .fy^ .dp.dq. sin. p — JY ; 

constant = f a * • *6 — a • Syl • dp . d q . sin. p — A'. 

Dividing the sum of these equations by i, and putting 

r—l.fo+».+*)> r = }■ W+s».b y>) > 

we shall get, 

constant = r, Y — afY'.dp,dq. sin. p — JY ; 

which is the same as wTould be obtained from the equation of equilibrium [1662], by putting 

Y, Y\ for y, y1, respectively; therefore the radius a.(l-j-aT) will satisfy this equation 

of equilibrium. 

I (1171a) In this case we have, from [1632], 

a.Z^ = Yg, a.Z(a>=——£), Z®=0, &c. 
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constant = f « * * . ff — a. f ÿ. dp. d q'. sin. /? — \g. (1 — **s). [1663] 

Taking the differential of this relative to |x, three times in succession, 

observing also that Cj~^) — cos,2/?, as is evident from the equation [1659], [1663'] 

f/ = /a . cos.2/? — sin.2/? . cos. ; [1664] 

we shall get,* 

0 = — f dp . dq'. sin./). cos,6p. [1665] 

Now wre havef f dp. dq'. sin.p. cos.6/? = -f ^ 5 therefore we may put 

this expression under the following form, 

0 = f dp. d q'. sin./?. cos.6/?. 

[1665'] 

[1666] 

Hence [1662«] becomes a^.JV=r2.{^g—ig.(^3— È)}~igrS'(l — fx2), as 

in [1618] ; and as the radius r [1649vi] differs from a only by quantities of the order a, we 

may, by neglecting a?, divide by a2 or r2, and we shall get JY, as in [1662'"]. Substituting 

this in [1662], we get [1663], from which the value of y is to be determined by the usual 

principles of analysis, considering y as a function of fx, and the curve of the meridian to be 

subject to the restriction mentioned in [1653c?]. 

* (1172) The quantity fx being independent of p, we shall, from [1659], evidently 

obtain the expression = cos.2 p, [1663']. The first member of [1663] being [16636] 

constant, its differentials vanish ; and if we take the third differential of this equation relative 

to fx, the term depending on —ig.(l—f^2) will vanish; the term depending 

on fatf.y will give the first term of [1665]. The term depending on y' will produce 

the second term of [1665], using the formula [1663'], and observing that 

t (H73) fd q = q' vanishes at the first limit of q = 0, and at the second limit, 

4— 2 k is fQ * d q' = 2 if. Hence the integral [1665'] becomes, by substitution, [1665a] 

and taking the integral relative to p, 

fdp.dq'. sin./?. cos.6/?=2 if .fdp. sin.p. cos.6/? = —2 if .fd.cos.p. cos .6/?=—f if. cos dp -j- f- if ; [1666a] 

68 
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[3666'] 

[1666"] 

[1666'"] 

[1667] 

[1667'] 

[1667"] 

[1667"'] 

[1668] 

[1668'] 

[16666] 

[1667a] 
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This equation must be satisfied, whatever be the value of (x. Now it is 

evident, that among all the values comprised between /x = — 1 and 

fx = 1, there exists one, that we shall denote by h, which is such that, 

independent of its sign, none of the values of (tt) exceeds that 

corresponding to h. Denoting this last value by H, we shall have, 

0 =f dp. d q'. sin.;?. cos.6;?. | •}• H— j * 

The quantity f II—has evidently the same sign as H* and 

the factor sin.;?. cos.6p is always positive through the whole limits of the 

integral ; therefore all the elements of this integral have the same sign as 

H. Hence it follows, that the whole integral cannot vanish, unless H be 

equal to nothing; which requires that we should have generally 0=(^-jQ; 

and then, by integration, we obtain,f 

y = l —j— 7ïi • /x -f- ^ 

Z, w, n, being arbitrary constant quantities. 

which vanishes at the first limit p = 0 [1G60'], and at the second limit f = 

becomes £ *» as in [16651 ; from which we get, § • d q . sin.p . cos.6 p. 

Substituting this in the first term of [1665], we obtain [1666], In the particular case of 

[x = A, and (~rC) = H, it becomes as in [1667]. 

*(1174) H being the greatest value of ’ or 5 independent ol 

its sign [1666'"], the quantity — must evidently be of the same sign as H, 

and between the limits of p [1660'], the factor sin. p . cos.Gp is always positive ; hence 

each of the elements dp . d q1. sin, p . cos.fîp . ^ £ H— | mus^ ^iave l^ie same 

sign as H ; therefore their sum, or the whole integral, must have the same sign as Tl, and 

cannot vanish, unless H= 0, which, being a maximum value, independent ol its sign, 

requires that w7e should have generally — 0, as in [1667'"]; corresponding to 

any point whatever of the surface of the spheroid, or to any value whatever of f*. The 

manner in which this equation is obtained is deserving of attention for its singularity. 

f (1175) Multiplying the equation by d fx, integrating, and adding 
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If we fix the origin of the radii in the middle point of the axis of revolution, 

and take half of this axis for a ; y will be nothing, when f*=l, or 

P = — 1 ; from which we shall get m = 0, and n — — l, and the 

value of y will become,* 

y = i-( i — 

Substituting this in the equation of equilibrium [1663], 

constant = -§■ ait. y — a . f y'. dp . d q'. sin.p . (1 — ^2), 

we shall find,f 

7 16 g 
« l = T7T- = t « <P ; 16# 

— ) = 2 n. Again multiplying by cl \x, and 

taking the integral, we get (~[fy = m + 2 n . ft. Another integration gives, as in [1668], 

y = Z-{-m.|x-J-?i.|x2. 

*(1176) The general expression of the radius is a.(l-{-ay) [1649V1] ; and this, 

by hypothesis [1668"], is equal to a at the extremities of the axis of revolution ; hence we 

must have y = 0 at these points, where |x = 1 or p = — 1. Substituting these 

values of [x in y — 0 [1668], we get 0 — 0 = 1—m-\-n. Half 

the difference of these equations is in = 0, and then either of the equations gives 

n — — l. Hence [1668] becomes generally, y = l—Z. fjus =. Z . ( 1 — /x2), as in 

[1668'"]. For any other point, corresponding to y’, |x', it becomes y1 = 1. (1 — |x/2). 

f (1177) Substituting, in the term under the sign f [1669], the value of y' [16685], and 

jx' [1659], we get, 

f ÿ . d p . d q1. sin.p — l./dp . d q . sin.p . [ 1 —■ (fx. cos.2/? — sin.2p. cos. </)2| 

= 1. f dp . d q'. sin.p . [(1 — /x2 . cos dp) —j— 2 /x . cos .2p . sin.2p . cos. q—sin.4p. cos.2</'|. 

But f d q — q', fdq'. cos. c[ = sin. q ; which vanish at the first limit of q' — 0, 

[1660'], and at the second limit they become jdq'=2n’, d q’. cos. q1 = 0 ; 

moreover, if we put n — 2, and ô = q', in [1654f], we shall get, 

fl” d 4 . cos.2 4 = \. d q'= l . 2 *- = 

Substituting these in [1670a] it becomes, 

f y’. dp . d q . sin.p = 2 l ./dp. sin.p Q(1 — jx2 . cos.4p) — \ sin.4p| 

= 2 ‘ici .f dp . sin.p — 2tfZ.fx2 . f dp. sin.p. cos.4p — W . fdp .sin.5 p. 

[1668"] 

[1668"'] 

[1669] 

[1670] 

[16675] 

[1668a] 

[16685] 

[1670a] 

[16705] 

[1670*] 

[1670d] 
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[1670'] 

Radius 
of an 

ellipsoid 
of revo¬ 
lution. 

[1671] 

[1671'] 

[1671"] 

[1671'"] 

[1671""] 

[1670e] 

[1670/] 

[1670g-] 

[1670ft] 

[ 16707] 

[1670ft] 

[1671a] 

a <p being the ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravity at the equator 
3 o- 

[1647vni], which ratio is very nearly equal to ~ [1647cZ] ; therefore 
4 

the radius of the spheroid will be, 

a . {1 -f- £ a 9. (1 — }. 

Hence it follows, that this spheroid is an ellipsoid of revolution, which is 

conformable to what has been heretofore found, [1648, &c.]. 

We have thus obtained, in a direct manner, independently of any series, 

the figure of a homogeneous spheroid of revolution, revolving about its axis ; 

and we have shown that it must necessarily be an ellipsoid,* which becomes 

a sphere when 9 = 0; therefore a sphere is the only figure of revolution 

which satisfies the equilibrium of a homogeneous fluid mass that has no 

rotatory motion. 

Now f dp . sin. p = — cos. p -f-1 vanishes when p = 0 ; and when p = it, it 

becomes f” d p . sin. / = 2 ; also fd p . sin. p . cos.4 p = — £ cos.5/ -f-which 

vanishes when p = 0, and when p — 2 sr, it becomes fQ d p . sin. p . cos.4/ = f. 

If we put successively n=5, n= 3, 0 — p, in [1654e], we shall get, 

f0 dp • sin.5 / = 4 'Jq dp 
2 o _ l <L . 
S ’ * - 1 5 ? 

hence [1670tZ] becomes 

fy'. dp . d q . sin. / = 2 # Z . 2 — 2 Z . ,u2. § — it l. qf = ^ l — r * l • P3, 

Substituting this, and y [1668'"], in [1669], it becomes, 

COnst.=#tf.aZ.(l—K2)— ^.«Z-fi^Z./2— 4g.(l —f*a)=— A *•«*)• 

This equation cannot be satisfied, for all values of (*, unless the coefficient of jr2 be equal to 

nothing, which gives £ g — fjir.cil = 0; hence ctl = -—, as in [1670]. 

Substituting g = tjf?r.a(p [l647fZ], we get ul = £ a 9, or Z= Y 9, as in [1670] 5 

hence y [1668'"] becomes y = f .9 . (1 — f^2), and the expression of the radius [1649vi], 

a- (1 + «y)t gives [1671]. 

*- (1178) In all the computations in this article, quantities of the order a2 are neglected 

[1648J], therefore the residts must be considered as being proved to that degree of accuracy 

only. When the body is at rest, the centrifugal force a9 [1670'] is nothing, and the general 

expression of the radius [1671] becomes a, corresponding to a sphere, as in [1671""] ; the 

origin of this radius being at the centre of gravity of this homogeneous sphere. 
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Hence we may prove generally, that if the fluid mass be acted upon only 

by very small forces, there can be but one possible figure of equilibrium ; or 

in other words, there can be but one radius a. (1 -fay), which can satisfy 

the equation of equilibrium [1662]. 

[167T] 

There is 
but one 
figure 
of equi¬ 
librium 
of a homo¬ 
geneous 

constant = a * .y — a . f ÿ. dp . d q'. sin. p — N ; [1672] 
fluid, dif- 

y being a function of è and of the longitude vs [16626] ; and y' representing nuiëftom 
** ~ . . a sphere. 

the value of y when we change ô, vs, into Ô , zJ, respectively. For if we [1672] 

suppose that there are two different radii, a.(l-j-ay) and a. (1 fay fa v), [1672"] 

which will satisfy this equation ; we shall have,* 

constant = -f « * • (y + v) — a . f (vj -{- v') . dp.dc/. sin. p — N. [1673] 

Subtracting from this, the preceding equation [1672], we shall get, 

constant — -f v, v — f v'. dp . d cf. sin. p. [1674] 

This equation is evidently that of a homogeneous spheroid, in equilibrium, 

whose radius is a. ( 1-fav), and which is not acted upon by any force, [1674'] 

except that arising from the attraction of its particles. As the angle « must 

vanish from this equation,! the radius aflfav) will also satisfy it, if [1674"] 

*(1179) If the radius be a . (1 -f- ay -j~ « v), instead of a . (1-}-ay), assumed in 

[lG49vi], we must make, in the equation [1662], or [1672], a corresponding change, by 

writing y -\-v for y, and y'~\-v' for y' 5 by which means it will become as in [1673]. [1673a] 

Subtracting from this the expression [1672], and dividing by a, we get [1674]. Comparing 

this last equation with the general equation of equilibrium [1672], divided by a, it will be 

found, that they will become identical, if we change y into v, y' into v', and put JV = 0. 

Then the radius a.(l-j-ay) [ 1649V1], will become «.(l-J-aw) [1674'], corresponding 

to the case of JV = 0 when all the disturbing forces cease, [1660"]. We may observe, as [16736] 

in [16626], that y, v, in this equation, may be generally considered as functions of ô,vs; and 

yd, as functions of ê',v/. We may also remark, that in these calculations, the value of JV 

is supposed to be the same in [1672] as in [1673], which in general is very nearly the case [1673c] 

in homogeneous spheroids. There may however be cases where there is a difference, as 

will be shown in [1676v, &c.]. 

f (1180) Supposing, in fig. 35, page 262, that Cc represents the radius a . (1 -f- a v), 

[1674], v will be a function of ô,vs [16736], depending on the form of the surface of the 

spheroid, and we shall denote it by 

v = <p(ô,vs). [1674a] 

The radius C:£! of the same figure will be CA'=( 1+aF), and v'=cp (0',™'). Now 

69 
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we change successively to into to-|-2d to, &c. Hence it follows, 

that if we put vx, v2, &c., for what v becomes by means of these changes, 

the radius 

[1675] a.\ 1 Jrav.d^Jrav1.d^Jravü.d^Jr &c. J, 

or a . (1 + « • fv • d to), will satisfy the preceding equation. If we take 

the integral fv.d-a, from to=0 to TO=2tf [1674/t], the radius 

^1675^ a. (!-]-“•/ v . d™) becomes that of a spheroid of revolution ,* which, by 

it is evident, from [16515, &cc.], that Ô', to', are functions of Ô, to, p, q; and if these values 

he substituted in v', the expression —fv'.dp.dq'. sin./ [1674], taking the integral 

between the limits [1660'], will become a function of <3,to. Moreover, the first term of the 

second member of [1674], .v, is a function of $,to [1674a]; therefore the whole of 

the second member of [1674] is a function of 6,zs, which we shall denote by 5 and 

this equation of equilibrium will become 

[16746] constant = 4 • 

This must be satisfied, for all values of t), to, in a manner similar to that by which the 

equation [1670g] was satisfied, in [16705] ; namely, by making the coefficients of the terms, 

affected by any powers or products of the sines and cosines of the variable quantities Ô, to, 

equal to nothing. In this way the angle to will vanish from the equation [16745], as is 

observed in [1674"] ; and it would therefore vanish, if we were to change to into to —j— id to, 

[1674c] by which means it would become constant = 4 (4 .rtf-id to) ; so that the equation of 

equilibrium [16745] would be satisfied, if -to were changed into nVidia, and v [1674a] 

[1674c?] into v = (p(ô, to-f-id to); i being any number whatever. 

If we now put successively i — 0, i = 1, i = 2,.i = n, and suppose the 

corresponding values of v [1674d], to be v, vx , v2,.vn ; the radii, or values of 

[1674c] C c, will become a . ( 1 -f a v), a.{ 1 + a tq),.a . ( 1 + a vn), the number of 

which is n -{- 1 ; and as all these values of the radius satisfy the equation of equilibrium 

[1674/] [1674, 16745], the radius a . ^ 1 -f —^ . (v + v1 + %.+ «»)<;» wil1 als0 

satisfy it, as is evident from the method of reasoning in [1663a, a, 5], If we suppose the 

quantity n -j- 1 to be infinite, and put =z //’ changing also the constant quantity 

a into 2 a if, this last expression of the radius will become, 

a . {1 -f- a • d TO . (v + + ^2.+ O I » 

as in [1675] ; and this, according to the usual notation of the integral calculus, is expressed 

[3674g-] by a \ a . fv . d k\ [1675'], v being the general term of the series v, v±, %,.vœ ; 

and if we suppose the first limit of this integral to be to = 0, the second will be 

[16745] (n + 1) . d to = 2 it, which are the limits assumed in [1675']. 

* (1181) Substituting, in fv . d to, the value of v [1674a], it becomes fdv.y (0,to). 

Taking the integral of this expression, between the limits to = 0, to = 2ît, [1675'], the 
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what has been said [1671////], must be a sphere. We shall now investigate [1675"] 

the value of v wrhich results from this condition. 

We shall suppose a to be the shortest distance from the centre of gravity 

to the surface of the spheroid, whose radius is a. (1 -j- a^) ; and we shall [1675"'] 

fix the pole, or the origin of the angle ô, at the extremity of a. v will be 

nothing at the pole, and positive in all other places, and it will be the same [1675""] 

with the integral f v . d™. Now since the centre of gravity of the spheroid, [1676] 

whose radius is a . (1 +«U), is the centre of the sphere,* * whose radius 

Is a, this point will also be the centre of gravity of the spheroid, whose [1676'] 

radius is a . (1 + « • fv . d ;f the different radii, drawn from the centre [1676"] 

quantity vs will disappear from the integral, and it will become a function of Ô, which wc shall 

represent by fv.dvs—fdvs.q>{è,v$)=F{è), and the radius [1675'] will be 

a . (1 -\-a.fv.dzs) — a . {1 -f- a. F (d) j. 
[1675a] 

This radius does not vary with vs, but depends solely on Ô ; it must therefore be a spheroid 

of revolution, as in [1675']. 

* (1182) The origin of the radius of the first spheroid, a . (1 -f- av), is fixed at the 

centre of gravity of this spheroid [1675'"] ; and if we suppose a sphere to be described 

about the same origin as a centre, with the radius a, it is evident that the centres of gravity 

of the spheroid and sphere will be at the same point of origin, which is the centre of the 

sphere. The plane drawn through this origin, perpendicular to the axis from which the 

angle Ô is counted, may be considered as the equator of the first spheroid, and sphere ; and [16756] 

the common centre of gravity of both these bodies, being in this origin, will also be in the 

plane of the equator, as is mentioned in the following note. 

f (1183) The radius of this second spheroid, a. (1 -f- a . fv . dvs), is that of a [1676a] 

spheroid of revolution [1675'], about the axis a; therefore the centre of gravity of this 

spheroid must be in this axis of revolution, which passes also through the centre of gravity of [3676a'] 

the sphere [16755]. The first spheroid, whose radius is a.(l-|-av), may be considered 

as being composed of two parts ; the one a sphere, whose radius is a ; the other a shell, [16766] 

whose thickness, in the direction of the radius, is a.av. Now if we suppose Ô to remain 

constant, and vs to vary from 0 to 2 the values of v, in the first spheroid, will become, 

as in [1674g-, A], v, v1, vQ,.vœ, corresponding, to the whole circumference of the 

shell 2 ir. If we neglect terms of the order a, the distance I) of these parts from the 

equator of the sphere, or from the plane passing through its centre of gravity, perpendicular [1676c] 

to the axis, will be constant. The products of this distance, by the thickness of the successive 

pomts of this shell, a.av, a.avl, ike., neglecting quantities of the order a2, will 

theiefoie, when added together, be represented by F) • a a ,{y -j— tq.—}— vfi) j or, as in [1676d] 
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to the surface of this last spheroid, will not therefore be equal to each other, 

[1676"/] except v be nothing ; it cannot therefore be a sphere unless v = 0 ;* thus 

we are assured that a homogeneous spheroid, acted upon by any very small 

[1676'"'] forces, can be in equilibrium in one manner only. 

27. We have supposed N to be independent of the figure of the spheroid 

[I676v] [1673c],f which is nearly the case when the forces, exclusive of those 

depending on the attractions of the particles of the fluid, arise from the 

centrifugal force, produced by the rotatory motion, and from the attractions 

of foreign bodies. But if we suppose, that there is, at the centre of the 

[I676vi] spheroid, a finite force, whose action on any body varies with its distance, 

the effect on a particle, situated at the surface of the fluid, will depend on 

the nature of that surface ; therefore N will depend on y. This is the case 

with a homogeneous fluid mass, which covers a sphere of a density different 

[I676vü] from that of the fluid. For we may consider this sphere as being of the 

[1674g], by D.au.fv.dtf. Now this sura is exactly the same as would he found from 

[1676e] multiplying the distance D by the quantity aa.fv.d'ti, which corresponds to the thickness 

of the shell of the second spheroid [1676a] ; and as these products are equal, in both 

spheroids, for any assumed value of Ô, they must be the same for the whole of both 

spheroidal shells, and therefore for the whole of both spheroids. But from [1675?], the 

[1676/] centre of gravity of the first spheroid, whose radius is «.(l-f»*)) is in the plane of the 

equator of the sphere ; therefore the sum of the products D . a a .fv . dus, computed in 

[1676c?] for the whole of the first shell, or for the whole of the first spheroid, must be 

nothing, by the usual formula for the centre of gravity [124] ; consequently the equal 

expression, found in [1676c], for the second spheroid, must also be nothing. Hence, from 

the same formula [124], it follows, that the centre of gravity of the second spheroid must be 

in the equator of the sphere ; and as it is also in the axis of the sphere [1676a], it must be 

in the centre of the sphere, as in [1676"]. 

* (1184) By [1675"], the radius of the spheroid of revolution, a . (1 + a .fv . d «) 

must be a sphere, whose polar radius, counted from the centre of gravity, is a [1675 ] ; 

[1676g-] therefore, to make the radii equal, as in a sphere, we must have a a .fv .dvs or fv.dzs 

equal to nothing ; and v being, by hypothesis [16/5'"] positive, we must necessaiily have 

t> = 0, as in [1676"]. 

f (1185) This supposition has been tacitly made in formulas [1672, 1673], where the 

value of JV is supposed to be the same, when the radius is a . (1 + ay), as when it is 

0.(l_|_ay + at>)j therefore JY must be supposed independent of these radii. 
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same density as the fluid, and place at its centre a force, varying inversely as 

the squares of the distances ; so that if we put c for the radius of the sphere, 

and p for its density, that of the fluid being taken for unity ; this force, at 

the distance r will be equal to ——.* If we multiply it by 

the element of its direction — dr, and take the integral of the product, 

we shall get, . —— -This quantity must be added to a2. N, 

and as we have, at the surface, r — a. (1 + ay) [1637'], we must, in 

the equation of equilibrium of the preceding article, add to N the quantity 

4. # (1 — ay). This equation will then become, 

C C3 ) 
constant == u*. ? l + (p — 1) • ~3 ( • V — « • fyf • dp . d q . sin. p — N. 

i Ct j 

If we put a. u.y av) for another expression of the radius of the 

* (1186) Each particle of the sphere, whose density is p, may be supposed to be divided 

into two parts ; the one with the same density as the fluid 1, the other with the density p—1. 

The former, being connected with the mass of the surrounding fluid, will produce a spheroid 

of the same density as the fluid ; and its attraction being computed, and then combined with 

the attraction of a sphere, of the radius c and density p— 1, will give the whole attraction. 

The mass of this internal sphere is jif. c3 . (p— 1) [1430Æ]. Dividing this by the square 

of the distance of the attracted point r, we get the attraction of this sphere, or of the mass 

collected at the centre [14167], equal to §<*. ——-, [1676ix]. This attraction tends 

to decrease the distance r ; therefore, by [1615c], the negative sign must be given to 

in finding the corresponding element of aP.JY [1660"], which becomes 

cMp-1) 
— dr ■ * 

r2 1 

dr, 

whose integral is sr. c3. (p — 1). ^. This *s ^ie Part °f fl2 • arising from the 

attraction of the sphere; and the corresponding part of —N [1662] is 

4 
T 5T . 

(p—1).C3 

a2.r 4 K 
(p-1)-<3 ^ 

a3. (1 -(- ay) 3 

c3 ^3 

(p—-y> à3 

neglecting o?. Adding this to the second member of [1662], transposing the term 

T***(p *) • “3j 

and connecting it with the constant term of the first member, we obtain [1677]. 
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[1678] 

spheroid when in equilibrium, we shall obtain the following equation, to 

determine v,* 

constant = i 
C ) * 

= *. } 1 + (p — 1) • -3 > . v — fv'.dp.dq'. sin. p ; 

[1678'] which is the same as the equation of equilibrium [1677], supposing the 

spheroid to be at rest, and neglecting all external forces. 

If the spheroid be of revolution, v will be a function of cos. i or n 

[1678"] only ; now we may, in this case, determine v by the analysis of the 

preceding article. For if we take the differential of this equation, i -j- 1 

times in succession, considering p only as variable, we shall get,f 

( -.N c3 ) /'di+1v\ r/di+1v,\ 7 , / • a-,o 
[1679] o=i*q 0• —/(^J-dp-dq-sm-p-cos- +'P- 

*(1187) If we suppose the radius to be «.{1-f-a.(y + ®)}, instead of a.(\-\~ay), 

it will be necessary to change y into y -f- v, in [1677], and it will become, 

constant=f«tf. ^ 1 +(p— 1).^| • (y+ «) — a . dp . d q'. sin.p — N. 

Subtracting [1677] from this, and dividing the remainder by a, we get [1678]. If we now 

suppose the spheroid to be at rest, and not to be acted upon by any external force, we shall 

[1678rf] have JV = 0 [1660"]. Substituting this in [1677], and dividing by a, we get, for the 

equation of equilibrium of this last spheroid, 

constant = f ^ ^ 1 -j- (p — 1) . y3 | >y —fÿ.dp.dq . sin. p, 

which is of the same form as [1678] ; therefore this last equation [1678] is the same as that 

of the equation of equilibrium of a spheroid, at rest, and not acted upon by any external force. 

f (1188) This equation is deduced from [1678], by taking its differential *-f- 1 times 

relatively to p, observing that v is a function of p, v1 a function of p, the other quantities 

beins; considered as constant. The differential of v, of the order i + 1, being divided 
O 

[1679a] by In taking the differentials of v' relative to p, we 

must consider v’ as a function of p', and p' as a function of p [1664] ; which gives, as in 

[1663'], cos?p ; hence we shall get successively, in like manner as in [1663c], 

_ (dv’\ (dv'\ AZpA (dxA 9 (dN\ /$hf\ fdis!\ (dW\ 

[16'9l] w)=w)-(^)=(v)-cos->; 
). cos ,4p j 
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But we have* 

f0 fQ * dp .dq' • sin.p. cos.2l'+ * 2 *y> 
4 If 

2i+3 ’ 

the preceding equation may therefore he put under the following form, 

0=fdp.dtf.Sm.p.coS.*+°p. [ (^).[l+(p-l).J]-(^)-(^) } ■ 

We can take i of such a magnitude, that by neglecting the sign, we may 

have. 

Now if we suppose that i is the least integral positive number which renders 

this quantity greater than unity, we may prove, as in the last article [1667'"], 

that this equation cannot be satisfied, unless we suppose -r^ = 0, f 

from which we get, 

v — f*4 + A . -f- B . + &c. 

fdl+1 v'\ fdi+l v\ 
and generally f ^ J = —). cos ,2i+2p ; this value being substituted in the 

differential of [1678], of the order i -f- 1, we shall get [1679]. 

* (1189) The limits of the integral [1680] are as in [1660]. Integrating relative to q', 

we get, as in [1665a], /dcf = 2 it ; and the first member of [1680] becomes, 

2 it .f dp . sin.p . cos.2i+2p =— 2it .fd. cos.p . cos.2*+2p =—---?”*■ - . cos.2i+3p -j-r—— ; 
2 z—p* 3 2i~j~3 

the constant quantity being taken, so as to make it vanish at the first limit p — 0 [1660] ; 

and at the second limit p = it, it becomes as in [1680]. From this we get, 

j- 3\ 
—2—) 'fdp'.d qr. sin. p . cos.2‘+2p ; 

substituting it in [1679], it becomes as in [1681]. 

f (1190) If we put m for the value of | 1 + (p — 1) . ^ | mentioned 

in [1682], which first exceeds unity ; the equation [1681], corresponding to this value of i, 

will be 0=fdp.dq'.sh.p. cos.2i+2p . j m. ) j 5 

Theorem 
in definite 
integrals. 

[1680] 

[1681] 

[1682] 

[1682/] 

[1682"] 

[1683] 

[1679c] 

[1680a] 

[16806] 

which is 
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Substituting this value of v in the preceding equation of equilibrium, and 

also the following similar value of v', 

[1684] v' — [t!14- A . -f B. + &c. ; 

[1684'] [Û being, by what precedes, equal to (x*cos.2p— sin.2^ . cos. </, [1664], 

we shall find, in the first place, 

similar to [1666], y being changed into v. Proceeding as in [1666', &tc.], we shall find that 

[1682a] this equation exists for all values of fx, from fx =— 1 to fx = 1 ; also that there must 

be a value fx = h, which will render 
\d (J/+1 w 

a maximum, independent of its sign ; 

and if this maximum value he put equal to Ii, we shall have, 

C /d£+V\ > 
0 =fdp ,dc[. sin. p . cos.2rf2p . | m . H— j 5 

which is similar to [1667]. Now between the limits of p [1660'], the factor sin.p .cos.2^2p 

/^+i v'\ 
is always positive, and the quantity m.H— ( ) raust evidently have the same 

/di+1v\ 
[1682a'] sign as H) because by hypothesis, 1, and H is the greatest value of W^i+T ) 

independent of its sign. Hence we shall get, as in [1667a, &c.], H = 0, and generally 

again 
'diJrX v \ /dlv\ n 

= 0. Multiplying this by d fx, and integrating, we get 5 
d fx’+i 

' di—1 v " 

[16826] 

multiplying by d fx, and integrating, we find &c. Proceeding in this way, 

we obtain the finite integral v — (x^1 -f he. ; or, as it may be written, 

v = A!. A . fx*"1 -f B . fxi-2 -f he.) ; in which the factor A' may be rejected, 

supposing it to be included in the value of a, of the term av, in the radius [1677']. 

Hence v becomes as in [1683], and by accenting the letters, we obtain v' as in [1684], 

The above reasoning will apply, if we take for i any integer greater than that above assumed, 

as ï ; for we shall then have \Tjp?+i)—0 5 which is the same as the i'~~i differential 

of the equation f ^ .+1 ) = 0, [1682"], and maybe considered as included in it. To 

satisfy the equation [1681], in the most simple manner, it will only be necessary to put 

(__o • taking i according to the directions in [16S2']. 
\d ^+V 
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1 -f- (p 1). 
a3 2i -f-1 

[1685] 

* (1191) Substituting the values of v, v', [1683, 1684], in [1678], it becomes, 

const. == $flf.5 1 ). ^{ffc*+A.f^1 + &c.} — fdp. dq'. sin.p.^+A.ft'*-1 + &c. J ; [1684a] 

in which we must substitute the value of / [1664], and take the integrals, observing that ^ is 

constant in these integrations. This cannot be satisfied, for all values ol pt, except by putting 

the coefficients of /, A1, 0$, &c., separately equal to nothing, as in [1670A]; the 

constant term of the second member being equal to the arbitrary constant quantity of the first 

member. In this way we can obtain the values of the constant coefficients A, B, See., [16846] 

[1686] ; and then from [1683] we shall obtain the general value of v [1687], as we shall 

prove in [1686m, n], by a shorter method. For the purpose of demonstrating [1685], it 

will be sufficient to compute the coefficient of p in [1684a], and then we need only retain 

the term . cos.&p of (V [1664]. Putting this coefficient equal to nothing, and dividing 

by fj.% we obtain 0 = | ^ 1 + (f>—0 • “3 ] SdP • d 4 • sin. p . cos.2ijo. Changing [1684c] 

i into i—1 in [1680], we get, “ dp .^/.sin.p.cos.2ljp= pyqyq- Substituting [1684/J 

this in the preceding equation, and dividing by 4 we get 

0^1 + (P-1).-— âïp. 

as in [1685] ; by means of which the equation [1684a] becomes, 

constant = AA . Î+ A . B. /~2 + &c.] — fdp.d q'.sin.p .{/‘-fkZ./‘-1 + &c. J. [1684e] 
2i-pi 

If the quantities c, a, be so related to each other as to produce integral values of i in [16S5], 

the expression v [1683] will be real, and we shall have two forms of the radius of the 

spheroid [1677'], namely a.(l-fa/) and a.(l-f-ay + ar). We may neglect the case of [1684/] 

i= 0, because the expression [1683] is then reduced to its first term v = 1, and the 

corresponding increment of the radius a .a v becomes constant, and may be considered 

as included in the radius a. If *== 1, the expression [1683] becomes ^==^+*^5 and [1684g-] 

the corresponding variable part of the radius [1684/] is a . a p, of which we shall treat in 

[1687a] ; in this case the equation [1685] becomes 

l + (p—1) = hence (p_l)/3 = 0; [1684*] 

which is satisfied by putting either p = 1 or c = 0. The last of these conditions does, 

in fact, include the first, because if we put c — 0, it renders the whole spheroid of the 

same density as the fluid [1676viii] ; making the solid sphere or nucleus infinitely small, or 

nothing, always supposing p to be finite. 

71 
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[1685] 

[1686] 

[1687] 

This requires that |> should be equal to, or less than, unity ;* and when a, c, p, 

have such values, that this equation is not satisfied, i being an integral 

positive number, the fluid can be in equilibrium only in one mauner.f In 

the next place we shall have, 

so that,î 

»■(* — !) 

2.{2i— 1)’ 

v 
1. (i— 1) , i . (i — J) . (* —2) . (* — 3) 

2. (2 z—1) m[J‘ 1 2.4 . (2 i — l ) . (2 i — 3) 
4 &c. ; 

* (1192) From [1685] we get (1 — p) == 
2i—2 «3 
„. , „ . „ , and the second member 

c3 

[1685a] being positive when i^> I, the first member must also be positive j therefore p < 1 

when i ]> 1, p being equal to unity when 4=1, as in [16S4/t]. 

]- (1193) When the equation [1685] is not satisfied, we must suppose v = 0, v' — O, 

in order to satisfy the equation [1678] ; and then the increment of the radius a.av [1677'] 

[16856] becomes nothing, and the radius [1677/] becomes a . (I a y), which is the only form 

that will satisfy the equation of equilibrium [1677]. 

J (1194) The values of A, B, [1686], and the resulting expression of v [16S3, 1687], 

maybe computed, by the method in [1684&] ; but the general solution or value of v is 

obtained much more simply in [1694'], or [1701]. The same values may also be found in 

the following manner ; in which, for the purpose of illustrating these calculations, we have 

separately taken into consideration, the case of curves of revolution, before entering upon the 

general solution [1695—1701], where the same results are obtained in their most general 

form, by a similar computation. 

If the spheroid be homogeneous, and of the density 1, the value of V, arising from the 

mutual attraction of its particles, will be as in [1467], which, in the case of a sphere, where 

a = 0, becomes ' * ’ 0 ■■. Changing a into c, and multiplying by the density 
O V 

[1686a] P — L we shafi obtain the quantity . (p — 1) [1676IX], to be added to the value 

of V, computed for a homogeneous spheroid in [1467], to obtain the whole value of V 

corresponding to the spheroid treated of in [!676V11—1687/7,/]. Putting, as In [1638], 

[16866] ’■ = ‘« ■. {' -!- * • (*r(2) + ^(3) \r + &c.) 14 

3 1 
we get, by neglecting a2, - = - . {1 — a . ( T(s) + T(3) + &c.)}, and the preceding 

V CL 

[1686c] expression [1686a] becomes • (p—!)•{!— k. (Y(2)-f-Y^-{-&;ç.)]. If the value 
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therefore there are, in general, two figures of equilibrium, since a v is 

susceptible of two values, one of which is given by the supposition of fl=0, 

another by the supposition of v equal to the preceding function of m-. 

of V [1407] be increased by this quantity, before substitution in [1636], it will augment the 

second members of [1637, 1639], by the same quantity, and the expression [1639] will 

become, 

constant = & .a2— 8^lfl2. Y®+# Y(4> + fac.} 
O O 

«.r®—a.r»—&C.1+M2. 

SujDposing, as in [1647vii], S = 0, S'= 0, &c. ; we shall get, from [1632], 

a.Z^ = — ig.( ^2 —£), a.Z® = 0, a.Z(V = 0, &c. 

Substituting these in [16S6d], and putting the arbitrary constant quantity equal to the constant 

terms of the second member, . a2 -j- Ll6~. (p — 1) -J- « a2 . Z^°\ we shall get, by 

connecting the terms depending on Y(9), Yt3), &c., 

0=— 
4 «tt'. a2 

3 

[l+ 5 -(p-nl- p+|3 .(p-i)].r® ) 
«La 03 n 4«2v§--(i-a—*)- 

.+ fe+^-‘)]-^+&c- 

Dividing this by the coefficient of Y(2), and putting ■§■ a if. <p iê- 
c3 ’ 

it will 

become of the following form, 

C3 

Y<2> 4- 
C3 

+^r-1) 

2/—2 , c3 . 
0-11 +«3,(p-1) 

. f3>.+ -t:1 3 a-. r®.+&c.= <p-(m-2— J). 

Both members of this equation are functions of pg \/(l — pc2) . cos. u, y/(l—(x2) . sin. 

satisfying the equation [1620] ; therefore each of those members must be of the same form, 

as is proved in [ 147 9 ]. Hence the similar functions of /x in both members must be equal, 

and we shall have Y(2) — — * p. (f>? — §), F®= 0, Y(4)= 0, and generally 

yu)_- o5 i being any integral number greater than 2. We must however except the case 

where the factor of Yw, in the first member of [1686g], is equal to nothing ; for then we 
2 i — 2 C3 
2Ï4I ‘ ~3 ‘ vP — 1 ) = and the expression depending on Yw will vanish shall have 

from [1686/’], and leave Yw arbitrary. Therefore the general expression of the radius 

[1686u] will become a . f 1 -{- a . Y(9)-j- a . Y0)|, whenever the quantities a, c, p, are so 

[1687'] 

[1686d] 

[1686e] 

[1686/] 

[1686g-] 

[1686ft] 

[1686i] 
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[1687"] 

[1686fc] 

[16861] 

[1686m] 

[1686n] 

[1687a] 

[16876] 

If the spheroid have no rotatory motion, and be not acted upon by any 

force, except that arising from the attraction of its particles, the first of 

these two figures will be a sphere, and the second will have for its meridian, 

a curve of the order i.* These two curves become identical when i — 1, 

dependent on each other as to satisfy this equation, which is the same as [1685], 

di— 2 
0 CL1-— _L_ — .(«_])—! 

2 i +1 ' a3 } 

C3 
—1—- . (p— 1). 
1 ~ a3 u ; : + l ' a3 vr 2t + l 1 a3 

If this equation be not satisfied, we must also put Yw = 0, and the radius [1686?!] 

will be reduced to a . (l-J-a.Y^ ; substituting the value of T(2) [1686/;], it becomes 

r = a . (1 -\- a . Ym}= a . £ 1 — f a <p . ([a2 — £) \ > 

which is of the same form as in [1648]. If the equation [1685] be satisfied, the value of 

v may be taken equal to Y{0 [1528], and if we suppose, as in [1678"], that this corresponds 

to a spheroid of revolution, in which Y® is independent of vs, its value must be found by 

putting n= 0. Hence Y[l)—^iil — ^ 2-[-fcc. | . B ; and the radius 

If we put a.B—a, 

and use v [1687], it becomes a .(1-f- a! v). Comparing [1683,1687], we get A, B, 

he., [1686]. 

* (1195) If the spheroid have no rotatory motion, we shall have the centrifugal force 

a(p__0 [1647viii], hence Y&) — 0 [1686A] ; and the value of the radius [1686/] 

will be reduced to the constant quantity a, corresponding to a sphere. Then the general 

expression of the radius [1686?] will be 

a . ( 1 a. Y(2) Ta*T(i)) = a . ( 1 -f- a. Yw) = a • | 1 + • (V 2.(2? 1) 

as in [16S6n]. If i = 1, this radius will become a.{ 1 + a>) j 

and by neglecting the accent on a!, it will be, as in [168 ; ], 

a . (1 + a f*) = cl . (1 a . cos. d) ; 

corresponding to a sphere JDJMB, whose radius is GD=CJ\ï=(i, 

and centre C. The origin of r=AM, being at the point A, in 

the axis of revolution BOB, at the distance CA = a.a from 

the centre C ; the angle CAM=Ô, cos.d==f*. Then by [62] Int., 

3S 

cm==^M2 — 2AM. CA.cos.CA M+ CA^ = AM—CA .cos. A CM, 

neglecting a2. Hence AM= C M+ C A. cos. Ô, or in symbols, r = a -f a a . />, 

as in [1687'"]. 
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because the radius a. (1 + a^) is that of a sphere, in which the origin of the 

radius is at the distance a.a from its centre [16876] ; but then it is evident 

that p = 1 [1684g-, &c.] ; therefore the spheroid must be homogeneous ; 

which is conformable to the result of the preceding article [1671"', &c.]. 

28. When we have figures of revolution, which satisfy the equilibrium, 

it is easy to deduce, from them, figures which are not of revolution, by the 

following method. Instead of fixing the origin of the angle at the 

extremity of the axis of revolution, we shall suppose that it is placed at the 

distance 7 from that extremity, putting & for the distance of any point from 

the extremity of the axis of revolution, and è for the distance of the same 

point from the new origin of the angle è ; also zs — f3 for the angle 

contained between the two arcs ô and 7 ; then we shall have," 

cos. 6' = cos. 7. cos. ô + sin. 7 . sin. ô. cos. (zs— /3). 

Putting therefore the following function equal to r . (cos. tf), 

* (1196) Let CB fig. 37, be the axis of revolution, corresponding to any figure of 

revolution [1687v] ; C A the new axis from which the polar distances 7, Ô, are counted ; 

JlBD a spherical surface, described about the centre C, with the radius 1, and cutting 

the radius of the spheroid CDR in the point D. Then in the 

spherical triangle RAD, we have R D = ô', the polar 

distances A R = 7, A D = Ô ; and if AE F be the 

meridian, from which the longitudes (3, zs, are counted, we shall 

have the angles EAR = p, E AD — zs, whose difference 

is the angle R A D — zs — (3. Hence from [63] Int., we get 

[16S8]. Now the radius «.(l-j-aw) of a spheroid, in 

equilibrium, and having no rotatory motion, is given in [1686m, w], 

and if we change a! into a, to conform to the notation [1690], 

it becomes a Mi-1) 
2.(2i—1) 

in which /x=cos.J5Z)=cos.â' 

of the present notation [1637vi]. Substituting this value of (j. in the preceding expression of 

the radius, and using the abridged symbol [1689], it becomes a . [ 1-j- a. r. (cos. ff)}, as 

in [1689']. This, by means of [1688], is easily reduced to the form [1690] ; which 

represents the value of the radius a. (1 -j- av), satisfying the equation of equilibrium 

[1674], and makes av = a . T . [cos. 7 . cos. Ô -f- sin. 7 . sin. Ô.. cos. (zi — /3)}. As the 

situation of the assumed point R may be varied at pleasure, without altering the point D, 

the quantities 7, f3, as well as a, may be considered as wholly arbitrary, and be taken at 

pleasure. 

[1687w] 

[1687"'] 

[I687v] 

[1687vi] 

[1687vii] 

[1688] 

[1688a] 

[16886] 

[1688c] 

[1688rf] 

[L688e] 

[1688/] 

[1688g-] 

72 
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[1689] 

[16890 

[1690] 

[1690'] 

[1690"] 

[1691] 

[1691'] 

[1691a] 

[16916] 

[1691c] 

F . (cos. f) = COS.* ({ — 
i.(i — 1) 

2 . (2 i— 1 ) 
. COS.i-2<f -f &C. 

the radius of a spheroid, at rest, and in equilibrium, which we have just 

proved to be equal to a. {1 -j- « . r. (cos. d')}, will become, 

fl-f «fl.r.j cos. y . cos. è -j- sin. y . sin. 6. cos. (« — (3) J ; 

and although this is a function of vs, it appertains to a solid of revolution, in 

which the angle 6 has not, for its origin, the extremity of the axis of 

revolution. 

Since this radius satisfies the equation of equilibrium [1674], whatever be 

the values of a, j3, y, it will also satisfy it, if we change these quantities into 

a', (3', y ; a", (3", y", &c. ; and as this equation is linear in v,v', it will 

follow that the radius* 

a + ua.r.{ cos. y. cos. ô -f sin. y . sin. 6. cos. (« — /3)j 

-j-a'a.r. {cos.y'. cos.ô -f- sin.y'. sin. â. cos. (« — /3')] 

-j- &c. 

will also satisfy it. The spheroid to which this radius appertains, is no 

longer a spheroid of revolution, but is formed of a sphere of the radius a, 

*(1197) The value av [1688/] is a function of Ô, a, y, (3, which for brevity we shall 

denote by a v = a. r'(é,tf,y,{3) ; hence the corresponding value of av' [1672', &c.] 

will be av1 = a. r1 t/y,p). These values satisfy the equation of equilibrium [1674] 

of a body having no rotatory motion, leaving the quantities a, 0, y, arbitrary [1688g] ; and 

this equation will be represented by 

constant = £ rf a . r' (â, , y, 0) — a . fr1 (O', to', y, (3). dp . d c[. sin. p. 

In like manner, if we change a, (3, y, into a!, /, y', a", y", &c., it will be evident 

that a'v = a'. P (é, to, y', /), a"» = a". r'(d , to , y f), &c., will also satisfy the equation 

of equilibrium [1674], which will become of the forms, 

constant = f k a'. r'(âjTOjy', 0') — */r/ (3r) . d p . d q'. sin.p j 

constant = y «r a", r' (ô,to, y ", 0") — a'. /r' (6', to', y ", (3") . d p . d q . sin. p ; 

&c. 

Adding together the equations [1691a, 6], putting 

aLVx = a.r' (é,TO,y,0) -fa • r'(â,TO,y',0') + &c., 

ai v\ = a. r' (ô',-to',y,(3) -j- a'. r' (â',to',y',(3') -j- &.C., 
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and of any number whatever of strata, similar to that formed by the excess 

of the spheroid of revolution, whose radius is a -f «-a. r (fj.), above the [1Ml"] 

sphere whose radius is a ; these strata being placed above each other, in any 

arbitrary manner. 

If we compare the expression of r.fcos.(!) [1689], with that of [1691"'] 

po [1628], we shall perceive that these two functions are similar, and that 

they differ only by the quantities 7, f3, which in P{}) are v and 4-, and by a [1691""] 

factor independent of p, zt ; therefore we shall have,* * 

r. (cos.tf) 7 4 /£?d.r.(cos.tf)\ 

_it_i C+^ -H-0'+l)-r.(cos.<0- 

Hence it is evident, that if we represent bj a. V '' the following function, 

namely, 

a . Y{i) = a. r. I cos. 7 . cos. è + sin. 7 . sin. 6. cos. — (3) j 

-)- a . r . j cos. 7'. cos. ê -j- sin. y'. sin. Ô. cos. (zs — (3') J 

+ &c. ; 

Y(i) will be a rational and integral function of [/1—^2.cos.«, \/1—^.sin.tf, 

which will satisfy the following equation of partial differentials,! 

J) cl. (1 — (J2) . 

[1692] 

[1693] 

[1693] 

and dividing the sum by eq, we shall get, 

constant = f if . «q — fv\.dp.dq'. sin.p ; [1691d] 

which is the same as the equation of equilibrium [1674], in which v is changed into tq, and 

d into v'-L. Therefore the radius a. ( 1 -j- oq ?q) will also satisfy the equation of [1691e] 

equilibrium, as in [1691]. 

* (119S) Putting v = y, 4 = i3j in S [1629], it will become like the value of 

cos. Ô' [1688] j therefore we shall have 5 = cos. è'. Substituting this in [1628], we get, 

by using [1689], 

pf = 1.3.5 (2i— 1) 

1.2.3.i 
. ] cos.W—J'/o-' 7'«cos.*~2^-l~fcc. I = 

1.3.5 [2i—1) 

1.2.3.i 
. r. (cos. Ô'). [1693a] 

Substituting this value of P(i) in [1630], and rejecting the common factor 

we obtain [1692]. 

1.3.5..... (2t— 1) 

1.2.3.i 

t (U99) Substituting cos. (tf— (B) = cos. zs. cos. (3 -f- sin. zs. sin. 0 [24] Int., in 

[1688], and putting cos. 6 = (*, sin. 0 = \/(l — fj.2), we get, 

cos. ô'= cos. 7 . (t -{-(sin. 7 . cos.(3). y/(l—f*2). cos.^-f- (sin.y. sin.p). \/{l—\&) . sin.® -, [16936] 
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[1694] 

[1694'] 

[1695] 

[1695'] 

[1696] 

[i696q 

[1693c] 
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+ 

'ddY 

d v? 
+ + Y®. 

Therefore if we take for Y(i) the most general function of this nature, the 

function a . (1 + a . Y(i)) will be the most general expression of the radius 

of the spheroid, at rest and in equilibrium. 

We may obtain the same result, by means of the expression of Tin series, 

given in [1467], For the equation of equilibrium being, by the preceding 

article [1661], 

constant — V-\- dr. N ; 

if we suppose all the forces, excepting those arising from the mutual action 

of the particles, to be reduced to a single attractive force, equal to 

placed at the centre of the spheroid, and then multiply this force by the 

element of its direction — d r, and take the integral, we shall obtain, 

(p-l)-c3 
r 

a?. N ; 

and since at the surface, r = a . (1 -j-ay) [1676x], the preceding equation 

of equilibrium [1695] will become, 

which contains the first power of the three co-ordinates 

(x, p/( 1 — (x2) . cos. ■#, \/( 1 — (a2) . sin. -zrf ; 

therefore, as i is a positive integer, the expression of r.(cos.é') [1689] will evidently 

be a rational and integral function of the same three co-ordinates, wbich will, as has already 

been seen, satisfy the equation [1692]. The same may be proved of the functions multiplied 

by a', a", &c., in [1693], and the sum of all of them, or the whole function [1693], may be 

expressed by a.Y(i). This quantity satisfies the equation [1694], which is similar to 

[1692] ; and as the number of the factors a, a', a", &lc., [1693], is unlimited, we may take 

the most general function of the form a. Yfi), and then the most general expression of 

the radius [1691, 1693] will become a . (1 -f- a . Y(t)), as in [1694[]. 

* (1200) This quantity and the first member of [1696], which is deduced from it, are 

found as in [I676ix, &c.] ; this last being taken for ar . jV [1660", 1695']. 
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C3 

constant = Vf a* . - • (1 — p) • y- * 
Ct 

We shall substitute in this equation, the value of V given by the formula 

[1467], putting r — a. (1 + «y)> an(^ using y [1464], namely, 

y = y(0) yd) yd) 4. &c. 

* (1201) Substituting the value of r [1696'] in [1696], we get 

(p—1) . C3 1 
a? . JV—•§ . 

a 1+«3/ 
I71'-—(!—1«y)» 

neglecting a2; hence [1695] becomes 

C3 q3 

constant = V + f • (p— 1) • — —1“^ •— • (p— 1) • y* 
tl Ct 

Transposing the term 

the first member, we find 

C3 
nr. (p — 1) . —, and connecting it with the constant term of 

Ct 

Is 
constant = V—± atf . — . (p>— 1) .y, 

a 
as in [1697], 

Substituting the value of V [1467], putting r—a, in terms of the order a, and also 

4 <if. a3 4 <71*. a3 
3r 3 a. (1-pai/) 

= . a2 . (1 — ay), we get, 

const.— ^ + 4M. a2.[Y® + iT®+i V®.+ . F «+&c. [+ fm£. ( 1—p) ■ y a 

=4*.a2.(i-aÿ)+4«*.a2.)rw+ir®+ir®.+g^p.r«> + &c.! 

C3 
+ . (l —p) .y. 

a 

Transposing the term and supposing it to be equal to the constant term of the first 

member, then dividing by % a <k . a2, we get, 

0 = -y+3 . [ r<»> +i F»+4 r®.+^ • v®^. (i-P) 

Substituting for y its value [1698], and reducing, we obtain, 

y* 

0 = ^2 r(<*—| yd). y(3) 0.y©-.&c 
2i+l 7 

+ -.(i~P).fYd) + ya) + yd) 

which is easily reduced to the form [1699]. 

73 

[1697] 

[1698] 

[1697a] 

[16976] 

+ YV + kc.j, 

[1697c] 
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[1699] 

Hence we shall obtain, 

°={o-f) • 5+«} -y(o>+(i-p) • J • y(l> + {(!—p) • J -i l ■ y<s> 

.Cl—p> - s—+&C. ; 

the quantity a being taken of such magnitude as to make the constant term 

in the first member of [1697] equal to •§■«■. a2 [16976]. This equation 

[1699'] gives Y{0) = 0, Yj$ = 0, Y(2) = 0, &c. ; unless one of the 

coefficients, as for example that of Y{i\ becomes nothing; from which 

we shall get,* 

[1700] 
. c3 2i—2 

0 — p)’a3~ 2i+l 5 

i being an integral positive number. In this case all these quantities vanish, 

[1701] except Y(0, and we shall have y = Y(i), which agrees with what we 

have just found, [1694']. 

Hence it is evident that the results obtained by the reduction of F in a 

[1701'] series, are as general as possible ; and there is no fear that any figure will 

be omitted, in using the analysis depending on this reduction. This agrees 

with what we have seen a priori in the analysis of ^ 11 [14657], where we 

have proved that the form we have given to the radius of the spheroid is 

[1701"] not arbitary,f but follows necessarily from the nature of the attractions of 

such spheroids. 

29. We shall now resume the equation [1635] ; and if we substitute the 

value of V, given by formula [1506], we shall get, for the different strata of 

the fluid,t 

*(1202) Proceeding in the same manner as in [1686g-, A], we shall obtain, from 

[1700a] [1699], Y(0)=O, Y(1) = 0, &c. But if the coefficient of Yl<) be nothing, it will 

leave Y6) arbitrary, and [1698] will become y=Y^rK The coefficient of Î put 

equal to nothing, gives [1700], which may be put under the form [16S5]. 

\ (1203) The subject of this development has already been very fully discussed in note 

1050, pages 136—157. 

J (1204) Substituting the value of V [1506] in [1635], it produces [1702]. For the 

first, second, third and fourth integrals of [1506] produce respectively the third, fourth, first 
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/y=2*. f] fd.a? + A^.fl(.d.[aKY^+~.Y^+^. F«+£. Y® + kc. j 

+£-So Ym+î-Ym+&■ r<3+1■ r<3>+&°-1 

-far2.{Zw -f Z® -f r . Z® + r2. Z w -f &c. (1) 

The differentials and integrals refer to the variable quantity a ; the two first 

integrals of the second member of this equation must be taken from a — a 

to a = 1 ; a being the value of «, corresponding to the level stratum under 

consideration, and this value at the surface being taken for unity. The two 

last integrals must be taken from a = 0 to a — a. Lastly the radius r 

must be changed into a. (1-fay) [1503""], after taking all the differentials 

and integrals. In the terms multiplied by a, it will suffice to change r into 

4 it 
a ; but in the term — . fap. d. a?, we must substitute a . (1-f ay) for 

3 r 

4 it 
r, and then it becomes — . (1 — ay) . d .a?, which is equal to the 

O Cb ' 

following expression,* 

4 
. n — a . Y(°) — a . Y(1) — a . — &c. }.f*?. d. a\ 

3 a 1 * 

This being premised, if wTe compare the similar functions in the equation 

[1702], we shall find, in the first place, 

and second of the second member of [1702]. The greatest value of a, which in [1505'] is 

put equal to a, is here [1702"] put equal to unity, or a=l, corresponding to the outer 

surface of the fluid. 

*(1205) If we put, as in [1702'"], r = a . (1 -fay), the term —.fj'p.d.a3, 

neglecting a2, and using y [1698], will become as in [1703]. Substituting this in [1702], 

we get, 

/^=2*./a1p.rf.a=+4«./aV^b2.r®4Y-y<1)V|-Ir(2>.+(2i+,|‘).„^-Y°+to] 

+ Ta■ 1"d'■“3■~ tnr • 5 rm+Ym+'rm +Y<0+&c-i■• fo p •d■ «3 

+i^à. 1 *.*»+£ .w>.r<0+fa,} 

Equation 
of equi¬ 
librium 
of any 
stratum. 

[1702] 

[1702] 

[1702"] 

[1702"] 

[1702""] 

[1703] 

[1701a] 

[1702a] 

-f- ar2. {Z^ + Zw + r. Z® + r2 . Z<4>.+ U~2. Z« + &c.£. 
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Equation 
to deter¬ 
mine 

y(o>4 

[1704] 

[1704'] 

[17026] 

[1702c] 

f— = 2*.f1?.d.a* + 4,«*.f\.d.(é.YW) + ^.fl,%.d.a‘ 
p • Cl ^ ^ Cl 

— . ym .f“f.d.a? + ~.f0ae.d.(o>. y<»>) + « é. Z™ f 

the two first integrals of the second member of this equation must be taken 

from a = a to a = 1 ; the three other integrals of this second member 

* (1206) The first member of [1702a] is the same as the integral of the first member of 

[1615], representing the integral of the sum of the forces F, F', be., acting on the fluid, 

multiplied respectively by the elements of their directions df, df, Lc. ; this sum is 

integrable in the case of nature [16l6ix, &c.], therefore the first member of [1702a], 

or /—, is also integrable ; and as p is a function of a [1503""], the quantity f& 

must also be a function of p or a, which is constant for the whole of the le\el stratum 

corresponding to a ; that is, it is independent of the variable quantities p, sf, corresponding to 

the different points of the surface of this stratum. Transposing all the terms of [1702a], 

except those depending on ZW), Z{2), be., to the first member, and putting, in 

the factor a r2 of these last terms, r = a, because they are of the order a, it will 

become of this form, 

A,. Y^ + A,. P(1) + *4* Y™ + bc. = aa2 . {Z®> + Z™ + a . Z(3>+ &c.}. 

Now the second member is given, in [1632], in functions of p, \/(l fr2). cos. to, 

y/(l _ ,x2). sin. to, which satisfy the equation [1634] ; and as this can be done only in 

one manner [1479'], the similar terms of [17026] in each member must be equal ; hence, 

for any integral value of i, we have A,.= aai.Z«. When i = 0, it becomes 

. yt© — a a2 . Z(0), which denotes that all the quantities of [1702a], independent of 

ix, to 5 or, in other words, independent of Y(1), Y{ , be., Z(]), ZU), be., are 

to be put equal to each other, in the two members; and this gives the equation [1704]. 

The other equation A1. Y® = a a2 . Z(i>, indicates also, that the quantities depending 

on Zb), yO), in [1702a], destroy each other; and by putting all these terms equal to 

nothing, wTe obtain. 

0 = 4 a <x. / p. d. 
a 

( p.y$ ^ 
V(2i+l).a^ — 1F1. Y(i). p .d. a3 

,4 art , ( cH*.Y® 
r * J0 ^ * ’ \(2i-|-l).r£ 

in which the sign d does not affect r, but only a ; therefore r may be brought from under the 

sign of integration ; and as all these quantities are multiplied by a, we may afterwards, by 

neglecting a2, put r = a; and the equation [1702c], divided by «, will become as 

in [1705]. 
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from a — 0 to a = a. This equation does not determine either a or 

Y(0), but gives merely the relation between these two quantities ; so that 

the value of Y(0) will be arbitrary, and may be taken at pleasure. We 

shall then have, ivhen i is equal to, or greater than, unity, 

+ 4 # 

(2 *-{-!). a?:+x J 0 

the first integral being taken from a — a to a — 1, and the other two 

from a = 0 to a = a. This equation will give the value of Y(i), 

corresponding to each fluid stratum, when the law of the densities p shall 

be known. 

To reduce these integrals to the same limits, we shall put, 

the integral being taken from a = 0 to a = 1 ; Z'{i) will be a quantity 

independent of a, and the equation [1705] will become,* 

* (1207) Separating the integral j ^ p . d . into two parts, the one between 

the limits a = 0, a = a, the other between a = a and «=1, the sum of these 

two parts will be equal to the whole integral, or 

Substituting this in [1706], we get, by transposition, 

4 t fl j ( Y(i) \  4 # 
sï+r-A.e■a-y=v—3T+Î Z'm — zu> 4 

2UfI 

Multiplying by a\ we obtain, 

4#. a1 
2 i -[-1 ^ cl 

r1 „ j ( Y(0 \ 4flr.a1' ~/(i) i 4*.a* , /Yfô\ 

Ja f-d\^)^ÏÏWy-Z ®-2ï+X-/o 
substituting this in [1705], it becomes, 

a1 /*« 7 /Yw\ 4-7T ... ra , 

aT+i-fo r-A:\-^)-Ûr -fo f-d'a 2 i -pi 

+ (jr+b y^-/0‘p • * • (*» •r<i)) ; 

multiplying by — —. a^1, and changing the order of the terms, we get [1707], 

74 

[1704"! 

[1704"'] 

Equation 
to deter¬ 
mine 

Y«. 
First 
form. 

[1705] 

[1705'] 

[1706] 

[1706'J 

[1707a] 

[17076] 
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Second 
form. 

[1707] 

[1707'] 

[1708] 

[1707c] 

[1707c/] 

0 = (2 i +1) . a‘. Y»/o»p. d. a3 + 3 a*+'.f0%. d. 

— 3.f0at.d. (a^. Y(i>) — 311*+'. Z'®, 

all tlie integrals being taken from a = 0 to a = a. 

We may make the signs of integration disappear, by taking the differentials 

relative to a. Hence we shall obtain the following differential equation of 

the second order,* 

(ddY®\ _ ( L(»+l) _ 6P .a ) J __ 6 p. a2 /dW»\ 

\ da? J l a? /p . d. a3 ) fp. d . a3 \ d a J 

* (1208) Z® [1632] is independent of a ; Y{i) [1464, 1463] is a function of and 

if we take the differential of [1707] relative to a, and divide by da, we shall get, by putting 

d . fp . d . a3 = p . d . a? = 3 a2 d a, &c., 

'dY®\ 0=(2i+l).Lai-1.r®./p.d.a3 + (2i+l).ak(i^lj./p.d.a3+(2i+l).ai.m(p.3a2) 

+ 3. (2i-j-1 ). a2£. fP.d.{ Y».) + 3a2*1, p.^(-^^) • + (2—f). Y(0.a1- ^ 

— 3 p. 5 (i + 3). td+2. F(i) 3 . (2 » -j-1 ) . a2':. 

Reducing this, by neglecting those terms free from the sign of integration, depending on 

YU), dYU), which mutually destroy each other, by the vanishing of their coefficients, we get, 

0 = (2 i -f 1) . i . a1-1. F® .fP . d . a3 + (2 t-f 1). é . -/p • d . a3 

-j- 3 . (2 i -f- 1). a* .fp. d . ( Y(i). a2-*) — 3 . (2 * + 1) . a2i. 

Dividing this by (2 i -|- 1 ) * a?1, we obtain, 

0=i..Yw.fp.d.0+ a~l. (4^-) •/p*d.a3-f-3./P.d. ( Y(0.a2_i)—SZ,{i). 

Taking the differential of this equation, and putting d ./p . d . a3 = 3 a2d a, and 

d.f?.d.{Y#.a2-*) = p. <Z . (Y(i).as-*) = p • «~i+s + (2 — *) • YU). a^11, 

we shall get, by observing that is independent of a [1706'], 

0 = — i.(i+l).a-‘~!‘.Y^.fe.d.as+i.a-‘-K (JfP)-ft-d .a*+ 3i. a-‘+K Y». p 

— * • • (^-) -/P • tJ-“3 + a~‘--/P •d-"3 + 3 0_,+:! • ('-Jj-) • P 

+ 3p .[( 
'dY« 

da 
. a~i+9- + (2 — f). YU). a~i+1 c ; 

[1708a] 
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The integral of this equation will give the value of Y(i\ with two arbitrary 

constant quantities. These constant quantities are rational and integral 

functions of [x, \/\—;J.2. cos. w, y/i—^ . sin. of the order i ;* and if 

we represent them by U{i), they will satisfy the following equation of 

partial differentials, 

(ddU^\ 

[1708'] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

m. 
[1709] 

One of these functions is determined by means of the function Z/(i), which 

vanished in taking the differentials, and it is evident that it will be a multiple 

of that function.! With respect to the other function, if we suppose the [1709] 

of which the second and fourth terras destroy each other ; and if we connect the third with 

the eighth, and the sixth with the seventh, we get, 

0 = — *.(* + !). a-*"2. r«L/p . d . a3 + 6 a"*1. F® . P 

Dividing this by cT1 ./p . d. a3, we get [1708]. 

'ddY® 
daf* 

[1708a] 

*(1209) It follows from [1466, 1433&—/], that Y{i) may contain the powers of fx, 

V/(l—fx2) . cos. tar, p/(l—[x2) . sin. •#, not exceeding i, but some of the terms may be of 

the order of the positive integral numbers i-—2, i—4, &c.; as may also be perceived by 

the formulas [ 152S«—e] ; and we may incidentally remark, that the integrals or differentials of 

these expressions, relative to a, do not alter the nature of these functions, which must satisfy [17086] 

an equation similar to [1460, 1465], as in [1709]. The partial differentials in [170S] are 

relative to a ; and [x, ■#, are considered as constant ; therefore the two arbitrary quantities, 

added to complete the integral, must be arbitrary functions of /x, -zc, or rather of 

[x, ^/(l — /x2) . cos. \/( L—[x2) . sin. vs ; 

because it is only under this form these quantities enter in the expression of Y{i) [1708']. 

f (1210) Supposing U{i) to be connected with the factor A, in the general value of 

F®, we may consider F® = A . U{i) as a particular value of F®, satisfying the 

equation [1707] ; U[l\ being independent of a [1708], may be brought from under 

the sign of integration, and the expression [1707] will become, by considering A as a 

function of a, 

0 = ^(2i+l).ak^./oap.^a3q-3a^+L/oV.(a2-i-w2)—3.y^ap.^. (a*+3.^ . £7® 

— 3 a^.Z'W. 
[1709a] 
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fluid to cover a solid nucleus, it may be determined by means of the equation 

of the surface of the nucleus, observing that the value of Y(i), corresponding 

[1709"] to the fluid stratum contiguous to this surface, is the same as that of the 

surface. Therefore the figure of the spheroid will depend on that of the 

internal nucleus, and on the forces which act upon the fluid. 

aSo°-f 30. If the spheroid were entirely fluid, we should have nothing to 

fluid0'15 determine one of the arbitrary constant quantities, and it would seem as if 
spheroid. - x ... T 

there ought then to be an infinite number of cases of equilibrium. We shall 

[1709'"] examine, in a particular manner, this case, which is the more interesting, 

because it appears to have been the primitive state of the heavenly bodies. 

We shall observe, in the first place, that the strata of the spheroid must 

[1709""] decrease in density, in proceeding from the centre to the surface. For it is 

evident, that if a denser stratum were placed above a rarer one, the particles 

of the upper stratum would penetrate into the lower, in the same manner as 

a heavy body sinks in a lighter fluid ; therefore the spheroid would not be in 

equilibrium. But whatever be the density, at the centre it must be finite ; 

therefore by reducing the expression of p to a series, ascending relative to 

the powers of «, it will be of the form 
Density. 

[I709v ] p = — y • an — &c. ; * 

Dividing by the coefficient of Z7W, we get its value, represented by a multiple of Zni) ; 

but it is necessary that the values A, p, &c., should be so adjusted, as to make this value of 

17096] U{i) conform to the hypothesis of being independent of a. Several examples of finding 

such values of U{i) are given in this chapter, as for example in [1726]. 

* (1211) In this formula, the density at the centre is (3, corresponding to a = 0, and 

[1710a] the value of P [1709v] must decrease as a increases, supposing n to be positive. This value 

of p gives p. d . a3 = 3 a2 d a . P = 3 a2 d a. <3 — 3 y. a*+2 d a — he. ; the integral of 

which is /p.d.a3 = a3.|3 — r^.y.a,i+3 — &c. Also a3.P=a3./3—y.a"+3— &c. ; 

therefore, 

a3, p 

/ p . d . a3 

n -f-3 

a3 • (3 — y. a*+3 — &c. 

a3, p — -y-x • 7 • an+s—&c. 
n-j-3 

1 — - . a11 
(3 

&.C. 

1 —,an—&,c. 
n ]- 3 (3 

n y 
= 1-an 

n-j-3 (3 
kc. ; [17106] 
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(3, y, and ft, being positive ; hence we shall have. 

a3. p 
= 1 — 

n . y . ctn 
— &C. ; 

r® 

fp.d.a3 (w —J— 3) . (3 

and the differential equation in Y(i) will become 

To integrate this equation, we shall suppose Y(i) to be developed in a 

series, ascending relative to the powers of a, of the following form, 

F® = as. Ï7® + of. U/(i) + &e. 

The preceding differential equation will give,44 

(s + i + 3) . (5 — i + 2) . a5-2. U® + 0'+ * + 3) . (5'— i+2) . + &c. 

6 n. 7. a“ 

(n-}-3).)3 
.{(s+l).a!-3.t/»+ (s'+l).tf'-2.?7'(i)+ &c.}. (0 

as in [1710] ; hence 

*•(*+1) 
6a3.p • . • 1 ,\ , 6y ,,10 (/• n\ /< 1 q\ 1 6n.y.an . „ 
— =..(,+1 )-6 + —.- . a +&c-=^(.-2). (t+3)+ + &c. 

Dividing this by a2, we get the coefficient of F® [1708] ; substituting this and [1710] in 

[1708], it becomes as in [1711], which may be put under the following form, 

fddY^\ 
\ defl ) 

Y(i) 6 

— (i—2)-(i + 3)- — +- 
(?Y®\ __ Cm.y.a* 5 rw , X (àT»\\ , . 
da ) (n-}-3).(3 c a2 ' a ’ \ d a / S 

*(1212) The first term of Y(0 [1712], namely as .U^\ produces, in the first 

member of [1711a], the following expression, observing that U(l\ U'®, fee., are 

supposed to be independent of a [1711'], 

{s.(s—1)— (i — 2) . (i —}— 3) -f— 6 . a*-2. U[i) ={ss -f- 5 s — i2— i -f- 6| . as~2 . U^ 

= (s + i+3).(s—i + 2).a°-*.U(i\ 

which is the same as the first term of [1713]. In like manner, the second term of [1712], 

as'. C77®, produces the second term of [1713] ; which is similar to the first term, changing 

s into s', and U[i) into U'(i), &c. In this way, the first member of [1713] will be 

found to correspond to the first member of [1711a]. Proceeding in the same manner with 

the second member of [1711a], we shall find that the first term of [1712] as.Uw, 

produces the first term of the second member of [1713]; the second term, as'. £7/(i), 

75 

[1709vi] 

[1710] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion in 

F®. 

[1711] 

[17110 
General 
value of 

F®. 

[1712] 

[1713] 

[1711a] 

[1712a] 

[1713a] 
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[1713'] 

[17136] 

[1713c] 

[1713c?] 

[1713e] 

[1713/] 

[J713g] 

[1714a] 

[17146] 

Comparing the similar powers of we shall have, in the first place, 

(s + i +3) . (s—iff-2) = 0, which gives s = i — 2, and s = — i—3. 

produces the second of [1713] ; and so on for the other terms. To satisfy this equation, it 

is necessary that the coefficients of the same power of a should he equal, in both members. 

Now the first term of the first member is multiplied by cf“2, and the first term of the 

second is multiplied by as+n~Q, n being positive [1709vi] ; these cannot therefore be of 

the same power of a, and we must put the coefficient of a^ equal to nothing, or 

(s -}- i -f- 3) . (s — i -f- 2) = 0. This may be satisfied by putting either 5 + i + 3 = 0, 

or s — % —}— 2 = 0. The first of these expressions gives s = —i — 3 $ substituting 

this in [1712], it becomes Y® — a~ir~3 . Z7® + a8'. ÏP® + This series being 

ascending relative to the powers of a [17IP], the greatest negative exponent of a, will be 

found in the first term ari~‘3.U[i), which will therefore exceed the other terms, and become 

infinite, when a is infinitely small, making a a . infinite near the centre of the spheroid ; 

which is contrary to the hypothesis on which the equations [1705, 1711, 1713] are 

founded, namely, that this quantity is of the order a a. We must therefore make use of the 

other value of s, deduced from s — i + 2 = 0 [1713c], whence s = i — 2; then, 

as the first term of [1713] vanishes, the whole expression will become, 

(s' + i 3) . (s' — * + 2) . as'"2. tP® + (s" + i + 3) . (s" 

= r^rw— . i(s + 1 ) • as+71-2. U® +(7+1).</+“~2 . 

— i + 2) . 2 

£P« + &c+ 

£T"«+&c. 

Comparing the exponents of a in each member, term by term, in the order in which they stand, 

we shall have, s'—2 = s + rc — 2, s"— 2 = s'+n—2, s'" — 2 = s" + 7t— 2, &c. ; 

hence s'=s + w, {" = s/ + n = s+ 2n, s'"=s" + ?i = s + 3 n, &c. Then making 

the first, second, &c., terms of each member of [1713e] respectively equal to each other, 

we shall get, 

[P® = 6w-7.(s+1) rr(i) 

(n+3). [3. (s++3). (s'—î+2) 
U"(0= 6n . y. (s' + 1 ) 

(t+3) . (3. (s++3).(s"—+2) 
tP«, &c. 

Substituting this value of U'®=h'.U®, in U"&, we get another value of U"0), of the form 

U"(°—h".(7®, and this being substituted in U"Ki\ it becomes of the form U"'®=K". Z7®, 

&c. ; h!, A", h'1', &c., being used for brevity instead of the coefficients produced by these 

operations. By means of these values, [1712] becomes, 

Y ® = U® . as. 11 + an . b! + a2re. h" + a3» . h!" + &c.} 

= U®. a*-2. £ 1 + an . h! + <rn . K' + a2n. A'" + &c. f. 

This value of Y(i) may be considered as complete, because the similar series, arising from 

the other value of s=—i—3, must be neglected, for the reasons stated in [1713"], though 

in general their sum would have been considered as the complete value of Y(t>, each 

being multiplied by a different arbitrary quantity U(J). 
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To each of these values of s, there corresponds a particular series, which, 

being multiplied bj an arbitrary constant quantity, will be an integral of the 

differential equation in Y(i) ; the sum of these two integrals will be the 

complete integral. In the present case, the series corresponding to s=—i—3 [1713"] 

must be rejected ; for the value of a. Y(i), resulting from it will be 

infinite, when a is infinitely small ; which would render the radii of the 

strata near the centre infinite, [1713c?]. Therefore, of the two particular 

integrals of the expression of Y(0, that ichich corresponds to s = i—2, is [1713"] 

the only one which ought to be used. This expression will then contain 

but one arbitrary quantity, which can be determined by means of the 

function Z(i).* 

Z(1) being equal to nothing [1632], Y(1) must also be equal to nothing, [I7i3w] 

so that the centre of graviy of each stratum must be at the centre of gravity of 

the ichole spheroid: for the differential equation in Y(':) of the preceding ^ptyof 
J. ' J. 1 o each stra- 

article gives,! 

'ddYff 
. d a1 

'2 

(r 

6 p. a 

fp.d.a3 
. Y(1) 

6 p. a2 A?TW\ 

fp.d.a,3 \ d a ) ' 

each stra¬ 
tum is at 
the centre 
of gravity 
of the 
spheroid. 

[1714] 

This equation may be satisfied by making Y(1) = 
£7(1) 

a 
U{1) being [1714'] 

* (1213) If we substitute YW [1714a] in [1705], the term may be brought from [17146'] 

under the sign of integration, as in [1709a], and then £7U) becomes a multiple of Z% 

f (1214) Making i=l in [1708], it becomes as in [1714]. This is satisfied by 

putting Y(i) = U(l). a-1, as is evident. For its differentials, Ua) being independent 

of a [1712a], are (f~ya ")== U[1).a~2, —j=2f(1,,ft'3. Substituting [1714c] 

these in [1714], it becomes 

2 m\a~3= (--6-^- 
,«2 fp.d.a3, )-TjaKa-1+7i£}-uw-»-*’ [1714c] 

in which the terms mutually destroy each other. That the expression Ya)= 1J{1). a~l 

corresponds to s — i — 2, may be proved from the values [1713g]. For i=l makes 

s ~1 2= 1 [1713'"], or 5-}-1=0; hence U,[i) [1713g-] becomes 

= 0* Substituting this in U"® [1713g*], we get U"®= 0 ; and in like manner, 

U"Kl) = °’ ^/W(,) = °» &c- ; hence the expression [1712] is reduced to its first term 

a * ^ ’ 01 Ï ^ ^ = Um. a *, as above. This is the only part of Y(1) which is to [17i4rf] 
be used, as was observed in [1714&], 
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independent of a. This value of Y(I) is that which corresponds to the 

equation s = i—2 [1714t/] ; consequently it is the only one which ought to 

be used. Substituting it in the equation [1705] of the preceding article, 

[1714"] supposing Z(1) = 0, the function t/(1) will disappear,* and it may therefore 

be taken of any value at pleasure ; but the condition, that the origin of the 

radius r is at the centre of gravity of the terrestrial spheroid, makes it 

vanish.f For we shall see, in the following article [1745], that Y(l) is 

[1714W] then nothing, at the surface of every spheroid, covered with a stratum of 

fluid, in equilibrium; we shall therefore have, in the present case, i7(1)=0; 

[1714,///] hence Y(1) is nothing for all the fluid strata of tvhich the spheroid is 

composed. 

We shall now consider the general equation [1712], 

[1715] Y« = a8 . + as'. Uw + &c. 

s being, as we have seen [1713'"], equal to i — 2, 5 is nothing or positive, 

[1715'] when i is equal to, or exceeds, 2 ; moreover, the functions U'{1\ t/ '°, &c., 

are given in terms of U<*% by the equation [1713], so that we shall 

have, 

[1714e] 

* (1215) Putting i= 1, Zw = 0, YW = . cC\ in [1705], it becomes, 

4 tf.a 

If we bring ZJ^ from under the sign f as in [1114b ], the last integral of [1114e] will 

become 4 * ‘ U'd) f^p.d.a3, which being equal, and of an opposite sign, to the 
3 a2 ^0 

second integral, destroys it. Lastly, as is independent of a [1712a], we shall have 

d £/(i) = o . therefore the first integral, f* p . d Z7(1), becomes nothing, and the 

whole expression [1714e] vanishes, leaving TJ^ indeterminate; consequently, also, 

Y0) = Un) . or1 remains indeterminate. 

f (1216) It will be shown, in [1745], that if the origin of the radius be at the centre of 

gravity of the spheroid, we shall have, at its surface, Y(1) = 0 ; therefore, at this surface, 

[1714/] YW=Uw.cr1 = 0, or Z7<» = 0; but [1712a] is independent of a, and 

must therefore be the same within the spheroid, as at the surface ; hence we shall ha\e 

generally Z7(1)=0. Substituting this in = ^ [I714d], which corresponds to 

[1714g-] any part whatever of the spheroid, we get generally Yu) = 0, when the origin of the 

radius r is taken at the centre of gravity of the spheroid. 
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Y® = h . C/(i) ;* 
rw. 
[1716] 

fn which h is a fmiction of a, and C7(i) fs independent of a [1712a]. If we 

substitute this value of Yw in the differential equation [1714], we shall get, 

ddh__ C. . n_6 p. q3 j ^_6P.a2 dA. 

^q2 ( ' fp.d.a3 ) ’ a3 fp.d.a3'da’ 
[1717] 

the product i . (i + 1) is greater than 

greater than, 2 ; because the fraction 

6 P cr 

fp.d.a 
,3 p . «- 

/p • d . a3 

-, when i is equal to, or 

is less than unity. For 

its denominator, fp.d.a3, is equal to p.«3—/a3.dp;f and the 

quantity — f a?. dp is positive, when p decreases from the centre to the [1717'] 

surface. 

Hence it follows, that A and are always positive, from the centre [1717"] 

to t/ie surface. To prove this, suppose that these two quantities are positive, 

in proceeding from the centre ; dh ought then to become negative before h.% [1717"'] 

a 

* (1217) This general value of Y® is the same as in [1714a], putting for brevity 

~2. [ 1 -j- an. hi -j- arn. hi' -j- &cc. f — h •, so that h will be a function of a, U{i) being 

independent of a, as in [1712a]. Substituting in [170S] the value of 

fdY®\ dh rni% fddYw\ ddh 
its differentials 

V da J 
= ~,U^S 

da \ da? 

I« [1716], and 

) = ’ ihen dividing by U{i), [1714*] 

we get [1717]. Moreover, from s = i — 2 [1713'"], we find that s is nothing when 

i = 2, and s is positive when i exceeds 2, agreeably to the remarks in [1715']. 

f (121S) This is a result of the usual formula for the integrating by parts, 

f A .dB = A.B —fB. d A, [1716a 

which is easily proved by taking the differential, and agrees with [1717Q, by putting 

A = p, B = a3. 

t (1219) Since h and dh are supposed to be positive at the commencement at the 

centre of the earth, the positive values of h must increase, in proceeding from the centre to 

the circumference, as long as d h remains positive ; and before h can decrease, dh must 

become negative. Now it is evident, that before the sign of dh can change from positive to 

negative, it must pass through the state of dh = 0, whilst h still remains positive. At this 

point, the expression [1717] would become, =ii . (i+1)-\ : now 
da2 C v y fp.d.a* > a2 LJ'A'aJ 

76 
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Now it is evident, that for this to take place, d h ought first to become 

nothing ; but the moment it becomes nothing, d d h becomes positive, as 

[1717""] appears by the preceding equation [1717], consequently dh must begin to 

increase ; it cannot therefore become negative ; hence it follows that h and 

dh must always preserve the same sign, from the centre to the surface. 

Now these two quantities are positive, in commencing at the centre ; for we 

[1717V1 have, by means of the equation [1713], s' — 2 = sJrn — 2 [1713/]; 

therefore s' — i -j- n — 2 [1713w] ; and then we get,* 

[1718] (.S' + i + 3) . (,' _ i + 2) . um = SJthhDh y . U& 
(n + 3) . (3 

hence we deduce, 

[1719] Tjni) __ b. (i I) • y » hJ{l) 

(n -j- 3) . (2i-\-n-\-l) . (3 * 

Therefore we shall have,f 

^ 0 ($ 
if i 2, we shall have i . [i -f-1) 6, also ——-—- <C 6 [1717'] ; hence the 

J P • Cl • (1° 

0 p ^3 

factor i . (i -j- 1) — ^ie Prece(^n§ expression will be positive ; therefore the 
j r * * 

second member of [1717a], or the value of —r-—, will then be positive; consequently 
L J a a* 

dh will increase, and will retain its positive sign, as in [1717""]. Therefore, if h and dh 

[17176] are positive at the centre, they will both continue positive, in proceeding from the centre to 

the surface of the spheroid. 

* (1220) The equation [1718] is easily deduced from the value of U'M [1713g] ; and 

if we substitute in this s = i — 2 [1713"'], s’ = s -j- n — i + n — 2 [1713/], which 

r 1.718a] give « + l=i — l, sf+i + 3 = 2t + n+1, s' — i + 2 = n, it becomes 

as in [1719]. 

•[(1221) Substituting s — i — 2, s' = i-\-n — 2 [1718a], and U,[l) [1719], in 

c „ i \ rj rm 
[1790«] [1715], it becomes, V® = ««. V®+ . (n ^ _ (2 //n'+, j + &c-= h■ Vi’> 

[1716]; being in fact the same as in [1714a]. Dividing by U{i), we get h [1720], 

The differential of this value of h, divided by da, gives ^ [1720]. 
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h 

d h 

d a 

.„i-a I 0 ■ (» 1) ■ 7- ni+*~2 +tI(, . 

(i—2). tf-3 + 6 ' (/~1} ' {i^nr2r-fT-p- + &c' v 7 fra 4- 3). (2î 4-«4-1 ) . 3 

[1720] 

y, [3 and being positive [1709vi], we perceive that at the centre, h and dh 

are positive, when i is equal to 2, or exceeds 2 ;* they are therefore always [1720'] 

positive from the centre to the surface. 

Relative to the Earth, the Moon, Jupiter, &e., Z(l) is nothing, or 

insensible, when i is equal to, or exceeds, 3 ;f the equation [1705] of the [1720"] 

preceding article then becomes, 

0 = |3a*‘+‘./a1p.d.('A_^—(2i+l).aih.f0ar.d.a3+3./0af.d.((f^h)^ . {7® ; [1731] 

*(1222) If we put i=2-f-e, e will be nothing or positive, when i=2, or i^>2, 

and the expressions [1720] will become, 

5^^-i_6-(1 + e)-7»gM+e i aTI? . 
+ (n+3).(M+5+2e)f+^C-’ 

__c a-i+e i G-(l+e)-(^+g)>y-«w 1+e i . 

da ' (» + 3).(w + 5 + 2c)./3 1 *’ 

e, 7; I3? ni being positive ; and it is evident, that when a is infinitely small, these values of h 

and — will be reduced to their first terms, which in the present case are always positive ; 

therefore the values of h and ~ are positive, at the centre of the spheroid, as was 

assumed in [1717"'] ; consequently they will preserve the same signs from the centre to the 

surface, from what is proved in [17175]. 

[17205] 

[1720c] 

f (1223) It appears by the formulas [1632], that aa.Z(4), &c., are of 

the order 3, S', he., or of the order of the disturbing forces of the planets ; which may be [1721a] 

neglected, in computing the figures of the heavenly bodies, because one of the greatest of 

these forces, namely the disturbing force of the moon upon the earth, has no greater effect 

on the figure of the earth, than to produce a small ebb and flow of the sea. Hence, in [17215] 

computing the figures of the heavenly bodies, we may neglect all the terms Z&\ Z 

Z{5\ he.ZU), in which i is equal to 3, or exceeds 3. Therefore, if we neglect 

ZU) in [1705], and multiply this formula by ——we shall get, 

If in this we substitute Y[i]=h.U{i) [1716], and bring U{i) from under the sign f, 

because it is independent of a [1712a], it becomes as in [1721]. At the surface, the limits 

[1721c] 
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[172P] the first integral being taken from a — a to a = 1, and the other two 

from a — 0 to a = a. At the surface, where a = 1, this becomes, 

[1722] 0 = | — (2 i +1) . h .fj p. d. a3 + 3 ./^p. d. (af+Vi) j . U<‘> ; 

which equation may be put under the following form,* 

[1723] 0=| — (2i—2) . P. h-\- (2£+l) . h .fj a?,dp—3.f(^ai+3h. dp j . U{iK 

dp is negative from the centre to the surface [1709""], and h increases in 

the same interval [1720'] ; therefore the function 

[1723'] (2 i +1 ) . h. a3. d p — 3 . /J ai+3h . d p 

is negative in the same interval.! Hence it follows, that in the preceding 

[1721c''] of the first integral, a=a, a = 1, change into a = 1, a = 1 ; therefore that integral 

must vanish at the surface, and the two remaining terms will then become as in [1722]. 

[1721c?] The letter h, without the sign of integration [1722], is that corresponding to the surface of 

the spheroid, where a = 1, which may be represented by . 

* (1224) Integrating by parts, as in [1716a], we get 

f p. d . (aH3 K) = p . ((f+3 h) — /(ai+3 h).dp ; 

also, as in [1717'], fp . d . a3 = p. a3 — /a3 . d p. The terms without the sign / vanish, 

at the first limit of these integrals, a = 0 ; and at the second limit, a=l, these 

expressions become 

Substituting these in [1722], we get [1723], 

f (1225) The increment dh being positive from the centre to the surface [1720c], 

[17236] h must increase from the centre to the surface, where we shall suppose it becomes equal to 

hx [1721 d], so that we shall have ^>4; moreover, i is positive, and by hypothesis 

[1724a] [1720'], greater than 2, in the cases under consideration, and a never exceeds unity ; 

therefore the quantity (2 i -f 1). \ — 3 a1 h, must evidently be positive from the centre 

to the surface. Multiplying this by a3. d P, which is negative, because p decreases in 

proceeding from the centre to the surface, we shall obtain, for the product, the negative 

quantity (2i-f 1 ) . h, . a3 . dP — 3 a*+3h. dp. Now as this element is negative, its integral, 

taken from a=0 to a=I, and represented by az.dp—S.f^al+3h.dp, 

will also be negative. If to this we add the negative quantity (2i 2).p./q, the sum 
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equation, the coefficient of 77® will be negative, and cannot vanish at the 

surface ; therefore 77® must be nothing ; consequently Y® = 0 [1716], 

and the expression of the radius of the spheroid becomes, 

a -f « a . {Y(0) + Y(2)} ; [1724] 

therefore the surface of each level stratum of the spheroid is elliptical, 

consequently its external surface is elliptical. 

As it regards the earth, Z(2) is, by [1632], equal to ——-. (y3—[1724/] 
2 Ci 

and the equation [1705] of the preceding article gives,f 

0= —|^.a2A.y^ap.d.a3-(-f 'ir.f^f.d. (a5A) j U®)_A- 
2a 

a — [1725] 

At the surface, the first integral, j2 p .dh is nothing we shall therefore 

have, at that surface, where a — 1 [1702"], 

£7(2) = 
2~a 

g> (f* *2 — s) 

î * • h -/o1 P • d • a3 — j-* ./0J p. d . (V/i) 

[1725'] 

[1726] 

If a 9 represent the ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravity at the [179,7] 

equator, the expression of gravity, neglecting quantities of the order a, being [17273 

-— (2 i — 2) . p . A* -f- (2 i -f-1 ) . \ . f1 a3 . d p — 3 . ^ a'+3 A . d p, which is the factor of [17246] 

Z7(i) in [1723], will be negative. Therefore the equation [1723] cannot be satisfied in any 

other way than by putting Z7©=0, at the surface of the spheroid. Now 77® [1712a] is 

independent of a, and must be the same, within the spheroid, as at the surface ; consequently 

the value of 77®, when i y> 2, is 77® — 0. Hence we have, when i "> 2, 

YU) = 0 [1716] ; therefore the general value of the radius of a level stratum [1503"], 

will be + Y(0) -f Y1® + Y®>], and by putting Y(1) = 0 [1714g], it becomes [1724c] 

as in [1724], which is the equation of an ellipsoid [1503a]. 

* (1226) This follows from the third equation [1632], neglecting S, S', $", &c., as 

in [1721a]. 

f (1227) Putting, in [1705], it=% and Z<2> as in [1724'], also Y<2)=A.77(3) 

[1716] ; then multiplying by a3, we obtain the equation [1725], observing that Um, being- 

independent of a [1712a], maybe brought from under the sign of integration. 

Î (1228) The limits of the integral fp.dh, at the surface, become a=l and 

a=l; therefore fP.dh = 0, as in [1721c']. Substituting this in [1725], putting [1726o] 

,a=l in terms without the sign /, and dividing by the coefficient of 77®, we get [1726]. 

77 
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[1727'] 

[1728] 

[1728'] 

[1729] 

Radius 
of the 
ellipsoid. 

[1730] 

[1728a] 

[17286] 

[1728c] 

[1730a] 

[17306] 

[17306'] 

equal to j^rt.fp.d. a3* we shall have £• = -§-«. a<p. /p. cL a3. Hence 

£7(2) — <P • (V I) 

eyu __ ^ ■ fo P • d ’ (a5 h') 

5 .Jl1 p . a2 d a 

Therefore, if wTe include, in the arbitrary constant quantity a, which we 

have taken for unity, the function 

a h <p 
a Y(0) — 

Q 7, _ 3 ’fo P • d • (cia h) 

5 • Sq p • a2 d a 

the radius of the terrestrial spheroid, at its surface, will be,f 

1 + 
h <p . (1 — fx2) 

97,_2 ./0X ?.d. (a5h) 

5 . fa p . a? cl a 

* (1229) If we neglect terms of the order a, the attraction of the spheroid upon a point of 

its surface, will be the same as that of a sphere [1506a, 6] ; which, by putting r= 1, 

becomes p. d\ a3. Multiplying this by a<p, we shall obtain, by the definition [1726'], 

the centrifugal force, represented by g [1616XV1] ; hence g = ^ . acp .fQl p. d . a3, as in 

[1727']. Substituting this value of g in [1726], then dividing the numerator and denominator 

by § if. f p . d . a3, or 2 <n .f p . a2 d a, we get [1728] ; in which the first term of the 

denominator ought to be 2ht [1721cTj, instead of 2h. 

f (1230) Putting i — 2 in [1716], we get Ym = h,UW; substituting this and 

£7c2) [172S] in the expression of the radius [1724], it becomes, 

a a . h ap . (fx2 — | ) 
a -j- « a . 

= a T a a . Y(0) — 

2 ./p . d . (a5 h) 

1 5 . f p . a2 d a 

§ a a .hep 

2h, 
2 . f p . d . (a5 h) + a a . Jup > ( l — fx2) 

2 hL ■ 
2 ,fp'd.{abh) 

5 .fp. a?da 5 ./P. a2 d a 

As a is arbitrary, we may denote the three first terms of this expression by 1 [1725'], which 

will not alter the last term, always neglecting quantities of the order a2. Hence this radius 

will be, at the surface, as in [1730], 

a . hL ç>. ( 1 — (x2) 
1 + 2 ./p. d . (a5 h) 

5 . f p . a2 d a 

The expression [17305] does not contain zt, and the radius is the same, for the same value of fx, 
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This radius is that of an ellipsoid of revolution, in which the least semi-axis 

is unity, and the greatest semi-axis is 

1 + a Jl (D 

2h 
2 ./o1 p. d. (a5 A) 

5 ./o1 p . a2 d a 

The figure of the earth, supposing it to be a fluid, must therefore be an 

ellipsoid of revolution [17306'], in which every stratum of the same density, 

is elliptical and of revolution * The ellipticities increase, and the densities 

whatever be the value of ; therefore the spheroid must be of revolution, and by [1724c], 

it will be an ellipsoid of revolution. The least semi-axis, at the surface of the spheroid, is 

found by putting fx = 1 in [1730], which makes it equal to unity ; and the greatest 

semi-axis, corresponding to fx=0, is given in [1731]. 

* (1231) It was shown, in [1724], that the radius of each level stratum of the ellipsoid 

is a -f- a a . -f- a a . 

If we put i = 2, in [1710], w7e shall get Y^ — h.U^, h being a function of a, 

which we shall denote by h= ]>(a), and Z7(2) being independent of a [1712a] ; so that 

U(2) is the same at the surface of the ellipsoid as upon any of the level strata $ therefore it 

—<p.( fx9— 
is equal to the value given in [1728]. Hence Y&) 

o /, _ 2.f0f.d.(a5h) ’ 

1 *>*Jû'Ÿ*G?da 

and the 

radius of the level stratum [1732a] becomes ag-aa.Y^-aa-(?- 5~)*> (f) . 
L J o 7 _ 2./q f.d.jtfh) 

ô.ffiP.a?da 

•r -il T770') 2aa.(p.-7'(a) 
if we include ua.Yw- 

2\ — 

7^-—r r—) ( 5-7 ; in the arbitrary constant quantity a, 
a* ■ /q p • Cb • [Cl flj 

5 .f1 p . a‘2da 

as is done in [1728', &c.], it becomes, 

a a . 4-(a). (1—fx2) 
a + 

n-L _^ 'fo P • d . (a° à) 

5 . f1 p . a2 d a 

which is similar to [1730], and for the same reason must correspond to an ellipsoid of revolution, 

in which the least axis is a, found by putting fx = 1 ; and the greatest axis, corresponding to 

aa . 
a -j— 

2/, 2 •fo1 P'd. (a5h) * 
1 5 . /q1 p. a2 d a 

[1730] 

Greatest 
semi-axis, 

[1731] 

[1731] 

Figure of 
the earth, 
supposing 
it to be 
fluid, is an 
ellipsoid 
of revo¬ 
lution. 

[1730c] 

[1732a] 

[1732a] 

[17326] 

[1732c] 

Radius 
of any 
stratum. 

[1732d] 

fx == 0, is 
[1732c] 
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decrease, from the centre to the surface.* The relation between the ellipticities 

[1731"] and the densities, is given by the following differential equation of the 

second order,f 

\ 2 p. a2 dh 
[1732] 

ddh 6 h /^ 

Jif = V V 
__\_# _ 
3.fp.a2daJ fp.a2da da 

This equation is not integrable by any known method, except in some 

particular hypotheses, relative to the density p ; but if the law of the 

[1732'] ellipticity were given, we could easily obtain that of the corresponding 

density. Î We have seen that the expression of /t, given by the integral of 

* (1232) The two semi-axes of a stratum of revolution, or level surface, are, as in 

[1732/] [1732e], a and a-j-aa.^-fja) The ellipticity s is measured by the 

2ft,— 
2 ,/q p . d . (a5 ft) 

[J732g] 

5 ./o1 p • a? da 

ratio of the difference of these axes, divided by the least axis, and is therefore represented by 

a. 4^ (a) 

2.f01p.d.(a5h) 

1 5 .J'q p. a2da 

yrr . The quantity a, and the denominator of this expression, are 

[1732ft] die same for all the level strata. This ellipticity must therefore be proportional to a.. (a), 

or « .ft [1732ft], which increases from the centre to the surface [1723ft], while the density 

decreases [1709""]. 

f (1233) Putting i = 2, in [1717], and for d. cd its value odAda, we shall 

obtain the equation [1732]. 

! (1234) To show, by some examples, the method of computing p from ft, by means of 

dh . „ ddh ,o.o 

3 -= 12 a2. the formula [1732], we shall suppose ft = a4, whence — = 4 ay da2 

ddh 
Substituting these in [1732], after transposing —- to the second member, it becomes. 

[1732i] o — _19„2 I ^ (i_ P-"3 A— 2P-«2 4 
U 1"a T- a2 * ^ Z.fp.cfida) fp.cfida 

a° 
- o 10 p . a5 

— — G a2-1 ■ 
f p. a2 da 

Multiplying this by ~ we get 0=3 ,/p«a2da + 5P.a3, whose differential 

is 0 = 3 p. a2 d a -j- 5 d p. a3 -f-15 p. a2 d a = 18 p . a2 d a -j- 5 d p. a3. Dividing this by 

5 a3. p, we find — = — \8-. —, whose integral [59] Ink, is 
P a 

1 
log. p = . log. - -j- log. constant. c = log. c . a D ; hence p 

ft 
Cft -V 

[1732x3 
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this equation contains, in the present case, but one arbitrary constant 

quantity, which disappears from the preceding value of the radius of the 

spheroid ;* there is therefore but one possible figure of equilibrium, in a 

spheroid differing but little from a sphere ; and it is easy to show, that the 

If we suppose A to be constant, we shall have dJi — 0, ddh=z 0; and [1732] will 

become 0 = ^ • (x ~ a.fiidà) ; ““'«P^ng by |b/P.«2d«, we get 

0 = 3. f p.a?dct—p.a3, whose differential is 0 = 3p,a?da—3p.a?da-\-a3.dp = a?.dp 

hence dp = 0, and p = constant. Therefore, in general, if the ellipticity be constant, 

the fluid will be homogeneous. 

* (1235) This is similar to what takes place relative to the two values of Y(i), 

[1708', 1713", 1714", &c.]. For from the differential equation in Y(i) [1708], we have 

deduced, in [1716], the expression Y^=h.U{i) ; in which A is a function of the quantity 

a [1714a], supposed to be variable, as in [1708] ; and U{i) is an arbitrary quantity [17QS'], 

considered as one of the constant quantities, introduced by the integration of [1708], depending 

upon s=i—2 [1713'"], the other term depending on s=—i—3 being rejected, [1713"]. 

Now if we change into A, and put i— 2, the equation [1708] will become like 

[1732]. Making the same changes in Y&)= U&K-^(a) [1732a', 6], which was deduced 

from [1708], we shall get, for the value of A, depending on [1732], an expression of the 

form A = 5.£2(a), A being an arbitrary quantity, independent of a; and n(a) a function 

of a. This value of A is also called 4(a) [17326]. Putting it for 4-(a), in the 

expression of the radius [1732d], observing also, that at the surface, where A becomes hn 

a becomes 1, and A, = 6.£2(l) ; we shall get, for the expression of the radius, 

, __« a . b . £2 (a) . (1 — fx3) 

2 b . £2 (1] ^ ./q p. d ,\a5b . n (a)} 
^ 5 . Jq- p . a2 d a 

Now b being independent of a [1732A'], that term may be brought from under the sign of 

integration ; consequently the numerator and denominator become divisible by the arbitrary 

constant quantity b. The expression of the radius then becomes, 

Cl —f- 

a a . £2 (a) . (1 — /j.3) 

2 & (l)_^ • /q1 P • d.{a0. o(q) | ’ 
' ^ p.a3 da 

which is free from that quantity b ; and this radius can only have one form, when a is small. 

But if we were to retain the part of Y® arising from the series produced by s——i 3, 

[1713"], that value of F(t) would be composed of two terms of the form [1716], whose sum 

would be the complete integral [1713"]. In like manner, A, deduced from [1732], would 

have two terms, A = b . £2 (a) -}- B . n (a) ; and by changing the arbitrary constant 

78 

[1732"] 

[1732£'J 

[17324] 

[17324'] 

[1732Z] 

[1732m] 
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[1732"'] 

[1732i?i] 

[173W'] 

[1739m'"] 

Elliptici¬ 
ty of the 
earth. 

[1732«] 

[1732o] 

[1732/5] 

[I7323] 

limits of the oblateness of this figure,“are \ « <p, and f- a <p ;* of which 

the first corresponds to the case where all the mass is collected in the centre, 

and the second to the case where the mass is homogeneous. 

quantity B into b. //, it would become of the form h — 4- (a) = b . | S2 (a) -j- V . n (a) 

whence A1=6.{n(l)-|-6/.n(l)}. Substituting these in [1732d], we find that the 

numerator and denominator of the factor of (1 — fi) become divisible by b, therefore b 

vanishes from the expression ; but the other arbitrary quantity b' remains, and renders the 

form of the ellipsoid, dependent upon it, arbitrary. 

* (1236) The greatest semi-axis, corresponding to the surface of the ellipsoid, is given 

in [1731], and by subtracting from it the smaller semi-axis 1, we obtain the ellipticity 

a 

5 = 2r~ 2./0ip.d.(aW) * 

1 5‘foP-a?da 

Dividing the numerator and denominator by hti and putting /p. cr d a — ^ .f p. d. 

also, for brevity, H=-—--—^-, we get, 
Jo P ■ ® •a 

2 

a© 

5 .fij p . d . a3 

Now p decreases, and h increases, from the centre to the surface [1732/t] ; so that 

jr < 1 ; also a2.y< 1. This, being multiplied by a3, gives a5.-^-<fia3. Its 

differential, multiplied by p, gives p. d. Ça5. p. d . a3, both elements being 

positive. Integrating, we get, p . d . (a5 . </0T ? • d . a3, both expressions 

being also positive; substituting II [1732m,//], we get II .fij p .d .a3 <JfiJ p-d. a3 ; 

hence H<fi 1 ; therefore H must be a positive quantity, and less than unity, so that its 

limits must be H= 0, H= 1. Substituting these values of H in [1732w], we evidently 

obtain the limits of the ellipticity ; namely, at the first limit 11=0, it becomes s=§ a© ; 

and at the last limit H== 1, we get s = |ap, as in [1732'"]. The first value 

corresponds to the case where the whole mass is collected, in a spherical point, of an infinite 

density, at the centre, and surrounded by an infinitely rare fluid ; the second value corresponds 

to the case of uniform density. For if the mass be all collected in the centre, the integrals 
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The direction of gravity, from any point of the surface to the centre, does [1732W/] 

not form a right line, but a curve, whose elements are perpendicular to 

the level strata, which it passes through. This curve is the trajectory, 

intersecting at right angles, all the ellipses, which by their revolution form 

these level strata. To determine its nature, wre shall take for the axis, the 

radius drawn from the centre to the proposed point of the surface, & being 

the angle which this radius makes with the axis of revolution.* * We have [1732»] 

fp.d.aP, and f p. d . (^aP. ÿr ^, will be reduced to the central element, whose radius 

is d a, the density of this element being infinite and represented by p'. In the other parts 

of the spheroid, p=0. In this case, 

and the last expression vanishes in comparison with the first ; so that we have, from [1732m///], 
H= 0, and the second formula [1732n] becomes s = \ ap. 

If p be constant and equal to unity, we shall have fj p. d. a3 — f0ld.a2 = a3 = 1, 

because at the surface a = 1 ; and f p. d. = fd. ^a5 . = a5 — 1, 

because at the surface a — 1, and h = h1; hence H= 1 [1732m'"], and then, 

from [1732»], s = ^acp, as in [1732g']. 

[1732r] 

[1732s] 

* (1237) Thus, in fig. 38, AC is the semi-axis of revolution, AL the greater semi-axis 

of the ellipsoid, whose surface is C FL ; and two [1733a] 

of the level strata, infinitely near each other, are JMGEb, 

jYHIKB. fhga is the proposed trajectory, 
which intersects at right angles all the level strata, so 

that the element GH is perpendicular to the curves 

MG Eh, JVHB, at the points G, H. The line 

AF is taken for the axis of this curve, making the 

angle C A F = 0, whose cosine is ;x. Join A, G, and [17336] 

continue it to A', draw Ge perpendicular to AF, also GI parallel to AF; then if 

7 2./0x p.d.(a5h) 1 
we put -fr'j'ip'cPda = j. » k must be independent of a, and the general [1733c] 

expression of the radius AE [1732d] will become 

^T — aT" ak • a • 4> (G) • (1 — P-2) = a -f- ah . ah . ( 1 — fx2) 

as in [1733]. When fx = 0, it becomes AM = a -f- ak . a h, 

it becomes Ab = a. In the case of a= 1, they will become 

AC — 1. Lastly, the ordinate Ge —aÿ [1733']. 

[17325], 

and when fx = 1, 

AL = l-\-ak.h, [1733d] 

[1733e] 
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Radius 
of any 
stratum. 

[1733] 

[1733'] 

Equation 
cf the 
vertical 
curve. 

[1734] 

[1734'] 

[1734a] 

[17346] 

[1734c] 

[1734d] 

[1734e] 

[1734/] 

[1734g] 

just seen, [1732c?], that the general expression of the radius of any stratum 

of the spheroid is 

a + « k . a h . (1 — fus). 

k being independent of a. Hence it is easy to prove, that if we put ay' for 

the ordinate let fall from any point whatever of the curve upon its axis, 

we shall have,* 

a y' = a. a k , sin. 2(3. 
h. da ") 

a 5 * 

c being the complete value of the integral 

centre to the surface. 

h . da 
taken from the 

* (123S) We have computed, in [1579s], the sine of the angle formed by the radius 

AG A', and by the arc GH, drawn perpendicular to the curve MGEb, at the point 

G, fig. 38, page 311. If we neglect terms of the order a2, we may take the angle itself, 

instead of its sine, and then the formula [1579s] will become, for the ellipsis MG E b, 

angle A!GH—\. . s[n.2 . CAG. 

Substituting the values of A M—a ak . a h, Ab = ci, [1733c?], it becomes 

AGH = « 7c. h. sin. 2. CA G, 

and as this is of the order a, we may, by neglecting terms of the order a2, write CAF=ô, 

for C AG, and we shall get A'G H = a Je. h . sin. 2 6. The angle G A F = A! GI 

Ge 
being very small, we may put it equal to its sine —^, and as the ordinate G e = a 

[17337], and A G is nearly equal to Ab, or a, we shall have the angle A'GI= — . 

CL 

Subtracting from this, A! G H [1734c?], we get the angle HGI=-ak.h. sin.21 

In the differential triangle HGI, we have HI=GH. sin. HGI ; and as this is of 

the order «, we may put HI equal to the differential of G e, or ady', also 

G H—B b = da -, moreover, the preceding value of HGI may be taken tor its sine. 

In this manner we shall get, from [1734/*], 

ady=da. ^ ~ — aJc.1i. sm.2ô | , or a. 
[ady1—y'da) 

=—aJc. sin.20. — . h. 
a 

Integrating this relative to a, considering a, k, 0, as constant, and adding the arbitrary constant 

quantity a k. sin. 2 6. c to the second member, we shall get, 

a. — = afy.sin.20 .c — a&.sin.20. f— Ai= uk.sin. 20. | c f— . A | . [17346] 
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31. We shall now consider the general case, in which the spheroid is 

always fluid at its surface, but may contain within it a solid nucleus of any 

figure whatever, differing but little from a sphere. The radius, drawn from 

the centre of gravity of the spheroid to its surface, and the law of gravity at 

Multiplying this by a, it becomes as in [1734]. This vanishes at the point A, where a — 0, 

because the factor a a ,1c becomes nothing. It ought also to vanish at the point F, where 

a = 1 ; therefore the factor c— must vanish. Hence c= f} —— ; 
consequently the arbitrary constant quantity c is equal to this integral, taken from a = 0 to 

a — I, as in [1734']. 

If h be constant, the fluid will be homogeneous [I732f], and 

— j'li^da _ — ^ . F— = h. log. - [59] Int. 
J a J a ° a L 

Hence [1734] becomes ay' = a a . Jc. sin. 2 & . ^ c -|- h. log. 

taken so as to make this vanish at the point F, where a — 1, 

therefore we must put c = 0, and the general value of a y' 

; in which c must be 

and log. - = log. 1=0; 
° a ° 

will become 

a y' = a a . Jc . sin. 2 Ô .h . log. - . 

This also vanishes at the point A, where a— 0, because the factor «.log. - becomes 
CL 

nothing when a — 0. For if we use the tabular logarithms, and put a — we 

1 1 7Z- 
shall have log. - = log. 10M = ?i, and a . log. - = 5 which decreases rapidly 

as n increases. For by putting successively n= 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., it will become TV> t§ô> 

tô‘vô'5 tô'vo'ô > which evidently becomes nothing when n is infinite. The same result 

would have been obtained, if we had used hyperbolic logarithms ; as is evident from the 

consideration that the hyp. log. of any number is to the tab. log. of the same number, in a 

constant ratio, represented by the hyperbolic logarithm of 10 = 2,30258,50929. 

If h — c a, we shall have ffl _ fac.da = ca. Hence [1734] becomes 
J 0 a J 0 L 

ay1 = act .Jc . sin. 2 Ô . (c — c a) = a c . Jc . sin. 2 Ô . (a — a2), which is the equation of a 

parabola. For if we put a — ^fly, and f=cJc. sin. 2L(J — 2px), it becomes 

ac.Jc. sin. 2 Ô . (£ — 2 p x) = ac .Jc. sin. 2h (| — y2) ; hence J — 2 p x — ^ — y2, 

and y^=2px, the equation of a parabola [379d], whose vertex corresponds to y = 0, 

or a = L 

313 

[1734"] 

Spheroid, 
composed 
of a solid 
nucleus, 
covered 
by a fluid. 

[1734£] 

[1734Æ] 

[17341] 

[1734m] 

[1734«] 

[1734o] 

79 
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Centre of 
gravity of 
the surface 

[1734'"] 
coincides 
with that 
of the 
spheroid. 

[1734""] 

Equations 
resulting 
from the 
condition 
that the 
origin of 
the co-or¬ 
dinates 
is in the 
centre of 
gravity. 

[1735] 

[17350 

[1736] 

[1735a] 

[17356] 

[1735c] 

[1735c? ] 

[1735e] 

[1735/] 

[1735g1] 

[1735/t] 

that surface, have some general properties, which are the more important to 

be examined, because they are independent of every hypothesis. 

The first of these properties is, that in a state of equilibrium, the fluid 

part of the spheroid ivill assume such a form, that the function Y(l) will 

disappear from the expression of the radius drawn from the centre of gravity 

of the whole spheroid to its surface ; so that the centre of gravity of this 

surface will coincide with that of the spheroid, [17456—e\. 

To prove this, we shall observe, that R being supposed to represent the 

radius drawn from the centre of gravity of the spheroid, to any one of its 

particles, the expression of this particle will be p. R? d R. d p . d a ; and 

we shall have,* by means of the properties of the centre of gravity ^ 12, 

0 = f p. R3 d R. d p . da . p ; 

0 = f p. R3 d R . dp . da . fi—f. sin. a ; 

0 = fp.R3dR.dp.da. f i—^. cos. a. 

Supposing the integral f p. R3 d R to be taken, relative to R, from the 

origin of R, to the surface of the spheroid, and then developed in a series 

of the form 

ffp.R3dR= N%+ mi + iV(2) + N(3) + &c., 

* (1239) We have shown, in [1480c?], that if the spheroid be homogeneous, a particle of 

its mass will be represented by d M—R2 dR . d p .d ® ; and if this be multiplied 

respectively by the three co-ordinates [1480è], cc = R.p, y — R.\/( 1—p2). sin. -a, 

z = R. f(l—p2) . cos. a, it will produce three products, 

jR3 dR .dp .da .p, R?dR. dp.da .\f{ 1—p2) .sin.®, R3 d R. d p. da .y/(l—p2) .cos. a ; 

whose integrals [126, 127] represent the mass M. of the spheroid, multiplied by the distances 

of its centre of gravity, from the planes, from which the co-ordinates x, y, z, are measured ; 

and if this centre of gravity be taken for the origin of these co-ordinates, or the origin of R, 
these integrals must be nothing, by the nature of the centre ol gravity [ 124///]. The same 

would take place, if the spheroid were not homogeneous. For if the density of the 

particle dM be p instead of 1, its mass will become d M= p. R2 d R . d p . dus ; 

this being multiplied respectively by the three co-ordinates [17356], will produce the elements 

p. R3dR .dp. da. p, p. RhlR .dp.da .f{i—p2). sin.®, p. R3dR. dp. da.f{\—p2) .cos.® ; 

whose integrals, as above [1735e], must be put equal to nothing, by the property of the 

centre of gravity [124"'] ; hence we get the three equations [1735]. 
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iV(i) being,* for all values of i, subjected to the following equation of partial 

differentials, 

ddN®\ 

we shall have, by [1476], when i differs from unity, 

0 — f N{i) . pdp.da ; 0 = f iV(i). dp. da. y/1—4 . sin. to ; 

0 = f JV(i) . d p . da . y/l—(X2 . COS. TO. 

The three preceding equations [1735], depending on the centre of gravity, 

become, 

0 = f Ar(1). jt3. d vs ; 0 = fNm . dp . da . y/i—pr. sin. to. 

0 =f N{1). dp.da . [/i—fjp . cos. to. 

iV(1) is of the formf 

N{1) — H. p + H'. y/i—p2. sin. to -J- H". yT—ju,2. cos. to. 

* ( 1240) The density p being a function of R, p, to, we may find the integral fp.R3dR, 

relative to R •, and if we suppose it equal to the expression JY{0) -j- jV(1) +JV(2) -j- he. 

[1736], the formulas [1735] will become 

0 = fd p .dvs. y/(.l — [>.?) . sin. to . [JV^ -j- JVU) -j- he.| ; 

0 = f dp . da .\/[ 1 — pi2) . cos.to . \ JVI'0) -(- JV(1) -[- &c.|. 

Now it is shown, in [1480Ï], that the quantities p, p/(l—p3) . sin. to, y/(l—p3) . cos. to, 

are each of the form Zw, satisfying the equation [1481] ; therefore, by [1476], we may put 

equal to nothing, in the preceding integrals, all the terms where the index of JV differs from 

unity, as «V(0), JV(2), JV^, he. ; hence we get the formulas [1738]. Substituting 

these in [l73Sa], all the terms will vanish, except those connected with JV(1), and these will 

become as in [1739] ; the whole of this calculation being like that in [1482a, 1483a—K\. 

t (1241) The expression of N [1740] agrees with that in [1483'], putting A = If, 

R — H1, C = JEL". This value of JV(1), being substituted in the three expressions 

[1483], produce, as in [1483"], the following equations \ .fJVm . d p . d a. p = £ *. A, 

%.fNw.dp.da.\/(l— fi2).sin.TO = J*.R, J./jVU).dp.dvs.\/{\—p3) .cos.to=4*.C'. 

The first members of these equations vanish, by means of formulas [1739] ; therefore 

0 = $*.A, 0=4*.B, 0=4*.C; hence A=H= 0, B=H= 0, C=H"= 0, 

as in [1741]. These values of II, H’, H", being substituted in JY(1) [1740], it becomes 

JV(1) = 0, as in [1742]. 

[1737] 

[1738] 

[1739] 

[1740] 

[1738a] 

[17386] 

[1740a] 
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[1741] 

[1742] 
JY^O 

is the 
condition 
that the 
origin is at 
the centre 
of gravity 
of the 
spheroid. 

[1742'] 

[1742"] 

[1743] 

[1744] 

[1741a] 

[1742a] 

[17426] 

[1742c] 

[1742d] 

Substituting this value in these three equations, we shall find, 

27=0, H' — 0, H" = 0; 

therefore N(l) = 0 ; which is the condition required by the supposition that 

the origin of R is at the centre of gravity of the spheroid. 

We shall now compute the value of JV(1), for a spheroid, differing but 

little from a sphere, and covered by a fluid in equilibrium. In this case, we 

have R = a. (1 -j- a y) [1503""], and the integral / p. R3 d R becomes* 

p. f p. d . {a} . (1 + 4ay)] ; in which the differential and the integral both 

refer to the variable quantity a ; p being a function of a. Substituting for y 

its value Y(0) + Y(1) + Y(2) + &c. [1464], we shall get, 

iv(1> = «./p.^.(«4. yw). 

The equation [1705] gives, at the surface, where a = 1, observing that 

Z(1) [1632] is nothing,! 

fP.d.(cd. Y(1)) = Y(1) ./p. d. a3 ; 

*(1242) Since R?dR=^d.R4, and R = a . (1 -j- a y), R4 = a4. (1 -j- 4a?/), 

neglecting a2, we have R3 d R = \ d . {a4 . ( 1 + 4 a y)} ; therefore 

p.KâdR = ±p.d.{a4. (lff-4a?/)}, and /p. R3dR — f ./p. d. {a4. (1 -f 4 « y)}, 

as in [1742"]. Substituting in the first member its value [1736], and putting in the second 

member the value of y [1464], we get, 

jvwq-jv^+w^+foc.^ld./p.f/.a4.! l+4a. Y(0))} + a./p.2.(a4. Y(1)) _f- a.fp.d.(a4.Y®)+hc. 

The integrals in this second member affect a only ; so that the quantities ./> . d . (a4 . Y(1)), 

/p . d. (a4 . T(2)), &c., being substituted for JV°\ JVW, he., would satisfy the equation 

[1737], because YU), Y{2), fee,, satisfy the similar equation [1465]. Now from 

[1479'], the function fp.R3.dR can be developed but in one way, in a function of the 

form JV(°) JYm -f- J\m + &c. ; it necessarily follows, that the similar terms of the first 

and second members of the preceding equation, must be equal to each other ; hence 

JVW=|./p.2.a4.(l+4a.TW), W(1)=a./p.d.(a4.Yw), Ar®=a.fP.d.(a4.Y™), he. 

The second of these equations is the same as [1743]. 

! (1243) Substituting Z™ = 0, and i= 1, in [1705], and taking the integrals to 

coirespond to the surface of the spheroid, by which means the first integral of [1705], whose 

limits were a= a and a — 1, will vanish ; we shall get, 

o=- 3-1 • r» -si t • <* • “3 • •+ %-si r• ■<* •■ (“4 ••y<0) - [1745a] 
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the value of Y(1), in the second member of this equation, being its value at 

the surface ; therefore, Nw [1742] being nothing, when the origin of R is 

at the centre of gravity of the spheroid, we shall have also Y(1) = 0. 

32. The permanent state of equilibrium of the heavenly bodies makes 

known to us some of the properties of their radii. If the planets did not 

revolve about one of their three principal axes, or very near to one of them, 

there would be produced, in the position of the axes of rotation, some 

variations which would become sensible, particularly in the earth. Now by 

the most accurate observations, no such variations are perceived. Therefore 

in which the term Y(I), without the sign f corresponds to the surface of the fluid; and we 

must put the quantity a, which falls without the sign of integration, equal to unity. If we 

then divide by and transpose the first term, we shall obtain [1744]. Substituting this 

value of fp.d.(a4.Ya)) in [1743], we get JVU) = a . Y(1) ./p . d. a3, or 

a . r(1) = — ~ } and since, by [1742], JV(1) = 0, when the origin of R is at the 
f p .d. a? 

centre of gravity of the spheroid, we shall have, in the same hypothesis, Y(1) = 0 at the 

surface of the spheroid [1745a, a']. We shall now compute the centre of gravity of a fluid 

stratum, at the surface of the spheroid, the thickness of this stratum, measured in the direction 

of the radius, being supposed constant and equal to dR' ; also the density p constant and equal 

to p'. Then the elements [17355] will be 

p’.dR!. jR3. dp. dtf. p .dR'.R3.d^.dzs.\f —fx2).sin.®, p .dR,R?.d^.d^.s/[ 1—p2).cos.® ; 

whose integrals are p . d R' .fR?. d [x . d ® . /x, p1 .dR'. fR? . d fx . d ®. \/[ 1—|x2) . sin. ®, 

p . dR' .fR3 . d fx. dzs. ^(1—^2). cos. ®, representing, as in [1735^], the products, of 

the mass of this stratum, by the distance of its centre of gravity from the planes, from which 

the co-ordinates x, y, z, are counted. Now 

R3 = a3.( i +-a yf = a3. ( ! + 3 a y) = a3.( 1+3 a. Y^ ) 4- 3 a a3. Y« + 3 a a3. Y2) + &c. 

If we substitute these in the integrals [1745c], all the terms, except those depending on Y(1>, 

will vanish, for the same reason as those depending on JV(0), JVi3), he., vanish, in 

[17385]. Hence these integrals will become, 

p . d R! .fo a3 a . Y(1). d fx. d ® . ;x, p'. d R'. f 3 a? a . Yw. d[i .dtf . \/{\—fx2). sin.®, 

F'. d R! .f 3 a3 a . YT . d fx . d ® . [/( 1— fx2) . cos. ® ; 

and since at this surface YU) = 0 [1745], all these integrals will vanish. Hence the 

distances of the centre of gravity of this stratum, from the planes abovementioned, will be 

nothing ; therefore the centre of gravity must be at the origin of R ; or in other words, it 

must be at the centre of gravity of the spheroid, as was observed in [1734"']. 

80 

In this 
case, 

FW=0. 

[1745] 

[1745'] 

; [1745"] 

[1745a] 

[17456] 

[1745c] 

[1745c? 3 

[1745c] 
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we must infer, that a long period of time has elapsed since all parts of the 

heavenly bodies, and particularly the fluid particles on their surfaces, have 

been arranged in such a manner as to render their state of equilibrium 

permanent ; consequently also their axes of rotation. For it is very natural 

to suppose, that after a great number of oscillations, the bodies must assume 

[1745"'] the forms corresponding to the state of equilibrium, on account of the 

resistances, suffered by the particles of the fluid. We shall now examine 

into the conditions arising from this supposition, in the expression of the 

radii of the heavenly bodies. 

If we put x, y, z, for the rectangular co-ordinates of a particle dM of 

the spheroid, referred to the three principal axes, the axis of x being the axis 

[1745""] of rotation of the spheroid ; we shall have, by the properties of these axes, 

demonstrated in the first book, [228], 

[1746] 0 = fxy.dM, 0 = f x z. d M, 0 =fy z. d M. 

[1746'] 

[1747] 

These integrals must include the whole mass of the spheroid. R is the 

radius drawn from the origin of the co-ordinates to the particle dM', ô is 

the angle formed by R and the axis of rotation ; a is the angle which the 

plane, formed by this axis and R, makes with the plane formed by this axis 

and that principal axis, called the axis of y ; we shall then have,* 

x = R. p ; y = R. v/I^V * cos. * 5 z = R. \/l—p3 . sin. « ; 

d M = p. R? d R. dp. d-a. 

The three equations [1746], given by the nature of the principal axes of 

rotation, will, by this means, become,! 

0 =/p. R*dR. dp. da. p. v/l—^ • cos. a ; 

0 = /P. R*dR. dp. da. p. v/l—p3 • sin. a ; 

0 = f p. R* d R . dp. da. (I — p3) . sin. 2a. 

* (1244) These values of x, y, z, agree with [14805], and that of dM with [1480d], 

multiplying it by the density p. 

[1748a] 

f (1245) Substituting the values x, y, z, dM, [1747], in [1746]; the two first of 

these equations produce the two first of [1748], and the third of [1746] becomes 

0 = f p . RA d R. dp . d a. ( l — p3) . sin. a . cos. a ; 

multiplying this by 2, and substituting sin. 2 2 sin. m. cos. a, we get the third 

equation [1748]. 
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We shall suppose the integral f p. R1 dR to he taken, from R = 0 to [1748] 

the value of R corresponding to the surface of the spheroid, and then to be 

developed in a series of the form, 

f P. R*d R — £7(0) + Uw + U® + U(3) + &c. ; 

U® being, for all values of i, subjected to the equation of partial 

differentials [1437], 

+ *.(i 

[1749] 

[1750] 

We shall have, by the theorem [1476], when i is different from 2, observing 

that the functions p.y/1—p^.cos.a, p.[/T^jjP.sin.a, and (1—^2).sin.2w, [1750/] 

are comprised in the form £7(2),* 

0 = f U® . d p. d a. \Ji—\i?. cos. a ; 

0 = f U{i). d p . d& . y/1—[j? . sin. a ; [1751] 

0 = fU(i). . dfa.( 1—p2) . sin. 2a. 

The three equations [1748], depending on the nature of the axes of rotation, 

will, by this means, become,! 

* (1246) If in the general value of Y(2) [1528c], we put successively, all the coefficients 

equal to nothing, except A[P, A'^ ; and then put these quantities equal to 1, we 

shall have the particular values of represented by 

f^.v/(l — p2). cos. a, p.\/(l—p3) . sin. a, (1—p2) . sin. 2 to, 

as in [1750']. If we represent any one of these quantities by Z{3), the formula [1476] will 

give the equations [1751], for all values of i differing from 2. 

f (1247) The integral of the first of the equations [1748] being taken relative to «, 

which affects only p, R, it becomes, by using [1749], 

0 —f{ U(0) -j- Uw *-j- &c. I • d p. da. p . v/(l — p2) . cos. } 
or, as it may be written, 

0 =fUW .dp.dzs. p.\/(l — p2). cos. a -f-/ ^(1) • d p. da. p . \/{l — p3) . cos. a 

-f-fU{2). dp . da . p. \/(l—pL2).cos.a-}-&:c. ; 

and this, by reason of the first of the formulas [1751], becomes like the first equation [1752], 

In the same manner, the second and third of the equations [1748] produce the second and 

third of [1752], respectively. 

[1752a] 
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[1752] 

[1753] 

[1754] 

[1754a] 

[17546] 

[1754c] 

[1754cZ] 

0 = f £7(2). d p. d to . n . \/\—(x2. cos. to ; 

0 = f C/(2). dp , d vt. p. \/\—(j,2. sin. to ; 

0 =f £7(2). d p . Jto . (1 — fx2) . sin. 2 to. 

Therefore these equations will depend wholly upon the value of t/(2). This 

value is of the form [1528c], 

£/(2) = H. (fj? — + H'. p • v/l—pz • sin. to -j- H" . p . \/i—. cos. to 

+ H". (1—fa2) . sin. 2 to + H"\ (1—,x2) . cos. 2 to. 

Substituting it in the three preceding equations [1752], we shall find,* 

H' = 0, H" = 0, H"' = 0. 

* (1249) When we substitute the value of U® [1753], in the formulas [1752], we must 

reduce the products of the sines and cosines of to and its multiples, by the formulas 

[17—20] Int. ; so that an expression of the form /d to . sin. n to . cos. m to, will become 

i .fid-a. sin. (w-f- m) .to-]- \ .fidzs .sin. (n—m) . to. If we suppose n and m to be 

integral numbers, differing from each other, these integrals will be, 

1 — cos. [n-\-m) .to 1—cos. (n — m).TO 

2 . (n — m) ’ 

which vanish at both the limits to=0, -vs=.2tf, [1470'] ; hence we have, 

f d to . sin. n to . cos. m to = 0. u n 

Again, when n = m, we shall have, as in [I544«]s 

f* dTO.sin.2ww=flr ; ffi dzi. cos.2»TO=‘jr ; c?TO.sin.nTO.cos.?iTO = 0 : 
J 0 J 0 J 0 7 

therefore, in the first equation [1752], we need only notice the term H" of [1753] ; in the 

second of these equations, we need only notice the term H' ; and in the third, we need only 

notice H'". Hence these equations become, by using the integrals [1754c], 

0 =fi p d p . \/{ \ — fx2) . \H" . p .\/(l — fx2)}.#; 

0 = fi p d p .\/( 1 — fx2). {H' . p. \/[ 1 — fx2) \. if j 

0 =fd (x . (1 — fx2) . {iï"'. (1 — fxs)|. ^ ; 

or, by reduction, 

o = H".«.fidp<.(^-^) m-8 +A); 

0 = -H7 • it. fid (x. (fx2 — p4) = -H7. to . (s M3 — i f*5 + iV) 5 

0 =Hr". to -fid fx. (jj — 2 fx2 -j- (x4) = H"'. to . (fx — § fJ-3 -HpH ti) 5 

these integrals being taken so as to vanish when fx =—1. If we put (x = l, which is 

[1754e] 
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The conditions required, in order that the three axes x, y, z, should he the 

principal axes of rotation, are therefore reduced to the three preceding 

equations ; and thfén U(2) [1753] will be of the form, 

U(2) = H. (,a2 — |) + H"". (1—f*.9) . cos. 2*. 

When the spheroid is a solid, differing but little from a sphere, and covered 

by a fluid in equilibrium, we shall have R = a. (1 -f ay) [1742']; 

therefore,* 

f p.R4dR = }.fP. d.{a5.(l + 5ay')}. 

If we substitute the value of y = Y(0) + Y(]) + Y(2) -f &c. [1698], we 

shall get, 

U(® = a.fp.d.(a5.Y&y). 

The equation [1705] gives, at the surface of the spheroid,f 

JLt.f'p.d.Ça5. Y(2)) = i «. Y(2) .f'p.d.a3— Z® ; 

the other limit of [a [1470'], they become 0 = H". it, 0 = ^rHr.it, 0 = -ff H'". it ; 

hence H = 0, H"~ 0, H'"= 0, as in [1754]. Substituting these in [1753], we 

get U® [1755]. 

* (1250) In like manner as, in [1741a], we have 

RA d R = % d. R5 = ±d . {a . (I ay)}5 — % d. {a5 . (1 5 a y)}. 

Multiplying this by p, and integrating, we get [175G]. Substituting y [1698], in the second 

member of [1756], we find, 

f p.R4dR=f}^p .d.a5 -\-a.p.d. (a5. Yw) f-f"a ./p. d. (a5. Y(1)) -j- a. fp.d.(a5.Y^) -j- &c. ; 

then, by means of [1749], we get, 

jjm xj{i) jjm &c. 

— p • d • a5 a. p . d . (a5. Y(0))£ a.fp . d . (a5. YU)) -}- a .fp . d. (a5. Y(2)) -f- &c. ; 

which is similar to [17426]. Hence we deduce, as in [1742d], 

U w p . d. a5 + a . p . d (a5. Y»» ) } ; = a . fp . d . (a5. F <») ; 

U® = a./P.d.(a5.Y^); &c. 

This value of tU2) agrees with that in [1757]. 

]• (1251) Putting i — 2 in [1705], and supposing the stratum to correspond to the 

surface of the spheroid ; the first of the integrals of this formula will vanish, because the 

limits of the integral become a = l, a= 1 ; and the whole expression will become, as 

81 
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Y(2) and Z«, in the second member of this equation, are the values at 

the surface ; we then have, 

c<2> = *a.y«./0>p.rf.e3-^^. 
The value Z(2) is of the form [1528c],* 

Z(2) = — l g . (>2 — 1) +g'. f* • [/1—/x2 • sin. w+£". . v/l—-M2 • cos. 

+ g'". (1—(a2), sin (1—p-2) .cos.2ts. 

and that of Y(2) is of the form [1528c], 

Y(2) = — h . (fx2 — -1-) -f hi. /x . ^/i—fjt2. sin. « + h!'. fx. p/i—-(J2. cos. « 

+ h'" • (1—fx2) . sin. 2^4- A"". (1—fx2) . cos. 2«. 

Substituting these values in the preceding equation, and also that of 

£7(2) = H. O2—• i) + H"\ (1 — fx2) . cos. 2 «, [1755], 

we shall get,f 

in [1758], 0 — — -f . Y(2) .yy p. d. a3 -f~ .f0l p. d . (a5. Y(2)) -}- Z(2) ; observing 

that, in the terms which fall without the sign f, we must put a — 1. Moreover, the terms 

Y(2) and Z(2), which fall without the sign f correspond to the surface of the spheroid, 
g 

where a=l. Multiplying [1758] by —, we get 
4 7C 

sl ZM 
a.fp.d. (a5.YW)={ a . W .fp.d. a3 — —; 

substituting this in [1757], we get [1759]. 

* (1252) The general values of Z(2), I7(2>, assumed in [1760, 1761], are precisely 

of the same form as in [1528c], the constant coefficients being changed. The coefficients 

of (fx2 — J), in [1760, 1761], are put negative, for the convenience of making them 

conform to the actual signs in a . [1632], and in a.{i-\-ay) [1648]. 

f (1253) Substituting in [1759] the values U™ [1755], Z(2) [1760], Y(2> [1761], 

it becomes, by connecting together terms of the same form, 

H. ((x2 — J) -J- jH"". (1 — (x2). cos. 2 -a 

—|a/i./p.d.a3-j- (fx2—J)-[-^f uh'.f p.d.a3 — .g'^.jx.\/(l—fx2) .sin.ztf 

-f-aA"./p.d.a3— ^ ’g"^‘fx-v/( 1—/x^.cos.zrf-f-^lah'".fp.d.a3— ^ .g"'^.(l—|x2).sin.2^ 

^ a hi"'. fp.d .a3— ~ ’g""\ • (!—fx2) • cos.2trf. 

[1761a] 
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7y  & h»  §_. ],'»  
4 k .f p ,a2da: 4tf.fp.a?da'1 4 k .fp.a2da 

These are the conditions arising from the supposition that the spheroid revolves 

about one of its principal axes of rotation. This supposition determines the 

constant quantities hi, h", hi", by means of the values of g', g", g"' ; but it 

leaves the quantities h and h"" indeterminate, as well as the functions Y(3), 

Y<4>, &c. 

If the forces, foreign from the attraction of the particles of the spheroid, 

be reduced to the centrifugal force, arising from its rotatory motion, we shall 

have g' = 0, g"= 0, g'" = 0 ;* therefore h' = 0, hi' = 0, hi" — 0, 

and the expression of Y(s) will be of the form, 

F« = — h . (f — i) + hi"'. (1 — f) . cos. 2 

This equation ought to be satisfied for all values of /x, ks ; hence the coefficients of the terms 

of the second member ought to be equal to those of the first ; and as the coefficients of the 

terms f^.\/(l—f^2). sin. to, —ff2) . cos. to1, (1—\i?) . sin. 2 to, vanish in the 

first member, they ought also to vanish in the second member ; therefore we must have, 

| ah', f p.d.a3— ^ .g'=0 ; f?.d.cd—~ .g"= 0 ; f «A'"./p.d.a3— ~ .g"1 
4 v 4rt 

0. 

Dividing these by § a . f p . d . a3, or its equal 5 a .fp . a2 d a, we get, by transposition, 

the values of A', hi', hi", [1762]. In like manner, by putting the coefficients of (x2 — •*-, 

(1—f^2) . cos. 2 to, in each member of [1761a], equal to each other, respectively, we find, 

H= — f «A./P. d.a? + ^.$g; H"" = § a hi"' ./p.d.a3 — — . g"". 

Now the forces acting on the spheroid being known, we shall have the expression of a.Z®\ 

[1632] ; consequently the values g, g', g", g", g'1", will be given, and from these we may 

determine hi, A", hi", [1762]; but A, hi'", depend on the preceding arbitrary quantities 

H, H"”, [1761c] ; therefore A, hi'", are indeterminate, as well as the quantities Y(3), Y(4), 

&lc., which are not affected by the equation [1748], or [1752]. 

*(1254) If the forces S, S', &c., vanish, the value a.Zm [1632] will become 

a. Z(2) = — £ g . (f*2 — A)? or Z^ = — ~- . (^2 — ■£). Comparing this with 

[1760], we find that g is changed into -, and that we must put g’= 0, g" = 0, 

g"'= 0, g""= 0. The values g, g", g"', being substituted in [1762], give A'= 0, 

h"=0, Aw=0; hence [1761] becomes as in [1763]. 
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[1763'] 

[1763"] 

[1764] 

[1764'] 
Radius of 
the earth’s 
surface. 

[1765] 

[1764a] 

[17646] 

[1764c] 

33. We shall now consider the expression of gravity at the surface of the 

spheroid, putting this force equal to p. It is evident, from ^ 25, [16h5"', 

1646], that we shall obtain the value of p, by taking the differential of the 

second member of the equation [1702], relative to r, and dividing this 

differential by —dr, which will give, at the surface,* 

1 a’.r»+^4.r«+g.y<’)+^.r<3)+&c. 
r «/u ' l ’3 r~ '5r3 ' 7 r 

a r. {2. Z(0>+2. Z(2) + 3 r. Z(3) + 4 r2. Z<4> + &c.} ; 

these integrals being taken, from a = 0 to « = 1. The radius r, at 

the surface, is equal to 1 +«y, orf 

r = 1 fay = 1 + «. {+ Y« + Y(2)+ Y(3) + &c.| ; 

* (1255) It is shown, in [1645"', Sic.], that the differential of the second member of 

[1635], taken relative to r, and divided by —dr, gives the value of p ; and the 

second member of [1635] is the same as the second member of [1702], because the 

first members of both these equations are S~^~- In finding this differential, we may 
• P 

neglect the variations of the limits of the integrals, as in [1447??, 1562g]. Moreover, the two 

first integrals of the second member of [1702] vanish, when the attracting point is at the 

surface, because the two limits of the integrals are «=1, a—1 ; and as the sign f affects 

a only, we may introduce r, under that sign, so that the second member of [1702] will become, 

tl. r1 r®.+ ^,.ra + &c.[ 
3 0 r ' J0 r l r 1 3r2 1 1 > 

-f a . {r3 . Z<m + r3 . Z® + r3 . Z<3>.-f P. Z® + &c.J ; 

and its differential relative to r, being divided by — dr, gives 

I.+to"'+3 

— a.f2r.ZW-(-2r.Z^ + 3r2.Z®+4r3.Z(4) j-&c.|. 

which, by bringing r3 from under the sign of integration, becomes as in [1764]. 

+sæ-r+H 

f (1256) At the surface of the fluid, where a — 1, we have r = lf ay [1676s] j 

and this, by means of the value of y [1756'], becomes as in [1765]. If we neglect a3, we 

may put r = 1, in the terms of [1764] multiplied by a, by which means we shall have, 

P = - 
4 

3 • (1 Ta.v)2 
./o1 p. d. a3 + 4 a * ./o1 p. d .{a? . Yw + § «4.FW +§ a£.F3> 4-&C.J 

— a . {2 . Z® + 2 . Z(2>-j- 3. Z{3) + &c.|. 

[1766a] 
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therefore we shall get, 

p = it. P.d.a3 — -f « if. {V(0) -f- Y(1) -f- Y^ ~r &c*} • To1 P • d . a? 

+ 4«*./01P.</.{a3. Y(0) + f a4. Y(1) + |«5. YC2) + 4«6- Y(3) + &e.} 

— «. {2. Z<°> + 2 . + 3 . Z(3> +4. Z<4) + fee.}. 

We may eliminate the integrals from this expression, by means of the 

equation [1705], which becomes, at the surface,* 

t • d. (a**. Y») = i *. r». f0' ,. d. a? - Z® ; 

therefore, by supposing 

P = ±*.fi1?.d.a‘ — (a3.Y'°>) — 2u.Z<°>, 

we shall find,t 

p = _P + «.P.{y<s>+2.F<3> + 3. Y<4>.+ (»— l).Y® + &c.] 

— a. {5. Z<2> + 7. Z® + 9. Z(4>.+ (2i+l).Z® + &c.}. 

Substituting in the first terra the value of 

( ==1 - 2 “ ^ =1 “ 2 a • ^ri0’+ zu> + ri2) + &c-i - 

it becomes as in [1766]. 

* (1257) At the surface of the spheroid, the first of the integrals [1705] vanishes, 

because its limits become a—l and a = 1$ and by putting a — 1, in the terms 

without the sign of integration, we get, as in [1767], 

f (1258) Substituting the value of P [1768], instead of the corresponding terms of the 

second member of [1766], this formula becomes, 

j^P — faï.jYW+rw+r».+ YM + kc.}.fip.d.a? 

+ Y® + $aM$>.+ H+lh^l. rw + &c.| 

— a . f2. -f 3. Z.+ i. -f &c.} ; 

in which the term of the second member,] of the order i, being put equal to a P®, we 

shall have, 

a PU) = |aff. Y® .Jl1 p .d . a? 4 art .fj p. d. Ç (*-+* ^ —. Y») — ui.ZW. 
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[1769'] The variation of gravity at the surface of the earth, was first discovered by 

observing the lengths of a pendulum vibrating in a second of time. We 

have seen, in the first book, that these lengths are proportional to gravity.* 

[1769"] Therefore if we put Z, L, for the lengths of a pendulum, vibrating in a 

second, corresponding to the gravities p and P, the preceding equation 

will give, 

1= L + uL.)YW + 2. Y<3>-f3. F4>.+ (i — 1) . Y® + &c.J 

[I“°] — y ■ i 5.Z(2)+7.Z<3> + 9.2<".+ (2i+l). Z® + &c. j. 

[1770'] Relative to the earth, a Z(2) is reduced to —(,u2— 1) [1632]; 

or, as it may be expressed,f 

[1771] a Z(2) = — « <p . P . (p.2 — t-), 

[1768c] 

[1768d] 

Multiplying [1767] by (i -f-1). a, and transposing the first term, we get, 

-1(i-fl).«.Z“>. 

Adding the expressions [1768&, c], we obtain, by putting .f1 p . d . a3 = P [1768]. 

in the terms multiplied by a, 

aP® =— | a9r _ yw .ft p. j>a3_|_4 _ . y(0 p.cLa3 — (2i-}-l),a.ZW 

= a . Y® . (t— 1) . P — (2i + 1) . a . Z®. 

n „ n 7 /(*+0-«,+3 0 = — 4a*.f0'p.d.(± X ^ 

which is the same as the general term of the second member of [1769] ; observing that 

[1768c] when i = 1, the expression [1768cZ] becomes aP(I)= — 3a.Z(1) = 0 [1632]. 

Hence the value of p [1768a], becomes as in [1769]. 

[1768/] * (1259) This follows from r = ~.g [86]. For if the time of vibration T be 
‘7T 

given, we shall have the length of the pendulum r proportional to the gravity g. Therefore 

PI L 
[1770a] L:l :: P :p — —. Substituting this value of p in [1769], and multiplying by —, we 

obtain [1770]. 

f (1260) The forces S, S', he. [1632], being neglected, we have Z(3)=0, Z(4>=0, 

he. [1720"] ; also a Z(2) =— Jg . (p.2— £). Now g [1616XV1] is the centrifugal force 

at the distance 1 from the axis, or at the surface of the equator nearly ; and, by [1769], the 
or 

[17706] gravity at the equator is nearly equal to P ; therefore acp is nearly equal to —, or 

g = P. acp ; hence aZ(2) = — | a <p . P . (p.2 — J), as in [1771]. Substituting these 

in [1770], we get [1772]. 
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a<P being the ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravity at the equator, 

[1726'] ; moreover, Z(3), Z(4;, &c., are nothing, [1720"] ; therefore we 

shall have, 

/= L+«L. \ Y(2) + 2 . Y(3) + 3. Y(4).. .., + (* — !)• ¥(i) + &c. J 

+1 « <p • L. (f/.2 — 

The radius of curvature of a meridian of a spheroid, whose radius is 

1 + « y, is,* 

* (1261) Referring to fig. 28, page 217, in which CD is the serai-axis of revolution, 

CA the semi-axis of the equator, D Pp A the meridian, arc DP =s, C H== a, 

HP = b', C P = r = l -\-ay, angle D CP = ô, cos.ô=/i, d Ô = ———— 

[50] Int., Pp — ds = \/(cl a2 -J- db'2) [1579e]. Then, from the first of the equations 

[372], changing a?, y, v, into a, l', Ô, respectively, we get, by neglecting terms of the order a2, 

d s = \/{r2 . d Ô2 -f- dr2) — \/\{\ -}- ay)2 . dô2 -j- (a . dy)2] = (1 -j- a y) . dô 

_— d [i. (l-j-ay) 

* 

The radius of curvature, at the point P, being represented by r', we shall have r1 — 
dda 

[53c], d s being constant ; and as the sign of r' is arbitrary, it may be written 

ds.dV 

-dV 

d 
/da\ ’ 

w 

without considering any quantity as constant. In the triangle CDP, we 

have CH=CP.cos.HCP, PH= CP, sin.HCP; or, in symbols 

« = (1 +“ÿ) *c°s.d = (l + ay) b'= (1 + ay) ./(l —f*2) ; 

whose differentials, relative to [i, are 

d a =■ (1 ciy} . d [h . d y 

dV a.dy.\/(l—ii2) — (1-fay). [id [i — [id [i ( 

i 
1 —a. y- 

(1 -t#).dy 

[i d [i )h V/fl-^) v/(l_fx2) 

Dividing da [1773/] by ds [17736], and neglecting a2, w7e get, 

Its differential is to be taken relative to [i only, because & does not vary in the meridian arc 

DP A', hence, 

[i77iq 
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[1773'] 
Length of 
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[1774] 

[1774'] 

[1775] 

[17736] 

[1773Z] 

[17736] 

[1773Z] 

[1775a] 

[17756] 

Putting c for the length of a degree of a circle, whose radius is equal to that 

we have put equal to unity, the expression of the degree of the meridian of 

the spheroid will be, 

y is equal to Y(0)-j- Y(1) + Y(2) + &c. [1756'] ; we may make Y(0) vanish 

from this expression, by including it in the arbitrary constant quantity, which 

we have taken for unity ; and also Y(1), by fixing the origin of the radius 

at the centre of gravity of the whole spheroid, [1745]. This radius will, 

by this means, become,* 

1 + «. j Y(2) + Y(3) + Y(4).+ Y®+ &c.i. 

d ■ (£)=■ 11 + “ “ ■ Z i ^■ “ ■dy “ ^ 

Substituting this and db' [1773/] in r' [1773d], and neglecting a2, we get, 

1-*- S+c-fl- (S) Î 

as is easily perceived by reduction, and developing the two last terms ; observing that the 

differentials of y are taken relative to ^ only [1773g']. This value of / is the same as 

in [1773]; and if we multiply it by c [1773^, the length of a degree of a circle whose 

radius is 1, we shall get the length of a degree of the meridian [1774], corresponding to 

the radius r'. 

* (1262) The value of y [1774'] changes r [1702'"] into 

r = «. {1 -f «. ( Y«»-f Y«-f- y» ; 

and if we put a-\~aa. Y(0) = 1, we may, in the terms of the order a, put a—1 ; by which 

means this value of r will become r= 1 -j- « . ( Y(1) -f- Y(2) &c.). Supposing the origin 

of r to be placed at the centre of gravity of the spheroid, we shall have F(1)= 0 [1745], 

and the preceding value of r will be of the form [1775]. Comparing tins with its value 

1 -\-a.y [1764'], we get, y — -{- Y(3) + Y(4)-f- &c. 
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Now from [1620] we have, 

— t.(t + l). Y(i) — 

ddY®\ 

d Tj? ) 

T^r 

therefore the expression of the degree of the meridian [1774] will become,* 

* (1263) If we, for brevity, put y [17755] under the form y = 2 V(î) the sign 2 of 

finite integrals including all positive integral numbers exceeding unity, the expression of the 

radius of curvature [1773] will become, 

This being integrated, relative to 2, and multiplied by a, we get, 

= _a.S.(*’2 + i — 1). r» + «|».S.(^]2i) — a.2 

Substituting this in the radius of curvature r' [1776a], it becomes, 

/d yw\ 
1 — a . 2 . (i2 + i — 1 ) . r(i) -f a p,. 2 . _J — a . 2 

(ddY*\ 
V dv& ) 

1— 

(ddY®\ 
V drf ) 
"'i —* 

Multiplying this by c, we get, from [1774] the length of a degree of the meridian 

(ddY^\ 

= c— a c . 2 . (i2 -J- i— 1) . Y{i) -}- a C(x . 2 . (^' — a c . 2 . —- - 1 

as in [1777] ; putting for i all positive integral numbers, 2, 3, 4,.go. 
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c — Y®+.11 Y(3).+ (*» + * — 1) . r® + &c.} 

If we compare with each other, the expression of the radius of the earth 

[1775], the length of the pendulum [1770], and the length of a degree of 

the meridian [1777] ; we shall find that the term «.F(i), of the expression 

of the radius, is multiplied by i — 1, in the length of the pendulum ; and 

by i2-\-i— 1, in the degree of the meridian. Hence it follows, that 

however small i — 1 may be,* this term will he more sensible in the lengths 

of the pendulum, than in the horizontal parallax of the moon, which is 

proportional to the radius of the earth ; and it will be still more sensible in the 

measures of the degrees, than in the lengths of the pendulum. The reason of 

this is, that the terms of the expression of the radius of the earth, suffer 

two differentials in the expression of the degree of the meridian ;f and in 

* (1263a) Observing that the least value of i in [1775] is i = 2, so that i — 1 

must be equal to, or exceed, unity. 

f (1264) The second differential of r=1-j-ay [1765], relative to p., gives 

(^cTp2) = a * (fTifj ’ kence ^ast terra r' [1773i], becomes 

a '(i-^)-(0)s=“-y-^)-( 
d d r\ 

dp?) ’ 

multiplying this by c [1773/], we get the corresponding term of the degree of the meridian 

[1777], c a. (1 — (x2) . = ca . (1—p?) . (jgfj ? therefore the degree of the 

meridian contains a term depending on the second differential of r, as is observed in [1777'"]. 

Now if we substitute the value of y [17756] in the preceding equation, we shall obtain a 

series, whose general term is c a . (1—fxs) . and as the value of Y(i) [1510], 

or [1528d, e, &c.], is composed of terms of the form A. pi, whose second differential, 

relative to fx, is multiplied by i.(i—1) ; this will produce, in ca. (1—p?) . or 

in the expression [1774], the term i . (i — l).ca.(l — p?) . A . p^l~2. Hence we 

perceive the manner in which the factors of the order i2 are produced in the formula [1774]. 
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taking each differential, these terms are multiplied by the corresponding 

exponent of fx, in consequence of which they become more important. In 

the expression of the variation of two consecutive degrees of the meridian, the [1777""] 

terms of the radius of the earth suffer three successive differentials ;* those terms JS 

which cause the figure of the earth to vary from an ellipsoid, may by this means s®* 

become very sensible ; and the ellipticity, deduced from this variation, may be oftbences 
measures 

very different from that deduced from the observed lengths oj a pendulum. °^°u_ 

These three expressions have the important advantage of being independent of 

the internal constitution of the earth ,*f that is, they are independent of the [I777v] 

figure and density of the strata ; so that if we can determine the functions 

Y(2), Y(3), &c., by the measures of the degrees of the meridian and of the 

parallaxes, we shall obtain directly the length of the pendulum. We may, by 

this means, ascertain whether the law of universal gravitation agrees with 

the figure of the earth, and with the observed variations of gravity at its 

surface. These remarkable relations between the expressions of the degrees 

of the meridian, and the lengths of the pendulum, may also serve to verify 

any hypothesis, assumed to represent the measures of the degrees of the 

[1777vi] 

* (1265) Putting C for the length of a degree of the meridian [1774], corresponding to a 

latitude, whose cosine, neglecting terms of the order a, is fx ; we may suppose C to be a function 

of fx, represented by C = cp (fx) ; and SC, fx', to be increments of C, fx, respectively, 

arising from an increment of one degree in the latitude. Hence we shall have 

C + <5C=<p(fx + fx'). 

Developing the second member according to the powers of fx', by Taylor’s theorem [617], it 

will become C-f-SC — <p (fx) -f- fx'. + &c ; from which subtracting C=<p(/x), 

and neglecting the second and higher powers of /x', we shall find, 

Now from [1777«, è], C contains a term depending on the second differential of y or Y(i\ 
of the order i2 . c a . A . [it-2 ; therefore the value of SC will contain a term depending 

on the third differential of y, or Yw, which will have a factor of the order is. 

f (1266) The expressions [1770, 1774, 1775], contain the values of Y&, Y&\ &c., 

£J(3)5 he., corresponding to the surface of the spheroid ; but do not contain any of these 

quantities for the interior of the earth, nor any expressions relative to the density of the internal [I777y; 

mass, so that those formulas are independent of the internal constitution of the earth. 

[1777c] 

[1777<2] 
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[1777™] 

[1778] 

[1779] 

[1780] 

Bougaer’s 
hypothe- 
sis. 

[1780/] 

[1781] 

[1778a] 

[17786] 

[1778c] 

[1779a] 

meridian ; as will appear by the application we shall now make of this 

method, to the hypothesis proposed by Bouguer, to represent the lengths of 

the degrees, measured in the North, in France, and at the equator. 

We shall suppose the expression of the radius of the earth [1775] to be, 

l H-B.Yrt+a.y», 

and that 

Y(2) = — A. (k3 — i) ; Y(4) — — B. jp4 —+ 

It is evident that these functions of ^ satisfy the equations of partial 

differentials to which Y(3) and Y(4) are subjected.* The variation of a 

degree of the meridian will be, by what has been said, 

a C . | 3 A — l~!p B |. (J3 T 13 a c . B . fit4. 

Bouguer supposed this variation to be proportional to the fourth power of 

the sine of the latitude, which is nearly equal to 4. Therefore by making 

the coefficient of f3 vanish from the preceding equation, we shall have,f 

B=t\A; 

* (1267) The values of Y®, Y(4', [1779], are deduced from those in [1528c, e], 

putting all the coefficients, except B£\ B^\ equal to nothing, and making Btg)=—A, 

Bf'1 — — B. The values [1779] give 

“1* \-rar) &.C. 

Substituting these in the lengtlt of a degree [1777], which we shall call C, it becomes 

C = c T uc.{5A.(ij?—^)4-19R.(^4—— acp.fôA.p -j- B. (4 p3 — 

= c — ^uc.A-{-^ciC.B-\-ttc. (3 A — —^ 2?) ijP -[- ] 5 a c. B. pA 

At the equator, where ^ = 0, if we denote the length of the degree by C, we shall 

have C' = c — ^ac.A-j-^ac.B', hence, as in [1780], 

C — C' = ac.(3A — B) . -f- 15 a c . B . f/A 

f (1267a) If we suppose with Bouguer, that C—C [1778c] is proportional to fJ-4, 

we must put the coefficient of fJ2 equal to nothing, or 3 A—Ly~-B = 0 ; hence 

B=^A, as in [1781]; and Y(D [1779] changes into Yw=—A.{\yd-—)' 

Adding this to Y(2) [1779], we get, 

[I779a'l Y™+YW=-A . = - ^A.(^4^) 
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Hence the radius [1778] drawn from the centre of gravity of the earth [1781'] 

to its surface, will be, by putting the radius of the equator equal to unity, 

1 — • (4 Y + Y). t1782l 

The expression of the length of the pendulum l [1772], will become, by [1782'] 

putting L for its value at the equator,* 

Z, -j- J- a cp . Zr. f^2-* (16 f^2 4“ 21 fX4). [1783] 

Lastly, the expression of the degree of the meridian will be, by putting c [1783'] 

for its length at the equator,f 

C + VYa Ac.fx4. [1784] 

We shall here remark, that from what has been said, the term multiplied 

by Y is three times more sensible in the expression of the length of the [1784'] 

Multiplying this by «, and adding the product to unity, we get the radius [1778], 

r=l+«.YViÿ-«.YW= 1 [1781a] 

At the equator, where ju, = 0, this becomes 1 -f- | a A ; and if we suppose the 

radius of the equator equal to unity, the preceding general expression of the radius r will be, 

as in [1782], r = 1 —a A . (fit,4 -f- 4 ^2), neglecting terms of the order a2. [17816] 

* (1268) If we substitute the values of V(21 [1779], and Y(4) [1779a], in [1772], 

we shall get, 

l = L — u.AL .\( fj.2 — •?) + H • (f^4 — t M-2 + T5 ) f 4“ I * <P • L . (f^2 — k) 
n /IT 

= (L-\-ia . AL — ^a .AL— £<*<?.!/)-{-§ «cp.L.fx2-. (16 m-3+ 21 f^4) ; [1783a] 

and by writing L for L-\-u . (£ A L — ^ .AL — |- <p . L), neglecting «2, we find 
a AL 

ü= Z | « <p ,Z,. p,2 gj— . (16 fj.3 -J- 21 M-4), as in [17S3]. At the equator, where [17836] 

= 0, this length of the pendulum becomes L, as in [17S2']. 

f (1269) Putting B — ^ZA [1781], in [17786], we get 

C = c — f|| <x.c .A-f- a c . A. M-4 ; 

which, by writing c for c —etc .A, and neglecting «2, becomes 

C = c —J— * c • A . P'4, 

as in [1784]. This gives c for the length of a degree at the equator, as in [1783']. 

84 

[1784a] 
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pendulum, than in that of the radius of the earth ;* and five times more 

sensible in the expression of the length of a degree, than in that of the 

length of the pendulum ; lastly, on the mean parallel of latitude, it will be 

four times more sensible in the expression of the variation of the consecutive 

[1784"] degrees, than in that of the degree itself.f According to Bouguer, the 

difference of the degrees of the pole and of the equator divided by the 

[1784"'] degree of the equator, is i which is the ratio required in this 

hypothesis, by comparing the degrees measured in Pello, Paris, and at the 

equator.f This ratio is equal to yy a A ; therefore we shall find, 

[1785] a A = 0,0054717. 

* (1270) The coefficient of jx4, in the expression of the radius of the earth [1732}, is 

— ^a A ; that in the length of the pendulum [1783], divided by the value L, is 

— a A, which is three times the former. Again, the preceding term, relative to the 

[17846] pendulum, is to the corresponding term of the degree of the meridian [1784] as 

one to five, as in [1784']. 

[1784c] 

f (1271) The variation of two consecutive degrees of latitude is 

[1777e] ; which, by substituting the value of C [1784], becomes fx' being 

the increment of fx, arising from an increase of one degree in the latitude. Now if an arc, 

whose sine is fx, be increased 1°, the sine will be increased by 1° .\/(l — fx2) — fjf nearly, 

<5 C 
[52] Int. ; hence <5C=-4j2/. 1°./( 1— A).*Ac.A, and — =*Ac.[/(I—A) • M-3 

Dividing this by the variable part of [17S4] -^-uAc.A, we get the ratio 4 . —— , 

which, in the mean latitude, where fx=p/(l— jx2) = y/|, becomes simply 4, as in [1784"], 

] ( 1272) The terms of the ratio yH-f-a represent, in toises, according to Bouguer, the length of 

a sexagesimal degree at the equator, and the excess of the polar degree above the equatorial. 

In decimals, this ratio is 0,016897S. Now by putting successively (x=0, and /x= 1, in [1 184]. 

[1785a] we obtain the equatorial degree =c, and polar degree = c + VA54 CA ; the difference of 

these, divided by the former, is A = 0,0168978 ; hence a JL — 0,0054717, as 

in [1785]. It may be observed, that the ratio, computed from the table of measures in 

[2010], agrees nearly with the above. For, by that table, the lengths of the degrees at 

the equator, Paris, and Lapland, are respectively 25538,85, 25658,28, 25832,25 ; 

subtracting the first from the two last, we get 119,43, 293,40 ; which being divided by 

[17856] the fourth power of the sines of the latitude of Paris 51°,3327, and Lapland 73°,7037, 

become respectively 440,1 and 416,9. The mean of these 428,5, divided by the 

degree of the equator 25538,85, gives the ratio 0,0168, nearly as in [1785a]. 
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Taking the length of the pendulum at the equator for unity ; the variation [1785'] 

of this length, in any place whatever, will be,* 

_ 0,0054717 _ 116^ + 21 ^4j + | „r ^ [1786] 

We have, by ^ 19,f «? = 0,00345113 ; hence | ? = 0,0086278, and [1786'] 

the preceding formula becomes, 

0,0060529. M-3 — 0,0033796. A [1787] 

At Pello, where ^ = sin. 74° 22', this formula gives 0,0027016, for the [1787'] 

variation of the length of the pendulum. According to observations, the 

variation is 0,0044625,f which is much greater than by the theory ; therefore, [1787"] 

*(1273) Substituting L=l, and a A [1785] in [1783], we obtain, for the length 

of the pendulum, the expression 1 — — . (16 fx2-f- 21 fx4) -j- §«<p .fr2 ; from which [1785c] 

subtracting the length corresponding to the equator, we shall get the variation from the 

equatorial length, as in [1786]. 

f (1274) In [1584], we have q = ■/-, and by putting 4 = 0? in [1583], we 

shall get the whole gravity at the equator p — ^ ^ P7A7X1 ^ anb.tanq. X) . j\jow ^1737^ 

the centrifugal force, at the distance 1, is g [1583"] ; therefore at the surface of the equator, 

where the distance is /r.\/(l+^3) [1565c], the centrifugal force will be ft.p/(l-|-X2) .g. 

Dividing this by the preceding expression of the gravity p, at the equator, we get the quantity 

named «9 [1771']; hence, by means of [1589a], we find, 

a cp; 
ft.(1 + X?).X3.g 

4 rf p . k. (1-f-X2) . (X — ang. tang. X) 

X3.g- g _ 

_^ _ 
4 TT p. (X — ang. tang. X) 

4‘Tr'p. (i-X3 — -iX5-]-&c.) 

= ? • (l+|X2 + &c.). [17876] 

Substituting q, X2, [1592], we get nearly a 9 = 0,0034675 ; and [1786] becomes [1787c] 

0,006093 . [x2 — 0,0033796 . p.4, differing a little from [1786', 1787], 

t (1275) In the table [2038] the length of the pendulum at the equator is 0,99669, 

1 00137 
that at the latitude of 74° 22' is 1,00137, and = 1,00469 ; so that if the 

2 yyuOt/ 

length of the pendulum at the equator be taken for unity, that in the latitude 74° 22' will 

exceed it by ,00469, which differs a little from 0,0044625 [1787"]. [1787c?] 
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[1787///] 

[1787""] 
Equation 
to find 

at the 
surface 
of the 
spheroid ; 

[1788] 

[1788'] 

applica¬ 
tion to 
the case 
where the 
strata are 
similar. 

[1789] 

[1789'] 

[1788a] 

[17886] 

[1788c] 

as the hypothesis of Bouguer does not agree with the observed lengths of 

the pendulum, it must he rejected. 

34. We shall apply the general results ive have here obtained, to the case in 

which the spheroid is not acted upon by any foreign attractions, supposing it to 

be formed of elliptical strata, having their centre in the centre of gravity of the 

spheroid. We have seen [1731'], that this is the case when the earth is 

supposed to have been originally fluid ; it is also the case when the figures 

of the strata are similar. For the equation [1705] becomes at the surface, 

where a = l,* 

0 = yw. /; p. d a - jLj . p. d. (rf+3. y<‘>) - ~. 

The strata being supposed similar, the value of Y(i) is, for each of them, the 

the same as at the surface ; therefore Y(i) is independent of a, and we 

shall have,f 

Y(i) . f1 p. or da . 
Z® 

4 AT 

If i be equal to 3, or greater than 3, 

earth and the factor 1 — . 

Z{i) will be nothing relative to the 

a1 will be always positive ; therefore 

* (1276) The first integral of [1705] vanishes at the surface, because the limits are 

« = 1, a= 1 ; and if we put f p . d. a? = 3 , fp . a? d a, in the second of these 

integrals ; also a = 1, in the terms without the sign /; the formula [1705] becomes, 

0 = -4*. r«> + 

Dividing this by —4^, we get [1788]. 

f (1277) As Yw is independent of a, and the sign / refers to a only, we may bring 

Yw from under that sign ; then 

-ffi ■ t •YU) -/s® • f • a'+Ha ' 

substituting this in [1788], we get [1789]. 

J (1278) The forces S, S', &c., being insensible [1647vii] when computing the 

permanent figure of the earth, the values Z(1\ Z(3\ Z^\ &c., [1632], will be nothing, 

or generally ZL{i)—0, if i be equal to 3, or greater than 3. Now in the formula [1789], 
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we shall have Y® = 0, when { = 3, or i>3. Y(1) is nothing when 

we fix the origin of the radii at the centre of gravity of the spheroid, 

[1745], Lastly we have, by § 33,* 

Z(2> = — | ?. 02 — i) • 4«'./01 p. a9 d a ; 

hence we find, 

VT(2)_2 9 • (^" A) • To1 P * d ft # 

ftp. a2 da. [I—a2) ’ 

and the earth will be an ellipsoid of revolution. Therefore ive shall consider, 

in a general manner, the case in which the figure of the earth is formed hy 

the revolution of an ellipsis about its axis. 

We have, in this case, by fixing the origin of the radii of the earth, at the 

centre of gravity of the earth,f 

Y<b = 0, Y® = 0, Y(4) = 0, &c.; 

Y& = —h 02—1); 

the factor 1 — f . a', is always positive within the limits of the integral ; because 
2i+l) 

i + 3 
a never exceeds I, and ■ ~L when i^>2, as in f ITSO7]. Hence the 

2i-pl L 

tegral /.V a?da. ^ 1 — . a1 | must be a positive quantity, which we shall 

denote by A. Substituting this, and Z(-i) = 0 [1788c], in [1789], we get Y®.«/2=0. 

Hence Yw = 0, wThen if>2. 

*(1279) In [1771] we have a . Z{2) = — £a<p.P.(,w2— j and if we neglect 

a2, we may, from [1768], put P — f v . ft p . d . a? — 4 * . ft p . a3 d a ; hence Zm 

becomes as in [1790]. Substituting this, and i = 2, in [1789], we get 

Y(2) .ftp. a* da. (1—a2) = — i <p . .ft p .a2d a. 

Dividing this by the factor of Y@>, we get [1791] ; which corresponds with an ellipsoid of 

revolution [1503a, 1730']. This value of Y&\ computed for the surface, is also, by 

hypothesis [1788'], the same for all the strata of the spheroid. 

t (1280) In this computation it is supposed, that the earth is composed of elliptical strata 

of revolution [1791'], having the same centre, and their axes in the same situations, but the 

ellipticities and densities variable. Hence it will follow, that the above origin of the radii 

85 

[1790] 

[1791] 

[179h] 

Case of 
the earth 
being sup¬ 
posed an 
ellipsoid of 
revolution. 

[1791"] 

[1792] 

[1788c?] 

[1788e] 

[1791a] 

[1792a] 
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[1794a] 
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h being a function of a. We also have, [1788c, c], 

Z(1) — 0, Z(3) = 0, Z(4) = 0, &c. ; 

«. Z(2) = —i «9. (m-2 —|) 

therefore the equation [1705] will give, at the surface,* 

0 = 6 .//p. d. (a5h) + 5 . (9—2/0 p .d.a\ (1) 

This equation shows the relation wfhich must exist, between the densities of 

the strata of the spheroid and their ellipticities, in order that the equilibrium 

may take place. For the radius of a stratum being,f [1792?/], 

[1791"], is also the centre of gravity of the ellipsoid included by any stratum, as that 

corresponding to ci. The general expression of the radius of this included ellipsoid is, by 

[1503a, 1724c], R = a . (1 -{- a.F(0) -f- a, Y(1) -|- a.W2)) ; hence Y'® = 0, Y(4)=0, 

Sic., as in [1792]. Then, by reasoning as in [1745], we shall find, that at the surface of 

this enclosed ellipsoid Y(1) = 0 ; so that in general, for all the strata, Y{1) = 0, as in 

[1792] ; and the preceding radius of this included spheroid will be 

#=a+a«.(r<°>+r(2>). 

Lastly, as the spheroid is of revolution [1792a], R must be independent of w ; hence zs 

must vanish from T(2) [1528c], and we shall have, YL2) — R{0). (i^2— ^). Putting 

5l0) = — h, it becomes as in [1792]; consequently R=a.\l-|-a.F(0)—ah.{fx2— 

as in [1794']. 

*(1281) Putting i— 2 in [1788], and sq^stituting the value of Z(2) [1790], we 

shall get, 0= Y®>.f0l p. c? d a — £ ./0T p. d . (a5 . Y(2)) -f- £9 . (fx2 — -|) ,f0L p . aPda ; 

which, by using T(2) [1792], becomes, 

0 = —h.(fv2—1) ./o1 p • a2c?a -f~ i • (p-2 — x) • /o1 p • d (a5h) +|9 - (^2—i) -/o1 P-a2da; 

the quantity fx2— i being brought from under the sign /, because the integrals refer to a 

only. Dividing this by tô • (p-2 — i), we obtain, 

0 = 6 . /o1 p. d . (a5 h) -f- ( 15 9 — 30 h) . p. a2 d a ; 

and by putting /p. a2 d a =]■./p . d . a3, it becomes as in [1794]. 

-j- (1282) YlJ)) being any arbitrary constant quantity, we may take for it the value —±h, 

in order to render the expression of R [1794'] more simple ; and then we shall get, 

R = a. {1 — iah— — 4)} =o.(l — ccA.fx2), asin [1795]. 
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if we suppose Y(0) — — ±h, which may he done, this radius will become, 

a. j 1 — a h. y? J ; 

and then « h will be the ellipticity of the stratum.* 

At the surface of the spheroid, the radius is 1 —ah .y? ; hence we see 

that the diminutions of the radii, in proceeding from the equator to the poles, 

are proportional to m2 ; therefore they are proportional to the square of the 

sine of the latitude.f 

The increment of the degrees of the meridian, in proceeding from the 

equator to the poles, is, by the preceding article, equal to Sc.ah.y? c being 

the degree of the equator. This increment is therefore proportional to the 

square of the sine of the latitude. 

* (12S3) Putting successively (x = 1, and jx = 0, in [1795], we obtain the polar 

and equatorial semi-axes of the stratum a — a .ah and a, whose difference is a .ah ; 

dividing this by the semi-axis, we get the ellipticity ah [1795']. 

f (1284) At the surface of the spheroid «= 1, the general expression of the radius 

[1795] becomes 1 — aA.fx2; and the semi-axes [17955], 1—ah, 1. The difference 

between the equatorial radius 1, and the general expression of the radius 1—ah . jx2, is 

ah. fj2, which is proportional to (x2, or to the square of the sine of the latitude, 

nearly [1648"']. 

J (1285) Substituting the values [1792] in [1777], it makes all the terms depending on 

/ddY^ \ 
rw vanish, except Y(2U also f —- —= 0. Hence the general expression of a 

degree of the meridian, represented by C [1777c], becomes, 

/ d Y®> \ 
a c . 5 . Y(2) -f-a C fx . — j = c 5 c . ah . (fx2 — ^) — 2c.ah.i 

= c — jC.ah-J-3c.ah. jx2. 

At the equator fx = 0, and at the poles (x = 1 ; hence the increment of the degree, in 

proceeding from the equator to the poles, is 3 c. a A, as in [1796]. If we put 

c — {c.ah = z, 3 c . ah = y, we shall have C = z + y . jx2 ; and the equatorial 

degree will be z, the polar degree z-\-y. From this value of z we get c — -\-~5—j , 
1 ' (X ft 

and then y = 3ah.c = 3ah.  --—r . 
1 — f a h 

^ A = 3zg-fy = the ellipticity [17955]. 

From this last equation, we find 

[1795] 

[1795'] 

[1795"] 

[1795/,/] 

The radius 
of the 
earth, and 
the length 
of a degree 
of the 

[1796] 
meridian, 
vary as 
the square 
of the sine 
of the 
latitude. 

[17956] 

[1795c] 

[1795d] 

[1795e] 

[1795/] 
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[1796'] 

[1797] 

[1798] 

[1798'] 

[1796a] 

[17966] 

[1796c] 

% 

The equation [1794] shows, that if the densities are supposed to decrease, 

from the centre to the surface, the ellipticity of the spheroid will be less 

than in the case of homogenity, unless the ellipticities increase, in proceeding 

from the surface to the centre, in a greater ratio than in the inverse ratio of 

u 
the square of the distances from the centre. For if we suppose h — —^, 

we shall have,* 

fp. d. (a5 li) — fp. d. (a? u) = u . f ?. d . a3 -f- f(du. fa3. d p). 

If the ellipticities increase in a less ratio than ~, u will increase from 

the centre to the surface, consequently d u will be positive ;f moreover, 

d p is negative, because the densities are supposed to decrease from the 

centre to the surface [1709//w]; therefore f (du. fa3, dp) is a negative 

quantity,% and by putting, at the surface, 

* (1286) Substituting, in the first member of [1798], the value of h [1797], it becomes 

Jp . d . (a3 u), as in the second expression [1798]. Now we have 

a3 . p = f a3 . d p -j- f p . d . a3, 

as is easily perceived by taking the differential of both members. Multiplying this by du, 

and adding p u . d . a3, we get, 

a3 . p . d u -{- p u. d . d3 — d u . fa3 . d p -f~ d u . fp. d . a3 -f- p u . d . a3, 

the first member of which is evidently equal to p. d (a3 «), and the two terms of the 

second member d u . f p . d . a3 -|- p u . d. ci3 are equal to d.{u.jp.d. ft3), as is easily 

proved by development; hence [1796ft] becomes 

p . d . (ft3 u) = d . (u . f p . d . ft3) du. fa3 . d p ; 

the integral of which is f p. d . (ci3u) = u .fp . d. a3 -\-f{du .fa3, dp), as in [1798]. 

f (1257) The ellipticity ah is proportional to ^ [1797], and if we suppose u to 

be constant, the ellipticity will increase, exactly in proportion to 1 while a decreases, in 

proceeding from the surface of the spheroid to the centre. If the ellipticity increase in a less 

ratio than i-, as is supposed in [1798'], it must be because u decreases, while a 

decreases ; and on the same hypothesis, u must increase with ft, so that when « is increased 

by the positive element da, u will also be increased by the positive element d u, as 

in [1798']. 

J (1287ft) If we represent this negative quantity by f(d u.fa3 .dp) — —/ .f1? .d .a3, 

f being positive, the integral being taken from a = 0, at the centre, to a = 1, at the 
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fo?-d. (a5h) = (h—f) ./o1 p. cl. a3, [1799] 

f will be a positive quantity. This being supposed, the equation [1794] 

will give,* 

[1800] 

consequently ah will be less than therefore it will be less than 

in the case of homogeneity, where, cl p being nothing, f is also equal to 

nothing [18006]. 

Hence it follows, that in the most probable hypotheses, the oblateness of 

the spheroid is less than f- a<p. For it is natural to suppose that the strata [1800"] 

of the spheroid become denser in approaching towards the centre ; and that 

the ellipticities increase, from the surface to the centre, in a less ratio than 

—, because this ratio gives an infinite radius to a stratum infinitely near to 
«2 & [1800"'] 

the centre,f which is absurd. These suppositions are so much the more 

probable, as they become necessary, in the case where the spheroid was 

originally fluid ; then the denser strata are, as we have seen [1732/t], 

nearest to the centre, and the ellipticities are so far from increasing, in [1800""] 

surface; the expression [1798] will become, 

Now at the surface, where a = i, we have u = h [1797]. Substituting this in the 

preceding expression, it becomes as in [1799]. 

* (128S) Substituting the value of /q p • d. (a5h) [1799], in [1794], it becomes 

0 = 6 . (/« —f) .f^p.d.a3-{-5 . (?) — 2 h) .f^p.d.a3 ; [1800a] 

dividing this by f^p.d. a3, we get, 0 = 6. (h—/) 4- 5 . (<p — 2 h) ; whence we 

easily obtain h, as in [1800]. If the density be constant, dp = 0, fa3 . d p = 0, 

du . J a3 .d p = 0, f(du.fa3.d p) = 0 ; this last quantity is equal to —f.f p. d . a3, 

[1796c], and fp.d.a3 is finite; therefore we shall have /= 0, and then [18006] 

h = <p, [1800]. 

f (1289) Substituting ah — au. a~Q [1797] in the difference between the polar and 

equatorial axes of any stratum, [17956], it becomes, «.a/i^aa.cr1; which is infinite [1800c] 

when a — 0 and u finite. 

86 
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proceeding from the surface to the centre, that, on the contrary, they 

decrease [1732/t]. 

Supposing the body to be an ellipsoid of revolution, covered by a 
[1800v] homogeneous fluid of any depth, and putting a! for the least semi-axis of 

[I800vi] the solid ellipsoid, also ah' for its ellipticity, we shall have, at the surface of 

the fluid,* 

[1801] fo'p-d. (a5K) =h — a'5h' +//P.d. (a5h) ; 

the integral in the second member of this equation being taken relative to 

[1801'] the inner solid ellipsoid, from its centre to its surface, and the density of the 

fluid which covers it being put equal to unity. The equation [1794] will 

give, for the expression of the ellipticity ah of the terrestrial spheroid,! 

* (1290) The integral of the first member of [1801], whose limits are a== 0, a —l, 

may be divided into two parts ; the one between the limits a = 0, a = a', and 

represented by /0ffi' p. d . (a5 A) ; and the other between the limits a = a', and a — 1; 

the density of this last part being p = 1, so that it will be expressed by 

f} P • à. (a5 h) =/J d. (a5 A). 

The general integral of this expression is a5 A —a'5 A' ; the constant quantity —a'5 A' being 

added, so as to make it vanish at the first limit, where a=a', and h=h'. At the second 

limit, where a—l, it becomes, p. d . (a5 A) =h — a'5 A' ; adding this to the other 

[1801a] yv p , d . (a5A), we get the whole value of p.cl. (abh), as in [1801] ; which is 

a general formula, corresponding to any value of h whatever. We may, in the same manner, 

find the value of /o1 p.d. a3, which is used in the next note ; but it is easier to derive it 

from [1801], by supposing the arbitrary value of h to be represented by A = a~2, whence 

ft = o!~2, a5h = a3j and as the value of A, in the first term of the second member of 

[1801], corresponds to the surface, where a= 1, that term will become h= 1, and 

[18016] the whole expression [1801] will give p. d . a3 = 1 — cP + /0“ p • d . a3. 

! (1291) Substituting in [1794] the value of p. d (a5 A), [1801], also that of 

fip.cl.a? [18016], we shall get, 

0 = 6. \h— a5 h! +/0a' P . d . (a5 A)} + 5 . (9 — 2 A). {1 — a'3 +// p.d. a3}, 

or by reduction, 

A . (4 — 10 a'3 -j- 10 ./q p . d . a3) 

= 5 9 . (1 — a!3 -|-/0a/ p. d . a3) — 6 7d . a'5 + 6.// P. d . (a5 A). 

Dividing this by the coefficient of A, we obtain A, and then a A, as in [1802]. 

[1802a] 
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7 5 a <p . {1 —— a'3 p. . a3}—6 ah'. a!5-\-Ç> a. ff p .d .(a5h) city> 

“11 = 4 —10 a'3 -f- 10 .ff p .d . a3 ’ [1802] 

the integrals being taken from a = 0 to a = a'. [1802] 

We shall now consider the law of gravity ; or what is the same thing, the 

length of a pendulum, at the surface of the spheroid, supposing it to be 

elliptical and in equilibrium. The value of Z, found in the preceding article [1802'] 

[1772], becomes in this case,* 

1= L + aL. Sf <p — h\ . (>9 — i). [1803] 

Putting therefore U = L — -ia L. (J-<p—h), we shall have, by neglecting [1803] 

quantities of the order a2, apefdu-f 

lum ; 

Z=L/-faL,.(|ç — h) . fA2. [1804] 

From this equation it follows, that L! is the length of a pendulum, vibrating 

in a second, at the equator, and that this length increases, from the equator to 

the poles, in proportion of the square of the sine of the latitude [1648/,/]. 
If we put « e for the excess of the length of the pendulum at the pole, above 

its length at the equator, divided by this last length, we shall have, f 

[1804] 
it increases 
as the 
square of 
the sine 
of the 
latitude. 

[1804/] 

a s = a . (J- <p — li) ; [1805] 

* (1292) Substituting the values [1792] in [1772], and reducing, using L [1803], and 

neglecting a2, we get successively, 

l = L — ah . L . (fj.2 — ï) + | « 9 • L . (m-2 — i) = L -j- a L . (f <p — h) , (/x2 — v) 

= L — -}aL. (ftp — A) + a L . (J cp — A) . fi2 = Z7 -f- a L . (f <p — A) . jt/J2 

= L' + kL,.(|<p — h) . ft2, as in [1803, 1804]. [1803a] 

At the equator, where p. = 0, the value of [1804] becomes 11 ; therefore the general 

value l [1804] exceeds that at the equator L, by the quantity a II. (f <p — A) . p2, which [18036] 

is proportional to the square of the sine of the latitude [1648"]. 

f (1293) The excess of the general length of the pendulum l, above that at the equator, 

found in [18036], becomes at the pole, where p,= l, aZ#'.(|<p — A). Dividing this by 

the length of the pendulum at the equator U, we get the quantity as [1804'] ; hence 

a s = a • (§<p—A), as in [1805]. Transposing a A, we obtain Clairaut’s beautiful theorem [1806a] 

[1806], in which terms of the order a2 are neglected, and this is sufficiently accurate in the 

present stare of practical astronomy. Mr. Airy has shown how to obtain a similar formula, 

in which such terms are noticed, in the Transactions of the Royal Society of London 

for 1826. 
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Clairaut’g 
remarka¬ 
ble equa¬ 
tion be¬ 
tween the 

[1806] 
ellipticity 
of the 
earth 

a Ji, 
and the 
variation 
in the 

[18060 
[1807] 
lengths of 
a pendu¬ 
lum on its 
surface 

a £. 
[1808] 

[18080 

[1809] 

[1809'] 

[1810] 

consequently, 

as ah = |- a <p, 

which is a remarkable equation between the ellipticity of the earth and the 

variation of the length of the pendulum, from the equator to the poles. In the 

case of homogeneity, ah — f-ap ;* therefore in this case we have, 

a z = a. h ; 

but if the spheroid be heterogeneous, the two quantities a s, a h, will vary 

from fa<p, so that the one of them will exceed f- acp, as much as the other 

falls short of the same quantity. 

35. The planets being supposed to be covered by a fluid in equilibrium, 

it becomes necessary, in the calculation of their attractions, to compute the 

attraction of a spheroid, whose surface is a fluid in equilibrium. This may 

be done, by a very simple process, in the following manner. Resuming the 

equation [1505], we may eliminate the signs of integration, by means of 

the equation [1705], which gives at the surface of the spheroid,! 

~ p • d . (a‘+3. F“>) =|». Y<!. // p . d. a3 - Z«>. 

If we fix the origin of r at the centre of gravity of the spheroid, it will make 

Y(1) = 0 [1745] ; moreover Z(1) = 0 [1632]; and Y(0> being arbitrary, 

[1704/r/], we may suppose it to vanish from V.% The equation [1505] will 

then become, 

* (1294) In the case of homogeneity, we have by [18005], h = f <p, or ah — \ acp ; 

substituting this in [1805], we get as —a. (§-cp — f <?) = ira Pj or ses = ah, as in 

[1807a] [1807]. If we suppose ah = % a p-j-g, the value of as, deduced from [1805], will 

be a e = f acp—g', as in [1808]. 

f (1295) The equation [1809] may be deduced from [1705], observing, as in [1788a], 

that the first integral vanishes at the surface ; and that a — 1, in all the terms without the 

[1809a] sign of integration. This equation takes place for all integral values of i, which are equal to, 

or greater than, unity, as is observed in [1704///]. 

J (1296) In the term depending on Y(i), [1505], the sign f affects a, which is also 

supposed to be contained implicitly in p, Yw ; but r, and (2i-f-l) may be brought from 

[18095] under that sign so that this term becomes ^ i q- 1 ) . r*+r ^ ‘ (a'+3* is 
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TT 4 ‘71' 7 g. 4 Ct H' 

V= — 'fo ?• d. a -\- 
3 r 3 r ,.3 

a 

Y«+ 

Z<2) + 

Y®> 

r 

Z® 

r 

yi 4) 

+ ~^2~ + &C* 

Z(4) 
+ + &c* 

We may observe, that in this formula, -§-# • P • d. a3 denotes the mass of 

the spheroid ; since when r is infinite, the value of V is equal to the mass 

M of the spheroid, divided by r.* This being supposed, the attraction of 

the spheroid, parallel to r, will be the attraction perpendicular 

the same as the first member of [1809], multiplied by 

of [1809], multiplied in the same manner, becomes 

a. r i—l—1 • , and the second member 

a. Z® 
,-i+i 

Therefore this represents the value of the term of [1505], depending on Y®, i being any 

integral positive number, excluding i = 0 [1809a]. If in this expression, we put « = 1, 
i — 2, &Ec., and substitute the corresponding terms in [1505], it will become, 

H -/o' t-d■ «3+ ~ ■ /o1 P-d.(a3.V») + [^. r<>) .fif.d.a?- 
cc.ZW 

2*2 

+ ^+<2>./o1P^.a3-^]+&c. 

Substituting in this V(1) = o, Za) = 0, [1809'], and supposing W0) to be nothing, or 

that «-/o1 p • d. (a3 . Y"<°>) is included as the arbitrary constant quantity of the integral 

p . d. a3, wTe shall get, 

If • /.’ p • d. a*+ [ ~ ■ r1<2>. /„■ p . d. «■.- ïffi ] 

+ ■ Ym ] + &c. ; 

and by a different arrangement of the terms, it becomes as in [1811]. We may observe, 

that the words “ it to vanish from V,” were inserted in [1810], instead of the equation 

. Tl0) — Z(m = 0, given in the original. 

* (129/) P [1385w] represents the sum of all the particles of the spheroid, divided by 

their distances from the attracted point. If we siqapose the attracted point to be at a very 

great distance r from the centre of the spheroid, and any particle dM of the spheroid to be 

at the distance r r from the attracted point, — being very small, we shall have, 

rdM rdM / / /2 \ x i 

J r— r' J r ‘ \ Y 7a = ~ 'fdM-\- —. fr'. d M-f- &c. ; which will 

become if r' be infinitely small in comparison with r. 

345 
Value of 

V 
for a 

spheroid 
covered 
by a fluid 
in equi¬ 
librium. 

[1811] 

[181|] 

[181U] 

[1809c] 

[1810a] 

[18106] 

[1810c] 

[1810d] 

87 
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[18H/"] 

Expres¬ 
sions of the 
attrac¬ 
tions. 

[1811W/] 

[1811a] 

[1811ft] 

[1811c] 

[1811rf] 

[18 lie] 

[1811/] 

[18Hg] 

[18117i] 

[18117] 

Expres¬ 
sions of the 
attraction. 

[18117c] 

to this radius, in the plane of the meridian, will be 

lastly, the attraction perpendicular to the same radius, in the direction of 

y/l—(dV\. 
r y d p ) 1 

the parallel of latitude, will be, 
r . \/\—/2‘ 

The expression of V, 

* (129S) It follows from [455'], that if the three rectangular co-ordinates of the attracted 

point be represented by r, /, ra', the attraction of the spheroid, resolved in directions parallel 

to these co-ordinates, and tending towards the origin, will be represented by 

which may, for brevity, be represented by R', R", R!", respectively, as in [14477]. 

In the annexed figure, which is similar to that in Vol. I, page 181, C is the centre of the 

spheroid ; A the attracted point; PEQAP a spherical 

surface described about the centre C, with the radius 

CA=CP=CE=C q= Cq = r-, CP isthe 

polar semi-axis ; EQq an arc of the equator; PciAQ, 

PbBq, two meridians, infinitely near to each other ; 

AB, ab, parallels of latitude, infinitely near to each other; 

P E the meridian from which the angle ■af is counted, so 

that ECQ = tz, PC A = Ô. Then, as in [275a, &c.], ^ 

we shall find the arc Qq=.7\dz3, arc AB = r. dvs. sin. Ô 

n 7 r.dy* 
— r .dtf 1 — 

observing that cos. Ô 

arc Act — — r .d Ô — 

fA, and d Ô = 

/(l-M-2)’ 

— d^ 
[50] Int. If we now draw through 

✓CM**) 

the centre C, the lines C A', C Br, parallel to the arcs A a, AB, respectively; 

we may suppose the rectangular axes of the co-ordinates r, \d, w, to be represented by 

CA, CA1, CB', respectively; and we shall have 

Aoi — dr ; arc A a — d^= ; ûvcAB — d w' = r. dvï. \/{\—^2). 

Moreover, it is evident, from what has been said in [28a, 6], that if we substitute these values 

of d r, d[d, d ■sf, in [1 SI 16], we shall obtain the attraction of the spheroid, resolved in 

directions parallel to these lines, which will therefore be, 

R" = — 
y/(W2) 

r 
R'"= 

(-) \dK ) 
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relative to the earth, supposed to be elliptical,* becomes, 

v= — + (h 
r 

M being the mass of the earth. 

[1812] 

[1812'] 

36. Although the law of attraction in the inverse ratio of the square of 

the distance, is the only one which particularly interests us ; yet the [1812"] 

equation [1456] affords so simple an expression of the force of gravity at 

the surface of a homogeneous spheroid, in equilibrium, whatever be the 

exponentf of the power of the distance to which the attraction is proportional, [1812'"] 

that we have thought proper here to give it. The attraction being as the 

power n of the distance ; if we denote by dm the mass of a particle of 

If we put [x = cos. Ô, we shall have, 

cl V 

dô 

and R" = 

dV 
dP 

dV\ 

d [A 

dd 
= —{^).si „.é = —ÆEV./M —. 

or, as it may be written, j , ut, as h may uc wmicii, —* — . by taking the axis 

C A" on the continuation of the line A C, instead of C A' ; so that the direction of 

the force R' may correspond to the positive values of d Ô. Then the preceding forces 

will become. 

R = — 
\drj r \d$A ? r.sin.d \dvi J 

If either of these forces he positive, it will tend to decrease the corresponding ordinate ; and 

the contrary if the sign he negative, [1811a]. 

* (1299) It is also supposed, in formula [1812], that the ellipsoid is of revolution; in 

which case we shall have, as in [17926, d], T(3> = 0, — 0, &c. ; and 

T(2) = — h . (f* — £), [1792]. Substituting these, and the values of Za\ Z^\ he., 

[1793], in [1811], we get, by using -fo p. d. a3 = M [1811'], 

[1811Z] 

[1811m] 

[1812a] 

3r 

M ah . 0 

2r> 

[18126] 

as in [1812]. 

f (1299a) Excluding however, as in [1455'], all negative values of the exponent n [1812C] 
exceeding 2. 
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[1812""] 

[1813] 

the spheroid, and by f its distance from the attracted point ; the action 

of dm upon that point, multiplied by the element of its direction — df, 

will be —dm . f n df The integral of this quantity, taken relative to f, 

is * 
dm .fn+1 I 

n -j-1 ’ 
and the sum of these integrals, extended to the whole 

spheroid, is 
V 

n T 1 ’ 
supposing, as in [1448], V = f fn+1. d m. 

[1813'] 

[1814] 

If the spheroid be a homogeneous fluid, endowed with a rotatory motion, 

and not attracted by any foreign body ; we shall have, at its surface, in the 

case of equilibrium, by § 23,f 

V 
constant =-— + ^ g . r2. (1 — f) ; 

n -J- 1 

[1814'] r being the radius, drawn from the centre of gravity of the spheroid to its 

surface, and g [1616xvi, &c.] the centrifugal force, at the distance 1 from the 

axis of rotation. 

The gravity p, at the surface of the spheroid, is equal to the differential of 

* (1300) This computation is made in a similar manner to that in [1616s, &c.], and the 

[1813a] integral of the expression —^^— is —but by [1448], 

changing dM into dm, we have fdm.fn+1= V, and the preceding expression becomes 

— —~r} as in [1813]. 
71 —p 1 

f (1301) The integral of the product of the centrifugal force, multiplied by the element 

of its direction, is ^ g . r2 . (1—fx9) [1616xvm, 1618] ; to this add the similar integral 

[1814a] [1813], arising from the attraction of the particles ; the sum 

V 

ji-j-l 
+ h g • r 

h2 

represents the expression df-\-F’. df'-\-&ic.), treated of [1616IX, &c.] ; and 

[18146] this, by [1615], is equal to /^. Hence = —(1—f^2), 

which is similar to the equation [1635] ; and since r-y is constant at the surface of 

the fluid [16356'], this equation will become as in [1814]. 
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the second member of this equation, taken relative to r, and divided by [1814"] 

— d r ;* hence we get, 

— g • r.(l — **)• 

We shall now resume the equation [1456], which corresponds to the 

surface of the spheroid, [supposing n to be any positive number from 0 to 

co , or negative from 0 to — 2, inclusive] ,f 

dV\ % (n+l).A (» + 1).V 
~dV)~ 2a + 2a 

[1815] 

[1815] 

[1816] 

This equation, combined with the preceding, gives, [for the same values [1816] 

of n [1815'] ],J 

P = constant + < —XcT~ —1 \ * & ’ r ' ^[1817] 

At the surface of the spheroid, r is nearly equal to a ; putting therefore 

* (1302) This method of finding p is precisely like that in [1763"], where it is proved 

that the differential of Jtaken relative to r, and divided by —dr, gives nearly 
P 

tlie value of p; and it is shown, in [18146], that j'- is equal to the second member [1815a] 
P î 

of [1814]; therefore the differential, taken in this manner, and divided by —dr, gives 

p, as in [1815]. 

f (1303) The limits of n [1815'] are the same as in [1455'] ; they are not in the original [1816a] 

work. Similar restrictions are introduced in [1816', 1817', 1818'], so as to include all the 

formulas [1816—1819]. 

J (1304) Substituting [1816] m [1815], we get, 

p = 
A! 

Multiplying [1814] by 

n-\-1 

n-\-\ 

A , y n 

2 a 

V {n-\-l).g. r%. (1—0.2) 
we get, — = constant -j-— 6 .---— • 

° 2a 1 4 n ’ 

substituting this in the preceding value of p, and including the terms 

4 a 
A' A 

the arbitrary constant quantity of L-, it becomes as in [1817]. K we put r=a= 1. 

in the factor — —1^ , 

[1817] becomes as in [1818]. 

88 

ra-J-1 2a3 
m [1817a] 

2a 

r. it becomes 
n+1 n—3 
~i-1 4~ ’ 

hence 
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[1817] 

[1818] 

[1818'] 

Expres¬ 
sion of 
gravity, 
varying as 
the power 

n. 

[1819] 

[1819'] 

[1820] 

[1820'] 

Remarka¬ 
ble result, 
when the 
attraction 
is as the 
cube of the 
distance. 

[1818a] 

[18186] 

[1818c] 

[1820a] 

a — 1, in order to simplify the calculation, we shall find, [n being as 

above], 

p — constant + Ç1 4~ J >g • (1— 

If P be the gravity at the equator of the spheroid, and a 9 the ratio of the 

centrifugal force to the gravity at the equator [1647ix] ; we shall have, 

[n being as before],* 

P — P . I 1 -j- ^^ . a 9 . f I . 

Hence it follows, that from the equator to the poles, gravity varies in proportion 

to the square of the sine of the latitude [1648w]. In the case of nature, 

where n — —2, we shall have, 

P = P .{lcup. f \ ; 

which agrees with what we have found before.f But it is very remarkable, 

that if n = 3, we shall have p = P ; that is, if the attraction he 

proportional to the cube of the distance, the gravity at the surface of a 

homogeneous spheroid will he everywhere the same, whatever he the rotatory 

motion.% 

* (1305) The value of p [1818] becomes, at the equator, where [m=0, 

n , (n—3) P = constant -j--—- -g ; 

and if we substitute, in [1818], P instead of these terms, we shall get, 

(n—3) 2 
P = p-— -g V; 

but by hypothesis [1818'], a 9 = , or g = acp . P ; hence 

-», [W* 3) I . Q 
p = P--— . a 9 . P . fv3, 

as in [1819] ; which becomes as in [1820], when n — — 2. 

f (1306) Putting, in [1648'], P= a . {1— § a 9 — f a 9 . it becomes 

p —pq-f* «.£«9 V==P + P.f «(p.F'2, neglecting a2, as in [1820]. 

J (1307) It may be proper to remark, that terms of the order a2 are neglected in this 

computation. 
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37. In the investigation of the figures of the heavenly bodies, we have 

only noticed quantities of the order a ; but it is easy, by the preceding 

analysis, to extend the approximations to quantities of the order a2, or to 

higher orders.* For this purpose, we shall consider the figure of a 

homogeneous fluid mass, in equilibrium, and covering a spheroid which 

differs but little from a sphere ; the whole having a rotatory motion, as is the 

case with the earth and planets. The condition of the equilibrium at the 

surface gives the equation [1635],f 

constant = V — % g . r2. (>2 — i) + [i g • ^2] • 

The value of V is composed, first, of the attraction of the solid spheroid, 

covered by the fluid, upon a particle of the surface, whose co-ordinates are 

r, ê, vs; second, of the attraction of the fluid mass upon the same particle. 

Now the sum of these two attractions is the same as the sum of the following 

attractions : first, that of the solid spheroid, supposing the density of each 

stratum to be diminished by the density of the fluid ; second, that of a 

spheroid, having the same external surface as the fluid, and the same density 

as the fluid. We shall suppose V to be the first of these attractions, and 

V" the second, so that V— V + V". Then we shall have, by supposing 

g to be of the order a, and equal to ag', 

constant = V T V" — \ «g'. r2. (y? — F) + ag'. r2]. 

* (1307a) We have already given, in [1560a, &tc.], Poisson’s method of noticing the 

higher powers of a, in the computation of V and its differentials. 

•j- (1308) The external forces S, S', &c., being by hypothesis nothing, Z&), Z(4\ 

he. [1632] must vanish ; a.Z(3) will become = — and a.Zw=§g; 

substituting these in [1635], we get = Jr-\- g-g -r2 — % g . r2. (p.2— J). But we 

have, at the surface of the fluid, f^-y — constant, [16355'] ; hence 

constant = F+ ^g . r2 — % g . r2 . (^2 — J) ; 

which is the same as in [1821], except in the term + ig • r2> neglected by the author. 

This produces a similar term, which I have inserted between the brackets, at the end of 

each of the equations [1821, 1822, 1828, 1834, 1836], in addition to those given by the 

author, in the original work. Putting V = V fl- V" [1821""] in [1821], it becomes 

as in [1822]. 

[1820"] 

Manner of 
noticing 
terms of 
the order 

a2, a3, 
he. ; 
[1820'"] 

in a homo¬ 
geneous 
spheroid. 

[1821] 

[1821'] 

[1821"] 

[1821"'] 

[1821""] 

[1822] 

[1821a] 

[18215] 
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[1823] 

[1824] 

[1825] 

[1825'] 

[1826] 

[1827] 

[1825a] 

[1827a] 

[1828a] 

We have seen, in [1436], that V may be developed in a series of the form, 

,,, £7(0) , £7« , £7®) ZJ{3) , p 
^   r + ,5 + “p h ~^4~ + ^C* 

£7® being subjected to the equation of partial differentials [1437]. 

d ju, 

/ddU(<)A 

’ F 

and we may determine £7®, by the analysis of ^ 17 [1533, 1541, &c.], with 

the requisite degree of accuracy, when the figure of the spheroid is known. 

Also V" may be developed in a series of the form, 

77 (. o) 77 Ui TJ (.2) 
F'=^- + %r+ V + &c.; r 

£7® being subjected to the same equation of partial differentials as £7®, 

[1824]. If we take the density of the fluid for the unity of density, we 

shall have [1541],* 

4 
£7® = . Z® ; 

(* + 3) • (2i+l) 

ri+3 being supposed to be developed in the series [1533], 

p+3 = Z(0> + Z(j> + Z« + &c. ; 

in which Z® is subjected to the same equation of partial differentials as 

JJd) [1824]. Therefore the equation of equilibrium [1822], will become,! 

(1309) Putting p=l, and £7® for £7® in [1541], we get, 

£7® = - 
4 <K 

(i + 3).(2i+l) '*7 V d f 
■HZ'* d a = 

4 
(i + 3).(2i+l) 

.Z®, 

as in [1824]. Now from [1533] we have Rl+3= Z/(-0) -j- Z/(1)+ Z,(9) -f- &c. ; and if 

we change f/, to', Z'®, into p., w, Z®, respectively, as in [1540""], it will become, 

r;+3 — o) + Z(1) + Z&) _p &c. ; r being the radius of the attracted point of the surface 

[1821']. Z® satisfies an equation similar to [1534]. 

T ( 1310) If we suppose the sign 2 of finite integrals, to include all values of i except 

i = 0, the expressions of V, V", [1823, 1825], will become, by using [1826], 

r'=^+s, 
r 

[7® . 77(7 , 77(0 72!+2, 
r 

4rf 
(i -p 3). (2 i -pi ). r‘+i 

Z®. 
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£7(0) U,(0) 1 
constant = -y- -f- ——r 2 • ~ÿ+ï 

■4 

(i-{-3) • (2i + l) 

1 
2 Kg' -r* *. 02 —1) + ; 

[1828] 

i being equal to unity, or greater than unity. [1828] 

If the distance r, of the attracted particle from the centre of the spheroid, 

be infinite, V will be equal to the sum of the masses of the spheroid and [1828"] 

fluid, divided by r ; and if we put this sum equal to m, we shall have, 

?7(0) + £7/°) = m, [18286]. We shall carry on the approximation so [1828'"] 

as to include quantities of the order a2, supposing 

r= 1 + ; [1829] 

which gives,* 

r‘+3 = 1 + (i + $) . a y + (» + 3H»+3) ,aY + 0'+3). c? j/. [1830] 

We shall suppose, 

y = Y(1) + y(2) + y(3) + &c. ; 

y’ = Y/(1) +Y/(2) + Y/(3) + &c. ; 

Substituting these in [1822], we get [1828]. When r is infinite, the values of V, V", 
7T(0) 7T(0) 

[1823, 1825], are reduced to their first terms ——, and then 

V= V -I- V" = . 
r J 

M 
but, by [1385w], or [lSlOd], V then becomes —, or, in the present notation, 

7T(0) [_ TT(0) 

hence --ÿ—i— = -, and Uco)=m, as in [1828'"]. 

m 

r 

[18286] 

* (1311) The value of r [1829], raised to the power « + 3, by the binomial theorem, 

becomes as in [1830], neglecting a3. Substituting in [1830] the values of r*+3 [1827], 

V, y\ 2/2> [1S31], we shall get, 

Z® + Z ™ + Z<® + &c. = 1 + (i + 3). a . [ Y0> -f F(2) -f &c.} 

+ ■i4;3+- .a?.iMm+Mv+&Ui.\+(i+3) ; 
and as there can be but one way of developing a function in the forms Z®, F(i>, [1479'], 

the terms of the form ZY^, must be equal to each other in [1832«] 5 hence we 

obtain the equation [1832], i being any integral positive number, excluding i=0. 

89 
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[1832] 

[1832'] 

[1833] 

[18326] 

[1834a] 

[18346] 
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Y(i), Y{i), and ilf1[i), being subjected to the same equation of partial 

differentials as [1824], and we shall have, 

Z® = (i + 3) . a. y® + (8 + a).<> + 3) _ a2 _ Mm + + 3). . ym. 

We shall then observe, that £7(i) is a quantity of the order a, since it would 

be nothing, if the spheroid were a sphere.* Hence, if we carry on the 

approximation to quantities of the order a2, C7(i) will be of the form, 

m = a . U'® + a2 . U"®. 

Therefore, if we substitute these values in the preceding equation of 

equilibrium [1828], and change r into l+«y+«2^ [1829], we shall 

get, by neglecting quantities of the order cc3,f 

* (1312) Adding the equations [1823, 1825], and using V -{- V" = V [1821""]» 
vyi 7T(l) 7T(2) 77" (7) 77* (2) 

Vm + jjm = m [1828"'], we get V= - + V- + tL- + &c. + 

7TI 
If the spheroid be a sphere, whose mass is m, we shall have [15065] V— — m, which is 

JJO) JJ®) 
the first term of the preceding value ; therefore the remaining terms —, —g-, &c., 

must be of the same order as the excess of the spheroid above the sphere ; that is, of the 

order a, as in [1832']. 

f (1313) Putting in [1828] Z7(0) + Z7/0)= m [1828'"]» and substituting the value of 

Z(i) [1832], and Ü® [1833], we get, 

m 1 
constant = —h 2 . 

r 

. [jt{i) a2 , jj"(0 _j_ 4 a * 
Y& 

1 
2*+l 

l 4na>.(« + 3) {i Y,g 

. ^ 2.(2i+l) +2i+l ! 
— | ag' . r2 . (f*2 — £) + & ag'. r2. 

Now from [1829] we obtain, by neglecting a3, 

m 

r 

m 
— = m . ( 1 — a ?/ -j- “2 Î/2 — “2 y ) ; 

1 + a3/ + ot2Y 
therefore the first term of the expression [1834a] produces the terms multiplied by m in 

[1834]. The same value of r gives Tpj = 1 — (i + 1) • « y — &c. ; hence 

a- ‘ ^ = a . LT/« — (i + 1) • a2y • H'Wj 

4 a k . Y(0 _ 4 a-Tr. r(* . 4a2^.(i 1 ) . y . Yw 

(2i+ 1) . ri+1 2i + 1 2i+l 

[1834c] 
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constant = m .{1 — « y + a3 'f — ^ V\ 

a. . U>(i) + a9 . U"® — (i +1) • o?y . W® 

4 air 4a2*'.(*-fl) y(0 , 4c?« yE 
•F-ÏÏ7+1-y-y + si+i ‘ 

, + . 
+ s. <; 2*+i [1834] 

4^*1(» + 3) Mm 
~ 2.(2* + l) 

_ .y.(i+g«yl. (,*_ , )* u . (1 + 2.,)]. 

Patting the terms of the order a, and the terms of the order a2, separately 

equal to nothing, we shall obtain the two following equations,* 

(»«—aêfl) •F“) = s ■ U"s> - f-- 02—i) ; 

f D-»_({+!).,. 

s.(m—£4- ).r'w =C' + 2. / 

—g'i-fr2—i)+ [!<?'2/3 ; 

[1835] 

[1836] 

The other terras under the sign 2, being of the order a2, we may in them put r — 1, and 

by substituting these values, the terms under that sign become as in [1834]. Lastly, from 

[1829] we get rs=l-j-2ay, to be substituted in the two terms multiplied by g' [1834a], [I834tf] 

to obtain the corresponding terms in [1834]. 

* (1314) The equation [1834] must be satisfied for all values of n, vs, ct; the coefficients 

of the different powers of a must therefore be put equal to nothing. Now the constant term 

of the second member independent of a, is m ; that of the order a, independent of 

(f/,2 — -!), is equal to and if we put that of the order a2 equal to —c?.C, 

the sum will be m-\-4 a g'— a2. C, which is to be put equal to the constant term of the [1836a] 

first member. Then the terms independent of a are m=m. Those of the order a give, 

i««'=-»• «ÿN- £7'(0+27fï • Y<i) l “T- O*2-*) +*■«*'• [1836!,] 

Dividing by a, and substituting the value of y [1831], we get, 

o=—m • 2. r« + 2. [ rm \ -2 •O*2-*); 

transposing the first and third terms, it becomes as in [ 835], The terms of [1834, 1836a], 
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C being an arbitrary constant quantity. The first of these equations 

[1836'] determines Y(i), consequently also the value of y.* Substituting these 

values in the second member of the second equation, we may develop it by 

the method of [1530v], in a series of the form, 

[1837] Nw + iV(1) + N& + &c. ; 

depending on a2, being divided by a2, give 

= 3O+2. 

[1836c] 

U«v> - (i + X ) • y ■ V'ffl - . y, T® 

i 4* y/(i) , jg-fr’+g) 
+ 2Ï+I' 1 +2. (2i-{-I) 

—gJy- Ga2 — I) +t5‘/y- 

Using the values [1831], the term m . (y2 — ?/) becomes 2 . (???. M® — m . Y'®) ; 

substituting this in the preceding equation, and transposing the terms depending on T'(i) to 

the first member, we get [1836]. 

* (1315) The form of the internal solid spheroid being known, its attraction, or rather 

the value of V [1823], will be given ; consequently the general value of [1823] will 

be given, and then U'®, U"{l), [1833]; also g' will be found by means of the known 

rotatory motion. Therefore the second member of [1835] will be given, and as it can be 

developed in only one manner, in functions of the form Y^\ U{i), [1479'], it follows that 

the functions of the first and second members of [1835], must be separately equal to each 

other, for any value of i ; therefore when i = 2, we shall have, 

[1839a] 

[18396] 

[1839c] 

(m - f 0 . Y» = (7'® - i g'. (,u2 - *) ; 

and for all other values of i exceeding i=0 [1828'], we have . Y{l) =U,[l). 

Hence we may find F(1), Y®\ T(3\ &c. ; and by substitution, in the first equation 

[1831], we shall get the value of y, in terms of the known quantities U'a\ U’&), &c., 

andg'. These values of y, U'®, U"{i), being substituted in the second member of [1836], 

it becomes known, and may be developed, in a given function of the form [1837], or 

2 . N(i) ; so that [1836] will become 2 . (m — giyy) • = 2 . JVw ; and as this 

second member can be developed in only one manner, in the proposed form [1479'], this 

equation must exist separately for each value of i ; therefore (^n—• Y'(i) = JV® ; 

hence we get F'U) [1838]; and by putting i = 1, i— 2, &c., we obtain, 
jya) jy&) 

’rr'/°' —-— ; &c. ; whose sum is equal to y [1831], as in y/( i) —. Y'(2)_ 

[1839] ; hence, by substituting the values of y and y', thus found, in [1829], we obtain r. 

[1839c? ] 
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N(i) being subjected to the same equation of partial differentials as U(t), 

[1824] ; and we may determine the constant quantity C', so that N{0) may 

be nothing, and we shall have, 

= 

m- 
4 tf 

consequently, 

r= 
jym 

m- rtf 
+ 

AT® 
m ■ t tf + iV(3) 

m- ■ #■ tf 
+ &c. 

[1837'] 

[1838] 

[1839] 

Hence the expression of the radius r of the surface of the fluid will be 

determined, neglecting quantities of the order a3 ; and we may, in the same 

manner, carry on the approximation as far as we wish. We shall say no [1839'] 

more upon this subject, since there is no other difficulty than that arising 

from the length of the calculations ; but we may deduce from the preceding 

analysis this important conclusion, namely, that we can affirm that the 

equilibrium is rigorously possible, though we cannot state the precise figure 

which will satisfy it. For we can always find a series of figures, which, by [1839"] 

substitution in the equation of equilibrium, will leave remainders that become 

successively smaller, and will finally be less than any assignable quantity. 
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[1839w] 

[1839""] 

Celestial 
and 

terrestrial 
meridians. 

Equation 
of the 
earth’s 
surface. 

[1840] 

[1840'] 

[1840"] 

Equation 
of an 

ellipsoid. 

[1840a] 

CHAPTER V. 

COMPARISON OP THE PRECEDING THEORY WITH OBSERVATIONS. 

38. To compare the preceding theory with observations, we must know 

the figure of the terrestrial meridian, and the curve described by a series of 

geodetical operations. We shall suppose a plane to he drawn, through the 

axis of rotation of the earth, and the zenith of any place upon its surface. 

This plane, continued infinitely, will describe in the heavens the circumference 

of a great circle, which will he the meridian of that place. All the points of 

the surface of the earth, which have their zenith in this circumference, are 

under the same celestial meridian. These points form, upon the surface of 

the earth, a curve, which is the corresponding terrestrial meridian. 

To determine this curve, we shall represent the equation of the surface 

of the earth by* 

u = 0 ; 

u being a function of three rectangular co-ordinates x, y, z. If x', f, z!, 

be the three rectangular co-ordinates of the vertical line, which passes through 

the point of the surface of the earth, determined by the co-ordinates x, y, z, 

we shall have, by the theory of curve surfaces, the following équations,f 

* (1316) The nature of the equation of a surface u = 0 is explained in [19b'", c, d, e], 

for a plane and a sphere. The equation of an ellipsoid [1363], after transposing all the 

terms to the second member, and dividing by Æ2, becomes of the form u = 0 ; as in the 

following expression, which will be used hereafter, 

my2 wz2 

[18405] 

f (1317) The situation of a right line, drawn in any direction whatever, may be 

determined, when we know the places of the two lines, formed by projecting it upon any 
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two of the planes in which the axes of the co-ordinates are situated ; as for example, those 

of xy and yz. For if we erect, upon these two lines, planes perpendicular to the planes 

of xy, yz, they will intersect each other in the proposed 

line. We shall suppose that d, /, are two points of the 

surface of the earth, infinitely near to each other, and 

having the co-ordinate z equal in both points j so that 

for the point d, the co-ordinates are 

CA = x, AD — y, Dd = z ; 

and for the point f, 

CK=x-\-dx, KF=y-\-dy, Ff=z; 

DF being the projection of df upon the plane of xy. 

Then drawing D E parallel and equal to A K, we 

shall have D E = dx, E F — d y. If dgi be 

the vertical line drawn through the point d, perpendicular 

to the surface of the earth, and DGI its projection upon the plane of xy, we shall have, 

for the co-ordinates of any point g of the line dgi, CM—x', JVIG = y', Gg—z', 

[1840'] ; and the co-ordinates of the point i, infinitely near to g, will be x'-\-dx', y'—dy', 

z'-fdz' ; the negative sign being given to dy', because in the present figure, dy' decreases 

as d x' increases. Hence if I be the point of projection of i, and IJY be let fall, 

perpendicularly upon G M, we shall have, G JV = — df, JVI—dx'. Now it is 

evident from the construction, that the equal and parallel lines df, DF, are perpendicular 

to the plane ID di', therefore the line DGI, in that plane, must be perpendicular to 

DF-, and as GJV, JV I, are respectively perpendicular to DE, FE, the triangles 

D E F, GJV I, must be similar. Hence D E : E F : : G JV : JVI ; or in symbols, 

dx xdy — dy': dad, or dx= —• At the point d, the equation of the 

surface of the earth is u = 0, corresponding to the co-ordinates x, y, z. At the point f, 

the co-ordinates x, y, become x -f- d x, y -j- d y, respectively, z remaining unaltered ; 

and then the equation u= 0 becomes, by development as in [610], and retaining only the 

first power of dx, dy, u-\- .dx-\- • dy — 0 ; in which u and its 

differentials correspond to the point d, where dx=0, dy = 0. The difference of these 

two equations is • d x -j- (.dy = 0 ; and by substituting the preceding value 

of d x, it becomes — (^~ 
dx ^ + Multipfying ‘his by we 

Equations 
of the 
vertical 
to the 
surface. 

[1841] 

[1840c] 

[1840d] 

[1840e] 
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Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion of 
a plane 
parallel to 
the verti¬ 
cal line. 

[1842] 

Multiplying the first of these equations by the indeterminate quantity x, and 

adding the product to the second equation, we shall obtain, 

[1842'] This equation is that of any plane parallel to the vertical line just mentioned.^ 

[1840/] 

[1840g] 

[1841a] 

[1842a] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion of 
parallel 
planes. 

[1842a'] 

[18426] 

Plane 
drawn 
parallel to 
any line, 
in another 
plane. 

get the first of the equations [1841], depending on the projection of the vertical line dg 

upon the plane of x y. It is evident, that the projection of the same line, upon the plane of 

x z, must produce a similar equation, which may be deduced from the preceding, by changing 

y into z, and y' into z, as in the second of the equations [1841]. If for any point d of the 

surface, the co-ordinates x, y, z, be given, also the equation of the surface u = 0, we 

shall have the values of , (^7) ’ (fir)’ Substituting these in [1841], we shall 

get two differential equations, containing dx', dy', dz', and constant quantities, which 

represent the differential equation of the vertical line dgi. 

* (1318) The equation of a plane, passing through the origin of the co-ordinates x', ij, z', 

which, for distinction we shall call the first plane, is z' = A x' -f- B y', [19c]. If a 

second plane be drawn parallel to the first plane, and at the distance C from it, measured in 

the direction of the co-ordinate z', the preceding value of z' will be increased by C, and the 

equation of this second plane will be z'— A x' -f- B y' -f- C. Now the differentials of both 

these expressions are identical, namely d z' = A . d x' -j- B . d y'. This may therefore 

be considered as the general differential equation of parallel planes ; the values of A, B, 

being the same in all these parallel planes. Again, if any line be drawn, at pleasure, in the 

first plane, the second plane will be parallel to that line ; therefore the equation 

dz — A. dx' -j- B. dfi 

may also be considered as the equation of any second plane, drawn parallel to any line, 

described in the first plane. We shall now proceed to apply these principles, supposing the 

first plane to be drawn through the line dgi fig. 40, page 359, and the second plane to 

be drawn parallel to this first plane. 

It was proved, in the preceding note, that the two equations [1841] comprise the conditions 

necessary for the line dgi to be a vertical line. These two equations may be included 

in one more general expression, by multiplying the first by a constant but indeterminate 

quantity X, and adding the product to the second ; the sum is 

[1842c] 
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The vertical line, when infinitely produced, coincides with the celestial 

meridian, whilst its base is distant from the plane of the meridian, by a finite 

quantity ; it may therefore be considered as parallel to this plane.# The 

differential equation of the plane of the celestial meridian may therefore 

coincide with the preceding equation, by assigning a proper value to the 

quantity x. We shall now suppose 

dz' = a. dx' + b. dy\ 

to be the equation of the plane of the celestial meridian.f Comparing it 

with the equation [1842], we shall get, 

This expression is evidently equivalent to the two equations [1841]; since the equation 

[1842c] cannot exist, for all values of the indeterminate quantity X, unless the equations 

[1841] are separately satisfied. If we divide [1842c] by the factor of dz', and transpose 

the first and last terms, we shall obtain [1842] ; and by putting 

and —\ = B, 

it will become dz!—A.dx'-\-B.dy'. This is the same as the differential equation of 

parallel planes [lS42a]; and as it includes both the equations [1841], or the differential 

equations of the vertical line dgi, this vertical line must be situated in one of these 

parallel planes ; therefore it follows, from [18426], that the equation dz'—A .dx'-\-B.dy', 

or [1842], is the differential equation of any plane, drawn parallel to that vertical line. 

* (1319) It appears from the definition [1839'''"'], that if the vertical line ig d fig. 40, 

page 359, be continued infinitely to the heavens, it will coincide with the celestial meridian, 

though the point of that line, upon the surface of the earth, might be distant from that 

meridian by a finite quantity, considered as the base of a triangle. Now this base being 

finite and the sides infinite, the angle included by these sides must be infinitely small, 

or nothing ; so that the two sides may be considered as parallel. 

f (1320) The general equation of any plane is z' = A x' -j- B y' -f- C [ 1841 a]. Its 

differential is d z! = A . d x' -}- B . d y' ; and by putting A —a, B = b, it becomes 

of the same form as [1843]. Comparing the equations [1842, 1843], we find that the 

coefficients of dx', dy, become equal, by putting 

a — 6 = 

91 

[1842"] 

[1843] 

Equation 
of the 
celestial 
meridian. 

[1844] 

[1842c'] 

[1842rf] 

[1842e] 

j — X. [1844a] 
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To obtain the constant quantities a and b, we shall suppose that we have, 

as given quantities, the co-ordinates of the base of the vertical line, drawn 

parallel to the axis of rotation of the earth, and those of another vertical line, 

drawn at any other given place upon its surface. Substituting these 

co-ordinates successively in the preceding equation, we shall obtain two 

equations, by means of which we may determine a and b. The preceding 

equation [1844], combined with that of the surface u = 0, will give the 

curve of the terrestrial meridian, passing through the given place.* 

If the earth be an ellipsoid, u will be a rational and integral function of 

the second degree in x, y, p ; the equation [1844] will then be that of a 

plane,f whose intersection with the surface of the earth, will form the 

terrestrial meridian. In general, if the surface be of a more complicated form, 

this meridian will be a curve of double curvature. 

In this case, the line, determined by geodetical measures, is not that of 

the terrestrial meridian. To describe this, we must form the first horizontal 

triangle, so that one of the angles may have its summit at the origin of the 

Substituting this value of X = — b, in the expression of a ; then multiplying by we 

* (1321) From [1844], we get the value of z} in terms of x, y. Substituting this in the 

given equation of the surface [1840], it becomes 0 = function of (x,y). Hence, for any 

proposed value of x, we may find the corresponding value of y ; and these, being substituted 

in z, will give z in terms of x ; so that the curve of the meridian may be determined, by 

points, for all values of x. 

f (1322) The partial differentials of the equation of an ellipsoid [1840c], give 

/du\ 2nz / du\ 2x /du\ 2 my 

\dz) k? ’ \dx) ~ Ifi 5 w 
Substituting these in [1844], we get, 

— 2'nz-\-2axJr2mby _ n 
- jp — U’ 

a ml 
or z = - .aM-• V 5 

n 'n 

which is the same as the equation of a plane [19c]. If the equation u=0 contained powers 

of x, y, z, greater than the second power, the equation [1844], would be that of a surface of 

a higher order than the first degree ; and the intersection of that surface with the surface of 

the earth, would in general form a curve of double curvature [256]. 
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curve ; and the other two angles their summits upon any two visible objects. 

We must then find the direction of the first side of the curve, with respect 

to the sides of the triangle, and its length, to the point where it meets 

the side which connects the two objects. We must then form a second 

horizontal triangle, with these objects, and a third object, situated at a 

greater distance from the origin of the curve. This second triangle will not 

be in the same plane as the first ; it will have nothing in common with it, 

except the side formed by the two first objects. Therefore the continuation 

of the first side of the curve, will be elevated above the plane of this second 

triangle ; but we bend it down upon the plane in such a manner, that 

it will always form the same angles with the side which is common to both 

triangles ; and it is evident, that to do this, we must bend it towards the 

plane, in the direction of the vertical. This therefore is the characteristic 

property of the curve described by geodetical operations : its first side, which 

may he supposed in any direction, is a tangent to the surface of the earth ; its 

second side is the continuation of this tangent, bent dowmvards in the direction 

of the vertical ; its third side is the continuati n of the second side, bent 

dowmvards in the direction of the vertical ,* and so on, for the other sides.* 

* (1323) For the sake of illustration, we shall observe, that in the same manner as a 

curve is considered a polygon of an infinite number of sides, any surface may be supposed 

to be composed of an infinite number of plane triangles. We shall therefore suppose DAE, 

DFE, fig. 41, to be two such contiguous triangles 

upon the surface of the earth, having the side DE 

in common ; A being the commencement of the 

meridian line A B, described by geodetical 

operations ; D, E, the objects placed at the summit 

of the first triangle DAE ; F the object placed at the 

summit of the second triangle. These two triangles 

being in différent planes ; we may suppose the second 

DFE to revolve about the common side or base 

D E, till it comes into the situation DfE in 

the plane of the first triangle DAE, continued 

to /; the point F having described the infinitely small arc Ff, which may be considered as 

perpendicular to the surface or plane of the triangle DFE. If the line BC be so situated 

in the second triangle, as to cause it, by this revolution, to come into the situation B c, 

on the continuation of the right line AB, this line BC will represent the continuation 

of the meridian on the plane of the second triangle. In like manner, the continuation of 

[1845"] 

[1845'"] 

[1845""] 

[1845v] 

Curve de¬ 
scribed by 
geodetieal 
opera¬ 
tions. 

[1846] 

[1845a] 

[1845&] 
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If in the point where two of these sides meet, we draw, in the plane 

which is a tangent to the surface of the spheroid, a line perpendicular to one 

of these sides ; it is evident that it will be perpendicular to the other side. 

Hence it follows, that the sum of these sides is the shortest line that can be 

described upon this surface between the extreme points.* Therefore the 

lines described by geodetical operations, have the property of being the shortest 

that can be described, upon the surface of the spheroid, between any two points 

the line B C is to be made to revolve about the side FE, till it meets the plane of the third 

triangle ; and so on for the other sides, as in [1846]. 

In this trigonometrical process, we can determine the triangle ADE, by measuring one 

of its sides, as AE, and all its angles, DAE, DE A, ADE-, we must also observe 

the angle BAE, which the meridian line makes with the side AE. Then, by the usual 

rules of trigonometry, we may compute the sides AB, BE, B D, AD, DE; also 

the angle A B D — cBE=CBE; and having obtained, from observation, the three 

angles of the triangle D EF, or D Ef, we shall also have the three angles of the 

triangle E B c, or E B C ; by means of which we may compute the second side B C 

of the meridian line. In this way the meridian may be continued through any number of 

successive triangles. 

* (1324) Instead of restricting ourselves to the case here treated of by the author, we 

shall suppose, more generally, that AD BE, C D BE, fig. 42, are two plane surfaces, 

inclined to each other in any given angle, and 

intersecting each other in the right line D E. Then 

it is required to connect any two given points A, C, 

by two right lines AB, B C, drawn in these 

planes, so that the sum of these lines ABB C, 

may be a minimum. From the | oints A, C, let fall 

the perpendiculars A A', CC, upon the line DE ; 

putting AA' = a, CC = c, A'C' = b, 

A'B = x, B C = b — x ; then A B = B C = + {b — xf\, 

whose sum p/(a2-|-a?2) {b—XY\ is to be a minimum. Its differential, îelative 

to x, put equal to nothing, and divided by d x, gives 

x _ b x nr ^ B. 
v/(a2 + z2) p^p(b — xf\ ’ °r AB BC ’ 

which is equivalent to cos. AB D = cos. C B E, or angle AB D = angle C B E. 

Therefore, to render AB -\-B C a minimum, we must make the angles ABD, CBE, 

equal to each other, which is the property of the arc of the meridian, or of any other arc, 

described upon the surface of the earth by geodetical operations, [1845w/]. The forms and 

situations of the infinitely small planes, into which the surface of the spheroid is supposed to 

42 
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of their surface ;* * and by what we have seen, in the first book [49"], they 

would be described by a body moving uniformly, upon that surface. 

Let x, y, z, be the rectangular co-ordinates of any point of the curve ; 

xfdx, yfdy, zfdz, will be the co-ordinates of a point infinitely 

near to it. If d s be the element of the curve, and we suppose this 

element to be continued by a quantity equal to d s, we shall have 

x + 2 cl x, y + 2d y, z2d z, 

for the co-ordinates of the extremity of this line ;f and if we bend it down 

in the direction of the vertical, the co-ordinates of this extremity will become, 

xJr2dxJrddx, y f2d y -f d dy, zJr2dzJrddz; 

therefore — d d x, — d d y, — cl d z, will be the co-ordinates of the 

be divided, being wholly arbitrary, we may suppose them to be so situated, that the line of 

intersection D B E may be perpendicular to A B, and in that case it must also be 

perpendicular to B C, because the angle CB E = A B D, [1847a]. This agrees 

with what is stated above, [1846']. 

* (1324a) Hence it follows, that on a spherical surface, the geodetical curve is a great 

circle ; because a great circle, connecting two points, is, as is well known, the shortest curve 

line that can be drawn between them, upon that surface. 

•f (1325) The co-ordinates of the point A, fig. 41, page 363, being x, y, z, those of the 

point B, infinitely near to A, will be x-\-dx, y -f- d y, z -\-dz ; the increments in 

proceeding from A to B, being d x, dy, d z ; and by construction, the point c is on 

the continuation of AB ; so that if we make, as in [1847"], Bc = AB, the increments 

of the co-ordinates, in proceeding from B to c, will also be dx, dy, d z ; making the 

co-ordinates of the point c equal to x-\-2dx, y-\-2dy, z-\-2dz. Again, the 

co-ordinates of the point B being æ -f- dx, y-\-dy, z d z -, their differentials are 

d x d d x, dy -f- d dy, dz f ddz, which represent the increments of those 

co-ordinates, in proceeding from the second point B to the third point C ; and by adding 

them respectively to the co-ordinates of B, we have the co-ordinates of C, 

x-\-2dx-\-ddx, y 2 d y -\- d d y, z -\-2dz~\- ddz. 

as in [1847///]. This point 0 is the base of the line cC, which is supposed to be perpendicular 

to the surface DFE [1845&], Subtracting the co-ordinates of the point C, from the 

corresponding ones of the point c, at the summit of the vertical line c C, we get the 

co-ordinates of that point c, referred to the point C, as the origin ; and these co-ordinates 

will be —ddx, —ddy, —ddz, as in [1847///7]. 
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vertical line, counted from its base. Consequently we shall have, by the 

nature of the vertical line, supposing u = 0 to be the equation of the 

surface of the earth,* 

which equations are different from those of the terrestrial meridian. In these 

equations, d s ought to he supposed constant ; for it is evident, that if we 

* (1326) If we take the integrals of [1841], considering x', y1, z', variable ; x, y, z, and 

the terms depending on u, as constant, we shall get, 

/du\ . /du\ . . 

° = fe)^-fe)'a; + conslant; 
. x' -f- constant. 

At the point d, fig. 40, page 359, we have x' = x, y' = y, z' — z ; and then these 

equations become, 

0=© • ^ ~ +constant ; 0=(Ë) • * - (S) • *+constant 

Subtracting these respectively from the preceding, we get, 

and it is evident, that if we take the point of the surface d for the origin of the co-ordinates, 

we shall have x = 0, y = 0, z = 0 ; and the preceding equations will become, 

/du 

° = \cTx •y — (£)•'> 
/du 

0==\Tx 
. Z 

du\ 

ffz) x'. 

x', y1, z', being counted from the point d of the surface of the earth, fig. 40, corresponding 

to the point C, fig. 41, page 363. Now we have shown, in [1848&], that the co-ordinates 

of the point c, of the vertical line Cc, counted from the point C, as the origin, are respectively 

— ddx, —ddy, —ddz. Substituting these for x', y', z, respectively, in the preceding 

equations [1848c7], we get, 

. ddx ; 

and by changing the signs, they become like the two first equations [1848]. Multiplying the 

[1848e] 
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neglect infinitely small quantities of the third order,* we may suppose that 

the continuation of the element ds meets the base of the vertical in which 

it is deflected. 

We shall now enter into an examination of the results which can be obtained, 

relative to the figure of the earth, from the geodetical admeasurements, made 

in the direction of the meridian, or in a direction perpendicular to the meridian. 

We may always suppose that there is an ellipsoid, touching each point of the 

surface of the earth, upon which the geodetical admeasurements, also the latitudes 

and the longitudes, counted from the point of contact, for a small extent, 

would be the same as upon that surface. If the whole surface were that of 

an ellipsoid, the ellipsoidal tangent would be the same throughout the whole 

surface ; but if the figures of the meridians be not elliptical, as there is 

reason to believe is the case ; then the ellipsoidal tangent will vary in 

different countries, and it can only be determined by geodetical measures, 

made in different directions. It would be very interesting to ascertain, in 

this manner, the osculatory ellipsoids of a great number of places upon the 

surface of the earth. 

We shall put,f 

u = Æ9 -f- f -(- —■ 1 — 2 «w'= 0, 

first of the equations [1848] by — , the second by (^j, and dividing the 

sum by we obtain the third equation of [1848], which was not given by the 

author, but is here introduced, because it furnishes the third equation of [1850]. The 

equations [1848] are evidently different from those of the terrestrial meridian, determined in 

[18445, &c.], from the formulas [1840, 1844]. 

* (1327) Supposing, as in [18455, 18485], cC, fig. 41, page 363, to be perpendicular to 

Cc2 
B C, we shall have, B C = \/{B c2 — C c2) = B c — ^-7 — he. Therefore B C 

Cc2 
differs from Be by a quantity of the order —, which is of the third order ; 

because Be is of the first order ds, and Cc is of the second order. In the original 

work, this difference is stated to be of the fourth order. 
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f (1328) If the earth were an ellipsoid, we should have, as in [1840a], 
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for the equation of the surface of the spheroid, which ive shall suppose to differ 

hut very little from a sphere, whose radius is unity ; so that a may be a very 

small coefficient, whose square we shall neglect, u! may always be considered 

as a function of only two variable quantities x and y ; for if we suppose it 

to be a function of x, y, z, we may eliminate z, by means of the equation* 

z = fl — x3 — if- This being premised, the three equations [1848], 

corresponding to the shortest line described upon the surface of the earth, 

become,! 

We shall call this curve by the name of the geodetical line. 

k k 
the semi-axes of the ellipsoid [1363"], being k, —, — ; and as these differ 

from each other only by quantities of the order a ; m and n will differ from unity only by 

quantities of the same order a. If we now put 

+ ag 5 

m 

P = 1 

n 
- = 1 4- a / : 

s ? 

the preceding value of u will be u— 1—a?3 — y3— z3—a. [g oc2 -f- g f g" s3) ; 

which, by putting becomes of the form [1849]. In a similar 

way, the equation of any other figure of the spheroid may be reduced to the form [1849]. 

* (1329) If we neglect a3, we may reject terms of the order a, in v! [1849] ; but if we 

neglect terms of the order a, we shall have z = \/( 1 — a;2 — y3) [1849]; and this 

value of z being substituted in u', it will become a function of a?, y. In the case of 

an ellipsoid [1849c] we shall get — 2 v! =ga?+g'y2+ g" . (1 — æ3 — y2), or 

— 2u' =g" -f {g—g) • a?2 + {g' — g") • if- 

! (1330) The partial differentials of u [1849], relative to x, y, s, are 

v! being considered as a function of x, y, only, [1849"]. Substituting these in [1S48], 

dividing by 2, and transposing the terms depending on a, we get [1850]. 

[1850a] 
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We shall put r for the radius, drawn from the centre of the earth to its 

surface ; ô the angle which this radius makes with the axis of rotation, 

supposing this to be the axis of z ; 9 the angle, formed by the intersection of 

the plane of xz, with the plane included by the radius r and the axis z ; we 

shall then have,* 

x = r . sin. è. cos. 9 ; y — r . sin. ô. sin. 9 z = r . cos. Ô. 

Hence we deduce,f 

* (1331) x, y, z, [1851], are found in the same manner as y, z, x, [460], putting 

vt = 9. The values [1851] give x3 + f + *3 = r2 [46ll 5 hence C1849] becomes 

r2_1_2 ail'= 0, or r3 = 1 -f- 2 a u' ; whose square root, neglecting a2, is 

r = 1 -}-au', wThich is used hereafter. 

-j- (1332) The differentials of the equations [1851] are, 

dx = dr . sin. Ô. cos. 9 -j- r d Ô . cos. Ô . cos. 9 — rdcp. sin. Ô . sin. 9 ; 

dy — dr . sin. Ô . sin. 9 -|-r dô . cos. Ô . sin. 9 -f- r d 9 . sin. . cos. 9 ; 

dz—d r. cos. Ô — r dÔ . sin. Ô. 

Multiplying the first of these equations by —y — —r . sin. Ô . sin. 9, and the second by 

x=r.sin.$.cos.9 ; putting for brevity «/2=sin.2d.sin.9.cos.9, B=sm.ô.cos.ô.sin.(p. cos.9 $ 

we get, 

— y d x = — A . r dr — B . r3 d Ô -|- r3 d 9. sin.2 Ô . (sin.2 9) ; 

x dy— A .r d r B . r3 d ô r3 d 9 . sin.2 U (cos.2 9) ; 

æ d y — y dx — r3 dcp . sin.2 Ô. (sin.2 9 -|- cos.2 9) = r3 d 9 . sin.2 0 ; 

as in [1852]. The same result might also be easily obtained, from the differential of 

- = tang. 9, deduced from the values of x, y, [1851]. 
x 

Multiplying the values [1851] by cos. 9, or sin. 9, we obtain the four following equations, 

x . cos. 9 = r . sin. Ô . cos.2 9, — z. cos. 9 = — r . cos. Ô . cos. 9, 

y. sin. 9 — r. sin. 6 . sin.2 9, — z . sin. 9 = — r . cos. Ô . sin. 9 ; 

then multiplying these respectively by d;z, do?, </y, [1851a], we find, 

xd z . cos. 9 = r dr . {sin. Ô . cos. Ô . cos.2 9} — r3 dô . {sin.2d . cos.29} ; 

— z dx. cos. 9 = — r dr. {sin. é . cos. Ô. cos.2 9} — r3dâ . {cos.2$ . cos.2 r3d<p ; 

y d z . sin. 9 = r dr . {sin. Ô. cos. Ô. sin.2 9} — r3 dô . {sin.2 â . sin.2 9} ; 

— z dy . sin. 9 = — r dr . {sin. Ô . cos. Ô . sin.2 9^ — r3 dô . {cos.2d. sin.2 9} — B. r3 dcp. 
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ft. sin.2ô. dy = x dy — y dx ; 

— ft. d ô = (x d z — z d x) . cos. <p-{- (yd z — zdy) . sin. 9 ; 

d ft = d ft + d y* +^2f9 = d ft -j- ft . d ft + ft • d ft. sin.9 6. 

Considering u' as a function of x and y, and putting 4, for the latitude ; we 

may suppose, in this function, r — 1, and 4 = 100°— and we 

shall have,* 

x = cos. 4-. cos. 9 ; y = cos. 4. sin. 9 ; 

hence we shall obtain,! 

If we add these four equations, the first member of the sum will become like the second 

member of [1852/]. In the second member, the coefficients of rdr, as well as those of 

r2 d 9, will mutually destroy each other ; and the remaining terms will be, by reduction, 

as in the first member of [1852'], 

— ft dt).{cos.2 9. (sin.2 Ô -j- cos.2 Ô) sin.2 9. (sin.2 Ô + cos.2 ô) 1 

— — r2 dô . ^cos.29 —|— sin.29l — — ft d Ô. 

If we now, for a moment, put C, D, for the coefficients of sin. 9, cos. 9, in the value 

of dy [1581a] ; that is C=dr . sin.d-J-rdd .cos. ô, D = r d 9 . sin. Ô ; we shall 

have dm= C . cos. 9—D.sin.9, d y = C . sin. 9 -J- D . cos. 9 ; hence ds2 [44] 

becomes, by successive reductions, 

d s2 = d x2 d y2 -f- d z2 

— C2.(cos.29 4- sin.29) + 2 CD. (— sin. 9. cos.9 + sin.9. cos.9) +D2. (sin.29+cos.29)+dz2 

= C2 + D2 4- d z2 = (d r . sin. è-\-rdè. cos. è)2 + (d r . cos. 6 — rdô. sin. ô)2 -j- D2 

=dr2.(sm.2â -f cos.2<3) + 2 r d r. d Ô. (sin. 6. sin J— sin. è. cos. 6) + r2d ft. (cos.2 6 + sin.2 d)-|-D2 

= dr2 4- r2 d ft + D2, as in [1852"]. 

It may be o' served, that this result might be obtained very easily by a geometrical method, 

similar to that used in note 642. 

* (1333) In fig. 28, page 217, the angle PGD is equal to the complement of the 

latitude =100°— 4, and PCD =6. The difference of these angles is G P C, 

which is of the order of the ellipticity a. Now as u' is multiplied by a, in [1849, 1850], 

we may neglect terms of the order a, in the values of x, y, contained in v! ; therefore, from 

[1850c], we may put r=l, also <3=100°— 4, in x, y, [1851], and they will 

become as in [1854]. 

! (1334) Supposing u to be a function of x, y, the complete differential will be as in the 

first member of [1855] ; but if we suppose u to be a function of 4» 9? [1854], this 
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But we have, 

Æ2 -j- y* * = COS.2 4 ; - = tang. 9 ; 
oc 

hence we find,* 

7 , (x d x y d y) 
(U, = — !; 

sin.4- • cos. 4- 

d„_ (xdy—ydx) 
X2 

[1855] 

[1856] 

[1857] 

Substituting these values of d4, dtp, in the preceding differential of u', and 

comparing separately the coefficients of d x and d y, we get,f 

cos.tp f d ur 

sin. 4 \d4. 

sin. cp 

cos. 4- 
[1858] 

[1858'] 

differential will be as in the second member of [1855] ; and it is evident that these two 

expressions ought to be equal to each other. 

* (1335) The sum of the squares of x, y, [1854], putting cos.2<p -j- sin.2<p = 1, gives 

the first of the equations [1856]. Dividing the value of y [1854], by that of x, we get the 

second equation [1856]. The differentials of these two equations are 

2xdx-\-2ydy = — 2 cos.4 • sin. 4 . d-\> ; 
xdy — ydx  d cp 

X2 COS.2 Cp ’ 
[1856a] 

Dividing the first by — 2 cos. 4 • sin. 4, and multiplying the second by cos.2 cp, we 

get [1857]. 

f (1336) This substitution being made in [1855], it becomes, 

/ d u'\ , , (du'\ _/ d u'\ — xdx—y dy'} /dv!\ C x d y. cos.2 cp— y dx. cos.2^ 

\dx)' X ' \dy)‘ y \ d 4/ * Csin. 4 • cos. 45 \dcp) x2 5» 

V * \J ' J 1 

r . • /du'\ (d u'\ x f d u\ y. cos.2 <p , . . 
we obtain ) • sin,y.cos.4 “ (^) • 5 substituting, in the [18566] 

which must exist for all values of dx, d y. If we put d y = 0, and divide by d x, 

x /du'\ y . cos.2 9 

.COS. 4 

second member, the values of x, y, [1854], we get [1858]. In like manner, by putting 

dx — 0, and dividing by dy, we get (~\ = —Æi") . -,-U._-j- (—\ . x • 

which, by a similar process, is easily reduced to the form [1858']. 
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From these we obtain,* 

du'\ , , / du'\ . . 
.day— ( —— ) . d d x 

d X dy 

d u d u 

[1859] = — .. _xddy — yddx) — ^d\4-. (x d d x + y d d y). 
sin. • cos. 4-' v cos.2-4 

[1860] Now by neglecting quantities of the order a, we havef xddy — yddx 

also the two equations, 

xddz — zddx = 0, y ddz — zddy = 0. 

= 0; 

[1861] 

From these two we obtain, % 

[1862] 
, , z2. (xd d x -4- y d d y) 

*ddz=- 

[1863] The equation x* + if + ^ = 1» gives,^ 

[1864] x d d x -j- y d d y -f~ z d d z -f~ d s~ = 0. 

* (1337) Multiplying the equation [1858] by ddy, and [1858'] by —ddxj then 

adding the products, we get, 

iM-Ady-^)'aix 
(p.ddy — sin.v.ddx > fdu\ ( cos, tp .d dx-\- sin, cp. d dy fd v!\ ( cos. 

[1859a] = — UiM ^ 

Substituting cos. <p = 
x 

cos. 4- 
y sm. <p = ^ 

) fdu\ C cos. <?.ddx-\-sin.(p .ddy ? 

) _ fej * i cos* Y ) ’ 

y_, [1854], we obtain [1859]. 
COS. 4 L 

f (1338) This equation, and the two equations [1861], are found by putting a 0, 

in [1850]. 

J (1339) Multiplying the first equation [1861] by a?*, the second by yz, and adding 

[1862a] the products, we get (æ2 -f\-y*) -zddz — z2 . {x dd x-\-y d d y) 0 , dividing this 

by ®2-fyS we get [1862]. 

§ (1340) Neglecting a in [1849], we get æ2 + y2 + s2=l, whose second differential 

is 2xddx + 2yddy + 2zddz + 2.{dx* + dy* + dz*)=0', substituting ds, 

[1852"], and dividing by 2, we obtain [1864]. This, by using zddz [1862], becomes, 

[1863a] 

... , , , 0.{xddx+yddy) , -, 2_ n 
xddx-^y ddyras — 
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Substituting the preceding value of zddz, we shall have, 

xddx-\-yddy = — (yr2 + ÿ2) • ds2 = — d s2. cos.24- ; 

consequently,* * 

Therefore the first of the equations [1850] will give, by integration,! 

r2 d <p . sin.2 ê = 

c being an arbitrary constant quantity. 

The second of the equations [1850] gives,t 

d . (x d z — zdx) = a. dd z ; 

[1865] 

[1866] 

[1867] 

[1868] 

Multiplying by æ2-j- we get (x2 + y2+ z2). {x d d x -f- y d d y) -f- (æ2-f- y2). d s2 == 0 ; 

transposing the last terra, and using [1863], we obtain 

xddx-\-yddy — — (a;2 -f y2) • d s2 = — cos.2 4 • d s2, [1856], as in [1865]. 

* (1341) Substituting [1860, 1865] in [1859], we get [1866]. 

! (1342) Multiplying [1866] by a, and substituting the product in the first of the 

equations [1850], we get xddy — y ddx = a. • d s2 ; its integral is [1866a] 

as is easily proved by taking the differential ; observing that d s 

Hence, by using [1S52], we obtain [1867]. 

is constant [1848']. 

f (1343) The equation [1868] is evidently the same as the second of [1850]. Now if 

we substitute in [1862], for xddx -\-y d dy, its value — d s2 . cos.24 [1865], we 

z2ds9. cos.2 4 
get zddz — — 

®2~f~yz 
Dividing this by z, and using a?2-f-y2=cos.24 [1856], [1868a] 

we obtain d dz = — z d s2. But from [1863, 1856], we have 

z2 — 1 — (a?2 -f- y2) = 1 — cos.2 4 = sin.2 4 ? 

hence z = sin. 45 and the preceding value of d d z becomes, d d z — — d s2 • sin. 4? [18686] 

as in [1S69] ; substituting this in [1868], we get [1870]. 

94 
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[1869] 

[1870] 

[1871] 

[1872] 

[1871a] 

« 

[1872a] 

[18726] 

but it is evident from what precedes, that we have 

ddz — — ds3. sin. 4 ; 

hence we get, 

d . (xd z — z dx) — — a d s3. (~—^ . sin. 4. 

In like manner,* 

(ydz — z d y) = — «ds2. • s^n* ^ ’ 

therefore we shall have,f 

r* d ô = c' ds . sin. 9 + c" r? 5 . cos. 9 

f du' 
-a d 5 . COS. 9 .fds. I . cos. 9 + • sin* <P • tang. 4 | (7) 

— ads . sin. cp.fds. | (^0 . sin. 9 — • cos- ? • tang* 4 j • 

■* (1344) The last of the equations [1350] is easily put under the form, 

d.(ydz—zdy) = a. • d d z ; 

substituting ddz — — d s2 . sin. 4> [1869], we get [1871]. 

f (1345) Taking the integrals of [1870, 1871], and adding the constant quantities 

— c"ds, — c' ds, [1848'], we get, 

/du'\ . 
xd z — z d x = — c" d s — ads . J ds . (— 1 • sin. ; 

ydz — zdy — — c ds — ads .f ds . ^ • sin-4- 

Multiplying the first by —cos. 9, the second by —sin. 9, and adding the products, we get, 

— (x dz — zdx) . cos. 9 — (ydz — zdy) . sin. 9 

= cf d s . sin. 9 -j- c" d s . cos. 9 -f- a d s . cos. 9. fd s . • sin. 4 

(d u'\ . . 
-|- a d s . sin. 9 .J d s . • siru 4* 

The first member of this equation is equal to r2. d Ô [1852'] ; and if we substitute, in the 

second member, the values of 
d u'\ (du'\ 

dx 
— \, [1858, 1858'], we shall get [1872]. 
^ y / 
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We shall, in the first place, consider the case, in which the first side of the 

geodetical line is parallel to the corresponding plaine of the celestial meridian. 

In this case, da?, dr, are both of the order « ;* and by neglecting 

quantities of the order a2, we shall find, 

ds = — t dô ; 

* (1346) To illustrate what is said relative to the curve of the meridian, we have given 

the annexed figure ; in which CI, CY, C Z, are the radii of the earth, drawn parallel 

to the axes of x, y, z, respectively ; CZ being the 

axis of rotation, and Z CE the plane of the celestial 

meridian, corresponding to the commencement H 

of the geodetical line Eli HE. Zm if, zif; 

are two curves formed upon the surface of the 

earth, hy two planes Z C F, Z Cfi passing 

through the axis C Z, and intersecting the plane of 

x y, in the infinitely near points F, f. Drawing 

im perpendicular to Im, also the radii C F, 

Cf, Cl he., we shall have, [1850", &;c.], 

Z C I=ô, XCF=cp, FCf = da? ; 

CI =r, HI = s, Ii = d s. 

At the first point H of the curve, the angles ô, cp, 

become respectively, 

6t=ZCH, ?/ = ICF; 

CH' being the line of intersection of the plane 

Z C H' H with the equator XCY ; the line CH not being drawn in the figure, 

to prevent confusion. If the earth were spherical, the curve HHL would coincide with 

the plane of the celestial meridian C Z E, and the arc i m would be nothing in 

comparison with Ii ; or, in other words, the angle mli would be nothing. Moreover it is 

evident, that if the ellipticity of the osculatory ellipsoid, at the point I, be of the order a, the 
mi 

will be of the order a ; and 

Ff 
— will also be of the order a. 
h 

angle mli will generally be of the order a ; consequently 
J. I 

as Ff is generally of the same order as m i, the ratio 

Now Ff is nearly equal to rda?, or a?, because r is nearly equal to unity [1850c] 5 moreover 

H=ds, therefore ~ is of the order a. Hence if we divide the equation [1867] 

by d s, the first member will be of the order a ; consequently its second member will also 

be of the order a, and as the last term of this second member is multiplied by a, the other 

term c will also be of the order a ; and we may incidentally remark, that the value of c is 

37 5 
Geodetical 
line in the 

[1872] 
direction 
of the 
meridian. 

[1872'] 

[1873] 

[1872c] 

[187SW] 

[1872c] 

[1872e] 

[1872/] 

[1872g-] 

[1872ft] 
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[1873] 

[1874] 

the arc s being supposed to increase from the equator to the poles. As the 

latitude is expressed by 4-, it is evident that we shall have, 

fl = 100°-+-(©’ 

[18727] computed in [1888]. Again, if we neglect, in [1852"], the terms dr2, r2d<p2. sin.20, of 

the order a2, in comparison with ds2, dt)2, or d [I872A, 1850c], we get ds2=r2dô2, 

[1872fc] whose square root is ds = — r d Ô, as in [1873] ; the negative sign being used, because 

Ô decreases when s increases, [1850", 1873']. 

[1874a] 

[18746] 

* (1347) If the point i of the geodetical line HIL, be projected upon the plane of 

ZCFI, as in the point % of the annexed figure, which is drawn separately for distinctness ; 

the perpendicular i il will be of the order a, in 

comparison with ds [1872"] ; and if we neglect 

terms of the order a2, we shall have Ci = C%. 

Continuing the line CI towards I', also the 

line Ci' towards k, so as to make Ck=CI, 

and drawing IZ' parallel to C Z, we shall 

have very nearly the angle ZTi'=-\>, because 

this line IZ', continued infinitely towards the 

heavens, marks the place of the pole ; and the 

line li', continued in like manner, marks nearly 

the plane of the true horizon ; so that the angle Z' HI, represents nearly the elevation of 

the pole above the horizon, or the latitude of the place -4. Moreover Z'IF=Ô, and 

the angle Je I il = — $ therefore Z’ HI Z1 IT — kli = Ilk = 100° becomes, 
1 k 

in symbols, + + « — ^=100°, or «=100°—+ + But Ik = — rdt, 

kil — — dr ) the negative signs being prefixed, because the spheroid being oblate, the 

angle 6 decreases with r ; hence 0=100°—^ie ^ast terra ^11S 

expression which is of the order a [18727, k~\, we may put r 1, and 
[18/4c] 1 rd Ô 

dr 
d ô = — d 4) and it will become 0 = 100° — 4 — ’ as *n [ 4 S74-] ; observing that 

d r 
we may change — into 

/ d r 

\d4 
For the radius r being considered as a function of 

4, <p, its complete differential is d r = (—y . ^4 ~h iftl) dividing this by <74» 

1 __ (_L (. —-, Now (—^ is nothin2: in a sphere whose centre 
4 \dlj \dvj dl \d<P/ 

dr 

~di 
[1874/7] we get 
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which gives,* * 

+ — (?££); '1874'1 

hence we find, 

ds = d+. j l+au'-f|. (^jr) j . [1875] 

Therefore by putting s for the difference of latitude of the two extreme [1875] 

points of the arc s, we shall have,t 

is the origin of r, and in this spheroid it is of the order a ; moreover this is multiplied by 

which is nearly equal to —, and is also of the order a [1872A] ; therefore the 
cl 'l d s 

di* f d 7%'y\ 
product is of the order a2, and may be neglected, making — = J * 

* (134S) The differential of r — \-\-av! [1850c] is J=a 
d\. 

[1874e] 

hence [1874/’] 

[1874/] 

[1874] becomes è = 100° — 4 — a . ? and the differential of this is 

dê = — d^ — a.d. 

Now u' is a function of r, 4j <P> ancl dr, d <p, [1872i, &c.], are of the order a, in 

comparison with d 4- ; therefore, in the term a . d. > we may, by neglecting a2, 

reject the variations of r, <p, considering -4 only as variable ; and we shall have, 

/du\ ( ddvl\ 7 

a-d\ird = a-{~T^)-d^ 
Substituting this in [1874/7], we get the equation [1874']. Multiplying this expression by 

— r— — (1-|-au') [1850c], we obtain —rdô=d-^. j ^ | =ds, [1874g-] 

[1873], as in [1875]. 

[1875a] 

f (1349) If 4/ he the value of 4? at the commencement of the geodetical line, and we 

put 4—4=4 d^ = dsf, and u' 4- = CJ, the expression [1875] will 

become d s= d s' -j- a d s' .U ; U being a function of s, <p, r, which varies in proceeding 

along the geodetical line s; but the variations of cp, r, [1872&], are of the order a in 

comparison with those of 4 or s' j so that if we neglect terms of the order a2, in ds [1875a], 

we may consider s' as the only variable quantity in U; and by formula [617], it will become, [18756] 

95 
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Arc of the 
geodetieal 
curve. 

[1876] S = s -j- « £ 

uj being the value of u\ at the origin of s.* * 

[1876] If the earth be a solid of revolution, the geodetieal line will always be in 

the plane of the same meridian ; it will vary from it, if the parallels of 

latitude be not circles ; the observations made upon this variation may 

therefore serve to elucidate this important point of the theory of the earth. 

[1876"] We shall therefore resume the equation [1867] ; observing that and the 

U= Ut -}- s'. &c>5 U, being the value of U when s' = 0. Substituting this in 

[1875a], we get d s — d s' -f- a d s'. UJ -f- a . s' d s'. -f- &c. Its integral gives, 

[1875c] s = / -{- a /. Ut -j- £ a, /2. + &tc. At the extremity of the geodetieal line, where 

s' = s, it becomes s = s-\- as. £7 -j- i «g2 • 4" &c* Substituting in this the value 

/ d d 'll ^ \ 
[1875d] of U/ = uf ——/-) [1875a], corresponding to the first point of the 

\ ^4“ / 

curve, it 

becomes as in [1876]. 

[1875c] 

[1875/] 

[1875g-] 

* (1349a) The expression of s [1876] may be considerably simplified, and the terms of 

the order s2, and other even powers of s avoided ; by taking «/, Ut, to correspond to the 

mean latitude, between the two extremities of the arc s, instead of that at its origin. In this 

case we shall put, as above, V — -^/= s', U = u' -{- ^ ^ ^ ; V/ being this mean 

latitude, and 4* the latitude at any other point of the arc. We shall then have, as in 

[1875a—c], d\=dd d s = dsa .dd .U= dsa.dd a.s dd. (^-^j-\-hc. 

Integrating this, and adding a constant quantity, so as to make s vanish at the origin, where 

s ——we get s={s'-\r\s)-\-a.{s'^r^s).Ul-\-^a.{s1^—Is2)- ’ neglecting/3. 

Now putting s' = | s, corresponding to the other extremity of the curve, the terms of the 

order s2 will vanish, and we shall get, 

[1875fc] S — s —j-— as. XJj — s —|— a s 

in which u] corresponds to the mean latitude abovementioned. Terms of the order s3 are 

neglected in this formula, but it is easily continued to any degree of accuracy. 

-j- (1350) c and dep [1872h—t] are of the order a; therefore we may neglect terms of 

[1876a] the order a, in the factors of these quantities in [1867], putting r — 1 [1850c], 
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constant quantity c, are of the order « [1872/t—i]. We may suppose, in that 

equation, r — 1, d s = d^* * and 6 = 100° — 4. ; hence we shall have, [1876'"] 

d <p. cos.2 ^ = cd^-\-ad^. Jd\ . • [1877] 

Now if we put V for the angle, formed by the plane of the celestial meridian, [1877'] 

and the plane of x z, from which the angle <p is counted, as its origin,* we 

shall have d x'. tang. V — dÿ ; xf, z', being the co-ordinates of this [1878] 

meridian, whose differential equation we have found, in the preceding 

article [1843], to be 

d z' = a d x' + b d 1/. [1879] 

Comparing this with [1878], we find a and b to be infinite, and [1879'] 

a 
‘— - — tang. V. [1880] 

Then from [1844], we obtain,f 

[1881] 

ds = d-\J [1875], 0= 100° — 4* Substituting these in [1867], we get [1877], in [18766] 

which terms of the order a2 are neglected. 

* (1351) Z CX, fig. 43, page 375, is the plane of zx ; ZCE, ZCe, the planes 

of the celestial meridians, corresponding respectively to the points H, I, of the geodetical 

line HIL. We shall suppose R, r, to be two points of the plane ZCe, infinitely near 

to each other, the co-ordinates of the first point R, being CP=af, PQ—yQR—z'%, [1877a] 

those of the second point r, Cp — x -f- d x', p q = y1 -[-dy\ qr = z'-{-dz'. Drawing 

Qs parallel and equal to Pp, we shall have Qs = dx', sq=dyf, the angle 

sfyq — XCe — H. In the rectangular triangle Qs q, we have Q s . tang, s Qq — s q, 

or in symbols da/.tang.F’— dy', as in [1878]. This is the equation of the plane of the P8776] 

celestial meridian ZCe, and is equivalent to that assumed in [1843, 1879], which may 

be put under the form — - . d xf -f- - . dz = dy'. Comparing this with [18776], we get, 

a 1 
1)~ tanS* ^5 1 = °* This last gives b — 00 , and the first makes a of the same [1877c] 

order as 6, as in [18797, 1880]. 

f (1352) Dividing [1844] by b, we get ^ ^ — (~^j = 0, and by [1881a] 

using the values [1877c], it becomes as in [1881]. 
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hence we deduce,* * 

[1882] 0 = x. tang. V — y — a 

[1883] 
We may supposef V — 9, in the terms multiplied by a; moreover, 

- = tang. 9 ; hence we have,î 
00 

[1882a] * (1353) Substituting in [1881] the two first expressions [1850a], and dividing by 2, it 

becomes as in [1882]. 

-j- (1354) The distance of the point I of the geodetical line HIL, fig. 43, page 375, 

[1883a] from the plane of the corresponding celestial meridian, ZCe, is of the order a; and by 

neglecting such quantities, we may put the angle XCe — XCF, or F—cp. Again, if 

from the point I we let fall upon CF the perpendicular It ; and from t let fall upon CX the 
• lOooOJ 

perpendicular tu, we shall have Cu=x, ut—y, [1840"], angle uCt — cp [1850;//] ; and 

U t V 
[1883c] in the rectangular triangle Cut, we have —- =tang. uCt, or -=tang.<p, [1883]. 

v W X 

du1' 

d x 
[1858], in [1882], after 

[1884a] 

J (1355) Substituting the values of 

transposing the terms depending on a, we get, 

rr rr C cos. (5 /du'\ 
x . tang. V — y = a . tang. V . <-;—- . — 

o v C sin. 4 \d 4/ cos. 4 \d(pj ^ 
sin. © (d v! du'\ ■> 

( sin. p /du'\ cos. p /du'\ 

| sin. 4 ’ \d4/ cos. 4 ’ \dtp/ ) ’ 

Putting in the second member F=<p [1883], also tang. 9 . cos. 4 = sin. 4, the terms 

connected with a . f — ) mutually destroy each other, and the coefficient of 

a 
f^\ is 

cos. 4 \d 4 / 

tang. © . sin. © + cos. © = — . sin.© + cos. 9 =-Asin.2 9 -f- cos.2 9! ; 
. 0 1 cos. p cos. (5 

/ d u' 
« • [t- 

[18846] consequently the equation [1884a] becomes x . tang. V—y = — 

cos. <t> 

cos.q.cos.ip 

this by — * . cos. -4 • cos. 9, we get, 

cos. 4 . cos.9 • [l — tang.V| \ ; 

which, by means of [1883], and x [1854], is easily reduced to the form [1884]. 

Multiplying 
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cos. 4. cos. 9. {tang. 9 — tang. V} = 

a . 
du'' 

dcp  

cos. 4- • cos. 9 

which gives,* 

a 

cos.2-4 

[1884] 

[1885] 

The first side of the geodetical line being supposed parallel to the plane of 

the celestial meridian [1872 ], the differentials of the angle V, and of the 

distance (9 — V) . cos. 4> from the origin of the curve, to the plane of 

the celestial meridian, must be nothing at this origin.f Hence we shall 

have, at this point, 

d 9 

d-\> 
— (9 — V) . tang. 4 

dvT 

d<P . 
. tang. 4 

COS. 4 

[1886] 

[1887] 

* (1356) From [34', 22] Int., we have 

tang. 9 — tang. V— 
sin. 9 

cos. 9 

sin. V 

cos. V 

sin. 9 . cos. V — cos. 9. sin. V 

cos. 9. cos. V 

sin. [9— V) 

cos. 9 • cos. V " 
[1885a] 

Substituting this in [1884], and multiplying by 
cos. V 

cos. 4 ’ 
we get, 

sin. (9— F) — 
cos. V __ • 
COS. 9 ’ 

in which the second member is of the order a; therefore the first member, or sin. (9^—V], 

must be of the same order ; and by neglecting terms of the order a3, we may put it equal to 

9—V [43] Int. Lastly, as V differs from 9 by quantities of the order a [18856], 

cos. V 
we may put -= 1, [61] Int.; and then the preceding equation will become 

cos* p 

as in [1885]. 

[18856] 

[1885c] 

f (1357) Supposing Z C E, fig. 43, page 375, to be the plane of the celestial 

meridian, corresponding to the first point H of the geodetical curve, we shall have [1887a] 

XCE=V/ ; and for any other point I of that curve, we have XCF=cp; hence the 

angle ECF=cp — V,, and as this angle would be nothing if the earth were spherical, it 

must be of the order a in the case under consideration. Therefore if we neglect quantities of 

the order a2, in finding the distance Iv of the point I from the plane ZCE, we may suppose [18876] 

the angle FC7=4? also CE=CF=CI=1. Then the angle ECF—cp—Ft, 

the arc E F — cp— T/} and the distance Iv may be found very nearly, as if it were a 

96 
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therefore the equation [1877] will give,* 

[1888] C = a • tang. 4, ; 

in which u' and 4, correspond to the origin of the arc s. 

[1888'] 

[1888"] 

[1889] 

At the end of the measured arc, the side of the curve makes, with the 

plane of the corresponding celestial meridian, an angle which is nearly equal 

to the differential of (cp— V) . cos. -X, divided by V being supposed 

constant, in taking the differentials ;f therefore if we denote that angle by «s, 

we shall have, 

TÜ = 
d 9 

cos. 4- — (9 — V) . sin. 4-. 

parallel of latitude, included between two meridians Z E, Z F, of a spherical surface ; 

[1887c] consequently it will be represented nearly by iw = E F. cos. FCI= (9—F) . cos. 4» 

as in [1886]. Now the first infinitely small element Hh of the geodetical curve [1872'], is 

parallel to the plane of the celestial meridian ZCE, corresponding to the first point Hm, 

therefore the differential of the general expression of the distance Iv [1887c], which is 

[1887d] d <p . cos. 4' —1 (9— Ft) . sin. 4 • d 4-, becomes nothing at that first point ; and by using the 

accented letters corresponding to that point, as in [1892], we have 

0=d<pt. cos. 4, — (9, — V) . sin. 4/ • d 4,. 

d ^ 

Dividing by d 4-, • cos. 4/> we get —7 = (9,— F]). tang. 4>,’•> substituting [1885], it 

[1887e] 
becomes 

/ du'\ 

w4ta“s'4'' 
c?4/ COS.2 4, 

' as in [1887]. 

[1888a] *(1358) As the integral fd 4*. [1877], commences with the first point of 

the geodetical curve, it is nothing at that point ; hence if we accent the letters, as in [1892], 

we shall have, at the origin of the curve, 

[18886] d 9y. cos.2 4v = c d 4v, or cos.2 -4, ; 

substituting [1887e], we obtain [1888]. 

f (1359) Supposing a plane Iw, fig. 43, to be drawn through J, parallel to the plane of the 

corresponding celestial meridian ZCe, and letting fall upon it the perpendicular iw, it 

will be equal to the differential of the distance of the point I from the plane of this meridian. 

[1889a] This distance is easily deduced from [1887c], changing V, into V, which corresponds to the 
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If we substitute the value of 

and also the preceding value of 9 —V 

deduced from the equation [1867], 

[1885], we shall obtain,* 

to 
COS. ]; 

du 

clcp f) • ,ans- +. - (jf) • tans- + +Sd + • (4?)}; 
the integral being taken from the beginning to the end of the measured arc. 

We shall put s for the difference of the latitude of these two extreme 

points ; supposing s to be so small that we may neglect its square ; we shall 

then have,f 

a s. tang.]; 

cos. ]; 
. tang.]; -ff 

/ d d v! \ “) 

\d <p d^J ) 

given plane Z C e -, hence it becomes (9 — V) . cos. ];, and its differential is 

iw = dcp . cos. ]; — d ];. (9 — V) . sin. ]; ; V being considered constant, because this 

distance is measured from the given plane corresponding to 1Z. Dividing iw by li—ds, 

we obtain the sine of the angle i Iw, which, on account of its smallness, may be taken for 

the angle itself, or to [1888"] ; and since by [1875] ds is nearly equal to d-\>, this angle 

% 10 d p 

will become — = = -77 • cos. ]' — (9 — V) . sin. ];, as in [18S9]. 

* (1360) Substituting c [1888], in [1877], and dividing by c?];.cos.s];, we get, 

d<p _ /rfit/N tang. 4, . a „ , . /du'\ 

d-{ \ dp ) COS.H 

Using this and [1885], we obtain, from [1889], 

«. 
« — • (-f) ■ -fd + • P?) - -Mil. sin. 4 , 

V dp / cos.4 cos.4 Vdp J cos.24 r * 

which is easily reduced to the form [1890]. 

f (1361) Putting for brevity U equal to the second member of [1890], also ],=], -}-■ s', 

and developing it as in [1875a, 6], according to the powers of s', we shall get, neglecting s'2, 

and higher powers of s', Supposing now, for a moment, W to 

represent the terms of the second member of [1890] between the braces, and W its value 

at the origin of the curve, where ], = 4v 5 we shall have, 

W = dt) -tanS-+'— (dt) •t=ing-++/<* + • (~) ; 17= 
a 

COS. ^ 
. w. 

[1890] 

[1890] 

[1891] 

[18896] 

[1889c] 

[1889c? ] 

[1890a] 

[18906] 

[1890c] 
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[1891'] 
The values of 4> and 

ddu! \ 

d' <p d 4/ ’ 
ought, for greater 

accuracy, to be made to correspond to the middle of the measured arc. The 

angle ^ is positive when it falls on the same side of the meridian as the 

increments of 9.* 

To obtain the difference of longitude of the two meridians corresponding 

to the extremities of the arc, we shall observe that V. 4,» 9,5 being the 
[1892] , r , T7 , ‘ • , , ' ' ' ' 

values of u , V, 4? P> at the origin, we have,t 

The differential of this value of U, relative to 4j is ° 0~f * 
V d 4 / cos.24 ' cos. 4 \ d 4 / 

[1890d] 
a (dW,\ 
- < —- ]. At the origin 

[1890e] 

, 1 • • , /dïA a.sin.4, r„ . 
hence, at the origin, we have (—) = . W,-\ cos +/ w+ 

of the curve, where 4'=+,) [1892], the integral fd$.(f\ [1888a] 

CL 

vanishes, and the value of W [1890c] becomes W/ = 0 ; whence U~ - —-. W,=0, 
vUSi ■'I'^ 

[1890c]. Substituting these in [1890&, d], we get vs — d. ^. The 

differential of JT [1890c], relative to 4-, becomes, by observing that the first term 

/dyA . ^ is constant, relative to this differentiation, 
\d<p J 

/dW\ / ddvl \ . /rftA 1 j (du\ . 

in which the coefficient of f-y—] Is-yy T ^ —— tang.-4 [84 ] Int. ; 
Vdp/ cos.2-9 

hence = — (^4) * tanS‘ ^ “ (47) • tan§*2 * Substituting this in [ 1890e], 

[1891a] we get «= — “8 • \ + (f; ) • lanS~ ] > which, by changing s' into 

s, to correspond to the whole arc, becomes as in [1891], 4 being used for 4/ » observing that, 

in all these calculations, we have neglected terms of the order a2, and s2. 

[1890/] 

» (1362) This is conformable to the calculation in [1889a, &], where the positive values 

[1892a] of & correspond to the case in which the line i w, fig. 43, page 37 5, falls on the same side 

of the meridian as the increments of p. 

f (1363) The second formula [1893] is the same as [1885], and the first formula is 

[1893a] deduced from this, by changing p, V, u', 4> into <?,> Vn u!> ^/» respectively, to 

make them correspond to the first point of the curve. 
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% — F = <%). 
du' 

a. 

cos.2 4v ’ 

but we have nearly, by neglecting the square of s. 

<p-V= — 
cos/ 4 

* 

9 — <P, = 
C s 

cos.24j ’ 

therefore we shall have,f 

C = a . 
u '\ 
M . tang. 4, ; 

v~v^-£k,-{(Éè)-^ +•+(t£&) !; 
hence we obtain this very simple equation, 

(F — F) . sin. 4, = ® i 

* (13G4) If we put, as in [1875a], 4 — 4/ + s', considering s' as the variable 

quantity, instead of 4j and 4, as constant; we shall have d-p = dd, and [1877] will 

become, d p . cos.2 . ty, d) = c d d a ckd. fde1. ^ • If we neglect terms of 

the order s'2, as in [ J 893'], we may omit the integral of the second member, and retain only 

the first term c d s'. Now this term being of the order s', the first term must be of the 

same order ; therefore we may neglect the term s', in cos.2 (4, -f- s'), and we shall get 

dcp . cos.2 4/= c d d. The integral of this, taken so as to vanish when p = py, is 

(p—(p^) .cos^Tp^cs whence we easily deduce the first of the equations [1894], s being 

put for s'. The value of c [1894] is the same as in [1888]. 

f (1365) Putting for brevity U— a. ■ (cos* 4) 2 > we shall have, from the 

second of the equations [1893], cp— V = U. If we put, as in [1894a], 4 = 4 -|- s', 

and develop U, according to the powers of s', retaining only the first power, we shall obtain 

« * 
\dlJ’ <? F=Fy + s' Ut being the value of U when s' = 0. In the case of 

s' = 0, this equation becomes py— V/ = Ur Subtracting the first of these equations 

from the second, we get, V— F = (p — py) — s'. ; and by using the values of 

<P~?„ 0, [1894], we obtain r-V, = -^L|(^),1»iÇ+,-^@. 

the differential of U [1895a], relative to 4, gives, 

Now 
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[1893] 

[1893'] 

[1894] 

[1895] 

Difference 
of longi¬ 
tude of the 
extremi¬ 
ties of the 

[1896] 
geodeticaJ 
curve. 

[1894a] 

[18946] 

[1895a] 

[18956] 

[1895c] 

[1895c] 
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[1896'] 

[1896"] 
Perpendi¬ 
cular to 
the meri¬ 
dian. 

[1897] 

[1895d] 

[1897a] 

[18976] 

[1897c] 

[1897d] 

[1897c] 

GEODETICAL CURVE, [Méc. CéL 

Thus we may determine, by observation alone, independently of any knowledge 

of the figure of the earth, the difference of longitude corresponding to the 

extremities of the measured arc; and if the value of ™ be so great, that it cannot 

be imputed to the errors of the observations, we shall be sure that the earth 

is not a spheroid of revolution. 

We shall now consider the case where the first side of the geodeticcd line is 

perpendicular to the corresponding plane of the celestial meridian. If we take 

this plane for the plane of z x ; the cosine of the angle, formed by the side 

of the geodetical line and the plane, will be ^(' x ^ Now this 

get the value of 

and by changing cos., tang. 4/, into uj, cos. 4-,, tang. , respectively, we 

Substituting this in [1895c], and changing s' into s, we obtain, 

Y_Y = ag . (— V tang, f — _SLL_. \ ( d d-~\ -j- 2 . (—■ \ . tang. ^ X . 
' cos.24, \d? ) 1 cos.24, (. \d<t> ) 5 

This may be easily reduced to the form [1895]. Multiplying this last expression by sin. 

. . as. tariff. 4, ( fdu'\ , / d du'\ ) . . . , 
we get ( V V) =-—if ■ \ (j; ) • tang- + + fos+j ] ! “ which 

the second member is the same as the expression of [1891] ; hence we get [1S96]. 

* (1366) In the annexed figure, which is similar to fig. 43, page 375, except that the 

points X, E, coincide, CZ is the axis of z ; CX the axis of x ; Cl the axis of y j 

HhIL the geodetical line, whose first element Hh 

is perpendicular to the plane XC Z ; this plane being 

that of the celestial meridian, corresponding to the point 

H[1896"]. Now the arc ds of the geodetical line s, 

is inclined to the axis of y, by an angle whose cosine is 

— [406] ; therefore the sine of the same angle is 
ds L 

1 
dy^\k {ds2 — dy^f 

' d iy = d's 

and by substituting the value of dsü=dx^Jrdif-\-dz^ 

[1852"], it becomes as a’ ove, ---. But by 

hypothesis, the first element Hh is perpendicular to 

the plane XC Z, or parallel to CW ; therefore the 
, . (dx~-\-dz2)i 

preceding angle of inclination, and its sine » 
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vanishes, at the origin of the curve ; hence we have dx — 0, d z — 0 ; 

consequently, 

d . (r . sin. ô. cos. 9) = 0 ; d . (r . cos. 6) = 0 ; 

therefore,* * 

r d ô — r d 9 . sin. 0. cos. ô. tang. 9 ; 

but by neglecting quantities of the order a2, we have,f 

d s = r d <p. sin. <5 ; 

therefore we have, at the origin of the curve, 

dô tang. 9 . cos. Ô 

~d~s r 

are nothing at that point ; hence (d x3 -}- d z3)* = 0. This equation cannot exist, unless 

we have separately d x = 0, d z — 0 ; which, by substituting the values of x, z, 

[1851], give the two formulas [1898]. 

* (1367) Developing the equations [1S98], we get, 

dr. sin. Æ. cos.9 + rd Ô. cos.6.cos.cp— rd<p.sin.â.sin.ç> = 0 ; dr.cos.ô— rd$. sin.ê — 0. 

Multiplying the first by cos. d, the second by —sin. Ô. cos. 9, and adding the 

products, we obtain, 

0 = r d Ô. cos. cp . {cos.2 Ô -f- sin.2 Ô] — r ddp . sin. Ô . cos. Ô . sin. cp 

==r dô . cos. 9 — r dcp . sin. Ô . cos. Ô . sin. 9. 

Dividing this by cos. 9, we get the expression [1899], which corresponds to the 

commencement of the geodetical line. 

f (1368) From [1852"] we have d s — \Z{r3dop3 . sin.2 ô -f- dr3-\- r3dô3) 5 and dr 

[1850c] is of the order ct. Moreover, Hh is perpendicular to the plane ZCX‘, and 

as this plane is inclined to the plane ZCH'H, by a quantity of the order a, it follows, 

that the angle Z C H cannot differ from the angle Z Ch but by quantities of the 

order a. Now these angles represent the values of Ô, corresponding to the points H, 7i ; 

their difference d Ô must therefore be of the order a, at the commencement of the curve. 

Hence, by neglecting quantities of the order a2, we have ds==y/(r2d92.sin.2â) = rd9.sin.^, 

as in [1900]. Substituting this, in the second member of [1899], we get, 

r d ê = d s . cos. ê . tang. cp. 

Dividing this by rds, we obtain [1901]. 

[1897q 

[1898] 

[1899] 

[1900] 

[1901] 

[1897/] 

[1898a] 

[18986] 

[1899a] 

[1900a] 
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The constant quantity c", of the equation [1872], is equal to the value of 

[1901'] xdz — z dx, at the origin of the curve ; therefore it is nothing,* * * § and the 

equation [1872] gives, at that point,f 

dd c' 
[1902] — = _ . sin. 9. 

as ir 

[1902'] Now by observing that 9 is of the order «, and neglecting quantities of the 

order a2, we get sin. 9 = tang. 9 ;î hence we have,^ 

[1903] c'—rr cos. 

[1903'] The quantities rt and d correspond to the beginning of the curve ; therefore, 

[1900a'] 

* (1369) From [1872a], we have, 

xdz■— z d x = — c" d s — ads. f d s . ^ * sin* 4' 5 

and as the integral of the second member vanishes, at the beginning of the curve, where all 

[19006] die integrals in [1872] are supposed to commence, we shall have xdz — zdx = — c"ds; 

so that xdz — z d x, at that point, is equal to —c" d s, instead of c", as stated by the 

author. Now at the beginning of the curve, dx = 0, dz = 0, [1897/]; therefore, at 

[1901a] that point, xdz — zdx=0, consequently also —c"ds = 0; and as ds [1S48'] is 

constant, we have c" — 0. 

f (1370) Putting c" = 0, in [1S72], and then observing that, at the first point of the 

curve, the integrals of the second member are nothing [1900&] ; we shall have, at that point, 

[1902a] r2 d ô = c'd s . sin. 9 ; dividing this by r2ds, we get [1902]. 

[19026] Î (1371 ) From [34', 44] Int., we have = cos. 9 = 1 — & 92 + &c- Now at 

the first point of the curve, 9, or ©y = XCH’, fig. 45, page 386, is of the order a; 
sin. 9 

[1902c] therefore, by neglecting a2, we shall have, as above, tang 9 = 17 or s,n‘ tan£‘9,* 

§ (1372) The two values of — [1901, 1902], being put equal to each other, give 

tang. 9 > cos./ __ _L # sin, <p. Dividing by the coefficient of c', we get, 
r r3 

tang. 9 
c — r . cos. 6 . —-• 

sin. 9 

[1903a] Changing r, 6, into rn ôt, to correspond to the first point of the curve, and putting 

tang/ __ ^ [1902c], we get c [1903], in which terms of the order a2 are neglected. 
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by observing that, at this point, the angle 9 is the same which we have [1903"] 

/du/ ^ 

d 9 
a . 

before called cp/—F, [1893], and found to be equal to 

shall have, at this origin of the curve,f 
COS.2 4/ 

d ôf 

d s 
a . 

/duj\ sin. F 

\c?9 J ' cos.2 4/ 

;* we [1904] 

[1.905] 

The equation [1872] then gives,f 

ddô/ cos. ^ dcp, /du'\ 

d s2 r( ds \ d 4 / 
[1906] 

* (1373) In [1896"], the plane of zee is taken for the plane of the celestial meridian, 

corresponding to the first point of the geodetical line ; therefore Vt [1877', 1892] is nothing, 

and the expression of 9,— Vl [1S93] becomes, as in [1904], p, =-^ ■ [1904a] 
COS**'' 'Yy 

f (1374) Changing r, Ô, into r/S êt, in [1902], and using c' [1903], we get, at the origin 

i» 1 Sin>!5/ ! Sin'^ 4 C0SA > AT r> nrt/4 T of the curve, — = —— . c = —— . r.. cos. Ô ==-. sin. 9 . Now 9, 1904aJ 
ds rf rf 1 r, ‘ 

being of the order a, we may change sin. cpt into 9/5 and then using its value [1904a], we 

d Q f d it * \ cos* ^ 
get —= a. j .-—y-. At the point H, fig. 45, 0/ differs from the complement [1905a] 

of the latitude 4/ by quantities of the order a [1876'"] ; therefore if we neglect a2, we may 

put cos. ê/ = sin. 4,j also rt = 1, [1850c], in the preceding expression, and then it 

becomes as in [1905]. 

J (1375) We must substitute c" = 0 [1901a], in [1872], then take the differential, 

observing that d s is constant [ 1848'] ; we must also neglect terms of the order a2. This 

calculation may be much simplified, by observing that at the commencement H of the curve, 

9, or 9/5 [1902è], is of the order a; so that in terms multiplied by a, after taking the 

differential, we may put cos. 9=1, and neglect the terms multiplied by a . sin. 9. Now [1906a] 

if we represent by fUds, fU'ds, the terms under the sign / in the second and 

third lines of [1872], this formula will become, 

r® dô = c ds . sin. 9 — ads . cos. 9 .fUds — ads . sin. 9 .fU’ds. 

Its differential is, 

2 r d r. d ô -j- r®. d d Ô 

= c'ds .dcp.cos.9-}-ads.dcp. sin.9.fXJds—ads®. U.cos.cp — ads.dcp.cos.cp.fXJ’ds — ads®.U’.sin.9 [19066] 

Reducing this, by means of the values of 9 [1906a], and observing that fUds — 0, [1906c] 

98 
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[1907] 

[1908] 

[1906d] 

[1906e] 

1906/] 

[1907a] 

[19076] 

but we have,* 

d% __ 1_. 

ds r,. sin. èt ’ 
r, = 1 + « uj ; 

therefore we shall get,f 

èt= 100° — 4-/ — a. 

ddè. 
dsi'~ = (1 — 2au') . tang. + a . • tang.* 24'/* 

Now by observing, that at the beginning of the curve, we have 

fU'ds — 0, at the commencement of the integral [19005], we get, for the second 

member, c'ds.dcp— uds2.U. If we neglect in U the terms multiplied by sin. 9, and 

put in the other term cos. <p = 1, we shall find U = ; and the equation [19065] 

will become, at the first point of the curve, 

2 r, dr,. d ô, -j- rf . d d ô/==d d s . d cp, — ad s2 . Ç—-j- ^ . 

The terms dr,, dô,, [1850c, 1905], are each of the order a, in comparison with ds; 

therefore we may neglect the first term of [1906J]. Then dividing by r,sdsQ, and using 

d [1903], we get = —— . — — — . (— V Putting r 2=1, in this last term, we 

finally obtain [1906]. 

* (1376) The first of the equations [1907] is easily deduced from [1900], the second 

/ d y* /du 
from [1850c], the third from [1874], substituting \d~^J = a * ’ deduced from 

[1850c], for the first point of the curve. 

dt> 
f (1377) Substituting, in [1906] the values of —-, r,, [1907], we get successively, 

(X 5 

ddè, 

~d& 

cos. Ô, 

r 2. sin. ô, 
a 

/duf \ _ 

\d 4/ 

cotang. /du\ 

(1-f-aw/)2 \c?4/ 
, » /d<\ 

= ( 1 ■— 2 au,) . cotang. d, — a . ( —— 1 

But from [1907] we get, by development [617], and using [54] Int., 

cotang. 0 = tang. | ^ + a . (^J~) } = tang* ^ + “ • 0 + tanS-2 +/) • ^ 

Substituting this in [1907a], and reducing, we get [1908]. 

/du/ 

V 0J4 
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the equation [1867] will give,f 

c 

Hence we deduce,]: 

rt. sin. 6t. 

[1909] 

[1910] 

* (1378) The value of 0/ [1907] gives, by using [61] Int., 

' », = cos. [+,+ «. (~f) | = COS. . (~) • sin.4v sm. 

hence 
sin. 6t < 

Substituting this, and 

as in [1909]. 

= cos. £ 1 — «• (^j) -tang.4-,] 5 

= —-— .5 1 + a • (~ V tang. ■!> I , neglecting terms of the order a2 
cos. «f/ (. \«4/ > 

[1909a] 

= (1 — a uj)) [1907], in the first equation [1907], it becomes [19096] 

f (1379) Since the integral, in the second member of [1867], commences with s, 

[19006], it will vanish at the first point of the curve ; and we shall have, at that point, 

r/3d<p,.sin.2d/=cds. Dividing this by ds, and substituting —■ [1907], we get c [1910]. [1909c] 
CL S 

|(1380) Taking the differential of [1867], writing r,, <p/5 ôn uj, for r, <p, 6, u', in 

order to obtain the values corresponding to the first point of the curve, we get, 

2 rt d r,. d cp,. sin.2 èt -f- rf . d d<p,. sin.2 èt -j- 2 rf . d <p;. dét. sin. 6(. cos. ô^ads2. 

Dividing this by rf . d s2 . sin.2^, wTe get, by transposition, 

dd<pt 

Is* 
— 2. dr‘ .d*' — 2 

rtds ds 

d<p, dô/ cos. Ô, 

ds ds sin. èt + rf. sm.2 Ô, 

Now the differential of r [1850c], divided by ds, gives, at the first point of the curve, 

dr, d u! 

ds 
a. 

ds 
and by [1907], — =—— 

J ds r,. sin. 

dd 

~d~& 

2 a . 
d uj 

ds 
rf. sin. Ô, 

2 . —:. cos. Ô 
ds 
r,. sin.2 Ô, 

Substituting these, we obtain, 

d u' ' 

[1910a] 

a 

+ dv ) . 
rf. sin.2 Ô, 

and as the third term of the second member is of the order a, we may, by neglecting a2, put 

r — L a°d sin. 6t — cos. 4,5 [1850c, 1909a] j and then the preceding expression 

becomes as in [1911]. 
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[1911] 

[1912] 

[1912a] 

[19126] 

[1912c] 

[1912d] 

[1912e] 
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d d op, 
2a. 

d u' 

ds 

consequently, 

d s~ 

* 

■2 . sin. Ô, 

d d cp, 

d s2 
a 

cp, dè 
2 . —1 . cos. è 

d s 

r,. sin.2 Ô, 

a . 

+ 

d u' ' 

. d<P . 

’ d uj ' 

d CD 

cos.2 4, ’ 

(2 — cos.2 4//) 

cos.4 4v 

* (1381) The first equation [1907], multiplied by 
d U1, 

d p, 

gives, 

d 
Substituting this, also —L [1905], in [1911], it becomes, 

ddp, 

~Ts2 

d s 

„ du' 
2 a . —— 
_dp, 
?\3.sin.2/). 

/ du! \ 
2a. —-— . sin. • COS. Ô a 

\ dp /_[ I 
r,. cos.2 4/ • sin.2 0, 

tZ 5 

(Zm/ 

cZ 

du', 
dp, 

r,. sin. < 

COS.2 4/ ’ 

and as each term of the second member is of the order a, we may, by neglecting a2, put 

r, = l, sin. ^ = cos. 4/5 cos. Ô, = sin. 4/? [1907] ; hence 

ddp, 
~d&~ 

~ d u 
2 a . —— 

d a. 

/du; \ . /du; 
2a. — — ) . sm. 4/ a• — 

V dp / j W? 

cos.2 4/ cos.4 4/ ' cos.24/ 

Now u! being a function of r, 6, cp, its complete differential is 

Dividing this by dap,, and then writing u,', for u', he., we get, 

du,' /du,'\ /du,'\ dr, 

dp, \dp J \ dr J dp, 

du; dè, 

dè J ’ dp, 

But the first equation [1907] shows that dap, is of the same order as ds ; therefore 
j f ^ ^ (J/V 

is of the same order as ~ ; and since, by [1850c], dr, is of the order a, —' must 
apy a 5 a“/ 

be of the order a. In like manner, is of the same order as — j which, by [1905], 
dp, as 

is of the order a. Hence, if we multiply [1912d] by a, and neglect or, we shall get, 

a. 
d u,' 

dp 
a. 

du,; 

dp 

Substituting this in [19126], we obtain, 

du' 
. [2 . cos.24, + 2 . sin.24/ — cos.2 4/} j 

ddp, 

ds2 ’ V dp ) ’ cos.44 
2 . cos.2 4/ + 2 . sin.2 4/ = 2, it may be reduced to the form [1912]. and since 
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The equation [1874/—/'], 

4 = 100°- + — 

gives, by retaining, among the terms of the order s9, only those which are 

independent of a,* 

dô , 0 d d Ô. as / ddu'. \ 
/—/ = —s.-/ —Js9.—JT i 

r/ ds d s2 cos./ \d(pd-^J 

therefore,! 

[1913] 

[1913'] 

[1914] 

(Ï A 

we shall obtain, from [1913], [1914a] 

q, _ 100° = — U ; and at the commencement of the arc, /— 100° = — U/ ; hence 

— •/ = TJt—U. Now U maybe considered as a function of the constant quantities 

èn cp/} he., and the variable quantity s. This may be developed according to the powers 

of s [607], in the form U=U. + s.-p + i.s* 
' as 

ddu; 

ds2 rl 3 neglecting s3 ; hence 

CL S ds2 

U= Ô -}- a . (y/j/) ? multiplying them by 

The first and second differentials of the equation 

respectively, and 
s 

ds' 

S2 

2ds2’ 

- s . 

ng CJ, ê, U1, give, 

dU, dè, as 

ds ds d s 

d u' dd Ô, 1 „2 ddU*..._ 1 

‘ -- “ * ds2’ t?4 J' * ' ds2 

neglecting terms of a less order. Substituting these in [19145], we get, 

d Ô, -, 0 dd(\, as 
/ — / = —*• -7-is- -TT — 7- • d ds d s2 d s 

du' 

d 4 

becomes, 
cos/. d <t>/ 

if we change u' into 

. d. 

d uj 

d 4 

d 4 
Now by proceeding as in [1912c—e], we find, that 

into ( -—7--^ we may change — . d.(—~ 
J b d<p, V d-i 

/ ddu'' 

\d<p c? 4/ 5 

neglecting terms of the order d?s, he. ; hence the expression [1914c] becomes as in [1914]. 

ddô. 
f (1383) Substituting in [1914] the value [1905], also 

ds2 
= tang. / [1908], 

[19146] 

[1914c] 

In the last term of this expression, which is of the order a s, we may, by using the first of 

the equations [1907], put d s = rt. sin. ô/. d cp/ — cos. /. d cp, nearly ; by this means, it 

as , /duf' 

neglecting a2, as2, he., and putting _ tang. /, it becomes as in [1915]. In [1915a] 
COS. 

99 
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Difference 
of latitude 
of the 

[1915] 
extremi¬ 
ties of the 
geodctical 
curve. 

[1916] 

[1917] 

[1916a] 

[1917a] 

[1918a] 

4—4/ . tang. 4, + — ^ s2. tang. 4,. 

The difference of the latitudes, at the two extremities of the measured arc, will 

therefore give the value of the function,* * 

. tang. 4, + 
/ d du'\ ) 

\dydgj) 

It is remarkable, for the same arc, measured in the direction of the 

meridian, this function is, by what precedes, equal to\ 

zi 
_o 

tang. 4, ’ 

it may thus be determined by both methods ; and we can judge whether the 

values found, by the difference of the latitudes, or by the azimuth angle th, are 

produced by the errors of the observations, or by the excentricities of the parallels 

of latitude of the earth. 

If we retain only the first power of s, we have,J 

the original work, the factor a was attached to (ffffi'l) *n 1^16], making it, by 

mistake, of the order a2. 

* (1384) 4,, 4, 4—4/ s> being known from observation, we may, by means of 

[1915], obtain the function [1916], which is the first term of the second member of that 

expression. 

f(1385) Dividing [1891a] by tang. 4,, we get, 

=_\ (~r~)■ tans-4-,+(¥ti) \ ; tang. 4 cos. 4/C\^P/ \d ç d 4/ ) 

in which the coefficient of s, in the second member, is the same as that of s in [1916]. 

Hence this coefficient may be determined, either by the value of zs, or by that of 4 4v 

J (1386) Developing <p, according to the powers of s, in the same manner as we have 

done with U, in [19146], we get 9 = 4/ + « • + I + ^c' we retain 

only the first power of s, it will become <p —<p, = s .--f, as in [1918]. Substituting 

[1909], we get the second expression [1918]. 
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9 — % — s 
d s cos. 4'/ 

9 — £p/ is not the difference of longitude of the tioo extremities of the arc s ; 

this difference is equal to V—Vr* Now we have, by what precedes, 

[1885], 

[1918] 

Difference 
of the 
angles 

9, 9/5 
neglecting 

cos.2 4- 5 

which gives,f 

9— V—ff — F) = 

/ d d uj \ 

\ dcpds ) 

COS.2 4/ 

as . 

COS. 4/ 

[1919] 

[1920] 

* (1387) This is evident, because the difference of longitude of two places, usually 

determined by celestial observations, must be equal to the angular inclination of the celestial [1919a] 

meridians V—V], 

f (138S) If we put, for brevity, the second member of the expression [1919] equal 

to (p's we shall have (<p—V ) = 9'. Developing this second member, according to the [i92ia] 

powers of 5, and retaining only the first power of s, as in [1918a], we shall get, 

9 V— 9/ + * • jj, and 9/ — U) = 9/ 1 

hence we obtain 9 — V— (cp/—V/)=s.~. Now 9'= a . . (cos. 4)“2 is a [19315 ] 

function of r, Ô, 9, of the order a ; these three last quantities depending respectively on 

r,, èn 9;, and the variable quantity s; but from [1905, 1907, 1915], the variations of 

Ô, r, 4i are the order a, or of the order s2; which will produce only terms of the order a2, 

or as2, in the second member of [19215], and they may therefore be neglected. Hence 

it will only be necessary to consider 9 as variable, in the second member of [19215], and we 

shall have dÿ = • d 9 ; therefore the equation [19215] will become, 

9 —F-(9 
dp, 

d s [1921c] 

SubstitUtin 

value of 

[1920]. 

g in this the value of 9/, corresponding to the second member of [1919] ; also the 

dp, 1 
T" —-r, deduced from the equations [1907], we obtain the two expressions 
CL S COSe 

Subtracting this from [1918], we get [1921]. 
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[1921] 

Differ¬ 
ence of 
longitude, 
neglecting 

O’.S2, and 

S3. 

[1922] 

[1922a] 

[19225] 

[1922c] 

[1923d] 

therefore, 

V— 
s 

COS. 4'/ 
• tang. 4,— 

COS.“4/ 

For greater accuracy, we must add to this value of V— Vf, the term 

depending on s3, which is independent of a, and may be computed upon the 

hypothesis that the earth is spherical ; this term is equal to* 

tang.2 4, _ 

cos. 4/ J 

* (1389) In computing the value of cp — [1918a], we have neglected the terms 

i o d d 11 o „ 
1 « 

dd <p/ 
therefore terms of the same orders are neglected in [1921]. Now the term \ V . is 

of the order as2, as is evident from [1912], and this is neglected in [1913'], on account of 

the smallness of a and s ; a being of the same order as the ellipticity of the earth, or 

about glp ; and s, in some of the great surveys, as that in France, may be 6 or 8 

degrees, or -pg- of the radius of the earth, taken as unity ; so that as2 may be of the order 

—--, but is generally much less; it is therefore neglected. We shall soon see that 

[1921] contains also a term depending on .s3, which is not multiplied by a; and as s3 may be of 

it ought to be retained. To compute this term, we shall suppose the part the order 
103 

of V— F] [1923], depending on s3, to be developed according to the powers of a, in the 

form P. s3 -j- P’ • « s3 + F"* «2 + &c. 5 -P, P, be., being independent of a. If a=0, 

this becomes simply P. s3, and the spheroid becomes a sphere ; therefore this term, 

computed on the supposition that the earth is spherical, may be 

substituted in [1921]. In a spherical surface, fig. 46, the arcs 

ZHX, ZIF, HIY, become great circles, forming the right 

angled spherical triangle ZHI, the angle ZHI being a 

right angle, [1896"] ; and from [134531], we get, 

cot. IZH = cot. IH. sin. Z IP, or 

cot. (F —• V') = cot. s . sin. 0/ = cot. s . cos.4, j 

fs Tl O’ Q 

tang. ( V— Ff) — —^7-. If we, for a moment, put hence 
COS. 4 

tang~— = e, it becomes tang. ( V—V ) = e ; and by using [48, 45] Int., retaining terms 
COS. 4/ 

of the order e3, inclusively, we get, 
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hence we shall have, 

'd d u] ' 

V—V 
cos-4v 

1—«m,tang. 4-,-L|jJ_^.tang.U( 

There remains yet to be determined, the azimuth angle at the end of the 

arc s. For this purpose, we shall put x', y1, for the values of the co-ordinates 

x, y, referred to the celestial meridian corresponding to the end of the arc s ; 

and it is then evident, that the cosine of the azimuth angle is equal to* 

y/dx -f dz * we refer t]ie co-ordinates x, y, to the plane of the celestial 
CL S 

meridian corresponding to the origin of the arc, its first side being supposed 

perpendicular to the plane of the meridian [1896"], we shall have,f 

V—V=e m e3 
tang, s 1 tang.3s s-j-Js3 s3 s Js3 
. tT » - .■ —— ;> 9 —- - 
COS.4/ ° COS.3!/ COS. 4/ ° COS.34/ COS.4/ COS.^ 

* 1,3 sin-"'b_£_ 1 „3 tang-2 L 

cos. 4, cos.* 4/ cos. 4/ cos. 4/ 

.(—cos.2^-}-!) 

The term of this expression depending on s3, is equal to P. s3 [1922c], to be added to 

[1921], to obtain [1923], in conformity to the remark [1921—1922]. This expression of 

V — Vt contains no term of the order -s2, which is agreeable to what has been shown in 

[1922a—4], where the terms of the order s2 are multiplied by a. 

* (1390) The sine of the angle, formed by the first point of the geodetical line, and the line 

v/(d a'2 + d s2) 
drawn parallel to the axis of y, is -—j-- [lS97d], being the same as the cosine 

of the angle formed by the geodetical line and the plane of ccz, as in [1897]. In like 

manner, the cosine of the angle formed by the last point I of the same geodetical line, 

fig. 45, page 386, and the plane of x'z, is -—-—— ; this plane being that 

corresponding to the celestial meridian of this point [1923']. Now the azimuth angle is that- 

formed by the geodetical line and the celestial meridian ; therefore the cosine of this azimuth 

P{dx'-2pdzl) 
angle is equal to 

ds 
as in [1924]. 

f (1391) The co-ordinates of the first point H of the geodetical line, fig. 45, page 386, 

being represented by xn yt, zt, we shall have, by [1897'], ~=0 ; —■=(). Substituting 
(L S Cl S 

these in [1897c i\, g+g + g=4, weget ^ 

100 

dyf . dy/ 
—L or 

ds 

Difference 
of longi¬ 
tude, in¬ 
cluding a 
term of 
the order 

[1923] 

[1923] 

[1924] 

[1922e] 

[1922/] 

[1926a] 

[19264] 

1, as in [1925]. 
[1926c] 
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[1925] 
dx 

ds 
- = 0 ; 

i — J i 

ds ds ’ 

consequently, by retaining only the first power of s, we obtain,* 

[1926] 
d x d d x 

d s ds? ’ 

d z d d z, 

d7 = 5, d 

Now we have,f 

[1927] x' = x. cos. (V— F,) +1/. sin. (V— V) ; 

therefore, V— F being of the order 5, as appears by what has been said 

[1921], we shall get,î 

[1928] 
dx' ddx dy/ 

= «•—r + (( — vy~r.- d s d ‘-a 

Now we have, [1851], 

[1929] x = r. sin. 6. cos. <p ; z — r. cos. è ; 

* (1392) The expression of corresponding to any point of the geodetical line, 

may be considered as a function of the value of that quantity, at the commencement of the 

curve, considered as given, and the variable quantity s. This may be developed according 

to the powers of s, as in [607, 608] ; and if we notice only the first power, we shall have 

dx dx ddx/ 

P»*W] ^ = ^7 + s-7W 
This, by means of the first equation [1925], becomes as in the first 

[1926e] equation [1926]. In like manner we get 
dz 

ds 
[1926] ; also 

dy_dy, 

ds d s 

ddy, 

* ds2 ' 

p (1393) Changing the rectangular co-ordinates x, y, into 

x'j y, as in [586], or in the adjoined figure, which is similar to 

that in Vol. I, page 351 ; making also the angle of inclination of 

[1926/] the axes x, x', equal to V — V, instead of Ô ; the first of 

the equations [586] will become as in [1927]. Now V—V, 

being of the order s [1921], if we neglect s2, we may put, by 

[43, 44] Int, 

[1926g-] cos. ( V— V,) = 1 ; sin. ( V— Vt) = V— Vt ; 

hence [1927] will become, 

[1927a] x' — X + ( V — V, ) . y. 

J (1394) In the equation [1927a], the co-ordinates x, y, x', are supposed to 

[1928a] correspond to any point whatever of the geodetical line, and are therefore variable ÿ while 
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and if we neglect quantities of the order a2; observing that <p. 
dd 

d s2 
, and 

d 6 
—!are quantities of the order a; we shall find, * 
d 

dd x. 

d s2 

We then have,f 

d d u! . A , ddô . d cp2 
«. . ~ . sm. q + rj... cos. 6, — r,. sin. 6,. 

d s2 ds2 ds2 

V, V„ correspond to the extremities of that curve, and are constant. Taking the 

differential of this equation, and dividing by ds, we get — = — P"_y\ ^ 
d'* d° v ' ‘ ds ' 

Substituting yy [1926], ~~ [1926e], and neglecting the term s.(V—F)). 
d s L J ds 

which, by [1921], is of the order s3, it becomes as in [1928]. 

* (1395) The differential of x [1929] produces the first of the equations [1851a]. Its 

differential being again taken, gives, 

d d x — d d r. sin. Ô . cos. cp -j- r . d d Ô . cos. Ô . cos. cp — r . sin. Ô . cos. cp . dtp2 

+ 2 dr .dè. cos. Ô . cos. cp — 2 dr .dtp. sin. 6 . sin. cp — 2 r .dcp .dô . cos. &. sin. cp 

■— r . d Ô2 . sin. Ô . cos. cp — r . dd cp . sin. Ô . sin. cp. 

Dividing this by d s2, and putting the accents below r, é, cp, x, we shall obtain the value of 

ddx, 
~d& 

which may be much simplified, by neglecting terms of the order a2. For by 

[1904a], cp,, or sin. cp,, is of the order a ; so that if we neglect a2, we may put 

cos. cp, = 1. Moreover, ~ [1910a], ~ [1905], and ~~ [1912], are each of 

the order a ; hence the second member of [1929a] is reduced to its three first terms, namely, 

ddx, ddr, . ddô, . . „ d<p'; 2 

asj as2 ' ' ds% ‘ ‘ ‘ ds% 

Substituting in this the second differentia] of [1850c], divided by d s2, which gives 

d drt dd uf 
~ds% ~ “ * we obtain ^le expression [1931]. 

t (1396) u! is a function of r, cp, 4', whose complete differential is, 

d= (£ ) • d r + (ff) •d » '+ (%) ■d+• 
The differential of this, being multiplied by —, gives, putting for brevity w /du'\ 

= Uï)’ 

[1930] 

[1931] 

[19286] 

[1929a] 

[19296] 

[1929c] 

[1929d] 

[1931a] 

[1931a] 
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[1939] 

[1933] 

[19316] 

[1931c] 

[1931d] 

[1931e] 

[1931/] 

d d uj / dduj ' 

a'~dJ~==a'\d^^ 

Moreover,* 

dcp? 

ds2 
a. 

dU;\ ddbt_a ‘ 

v d 4 / d s2 cos.2 4, 

'd d ii{' 

d <p2 

ds = rt. sin. êf. d; 

■ a 
/ e?a'\ 

•VT/ ang‘+,; 

d d tt' C 

“ ’ = ot* 1 
dr . dwr d<p dw" d-l . ddr , . ddn, . .. dd*l > 

ds ds ds ds ds ds 

ddu* 

~d& 
Changing r, cp, 4> he., into rt, <p/5 4,5 he., we shall obtain the value of es 

corresponding to the first point of the curve. Of the six terms of which this expression is 

composed, four are of the order a2, and may therefore be neglected ; namely, the first and 

fourth, depending on a .dr, a. ddr, [lS50c] ; the fifth, depending on a . d d <p, 

[1912]; and the third, which depends on a . That this third term is of the 
CL S 

order a2, is easily proved from [1874/'], d^ = — dé — u.d.(~^j-, which, by 

neglecting a2, gives a.~ —— a.—-, of the order a2 [1905]. Therefore the 
Cl S CL S 

expression [19315] is reduced to the second and sixth terms, depending on dw', id'. 

Now as w is a function of r, <p, -4, its complete differential d w', is of the same form as 

that of du' [1931a]; but we may neglect the terms multiplied by dr, d-\>, because 

they are of the order « [1931c], and produce in a . did, only terms of the order a2 ; the 

remaining term is did = ^ . dep ; or, by substituting the value of id [1931a'], 

, . /ddu'\ , 

<îw'=(v^,Hï- 

Substituting this, and dd^ = — ddô —• he. [1931 cZ], in the second and sixth terms of 

[1931&], we get ci 
d d v! 

a . 
d du' d 

d s- 
a. w u ddô 

Putting the marks 
d s3 \ dtp~ ) dd * A s- 

below the letters u', <p, Ô, he., so as to correspond to the first point of the curve, and using 

w" [1931a'], we shall get the first expression [1932]. As this is of the order a, we may, 

by neglecting a2, substitute -7-' — — 
J ° ° ds cos. 4 

and we shall get the second expression [1932]. 

[1909], and ~ = tang-4/ [1908], 

* (1397) This is the same as [1900], marking the letters r, Ô, <p, to correspond with 

the first point of the curve. 
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therefore, by substituting for r, éy, —, their preceding values, 
a s et s 

we shall have,* 

... /N sin.2 T , /dw/\ . 2 i i 
= (i • (7+ ) ■ tans- 8 •sin- +/ 

/d d u!\ 
a. 

d (p2 1 C _ . , f d u'\ , ) 
-r. ? 1 — au, +«. (-v— . tang. 4/ > + , 
cos-4/ ( \ d 4 / ) cos. 4/ 

* (1398) The first term of the second member of [1931] being of the order a, we may 

put in it, sin J^cos.-vf/ [1907], neglecting a2; and this term will become, by using [1932], 

d du ! 
a. ——— . sin. o. — 

ds% ' 

a / dduf\ 

cos. • 4/ \ ) 
• a. / d uf 

\ d^p 
J . sin. 4, • 

The value of Ô [1907] gives, by using [60] Int., 

6, = :sin. [ +,+ «. (~) ] = sin. +, + a . . cos. +,, cos. 

dd, 

77* 

Multiplying this by rt — 1 -f- a w/ [1907], we get, by neglecting always a2, 

a ( . i , | /d<\ cos. ^ ■) . 
r.. cos. 4 = • 1 -f- a u, 4- a . —- . —- } . sin. 4, : 

7 ' (. ‘ 7 1 W/ sin.4, 5 

and multiplying this by the expression [1908], 

- = \ 1 — 2 « < + « • (4^-) • tang. 4/1 • tang. 4/5 

we find, 

ddè, . C , . . /d uf \ fdu;\ cos. 4) . 
r . —- . cos. «, = } 1 — ««,+«. 4^— ) ■ tang. +, + « • )■ ^ \ ■ an.*,. tang.+, 

= (! — a«,').sin.Y,-tang.-i+a. (~ ) .tang.2-}.,, sin.,}.,-)-a. (^~) . sin.4., 

= (i —a«,) j . tang.24,;. sm. +, + « • (--j . sin. +,. 

Using the values of —7 [1907, 1909], we get successively, 

• a ^ d ®, 1 ( t , , (du'\ ) 

-r'■sm-é'• J?=-^7=-• 1 '+“ • wv) •lans •+'r 
Adding together the three equations [19346, e, /], the first member becomes equal to the 

ddx 
value of [1931], and the second member becomes as in [1934], observing that the 

last term of [19346] is destroyed by the last term of [1934e]. 

101 

[1934] 

[1934a] 

[19346] 

[1934c] 

[1934c?] 

[1934e] 

[1934/] 
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[1934] Now we have just found, by neglecting the higher powers of s, 

'd du' 
» 1 / J.. I \ U . [ 

[1935] y_y 

* 

[1937] 

[1938] 

——r • y 1—«u,Jr«. (-j-f-) • tang.4, — — 
COS. 4/ ( ° COS.2 4/ 

dvf 
[1936] and ^ = 1 [1926c]; therefore we have,f 

Cl S 

dx‘ ■ /\ sin.24 / a m/\ «, . . 
-= s. (1—awj. ——-^ + «5. —7- ).tang.~4vsm*4v 
ï V // r-na 1 1 V rl . , Z O T/ T/ d 5 v v ‘j cos. 4, 1 ' v ^ 4 y 

We shall in like manner find,f 

d z 

■as. 
'd d u! _ sin.2 4, 

d (ç? ) cos.3 4/ 

d s 

/1 A • , /du \ 2 /ddu \ sin. A 
—s.(l—aw j.sin.A—as. —— .tang. A • cos.A+a. -■ -z- .5.—^7- ; 

v 7 ' \«4 J 1 \d<y J cos.24/ 

* (1399) The expression [1935] is the same as [1923], neglecting s3, a2. 

f (1400) Multiplying [1934] by s, and adding the product to [1935], we get the value 

of — = s . —4- (V—V) . [1928,1936], as in [1937]; observing that the 
ds ds2 as 

[1935a] terms 

coefficient of — 

—. j 1 — a uj -j-* « • (~ff) • tanS- 4/1 destroy each other ; and that the 

v s / rl rf 11/ \ 

is —cos.2 4/ +1 = sin.2 4,* 
cos.3 4, \ d$2 

[1936a] J (1401) The second differential of 2=r.cos. Ô [1851], is 

[19366] d d z — d d r . cos. Ô — 2 dr . d Ô . sin. Ô — r.ddè. sin. 6 — r .d è2 . cos. Ô. 

Changing z, r, Ô, into zn r,, Ô,, respectively, we shall get ddzy, multiplying this by 

5 d % 
— , we shall obtain the value of — [1926], neglecting s2, a2, 
CLS“ Cl s 

[1936c] 
dz ddr. dr. dô. dd ô, . . dô2 
— = s. -—-. cos. Ô. — 2s.— . — . sin. Ô — sr.. —-— . sin. Ô — s r . — . cos. ô . 
ds ds2 ' ds ds ds2 ^ °2 ds2 

dô, 
We may neglect the second and fourth terms of this expression, because — [1905], and 

[1936d] 

— [1850c], are of the order a; therefore these two terms are of the order a2. In the 
d s 

first term we have, from [1850c], ddr,— a. d du', ; and as this term is of the order a, 

d du! 
[1936c] we may put cos. è( = sin. 4, [1934c], and it will become « s . •—~ . sin. 4/ • The 
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and the cosine of the azimuth angle, at the end of the arc s, 

become,* 

5. tang. ) 1 — auf -f- a . 

a 

. tang. 4^ ■ 

' dduj' 

d <p2 

cos.2 -4/ 

will then 

[1939] 

This cosine being very small, it may be taken for the complement of the 

azimuth angle ; consequently this angle is 

dd6, 
only remaining term is the third, —srt .sinJr-~ ; but from [1909] we have, 

ct 

r,. sin. èt = j 1 -j-au/— « . • tanS-^/ j • cos- "P/ î [1936e7] 

dd ( 
multiplying this by —s — [1934d], we get, 

(i 

ddfi 
— srr sin.6,. = — s . ( 1— ««/) . cos. X, • tang. ^ — — s • (1 — « «/) • sin. ^• [1936/] 

Connecting this with the other term [1936e], we get the value of [1936c], 

dz ddu! . . . . , 
— = cts. ——- . sin. ^ — 5.(1 —•au,) . sin. y, • [1936g-] 
Ct $ (t S ^1 

ddu1 
Substituting in this, the second expression of ——- [1932], and putting, in one of the 

terms, sin. = cos. • tang. -^/} it becomes as in [193S]. 

d yj d X 
comparing it with [1938], ~ = A, 

Ct s 

* (1402) If we put the second member of [1937] equal to A, we shall have, by 

__^ cos- 4/ 
ds * sin.^, 

by using [1937], 

(dcc'2+dz^ ( ^ 003.24,^4 A 9f , afU A 
\-f A^ A2. ~r~z~r =—- . (sin.^ + cos.H,)* = -—r 

ds \ sin.2 4// sm.4./ sin. q, 

hence we get successively, [1939a] 

[19396] 

[1939c] 

The first member of this expression represents, in [1924], the cosine of the azimuth angle, 

at the end of the geodetical line ; and the last member agrees with its value [1939]. This 

cosine being very small, it is nearly equal to the complement of the corresponding angle ; 

therefore, by subtracting [1939] from 100°, we obtain the azimuth angle nearly, as in [1940]. 
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[1940] 

[1941] 

Azimuth 
angle, at 
the termi¬ 
nation of 
the geode- 
tical line. 

[1942] 

General 
expression 
of the 
radius of 
curvature 
upon any 
surface. 

[1943] 

[1943'] 

[1944] 

[1945] 

[1941a] 

[1945a] 

100° — 5. tang. 4/ • 

For greater accuracy, we must add the part depending on s3, which is 

independent of «, and may be obtained upon the supposition that the earth 

is spherical. This part is equal to* 

I s3 • H + tang*2 4/} • tang. 4, ; 

therefore the azimuth angle, at the end of the arc s, is equal to 

ddu' 

d p2 
cos.2 4, 

T*2- (i + tang.24,) 100°—s.tang.4/* ^ 1—au/-fa. (44) ■ tang-4,- 

The radius of curvature of the geodetical line, drawn at any angle with the 

plane of the meridian, being put equal to R, we shall have [53], 

d. 

f{dd x)2 -J- (d d y)2 -\-{dd z) 2 ’ 

ds being supposed constant. The equation [1849], 

X2 + f + 22 = 1 + 2 a ul, 

gives,f 

xddxJryddy-\-zddz = — dd* -f- « . d d u'. 

*(1403) Using fig. 46, page 396, putting the azimuth angle ZIH—A, and 

Al = 100° —A ; then supposing the earth to be spherical ; we shall have, in the spherical 

triangle ZHI, cot.ZIH= sin.HI. cot. ZH [134531], or tang..#= sin.s.tang.4,. 

Hence, from [48] Int., A! = (sin.5 . tang. 4J — h • (sin.5 . tang.4/)3 d- &c* Substituting 

sin.s = s—|s3d"&c. [43] Int., we get ^^s.tang.4, —^«3-^tang-^/ + tanS;3^/^ + &c,J 

and A = 100° — A'= 100° — s . tang. 4, -f à*3 • (4 + tang.24;) .tang.4/ + &c- 5 in 

which the part depending on s3 is as in [1941] ; adding this to the expression [1940], we 

obtain the azimuth angle [1942]. 

f (1405) The first differential of [1944], divided by 2, is 

a. d u'= xdx-fydy-fzdz j 

the second differential, using [1852"], gives 

a. ddu— xddx -j- ydy -f- zd~z -f dx2-f dy2-f dz2 = xddx-\-yddy-\-zddz-\- ds2, 

as in [1945]. 
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If we add the square of this equation to the squares of the equations [1850], 

we shall get, by neglecting terms of the order a2,* 

(,x9 -f if -f- £2) • \{d d xY + (d d yf -j~ (d d zf] = ds4 —-2 ad s2. d d v! ; 

hence we deduce, 

R = 1 —j— a u ~|— a . 
d du 

ds2 

In the direction of the meridian, ice have,\ 

a . 
d du' 

ds2 
a . 

dd u'\ 

j¥)' 

* (1406) If for brevity, we put 

2 xy . ddx . ddy = [xy], 2 xz . ddx . ddz = [xz], 2yz . ddy ,ddz=[yz], 

and then take the squares of the equations [1850, 1945], and place them beneath each other, 

always neglecting a2, we shall get, 

f .{dd a?)2 x2. {d d y)2 j — [xy] = 0, 

z2.{dd a?)2 ] -j- x2 . {dd zY — [xz] = 0, 

; fz2. {ddyf + y*. {ddzf— [yz] = 0, 

x2 . {d d x)2 -f- yz • {d d yY -f- z2 • {d d zY -j- lx lj] ~r Vx z~\ lHz~\ — d s* . ^1—2 a. ~j~Çj • 

Adding these four equations, we shall find that each of the quantities {d d æ)2, {d d yY, 

{d d zY, in the first member of the sum, has the factor x2 -j- if -[- z2, and the remaining 

terms destroy each other ; therefore it becomes as in [1946]. Substituting in this, the value 

of x2 —j— y2 —j— z2 = 1 —j— 2 a u', [1944], and dividing by 

{ 1 “2“* \ ■{(ddxYJr{ddyYJr{ddzY], we get, 

ds4 

{ddxf^-{ddyf-\-(ddzf 
l-j-2aw' -|-2a. = R2 

.ds* 

whose square root gives R [1947]. 

[1943], 

t (1407) The value of a'~yYp [19316], contains six terms ; of which the first and 

fourth, depending on dr, d dr, [1850c] ; also the second and fifth, depending on dcp, 
ii i 

ddop, [1887], are of the order a2, and may be neglected. The sixth term, a . w". —— , 
CL S“ 

is also of the order a2 ; for if we divide [1875] by the coefficient of d-\>, neglecting a2, we 

102 

[1946] 

Radius of 
curvatur* 
of the 
geodetical 
line,in any 
direction. 

[1947] 

[1948] 

[1946a] 

[19466] 

[1948a] 
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Radius of therefore, 
curvature 
in the 

[1949] 

direction 
of the 
meridian ; 

[1950] 

In the direction perpendicular to the meridian, we have, by what precedes, [1932], 

/d d u! \ 

/ £?w/\ 

in the 
direction 
of the i 
perpendi- consequently, 
cular to x j 
the me¬ 
ridian. 

a . 
d d uj 

d s2 

a . 
v d p2 

cos.2 4^ 
tang. 4,,* 

* 

[1951] lx — 1 —1~ w U f — « . 

a . 

. tang. -4, + 

'ddu' 

Jl fP2 

'y .T/ 1 cos.2 4v 

£ 

[1952] If in the expression of V— Vt [1923], we put — — s' ; it will take this 

very simple form, corresponding to a sphere whose radius is j?,f 

[1948&] shall get d-/=ds 1 — au'—a . | ; whose differential is of the order 

a. ds, ds being constant : hence a . is of the order a2. The only remaining term 
a S'1 

, . . ... . ddu' dw" d/ dw" ri^n?i at „ , . 
[1948c] is the third, which gives a. —— = a . — . — = a. — [19486J. JNow iv being 

considered as a function of r, cp, 4', its differential diu” may be put under the same form as 

du [1931a] ; and since a. dr, a. dtp, [1948a], produce only terms of the order a2, 

we need only retain the term depending on d 4> ; therefore, 

[1948d] [1931a']. 

_ ddu' /ddu'\ d/ .. , , 
Substituting this in [1948c], we get, a. — = a. • ~J/ 1 which, by putting as 

above, — — 1, becomes as in [1948]. Substituting this in [1947], we obtain [1949]. 
ds 

* (1408) Substituting [1950] in [1947], we get [1951] at the origin of the line. 

-j- (1409) If we divide 
cos.-j-, 

by the value of JR [1951], neglecting a2, we find, 

R cos. 4/ cos 

s < , /duf\ 
-p-aul + a.^).*««.+, 

a. 
ddu'/ 

dfi 

cos.2-4/ 
[1953a] 
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The expression of the azimuth angle becomes,* 

100° —s', tang. 4v{l — is'3' (I + tang.3 4,)] • 

We shall put x for the angle which the first side of the geodetical line forms 

with the corresponding plane of the celestial meridian, and we shall liave,f 

ddu' (duddp f (du'\ dd4 . /ddu'4 d?2 n / ddu'\ dtp d4 . (ddu'\ d-\P 

~ds2" = \df) ' ~dP ' \dj ) ‘ ~dP \dP )’dip * \d<pd 4 / ds ' d7 ‘ W42 / ds2 * 

the second member of which is equal to the four first terms of the value of V—V, [1923] ; 

substituting these, and s — s'.R [1952], we get successively, 

^ s «3. tang.2 4/ i?.3. s'3. tang*.2 4/ 

1 R.cos.4, 3 cos. 4, cos.4/ 3 cos. 4/ 

If we neglect terms of the order as3, we may put, in the last term, R3=l [1951], and 

we shall obtain [1953]. 

*(1410) Multiplying [1953a] by —sin.],,, we shall obtain the value of — — .tang.-],? 

or —s'.tang.-], [1952] ; and the four terms, of which this expression is composed, will be 

found the same as the four first terms between the braces in [1942]. This last expression may 

therefore be represented by 100° — s'. tang, | s3. tang, f . \l -f tang.2 4,}. If we 

neglect as3, we may, as in [1953c, 1952], change s3, into s'3, and the expression will 

become as in [1954]. 

t (1411) If we neglect a2, in [1947], we may, in the value of [19315], 

neglect terms of the order a, such as those depending on dr, ddr, [1850c]; and we 

shall have, by arranging the terms in a different order, 

ddu' 

ds2 
= id. 

ddp dd4 , dw' d<p , dw" 
+ w . ——— + — . --- 

ds2 ds ds ds ds 

d4 
ds2 

In the expressions of dw, dw', similar to that of du' [1931a], we may, in like manner 

neglect d r, and we shall have, by using [1931a'], 

Substituting these, and ur', m", [1931a'], in [19555], we obtain [1955]. 

Simple 
forms of 
the difi'er- 

[1953] 

ence of 
longitudes 
and azi¬ 
muths of 
the extro- 

[1954] 

inities of 
the geode¬ 
tical line, 

[1954] 

drawn per¬ 
pendicular 

[1955] 
to the 
meridian. 

[19536] 

[1953c] 

[1954a] 

[1955a] 

[19556] 

[1955c] 

[1955d] 
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Formulas 
corre¬ 
sponding 

to a 
spherical 
surface. 

[1956] 

[1955c] 

[1955/] 

[1956a] 

[19566] 

[1956c] 

[1956d] 

But in the hypothesis that the earth is spherical, we have,* 

d(p/ sin. X 

d s cos.4, 

dr\>! 

ds 
— cos. X ; 

Therefore, 

ddcp, 

ds2 

d d 4', 

ds2 

2. sin.X . cos.X 

cos. +, --taBS-+- 

— sin.2 x. tang. 4v • 

* (1412) Since we neglect terms of the order a, in 
ddu' 

~ [19555] we may use, for 

d <p, d 4, d d q>, d d 4, their values corresponding to a sphere ; in which a = 0, and 

the radius = 1 = C Z, as in the annexed figure, which ^  ^ 

is similar to fig. 43. In this case, the geodetical line HH, 

is a great circle, as well as the arcs ZHH', ZIF, Zif; 

and the infinitely small arc im is perpendicular to Im. 

Then we have Iff = <p„ XF=<p, Ff =dcp, 

ZH=ô„ H’H=ZI=ê, FI=4, Im=d\, 

HI=s, Ii = ds ; angles ZHI— X, Zli = X' ; 

and in the rectangular triangle Ii m, we have 

Im — dÿ = d s . cos. X', i m = d s . sin. X'. 

But im — Ff . sin. Z1= dcp. cos. hence 

d <p . cos. I/ — ds. sin. X'. Dividing this by ds. cos. f, 

and the value of df by ds, we obtain 

dip 

ds 

sin. X' __ • 
COS. 4 ? ds 

= cos. X'. 

At the commencement H of the geodetical line, <p, ip, X', become respectively cp/5 -p,, X, 

[1892, 1954'], and the preceding equations become like the values of —, [1956]. 

In the spherical triangle ZHI, we have sin. ZHI: sin. ZI : : sin. ZIH : sin. ZH ; 

or in symbols, sin. X : cos. p : : sin. X' : cos. pt ; hence sin. X'. cos. p = sin. X . cos. pt. 

The quantities X, pt, in the second member, being constant, the differential of this equation, 

. d\' d^ sin. 4 sin. X' 
divided by ds. cos. X'. cos. 4, glves — = 7-*-r-——47 • cl s (is COS. 4' COS. A 

Now the differential 

dp 
of — [1956a], divided by ds, gives successively, by substituting the preceding values 

d s 
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dduj _ sinX.cos.X 

d s2 ' cos. 4/ 
.tang. 4^+ 

' ddu’f 

f (p d 4, 
— sin.2x.tang.4v 

+ 
sin.2X 

cos.2 4^ 
cos.* 2x * 

consequently the radius of curvature R, in the direction of the geodetical 

line, is 

R— 1 —j— oc —{— 2! ot. 
sin.X. cos. X 

cos. 

du'\ . . f d d uj \ ) 
—).tang.+,+ (-TIT) j 

—a. sin.2x.tang. 4*, • 
/ duj\ 

\df) 
-j— a • 

'd d u sin.2 X 

dqa J cos 2 4/ 
—[— u. 

'd d u] ' 
. cos.2x. f 

Putting for brevity, 

ddtp d\' cos.X' dq sin. 4. sin. X' d4 sin. 4 • sin. X' , d 4 sin. 4 .sin.X' 

ds% ds cos. 4 ds cos.2 4 ds cos.2 4 ds cos.2 4 

=2.^i 
ds 

sm. 4 • sin. X d 4 , sm. X . sm. X' 
---= 2. —•. tang. 4 .-- = 2 . cos. X'. tans. . —— 

cos.2 4 ds 0 cos. 4 cos. 4 

sin. X'. cos. X' 
2 .-—•. tana;. 4". 

cos. 4 s 

Making the same changes as in [19566], we get ~TT3 corresponding to the first point of 
(t s 

the curve, as in [1956]. Proceeding in the same manner with the differential of the second 

of the equations [1956a], we get, 

dd 4 

ds2 
dX' • V —— . sin.X = — 
ds 

d4 sin. 4 sin.2X' 

ds cos. 4 " cos. X' 
COS. X'. 

sin. 4 

cos. 4 

sin.2X' , 
■-———sin."'X.tang.d/ ; cos. X 0 r 7 

which, by changing the symbols, as in [19566], gives the last of the equations [1956]. 

* (1413) Changing in [1955] u', <p, 4, into «/, cp/5 4//, to obtain its value corresponding 

to the first point H of the curve, and then substituting the values [1956], we get, without any 

reduction, the formula [1957]. 

T (1414) Substituting in [1947] the value of “yyr- [1957], we obtain the expression 

ol R [1958] ; then putting 2 . sin. X . cos. X = sin. 2 X ; sin.2 X = | — £. cos. 2 X ; 

cos.2 X = I -f-1 . cos. 2 X ; we shall find,, that the terms independent of X, are 

represented by K [1959]; and the coefficients of sin. 2 X, cos. 2X, are respectively 

A, B, [19o9] ; so that the whole expression of R becomes as in [I960]. 

103 

[1957] 

Radius of 
curvature 
of the 
geodetical 
line,in any 
direction. 
First 
form. 

[1958] 

[1956c] 

[1956/] 

[1957a] 

[1958a] 
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[1959] 

K = 1 + a w/ — ^ a . tang. 4; • 

a 

COS. 4/ 
tang. 4, + 

/ dduj 
\d 9 d 4 

General 
expression 
of the 
radius of 
curvature 
of the 

[1960] 
geodetical 
line, in¬ 
clined to 
the meri¬ 
dian by 
the angle 

X. 
Second 
form. 

[I960'] 

B : 

we shall have, 

a , / du! \ 
-.tang.V^J 

a 

2 ' 

u 

d cp2 

cos.2 4/ 
+ - ^ 2 

'd d u] 

R = K A . sin. 2 x -j- B . cos. 2 x. 

The observations of the azimuth angles, and the difference of the latitudes of 

the extremities of two geodetical lines ; the one measured in the direction of the 

meridian, the other in a direction perpendicular to the meridian; will give, 

by what precedes, the values of A, B, K. For the radius of curvature will 

be given, bj observation, in both these directions ; and if we put R for the 

radius in the direction of the meridian, and R" for that in the direction of 

the perpendicular to the meridian, we shall have,* 

[1961] 

B = 

R + IT 

R—R" 

and the value of A will be determined, either by the azimuth of the arc, 

measured in the direction of the meridian, or by the difference of latitude of 

[1961'] the extremities of the arc, measured in the direction perpendicular to the 

meridian.f We shall thus have the radius of curvature of the geodetical 

* (1415) If the first side of the geodetical line be in the direction of the celestial 

meridian, we shall have X = 0 [1954']; and R [1960] becomes R = K -j- B ; but 

if the first side of the geodetical line be perpendicular to the corresponding celestial meridian, 

[1960a] we shall have X=100°, and R [1960] becomes R"=K—B. The half sum, and 

the half difference, of these values of R, R', give K, B, [1961]. 

f (1416) If we substitute the value of A [1959], in [1891a, 1915], we shall get, by 

[1961a] changing s' into s, w = —A s. tang. 4/ ; 4 — 4v = — s §s2.tang.4yj being 

the azimuth, and 4- — 4/ hie difference of latitude abovementioned. Either of these 

being found by observation, and having also s, s, 4„ we may thence determine the value of A. 
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line, whose first side makes any angle whatever with the plane of the 

meridian. 

If we take 2 E such that A = B . tang. 2 E, we shall have,* 

R — K-f- \f~JT+W . cos. (2 x — 2 E). 

The greatest radius of curvature corresponds to x = E ; therefore the 

corresponding geodetical line forms the angle E, with the plane of the 

meridian. The least radius of curvature corresponds to x = 100° -j- E ; if 

this least radius be r, and the greatest radius r', ive shall have,f 

R — r -f- (f — r) . cos.2 (X — E) ; 

x — E being the angle which the geodetical line corresponding to R, makes 

with that corresponding to r’. 

We have before observed, [1848'"], that at each point of the surface of 

the earth, we may suppose an osculatory ellipsoid to be formed, upon which 

the degrees in every direction are sensibly the same as upon the earth, for a 

* (141?) The expression [1962] gives 

{A2 + B2f = B . (1 + tang.2 2 Ef = —[34'"] Int. 
COS. & Juj 

Substituting the same value of A [1962], in the two last terms of [i960], we get successively, 

by using [34', 24] Int., 

A . sin. 2 X -j- B . cos. 2 X — B. tang. 2 E . sin. 2 X -f■ B . cos. 2 X 

B B 
= cog 2 E • {sin. 2 E . sin. 2X-f cos. 2 E. cos. 2 X{ = ■ • cos. (2 X — 2 E) 

= (A2 -f- 2?2p . cos. (2 X —-2 E). 

Substituting this in [1960], we get [1963]. 

f (1418) Putting \=E, and R = rin [1963], we get r'== K f (A2B2y ; 

then putting X = 100° +and R — r, we obtain r — K—{A2 + BPf. The 

half sum, and the half difference of these values, give 

K=h.(r' + r), (A2 + B2f = * . (/— r). 

Substituting these in [1963], and using also |. cos. (2 X — 2E) = cos.2 (X — E)_ 

[34] Int., we get successively, as in [1964], 

R = 2 • (r' ~\~ r) + i • (P — r) . cos. (2 X — 2 E) 

~ i • (r “k r) 4“ (r r) . cos.2(X— E) — | . (V — r) = r -f- f— r) . cos.2(X — E). 

[1962] 
Third 
form. 

[1963] 

[1963] 

[1963"] 

Fourth 
form. 

[1964] 

Oscu¬ 
latory 
ellipsoid. 

[1964] 

[1962a] 

[19626] 

[1963a] 
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Corrected 
expression 
of the 
radius 
of the 
spheroid. 

[1965] 

[19636] 

Terra 
omitted 

[1964a] 
by the 
author. 

[1964a'] 

[19646] 

[1964c] 

[19640 

[1964c] 

[1965a] 

small distance about the point of contact. We shall express the radius of 

this ellipsoid by the function* 

1 — a . sin.2 4 • {1 + h. cos. 2 . (9 + [3) j -j- [« h. cos. 2. (9 -j- I3)] ; 

* (1419) The last terra of [1965], a h. cos. 2 . (<p -j- jb), is not in the original work. 

The expression of the radius given by the author being 

1 — a . sin.2 4 • ^1 + h • cos. 2 . (9 -j- (3)} ; 

which is not sufficiently general, as evidently appears, by putting 4- = 0, or 4= 100°. 

For at the equator, where 4 —05 the radius becomes equal to 1, which corresponds 

to an ellipsoid of revolution, and is not so general as might be assumed ; and at the pole, 

where 4—100°, it becomes 1 — a .\\-\-h. cos. 2 . (9-)- p) }, which is not constant, as 

it ought to be ; since it contains the variable quantity 9. The true value of this radius may 

be investigated in the following manner ; being nearly the same as in a paper on this subject I 

published in the fourth volume of the Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

The equation of the ellipsoid [1363] may be put under the form 

Æ!2 —{— ?/2 —j— sr3 == A:2 —( l — rn) . î/3 —{— ( L — n) . z2 ; 

and by using r2, [IS506], in the first member ; also y, z, [1851], in the second member, it 

becomes r2 = /c2-}~( 1—m) . r2 . sin.2 <3. sin.2 9 -f~ 0—w) . r2 . cos.2 Now 1 — m, 

1 —W} are of the order a [1849a—a7] ; hence r differs from k by quantities of the same 

order, so that if we neglect a2, we may put, in the second member, r — k, 0 = 100°—4? 

[1913], cos.2 4 = 1 — sin.2 4 5 and we shall get successively, 

r = k . {1 -{- £ . ( 1 — m) . sin.2 à . sin.2 9 -f- 2 • (1 — w) . cos.2 Ô | 

= &. ) 1 -[■£•(! — m) .{l — sin.2 4) • sin.2 9 . (1 — n) . sin.2 4} 

= Z;. 11 —J— ^ - ( 4 —m) . sin.2 9— sin.2 4 • [I • (1 — m) ' sin.2 9 — £ . (1 — w)]4 

Substituting sin.29 = \ — \ . cos.29, and putting for brevity £. ( 1 — m) = — ah, 

£.(1— m) — £ . (1—n) — a, we get, 

r — k.\ 1 — ah ~\~ ah . cos. 29 — sin.24 ■ (® ah . cos. 29)}; 

and if we put k=\-\-ah, it becomes r=- \-\-ah.cos.29 — a . sin.24* C1—l-^ • c°s. 2 9). 

If we suppose the meridian ZCX, fig. 43, page 375, from which the angle 9 is counted, 

to be moved backwards by an angle (3, and the meridian Z C Y to be moved also, by the 

same quantity ; it will change 9 into 9 —{— (3, and the value of r will become, 

r — 1 — a . sin.24 .{t + A. cos. 2 . (9 -[- (3) } -J- a h . cos. 2 . (9 -f- (3), 

which agrees with the corrected expression we have given in [1965]. This, when 4 = 0? 

becomes 1 -\-ah . cos. 2 . (9+ (3), which varies in different parts of the equator; and 

when 4=100°, it becomes 1 — a, which is constant; therefore this corrected 

expression is not liable to the objection mentioned in [1964a']. 
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the longitudes <p being counted from a given meridian. The expression of 

the terrestrial arc, measured in the direction of the meridian, will be, by 

what precedes,* 

s = s — ~ {1 h. cos. 2. (cp -j- (3)}. {1 -f- 3 . cos.2 4 — 3 2 • sin.24} 

—[y s. h . cos. (2 (p ~j— 2 |3)]. 

* (1420) Patting the expressions of r [1850c, 1965a] equal to each other, then 

rejecting 1, which occurs in both members, dividing by a, and writing for brevity 

q — 1 -j- h . cos. 2 . (<p -j- (3), we get, 

u' = — sin.2 .{\-\-h. cos. 2 . (<p -f- 0)} -|- h . cos. 2 . (<p -f- 0) 

= — q . sin.2 4 -j- h . cos. 2 . (<p -f~ j3). 

The partial differentials of this last expression, relative to 4, are 

(d u'\ 
VTf ' = — ^ 9 • Sln- t • cos. 4 — — <1 • sin. 2 4 j 

/d?u'\ 

u4=-2'?-oos-2+; 

/du'\ 

/dsu'\ 

\lv)= 4 q ■sm-2 +' 

The differential of this value of J relative to cp gives, by using q [19655], 

/ d du' \ /dq\ . . 
VdTIqJ = Wy *sm*2 4 = 2 Æ •Sln-24 •sm-2 • Op + 0). 

In like manner the partial differentials of u' [1965c], relative to cp, give 

/ d u'\ . 
^ ■ sin. 4 • sin. 2 . (cp —[— 0) — 2 h . sin. 2 . (cp -f~ 0) 

= — 2 h . cos.2 -p • sin. 2 . (cp -f- p) ; 

/ d du' \ 
\d?2~ ) ~ 4 "■ • cos. 4 • cos. 2 . (<p -j- (3). 

Changing in these expressions the quantities <p, 4, u!, q, into <p/5 4,, uj, qp respectively, 

we shall get the values to be substituted in [1876], to obtain the following expression of 5; 

using for reduction sin.2 4,=\ — J . cos. 2 4, : 

s = s + « s. {— qt. sin.2 4, -J- h . cos. 2 . (cp, -f (3) — 2 q,. cos. 2 4J 

4- 1 a s2 . f— qr sin. 2 4, + 4 g,. sin. 2 4J 

= s —j— ot s. IA . cos. 2 . (<p7 -j- (3) f §/ — § . cos. 2 4y| 4“ f a s2 • . sin. 2 4, 

= s £ «s • q, • f 1 + 3 . cos. 2 4/ — 3s. sin.24a z.h. cos.2 . (cp,-}- 0). 

Substituting q, [19656], it becomes as in [1966], the accents of q , cp , &c., being omitted 
by the author. 

[1965] 

Corrected 
arc in the 
direction 
of the 

meridian. 

[1966] 

[19656] 

[1965c] 

[1965d] 

[1965e] 

[1965/] 

[1965g-] 

[1965/t] 

[1965i] 

[1965&] 

[1965Z] 
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[1966'] 

[1965m] 

[1965n] 

[1965n] 

[1965o] 

[1965p] 

[1965g] 

[1966a] 

[19665] 

[1966c] 

[1966fZ] 

If the measured arc be of considerable length, and the latitudes of some 

intermediate points between the extremes have been observed, as in France; 

we shall have, by means of these measures, both the length of the radius 

taken for unity, and the value of a .{1 -\- h . cos. 2. (9 + I3)}** We shall 

then have by what precedes, 

This function becomes more simple, by using the values of 4? <Pj corresponding to the 

middle latitude between the extreme points of the arc s, as in [lS75e—ft], where the even 

powers of s are avoided ; and the same method may be used with advantage, in several of 

the formulas of this article. For if we suppose generally the arc s to be a function of s, 

which can be developed in a series of the form, 

s =t A3 -J— Ax. s “j— * *^2 • —b 4l3 • ^ H- &tc. ; 

in which AQ, Ax, &lc., are independent of s ; we shall have, by putting successively 

s= — £ 4, s = § s', and representing the corresponding values of s, by s/5 s', 

s, = Ao - Ax. (J 4) + Aq . (* s'f -A3.(h 0* + &c. J 

s'=a0 -j- ax • (h 0 *^2 • (i£/)2 + ^3 • (^sT ^£c* 

Hence 4—s=2 .\AX. (| 4) 4f + hc.} = Al. s' + % A3. J* + &c. ; in 

which no even powers of 4 occur ; and this represents the value of s included between the 

limits — \4 and -|-1 4. Hence it is evident, that if we use the values of 4j <P> 

corresponding to the middle latitude of the arc s, we may omit the term depending on s2, and 

[1965/c] will become s = s — % a s . q . £l -}-3 . cos. 2-41 4-as,h. cos. 2 . (9 -j- (3). 

We may observe, that the last term, a s. h . cos. 2 . (tàs-j- f3) [I960], is not in the 

original work. This term is produced by the term ah. cos.2 . (9 + 13), which I have 

introduced in [1965]. For the part of u [1965c], depending on this term, is A.cos.2.(©-j-p) ; 

which produces nothing in the terms [1965e], which are substituted in [1876], but affects the 

term a s. u/, by the quantity as .h . cos. 2 . (9 -\- (3). 

* (1421) Substituting qt = 1 -f- h . cos.2 . (9,-f- f3), or h . cos. 2 . (9y_k/3) = 9/ 1 » 

[19656, 1], in [19657c], it becomes successively, by neglecting terms of the order a2, and 

putting for brevity — 1 —3 . cos. 2 4/ — 3s. sin. 2 4/ = 2 X, 

s = s — 1 —|— 3 . cos. 2 4/ — 3 s. sin. 2 4/£ -j- a s • (2/ f ) 

== s —£ a £ . qr\—1 -[-3COS.24/ — 3s. sin. 24/1 — as — s — aS — ae.^.'k 

= s . { 1 — a — otg'/.X| = (l — ct).s.£l — aqt .’k]. 

In this equation, s is supposed to be expressed in parts of the radius, taken as unity ; if this 
s 

radius be equal to a toises, and s be also given in toises, we must change s into - , or 

multiply the preceding value of s by a, and we shall get, 

s = a . (1 — a) . s, £ l — aqt.%}. 
[1966e] 
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zs = [— 2 « s. h . sin. 4 • tang. 4- ■ sin. 2 . (p + |3)].* 

The observations of the azimuth angles, at the two extremities of the are, 

For any intermediate arc s', we may change s, s, X, into s', s', X', respectively, and we have 

s' = ife,. ( 1 — a) . s'. £ 1 — a q,. X'}. 

Dividing this value of s', by that of s [1966e], neglecting a2, we get, 

s's 
77 — 1 + a 9/ • (x — s s 

5 S 1 1 5 £ 
Hence uq/= —-j—.-1— = «.£l A.cos.2.(cpy-[-(3)| [1966a] may be computed ; 

and then a.(l — a), from either of the equations [1966e, /]. In finding X, X', [19665], 

we may, as in [1965m], use the values of 4? P> &c., corresponding to the middle of the arcs 

s, s', respectively, and neglect the term depending on s. 

* (1422) This equation, like [1965, 1966], is given differently by the author, the 

original being 

tang’.24-(l+cos*24) . _ , . . 
zs = — 2 ah .s.---. sin. 2 . (p -b (3). 

C08. 4 

This difference arises from the term ah . cos. 2 . (p -j- /b), introduced in [1965], as we 

shall soon see. If we substitute the values [1965g, /] in [1891], we get, 

■us = — as ' tan° ijl — 2 h . sin. 2. (<p —{— js). cos.24 .tang. 4 -{-2/i. sin. 24 • sin. 2 . (p-f-f3)! 
COS. ^ 

= — |—2 h. sin.2.(<p —j—13) . cos.4*sin.4+ 45.sin.4 .cos.4.sin.2.(p-j-f3)} 

= — lauf 4.25. sin. 2 . (p -{- (3) • cos. 4 • sin. 4 
COS. 4 

= — 2 a s. 5 . sin. 4 • tang. 4 • sin. 2 . (p -j- (3) ; 

as in [1967]. The additional term 5 . cos. 2 . (9 -j- (3), which I have introduced in 

[1965c], produces nothing in the expression (-j-jr^j [1891] ; but in the term ^ , 
\apa-p/ \dp / 

it produces — 25. sin.2 . (p-J-p). Substituting this in [1891], we get this additional term 

in us, namely, a~ ‘ tan°'—. 2 5 . sin. 2 . (p -f -13) 5 and by subtracting it from the terms 
COS. "Ty 

computed in [19675], we get the value of us, corresponding to the expression of the author, 

, tang .2^ . C sin.4-cos.4) , . 
— ah. s. ——-—— . sin. 2 . (p —{— j3) . ^ 1 —[-tancr~^^ j the quantity between the 

braces being easily reduced to the form 1 -{- cos.2 4s by putting tang. 4 = Sm'^ . 
COS. 
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Corrected 
azimuth. 

[1967] 

[1966/] 

[1966g] 

[19665] 

[1967a] 

[19675] 

[1967c] 
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[1967] 
Corrected 
value of 
the degree 
perpendi- 

[1968] 
cular to 
the meri¬ 
dian. 

[1968'] 

[1968a] 

[19686] 

[1968c] 

[1968(f) 

[1968e] 

[1968/] 

will thus give the vaille of « h . sin. %. (9 +f3)- Lastly, the degree, 

measured in a direction perpendicular to the meridian, is equal to* 

1° -h 1° • «• jl -j-h . cos. 2 . (9-j- (3)J. sin.2 4 — [3° .ah. cos. 2. (<p + (3)]. 

Therefore the measure of this degree will give the value of «A.cos.2.(<p-f-|3).f 

Thus the osculatory ellipsoid will be determined by these different measures. 

It will be necessary, for an arc of considerable length, to notice the square 

* (1423) The length D of a degree, in a direction perpendicular to the meridian, is 

found nearly, by multiplying the radius R [1951] by 1°. Hence, by neglecting the marks 

below <p/5 in [1965m], we have, 

D = 1° . I 1-fout/ — a. • tang. 4 -J- 
a, 

d d u‘ 

" d ?2 
cos.2-]. 

and by substituting the values deduced from [1965c?, e, A], it becomes, by observing that 

sin. 4. cos. 4-. tang. 4 = sin.2 4? 

D = l°.fl—« q. sin.s4 + ah. cos. 2 .(<p-1-/3)—}—2 a q. sin.4 • cos.4 • tang. 4 — 4 ah. cos.2.(p-f-f3) \ 

=1°.£ l Ta<7.sin.24 — 3 a h . cos.2 . (cp —j— /3)15 

which, by means of [1965A], becomes as in [1968]. The value given by the author, in the 

original work, is 

D = 1°-]-1° • « • 11 T h • cos< ^ • (<P + |3)} • sin.24 + 4°.aA. tang.24 • cos. 2 . (p-f-f3)* 

The difference of these two expressions arises from the term of v! [1965c?] represented by 
/ / d (L 'nf \ 

h . cos. 2 . (<p + (b), mentioned in the last note. This produces, in ( - --), the term 

— 4 h. cos. 2 . (<p -j- (3) ; and in [1968a], the terms, 

1°. ah. cos.2 . (<pT(3) Jl-J— ) = 1° . a h . cos. 2 . (<p-j-(3) • {1— 4 . (l-f-tang.24)} 
' ' (. cos.2 4 J 

= 1°. a h . £— 3 — 4 . tang.2 4b cos> - (v 

Adding these to [1968c], we get [1968], 

f (1424) Putting a h. cos. 2 . (<p + p) = x, [1968] will be of the form A -j- B x ; 

A, R, being functions of the latitude, &c., from which, and aq/ [19667c], x maybe 

determined, when A, B, and the length of the degree are known ; and we may combine a 

number of such expressions together, for greater accuracy, as in the next section of this work. 

From the results, obtained in [1966/i, 1967', 1968'], we may get the values of a, a, A, 

provided the observations be sufficiently accurate and diversified ; hence the form of the 

osculatory ellipsoid will be known. 
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of s,# in the value of w ; particularly if the azimuth angle does not vary in 

proportion to the measured arc, which is the case with the observations in 

France ; we must then add, to the preceding expression of the radius of the 

ellipsoid, a term of the form aJc. sin. 4 • cos. 4 • sin. (9 + (3'), to obtain the 

most general expression of that radius.f 

39. Next to the sphere, the ellipsoidal figure is the most simple ; and we 

have already shown [1731'], that the earth and planets must have that form, 

if we suppose, at their origin, they were in a fluid state, and that they have 

retained the same figure as they became solid. It is therefore natural to 

compare the measured degrees of the meridian with this figure ; but the 

comparison of several observations has given, for the figure of the meridians, 

very different ellipses, which vary so much from the observations, that they 

cannot be adopted. However, before we give up wholly the elliptical figure, 

ice ought to determine that form of the ellipsis, in which the greatest error of 

the measured degrees, is less than in any other figure of this kind. We 

must then examine whether this error is within the limits of the errors of 

the observations. This may be done in the following manner. 

We shall put a(1), a(2), a(3), &c., for the measured degrees of the meridians ; 

p(1), y?(2), p{3), &c., for the squares of the sines of the corresponding latitudes 

* (1424a) Terras of this order are included by using the values of 4, 9, corresponding 

to the middle of the arc, as in [1965m, &c.]. 

f (1425) If we restrict ourselves to an osculatory ellipsoid, it will not be necessary to add 

the term here mentioned, because the expression [1965] contains all the terms as far as the 

order a, inclusively. 

J (1426) Putting in [1795d], c — f ah.c=z, 3ah.c = y, p=\P, we shall have, 

by neglecting a2, z p y for the length of a degree ; u = cos. 6 being nearly equal 

to the sine of the latitude [1795'"]. This agrees with [1969] ; therefore the length a of 

a degree may be put under the form, 

a = z -\- p y — z y . cos.2 ê = z~Py.^z = z-\-y. sin.2 lat. 

The length of a pendulum, in any latitude, is also expressed by the formula [19695], 

supposing z to be the length of the pendulum at the equator, and z -f* P hs length at the 

pole, as is evident from [1804, &c.]. 

105 

[1968//] 

[1968"] 

[1968""] 

[1968*] 

Method of 
finding the 
ellipticity 
which will 
make the 
greatest 
error of a 
measured 
degree a 
minimum. 

[1968*] 

[1969a] 

z is the 
equatorial 
length, 
y the in¬ 
crement in 
proceeding 
to the pole, 
p the 

[19696] 

square of 
the sine 
of the 
latitude. 

[19696'] 
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Degree of 
the me¬ 
ridian, or 
length of a 
pendulum. 

[1969] 

[1969c] 

[1969d] 

[1969e] 

[1969/] 

Radius of 
curvature. 
First 
form. 

[1969g-] 

[19697t] 

Arc of the 
meridian. 
First 
form. 

[1969Î] 

[19697c] 

[19697] 

Second 
forms of 
the radius 
and arc. 

[1969«l] 

[1969îi] 

[19690] 

and we shall suppose, that in the required ellipsis, the degree of the meridian 

is expressed by the following formula, 

z + py- 

In this expression, terms of the order a2 are neglected ; and as it is an object of curiosity 

to ascertain their effect, in the computation of a large arc of an elliptical meridian, we shall 

give the following investigation. 

The radius of curvature of an arc of the meridian, in the latitude 4> being represented by 

Rn the polar semi-axis by k, the equatorial radius by Jd = k . ( 1 —j— a2), we shall have 

the value of Rt, as in [1585]. If we develop this formula, according to the powers of X2, 

neglecting terms of the order X6, and reducing by means of [6, S] Int., we shall get, 

Rt — k . (1 + X2). {1 — f X2 . cos.2 + A5- *-4 - cos-4 4} 

= k . (1 + X2) . {1 —vt X2 . (1 -f cos. 2 4) + U X4 . (3 + 4 . cos. 2 4 + cos. 44) f 

= *.(1+ X2).f(l— |X2 + f£X4) — (f-X2— If X4) . cos. 2 4-f ifcos.4 41 

= &.{(! +iX2 — X4) — (| X2 — T\X4) . cos. 2 4 + iî X4 • cos. 44J. 

Multiplying this last expression by d 4? we get d s, or the differential of the arc of the 

meridian s, corresponding to the increment of latitude d4* The integral of this, supposing 

it to commence at the equator, is 

s=.7c.{( 1 + |X2 —*X4) .4—(|X2 —*x4) .sin.24 + 2¥s X4..sin. 4 4$. 

From this we obtain the following expression of the arc s' of the meridian, comprised between 

the latitudes 4^ 4- 

s'=k.I (1+dX2—^X4).(4'—4)—(|X2—/vX4).(sin.24— sin.24)++VXh(sin.44'—sin.44)}. 

We may put this under another form, by substituting &=&'.(l+X2)~“=/c'.(1— |X2+fX4), 

and reducing, which gives, 

s’=k'. {(l—i.X2+|fX4).(4'—4)—(tx2—^x4).(sin.24—Sin.24)+5¥+4-(Sin-44'—sin.44)f. 

If we put k'=k .\/{ 1 -j- X2) =k . (1 + a), a will express the ellipticity in parts of the 

polar radius k, taken as unity, and we shall have x2 = 2a-{-s2. Substituting this in 

[1969g, h, i], we get, by reduction, neglecting a3, 

Rt = k. {( 1 + J s -4- /g- g2) — fa. cos. 2 4 + i5 s2'* cos. 4 4^5 

5 = ^.((1 +i£ + TB-£2) -4—| a. sin. 2 4+11 s2-sin. 44^ 5 

s' = k . | (1 + £ a + Tx¥ s2). (+— 4) — Is- (sin.2 4'— sin. 24)+ If- a2.(sin. 4 4'— sin. 4 4) }• 

These will be varied a little, if we express the oblateness a' in parts of the equatorial radius, 
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Putting x(]), x(2), x(3), &c., for the errors of the observations, we shall have 

making or s' — I 
1 + t l-f-< 

7+1 ’ 

whence 

-, = ~ -f-1- If we neglect s3, we shall have, s = —— 1 = s'-\- s'2, k = k'. (t — s'), 

k s = kf s', ks^ = Id d2. Substituting these in [J 969m, n, o], we get, 

R/== kf. £( 1 — 2 s' -f-tV s'~) — H• cos* 2 4 ~f“ ff5/2 ■ C03, 4417 

s = k'. K1 — i d -j- s'2) .4 — f s'. sin. 2 4 + if£'2 • sin. 4 4} ; 

s'— k!-{{ 1 — i d + Ae£/2) • (+— t) —f f• (sin.24'—sin.24) + if £/2.(sin.44'— sin. 44)> * 

If we put 4 = 0, 4/== i ^5 in s' [1969o, $], we shall obtain the quadrantal arc of the 

elliptical meridian S, namely, 

S = k. i «. {1 +\ s -}-TV s2} 

=Â/.^.n-is'+^5'2}. 

If we put L equal to the latitude of the middle point of the measured arc, Z equal to the 

difference of the latitudes of the extreme points of the arc, we shall have -\I 

4 — L — i / ; hence, 

sin. 2 4' = sin. (2L-\-l) — sin. 2 L . cos. Z -J- cos. 2 L . sin. Z ; 

sin. 24 = sin. (2 L — l) — sin. 2 L . cos. Z — cos. 2 L. sin. Z ; 

sin. 2 4/ — sin. 2 4 = 2. cos. 2 L. sin, Z ; 

and in like manner, 

sin. 4 47 — sin. 4 4 = 2. cos. 4 L . sin. 2 Z = 4 . cos. 4 L . sin. Z . cos. Z. 

Substituting these in [1969Z, k, 0, s], vve get the four following expressions of the arc of the 

meridian s', whose middle latitude is L, and difference of latitudes Z. 

$'=&.{ (l-p AX2—^X4).Z— (f X2—-&X4). sin. Z. cos. 2 L —j— 4f- X4, sin. Z. cos. Z. cos. 4 L] 

=Td.{{\—fX2-}-ifX4).Z— (f X2—t96 X4). sin. Z . cos. 2 L + Ü- X4. sin.Z . cos.Z. cos.4 L\ 

= k. 1 ( 1 -j- à£ ~b Te £2) • ^ — f 5 • sin. Z. cos. 2 L -j- a5. s2 , sin. Z. cos. Z. cos. 4 Z<| 

=Ze'4(l — ££+tV £,a) —f£,> sin. Z. cos. 2 E -f- ff h's. sin. Z . cos. Z. cos. 4 jL|. 

In the first term of each of these formulas, Z is expressed in parts of the radius, taken as 

unity; but as it is usually given in degrees, we must change Z into -, putting 

P= Sf"1,295 <795, or p= 63°, 66I9S, for the arc equal to the radius, according as we 

shah use the sexagesimal or centesimal division. If Z be expressed in seconds, the 

corresponding values of pare p = 206265% or P= 636619", 8. Moreover, if we 

[1969/] 

[1969p] 

[1969/] 

Third 
forms of 
tho radius 
and arc. 

[1969g] 

[19697-] 

[19695] 

[19697] 
Quadrant- 
al arc of 

[1969m] 

[1969y] 

the meri¬ 
dian. 

[1970a] 

[19706] 

[1970c] 

Arc of the 
meridian. 

[1970<f] 

[1970c] 

[1970/] 

[1970g] 

Fourth 
form. 

[19706] 

[19707k] 
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P(1), 
i>(2) &c the following equations, in which we shall suppose that p{1\ 44 p' , ,(2) ,(3) &c., 

[1969"] form an increasing progression, 
form an 
increasing 
progres¬ 
sion. 

[1970i] 

Arc of the 
meridian. 

put e for the length of a degree, measured on the circumference of the equator, expressed 

in fathoms, metres, or any other linear measure, taken as unity, we shall have, by using the 

value of p corresponding to a degree, ft'=p. e. Hence the formulas [1970e, g] will become, 

Arc of the 
meridian. 
Sixth 
form. 

[1970o] 

[197<V] 

[1970ft] s=e.{( 1— |X2 +X4).Z — (§ X2— t9¥X4).p.sin.Z.cos.2L +14 P • X4.sin.Z.cos.Z.cos.4L} 

[19701] = e.{( 1—^ s'-]- T¥s/2). Z. — § s'. p . sin. Z. cos. 2 L -j- 41 s'2 . p . sin.Z . cos.Z. cos. 4 L]. 
Fifth 

[1970m] Us'n§ p as above, and putting for brevity JR, JY. p-1, P . p~\ for the coefficients of 

,}/—4,, sin. 2 4 — sin. 24 cos.44— cos. 4 4 in either of the formulas [1969Z, 1c, 0, s] ; 

[1970ft] or for the coefficients of Z, cos. 2 L, cos. 4 L, in either of the formulas [1970ft, Z], 

espectively, we shall get tins general expression of s', 

/ = JR . (4 — 4) + JY-. (sin. 2 4 — sin. 2 4) -f P . (sin. 4 4 — sin. 4 4) 

= JR. (4 — 4) 4" N • cos' 2 L -j- P. cos. 4 L. 

M, JY, P, are expressed in terms of the semi-axis of the earth and its ellipticity, and we 
jV*2 

[1970p] easily find by inspection that P = Yu • 44 ? neglecting terms of the orders X6, s3, and 

Z3 s2, The first of these forms is similar to that used by Mr. Airy, in the Philosophical 

Transactions for 1826, page 570 ; although he does not restrict himself to the consideration of 

an elliptical meridian, but supposes it to vary from that form, in terms of the second order of 

[1970g] the ellipticity ; and by this means P became independent of JR, JY, and his system of 

equations contains three unknown quantities JR, JY, P, to be determined by using the 

principle of the least squares. The quantity P being very small, we may, in [1970o, o'], 

compute its value, by using any ellipticity which does not differ much from that resulting 

from the same observations ; and then connecting this term with the quantity s', making 

s=s’—P.(sin.44'—sin.44)j we shall get st — JR.(4'—4)+*^.(sin.24'—sin.24)5 

depending on two unknown quantities JR, JY, as in the method used by La Place [1970]. 

Instead of this method, we may put, in [1970Zc], ^ = 4 + ^) or m [1-970Z], 

s' — 4 4 and neglect the square and higher powers of X', or s" ; by this means the 

system of equations [1970ft, Z] would depend on the two unknown quantities e, X, 01 e, s, 

only. This method is given by Mr. Ivory, in the Philosophical Magazine, London, 1828, 

page 345, using the formulas [19695, 1970Z]. 

After we have obtained the values of JR, JY, we may easily deduce the ellipticity. For if 

we compare [1969s, 1970o], using the value of p [1970ft, A'], we shall get, 

V.{\ — 1 J+tV*'2) ; JY= — f pft'. J ; P = U pft'.of2; 

[1970?-] 

[1970s] 

Ellipti¬ 
city. 

[19701] 

[19701] hence 

JR: 

-tP 
M 1_lcU__JLs/2 1 1 , 1 „ M . 
~ = — 2 — h nearly, or fP. —+ |. If we 
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a{l) — z —p0). y = æ(1), 

a[2) — z — p(a). y = a?(2), 

a(3) — 2—Jp(3). y — x[3\ (^4) 

ctw — z — p(n). y = #(n), * * 

n being the number of the measured degrees. 

We must eliminate from these equations, the two unknown quantities z 

and y, and we shall have n — 2 equations of condition, between the n 

errors x{]), x ^ ^ y 9 w • • • CC' ^ • We must then determine the system of 

equations, in which the greatest error, neglecting its sign, is less than in any 

other system. 

We shall suppose, in the first place, that there is hut one equation of 

condition between these errors, which we may represent in the following 

manner, 

a — m a?(1) + n x(2) -j-p x(3) + &c. ; 

a being positive. We shall have the system of values of x(1), x(3), &c., 

which gives the least value to the greatest error ; by supposing them, 

independent of their signs, to be equal to each other, and to the quotient of 

a divided by the sum of the coefficients m, n, p, &c., taken positively ;f 

use the value of p [1970/f], corresponding to sexagesimal seconds, this will become, 

1 Hf I 71/ 

- — — 154699 . — -f- £, whence - =—154699. — —|. 
s JY s Jy 

If we compare the values of JV, P, [1970£], we shall have, for the case of an elliptical 

meridian, P — — T5g s'. JV, or P = — T5F s. JV, nearly. 

* (1427) If a represent the length of a degree, and there be no error in the elliptical 

hypothesis, or in the observations, we shall have a=z-\-py [1969], or a—z—py—0. 

If there be an error, producing, in the terms of the first member of this last equation, the 

quantity x, we shall have a — z•—py = x, which is of the same form as the 

equations [1970]. 

f (1428) If all the quantities m, n, p, &c., [1971], were positive, as well as a, it is 

evident that the least possible values of the errors .a?®, would be found, by 

dividing a, by the sum of the coefficients m -}- n +p -j- &c., so that 
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[1971W] each quantity having the same sign as the coefficient of that quantity in the 

proposed equation. 

If we have two equations of condition between these errors, the system which 

[1971""] will give the least possible value to the greatest of these errors, will he such, 

that by neglecting the signs, all these errors will be equal to each other, excepting 

one, which will be less than the others, or at least will not exceed them. 

Supposing therefore that this error is x{l\ we may determine it, in a function 

[l97lv] of x{2), &c., by means of one of the proposed equations of condition ; 

then by substituting this value of x{1\ in the other equation of condition, we 

shall obtain another equation between x(3\ x(3), &c. ; which will be of 

the form, 

[1972] a = m .t* (2) + n x{2) -(- &c. 

a being positive,* we shall have as above [1971"], the values of x{~\ x(3\ 

[197#] &c., by dividing a, by the sum of the coefficients m, n, &c., taken positively, 

[1971a] a/1) == x&) = = 
a 

m-{-n-\-p-\- &.c. ' 

This value of the least error, is less when all the quantities m, n, p, &tc., have the positive 

sign, than it is when any one, or more of them, are negative ; because the denominator of 

this expression is decreased by using these negative values. We may however, in all cases, 

consider the quantities m, n, p, &c., as positive, by changing the sign of the error of the 

[19716] corresponding term. Thus if the second term of [1971] were of the form —nx^\ we 

might change the sign of putting instead of it —xa), and then —nx'~] =nxl&\ 

might be substituted in [1971, &c.], and n considered positive, as in [1971"]. 

[1972a] 

[19726] 

[1972c] 

* (1429) To explain this by a simple case, we shall suppose the two equations of 

condition to be, 

atL.m'x^ -f- rix^ -j- px^ -j- q'x^ ; a!' = -j- n"x^> -f-p"xP] -j- (j . 

Multiplying the first by m7, and the second by — in', and adding the products, the sum 

will be free from ccl\ as in [1972], a = m ad2)-f" wæ(3) -f“ p a?(4) ; and the least, value of 

x (2) x(3) 

x- 

x(4), independent of the signs, will be found, as in [1971 '], by dividing a, by the 

[1972d] than 

sum M — m-\-n-\-p, taken positively. If these values, when substituted in [1972a], 

give for ad1), a quantity which is less than this computed value of ,r a®, xneglecting 

the signs, the system of values will be those required. For if it be not, suppose that there is 

another system, in which the greatest value of every one of the terms a?®, ad"), &tc., is less 

ad3> < ^~~ . Multiplying a 

M’ 
—, so that 

a 
rU) — 
æ ^ M’ 
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and giving successively to the quotients the signs of m, n, &c. These 

values, being substituted in the expression of x{1), in terms of xm, x{3\ &c., 

will give the value of x(1) ; and if this value, neglecting its sign, do not [1972"] 

exceed that of x^\ this system of values will be that which we must adopt ; 

but if it be greater, then the supposition that æ(1) is the least error is not 

correct, and we must make successively the same supposition for x{2), x{3), [1972'"] 

&c., until we shall obtain a quantity which satisfies the conditions. 

If we have three equations of condition, between these errors, the system 

which will give the least possible value to the greatest error, will be such, [1972""] 

that if w7e neglect the signs, all the errors will be equal excepting two, which 

will be less than the others. Therefore, by supposing x{1), x{2\ to be these 

two errors, we may eliminate them from the third of the equations of [1972v] 

condition, by means of the other two, and we shall have an equation of 

condition between the errors x(3\ æ(4), &c. ; which we shall represent in 

the following manner, 

a = m x{3) + n x{4) + &c., [1973] 

a being positive. We shall obtain the values of x{3), x{4\ &c., by dividing 

a by the sum of the coefficients m, n, &c., taken positively, and giving [1973'] 

successively to the quotients the signs of m, n, &c. These values, being 

substituted in the expressions of x{1) and x{Q\ in terms of #(3), x{4), &c«, 

will give the values of ^ j Ob (2) ; and if these last values, neglecting their 

signs, do not exceed x®\ we shall have the system of errors which must be [1973"] 

adopted. But if one of these values exceed x(3), the supposition that æ(J) and 

æ(2} are the least errors, is not correct, and we must make the same 

supposition, upon another combination of the errors, x{X\ x^\ x(3\ &c., taken 

two by two ; until we shall obtain a combination, in which this supposition 

is correct. It is easy to extend this method to the case, where we shall [1973"'] 

have four, or a greater number of equations of condition, between the errors 

the three last expressions by m, n, j>, respectively, and adding the products, we get, 

m xm-j- n -[- p a?(4) <i — . (m -}- n -}- p)> [1972c] 
tIVJ. 

Substituting [19726, c], we get, or a<ba, which is absurd ; therefore 

&c., [1972d]. we cannot put 
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[1973a] 

[1974a] 

[19746] 
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2(1), x(Q), xl3\ &c. These errors being thus known, it will be easy to deduce 

from them the values of 2 and y.* 

The method, which we have explained, applies to all questions of the 

same kind. Thus by having n observations of a comet, we may, by this 

means, determine the parabolic orbit, in which the greatest error, neglecting 

its sign, is less than in any other orbit of that kind ; and we may thereby 

ascertain, whether the parabolic hypothesis can satisfy these observations. 

When the number of observations is considerable, this method leads to 

long and tedious calculations, and we may, in the problem now under 

consideration, easily obtain the required system of errors, by the following 

method. 

Neglecting the signs, we shall suppose that x{i) is the greatest of the 

errors Æ(t), æ(3), &c. We shall observe, in the first place, that there must 

be another equal error, x{% of a contrary sign to x{i) ; otherwise, by an 

appropriate change in the equation [1970], 

a® — z —jp(i). y — x®, 

we could diminish the error x®, and still retain the property of its being the 

extreme error ;f which is contrary to the hypothesis. We shall then 

* (1430) Substituting the values of the errors, oolyl), x®\ See., in [1970], we shall 

have several linear equations in z, y, any two of which will give the values of z, y, by the 

usual rules. 

•j* (1431) If we vary z, y, by very small quantities, so that they may become z -f- Sz, 

y -j— S y, and put xfi for the corresponding value of xr,\ we shall get, by successive 

reductions, from [1974], 

MQ _ 0H) — ~ — p(<), y — Sz — p[i). oy, or x^ — x{l) — Sz — . Sy, 

and if —Sz, —Sy, be infinitely small, and of a different sign from x®, the value x® will 

evidently be less than #, neglecting their signs. In like manner, any one of the errors x(l), 

x®, &c., which has the same sign as will be decreased by means of die quantities Sz, 

S y. But if any one, as x[i'\ has a different sign from x{:\ the quantities —Sz, —p(0>Sy, 

must by hypothesis be of the same sign as xu>), and the quantity 

= x(-l') —• S z — * & y> 

will be greater than x{f), neglecting the signs. Therefore if the values z, y, be so assumed 

as to make the extreme errors x{i), xa'\ equal to each other, and of different signs, it will 

be useless to attempt to decrease this maximum error, by varying z, y ; for the variations 
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observe that x{i) and Æ(i,) being the two extreme errors, the one positive, the [1974"] 

other negative, and of equal values, as we have just seen ; there must also 

be a third error x{iwhich by neglecting its sign is equal to xw. For if 

we subtract the equation corresponding to x® [1974], from the equation [1974W] 

corresponding to x{i>) [1970], we shall have, 

a(-i>) — a® — {p{-i') —p(i)}. y = — x®. [1975] 

The second member of this equation, neglecting its sign, is the sum of the 

extreme errors ; and it is evident, that by varying y, we may diminish that [1975'] 

sum, and still retain the property of its being the greatest of the sums that 

can be obtained by the addition, or subtraction, of the errors x(1\ x(2), &c., 

taken two by twTo ; unless there be a third error x(t"\ equal to x(t), neglecting [1975"] 

the signs.* Now the sum of the extreme errors being diminished, and these 

S z, Sy, which decrease x^, will increase x^. Hence we may conclude, that when we 

have obtained the values of z, y, which make the greatest term of the quantities x^\ 

x(2), he., independent of its sign, a minimum, there will also be another of these quantities 

x(i>), equal to#®, but of a different sign ; so that we shall have otP -{- = 0. [ 1974c?] 

*(1432) z and y being supposed, as in [1974a], to change into z-^-Sz, y-\-Sy, 

the values of #w, x{l,), x{l''), [19746, c, &c.], will become respectively, 

#,® = x[l)— 8z—p{l).8y' x^ = x('V'> — Sz— p^'KSy- xJ('i")= x{i"'1—Sz—p{-i"),8y. [1975a] 

These values of x®, a?/1'"1, being substituted for #®, in the second member of [1975], 

it becomes a?®"1 — -f- (p(i) — p{l‘]). 8 y ‘ so that, by giving an appropriate sign to 8y, 

we may decrease the numerical value of'the second member of [1975]. Now this second [19756] 

member, independent of its sign, is the^um of the two maxim errors x(i\ x{V), since they have 

different signs [1974"]. Moreover, we may use the quantity Sz, for the purpose of making 

æ/9 equal to x}l'\ independent of its sign, or œp= 0. For by adding the two [1975c] 

first of the equations [1975a], and substituting the equations [1974c?, 1975c], upon which 

the equality of these errors depends, we get 0 = — 2 Sz—.Sy, or 

Sz=—2 • (p^• 8y. Hence Sy being assumed as in [19756], we get the 

corresponding value of S z, which will satisfy the equation [1975c], making equal to 

\ but of a different sign ; the numerical value being less than that of x(i\ x^ ; and it is [1975d] 

evident that xj-l\ will be the extreme values of the errors #(1), x{2), x(3), he., 
unless another of the errors, as æ(t"), independent of the signs, be equal to or #(i,). We 

may continue this process of reducing the numerical values of x®, x®\ until one of the 

other errors, as #/* \ becomes equal to these last found values x®, xl{V), neglecting the signs. 

If wre increase the numerical values of Sz, Sy, beyond this, the numerical value of x/(i"'> may 

107 
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errors made equal, bj means of the value of z, each of these errors will be 

[1975W] diminished, which is contrary to the hypothesis. Therefore there are three 

errors, x{i), x{i'\ which, by neglecting the signs, are equal to each 

[1975""] other ; and of these, there is one which has a different sign from the 

other two. 

Supposing this last to be x(i'\ then the number i' "will fall between the 

two numbers i and i". To prove this, let us suppose it not to be so, and 

[l975v] that ï is either less or greater than i and i". Subtracting the equation 

corresponding to i', successively from the two equations corresponding to i 

and i" [1970], we shall have, 

[1976] 
a(i) — a} • y = x® — ) ; 

— — {p^P—• y =x{i")— x^'K 

The second members of these equations are equal, and of the same sign ; 

and by neglecting the signs, they are also the sums of the extreme errors. 

[1976'] Now it is evident, that by varying the value of y, we may diminish each of 

these sums, since the coefficient of y has the same sign in the two first 

members ;* * and we may also, by varying z, retain the same value for x{l'\ 

[1976"] Then x{i\ x{i"\ neglecting their signs, will become less than x(i'\ which will 

become the greatest of the errors, without having any one equal to it ;f and 

in this case, as we have just seen, we may diminish the extreme error,Î 

[1975e] exceed that of a$% xp, and these last values will cease to be the maxima, which is contrary 

to the hypothesis. Hence there are three errors, x®, afï\ x®'\ which are numerically 

equal, but one has a different sign from the other two. 

* (1433) It is supposed, in [1975v], that Ü is either greater than i, i", or less than i, *"5 

and by [1969"], the quantities p(1), /'2), &c., are arranged according to the values of 1 ; 

[i976a] therefore p(n mugt be eitber greater than p(i), f"\ or less than both these quantities 5 and 

in both cases, p{i) —f'\ — p(i°5 must have the same sign. 

f (1434) This will be evident, by proceeding as in [1975c—e] 5 whence we shall find 

[19766] *hat the same values of z> V’ which decrease wil1 als0 genera% decrease the 
terms of the series a™, x&\ he., that are less than x®, aP"\ but have the 

same sign. 

j (1435) If we have three extreme errors, x®, x{i'), x{i"\ of which x^l'\ independent 

[1976c] of its slgnJ exceeds the other two, and has a different sign from it; we may, by appropriate 

changes in z and y, decrease the numerical value of this quantity, as in [1974, &tc.]. 
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which is contrary to the hypothesis. Therefore the number i! must fall [1976'"] 

between the numbers i and i". 

We shall now determine which of the errors x{x\ x(3\ &c., are the 

extreme errors. For this purpose, we must subtract the first of the [1976'W] 

equations [1970], successively from the others, and we shall obtain this 

system of equations, 

ft(2) — a(1) — Q?(2) —p(1)) . y = x(2) — x{1) ; 

«(3) — a(1) —- (p(3) — p(1)) . y = x{3) — x(1) ; ÇB) [1977] 

«(4) — a(1) — (p(4) — p(1)) . y = x{4) — x(1) ; 

&c. 

Supposing y to be infinite, the first members of these equations will be 

negative ;* hence the value of x{l) will be greater than æ(2), x{3), x(4\ [1977'] 

&c. ; and by continually decreasing y, we shall finally obtain a value, that 

will render one of the first members positive ; which will become nothing, 

before it is positive. To find which of these members first becomes nothing, 

we shall compute the quantities, 

q(2)— of m 
—pd) ’ 

aP — 
pd) ’ 

a^-a™ m 
pU)_yi) ’ & c. [1978] 

We shall put (3(1) for the greatest of these quantities, and shall suppose 

that it is, 

a(-r) — 

p(r)_j'/O 
[1979] 

If there be several values equal to p(1\ we shall consider that corresponding 

*(1436) p(1), p{2\ p{3), he., are the squares of the sines of the latitudes [1968vi], 

arranged according to the magnitudes of those quantities [19G9'/], so that p(l), p^>, he., 

form an increasing progression, therefore the quantities p{2)—p(1), p{3)— p(l), &c., 

must be positive ; and by putting y positive and equal to infinity, the first members of [1977] 

will become negative ; consequently the second members of those equations must also become 

negative ; and then æ(1), noticing the signs, must be greater than x{2), x(3), &c. ; observing 

that in the remaining part of this article, as far as [1995], the signs are taken into 

consideration, in estimating the relative values of quantities, so that if xw = 2, and 

*^2) —— 4, we should say that is greater than æ(2), because 2^ — 4. 

[1977a] 

[19776] 

[1977c] 
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[1979'] to the highest value of r as the greatest.* Substituting {3w for y, in the 

r — 1 equation [1977], x{r) will become equal to x(1), and by decreasing 

y, x{r) will exceed x{1), and the first member of this equation will then 

become positive. If we decrease y, this member will increase more rapidly 

[1979"] than the first members of the equations which precede it ;f and since it 

became nothing when the preceding equations were negative, it is evident 

that in the successive diminutions of y, it will always exceed them ; which 

[1979///] proves that x{r) will always exceed 3s' ‘ } Os ^ j Os^ • ... . x{r~l\ when y 

is less than /3(1). 

The first members of the equations [1977], which follow that which is 

numbered r — 1, will at first be negative ; and as long as that takes 

place, #(r+1), Æ(r+2), &c., will be less than #(1), and therefore less than 

[1979""] x{r), which becomes the greatest of all the errors æ(1), æ(2),.x{n), when y 

begins to be less than /3(1) ; but by continually decreasing y, we may obtain 

such a value of this variable quantity, that some one of the errors x{r+1\ 

æ(r+2), &c., will begin to exceed x{r). 

To determine this value of y, we shall subtract the equation, numbered r 

in [1970], from the equations numbered r-j-1, r-j-2, &c., and we shall obtain, 

a(r+1) — a(r) — {p(r+1) — p(r)}. y = x(r+1) — x(r) ; 

[1980] tfrW — «W — {j)W —pW\.y = ; 

&c. 

* (1437) The reason for assuming the greatest value of r, is that x{r) will really become 

[1977d] the greatest, if we continue to decrease y, putting for example (3(1) —5(3 for y, Sp being 
Op—t) a(l) air)  

positive [1979']. Thus if we suppose the two quantities - -c—^-rVj, —-, to 
p 1 ’ p p 1 ct 

[1977e] be equal to (3(1), we must assume the last of these expressions, which has the greatest 

exponent r, as the value of /3(1). If we now substitute y = (3(1), in the two equations 

[1977], which contain a(r-t), a(r), the first members will become nothing. Therefore if 

we put y = p(,)— 5 p, Sp being positive, these two equations will become respectively, 

(p{r~t)—p(1)) • 5p = xi'r~t) — , (pw —pw) . Sp = x(r) — xw. The difference of 

[1977f] these two equations is (p(r)—p(r—'*)).|p = æw—X'r~l\ in which p^ — p(r—1) [1969"], 

and 5 p, are both positive, therefore the first member of this equation is positive, consequently 

x(r> > 

j* (1438) This is evident, because the coefficient p(r) —p(1), by which y is multiplied, 

[1980a] in that equation, exceeds p(2)—p{1), p(3)—p{1), p(4)—_pa:)..... p(r—1)—[1977a, &c.], 

which are the coefficients of y in the equations that precede it. 
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We shall then compute the quantities, 

—a(H-2)—f/r) 

-p{r) ’ p(r+ÿ)_p(r) ’ 
&c. 

We shall put ,|8(9) for the greatest of these quantities, which we shall suppose 

(piy (fy 

to be -— ■ ■. If several of these quantities be equal to /3(% we shall 
pr >—fr) 

take r' for the greatest of the numbers to which they correspond.* This 

being supposed, x{r) will be the greatest of the errors #(!), x{Q\.x(n), as 

long as y is included between fl) and /3(2) ; but when we have decreased y, 

till it becomes equal to f3(3), #<r') will begin to exceed x{r\ and will become 

the greatest of the errors. 

To determine within what limits this takes place, we shall compute the 

quantities, 
a0-'+2)_a<r') a (r'+i). a (r') 

p(r' + i)_p(.r') ’ p(x 2)_p ?~ ) 
Stc. 

Let the greatest of these quantities he (3(3), which we shall suppose to be 

a (r") a (»•') 

P<r") —pr') 
If several of these quantities be equal to /3(3), we shall suppose 

r" to be the greatest of the numbers to which they correspond ; x(r,) will 

be the greatest of the errors, from y — [3(2) to y — [3(3). When y= p{3), 

then x$") begins to be the greatest error. Proceeding in this way, we 

shall form the two series, 

7*0) /Y\r) 7* W J tA/ «J e.V , ik, , 
7» (.n) * (C) 

co , /3(1)5 |3(2), (3(3),.— co. 

The first indicates the errors £(1), x(r\ x(r,), x{r"\ &c., which become 

successively the greatest ; the second series, composed of decreasing 

quantities, indicates the limits of y, between which these errors are the 

greatest; thus x{Y) is the greatest error, from y = co to y = (3(1) ; x{r) is 

the greatest error, from y = (3(1) to y = f3) ; x(r,) is the greatest error, 

from y = (3(2) to y = |3(3) ; and so on. 

* (1439) This is done upon the same principles as were used, relative to r and 

[197? d-fl 

[1981] 

[1982] 

[1982] 

[1983] 

„[1984] 

[1984] 

Series of 
maxima 
errors, in 
La Place’s 
first 
method. 

[1985] 

[1985] 

[1985] 

[1981a] 
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We shall now resume the equations [1977], and shall suppose y to be 

[1985'"] negative and infinite. The first members of these equations will be 

positive ;* £(1) will then be the least of the errors x(1), &c. ; and by 

[1985""] continually increasing y, some of these members will become negative, and 

then rr(1) will cease to be the least of the errors. If we apply here the same 

method which was used in the case of the greatest errors, putting x(1) for the 

[I985v ] least of the quantities, 

[1986] 
a C2)_ a! <3 a (4)—_ ft(l) 

pm —p in » 
P 

(3). 

[1986'] supposing that quantity to be 
a 

U> ’ 
P 

(4). -P ,(D &c. ; 

a U) 
p{s)_p(l) 5 

s being the greatest of the 

[1986"] 

numbers which correspond to x(1), when there are several quantities equal 

to x(1) ; we shall find that x{l) will be the least of the errors, from y — — co 

to y — x(1).f In like manner we shall put x(2) for the least of the 

quantities, 

[1987] 
a(s+i)-a(s) 

p " X  _, p (s) ^ 

a(s+2) — a® __• 

pCs+2)_p(s) 5 &c. 5 

[1987] supposing that quantity to be 
a' (.s') __a(.s) 

p(s')-pv 

numbers which correspond to x(2), when there are several quantities equal 

[1987"] to x® ; then x(s) will be the least of the errors, from y = X(1) to y=X(2); 

and in like manner for others. We shall, in this way, form the two 

,(s) 
s' being the greatest of the 

series, 

» (1440) This is proved as in [1977a—c], the quantities p^—pw, p™ — pa), 

[1985a] pw— p^\ &c., being positive, [19776], and y=— go, the first members of [1977] 

must be positive and infinite. 

f (1441) The calculations in [1985'"—1989], are exactly similar to those made in 

[19856] [1977'—1985], changing r into s, 0 into X, and —c>0 into <5X, and retaining 

the same accents on the letters ; different signs being given to these two last expressions, 

because y decreases in [1979'], and increases in [1985""], making positive. By 

these changes in [1977/], we get — (p« — p^) . 6 X = — aP~*>. Now 

p(s)—p(s-t) anc[ s\ are both positive; therefore the first member of the preceding 

[1985c] equation is negative, and ccs < x{s~û ; whence we perceive, that if there be several equal 

values of X<9, the least error must be considered as that which corresponds to the greatest 

exponent x(s), in order to satisfy the conditions [1986"]. 
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/y.(l) rp (fi) 
tAs y 

T(*1$ *,</ 5 • 
/y* (Tl) • 

— CO, X« x<3), . _x<*'>, CO . 

The first series contains the errors X (1) *AJ y 
rp (s) rp ' ) 
tA; ^ tis 5 &c., which become 

successively the least, as y is increased ; the second series, forming an 

increasing progression, denotes the values of y, between which each of these 

errors is the least ; thus x{l) is the least of the errors, from y — — oo to 

y~ x(1) ; x(s) is the least of the errors, from y= x(1) to y = x(2) ; x(s} the 

least of the errors, from ?/=x(2) to y= x(3) ; and so on for others. This 

being premised, 

The value of y which appertains to the required ellipsis, will he one of the 

quantities f3(1), f3(2\ he. ; x(1), x(2>, x(3), he. It will he in the first 

series, if the two extreme errors of the same sign he positive. For these two 

errors being then the greatest, they will be in the series æ(1), x(r), x^r'\ he.; 

and since the same value of y renders them equal, they ought to be 

consecutive,* and the corresponding value of y must be one of the quantities 

/3(2), &c. ; because two of these errors cannot at the same time become 

maxima, and be equal to each other, except by using one of these quantities 

for y. We shall now investigate the method of ascertaining which of the 

quantities f3(1), |3(2), &c., must be taken for y. 

*(1442) The series a?w, x{r), x(-r'), he., [1985], contains the maxima errors ; and 

the series æ(1), x(s), &c., [1988], the minima errors. If we put y equal to any one of 

the quantities /3a), £(2b he., it will render two of the former errors equal to each other. 

Thus, if we put y = /3(2), we shall get, from [1982], 

efr1} —. (jftâ 

y = » or «(r,) —a(r)—(p{r,) —p(r) ) • y = o. 

Substituting this in the equation a{r'] — a(r) — {p(4,,) — p{r)] ,y = x — x(r), [1980], 

we obtain 0=Æ(r')—a?(r), or x{ 3 therefore the value y=f® renders the two 

consecutive maxima errors x{r'\ dr\ equal to each other. In like manner, y = ^3) renders 

x{-' 1 equal to xr'\ and so on for others. It is also evident, from the method by which 

$(1), p(2), g3), he., are computed, that no quantities except these can make the 

errors equal, and retain the property of maxima. Moreover, it follows from [1975""], that 

there are two maxima and equal errors, having the same sign ; and if they be positive, they 

must evidently be in the positive series x^, x^r\ he., [1985] ; but if they be both negative, 

they must be in the negative series *(•), he., [1988], as in [1989', &c.]. 
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Supposing, for example, that this value is (3(3) ; by what has been said, it 

appears that there must be, between x(r,) and x(r"\ an error, which will 

[1989w] be the minimum of all the errors,* since x(r) and x{r") will be the 

maxima of these errors ; therefore in the series x(r\ x(s), a£*f), &c., some 

one of the numbers s, s', &c\, will be included between r' and r". We 

[1990] shall suppose this to be s. In order that x(s) may be the least of the 

errors, the value of y must be included between and x<2> [1989]; 

therefore if j3<3) be comprised within these limits, it will be the required 

value of y, and it will be unnecessary to seek for any other. For if we 

subtract the equations [1970] corresponding to x(s>, from those corresponding 

to x{r>), x{r"\ we shall have, 

[1991] 

[1991'] 

-(») 

[1991"] 

«(*■') — aW — \p(r>) — p{s) J. y = x(r > — 

dr") — és) — . y = x{r"ï— x®. 

If we suppose y = (3(3), all the members of these equations will be 

positive ; hence it is evident, that by increasing y, the quantity x(r']—x(s) will 

increase ;f and the sum of the extreme errors, taken positively, will then be 

augmented. If we decrease y, the quantity x{r> ) — x{s\ will be 

increased, consequently also the sum of the extreme errors ; therefore 

(3(3) is the value of y, which gives the least of these sums. Hence it 

* (1443) If we put y = ff3), we may prove, by the method used in [1989&], that 

_ x(r')} PqPj tpese quantities being maxima, and having the positive sign. Then it 

[1989d] follows, from [197G///], that there must be an equal error, as x{s)} which is of a different sign, 

and is a minimum, s falling between r', r". 

f (1444) Since $>F [1990], we shall have p<s’>>pi-r') [1969"] ; consequently 

[1991a] —(p(r,) — p{s)), or p®—p<r \ is positive. Hence by increasing y, in the first equation 

[1991], it will increase the first member of that equation; therefore also the second member, 

or x ■x 
>0) will be increased ; that is, the sum of the two extreme errors, x(1 \ x{ 

taken positively, will by this means be increased. Again, since 

follow, from [1969"], that p^ <^p(r") ; therefore —(p0-'’• 

s < r" by [1990], it wifi 

-p(s)), or p is 

negative; and by decreasing y, in the second of the equations [1991], the first member of 

that equation will be increased; hence the second member, or x(r‘J — x{s>, which 

[1991b] expresses the sum of the maxima errors x(r"\ x{s), taken positively, will also be increased. 

Thus we see, that by increasing or decreasing y, the sum of two of the extreme maxima 

errors, neglecting the signs, will be increased ; hence p3 : is the value ol y which makes that 

sum, neglecting its sign, a minimum. 
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follows, that this value of y is the only one which satisfies the conditions of 

the problem. 

We must examine, in this manner, the values of (3(1}, fS(2), (3(5), &c. ; which 

may he easily done by inspection ; and if ice find a value which satisfies 

the preceding conditions, we shall he sure of having obtained the required 

value of y. 

If neither of these values of (3 satisfies the conditions, then this value of y 

will he one of the terms of the series x(1), x(2), x<3>, &c. Supposing, for 

example, that it is x(2) ; the two extreme errors x{s) and x{s"> will then be 

negative,* and there will be, by what precedes, an intermediate error, which 

will be a maximum, and will therefore fall in the series x(1), x(r\ x{r'\ &c. 

If we suppose it to be x{r\ r will then necessarily be included between 5 and 

s' ; ^(2) ought therefore to be included between (3(1) and j3(2).f If this be 

the case, it will prove that >^(2) is the required value of y. In this way, we 

may try all the terms of the series >-(2), >-(3), >--(4), &c., until ive obtain a term 

which satisfies the preceding conditions. 

When we have determined in this manner the value of y, we may easily 

obtain that of £. For that purpose, we shall suppose (3(3) to be the value 

of y, and that the three extreme errors are x(r), x(r'\ x(s) ; then we shall 

have x(s) = —æ(r),î consequently, 

*(1445) Multiplying the value of X(2) [1987'] by — p[s), we get, 

at's') — ds) — —fis)) . X(2) = 0. 

The difference of the two equations [1970], depending on the exponents s, s', is 

4 a!*’) — aw — ( — pf . y = x^ — ap) ; 

and by putting y = X(2), the first member becomes equal to the first member of the 

preceding equation; therefore its second member, xW) ■—x{s\ will be nothing, or 

x{s,) = x(s\ These values æ(s°, ccw, being the extreme errors of the negative series 

[1988], with the same sign, there must be a third error [1975""], as x[r), having a different 

sign, and such that r must fall between s and s' [1976"']. 

f (1446) x^ is the greatest error, from y = to y = f^ [1985"] ; and we 

have proved, in the last note, that y = X(2) gives the two maxima errors x^'^—x^, and 

r is supposed to fall between s and s' ; hence X(2^ falls between (3^, 

Î (1447) We have seen, in [1989a, &], that y —13(2) gives the maxima errors x{r), 

x[ \ equal to each other, and of the same sign; and by [1975""] there must be another, 
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[1995e] 

Hence we deduce, 

a(r) — z — p(r). y = x(r) ; 

a{s) — z — p(s). y = — x{r). 

-f a{s) 

2 

and we shall then have the greatest error x{r\ by means of the equation, 

x(r) = 
a (r) — a(s) | p®—} 

2 + 2 V' 

40. The ellipsis, determined in the preceding article, serves to ascertain 

whether the elliptical figure is within the limits of the errors of observation ; 

but it does not determine, from the measured degrees, the figure which 

seems the most probable. It appears to me, that this last ellipsis ought to 

satisfy the following conditions.* First, that the sum of the errors committed 

as which is equal and of a different sign ; hence x('s) =— a4rh This being substituted 

in the equations [1970] containing x(s), x^, produces [1993]. Half the sum of these 

equations gives z [1994], and their half difference is [1995]. 

* (1448) This method, proposed by Boscovich, and peculiarly well adapted to the 

present problem, is not now so much used as it ought to he ; instead of it, the principle of' 

making the sum of the squares of the errors a minimum, is generally adopted. This method 

of the least squares has already been explained in [815e—l, 849d—r], and is extremely 

well adapted to a set of observations, in which all the measured arcs are of nearly the same 

lengths, and subject to the same degree of uncertainty, from the imperfections of the methods 

of observation. But if the measure of one of these degrees should differ very much from 

the rest, the method of the least squares, applied in the usual manner, would give by far too 

great an influence to this defective observation, in the determination of the figure of the 

earth. This may be made to appear, from the consideration of the very simple case, of the 

earth being supposed to be perfectly spherical, consequently every degree 2 of an equal 

length, and y = 0 [1969]. If we suppose, upon this surface, an arc of one degree to be 

measured in Lapland, and represented by a(1) ; also an arc of ten degrees in India, and 

represented by 10 . a^\ we shall have *0) = l, 0) = 10, [1996]. The system of 

equations [1970] will become aU) — z — æ(1), a&) — .z = #!). Multiplying these, as in 

[1996], by the quantities *0) = 15 io, we get the expression of the errors of the 

whole arcs, namely, 

[1995/1 a(0 — z = $ 10a(2) — lOz — lO.x&l 
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in the measures of the whole arcs, ought to be nothing. Second, that the sum 

of all these errors, taken positively, ought to be a minimum By considering, 

To render the sum of the squares of these errors a minimum, we must, as in [815/, 849&], 

multiply these equations respectively by the coefficients of z, and put the sum of the products 

equal to nothing ; hence we get — a(1)— 100 . a(2) -f- 101 . z = 0, or 

af = T4r.fatl>+100.a^|. 

This differs very much from the rule usually adopted by astronomers, in taking the mean of 

any number of similar observations, depending on one unknown quantity, which gives, 

z — tt-{ a(1) ~f- 10 . at® f ; 

making each one of the degrees in India have the same influence as one degree in Lapland ; 

whereas in the expression [1995A], deduced from the principle of the least squares, each of 

the India degrees has ten times the influence of a degree in Lapland. This is unreasonable ; 

for an arc of ten degrees, measured by one person, with the same instruments, and by the 

same method, is liable to the imperfection of the peculiar manner of observation of that 

single observer, and to the errors of one set of instruments ; and it cannot be doubted that 

ten consecutive degrees, measured by ten different persons, of equal skill and carefulness in 

observing, each being furnished with instruments of the same completeness and accuracy, 

would be at least as satisfactory as ten consecutive degrees, measured by only one of these 

observers, with the same single set of instruments, notwithstanding the advantage, in this last 

measure, of requiring only two observations of the latitude throughout the whole arc. We 

shall therefore assume, as a principle, that in the application of the method of the least squares 

to geodetical measures, we must suppose any arc of the length of i degrees, to have the same 

weight as i single degrees, measured separately, which would produce i equations in the 

system [1970]. 

If we apply this principle to the system [1995/], in which there is one degree of the 

length o(1), and ten degrees each of the length a{3), the errors of which are æ(1), æ(2), 

æ(3), &c. ; the whole will form a system of eleven equations, corresponding to [1970] ; 

namely, 

a(1) — 2 = æ(1) , a@) — z — a{3) — z = æ(3) .a<2) — z — x(11). 

Multiplying these, according to the principle of the least squares [815/], by the coefficients 

of z, and making the sum of the first members of these products equal to nothing, we shall 

get — a0)— 10 . a(2) -f- 11 . z — 0. This gives z = T1T . («O) _|_ 10 . a(3)), which is 

the same as the mean value found in [1995i], and agrees with the usual methods of 

astronomers. The same method may evidently be applied to a greater number of arcs 5 

also to cases where the square, or higher powers, of the ellipticity of the meridian, are taken 

into consideration ; and it is evident, that by this modification of the method of the least 

[1995"} 

[1995/] 

[1995g] 

[1995A] 

[1995Ï] 

[1995k] 

[1995Z] 

[1995m] 
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[1995z] 

[1995a] 

[1995/8] 
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in this manner, the whole arcs, instead of the degrees which have been deduced 

from them, we shall give to each of these degrees so much more influence, in the 

squares, the larger arcs are prevented from having an undue influence, in the computation of 

the figure of the earth. 

We shall now apply this method to the system of equations [1970], supposing, as in 

[1996], that the number of degrees of the arcs a(1), a&), See., are respectively represented 

by , See. j and using for brevity the following abridged symbols, 

. a<»= «15 i^.aW = a2, &C :. ; Pi 5 i(a). p(2) = p-2, h,C. y 

1= f( « I.A = li™. 

J.P = .p^+i (2) .p .... nnffl) • 
• t y 

IP.A' = i<X) -HC2).«(2) .p^.. .. . + f(n) .a™ n(n) < 
* P ? 

IP.P' = .f.f pto.. . ... +i(re). rtfjl) 
r • 

n(n) p . 

Now if we multiply the first of the equations [1970] by the coefficient of z, as in [1995/£|, 

the product will be —am-\-z . y = — a?(1) ; and i degrees of this measure will 

produce, in the resulting equation, the expression, 

— i(1). a(1) -j- . z -J- i®f . y = — i(l). xfl}. 

Changing the exponents of i, a, p, from 1 into 2, 3, 4, See., we get the similar equations 

depending on the second, third, fourth, Sec., of the equations [1970] ; the sum of all these 

products, being put equal to nothing, gives the first of the equations, depending on the 

principle of the least squares. This sum, using the above symbols, is represented by 

— I.Afl.zf-IP.y — 0. 

Dividing by — I, we finally get, 

A — z—P .y—0; 

which is the same as the first equation £1997], used in the method of Boscovich, for 

obtaining the most probable result. In like manner, if we multiply the first of the equations 

£1970] by the coefficient of y, the resulting expression will be, 

— a(1). p^ -j- pw . z -j- . p(l^. y =—p{1) • • 

and i degrees of this measure will produce, in the resulting equation, the following 

expression, 

— i(l). a{l). p{l) + i(l) • i>(l). 0 + i(l) • p(l). p(l) . y = — i(l). p(l) . x(l). 

Changing, as above, the exponent 1 into 2, 3, 4, he. ; adding together the whole of the 

resulting equations, and putting the sum equal to nothing, we get the other equation 
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computation of the ellipticity of the earth, as the corresponding arc is of greater [1995""] 

extent, 'which ought to he the case. The following is a very simple method of 

determining the ellipsis which satisfies these two conditions. 

depending on the principle of the least squares. If we use the above symbols, tbe equation 

will become — IP . A'-{-IP .z-\- IP. P'. y = 0. Dividing this by — IP, it becomes [1995y] 

of the following form, funda^ 

A1 — z — P'. y = 0. [19955] 

mental 

Subtracting from this the equation [1995T], we get an equation, from which we obtain the c,iuation- 

following value of y ; and then, from [1995z], we get z ; namely, 
Values of 

A.P1-f. P A'—A 

fTp ’ y — p-p- [1995s] 

Instead of finding the equation [19955], we may proceed in the manner of the author, in 

[1998], by subtracting the equation [ 1995^] from each one of the equations [1970], and we 

shall get the following system, corresponding to [1998], 

£a(l) — A\ — £p(l) — P\ . y = a?(l), 

{a™ — A\ — {P}.y = x<&, 

System 
like that 
in the 
method of 
Boscovieh. 

£a<3l)-A]-[ f"'}-P] . y — CC(n\ 
[1995g] 

Multiplying each of these equations by the corresponding lengths of the arcs, in degrees, 

iw, i&), &Lc., we get a set of equations of the form, 

. {a™ —A] —.\pV — P}, y = id). &C. ; 

multiplying each of these, by the corresponding coefficients of y, in the system [1970], 

namely —p(J), —p(2), &c., we get the following system of equations, 

— i^.ptlK {a(I) — A\ -|- . pw — P\.y = — î'O). pW . #a), 

— iW.pW. {a™—A] + .p$;.\p® — P\.y = — . p®) . ^ 

• • • 

• • • 

— i w. _p(w). £ a(w)—A] -j- i(n). p{n). £ — Pfy= — . pW . xin) > 

[1995»] 

[1995$] 

The second members of this system are the same as in [19950, &c.] ; hence we find, as in 

[19950'], that the sum of the first members of these expressions, being put equal to nothing, 

will give the second required equation, of the form — C + D . y = 0. Substituting the 

value of y, deduced from this, in [1995^], we finally get, for the values of z, y, depending 

on the principle of the least squares, 

[1995/] 
Values 

°f 2> V, 
determi¬ 
ned by 
the least 
squares, 
in the 
improved 
form. 

[1995*] 
110 
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We shall resume the equations [1970], multiplying them by the quantities 

i(1), i(2), t(3), &c., which express the number of degrees contained in the 

We may take into consideration the square of the ellipticity, by means of any one of the values 

of s' [1969/—1970o], as for example that in [1970o] ; and to conform to the present 

notation, we shall change successively / into a,, a.2, &c. ; 4/—4' int0 &c- ? 

sin. 2 4/—sin. 2 4 into i®. p^ , &c. ; sin. 4 •]/—sin. 4 4 into 

4(1). q(1\ . qd), &.c. ; by which means we shall get the following system of equations, 

to be used instead of [1995a?, &c.], 

— ax + +JYiV.pW-\-PiW.qU=—iW .a?«, 

~ o2 + Mi& + JYiW . -f P . q& = — t® . 

— an M i ("1 -J- JV i . p W -[- P / W . g’dO — — % (*) . a>W 5 

in which /(1). a?(1), /(2) . a?(2), &c., represent the errors of the whole measured arcs. 

If M, JV, P, be wholly independent of each other, as in [1970ç], the principle of the 

least squares [1995n], wTould furnish three equations by which these quantities may be 

determined. First, by putting the sum of the equations [I995ff] equal to nothing. Second, 

by multiplying each of the equations [1995ff] by the corresponding factor p(1q p(2), &c., 

and putting the sum of these products equal to nothing. Third, by multiplying each of the 

equations [1995ffj by the corresponding factor gd), q^\ &c., and putting the sum of 

these products equal to nothing. 

If we use the formula [1970/], putting as in [1970$], / = -3-/0 -f- s", neglecting s"2; 

the system of equations [1995(a] may be put under the following form, 

— ax + Mi^ . (1 + pd) . e") = — t<*> . ®d>, 

— . (1 + p® . s") = — W . a?(2), 

. 
— att-f Mi<*>. (1 + pW . £") — _ id) . a?(n). 

The sum of these equations being made equal to nothing gives, as in [1995v], the first of the 

equations depending on the principle of the least squares; and corresponds with [1997]. 

The second equation is found by multiplying each of the equations [1995p] by pm, p(2), 

&c., and putting the sum of these products equal to nothing. 

We shall hereafter find, in several instances, that the method of the least squares, when 

applied to a system of observations, in which one of the extreme errors is very great, does not 

generally give so correct a result as the method proposed by Boscovich [1995//]. The reason 

is, that in the former method, this extreme error affects the result in proportion to the second 

power of the error ; but in the other method, it is as the first power, and must therefore 

be less- 
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measured arcs respectively ; and shall put A for the sum of the quantities 

i(1). a{X), i(2). a(2), &c., divided by the sum of the numbers 2(9), 

î(3), &c., [19952?] ; also P for the sum of the quantities 2(1).j?(1), pü).p&\ 

&c., divided by the sum of the numbers i(i\ f(2), f(3), &c., [19952?']. 

Then the condition [1995"], that the sum of the errors i 9 X^ ^, 2 ^ b X^ 

&c., is nothing, gives,* 

0 = A — z -— P. y. 

If we subtract this equation, from each of the equations [1970], we shall 

obtain a system of equations, of the following form, 

6(1) — ç(1). y = æ(1) ) 

6(2) — ç(2). y = x(2) j 

6(3) — ç(3). y = æ(3) | 

\ • 
' 5 (0) 

&c. J 
J(l) 

We must compute the series of quotients —, 
JC2) 

ÿj?’ and 

arrange them according to their magnitudes [y(1>. &c.], 

beginning with the greatest. ;f then multiply the equations [1998] to which 

they correspond, by their respective numbers i(l), i(2), &c., and place the 

equations, thus multiplied, in the same order as these quotients. The first 

members of these equations, arranged in this manner, will be composed of a 

series of terms of this form, 

Jhw . y _ cd), ft® . y — h® . y — c(3), &c. ; (P) 

in which we shall suppose h{l\ A(9), &c., to be positive, which can be 

done by changing the signs of the terms, where y has a negative coefficient. 

* (1448a) Multiplying the equations [1970] by im, , t®, he., and adding 

the products, the second member of the sum becomes nothing, by the hypothesis [1995"]. 

Dividing the first member by the sum of i{1), he., using the values A, P, [1996'], 

it becomes as in [1997]. 

f (1449) The signs in this case are to he noticed, as in [1977c]. For convenience of 

reference, I have named these quantities yw , y(2), y[3), he., which was not done in 

the original work. They represent the values of y, found by putting successively the errors 

xf- , x&\ he., equal to nothing, and then arranging them according to their magnitudes. 
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These terms are the errors of the measured arcs, taken positively or 

negatively. This being premised, 

It is evident, that by making y infinite, each term of this series becomes 

infinite ; and by decreasing y, they decrease, and finally become negative ; 

in the first place, the first term, then the second term, and so on for the 

others. As y decreases, the terms, which have once become negative, 

remain negative, and continually decrease. To obtain the value of y, which 

renders the sum of these terms, taken positively, a minimum, we must add 

the quantities /i(1), A(2), &c., until the sum begins to exceed the half 

sum of all these quantities ; then, by putting this sum equal to F, we must 

determine r, so that we may have, 

Aw + .+ A« >|f; 

W) + h® + /t(3).-f/i(r_1)< \F. 

T C(0 
We must then put y = —, so that the error will be nothing for the 

degree which corresponds to that one of the equations [1998], whose first 

member, put equal to nothing, gives this value of y* 

To prove this, we shall suppose y to be increased by the quantity <5y, so 
c(r) _ c(r-l) c(r) 

that — -J- <5 y may be comprised between r and . The 

r—1 first terms of the series [1999] will be negative, as in the case of 

y = — ; but by taking them with the sign +, their sum will decrease by 
/I ' 

the quantity, 

(AW + A(2) + h(2).+ A(r-1)) .6y. 

The term r of this series, which is nothing when y = —, will become 

positive, and equal to . 8 y ; the sum of this term, and of the following 

ones, which are*all positive, will increase by the quantity, 

(A« + A(r+1) + &c.) . <5 y ; 

c<f) 
* (1450) The above assumed value of y=y-, being multiplied by Hr), gives by 

transposition h{r). y — c(r) = 0, which is the same as to put the first member of the 

equation [1998], depending on A(r), equal to nothing, as is evident from [1998', 1999]. 
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but by supposition we have,* 

hm + m + h™.+ h(r-1] < Ur) + h{r+1) + &C. ; [2004] 

therefore the whole sum of the terms of the series [1999], taken positively, 

will be increased, and as it is equal to the sum of the errors of the measured 

arcs, &c., taken all with the same sign + ; this last [2004'] 

CM . 
sum will be increased by the supposition of y = ~ S y. It is easy to [2004"] 

prove, in the same manner, that by increasing y, so that it may be included 

c(r—1) q[i—2) Cb—V) c(r- 3) 

between jy and , or between and , &c. ; [2004'"] 

the sum of the errors, taken with the sign +, will be greater than 

cw 
when y=jp>- t 

* (1451) In [2000] we have -f* h™.-f- hw = F and by the second [2004a] 

expression [2001], hm -j- h.-J- ¥r~l) \ F. Subtracting this from the preceding, 

we find Ur)-\- Ur+l) ~j- &c. ; and by comparing these two last expressions together, 

we evidently obtain [2004]. 

f (1452) It is demonstrated in [2004"], that the sum of the errors, taken positively, is 

c(r) c(r) 

greater when y = ~ Sy, than when y = ; and if we put [20046] 

_ c(r-]) __ cw 

0 y ~ w=» m ’ 
CM (Ar—1) C(»-U 

the first value, or y = — -\-Sy, becomes y = p=T)î hence y—-j^-^) makes 

CW 
the sum of the errors, taken positively, greater than when y — ^. If we now put 

co—!> 
y = fatr-i) “b & y, we may prove, by the method [2002—2004], that this value of y makes 

gt»—1) • c(»'—2) ç(r— 1) 
the preceding sum greater than when y = q ; and if we put <5y = ’ 

c0-n _ c{r- 2) 
the value y = y, will become y = jt^) j therefore this value makes [2004c] 

the sum of the errors greater than when 

as above. 

y ffî-ü ’ 
and so on for other values of y, 

111 
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[2004/w] 

[2005] 

[2006] 

[2007] 

[2008] 

Value 
of z, by 
Boscovich. 

[2009] 

[2009'] 

[2009"] 

[2007a] 

[2008a] 

We shall now decrease y bj the quantity 5 y, so that 

c(r) c(r+l) 

be included between — and - ; the sum of the negative terms of 
h,r) hr+1) 

the series [1999] will increase, by changing their sign, by the quantity, 

+ .Ay. 

The sum of the positive terms of the same series, will decrease, by the 

quantity, 

and since we have* 

h{1) + h™ + h(3).+ h{r) > Ur+1) + A(r+2) + &c., 

it is evident that the whole sum of the errors, taken with the sign +? will 

be increased. We shall find, in the same manner, that by decreasing y, so 

c(r+l) c(i+2) cH-2) 

that it may be between and ; or between and 

c(.r+3) 
- —, &c. ; the sum of the errors, taken with the sign +, is greater 
ft 

cw 
than when y = — ; f therefore this value of y is that which renders 

ft 

this sum a minimum. 

c(r> 

W> 
— <5 y may 

The value of y gives that of z, by means of the equation [1997], 

z — A — P . y. 

The preceding analysis is founded upon the variation of the degrees of 

latitude from the equator to the poles, being proportional to the square of 

the sine of the latitude ; and as this law of variation exists also for the force 

of gravity, it is evident that the same analysis may be applied to the 

observations of the lengths of a pendulum,t vibrating in a second of time. 

* (1453) Subtracting the first of the expressions [2001] from -~\-hin) = F, 

[2004a], we obtain A(r+1) + h{r+2) &c. <T F. Comparing this with the same expression 

[2001], we get [2007]. 

-j- (1454) This demonstration is to be made as in [2004&—c]. 

J (1455) By [1804] the length of a pendulum varies as K2, or cos.2 Ô, in the same 

manner as the length of a degree [19696]. 
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41. We shall apply this method to the degrees of the terrestrial meridian 

which have already been measured. Among these degrees, we shall notice 

the seven following, which are given in parts of the standard rod or 

measure, used in the determination of the great arc from Dunkirk to 

Barcelona, for the purpose of ascertaining the fundamental unity of weights 

and measures. We shall designate this rod, which is double the length of the 

toise used by Bouguer in Peru, by R ; and shall hereafter show how to find 

the ratio of this measure to the metre. 

The first of these degrees is that, of Peru, in the latitude 0° O'. Its 

length, according to Bouguer, is 25538K,85;* the whole measured arc 

from which this degree has been determined, is 3°, 4633. 

The second is that of the Cape of Good Hope, measured by La Caille, 

the middle of which corresponds to the latitude of 37°, 0093. Its length 

is 25666R, 65.f The whole arc from which this degree has been 

determined, is 1°, 3572. 

* (1456) The length of this degree of the ancient division of the quadrant, according to 

La Lande, is 56753 toises. Multiplying this by we get the length of a degree of the 

centesimal division 51077,70 toises, or 25538,85 double toises, as above. The other 

lengths were deduced from the toises, in the same manner. 

f (1457) Since the publication of this volume of the original work, several of these 

measures have been re-examined, and found to be erroneous, or liable to such mistakes as to 

render them unfit for the purpose of determining the figure of the earth ; as will evidently 

appear from the following remarks. 

The degree measured at the Cape of Good Hope, by La Caille, from the account given 

of it by Captain G. Everest, in the first volume of the Memoirs of the Astronomical Society 

of London, seems liable to the objection of having been taken without using those precautions 

which are now found to be absolutely necessary to obtain an accurate result. Moreover, the 

northern and southern extremities of the arc were bounded by high lands and mountains, 

which could not fail to have a sensible effect on the plumb line, used in the astronomical 

observations, for the determination of the latitudes of those extreme points. He estimates 

that a deviation of 4s or 5s, in each of these observations, would not be too great, when 

the localities are duly taken into consideration ; observing withal, that a greater.attraction than 

this has actually been observed in some mountains. For instance, Bouguer found by 

observation, that the attraction of the mountain Chimboraco produced a deviation of Is, 5 ; 

and Dr. Maskelyne observed the attraction of the mountain Schehallien to be 5s, 8. The 

effect of this correction would be to increase the whole length of the arc measured by 

[200ET] 

[2009w/] 

Measured 
arcs of the 
meridian. 

[2009v] 

[2009vi] 

[2009a] 

[20096] 

[2009c] 

Defects 
of the 
measures 
given 
by the 
author. 

[2009^] 

[2009e] 
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The third is that of Pennsylvania, measured by Mason and Dixon. Its 

[2009vii] middle corresponds to the latitude of 43°,5556 ; its length is 25599R,60 ; 

the whole measured arc is 1°,6435. 

The fourth is that of Italy, measured by Boseovich and Le Maire. Its 

[2009viii] middle corresponds to the latitude 47°, 7963; its length is 25640R,55; 

the whole measured arc is 2°, 4034. 

The fifth degree is that of France, lately measured by Delambre and 

[2009«] Mechain. Its middle corresponds to the latitude ol 51°,3327 ; its length 

is 25658R,28 ; the whole measured arc is 10°, 7487. 

The sixth is that of Austria, measured by Liesganig. Its middle 

[2009x] corresponds to the latitude of 53°, 0926; its length is 25683R,30; the 

whole measured arc is 3°, 2734. 

The seventh is that of Lapland, measured by Clairaut, Maupertuis, 

[2009**] Re Monnier, &c. Its middle corresponds to 73°, 7037 ; by taking a 

mean between the several series of triangles, and noticing the refraction in 

the valuation of the celestial arc, I have fixed its length at 25832R, 25; 

the whole measured arc is 1°,0644. 

La Caille nearly 9% to reduce the number of toises in a sexagesimal degree from 57037 to 

[2009/] 56918, and the length of a centesimal degree from 25666*, 65 to 25613* nearly; 

which would make it agree with the most accurate measurements in the northern hemisphere. 

From the remarks of the Baron Von Zach, in the JMemoires de Vdlccidémie des Sciences de 

Turin, 1811—1S12, and in the Monatliche Correspondenz, Vol. XXIII, page 153, it 

[2009g-] appears, that the measure in Austria, by Liesganig, ought to be rejected entirely, since no 

reliance whatever can be placed on its accuracy. 

The degree measured in Lapland, by Maupertuis and his associates, has since been 

[2009/2.] re-measured by Svanberg and others, and found to be less than the former estimate by 

about 200 toises, as will be seen in the table [2017/]. 

It is probable that the degrees in Pennsylvania and Italy, were not measured with all the 

[2009*1 precautions required by modern observers ; and if, these be rejected, there will remain only 

the degrees of Peru, France, and the corrected Lapland measure. To these we might add 

other modern observations, particularly that in England, and the very large arc measured in 

[2009*] India, by Colonel Lambton. We shall hereafter give the result of this combination of 

degrees, after having gone through and explained the methods of the author, as they are 

applied to the measures he has collected in the table [2009', &x.]. 
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In the following table, these degrees are arranged according to the order 

of the latitudes. 

Latitudes. Lengths of the degrees. 

0°,0000 - - - - ■ - - - 25538*, 85 

37 ,0093 - - - - ■ - - - 25666 ,65 

43 ,5556 - - - - ■ - - - 25599 ,60 

47 ,7963 - - - - - - - - 25640 , 55 

51 ,3327 - - - ■ - - - - 25658 ,28 

53 ,0926 - - - ■ - - - - 25683 ,30 

73 ,7037 - - - - - - - - 25832 ,25 

Hence the equations [1970] become,* 

25538*, 85 —z — y. 0,00000 = aP, 

25666 , 65 — z — y. 0,30156 = a/2\ 

25599 , 60 — s — y. 0,39946 = æ(3), 

25640 , 55— * — y . 0,46541 = æ(4>, {A!) 

25658 ,28 — z — y • 0,52093 = a?(5), 

25683 , 30 — z — y . 0,54850 = , 

25832 ,25 — z — y. 0,83887 =æ(7). 

The two series [1985] become,f 

r(l) * r(2) r(7) 
«'V J «A/ J tAS J 

CO, 423,796, 308,202, — oc ; 

* (1458) The lengths of the degrees [2010] are to be inserted in [1970], instead of 

a{1), a^\.a(7>. The values p(1), .p(7) represent the squares of the sines 

of the latitudes. 

f (1459) Subtracting the first of the equations [2011] from the others, we obtain the 

following system of equations (A), corresponding to [1977]. Dividing the constant terms of 

these equations, by the coefficients of —y, respectively, we get the column of numbers 

(B), representing the series [1978]; the greatest of these quantities, which is called 
/v (2) _fJ0) 

f3U) [1979], is <3^= -(2) w = 423,796, making r=2, [1979]. The second 

equation [201 L], corresponding to this value of r, being subtracted from the third, fourth, 

&c., equations of that system, gives the system (C), being the same as [1980]. Dividing 

the constant terms of these equations, by the coefficients of —y, we get the column of 

numbers marked (D) ; the greatest of these quantities, noticing the signs, as in [1977c], is 

112 

Measured 
arcs. 

[2010] 

Resulting 
equations. 

[2011] 

[2012] 

[2010a] 

[2011a] 

[20116] 

[2011c] 
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and the two series [1988] become,* 

7.(1) qpC&S 7» (5) 7'(7) 
tv ■ tv * IV J «v 5 

[2013] 

— oo, 152,080, 483,087, 547,176, co. 

[2013'] Hence it is evident, from ^ 39, that i/= 308^,202,f which gives f°r 

[20lid] 308,202 ; deduced from the last of these equations, which must therefore be the quantity 

marked [1982]. The exponents of x in this equation are 7 and 2, making r'= 7, 

[201 le] r = 2 ; and as this is the last of these equations, the series will terminate ; consequently the 

series [1985] will become as in [2012]. 

[2011/] 

w. 
127,80 — y . 0,30156=æ<$ — stt 
60,75—y. 0,39946=x(3)—a:W 

101,70 — 1/ . 0,46541 =xO) —a: W 
119,43—y . 0,52093=a*5)-2«7(i) 
144,45 — y . 0,54850=x(G)—x'^ 

293,40 — y. 0,83887=x0> — $0 

(B) 
423,796 
152,080 
218, 
229, 
263, 
349, 

(O) (D) 

— 67,05—i/. 0,09790=x(3) — x(2) 
—26.10 —V. 0,16385=— a*2) 
— 8,37—y. 0,21937—x^ — .rt$ 

1 6,65 _77.0,24694=a& — a*2> 
165,60—y. 0,5373 L=x(/—x®> 

—685 
— 159 
— 38 

67 
308.202 

[2012a] 

[20125] 

[2012c] 

[2012^ 

[2012d] 

[2012e] 

[2012/] 

* (1459a) The least of the numbers, in the preceding column (R) is represented by 

[19S5V], hence = 152,080. The greatest exponent of x, in the corresponding 

equation, is 3, which is to be taken for s [19SG']. Hence xf^ = , a^ = 25599^, 60, 

p^h= 0,39946. Subtracting this value of from a(4), a®, &c., [2011], we get the 

following system (E). In like manner, by subtracting from y>(4), jp^0), &c., [2011], 

we get the system (F). Dividing the first of these numbers, by the corresponding ones of 

the second, we obtain the system (G), representing the series of numbers [1987], the least 

of which is to be taken for [19S6"] ; hence X(2) = 4S3,0S. The greatest exponent 

of a or p, in the corresponding equations (F) or (G), is 5, making s'= 5 [1987']. 

Hence x(sl) = x^, ais,) = a<5> = 25658*, 28, = p(^ — 0,52093. Subtracting 

these from aiG), am, p®, p{7), respectively, we get the systems (H), (/). Dividing 

the first by the second, as above, we obtain the system (R), the last term of which, being 

the least of the series, gives X(3)=547,17, and the greatest exponent of a or p, in the 

corresponding equation (H), gives s"= 7, and the resulting error xJ). TLhe series then 

terminates, and the system [1988] becomes as in [2013]. 

m 
a<A) — a'3)= 40», 95 
a(5) — aO) = 58 ,68 
a(6)__a<3>= 83 ,70 
a (?) — a® =232 ,65 

(F) 
«(4) _ p(P>) = 0,06595 
o(5)_«(3) = 0,12147 
p(6>_/3) = 0.14904 
pO) —p(3)=0,43941 

(G) 
620, 
483,08 
561, 
529, 

(H) (I) (K) 

a(6)__a(5)= 2572,02 p(6)—_p(5>=0,02757 
^(7) — «(57=173 ,97 pU) — p(5) = 0,31794 

907, 
547,17 

f (1460) If we take the first finite number of the series [2012] for y, and put 

y = 423*, 796, 

[2013a] it will make x^ , or a?d) z=x^ [19/9] 5 but between these numbers 
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the elliptieity of the earth.* * We then have, 

x® = x w = — x<3> = 48*, 60. 

Hence it appears, that with any combination of the seven preceding degrees, 

and with any ratio of the polar and equatorial diameters of the earth ive may 

select, it will be impossible to avoid an error of 48*, 60, in the measures of 

a?(1), xthere is no number x^s), in the series [2013], in which s falls between 1 and 

2, the exponents of the quantities a?(1), x(3> ; therefore this value of y must be rejected. 

If we take the next term of the series [2012], and put y = /2) = 308*, 202, we shall 

get aA'l = x^ [19896], or x(t>= x®\ Now in the series [2013] are the terms x^\ 

#(5), whose exponents 3, 5, fall between the exponents 2, 7, we have just found ; so that 

the condition [1975v] will be satisfied, by taking for the third error, either of the quantities 

æ(3), x^ , corresponding to a?(s), [1988,2013]. We cannot however take the 

last of these quantities x{sl) = æ(5), because, by [1989], it is required, in order that 

x{sl) should be the least' of the errors, that the value of y should fall between and 

X{3) [1989], corresponding to 483,087 and 547,176 [2013]; and the assumed 

value y = 30S*, 202 does not satisfy this condition. We must therefore take the other 

quantity aP\ which requires, by [1989], that the assumed value of y should fall between 

X(l) and X(9) [19S8'], corresponding to 152,080 and 4S3,087 [2013]; and as this 

condition is satisfied, we may put x{3) for the least error, which is equal to the errors x(3), 

xW , but of a different sign, [1975/w], so that we shall have x(2) = x W —— xt3\ and 

y = 30S*,202. 

*(1461) Having found, in the last notes, x{r) — x®\ æw = x(3), which correspond 

to the second and third equations [2011] ; we shall have, by comparing them with the same 

equations of the series [1970], ah*) = «C2) = 25666*, 65 ; a{s) = a(3) = 25599*, 60 ; 

pto = p(2) = 0,30156 ; pis) = = 0,39946. Substituting these in [1994, 1995], 

and also the value of y [2013d], we obtain, 

* = 25633*, 12 — y. 0,35051 = 25633*, 12 — 108*,02 = 25525*, 10 ; 

xir)= 33*,52 + y. 0,04895 — 33* 52+ 15*,08= 48*,GO. 

This value of x{r), being substituted in [2013e], gives [2014]. Having obtained y, z, 

[2013d, g], the length a of a degree of the meridian [19696] becomes, 

a = 25525*, 10 + 308*,202 . pA 

From these values of z, y, we get 3z + fy= 770S8*,97, and the elliptieity [1795/], 

» _ y __ 308,202 , 

— 3 * + f y ~ 770S8,97 ~ r 

which differs from given by the author, [2013']. 

Least pos¬ 
sible error 
of these 
measures. 

[2014] 

[2014] 

[20136] 

[2013c] 

[2013d] 

[2013e] 

[2013/] 

[2013g-] 

[20136] 

[2013/ 
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some of these degrees, in the elliptical hypothesis. Now this error is 

exactly on the least limit of those which might be considered as possible ; 

and for that very reason, it is highly improbable that this particular error 

exists. We must therefore admit, in the elliptical hypothesis, much greater 

[2014"] errors than 48s, 60. By attentively examining the measures of these 

degrees, it appears difficult to suppose, that in each of the degrees of 

Pennsylvania, the Cape of Good Hope, and Lapland, in which the greatest 

errors fall, there can be an error of 48s, 60 ; therefore it seems to follow, 

from the preceding measures, that the variations of the degrees of the 

[2014'"] terrestrial meridian differ sensibly from the law of the square of the sine of 

the latitude, which is given by the hypothesis of the elliptical meridians.* 

We shall now determine the most probable ellipsis, which results from these 

measures. Multiplying the equations [2011], respectively, by the quantities 

[2014""] i(1), i(3), i{3), &c., which represent the number of degrees contained in 

the corresponding arcs, and dividing the sum by if -}- f(2) -f- i(3) + &c., we 

shall get, from the principle that the sum of the errors i(3).a^1) + i(a).æ(94-&c., 

is nothing, [1995"],t 

[2015] 0 = 25646s, 80 — z — y. 0,43717. 

[2014a] * (1462) The difficulty of reconciling the measures of these degrees of the meridian 

with the elliptical hypothesis, is somewhat diminished by using the corrected degree of 

Lapland [2009A] ; by which means the error 48*, 60 would be decreased a few metres. 

If we reject the degrees of the Cape of Good Hope and Austria, on account of their 

incorrectness [2009/j g] ; and combine, in the preceding manner, the remaining five degrees ; 

[20146] the greatest error will be reduced to about one third of its value [2014]. If we confine 

ourselves to five of the most extensive and accurate measures, namely, those of Peru, India, 

[2014c] France, England, and Lapland, the greatest error will be much more reduced, as will be 

seen hereafter, [2017r, &sc.]. 

■[(1463) The quantities aa), a(2>, &c., are contained 

in the first column of the system of equations [2011]; and 

the quantities p(1), jo(2), &c., are the coefficients of —y, 

in the same system. The values i(1), &c., [2009v, &tc.], 

are in the first column of the annexed table ; the second column 

contains die products fd).«0)5 i(2).a(2), &c. ; and the third 

column the products .p0), &tc. Dividing the sum of the 

[2015a] numbers in the second column, 614341,62, by that in the 

first, we get the term A of [1997], equal to 25646s, 80. Dividing, in like manner, the 

Col. 1. 

i®, &c. 

Col. 2. 

&c. 
Col. 3. 

i'U.pC i),&c. 

3,4633 
1,3572 
1,6435 
2,4034 

10,7487 
3,2734 
1,0644 

88448,69 
34834,78 
42072,94 
61624,50 

275793,15 
84071,71 
27495,85 

0,00000 
0,40928 
0,65651 
1,11856 
5,59932 
1,79546 
0,89289 

23,9539 614341,62 10,47202 
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Hence the equations [1998] of the preceding article become, 

— 107*, 95 + y. 0,43717 = ®«, 

19 ,85 + y. 0,13561 = #>, 

— 47 ,20 + y. 0,03771 = u?(3), 

— 6,25 — y. 0,02824 = #(4), (O') 

11 ,48 — y. 0,08376 =æ™, 

36 ,50 — ^.0,11133 = ^6), 

185 ,45— y. 0,40170 = æ< 

Hence we easily find, that the series of quantities h(1\ W>, /i(3), &c., 

arranged according to the magnitude of the quotients, 

0,06198, 0,42757, 0,36443, 1,51405, 0,90031, 

5« b™ 
_ __ Rrr, * qtt) ’ ^c., is 

0,18405, 0,06787. 

The equations [2016], taken in the order 3, 7, 6, 1, 5, 2, 4, correspond 

to the quantities [2017]. The sum of the three first of these quantities, is 

less than the half sum of all of them ; and the sum of the four first, exceeds 

this half sum ; therefore we have x[l) = 0 ; which gives y = 246*, 93 ; 

consequently z = 25538*, 85 ; so that the expression of the degree of 

the meridian is, 

25538*, 85 + 246*, 93sin.9d ; 

sum of the numbers in the third column, 10,47202, we obtain the term P of [1997], 

equal to 0,43717. Hence the equation [1997] becomes nearly as in [2015] ; subtracting 

this from each of the equations [2011], we get the system of equations [2016], which 

corresponds to [1998]. 
* 

*(1464) Comparing the systems [1998] and [2016], we find 5(1) =—107*, 95, 

bm = 19*, 85, b<® = — 47*, 20, 50) = — 6*, 25, 5(5) = 11*, 48, 5<6) = 36*, 50, 

5(7) = 185*,45 ; 2® = —0,43717, ÿ» = — 0,13561, gffl) = — 0,03771, 

ç(4)= 0,02824, ç(5) = 0,08376, q^ = 0,11133, q<n = 0,40170. Hence we 

deduce, 
5d) f>(2) 5<3> 5(4) 
—■ 247. 
§S> ’ g(8) ~ 146’ ç(3) = 1252, 

5® 
■ÿPT 13 'o*

 
'oü

 
V—

1
 

w
 

11 CO
 5(7) 

gô7: = 461. 

These terms, arranged according to their magnitudes, are 1252, 461, 328, 247, 137, —146, 

—'221; and they correspond respectively to the equations [2016] numbered 3, 7, 6, 1, 
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Computa¬ 
tion by the 
method of 
Boscovich. 

[2016] 

[2017] 

[2017'] 

Degree 
of the 
meridian. 

[2018] 

[20156] 

[2016a] 

[20166] 

[2016c] 
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[2018'] ô being the latitude. Hence we deduce -3-f 2 for ^ie oblateness of the earthf 

and then the error of the degree of Lapland becomes [ 86*,26.f This error is 

[2018"] much too great to be admitted which confirms what we have said [2014'"], 

that the earth varies sensibly from an elliptical figure.§ 

5, 2, 4. Now if we arrange the equations [2016] in the order of these numbers, changing 

the signs when the coefficient of y is negative, we shall have the following system of equations, 

[2016d] 

[2016c] 

[2016/] 

[201%] 

0,03771 .y— 47,20= 

0,40170 . y —185,45 = — a?(7), 

0,11133 .y— 36,50 = — , 

0,43717 . y—107,95 = !a$, 

0,08376. y— 11,48 = -— 

0,13561 .y+ 19,85= a?®, 

0,02824 . y -J- 6,25= — arf4>. 

Multiplying the coefficients of y, in this system, by the 

quantities i^7), i®, , i(5) *, U4), respectively, we shall obtain the 

products 7i(l), A®, he., [1999], as in the adjoined table, which agrees with [2017]. 

The sum of these products is jF = 3,52026 [2004a], making %F = 1,76013. Now 

by the same table we have 

A® -f h™ -j- A(3) = 0,85398 < \F, and A(1> + h™ -f h™ + A(4) = 2,36803 > \F ; 

hence we get 7t(r) = A(4), r = 4, [2001] ; and from [2001'], we find that the value of 

y will be obtained, by putting the fourth of the equations [2016/] equal to nothing ; which 

gives 0,43717. y—107^,95 = a?(1) = 0, or y = 246^,93. Substituting o?(l) = 0, in 

the first equation [2011], we get z = 25538*,85 ; hence the degree of the meridian 

[19696] becomes as in [2018]. 

Ad) = 0,03771 X 1,6435 = 0,06198 
A®=0,40170 X 1,0644=0,42757 
A( 3) = 0,11133 X 3,2734 = 0,36443 

Ad) -j- h®> -j- AO) = 0,85398 

A(4) = 0,43717 X 3,4633=1,51405 

Ad > 4-A® -J-A®+A(4)=2,36803 

A® = 0,08376x 10,7487 = 0,90031 
A© = 0,13561 x 1,3572 = 0,18405 
Ad) = 0,02824x 2,4034=0,06787 

AW-f-A® +A® =P=3,52026 

* (1465) Substituting the values of z, y, [2016g], in the formula of the ellipticity [2013Î], 

246 93 
[2016A] we get a h = = to» as aboye< 

[2016i] f (1466) This is easily deduced from the last of the equations [2016], substituting y 

[2016g1], from which we get »(7) = 185,45 — 99,19 = 86,26. 

[2016&] Î (1466a) An error of this magnitude did however actually exist, as has been stated 

in [2009A]. 

§ (1467) The results of later and more accurate observations do not vary so much from 

[2017a] the elliptical hypothesis, as the author has here supposed. This will appear from the 

following calculations, made with the measures of the arcs of the meridian of Peru, India, 

France, England, and Lapland. The measures of these arcs are given, in column 6 of the 
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The operations made by Delambre and Mechain, to obtain the measure 

of the terrestrial meridian, included between the parallels of latitude of 

Dunkirk and Barcelona, leave no doubt on this point, when we take into 

following table A, in English fathoms, at the standard temperature of 62° Fahrenheit ; and 

the latitudes of the extreme limits of the arcs are expressed in columns 2, 3, according to 

the sexagesimal notation; being the same as those in Mr. Airy’s table, page 570 of the 

Transactions of the Royal Society of London for 1826. The latitude of the middle point 

of each measured arc, is in column 4. The lengths of the arcs, in sexagesimal degrees, are 

in column 5. The mean length of each of the degrees, in English fathoms, is in column 7. 

We shall, in the first place, use the mean length of each of the measured degrees, and the 

mean of the latitudes of the extreme points of the arc ; neglecting, as the author has usually 

done, the terms depending on the square of the ellipticity. With these measures, using the 

formula [19695], a — z -\-y . sin.2lat., we obtain the system of equations in the annexed 

table B, similar to [1970]. We shall now combine these equations by the method of the 

least squares, improved in the manner pointed out in [1995», &c.]. 

Multiplying the equations in table B, by the lengths of the arcs ®0), i^, he., table A, 

column 5, we get the system of equations in table C, corresponding to the formula [1995a?], 

changing the signs of the terms. The sum of these, put equal to nothing, and divided by 

the coefficient of — z, gives, 

60655/, 8 — z — y.0,32803 = 0, 

corresponding to [1995s:]. Subtracting this from each of the equations in table B, we get 

the system of equations in table D, similar to [1995£] ; multiplying these by the corresponding 

lengths of the arcs in degrees i(l), i{2), he., we obtain the system of products in table E, 

similar to [1995/]. Lastly, multiplying these products in table E, by the corresponding 

coefficients of —y in table B, representing p(l), pm, he., we obtain the system 

in table F, corresponding to [1995d], whose sum, put equal to nothing, gives the 

equation [1995/], 

— 1235/, 3 -f* y. 2,11408 = 0, whence y — 584/,3. 

Substituting this value of y in [2017d], we get z — 60655/, 8 — 191/, 7 = 60464/, 1 ; 

hence the general expression of the length of a degree [2017c] becomes, 
« 

60464/, 1 + 584/, 3. sin.2 lat. ; 

and the ellipticity S~3Z _p_ sÿ= ars- [1795/]. We shall find hereafter [2017y\, 

that this result would not be essentially varied, by taking into consideration the whole length 

of the measured arcs, and noticing the terms of the order of the square of the ellipticity. 

The preceding value of y, being substituted in the table D, gives the errors of the measured 

degrees æ(l), x^, he. 

[2018'"] 

Earth does 
not vary so 
much from 
an ellipti¬ 
cal figure 
as is sup¬ 
posed by 
the author. 

[20176] 

[2017c] 

[2017d] 

[2017e] 

[2017/] 

[2017g] 

[20176.] 

[2017Î] 

[20176] 
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[2018+ 
consideration the great accuracy of this measure, 

principal results of these operations, 

The following are the 

Table. A. 

Col. 1. Col. 2. Col. 3. Col. 4. Col. 5. Col. 6. Col. 7. 

Whole measured arc. Mean deg. 

Place. 
Extreme Latitudes. Middle Latitude. 

in degrees, in fathoms, in fathoms, 
Measured 

4’ 4' L id), H2),&c. ad), &C. 

of the d m s d m s d m s d 
meridian. 

Peru, — 0 02 31,22 3 04 31,9 1 31 00,34 3,117533 188510 60467,7 
rom r/r\ India, 8 09 38,39 18 03 23,6 13 06 31,00 9,895892 598630 60492,8 
[4UI/ 

France, 38 39 56,11 51 02 09,2 44 51 02,65 12,370303 751567 60755,7 
England, 50 37 05,27 53 27 29,89 52 02 17,58 2,840172 172751 60824,1 
Sweden, 65 31 30.27 67 08 49,55 66 20 09,91 1,622022 98870 60954,8 

[2017m] 

Table B. [1970] 

/ 
60467.7 — z — y. 0,00070=*0) 
60492.8 -z—y. 0,05144=^) 
60755.7 — z—y. 0,49740=^3) 
60824,1 —z—y. 0,62161 =*0) 
60954.8 — z—y. 0,83890=a:® 

303495,1— 5 z—y. 2,01005=0 

Table C. [1995;?] 
f à 

188510 — 2. 3,117533 —y. 0,002184=id).®U) 
598630 — 2. 9,895892—y. 0,509016=t»>. 
751567 — 2.12,370303— y. 6,152937=»® .x<3> 
172751 — 2. 2,840172—y. 1,765474=44>. # 
98870 — 2. 1,622022 —y. 1,360716 . a*5> 

1810328 — z .29,845922 —y. 9,790317=0 

[19952] 60655,8—z — y. 0,32803=0 

[201771] 

Table D. [1995£] 

f 
—188,1 + 1/. 0,32733=3*1) 
—163,0 +0. 0,27659=x<2) 

99,9 —y. 0,16937—x@) 
168,3 — y. 0,29358=æ(4) 
299,0 —7/.0,51087 =z(5) 

Table E. 
/ 

— 586,4+0.1,02046 
—1613,0 +0.2,73710 

1235,8—0.2,09516 
478,0—0.0,83383 
485,0—0.0,82863 

Table F. [19950] 
0,4 — 0.0,00071 

83,0 — 0.0,14080 
— 614,7 + 0.1,04213 
— 297,1+0.0,51832 
— 406,9 + 0.0,69514 

0 = —1235,3 + 0.2,11408 [1995/] 

The same observations were computed by Mr. Airy, so as to include terms of the order of 

the square of the ellipticity, by means of the formula [1970o], supposing M, A, P, to be 

[2017+ independent of each other. The following system [201 To], similar to that in table C, is 

M.' 
given by him, changing however M into in order to avoid large numbers; he 

having expressed the coefficients of JM, or the whole length of the measured arcs, in 

sexagesimal seconds ; consequently the coefficients of M' represent tüoWct °f the 

measured arc, in sexagesimal seconds. I have used the same formula as Mr. Airy [19* 0o], 

in order that the difference of the results of his calculation, by the usual method [815e—?], 

and by that which I have proposed in [1995X], may be more easily perceived. 
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Latitudes. 

Montjoui - - - - 45°, 958281 = 0[l), 

Carcassonne - - 48 ,016790 = 

Evaux - - - - 51 ,309414 = #3), 

Pantheon at Paris - 54 ,274614 = d(4), 

Dunkirk - - - - 56 ,706944 = a<5>. 

— 188510/+ JIT. 0,112231+ JY, 0,1086 + P. 0,216 = _;w.æU) . 

— 598630 + M'. 0,356252 + JY. 0,3084 + P. 0,412 = — ; 

— 751567 + M. 0,445331 + JY. 0,0023 — P. 0,S37 = — i(3>. æ® ; [2017o] 

— 172751 + JW. 0,102246 — JY. 0,0241 — P. 0,175 = — i^.x^ ; 

— 98870 + JM'. 0,058393 — JY. 0,0383 — P.0,009 = —î*(5).æ®. 

From these Mr. Airy obtained, by the method explained in [849Æ], the values, 

WW= 16,88164, JY —— 9358, P = 267 ; [2017p] 

hence the length of an arc of the meridian, in fathoms, is expressed by, 

16,88164 .secondsin (+■—4') — 9358 , (sin.2+—sin.24) + 267 . (sin.4+—sin.44). [2017g] 

Mr. Airy found the lengths of the several arcs, from this formula, to differ from those given 

in the above table, by —4, +4, —19, +35, +63 fathoms. He also [2017r] 

computed the ellipticity to be ~~ [1970m], by putting JW=16,88164, JY=—9358, [2017/] 

[1969o, 1970o, 2017q]. We shall soon see that this ellipticity is probably too great, by 

nearly one tenth part, and that the result of the method I have proposed [1995X—r] will [2017s] 

agree much better with these observations. For if we find the three fundamental equations, 

by the method explained in [1995v], we get, 

— 1810328 + M'. 1,074453 + JY. 0,35690 — P. 0,39300 = 0, 

— 598948 + M>. 0,356900 + JY. 0,40287 + P. 0,60850 = 0, 

668370 — M. 0,393000 + JY. 0,60850 + P. 2,76623 = 0. 

Hence JH7 = 16S7659,4, JVL= 16,876594, JY=— 8368,2, P = — 10,0; 

the length of an arc of the meridian is expressed by, 

16/, 876594 . seconds in (+— 4) — 8368/,2 . (sin. 2 +— sin. 2 4) 

— 10/, 0 . (sin. 4 4' — sin. 4 4). 

These numbers differ considerably from those of Mr. Airy [2017p, ç], particularly in the 

value ol P, which he makes above twenty-six times as great as by my method ; and it is in [2017m/] 

114 

[20174] 

and [2017m] 

[2017©] 

Distances from the parallel of latitude of Montjoui to 

the parallels of the following places, 

Carcassonne - 52749*, 48 = «(+ 
Arcs of the 

Evaux - - 137174 ,03 = a®, 
meridian, 
measured 
in France. 

Pantheon - - 213319 ,77 = Æ 
[2019] 5 

Dunkirk - - 275792 ,36 = a®. 
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[2019'] 

[2017a;] 

[20172/] 

[2017s] 

[2017a] 

[2017(3] 

[2017y] 

[2017(5] 

[2017 e-] 

[20172] 

Oblate¬ 
ness. 

[2017*] 

[20170] 

These distances being represented by «(2), a{3), a{A\ a(5) ; the latitudes 

by <3(1), ô(2), ô(3), â(4), ô(5) ; and we shall put xw, x[2), xSA\ x(5)f 

consequence of his using this excessively great value of P, that he supposes the curve of 

the meridian to differ essentially from an elliptical form. The value of P, corresponding to an 

elliptical meridian [197Or], is P = — ^ s . JY = . 8368,2 = 8f, 4 nearly. 

1 11 
Substituting M, JY, [2017li], in [1970m], we get - = 311,5, - = ; hence the 

. 1 1 
ellipticity of the earth, expressed in parts of the polar radius, is ——, or part 

1 1 
of the equatorial radius. The corresponding values of Mr. Airy are ——, or 7^— , 

respectively. If we compute the whole lengths of these five measured arcs, by means of 

the formula [2017r], we shall find the errors of these measures, expressed in fathoms, to be 

-fl3, —17, -J-ll, —9, -|-2, respectively. The sum of the positive errors is 

equal to the sum of the negative ones, as must necessarily be the case, in this method of 

calculation; because the first of the equations [2017*] is found, by putting the sum of the 

errors of all the measured arcs equal to nothing [1995v]. These errors are much less than 

those, found by using Mr. Airy’s formula [2017r] ; the extreme errors of the two formulas 

being in the ratio of 17 to 63, neglecting the signs. 

If we substitute the elliptical value of P = 8^,4 [2017a:], in the equations [2017o], the 

terms depending on this quantity, will be l/,8, Sf,4, —7^,0, —U,5, —0/,l; 

which are far within the limits of the errors of the observations [2017a], and may therefore 

be neglected ; or we may connect these terms with the measured arcs, by the method [I970r] ; 

observing that they would vary only a fraction of a fathom, by taking for the ellipticity any 

quantity between ^ and instead of using ***. In this way the system [2017*] will 

be reduced to the two first equations, in which we must put P = 8f,4, and they will 

become nearly, 

— 1810331 -f M'. 1,074453 +JV. 0,35690 = 0 ; 

— 598943 -f M'. 0,356900 -f JY. 0,402S7 = 0. 

Hence we get M' = 1687681, .11= 16,87681, JY= — S415,2 ; and e is obtained 

from [1970m] - = — 154699 . ~ — £ = 309,8 ; therefore the ellipticity, expressed in 

parts of the polar radius, is —— , and in parts of the equatorial radius, is Then 

the formula [1970m], gives P = — ^e.N= S/,4 nearly, as above ; and the length 

of an arc of the meridian is expressed by, 

16f, 876S1. sexagesimal seconds in (4' — 4) — 8415/,2 . (sin. 2 4' — sin. 2 4) 

4- 8/, 4 . (sin. 4 4' — sin. 4 4)- 
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for the errors to which these latitudes are liable. These errors may 

be attributed, either to the observed latitudes of the places, or to the 

geodetical measures, the defects of which have an influence on the latitudes [2019"] 

of the parallels, whose distances, from that of Montjoui, are supposed to be 

If we compute the lengths of the whole arcs of the preceding measures, by the formula 

[20170], we shall find that the errors are — 12, -{-18, — 17, -[-9, —{— 1 5 which 

agree nearly as well with the observations, as those computed in [2017a], where the meridian 

is not restricted to an elliptical form. Hence it appears that this strictly elliptical form of the [2017/] 

meridian is more conformable to these observations than the irregular figure obtained by Mr. 

Airy’s calculation. 

These observations agree so well with the hypothesis of an elliptical meridian, that it makes but 

very little difference what method is used in combining them. For the results of the calculations 

in [2017/, y, £] are nearly the same; and we shall find upon examination, that if we use the [2017*] 

common method of applying the principle of the least squares, putting P equal to its elliptical 

value 8s, 4, the results will be nearly the same as those just mentioned. This may be 

easily proved, by putting P = 8S,4 in the two first fundamental equations given by Mr. [2017X] 

Airy, in page 570 of his paper abovementioned ; by which means the ellipticity will be 

changed from ^ to —, and the results will nearly agree with [2017£]. The 

same also appears from the calculation of Mr. Ivory, in the Philosophical Magazine for 182S, 

page 346; where, by means of the formulas [1970/, s'], he obtains the ellipticity ^9, using [2017f*] 

the common method of combining the equations. Finally, if we apply the method of 

Boscovich [1996, &,c.] to the system of equations in table B [2017m], we shall find, that the 

value of y is to be obtained by putting æ(2)=0, in the second equation of table D [2017n], 

163 
which will give y = = 589,3 ; and then, from [2017d], we shall get, 

z = 60655,8 — y . 0,32803 — 60462,5 ; [2017v] 

consequently the length of a degree of the meridian will be expressed by 

60462/, 5 + 589/, 3 . sin.2 lat. 

This differs but little from [2017/t], and the ellipticity, resulting from these numbers, 

computed as in [2017/], is nearly. L3017f] 

If we put 4 = 0, 4'= 90<* = 32400s, in [20170], we shall obtain the length of a 

quadrant of the meridian 5468087, in English standard fathoms, at the temperature of [2017*-] 

62° Fahrenheit. We may reduce any of the measures given in this article in standard 

fathoms, to the standard metre, by using the ratio of these measures given in the Philosophical 

Transactions for 1818, 1826, pages 109, 569 ; from which it appears, that the standard metre 

of 0° centigrade, was found by Captain Kater to be equal to 39inches, 37079 of the [2017p] 

English standard, at the temperature of 62° Fahrenheit. 
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«(2), «(3), &c. The terrestrial arc, comprised between the equator and 

the parallel of latitude of Montjoui, is, by what has been said, nearly 

equal to,* 

[2020] s. {d(1) -f #(1) — f- p • sin. 2 d(I) j ; 

[2020'] s being the mean length of a degree, and p the oblateness of the earth, 

reduced to degrees. The arc comprised between the equator and the 

parallel of Carcassonne, is 

[2021] s. {d(2) -j- x{3) —• £ p. sin. 2 d{2)| ; 

therefore the arc included between the two parallels of Carcassonne and 

Montjoui, is 

[2022] 5 . {ôW — ô(1) -j- x(3) — .r(1) — £ p. (sin. 2 d(2) — sin. 2 d(1)) ]. 

Putting this equal to a(2), we shall obtain,f 

[2023] d(2) — d® -f a*(S) — a?(1) — J- p, sin. (d(2) — d(1)) . cos. (d(2) + d(1)) = —. 

The parallels of the other places, compared with that of Montjoui, furnish 

[2023'] three similar expressions ; and by substituting the corresponding numerical 

values, we shall obtain the four following equations 

* (1468) If we neglect terms of the order of the square of the ellipticity s, the expression 

of the length of an arc of the meridian, included between the equator and the latitude d, will 

[2020a] be ^. f ( I-j-^ s). d — £ s. sin.2d| [1969n], or h. (1 +| s) .£d —fs.sin.20f. Putting 

â = 90^, we get the length of the quadrantal arc, equal to h . (1 -f \ s) . 90fZ ; hence 

the mean length of one degree is Jc. (1+fs). If we represent this by s, as in [2020'], 

[20205] and change the ellipticity s into p, to conform to the present notation, we shall get the length 

of the arc [2020a], s . {d — | p . sin. 2 è\. From this formula we easily obtain the 

expressions [2020, 2021], supposing the errors of the measured arcs to be s . x{1), s . a?(9), 

respectively. The difference of these two arcs is the value of aP'1 [2022]. 

f (1469] Putting [2022] equal to aP\ and dividing by s, we get, 

[2023a] d<2) — d(1) -f- aP1 — x{l) — f p • f sin. 2 d(2) — sin. 2 d(1)\ = — . 

Substituting sin. 2 d<2> — sin. 2 0°'>=2 sin. (d^ — d0>) . cos. (d(2)-f- dU)), [26] Int., it 

becomes as in [2023]. 

| (1470) These equations are deduced from [2023] ; but if we have a table of natural 

sines, it will be easier to deduce them from [2023a], using the values [2019], and changing 

successively ainto a{3), , he., we shall get very nearly the numbers in [2024]. 
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2°, 058509 + x™ — — p. 0,0045829 = 

5°,351133 + z(3) — xP — p. 0,0054036 = 

8°,316333 + aP> — aF> + P .0,0007152 = 

10°,748663 + + P. 0,0105491 = 

52749*,48 

s 

137174*,03 

s 

213319*,77 

5 

275792*, 36 

s 

If we apply to these equations, the first method, given at the beginning of 

§ 39,* we find, that in the elliptical hypothesis, which gives a minimum for 

* (1471) This method will lead to a formula, similar to [1972]; observing that p, s, 

[2024], take the place of z, y, [1970], and must be exterminated, as is observed in [1970']. 

In the first place we shall multiply the equations [2024] respectively by the quantities 

275792* 36 275792*, 36 275792*, 36 

52749*,48’ 137174*,03 ’ 213319*, 77’ *’ &n we sha Set’ 

10°, 762590 + 5,228342 . — x^} — p . 0,0239610 = 275792*, 36 . s'1 ; 

10°,758606 -f 2,010528 . fæ<3> — ®P>} — p . 0,0108641 = 275792*,36 . s’1 ; 

10°,751840 + 1,292859 . p . 0,0009246 = 275792*, 36.s"1 ; 

10°,748663 -f- 1,000000 . {x^5) — } + p . 0,0105491 = 275792*, 36 . s~K 

Subtracting each of these equations from that immediately preceding it, we shall eliminate s, 

and shall get, 

0°, 003984 — 3,217814 . 5,228342 . a?(2) — 2,010528 . x{3) — p . 0,0130969 = 0 ; 

0°, 006766 — 0,717669 . -f- 2,010528 . x™ — 1,292859 . xw — p . 0,0117887 = 0 ; 

0°, 003177 — 0,292859 . ajW + 1,292859 . a?w — — p . 0,0096245 = 0. 

Multiplying these equations respectively by 1, tytIIt, “VaWx’j we obtain, 

0°, 0039840 —3,217814 . æ(1) -f 5,228342 . aJ — 2,010528 . x^ — p . 0,0130969 = 0 ; 

0°, 0075168 —0,797309 . æ(l)— 1,436328 . a/4> + 2,233638 . — p . 0,0130969 = 0 ; 

0°, 0043232 —0,398519 . x^ -f 1,759306 . x^ — 1,360787 . x(5) — P. 0,0130969 = 0. 

Subtracting the first from the second, and the third from the second, we obtain the 

following, 

0°, 0035328 = — 2,420505 . ce(1) -f 5,22S342 . 1,436328 . xw — 4,244166 . a?(3) ; 

0°, 0031936 = 0,398790 . cc(l) -f 3,195634 . xw — 2,233638 . x™ — 1,360787 . . 

In order to compute the minimum error, we must make different suppositions, putting 

successively either one of the quantities a?(1), æ(2), &c., for the least error, and making 
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[2024] 

[2024] 

[2024a] 

[20246] 

[2024c] 

[2024c?] 
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[2025] the greatest error, x(J) = 2’(4) = — x^ = — #(5) = 4", 43 ; x(2) = 3", 99 ; 

1 
[2025/] the oblateness p = ^ rQ — ;* and the degree corresponding to the mean 

parallel of latitude, equal to 25649^,8. These observations have been 

made with so much care and accuracy, that it is not possible that these 

errors, small as they are, can really exist ; it appears therefore that we ought 

to attribute them, in part at least, to causes which make the figure of the 

[2024e] the other four equal to each other, according to the directions in [1971"—1972'"]. In the 

first place, we shall suppose that #(1), independent of its sign, is the least of these errors ; 

then the first of the equations [2024d] gives, 

[2024/j aT) = — 0°, 0014595 -f- 2,1600 . ^2) — 1,7534 . + 0,5934 . a?<4> . 

Substituting this in the second of the equations [2024/], we get the equation corresponding 

to [1972], 

[2024g] 0°, 0037756 = 0,8614 . at® — 2,9328 . + 3,4323 . cc^ — 1,3608 . a?<a>. 

Dividing, as in [1972'], this first member, 0°,0037756, by the sum of the coefficients of 

a?<3), —«0), —#(■>), which is 8,5873, we get, 

tf(-r) = _ Æ(.')= _ ^(5)__ o°, 00044. 

Substituting these in [2024/], we get 0°,0052 ; and as this exceeds the preceding 

value of == 0°, 00014, the supposition made in [202 le], that the error æ(]) is the 

[20247;] jeas^ js not correct ; and we must, as in [1972'"], take the next in order, and suppose 

it to be the least of the errors, independent of its sign. In this case, the second of the 

equations [2024d] will give, as in [197#], by dividing the constant quantity of the first 

member, 0,0031936, by the sum of the coefficients of a?U), cc[:), —a(‘°, —a?(5), 

in the second member, which is 7,188849, a,(i) = — a?(,4 — T'7 = — x{o) — 0°,000444. 

^ Substituting this in the first of the equations [2024/], we obtain ^7 = 0°, 000399. 

This, being less than the preceding value of a:(1), agrees with the hypothesis [2024A] ; 

and it will therefore be unnecessary to examine the other cases, in which oc(l) , 

are supposed to be the least of the errors [1972'"]. 

" (1472) Substituting the values of xP, ®(5), [20247] in the last of the equations 

[2025a] [20245], we get 0°, 003177 -f 0,000SS8 — p . 0,0096245 =0, whence p= 0°, 42236. 

To reduce this from degrees [2020'] to parts of the radius, we must divide it by 

0 42236 1. 
63°, 66198 [1970A], and it will become f ~ 63^198 = Ï5Ô~7 ’ being nearly as in 

[2025']. Substituting 0 [20247], and p = 0,42230 [2025c] in the 

[20256] third of the equations [2024], we get 8°, 316333 + 0°,000302 = 213319®,77 . s"1 ; 

hence s = 25649/8, as in [2025']. 
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earth differ from that of an ellipsoid. But what proves the fact beyond 

doubt is, that the oblateness —-—, which this combination of errors [2025"] 
150,6 

gives to the earth, does not agree, either with the phenomena of gravity, or 

with the observations of the precession and nutation ; which do not allow [2025'"] 

us to suppose that the earth has a greater oblateness than in the case of 

homogeneity, namely .* 

If we put in [2024] 

supposing also, 

p = T3T» or in degrees! 

s = 
10000 

we shall get the following system of equations,! 

P = 0°, 276791 ; [2025""] 

[2026] 

0°, 000000 — * — y. 0°, 000000 = — ; 

2°, 057240 — z —y . 5°, 27494S = — ; 

5°,349637 — z — y. 13°, 717403 = — 

8°,316531 — 2 — y . 21°,331977 = — 

10°, 751583 — z — y . 27°, 579236 = — aV'b 

* (1473) In the case of homogeneity, the ehipticity of the earth is of the 

equatorial radius, or of the polar radius, [1592a]. This quantity is nearly equal 

to the term f-a cp, in the expression of the radius [1648] ; and by [1800'], the oblateness 

of the earth, in the most probable hypothesis of the density, is less than this. The above [2026a] 

remaries, relative to the limit of the ellipticity of the earth, derived from the observations 

of the precession and nutation, are conformable to the results obtained in [341S]. 

f (1474) Multiplying p = expressed in parts of the radius, by the value of the 

radius in degrees, 63°, 66198 [19707(j, it becomes p = 0°, 276791. In the original, it [20266] 

was printed 0°, 27691, by a typographical mistake. 

7 (1475) If we suppose z = it may be put for the sake of symmetry, under the [2027a] 

form of the first of the equations [2027]. Substituting this value of x'-[) in the equations 

[2024], also p = 0,276791 [2025""], and for - its value [2026], we [202761 
s lUUUO L J 

shall get the four last of the equations [2027]. It may be observed, that in the value of s, 

[2026], the numerator was erroneously printed 100000 in the original work, instead 

of 10000. 
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These equations are similar to the equations [1970], the only difference 

[2027] being in the signs of the errors x{l\ &c. Making use of the second 

method explained in § 39, [1974, &c.], the two series [1985] become,* 

[2028] 
— X{1\ 

co. 

/y* (^) -#(3), q»(5) tAJ J 

0°,390002, 0°,389981, 0°, 389699, co ; 

* (1476) Comparing the equations [2027] with [1970], we obtain, 

[2028a] 

a(1) = 0°, 000000, 

P« = 0°, 000000, 

ct®) — 2°, 057240, 

d4) = 8°, 316531, 

pW= 5°, 274948 

p^ = 21°, 331977, 

Hence the series of numbers [1978] becomes, 

t20286] 0,390002, 0,389989, 0,389862, 

o^ = 5°, 349637, 

a(5)= 10°, 751583. 

pW = 13°,717403, 

p{5) _ 27°, 579236. 

0,389843. 

[2028c] The greatest of these quantities is 0,390002 = 
/2) — a(l) 

,<2) 

[2028e] 

■P 
a) /3(I) [1979] ; the greatest 

a(5) — a© 

[2028c] 

[2028d] 

exponent of a being r=2. The least of these quantities is X(1)= 0,389843 pfi) 

[1986']; the greatest exponent of a or p being s = 5. Having found 

aw = a<2) = 2°, 057240, /r) = p(2> = 5°, 274948, 

we must subtract these from aP\ d^, d5~>, and p(3>, p(4), p(5), respectively, to 

obtain the numerators and denominators of the series [1981] ; which series is represented by 

0,389981, 0,3898, 0,3898. The greatest of these numbers is, 

«0*0_n(r) (2) — a a 
p Ur')_Ur) 

a' (3)_a(2) 
= 0,389981 [1982] ; 

[2028/] 

[2028g] 

making r'= 3. Hence dr"> — 5°,349637, p(-r')= 13°,717403. Subtracting these 

from «0)} «(5) ? ^(4)} jÿ(5) ? respectively, wre obtain the numerators and denominators of 

the series [1983]. This series is represented by 0,38963, 0,389699. The greatest of 
«(»*")_a(r') «(5)_«(3) 

these is, as in [1984], ^=—n- (ri) = _ ^ = 0,389699 ; whence r"= 5. 
p p P p 

This is the last term of the series ; and by substituting the values of , ccCr'), dr")i 

, p(2), j3(y), in [19S5], we obtain the system [2028], observing as in [2027'], that 

the signs of &c., are different in [2027] from what they are in [1970]. 

Lastly, as XO) [2028c'] corresponds to s = 5, which is the greatest exponent of a or 

p, there will be no other value X<2), X(3), &c., of the series [1988] ; and by substituting 

this value of XO) in the series [1988], it becomes as in [2029]. 
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and the two series [1988] become, 

(i) x 

CO 

- -T»® 
xAj J 

0°, 389843, CO . 

Hence we deduce, 

æ(1) = = x<3> = 9", 98 ; 

y — 0,389843 ; 

and the degree, on the parallel of 50°, is 25651 s,33.f 

An error of 9",98 is much greater than can be supposed to exist; 

therefore these measures will not allow us to suppose the oblateness to be 

and still less will they agree with a smaller oblateness. It is therefore 

proved satisfactorily, that the earth varies very sensibly from an elliptical 

figure. But it is very remarkable, that the measures lately made in France, 

and in England, with great precision, in the direction of the meridian, and in 

the perpendicular to the meridian, both indicate an oscillatory ellipsoid, in 

which the ellipticity is t4ô-> and the mean length of a degree [20256], 

25649s, 8. 

[2029] 

[2030] 

[2030] 

[2031] 

[2031] 

[2031"] 

[2031"] 

[2032] 

* (1477) As there is only one term XU) in the lower series [2029], we must put 

y = XU) = 0,389843, corresponding to s— 5; and by proceeding as in [1991c, d], 

we shall find that y = \a) gives, in the series [2029], —■ ad1) = — od5). The exponents 

of these two quantities are 1, 5, and between them there are, in the series [2028], two 

quantities — ad2) ■ x' ,(3) one of which must be equal to ad1) or * (5). 

l°.y 

116 

0,389843 25651*,3, [2031]. 

[2029a] 

as in 

[1975"", 1976'"]. To ascertain which of these two quantities is to be selected, we shall 

observe, that adr') = ad3) [1985"] is the greatest error from y = 0(2)= 0,389981 to [20296] 

y =j3(3)= 0,389699 ; and as y = A(1) = 0,389843 [2029a] falls between these 

values, it will make od3) a maximum ; hence, as in [1975""], we shall have the equation 

— <xP=.—ad3):=ad3) [2030]. Substituting —a?(3)=a;(1), z — x{l), [2027a],. in the 

third of the equations [2027], and dividing by 2, we get, 

0^)=* = 2°,674818 — y . 6°,858701 = 0°,001002= 10",02 ; 

which agrees nearly with [2030], 

f (1478) If we put, in [2022], ad1) = od2)= 0, é(1)= 49°, 5, 6^ = 50° ,5, we 

shall get s lor the length of a degree of the meridian, included between the latitudes 49°, 5, 

50°, 5 ; hence, by [2026, 2030'], it will become, 

10000 10000 

[2029c] 

[2030a] 
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[2032'] 

[2032"] 

[2032'"] 

[2032""] 

[2031a] 

[2032a] 

[20326] 

[2032c] 

[2032d] 

[2032e] 

[2032/] 

To represent, with these elements [2032], the measures of the degrees 

between Dunkirk and the Pantheon, the Pantheon and Evaux, Evaux and 

Carcassonne, Carcassonne and Montjoui ; it is only necessary to alter the 

observed latitudes about 4", 4.* The degree perpendicular to the meridian, 

in the latitude of 56°,3144, becomes 25837s,6 ;f and by some very 

exact operations made in England, it has been found to be 25833s,4. 

From this near agreement it appears, that the great oblateness of the 

oscillatory ellipsoid, in France, does not depend on the attractions of the 

Pyrenees, and the other mountains in the south of France ; but. that it 

arises from much more extensive attractions, the effect of which is sensible 

in the north of France, and in England, as well as in Austria and in Italy. 

For all the degrees, measured in this part of the surface of the earth, are 

*(1479) This agrees with [2025], where æ(1) = 4",43, æ(2) = 3",99, x&) =— 4",43, 

a/4)=4",43, x^ —— 4", 43. If these values, and those of Ü(I), 6(3), ô(4), d(a), 

[2019], be substituted in ô« + æ(1), ô® + æ(3), a?w, #>+£§, they 

will give the corrected latitudes of Montjoui, &c., corresponding to the values p = —— 

and s = 25649s, 8, as is evident from [2025, &c.]. 

f (1480) If we suppose this part of the surface of the earth to be represented by an 

oscillatory ellipsoid of revolution, and fix the origin of the radius at the centre of the 

generating ellipsis, the radius of the ellipsoid will evidently be independent of 9 [ 19Go] j 

consequently we may put h — 0 in [1966], which expresses the length of au arc of the 

meridian, corresponding to the difference of latitude s ; and if we neglect terms of the order 

s2, it will become s — \ as — f- a s. cos. 2 4* or s • ( 1 • i a) • {1 3 a • cos- 2 41 5 

whence the mean length of a degree s . ( 1 — £ a) ; and if we use the value of this 

degree [20255], we get 1°. (1 —\ a) = 256#s,8. Substituting this, and e= 1°, 

in [20325], we have 25649s, 8 . [ 1 — § a . cos. 24}, for the length of a degree of the 

meridian, in the latitude 4- Substituting the same values of h, 1°.(1 —1«), [2032a, c], 

in [1968], we obtain, by successive reductions, the length of a degree of the perpendicular 

to the meridian, in the latitude 4? neglecting terms of the order a2, 

10.11 —f- a . sin.24} = 1° • (1— I a) • DT ^ a T a • s’n-2 4'} 

= 25649s,8 .[l + £a-f-a.sin.24P 

Putting 5=0, in the expression of the radius [1965], it becomes 1 — cc.sin.24; which 

at the equator is 1, and at the poles is 1—« ; hence the ellipticity is a. Supposing, as in 

[2031'"], a=TTcr> this expression of the degree of the perpendicular to the meridian 

[2032e] becomes 25837s, 6, as in [2032"]. 
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represented, within 8* or 9B, by the oscillatory ellipsoid, we have just [2032v] 

mentioned [2032].* [2033] 

It. appears also, by the azimuths observed, upon the arc of the meridian 

from Dunkirk to Montjoui, that the oscillatory ellipsoid is not accurately a 

solid of revolution. If we apply the formulas of § 38, and the preceding [2033/] 

methods, to these observations, we may determine the osculatory ellipsoid, 

which satisfies the observations of the azimuths, as well as those of the 

latitudes. We shall not however discuss this point, but shall merely remark, 

that the measure of a perpendicular to the meridian of the observatory, made 

in the widest part of France, using the same methods as in the measure of [2033"] 

the meridian, observing at several places the azimuths and the latitudes, 

would furnish important data for the determination of the excentricity of 

this ellipsoid, in the directions of the parallels of latitude ; and it is therefore 

to be desired, that this new measure should be added to the preceding. 

The observations of the azimuth, already made, prove that the meridians are [2033'"] 

not similar ; and if we compare the degree of the Cape of Good Hopef with 

the degrees measured in the northern hemisphere of the earth, we shall find 

that there is reason to suppose the northern and southern hemispheres differ 
1 [2033""] 

from each other. The figure of the earth is therefore very complex, as is 

natural to suppose it would be, when we take into consideration the great 

inequalities of its surface, the different density of the parts which cover it, [2033v] 

and the irregularities in the shores and in the bottom of the ocean. 

To determine the length of a quadrant of the terrestrial meridian, from the 

arc comprised between Dunkirk and Montjoui, we must adopt some hypothesis 

relative to the figure of the earth ; and notwithstanding all the irregularities [2033™] 

* (14SI) Substituting p = T|lr [2031'"] in [2032c?], we get the corresponding length 

of a degree of the meridian, in the latitude 4? equal to 25649s,8 —256s, 5 . cos. 2 4 ; 

and by putting successively 4 = 47°,7963, 4=53°,0926 [2009viii, 2009s], we get 

25632s,1, 25674s, 7, for the degrees of Italy and Austria, instead of the observed values [2033a] 

25640s, 55, 25683s, 30 [2010] ; the differences being Ss,45, 8s, 60, as in [2032v]. 

f (1481a) The imperfections of the measure at the Cape of Good Hope [2009J, &c.], 

render it wholly unfit for the purpose for which it is here used ; and we have not, in the [20336] 

southern hemisphere, any observations made with sufficient accuracy to justify the assertion, 

that there is any essential difference in the figure of the meridians, in the northern and 

southern hemispheres. 
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of its surface, the most simple and natural supposition is that of an ellipsoid 

of revolution. Making use of this hypothesis, a quadrant of the meridian 

[2033vii] will be nearly equal to one hundred times the arc included between Dunkirk 

and Montjoui, divided by the number of its degrees, if the middle of the arc 

correspond to 50° of latitude :* but it is a little to the north of it ; therefore 

[2033viii] we must apply a small correction, depending upon the oblateness of the 

earth. We have selected the elliptieity which results from the comparison 

of the arc measured in France, with that at the equator. This last measure 

is preferred to any other, on account of its position, its distance, and extent ; 

as well as for the care which several excellent observers have taken in 

[2034] measuring it. The elliptieity derived from this comparison is -3^4.1 Hence 

the quadrant of the meridian, deduced from the arc measured between 

* (1482) This evidently appears, by supposing the errors æ(2), æ(l), to be nothing, 

and ô'"l\ Ô(~\ to be the latitudes of Montjoui and Dunkirk. For the arc of the meridian, 

contained between the parallels of latitude of those places [2023], becomes 

[2033c] s . — d(:i)— f P • sin. ($(2) — M1)) . cos. (ô(2)-|- t)W)|. 

Now if the latitude tX2) be as much above 50°, as â(1) is below it, we shall have 

cos. (â(2) -{- /°) = cos. 100° = 0 ; and the preceding expression will be reduced to 

s . Multiplying this by 100°, and dividing the product by the difference of 

[2033d] the two latitudes 4C2) — d(l), according to the directions [2033vil], it becomes 100°.sj 

and as s is by hypothesis [2020'] equal to the mean length of a degree, 100°.s must be 

the length of the whole quadrant, which is therefore found correctly in the above hypothesis. 

This value of s corresponds with the assumed value of c [1590«]. 

[2033e] 

[2033/] 

[2033g] 

-j- (14S3) If in the expression of the length of a degree of the meridian, 

1°. (!_i «) . (1 —f«. cos. 2 4), [20326J, 

we put successively, 4 —°» 4 — 51 °> 3327, we shall get the lengths of a degree at the 

equator and in France. Substituting the values [2009v, 2009ix], we have, 

25538*,85= 1°. (1 — fw) . (1 — f a) ; 

25658*,28 = 1°. (1—\a) . (1—fa.cos. 102°,6654) = 1°. (I—£ a) . (1+ a.0,0628). 

Dividing the second by the first, neglecting a2, we obtain, 

25658,28 1+ a. 0.0628 

25538,85 — 1—fa 
1 -f- a • 1j5628 ; 

hence a 1 
3X4 • 
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Dunkirk and Montjoui, is equal to* 2565370*. The metre, being the 

ten millionth part of this length, is therefore equal to 

0*, 256537 = 0toise, 513074= lmetre [2009""]. 

The toise is that used in the measure of Peru, referred to the temperature of 

sixteen and a quarter degrees of a mercurial thermometer, divided into a 

hundred degrees, from the temperature of freezing water to that of boiling 

water, under a pressure of a column of mercury of the height of seventy-six 

centimetres. By means of this value, it will be easy to reduce all the 

preceding measures into metres, and also those which are expressed 

in toises. 

Whatever be the figure of the earth, we find by observation, that the 

degrees decrease, from the poles to the equator, in both hemispheres ; which 

requires a corresponding increase in the radii of the earth ; consequently a 

* (14S4) Multiplying p=1JiT [2034], by the radius in degrees 63°,66198 [1970/i], 

we get p = 0°, 190605 ; substituting this in the last of the equations [2024], neglecting 

a?(5), a?(1), we get 10°,748663 -j- 0°,002010 = 275792^,36 .s-1 ; whence 

s = 25653fi,49, representing the mean length of a degree [2020']; therefore the 

quadrantal arc of the meridian is 100 . s = 2565349* ; which differs a little from the 

estimate in [2034']. This difference arises from the neglect of the terms of the order p2, as 

will be evident by repeating the calculation, using the formula [1969o], in which those terms 

are retained. For if we neglect terms of the order s3, we may easily reduce [1969o] to the 

following form, 

k . (1 +1 £ + tfs2) • 14’—4— (Is—fs2) • (sin. 2-f/—sin. 24) -f- Pts2’ (sin.4]/—sin.44)1* 

Putting, in this expression, 4 — 4 — ^(5) [2019], s=p, k. (1-f- \ s-j- TV s2) = s, 

and for brevity A = sin. 2 0[5) — sin. 2 dqg-f- -§ sin. 4 45) — sin. 4 ; then connecting 

together the terms of the order p2, it will become, 

s . — | p t (sin. 21)(5)— sin. 2 é(1)) -}- f A . p2}. 

The term |e#.p2 =— 0°,000094, is easily found, from the values of ôw, 0(5) [2019], 

and p = 7^¥ [2034], observing that it is multiplied by the expression of the radius 

63°,66198 [1970ft], to reduce it to degrees; connecting this with the two preceding 

terms, computed in [20346], we get, 

10°,74S663 + 0°, 002010 — 0°, 000091 =275792* 36 . s~x ; 

hence s . 1° = 25653fi, 7. Multiplying this by 100, we have the whole quadrant of the 

meridian, 100. s [2020'], equal to 2565370R nearly [2034']. Comparing this with 

[1969m], we get S = k. | * . (I -f-£p + p2) =2565370*. 

117 

[2034'] 

Metre. 

[2035] 

Toise. 

[2035] 

[2035'] 

[2035"] 

[2034a] 

[20346] 

[2034c] 

[2034c?] 

[2034e] 

[2034/1 

[2034g-] 

[2034ft] 
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flattening in the direction of the poles. To prove this, we shall suppose, for 

greater simplicity, that the earth is a spheroid of revolution. In this case, 

the radius of curvature of the meridian, at the pole, is in the direction 

[2035""] of the axis of revolution ; and it continually decreases, till it becomes 

perpendicular to this axis, when it will be in the plane of the equator. 

These radii form, by their mutual intersections, the evolute of the terrestrial 

meridian ; of which the first extreme tangent is in the polar axis, and the 

[2035V] second is in the axis of the equator. We shall put a and a' for these two 

tangents, measured from the point of intersection of the polar axis, with the 

diameter of the equator. Then taking this point, for the centre of the 

earth ; also R, R1, for the radii of curvature of the meridian, at the north 

[2035vi] pole, and at the equator ; r, r', for the radii, drawn from the centre of the 

earth, to these two points, we shall evidently have,4' 

[2035a] 

[2035a'] 

[20356] 

(14S5) Dividing [2Q34/t] by the coefficient of k, namely 1,570796 . (I+IP+tVp2)? 

neglecting p3, and substituting p = irèï [2034], we get successively, 

k — 1633165* . (1 — £ p -{- Te P2) = 1633165*— 2444* + 2* 

= 1630723* = 3261446l0i303 . 

Dividing this by 0,513074, we get in metres k= 6356677met-. Hence the oblateness 

= 19032met‘ ; adding this to k, we get the equatorial radius k! — 6375i09met\ 

Some of these quantities differ a little from the values used in [3896], owing to the neglect 

of small fractional parts in the numerical calculation. 

[2037a] 

[20376] 

* (1486) In the annexed figure, PD'B'A'E 

is an arc of the meridian ; C P the polar 

semi-axis j CE the equatorial radius ; GAB DJI 
the evolute of the meridian ; H P the radius of 

curvature at P; GE the radius of curvature 

at E ; DD', BB', AA', the radii of curvature 

corresponding to the infinitely near points D', 

B', A'. The lines B b, D d, are drawn 

perpendicular to P H 5 and B b', D d', 
perpendicular to CE. About C as a centre, 

with the radius C D', is described the circular 

arc D’B", cutting B B' in B". Then by 

the above notation [2035vi], we shall have 

HP= R, EG=R', CP=r, CE=r', 

HC = a, CG — a!. Now it is evident, that 

P 
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r = R — a ; r'=R'-\- d. [2036] 

Hence we deduce, 

r' — r — a + d — (R — R'). [2037] 

The evolute is convex* towards the polar axis, because the radii of curvature 

and the degrees of the meridian decrease from the pole to the equator ; 

moreover, the whole arc of the evolute is less than the sum a -j- d of the 

two extreme tangents.f Now R — R! is equal to this arc; therefore [2037'] 

r'—r is a positive quantity. If we put r" for the radius drawn from the [2037"] 

centre of the earth to the south pole, we shall find, in like manner, that 

r'—r" is positive ;£ therefore 2/ is greater than f-f-r", or the diameter [2037v//] 

of the equator exceeds the polar axis ; in other words, the earth is flattened 

at the poles. 

If we consider an infinitely small arc of the meridian as an arc of a 

circle ; and suppose the circumference, of which this arc makes a part, to 

C P = H P — HC, CE = EG-\-CG', and if we substitute the preceding values of 

these quantities, we shall get the equations [2036]. Subtracting the first of these from the 

second, we obtain [2037]. 

*(14S7) It is easy to prove that the evolute HBG is convex towards HC, if the [2037c] 

radii of curvature HP, DH', G E, decrease from the pole to the equator. For if 

we suppose the involute PB'E to be described by the winding of a thread about the 

evolute HD G, from H towards D ; and that, at the moment of arriving at D, the 

evolute becomes concave of the form h Dg ; the radius D D', instead of decreasing, by 

winding about the arc D B, will increase, by unwinding from the arc Dh. Hence the [20'J7d] 

radius of curvature will increase, in proceeding towards the equator ; and as this is contrary 

to observation, the supposition of a concave evolute is inadmissible. 

f ( 14SS) In the rectangular triangle BED, we have the hypotenuse BD less than 

the sum of the two sides BE, DE, or b'd', Id; that is, BD <Pb d-\-V d!. Taking 

the integrals of these quantities, from the point H to G of this convex evolute [2037c], we 

shall get fBD<fbd+fb'd'-, but JB D — arc H G, fbd = HC^a, 

fb'cT=CG = a'; hence arc 7iftr<[ a -f- a', as in [2037']. But by the nature of the t203/cJ 

evolute, we have arc IIG = HV — EG = R — /?' ; hence R — /?'<>-]- a1, or 

a-j- a’— (R—i?') y> 0. Substituting this in [2037], we get /■—r^>0 [2037"]. 

Î (1489) In [2037/] we have r — r ]> 0 ; and in like manner we get r1—r"y> 0. 

The sum of these two expressions gives 2/—r — r")> 0, or 2 r' r -J- r". Hence [2037g-] 

the equatorial diameter 2 ?•' exceeds the polar axis r + r". 
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be described ; the extremity of this infinitely small arc, nearest to the pole, 

[2037""] will be nearer than the other extremity to that point of the circumference of 

the circle which is nearest the centre of the earth.* Hence it is easy to 

perceive, that the radius of the earth, drawn from its centre to the first 

[2037v] extremity, is less than the radius drawn to the second extremity ; or in other 

words, the terrestrial radii increase from the poles to the equator. 

[2037vi] Since a-fa! is less than 2 . (R — R), f we shall have r'—r less 

than R — R ; therefore the difference between the equatorial and the 

polar radius of the earth is less than the difference of the corresponding 

radii of curvature ; consequently the degrees of the meridian increase, from 

[2037™] the equator to the poles, in a greater ratio than that in which the terrestrial 

radii decrease. It is easy to extend the same reasoning to the case where 

the earth is not a solid of revolution. 

42. We shall now consider the observed lengths of pendulums vibrating 

[2037viii] in a second of time. Among them we shall select the fifteen following.! 

* (1490) We shall suppose MA'B'D'JY to be the circumference of a circle, whose 

centre B is the same as the centre of curvature of the arc JIB'D , and JV the point of 

this circle which is nearest to the centre of the earth C, so that the lines drawn fiom C to 

[2037/t] different points of this circle, increase with the distance from the point N. Then it is evident 

that the extremity D' of the arc A D', nearest to the pole P, is nearer to the point N 

than the other extremity A' of the same arc ; hence it follows, that CD is less than 

CB', as in [2037""]. 

f (1491) Having bdfBD, and b'd'<BD, their sum gives bdfb'd'<f2BD ; 

and their integrals, taken from the point H to G, give fb d + fb'd <2 •fBD ; hence 

[2037i] ag.a><^2.9icHG<2.(R—R') [2037c,/]. Substituting this expression of a fa! in 

[2037], we get r' — r < R— R [2037vi]. 

| (1491a) Since the first publication of this work, many improvements have been made 

in the methods of taking these observations, and in reducing them, on account of the 

differences of temperature, density, &c., by Captain Kater, Mr. Bessel, and others. We 

shall in the first place go through the calculations of the author, with the observations he has 

selected, and shall correct his results for some errors of calculation ; we shall then give a 

[2038a] collection of the most important modern observations, and shall combine them together, upon 

the principles explained in the preceding articles, so as to obtain the ellipticity of the earth, 

which agrees best with the whole of them, taken collectively. 
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The two first have been determined by Bouguer, the one at the equator in 

Peru, the other at Porto-Bello ; the third at Pondicherry, by Le Gentil ; 

the fourth has been deduced from that of London, by comparing the 

number of oscillations of an invariable pendulum, transported by Campbell 

from London to Jamaica ; the fifth has been determined by Bouguer, at 

Petit-Goave ; the sixth by La Caille, at the Cape of Good Hope ; the 

seventh by Darquier, at Toulouse ; the eighth by Liesganig, at Vienna, in 

Austria ; the ninth at Paris, by Bouguer ; the tenth at Gotha, by Zach ; 

the eleventh has been deduced from that of Paris, by the difference of 

oscillations of an invariable pendulum, transported from London to Paris ; 

the twelfth and fourteenth have been deduced, in the same manner, from that 

of Paris, by the observations of Mallet, at Petersburgh and Ponoi ; the 

thirteenth has been obtained, in a similar way, from that of Paris, by 

Grischow, at Arensgberg ; lastly, the fifteenth has been determined, in like 

manner, by the French Academicians, [Maupertuis, Clairaut, &c.], who 

measured the degree of the meridian in Lapland. 

The nine absolute measures have the advantage of being determined by 

the same method ; which consists in observing the oscillations of a weight, 

suspended at the lowmr extremity of a very fine thread, or wire, of about a 

metre in length, and supported by a clasp at the other end.* All these 

measures may be considered as having been observed at the level of the sea. 

* (14916) In the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, for 1818, 

Captain Kater has given an improved method of suspension, depending on the well known 

principle, that if the point of suspension be changed to its centre of oscillation, its former point 

of suspension will become the new centre of oscillation. 

This property of a pendulum is easily deduced from the expression of the distance l, of 

C 
the centre of oscillation from the point of suspension, given in [293'], Z = —- ; in which 

m is the mass of the body ; h the distance of its centre of gravity from the point of 

suspension ; C=its momentum of inertia, about the axis of x" [288', &c.] ; 

z", y", the rectangular co-ordinates of the particle dm. The axis of z" being drawn from 

the origin, or point of suspension, through the centre of gravity. When the centre of 

oscillation is taken for the point of suspension, h changes into l — h ; z" into l — z" ; 

y" remaining unchanged ; and if we suppose Z, C, to become Z', C", for this new point of 

C' 
suspension, we shall have, from [2038c], l'=——-—. The value of C is easily 

m . (Z — h) 

deduced from C [2038c/], by substituting l—z" for z", and observing, that by the nature 
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[2041] 

and the two series [1988] become,* 

x^\ #(14\ 

— oo, +0,0055399, 

oo ,(15) 

+ 0,0313390,.+ od. 

[2040c] 

[2040/] 

as in the column D. Dividing the constant terms of these equations by the corresponding 

coefficients of y, we obtain the series [1981], represented by +•+, he.; 

of which the first is the greatest, and must be put equal to (B^21 [1982]. Hence 

is (2) _ a (»•') a (3) 

+')-p(3) Tils = 0,0066300, 

and oo' (4) Therefore we must subtract the fourth equation from corresponding to r’= 4, 

the fifth, sixth, he., [2039], to obtain x^—, x(® — x&)} he., as in the 

column E. Dividing the constant terms by the coefficients of y, we obtain the series 

he. ; of which the second is the greatest, and must be put equal to p{3), 

cfi-H_«W 
!THfTT = 0,0061131, 

, 17 
4675 

,132 
2 X 59 35 

[204(M] as in [1984]. Hence |3 (3) = 
+ ")- 

Then subtracting the fifth equation [2039] from the following 

,(4) making r"=5, 

i(5) and corresponding to 

ones, we obtain of® — x[r>) 00 ,{7) X (5) 

[2040e] coefficients, as before, we have _ 7_3 _ 
X 64 O 95 

he., as in the column F. Dividing by the 

affair* &c. j the greatest of which is the seventh, 

making (3(4) = ¥§ffT = 0,0051 ISO, corresponding to r"" = 13, and x ,(13) Lastly, 

subtracting the thirteenth equation [2039] from the following, we obtain the series G ; and 

dividing by the coefficients, we have ; the last of which, being the greatest, 

is put equal to 0(5) = = 0,0047379, corresponding to a?Cr)=15 and æ(15) 

Substituting these values of 

as in [2040]. 

C. 

& 

D. 

(i) 0C2), he. ; x(r\ 

E. 

x (r') &,c., in [1985], it becomes 

F. G. 

[2040g-] 

xOO 

ad) 
*(4) 
x(5) 

xm 
XO') 
xW 
aK9) 
®a°) 
iai) 
x(12) 

x(13) 

.t(14) 
x(15) 

zU)_j<1) 

0,00020- 
0,00041- 
0,00076- 
0,00059- 
0,00208- 
0,00281- 
0,00318- 
0,00331- 
0,00337- 
0,00349- 
0,00405- 
0,00432- 
0,00468- 
0,00479- 

-y.0,02752 
-y.0,04270 
-0.0,09549 
-0.0,10016 
-0.0,31142 
-y.0,47551 
-0.0,55596 
-y.0,56672 
-y.0,57624 
-0.0,61244 
-0.0,72307 
-0.0,74909 
-0.0,84478 
-x/.0,84829, 

Xj$) — a;(3) = 

0,00035- 
0,00018- 
0,00167- 
0,00240- 
0,00277- 
0,00290- 
0,00296- 
0,00308- 
0,00364- 
0,00391- 
0,00427- 
0,00438- 

-y.0,05279 
-y.0,05746 
-y.0,26872 
-0.0,43281 
-xy. 0,51326 
-y. 0,52402 
-0.0,53354 
+0,56974 
-0.0,68037 
-0.0,70639 
-0.0,80208 
-0.0,80559 

xW — x(4) = 

—0,00017 
+0,00132 

0,00205- 
0,00242 
0,00255- 
0,00261- 
0,00273 
0,00329 
0,00356 
0,00392 
0,00403 

-y.0,00467 
-y. 0,21593 
-#.0,38002 0,00073- 

x{n) — #(6) = 

-X/.0,46047 
+0,47123 
-0.0,48075 

1—0.0,51695 
-0.0,62758 
-0.0,65360 
-0.0,74929 
-x/.0,75280 

0,00110- 
0,00123- 
0,00129- 
0,00141— 
0,00197- 
0,00224- 
0,00260- 
0,00271- 

-0.0,16409 
0.0,24454 
0.0,25530 
-0.0,26482 
-0.0,30102 
-0.0,41105 
-0.0,43767 
-0.0,53336 
0.0,53687 

XW-a;(13) : 

0,00036—0.0,09569 
0,00047—0.0,09920 

* (1494) The series [2040«] corresponds to [1986], and the least term is put equal to 

[2041a] X(9 [1986'] ; hence 
■»(s). a O) 

ps)—p U) TsiUl = 0,0055399, corresponding to the 
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= 0,99669 —z — y. 0,00000, 

aP = 0,99689 — z — y . 0,02752, 

x(3) = 0,99710 — z — y . 0,04270, 

*W = 0,99745 — z — y . 0,09549, 

x{5) = 0,99728 — z — y. 0,1001 % 

= 0,99877 —z — y. 0,31142, 

. cc{7) = 0,99950 — z — y . 0,47551, 

æ® = 0,999S7 — z — y . 0,55596, {A") 

*'^ = 1,00000 — z — y . 0,56672, 

*(l0)= 1,00006 — z — y . 0,57624,* 

*(11)= ],0001S —2 — y. 0,61244, 

*(121= 1,00074 — z — y . 0,72307, 

*ci3)= i j00101 —2) — y . 0,74909, 

*(14)= 1,00137 — 0 — y . 0,84478, 

*(i5i= l ,00148 — z — y. 0,84829. 

The two series [1935] become,f 

x ,d) x .(3) X n(4) X ic>) 
X (13) X .(15) 

oo, +0,0096019, +0,0066300, +0,0061131, +0,0051180, +0,0047379, —oo ; 

* (1492) There is a mistake in this coefficient of y ; it ought to be 0,60339, instead 

of 0,57624. Probably this arose from taking out the log. sine of the latitude 56° 63', 

equal to 9,8802999, instead of 9,8902999 ; a mistake which is very easily made in 

using Callet’s tables of log. sines of the centesimal division ; because the three first figures 

9,89 are marked at the top of the page, and 9,88 at the bottom. We shall, in the first 

place, go through the calculation, using the same numbers as the author; and shall afterwards, 

in notes 1501—1505, point out the corrections to be made for this mistake. All the other 

coefficients of y [2039] agree with the squares of the sines of the corresponding latitudes 

[2038]. The numbers in the first column of the system [2039], are the lengths of the 

pendulum [2038], the whole being the same as in [1970, 2009']. 

f (1493) Subtracting the first of the equations [2039] from the other equations of that 

system, we shall obtain the values of *C2) — *(1), *(3) — *(l), Sic., as in the column C 

of the following table, corresponding to [1977]. Dividing the constant terms of this system, 

by the coefficients of y, we obtain the series [1978] Sic.; of which 

the second term is the greatest, and therefore must be put equal to |3(1) [1979], or 

«('■)_ //( ) ) 
S(l) =--—■ = —iX_ — o 0096019 P p(r)_4 2 7 0 - OjUUJUOIJ, 

corresponding to r = 3, or *(3h Hence the value of must be subtracted from 

those of , Sic., [2039], to obtain é4) — x™, *(5)_*(3), Sic., [1980], 

Resulting 
equations. 

[2039] 

[2040] 

[2039a] 

[20396] 

[2040a] 

[20406] 
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[2041] 

and the two series [1988] become,* 

— QO, -[-0,0055399, 

a?(I4 

-f-0,0313390,.4-qo. 

[2040c] 

[2040e] 

as in the column D. Dividing the constant terms of these equations by the corresponding 

coefficients of y, we obtain the series [1981], represented by sms’ srîë’ mîitf &c. ; 

of which the first is the greatest, and must be put equal to p^ [1982]. Hence 

*(2) = 
a (r‘) 43} 

. ■P (3) = TffT = 0,0066300, 
rp" 

corresponding to r'— 4, and a?(4). Therefore we must subtract the fourth equation from 

the fifth, sixth, he., [2039], to obtain «(5) — ai(4), ®(6)—xw , he., as in the 

column E. Dividing the constant terms by the coefficients of y, we obtain the series 

he. ; of which the second is the greatest, and must be put equal to j3t3), 1 7 
4 6 7 5 

132 
2 1 5 9 35 

[204CW] as in [1984]. Hence p (3) — 
y(r") . ,(4) 

= = 0,0061131, making rJ,= 5, 

and corresponding to 

ones, we obtain a?^>. 

coefficients, as before, we have 

making p{4) = ¥§f |T = 0,00511 SO, 

æ(5). Then subtracting the fifth equation [2039] from the following 

x^ , a47) — x^5), he., as in the column F. Dividing by the 

he. ; the greatest of which is the seventh, 

? 
.110 

[2040/] 

244595 

corresponding to r"" = 13, and 413). Lastly, 

subtracting the thirteenth equation [2039] from the following, we obtain the series G ; and 

dividing by the coefficients, we have ëëhs ; the last of which, being the greatest, 

is put equal to (3(5) = sëhs — 0,0047379, corresponding to x<r) =15 and a,(I5), 

Substituting these values of p(1), p{2), &c. ; x(r), x(rl), &c., in [1985], it becomes 

as in [2040]. 

C. D. E. F. G. 

[2040g-] 

æU) iw — rd) = 

x®> 

-44) 
x(.5) 
x§ 
X®) 
æ(s) 
x(9) 
x00) 
x(U) 
X0 2) 
3^(13) 
x(^) 
X(151 

0,00020- 
0,00041- 
0,00076- 
0,00059- 
0,00208- 
0,00281- 
0,00318- 
0,00331- 
0,00337- 
0,00349- 
0,00405- 
0,00432- 
0,00468- 
0,00479- 

-Î/.0.02752 
-yy.0.04270 
-i/.0,09549 
-y.0,10016 
-iy.0,3il42 
-y.0,47551 
-7/.0,55596 
-y.0,56672 
-y.0,57624 
-y. 0,61244 
-y/.0,72307 
-y.0,74909 
-y.0,84478 
-y.0,84829 

x(n) — x(3) : 

0,00035- 
0,00018- 
0,00167- 
0,00240- 
0,00277- 
0.00290- 
0,00296- 
0,00308- 
0,00364- 
0,00391- 
0,00427- 
0,00438- 

-7/.0,05279 
-y.0,05746 
-y.0,26872 
-y/,0.43281 
-2/451326 
-2/0,52402 
-y.0,53354 
-y.0,56974 
-y.0,68037 
-y.0,70639 
-2/480208 
-y.0,80559 

xW — £(4) — 

—0,00017—2/ 
4-0,00132—2/. 

0,00205—2/. 
0,00242—y. 
0,00255—2/. 
0,00261—2/. 
0,00273—y. 
0,00329—y. 
0,00356—y. 
0,00392—2/. 
0,00403—2/. 

,0,00467 
,0,21593 
,0,38002 
0,40047 
,0,47123 
0,48075 
0,51095 
0,62758 
0,65360 
0,74929 
0,75280 

xOA — a;(6) : 

0,00073—2/, 
0,00110—2/ 
0,00123—2/. 
0,00129—2/. 
0,00141—2/. 
0,00197—y. 
0,00224—y. 
0,00260—y. 
0,00271—2/. 

,0,16409 
,0,24454 
0,25530 
0,26482 
0,30102 
0,41165 
0,43767 
0,53336 
0,53687 

a;(”)— aKl3} = 

0,00036—y.0,09569 
0,00047—2/409920 

* (1494) The series [2040a] corresponds to [1986], and the least term is put equal to 

a(D 
[2041a] X0) [1986'] ; hence X(1> = __——— = — 0,0055399, corresponding to the 
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We easily find, from § 39, that* * y = 0,0055399. We then get, [2042] 

æ(6) = — z(1) = — = 0,00018 ; [2043] 

0 = 0,99687. [2043'] 

Therefore, in whatever manner we combine the fifteen preceding measures, 

we cannot avoid an error of at least 0,00018, in the hypothesis that the 

variations of gravity increase from the equator to the poles, in proportion to [2043"] 

the square of the sine of the latitude. This quantity is within the limits of 

the errors to which these observations are liable, and we see that it is much 

less than the corresponding error of the measures of the degrees of the 

meridian. This confirms what the theory has indicated ; namely, that the [2043"'] 

terms of the expression of the terrestrial radius, Avhich cause the earth to 

vary from an elliptical figure, are much less sensible in the lengths of a 

pendulum, than in the lengths of the degrees of the meridian [1777,/].f 

fourteenth term, or 5 = 14, and af14b Subtracting the fourteenth equation [2039] from 

the fifteenth, we get 0,00011 — 0,00351 . y = x(15> — æ(14) ; and as this is the only 

remaining equation, we shall obtain [1987'], in dividing by the coefficient of y, as above. 

Hence x(2) = M ~ 0,0313390, corresponding to 5r= 15, and xa'°\ Substituting [20436] 

this in [1988], we get the series [2041]. 

* (1495) Proceeding according to the method explained in [1991,///], we shall suppose 

that y = X(]) = 0,0055399 [2041a], Substituting this in the thirteenth equation of the [2042a] 

preceding column C [2040g], x™ — cc(1)= 0,00468 — y . 0,84478, its second member 

vanishes, and we get æ(1) = æ(14) for the two extreme negative errors, corresponding to this [20426] 

value of y. Comparing these with x^\ oi&"\ [1976"], we get i= 1, *"= 14; and 

if this value of y be rightly assumed, the other equal positive error x{i!\ must have for its 

exponent i' [1976'"], one of the intermediate terms of the series of exponents [2040,1985], 

r = S, r'= 4, r" = 6, r'"= 13. Now x(r'!)=x^ [1985"] is the greatest positive ^042ci 

error, while y falls between /B(3)= 0,0061131 and 0,0051180 [2040d, e] ; and 

as this is the case with the value assumed in [2042a], we shall have a?(G)=—x{l)= S-u\ [2042d~\ 

as in [2043]. Substituting this value of æ(1), and y [2042a], in the fifth equation C 

[2040g], we get successively, 

æ(6) __ = 2 x^ = 0,00208 — y. 0,31142 = 0,00208 — 0,00172 = 0,00036 ; [2042e] 

hence we obtain æ(6), æ(1), as in [2043]. Lastly, the first of the equations [2039] 

gives z = 0,99669 — 0,99669 + 0,00018 = 0,99687, as in [2043']. 

f (1496) The minimum value of the greatest error of the measured degrees is 48^,60 

[2014], and the mean length of a degree 25653^,70 [2034g] ; hence this error, [2043a] 

119 
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[2043'"'] 

Formula 
for the ob¬ 
lateness. 

[2043v] 

[2044] 

[2043&] 

[2044a] 

[2044&] 

[2044c] 

[2044d ] 

[2044e] 

[2044/] 

Formula 
to com¬ 
pute the 

[2044g] 

oblateness 
by obser¬ 
vations of 
a pendu¬ 
lum. 

We have seen in ^ 34, that in the elliptical hypothesis, the oblateness of 

the earth is found by subtracting y, from the product of J- by the ratio of the 

centrifugal force to gravity ;* this ratio is [1594a] ; therefore, 

The oblateness = 0,00865 — y. 

Substituting the preceding value of y, we get 0 1 ■- for the ellipticity of 
1 J aO 

the earth, which makes the greatest error of the preceding measures a 

minimum. 

expressed in parts of a degree, is — 0,00189, which is ten times as great as the 

maximum error of the pendulum [2043]. This result is not however confirmed by later 

observations ; for we shall see in [2055s, &c.], that the discrepancies among the observations 

of the length of the pendulum, are greater than in those of the best observations of the 

measured arcs of the meridian. 

* (1497) The general expression of the length of a pendulum [19695] is s-f-y.sin.2lat. 

At the equator this becomes s, and at the pole it is z -j- y ; their difference y is equal to 

as [1804"] ; the length of the pendulum at the equator being unity ; but as, or y, being 

of the order a, we may, by neglecting terms of the order a2, suppose the length of the 

pendulum at Paris to be equal to unity, as in [2037xiii] ; and the ellipticity ah, deduced 

from [1806], is ah = f a<p — as = f a 9 — y. Now a <p [1771'] represents the ratio 

of the centrifugal force to the gravity at the equator, and it is computed in [1787c] to be 

equal to 0,0034675 = —If we had compared the centrifugal force with the gravity 

at the pole, it would have decreased the value of a 9, in the ratio of the polar to the 

equatorial radius, or in the ratio §§f, nearly [1592"] ; by which means it would become 

0,0034525 = 1—. Now as terms of the order a2 are neglected in [2044c], we shall 

come within the limits of the accuracy of this formula, by using either of these values of acp ; 

and it is generally best in such cases to use the mean value, as we have seen in many 

instances, [1875h, 1891', 1965m] ; therefore we may put acp=^w, or £a<p=0,00865, 

and then the oblateness [2044c] becomes as in [2043v] ; or as it may be written, 

The oblateness = 0,00865 
Excess of the length of the pendulum at the pole above that at the equator 

Length of the pendulum 

The length of the pendulum [1804"], to be used in this formula, is that at the equator ; but 

as quantities of the order a3 are neglected, it will be within the limits of the errors of the 

formula to use this length for any latitude whatever, from the equator to the pole. If in this 

we substitute the value of y =0,00554, nearly [2042], we shall get, 

The oblateness = 0,00865 — 0,00554 == 0,00311 = nearly as above. 
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We shall now compute, by the method of 40, the most probable ellipsis 

which results from these measures. If we add together the equations 

[2039], and divide their sum by 15, we shall obtain,* 

0 = 0,99923 — z — y. 0,43529 ; 

which is the equation of condition necessary to make the sum of the errors 

equal to nothing. The equations [1998] will then become, 

— 0,00254 -f- y . 0,43529 = a?d) , 

— 0,00234 + y . 0,40777 = a®> , 

— 0,00213 + y . 0,39259 = , 

— 0,00178 + y . 0,33980 = , 

— 0,00195 -f y . 0,33513 = x™ , 

— 0,00046 + y . 0,12387 = æ® , 

0,00027 — y . 0,04022 = x^ , 

0,00064 — y . 0,12067 = x^ , 

0,00077 — y . 0,13143 = , 

0,00083 — y . 0,14095 = æ(10), 

0,00095 —y . 0,17715 = af1), 

0,00151 —y. 0,28778 = x<&\ 

0,00178 — y . 0,31380 = æ<13>, 

0,00214 — y . 0,40949 = aV4>, 

0,00225 — y . 0,41300 = x^\ 

(1498) The mistake mentioned in [2039a], does not affect the results [2040—2044]. 

For the coefficients of y, in the equations containing #(10) in columns C, D, E, F, 

[2040g], become —y . 0,60339, — y. 0,56069, — y. 0,50790, — y . 0,29197 ; 

and as these numerical values are increased, the corresponding terms of the expressions 

[1978, 1981, 1983, &c.], will be decreased. Now as the largest numbers of these series are 

selected for ]3(1), 0<s>, (3®, /3(4), /#>, in the series [2040], they cannot be affected by 

this error, and all these terms will remain unaltered. In like manner the series [2041], 

containing the values of X(1), >.(2), [2041a, 6], is not to be altered. For the terms of the 

series [2040a], depending on this equation will be changed from to ^1^=0,00558, 

which is greater than the assumed value of X(1) [2041a] ; and as Xa) must be the least 

of these quantities [J 985v], the series [2041] will not be affected by this error j consequently 

the expressions [2042, 2043, 2044], will remain unchanged. 

[2045] 

[2046] 

[2044ft] 

[2044Î] 

* (1499) The sum of the equations [2039] put equal to nothing, as in [1997], gives 

14,9S839 15 z-~ y. 6,52939 = 0. Dividing this by 15, we get [2045]. Subtracting [2045a] 
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[2046'] Hence we may easily find, that the series of quantities y(l\ y&\ &c., 

of § 40, is* 

this successively from each of the equations [2039], we get the system [2046], corresponding 

to [1998]. 

[2046a] 

[20466] 

[2046c] 

[2046d] 

[2046eJ 

[2046/] 

* (1500) Comparing the systems of equations [1998, 2046], we get the values of b(1), 

q{1\ 2( &(2), &ic., q{1), <7(2), &c., in columns I, K, of the annexed table. The column L 

represents the values of 
b<n 2) 

—g-, he. These quotients are named y{l), y&\ he., 
q 

according to their magnitudes, as in [1998a]. Thus the greatest term of column L, being the 

quotient of 6(7) divided by qW, is put equal to y(x)=0,0067131 ; the next is y(2)—0,0058886, 

being the quotient of M10) by gO0), he. The exponents of b or q, in this last series, are 

given in column M. The equations [2046] are arranged in column N, according to the 

order of the quantities y(1), y&\ he., as in [1998a, 1999], the signs being changed, 

when necessary to make the coefficients of y positive [1999, &c.] ; observing that â(1), 

he., are all equal to unity [1998"]. The coefficients of y, in column N, are 

A(2),.M15K Their sum is equal to F [2004a]; hence F = 4,06894, and 

| jF=2,03447. Now the sum of the first seven coefficients of y, in column N, is 1,80459, 

representing the sum of .A(7) ; which is less than \F. To this add 

= 0,41300, and the sum becomes 2,21759 %F ; therefore we have, as in 

[2001], A(r> = A(8>, r= 8 ; and then, as in [2001'], 

C(8) J(15) 
V = = il— = 0,0054479. 
U A,(8) g(15) 5 

Substituting this value of y in [2045], we get, 

a = 0,99923 —y . 0,43529 = 0,99923 — 0,00237 = 0,99686. 

These quantities differ from those given by the author in [2048] ; the origin of this difference 

will be pointed out in the following note. 

[2046g] 

I. K. L. M. N [1999]. 

6d) =—0,00254 
6(2) =—0,00234 
6(3) =—0,00213 
6(4) =—0,00178 
6(5) =—0,00195 
&(« =—0,00046 
6(7) = 0,00027 
6® = 0,00064 
60) = 0,00077 
6(1°) = 0,00083 
5(11) = 0,00095 
6(12)= 0,00151 
6(13) = 0,00178 
5(14) = 0,00214 
6(15) = 0,00225 

gil) = — 0,43529 
o(2) = — 0,40777 
o(3) = — 0,39259 
ç(4) = — 0,33980 
g{5) = — 0,33513 

(6) = — 0,12387 
q{7) = 0,04022 
q(8) = 0,12067 
q( 9) = 0,13143 
q$ io)= 0,14095 
«(ID = 0,17715 
«(is) = 0,28778 
003)= 0,31380 
q04) = 0,40949 
q05) = 0.41300 

w(4) =0,0058352 
w(65 =0,0057385 
w(9) =0,0054255 
y(l3) = 0,0052384 
y(5) = 0,0058186 
•w(i5) = 0,0037136 
yd) =0,0067131 
2/Ui) = 0,0053037 
2/0) =0,0058586 
2/(2) =0.0058886 
2/(10) = 0'0053627 
2/12) = 0,0052471 
2/(7) =0,0056724 
2/04) = 0,0052260 
2/(8) =0,0054479 

7 
10 
9 
1 
5 
2 

13 
15 
3 

11 
8 

12 
4 

14 
6 

2/. 0,04022 — 0,00027 = — a<W 
2/. 0,14095 — 0,00083 = — *0») 
y. 0,13143 — 0,00077 = — a® 
2/. 0,43529 — 0,00254 = aW 
2/. 0,33513 — 0,00195 = x^) 
y. 0,40777 — 0,00234 = a® 
y. 0,31380 — 0,00178 = — xW 
y. 0,41300 — 0,00225 = — je®) 
y. 0,39259 — 0,00213 = a® 
2/. 0,17715 — 0,00095 = — x™ 
y. 0,12067 — 0,00064 = — .#> 
y. 0,28778 — 0,00151 = — x™ 
y . 0,33980 — 0,00178 = a») 
y . 0,40949 — 0,00214 = — zd4) 
y. 0,12387 — 0,00046= a(® 

4,06894 = F. 
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0,0067131, 0,0058386, 0,0058586, 0,0058352, 0,0058186, 

0,0057385, 0,0056724, 0,0054479, 0,0054255, 0,0053627, 

0,0053037, 0,0052471, 0,0052384, 0,0052260, 0,0037136. 

The equations [2046] correspond to them in the order 7, 10, 9, 1, 5, 

2, 13, 15, 3, 11, 8, 12, 4, 14, 6 ; the sum of the six first is less than the 

half sum of all these quantities, and the sum of the seven first exceeds that 

half sum ; the seventh quantity corresponds to the thirteenth of the 

equations [2039] ; therefore we have, by ^ 40, x(13) = 0, consequently,* 

y = 0,0056724 ; z = 0,99676 ; 

1 
which give ro, — for the ellipticity of the earth. This agrees, in a 

remarkable manner, with the ellipticity deduced from the measures in France 

and at the equator. It appears therefore, by observations of the pendulum, 

that the earth is much less flattened than in the case of homogeneity ; 

and that the ratio of the axes cannot be supposed greater than that of 

320 to 321,f which gives the least errors in the preceding lengths of 

the pendulum [2044]. The most probable ellipsis, deduced from these 

* (1501) In addition to the mistake mentioned in [2039a], the author has, in this part of 

the calculation, made another of considerable importance, by using the numbers y^\ y&), 

Sic., [2047], in forming the expressions [2001] ; instead of A(1), 7fS), &c., corresponding 

to the coefficients of y, in the column N [2046g]. For the whole sum of the quantities 

[2047] is 0,0824899, its half 0,0412449 ; the sum of the six first terms is 0,0358526, 

which is less than the preceding half sum ; the sum of the first seven terms is 0,0415250, 

which exceeds this half sum, as is observed in [2047"]. In consequence of this, the author 

supposes, as in [2001'], that the error of the seventh equation of the column N [2046g] is 

equal to nothing, or a?(13)= 0, making y = y[7) = 0,0056724 ; and then, from [2045], 

£ = 0,99676, as in [2048]. Both these values are erroneous, and the error affects the 

formulas [2049,2052, 2053, 2054], and also the ellipticity of the earth, computed in [2048'], 

by means of the formula [2043v], using y [2048] ; from which he gets, 

0,00865 — y= 0,0029776 = 

This ellipticity becomes opg-, when the two preceding errors are corrected, as will be 

seen in [2054Z]. 

f (1502) We shall find, in [2055g1, w, 2056i, o], that the later and more numerous 

observations of the pendulum make the oblateness greater than is here stated. 

120 

[2047] 

[2047'] 

[2047"] 

[2048] 

[2048] 

[2048"] 

[2048a] 

[2048&] 

[2048c] 

[2048d] 

[2048e] 

[2048/J 
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[2048'"] 

[2049] 

[2050] 

[2051] 

[2052] 

[2053] 

Length of 
a pendu¬ 
lum. 

[2054] 

[2049a] 

[2052a] 

[2053a] 

observations, is that in which the axes are in the ratio of 335 to 336 ; the 

expression of the length of the pendulum is then, by what precedes,* 

0,99676 + 0,0056724. sin.2 4 ; (e) 

4 being the latitude. 

We must multiply this expression by the actual length of a pendulum 

at the equator, to obtain its length in any place whose latitude is 4* 

Bouguer has found this length at the equator, equal to 0met‘, 739615, but 

there is reason to believe that this method makes it too great, because on 

account of the thickness of the wire, and the small resistance it opposes to 

the flexion, the centre of the oscillations must be a little below the point of 

suspension. Borda, who has determined the length of a pendulum, vibrating 

in a second, at the observatory of Paris, by a very accurate method, has 

found it equal to 0met,,741887. Dividing this by 

0,99676 + 0,0056724 . sin.2 4, 

4 being here the latitude of the observatory, we get 0met,,741905.f This is 

the factor by which we must multiply the formula [2049], to obtain the actual 

length of a pendulum at any place ; hence this length is expressed by t 

0met-,739502 + 0met-, 004208 . sin.24. 

* (1503) The ellipticity is here assumed as in [2048'], and the values of z, y, as in 

[2048] ; these being substituted in the expression of the length of a pendulum z-\-y .sin.24 

or z + y. sin.2 4 [1969%], it becomes as in [2049]. The corrected value of this 

expression will be given in [2054m]. 

-[(1504) The latitude of Paris being 4= 54°, 26 [2038], we have, 

0,0056724 . sin.2 4 = 0,00321. 

Substituting this in [2049], we get 0,99676 0,00321 = 0,99997 for the length of the 

pendulum at Paris ; and as this length, in metres, was found by observation to be 

0met.,7418S7, we shall obtain the expression of the formula [2049] in metres, by multiplying 

it by irayyfo = 0,741909 ; hence it becomes as in [2054] nearly. 

J(1505) Substituting, in the tenth equation [2039], 0,60339 for 0,57624, we shall 

correct for the mistake mentioned in [2039a]. By this means the coefficient of —y, in 

the equation [2045a], will be increased, by the difference of these numbers 0,02715, and 

the coefficient of —y, in [2045], will be increased by . 0,02715 = 0,00181 $ hence 

that equation will become, 

[2054a] 0 = 0,99923 — z — y. 0,43710. 
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We shall here remark, that the same anomalies which have been observed in 

the measures of different degrees of the arc of the meridian included between 

Dunkirk and Barcelona, arising without doubt from the irregularity of the parts 

of the earth, are also perceived in the observed lengths of pendulums. For 

Subtracting this successively from the equations [2039], we get the corrected values of 

[2046], from which we deduce the corrected values of q(1), q(2), he., inserted in column Q ) T 
K7 of die following table ; the values of b(1), //2), he., in column I', being the same 

bw 
as in column I of the similar table [2046g]. Hence we find , he., in column 

L'. These are called according to their magnitudes y'l), y(2), he., corresponding to the 

seventh, ninth, first, &.C., of the equations [2046], and these equations are arranged, in 

column N', according to the magnitudes of y(l\ y(2), he., the coefficients of y being 

positive. Half the sum of these coefficients is equal to \ F= 2,04533. The sum of the 

first six of these coefficients is 1,66364 <[ | jF ; the sum of the first seven is equal to 

2,07483 f> % F. Hence, by [2001], we must put the error of the seventh equation of 

column N' equal to nothing, or æ(I5:i = 0 ; which gives y. 0,41119 — 0,00225 = 0, 

consequently y = 0,005472. Substituting this in [2054a], we get, 

z = 0,99923 — y . 0,43710 = 0,99684 ; 

and the ellipticity [2043v] 0,00865—y = 0,003178 = -g-fx ; so that the ratio of the 

axes of the earth is nearly as 314 to 315, instead of 335 to 336, found by La Place [2048']. 

Now substituting these values of z, y, in the length of a pendulum z -f-^-sin.2]^ [2049a], 

it becomes 0,99684 0,005472 . sin.24, which is the corrected value of [2049]. In 

the latitude of Paris, where f = 54°,26 [2038], this becomes, 

0,99684 + 0,00310 = 0,99994 ; 

and as this, expressed in metres, is 0met-,741887 [2051], it is evident that the formula 

[2054A] maybe reduced to metres, by multiplying it by fwfJHr = 0met*, 741931, by 

which means it will become 0met-, 739586 -j- 0met-, 004060 . sin.2 4? which is to be used 

instead of [2054]. We shall now, for the convenience of reference, collect together these 

corrected values of the formulas [2048, 2048"', 2049, 2054]. 

y = 0,005472 ; z = 0,99684 ; 

Ellipticity -Hr ; Ratio of the axes of the earth ; 

Length of the pendulum 0,99684 -f 0,005472 . sin.2]. ; 

Length of the pendulum in metres 0met-,739586 -f- 0met>,004060. sin.24^ 

which are to be used as the corrected results of the calculations of the author [2045—2054] ; 

with the same system of observations [2038]. 

[2054/] 

[20546] 

[2054c] 

[2054d] 

[2054e] 

[2054/] 

[2054â] 

[20546.] 

[2054Î] 

Values 
corrected 
for the 
mistakes 
of the 

[20546] 

[2054Z] 

[2054m] 

[2054«] 

author in 
his compu¬ 
tation. 
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[2054"] 

[2054o] 

[2055a] 

Observa¬ 
tions of 
the pen¬ 
dulum, 
by Biot, 
Ivater, Sa¬ 
bine, &c. 

[20556] 

[2055c] 

[2055rf] 

[2055e] 

[2055/] 

Grischow observed at Petersburg and at Arensgberg, under latitudes differing 

but very little from each other, and found variations in these lengths, sensibly 

r. K'. I/. M'. N'. 

6(0 = — 0,00254 
6(0 =—0.00234 
60) =—0.00213 
6 4) = —0,00178 
6(5) =— 0,00195 
6(H) =— 0,00040 
6(0 = 0.00027 
6© = 0.00C64 
6 ") = 0,00077 
6(H)) = 0,00083 
6(H) _ 0,00005 
602) = 0,00151 
6(13) = 0.00178 
6(i4)= 0,00214 
6(15) — 0,00225 

qW — — 0.43710 
g(2) = — 0,40958 
?(3) = — 0.39440 
ç(4) =—0,34101 
q[5) = — 0,33094 
q'S) =— 0.12508 
qW = 0,03841 
</© = 0,11880 
/9) = 0,12962 
?U°)= 0,16629 
qW= 0,17534 
/i2) = 0,28597 

0,31199 
/14) = 0,40768 
g(15) — 0.41119 

3/(3) =0,00581 7 
3/(5) = 0,00571 9 
#) = 0,00540 1 

12/(13) = 0,00521 5 
i /1> = 0.00579 2 

3/(15) = 0,00366 13 
3/9) =0,00703 15 
3/U0) = 0,00539 11 
3/(2) =0,00594 3 
3/(14) = 0,00499 8 
3/© =0,00542 12 
iycu) = 0,00528 14 
3/(6 =0,00570 4 
,y(i2) = 0,00525 10 
'/D =0,00547 6 

y . 0,03841 — 0,00027 = — xW 
y . 0,12962 — 0,00077 = — x») 
y. 0,43710 — 0,00254= xal 
y . 0,33694 — 0,00195 = x(5) 

y . 0,40958 — 0,00234 = x© 
y . 0,31199 — 0,00178 = — x(13) 
y. 0,41119 — 0,00225 = — x^ 

y . 0,17534 — 0,00095 = — x^D 
y . 0,39140 — 0,00213 = x© 
y . 0.11886 — 0,00064 = — x(8) 
y. 0,28597 — 0,00151 = — x(12) 
y . 0.40768 — 0,00214 = — x^ 
y . 0.34161 — 0,00178 = x<4> 
y. 0,16629 — 0,00083 = — x0°> 
y . 0,12568 — 0,00046 — x© 

4,09066 = F. 

(1506) Having corrected the calculations of the ohlateness of the earth, by the author, 

using the ancient observations of the pendulum, contained in the table [2038] ; we shall now 

proceed to a more complete investigation of the subject, with the latest and best observations 

of the lengths of a pendulum, vibrating in one second in different parts of the world. These 

observations have been made by Biot, Kater, Sabine, Duperrey, Svanberg, Freycinet, Brisbane, 

Hall, Foster, Goldingham, he. The details of the observations are scattered in many works 

particularly in the Transactions of the Royal Societies of London and Paris, Base du 

Système Métrique, Sabine’s Work on the Figure of the Earth, the London Philosophical 

Magazine, the Connoisance des Terns, &c. In the Philosophical Magazine, are several 

papers on the subject, by Mr. Galbraith, and Mr. Ivory ; particularly in the third volume, for 

the year 1828, where Mr. Ivory has collected the observations most deserving of notice, and 

has pointed out their discrepancies. We have, in this note, made a free use of this collection 

of Mr. Ivory, referring also in most cases to the original authorities ; observing that there will 

sometimes be found a slight difference in the results of an observation, when reduced to the 

same standard and temperature by methods of equal authority, but differing a little from each 

other. The observations of Captain Sabine, published in his work abovementioned, were 

afterwards corrected by him in the Philosophical Transactions. 

From these various sources, we have collected 52 of the latest and best of the observations 

made in the places mentioned in the column B of the following table. The latitude 

corresponding to any place, is given in column C ; the length l of a pendulum vibrating in a 

second, expressed in English inches, at the standard temperature of 62° Fahrenheit, is in 

column D ; the square of the sine of the latitude is in column E ; the fourth power of that 

sine is in column F ; the product of the square of the sine of the latitude, by the quantity 

V = l — 39inches, is in column G. 
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greater than what ought to follow from the preceding law of the variation of ^ 

the pendulum, from the equator to the poles. 

[2055/'] 

A. B. c. D. E. F. G. H. I. K. L. M. N. 

No. Stations. Latitude 

4* 

Observed 
lengths of 
the pendu¬ 
lum in 
inches, 

l. 

sin.2/ sin.4/ 

i is equa 
to l minus 
39 inches. 

V • sin.®/ 

System of equations [1998] 
for all the 52 observa¬ 
tions. 

Values 
of y, oi 

/]), 

ÿ®, 
&e. 

52 Obs 

Values 
of 

ya\ 

y®\ 
&LC. 

44 Obs. 

sExcess of the calculated lengths, in 
1 hundred thousandth parts of an inch. 

E52 Ubserv’s 
Least squ. 

z=39,01612 
y = 0,20208 
, _ 1 
£ — 2W 

44 Observ’s 
Least squ. 

2=39,01307 
y — 0,20644 

£ — 2 9 7 • 

44 Observ’s. 
Boscovich. 

z=39,01228. 
y= 0,20805. 

i — TTD'T- 

d m s — + — + — + 
1 Rawak, 0 1 34 S. 39,01479 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 — 0,08655 4- y.0,42171 0,2052 0,2029 133 172 251 

2 St. Thomas, 0 24 41 N. 39,02074 ,00005 ,00000 ,00000 — 0,08060 4- y.0,42166 0,1911 461 

3 Galapagos. 0 32 19 N. 39,01717 ,00009 ,00000 ,00000 — 0,08417 y.0,42162 0,1996 103 

4 Maranham, 2 3143 S. 39,01213 ,00195 ,00000 ,00002 — 0,08921 -j- 7/.0,41976 0,2125 0,2092 ¥ 438 134 56 

5 Ascension, (D.) 7 55 48 S. 39,02360 ,01903 ,00036 ,00045 — 0,07774 -f- y.0,4026S 0,1931 363 

6 « (S.) 7 55 12 S. 39,02410 ,01899 ,00036 ,00046 —- 0,07724 -j- y.0,40272 0,1918 414 

7 Sierra Leone, 8 29 28 N. 39,01997 ,02180 ,00048 ,00044 — 0,08137 -j- y.0,39991 0,2035 0,2013 56 240 315 

8 Trinidad, 10 38 56 N. 39,01888 ,03415 ,00117 ,00064 — 0,08246 + y.0.38756 0,2128 0,2092 . 414 124 51 

9 Bahia, 12 59 21 S. 39,02433 ,05052 ,00255 ,00123 — 0,07701 -j- 7/.0,37119 0,2075 0,2046 200 83 154 

10 Madras, 13 4 9 N. 39,02338 ,05113 ,00261 ,00120 — 0,07796 4 y.0,37058 0,2104 0,2070 307 25 46 

11 Guam, 13 27 51 N. 39,03423 ,05421 ,00294 ,00185 — 0,06711 -j- y.0,36750 0,1826 715 

12 Jamaica, 17 56 7 N. 39,03503 ,09483 ,00899 ,00332 — 0,06631 y.0,32688 0,2029 0,2004 25 238 302 

13 I. of France, 20 9 56 S. 39,Q478S ,11884 ,01412 ,00569 — 0,05346 4- 7/.0,30287 0,1765 774 
14 “ (D.) 20 9 23 S. 39,04674 ,11874 ,01410 ,00555 — 0,05460 4- y.0,30297 0,1802 662 
15 I. of Mowi, 20 52 7 N. 39,04737 ,12690 ,01610 ,00601 — 0,05397 y.0,29481 0,1831 561 
16 San Bias, (H.) 21 32 24 N. 39,03776 ,13480 ,01817 ,00509 — 0,06358 -|- 7/.0,28691 0,2216 0,2153 559 314 257 
17 « (F.j 21 32 24 N. 39,03881 ,13480 ,01817 ,00523 — 0,06253 4-y.0,28691 0,2179 0,2l23 455 209 152 
18 Rio Janeiro, (H.) 22 55 22 S. 39,04374 ,15170 ,02301 ,00664 — 0,05760 4- y.0,27001 0,2133 0,2084 304 65 7 
19 (F.) 22 55 13 S. 39,04370 ,15167 ,02300 ,00663 — 0,05764 4- 7/.0,27004 0,2134 0,20S5 307 68 10 

20 Paramatta, (D.) 33 48 43 S. 39,07751 ,30966 ,09589 ,02400 — 0,02383 4- y.0,11205 0,2127 0,2035 119 51 80 
21 “ ' (B.) 33 48 43 S. 39,07696 ,30966 ,09589 ,02383 — 0,02438 4- y.o, 11205 0,2176 0,2066 174 4 25 
22 Port Jackson,(F.) 33 51 34 S. 39,08044 ,31042 ,09636 ,02497 — 0,02090 4“ y.°,11129 0,1878 0,1879 159 329 357 
23 “ (D.) 33 51 40 S. 39,07899 ,31045 ,09638 ,02452 — 0,02235 -j- y.0,11126 0,2009 ,0,1961 13 183 212 
24 Cape of G. Hope, 33 55 15 S. 39,07815 ,31142 ,09698 ,02434 — 0,02319 4- 'y.0,11029 0,2103 0,2019 90 79 108 
25 Forme ntàra, 38 39 56 N- 39,09419 ,39034 ,15237 ,03677 — 0,007J 5 -j- y.0,03137 0,2279 0,2009 81 54 70 

26 New York, 40 42 43 39,10120 ,42544 ,18100 ,04305 — 0,00014 + 7/.0,00373 0,2015 89 30 40 
27 Toulon, 43 7 20 39,10996 ,46725 ,21832 ,05138 0,00862 — -y.0,04554 0,1893 0,1855 58 43 47 
28 Figeac, 44 36 45 39,11319 ,49324 ,24329 ,05583 0,01185 — y. 0,07153 0,1657 0,1183 261 170 171 
29 Bordeaux, 44 50 26 39,11301 ,49722 ,24723 ,05619 0,01167 — y.0,07551 0,1545 0,0S68 359 271 272 
30 Clermont, 45 46 48 39,11809 ,51361 ,26380 ,08065 0,01675 — y.0,09190 0,1823 0,1671 182 101 105 
31 Paris, 4S 50 14 39,12929 ,56677 ,32123 ,07328 0,02795 — y.0,14506 0,1927 0,1965 136 79 91 

32 Shanklin, 50 37 24 39,13606 ,59752 ,35703 ,08130 0,03472 — y.0,17581 0,1974 0.2032 81 36 54 
33 Dunkirk, 51 210 39,13769 ,60457 ,36550 ,08324 0,03635 — y.0,18286 0,1988 0,2049 60 19 37 
34 London, 5131 8 39.13929 ,61280 ,37552 ,0S536 0,03795 — y.0,19109 0,1986 0,2042 67 29 48 
35 Falkland I. (D.) 51 31 44 S. 39,13945 ,61297 ,37573 ,08548 0,03811 — y.0,19126 0,1993 0,2052 54 16 36 
36 “ (F.) 51 35 IS S. 39,13720 ,61398 ,37697 ,08424 0,03586 — y.0,19227 0,1865 0,1857 299 262 282 
37 Arbury Hill, 52 12 55 N. 39,14223 ,62460 ,39013 ,08884 0,04089 — y.0,20289 0,2015 0,2080 11 22 0 
38 Clifton, 53 27 43 39,14593 ,64555 ,41673 ,09421 0,04459 — 7/. 0,22384 0,1992 0,2039 64 41 68 
39 Leith, (B.) 55 58 37 39,15538 ,68693 ,47187 ,10674 0,05404 — y.0,26522 0,2038 0,2090 45 50 18 
40 “ (K.) 55 58 41 39,15556 ,68695 ,47190 ,10686 0,05422 — y.0,26524 0,2044 0,2098 62 67 36 
41 Portsoy, 57 40 59 39,16161 ,71420 ,51008 ,11542 0.06027 — y.0,29249 0,2061 0,2113 116 110 74 
42 Stockholm, 59 20 34 39,16541 ,74000 ,54760 ,12240 0,06407 — y.0,31829 0,2013 0,2048 25 37 83 

43 L of Brassa, 60 9 42 39,16929 ,75244] ,58616 ,12738 0,06795 — y.0,33073 0,2055 0,2098 112 89 46 
44 Unst, (B.) 60 45 25 39,17141 ,76135.] ,57965 ,13050 0,07007 — y.0,33964 0,2063 0,2107 144 117 73 
45 (K.) 60 45 28 39,17151 ,781371 ,57968 ,13058 0,07017 —y.0,33986 0,2066 0,2111 153 126 83 
46 Drontheim, 63 25 54 39,17456 ,79995 ,63992 ,13964 0,07322 — y.0,37824 0,1986 0,1947 321 365 415 
47 Hare Isle, 70 26 17 39,19840 ,88789 ,78S35 ,17616 0.09706 — y.0,46618 0,20S2 0,2115 285 204 139 
48 Hammerfort, 70 40 5 39.19475 ,89041 ,79283 ,17341 0,09341 — y.0,46870 0,1993 0,2011 130 213 278 
49 Port Bowen, 73 13 39 39,20347 ,91673 ,84039 ,18653 0,10213 — y.0,49502 0.2063 0,2091 210 115 46 
50 Greenland, 74 32 19 39,20335 ,92893 ,86291 ,18S90 0,10201 — y.0,50722 3,2011 0.2031 49 149 220 
51 Melville Island, 74 47 12 39,20700 ,93114 ,86702 ,19275 0,10566 — y.0,50943 0,2074 0,2129 271 170 99 I 
52 Spitzbergen, 79 49 58 39,21469 ,96884 .93865 ,20800 0,11335 — y.0,54713 0,2072 3,2098j 279 161 84 1 
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[2055w/] 

[2055g-] 

[20557i] 

[2055i] 

[2055Æ] 

[2055Z] 

[2055m] 

[2055w] 

[2055o] 

[2055p] 

[2055g] 

[2055r] 

Computed 
oblateness 
by the 
combina¬ 
tion of all 

[2055s] 

the late 
observa¬ 
tions. 

[20#] 

These anomalies in the variation of gravity disappear almost entirely, at 

These observations furnish a system of equations, similar to that in [1970], or in [2039], 

of the following forms : 

æ(0 = 39inches, 01479 — z — 0,00000 . y, 

æ® = 39 ,02074 — z — 0,00005 . y, 

=39 ,01717 — z — 0,00009 . y, 

• * « • 

• • • « 

#(52) = 39 ,21469 — z — 0,96884 . y ; 

xa)} æ(2) ^.d52), being the errors of the observations, or rather the differences between 

the calculated and observed ]engths of the pendulums. If we compute the values of z, y, 

upon the principle that the sum of the squares of these errors is a minimum ; we must, in the 

first place, put the sum of these equations equal to nothing, as in [815/] ; then dividing this 

sum by 52, the coefficient of z, we shall get the equation marked [2055?]. To obtain a 

second equation, we must multiply each of the equations [2055g] by the corresponding 

coefficient of y, and take the sum of these products ; then dividing by 21,92S80, the 

coefficient of z, we get the equation [2055m]. These products are given in columns D, E, 

F, G, of the foregoing table. 

0 = 39inches, 10134 — z — 0,42171 . y, 

0 = 39 ,14854 — z — 0,65528 . y. 

The difference of these two equations is 0 = 0,04720 — 0,23357 . y ; whence we find 

y = 0,20208. Substituting this in either of the equations [2055?, m], we shall get 

z = 39inches, 01612 5 therefore we have, for the length of a pendulum in any latitude, the 

following expression, 39inches, 01612-[-0inches,20208 . sin.2lat. [19696]. The oblateness, 

deduced from the formula [2044g], is 

0,00865 — - = 0,00865 — 0,00518 = 0,00347 = . 
% 

This result agrees nearly with that obtained by Captain Sabine from his observations ; but 

differs very much from the value 3/0, or -dh-j deduced from the measures of the degrees 

of the meridian [2017?, y, ■», £], and from the two lunar equations -g/j-, [5593, 5602]. 

The method of Boscovich [1995", &c.], applied to the same 52 observations, gives a result, 

which agrees a little better with those obtained from the measured degrees, and from the 

lunar equations. For the equation [1997], in the method of Boscovich, is the same as 

[2055?] ; and by subtracting it successively from each of the equations [2055g], we obtain 

the system corresponding to [1998], as in column H of the table. Putting successively each 

of these errors æ(1), d2), &tc., equal to nothing, we get the corresponding values of y{l\ 

y^\ Uc., as in column I of the same table. The equations in column H, are to be arranged 
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great distances ; so that we only perceive the law of variation proportional to 

according to the magnitudes of ym, y^\ &lc., as in [1998"], making the coefficients of 

y positive [1999']. Half the sum of all these coefficients is 7,31654, and we have 

^(1) + ^(2).-j-A(23) = 7,30117 < J jF, and + .+ m = 7,70108 >£F ; [2055«] 

hence r — 24 [2061]. The equation corresponding to this value of r, is 

0 = 0,39991. y — 0,08137, whence y = 0,20347. [2055v] 

Substituting this in [2055/], we get z = 39,01554, ^ = 0,00521 ; consequently the [2055m;] 

oblateness 0,00865 — 0,00521 = 0,00344 = ^T, and the length of the pendulum in 

any latitude becomes 39inches, 01554 -j- 0inehes,20347 . sin.3 lat. [203&] 

The least value of y, in column I of the table, is y = 0inohes, 1545, the greatest is 

y = omches,2279. If we suppose z = 39lnches,016, which is nearly the value found above, ^055^] 

u 
the oblateness 0,00865 — - corresponding to these two values of y, will be ^ and [2055z] 

These represent the extreme values of the oblateness, corresponding to the whole of these 

52 observations, and to this value of z ; neglecting the observation made at New York, 

because the constant term of this equation becomes almost insensible, and falls within the 

limits of the errors of the observations. With a different value of z, these extreme values [2056a] 

of the oblateness would be different, but there would still be found the same great discrepancy 

between them. Now when observations differ so much from each other, we cannot place 

gieat confidence in the accuracy of the result of any combination of them, unless the 

numbei of observations be very great j and it is therefore desirable to obtain many more 

observations, particularly near the equator, where the most remarkable variations have been [20565] 

found. The exact length of the equatorial pendulum is of the greatest importance in this 

investigation ; for it is by comparing it with the observations made near the pole, that we 

obtain the oblateness. This is evident by the inspection of the coefficients of y, in the 

equations in column H of the table ; which are great near the equator, and in the polar 

cncles $ but aie small, and almost insensible, in the middle latitudes j so that the observations [2056c] 

in the middle latitudes have comparatively but little influence in determining the oblateness. 

The excess of the length of the pendulum, computed by the formula [2055p], above the 

observed length, is given, for each observation, in column L of the table. The discrepancies 

of these lesults are very great, particularly in the observations near the equator j and several [2056t/] 

of them are neglected by Mr. Ivory, in his computation of the oblateness of the earth ; 

because they differ very much from all the other observations ; namely, those numbered ffJmlfse 

2, o, 5, 6, 11, 13, 14 and 15. If we neglect the same observations, and combine [2056e] 

together the remaining 44 equations of the system [2055#], by the principle of the least lection of 

squares, we shall get, instead of [2055/, to], the two following equations, observa- 
1 tions. 

0 = 39inches, 11381 —'Z— 0,48800 . y, 

0 = 39 ,15076 — s — 0,66699 . y. 
[2056/] 

[2056g] 
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the square of the sine of the latitude. We have seen, in ^ 33, that if the 

expression of the radius of the earth be [1775], 

[2055] 1 + a . { Y(2) + Y(3> + Y(4) + &C. }, 

[2056ft.] Hence we get z = 39inches,01307, y = 0inche3,20644, '^= 0,00529 ; and the 

[2056i] corresponding oblateness 0,00865 — 0,00529 = 0,00336 = 5 the length of the 

[2056ft] pendulum being represented by the formula 39inches,01307 -f- 0mches,20644 . sin.2lat. 

If we now combine the same 44 observations by the method of Boscovich, as in 

[2055s—æ], we shall get the values of y(1), y^, he., in column K. The values of 

A(2), he., deduced from a system of equations similar to that in column H, and 

arranged according to the magnitudes of yw, y(2), he., give 

A4) _J_  -f hm) =11,21997 = F ; 

[20562] +  -f- A(16) = 5,50677 < ^jF ; 

A^ + A(2).-f ha7) = 5,64337 > £ F ; 

[2056m] hence ?*=17. The equation corresponding to this value of r, is 0=0,13660.y—0,02842, 

[2056n] whence y = 0inch0S,20805 ; substituting this in [2056/], we get z— 39mches,01228, 

[2056o] - = 0,00533, and the oblateness [2044g-] 0,00865 — 0,00533 = 0,00332 = ^x. The 
z 

[2056p] corresponding length of the pendulum is 39inches,01228 -f- 0inches,20805 . sin.2lat. 

The excess of the computed length of the pendulum, above its observed length, is given 

[2056q] in column M of the table, for the formula [2056Æ] ; and in column N, for the formula 

[2056p]. These errors are generally much less than those in column L, where all the 

observations are included. The mean error of a single observation, in column L, neglecting 

the signs, is 227, or 0inches,00227 ; in column M, 0inche3,00124 ; and in column N} 

[20o6r] 0inchesj0oi23. Hence it appears, that the average error of a single observation, using the 

oblateness and the length of the pendulum [2055p], deduced from the whole 

[2056s] 52 observations, is nearly double of that, where only 44 of the best observations are 

combined by the method of Boscovich, with the oblateness ÿAT. The mean of the 

errors given in these columns, is less than the limit of the error to which these observations 

are liable, when made in the same place, by different observers, and with different 

instruments. This difference has been found sometimes to be more than 0inches,002 ; and 

[2056f] we have, at present, no better means of diminishing the effect of such errors, in the 

computation of the oblateness of the earth, than by increasing greatly the number of 

observations. In making these calculations, it is best not to restrict ourselves to the 

observations of one man, or to one set of instruments, in which there may be a constant 

[2056m] source of error ; but to combine all the best observations together ; and if a few should 

differ very much from the rest, they ought to be wholly rejected. We may remark, that the 
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the expression of the length of a pendulum, vibrating in a second, will 

be [1772], 

i + «Ir.{r® + 2yW+SF4) + &C.} + |-a(p.L.(f*a — i). 

Now as observations on the pendulum make this length nearly proportional 

errors of the eight anomalous observations which we have rejected are increased about 

0,00280, by using the same data as in column M ; and they are still further increased about 

0,00070, in column N. 

From what has been said, we may conclude, that with the. observations of the pendulum 

we now possess, no very great degree of accuracy can be obtained in the determination of 

the oblateness of the earth ; but instead of being dissatisfied with this result, we ought to feel 

some degree of surprise, that by means of the very small excess of the polar over the 

equatorial pendulum, which may be considered as a base line, of less than a quarter of an inch 

in length, we can determine, within a fraction of a mile, the difference between the polar and 

the equatorial radius of the earth. Various causes have been assigned, for these differences 

in the observations of the pendulum ; as the local attractions of the neighboring bodies ; the 

peculiar action of the substance, composing the stratum of the earth, over which the pendulum 

is placed ; and the magnetic action of the earth upon the pendulum. It has been proposed 

to ascertain the magnetic action, by making the pendulum vibrate successively in the plane of 

the magnetic meridian, and in a plane perpendicular to it ; in order to ascertain whether there 

is any difference in the times of vibration, in these two situations. Biot suggested, that some 

part of these differences might possibly be owing to a gradual decrease of the value of y, 

from the pole to the equator ; but it has been shown, by Mr. Ivory, that this apparent 

decrease may be avoided, by changing a little the value of 2. 

From the preceding observations of the pendulum, it appears, that the oblateness does not 

differ much from and may possibly be a little more 5 on the other hand, the measured 

degrees of the meridian, and the two lunar equations, make it less, [2055r]. We may 

therefore adopt, as very near to the true value, the ratio proposed by La Lande, in his 

Astronomy, about forty years since ; and which I have always used in calculating the moon’s 

parallax in occultations and eclipses. With this ellipticity, using the first of the equations 

[2017#], we find the polar radius to be 3950 miles, and the equatorial radius 3963 

miles, nearly. 

Mayer used another method of combining many equations like those in the system H. It 

consists in changing the signs of all the equations in which the coefficient of y is negative, 

then adding the whole of them together, and putting the sum equal to nothing. This process 

is very simple, and îequires no explanation ; when applied to the system H, it produces 

nearly the same result as in [2055rï\, he. 

122 

[2056] 

[2056»] 

[2056m>] 

[2056a;] 

[2056y] 

[2056z] 

[2056a] 

Mayer’s 
method of 
combining 
many ob¬ 
servations. 

[2056/3] 
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[20560 to Y(2) must be nearly equal to —h. (y2—f) ;* and as the earth 

revolves about one of its principal axes, Y(2) must be of the form [1763], 

— h .(V— f) -f h"". (1 — fF) . cos. 2 to. Hence the observations upon the 

pendulum prove, that h'"' is very small in comparison with h ; also that 

[2056"] y<3), Y(4), &x., are very small in comparison with Y(2) ; so that they may be 

neglected, in the expression of the radius of the earth, and also in those of 

the gravity and the parallax ;f but at. the same time, the different measures 

[2056'"] of the degrees of the meridian, indicate that these terms become sensible in 

the expression of these degrees, on account of the magnitude of the 

coefficients, by which they are multiplied. 

[2056""] 

On tlie ob¬ 
lateness of 
Jupiter. 

[2057] 

43. We shall now consider Jupiter, whose very perceptible oblateness has been 

determined with great accuracy. If we, in the first place, suppose the planet 

to be homogeneous, we may determine its ellipticity by the equation [1574], 

0 = 
9 X -j- 2 q . X3 

9 + 3X2 
— arc. tang. 7-, 

p/l-j-x2 being the ratio of the axis of the equator to that of the pole 

[1592']. To deduce x from this equation, we must determine q. Now if 

] we put D for the distance of the fourth satellite from the centre of Jupiter, 

and T for the time of its revolution about the planet, expressed in parts of 

[2057"] a day ; the centrifugal forcef of this satellite will be equal to the mass of 

[2057a] * (1507) This is the form under which the terms depending on F2 appear, in the general 

value of Y[!) [1761]. 

J (1508) The parallax is proportional to the radius [1775]; and if we compare the 

terms Yw of this expression with that of gravity [1769], or with that of the length of a 

[20576] degree [1777], we shall find that they have the factors 1, i—1, —1, respectively ; 

and when i is 3, or 4, this last term becomes considerably larger than the two others ; 

therefore the effect of this term must be most easily perceived in the measures of the 

degrees. 

[2058a] 

J (1509) This centrifugal force is equal and opposite to the centripetal force of the 

satellite towards Jupiter ; and this last force, by the common theory of gravity, is equal to 

JM 
—. Now the general expression of the centrifugal force p, corresponding to the radius p, 
D& 

ifê , . • 
the velocity v, and time of revolution <r, is <poc — [54']. But it is evident, that v is 
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Jupiter M, divided by D2. But this centrifugal force, is to the centrifugal [2057w] 

force, arising from the rotatory motion of Jupiter, at the distance 1 from the 

axis of rotation, as ^ is to t being the time of rotation of Jupiter, [2058] 
_z t 

expressed in fractions of a day ; hence we obtain, 

M. T2 

g ~~ 7~. i>3 ' [2059] 

Now we have M = 4 * • &3 • (1 + x2) [1567], therefore,* 

JL _ *Ml + xa).T» _ „ 
-|- n f.D* —q' 

[2060] 

[2061] 

We shall suppose with Newton, in conformity with the measures of Pound, 

that the distance of the fourth satellite is equal to 26,63 semi-diameters of 

the equator of Jupiter ; which givesf — ^ ; then we have, 

t = 0day,41377 ; T = 16days, 68902 ; 

I [2062] 

[2063] 

directly proportional to the circumference of the described circle, or to its radius, and [2058&] 

inversely proportional to the time of revolution; hence vcc—, consequently 9oc-, or, 

as it may be expressed, 9 = m . ; in which the quantity m may be determined, by 

r — t, we shall have, as in [1569'], 9=^; 

Now 

y 
T2 

and observing, that when p = 1, 

whence g = m. —, or m=gtz. Substituting this in 9, we get <p=gt2.~. 
t2' ~~ "■ 0 ’ ’ 0 r' " ’ T 0 " >2 

putting p = D, and r = T, we obtain the centrifugal force of the satellite 

D n . . . M _-, M _ D 
cp=gr 

T2 

M M 
Putting this equal to its value — [2058a], we get ~=gt2, 

T2 

whence we easily obtain g [2059]. 

[2058c] 

* (1510) Substituting M [1567] in [2059], putting the density p—1, dividing [2061a] 

by §rf, and using the value of q [15737], we get [2061]. 

f (1511) The equatorial radius of Jupiter is k.\/{\-f X2) [1574a] ; and the distance 

of the fourth satellite D [2057'], expressed in terms of this radius, is 

as in [2062]. The time t [2063] corresponds to 9^ 55OT 50s, 

D 
fc.v/(l + X2) = 26,63, [2062a] 
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[2064] 
Oblateness 
of Jupiter, 
supposing 
it to be 
homogene¬ 
ous. 

[2065] 

[2066] 

[2066'] 

Measures 
of Jupiter 
by Pound 
and Short. 

[2063a] 

[2065a] 

[2065&] 

[2066a] 

Struve’s 
measures 
of Jupiter. 

therefore we find,* 

q = 0,0861450. (l + x2)-*, 

and the equation in > [2057] becomes,! 

0 = 9^ + — (9 + 3x3) . ang. tang, x ; 

hence we deduce x = 0,481, consequently the axis of the pole being taken 

for unity, the axis of the equator will be 1,10967. 

According to the observations of Pound, as quoted by Newton, Jupiter’s 

equatorial axis is 1,0771. Short, by observation, made this axis equal to 

1,0769. Lastly, from the theory of the motions of the nodes and perijoves 

of the satellites of Jupiter, it appears that this axis is equal to 1,0747 ;f 

and we shall hereafter see, in the development of this theory, that it is 

* (1512) The third power of [2062], divided by X2), gives 

P.(l + X2) 1 

Z>3 ~ — (26,63)3 . (1 + X2)* ’ 

T2 1 
hence [2061] becomes q = — . ^6 63)3 (l-[-X2)^ ' Substituting t, T, [2063], we 

obtain [2064]. 

f (1513) Multiplying [2057] by 9 -{- 3X2, and substituting q [2064], we get [2065]. 

Putting this into numbers, we must express ang. tang. X in parts of the radius ; and if it 

be given in degrees of the centesimal division, we must divide it by 63°, 66198 [1970#], 

and then it becomes, 

0 _ 9 x + — (9 + 3 X2) . 0,01570796 . ang. tang. X. 

This may be solved by approximation ; supposing successively X = 0,482, X = 0,483, 

and using the arithmetical process of double position, we finally get X = 0,4826, which 

differs a little from that given by the author [2066]. This value of X makes the equatorial 

semi-axis -f- X2) = 1,1104, instead of 1,10967, given by the author [2066], the 

polar semi-axis being unity. 

J (1514) This subject is treated of in Book viii, § 27 [7159'], and the ratio of the axes 

is found to be 0,9286992 to 1, differing a little from that mentioned above. According 

to the late measures of Struve, the apparent diameters, at the mean distance from the earth, 

are 35s,538 and 38s,327, which are as 0,9272 to 1. 
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determined with much greater accuracy by this method, than by direct 

admeasurement. All these results concur in proving that Jupiter is less oblate 

than in the case of homogeneity ; therefore its density, like that of the earth, 

increases from the surface to the centre. 

We have seen, in ^ 30, that if the planets, in their primitive state, 

had been fluid, as is natural to suppose, the limits of their ellipticity 

would be £a© and | « <p [1732'"]; so that the polar axis being 1, the 

axis of the equator would be comprised between 1 + f- « <p and 1 -f- « <p. 

The first of these limits corresponds to the case of homogeneity [1732"'] ; 

and as this limit is, by what precedes, 1,10967 [2066], we have 

f a <p = 0,10967, which gives 1,10967 and 1,04387,* for the two 

limits between which the axis of the equator must be included. Now the 

preceding values, which are given both by direct admeasurement, and by the 

motion of the nodes of the orbits of the satellites of Jupiter, are comprised 

within these limits ; therefore the theory of gravity is, in this respect, 

perfectly accordant with observations. 

It follows also from ^ 30, that if Jupiter and the earth were supposed fluid, 

and their respective densities, at distances from their centres proportioned to 

their diameters, were in a constant ratio, the law of their ellipticities would be 

the same ,*f and the ellipticity being the excess of the axis of the equator 

above that of the pole, taken for unity, the ratio of the ellipticity of Jupiter 

(1515) If we put \/(l -f- X2) = 1,1104 [2065&] equal to l-\-^acp, we shall 

have f aç=0,1104, whence 1 -j- i a o — 1,04416 ; so that the limits are 1,1104 

and 1,04416, which differ a little from [2068]. 

f (1516) If h, a, p, refer to the earth ; h', a\ p', to Jupiter; then the ellipticity ah of 

the earth will depend on the equation [1732] ; and the ellipticity ah' of Jupiter will depend 

an equation similar to [1732], in which the symbols a, h, p, are changed into a', h!, p', 

respectively ; by which means it will become, 

ddh' _6h' / P '.a'3 \ 2p'.a'2 dh' 

da1* ~ o'2 ‘ V~ 3./p'. a'’2da') ~~ ffl.a'Jdaf * ~dd * 

If we suppose the ratio of the greatest value of a! to the greatest value of a, to be represented 

by m, and then put generally a' = ma, also px = m! p [2068"], m, to', being 

independent of a, awe shall have da' — m.da, /p'. a'2 d a' = to3to' .fp.a^da, &c. 

Substituting these in the equation [2068J], multiplying by to2, and reducing, we get, 

dd ht 6 bt / 

rfa2 a2 \ 

123 

_fy«3_\ 2 p .a2 dh! 

3./p.a2rfa/ fp.c&da da 

[2067] 

Jupiter 
must be 
denser 
near its 
centre 
than at its 
surface. 

[2067'] 

[2068] 

[2068'] 

[2068"] 

Important 
example in 
which the 
elliptici¬ 
ties are 
equal. 

[20666] 

[2068a] 

[20686] 

[2068c] 

1 — [2068d] 
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to that of the earth would the same, whatever be the law of the densities. 

[2068"'] Now in the case of homogeneity, the ellipticities are, by what has been said, 

and by § 19, as 0,10967 is to 0,00433441 ;* therefore by supposing 

the ellipticity of Jupiter equal to 0,0747, as it appears to be, by the motion 
[2068""] . j 

of the nodes of the satellites [2066', &c.], we shall have orv—■- for the 
O O8 ?72 

ellipticity of the earth, corresponding to the same law of density. This 

[2069] ellipticity will be -- -, if we adopt the ellipticity of Jupiter, resulting 

This is of the same form as [1732], and becomes identical by putting Jil = nh, and then 

dividing by n ; observing that this quantity n is supposed to be independent of a. At the 

[2068e] surfaces of the bodies, A, A,', become hn h[, respectively, [1721 cZ], and h/'=nh/. Dividing 
1 Tf 

[2068/’] the preceding value of A' by that of A/, we get — = — . Now accenting the symbols in 
h/ ht 

[1732m'", «], to obtain the values corresponding to Jupiter, we shall have, 

[2068g] ir = 
a'2. Jo* 1 p'. d a13 y 

[2068A] 

[2068i] 

[2068&] 

the factor a'2 without the sign f in the denominator, being inserted to render it homogeneous 

in a', as it evidently ought to be, from [1732»] ; this factor a'2 being represented by l2, or 

h' 
unity, in the value of H [1732m'"]. Substituting the values of a', p', —, [2068c, /], in 

fl/ 

H' [2068g], and neglecting the factors ml, m5, which occur in the numerator and 

/o1 P • d • (a5. jr ) 
denominator, we get H'— ■—§—-—^—-3— , and by resubstituting the factor a2=l 

in the denominator, it becomes H' = H [1732m'"]; and then the ellipticity of Jupiter 

[i732n] becomes s' = ^ jj. Comparing this with [1732»], which corresponds to 

the earth, we get a constant quantity, depending on the ratio of cco' to a op. 

[2069a] * (1517) The ellipticity of Jupiter, supposing it to be homogeneous, is, according to the 

calculations of La Place, 0,10967 [2068]; that of the earth, in the same hypothesis, 

0,00433441 [1592"]. Hence, from [2068/r], we have generally, upon the hypothesis of 

[2069i] the densities assumed in [206S"], ~ = o’bbJ3344Ï} °r £ = s' • 0,03952. Putting 

s'=0,0747 [2066', &c.], it becomes £=0,002952=^ [2068""]. If we use Pound’s 

[2069c] measure, s'=0,0771 [2066'], we get £=0,0771 X0,03952 = 0,00305 = ^ [2069]. 

These numbers would vary a little, if we were to use the corrected value 0,1104 [2066A] 

instead of 0,10967. 
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from the measure of Pound. These results agree with those given by the 

observations of the pendulum ;* thus the analogy of Jupiter with the earth, [2069] 

concurs with these observations, in proving that the oblateness of the terrestrial 

spheroid is less than ¥itô 5 an^ even ^ess than 5 i° the fifth book, we 

shall see this result confirmed by the phenomena of the precession of the [2069"] 

equinoxes, and the nutation of the axis of the earth. 

We shall treat of the figure of the moon in the fifth book ; taking into 

consideration the motions of the lunar spheroid about its centre of gravity, 

which is the only phenomenon that gives us any insight into this figure, [2069'"] 

since it differs too little from that of a sphere to be determined by direct 

observations. 

* (1518) The author here refers to the result obtained by him in [2044] ; but it is evident, [2069d] 

from [2056Î, 0], that the ellipticity is greater than this, but less than sioj as in [2069']. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

ON THE FIGURE OF TIIE RING OF SATURN. 

44. The Ring of Saturn is a very thin circular crown ; its centre is the 

[2069""] same as that of the planet, and its width appears to be about one third of 

the diameter of Saturn ; the distance from the inner edge to the surface of 

the planet, is nearly equal to this width.* The surface of the ring is divided 

[2069v] inf0 two nearly equal parts, by a faint concentrical band, which proves that the 

The ring k ring is formed of two concentrical rings ; and perhaps of a greater number, if 

concentré- we confide ^lc observations of Short, who assures us that he saw, with a 
cai band,. iar„e telescope, the surface of the outer ring divided into concentrical bands. 

[2069vi] We shall suppose, as in the preceding researches, that an infinitely thin stratum 

of fluid, spread upon the surface of these rings, would be in equilibrium, by 

means of the forces acting upon it. For it is contrary to all probability, to 

suppose that these rings sustain themselves, about Saturn, merely by the 

[2069vü] cohesion of their particles ; because the parts nearest the planet, being 

incessantly acted upon by the force of gravity, would be detached from the 

rings by insensible degrees, so that they would finally be destroyed ; as is 

[2069viii] the case in all those works of nature, in which there is not sufficient power 

to resist the action of foreign causes. We shall determine the figure of these 

rings by the conditions of the equilibrium of this fluid. 

We may conceive each ring to be produced, by the revolution of an oval 

[2069ix] figure^ like the ellipsis, moving perpendicularly to its plane, about the centre 

* (1519) According to the late measures of Struve, the diameters of the outer ring, at 

the mean distance from the earth, are 40s,095, 35s,289 ; those of the inner ring 34s,475, 

[2070a] 26s,60S; the equatorial diameter of the planet 17s,991 ; the width of the outer ring 

2s,403, of the inner ring 3s,903 ; space between the rings 0s,407. The void spaces 

between the rings and the planet have sometimes been supposed to be of different magnitudes 

on opposite sides of the planet ; but this is probably an optical illusion. 
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of Saturn, situated on the continuation of the axis of this figure. We shall 

suppose this axis to be very small in comparison with the distance of its centre 

from the centre of the planet. We have seen, in § 11 of the second book, [2069*] 

that x, y, z, being the three rectangular co-ordinates of a point attracted by 

a spheroid, and V being the sum of the particles of the spheroid, divided by 

their distances from this point, we shall [459], 

0 = [2070] 

The spheroid being formed by the revolution of a curve about an axis, 

which we shall take for the axis of z ; if we put* r2 = x3 + ^ will [2071] 

become a function of z and r, since this function must remain the same, 

when r and z are given ; therefore we shall have,f 

(ddV\ _ f (dV\ a2 fddV\ t 
\ d x2 ) r3 \ dr ) r2 * \ d r2 ) ’ 

AldV\ _ a8 . t fddV\ 
\dy2 ) r3 \ dr ) r2 \ d r2 /* 

Hence the preceding equation [2070] becomes 

[2072] 

[2073] 

which is the equation corresponding to a spheroid of revolution. 

If we put r — a-f- u, a being the distance from the centre of Saturn [2073] 

to the centre of the generating figure of the ring, we shall have,t 

* (1520) r represents the distance of the attracted point from the axis of z; and its 

projections, on the planes of zx, z y, are represented by x, y, respectively, making [2070&] 

r2 = x2 -J- y2. 

f (1521) In [1430], V is considered as a function of a, b, e; which, by putting 

r2=52-{-c2 [1558rf—r], is transformed into [15584]. If we now change a, b, c, into z, x, y, 

respectively, the equation [1430] will change into [2070], r2 [2072a] will become as in 

[2071], the expressions [1558<p, x] will give [2072], and [15584] will change into [2073], 

representing the original equation [2070]. 

[2072a] 

[20726] 

f(1522) Putting a-\-u — r, we get 

function of u instead of r, we shall have 

and if we suppose V to be a [2072c] 
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form. 

[2075] 

[2075'] 

[2076] 

[2074a] 

[2075a] 

[2076a] 

[2076&] 

[2076c] 
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0 = 
'dV" 

a -\-u \du + 
'ddV' 

, d V? 
+ 

'ddVs 

. dz‘3 0) 

and if we suppose the co-ordinates u, z, to be very small in comparison with 

the radius a, we shall have nearly, 

which is the equation corresponding to a cylinder of an infinite length, on each 

side of the origin of u and z ;* and ice see that this case is nearly that of the 

ring, when the attracted point is near its surface. 

This equation gives, by integration,! 

V = 9 (u -)- z . [/— i ) T 4 (u — z » {/—l ) ? 

In like manner, from this last equation, we get, 

Substituting these in [2073], we get [2074] ; and if a be very large, we may neglect the 

term divided by a-\- u, and it becomes as in [2075]. 

* (1523) By increasing a, the curvature of the ring decreases, and its figure, for a short 

distance on each side of the attracted point, is nearly cylindrical. When a is infinite, the 

first term of [2074] vanishes, and the equation becomes as in [2075], which corresponds to 

the limiting cylindrical form of the ring. 

f (1524) Putting <p'(«) for the differential of o(u) divided by du, f(u) for the 

differential of <p'(w) divided by du, &,c. ; then supposing the general value of V, 

corresponding to [2075], to be a function of u-\-nz represented by V=y(u-\-nz), 

n being a constant quantity ; we shall have, by taking the partial differentials of V relative 

to u and z, 

(^)=‘f'>+n*); (tF) = n'{?'(uJrnz) ’ 

^ = n2 . f (u -f- n z). 
fddV 
Wz: 

Substituting these two last expressions in [2075], it becomes (1 -f- n2) . f (u -\-nz) = 0, 

which is satisfied by putting 1 -[- n2 = 0, or n = db v/—ï J an(l according as we use 

the upper or the lower sign, we shall have, for V, an arbitrary function of u-\- z. [/—I, 

represented by cp(u-\-z; or an arbitrary function of u — z.f—i, represented 
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<p(V) and 4(w) being arbitrary functions of u. We may put this expression [2076'] 

of V under the following form,* 

V = f(u+z . . F (u z. i/Hi) 
[2077] 

-hfiu — z.y/— i) — —l ,F(u — z.\/— l) ; 

by — « »v/—-1)« Now the equation [2075] being linear in F, it will also be satisfied 

by taking for ~P the sum of these two functions, as in [2076] ; and as this is the requisite 

number of arbitrary functions for an equation of the second degree [15585], it will be the 

complete integral. If in [2076] we change <p (u -f z . \/^—\ ) into 

f{u-\-z.\/—\)-\-s/—i.F(u-\-z.\/.—l), 

and 4 (« — * . \/—\ ) into /(u — z . v/—i) — \/—î -F{u — z. \/—ï ), it will £2076c^ 

become as in [2077] ; which we shall investigate in a different manner in the next note. 

* (1525) The equation [1430], neglecting wholly the terms depending on c, and then 

putting a = z, b = u, becomes as in [2075]. Making the same changes in the integral 

of this equation [1558*], and connecting in one line the terms depending on vm, and in [2077a] 

another those depending on We get, 

[20776] 

[2077c] 

VW)} va); being independent of z ; or in other words, they are functions of u only ; which 

we shall represent by v{0)=f(u), o(l) |3\/zri. F’{u), Now from Taylor’s theorem [2077c?] 

[617] we have 

h •/(«+*•*/— i)=^/(m)+*4/—1./'(«)—~ f"{u) 

f -h&c.Z. 

[2077e] 

[2077/] 

The sum of these two equations is given in [2077g] ; and by substituting v{0) =f(u) 

[2077c?], it becomes as in [2077A]. Now changing / into F in [2077e,/], and taking the 

difference of the resulting expressions, we get the equation [2077c], which, by substituting 

v{l) = \/—i . F' (ii) [2077c?], becomes as in [2077&] ; 

£ •/(« + « • \/—i) + £ •/(« — z. v/—l) 

= /(“) («) + Î1TÏ • - &c- 

= „(»!_!.. -a. (£^\ 
1.2 

(lvW\ , J_ *4 (d^\_ 
\ dv? J 1 1.2.3.4 ydvF~) 

[2077T] 

[2077g-] 

[20776] 
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[2077'] f(u) and F (u) being real functions of u. If the generating figure of 

the cylinder he composed of two equal and similar parts, on each side of the 

[2077"] axis of u ; the expression of V will remain unchanged, when we change the 

sign of z ; hence we have, in this case,* 

[2078] V =f(u + z. v/^T) +/(> — z • vZ—O;* 

To determine the function f(u), it ivill only he necessary to find the value 

[2078'] of V when z — 0, or when the attracted point is on the continuation of the 

axis of u ; and we shall soon see, that the determination of this function 

depends on the quadrature of curves. 

The value of V, corresponding to a cylinder, is to be considered only as an 

[2078"] approximation, relative to a ring ; but by substituting it in the equation 

[2074], it is easy to deduce from it, by approximation, a more accurate value 

of V. If in this equation we put 

[2079] ufz. ]/—l = s ; u — z.\/^l = sr ; 

it will become,! 

[2077k'] $.F(u-{-z. y/—1 — % ,F(u — s . v/—l) 

[2077i] —' z . v/=l. F’ (u) — * *3 * Z111 * F>" O) + 1.2T3.4T5 * *5 * ^ ^ 

[30774] . ( *£) + . «• . (|£) + to. 

— &C. 

The sum of the expressions [2077A, 7c], is equal to the value of F [2077b, c] ; therefore 

V will be represented, as in [2077], by the sum of the first members of the same 

equations [2077f, A']. 

* (1526) Since the change of the sign of z does not alter the value of V [2077 '], we 

may write —z for z in [2077], and subtract the resulting expression from [2077], 

the remainder will be equal to nothing 5 hence 

[2078a] 0=2. \/=ï . F (u -f « . f—i) — 2 . f7=J$F(u — z. y/^ï)- 

Subtracting the half of this from [2077], we get [2078]. When z=0, the value [2078] 

becomes V =2 .f{u) ; whence the form of the function f may be obtained, by means of 

the value of V corresponding to s=0. Then changing u into u ± s • y/—1, we 

shall get the general values of the functions which occur in [2078]. 

f (1527) From the expressions of s, s', [2079], we get 

u — s'), [2079a] z — ^ . y/— 1 . [s' s) ; 
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/'ddV'X 1 

\ds ds'J "T" 2 a -j- s -j- s' 

If we put 

P=F'+-.F" + i. F"'+&c.; 
ft ft 

we shall obtain, by comparing the similar powers of —, the following 
CL 

equations,* 

substituting these in V, which is considered as a function of u, z-, [2074], it becomes a 

function of s, s'. Moreover the partial differentials of [2079] relative to u, z, give 

Now supposing V to contain u, s, only as they are found in s, s', we shall get the partial 

differentials, to be substituted in [2074], by using the values [20796] ; in the following 

manner. First we have 

'dV 

d u )-©•■(£)+©•©-©+©> 

I) - © • m+© ■■ m 
Taking the differentials of these two expressions, and making the same substitutions, we get, 

/ddV\ _ /ddV\ /ds\ fddV\ C fds\ , /dd\ ) , (ddV\ 

\ dvP ) \ ds% ) \du) \dsds') ’ \duj \du) 5 ' \ ds'% J 

■ m+esn & - © i - Œf) ■ ©] 
(ddV\ a fddV\ fddV\ 

~ V ds2 )^~Z\dsds’) \ds'Z )' 

The sum of these two last equations is = 4 • (y~) ; substituting 

this and [2079c] in [2074], then dividing by 2, we get [2080] ; observing thaï 

the sum of the two equations [2079], added to 2 a, make 2 a -\r 2 u = 2 « ~f s -j- s'. 

* (1528) If we use the characteristic 2 of finite integrals, the assumed value [2081] 

becomes V = 2. a-î+1. Vl'\ Substituting this in [2080], we get successively, by putting 

125 

[2080] 

Assumed 
form of V. 

[2081] 

[20796] 

[2079c] 

[2079c?] 

[2079e] 

[2079/] 

[2081a] 
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Equations 
to find V, 
V", &c. 

[2082] 

These equations, being integrated, will give the values of V', V", &c.* To 

[2082'] determine the arbitrary functions, we shall suppose, for greater simplicity, 

that the generating figure of the ring is equal and similar on each side of the 

axis of u ; this reduces the arbitrary functions of each of the quantities 

for brevity s-\-s'=2d, and using ——y — = 1.(1—a 1. tf-j-ft 2.tf2—a 3. <t3T&c.), 
2 a-j-2 a- 

—-(S)+-^k • i ra+m} 
[2081&] -..^("5)44.. {1 (*£)+(£) } • 

Connecting together the terms multiplied by arL+1, we may put the preceding expression 

under the form, 

[ddV&\ ! ( (dV™\ , (dV™\\ \ 
i2 • vmt)+® • U-3Ï—; + {—*?—) s i 

[2081c] 0 = 2. a~i+1. 
\ 

in this all the values of F must be neglected in which the index is nothing or negative, as in 

[2081]. To satisfy this last equation, the coefficients of arl+1 must be put equal to 

nothing. Now putting successively i= 1, i = 2, i = 3, &ic., we obtain the 

equations [2082]. 

[2082a] 

*(1529) Multiplying the first of the equations [20S2] by \ds, and integrating 

relatively to s, adding, to complete the integral, an arbitrary function of s', represented by 

•.[/(s’) ; because in this integration s' is considered as constant; we get 

In like manner, multiplying this by ds, and integrating, adding the arbitrary function <p(s), 

to complete the integral, we obtain V — <p (5) -f- 4- (s'). Substituting this in the second of 

the equations [2082], and integrating in a similar manner, we get V" in functions of s, s', 

In like manner we obtain V", V"", Sic., from the other equations. 
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V, V", &c., to one* To obtain these functions, it will only be necessary to [2082"] 

find their values, when the attracted point is situated on the continuation of the 

axis of u. We shall consider a circular arc, parallel to the plane passing 

through the axis of u, perpendicular to the generating figure, supposing the 

centre of this arc [20836] to be in the right line passing through the centre ^ 

of Saturn, perpendicular to this plane. We shall then put y for the height 

of this centre above the plane ; a + x for the radius of the circular arc ; 

® for the angle which this radius makes with the plane of the generating [2082""] 

figure, that passes through the attracted point; and a-\-u for the distance 

of this attracted point from the centre of Saturn. This being premised, we 

shall have, for the sum of the particles of the circular arc, divided by their 

respective distances from the attracted point,f 

/ 
[a x) . dv$ 

\/(a -f- u)2 — 2 . (a -f- u) . (a -j- x) . cos. tx (ax)2 4- y2 
[2083] 

* (1530) When the generating figure is equal and similar on each side of the axis of «, 

it is evident that we may change z into — z, without altering the value of V ; and by this 

alteration of the sign of z, s [2079] changes into s', and s' into s. By this means the value 

of V [2082a] becomes V — cp [s') -|~ 4 (5)? s and s' being independent ; this last 

value of V is made to agree with [2082a], generally, by supposing 

<p(s,) = 4'(s/) j so that the two functions cp, 4, are reduced to one. Similar remarks maybe 

made relative to the value of V", &c. These functions cp, 4? are generally most easily found, 

in the simple case of z = 0, or s = s' [2079] ; that is, where the attracted point is 

situated on the continuation of the axis afu. For after finding <p(w) for that point, 

we have <p(s), by changing u into s. 

f (1531) In the figure 

annexed, A is the centre 

of Saturn, P the attracted 

point, situated on the axis 

AP-, A a perpendicular 

to the plane of the figure, 

is the axis about which the 

generating curve revolves, 

to form the ring. A circular \ 

arc of the ring, described \ 

about the centre a, is \ 

represented by bed, which 

is parallel to the plane of 

[20826] 

[2082c] 

[2083a] 
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the integral being taken from « = 0 to ^ equal to the whole circumference 

2tf. We must multiply this integral by dy, and again integrate relatively 

[2083'] to y, from* * y — — <p(x) to y = cp(x~); 2/2—{?(X)Y being the 

[2083"] equation of the generating figure of the ring. Finally, to obtain the value 

of V, we must multiply this last integral by dx, and then integrate relatively 

[2083'"] to x, from x — — k to x = k! \ — k and Id being the limits of the 

values of x.\ These various integrations cannot be made rigorously ; but 

we can obtain their values in series, developed according to the powers 

of -, which is sufficiently accurate for the present investigation ; but as 
a 

[2083""] y becomes infinite when a is supposed to be infinite,f we must, instead of V, 

[2083&] the figure, and is orthographically projected upon this plane, in the circular arc BCD’, 

cC=dD = aA are perpendicular to this plane, and we shall suppose C c, D d, to 

be infinitely near to each other ; CE is perpendicular to the axis AP. Then we have 

[2083V] AP=a-\-u, AB = AC=a-{-x, Cc—y, anglePAC = vs, angleCAD — dvi’, 

hence the arc CD — c d — (a -f- x) , d vs, which may be taken to represent the mass of 

[2083c] the particle of the ring cd. This mass, divided by the distance P c, represents the part 
_ __ ( cc 4-x). d vs 

of V [1428""] depending on this particle, or dk —-- . JNow 

[2083c'] Pc2 = PC2 + Cc2 = PC2 + y2; 

and in the triangle PAC, we have, by [62] Int., 

[2083d] PCP=AP*-—2AP.AC. cos.PAC-\-AC2=(aJruy—2.(a+M).(a+^).cos.'«-}-(a+«)2 ; 

hence we obtain Pc, and by substituting it in the preceding value of d V, and integrating, 

we get the expression of V [2083]. Moreover, it is evident from the figure, that this 

[2083e] integral must be taken from vs=0 to to obtain the part of V corresponding 

to the whole circumference of the circle. 

* (1532) Supposing the co-ordinate Cc, fig. 50, to be continued on both sides of C, 

[2083/q till it meet the surface of the ring in c' and c" ; we shall have, from the equation of the surface 

[2083g-] [2083'], Cc'— — <p(æ), Cd'— cp(x) ; these being the extreme values of y, between 

which the integration relatively to y is to be made. 

j- (1533) Supposing the line ACr" to cut the surface of the ring in the points r', r , 

[20837i] and that Act'—a, Ar'—a—Jc, Ar'= a-\-P ; the values of x [2082,;//], corresponding 

to those points, are x = — h, x^=Td, respectively, which are evidently the limits of the 

integration, relative to x. 

J (1534) Supposing a to be infinite, we may neglect x, u, y, in comparison with a, and 

the denominator of the integral expression [2083] becomes, 
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compute 

of 

'dV' 
, d u 

will give that of 

which is never infinite. It is evident that the expression 

fd Vs * 

dz 
consequently we shall have the [2083*] 

attractions of the ring, parallel to the axes of u and z. 

The dimensions of the generating figure of the ring of Saturn, are so 

small, in comparison with the diameter of the ring, that we may neglect the [2083*»] 

terms divided by a. Now if we substitute, in the preceding integral, the 

value of cos.to in a series, 1—|^ + &c. [44] Int., and suppose am — t, [2083*»] 

it becomes, neglecting the terms divided by a,f 

ç d t _ 

J y/ (u — xY -j- y2 + t2 
[2084] 

\a2 — 2 a2. cos. to 4* a2Y — a • — 2 . cos. m\* ; 

consequently an element of that integral becomes of the order 

a .dm _ dm 

a.\2—2.cos.to}^ \2 — 2.cos.to]* ’ 

which increases infinitely when to is infinitely small, because the denominator vanishes. Now 

this does not happen with the expression deduced from [2083]. For the element 

[2083*] 

[2083/t] 

of this integral is 

(a -f- x) .\(a -j- u) — (a -f- &) . cos. m]. dm 

\ (a -|- uY — 2 . (a «) • (a + • cos. to 4~ (a 4” XY 4“ lY\2 
[20831] 

which, by neglecting as above u, x, y, and then dividing the numerator and denominator by 

d 
a2. (I — cos. to), becomes --rr ; which is infinitely smaller than the 

v J a. \ 1 — cos.to]* 7 J 

element of V [2083&], because it is divided by the quantity a. Hence we perceive the [2083m] 

justness of the remarks in [2083"'], which may also be confirmed by integration. 

* (1535) An example of this is given in [2089—2093]. For after having computed the 

value of —P089], we can obtain from it the expression of —f'(u) [2091a], 

and then —f(u ± z . \/2^ï) [2092a]. Substituting these in [2091], we shall get 

[2083«] 

f (1536) Substituting cos.to = 1—^to24-&'C. [44] Int., in the denominator of [2083], 

it becomes, by neglecting terms of the orders to4, wto2, xm2, and using t [2083vii], 

126 

[2084a] 
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Its differential being taken, relatively to u, and divided by du, is 

(w — a?). dt 

u — a?)2 -f- y2-f- 

The integral relative to « must be taken from zs = 0 to ^ = 2* * ; * being 

the semi-circumference of a circle whose radius is unity. Now this integration 

[2085'] is evidently the same, as if we were to take it from « =— * to & = 

[2085"] which, in the case of a being infinite, is the same as to integrate relatively 

[2085"'] to t, from t = — co to t = co ;* and then the integral becomes,! 

[2085] 
-/ 

[2086] 
2 ,{u — x) 

(u — Æ)2-f-?/2 ’ 

consequently, when the attracted point is situated in the axis of u, we 

shall have,J 

[2087] 
(u — x). dy .dx 

('u — a?)2 -f- y2 
= 4 .fdx. arc. tang. 

\ (a uf — 2 . (a -j- u) . (a -f- a?) -f- (a T -j- y2 + (a -f- u). (a -f“ x) . 

= l[(a -f- u) — (a -j- a?)]2 -f- y2 -j- a2w2}^ = \{u — a?)2 + y2 T «2 w2}4 

[20846] = f (« — xf + y2 -f- f\K 

[2084c] Substituting this and a . dix — d t in [2083], it becomes as in [2084]. Now x, y, t, 

are independent of u ; we may therefore take the partial differential of [2084] relatively to u, 

and it will become of the form [2085]. 

* (1537) This integral is to be taken through the whole circumference of the circle bed, 

[2085a] fig. 50, page 499, and it is immaterial at what point we begin ; so that the limits may be 

from = — * to w = and as t — a-sr [2083vii], the limits of t will be —a* 

[20856] and a#; which, when a= co [2085"], become —go and -j-co, as in [2035'"] 

[2086a] JZ 

f (1538) This integral is easily deduced from the integral in Vol. I, page 303, note 356, 

Ji.T ,dz 2 Jl . . rçt / \o I 2 Ü •*•) 
-  = —, by putting z = t, r 2 = (u—xY ~r Vi JL — — 

00 
CO 

(/Sifz'Sp 

observing that in this integration, u, x, y, are supposed to be constant 

J (1539) Having obtained the integral relatively to t [2086], we must multiply it by 

dy.dx, and prefix the double sign of integration, relatively to dy, dx, and we shall get, by 

changing the sign, the first value of [2087]. The integration, relatively to y, is 

[2087a] obtained by putting y = {u—x) .if, dy=(u — x).df, x being considered constant 
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If we suppose the generating figure of the ring to be an ellipsis, and represent [2087'] 

its equation by the following expression,* 

= r2; [2088] 

we shall find,f 

I dV\ 4 . X C 

du X2—1 * 
u 

■\/} • 

[2089] 

fdV\ 
in this integration ; hence — —j — 2 .fdx .f—But by [51] Int., 

fïfn' = arc* tan§* * = arc- tanS* (“Z^) > [20876] 

to which we must add the quantity arc. tang. ? to make it vanish at the first 

limit [2083'] y = — <p(æ) ; then at the second limit y = (p(x), it becomes 

/r^r = 2-arc-tans-(^-)5 P°87'] 

consequently, as in (2087], 

- G£) = ■4 ■■fdx ■arc- tans- (£=7) • [808W1 

* (1540) Putting, in the equation of the ellipsis [378w], 
«2 

62 
. y* — a2 — x2, the 

k [2088a] 
greatest semi-axis a=k, and the least semi-axis A=—, it becomes as in [2088]. 

f (1541) In finding the integral of the expression [2087], relatively to x, it will be 

convenient to use, for brevity, the symbol t = tang, p = 5 the greatest values [2089a] 

of t, p, being represented by the accented letters t', /, respectively. For the purpose of [20896] 

illustration, we shall refer to the annexed figure, 

in which A HB represents the generating 

semi-ellipsis, whose semi-axes are 

CA = CB = k, CI=- ; 
X ’ 

absciss CG = x ; ordinate GH=y, or 

C g = xf, g h = y' ; P the attracted point, 

through which is drawn the line PAH, cutting 

[2089c] 

we have tang. G P H — GH  y_(A2 — æ2)* _ 
PG u—x X.(w — x) 

tang.p ; so that the angle [2089d] 
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[2089'] 
The value of 

what has been said, 

relative to any attracted point whatever, is, by 

GPH= p. Now from [2083', 2088], we have <p (a?) = y = X 1. (k3— a;2)* ; and 

substituting this in [2087], we get 

[2089e] -0 = 4 -fdx. arc. tang. =4.fdx.p; 

[2089/] 

[2089g] 

[2089g'] 

the limits of this integral being the least and greatest values of x [2083w], which are evidently 

— k and k. The integral f d x. p, may be represented by the area of the curve 

AOB in which the ordinate GJY=p corresponds to the absciss CG = x ; and 

there is also another equal and parallel ordinate gn, corresponding to the absciss Cg—ocf. 

The greatest ordinate of this curve is OK = p' ; and if this be continued, it will meet the 

ellipsis in the point L of the tangent PL, drawn through the attracted point P ; making the 

angle C P L = p'. The area of the curve AO B may also be found, by supposing 

KD — p to be the absciss corresponding to the ordinate JYn = x1— x, and its integral 

will be represented, in the usual manner, by /dp . (xr— x), the integral being taken from 

p = 0 to p—p'. Substituting this for f d x . p, in [2089e], we get 

[20897i] 

in which we must substitute the values of x', x, p, in terms of t. Now by squaring the 

expression of t [2089a], we get a quadratic equation in x, represented by 

(u — a?)2 . X2 t3 = k3 — x? ; 

from which we obtain, 

[2089i] x = ( 1 -j- X2t3)~x. { u . X2 t3 ± [P — {u3 — k3) • X2 *2] ' \. 

The upper sign gives the value of x', the lower that of x ; their difference is 

[2089&] x'—x = 2 . (1 -{-X2*2)-1. 1&2—(u3— k3) .X3t3\K 

Substituting this, and dp = 
dt 

1-p.if t 
[2089a], [51] Int., in [2089/t], we get 

[2089Z] 
(dV\ 0 r dt \k3 — (t*9 — h3) . X212]* 

\du) Jl + tt' 1 + X»/» 

k3 
[2089m] To avoid the radicals, we shall put t—a. sin.z ; and shall use a3= , 

brevity ; by which means we get 

[2089n] {ft2 — (m2 — ft2) • ^2 ft}i — \k3 — k3 . sin.2 sp = ft . cos. z ; 

hence, by successive reductions, we obtain, 

for 
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f'(u) being the differential of f(u) divided by du. Putting these values 

-©W: 

adz. cos.2 k.cos.z 

l--pa2.sin.2z l-pX2a2.sin.2z 
8 ale. f J i 

(1—sin.2#) .dz 

(1-j-a2.sin.2z) .(1-f-X2a2.sin.2z) 

8k (1+X2a2) , dz 8k (1-j-a2) - dz 

X2 — 1 a, l-j-X2a2.sin.2z X2 — 1 a 1-j-a2.sin.2z 7 

the last expression being easily derived from the preceding, by reducing to a common 

denominator. At the first limit of these integrals, p—0, t = 0, s = 0, [2089g7, a, rri\ ; 

at the second limit, p—p' [2089g7], corresponding to the point L, where we have 

x'—æ = 0; therefore the radical of [2089Æ], which is represented by Æ.cos.^r [2089»], 

is equal to nothing, consequently hence the limits of z are 0 and Now 

we have found in note 934, pages 18, 19, f* ——-*?— = — ^——- : and as the 
r ° JQ Z)2—cos.2? D.{D*— l)i 7 

elements of the integral are the same for q — £ * -j- q', as for q = ^it — qwe may 

take half this quantity for the integral between the limits 0, | r 5 hence 

rhr dq 

Jq D2 — cos.* 

it 

q 2D.(D2—1)*’ 

Multiplying this by D2— 1, putting cos.2 2=1—sin.2 q, changing q into z, and 

putting - 1 = X. we get, = (ï^jî ; md by changing 

a into X a, J' 

a2’ 

hr d z h* 
0 i + x^.sm^ = • Substiluti“S these in P0S9o], we 

find, by successive reductions, and resubstituting the value of a2 [2089m], the same value 

as in [2089], 

8 k (l-j-X2a2) i?r 8k (1+a2) 

X2 — 1 a * (1 + X2a2)ï x2— 1 * a * (1-j-a2)* 

4 7rk ( (1 + X2a2\è /14-aS !\è ) 4rk 

X2 —1 ■ (V «2 ) V a2 

1 

%
 

1 H
-4

 

4^r X 

X2 —1 ‘ 
| U-^îi2-1? . 

(X2 — 

' X2 1Jtl 

* (1542) The expressions [2090,2091] are easily deduced from [2078] ; and as in 

[1387a], they express the attractions, parallel to the axes of u, z, respectively. 
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[2090] 

[2089o] 

[2089p] 

[2089?] 

[2089r] 

[2089s] 

[2090a] 
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[2090'] 

[2091] 

[2091'] 

[2092] 

Attraction 
of the ring 
parallel to 
the axes of 

ît, 2. 

[2093] 

Elliptical 
figure of 
the ring. 

[2094] 

Attraction 
at the 
surface. 

[2095] 

[2091a] 

[2092a] 

of — (-T-) equal to each other, when 2 = 0, we shall obtain the 
\du J 

value of f (u).* We also have 

d V' dV' 
, , express the attractions of the ring, parallel to the 
\du J \dz J 

axes of u and 2, and in the direction towards the centre of the generating 

figure. Hence it is easy to perceive, that in the case where this figure is an 

ellipsis, these attractions are,f 

'dV' 

. du 

2*. X 

X2—1 

u+z.^—i—y/^ 

and 

> 2-tfX.y/—1 
i u-\-z.p/—1  + —1 f—/c2. ! (^)? 

)_ X2— 1 
^—(u—z.\/—,O + l/ (u—z.\/— l)2—k2.1 (V1) ) 

If the attracted point be upon the surface of the spheroid, where we have 

fia + xV = #, [2095a], 

they will become,! 

Art .u 

X + l ’ 
and 

4 <k.\z 

X+l' 

* (1543) Putting z = 0 in [2090], it becomes — (jfP) = — 5 an(* 

substituting this in [2089], we get —f'u = — l { U — ^ ’ ~ X2 ) | * 

•[(1544) Changing successively u into u-\-z.\/— 1, u — z.s/— 1, in [2091a], 

we get —/ {u -f z . v/^T), —f(u — z. v/=l) j substituting these in [2090, 2091], 

we get [2092,2093], respectively. 

J (1545) The co-ordinates of the attracted point are a + u, z ; those of the 

elliptical surface a + x, y [2082"", Sic.] ; therefore when the attracted point is situated 
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45. We shall now suppose the ring to he a homogeneous fluid mass, whose 

generating figure is an ellipsis. We shall put a for the distance from the 

centre of this ellipsis to the centre of Saturn, this distance being very great, 

in comparison with the dimensions of the ellipsis ; and we shall suppose that 

the ring revolves, in its plane, about Saturn ; g being the centrifugal force 

arising from the rotatory motion, at the distance 1 from the axis of rotation. 

This force, corresponding to the particle of the ring whose co-ordinates are 

u and z, will be (a + u) . g ;* and by multiplying it by the element of 

its direction, the product will be (a -f- u) . g cl u. The attraction of Saturn 

S 
upon the same particle is •. 2 a-, S being the mass of Saturn. 

( Cl j 'll J Z 

Multiplying it by the element of its direction, which is equal to 

— cl . \fi 

we shall have, by neglecting the squares of u and z, 

upon the surface, we shall have x = u, y = z ; and the equation [2088] will become 

l& = y? -j- X2 z*. Substituting this in the radical [2092,2093], we get, by successive 

reductions, 

{ (« ± ■* • v/=T y-W. (~) p= [ (u ± *. v/=ï)» - («»+*»*»). ] 

( ifi 
= 1 -^gûzïuz ■ i—x2s2 

1* 

u 

= x± 
X z. — 1. 

Hence [2092] becomes 
2 if X ^ 

2 u 
2 it r _4tfX.w X — 1 _ 4 K . u 

X2 —1 ' ( > T
 

1 • 

>
 i 

xT1 ’ 
and [2093] changes into 

^ 1 .{2z. t/ 1 —2\z V- — ll= x'z. fx n- 4 irX.z 
X"— 1 ‘ v X2 —1 ' x-fa [2095]. 

If the ellipsis become a circle, whose radius is k = r', and area A — tf.r2, we 

shall have X = 1 [2088] ; and by putting, in [2095], z = 0, u = r', we shall have 

the whole attraction in the direction of the radius / equal to 

4 <rr. U 

xT l 
= 2cr. r' = [498']. 

(lo46) The distance of the attracted point of the ring, whose co-ordinates are a-\-u, z, 

from the axis of rotation, is a-\~u j and this, being multiplied by g, gives the centrifugal 

force (a + «) -g, tending to increase that distance, [15696]. 

Hypothe¬ 
sis of an 
elliptical 
figure of 
the ring. 

[2095'] 

[2095"] 

[2095"'] 

[2095w/] 

[2095a] 

[2095&] 

[20956'] 

[2095c] 

[2095d] 
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[2096] 

[2097] 

Equation 
of equi¬ 
librium 
at the 
surface. 

[2098] 

[2096a] 

[20966] 

[2097a] 

[20976] 

S . du 

~w~ 
+ 

2 S .u d u 

a 

S. z dz 

cd 
* 

The attractions which the same particle suffers from the ring, multiplied by 

the elements of the directions —du and —dz, give the products f 

4 k . u d u 

"hT ; 
and 

.zdz.X 

x-f-1 

Now the general equation of equilibrium makes the sum of these products 

equal to nothing ; therefore we have,J 

°= [ ■«S'] -du+ [ 
4* 

X-f-1 

2S 

a3 g ■udu+\ff+^\-zdz 

*(1547) The co-ordinates of the attracted point being af-u, z, its distance from 

the origin of the co-ordinates, or from the centre of Saturn, is 1 (a -f- w)2 -f z2}X Hence 

s 
the whole attractive force of the planet is -,—;—;—ô ; and as this force tends to 

1 (a -f- uy -f- z* 

decrease the distance, the element of its direction, or differential of the distance, by which it 

is to be multiplied, must be negative and equal to 

— d .{{a —j— if )2 —{— ^r21 ^ = — [a du -f- u du -\-z dz] -j- z2}-* ; 

by which means the product becomes, 

\ — S .ad u — S .u du — S . z cl z\. {(a -j- if)2 -f- z2} ' 

If we retain only terms of the second degree, in u, z, and their differentials, we may neglect 

4U—f, 

m2, z2, in this last factor, and it will become, 

substituting this in [20966], it becomes as in [2096]. 

f (1548) The attractive forces [2095] tend to decrease the co-ordinates u, z ; therefore 

they must be multiplied by —du, —dz, respectively, to obtain the corresponding 

elements [2097]. 

X (1549) We have seen, in [1615a, b, c, &c.], that the sum of several forces F, F 

F", he. ; multiplied by the elements of their directions df df, df", he. ; may be 

reduced to three forces P, Q, R ; parallel to the axes x, y, z, respectively ; making 

2 . F. df = P.dx-\-Q.dy-\-R.dz ; 

so that the equation of equilibrium [1563^, p] is equivalent to 2 . F. df = 0 ; which 

represents that the sum of each of the forces, multiplied by the element of its direction, is 

nothing. In the present example, these products are given in [2095///, 2096, 2097] ; their 

sum, put equal to nothing, and changing the signs, is as in [2098]. 
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which is the differential equation of the generating figure of the ring. But 

we have supposed that this figure is an ellipsis, whose equation is 

u? + x2 = &2 ; 

consequently its differential is 0 — udu-{->?.zdz; by comparing this 

differential equation with the preceding, we shall obtain the two following 

equations,* 

4‘tfX S 

X + l 

4 ir 

X + l 

3 S 
= X . 

a° 

The first of these equations determines the rotatory motion of the ring ;f the 

second gives the eliipticity of the generating figure. If we put e = - ^ 3, 

the second of these equations gives,t 

x• (x l) 
(X+l) . (3 x3 + 1) 

* (1550) The differential of the assumed equation of the ring [2094] is 

0 = udug-X2.zdz ; 

which ought to agree with [2098]. The former contains only the two terms, multiplied by 

udu, zdz ; and to make it agree with [2098], the other term, depending on du, ought 
g g 

to vanish from [2098] ; hence — — a g == 0, or g — —, as in formula [2099]. 

Substituting this in [2098], and dividing by the coefficient of udu, we have 

4 fl* X . £ 
X+l «3 

0 = udu -1-— .zdz ; 
4 7t 3S 

X+l «3 

and by putting the coefficient of zdz equal to X2, as in [2100], it becomes as in [2098a]. 

t (1551) This is shown in [2110]. 

f(1552) Substituting — = 4tt.e [2101], in [2100] ; rejecting the factor 4^ from 

each term of the numerator and denominator; and then multiplying by the denominator, we 

128 

[2098] 

[2098'] 

[2099] 

Conditions 
necessary 
for an 
elliptical 
figure. 

[2100] 

[2101] 

[2102] 

[2098a] 

[2098&] 

[2098c] 

[2100a] 
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[2102'] 

The ring- 
must be 
oblate. 

[2103] 

[2103'] 
Two 

elliptical 
figures 
satisfy 
the equi¬ 
librium. 

[2103"] 

[2102a] 

[21026] 

[2102c] 

[2102rf] 

[2103a] 

[21036] 

[2103c] 

e being positive, we see that x must exceed unity. The axis of the ellipsis, 

directed towards Saturn, is equal to 2 k, and represents the width of the 

2 k 
ring ; the axis perpendicular to it, V [2089c], is the thickness of the 

ring ; therefore the thickness is less than the width. 

We also see that e is nothing when x = 1, or when x = co ,-* hence it 

follows, that for the same value of e, there are two values of x ; but we can 

make choice of the greatest, which gives the most flattened ring. The value 

of e is susceptible of a maximum, which corresponds nearly to x — 2,594.f 

( l a 

get -A ^ -f- e = X2 . | j — 3 e ^ . Multiplying by X —{— 1, we have 

X-f-(X-f-l) .e = x2.fi — 8.(X + 1) .e], or (3X3-f 3 X2 -fX + 1). e = X2 — X ; 

whence we obtain e [2102]. 

*(1553) If 

under the form 

X = 1, the expression [2102] becomes e = 0 ; and as it may be put 

e it also evidently becomes e=0, 

when X= co ; observing that the factor between the braces is then equal to Again, 

since S, a, are positive, e [2101] must be positive; which cannot be, unless the factor X—1 

[2102] is positive, or X]>1. Hence w7e see that when X = l, e = Q; when X]>1, 

e is positive; and when X=co, e again becomes nothing ; so that between X = 1 and 

X = co, there must be a value X', which will make e a maximum, represented by e' ; and 

we shall see, in the next note, that there is only one of these maximum values of e. Hence 

it is evident, that for any positive value of e', there will be twro values of X, the one 

greater, and the other less than X'. 

f (1554) The differential of [2102], put equal to nothing, gives the maximum of X. 

The denominator of this expression is (3X3-j- 3 X2 -}- X-j- 1 )2 ; and its numerator, divided 

by d X, and put equal to nothing, is — 3 X4 -j- 6 X3 -j- 4 X2 -f- 2 X — 1=0. From a 

few trials, we find that X is nearly equal to 2,594, as in [2103"]. No other value of X, 

greater than unity [2102'], will satisfy the preceding equation [2103a]. For if we divide it 

by the factor which we have just found, — X -f~ 2,594 === 0, we get 

3 . X3 + 1,78 . X2 + 0,62 . X — 0,39 = 0, 

nearly ; and when X ]> I, the terms of this expression depending on X, must exceed 

3 -{- 1.78 -j- 0,62, or 5,4; which cannot be reduced to nothing by the constant term 

— 0,39 ; therefore no other value of X will satisfy the proposed conditions of the maximum 

of e. This value X=2,594, being substituted in [2102], gives e as in [2104]. 
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In this case e = 0,0543026 ; which is the greatest possible value of e. [2104] 

Putting R for the radius of the body of Saturn, and p for its mean density, 

that of the ring being taken for unity, we shall have [1430&],* [2105] 

consequently [2101, 2106]. 

S — 4 p • Rd 

.R3 

3 a 3 ’ 

therefore the greatest value that p can possibly have, is 

a° 

P= 0,1629078.—. 

[2106] 

[2107] 

[2108] 

The difficulty of obtaining the true ratio of a to R, on account of the 

smallness of these quantities, and the effect of irradiation, prevents us from 

determining exactly the limit of p. If we suppose, for the inner ring, that 

~ = 2, which varies hut little from the truth [2070«], we shall get p = -ff 

nearly, for the greatest possible density. 

[2108] 

[2108'] 

[2109] 

The irradiation must increase considerably the apparent widths of the 

rings, consequently their real widths must be much less than their apparent ; [2109] 

perhaps also it makes several distinct rings appear as one, in the same 

manner as a telescope of a small magnifying power makes the whole of the 

rings appear as one connected mass ; therefore we cannot determine with 
011 . . . [2109'] 

accuracy the figures of the rings which surround this planet. We may also 

observe, that the smallness of the width and thickness of any one of the 

rings, in comparison with its distance from the centre of Saturn, serves to 

increase the accuracy of the application of the preceding theory to the figure 

of the ring, and to render more probable the explanation we have given of [2109"] 

the manner in which it can be sustained about the planet, by the laws of 

the equilibrium of fluids. 

It is easy to determine the time of rotation of each ring, by means of its 

distance a from the centre of the generating curve to the centre of Saturn. For [2109"'] 

* (1555) From [2107], we have p = 3e . — ; substituting the maximum value of [2108a] 

e [2104], we get the maximum value of p [21 OS] ; and if we put a = 2R [2108''], it 

becomes p = 1,3, as in [2109]. 
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thi°same ^ie centrifi* *gal force g: arising from its rotatory motion, being equal to 
time as a ^ 

[9109v] — [2099], it is evident that this motion is the same as that of a satellite, placed 
satellite at 

distance! at the distance a from the centre of Saturn ;* hence it follows, that the period 

[211.0] 0f this motion is 0day,44 for the inner ring, which agrees with observation. 

46. The preceding theory ivill also subsist, when the generating ellipsis 

[9110] varies in magnitude and position, throughout the whole extent of the generating 

circumference of the ring, which may be supposed of unequal widths in its 

irrefuiar different parts ; we may also suppose it to be a curve of double curvature, 

provided that all these variations of magnitude and position are sensible only at 

much greater distances from the given point of the surface under consideration, 

[9110'] than the diameter of the generating curve, passing through this point. These 

inequalities are indicated by the appearances and disappearances of the ring, 

in which the twro anses appear differently. It may also be observed, that 

these inequalities are necessary to maintain the ring in its equilibrium about 

[9110"] Saturn. For if it were perfectly similar in all its parts, the equilibrium 

would be troubled by the smallest force ; such as the attraction of a comet, 

[211 O'7"] or satellite ; and the ring would finally be precipitated upon the body of 

Saturn. To prove this, we shall suppose the ring to be a circle whose 

radius is r, and centre at the distance z from the centre of Saturn, situated 

in the plane of the ring. It is evident that the result of the attraction of 

[9110*] Saturn, upon this circle, will be in the direction of the line which connects 

* (1556) Supposing T to denote the time of revolution of a satellite, at the distance a 

from the centre of Saturn ; and t to be the time of rotation of a ring of the same radius a ; 
we shall get the centrifugal force g of the ring, by changing in [2059] M into S, and D 

S.T% 
[9109a] into a; hence g= ——. Putting this equal to the value [2099], and dividing by 

U • CL 

• -, we get T2 = Z2; whence T=t, as in [2109v]. We shall see, in Book VIII, 

that the time of revolution of the outer satellite is 79days,3296 [7669], and its distance 

[2110a] from Saturn, expressed in semi-diameters of that planet, 59,154 [7717]. The time of 

revolution of a satellite, at the distance of two of these semi-diameters, computed by Kepler’s 

[21106] rule [387], will therefore be expressed by 79days,3296x (jUqyqV == 0day>49, instead of 

0(lay,44, given by the author [2110]. 
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the two centres.*. If we put « for the angle which the radius r makes with 

the continuation of the line z, we shall have,f 

d .,2r _S .r dzs_ 

dz 0 r*-j-2rz. cos.w-j-2^’ 

for the attraction of Saturn upon the ring, resolved in a direction parallel to 

to z ; the integral being taken from zs = 0 to zs equal to the whole 

circumference of the circle ; and the differential being taken relatively to z. 

Putting A for this attraction ; the centre of the ring will be moved as if all 

its mass were collected at this centre, and it were then acted upon by the 

force A, directed towards the centre of Saturn. 

Putting c for the number whose hyperbolic logarithm is unity, we havef 

* (1557) In the annexed figure, C is the centre of the ring EB A B', D the centre 

of Saturn. The diameter DC cuts the ring, in the points A, E‘, 

and we have CE—CB=CB'—r, CD—z, angle BCA = zs. 

Then if we make AB'= AB, it is evident that the parts of the 

attraction of Saturn, upon two points, situated at B, B', resolved in B 

the direction B B', mutually destroy each other ; leaving only 

a force in the direction C D. The same takes place in all other 

parts of the ring similarly situated, above and below the line AEm, 

so that the whole attraction of Saturn, on the ring, may be reduced to a force in the 

direction C D. 

f (1558) We have CB — r, CD — z, DCB — tf—zs ; and by [62] Int, 

D B1 = CB~ — 2 CB.CD .COS.DCB+ CD2 = r2 + 2r 2 . cos. w-fs2. Now the 

mass of Saturn S, divided by D B, gives the part of V [1457a], depending on the action 

of Saturn, upon a point placed at B. Multiplying this by the differential of the arc 

Bb = rdzs, we get the part of V, resulting from the action of Saturn upon Bb, equal to 

—. Substituting DB [2111a], and integrating, through the whole circumference 

of the ring, we obtain V. Then taking the differential, relatively to z, and dividing by 

— dz, we get —or the attraction in the direction z [1387a], as in [2111]. 

The factor r, in the numerator of this formula, was not in the original work ; and the second 

members of [2115, 2116] are also multiplied by r. 

Î (1559) Substituting 2 . cos. w = 1-{-c 1 [12] Int., in the denominator 

of the first member of [2112], it becomes, 

129 

Action of 
Saturn 
upon a 
circular 
ring. 

[2111] 

[2111] 

[2111'] 

[2111"] 

[2110c] 

[2110d] 

[2111a] 

[21116] 

[2111c] 
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[2112] 

[2113] 

[2114] 

[2115] 

[2112a] 

[2115a] 

[2115a'] 

1 

-\-2r z . cos. to -{- to2|* 

If we put 

z rtV-1 z* 
1 -j- Ci . - # c -f- CL , - . C -j— ôtC. 5 

^ y* 

we shall have, 

2: —uy-i 22 —2to./-i 
1 —j— a . - , C -j- a . — . C -j— &C. 

If we multiply these two series by each other, and then their product by 

d™, taking the integral, from to = 0 to to equal to the whole circumference, 

represented by 2 to, we shall have,* 

f: 

■ d to 

[/r2-(-2rz. cos. to -f- to2 
= 2 « . j 1 + ct9• + «2• —j + &c. j ; 

TO./-! , —TO./-I 
rs.c -j-rsf.c 

as is easily proved by multiplication and reduction ; hence we get the second member of 

[2112]. These factors, developed by the binomial theorem, become as in [2113, 2114] ; 

the second being deduced from the first, by changing to into —to. 

* (1560) In performing the multiplication of the two series [2113, 2114], we may neglect 

all the terms of the products which contain to. For if it contain a term of the form 

JBcnTO.'/~1, it will also have Be \ and their sum will be 

B . { cnzS-^~x _j_ c nTO>v/ 1 | = 2 B. cos. n to, [12] Int. ; 

as is evident from the similarity of the functions [2113,2114], and the equality of the 

corresponding coefficients. This produces, in [2111], an integral depending on 

cl TO . COS.Îî TO , 
0 

which, by [14836], is equal to nothing; therefore we may neglect such quantities, and 

multiply the term depending on [2113], by that containing c 1 [2114], 
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hence we deduce, 

J = 
4-7t'. S. z 

o~ -J- % a 
12 

,.2 
-j- &c. 

This quantity is negative whatever be the value of z ; therefore the centre 

of Saturn repels the centre of this circular homogeneous ring ; and whatever be 

the relative motion of the second centre about the first, the curve it describes, by 

this motion, is convex toicards Saturn ; the centre of this circular ring must 

therefore recede more and more from the centre of the planet, until its 

circumference shall finally come in contact with the surface of the planet. 

A ring, perfectly similar in all its parts, would be composed of an infinite 

number of circles similar to that we have mentioned ; therefore the centre 

of this ring would be repelled by that of Saturn, however little those centres 

might be separated. In consequence of this action, the ring would finally be 

brought in contact with the surface of Saturn. 

Hence it foliotes, that the separate rings which surround the body of 

Saturn, are irregular solids, of unequal widths in the different parts of their 

circumferences ; so that their centres of gravity do not coincide with their centres 

of figure* These centres of gravity may be considered as so many satellites, 

by which means the product of these functions becomes 1 -j- a2. — -f-a/2. — -j-&tc. = C', 

for brevity. This is multiplied by - in the second member of [2112], and by substitution 

in the first member of [2115], it becomes f^ C. dtf = C . JQ d © — 2 <r . C, as in 

[2115]; its differential relative to z, multiplied by -——, gives A [2111,2111"]. All 

the terms of the factor of A [2116], between the braces, being square positive numbers, 

their sum must be positive, and the sign of A must therefore be negative ; corresponding to 

a repulsive instead of an attractive force. 

* (1561) For the purpose of illustration, we shall suppose 

the ring to be a solid circular line XYX'D1, composed of 

particles of variable densities, symmetrically placed on each 

side of the axis X'CGX, passing through the centre of 

gravity G of the ring, and the point C, which is the centre of 

the planet, and of the ring ; the parts of the ring on the side 

X being denser than those on the opposite side towards X', 

so that the centre of gravity of the ring is distant from the 

[2116] 

[2116] 

Saturn 
repels the 
centre of a 
circular 
ring. 

[2116'] 

[2116"] 

Irregular 
form of 
the rings 
necessary 
for their 
preserva¬ 
tion. 

[21156] 

[2115*3 

[2116a] 
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[2116""] which move about the centre of Saturn, at distances depending on the inequalities 

of the parts of each ring, and with velocities of rotation equal to those of their 

respective rings. 

In the investigation of the ligures of the rings, we have neglected their 

[2ll6v] attractions on each other ; supposing the intervals between them to be 

sufficiently great, to prevent this force from having a sensible influence on 

their figures. It will however be easy to notice this attraction f and we 

centre of its figure, by the distance CG=X. Taking the line C l for the axis of x, 

[21166] anC* l^e PerPen(flcui&r üne CY for the axis of y ; we shall have, for the co-ordinates of a 

particle m of the ring, situated at D, CB — x, D B = y ; the radius of the ring ■> 

C X= C D being taken for unity. The attraction of the mass M of the planet, upon a 

single particle of the ring, being represented by M, its action on the particle m, situated at 

the point D, will be M.m, in the direction DC ; which may be resolved into the two forces 

M . mx, M. my, parallel to the axes x, y, respectively. The sums of all these forces, 

[2116c] throughout the whole circumference of the ring, are M.fmx, M.fmy, respectively; 

and if we change, in [126, 127], 2 into f, putting fm = m' for the whole mass of the 

ring, we shall have fmx = m'. X, fmy — vd.Y ; consequently the preceding sums 

[3116c?] become Mm'.X, Mm'. Y. Now since the axis of x passes through the centre of 

gravity G, we shall have Y — 0, X= CG ; therefore the action of Saturn, upon the 

ring, is reduced to the force M.m'.CG, attracting the centre of gravity G towards C, 

instead of repelling it, as it does when the ring is perfectly homogeneous [2116']. The 

[2116c] attraction of the planet tends therefore to keep the centre of gravity of the ring near to that 

of the planet, and by this means the motions become stable. 

[2116/] 

[211%] 

[21166] 

* (1562) To give some idea of this attraction, we shall take the case of the ring AHB, 
treated of in [20S9«, &c.] ; and shall suppose that it is also acted upon by a second ring, 

similarly placed ; whose generating figure A'H'B' is r „ 54 
if 

T\ 
j 

n b M 

jY eya'B' .A CGJS 

situated in the same plane as AHB ; the line CC, 
connecting the centres of these generating figures, when 

continued beyond C, being supposed to pass through 

the centre of Saturn. In this second ellipsis, we shall accent the symbols u, z, X, used in 

[2092, &ic.] ; so that the action of this second ellipsis, upon a point without the surface, 

whose co-ordinates are u', zt, will be represented by the following formulas [211#], similar 

to [2092, 2093], in which, for brevity, we have put R, R', for the radicals, 

! K ± Z'. /-I)2 - v*. | 

[2116Î] 
the upper sign corresponding to R, the lower to R' ; the origin of the co-ordinates u', z', 

being at the centre C of this second ellipsis. 
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can, without much trouble, satisfy ourselves, that the generating figure of 

each ring will yet be elliptical, if the rings be very much flattened. But the 

stability of the equilibrium of the rings requires that their figures should be [2ll6vi] 

irregular ; moreover, as they have different rotatory motions, and incessantly 

change their relative positions, their reciprocal action must be extremely 

2*. X' 

A'2 — 1 
. \2 v! — R —R'] ; 

2 X'. y/— 1 

X'2—1 
12+R'i 

[2116&] 

If the attracted point be situated at any point H of the surface of the first ellipsis, corresponding 

to the co-ordinates CG=u, GII = z, we shall have, by putting 

CC' = a, u'=a + u, z'=z, m3 = a3 — &'2 -f k'2 . X'~2, 

the following value of R [2116h, &c.], developed according to the powers of u, z, 

R = \(a-\-u-\-z l)2—/d2-j-&/2.X/ 2p=£m2-{-2aw-j-w2 — z3-j-2. (a-j-u) .z.y/—lp 

= V/~1 + &C' t2116mi 

Changing z.t/—1 into —z.i/— 1, we get R' = w-U —. w — — .z.W—l -f&c., 
'mm 

[2116f]. Hence if we neglect terms of the second degree in u, z, we shall have, 

— R — It = — 2 m — 2 . — . u : — R-]-R' = — 2 . —. z. [/— I ; [2116nl 
m ‘ to J 

substituting these in [2116A], we get, 

cLV\ t? 

CM
 II 

du') X'2 — 1 

d V \ 

5
<

 

T
s 

CM
 II 

dz') 

rH
 1 

?<
 

[2116o] 

which are similar to the forces, produced by the first ring [2095]. They are to be 

multiplied respectively by —du, —dz, as in [2096'], and the products added to 

[2098]. Now the addition of these terms does not alter the form of the expression [2098] ; 

since it will still depend on the three terms du, udu, z d z -, we may make it satisfy 

the differential equation of the ellipsis [2098"], by putting, as in [20986], the coefficient of [2116p] 

du equal to nothing. The same reasoning will apply to any number of rings, provided the 

dimensions of the ring u, z, are so very small, in comparison with m, that we can neglect 

terms of the second order in u, z. 

130 
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[2ii6vii] variable ; so that it is not necessary to take it into consideration, in the 

investigation of their permanent figures.* 

* (15G3) If the figures of the rings were irregular, their permanent figures would 

depend on their mean actions upon each other ; and the differences between these mean 

[2116(7] values, and their actual attractions, might cause oscillations in the fluids upon their surfaces ; 

in the same manner as the irregular attractions of the sun and moon, upon the earth, produce 

the tides. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

ON THE FIGURE OF THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE HEAVENLV BODIES. 

47. A rare, transparent, elastic and compressible fluid, surrounding a body, 

upon which it rests, is called its atmosphere. We can conceive that there 

is an atmosphere of this kind about each of the heavenly bodies. The 

existence of such atmospheres, about all these bodies, is highly probable ; and 

as it regards the sun, the earth, and several of the planets, it is indicated 

by observations.* In proportion as the atmospherical fluid is elevated 

above the surface of the body, it becomes rarer, by means of its elasticity, 

which dilates it, as it becomes less compressed. But if the parts of its 

surface were elastic, it would continue to expand, and would Anally be 

dissipated in the region of space. It is therefore necessary that the elasticity 

of the atmospherical fluid should diminish, in a greater proportion than the 

weight which compresses it ; and that there should exist a state of rarity, 

in which the fluid is without elasticity. It must be in this state at the 

surface of the atmosphere. 

All the atmospherical strata must finally acquire the same rotatory motion as 

the body which they surround. For the friction of these strata against each 

other, and against the surface of the body, must accelerate the slowest 

* (1563a) Dr. Wollaston, in a paper published in the Philosophical Transactions of 

1822, has fully confirmed the theory of the finite extent of the solar atmosphere, by 

observations of the planet Venus, made near the superior conjunction in 1821 ; having 

followed the planet till it came within 53m 156 of the sun’s centre, without discovering any 

sensible irregularity in the motion, from the double horizontal refraction, which the ray of 

light would suffer, in passing through the solar atmosphere, if it extended to that distance 

from the sun’s centre. 

Atmos¬ 
phere. 

[2116viii] 

[2116*] 

[2116s] 

All the 
strata 
have the 
same 
rotatory 
velocity. 

[2116r] 
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motions, and retard the most rapid, until a perfect equality is established 

among them. 

At the surface of the atmosphere, the fluid is retained only by its gravity ; 

[2ll6xi] so that the figure of its surface is such, that the resultant of the centrifugal 

force, and the attractive force of the body, is perpendicular to it. For the 

smallness of the density of the atmosphere allows us to neglect the attraction 

of its particles. We shall now determine the figure of this surface ; and for 

[2iiGxii] this purpose, we shall put V for the sum of the particles of the spheroid 

which the atmosphere surrounds, divided by their respective distances from 

[2ii6xiii] any particle cl M of that atmosphere ; r for the distance of this particle from 

the centre of gravity of the spheroid ; è the angle which r makes with the 

axis of rotation of the spheroid ; and zs the angle which the plane drawn 

[2ii6xiv] through this axis and the radius r, makes with a fixed meridian upon the 

surface of the spheroid. Then if n be the angular rotatory velocity of the 

spheroid, the centrifugal force of the particle d M will be n3 r . sin. ô* 

[21 i6xv] The element of its direction will be d . (r. sin. 6) ; therefore the integral 

[2ii6xvi] of this force multiplied by the element of its direction, will be JmV.sin.2*); 

and by putting p for the density of the particle dM, and n for the pressure 

it suffers ; we shall have, by § 22,f 

[2117] f~ = constant -f- V \ w2 r2. sin.2 0, (1) 

n being a function of p. 

If the spheroid differ but little from a sphere, the expression of V is of 

the form, 

[2117a] * (1564) This is the same as is found in [352a—£], changing R into r; by which 

means the distance of the particle from the axis of rotation becomes r . sin. Ô ; and the 

[2117a'] centrifugal force, in the direction of this line w2r. sin.d. Multiplying this by the differential 

of the distance, we obtain %2 . (r . sin. Ô) X d. (r . sin. Ô) ; and then, by integration, we 

[21176] get the expression i ?i2 . (r . sin. ô)2 [2116xvi ]. 

[2117c] f (1565) The integral of [1615] is y*~jp = constant df F .df-j-&lc.). 

The part of the integral of the second member, depending on the attraction of the spheroid, 

[2117rf] is V [1616sii] ; and that on the centrifugal force, | n2r2 . sin.2â ; hence we get [2117], 

which is the same as [349], changing p into IT. 
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£7(2) 
— + 

£7(3) 
+ &c. . * [2118] 

m being the mass of the spheroid, and U{i) an integral and rational 

function of fi, \/i—^.sip-.tf, \/\—^.cos.tz, which satisfies the equation [2118] 

of partial differentials [1460], 

0 = 

[2119] 

M- being equal to cos. è [1434']. If we substitute this value of V in the 

equation [2117], we shall obtain the equation of any stratum of the [2119] 

atmosphere having the same density, [131'", &c., or 1615', &c.]. 

At the exterior surface, n = 0 ; if we neglect the excentricity of the [2119"] 

spheroid, and put a equal to the ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravity 

at the equator, upon the surface of the spheroid, whose radius we shall take [2119"] 

for unity; the equation [2117] will become,! 

2 
c =- +«^2. sin.2â. [2120] 

* (1566) The terra £7(]) vanishes from [1459], as is evident by substituting YV>=0 

77(0) 77(2) 77(3) 

[1745], in [1466] ; hence we get F==—— -j- __ -f- -f- &c. When r is infinite, [gnga] 

£7(0) 

it is reduced to its first term V — —— ; but by [1392, 1390'], it is then equal to the 

mass M, divided by the distance of the attracted point from the centre of gravity of the 

spheroid; which, in the present notation, is represented by r ; and M is changed into m ; 

7TI 

so that we shall have V— — . Comparing this with the preceding expression [2118Z>] 

£7(°) 

V— —— , we get £7(0) = m ; and then, by substitution in the general value of V, 

[2118a], it becomes as in [2118]. 

*(1567) Neglecting the excentricity of the spheroid, we may put y = 0 in [1464], 

-T TTt 
and we shall have generally Y®=0; whence £7W = 0 [1466], and V— [2118]; 

consequently the equation [2117] will become f-f — constant -f- y -f- i n2 r2 . sin.2 Ô. [2120a] 

The integral in the first member must be a function of IT, as in [137"', &c.] ; and 

at the external surface, where n = 0, it becomes constant ; hence if we divide 

131 
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[2131] 
Equation 
of the sur¬ 
face of the 

[2122] 
atmos¬ 
phere. 

[2122'] 

[2123] 

The 
maximum 
ratio of the 
equatorial 
radius to 
the polar- 
radius, is 

Ü 
2* 

[2124] 

[2125] 

[21206] 

[2120c] 

[2121a] 

[2122*] 

[2123a] 

Putting jR equal to the polar radius of the atmosphere, we shall have* 

therefore 

2 

R 
—h a r2. sin.2 ô. 
r 

To obtain the ratio of the two axes of the atmosphere, we shall put R! for 

the radius of its equator, and the preceding equation will give,f 

a R!3 = 2 . 
R' — R 

n 

The greatest possible value of R' is that which extends to the point where the 

centrifugal force becomes equal to gravity. Now in this casef = « R, 

or aR'3 = 1; consequently, 

R 2* 

the whole equation by and put ■—■ = «, it will become as in [2120], c being a 
1Tb 

constant quantity. At the equator, where sin. Ô — 1, and r = 1 [2119"'], the 
ÏTL 

centrifugal force w2r.sin. ê [2116xv] becomes n3, and the gravity ^ = m i hence 

— — a expresses the ratio of the centrifugal force at the equator to the giavity, as 
m r 

in [2119"]. 

*(1568) At the pole 0 = 0, r = R, and [2120] becomes c = ~; substituting 

this in [2120], it becomes as in [2122]. 

2 2 
f (1569) At the equator, 6 = 100°, r=E-, hence [2122] gives ~ — — = aR3. 

Multiplying this by R, it becomes as in [2123]. 

J (1570) At the point where the centrifugal force begins to exceed the gravity, the fluid 

would begin to fly off ; this point must therefore be the limit of the equatorial axis. Now at the 

distance R, upon the plane of the equator, where sin.6=1, the centrifugal force [2117a'] 

is n3R', and the gravity at that point Putting these quantities equal to each 

other, then substituting n3 = am [2120c], and dividing by mK~3, we get aR3=1 
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This ratio of R to R is the greatest possible ; for by making aR'3—l—z, [2125'] 

JFif 3 ■ g 
z being necessarily positive or zero, we shall have,* — = —-—. [2126] 

The greatest radius of the atmosphere is that of the equator, for the 

differential of the equation of the surface givesf 

a r4 . dô . sin. Ô . cos.f) 

1 — a r3 . sin.* 2 Ô 
[2127] 

The denominator of this fraction is always positive. For the centrifugal [2127] 

force, resolved in the direction of the radius r, is amr . sin.2<f and this 

must be less than gravity, which is equal to ~ ; therefore r increases [2127"] 

with 6 from the pole to the equator. 

[2124]; substituting this in [2123], we have 1 =-^-, or R = %R, as 

in [2125]. 

* (1570) The expressions of a, R, are both positive, and the maximum value of 

uR3 is 1 [2124] ; hence in general we have uR13 positive and less than unity ; therefore [2125a] 

z is positive and less than unity [2125']. Now substituting aR'3=\—z [2125'] in 
jj/ j!j/ g_w 

the first member of [2123], we get 1—z=2. — — 2, or — =——-, as in [2126]. [21255] 
R R Z 

f (1571) Taking the differential of [2122], r, Ô, being variable, we have 

2 dr 
0 = — ~<îr T 2 a . r dr . sin.2 Ô -{- 2 a . r2 d Ô . sin. Ô . cos. Ô. 

Dividing by the coefficient of dr, and reducing, we get dr [2127]. 

[2127a] 

J (1572) This expression is the same as in [3526], changing R into r [2117a], and 

7YL 

substituting n2 — am [2123a]. Now as the gravity —, in the direction of the radius, [2128a] 

must exceed the centrifugal force in the same direction, we shall have 

Tf\j 

— — am .r . sin.2 Ô ]> 0. 

r2 

Multiplying this by —, we get 1 — a r3 . sin.2 Ô ]> 0, or positive, as in [2127'] ; and [21286] 

as the numerator of [2127] is positive, the expression of dr must have the same sign as 

dô ; or in other words it must increase in proceeding from the pole to the equator. 
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We shall put the equation of the surface of the atmosphere [2122] under 
Surface of ,. r 11 • r it. 
theatmos- the following form, 
phere. ° 
Second 

form. 2 V 2 

[9128] 
a R. sin.2 Ô a . sin.2 Ô + = 0. 

The values of r, to be used in this problem, must always be positive, and 

[2128] such that 1 — ar3. sin.26 may exceed zero [21286]. Now there can be 

but one root of this kind. For if we put p, p', wL for the three values of r, 

corresponding to [2128], we shall have p" =—p—p\ because the 

coefficient of r2 in this equation is nothing ; and if we suppose p, p', to be 

[2128"] positive- and less thanf 

2 

, we shall have p" negative and less than 

[2128'"] 
(a . sin.2 ôp lr 5 

(a . sin.2t>)^ 

consequently the product — p. p'. p" will be less than 

-But by the theory of equations, that product must be equal to 
a . sin.2 Ô 

this quantity ; therefore the preceding supposition is impossible ; and the 

[2128c] * (1573) Multiplying [2122] by — 

the equation [212S]. 

and transposing the first term, we get 

•j- (1574) From [21286] we have a r3 . sin.2 ô 1 ; dividing by a.sin.2t), and 

_i 

extractmg the cube root, we get r < (a . sin.2 Ô) * • and if there be two positive roots 

—j 
[2128d] p, p'? each of them must be less than (a . sin.2 ô) ' , and their sum 

p2 . (a . sin.2ô) 

Now by the theory of equations, the coefficient of r2, in [2128], is equal to the sum of the 

[2128e] three roots of that equation, or p -j- p' -f - p" = 0 ; and by the same theory, the product of 

the three roots is equal to the constant term of the same equation, changing its sign ; hence 

cy 

[2128/] —p.p'.p" =-t—2^. From [2128e], we find that p" = — (p+p) would be 

—j 
[2128g-] negative, and, independent of its sign, less than 2 . (a . sin.2 6) ; hence the product of 

2 
these three values of p, /, p\ [2128d, g\, give — P-p'‘P'<, • 3. 5 and as this is 

[21286] inconsistent with the preceding value of —p.p'.p” [2128/], it must follow, that there is 

but one positive value of r, which will satisfy the conditions of the problem. 
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equation in r can have but one positive root, which satisfies the problem ; or [2128/W] 

in other words, the atmosphere has but one figure of equilibrium. 

If we apply these results to the solar atmosphere, we shall find, First. 

That this atmosphere can extend no farther than to the orbit of a planet, whose [2128*] 

periodical revolution is performed in the same time as the sun’s rotatory motion ^eossolai 

about its axis [2124] ; or in twenty-five days and a half Therefore it does differs 

not extend so far as the orbits of Mercury and Venus, and we know that the ^tacal 

zodiacal light extends much beyond them. Second. The ratio of the polar to [2128™] 

the equatorial diameter of the solar atmosphere cannot be less than J- [2125], 

and the zodiacal light appears under the form of a very flat lens, the apex of 

which is in the plane ofi the solar equator. Therefore the fluid which reflects 

to us the zodiacal light is not the atmosphere of the sun ; and since it surrounds 

that planet, it must revolve about it, according to the same laws as the planets ; [2i28viq 

perhaps this is the reason why its resistance to their motions is so insensible. 

132 



FOURTH BOOK. 

ON THE OSCILLATONS OF THE SEA AND ATMOSPHERE. 

The action of the sun and moon, upon the sea and atmosphere, produces 

oscillations in these fluid masses ; and it is interesting to ascertain the law 

of these motions. The oscillations of the sea are known under the names 

[2i28viii] of the ebb and flow, and they are very sensible in our ports. Those of the 

atmosphere are small, and difficult to be observed, because they are combined 

with the irregular winds which continually agitate the atmosphere. We 

shall, in this book, consider these various motions. 

CHAPTER I. 

THEORY OF ^THE EBB AND FLOW OF THE SEA. 

1. We shall resume the general equations of the motions of the sea, given 

Symbols, in the last chapter of the first book, using the following symbols, 

[2i28ix] 1 = The polar semi-axis of the earth ; 

[2l28x ] 7 = The depth of the sea, supposing it to be small in comparison with this 

semi-axis, and to be represented by a function of or f/.,« ; 

[2l28xi] 0 = The complement of the latitude of a particle dm, at the surface of 

the sea, when in a state of equilibrium, in which it would be placed, 

if the motions of the sun and moon were excluded ; 

[2128Xil] ^ = cos. ô = sin. latitude of the particle d m [2135'] ; 

[2128Xiij] * — The longitude of the same particle dm, when in a state of equilibrium ; 

this longitude being estimated from a fixed meridian upon the surface 

of the earth ; 
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a y = The elevation of the particle dm above the surface of equilibrium, 

when in a state of motion [326"] ; in which case ô changes into 

âg-au, and w into o-fat> [323v] ; observing that y is negative when 

the fluid is depressed below its situation in a state of equilibrium ; 

n t — The mean rotatory motion of the earth ; 

g = The force of gravity. 

Then we have the two following equations,* 

f à. y u\ fd. y v\ 

y = — 
y u . cos. Ô 

d è dûs sin.â 

d ô. 
d du 

d ï2 
— 2 n . (. sin. 6. cos. 

\dtJ 

-\-d™. | sin,2â. + 2n . • sin.4. cosJ j = —g. dyf- dV' ; (2) 

the differentials d y, d V, refer only to the variable quantities ô and The 

function « d V expresses, as we have seen in ^35 of the first book [326iv], the 

sum of the products of all the forces which disturb the state of equilibrium of the 

particle dm, by the elements of their directions, retaining only the differentials 

dô and cl™ [328/]. These forces are, first, the action of the sun and the 

moon; and we shall get the part of adV corresponding to this action, by 

dividing the masses of the sun and moon, by their distances from the particle 

d m, respectively ; then adding these quotients, and taking the differential 

*(1575). The equation [2129] is the same as [347]; and [338], divided by r2, 

becomes, 

ÔÔ.- 
d du 

~dfr ) — <2n'{fPl) • sinJ • cos.-J-5to.sin.2L + (jyf) • sin.ê . cos.d; 

—g-h+sv' 
„.2 

Now from [342v] it follows, that if we consider only the quantities ô, zs, as variable, this equation 

will be the same as the equation [325], which corresponds to every part of the fluid, whether 

upon the surface, or below it. Therefore [2130a] will also correspond to all parts of the 

fluid, supposing 8 y, 8 V, in the second member, to be affected only by the differentials 

of Ô, zs. Moreover, as the radius r differs but little from unity, because the ellipticity of the 

earth is less than -gMr, and the depth of the sea very small, we may put r — 1 ; and then 

[2130a] becomes as in [2130], 

[2128xiv] 

[2128xv] 

[2128xvi] 

[2128xvii] 
General 
equations 
for all 
parts of 
the fluid, 
in motion ; 

[2129] 
whether 
upon or 
below the 
surface 5 

Ô, ZS, 
being 
considered 
as the 

[2130] 
variable 
quantities. 

[2130'] 

[2130"] 

[2130w] 

[2130a] 

[2130a'] 

[21306] 
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[2130""] 

[2131] 

[2131'] 

[2132] 

[2132'] 

[2130c] 

[2130<2] 

[2130e] 

Angular 
distance 
from the 
meridian. 

[2131a] 

[21316] 

[2131c] 

[2133a] 

of the sum, relatively to the variable quantities ô and «. Now if we put 

r for the distance of the body L from the centre of the earth, v for its 

declination, and 4- its right ascension ; we shall have its distance from the 

particle d m, by ^ 23 of the third book, nearly equal to* 

[/r2— 2r.lcos.$ . sin.v-f-sin.d. cos.v.cos. (nt-j-z;—4)}"i~l 5 

the angle nt-\-vs being counted, like the angle 4? from the vernal equinox ; 

hence the part of ad V corresponding to the action of the body L, is 

obtained by taking the differential of the following expression, relatively 

to è and 

_L_ 

v/ r2—2r.\ cos.ô . sin. v -j- sin. Ô . cos.v. cos.(n2-|-'^—4)}_f_I 

But as we have supposed the centre of gravity of the earth to be immoveable, 

we must transfer to the particle dm, in a contrary direction, the force 

which affects this centre, by the action of L ;f and we have seen, in ^ 23 

* (1576) If we suppose, as in the figure page 247, C to be the centre of the spheroid, 

CAX the axis of revolution, M the place of the particle dm, S the place of the attracting 

body, CXEB the plane passing through the vernal equinox, from which the angles zs, 45 

are counted ; we shall have, by the present notation, C S = r, CM= 1, nearly; the 

angles XCM=ô, MAB=ntJrzs, SDE = 4, SCX= 100° —v; which 

correspond respectively to s, r, Ô, zs, 4> v, in the notation used in [1620a, &c.]. If we 

make these changes in the value of SM=f [1625c'], putting also 

cos. (4 — &) — cos. (w — 4), 

it will become as in [2131]. Dividing the mass L by this distance /, we get the part ol 

aàE' [2130"] depending on the body L, as in [2132], which is similar to [1626]. From 

this notation, it appears, that when the angles MA B, S D E are equal, or 

7i 2 —J- zs 1 4 ■ — 0, 

the attracting body is on the meridian above the horizon ; when 

MA B — 200° -j- SDE, or nt-J-w — 4 = 200°, 

the body is on the meridian below the horizon ; and generally nt-\-zs — 4 represents 

the distance of the attracting body from the superior meridian. 

f (1577) This is given in [1622], and by substituting [1624, 1631a], the force becomes 

^ S' $ 
-— .r8 — Now putting L for S, and altering the notation, as in [2130d, e], we get 
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of the third book, that this is equivalent to the subtraction of the following 

expression from that in [2132], 

L L 
-1—- . fcos.d. sin. v -f- sinJ . cos. v . cos. (int-\~vt—4')}; [2133] 
r r4 c 

Therefore we shall obtain the value of adV' depending on the action of jL, 

by subtracting the function [2133] from [2132], and taking the differential 

of the remainder, considering ô, vs, as the only variable quantities. Now [2133'] 

by § 23 of the third book, this difference may be developed in a series, 

descending relative to the powers of r; so that if we denote it by* 

aZ10' 

r + 
aZ& uZ® , «Z<« , p 

+ -X- + -x- + &c- [2134] 

Z® will be a rational and integral function of p, i/i—u.2. sin. vs,' and 
_ ° v rQi34o 

\/\—^. cos. si, of the degree i, subjected to the following equation of J 

partial differentials, 

dZ™\ 1 1 /ddZà\ 

AtJA £ + V J +,'.(»+1) . Z<‘> ; [2135] 

in which ^ = cos. ô [1616XX1]. [2135'] 

adV' is composed also of the attraction exerted upon the particle dm, [2135"] 

by the aqueous stratum whose internal radius is unity, and external radius 

1 + «y. Now it. is evident, that to determine it, we must divide each of the [2135"'] 

particles of the stratum, by its distance from the particle d m, and then 

0 __ S d . < (1 — y?) . 

d f* 

— — — . o—— for the whole force; being equal to the difference of the expressions [21336] 

[2132, 2133] ; observing that 5 [1629], changing the notation as in [2130d, e], becomes 

§ = cos. Ô . sin. v -j- sin. Ô . cos. v . cos. [n t -}- vs — 4-). [2133c] 

*(1578) Changing, as in [2130e], S, s, r, into L, r, 1, respectively, the expression 

of the force [1631, 1631', 1631a] will become 

j- v- £ ■■ ■*=41 ■pm+b ■pm+kc-{’ [2134“i 

and by putting LPW = «Z^\ in the second member, it becomes as in [2134]. 

Multiplying [1630] by -, and substituting —— =s= Zw, we get [2135]. 

133 
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[2135""] 

[2135v] 

Case in 
which the 
earth haa 
no rotato¬ 
ry motion, 

[2135vi] 
and the 
depth of 
the sea is 
constant. 

[2135vii] 

[2135viii] 

[2136] 

[2137] 

[2136a] 

[21366] 

[2137a] 

take the differential of the sum of these quotients, relatively to ô and 

We must also transfer to this particle, in a contrary direction, the action of 

the stratum upon the centre of gravity of the earth ; but as this centre does 

not change its situation, by means of the attraction and pressure of the different 

parts of the earth [404'], it is evident that this action must be neglected. 

2. We shall first consider the case in which the earth has no rotatory motion, 

consequently we shall have n = 0. We shall also suppose the earth to be 

spherical, and the depth of the sea y to be equal to a constant quantity l. We 

shall then determine the oscillations that, would be produced by the action of 

the sun and moon. The equation [2129] of the preceding article becomes, by 

putting cos. è = p, and y = 

= ( d.(u. __ fdv\ . 
I \ d [>* ) \dzs) ’ 

and the equation [2130] becomes,f 

* (1579) The differential of cos,0=(x [2135'], being divided by sinJ=\/(l—fx9), 

gives dô=- d ,a d fx 
sin. ô V/(1-(X9) 

Substituting this in 
d.y u 

d (3 

yu. cos.â 

sin. Ô 

, fi.yu\ m yu.lt {dAyu.v'(l — t#)i\ 
becomes (-J-J . ✓(l-e?) -^^j, which is equal to [-^-); 

It 

as 

is easily proved, by developing this last expression, after dividing the numerator into two 

factors, yu and \/(l — jx9). Substituting this in [2129], we get, 

_ — ^)}\ /d.yv\ _ 

\ d jx ) \ dtf ) ’ 

in which the constant depth y = l may be brought from under the signs of differentiation. 

Dividing this by /, we get [2136]. 

f (1580) The rotatory motion nt [212Sxvi] being nothing, gives n= 0. Then [2130] 

becomes d ô . ) -\-dtf. sin.2 è . = — g • d V + d W ; and as the sign d, in 

the second member affects only é, ■sr, [2130'], we shall have, 

[21376] 
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now we have — s/i—v? [2136a] ; therefore, by comparing the 

coefficients of dê, d to, we shall find,* 

fdy\ fdV'\ 

fddv\_g'\dZJ , 
V 'I t2 ) 1 — ^ + i_(i« ’ 

thereforef 

hence, by substitution in [2137a], we get, 

But as y and V are now supposed to be functions of p,, instead of 6, they will only contain Ô, 

as it is found in p- ; so that we shall have, 

hence, by substitution, we get [2137]. 

* (15S1) The equation [2137] was successively deduced from [2130, 338, 325, 296] ; 

the quantities dê, dm, [2137], taking the place of the variations Sx, 5y, Sz, [296], 

whose coefficients are to be put separately equal to nothing [296']. Now if we substitute 

[2137'] in [2137], we shall find that the coefficient of dê, put equal to nothing, will give 

[213S]. Also the coefficient of d-us, put equal to nothing, and divided by (1 — p3), 

will give [2139]. 

f (1582) Multiplying [2138] by y/(l— p/3), and taking its first differential relative 

to p,, we get [2140]. The differential of [2139], relative to to, gives [2141]. 

[2137] 

[2138] 

[2139] 

[2140] 

[2141] 

[2137c] 

[2137rf] 

[2138a] 

[2139a] 
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The preceding expression of y 
i 

gives,* 

To integrate this equation, we shall put [1464] 

[2144] y = Y(0) + Y(1) + Y(2) + Y(3) + &c. ; 

Y(°), Y(1), Y(2), &c., being rational and integral functions of 

[2144'] h<, \/l—{i?. sin. itf, p/1—fj-2 • cos. in ; 

and of such forms that we shall have generally [1465], 

[2145] 

ddY®\ 

Z*V+«.(i + i).r». 
1 — iir 

The part of V relative to the spherical stratum of fluid, whose internal 

radius is unity, and external radius 1 + «y, is, by ^ 14 of the third book, 

supposing the density of the sea equal to unity,f 

[2146] 4*. {Y<°> + i Y™ + 4 Y(2) -I- 4 Y(3) + &c.} ; 

* (1583) The second differential of [2136], taken relatively to d, and divided by dt2, 

[2143a] gives [2142] ; observing that y, u, v, are the only quantities which vary with t, p. being the 

same for all values of t, since it represents the sine of the latitude of the particle at the 

commencement of the motion, or in the state of equilibrium [2128' ]. Substituting 

[2140, 2141] in [2142], it becomes as in [2143]. 

f (1585) Putting a— 1 in [I486', 1491], we get the value of F, corresponding to 

the stratum [21453, which is represented in [2135"] by a V ; hence 

«F = 4«<.| Y(°> +1 r . Y™ + i r2. Y®> + &c. [2145a] 
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* being the ratio of the semi-circumference of a circle to its radius. If we [2146/] 

put p for the mean density of the earth, we shall have* g = 

consequently 4#=-^. [2147] 

It follows, from the preceding article, that the part of « V depending 

upon the action of the sun and moon, and also in general upon the action [2147'] 

of any number of attracting bodies, may be developed in a series of 

the form,f 

a U(0) -f- a Um + a U(3> -f- « £7(4) -j- &C. ; [2148] 

U® being a rational and integral function of ft, yT—jAsin.ztf, y/i_^cos.w, 

of the order i, which satisfies the following equation of partial differentials, 
[2148'] 

0 = 

(ddU™\ 
V ) 

1 
+ *- (* + l) - CT®. [2149] 

This being premised ; if we substitute these values of y and V in the equation 

[2143], the comparison of the similar functions 27® and Y{i\ will give,f 

r being the distance of the attracted particle from the centre of the earth ; and as this particle 

is placed upon the surface of the earth, r must differ from a, or 1, by quantities of the order 

a ; therefore by neglecting a2, we may put r— 1 ; then dividing by a, it becomes as [2145i] 

in [2146]. 

*(1586) This is the same as [1430/], changing p' into p, and putting r=l; then 

dividing by A p, we get 4t [2147]; substituting this in V [2146], we get 

v = 3-f.\ rw +i r«' + i + &c.| = s 3£_ 
p 2 z —}— 1 

We may observe, that in the formula [1430Z], to which we have referred, the value of <r 

is computed for a homogeneous sphere [2l35vii] of the density p' or p; but it is evident, 

from [470"', &c.], that the result will be the same, if we suppose the sphere to be composed 

of concentrical strata, of variable densities, the mean density of the whole mass being P. 

[2146a] 

[21465] 

f (1537) The forms assumed in [2148,2149], for several bodies, is the same as 

[2134,2135], for one attracting body ; observing that r [2134] represents the distance of [2148al 

the body from the earth, which is not affected by the differentials in [2135]. 

Î (1588) Using the sign of finite integrals in [2148], we shall get a . 2 U«> for that 

part of « V, oi 2 for the corresponding part of V. Adding this to the other 

134 
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[2150] 
i. (a-f 1) .lg 

(2*' + l).p 
+ — 3J.y« = i.ft+ïj*. l.U^. 

Supposing for brevity, 

[2151] 
i. (i -|- 1 ) . Z g 

(2 i -f-1) • p 
.{(2i + l).p —8} 

3«. yu) 
part of V [2146a], we obtain its complete value V = 2 — . 4-2?7U) ; substituting 

[2150a] 1 . p 2i + l ' 
tliis and y = 2Yx,) [2144] in [2143], we have 

[21501»] 

[2150c] 

[2150d] 

[2150e] 

[2150/] 

The terms in the three lines of the second member of this expression are easily reduced, by 

means of [2145, 2149]. For if we transpose the two first terms of [2145], then multiply 

by —lg, and prefix the sign 2, we shall get, for the first line, marked [21506], the 

equivalent expression — 2 lg . i . (i l) . Y{i). Repeating the operation with the factor 

—-JlC—? instead of —/ g, we get the second line [2150c] equal to 
(2i-H).p 

3 lg 

2(2i+l).p 
(i +1). F». 

In like manner, by transposing the two first terms of [2149], multiplying by l, and prefixing 

the sign 2, we obtain the third line [2150d~\ equal to 21. i . (i -j- 1 ) . UU). Hence, by 

substitution in [21506—cZ], we have, 

[2150g-] Hi g . i . (i-j-1) . T"w -j- 2 
3 lg 

(2*4-1). p 
i. {i+i ).r® -f 21 a . (t+i ). u^\ 

Transposing the two first terms of the second member, after reducing them to the common 

denominator (2i-f-l) • p, we get the general term depending on the index i, as in [2150] ; 

and as there can be only one form of development of this kind [1479'], the terms depending 

on i must be put separately equal to nothing, and by this means we shall obtain the equation 

[2150] i which, by using the symbol \2 [2151], may be put under the following form, 

0=(4^)+n*. r® - •. (i+1) • I ■ eu>. [2150/iJ 
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the preceding differential equation will give, by integration,* 

Y{i) = l. M(i). sin. \ t + l • N{i). cos. \ t 

-f* . I • sin.\t.f £/(i). cl t. cos. \ t [2152] 
\ 

— —■!.d-.1 ). i# cos. \ t .f U{i). dt. sin. \ t. 

M(l) and N(i) being rational and integral functions of [/l-v?. sin.tf, 

and [/1—cos. w, which satisfy the following equations of partial ^ 521 

differentials, 

0 = 

dd-M®\ 

d^ ) 
+ i.(*-f-l). Af«; [2153] 

[2154] 

The differential equation in Y(i) [2150] gives, by supposing 

hence we get,f 

Y(0) = 1. M(0) N(0) ; 

the equation [2144], 

y = Y<°) -p Y(1) + Y« + fee., 

'rfrf Yw 

)= 0 ; 

i = 0, 

[215#] 

[2155] 

[2156] 

*(1589) If in [865] we put y=Y{l), « = aQ = —i. (£-}-l) • l. £7(*)3 ^ 

becomes as in [2150A]. Making the same changes in the value of y [870], and putting for 

brevity c = \l.M&, d = \l. so that M®, JV{i), may be the arbitrary [2150i] 

constant quantities, it becomes as in [2152]. This value of Y® ought to satisfy the equation 

[2145], and it is evident that the two terms of [2152] depending on £7® must satisfy the 

similar equation [2149]. Moreover, the terms of [2152] depending on JV{i\ being [2150Æ] 

connected with the different expressions sin. \t, cos. A4, must separately satisfy the 

equation [2145] ; which requires that we should have the two equations [2153,2154]; 

observing that M{l), JYW, must satisfy the same conditions as Yw [2144', &c.]. 

t (1690) Multiplying the equation [2154'] by dt, and integrating, we get, 

equal to the constant quantity l.JVL(0). Again multiplying by dt, integrating, and adding [2154a] 

the constant quantity l.NW, we get Y(0) [2155]. 
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will therefore become,* 

y = l, M<v.t+ 1.n4 +1.1(l). sin. \t + J. N(1>. cos. \ t 

+1 • M(2). sin. x21 +1. iV(2). cos. \ t 

-j- l. M{i). sin. \ t + l • N® . cos. x. t 

-|- &c. 

-f- — . sin. \t ,fUm . dt. cos. x21 
x2 

— —. cos. x21. f £/(9). d t. sin. x21 
*2 

+ Bin.x. t./U(iK dt. cos.X* t 

— * • • cos. V . / u® .dt. sin. X. t 

+ &c. 

[2157] We can determine the functions N{0), JVC1), jV(9), &c., by means of the 

initial figure of the fluid ; and the functions M(0), Mm, M(3), &c., by 

means of the initial velocity ; therefore the preceding expression of ?/ will 

include all the figures, and all the velocities, which the fluid can possibly 

have ; consequently the form of y is as general as can be desired. 

[2157"] If the quantity M(0) be finite, the value of y will increase without any 

limit, and the equilibrium will not be stable, whatever may be the ratio of 

the density of the fluid to that of the sphere which it covers. But it is easy 

[2157"'] to prove that the quantities flf(0) and iV(0) vanish, because the mass of 

[2157""] the fluid is constant. This condition gives fy.d^.dvs — 0,f the integral 

General 
expression 

of y. 

[2157] 

* (1591) Substituting in [2156] the value of T C0) [2155], and those of T'1, Tl3), &c., 

deduced from [2152], by putting successively i=l, i — 2, he., we get [2157]; 

[2157a] observing that U(l) vanishes from [2148], or L (l) = 0, and it will therefore vanish 

from [2157]. 

j (1592) If R, be the value of the radius of the spheroid, corresponding to fr, vs, when 

[21576] the fluid is in equilibrium, and R its value when in motion, we shall have Rf = Rt + «y 
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being taken from p. = — 1 to f* = 1, and from ® = 0 to w = 2 it. 

Now we have in general, by ^ 12 of the third book [1476], 

/Y«. W'Kdv..d* = 0, 

when i and %' are different integral numbers ; therefore we shall have,* 

f y. dp. du— 4*. Y® = 4* . 1. {M<® . * + 

Putting this quantity equal to nothing, we shall get M(0) = 0 and 

NW = 0. 
Hence it follows, that the stability of the equilibrium of the fluid depends 

on the signs of the quantities V? &c. For if one of these quantities, 

as N2, be negative, the sine and cosine of the angle \t will be exponential 

quantities ;f and they become arcs of a circle, if \2 = 0.J In these two 

[2128X1V]. Substituting this in the second expression of the mass M of the spheroid [1467a], 

it becomes, by neglecting a2, 

M — ^ JR3. d g . d zs = J . fRf . d p . d n -f- a. fRf . y . d p . d m. 

In the state of equilibrium, when y=0, this becomes M=§ .fRf.dp.drt. The difference 

of these two expressions, divided by a, is 0 —fRf.y.d^.dvi. Supposing now the earth to be 

spherical, [2135V1], and its radius R,— l [2145'], the preceding equation will become as 

in [2151""]. 

* (1593) Substituting the value of y [2156] in the equation fy.dy,.d^= 0 [2157""], 

and reducing as in note 1010, page 105, it becomes 4*. r<°) = 0, or F(0) = O; 

hence l. \MW, t -j- = 0 [2155]; and as l is finite, we must have, for all values 

of t, Af(0). t + Now when t — 0, this becomes JYW — 0 ; subtracting 

this from the preceding, we get M(®.t = 0 ; which cannot exist for all values of t, 
except we have MW — 0, as in [2160]. 

t (1594) This is proved in note 179, Vol. I, page 187, 

t (1595) If we put \a = 0 in [2150A], it becomes, 

0 = 
(ddY®\ 
V dt* ) — + U™; 

multiplying this by d t, and integrating, we get, (»+l) . 1. U^. t -f- B, 

B being a constant quantity added to complete the integral. Again multiplying by d t, 
integrating, and adding the constant quantity A, we obtain 

r® = 4 i. (i + l). 1. U®.t* + Bt + A, 

depending on the arc of a circle t, which may increase indefinitely. 
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[2158] 

[2159] 

[2160] 

§§«», 
jYW, 
vanish. 

[2160'] 

[2160'd 

[2157 c] 

[2158a] 

[2159a] 

[2160a] 

[21606] 
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[2160'"] 

[2161] 

If the 
density 
of the 
nucleus 
exceed 
that of the 
fluid, the 

[2162] 

equilibri¬ 
um of the 
fluid will 
be stable. 

[2162'] 

£2162"] 

[2163] 

[2161a] 

[21616] 

[2163a] 

[21636] 

cases, the value of y ceases to be periodical ; and it is necessary that it should 

be periodical, for the stability of the equilibrium. Now we have [2151] 

i. (i -f1) Ag 

(2 i -j- 1). p 
• {(2 f + 1 ) • P 

and this quantity cannot be positive, except in the case where" p > ^r-— ; 

i being an integral positive number, equal to unity, or greater than unity. 

It is therefore necessary, for the stability of the equilibrium, that this condition 

should be satisfied, for all the values of i ; but this cannot take place except p]>l; 

or in other words, the density of the nucleus [2146'] must exceed that of the 

fluid. This is therefore the general condition of the stability of the equilibrium, 

and if it be satisfied, it will render the equilibrium stable, whatever be the 

primitive impulse of the fluid ; but if it be not satisfied, the stability of the 

equilibrium will depend on the nature of that impulse. 

For example, if the primitive impulse be such, that the centre of gravity 

of the fluid coincide with that of the nucleus which it covers ; and at the 

same instant the motion of these centres, relatively to each other, be 

pdY(1)' 
nothing ; then Y(:,) and 

d t 
will be nothing, at the first instant 

since this coincidence depends wholly upon the value of Y(1), as is shown 

in § 31 of the third book ;f therefore this value will be^ nothing at every 

* (1596) Z, g, p, are positive ; and if we wish to have X-2 [2151] positive, we must make 

the factor (2 i 4- l) . p — 3 positive, or p > Tgrg bût Mm = 0, JYm = 0, 

[2160]; therefore the least value of i which occurs in [2157] is i= I. The values of 
O 

—2—, corresponding to i= 1, i = 2, i= 3, &£c., are 1, f, f-, he. ; so that 
21 1 

the greatest of all these values is 1 ; and if p exceed 1, the equilibrium will be stable. 

f (1597) In the time dt, after the first impulse, the function Y(1) becomes 

and in both these cases, the centres of gravity of the fluid and nucleus are supposed to 

coincide [2163] ; therefore, by the formula [1745], both these expressions [2163a] must 

fd Y(1)\ 
be equal to nothing, and their difference, divided by d t, will give j = 0, as 

in [2163]. 
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instant,* * * § consequently the centre of gravity of the fluid will always coincide [2163'] 

with that of the nucleus. In this case the stability of the equilibrium 

depends on the sign of \2, and to render this quantity positive, it is only 

necessary to havef p > f. 

The value of y gives immediately those of u and v ; for the equation 

d du\ /d v\ ,_ /dV\ 

df \ d [a J •\A 

[2138], gives,Î 

/ d d u 

df = s.V/i- £ 

O O 'd r® 'd U®' 

(2 i -|— 1 ) . py y d fjj d 

[2164] 

[2165] 

[2166] 

the sign 2 of finite integrals includes all integral positive values of i, also [2166'] 

i = 0. But we have, by what precedes,^ 

* (1598) Putting i = 1, and Z70) = 0 [2157a], in [2152], we get, 

FW = l. . sin. ^ t +1. . cos. Xj t ; 

whose differential, relative to d t, gives 

^ = l • \ Tf(1) • cos. Xi t — / . Xj JW1) . sin. X t. 

[2164a] 

At the moment of impulse, when zf = 0, both these expressions become nothing [2163] $ 

hence 0 = 1. JV(1), 0 = l. Xj JHa) ; consequently JV(1) = 0, .M(l) = 0. 

Substituting these in the general value of T(1) [2164a], it becomes Y(1) = 0, whatever 

be the value of t. 

f (1599) We have Y(0)=O [2158a], Y^ = 0 [2164J] ; 

value of i in [2152,2157] is i = 2, and the expression p^> 

becomes p ]> f. 

therefore the least 

5ÏTÏ [2161“] 
[2165a] 

Î (1600) Substituting y, V, [2150a], in [2165], we get [2166]. [2166a] 

§ (1601) Transposing the first and third terms of [2150], then dividing by i . (i-j-l).Z, 

we get [2167]. Taking the differential of [2167] relatively to [X, multiplying by 
Cl [k 

then prefixing the sign 2, we obtain, for the first member, the same expression as in the [2167a] 

second member of [2166], representing the value of {’ anc^ t^ie seconc* member 

of the product is as in [2168]. 
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[2167] 

therefore, 

~M) • P 
. Y« — U® = — 

ddT(ir 

[2168] 
d du 

=-2. _\l.L *F d. 

. (i-|-l). I \ dts 

'ddt 

%. (i -{— 1 ). / 

[2169] 

[2169'] 

[2170] 

[2170'] 

[2171] 

dt2 

hence we deduce,* 

u = G -[- H. t — 2. 

d l2 

d 

i - (» —{— 1) . Z 

'd r«' 

. d [X 

[2171'] 

G and iF being arbitrary functions of m- and In the same manner, we 

shall find,f 

1 / d T( i) \ 
V = 7 / • I , \ > 77 âT • ( ~7 ) ? a. (z —{— 1 ) . / - ( 1 — Fj \ dtx J 

K and L being functions of ^ and depending on the functions G and H. 

For if in the equation [2136], 

'-'•It3!-''©' 

we substitute the preceding values of y, u, v, we shall find, by comparing 

separately the terms multiplied by t, and those which are independent 

of it, 

[2169a] 

* (1602) Multiplying [2168] by dt, and integrating, adding the constant quantity H 

to complete the integral, we get 
du   yX(l — fxQ) 

dt~ •».(* + !).* 
Again 

multiplying by dt, integrating, and adding the constant quantity G, we get u [2169] 5 

observing that G, H, are functions of us, which are considered constant, in the preceding 

integrations. 

j (1603) The value of v maybe deduced from [2139], by integration, in the same 

manner as [2169] was deduced from [2138] ; or we may derive the one from the other. 
1 

[2170a] For if we change, in [2138], u into v, d^ into dvt, and \/{i—K2) into — lt 

will become as in [2139]. The same changes being made in [2169], putting also K, L, 

for the arbitrary constant quantities, instead of G, H, it becomes as in [2170]. 
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■■(“D-O- 
»-('L^s)-(£)• 

[2172] 

[2173] 

so that by means of the values u — G H .t, and v = K -f L . t, the [2173'] 

surface of the fluid will always remain spherical.f To comprehend the 

motions of the fluid, in this hypothesis, we shall suppose that there is a 

small rotatory motion, of the order a, about the axis of the spheroid. The [2173"] 

spherical figure of the fluid will be altered only by a quantity of the order a2, 

since the centrifugal force will be of the same order a24 In this case, we 

shall have u — 0, and v = qt,§> q being a coefficient independent of [2173W] 

* (1604) Substituting y, u, v, [2150a, 2169, 2170], in [2136], transposing -- to 
l 

the second member, connecting the terms under the sign 2, also those multiplied by t, we get, 

d.f0.y/(l-V)h fdK\ l . f <j /d.\H. y/(l-fxg)K f dL\ | 

d) \dzs)\ ' ’ l\ d ix ) \dzi)\ 

( 2 fdY®\ (l-f^-2) ( dd Y(i) \ 

+ 2 • s 
J _ 1 (ddY® \ _ Y® 
V. i.(i-f 1).Z.(1 —1>2) ‘ V dz& ) l 

The term under the sign 2, is the same as the function [2145], divided by —i.(7-f 1) .7, 

as is evident by developing the first term ; it therefore vanishes from [2171a]. To make 

the term multiplied by t vanish, we must put its coefficient equal to nothing, as in [2173] ; 

the remaining term then becomes as in [2172]. 

f (1605) Substituting the values of u, v [2173'] in ~ [2136], it becomes as in the 

first line of [2171 a], which vanishes by means of the equations [2172,2173], making 

y= 0; consequently the radius of the surface, 1-fay [2145'], becomes a sphere, [2172a] 

whose radius is unity. 

t (1606) The centrifugal force [54'] is of the order of the square of the velocity a9; 

and by [1648] ay is of the order of the centrifugal force ap. Therefore in the present [2173a] 

case ay is of the order a2, and if we neglect terms of this order, the surface will become 

spherical. 

§ (1607) The polar distance of a particle, and its longitude, in the state of equilibrium, 

are represented by t!, zs ; which in the disturbed state become Ô -f a u, and zs -f a v, [2175a] 

136 

[2171a] 
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and «. But we may conceive the fluid to turn about any other axis ; and 

these motions being supposed to be very small, the fluid, when agitated by 

[2173""] any number of similar motions, will always preserve its spherical figure, 

except in quantities of the second order. All these motions are included in 

the formulas,* 

[2174] u — G-\-H.t, v = K-{-L.t; 

G, H, K, L, being functions of fi and ns, which have to each other the preceding 

relations [2172, 2173]. These motions are not prejudicial to the stability 

[2174'] of the equilibrium ;f moreover they must quickly be destroyed by the friction, 

and the resistances of every kind, which the fluid suffers. 

respectively, [2128xv], If there be no motion in the direction of the meridian, as in the 

hypothesis [2173"], au will be nothing, and u = 0. An angular motion aq, about the 

axis, will increase the longitude of the particle, in the time t, by the quantity aqt ; hence 

[217o6] aî)__ ^ or Vz==qt [2ITS"']. In the original work it is given erroneously 

v = qt. y/(l — p2)- 

* (1608) The rotation about the first axis, during the time q, gives values of au, av, 

[2175c] which we shall call au = ap1t1 = 0, av=aq1t1. If there be also a revolution about a 

second axis, during the time 4» which would cause the same particle to increase its polar 

distance by the quantity a u% = ap24, and its longitude by a v2= aq%4 ; a revolution about 

a third axis, during the time 4, which would increase the polar distance by au3 = up3t3, 

and the longitude by av3=aq3t3, he. ; then the sum of all these values aut, au,2, au3, he., 

ai\, av%, av3, he., will represent the complete values of au and av respectively; hence 

[2175d] u = plt1-j-pa 4 -\-p3 4 + he., v = qx 4 + qz 4 T £3 4 + &c. 

If these motions commence at different times, we may put 4 = 4 4=ea + 4 4==e3'T4 

he. Substituting these in [2175d], we get, 

u = (p2 e2 + ?3 4 + &c-) + (P1 + P2 +^3 + &c.) •i '■> 

v = {q2 e2 + <4 e3 + &c-) + {(h + 72 + 73 + &£C0 *1 5 

which are of the same form as in [2174]. 

f (1609) The increments of polar distance and longitude [2174] are so adapted to each 

[21.75e] other, as to keep the fluid on the same level, and make y = 0 [2172a]. Consequently 

the motions of the fluid, corresponding to the values of u, v, [2174], do not affect the stability 

of the figure of the fluid ; or in other words, it will always retain its spherical form, neglecting 

quantities of the order 0?. 
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3. We shall now consider the case of nature, in which the spheroid covered 

by the sea has a rotatory motion. The equation [2129] is transformed into 

the following [21366], 

y = 
f d . y u . y/l—^\  fd.yv\ m 
\ d fi J \ du ) 1 

The equation [2130] gives the two following,* 

The general integration of these equations is very difficult : ive shcdl limit 

ourselves here to a very extensive case, namely that in which y is a function 

of n without vs, and we shall put,f 

y = a . cos. (it -j- s ® -f- ?) ; 

u — b . cos. (i t -f- s to -f- s) ; 

v = c . sin. (it-f- szs -j- s) ; 

y — ~ = a'. cos. (it -f- s« +s) = y' [2324] ; 
§ 

* (1611) The equations [2176, 2176'], are found in the same manner as [2138, 2139] ; 

the only difference being in the terms depending upon n. The first member of [2138] is 

the coefficient of dô [2130], when n = 0- and if we retain the term of n in that 

coefficient, it will become as in [2176]. The formula [2139] contains, for its first member, 

the coefficient of dz> [2130], divided by sin.2$, or 1 — ju2, supposing n = 0; and 

if we retain the term containing n, and divide it, in the same manner, we shall obtain the 

first member of [2176']. 

f (1612) The reasons for assuming these forms of y, u, v, W, will appear from the 

following considerations. The expression y [2144] is composed of a series of functions, 

similar to those in [1528a—e, &;c.] ; any one of which is composed of terms depending on 

sin.sw, cos.sto, or as it may be generally expressed cos. (so -f- s'), multiplied by an 

integral function of fj., y/( 1—^2), represented by M; and by quantities independent of f*, zs, 

represented by A ; so that y = 2 A JM. cos. (s zs -f- s'), s being an integral number. 

The expression A may contain the rotatory motion of the earth nt, and the mean motion of 

[2174"] 

[2175] 

Funda¬ 
mental 
equations 
for all 
cases. 

[2176] 

[2176'] 

[2177] 

Assumed 
values of 

y, u, v. 

[2178] 

[2178'] 

[2178"] 

[2178'"] 

[2176a] 

[2177a] 
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[2178W/] ci, b, c, a', being rational functions of /x and \J i—yP [2183/*], and s 

an integral number [2177a]. Substituting these values in the equations 

[2175—2176'], we shall get,* 

[21776] 

[2177c] 

the attracting body m t, on which its declination v and right ascension 4 depend, as in 

[2133, 669, See.] ; by which means the time t will enter into the expression of A, under the 

form of the sine or cosine of a multiple of t, or as it may be expressed generally, 

cos. (it -|-s") ; i being a quantity depending on n, m. Substituting this value of A 

in y [2177a], and reducing by means of [20] Int., it will become of the form [217S]. 

If for brevity we put y! = y.\J(\— fx2), y! will be a function of fx independent 

of vs [2177]. Substituting this in [2175], and developing, we get 

[2177d] 

Now (^7), P** 7» being independent of vs, they cannot either of them contain the 

quantity cos. (i t -]- s vi -f- s), which will therefore be found only in the quantities 

u, (j~^j 5 (f) 5 an(l as die term of y depending on the angle (it-^svs-\-s), in the first 

member, must be destroyed by the corresponding terms of the second member, it is necessary 

that we should have, 

[2177e] u = b. cos. svs-j-£)’ 6'. cos. ^=&/.cos.(ïf-f-s'5ï_l"£) 5 

b, V, b", being supposed independent of vs. This value of u is of the same form as [2178']. 

Multiplying the second of the equations by d fx, and integrating relatively to d jx, putting 

[2177/] JV.dy.-b, it becomes identical with the preceding. The third of the equations [2177e] 

being multiplied by d vs, and then integrated relatively to d vs, putting b" — sc, ■ gives 

v [2178"]. Substituting the values of u, v, [2178', 2178"], in [2176'], multiplying by 

[2177g] 

(1 yP) 

g 
dvs, integrating relatively to d vs, and using the value of a' deduced from 

V 
[2179"], we get a', cos. (it + s vs + s) = y — —, as in [2178'"], a! being independent 

of vs. Hence we see that the forms assumed in [2178—2178"'], agree with the proposed 

equations [2175—2176']. 

[2179a] 

* (1614) Substituting the values of y, u, v, [217S—2178"] in [2175], and dividing by 

cos. (it + $ vs + s), we get [2179]. The partial differential of [2178'"] relative to |x, 

being multiplied by g-vA1 — ^)> gives> 

g- — (jj-j) Vi1—^)=g-(^) .cos.(if+**+|; 

substituting this in the second member of [2176] ; also the differentials of u, v, [2178', 2178"], 
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a=(idL^=^l)-srC; 

ia. 6 + 2 n i c. p. [/1—|j.a = — g. (y~) • V^1—^ ! 

Z2 . C + 
2 « i b . |a 

\/l—jx2 

These two last equations give,* 

2 Wg*5 

1_,.2 1-r 

of a'' 

b = ~^ 

f‘a —g* 
of (x • (1 — (*3) 

(z2-4 ?Z2 fx2) • \/1—fx2 

2 ng f da'\ „* , 
—A . — . fx . (1—fx2) — 

î \ a (x y v 

(i2 — 4 w2 (x2) . (1 — fx2) 

Substituting these values of 6 and c in [2179], and putting for brevity, 

7 
,•2. 4 rr /j; 2 ,,2 ’ 

in the first member ; then dividing by —cos.^Tstf-J-s), we oet [2179']. 

the partial differential of [2178'"] relative to trf, being multiplied by — — 

fdj\ (dv'\ 
b ’ \4^/ , \dïï/_g 

1—■ (x2 1—^2 1 (X2 
s a . sin. (i t -J- s to -j- s) 

In like manner, 

g 
— fjji ' 

gives, 

substituting this in the second member of [2176'] ; and the differentials of u, v, [217S', 217S"], 

in the first member ; then dividing by — sin. (i t -(- s u -|- s), we get [2179"]. 

*(1615) Multiplying [2179'] by \/{\—fx2), also [2179"] by —^.fx.(l — |x2), 
% 

and adding the products, c vanishes, and we get, 

(i2 — 4 n2 fx2) . (1 — fx2)*. b = -~ms— . fx o' — g . . (1 — fx2) ; 
t \Ct [Jj / 

dividing this by the coefficient of b, we obtain [2180]. Again multiplying [2179'] by 
2 71 

--r-.fx.(l — fi2)^, also [2179"] by (l—fx2), and adding the products, 6 vanishes, 

and we have (i2—4w2jx2).(l—^).c = - n. ^ • f* • (1—^2)—g s a'. Dividing 

this by the coefficient of c, we get [2181]. 
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[2179] 

[2179'] 

[2179"] 

[2180] 

General 
expres¬ 
sions of 

ft, c. 

[2181] 

[2182] 

[2179ft] 

[2180a] 

[2180ft] 
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General 
differ¬ 
ential 
equation 
between 

a, a', y. 

[2183] 

[2183a] 

[21836] 

[2183c] 

\ 

[2183d] 

[2183c] 

[2183/] 

we shall have,* 

+ 
2ngs . C 2ns 

i. ( 1— fjt2) I i 

da' 
n a — - 

d /X 
' 0-IJÜ) } + 

s2 . gz . a'. (r2 — 4m2/x2) 

•> 2 
(1—i*2) 

* (1616) The value of a [2183] is easily deduced from [2179] ; since the first and 

second terms of the value [2179], produce the first and second lines of the value [2183]. 

For if we multiply [2182] by b . (i2— 4ft2(x2).(l— jx2)*, using b [2180], we get, 

successively, 

7 b . (1 — fx2)* = z . \b . (î2 — 4 ft2 (x2) . (1 — /x2)* l 

taking its partial differential relatively to d,<x, and dividing by c/fx, we obtain the first term 

of [2179], as in the first line of [2183]. Substituting the value of y=z . (i2—4 n2 ;x2) 

[2182], in the second term of [2179], it becomes, by using [2181], 

— 2 ngs.z (da! 

— s7 c — — s z . (i3 — 4 ft2 fx2) . c = 

'd a!' 

•(d^) ^)+^.gz.a' 

1 —fX2 

in which the term, multiplied by (^7)’ is the same as in the second line of [2183]. 

s^gz.a' s^i^.gz.a' , . 

The other term of the preceding expression is or {3 (i_^2)~? which is 

the same as the term containing i2 in the numerator of the second line of [2183], Lastly, 

the two remaining terms of the second line ol [2183], are 

2 ngs.^z 2 ns , s^.gz. a'. 4w2fx2 

fMïü-fx2) ’ 

which mutually destroy each other ; therefore the value of a is given correctly in [2183]. 

Before quitting this subject, we may remark, that y, V [2150a] are composed of terms 

y(0} U^\ which are rational and integral functions of fx, (1—fx2)L sin. tf, (1 — (x2)^. cos.zs, 

[2144', 2148'] ; therefore y — —, or a. cos. (it -j- svf + s) [2178'"], must be a 

rational and integral function of the same quantities, and 5 an integral number [2177a] ; 

hence, as a' does not contain to [2177g-], it must be a rational and integral function of fx, 

( 1_p.2)i ; and its substitution in [2180,2181,2183] gives b, c, a, in terms of fx, which may be 

developed in rational and integral functions of (x, (1—fx2)-, as in [1528a, &tc.],or [15o2a, &ic.]. 
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dd_ 

d p- 

i2— 4«V2, the second member of this equation will not have the function 

r — 4 w2 /x2 in its denominator. 

We shall here observe, that if 
2ns 

fx a be divisible by [2183'] 

The equation [2183] includes what we have demonstrated in the preceding 

article, concerning the case of n = 0, and 7 equal to a constant quantity l ; 

l 
for then we have [2182], which changes the equation [2183] [2183"] 

into the following,* 

i%a = lg• (5) [2184] 

Supposing that a . cos. (itg-s™), when taken for I7(/), satisfies the 

following equation of partial differentials,! 

then the part of af. cos. (it -f- s *), arising from the attraction of an 

aqueous stratum, whose internal radius is 1, and external radius 1-j-ay, 

will be, by the preceding article, 

3 a 

4 ‘jf 

Vf+i)-g 
. a. cos. (it -f- 5w), or 

(2/ + 1 )• P 
-. cos. (it + sv) ; because g = f * P [2147]. Therefore, 

[2184] 

[2185] 

[2185'] 

[2185"] 

* (1617) 

Substituting 

Putting n= 0 in [2183], we have 

a=g + s2. g z. a!. i2 

[2183"], and multiplying by i2, we get [2184]. 

[2184a] 

f (1618) Changing i into / in [2145], it becomes as in [2185] ; the corresponding term 

of V [2146] is 2^7 • ^ ; and that of « — — is 
2/+1 * g 

Y^"> — 
4 K 

(2/+l)-ff 
1- 

4 it 
) , = (i [2185'1; 

substituting Y(f) = a . cos. (i t + s «) [2184'], it becomes] 

y— — = (l— (2//1 ). p) ‘ a • C0S’ ^ + 5 

Comparing this with [2178'"], supposing s = 0, we get [21S6], 

[2185a] 

[21856] 

[2185c] 
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by supposing the part of a! corresponding to the action of the heavenly bodies 

to be nothing, we shall have, 

[2186] 
3 

(27+7)7F 
a 7 

Now from the equation, in partial differentials of Y(/), we get,* 

[2187] s2. a' 

1 —P? +/■ (/+!)•«'; 

therefore the equation [2184] will give,f 

piss] e=/.(/+i).zg.^ i — 

The numbers s and f being arbitrary, it is evident that we shall obtain the 

[2188'] part of y which is independent of the action of the heavenly bodies, by 

connecting together all the expressions of a . cos. (yi-f-stf), corresponding 

to the different values that may be given to these numbers. 

To obtain the part of y, depending upon the action of the heavenly 

[2188"] bodies, we shall put e . cos. (i t + sV) for a term of the expression of V, 

relative to this action ; so that when it is substituted for Y(/), in the 

preceding equation of partial differentials in Y(/) [2185], it will be satisfied; 

we shall then have,J 

* (1619) Multiplying Ym [21356], by 1 — --, and substituting Y [2186], 

[2187a] it becomes a1. cos. (izJ-j-sw). This must evidently satisfy [2185], when taken for Y(f), 

because the factor by which we have multiplied Y^} is constant. This substitution being 

made, and the resulting equation divided by cos. {it -f- s ■#), we get [2187]. 

IQ* 1 
f (1620) Multiplying [2187] by —, and [2184] by -, then adding the products, 

d CL 

[2188a] we get i3 —f. (/+1) . “ • «/=/* (/"H) • lg • (l — [2186], as in the 

formula [2188]. 

V 
I (1621) In the expression of y— — [2185c], the attractions of the heavenly bodies 

are neglected. If we suppose these attractions to increase V by the quantity 
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a! = a . ( 1 — 
(2/+1) • P, 

therefore the equation [2184] will give,* 

3 

[2189] 

i\a = lg.f.(f+ 
(2/+l)-P, 

a—f.(f+ï) .le ; [2190] 

consequently, 

« = 3 2 

(2/+l)-Py 
[2191] 

We shall thus obtain the part of y depending on the action of the heavenly 

bodies ; and it is evident that these results coincide with those of the 

preceding article.f 

e. cos. {it -j- s •zs) [2188"] 

V 
the complete value of y-will become 

& 

y- 7 = { “ • (* — fëFfïJTp) — j}-cos. (it+tm). [2189a] 

Comparing this with [2178'"], we get a' [2189]. 

*(1622) Substituting a! [2189] in i2 a=f. (/-[- 1). I g . ctf, [2188a], we get [2190a] 

[2190]. Transposing the first and third terms, and dividing by the coefficient of a, we 

obtain [2191]. 

-j- (1623) To prove this coincidence, we shall observe that the general value of y [2157], 

is deduced from Yw [2152] ; in which the terms containing U{i) depend on the action of [2191a] 

the heavenly bodies [2148] ; and if, for a moment, we neglect this part, and change i into f 

and kf [2151] into i, to conform to the present notation, we shall get, from [2152], 

Y{f) = l. . sm.it -f" ^ . cosY?. [21916] 

Now from [2152', 1528a—c], J\Yf\ are functions of the forms A . sin. s zs, 

B.cos.szs, s being an integral number, as has been already seen [2177a, &c.]. 

Substituting these in the preceding value of it will produce terms depending on the [2191c] 

sines and cosines of the sum and difference of the angles it, szs, which may be expressed 

under one general form a . cos. [i t -j- s zs -j- s) ; being the same as in [2188'], neglecting [2191c?] 

for brevity the constant quantity s, and changing, as above, k{2 [2151] into i2 [2188]. 

We shall now take into consideration the terms of [2152] depending on Z7W, arising 

138 
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[2191'] 

[2191"] 

[2191'"] 

[2191""] 

[2191'] 

[2191e] 

[2191/] 

[2191g-] 

[21917e] 

[2191i] 

TIDES IN A SEA OF VARIABLE DEPTH, 

4. In the general case, where n does not vanish, «mZ the depth of the sea is 

variable, Z/te integration of the equation [2183] surpasses the power of analysis ; 

but to determine the oscillations of the ocean, it is not necessary to integrate it 

generally, since it is sufficient merely to satisfy it. For it is evident, that the 

part of the oscillations, which depends on the primitive state of the sea, must 

have quickly disappeared, by the resistances of different kinds, which the 

waters of the ocean suffer in their motions ; so that if it were not for the 

action of the sun and moon, the sea would long since have assumed a 

permanent state of equilibrium. The action of these two bodies continually 

disturbs it, and it is sufficient to ascertain the oscillations which depend on 

this action. 

If the distance of any heavenly body L, from the centre of the earth, be 

represented by r ; the part of « V, relative to the action of this body upon 

a fluid particle, developed according to the powers of -, neglecting the 

fourth power, will be, by ^ 1,* 

from the attractions of the heavenly bodies ; and if, in the two terms of this exjDression, we 

change, as above, i into f it will become, by putting for brevity X for X/5 

Y{f) = . I. sin. X t. / Z7W . d t. COS. X t — — . I. cos. X t. fUw. dt. sin. X* ; 

which are the same as the terms of [870] depending on Q, changing a into /• (/+ 1) • I 

also a into X, Q into — U[i) ; and if Q = — U(l) = K. cos. (mt-]- s) [870'], it will 

produce in Y^ the term Y^= • cos. (mt + s)« If we now put 

X =_e, s—s ix, m = i, the part of Vm depending on Z7® = e . cos. (it 

[2188"] will be ye/) — 1}^~ . cos. (it -f s vs). Substituting the value of X/2, or 

Xs [2151], in which i is changed into /, to conform to the present notation, the coefficient of 

cos. (itf-f-S'zrt) becomes like the value of a [2191], making this part of 

Y{f ) = a. cos. (it -{- 5 tf), 

as in [2184', 2191] ; hence the formula [2152] produces the same results as in 

[2184'—2191]. 

* (1624) It follows from [2133'], that the part of aV depending on the action of the 

body L, is found by subtracting the function [2133] from [2132] ; and if we use the symbol 

ô [2133c], it becomes 
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a 
3_L 

2~^ 
. {[cos.d . sin.v -J- sinJ . cos. v. cos. (nt-\-a — 4)]2— 4} ; 

or* 

aV' = 
L 

4 r3 

+ 

. {sin. 2v — J. cos.2v{. {1 + 3 . cos. 2ô] 

. sin.6. cos.6. sin. v. cos. v . cos. (nt + ® — 4) 

. sin20, cos.2v . cos. 2 . (nt-\-rt—4'). 

r First "I 
L Oscillation. J 

[Second ~| 
Oscillation. J 

r Third 1 
L Oscillation. J 

aV' = 
L _L 

(r2— 2r<5-j-l)i r 

r I ' r 2 r2 ' 2 r2 

25 
r r2/ r r2 " 

neglecting terms of the order —. Resubstituting 5 [2133c], it becomes as in [2192]. 

* (1625) Developing the first term of [2192], we find that the part depending on the 

first power of cos. (n 4)5 is equal to the expression [2194] 5 and if in the term 

depending on the square of this cosine, we substitute 

cos.2 (n t — 4) = i + 2 * cos. 2 . (n t -j- zi — 4)> 

we shall find the part depending on cos. 2 . (n t + to — 4), as in [2195]. The remaining 

terms of [2192], independent of the angle nt-J-ztf—4, are as in the first of the following 

expressions, which is reduced to the form [2193] by putting cos.2 Ô = £-f- £ . cos. 2 Ô, 

sin.2 & = \ I . cos. 2 6, and — % = — i . (sin.2 v -j- cos.2v). 

— • {cos.2ô . sin.2v-[-£ • sin.2é . cos.2v — ^ 

SL 
= • KH" ^ • cos- 2 6) • sin.2 v + %. (| — i. cos. 2 6). cos.2 v — %. (sin.2 v + cos.2 v) f 

= ^ . {sin.2v . (J + £. cos. 2 Ô — £) + % . cos.2v . {% — %. cos. 26 — §)| 

= ^ '{sin-2 v - (i +1. cos. 2ô) — %. cos.2 v .(% + %. cos. 2 6) ] 

~ ^sil1,2 v • ( 1 4~ 3. cos. 2Ô) — I. cos.2 v . (1 —3. cos. 2 0)} 

= ^ • {sin.2v — I. cos.2.{14-3. cos. 2Of. 

[2192] 

Parts of 

a V 

[2193] 

producing 
the différ¬ 

ai 94] 

ent oscil¬ 
lations. 

[2195] 

[2192a] 

[21925] 

[21925'] 

[2192c] 
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[2195'] 

Oscilla¬ 
tions ; 

[2195"] 

First kind; 

[2195'"] 

Second 
kind ; 

[2195""] 

Third 
kind. 

[2195*] 

[2195vi] 

[2195vii] 

Depth of 
the sea. 

[2196] 

[2195a] 

[21956] 

[2195c] 

[2196a] 

[21966] 

[2196c] 

As the quantities r, v, 4*, vary with extreme slowness, in comparison with the 

rotatory motion of the earth ; the three preceding terms produce three different 

species of oscillations. The periods of the oscillations of the first kind are very 

long ; they are independent of the rotatory motion of the earth, and depend 

wholly upon the motion of the body L in its orbit. The periods of the 

oscillations of the second species depend chiefly on the rotatory motion of the 

earth n t ; their duration is nearly one day. Lastly, the periods of the 

oscillations of the third kind depend chiefly on the angle 2 n t ; they are 

covnpleted in about half a day. The equation [2183] of the preceding article 

is a linear differential equation ; hence it follows, that these three species of 

oscillations can exist together, without being confounded with each other ; 

therefore we may consider them separately.* 

ON OSCILLATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND. 

5. We shall suppose, in these researches, that the spheroid which is covered 

by the sea is an ellipsoid of revolution. This is the most natural and simple 

hypothesis that can be adopted. In this case, the expression of 7 is of 

the form,f 

y = 1. (\ — q = the depth of the sea ; 

* (1626) The quantities y, u, v, V, occur in [2175—2176'] only in the first power ; 

and if each of them, instead of being expressed by one term, depending on the same angle 

as in [2178—2178"'], were composed of the sum of several such terms, 

corresponding to different angles, we should obtain, for each of these angles, an equation 

similar to [2183] ; by which the coefficients a, h, c, a', corresponding to any one of these 

angles, could be determined, independently of the values relating to the other angles ; as is 

evident, from the common princples of linear equations. Therefore each of these angles may 

be taken into consideration separately from the others, in the same manner as if the oscillations 

were wholly independent of each other. 

f ( 1627) The radius of the solid spheroid of revolution may be expressed by the quantity 

[1—a/f.p.2) ; and that of the surrounding fluid, in its state of equilibrium, independently 

of the attractions of the heavenly bodies, by «".(1 — a A". ;x2) [1795]. The difference 

of these two expressions is equal to 7, the depth of the sea; which, by putting a" a'=l, 

a a" A" — adh' — l q, becomes y = l — lq.}A, as in [2196]. Substituting this in 

[2182], we get [2197] ; and as this does not contain tf, it will be comprised in the case 

which we have taken into consideration in [2177—2191]. 
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and we shall have, 

Mi—jjf) 
i2— 4 w2/x2 

We shall resume the equation [2183]; and as the oscillations of the first 

kind do not depend on the angle w, we must put 5 = 0, in this equation.* 

We shall then suppose 

a = P<0> + P* (2) + P[A) + P(6).+ P(2/) ; 

P(3>, P(4), &c., being functions of fx2 [2197c], which satisfy the following 

equation of partial differentials, whatever be the value of f, 

* (1628) The function [2193] upon which the oscillations of the first kind depend, does 

not contain zS‘, therefore we must put s = 0, in [2178, &tc.]. The form of this function 

may be changed, by means of [34] Int., which gives, 

1 —f— 3 - cos. 2 6 = 1 -f- 3. (2. cos.2 4— 1) = 6 . (cos.2$ — -j) = 6 . (jx2— [2128xii]. 

3 L 
Substituting this in [2193], it becomes — . (sin.2v — ^ . cos.2v) . (fx2 — ; and as this 

does not contain zi, its effect must be the same, for all particles of the fluid, in the same latitude, 

whatever be the longitude; consequently the height ay of the particle, above its level, arising 

from this cause, will depend on its latitude only ; or, in other words, y must be a function of 

/x, independent of zt. Moreover, the expressions of the disturbing force [21976], and the 

depth of the sea [2196], do not vary by changing the sign of fx or v ; therefore a particle of 

the fluid, whose latitude is south, and its sine — fx, is acted upon in exactly the same 

manner, as if the latitude were north, and its sine fx. Hence it follows, that y must be a 

function of the even powers of fx, or a function of fx2 ; for if it should contain any uneven power 

of fx, the sign would change in south latitudes, and the values of y would become unequal ; 

therefore a [2178] must be a function of ;x2. In this case, all the terms depending on zs 

must vanish from the expressions [1528a—e, &c.] ; which will be reduced to their first 

terms, depending on Bp, BP, Bf, Bp, he. ; and by this means the radical (l—fx2)*, 

and its powers, will also disappear. Hence y, or a, will become a function of fx2 ; without 

containing any term depending on the radical (1—fx2)q or the variable quantity zs. If we 

develop this expression of a, in a series of the form [2198], the terms Pa), P(3), P(5), 

he., will vanish, because they contain only the uneven powers of fx; as is evident by 

the inspection of the terms depending on B{0), Bp, B(p, he., in the formulas 

[1528a—e, &lc.] ; and we may observe, that the greatest exponent of [x, in a function of the 

form [2198], terminated by is equal to 2/, as is evident from the same formulas 

[1528a—e, &c.]. 

[2197] 

[2197] 

Value of 
a. 

[2198] 

[2198] 

[2197a] 

[2197ft] 

[2197c] 

[2197c] 

[2197ej 

[2197/] 

[2197g-] 

139 
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[2199] + 2/. (2/+ 1) . P^>.* 

[2199'] The part of a', corresponding to y, and to the aqueous stratum whose 

internal radius is unity, and external radius is 1 +«y, will be, by what 

precedes,! 
Value of 

« .+0 -wUl)-1™- 
[2200'] The part of a' corresponding to the action of the heavenly bodies, produces 

only quantities of the form P(2) ; for the function 1 + 3 . cos. 2d, by 

[2200"] which it is multiplied in the preceding article [2193], is equal to 6.(y2—/) 

[2197a], and it is evident that this last function is of the form P(2) [1528c]. 

This being premised, if we substitute the values of a and ain the equation 

[2183], and determine the arbitrary terms of P(0), P(2), &c., so that the 

function (~r~^ • (1 — f^2) may be divisible by i* — 4^2^2, which 
[2201] J 

gives one equation of condition [2201 d~\ between these arbitrary terms 

*(1629) Changing Y [21S5] into P, and/into 2/, we get [2199] ; observing that 

[2199a] p(2/i being independent of zs [2197', &oc.], its partial differential, relatively to zi, vanishes. 

f (1630) Putting, as in the last note, 2/ for /, in [21S6], we get, 

and if we suppose the term P’®f\ in a', to correspond to P(2/ ), in a, we shall have, 

IW0.1 

If we now put successively /= 0, /= 1, /= 2, &c., we shall get, 

[83001] *«-{>-}}.*». iV(S> = l1_^]‘PW’ 

whose sum gives a' [2200]. 

f (1631) Putting 5 = 0 [2197'], in [2183], it becomes, 
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then the most elevated power of f/, in each member of this equation, will 

be [*3f ; and by comparing the coefficients of the several powers of k3, we [220r] 

shall obtain f-f-1 equations of condition ; which, with the preceding, 

[2201], will form /-j-2 equations of condition. But the arbitrary terms [2201"] 

and by substituting z [2197], we get, 

a = g . d . [2201a] 

Assuming now the most general values of P^\ P{2\.p&f), independent of -a, as 

they are given by formulas [1528a, &c.], and substituting them in a, a[2198,2200], they 

will become of the following forms, when arranged according to the powers of [x, 

a = GW . GW. ^f~2.+ G[2f~2). /j2 -f- G®f\ 

a'=Æ°) . f/V + AW . .+ . fx2 + . 
The differential of this last, being taken relatively to [x, and then multiplied by the term 

fd a!\ 
^tj , produces, for j . (1 — f*2), a function of the form, 

IX . |R(°). (X2/+ BW . ^-2+ . [X2'-4.4- B®f-2). IX2 + B^\. 

Dividing this by o'2 ■ 4 rr ;j2, or rather by — 4 n2 p2 -f-i2, so as to produce a series 

[22016] 

[2201c] 

[2201 &] 

descending according to the powers of p, and continuing the division till we obtain the 

term [x, it will become of the form 

p ■ [ . dl'"2 + CP) .pV-*.+ CW"«. p? + CW-* + —| ; 

and as this quantity is supposed to be divisible by —4 7i2fr2-|-f2 [2201], we must have 

C — 0, which is the equation of condition mentioned in [2201]. Multiplying [2201c'] by 

— I. (1 — q \x2), or l. (q ix2 — l), we get a series of the form 

D(°> . (x2/+1 + DW . 1.-f DfM. p. 

Its differential, taken relatively to [i, and multiplied by 

[2201a], under the form, 

gives the second member of 

a = EW . 4- E w . ix*/-2.4_ £<2/-2). ^2 q_ 

Comparing this with a [2201 J], we get /4“ I equations 

Q{0) = E <® Q{ 2) = E®\ GW = E<y,.G{2f ï = E(2f). 

These, being connected with C=0, [2201d], make /4~2 equations, as in [2201"]. 

[2201c] 

[2201/] 
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[2201'"] of the function P(0) -f- P(S) + + &c., amount to jT—|— 1 ;* connecting 

these with the indeterminate quantity q, we shall have f-f-2 indeterminate 

quantities, by means of which we can satisfy the preceding equations of 

condition; and thence also the equation [2183], for a determinate law of 

the depth of the sea. We shall obtain this law, by observing that if we put 

[2202] Q . f)?f, for the term of a having the most elevated power of p, the 

coefficient of /P/_1, in the function — divided by 

i3— 4 will be,f 

[2203'] Hence it follows, that the coefficient of f9/, in the second member of the 

equation [2183], will be, 

* (1632) The terms independent of •#, in Y(0), V(2), &tc., [1528a, &.C.], are 

[2201g-] multiplied by the arbitrary constant quantities B'f, &c. In like manner, each of 

tpe functions P(0), P(2), P(4),.P(2/), [219S], is multiplied by an arbitrary constant 

quantity. The number of these arbitrary terms is evidently f-f-1, as in [2201'"]. 

[22016] Connecting this with q [2196], we obtain f-j-2 arbitrary quantities, being equal in number 

to the equations of condition [2201/]. 

f (1633) The terms P(3/) and ^1—(fy-yi)”p) * P(2/) the values of a, a, 

[2202a] [219S, 2200] must evidently contain the most elevated power of ^ [219/g]. These teims 

; and as Q[*2f [2202] is the term of a, having are to each other as 1 to 1 — 
(4/+l)-P 

[22026] the most elevated power of f*, the similar term of a' will be (1 (4p) • Q -■ 

Its differential relative to |ug being divided by — d jr, gives the corresponding term of 

'da'\ - / 3 
equal to — 2/. ( l — ) . q. f*2/_I • Again, if we develop 

1 — —1 

(4/+1). 

in a series descending according to the powers of p., 
{3 — 4 a2 (J-2 5 4n2(x2 ’ 

[2202c] as in [2201c'], it will be of the form ~ + H. ^H1. ^ &c. This being multiplied 

by the preceding term of — (^j, retaining only the part having the greatest exponent, 

[2202d] produces the expression — 2/. (l — • 0, • ^2f~L • 4^3 » as in [220°]* 
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/• (2/+1) • \ 
(4/+ 1) • P 2 n2 

[2204] 

Putting this equal to Q, the coefficient of v?f in the first member, we 

shall have, 

2 n2 

/.(2/+1). jl- 
(4/+ 1) - P 

'lg 

Value of 

?• 

[2205] 

Therefore if we suppose the depth of the sea to be equal to l, decreased by 

the product of l into this value of q, we shall have, by the preceding [2205'] 

analysis, the oscillations of the first kind. 

The ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravity at the equator, is [2205"] 

— = [1594a]. If we take for f a rather large number, as twelve or [2205'"] 
g 
fourteen, the coefficient of fx2 will be so small that it may be neglected, and 

then the depth of the sea will be nearly constant.f We shall thus obtain, 12205""] 

* (1634) If we multiply [2202c?] by ,§*?.( 1 — q /x2) and retain only the power of (x 

having the greatest exponent, it will become f A 1 — ——— X . . fx2/+1 ; whose 

differential relative to /x, being divided by d |x, gives the corresponding term of the value [2205a] 

of a [2201a], as in [2204]. Putting this term equal to the assumed value fi).fx2/ [22026], 

and dividing by die coefficient of q, we obtain [2205]. Substituting this in y [2196], we 

get the depth of the sea, corresponding to these oscillations, 

2 rPv» 

/•(2/+1) jl- 
3 

(4/+l).p 

[22056] 

f (1635) Putting f— 14, in [2205], and multiplying by Z, we get 

2«2 
lq = 

14.29 . jl 
3 1 ' [2205c] 

Now by [2162] p)>l, hence 
1— 

< 

n* 
== i?8Tr [2205"], we get Zg< 

57. p 

2 

3 } 
57 

or . Substituting this, and 

• or iy< 55579 t the polar 
g - - ^ ''14.29 

semi-axis of the earth being unity [212Slx]. Now this semi-axis is 6356677 metres 

6336677** 
[20356] ; hence lq<^ — 5g7£) -, or l q <( 115 metres ; so that the greatest variation [2205d] 

140 
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[2205''] 

In oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the first 
kind, c is 
very great. 

[2206] 

[2207] 

[22077] 

[2206a] 

[22066] 

[2206c] 

[2206c? ] 

very nearly, the oscillations of the sea, in the case where the depth is 

everywhere the same. 

6. The value of c [2181] is very great in oscillations of the first kind, 

because af the divisor i, which affects several of the terms. If we develop the 

part of the action of the moon [2193], 

a V — {sin.2 v — |. cos.2 v}. (1 + 3 . cos. 2ù), 

which produces the oscillations of the first kind, in sines and cosines of 

angles, increasing in proportion to the time ; and denote by 

a k. (1 + 3 . cos. 2 0) . cos. (t t + A), 

any term of this development of a V ; we shall find that k is multiplied 

by the tangent of the inclination of the lunar orbit to the ecliptic,* in the 

of the depth of the sea, in the hypothesis [2196, 2205"'], is less than 115 metres. This is 

very small in comparison with the general depth of the sea ; therefore we may consider this 

depth as being nearly constant, upon the principles here assumed. 

* ( 1636) In the annexed figure, CIGF represents an arc of the celestial equator ; JY CED 

the ecliptic; JVM the lunar orbit; C the first point of Aries ; JV the moon’s ascending node ; M 

the moon’s place at any time ; the arc ME 55 

is perpendicular to the ecliptic CD ; and 

the arcs EG, MH I, perpendicular to 

the equator. Then if we put, for brevity, ^ 

GE=IH=z', HM—a!, CE=L, 

ME—\, angle ECG — C, MJYE=jY, 

we shall have the moon’s declination v = MI=MH-\-IH— z' -\~ a> ? and if we 

neglect a/2, we shall find, as in [60, 61] Int., 

sin. v sin. z' -f- d . cos. z', cos. v = cos. z' — a . sin. z, 

sin.2 v — i . cos.2 v = sin.2 z' — £ • cos.2 z' -f- 3 a! . sin. z . cos. z'. 

Now by construction we have nearly, angle ME H= G E C ; hence if we consider 

MEH as a small rectangular triangle, we shall find very nearly MH=ME.sin.MEH, 

or «'=X. sin.GEC=\ . C°&‘-^ [134532], consequently a! . cos. z! = X . cos. C. In 
cos* z 

the triangle CGE we have sin. GE = sin. CE. sin.ECG ; or in symbols, 
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terms where it represents the mean motion of the nodes of the lunar orbit; [2207"] 

but on account of the smallness of i, this term is very considerable, and is the 

greatest of all which occur in the expression of c* 

We must however make here an important observation. The resistance [2208] 

which the waters of the ocean suffer must diminish considerably the 

oscillations of this kind, and render them of little importance. To prove 

this, we shall suppose the resistance to be proportional to the velocity, and |[2208'] 

sin. z' — sin. L . sin. C ; 

multiplying this by the preceding expression of a.cos.s', substituting the result in [2206d~\, 
and putting 3 sin. C . cos. C = c1, we get 

2 sin.2 v 2 • cos.2 v = sin.2z!— £ . cos.2,?' -j- c'. X. sin. L. 

a 
^ = W3,ic/'tanS' 

[2206e] 

In the rectangular triangle JYEM, we have tan.ME = tang.MJYE. sin. JYE [134531], 

or nearly X = tang. JY. sin. JYE ; multiplying this by c'. sin. L, or c'. sin. CE, 

and reducing the product c'. sin. JYE . sin. CE [17] Int., it produces the term 

i c'. tang. JY. cos. (JYE — CE) = \ c'. tang. JY. cos. JVC. 

Substituting this term of the factor [2206e] in [2206], and putting also 

[2206/] 

we obtain a term of [2206] of the form a/r.(l-[-3.cos.2^).cos.JVC; in which JYC=it-{-A [2206g| 

[2207, 2207"] is the distance of the node from the first point of Aries, A being that distance 

when t = 0 ; moreover the factor k is multiplied by the tangent of the inclination of the 

lunar orbit to the ecliptic, as in [2207']. 

*(1637) If we put .s—0 [2197'], in a, b, [2183,2180], all the terms, having the 

divisor i, will vanish ; but c [2181] will become, by noticing only such terms, 

2 ng /daf\ 

c= 1 ’ VC ^ • [2207a] 
i'2 — 4 n~ (jJ2 ■’ 

and this might be great, on account of the smallness of i, if the fluid suffered no resistance. 

For in the time t, while the earth makes one revolution about its axis, we have nt —360% 

[2128xvi] ; and during this time, the moon’s node describes the arc i t = 3m 1.0» nearly, 

[2207"], as is evident from the inspection of any lunar tables. The ratio of these two 

n 
quantities is -j — 6S00 nearly ; and though this is multiplied by the tangent of the [22076] 

inclination of the lunar orbit to the ecliptic, 0,09 nearly, it still remains quite large, and 

exceeds 600 ; in consequence of which it becomes necessary to examine into the effect of [2207c] 

the terms having the divisor i. 
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[2208"] we shall put (3 for the coefficient of this resistance. The two equations 

deduced from the expression [2130] will then be,* 

Equations 
to find 

U, V, 
with a 
resisting 
fluid. 

[2209'] 

2 n. M- 

v/i- 

f du\ 

Kdt) + /3. 
1 -— fi.2 

+ 

* (1G3S) The quantities Ô, zs} corresponding to the state of equilibrium, become ô-\--au, 

[2209a] zs -\- av, [2128xv], in the state of motion, at the end of the time t ; a.u and a v being 

the relative motions of the fluid in latitude and longitude [347'"]. The differentials of these 

quantities, relative to t, being divided by d t, give the relative velocities of the particle, in 

[22096] latitude a. and ’n longitude a. This last expression must be multiplied 

by the sine of the polar distance Ô, to reduce it to the parallel of latitude ; so that the velocity 

in the direction of the meridian a A, in the figure page 346, is a. 
/d u\ 

\dt) 5 
and in the 

[2209c] direction of the parallel of latitude AB, is a. sin. Ô. Now if we suppose the 

resistance to be represented by the product of p [2208"] by the velocity, it may be resolved 

into two forces, in the directions a A, AB, by multiplying the relative velocities [22096] 

[2209d] by — p ; the negative sign being prefixed, because the resistance tends to decrease these 

[2209cf] 

— ) . sin. Ô. These 
dtj 

are to be multiplied by the elements of their directions, a A, AB, or dê, d-us.sm.6, 

fdu\ 
to produce the corresponding parts of adP [2130']; which are —ap.l—J.dô, 

velocities ; hence they become respectively — a p 
du\ 

It)’ 
■a (3. 

— a (3 . (jfi) • sin‘2 d* d-ti ; consequently the part of dP arising from this source, is 

[2209e] d y — — p . (~^j . dô — (3 . • sin.2 ^ • d Substituting this in formula [2130], 

and transposing the terms to the first member, the coefficients of dô, drf, will be augmented 

[2209/] 

[2209g] 

by the terms which is the same thing as to change 

evident by inspection. This produces the same changes in [2176, 2176'] ; by which means 

they become as in [2209, 2209']. The equation [2129] does not contain V, therefore it 

remains unaltered. 
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since it is evident that the resistance must add to the two first members of 

'd v\ 
these equations, the terms (3 . ~^ and (3 . ^ 

[2129] will remain unaltered. 

. The equation [2209"] 

We shall here consider only the terms depending on the angle i t, in which 

/ d d u \ 
the coefficient i is very small, and much less than (3. In this case 

fddv\ 

d t2 
[2209'"] 

and 
d ft 

may be neglected in comparison with (3 . and 

/dv\ , [2209""] 
. f —r~ ) and as these terms are independent of the angle «, the equation 

[2209'] will give,f 

2 n . f 
/ d u\ 

\dt ) 
_ +?.(*! 

\/l — H-2 \dt 
0 

Oscilla¬ 
tions de¬ 
pending on 
angles it, 
in which 
i is very 
small. 

[2210] 

and [2209] will become,f 

*(1639) Putting s = 0 [2197'] in [2178', 2178"], we get 

u — b. cos. (i t -j- s), v = c . sin. (i t -j- s) ; 

whose differentials are, 

= — 1i2 . cos. (i t -j- s), 

= — c . sin. (it -f- s), 

[2210a] 

Substituting these in [2209, 2209'], we shall find that the terms depending on ddu, ddv, 

have the factor f2 ; while those of du, dv, have the factor ni, or pi. These last, 

being divided by the first, produce terms of the order ?, or ~ ; and as these quantities [22106] 

are very large [22076, 2209'"], it follows that the terms depending on du, dv, must be 

much greater than those arising from ddu, ddv ; therefore these last may be neglected. [2210c] 

t (1640) Since vj does not enter in oscillations of the first kind [2197'], the partial 

differentials of y, V, [2209'], relative to zs, vanish j and as ddv is also neglected [2210c], [2211a] 

the equation [2209'] becomes as in [2210]. 

J (1641) Multiplying [2210] by — .^ .p/(l—fj.3), and adding the product to [2209], [2212a] 

neglecting J d u, as in [2210c], it becomes as in [2211]. 

141 
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[2211] 
/(32+ 4»VS 'd 

,dt y 

'df 

•'Z1-1u'2~ ("î7 
,,2 - 
f* 1 (/) 

This equation must be combined with the following, * 

[2212] y = 
'd . (yU . /l—/)N 
, dp 

[2212] If we neglect quantities of the order i, the equation [2211] will give,f 

'dy\ fd V \ 
[2213] 

d p 

or 

[2214] 

therefore,Î 

[2215] U = 
fV’ .dp 

g 7 • l/ü11? ' 

[2215'] This value of u, being substituted in the equation [2211], will give a more 

correct value of g y — V ; but this first approximation is sufficiently 

accurate. 

[22126] * (1642) The equation [2212] is the same as [21365], neglecting the term depending 

on 'si1, as in [2211a]. 

•j- (1643) Neglecting quantities of the order i as in [2212'], the quantity ^ [2210a] 

[2213a] will vanish from the first member of [2211]; and then dividing by /(l— pa), we shall 

[22136] get the equation [2213]. Multiplying this by dp, and integrating, we get g y—V'—0; 

observing that y = 0 when V' = 0 [2128xiv] ; because when the disturbing forces V 

[2213c] vanish, the fluid is supposed to be in its situation of equilibrium ; therefore it is not necessary 

to add any constant quantity to this integral. 

y 
J (1644) From [2214] we get y= — ; substituting this in [2212], multiplying by 

[2214a] dp, and integrating, we find fV^=yu.\/(l—pa). Dividing this by y./(l—/), 

we obtain u [2215]. If this value of u be substituted in [2211], we shall obtain an equation 

from which we can find, by approximation, a more correct value of u ; but this is unnecessary, 

because the corrections thus introduced are of the order i. 
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The value of V, relative to the action of the body L, is of the form 

k . (1 + 3 . cos. 2 ô) . cos. (i t -f- A.) [2207], or 6 h . (\j?—i) . cos. (it + A) [2216] 

[2197a]. If Q . (ju?—i) . cos. (it -\-A) be the corresponding part of y ; [2216'] 

the similar part of V, arising from the action of a stratum of the fluid, 

whose internal radius is 1, and external radius 1 will be* 

~ . Q • (A — |) • cos. (i t + A); [2217] 
o p 

therefore the equation g y— V = 0 [2214], will give,f 

0 = 

hence we deduce 

[2218] 

[2219] 

*(1646) Substituting in [2178] the values 5 = 0 [2197'], s — A, also a [2198] j 

we get y={ F(0) + -P(S) -f- P(4) + • cos. (i t -f- A). The term of V [2216] [2217a] 

depending on the action of the body L, has the factor [A — which is of the form T(3) 

[1528c] ; and if, in this last expression, we change Y(9) into P@\ into Q, we 

shall have P(2)= Q . (/x3— 0. The part of y [2217«] corresponding, is 

V= Q-(^2 — h) • cos. (• t + A), [22176] 

Substituting this in [2178'"], and also the similar part of a', depending on the action of the 

stratum [2199'], which is {\x3—l) [2200] ; we get the corresponding 

y y> 3 
part of —, namely — =y — a’, cos. (H + A) = - . Q. (y3 — &) . cos. (it + A) , [2217c] 

as in [2217], 

f (1647) Adding the two parts of V [2216, 2217], we get 

F'=^.Q-f-G&| . (ft2 — J) . cos. (i t A). 

Substituting this, and y [22175], in g y — V = 0 [2217], then dividing by 

g . cos. (i t + A), [2218a] 

we get [22IS]. Again dividing by the coefficient of Q, we obtain [2219] ; substituting this 

in y [2216'], then multiplying by a, it becomes as in [2220], 
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[2220] 

[2220'] 

Whole 
value of 

in oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the first 
kind. 

[2221] 

[2221'] 

[2221a] 

[22216] 

[2221c] 

[2221 d] 

consequently 

«y = 

6 a k . (jx2 — 4) • cos. (i t -f- A) 

The sum of all the terms, ak . cos. A) [2207, 2206], is represented 

L 
by a k . cos. (i t + A) — y . {sin.2 v — \ . cos.2 v} ; therefore the lohole 

value of ay, corresponding to oscillations of the first kind, arising from the 

action of the body L, will be,* 

L . {sin.2v — . cos.2v}. {l-j-3 .cos. 2$} 
ay= ““ 7“ 3\ * 

This value is that which takes place, if v and r are rigorously constant, and 

the fluid, at each instant, assumes the form corresponding to the state of 

equilibrium. For j and (fjf) ^eing nothing in the case of 

equilibrium, the differential equations in u and v become! 0 = g y — V'. 

* (1649) The part of aV [2216] depending on the attraction of the body L, being 

divided by the constant quantity g . (fi — , produces the corresponding part of ay 

[2220] ; and all the terras of a V, depending on oscillations of the first kind, depend on 

the function [2193] ; therefore if we divide this function by the same quantity g . ^1 — 7 

we shall obtain the complete value of ay [2221], depending on these oscillations. 

f ( 1650) When the fluid is in equilibrium, the velocity of a particle is nothing ; consequently 

the expressions of the velocities [22095], a . a * (fijJ ’ van^1? therefore 

(Tir)5 (ft)’ and their differeutials (7)?)’ (dftf)’ become nothinS* Substituting 

these in [2209, 2209'], we find that the first members of these expressions vanish ; and the 

second members, divided respectively by (1 — F2/, — (1 — F2)-1? become 

Multiplying these by d y, d vs, respectively, and adding the products, we get 
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Therefore, when the variations of r and v are very small, we met?/ determine the [2221"] 

oscillations of the first hind, as if the fluid assumed, at each instant, its situation 

of equilibrium under the action of the body which attracts it. The error of [2221"'] 

this supposition becomes less, as the velocity of the attracting body decreases, 

therefore it is insensible for the sun. It might be sensible for the moon, 

because of the rapidity of the motion of this luminary in its orbit ; but as 

the oscillations of the first kind are by observation very small, we may, [2221""] 

even in computing the action of the moon, make use of the preceding 

value of ay. 

Although we have obtained these results, by supposing the resistance to be 

proportional to the velocity ; it is evident that they exist, whatever be the law of 

the resistance.* * In general we may adopt them without sensible error, whenever [2221'] 

the fluid, which is disturbed in its equilibrium, returns to this state, by means of 

or g . à y — dF = 0; ô, zs, being considered as the variable quantities [2130']. The 

integral of this last expression is g y — V = 0, as in [2221'] ; no constant quantity being [2221e] 

added, for the reasons stated in [2213c]. 

* (1651) The velocity of a particle of the fluid, in the direction of the meridian, is 

du 
a. ( — ) [22095], and in the direction of the parallel, a 

/iv\ 
'\dt J ’ si11’^ [2209c]. The 

whole horizontal velocity, which we shall call a TV, is the square root of the sum of the 

^ {dll 
squares of these quantities, or a W- 

[2221/] 

a If) -f- • sin.3 ô | 3. We shall now [2221g-] 

suppose the resistance to be proportional to a function of a TV, represented by a TV. 3 ; 

3 being a function of TV. This resistance, in the direction of the motion of the moving 

particle, may be resolved into two others; the one in the direction of the meridian, represented 

by —“'(—7)'^ ; the other in the direction of the parallel of latitude, —a. ^^.p.sin.t! ; 

as is evident from the usual rule for the resolution of a force. These expressions of the 

resistances being of the same form as in [2209/], we may deduce from them the same 

[22215] 

value of d V, as in [2209e], and the same additional terms 3 . 
du\ 

the first members of the equations [2209,2209']; therefore the equations [2210,2211] 

retain the same form ; 3 being a function of TV, instead of being constant as in [2208"]. 

Then neglecting (pqjj [2211], because it is of the order i, we obtain g y— V = 0, 

as in [22135] ; which is therefore the same for all laws of resistance. 

142 

[2221i] 

[2221ft] 
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the resistances it suffers, in a less time than that which is required to complete 

the revolution of the attracting body* 

The 
part of 

aV 
dependiag 
on the 
action of 
the body 

L, 

[2223] 

ON OSCILLATIONS OF THE SECOND KIND. 

7, The part of the action of the body L, which produces these oscillations, 

is equal to [2194], 

3 L 
—— . sin. v . cos. v . sin. 6. cos. 6. cos. (ntf-tf — 4) • 

* (1G52) When the moon has any particular declination, represented by v, it produces 

[2221Z] a corresponding oscillation of the first kind ; and if this be not destroyed by the resistance, 

in one revolution of the moon, it will be augmented by the renewed action of the moon, when 

it has completed the revolution, and again attained to nearly the same declination. In this 

case the successive oscillations will interfere with each other; and we cannot then suppose 

the fluid to take the form, corresponding to the equilibrium under the forces which act upon 

[2221 m] it. On the contrary, if the resistance nearly destroys one oscillation, before a different one 

commences, we may suppose the fluid to assume nearly the form of equilibrium corresponding 

[2221n] to the forces acting upon it; hence w7e may obtain, as in [222 le], g y—V = 0, and 

consequently a y, as in [2220]. 

[2221o] 

12223p\ 

[2221ç] 

(1653) We shall now make a few7 remarks on the method of calculation used in formulas 

[2196—2221]. When a value of a' is found, which satisfies [2183], we may substitute it in 

[2180, 2181], and we shall get values of a,b,c; and then, from [2178—2178'"], the values 

of y, u, v, V, which will satisfy the equations [2175—2176']. Having obtained these, it 

will be unnecessary to seek for other values, depending on the same angle itf-s. For if 

we suppose the quantities a, a, b, c, y, u, v, V, to be increased by the terms a/, an bn ct, 

yt, un vn Vj, respectively; and that the new values a! —j— «/, b-\-bn &c., when 

substituted for a', a, be., in [21.83], and in the similar equations [2176—2181], will satisfy 

them; w7e shall find that the difference between these two expressions of the equation [2183], 

is an equation of exactly the same form, in which a, a', are changed into an at, respectively, 

or in other words, an accent is marked below the letters. The same results are obtained 

in the similar equations [2176—2181] ; but the function ff/, which takes the place of V, 

in [2176,2176'], does not contain the function U# [2148]; because the value of 

V' [2150a], being subtracted from the similar value of 

F' + F/ = 2 — . U+Ll + 2 17®, 
1 ' p 2i + l 

gives v;=z 3g 

P ' 2iff] 

T(0 ' / which is independent of [2148] arising from the action [2223r] 
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The development of this function, in sines and cosines of angles proportional 

to the time, gives a series of terms, of the form 

a k. f* *. y/i — . cos. (it-}-* — A) ; [2223] 

in which i differs but very little from n ; because the motion of the attracting 

body is very small in comparison with the rotatory motion of the earth.* 

We shall now resume the equation [2183], supposing 5=1, and z as [2224] 

in [2197], 

of the body L. Hence the values of un vn y, he., must depend on the same equations, 

as if this body did not act on the fluid ; and then the oscillations corresponding to the angle 

it s, which depends on the motions of this body, ought evidently to vanish. Similar 

remarks may be made relative to oscillations of the second and third kinds, in which [2221s] 

s = 1, s = 2. 

* (1654) Putting n't for the mean motion of the body L, its true place in the orbit will 

be represented by the second of the equations [669], its distance r by the first of those [2223a] 

equations, and its latitude by [679] ; n being changed into n, in all of them, to conform to 

the present notation. All the terms of these series depend on quantities of the form 

^ s' n't ; s' being a whole number. The true place of the body in its orbit, being [22236] 

reduced to the ecliptic, is of a similar form [675]. Having the longitude, and the latitude, 

of the moon, expressed in such series, the declination v, which is deduced from this longitude 

3L 
and latitude, must also be of a similar form; consequently the factor — . sin. v . cos. v [2223c] 

[2222] contains terms of the form ' s' n't, or as it may be generally expressed, 

cos. (s' n't -f- A' ). 

Factors of this kind, being multiplied by the term cos. (wtf-f-w — 4>), which occurs in [2223d] 

[2222], produce terms of the form a k . cos. [ (n db s' n') . t — 4-± A'\ [20] Int. ; 

and by putting n -+- s' n' = i, —A' =— A, it becomes a k. cos. {it -f- zs — A). [~223d] 

Now n is very small, in comparison with n j since n' = 2\.w for the moon, and 

n' = 3-|^. n for the sun ; and in the chief terms of their attractions, s' does not exceed one [2223e] 

or two ; therefore i must be nearly equal to n. Lastly, since 

3 L 
—. sin. v . cos. v. cos. (nt-f- w — 4") 

is composed of terms of the form uk . cos. (it-\--ti—A), we shall find, in multiplying by 

3 Li 
sin. Ô. cos. ô = [A. y/(l — ^2)5 that —. sin.v . cos. v . sin.L cos. Ô is composed of terms 

of the form uk. ^.y/(l — fA2) . cos. (i t -{- « — A), as in [2223]. This angle 

[it-f-'tf — A), being compared with [2178'"], depending on V, gives s=l, e=—A. [2223f~[ 
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Value of 

Z. 

[2225] i2 — 4 n2 (ji2 5 

we shall also suppose that a is expressed by the series,* Assumed 
values of 

a. 
[2226] fl = II. [/J=P . {P(0) + P(2) + P(4).+ PVf-V] ; 

P(0), P(2), &c., being such functions of y?, that if we put 

[2227] y(9/) = ^. v/r=v. p(2/-% 

* (1655) If we follow the same method of calculation as the author, we shall find, that 

this assumed value of a gives the corresponding value of a' [2281] ; and that these expressions 

[2225a] of a, a', satisfy the equation [2183], supposing the value of q to be as in [2238]. But if it 

were required to know why the value of a was assumed of the form in [2226], we might 

state the reasons for it in the following manner, according to the usual principles of 

development of linear equations. The function [2222], on which the oscillations of the 

[22256] second kind depend, contains the factor sin. Ô . cos. Ô, or i* . \/(l p?)3 which vanishes 

when fx=0, or when \f(l—pu2) = 0 ; but in cases where the disturbing force vanishes, 

it is natural to suppose, that the effect resulting from this force also vanishes ; and to produce 

[2225c] this effect in ay, y, or a, [2178], we may suppose a to have the same factor p-.\/(l—^2), 
as in [2226]. This factor of y may also be supposed to be common to every term Y(3/), 

[2225d] into which y is developed [2144, &.C.], by which means it becomes as in [222/] j observing 

that terms of the form Y(3/+1) must be rejected, because no such terms, depending on 

sin.*, cos.tf, have the factor ^./(l— Pa)> as is evident by the inspection of the 

[2225c] formulas [1528a—e, See] $ hence we must put Y<2) = 0, 1 (3) = 0, &c., in [2144]. 

The terms depending on sin. vs, cos. •ro, in Y^\ Y^\ &c., [1528c, e, &c.], are 

[2225/] of the form Y(3/) = C.p.\f( 1—^2) . \A\ sin. * + B'. cos. * f, A', B\ being independent 

of fi. ; and C a function of ^ and constant quantities. The values of C, corresponding 

[2225g-] to Y<2>, Y(4), &c., being 1, fv2 — f, M-4—tt • M*8 &c-> as is evident 

from [1528c, e, 1528]. This value of Y(2/) may be made to depend on an angle of the 

[22256,] same form as in [2223], by putting A'= — h . sin. (it — A), B '= h. cos. (i t A) ; 

whence 

A', sin. %s-\-B'. cos. to = h . {— sin. to1 . sin. (it —A) -f- cos. . cos. (i t A) ( 

= h . cos. (i t to — A) } [2225i\ 

by which means the function [2225/] becomes 1(3/)— Ch.p.\/(l f^2).cos.(it-\--ti A), 

Ch being a function of p? and constant quantities ; and if we represent it by P(2/-2), we 

[22256] shall get Y(~f)= p Y(l—P?) ■ -P(a/“2). cos. (it-fv—A) ; which produces, for y [2144], 

the same function as would be obtained by the substitution of a [2226], 1( [222/], in 

[2178] ; observing that the quantity we have named Y(3/) in this note, is equal to that in 

[Y&Y] j-2227j mu]tipiied by cos. (it -f- vt — A). 
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we shall have, whatever be the value of /,* 

y@/) 
+ 2/.(2/+i).y(^. 

Differen¬ 
tial equa- 
tion in 

Y®/), 

[2228] 

The part of a' relative to the action of an aqueous stratum, whose internal 

radius is unity, and external radius 1 + «25 will be, by what precedes,! 

3j* .y/i—e8 $ ± . p(0) + i . pw + . pv>.+ 
4/+1 

P<*f- -2) 

The part of a', relative to the action of the body L,% is-- t*. y/1—y? ; 
S 

therefore we shall have,§ 

[2229] 

[2230] 

*(1657) The second differential of T(2/) [2225Æ], relative to vt, gives 

\ dra® ) 
— y,. v/(i—ft»). p(V-» . cos. (£ < + « — ; [2228a] 

p&f 2) [)eing independent of zs [22257b]. Substituting this, and i — 2f, in [2145], 

we get [2228], 

f (1658) The part of V [2146a], depending on the terra Y(2/) of this aqueous stratum, 

is —3gl - . T(2/). Substituting the value of Y(2/) [22257c], we get the corresponding [2228ft] 
\ «/ 1 J ' P 

terra of — — = — (a. i/( 1— y-2) . , f—— . P(2/-2). cos. (i 7 4- ^ — «72) j hence the [2228c] 
g v v ' (4/+1) • P v ' 

corresponding term of a1 [2178'"] is — (a . y/(l—y?) . —as in [2229]. 
\ J ' 1 ' ) ' P 

f (1659) This part of «F is given in [2194], or [2222], and is supposed to be 

composed of a series of terms of the form ak. ja. ty(l—,a2) . cos. (it -j-tf — A) [2223]. [2229a] 

V' 
Dividing this by —ag, we get the corresponding part of-[2178'"], equal to 

ê* 
k 

— — lJjS) • cos. (i t -J- zs — A) ; and this produces in a1 [217S'"] the term [2229ft] 

k 
— - . fA. y/(l—(a2), as in [2230]. 

§(1660) Substituting in [2178'"], the two parts of —— [2228c, 22297»], also y 
éT 

[2178, 2226], and dividing by cos. (it -f- ta -}- s), we get a' [2231] ; observing that [2230a| 

$=1 [2223/], and s — — A, in the case now under consideration. 

143 
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Value of 

a'. 

[2231] 

[223V] 

[2232] 

[2233] 

[22306] 

[2231a] 

[22316] 

[2231c] 

[2281d] 

[2231c] 

a = f^/1—^ 
.+(* (4/+D-P 

t jPC2/— 2) 

k 

g 

We shall suppose the indeterminate constant quantities, by which the functions 

P(0), P(0), &c., are multiplied, to be such that the function 

2n , / da’\ t s. 

may be divisible by i2— 4m2^2 ; w’hich requires but one equation of 

condition,* between these indeterminate quantities ; then the second member 

of [2183] will have no denominator. For by considering, in the second 

member, only the terms which have l—ji5 for a divisor, and supposing 

a! — F [a . \/i—;j~ ; F being a rational and integral function of tf ; the three 

parts of this second member will become,! 

“U+V v/r 
gz. (X3P 2 n /2 w \ g z . p? F (i2 — 4 to2 p?) . g « . ja P 

T ’ \T y ’ [/1——^ P • v/1—f*2 

* (1661) This is proved in like manner as in [2201a—cZ], where the equation of 

condition is 0=0. 

•j- (1662) Putting for brevity 

.+(,-iTrfc)p"/--;> 

we get, from [2231], a1 = F.p>. (1—p?)è [2232] ; and from [2183, 2224], 

fd.{zW)\ . 2ng.p^z . gz.a'. (i2—4n%p2) 

a =S ■ + i^S) ■ W+ <Mi-^“ • 

Substituting in IF the value of a7 [22316], and its differential 

(t + 0 • (™) • 

This value, and that of a' [22316] are to be substituted in [2231c], and it will then contain, 

in its second member, before reduction, terms having the factors (1—p2)_i, (1—M-2)h 
g 

(1—;jpy1 • but we shall find, by connecting together the terms having the factor (1—F2)-*, 
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or gz. fx. F. v/i—ij? ; hence it follows, that the second member has not [2234] 

y/i—ijP in its denominator. Therefore, by substituting the values of a and 

a' in that equation, and dividing it by fx. y/\_a2, then comparing the 

similar powers of fx, we shall get f equations of condition.* These, being [9235] 

that they may be reduced to the second form (1 — (x2)h To prove this, we shall notice [2231/] 

only those terms of the second member [2231c], which have the factor (1—fx2)“h Now 

if we develop the first of these terms, it becomes, 

g- 
/d.jzW)\ 

\ rffX / 

and as z [2225] does not contain (l—fx2), the first term of the second member will not 

fdW\ 
contain (1—fx2)-*, as is evident from [223le] ; but the second term gz.l-) will 

V d fx / 
produce the first term of [2233], by means of the differential of the factor, (1—(x2)*, which 

occurs in the first term of W [2231 e]. Again, by the substitution of W [2231 e] in the 

second term of [2231c], it produces the second term of [2233], having the factor (1—(x)~h 

Lastly, by the substitution of a! [2231.5], in the third term of [2231c], we get the third term 

of [2233] ; and these three terms are all that occur in the second member of [2231c] with 

gz.^F 
and this factor (1—fx2) K The function [2233] has the common factor ^ , 

if we divide all the terms by this factor, and then reduce the quotient to its most simple 

terms, we shall get successively 

[2231/'] 

[2231g-] 

[22315] 

— (2wî-f-î2) . fx2 -f- 2 n . (2 n -f- *) • F2 + (i>2 — 4 r? fx2) = — fx2 -f_ == . ( l—,a2) • [2231t] 

multiplying this by the preceding factor, we get gz.fxF.(l— for the value of the function 

[2233], as in [2234]. Moreover, each term of the second member of [2231c] contains the 

factor fx, as is evident by the inspection of the values of F, a', W, [2231a, 5, e], and 

[2225]; therefore the second member becomes divisible by fx.(l—/x2)L Hence, 

after the substitution of a, a!, [222G, 2231], in [2231c], it becomes divisible by ?x.(l — jd3)*, [22315] 

and the radical (1—fx2)^ disappears from the expression. 

*(1663) Assuming in [2226] the most general expressions of P(°>, P(2)} poq &c., 

given by [1528, 1528a, &,c.], and arranging them according to the powers of jx2, as we have [2233a] 

already done in a similar case in [22015], we shall get the value of a [2234a]. Substituting 

this in [2231], we get the value of a [22345] ; 

a = fx . ( l—fx2)^. { G<°> . [x2/_2 -f G®. fx9/-4.-f- G®f~4). fx2 -f- | . 

a' = (x. ( 1—-fx2)i. {AW . ,p/-2 + AW . pP-f-*._}_ aw-4). ^ _f_. 

Am, A®\ &c., being dependent on the / arbitrary quantities G^\ G®\.G&f~5). 

Substituting these values of a, a', in [2183], or rather in [2231c] reduced as in [2231Æ], 

[2234a] 

[22346] 
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connected with the preceding, will form /+1 equations of condition, 

which are to be satisfied ; and as the number of the indeterminate quantities, 

[2235'] including q, is f 1 ; we shall have as many indeterminate quantities 

as equations. 

[2235"] To obtain the value of q, we shall put Q . p2/_1. [/1 — y2 3 for the term 

of a depending upon the highest power of p ; the similar term of a' will be,* 

[2236] Q. 1— 

(4/+0-P. 
p 2/—1 

Vi- 
,.2 • "p , 

[2237] 

which gives 

2nz 

* 

• (v +/+ 7) • « • (1 - (iTTïTr) '^ 

and putting the coefficients of the same power of p in each member equal to each other, we 

shall obtain / equations of condition. Connecting these with C — 0 [22306], we have 

[2234c] f~\~1 equations to determine the /-f- 1 arbitrary constant quantities 

q, Gm, G®\.G®f~®, as in [2235(]. 

* (1664) The greatest exponent of p, in [2226, 2231], must evidently arise from 

p(2/-2>< This term of a [2226] is multiplied by p. (1— p2)i, and the corresponding 

[2235a] term of a', [2231] is multiplied by p . (I—p2)4 • £ 1 — | ; consequently this part 

3 T 
of a' can be deduced from a, by multiplying by 1 —— . In the same way, we 

IV t1) • P 

may derive [2236] from [2235"] 

[2236a] 

f (1665) Proceeding in the same manner as in [2202a—d], retaining only the most 

elevated powers of p, in a, a ; and putting, for brevity 

3 
Q!= i- 

(4/+ 1) 
or- (i—ï 

[22366] we get, as in [2235", 2236], a = Q . p9/ 1. (1 — P2)b a' = Q. p9/ 1.(1 — p2)* J 

hence, 

(^' ) = <? • (2/-1) • • ( i - ,<*2r -q.pv.(i- ^ 

[2836c] = ^. ( 1 — ^)-i.K2/-1) • - 2/ ■ ^ S • 

Substituting these in fF [2231a], and retaining only the highest power of p, we get, 

[2236d] W— Q'.( 1—P2)* .^.[y+2/|. 
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for the similar term of the second member of the equation [2183] ; by 

putting it equal to the corresponding term of a, we shall get, 

2 n3 

ig-i1 
n 

,(4/+ 1)-P. 
• 2/2+/+7 

Value of 

?* 

[2238] 

Multiplying this by g, and by the value of z [2225], reduced, as in [2202c], to the form 

Z = 4n2 ^2— «a = iJa + + ^c- j retaining only the highest power of p, we get [2236e] 

successively, by using the symbol jR [2236a], 

gz-W=q.( i-W. ^. (t +y ) 

= +/). 

The differential of [2236/], relative to p, being reduced by putting 

- r/s =/n = +^+&c-’ 
and then retaining only the highest power of p, using also i? [2236a], gives 

* • ÇtP) = « ■■ (11 ‘- ^ ^ • fJ d 2/ • (l +/) “ i/a • (l +/) 1 

Substituting the value of C2236^], in the two last terms of [2231c], and retaining 

[2236/] 

[2236g 1 

[2236h] 

[2236/] 

only the highest powers of p, we get, 

a 
fd.{zW)\ 2 n 4ra2 

—s;-\r~ï^r)~ l-1'1 KS^-W+—.gz.a. [2236/t] 

Substituting, in the two last terms of the second member, the values [2236g-, a, b, e]. 
we obtain, 

2 n ( 2«2 2n./> 

^ 6 ( i3 i 5 

I 4«9 , 4«2 £ Q o„s 
+ 7r.ffs.a= — .g. — = 

[2236/] 

[2236m] 

Adding together the three equations [2236/, l, in], the first member of the sum becomes like 

144 
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Depth of 
the sea. 

[2239] 

[2239'] 

[2240] 

[2241] 

Considera¬ 
tion of the 
case in 
which n 

and i are 
equal. 

[224r] 

[2242] , 

[2236ft] 

[2239a] 

[2240a] 

therefore the depth of the sea being supposed equal to* 

2 ft2 ju.2 

(4/+1J . p) • 
(2 r +/+ f) 

? 

we can determine, by the preceding analysis, the oscillations of the second 

kind. 

This law of the depth depends on the value of i, therefore it is not the 

same for all the terms in which the action of the attracting body is developed ; 

now this identity is indispensable for the admission of any particular law of 

the depth. But we may observe, that as i differs but very little from n, we 

may suppose - = \ [2223e], and then the preceding law of the depth of 

the sea becomes independent of i. This is also very nearly equal to that 

we have found, in the preceding article, for the oscillations of the first kind, 

if f be sufficiently large to permit us to neglect — in comparison with 
% 

2 r+/-+ 

8. The consideration of i being nearly equal to n, leads to a very simple 

and remarkable expression of «, which furnishes an explanation of one of the 

principal phenomena of the tides. If we put i == n, we shall have [2225] 

the second member of [2236Æ], and the second member of the sum, rejecting the terms 

depending on ±—3 which mutually destroy each other, becomes 

R.(zP+f+j). 

Resubstituting the value of R [2236a], we get [2237], for the corresponding term of 

a [2236Æ]. Putting this equal to the assumed value [2235"], and then-dividing by the 

coefficient of q, we get [2238]. 

* (1666) Substituting [2238] in [2196], we get the depth of the sea, as in [2239], 

f (1668) If ~r be so small, in comparison with 2/2-f/j that we may neglect it ; 

the expression [2238] will become identical with [2205], which corresponds to the first 

oscillation. 
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Z = Ml-gf*2) 
W2.(l_4f,2)* 

We shall now suppose, in the equation [2183], that 5 = 1, i = n, and* 

a = Q . fA. ^/i—,j2, Q being a coefficient independent of [x ; we shall then 

have, by what precedes,f 

a' = | (i—• Q —-1 • i*V1—i*2 ; 

which gives, Î 

* (1670) We have found, in [2223PJ, i=n±s'ri ; and if we suppose, as in [2242], 

i = n, it will be the same as to neglect n' in comparison with n ; and this is equivalent to 

the supposition that the attracting body does not change its place during the time nt of one 

oscillation, in which case v, r, [2222], remain constant ; consequently the factor k, deduced 

from [2222], may be considered as constant, in the part of 

oc V = ak . fx . y/(l—/x2) . cos. (it-j-tf—Æ) [2223], ® 

on which the functions of the second kind depend. This part of a V contains the 

factor ^.\/(l—fx2), which must produce, in the equation [2178"'], a term having the same 

factor ; and this must be balanced by terms of the similar forms in y, a', a, [2178"', 2178]. 

Assuming therefore, for a, the value [2244], we get, as in the next note, a' [2245]. These 

values must satisfy [2183], and by this condition we shall hereafter obtain the value of 

q [2249]. 

f (1671) Comparing the values of a [2244,2226], we get P(°>=Q, P(2) = 0, 

Pw = 0, &c. Substituting these in [2231], we get a' [2245]. 

Î (1672) Putting for brevity Q' = (l — ~Yq — k, we get c'=Q'.^./(l— 
v P/ ê* 

[2245]. Its differential gives, 

(dd\ _ n> 1~2fJj2 m /r\ 1— 
\d fv — IQ* f*‘i/(l fOS* a . 

CO-—f*2) fX2) "'>.(l—|X2) 

Substituting this, and i = n [2242], in the first member of [2246], it becomes, 

fA fX » 

as in [2246]. This is the quantity named W [223la] ; and if we multiply it by z [2243], 

we shall get, 

z 
♦ 

Ttr— 1 (1 — çf^2) l , v 

n-«s' £-— ?''')•“• 

Value of 
Z. 

[2243] 

Value of 
a. 

[2244] 

Value of 
a'. 
[2245] 

[2246] 

[2241a] 

|[22416] 

[2245a] 

[2246a] 

[22466] 
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[2247] 

[2248] 

[2247a] 

[22476] 

[2247c] 

[2247J] 

[2247e] 

[2247/] 
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The second member of the equation [2183] is by this means reduced to the 

term* —. Putting this quantity equal to the first member, or the 

supposed value of a, we shall find,f 

* (1673) The partial differential of the last expression of zW [22466], being multiplied 

by g, and reduced by means of [2246a], gives successively, 

S • (civ) = l-§ • +'?) • - if • ^ 1 —Î'**) • 

= l~ï“- ■ {+i~ 1 = 2) • 1 

*éfa' Ç _o P2 | 2 3 fx2} 2—3^3') _Zg-a' (1-f-2g — 3 q g2) 

??/- 1—(J/ 

The same value of zW [22466] gives [22476], by putting [2242] ; moreover, from 

z [2243], we get [2247c], 

2ng(i TT/ Z ; Zga' (—2 + 2 g fx2) 
6 . zW = — — - -- . — . (p. 1 — g p,) . a' = 

i.(l —p-2) 1—îi: 

gfza'.fi2— 4 n2(x2) Zg’a' (1 — 

1—^ 

i2.(l—ff2) ?i2 * 1—F3 

Adding together the expressions [2247a, 6, c], the first member of the sum becomes as in 

the second member of [2231c], and the second member of the sum, reduced by neglecting 

the terms which destroy each other, becomes 

in [2247]. 

Iga! 2q — 2q^__lg_c/_ 
— 1 — p2 

as 

f (1674) Substituting in [2231c] the value of its second member [2247], and that of 

its first member [2244], we get 

ç.,. =£iF - ^ • K1 - ^ “ Ï} • "V( 1 “ [2245]- 

Dividing by ^>v/(l—p.2), we obtain [2248] ; from which we easily deduce the value of 

Q [2249]. Hence the assumed value of a [2244] becomes, 

a 
2 Iqk. f*.y/(l—f^) 2 l q.Jc. sin. Ô • cog- Ô 

[2128xii]. 
n* 
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hence we deduce, 

Q 
2 Z q . k 

Therefore the part of ay, corresponding to the term 

a k . sin. è. cos. ô. cos. (i t -f* vs — A) [2223]. 

will be,* 

2 l q . sin. Ô . cos. è 

W0-£)- 
. a k . cos. (i t -J- « — ^4). 

n 

But the sum of the terms a k . cos. (it -f- &—A) [2223] is, by what 

precedes, the development of the function 

3 L 
. sin. v . cos. v . cos. (n t + & — 4^) ; 

therefore we shall have, for the whole part of ay, relative to oscillations 

of the second kind,f 

6 L 
—3- • I q . sin. 6. cos. ô. sin. v . cos. v . cos. (n t + « — -4) 

2lgq-( 1 
3 ' 

5P. 
n 

and this value is general, whatever q may be ; that is, whatever may be the 

law of the depth of the sea ; provided the spheroid which it covers is an 

ellipsoid of revolution [2196^]. 

* (1675) Substituting a [2247/] in [2178], multiplying it by a, and putting s~ 1, 

s= —A, [2230a], we get for ay the expression [2251], depending on the term [2223] 

a h. sin. Ô . cos. Ô . cos. (it-J- — A) ; and the former may be derived from the latter, by 

multiplying it by 
2 lq 

t (1676) The function [2252], multiplied by sin. 6 . cos. 4 represents the part of the 

disturbing force a V [2222] producing the oscillations of the second kind. Therefore 

if we multiply [2252] by sin. Ô. cos. Ô, and by the factor [2251a], we shall obtain the 

corresponding value of ay [2253], as is evident from the last note. 

145 

[2249] 

[2250] 

[2251] 

[2252] 

Value of 

ay, 
depending 
on oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the second 
kind. 

[2253] 

[2253'] 

[2251a] 

[2252a] 
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[2254] 

Difference 
of the two 
tides of the 
same day. 

[2255] 

[2256] 

[2253a] 

[22536] 

[2255a] 

[22556] 

[2255c] 

[2255rf] 

The difference of the two tides of the same day, depends on oscillations of 

the second kind. For when the attracting body passes the upper meridian of 

the particle, we have nt-\-w— 4^ = 0 [2131«] ; and when it passes the 

lower meridian, nt + a— 4, = 200° [21316]; therefore the excess of 

the tide in the first instance, above that in the second, is* 

12 L 
,.3 

. / q . sin. ô. cos. è. sin. v . cos. v 

2lsq-p-f: n~ 

The observations made in our ports, prove that this difference is very small ; 

Tv 

which requires that Iq should be very small, in comparison with —,f Hence 
s 

*(1677) If we put L' for the coefficient of cos. (n t -f- zs — 4') [2253], we shall 

have a y = U . cos. (n t « — 4')* Now when the attracting body is on the meridian, 

above the horizon, we have nt tx — 4' = 0 [2131a]; and then ay = L'. When 

the body is on the meridian, below the horizon, we have nt -j- to — 4" = 200° [21316] ; 

and then <*y = —Li. The difference of these two expressions is 2 Li, as in [2255], 

j* (1678) If we divide the numerator and denominator of [2255] by lgq> it becomes, 

12 L 

r3 g 
. sin. 6 . cos. è . sin. v . cos. v 

o 
/W 

3 

1 5 P 

n2 J_ 

g ’ h 

The numerator of this is of the same order as the ratio ol four times the disturbing force aV 

[2222], to gravity g ; and as this is of considerable magnitude, the expression [2255a], or 
/ 3 \ rfi i . 

[2255], cannot become small, unless the denominator 2.(1 —— ) _ • , „ 1S large ; 5 p lq 

which requires that —. — should be a very large quantity ; therefore in general q 

g lq n* 
must be very small, in comparison with —; and then the denominator of [2255a] will be 

negative, if lq be positive ; but positive, if lq be negative ; —— being a positive 

quantity, representing the ratio of the centrifugal force, to gravity [1594a, &c.]. If the 

place of observation be on the same side of the equator as the attracting body, sin. ê and 

sin. v will have the same sign ; the numerator of [2255a] will be positive, and the whole of 

that expression will have a different sign from l q. Now it appears from observation, that 

this sign of [2255] is positive ; therefore lq must be negative, and equal to — lq ; q' being a 

positive quantity ; and then the depth of the sea [2196] becomes Z+ ?</. sin.2lat., 

which is greatest at the poles. 
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this supposition gives a very simple explanation of the phenomenon. In 

this case the denominator of the preceding fraction is negative ; and if, 

as observations seem to indicate, the superior tide exceeds the inferior, [2256'] 

l q will be a negative quantity, and the sea a little deeper at the poles than 

at the equator. But this inference is restricted by the hypothesis [2196], 

that the fluid is regularly spread over an ellipsoid of revolution, which is not [2256"] 

the case of nature. 

If we substitute the value of Q in the expression of a', we shall get, 

n2k ._ 
— • m- • w 1—p,2 

g 
a — [2257] 

Substituting this in the expressions of h and c, ^ 3, we get, by supposing 

s = l, and i — n, f 

b = 
Jc 

o O 

c = 
k jx 

^ 2lgq . Çl — — r? j .^/1—a2 

[2257] 

[2258] 

[2259] 

* (1679) Substituting Q [2249] in [2245], and then reducing the terms to a common 

denominator, we get [2257]. 

f ( 1680) Putting s = Î, in [2180]; then substituting, in the numerator, the value 

[2246], we get the first of the following expressions of b, which, by putting i—n [2223], 

and substituting a' [2257], becomes as in [2258] ; 

h=— g • (] — 4 f^2) • «' __ g of __—k 
(72 — 4 n2 p/fi . [X. y/(l _ p2) »2. p.. y/(l —- p,2) 2lgq~Çl — —J ’ [2258a] 

making the same substitutions, 5=1, i = n, in [2181], then using the values of 
/da'\ 
\<Tpiy [2246a], we get successively, 

C = 2g'\d^ ) * ^ (1—f*8) — g o' 2 g o!. (1—2 ^)—ga' 
„2.(i_4(x2).(i_pj2) n2. (1 —■ 4 p-2) . ( 1—p.2) 

_ g a'. (1 — 4 p.2) _ g a' 

" *^(1 ~4p.2).(l—p2) ~ w2.(l_p2) 5 

substituting «' [2257], we obtain [2259]. 

[22586] 
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[2259'] 

[2260] 

au, 
and 

av, 
relative to 
oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the second 
kind. 

[2261] 

The 
part of 

aV' 
depending 
on the 
action of 
the body 

L. 

[2262] 

[2260a] 

[22606] 

Hence it follows, that the part of au, relative to oscillations of the second 

kind, is* 

3 L 
„.3 

. sin. v . cos. v . cos. (n t + « —*4) 

a u — 
2^g.(l-A) n 

and the part of a®, relative to the same oscillations, isf 

SL cos. 4 

sin. 
. sin. v . cos. v . sin. (n t + ® — 40 

a V = 

ON OSCILLATIONS OF THE THIRD KIND. 

9. The part of the action of the body L, which produces these oscillations, 

is, by [2195], equal to 

3 L 
—-. sin.2d. cos.2 v . cos. 2. (n t + ns — 4)* 
4 rA v 

*(1631) Putting s = 1, s= — A, in [2178'], multiplying by a, and substituting 

[2258], we get au — —-—3—-.ah. cos. {it-{-us — A). Comparing 

— “s 

this with [2223], we find, that if this part of the disturbing force, 

«Lf*. y/(l—fv2) . cos. (i t — A), 

be divided by — £ 2Igq . (0 — — n2 | . f* • /(l — » * wi]1 produce the 

corresponding part of a u 5 hence if the whole of the disturbing force a V [2222] be 

divided by the same quantity, or by — ^ 2 Igq. ^1 — — n2 . sin. è . cos. Ô, it will 

produce the whole value of au [2260]. 

f (1682) Multiplying [2178"] by a, and substituting [2259,2260a], we get, 

a v 
lgq.(\ — 

jy 
5 P 

■n 
2 ’ vU—M-2) 

. ak. sin. {it-{-'tf— A). 
[2261a] 
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The development of this function, in cosines of angles, increasing in 

proportion to the time, gives a series of terms, of the form 

a k . sin.2 è. cos. (it-J- % to — A) ; 

i differing but little from 2n* 

We shall now resume the equation [2183], supposing s = 2,f and z as 

in [2197, 2225], 

£ = 7 lJ?) . 
i 2 — 4w2ja2 ’ 

we shall also suppose a to be expressed by the following series,f 

a = (1 — fx2) . {P<°> + P® + P<«.+ p(V-«oj ; 

Comparing this with [2223], it appears that if the part of the disturbing force 

a k . p.. \/( 1—p) . cos. (i t -{- to — A), 

be divided by £ 2 Igq . (l —^ — w2 | . (I—/2) . tang. (it + zt — A), it will produce 

the corresponding term of av. Therefore if we divide the whole of the disturbing force 

a V [2222], by the same quantity, 

\ 21 g9. • ~§j)~n21 • sin-2^ • tang- (»f+ ®~ A), 

we shall obtain the whole value of av [2261] ; i being nearly equal to n [2257']. 

* (16S3) This may be proved in a manner similar to that used in [2223a—/]. 

f (1684) The coefficient of to, in [2195], or [2262], is to be put equal to 5, to conform 

to [2178, &£C.] ; hence s — 2. 

t (1685) This assumed value of a gives a, as in [2270], and these expressions satisfy 

the equation [21 S3], using the value of q [2278]. If we wish to know why this form was 

assumed, we may proceed as in note 1655, page 568, and we shall find, as in [2225c], that 

a ought to have the same factor sin.2 6, or 1 — y?, as [2262] ; so that if we suppose, 

as in [2144], y = T(0) + Ya) + + F®.-f YW>. we must put 

y(2/) — (i — y*) . JW-» . cos. (it 4-2 to — A) ; 

as is evident, from the method of investigation of the value of F(2/) [2227]. If we now 

seek, in [1528a d, &tc.], the terms depending on sin. 2 to, cos. 2-so1, which are also multiplied 

by 0 ^2) ’ and put A®K sin. 2to -j- 23/. cos. 2 to under the form A(n\ cos.(it—A), 

as in [2225®], we shall find, as in [2225e—g], 

146 

[2262'] 

[2263] 

[2264] 

Value of 

a. 
[2265] 

[22616] 

[2262a] 

[2263a] 

[22636] 

[2263c] 

[2263d] 
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[2265'] P(0), P(2), P(i), &c., being rational and integral functions of f*.2, of such 

[2266] forms, that by putting Y(2/) = (1 — p2) . P(2/“2), we may have,* 

o-H a-*»- 
f dp ) 

4 Y®J"> 
+ 2/. (2:/+ 1) . Y(2/). 

[2267'] The part of acorresponding to the action of an aqueous stratum, whose 

internal radius is unity, and external radius 1 + a y, will be, by what 

precedes,f 

[2268] — 
3.(1 — P2) 

i. P(0) + i • P(3) + t1 s’ • P(4).+ 
4/+1 

p(2/-2) 

[2269] The part of a', corresponding to the action of the body P, isi 
k 

g ( W) ; 

[2263e] 
Y(°) =0, 

Y® = 0, 

rw = o, y® = (l—^. cos. (a+2^—^), 

Y(4) = (1 — M-2) . (p2 — l). A(4>. cos. (h-f — A), &c. 

If we now put «P2) = P®, A^ . (p2 — q) = P2), &c., the value of y will 

[2263/"] become y = (1 — p2) . |PM -j- P(2).T- P(2f~2)\. cos. (it-j- 2-ztf — A). Comparing 

this with [2178], we get a [2265]. 

* (16S6) The assumed value of Y(2/) [2263c] gives 

(ddY^ 
V dvfi 

)= — 4(1—f3) . . cos. — A) = — 4 Ya/i ; 

Substituting this, and i = 2f in the equation [2145], it becomes as in [2267]; which 

[2266a] would also be satisfied, if we were to reject the factor cos. (itf-f 2tf—A), and put simply 
y(2/> _ .p(-2/-2)j as jn [2266]. 

f (1687) The part of V [2146a], depending on the attraction of this stratum, being 

divided by —g, gives, by using [2263c], 

_ 3 Y® _ 3_ Y(2f) 
■ —— ■ 1 « «W . 

ff P 2 Î T1 P 4/+1 

3.(1-^) P0/-2) 

P ‘ 4/+1 
COS.(^T^OT-•#)• 

[22662>] This produces, in a! [2178'"], the terms 

and P<0>, as in [2268]. 

3.(1 — P%) ^ pVf-2) 

P 4/-J-1 ’ 
beginning with /=1 

f (1688) The part of a V', depending on the attracting body, is composed of a series 

of terms of the form 

[2269a] a k . sin.3 Ô . cos. (it 2 st — A) [2262'Jj or uk.( 1—(J^cos. (itJr2'&—A) ; 
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therefore we shall have,* 

£)•**' 
k 

S 

+ -*—) 
(4/+l).P/ 

p(2/-2) 

We shall suppose the indeterminate constant quantities, by which the functions 

P(°), P(2), &c., are multiplied, to be such that the function 

maybe divisible by (i3— 47&V3), which requires only one equation of 

condition between these indeterminate quantities.f Then the second member 

of the equation [2183] will have no denominator; moreover it will be 

divisible by 1—like the first member. For by supposing! a'=( 1—^2).P, 

and considering only the terms not divisible by 1—jv2, the three parts of 

this second member will become,§ 

Agz.F; 

V k 
which must produce, in--, terms of the form-- . (1—n3). cos. (it-J-2ts-—A) ; 

and in a’ [2178w]5 terms of the form [2269]. 

*(1689) Substituting a [2265] in [2178], and the resulting value of y, with those of 

— [2268,2269], in [2178/,/], we shall get, for a' the value [2270]. 
éT 

f (1690) This may be proved in a similar manner to that in [2201d], where the 

equation of condition is 0 = 0. 

% (1691) Putting 

in [2270], it becomes as in [2272]. 

1 — 

(4/T 1) • P. 
P(2/-2) ! 

§ (1692) Putting W = y .f* a! — . (1—^), and s=2, in [2183], it 

becomes, 

Value of 

a'. 

[2270] 

[2271] 

[2272] 

[2273] 

[2270a] 

[2271a] 

[2272a] 

[2273a] 
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[2274] or* 4.(1 — (ê) ■ gz. F ; consequently their sum is divisible by 1 — pQ* 

Substituting the preceding values of a, a', in the equation [2183], then 

dividing it by 1—y2, and comparing the coefficients of the powers of p, we 

shall get f equations. These, being connected with the preceding [2271a], 

will form a system of f-\-1 equations of condition, which must be satisfied.! 

[2274'] Now the number of indeterminate quantities, including q, is also f-f-ï ; 

therefore we shall have as many indeterminate quantities as equations. 

[2275] To obtain the value of q, we shall put Q. p2f~2 for the term having 

the greatest exponent of p in P^2/-2) ; the corresponding term of d is 

[2273a'] 

[22736] 

g== g.(d-lz + ±gd 
V dp /^».( 1 — 

pz TT// 4gz a!. (i2'—4n3p3) 

j5)-" + ;2.(i—p3) 

d W\ 4 ng. pz TTr/ , 4 g- z a'. (i2 — 4 n3 P3) 

7) + • w + 

Substituting a! [2272] in W [2273a], reducing, and then taking its differential, we get, 

W = y .,, ( 1 - „»). F + 2 F. F. ( 1 - V?) - ( I - . (/) 

If we retain only those terras of [22736] which have not the factor (1—p3), we shall find, 

by substituting [2273c, d], that the first terra of [22736] may be neglected ; the second 

[2973eJ term produces the first of [2273] ; the third term produces the second of [2273] ; and the 

fourth term of [22736], by the substitution of a! [2272], produces the last term of [2273]. 

[2274a] 

* (1693) If we put the expression [2273] equal to 4 gz .F. G, we shall find, by 

successive reductions, 

as in [2274]. 

f (1694) The demonstration of this is made as in [2234a—c], putting (1-—/x2) for 

the factor of a, a, [2234a, 6], instead of p. \/( J — m2)- Observing that the greatest index 

[2274a] -n j-219s] [s 2f and in [2265] is 2/—2, so that / is decreased by unity in this last 

expression ; and for the same reason /+ 2 [2201/] becomes /+ 1, as in [2274'J. 
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(1 - ^ • ^2/-2 ■ « ■■ 0- (ïto) ;• [2S76] 

the corresponding term of the second member of the equation [2183] isf 

S • (2/2 +/+ t) • 0 - (îTTTTp) 'Q '( W) ’ ^"2- 183771 

* (1695) The greatest exponent of jx, in the value of a [2265], must evidently arise from 

the term , (1—jx2) ; and that of a', from the term 

3 \ [2270], [2275a] 
(4/+l).p 

3 

# p(2/-S)_ 

O 
which are to each other as 1 to 1 — . Multiplying this last expression, by the 

assumed value of the coefficient of P(2/~2).(l—fx2), namely (1—fx2) . fx2/~2 . Q, we 

get the corresponding term of a1 [2276], 

•j- (1696) Proceeding in the same manner as in note 1665, page 572, noticing the highest 

power of fx, we shall put, 

and then from [2275, 2265, 2276], we have 

a = Q . fx2/"2 . (1—(x2), a'= . (1— fx2). [22765] 

If we retain, in the following calculations, only the highest power of <x, we may put 

a = — Q . fx2/, a1 — — q. fx2/ ; hence == — ^/• Qi • fx9/-1. Substituting [2276c] 

these in [2273a], we get, 

W — — ~r-. (%. fA2/+1 — 2/. q.v?f+l = q:^f+K(-?j--!lfy [2276rf] 

Multiplying this by g, and by the value of z [2236e], we obtain the first expression [2276e] ; 

whose differential is given in [2276/]. These formulas are reduced by using R [2276a], 

g * • v=O' • ^2/+1 • l~B • (— t —v)=* * • ■* • (- t—v) » 

Substituting the value of (1—fx2)-1 [2236A], in the two last terms of [2273a'], we get, 

fd.[z W')\ 

‘V dp ) ' a 
4n -1 urt , 16 n2 / 
y • fx 1. g 2 . Jr ' -f- -jy -gz.af. 

[2276e] 

[2276/] 

[2276g] 
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Putting this equal to the corresponding term of the first member, 

Q.(l — ’ — 2 

we shall get. * 

Value of 

<1- 
2 w£ 

ig. i- • far +/+ y [8378] '0'V (4/+l).p, 

Hence, if we suppose the depth of the sea [2196, 2278] equal to 

Tlonfli f\f* ^ ^ 

[3879] g • (i — ij->(2/2+/+t)’ 

we can determine, by the preceding analysis, the oscillations of the third 

kind. This expression is different for the different values which i may 

have ; but we may observe, that i [2262r] being nearly equal to 2 n, we can 

2 n 
[2379'] suppose — — 1 ; and then we shall have the same expression, for the depth 

[2276ft] 

[2276i] 

Now by means of the values [2276e, c, 2236e], we find, 

4 n 

i 
16 n2 

— . or « . n! —— 

»8 

16 
g*g=^r-g-7?g-<—v-gB') 

Adding together the equations [2276/, h, i]> an(l neglecting the terms depending on 

± , ± , which mutually destroy each other ; substituting also, instead of the 
i 12 

first member, its value a [2276g], we get, 

[2276ft] a = II 
2 n is*-.?. ^.(2/»+/+?"' 

Now it has been proved, in [2271—2274], that the second member of [2183], or the value 

of a, is divisible by 1 — p2 ; therefore the preceding term of a, depending on [>?f, must 

arise from a factor of the form — (1—(j.2) . [a2S~3. Substituting this for in [2276Æ], 

[2276Z] it becomes a = . Q. (1— y?) . f^~2 . (f p +/+ y), as in [2277], using 

q [2276a]. 

*(1697) The term of P(2/-2) containing the highest power of f*, is Q.f/.2-^-2 

[2275J ; the corresponding term of a [2265] is a = (1—i*3) ■ Q- /2/~2. Putting this 

[2278a] equal to its value [2277], and dividing by the coefficient of q, we get [2278]. Hence the 

depth of the sea [2196] becomes as in [2279]. 
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of the sea, as we have found in ^ If relative to the oscillations of the second 

kind. The coincidence of these two expressions is evidently necessary for 

the admission of this law of the depth. We may even make this depth 

coincide with that found in ^ 5, for oscillations of the first kind, supposing 

f to be so great, that we may neglect unity, in comparison with 2jf2 ~\~f ;f 

but we have observed, in § 6, that the resistance suffered by the sea, in its 

motion, renders the oscillations of the first kind independent of the depth of 

the sea;f so that it is only necessary to consider those laws of the depth, in 

which we can determine the oscillations of the second and the third kinds. 

10. We have remarked, in ^ 8, that to satisfy the observations, we must 

suppose the depth of the sea to be nearly constant f we shall noio determine the 

oscillations of the third kind in this hypothesis. We shall also suppose that 

r, 4, and v, vary so slowly, in comparison with the variations of the angle 

2nt, that we may consider them as constant quantities. We shall also neglect 
l 

the fraction|| -, which expresses the ratio of the density of the sea, to the 

* (1698) In [2239] we have ~=l nearly [2240] ; and in [2279], ^=1 nearly 

[2279'] ; hence these expressions are nearly identical. 

f (1699) Neglecting ~ = l [2279'], in the factor 2/2-{-/+“r- [22791; and 
% i 

j=1 [2240], in the factor 2/2-f/-- [2239]; they become 2/2+/} or 

/• (2/+ 0j as in [22056] ; by which means the three expressions of the depth of the 

sea [22056, 2239, 2279] become identical. 

Î (1700) This follows from [2221], where ay is given, independent of Z, q, on which 

the depth of the sea [2196] depends. 

§ (1701) It is shown in [2256], from observation, that Z q is very small ; therefore the 

depth of the sea [2196] is nearly constant. 

U (1702) The density of water being taken for unity, the mean density of the earth will 

be p = 5, nearly ; this being the value assumed by the author [10642], in conformity to 

the calculations of Dr. Hutton, from the observations of the attraction of the mountain 

Schehallien ; and from the experiments of Mr. Cavendish on the attraction of small spherical 

bodies. Hence —■ =—, 
5 p 25’ 

3_3 

9 p 45 * 
3 3 

(4/+l).p —5.(4/+l)5 all of which 

[2280] 

[2280] 

[2280"] 

Tides 
when the 
depth of 
the sea is 
constant. 

[2280"] 

[2279a] 

[2280a] 

[22806] 

[2280c] 

[2280d] 

[2280e] 
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[2281] 

[2282] 

[2283] 

[2284] 

[2280/] 

[2281a] 

[22816] 

[2282a] 

[2283a] 

[2284a] 

mean density of the earth ; which ratio is very small, as appears by the 

observations made on the attractions of mountains. This being premised, 

and then putting* * * * § 

y = a. cos. (2nt -f- 2& — 24)? 

we shall get,f 

« a = « a 
3 L 

4 r3.g 
. (1 — f) . cos.2 v ; 

therefore the equation [2183] will become, by observing thatj z== 4na (i—^2) 

Ig 

'dd ^)2+(6+2f,2).«a- 6L 

r3-g 
. (1-f) . COS.2V. ^ 

are small, in comparison with the term unity of the series [2270] ; and if we neglect them, 

on account of their smallness, we shall have, by using a [2265], 

(1—p?>) . ^ P(°> + PCS).+ pcs/-8) _ ^ = a—(1—F2). 

* (1703) The quantities r, 4j v, being supposed constant; the development of the force 

[2262], made as in [2223a—/], will contain simply the angle 2wtf -j- 2# — 24 ; because 

the terms s'n', A’, [2223c—d~\, will not be introduced by the quantities r, 4, v, which 

are supposed to be constant. Therefore, instead of the value of y [2178], we may assume 

that, given in [2281], depending on the same angle 2 — 40’ which occurs 

in [2262]. 

j- (1704) Multiplying [2280/] by a, we get a a' — a a — - . a k . ( I — /x2). Now as 

r, 4, v, are supposed to be constant [2281a], we may, instead of the series of terms [2262'], 

take only one term a k . sin.2 Ô . cos. 2 . (n t -J-tf — 4)- Putting this equal to the expression 
3 L 

[2262], and then dividing by sin.2$.cos.2 . (ntf-f-tf—4)? we get ak = —— . cos.2 v. 

Substituting this in [2282a], we obtain [2282]. 

J (1705) This value of £ is the same as that used in [2197, 2225, 2264], putting 

i = 2n, and # = 0, in order to render the depth of the sea [2196] constant, and 

equal to I. 

§ (1706) The differential of z [2283], gives (f/) ~ TSfl—fif ‘ Substituting 

these, and i = 2n, in [22736], multiplying by — .a.(1—,u2)2, and reducing, 

we get, 

i 
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We may put this equation under a more simple form, by making 

1 — p? = x1 [= cos.2 lat.], 

and supposing dx constant ; by which means we shall have,* 

#2.cos.2v = 0. 

4- 

lg 

= /1 __ ,j2\2 f 2lgp.Tr' lg (dW>\ Zlgp.w 4Iga' 4 

l g 'a,[- 'J ’ ’ { 4ti2.(1—fx2)2 "V 4w2.(1—p2) ‘ \ dfV 4 ti2. (1— jx2)2 ^ 4n2.(l—jx2) > 

/d W'\ 
= 2ar.(^-f«.(--J.(l — F.2)+2«r.(i + 4aa'.(l-fx2) 

/d W'\ 
= 4a W . /x-j- « • -—y . (1—fx2) -j- 4 a a'. (1—fx2). 

Now i — 2n, makes IF'[2273a] become JF' = 2fxa'—* (1 — M-2) j hence 

/dW'\ /da'\ /dda'\ , 
—y = 2 a 4~ 4 /x. y — / * *—Moreover, the second differential of aa! 

[2282], taken relatively to fx, and divided by cZfx2, considering g, L, r, v, as constant, gives 

dd a' 

f/fX2 

d da' 

d;xs ) ,.j 3^ • cos‘2v’* Substituting the values of IF', 5 

[2284d], in [2284c] ; reducing, using a a1 [22S2], and its differential [2284e], we finally 

obtain [2284/] ; and by connecting the terms of this last expression, depending on L, it 

becomes as in [2284], 

ig 

-f- 4 a a'. (1—(x2) 

= a «' . {6 -f- 2 fx2 } — a . • (1—M-2)2 

. (1- (*“) • cos.2v ] .(6+V) — | « .(~) + J^;-cos.2v j . (1-n2)2. aa- 

* (1707) Supposing a in the first place to be a function of fx, and then a function of on; 

taking the partial differentials as in [462, &c.], we get, 

Value of 

X. 

[2285] 

Equation 
to find 

a. 

[2286] 

[22846] 

[2284c] 

[2284d] 

[2284e] 

[2284/] 

[2284g ] 

[2284&] 
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To satisfy this equation, we shall put,* 

[2287] aa= A(1) . X3 + A(3) . £4 + A(3) . X6 + &c. 

This value being substituted in the preceding differential equation, will give, 

in the first place, by comparing the coefficients of x3, 

[2286a] 

Also from x — (1—fx2)* [2285), we obtain 

f* / dx\ 

hence 

it becomes 

4«2 

lS 

fdda\ 

WV 

fd da 

\ dx2 

/ddx\ 

(1—fx2)* ’ \dl&) 

■ 2 /da\ 1 

-3 * 
\2 

dx 
(1 —f-2) 

3 ) 
2 

0“ f*8)2 
and by substitution in [2284], 

a a 

6L 
r3g 

. (1 — [x2) . cos.2 V, 

[22866] 

[2286c] 
6L 2 

aa — —— . or . cos. v ; 
r3g 

[2287a] 

[22876] 

[2287c] 

Substituting (1—fx2)* = x, fx2 = 1 — x2, it becomes, 

77 • “ ° •x' = - “ ■ (^r) .(l—*3) +(8-2*s). 

which is easily reduced to the form [2286], by transposing all the terms to the first member. 

*(1708) This agrees with the form assumed in [2265]. For P(0), P(2), &lc., being 

functions of fx2 [2266] ; if we put f2=1—x2, the expression P®-|-R(2).-j-P(3/-2), 

may be put equal to .a?4+Sic.). Multiplying this by 1—fx2, or x2, we 

get the corresponding part of a [2265], which is here called aa. If we use the characteristic 

of finite integrals 2, the expression [2287] may be put under the form «a = 2 ALn. x2f, 

which gives a . (—) = ^2f.A(f).x2f~l, —^ = 2(4/2 — 2 f) JPf). x2f~'2 

hence [2286] becomes 

x2. ( l—x2). (4/2—2/). .x2f~2—x.2/. Af).a?2/-i' 

0 = 2 2 n2 
I -{- 2 . ( — 4 —j— a;2 —{— —— . a?4 j . . a?2/ 

s 2 
-(—r—. a? . cos. v ; 

r3 g 

[2287d] 

and by arranging the terms, between the braces, according to the powers of a;2, we obtain, 

■ 4n2 

0 = 2^ lZ 

. j$f), x2f+4 _ (2/— 2). (2/-f 1 ) . . *2/+2 J 6 L 

_|_4.(/_2).(/+l).^/).æ2/ i+r3â* 
-j- "T— • X2 . COS.2 V 

in which / includes the positive integral numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, fee. 
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A® = 
3 L 

4 A g 
COS.2V.* [2288] 

The comparison of the coefficients of x4 will give the identical equation 

0 = 0 ;f lastly, the comparison of the coefficients of xa/+4, f being equal [2288'] 

to, or greater than, unity, will give,J 

0 = A«+*> . (2 f + 6/) — Av+v . (2/2 + 3/) + — . ACf\ [2289] 
le 

By means of this equation, we may find the values of A(3), A(4), Sic., 

when A(1) and A(a) are known. We may put this equation under the 

following form,^ 

Æf+c 

2 rr 

lg 

2/s+3/-(2/2 + 6/). 
^(/+2) [2290] 

* (1709) If we take the least value of f, namely /= 1, it will produce in [2287d], 

under the sign 2, a term depending upon x2. This being connected with the term 

without the sign 2, having the same factor x2, must be put equal to nothing ; hence 

•— 8 Aa). x2 -f- . x2 . cos.2 v = 0 : 
r3g ’ 

from which we easily obtain [2288]. 

[2288a] 

t (171°) Puffing /= L and then /= 2, in [2287d], and retaining only the terms 

having the coefficient æ4, we shall find that the first of these values of /"produces the expression 

— (2/ — 2). (2/4-1) .Aa). x4 = 0 ; and the second 4.(f—2).(f—l).A&\x*=0; [22886] 

so that the coefficient of x4 produces the identical equation 0 = 0 [2288']. 

i (1711) To obtain the term of [2287d] multiplied by a?2/+4, we must, in the second 

teim, change f into fj and in the third, change f into f-\-2. Putting the resulting [2289a] 

expression equal to nothing, and dividing by 2x2f+4, we shall get [2289]. 

§ (1712) If we transpose the two first terms of [2289], we may put it under the 
following form, 

AV+1) ■ 5 (2/2 + 3/) - (2/* + 6/) . | = . Am. 

Dividing this by and by the coefficient of we get [2290], 

[2290a] 
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[2291] 

[22906] 

[2290c] 

[2290d] 

[2290e] 

Continued 
fraction. 

hence we find,* 

Æf+1) 2 n2 

lg 

2/2 + 3/--V.(/^ + 3/) 

2.(/+l)2+3.(/+l)-lJ.{(/+l)2+3.(/+l)S 

2.(/+2)2+3.(/+2)-&c. ; 

* (1713) The equation [2290] must be satisfied for all integral values of f; and if we 

write /+1 for /, we shall get, 

2 TC2 

_Is_ 
/71/+3) * 

2 • (/+1)2 + 3.(/+1) — 2. |(/-j-l)2+ 3.(/+1)1. ^T7+2T 

Substituting this in the second member of [2290], we obtain, 

AV+n 
2n2 

2/^+3/-~.(/2 + 3/) 

^(/ + 3) 

2* (/fi"l)2_l~3. (/-f-1) 2.{(/-f-l)2“t_3*(/’• ~JqïJ+ïï) 

Now 
^(/+3) 

changing / into /+ 2, we shall have an expression of ^f+W) m terms of 

5 and by substituting this in [2290c], we shall obtain a second value of ’ 

expressed in terms of ^(/+4) * Changing in this, f into f-\- 4, we get the value of 

f’4-5) i r 

^___} in terms of ^(/+ë)~; and by substituting it in the second value of -^jy, we 

obtain a third value of that quantity. Proceeding in this way, we finally obtain the formula 

[2291] ; which, by putting /= 1, and multiplying by A(1), gives [2292]= 

An expression of the form [2291] is called a continued fraction^ which may be generally 

expressed by 

B==a + t + fi 7 ô 

^ + ë+&c.; 
[2290/] 
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and, by supposing f= 1, it becomes, 

9^2 

k 

2.12+3.1—:+.("l2+3.1) 
lg 

2.22+3.2—— ,(22+3.2) 

2.32 + 3.3 — 4j~ . (32 + 3.3) 

2.42 -p 3.4 —— &C. 

[2292] 

the series being continued infinitely ; or broken off after any number of terms, as in the 

following examples, whose values are derived from each other, by the usual operations of 

arithmetic, commencing the calculation with the last term, 

B: . 1 
'¥ + ’20 + 1 

B = 1 

. 5 
' 2 1 

+ TT + 

B 

+ 1 
~f- 

21 
68 

+ 
21 

“b 2T 63 + 5 
2_1 . 
6 8’ 

68 
[2290g-] 

136+ 21 
_6 8 
157 

It has been lately proposed to write a fraction of the form [2290/*] in the following manner, 

which takes up less space ; 

, « $ 7 l 
b c d -f— e — 

If we compute successively 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. terms of the series [2290/*], we may reduce 

them to the form of common fractions, as in [2290/t—l, &c.] ; observing that when the 

fraction is less than unity, we shall have a = 0. 

Abridged 
form of 
continued 
fractions. 

[2290g-] 

a 
a 

[2290/t] 

, a 

a+ï ~ b 7 [2290i] 

n l « £ 
O' H- 7 , “ 

b ff- C 

ah c ft a-\-ac 

b c ~b 0 * [2290Æ] 

a |3 
« + 7 , ~ 

0 + c 
7 cî»cd-f(3ad-b acd-j-7«&-}“ay 

[2290/] 
~k d bed —j- 0 d -J- y b t 

&C. 

149 
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Hence we may find A(2) by means of A(1). The ratio of the centrifugal 

7V^ 
[2292'] force to the gravity at the equator is expressed by — = [1594a]. 

[2290m] 

Approxi¬ 
mate 

[22907t] 

[2290o] 

[2290/7] 

value of 

B. 

[2290g] 

General 
rule for the 
summa¬ 
tion of 
continued 
fractions. 

[2290r] 

[2290s] 

[2290i] 

[2290m] 

[2290»] 

Each of the fractions contained in the second members of the series [2290A, &c.], may be 

derived, from the two immediately preceding it, in the following manner. 

Place these fractions in their natural order, in the horizontal line [2290o], the first term of 

the series being ^ ; and above them the quantities a, b, c, d, he., as upper indices, in the 

line [2290n\ ; also below them respectively, the quantities a, p, y, S, he., [229 Op], as 

lower indices ; 

d e [Upper index.] 

abc-\-fia-\-ac a b c d -f- (3 a d a c d -j- y a b T a y 
èc-f-p ’ bed pd-j-y b 

S S [Lower index.] 

Then if we compare the successive fractions [2290o] together, we shall easily find, by 

induction, that each fraction can be deduced from the two immediately preceding it, by the 

following general rule. 

Multiply the last numerator by the index placed over it, and the numerator which precedes 

this by the index below it ; the sum of these products, noticing the signs, is the numerator of 

the next term of the series. In like manner we must multiply the last denominator by the 

index placed over it, and the denominator which precedes this by the index below it ; the 

sum of these products is the new denominator. 

A common fraction, expressed in large numbers, may be reduced to a continued fraction, 

by the usual method of finding the greatest common measure of these two numbers ; 

dividing the greater by the less, and so on, always dividing the last divisor by the last 

remainder. The several quotients are the denominators b, c, d, he. ; and the numerators 

are all equal to unity. Thus the fraction B — ffr [2290g] may be successively reduced 

to the following forms, 

a b c 

1 a abfa 

O’ I ’ b 

a p y 

B = 6 8 
157 i + u — i + I + ST = £ + 3 + i + £• 

When a fraction is reduced to a series of this kind, in which the numerators are all 

equal to unity, and the denominators positive, the series of terms, commencing with the 

first, approximates towards the true value of the fraction B ; so that the sum of any even 

number of terms will be less than the true value of B, and the sum of any odd number 

of terms will be greater than the true value of B ; until we arrive at the last term of the 

series, which gives the accurate value of B, when the series terminates. Thus in the 

preceding example, by taking successively one, two, three and four terms, the series 

becomes, 

[229<M 
3 . 
7 7 

1 1 1   13. 
2 +1 |4 XO ? 

1 X X 1   68 . 
2 -[- 3 + 4 + & 158? 
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2 n2 o ns _ o n2 
Therefore by supposing successively —— = 20, ^— = 5, —- = i ; 

the corresponding depths of the sea will be* ; the 

radius of the earth being taken for unity. This being supposed, we 

shall find by the preceding analysis, that the corresponding values of a a 

will be,f 

which are alternately greater and less than the true value, as is easily seen, by the manner in 

which these terms are successively formed. I11 this way, the ratio of the diameter of a circle 

to its circumference is expressed by 

10000000000 — jl jl _i_ X _!_ 
31415926535 3 + 1 + U | l + 292 + ’ 

from which we easily deduce the well known values &c. 5 which are 

alternately greater and less than the true ratio. We shall not enter into any further 

explanation of the properties of these fractions, which have been treated of by several 

authors, particularly by La Grange, in his addition to the Elements of Algebra by Euler. 

21 2 
* (1714) If we put c = —= y.~ [2292'], we shall get l = . 

Substituting the values of c [2293], namely c = 20, c= 5, c = f ; we obtain, for the 

constant depth of the sea l, the values respectively corresponding, as in [2293]. 

f (1715) Dividing A&) [2292] by Am, and putting -—=20, we get the following 

expression [2293a], in which we have used the symbol B, representing the infinite series 

[22936]. This separation of the series into two parts is made for the convenience of 

calculation ; since the series B converges very fast, and its value being found, and substituted 

in [2293a], it becomes very easy to compute the value of the fraction, as in [2293/]. We 

have altered the form of writing these fractions, according to the method proposed in 

[2290/] In this series, the second difference of the numerators, beginning with the second, 

is 80 ; the second difference of the denominators 4. 

AM 
20 
~b~ 

160 
14 400 720 

27 — 44 
JLlân. 1 600 2160 2800 3520 4320 

65 - 11?'- 1TS~-“189“- T; 

B = 230 — iÿyy. 6160 7200 8320 9520 
524 - SYT- - “4 3 4 - -4 9 3 

1 0 8 00 
5BTT~ &C1 

The value B, computed as in [2290o], forms a series of fractions, as in the following table ; 

in which the first line contains the upper indices ; the second, the successive values of B ; 

the third, the lower indices ; the fourth, the successive values of B in decimals- 

[2293] 

[2293] 

[2290x] 

[22901/] 

[2292a] 

[22926] 

[2292c] 

[2293a] 

[22936] 

[2.293c] 
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[2294] K a = 
SL 

4r3 .g Xs. COS.2V 

1,0000 -j- 20,1862 . æ2 -{-10,1164 . x4 \ 

—13^047.4| — 15,44S8 . æ8 — 7,4581 . a+ f . 

— 2,1975 .x12— 0,4501 .x14— 0,06S7 . ælG f ’ 

— 0,00S2 . a:18— 0,000S.æ2° — 0,0001 . æ22 ) 

[2293d] 

230, 275, 324, 377, 434, 495, 560, &c. 

i TT» 2 30 
1 3 

5 8 0 5 0 
2 7 5 3 

1 739 1400 
Ï294Ü 3 

6138597800 
29288380 3 

2519454997200 12021096120 3 
1188690772558000 

56716172Ï18ÛO 3 
&c. 

—5200, — 6160, —7200, —8320, —9520, —10800, —12160, &c. 

CD, 230, 211,1, 209,68, 209,591, 209,586, 5=209,5859, &c. 

[2293e] Hence it appears that the series [22936], approximates very fast ; and that, by taking only 

seven terms, vve get very nearly B = 209,5859. 

[2293/] 

If we now substitute this value of B in [2293a], we 

may obtain, by a similar computation, a series of fractions, 
Jim, 

approximating successively towards the value of -^(1) • -^ut 

as the numbers thus produced are quite large, it was thought 

best to use a different process, and begin with the tenth, 

computing the terms in an inverted order, as in the adjoined 

table, which needs no explanation. From this we find that 

A™ 
AM 

20,1S64, or ^=20,1864.^0). 

2n2 
Now if we divide [22S9] bv 2/2 + 6/, and put —=20, 

we shall get, 

[2293g-] j$f+2) = 2/+3 
2/+6 

« — 

10 

/•(/+ 3) 

189 — 
4320 

168,38793 
209,5859 — 

152 — 
3520 

131,095889 
168,38793 ~ 

119 2800 
97,64159 

131,095889 

90 
2160 

67,87828 
97,64159 

65 — 
1600 

41,42839 
67,87828 — 

44 — 
1)20 

16,96540 
41,42839 — 

97 720 -15,43932 
16,96540 

14 + 
400 

39,907875 
15,43932 — 

5 — 
160 

0,99076 39,907875 

20 
20,1864 

0,99076 

.4(2) 

AM 

Putting now successively /= 1, 2, 3, &c., we may obtain AG), A[4), AM, &c., 

in terms of the preceding quantities ; and by substituting their values in terms of Aw, they 

may all be made to depend on AM. Thus 

&3) = f . AW—i . AM = 10,1165. AM, 

AM=t\.AM—| .A®=—4 5,4489.AM, 

[2293h] Jt'j) = is.#) —^.AM =—2,1975.d2<1>, 

^(9) = 17. A®—^. ^(0=—0,0687.^0), 

^O1)=|i.^00)__5_.^(9)==_0,0008.^O)5 

^ . ^(3) _ 5 . ^(2) = _ 13,1048. AM, 

A<® = J-i . AM—^.AM^— 7,4581 

^(8) = . A^—^f. ^(6) = — 0,4501. AM, 

Am= . B>=— 0,00S2.AM, 

AM)= ||. ^. ^(L0)_— 0,0001.4». 

Substituting.^0 [2288] in these expressions of */T3), ^4)} &tCij and then the resulting 

values in the formula [2287] ; we shall obtain a a [2294] nearly. 
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a a = 
3 L 

4 r3. p* 
X*. cos.9v. 

1,0000 -f- 6,1960 . a;2 -f- 3,2474 . x4 

' + 0,7238 . Æ6 + 0,0919 . æ8 + 0,0076 . P° } ; * 

.+ 0,0004 . æ12 

2»2 
* (1716) Patting — ==-5, in [2292], and then dividing by AW, we get, by 

separating the series into two parts, as in the preceding note, 

M loo 1 8 O 2 SO . 
14—27—44:— B 7 B = 65 - W 540 

119 
700 880 JOJO 
152 — 18 9— 230" &C. j 

The second differences of the numerators are 20, and those of the denominators 4. We 

then obtain the value of B, by the method [2290»—q], as in the following table : 

65, 90, 119, 152, 189, 230, he. 

1 6 5 
TT » l j 5450 

) 
613450 
10 17 0 J 

89429400 
14 82 8 4 (TO 

16362320600 
271307160 J &c. 

— 400, —540, — 700, — 880, — 1080, — 1300, he. 

oo, 65, 60,5, 60,319, 60,3095, 60,3092 = B, he. 

Having found B = 60,3092, 
AW 

we must substitute it in 
AK1> 

[2295a], and we shall get 

AW 
- ft 1 5 40 100 180 

A'» ^ - 44 - •6p^2* The value °f this series may be found by an inverted 

operation, as in [2293/] ; but as the numbers are not very large, we may find 

usual method [2290a—q\, as follows, 

it by the 

0, 5, 14, 27, 44, 60,3092. 

5 
5 J 

70 
IT 0 J 1_3 9 0 4 8 5 6 0 

310 J “ 8 2 4 0“} 2539414 
410148 ' 

5, —40 , —100, —180, - -280. 

co, 0, L 2L 4,4, 5,8, 
.I'S) 

6,1914 = am. 

Hence A&) = 6,1914 . A{]). This differs a little from La Place’s value, 6,1960.^(0 

[2295] ; as it appears from the coefficient of the second term of the series between the 

braces. Now putting 
lg 

5, in [2289], and dividing by 2/2 -f- 6/ we obtain 

5 
A(f+2) = . A{f+l)_ 

2/+6 2/.(/+3) 
.A^. 

Substituting successively /— 1, /— 2, &x., we obtain AW, AW, &.C., in terms 

of the preceding quantities, and then their values in terms of A(1), namely, 

AW = f . AW — ! . AW = 3,2446 .AW, AW = * • Aw — ^ ^ = 0,7234>^ti), 

AW=-&.A& — 356 .^(3) = 0,0919 .^(0, = II-. ^(5) _ -5e_ ^(4)_ 0,0076.^0), 

4(7) = ||. «/2(G) — ^. AW = 0,0004. AW. 

150 

Values of 

a a, 
in terms of 
x— cos.lat. 

[2295] 

[2295a] 

[22956] 

[2295c] 

[2295d] 

[2295e] 

[2295/] 

[2295g] 
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3L C 1,0000 -f 0,7504 . a?2 -J- 0,1566 . æ4 
[2296] a a = —=— . .r3. cos.2v. < 

4f-g ( -f- 0,01574 . Æ6 -]- 0,0009 . æ8 

11. IFê s/m// now collect together the expressions of the different oscillations 

of the sea. Those of the first kind [2221], neglecting the density of the 

sea, in comparison with that of the earth, aref 

[2297] 
L 

4 r3.g 
{sin.2 v — \ cos.9 v]. {1 -f- 3 . cos. 2ôj. 

Substituting, in each of these, the value of AM [2288], and then these last values in 

[2287], we obtain the expression of a a corresponding to this case, as in [2295] nearly. 

The difference arises from the above error in JP,'). 

[2296a-] 

* (1717) Putting 
2«2 

lg 
b in [2292], and dividing by A(1\ we obtain, for this case, 

A® 
-0 + 2,5 2.0. 5 0 JISL 1_4_0 

5 —14 — 27—44 — 65 
2_0_0 AJLJL J AI 
90 —119 — 152 — 

As this series evidently approximates very fast, we may compute it, without any separation, 

by the method [2290n—ç], 

0, 5, 14, 27, 44, 65, 90, 119, &£C. 

th 
O 
T> 

2,5 
5 > 

820 1100) 32 9 30 
43900) 

2025650 
2699500) 

175722500 
234175000) &c. 

2,5, ■ —20, —50, —90, —140, —200, 1 -I
 

o
 

—350, &c. 

cn , o, 0,5, 0,7, 0,74, 0,7501, 0,75038, 
m2) 

0,7503897 = ^, &£C. 

[2296c] Hence we have nearly A{2) — 0,7504 . Aa) ; Now putting —- = §, in [2289], and 

dividing it by 2/2 -f- 6 f we get A{f+z)=~r~.A(f+1'> — '4y (y_|_3j ' '/^(/)* Hence 

by putting f — 1, 2, 3, &c., and proceeding as in the last notes, we find, 

[2296d] 
'A® = f . A®> — T\ . A{V) = 0,1565 . A(1), A® = XV . A™ — . A™ = 0,01575 . A™, 

A®=&.AM — . A™= 0,0009 . AM. 

Substituting these in [2287], and then using the value of Aa) [2288], we obtain for a a the 

expression [2296] nearly. 

[2297a] f (1718) If we neglect ^ [2280e], in comparison with unity, the expression 

of the oscillations of the first kind [2221], becomes as in [2297]. 
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We have seen that the oscillations of the second kind are nothing when 

the depth of the sea is everywhere the same.* Lastly, the oscillations of 

the third kind are expressed by a a . cos. [2 nt 2 a — 2 4+ f The [2297'] 

sum of these oscillations is the whole value of ay \ therefore we shall 

have, 

a y = .{sin.3v — }.cos.9v}. (1 + 3. cos. 2d) + ««.cos. (2n t + 2 — 2+)* [2298] 
o 

If we suppose L to be the sun, r its mean distance from the earth, mt its 

mean sidéral motion, we shall have, by the theory of central forces,f [2299] 

3L 3n8 m2 3 

4r3.g 4 g ' n2 4.289. (366,26)3 * [2300] 

This quantity is a fraction of the radius of the earth, which we have taken [2300] 

for unity [2193] ; and if we multiply it by the number of metres contained 

in that radius, we shall have, 

3 T 
++- = 0met-,12316 ; 
4 r3.g 

[2301] 

and we must vary this quantity, in proportion to the cube of the mean 

distance of the sun from the earth, to its actual distance. 

* (1719) If the depth of the sea be constant, and equal to l, in all latitudes, q [2196] 

will be nothing ; and then the expression of the oscillations of the second kind [2253] will [22976] 

vanish. 

f (1720) The assumed value of y [2281] gives ay — a a . cos. (2 n tf + 2vs — 2 T) 

for the oscillations of the third kind. Adding this to the other oscillations [2297, &tc.], we [2298a] 

get the complete value [2298]. 

J (1721) The sidéral motion of the earth being mt, its angular velocity is m, therefore 

its actual velocity is proportional to m r ; the square of this, divided by the radius r, gives [23oo«] 

the centrifugal force to2 r [54']. This is equal to the attractive force of the sun — ; hence 

L = m2r3. Substituting this in the first member of [2300], we get the second member, and 

then the third, by using j = i [] 594«], and — = [1591a]. This [23006] 

numerical value is expressed in parts of the radius taken as unity ; and if we multiply it by [2300c] 

the mean radius in metres 6366193met- [20356], it becomes as in [2301], 
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[2301'] 

Value of 
c. 

[2302] 

[2302'] 

[2302"] 

[2303] 

[2304] 

Tides in a 
sea of the 
depth of 
1| miles 
nearly. 

[2304'] 

[2302a] 

[2303a] 

If we put e for the ratio of the mass of the moon, divided by the cube of 

its mean distance from the earth, to the mass of the sun, divided by the cube of 

its mean distance ; we shall have, for the moon,* 

= e . 0™1', 12316 ; 
4r3.g 

and we must vary this quantity, in proportion to the cube of the mean 

distance of the moon, to its actual distance. 

Hence it follows, that if we put v', +, for the declination and right 

ascension of the moon, we shall have, by means of the combined action of 

the sun and moon, when the depth of the sea is equal to T\ . —, or 

of the radius of the earth,f 

«2/ = Omet-,12316. \ ■1^~3^os— l . [sin.2v—\.cos.2v +e.sin.V—|e.cos.2v'} 

+ 0mety 12316. 

1,0000 +20,1862.a:2 

+ 10,1164.t4 —13,1047.t6 

—15,4488 .a?8 — 7,4581. a?10 

— 2,1975.a;12— 0,4501. a?14 

— 0,0687 .a?16— 0,0082. a?18 

— 0,0008. a?20— 0,0001. a;22 

Æ2 
cos.2v. cos. (2nt-\-2tf— 2 + 

+e. cos.2 v;. cos. (2nt-\-2^—2+) 

We shall hereafter find that e = 3 [2706], in the mean distances of the 

sun and moon ; therefore if we suppose these two bodies to be at these 

* (1721a) If we accent the letters L, r, + v, to make them correspond to the moon, as 

in [2426] ; the expression of the function in the first member of [2301] will become, for the 

moon 

[2301], 

3 L' 

4/3.g ’ 

3 U 

4r'3.g 

U 
and if we put, as in [230 P], — = e . r3’ 

we shall get, by using 

3 L 
e . ——— = e ■ 0met-,12316, as in [2302]. 

4 , g 

f (1722) Multiplying the second member of [2298] by e, and changing v, + into v', +, 

we obtain the part of ay depending on the moon [2301']. Adding this to the part 

depending on the sun [2298]; then substituting the value of a a [2294], and that of 

[2301] ; we get the formula [2304]. 
4r3.g- 
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distances ; and also in opposition or conjunction, in the plane of the equator ; 

the high and low water will correspond to the cases in which the angle 

2nt-\- 2vs — 24 is nothing, or equal to 200°.* Hence we find 7mcL,34, 

for the difference between the high and the low water, under the equator, 

where x = l.f But by a remarkable singularity, the low water takes place 

when the two bodies are in the meridian, and the high water when they are in 

the horizon ; so that the tide subsides, at the equator, wider the body which 

attracts it. In proceeding from the equator, towards the poles, we find that 

* (1723) We shall put, for brevity 

X = 1,0000 4- 20,1862 . af2 + 10,1164 . x* — 13,1047 . a?6 — 15,4488 . x8 

— 7,45S1 . a?10 — 2,1975 . a?12 — &c. 

Now when the luminaries are in the equator, we have v = 0, V = 0 ; sin. v = 0, 

cos. v = 1 ; sin. v' = 0, cos. v' = 1 ; also e = 3. Substituting these in [2304], 

we get, 

a y = — 0meU ,12316 X § . (1 + 3. cos. 2 6) 

_}_ omet- ,12316.1ï2.{ cos. 2 . (n t -{- zi — 4) 3 . cos. 2 . (n — 4')}. 

When the sun is in the meridian above the horizon, we have nt —'4 = 0 j when in 

the meridian below the horizon, nt-\-zs— 4 = 200° [2131a, 6] , and in both cases, 

cos. 2 . (n t -j- zs — 4) — L In like manner, when the moon is in the meridian, above or 

below the horizon, we have cos. 2 . (ntg-zs— 40 = L Therefore the term multiplied 

by X [2304c], must be a maximum, when these bodies are in conjunction, or in opposition, 

on the meridian ; and the value of a y [2304c] will then become 

ay — 0meU,12316 . }— § — 2 . cos. 2 Ô -J- 4 X. æ2}. 

The luminaries being still on the equator, as in [23045], if we suppose them to be in the 

horizon, or in other words 100° distant from the meridian, we shall have (nt-{-to — 4) 

and (nt-\-zs—40 equal to 100°, or 300°; 

cos. 2 . (nt -\-zs — 4) = cos. 2 . (n t -j- zs — 40 = — 1 j 

ay = 0mct>, 12316 . {—f— 2 . cos. 2 6 — 4Xæ2}. 

Moreover, it is evident that the expressions [2304/*, g] correspond to the maximum and 

minimum values of a y, or to the times of high and low water, neglecting the variations 

of v, V, 4, 4'. 

f (1723a) At the equator we have é = 100° [2128xi], cos.t) = 0, cos.24 = — 1, 

xQ=l— ix2 = l [22S5], X= — 38,7370 + 31,3026 = — 7,4344 [2304a]. Hence 

when the bodies are in the meridian, the expression [2304f~\ becomes 

ay= 0raet-,12316 41 — 4 X 7,4344} = — 3met*,50 ; 
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in any place near the eighteenth degree of latitude, either north or south, 

[2305"] the difference between the high and the low water is nothing.* * Hence it 

follows, that in all the zone, included between the two parallels of latitude 

[2305'"] of eighteen degrees, the low” water takes place when the bodies pass the 

meridian, and beyond these parallels, the high water takes place at the same 

instant. 

[2305""] In the case of l = T^. —, or when the depth of the sea is equal to 

sh* wefind’t 

[23056] and as this is negative, the water is depressed below its level. But when the bodies are in 

the horizon, the expression [2304g] becomes 

ay = 0met-, 12316 . |§ -f- 4 X 7,4344} = 3met-,S3 ; 

[2305c] and as this is positive, the water is elevated above its level. The sum of 3met-,50, 3met-,83,. 

is 7raet-,33, as in [2305] nearly. 

* (1724) If we neglect the variations of v, V, 4-, 44 in the interval between the high and 

low water; putting also for brevity A for the first line of [2304], B — cos 2v ~f- e . cos.2/, 

and X as in [2304a] ; we shall find, by proceeding as in the last note, that at the 

[2305d] time of high water, a y — A-\- 0met-,12316 .Xx^.B [2304], and at the time of low 

water, ay = A — 0met-,12316 . X a;2 . B. The difference of these two expressions 

0,netyl2316.2 X æ2 . B, represents the rise of the tide, which becomes nothing when 

X — 0. A slight inspection of the formula [2304a] shows that a:2 must be nearly equal to 

[2305c] unity; and if we put &2=1—z, and neglect the third and higher powers of z, 

we shall find 0 = — 7,43 -j- 115 . z — 241. z2 ; hence we obtain z = 0,08, and 

[2305/] x = \/{\—z) = 0,96 = cos. 18° nearly as in [2305"]. If we put X [2304a] under the 

following form, 

[2305g-] X= 1,0000 + 20,1862 . a:2-f- 10,1164 .a?4 

— x6. {13,1047 + 15,4488 .æ2 -}- 7,4581 .a?4 -f" 2,1975 .æ6 -j- &c.} ; 

it will be evident that any value of x less than 0,96 [2305/], will render the negative terms 

[2305/t] less than the positive ; therefore the value of X will be positive, between the latitudes of 18° 

and 100°,. and the high water will be at the time of passing the meridian ; the contrary 

takes place between the equator and 18°, as in [2305'"]. 

-j- (1725) The formula [2306] is computed in the same manner as [2304], using a a 

[2295]. The quantity corresponding to [2304a] becomes, in this case, 

X =- 1,0000 + 6,1960 . Æ2 + 3,2474 . a?4 + 0,7238 . a?6 + 0,0919 . a:8 

+ 0,0076 .F°+ 0,0004 . a?12 ; 

[2306a] 
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. {sin.2v— |.cos.2v + e.sin.V—\e . cos.V} 

f 1,0000 +6,I960.æ2 \ 

+ 0met- 12316 ) + 3,2474.o:4+0,7238.a?6 f ^ C co.Jv.co8.(9»f+3«-9^) ) 

’ J 4- 0,0919.a;8+ 0,0076.æ10 £ ’ ( + e.cos.2v/.cos.(2nt-2+) } ’ 

( + 0,0004. a;12 3 

and we shall have, in the above hypothesis, llraet',05, for the difference 

between high and low water, under the equator ; but in this case, the time 

of high water is everywhere the same as that of the passage of the body 

over the meridian. 

Lastly, in the case of l — •+. —, or where the depth of the sea is 

double of the preceding [2305////J, we find,* * 

Kî/ = 0raet,,12316. 
1+3. cos. 2Ô 

and by using the same values of v, v', e, [23046], the expression [2306] becomes 

similar to [2304c], 

ay = — 0met-,12316 X|.(l + 3 .cos. 2 6) 

+ 0met-, 12316 . X*2.{cos.2 . (n t + s — •+ + 3 . cos. 2 . (n t + s — +)],; 

and the values corresponding to [2304f,g]3 are 

ay — 0met-,12316 .[—§ — 2 . cos. 2 6 + 4 Xa+, and 

ay — 0met-,12316 .[—§ — 2 . cos.2 Ô — 4 Xrj ; 

whose difference is 0met-,98528 . Xa?2. This expresses the excess of the height of the 

tide, when the bodies are in conjunction or in opposition, on the meridian, above the height 

when both these bodies are in the horizon of a plane situated upon the equator. Now the 

value of X [2306a] is always positive, therefore the expression [2306c] is positive ; 

consequently the high tide takes place when the bodies are in the meridian. At the equator, 

where a?=l, we have X= 11,2671 [2306a], hence the expression [2306c] becomes 

llmet-,l as in [2306'] nearly. 

* (1726) The formula [2307] is found like [2304, 2304a], using ace [2296] instead of 

[2294]. In this case the quantity corresponding to X [2304a] becomes 

X — 1,0000 + 0,7504 . a?2 + 0,1566.0;4 + 0,01574 . a?6 + 0,0009 . æ8 ; 

and when a? = l, we have X= 1,9236. Substituting this in [2306c], which represents 

the excess of the tides, when the bodies are in the meridian, above the corresponding low 

water, it becomes 0met-,98528 ,Xæ9= lmet-,90, as in [2307']. 
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ay= 0met,,12316 . \ | • {sin.2v — |. cos.2v -j- e. sin.V— \e . cos.V] 

i 

1,0000-f 0,7504. a:2 

omet.5i23i6, J _[_ 0,1566. a:4 -f- 0,01574. a?6' 

( +0,0009. a:8 -f &c. 

otr 
cos.2v . cos.(2nf-j-2■si — 2q,) 

-\-e . cos.W'.cos.(2nf-j-2'5J — 2^/) 

and in the same hypothesis as above, we shall have lmet,,90 for the difference 

of the heights of the tide, at the equator. 

If we increase the depth of the sea, the value of ay decreases ; but there 

is a limit in this decrease, and the value of a a is quickly reduced to 

3-L 
—-— . x2. cos.2 v ; we then find 0me%98528, for the difference of the 
4 ? . g 

heights of the tide, under the equator,* when the two bodies are in 

conjunction in the plane of the equator ; therefore this quantity is the 

limit of this difference of the tides. 

2w2 
* (1727) When -— is small in comparison with f, the formula [2291] will be 

reduced to its first term, nearly " Jyy/ 1 

2 n2 

= lg therefore Æf +0 must be very 

small in comparison with ; the coefficients A(1\ , &cc., must then 

rapidly decrease, so that wTe may neglect all but the first term A{1), and we shall have 

3 L 
a a = J3P . a;2 

4?-3.g- 
.æ2.cos.2v [22S7, 228S], as in [2308]. Substituting this in 

3 L 
[22S1], we get ay = ——. cos.2v.a?2.cos.2.(ft£-J-'co— 4); being the part depending 

on the sun. If we multiply this by e, and change v, 4? into y'i Vi we shall bave, as in 

[2303a], the part depending on the moon. The sum of these two expressions is the whole 

3 L 
value of ay ; and by using 

4r3. g 
[2301], we get 

ay = omet% 12316 .æ2.{cos.2 v . cos.2 . (n — 40 -j- e .cos.2v'.cos. 2 . [nt-\-ss — V)l' 

This may be deduced from [2306J], by neglecting the terms free from X, and then putting 

X = 1 ; by which means the difference of the heights of the tide [2306c] becomes 

0,met-,98528 . a?2 ; or simply 0met-,9852S ; because a?=l under the equator [2285], 

This quantity is evidently the least value, or limit of the difference of the heights of the tide ; 

and it will be shown in [2319e], that it corresponds to the hypothesis assumed in [2309']. 
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12. The limit we have assigned, corresponds to the case where the sea 

assumes at each instant the figure of equilibrium corresponding to the forces 

which act on it. In this hypothesis, the value of « y may be very easily 

determined, whatever be the law of the depth and density of the sea. For 

it is the same as to suppose, in the equation [2130], that the motions of the 

attracting body, and the rotation of the earth, are so slow, that we may 

neglect the quantities* 

and then this equation gives, by integration, 

olV 

The part of a V, depending on the action of the body L, is, by 

[2193—2195], equal tof 

* (1728) If the attracting body be at rest, and the earth have no rotatory motion, the 

fluid will assume its permanent figure of equilibrium; and then we shall have, as in [2221c], 

— = 0, — = 0, -— = 0, -— = 0. Substituting these in [2130], it becomes 

0 = —g . d y -}- d V ; its integral, found as in [222le], is 0 = —g’2/“l" V j hence 

a V 
ay — -—-. Now if the motion of the sun or moon and the rotatory motion of the earth 

g 
be very small, so that the fluid at every instant can be supposed to assume the figure 

corresponding to its permanent state, we may consider the quantities [2310] to be so 

small that they may be neglected in [2130], and we shall then obtain the same results 

as in [23106]. 

f (1729) This expression is the same as [2193—2195] ; and since 

l-f-3.cos.2é = 6.(^2—£) [2197a], sin. 0. cos J = p>. (1—p.8)*, sin.2$=l—^2, 

it becomes, 

— . (sin.2v — i . cos.2v). (|x2—J) -f- ^ . sin. v . cos. v . . (1—p3)*. cos. {nt-\-zi — •],)? 
4: y3 ' V” 

3 Li 
-j- — . cos.2 v.{(l — (Aa) . cos. (2 n t -f- 2 vs — 2 g). 

If this be multiplied by a constant but indeterminate quantity Q, putting J5£0), 

for the coefficients of fx2—J, p..(l— ^2)hcos. (nt-j-vs—40, (1 — f^2).cos.2. —40 

respectively, it will become of the form of Y(2) [1528c] ; tü being changed into 

— 4,. This expression of satisfies the equation [2313], which is the same 

as [2145], when i = 2. 

[2309'] 
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[2312] 

“â • {sin.2 v — \ . cos.2 v}. (1 + 3. cos. 2 0) 

3jL 
H—-f -. sm. v . cos. v . sin. ô. cos. â. cos. (n t + to — +) 

3 L 
+ -y . cos.2 v . sin.2 ô. cos. (2 n t + 2 za — 2 4+ 

We shall suppose the corresponding part of ay to be equal to this quantity, 

multiplied by the indeterminate quantity Q ; the product being'of the form 

Y(2), or such that when taken for Y(2) it will satisfy this equation of partial 

differentials [2145] 

[2313] 

Then the part of a V, corresponding to the action of the fluid stratum, 

whose internal radius is unity, and external radius l+«y, will be 

[2314] ±<jr.Y^ [2146,2314c?], or ~.g.Y(2) [2147]; therefore the equation 
5 p 

[2315] agy*=aV' [2311] will give* 

* (1730) The part of a V, arising from the attraction of the aqueous stratum, whose 

internal radius is 1, and external 1 -{-ay, is 

[2314a] T" * 1 “ * Y(0) + l ’ Y0) + l ‘ F(2) + &c* } [2146a]. 

Adding this to the part of a V [2312] depending on the body _L, which for brevity we 

shall call Y/(2), we shall get the whole value of a V, namely, 

[23146] aV = Y’W + y • Y- Y(0) +Y « Y(1) + 4 . a Y® + &c. ]. 

Substituting this, and y [2144], in [2311], we obtain 

«. {r<°> + Y(1> + Y(2) + Y(3) + &c.} 

[2314c] = - . a T (0) + -- . a TO) + ^ . a Y(2) + - . Y/(2^ + ~ . a ï™ + &C. 
P 0 P \5 P g J 1 P 

Now from the nature of the functions Y+ the parts of each member of this equation, 

depending on the same value of i, ought to destroy each other ; which gives, wdien i differs 

from 2, V® = (â+ijTp • I"«, or [ 1 - ] • V«> = 0 ; hence 

[2314c'] generally Y(i) = 0. The terms depending on i = 2} give 
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ay = 

+ 

(1-£) 
3 L 

+ 
3 L 

4r3-^0-^) 

{sin.2 v — J . cos.2 v}. (1 + 3 . cos. 2 è) 

sin. y. cos. v. sin. è. cos. ô. cos. (n t -j- ® — 4) 

cos.2 v . sin.2 è. cos. (2nt -{-2-a —■2 4')* 

In the hypothesis under consideration, if the sun and moon are in conjunction 

with the same declination ; then the excess of the midday high tide above 

the following low water, will be,* 

3 L 
. (1 + e) . sin.20. cos.2v . {1 -f- 2 . tang, v . cot. ; 

« Y^ = ~.aY^) 4- - . F«, 
5P ^8 

or a r<2) T'( 2) 

In this case the expression [2144] becomes y == Y@\ hence 

Y>{2) 

ay = u YW = j- 3-~— ; 

and by substituting the value of Y,{S) [2312], it becomes as in [2316], 

* (1730a) We shall put, for brevity, A equal to the first line of the second member of 

[2316]; B equal to the coefficient of cos. {n t vs— 4)3 ifl the second line ; and C 
equal to the coefficient of cos. (2nt-\-2vs— 24), in the third line ; and we shall get 

ay — A B . cos. (nt -j-^ — 4) ~b @ • cos* 2 . [n t -f- vs — 4)* 

When the sun and moon are in conjunction, with the same declination, the values of A, B, 

C, for the moon, will be equal to those corresponding to the sun, multiplied by e [2301'] ; 

therefore to obtain the whole of ay, we must multiply [2316a] by 1 —{— e ; hence 

ay = e) .\A-\-B. cos. [nt-f- -s* — 4) C • cos> 2 . (n t -j- & — 4) 1 • 

But nt -{-vs — 4 = 0 [2131a], when these bodies are in the meridian ; and when they 

have passed 100° from the meridian, nt-\-vs— 4 = 100°. The former value gives the 

midday elevation (1 + e) . (A -f- B + C) ; the latter the following low tide, nearly 

(1 -\-e) . (A — C) ; subtracting this from the preceding, we get the excess of the midday 

Expres¬ 
sions of 
the tide 
caused by 
the sun. 

[2316] 

[2316] 
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[2318] 

[2318] 

[2319] 

[2316t£] 

[2318a] 

[2319a] 

[23196] 

and the excess of the midnight tide above the same low water, will be 

nearly,* 

3 L 
(1 -j- e) . sin.2 ô. cos.2 v . {1 — 2 . tang, v . cot. d]. 

These two quantities [2317, 2318] will therefore be to each other in the 

ratio of 1 -{- 2 . tang, v . cot .6 to 1 — 2 . tang, v. cotJ ; hence, for Brest, 

where 6 = 46° 26' nearly, if the two luminaries have 23° of north 

declination, the two quantities will be in the ratio of 1,7953 to 0,2047 ;f that 

is, the first will be about eight times the second. According to observations, 

tide above the following low water, ( 1 -j- e) . (B -j- 2 C) ; which, by substituting the 

values of B, C, becomes 

3 L 
. (1 -}- e) . sin.2â. cos.2v 

sin. v 

cos.v 

cos. Ô ") 

sin.Ô 5 ’ 

and this is easily reduced to the form [2317]. 

* (1731) When the bodies are in the meridian, below the horizon, we have the quantity 

nt-\-vs — 4 = 200° [21316] ; and then [23166] becomes (l-j-e).(^ — B-\-C), 

from which subtracting the value of ay corresponding to the preceding low tide, 

(l -f- e) . (A — C) nearly [2316c], it becomes (1-f- e) . (2 C — B), for the difference 

between the midnight tide and the preceding low water nearly ; and by substituting the values 

of C, B, it becomes 

2 r3. 

3 L 
(1 T e) • sin.2£ • cos.2v i 1 — 2 

sin. v 

cos.v 

cos. Ô ) _ 

sin. ô ’ 

which is easily reduced to the form of [2318] ; and then the expressions [2317, 2318] are 

as 1 -f- 2. tang, v. cot. Ô to 1 — 2. tang, v. cot. Ô. It may be observed, that the preceding 

value [A — C) . (1 -(- e) is not exactly the value of ay at the time of low water ; this 

is to be found by determining the angle n%-\-tf — 4 which makes [23166] a minimum, 

which differs a little from the preceding. 

•[(1732) This ratio is as 1,85 to 0,15 nearly, instead of 1,7953 to 0,2047. The 

author, in computing the value of 1 ± 2 . tang, v . cot. Ô, seems to have used the sine of 

v = 23° instead of its tangent. 

When the sun and moon are in the equator, wTe have v — 0 ; and the expressions 

[2317,2318] become equal to each other, as in the first member of [2319c]. This, by 
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these two quantities differ but little from each other, therefore the present 

hypothesis is very far from representing the observations in this particular, 

and we see that it is indispensable, in the theory of the ebb and flow of the sea, 

to notice the rotatory motion of the earth, and the motions of the attracting t2319'] 

bodies. 

neglecting — in comparison with 1, as in [22S0e], then putting e = 3 [2304/], and 
5 p 

£ =r 100°, finally becomes as in [2319d], by using [2301], 

-7-q-r . ( 1 -f- e) . sin.2 è = . 4 . sin.2 Ô = • 8 . sin.2 6 [2319c] 

= 0met-,12316 X 8 . sin.2 Ô = 0met-,98528 . sin.2â = 0met-,98528. [2319c?] 

This expresses the rise of the tide, at a place situated in the equator, when the sun and moon 

are in conjunction in the equator ; the fluid being supposed, as in [2309'], to assume at each 

instant the figure of equilibrium corresponding to the forces which act upon it. This quantity [2319e] 

Omet.,98528 is the same as is mentioned in [2309]. 
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[2319"] 
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for all 
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[2320] 

[2321] 

[2322] 

[2320a] 

CHAPTER II. 

ON THE STABILITY OF THE EdUILIBRIUM OF THE SEA. 

13. We have seen, in [2162, 2135vi], that if the earth have no rotatory 

motion, and the depth of the sea be constant, the equilibrium will be stable, 

provided the mean density of the earth exceed that of the sea. We shall now 

generalize this theorem, and shall show that it takes place, whatever be the 

depth of the sea, or the rotatory motion of the earth. 

We shall resume the general equations of the motions of the sea given in 

^ 36 of the first book,* 

(1733) By development we find, 
d. (u. sin. é) /du\ u. cos. 

\ dô ) sin. A dô ) sin. Ô 

Substituting in the first member the values of sin. Ô =y/( 1 — f^2), and dô. sin. Ô — — dp, 

_ / du\ u. cos. 6 fd. (u.\/1 — v-2)\ , 
[2136a], we get (^—J + —“ = — [---1) 1 hence *e expression 

[337] becomes as in [2320]. 

•j- (1734) The differential, or rather the variation of the assumed equation [2324], is 

[23206] g . Sy1 = g •Sy—à V. Comparing this with [341c—*Z], we get, for any part of 

the fluid, 
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These equations refer to any particle, either upon or below the surface of the 

sea; the co-ordinates of this particle being ô -{-au, w-|-av, and r as 

r -{-as being its distance from the centre of the earth ; moreover 

gÿ = gy — v'- 

If we integrate the equation [2320], from the surface of the spheroid 

which the fluid covers, to the surface of the sea, we shall find,* 

r'~ .s' — rf. s = f r2 d r . 
'd . (u . y/l—f)\ _ 

d [a (-) 

r' and s' correspond to the surface of the sea, and rt, s/5 to the surface of 

the spheroid. Putting y for the depth of the sea, and supposing it to be 

very small, we shall have r' — ry -j- y, which gives, 

r2 . <5 é . — 2 n . sin. Ô . cos. ô. 

-j- r2. <5 zi. n. sin. Ô. cos. é . 

the terras depending on <5 r being neglected, in conformity with the remarks which precede 

rdy'" 

jlà 
the formula [341c]. Substituting for hj its value (fij) ’ ^ ^ H" ^ similar to 

[21376] ; and then putting, according to the usual principles [2138a], the coefficients of 

5 Ô, in each member, equal to each other, we get the first equation [2320e] ; and the 

coefficients of give, in like manner, the second equation [2320e], 

d du\ 

~d& ) 
— 2 n . sin. ô . cos. Ô . 

? 
.2 sin.2 Ô + 2 n . sin. é . cos. ô . 

Now r2 differs from unity, by terms of the order y [2326, 2329] ; therefore if we divide 

these two equations by r2, neglecting terms of the order yg, as in [21306], and substituting 

the values [2320a], we shall obtain the equations [2321,2322]; observing that by this 

substitution we have ~ ~~ ' s*n‘ ^ = — ' vA*—f^2) [2320a]. 

* (1735) If the equation of continuity [2320] be multiplied by dr, and then integrated ; 

commencing the integral at the bottom of the sea, where r—rt, s = st ; and terminating 

at the surface, where r = d, s — s'- we shall get the second form of this equation, 

as in [2325]. This is reduced to the third form [2334], by the method given in 

[2326—2333]. 

[2323] 

[2324] 

Equation 
of conti¬ 
nuity ; 

[2325] 

second 
form. 

[2326] 

[2327] 

[2320c] 

[2320d] 

[2320e] 

[2320/] 

[2325a] 
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[2328] r'2. s' — rf . S' — rf. (.s' — s, ) -f- 2 r, . y s' -f- f s'* 

[2329] Therefore, as the mean radius of the earth is taken for unity, we shall have 

nearly, 

[2330] F2. s' rf. s — s' s . 

Now we have,f 

[2331] a S a y + a u! . Ç-—-r « V1. 
c// 

*(1736) Substituting r' [2327], in the first member of [2328], it becomes like the 

second member of this equation. Now the figure of the bottom of the sea being very 

[2328a] different from that of its surface, the values us', as, [2331,2332] will generally vary 

so much from each other, that their difference as'—as, may be supposed of the same 

[23286] order as as' or as,; so that s' — s, may be considered of the same order as s, ; and 

the term of the second member of [2328], multiplied by s' — s,, will generally be much 

greater than the two other terms, containing the very small factor y [2326], If we neglect 

these two terms, the equation [2328] will become r'2 . s' — rf . s, = rf . (s' — s,) ; and 

[2328c] as r, differs from unity [2329], by quantities of the order y, we shall obtain the equation 

[2328d] [2330], neglecting terms of the order 7 . (s'— s,). 

[2331a] 

[23316] 

[2331c] 

f (1737) A particle of fluid at the bottom of the sea, having the co-ordinates r,, Ô,, zs,, 

at the origin of the motion, will have the co-ordinates r,-\-as,, ô,-\~au,, zs,-{-av,, 

[2323, 2326], at the expiration of the time t ; so that the polar distance of the particle will 

increase by a u,, and its longitude by av,. Now the surface of the spheroid, or the 

bottom of the sea, being supposed to be known, r, will be a function of Ô, and zs„ which 

we shall represent by r, = 9 (Ô, ,zs,). When r,, Ô,, are increased by as,, au,, av,, 

respectively, the radius becomes r, -}- a s, = cp (Ô, -}- a u,, zst -f- a v,). Developing the 

second member, in terms of au,, av,, [610], retaining only the first power of a, by which 

means we may change dô,, dzs,, into dê, dzs, in the denominators, we get, 

r, + « «/ = <P ft , */) -f (-^-) • au, + ( dzs )'aV'' 

Subtracting from this the value of r, [233li], we get, as in [2332], 

[2331d] a s, 
d Ô dzs )‘av' — 

[2331c] 

If in this we change r„ s,, u,, v,, into /, s', u', v', we shall obtain 

corresponding to the surface of equilibrium of the fluid 5 or, in other words, the part 
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in which v! and v' correspond to the surface of the sea. 

we find, 

a S/ = OL U/ 

In like manner 

u/ and v/ being the values corresponding to the surface of the spheroid ; 

therefore we shall have,* * 

J 
s — 5 = y — u 

so that we shall find nearlyf 

/ f d r' 

‘Wv^+...(£)Vi=?+*(£ V. 
'dr? 

civs. 

y=u { 
\dp +• (ë) 

+fdr. | 
'd. (u.\f\ —^2)\ /d v\ 

s d/x ) \dvs) 
(8) 

This equation is not restricted, like [2129], or [347, 342vii], to the condition 

that u and v must be the same, for all the particles situated on the same radius ; 

and it is evident, that by satisfying this condition, the two equations will 

agree. Î 

depending on the supposition that the particle changes its place upon the surface of 

equilibrium, without rising above it. To this we must add a y [2128xiv], which represents 

the elevation of the particle above its surface of equilibrium. The sum represents as [2331], 

* (173S) Subtracting [2332] from [2331], and dividing by a, we obtain 

substituting 

we get [2333]. 

iff 
d Ô [2320/], 

t (1740) The value of s' — sf [2330,2325], is represented by the second member 

of [2325]; in which we may put r2 = 1, neglecting terms of the order y . [s' — s) 

[2328c?]. Substituting this in [2333], and transposing all the terms of the second member 

except y, we get [2334]. 

t (1741) If we suppose u, v, to be the same, for all the particles situated upon the same 

radius, we shall have u = u' = ui, v — v' = v/. Hence 

154 

[2332] 

[2333] 

Equation 
of conti¬ 
nuity ; 
third form. 

[2334] 

[2334'] 

[2333a] 

[23336] 

[2334a] 

[2334a'l 
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Now if we add the equation [2321], multiplied by dr .dp. dm. , to 

[2334"] the equation [2322] multiplied by dr. dp. du. 
'cW 

„ dt. 
we shall get, by 

integration,* 

mi,a,...a,... j (£).. (i£) + (£).. ("•).,ti._,| (9) 

"“•> - ///* • ‘ . • * • ■ [ t ■ (£) - (£) • sfi=f • (g) • (£) | • 

[23346] 

dy\ 

dp) 
dr A 

Rr4)—• (g) P”i 

[2334c] 

and the terms of the second member of [2334] independent of the sign /, become 

“ ■ ^1—^—• (rf^) • 

We shall put, for brevity, M equal to the coefficient of d r, in the quantity under the 

sign / [2334]; then all the terms of M being independent of r [2334a'], we shall get 

f dr . M = M.f dr = M. {d — r,) = M. y = y. — 7 • (-^) 

... n, /du\ yu.V' /dv\ 
^ = /• /(i-.2) • y - - r • y ■ 

Connecting this with the part [2334c], we get, for the equation [2334], the expression 

[2334e]. Substituting in this the values similar to [2320a,/], we get [2334/], which, by 

successive reductions, becomes of the form [2334g], agreeing with [2129], 

[2334e] 

[2334/] 

[2334g] 

y=M ■ (*9 y+7 • v/(i • y 

/dy\ fdy\ fdu\ yu. COS.Ô (dv\ 

/d.(yu)\ /<A(yr)\ y u . cos. Ô 

\ dô ) \ dm ) sin.Ô 

7U • P _ 
v/(i_jx2) r \dm) 

* (1742) The terms multiplied by n disappear from this sum $ and by prefixing the signs 

[2335a] of integration fff, it becomes as in [2335]. The limits of the integral are similar to 

those in [1433", 2335']. 
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To make these integrals include the whole mass of the fluid, we must take 

them from r = r to r = /, from = —1 to (*=1, and from to = 0 

to ^ = 2*. Integrating relatively to /*, and observing that ÿ is independent 

of r,* we shall find,f 

d^-\- const. 

[2335'] 

[2336] 

[2337] 

At the two extremities of this integral, where —1 and p. =1, we 

have ÿ. (^j . [/T^ = 0 ;t therefore 
[2338] 

*(1743) This follows from the assumed value of g-Sÿ [23205], compared with [2336a] 

[34Id, &c.]. 

f (1744) Putting for brevity W = . dr. [/(I—^), in the first member of [2337a] 

[2337], then integrating by parts [1716a], relatively to (/,, neglecting for a moment the sign 

of integration relatively to r, we get successively, 

^'••^•(^)-0V(l-^=/^-(^)-^ = y'-^-//-(-rf7)-^- [33376] 

Now prefixing the sign of integration relative to d r, we get 

ffdr:dÆI) . (g) V(w2) =//. [2337c] 

which is the same as [2337] ; observing that the last term may be put under the form 

because ÿ is independent of r [2336], so that we may separate the part ^/("——) ^ [2337d] 

which depends on the sign of integration relative to r, from the factor y', which does not 

contain r. 

f (1745) At the two limits of the integral relative to p., namely p- = ±l [2335*'], [233ga] 

the expression of W [2337a] becomes W— 0 ; therefore the term ÿ. W free from 

the sign /, vanishes from [23375] ; and for the same reason, the term J’y'. W vanishes 

from [2337c] ; or in other words, the expression [2339] must be put equal to nothing ; 

observing that the author, in finding the integral [23375], has added a constant quantity to 

the second member, putting yr. W-j- constant instead of ÿ. TV. Substituting [2339] [23386] 

in [2337], we get [2340]. 
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[2339] 

consequently 

[2340] 

Now we have* 

dr ,\/1—ift3 + const. 

[2341] 

• [/1—pa ; 

[2340a] * (1747) Putting JY= (-~) • v/(l—M-9)) an^ fTJY.dr=R, we shall get, for 
\u l / y, 

[23406] 

the first member of [2341], 

dp 

d.(fJY.dr)\ = (dR\ . 

dp ) \dp) ’ 

[2340c] 

[2340c/] 

[2340e] 

[2340/] 

[2340g] 

which may be reduced to the same form as the second member of [2341]. For in finding 

(^) fr°m R—f^JY.dr, we must observe, that when p is increased by dp, the 

quantity JY is increased by which means we obtain, in tbe 

expression ’ ^r’ corresponding to the term under the sign of integration in the 

second member of [2341]. Moreover, we must observe, that although the variable quantity 

r is independent of p, yet the limiting values of r, namely r,, r', are functions of p, ; so 

that when p is increased by dp, the limits of the integral rt, r', in the value of R [2340c], 

will be changed into rt -f (~^j .dp, r' -f (~^j . dp, respectively } by which means 

the quantity R is increased* at the limit r', by the element JY'. ( — ) .dp, as in formulas 

[1430a, &c.] ; and is decreased, at the limit r,, by the element JY,. ■ dt ; JY1, 

A], being the values of JY corresponding to these limits respectively. Hence the part of 

as in the second 
/d R\ 

corresponding to these two elements is JY'. j 

line of the second member of [2341]. 
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therefore* 

= ff ÿ. d^. cl ut» 

du' 

d t 

'dd' 
•i/ï3 r 

d [x 

Again, by integrating relatively to n9 we have,f 

f d v\ 

\ (l r \dt)'chS >-dv-\- const. 
* dzs J 

At the two extremities of the integral, where ^ = 0 and to = 2sj, [2335'], 

the value of ÿ. (^j^J is the same, since it refers to the same particle ; 

therefore we have,f 

* (1748) Multiplying [2340] by dti, substituting in the second member of the product 

the value of the function [2341], then annexing the sign of integration relative to we 

get [2342]. 

f (1749) Putting for brevity P — dr. (~^j, in the first expression [23436]; then 

integrating by parts, relatively to trf, we get successively, 

Integrating relatively to r, we get, by observing that ÿ is independent of r [2336], 

ff* r • * * • o ■ ® = fp • i -ffy' • (S) • <* « • 

This expression is the same as in [2343], because the last term may be put under the form 

fÿ • ^ | m hl{e manner as in [2337c?]. 

t (1750) At the two limits of the integral relative to vs, namely *=0, vt=2v, the 

expression P ,y [2o4o6] has the same value, and it will therefore vanish from this definite 

integral. Foi the same reason, f P. y' will vanish from [2343c] ; or it must be put equal 

to nothing, as in [2o44], where it is connected with the constant term added to complete the 

integral. Substituting [2344] in [2343], we obtain [2345], 

155 

[2342] 

[2343] 

[2341a] 

[2343a] 

L2343&] 

[2343e] 

[2344a] 
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[2344] 

hence 

.dr -f- constant = 0 5 

[2345] ff dr. dus . 

Now we have* 

[2346] 

[2347] 

. dr 

dus 

=fdr.(§£l)+(M\(^ 
J \dusdtj \dt ) \dus 

thereforef 

consequently^ 

'df 

. d uS 

'dr 

vduS 

'dv] 

, dt 
'd r, 
.dm, 

;)+/■"• (£)!> 

* (1751) This expression is obtained in the same manner as [2341] is found in 

[2346a] [2340a—-g], putting JV— (^— J, J^JV.dr = R; and taking the partial differentials 

relatively to •#, instead of p ; by which means the part under the sign of integration, 

r' /dJV\ 
[23466] corresponding to [2340c?], becomes © \dus'J as *n ^ie ^rst terra t^ie second 

member of [2346]. The terms corresponding to the limits [2340g] become 

[2346c] JV'. 
dy_ 

dus 
■JV.. 

dr. 

d'us 

as in the second and third terms of the second member of [2346]. We may also derive 

the integral [2346] from [2341], by changing ) .y/(l—f^2) into and dp 

into d us. 

f (1752) Multiplying [2346] by — y', dus, and then prefixing the sign of integration 

[2347a] relatively to us, we get the value ol —fy'. 

this in [2345], we obtain [2347]. 

J (1753) The value of the first term of the first member of [2348] is obtained by 

multiplying the expression [2342] by g. This produces the first, second and fifth terms of 

d-V\-£)-dr] .dus. Substituting 

a us 
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[2348] 

The second member of this equation is reduced, by means of the equation 

[2334], to the term —ff g ïf. ; therefore the equation 

[2335] becomes* 

ddu\ /' d v\ / d dv 

' + U> — fffdr.d„..Chs.{(^y 
dt2 dt2 

(10) 

[2349] 

[2350] 

We shall here neglect the attraction of the heavenly bodies, and shall 

consider only the mutual action of the particles of the sea, and the terrestrial [2350] 

the second member of [2348]. The remaining terms are deduced from the second term of [2348a] 

the first member, by multiplying [2347] by —g-dp, and prefixing the sign of integration 

relatively to p. 

*(1754) If we take the partial differential of [2334], relatively to t\ in which case 

r, p, «, which depend on the primitive state of the fluid, must be considered as constant ; 

and a, u’, un v, v1, vn variable; we shall get, by neglecting the terms of the same order 

as in [2334a], 

Multiplying this by —g y'. d jx . d w, and prefixing the double sign of integration, the 

second member becomes the same as the second of [2348] ; which is therefore equal to 

ZS [2349], representing the value of the first member of [2348]. 

Substituting this in the second member of [2335], we get [2350], 
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[2350"] spheroid. The value of V then arises from the attraction of an aqueous 

stratum, whose internal radius is /, and external radius r'f-ay- / being 

[2350'"] nearly equal to unity. We have seen, in [2144, 2146], that if we suppose 

[2351] y r F(0) + Y® + F(9) + Y(3) + Y^ + &c., 

we shall have [2146a], 

[2353] y = ÎÆ.. {ym + ±. y«> + Y<3> + &c.|. 

Now we have generally [1476], 

[2353] // y®. yo'). a p. * = o, 

when i and T are different numbers ; therefore we shall have,* 

[2354] = ff d p . d & .( 

. dp. dix 

.Y(0). /dYm\ 

\dT ) 

dY^\ 

~dt~ ) 

+ 

+ 

.yw. 
/<ZYf\ 

V dt ) 

.y®. /d T(3)\ 
+ &c. 

[2354a] *(1755) Substituting y=zY® [2351], V'=g.Z 

3 

3. r« 
(2i + I).p P352]’ i0 

- , . TW. Moreover, the 
(2i+i).py 

differential of the preceding value of y, taken relatively to d t, gives the expression 

dy' 

[23546] [2324], then dividing by g, we get, y = 2^1 

= X 
/ * 

Substituting these in the first member of [2354], we obtain, 

[2354c] 

[2354d] 

ff y • .dp.dv =ffd p . da . ^ X ^1 
(2i+l).p 

—ffdp.d&.Z j 1 yjp- 
(2i + l).p 

).r®xS(^)( 

the last expression being deduced from that which immediately precedes it, by observing that 

if we put d t 
= Y,(i\ the value of Y/(i) will be subjected to the same differential 

[2354e] 

equation as Y[2145] ; and then, by means of [2353], we may neglect all products 

of the form Y(i) . Y/(iT in which i differs from ir ; and may retain, in the product 

X Y(i) X 2 Y,(-% only the term 2 Yw . Y/(0, as in [2354J], or in [2354], 
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By §2 we have Y(0) = 0 ;* therefore the equation [2350] becomes, by 

integrating relatively to the time tf,f 

fffdr.i*.d*.{ (g)V (~J- (W) j (ll) 

=M—g./fdf-.da. | (l — I). rt»24- (jhlTp)-Y<3>2 + (] — ^) •y<3> 2+&c- (i 

M being an arbitrary constant quantity. It is evident that the first member 

of this equation, [multiplied by a3], expresses very nearly the living force 

of the fluid mass, noticing only the relative velocity of its particles upon the 

terrestrial spheroid.^ 

* (1756) The mass of the fluid being constant, we have, by formulas [2157"", 2159], 

4* . rw *= 0, or r<°> = 0. 

f (1757) Multiplying [2354] by —g, substituting the product in [2350], and then 

putting Y(0) =0 [2354'], we get, 

Multiplying this by 2, and integrating relatively to t, we get [2355] ; observing that 

/*■(£)#)-©'• /■-(£) 
/2. = y«2. 

J (1758) The polar co-ordinates Ô, •so’, r, of a particle of the fluid at the commencement 

of the motion, become, at the end of the time t, 0-j-aw, n t -f- •stf -j- a v, r-\-as, 

[323v]. The increments of these quantities, in the time dt, are represented by their 

differentials, a. du, n dt -j- ad v, ads, respectively ; Ô, w, r, n, being given quantities 

for each particle, which do not vary with the time t. If we notice only the relative motion 

of the particles, we must neglect the quantity n d t, depending on the rotatory motion, 

which is common to the whole body; then the increments become a du, adv, ads. 

From the two first of these terms we get, for the square of the relative velocity of the 

particle, a2 . W~ = a2 . J -f- a2 . ^ • (l—f^9) [2221g], upon the surface of a 

sphere, whose radius is nearly equal to unity [2350'"] ; and if we neglect the square of as, 

156 

, [2354'] 

[2355] 

[2355'] 

[2354/] 

[2355a] 

[23556] 

[2355c] 

[2355d] 

[2355e] 

[2355/] 
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[2355"] M is a constant quantity, depending on the initial state of the motion of 

the sea, and is independent of the time t ; it is very small, when we suppose 

the primitive motion to be small.* * 

If p be greater than unity, the function 

(,_I).ra,2 + (1_^).y,,2 + &c> 
will always be negative ;f it will be less than M, since the first member of 

the preceding equation [2355] is necessarily positive.]: Therefore Y(1), 

M0<J] y(2)? £rCi? cannot contain increasing exponential quantities, or arcs of a 

on account of its smallness, this value of a2. H72 may be taken as the square of the 

relative velocity of the particle. Now the mass d JVL' of a particle of the fluid, whose 

density is unity, is represented very nearly by d M' = dr . d (x. d'us, as is evident from 

[1431 d, 2350'"]. Hence the first member of [2355], multiplied by oc2, is represented by 

a2./ff dM1. W2 ; and if we take the integrals within the limits [2335'], it represents the 

whole relative living force of the fluid [144, &c.]. The factor a2 was accidentally omitted 

in [2355'] by the author. 

* (1759) M, being independent of the time, must remain the same for all values of t ; 

[2356a] therefore it must depend on the original forces, impressed on the fluid at the commencement 

of the motion, when t = 0. If the primitive motion be very small, the value of y, and 

also those of Y(0), Y(1), Y(2), &c. [2351], together with the living force of the fluid, 

will then be small ; therefore the first member of [2355], which is proportional to the 

[23566] living force, will be small ; consequently all the iemrns of the value of M, deduced from 

[2355], will also be small. 

f (1760) If p>l, all the terms ^1 — ^1—, he., will be positive. 

Moreover, Y(1)2, Y{Q)2, he., being squares, will be positive; consequently each of the 

terms ff(l — . dvs, ff(^ 1—. T(2)2. dp . dzs, he., taken 

[2356c] within the prescribed limits, as well as the sum of all of them, will be positive. This sum, 

multiplied by the negative quantity — g, will produce a negative quantity, as in [2356]. 

| (1761) This first member is necessarily positive; because if we multiply it by the 

positive quantity a2, the result will represent the sum of the products, formed by multiplying 

[2356d] each Part’lcle °f the fluid by the square of its relative velocity [2355e] ; and all the terms of 

this sum are evidently positive. 

[2355g-] 

[23556,] 

[2356] •g. ff dp. tZ to . 
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circle.* Hence it follows, that the equilibrium of the sea is stable, if its 

density be less than the mean density of the earth. 

14. If the density of the sea exceed the mean density of the earth, its figure 

ceases to be stable in many cases. We have seen, in [2160—2163], that if 

the earth have no rotatory motion, the depth of the sea be constant, and p be 

less than unity ; we may impart such a motion to the fluid, that the equation 

of its surface will contain the time, under the form of increasing exponential 

quantities ; which is contrary to the stability of the equilibrium. The same 

result is obtained, in cases where the earth is supposed to have a rotatory 

motion ; and the spheroid covered by the sea is a solid of revolution, 

whatever be the law of the depth of the sea. 

We shall resume the equations [2355], in which we shall suppose that the 

values of u and v are nearly the same, for all the particles situated upon the 

same radius. We shall suppose, at the origin of the motion, that 

The fluid being then left to the action of its gravity, and to the attraction of 

its particles, must assume a motion, composed of an infinite number of simple 

oscillations ; so that we shall have, by their union,f 

*(1762) If W2), fee., contain any terms of the form 

a t. cos. (a t -j- b), aeat, 

they may become very great, in the course of time, even when they are multiplied by a very 

small coefficient a ; and the value of M, deduced from [2355], may become very great ; 

which is contrary to what is supposed in [2355"]. 

-j- (1764) The nucleus, or solid part of the earth, is supposed, in [2356v], to be a solid 

of revolution ; also at the commencement of motion, y — hp [2358], h being a constant 

quantity, independent of p., -a. Now this expression of y being independent of the form 

of the surface of the fluid must also be a figure of revolution, when t=^=0; and it is evident, 

as there are no external forces acting upon the fluid, that it must continue to be a figure of 

revolution, at the expiration of the time t ; consequently the general expression of y must be 

independent of ■&. In this case the formulas [2178, &,c.] will become 

y = a. cos. (it —j—s), u — b . cos. (it -j- s), v — c. sin. (i t -f- e) ; or rather 

y = 2a .cos. (itfs), u — 2b . cos. (its), v =2 c . sin. (i t-\- s) ; 

[2356"] 
Equilibri¬ 
um of the 
sea is sta¬ 
ble if its 
density be 
less than 
that of the 
earth. 

[2356w] 

[2356""] 

[2356v] 

[2357] 

[2358] 

Example 
of simple 
oscilla¬ 
tions, 
which ‘ 
may be 
unstable, 
if the den¬ 
sity of the 
sea exceed 
the mean 
density of 
the earth. 

[2357a] 

[2359a] 

[23596] 

[2359c] 
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[2359] 

[2359/] 

[2360] 

[2361] 

[2362] 

[2363] 

[2359d] 

[2360a] 

[2361a] 

y = a . cos. (i t -f s) -f . cos. (4*4~si) + a2. cos. (41 + s3) -f &c. ; 

a, ai, «2, &c., being functions of f*. The constant quantities i, 4, 4, &c., 

s, 6j, s2, &c., must be so dependent upon each other, that at the origin of 

the motion, when t = 0, we may have,* 

a. cos. s -j- . cos. Sj -j- % • cos. s2 ~f~ &c. = h p ; 

ai. sin.s-f-ax?4.sin.sin.s2-f&c. == 0. 

The corresponding values of 

the formf 

and of are, by ^ 3, of 

— i b . sin. (i t-\-i) — 4 &i • sin. (41 -f- 0 — &c. ; 

i c. cos. (i t -f-£) + 4 ci • cos. (4 £ -f- %) + &c. ; 

and they must become nothing when t— 0. This being premised, if we 

substitute the preceding values in the equation [2355], it will become, by 

integrating, relatively to r, 

the coefficients a, b, c, being independent of v* [2359a] ; and they are also nearly 

independent of r, by the hypothesis assumed in [2357] ; hence a, b, c, may be considered 

as functions of fx only, as in [2359']. 

*(1765) Putting t— 0 in [2359], and then y=hp [2358], we get [2360]. 

Taking the differential of y [2359], relatively to t, we get 

— — ai . sin. (i t -f- s) — a14 . sin. (4 t -{“ si) — ^c* ? 

Substituting in this t = 0, and the value of (^dt) ^ ^ [2358] ; then changing the 

signs of all the terms, we get [2361]. 

-j- (1766) The values u, v, [2359c] give 

(~) = — 2 i b . sin. (i t -j- s), (tf) cos- * + £)> 

as in [2362, 2363]. Putting < = 0, and then ^^===0, = [2358], we get 

[23616] 0 = 2 ib . sin. e, 0 — 2ic. cos. s. 
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{c".(l—M?)+} -K/y"è Cl—P2)—b2}.cos.(2il+%) 

-\-ffr- d n • dtz . 2i& bi -f- cCi. (1—^• cos. (i t ii t -f* s si) 

-^-ffy.dti. d-a .2ii1.\cc1. (1—^) — bbJ. cos. (i t + ix t + £ + %) 

—g.ff\d*.d«.z £ (l—j) • P“)a4- (l—jj) . P<2,3 + &c. | ,cos.(2»f+2.) 

cos .{it——sjO ^ 

-f- c os it-J-* 5" êi ) 3 

The characteristic 2 of finite integrals includes all the values i, iu &c. The 

quantities P(1), P(2), &c., are the coefficients of cos. (i t ~h s) in Y(1), 

* (1767) Putting, as in [2365], 

y(0 _ pa) _ cos> ^ f _j_ _j_ p&t Cos. (^ £-f-£,) -f-. cos. (kt + h) -f- Sec. ; 

then taking the square of this expression, and substituting 

cos. (in t + srt)2 = i + £ . cos. 2 . (in t + sn), also 

2.cos.(L<+£«)• cos. {imt+sm) = cos.(int—imt-\-sn—sm) + cos.(44 + imt + £„ + sm)» 

[6, 20] Int. ; we shall have, by using the characteristic 2, as in [2365], 

r«2 = i.2P«2 + | .SPWs.Cos.2.(^ + s) 

4~ 2 PW . P® . f COS. (if-i, t 4” £-Sx) —(— COS. (i t -f- i, t -f- £ -f- £,) l. 

Deducing from this the values of Y(1)2, Y<2>2, Y(3)2, Sic., and substituting them in 

the second member of [2355], we obtain the second member of [2364]. The values of 

O’ (fir)’ [2361«]> beinS squared and reduced as above, by means of the formulas 

[1, 17, 20] Int., become 

O'-*-*™-* 
. 2 i2. b2 . cos. 2 . (if -j— s) -j- 2 i 4. b \ . cos. (if — i, t -{- e — sj 

— 2 ii,. I 5,. cos. (i t -f- s+ £,) ; 

. 2 i 2 . c2 . cos. 2 . (i t + e) cos. (it — i, t 4- £ — £,) 

4~ 2 i i,. c C,. cos. (i f 4* ?*i * 4“ £ 4“ si)* 

157 

- 

[2304] 

[2305] 

[2364a] 

[23646] 

[2364c] 

[2364c?] 

fS 
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Y(2), &c. ; jP^, Pf\ &c., are the coefficients of cos* *(i1^ + si) in the 

same functions Y(1), Y(2), &c. ; and so on for the rest. The comparison 

of the terms independent of t, in this equation, gives, 

ff\ y. dii. d-ti . 2 i2. {c2. (1—it?) -f- b^\ 

[«eej = M-g.ff\dv.M.z1 (l — J ; 

then we have 

[2367} = 

ff\ 7 . d p . d tu . z2. [c2. (1—(j?) — b~] 

(14) 

for the fluid can have each of the simple oscillations, relative to the coefficients 

i1? &c., separately; since by substituting, in the equations [2175—2176'], 

Z'd v\ 
[2:167'] the preceding values of y, ( — 

/ d u\ 

\dt) dt 
the terms depending on 

[2367"] 

sin. (it-{-s') and cos. (it-{-s') mustseparatelydestroyeach other. Now 

by considering only the oscillations relative to the angle (i t -f- s), and 

supposing all the terms relative to the other angles to be nothing, the 

equation [2364] will give the equation [2367], by comparing the coefficients 

of cos. 2. (it Tf). Hence, by adding together all the equations similar to 

[2367], we shall obtain,* 

Now we have supposed, in [2357], that u, v, have the same values, for all particles situated 

on the part of the radius r — r, ; therefore u, v, are independent of r ; and by integrating 

the first member of [2355] relatively to r, and substituting f dr — r— rt = 7, we 
r/ 

shall get, for that first member, the expression 

This is easily reduced to the form of the first member of [2364], by using the values 

[2364d]. Putting the terms independent of t equal to each other, we get [2366]. The 

terms depending on cos. 2 . (i t -f- s), being put equal to each other, produce the 

equation [2367]. 

* (1768) In the same manner as [2367] was found, by putting the coefficients of 

cos. 2 . (i t -j- 2) equal to each other, we shall get, by putting the coefficients of the terms 

cos. 2 . (q t -j- q), cos. 2 . (41 -{- e2)3 &c., equal to each other, 
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(1—ft2) — 695 

= -g./fhd,.d«.f(l-i).P<'>2+(l-V) .p^+kc. j. 

If we subtract this from the equation [2366], we shall get, 

ff 7 . d f*. d a . 2 i2.62 = M. 

At the origin of the motion, we have by hypothesis [2358], y = Y(1) 

d u 

dt r 

0 — M— -§. gh?. ^1 — . 

[2369] 

= h f*» 

dn\ _ ^ (fjfJ = 0 ; then the equation [2355] gives, 

therefore 

//a 7 . d p. d m . ^ . {cj8 . (1—M'2) — 

= -5- •//*<* I* • -1 (l - -J ) • -PP + (l - f) ■ -PÏ82 + &c. p 

yy 2 7 'dv'. d -ui. 4s. f c22. (i—fA2) — 522] 

&c. 

[2367a I 

Adding the equations [2367, 2367a], we get [2368] ; subtracting this from [2366], we 

obtain [2369]. 

*(1769) At the origin of the motion [2358], y = h^—Y(-1) [15286]. Comparing 

this with [2351], we get r<°> = 0, Y(S) = 0, Y&) — 0, &c. Substituting these, and 

(fffj =0, {ff^j = °» [2358], in [2355], it will be reduced to this form, 

0 = J\I — g . ff d f*. d-us. ^ 1-^ . A2 ju,2. 

Now by integrating as in [1483g-, h, &c.], we get 

fo*dvs==2*'> = §ï 

substituting these in [2370a], we get the equation [2370], or 

M=$nr .gh? . ^1 —^ ; 

hence the expression [2369] becomes as in [2371]. 

[2370a] 

[2370*] 
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[2371] ff y. dp.dtf. {z262-j- i\bf &c.} = %*g. ^1— . /t2. 

[2371'] If p be less than unity, or in other words, if the density of the sea exceed the 

mean density of the earth, the second member of this equation will be negative ; 

therefore the first member will also be negative. This is impossible, while 

[2371"] ts, if if &c., are positive ;* therefore in this case, some one of these 

quantities will be negative ; consequently the expression of y will contain 

exponential quantities, and the equilibrium will be unstable. 

* (1770) If i2, if, he., b2, bf, &c., be positive, all the terms of the first 

member of [2371] will be positive, and the signs will not be changed by integration ; 

[2371a] consequently the first member will be positive. Now as this does not agree with the second 

member [2371'], one or more of the quantities i2, if, he., must be negative, and then 

cos. (i t-\- e), &c., may become exponential quantities, as is shown in note 179, page 187, 

Yol. I. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ON THE MANNER OF NOTICING, IN THE THEORY OF THE EBB AND FLOW OF THE SEA, THE VARIOUS 

CIRCUMSTANCES IN EACH PORT, WHICH HAVE AN INFLUENCE ON THE TIDES. 

15. We have supposed, in the first chapter, that the earth is a solid 

of revolution ; and we have determined, in this hypothesis, the oscillations 

of the sea. We shall now assume a more natural form, and shall suppose the [2371"'] 

earth to have any figure whatever. In this case, on account of the resistance 

which the sea suffers, the oscillations of the first kind will be the same 

as we have found in § 6 [2221]. With respect to the inequalities of the [2371""] 

second and third kinds, the value of y will be formed of a series of sines and 

cosines of angles, proportional to the time t ; and by naming one of these 

angles it, we shall have,* 

* (1771) The values of y, u, v, y', [2178—2178'"], corresponding to the case in which [2372a] 

y is a function of /x [2177], may be reduced to the forms [2372—2375]. For if we put 

for brevity to':=cos. (sTO-f-e), to,= sin. (sto-|-s), we shall get, by means of [21,23] Int., [2372fc] 

cos. (i/ -}-sto-{-s) = cos. (s to-]- s) . cos. it — sin. (sto-}~ s) . sin. it = 'sJ.cos.it—to,. sin .it ; 

[2372c] 
sin. {it-\- sv$ -j-£) = cos. (s -us -j-s) • sin. it -f- sin. ($to-|-s) • cos .it = vJ. sin.it! -f- to,. cos. it. 

Substituting these in [2178—2178'"], and putting F—azJ, G =—azs, F' = ga,'n', 
[2372d] 

G’ = —ga'zSj, H—bvJ, K— — bztn P = cbj/, Q = c to' ; they become as in 

[2372—2375] respectively. The quantities F, G, &,c., [2372d], found in this manner, are 

evidently functions of fx, w, [2178"", 23726], which are restricted to the form of y assumed [2372e] 

in [2177] ; but we may avoid this restriction, by supposing F, G, &£C., to be any functions 

of (x, to, of such forms as will satisfy the equations [2175—2176']. By this means we [2372/] 

obtain the equations [2376—2381, Sic.], as in the subsequent part of this article. 

158 
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[2372] 

[2373] 

[2374] 

[2375] 

(Jenetal 
expres¬ 
sions of 

% y\u, 
v, v. 

[2376a] 

[23766] 

[2376c] 

[2376d] 

y = F. cos. i t -f- G . sin. i t ; 

g y — V = F'. cos. it F G'. sin. it = g y' ; 

u — H. cos. it -f K. sin. i t ; 

v = P . cos. i t -j- Q . sin. it. 

These values, being substituted in the equations [2175—2176'], will give 

the six following equations, by comparing the coefficients of the sines and 

cosines of it.* 

* (1772) It is evident that the second members of the equations [2176, 2176'] are 

respectively 

/d.{gy-V')\ 

dv ) 
1 — M-2 

which, by means 

of g y—V [2373], become respectively, 

dJT_ 

d i* 

)/â G/ \ 
- cos.«^ 4- v *v/(l—and 1 —fX2 

Taking the differentials of [2374, 2375], relatively to t, we get, 

= — i.H.sm.it-\-i.K.cos.it ; (t^t) =— cos.it—F.K.smit ; 

_ —i,p.sm.it -f-i.Q.cos.it ; = —?'2-T-cos. it — i2.Q.sin.it. 

Substituting these in the first member of [2176], we obtain, 

— i2.H. cos.it— i2. K. sin .it + 2ni .P.y>.\/{1— fj-2). sin. it— 2 ni-Q.^VO — M*2)-cos.it 

= 1 (jdj) •cos-i *+(if) •sin- u\- w 
The coefficients of —cos. it, being put equal in each member, give [2376] ; and the 

coefficients of ~sin.it give [2377]. The equation [2176'] becomes, by like substitutions, 

— i2. P.cos. it — iKq.sin.it — i. H, sin. it+ -^^yi.K. aos.it 

MF’\ . (dG'\ ■ -, 

~~ 1— f/,2 

Multiplying this by —(l—tff), and putting separately the coefficients of cos.it, sin.it, 

equal to each other in both members, we get [2378, 2379] respectively. Substituting the 

values of y, u, v, [2372, &c.], in [2175] ; then from the coefficients of cos.it, sin.it, we 

obtain, in like manner, [2380, 2381]. 
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P. H -\-2ni, p . [/l—^. Q — — 

22. K — 2ni.p. \/i—P2. P — — 

(1—m.2) .P.P — 2 n i. f*. [/i—n2. K — 

(1 — iw2) . i2. Q + 2 n i. fx. i—^ . iy = 

fdF'\ 

\dV) ’ 

/dG'\ 

dvi 

jp— fd.(yH. v/1—,u2)\ _fd. (yP)\ # 

V ^ y v / 
G = (d.jyK.y/T^2)^ _ fd.(yQ)\. 

\ J \ dvs ) 

Hence we easily obtain, 

2 n /dG'\ 

-(dF') ./T-j- // _ \dp J_y/i — fx2 . 
i 2 — 4 n2 p.2 

K 

Q 

i2 — 4rt2p.2 ’ 

(1—fi2).(i2'—4»2(i2) ’ 

(£)+?-<-*>•(£). 
(1—ix2). (i2 — 4nV) 

(1773) Multiplying [2379] by — ^, adding it to [2376], then dividing 

the sum by i2—4nV, we obtain [2382]. Multiplying [2378] by adding 

it to [2377], then dividing by i2 — 4n2p.2, we obtain [2383]. Multiplying [2377] by 

2nf*./(l— f*S) r 
^ , adding [2378], then dividing the sum by (1—p,2).(i2—4n2fx2), we 

631 

[2376] 

[2377] 

[2378] 

[2379] 

[2380] 

[2381] 

Values of 

H, K, 
p, q. 

[2382] 

[2383] 

[23841 

[2385} 

[2383a] 
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[2386] 

Value of 

F. 

[2386a] 

[23866] 

and then we find,* * 

n ,, fddF'\ 

zl- 7 
F = 

i 2— 4 n2fx2 

\fi(7 • (1 ^2) 
— < \i2—4n2fx2 

fddFr 

\d' 

2 n 

d i* 

rdf 
.da, 

(1—jx2) . (i2— 4 n2fx2) 

fdy\ fdF’\ 

fdF’\ \dïj-\d«) 

\d^ ) (1—fj.2) . (i2—4 n2(x2) 

7 M- 

T ~F" yy /tie'x 2» 4wvv > Ydg,Y 
i2 — 4n2fx2\c?fxy i * £ d /x ) . \ ^ / 

Changing in this equation F1 into G, F' into Gr, and the contrary ; 

get [2384]. Lastly, multiplying [2376] by-■——^» adding [2379], then 

dividing by (1—|x2) . {i2 — 4 n2 p2), we obtain [2385]. 

* (1774) Substituting H, P, [2382, 2384], in [2380], we get [2386a] ; from which 

we easily obtain [23S66], by merely separating the terms, and reducing the factors of some 

of the quantities. 

Developing [23866], considering ({inr£^s)’ as simPle terms’ we 

easily obtain [2386], by changing the order of the terms, and observing that the quantities 

depending on mutually destroy each other. 
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2 71 
also the signs of the terms multiplied by — ; we shall obtain another equation 

2/ 

between G, G', F'. The combination of these two equations gives 

F and G* 

We may, by means of these equations, determine generally the law ol 

the depth of the sea, which would render the oscillations of the second kind 

nothing, in all places upon the earth. For in these oscillations, i differs 

but very little from n [2223e] ; therefore we may suppose i = n, in the 

preceding equations. Moreover, by hypothesis [2387a], we have F = 0, 

G — 0 ; hence the values of F' and G' will be, by § 7, 

F' = M.p. . cos.tf ; G’ — — M.p, y/i— p* l 2. sin.w ; 

ill being a function of t, independent of p and #.f Substituting these 

*(1775) Changing F' into G', G' into F1 *, into —the value of 
l 2/ 

H [2382] becomes like K [2383], and P [2384] changes into Q [2385] ; therefore F 

[2380] changes into G [2381]. Hence the value of G maybe deduced from that of 

F [2386], by making the same changes [2386c] in [2386]. 

f (1776) If we suppose the oscillations of the second kind to vanish, as in [2386"], we 

shall have y — 0 [2372] for all values of t ; hence 0 = F. cos. it -\- G. sin. i t. 

Putting successively it — 0 and it =100°, we get F—0, G — 0. The part 

of aF, on which the oscillations of the second kind depend, is given in [2222]. 

Substituting in this expression cos. Ô = p, sin. 0 = \/(l — f*2), and by [23] Int., 

cos. (nt-\-TS — 4) — cos.n t • cos. C5* — 4) — sin. n t. sin. (■& — 4)> it becomes 

3 L 
a V — — . sin. v . cos. v . p. \/( 1—p3). {cos. n t. cos. (tf — 4) — sin. n t. sin. (w — 4)4 

3 L 
If we now put — . sin. v . cos. v = — aM, we shall get, 

V — — M. p .\/(l — (x2) . [cos. n t. cos. (w — 4) — sin. n t • sin* C# — 4)4 

Substituting this and y = 0, also i=n, in [2373], we obtain 

M .p .\/{ 1 — f/i2). ^cos. (tf— 4) • cos. n t — sin. (•zrf — 4) • sin. n^l 

= F'. cos. n t -f- G'. sin. n t. 

Comparing separately the coefficients of cos. nt, sin. nt, we find the values of F', G', 

[2388] ; changing in [2388] into zs — 4 = w', which does not alter the result of the 

calculation [2391]. 

[2386'] 

Value of 

G. 

[2386v] 

[2386'"] 

[2387] 

[2388] 

[2386c] 

[2386c/ ] 

[2387a| 

[23876] 

[2387c] 

[2387rf] 

[2387c] 

[2387/] 

159 
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[9389] 

[2388a] 

[23886] 

[2388c] 

[2388c/ ] 

[2388c] 

[2388/] 

values in the preceding equation between F, F', and 

find,* 

0 = cos. to 

( ^y\ fi. ( ~ ) . sin. to 

v/i—p-2 

we shall 

The equation between G, G\ and Fr, will give, 

*(1777) We might substitute immediately the values of P, F', G', in [2386] ; but 

it is rather more simple to compute H, P, and then to substitute them in [2380]. The 

differentials of [2388, 2387/] give 

1—2,a2 
. cos. d ; 

= M. (—l-j-2pr) 

V/I —M/ 
. sin. to' ; 

(/^) = — M. (x. /(I—F2) • sin. •TO /. 

= — 1—/x2).cos.to'. 

Substituting these, and i = n [23S6""], in H, P, [2382, 2384], we get, 

— M.[ 1 — 2/X2) .C08.TO'--p2 M. /X2 .COS.TO' M. cos. to7. (1—4/x2)  .1/ (. 

7l2 . ( 1-4/Xs) ?l2.(l-4/X2) n2 . COS. TO ; 

— M. /x. /(] — /x^). sin.to'— 2Jl/./x./(l—/x2).(—l-j-2/x2) .sin.TO' 

( 1—/x2) . ?i2 . ( 1 — 4 fx2) 

Jkf. /x. sin. to' 

n2.v/(l— /x2) 

|—1—2.(—l-j-2/x2)]  JIf. fx . sin. to' 

(1—4,x2) n?.v/(l— fx2) 

Substituting these values of H, P, and P=0 [2387], in [2380], it becomes, 

n2 \ 
P = 

/rf.[y.y/(l—fx2) 

/u 

. cos.to']\ 31 f d . . sin. to') \ 

— 
M ... . 

Dividing this by — then developing the differentials, we get, by successive reductions, 

and neglecting the terms which mutually destroy each other, 

0 _ f d . • sin. «') 

'dy\ . , . 7 a* 
' \ »... _/ I -.COS.TO 

= (£) ■ ■ c°s-n'-^(icqsj •cos-ffl'+/(/^ • (ïï) • Si',-K'+^1_^) 

=(g)-^'-^-cos-a,+^)- (i)-sin-°' [2389] 
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Hence we dedncef — 0, (~^j = 0 ; consequently y is equal to 

a constant quantity ; therefore the oscillations of the second kind cannot 

vanish, for the ichole earth, except in the single case where the depth of the sea 

is constant. 

If the oscillations of the third kind vanish in every part of the earth, we 

shall have F = 0, G = 0, for these oscillations ; also by ^ 9,t 

F' — N. (1 — .cos. 2* ; G' = — N. (1 — f) . sin. 2 « ; 

* (177S) If we change us' into to'-|-100°, in [2388], F' will change into G', and 

G' into —F'. The same changes being made in H, P, [2382,2384], they will become 

respectively like K, Q, [2383, 2385] ; and by this means F [2380] will change into 

G [2381]. Hence if we change us' into ■tf'-j-lOO0, in the expression of F= 0 [2388e], 

we shall have the corresponding values of G= 0 [2387]. From this we may deduce an 

expression similar to [2388f\ ; which can also be derived from [2388/], by writing 

ro'-j- 100° for -us'. Hence we get the following expression, which is the same as [2390] 

with the signs changed ; observing always to use us1 instead of us, as in [2387/] : 

0=- •sin- *'+;7^) • (E) •cos- »'• 

f (1779) Multiplying [2388/] by 

the products, putting cos.2 us’ -|- sin.2 us' — l, 

in [2388/], dividing by ^3— . sin. us', 

, and [2388A] by 

we obtain 

—sin. 33' 

ÏÎÜ^T)’ add“S 

Substituting this 

WeSet (S) = °- Now (%) = ° 
shows that y is independent of p, ; and that y is independent of us ; hence 

7 is independent of g, us, and must therefore be the same for all latitudes and longitudes. 

Consequently the oscillations of the second kind disappear, only when the depth of the sea 

is the same for all places upon the earth [2128s]. 

Î (1780) The oscillations of the third kind being by hypothesis equal to nothing, gives 

y=0, and F = 0, G = 0, as in [2387a]. The part of «F [2262] on which 

the oscillations of the third kind depend, becomes, by putting sin.2 d = 1 — p,2, 2nt — it 

[2393], us — 4' = '5*/ [2387/], j^.cos.2v = —uJY, 

[2390] 

[2391] 

Oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the second 
kind may 

[2391] 
vanish in 
all parts 
of the 
earth. 

[2391"] 

[2392] 

[2388g] 

[2388ft] 

[2390a] 

[23906] 

[2392a] 

[23926] 
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[2393] 

|2394] 

]V being a function of 6 independent of ;x and z>. We may also suppose 

that i = 2n very nearly [2262']. This being premised, the equation 

between FF', G', [2386], will give,* 

0 = 
2y. cos.2s? A/7 s 

1 — A \d (J- 
. cos. 2 s? -j- -(£)-sin-2 

2.(1 — ft2] 

si 

Q7 o r 

kF = —. (1—fj.2) .cos.2v. cos. {2nt-\-2zi—2^) = — .(1—/x2).cos.2v.cos.(it-f-2-s?') 

= — aJY. (1—fj2). {cos. i t . cos. 2 F — sin. i t. sin. 2F\. 

Dividing this by a, we get V ; which is to be substituted, with y= 0 [2392c], in [2373], 

and wTe shall get, 

[2392tf] JY. (1 — g2). {cos. i t. cos. 2zs’ — sin. i t. sin. 2z>'] = F'. cos. it-f- G'. sin. i t. 

Putting the coefficients of cos .it, sin .it, separately equal to each other, in both members, 

we get F', G', [2392], zs being changed into w', as in [2387/]. 

* (1781) If we put 2 n = i [2393], and F= 0 [2391"], in [238G] ; then 

multiplying it by i~, we get, 

ddF' \ y /ddF'\ /dy\ (dF'\ 1 (dy\ (dlF\ 

d[£ ) (1— ^2)2 4 V dS) \d£j \ d P J (1—z«2)2 ’ Uj ’ \dzs) 

Now the formulas [2392] give, by changing zs into F [2387f], 

iQF= 0=—7. 
)2392e] 

[2392/] 

= — 2 JY. fx. cos. 2 zs ' j 

= — 2 JY. (1—(x2). cos.2zs' ; 

= — 4 JY. ( 1—(x2) . cos. 2 zs' ; 

/ ddF'\ . 
VTÂ") = — 2 ^ • cos-2 « ? 

~ — 2 JY. ( 1—|x2). sin. 2zt' ; 

(\~<F{F) ~ 2 JY. (x . sin. 2zs'. 

Substituting these in [2392e], and connecting together the terms depending on sin. 2«', 

cos. 2 zs', we obtain 

•■F=ff=JV. Sin. 2 a'. { ~ .(^) + • (^) } 

+ JY.cos.2s?'. I 274~ 1 +2 fx. +2 • (!—A) 

[2392-1 
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the equation between G, G', and F', will give,* 

* (jfe) * cos- 2 
2.(1 —p2) 

0 
2 y. sin. 2 vs 

1— 
+ M-. 

'dy'' 
VS 

. sin. 2 vs 

Hence we deducef an(^ 

[2395] 

[2396] 

in which the coefficient of JY. sin. 2 vs’ is easily reduced to the form 

Substituting, in the coefficient of JY. cos. 2 vs', the development of 

2.(14-^) /dy\ 

1—jw2 * \dvs) 

d 
it becomes 

1+^2 sr+i-5,+*-(g)+*-<'-.,>-5nÈî(g)+(-ëé-ri 

-»»-i*+î^+S5S+s'©'i'+'i-A+4''fê)- 
Hence [2392g] becomes 

[2392g-'] 

i2jF=0=JY.sm.2ia1. 

Dividing this by 4 JY, 

in [2387/]. 

2.(1+^3) 

1—^ 

we get 

• cos. 2 vs’ -{- 4 p .JY. (~) . cos. 2 
!—y-1 \dju/ 

as in [2394], vs being changed into vs', as 

[2392*.] 

[2392i] 

*(1782) If we change 2 vs into 2vs-\-100°, or 2 vs' into 2w'-f-100°, the 

expressions F', G', [2392] will become G', —F', respectively; hence H [2382] 

changes into K [2383], and P [2384] into Q [2385] ; therefore F [2380] will become [2394a] 

G [2381] ; so that by changing 2vs into 2^+100°, F will become G. Therefore 

by making the same change in [2386], we shall get the value of G; and if G be put equal 

i2 G F 
to nothing, we may deduce the value of — =0, from that of — = 0 [2394,2392*], [23945] 

by writing 2 vs' + 100° for 2 vs', or 2w-j-100° for 2 vs; by this means, [2394] 

with its signs changed becomes as in [2395], vs' being written for vs, as in [2387/]. 

f (1783) Supposing, as in the preceding note, 2 vs to be changed into 2 vs', then 

multiplying [2394] by sin.2< also [2395] by — cos.2*', and adding together the products, 

putting cos.2 vs' + sin.2vs' = 1, we get 

Substituting this in [2395], and dividing by 

Tzr^z > 

sin. 2 vs', we obtain [2397]. 

hence 

160 

0. [2396a] 
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[2397] 

This last equation gives, by integration,* 

A. ( l—F-2) 

r 

Oscilla¬ 
tions of 
t ho third 

[2398"] 

kind, can¬ 
not vanish 
in all parts 
of the 
earth. 

A being an arbitrary constant quantity. According to this value of y, the 

depth of the sea would be infinite at the equator, where t* = 0 [2128X1‘]. 

This cannot be admitted ; therefore no admissible law of the depth of the sea 

can make the oscillations of the third kind vanish in all parts of the earth. 

The rapidity of the angular rotatory motion of the earth, in comparison 

with the angular motions of the sun and moon, enables us to suppose i = n, 

in the oscillations of the second kind ; and i = 2 n, in the oscillations of 

the third kind. Moreover, it is evident from the preceding analysis, and from 

4 6, 8, and 9, that if we suppose the quantities L, v, 4, r, to refer to the sun, 

and mark them with one accent for the moon, the elevation ay of a particle of 

the surface of the sea, above the surface of equilibrium, which would take place 

independently of the action of these two bodies, is nearly of the form,f 

*(1784) From = 0 [2396], we perceive that y is independent of and is 

therefore a function of ^ only ; hence [2397] may be written 0 = • 

[2398a] Multiplying this by , we get 0 = • The integral of this is 

A = , A being the arbitrary constant quantity. From this we easily find y [2398]. 
1 — 

f (1785) If we put cos.2 v = I — sin.2 v in [2221], it becomes 

— L .(1 — 3 . sin.2 v) . (1 + 3 . cos. 2d) . 

Sr3s-(1~ii) 
which is the part of ay, depending on oscillations of the first kind, and arising from the 

force of the sun. Accenting the letters L, v, r, we obtain the part corresponding to the 

[2400a] moon — L .( 1 3 . sin.2v ) . ( I T~ ° ■ cos:.2j) . The sum of these is the whole value 

8,',3£-(l-57) 

of a y, depending on the oscillations of the first kind, being the same as in the first line of 

[2400a'] the second member of [2400]. If we put cos.il—fS M /•3 
• sin. v . cos. v, 
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(1 -f* 3. cos. 2 é) C L - 0 • o \ i L' , 0 . 0 /\ 
ay =-?-] ^-(1—3.sm.-v) + -.(l —3.sin.-v) 

8 g. 1— 

5 P. 

. sin. y. cos. v . cos. (n t -j- w — 4* — I3) 

_zy 
-f* -j% • sin. v'. cos. v'. cos. (n t + w — -V — f3) 

+ 5. 

^3 . cos.2 V . cos. 2 . (ft £ ^-+-x) 

£' 
-f- T§ •cos-9 v> •C0S* 2 . (w t + « •4/'— >■) 

6 l q . [s.. \/{l — juty 

2 igq- ( p 
5p. 

the expression of the elevation of the tide ay [2253], 
ir 

depending on the oscillations of the second kind upon an ellipsoid of revolution, becomes 

a y — A. — . sin. v . cos. v. cos. (?î £ 4- to — = A . M . cos. (nt -f- to1 — 4)? 

A being, in this particular case, a function of jx, depending on the depth of the sea, &c. 

[2196]; and M a function, which is proportional to the disturbing force of the sun. In 

supposing i — n [2399], the motion of the sun is neglected in comparison with the rotatory 

motion of the earth [2223e], so that M may be considered as very nearly constant, and to be 

the same for all parts of the earth, independent of fx, to. If this disturbing force JVL be 

increased in any ratio, the preceding value of ay [2400c] will be increased in the like 

proportion. The same method of reasoning may be applied to the general value of a y, 

deduced from [2372], which must be proportional to M; and if we put 

aF— A . M.cos.(to1—4,—a,G — —A.M. sin. (to:—41—£)? it=nt, [2399], 

we shall get 

ay=A.M. f cos. n t. cos. (to — -4 — 0) — sin. n t. sin. (to — 4 — (3)} 

— A . M. cos. — 4 —13) = A. sin.v . cos.v . cos. {nt-\-zs — 4 — 0) ; 

A, B, being like F, G, functions of to, [2372e], determined by means of the equations 

[2386, 2386'] ; and in the present calculation, in which i = n, they may be considered 

as independent of L, r, v, 4- Therefore we may obtain nearly the part of ay depending 

on the lunar action, by changing in [2400/] L, r, v, 4, into L', r', V, 4', respectively, 

without altering A, (3 ; by which means it will become, 

jrj 
ay = A . — . sin. v*. cos. v . cos. (n t -j- zs — 4; — I3)* 

[2400] 

Approxi¬ 
mate 

value of 
the height 
of the 
tide. 

[2400&j 

[2400c] 

[2400rf] 

[2400c] 

[2400/] 

[2400g-] 

[2400/t] 
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[2400'] 

[2400"] 

[2400"/] 

Time of 
the tide 
varies 
with the 
depth of 
the sea. 

[2400""] 

[2400i] 

[2400*1 

[24006 

[2400m] 

A, B, (3, x, being functions of p, depending on the law of the depth of 

the sea. This form is so general, that it includes a great variety of the 

phenomena of tides, which might take place in the different ports. It 

appears from ^ 7 and 9, that if the earth which forms the bottom of the 

sea be a solid of revolution, the instant of the maximum or minimum of the 

oscillations of the second, or of the third kind, will be the same as that of 

the passage of the body which produces it over the meridian.* * But we see, 

by the preceding formula, that in genera], when the depth of the sea is 

assumed in any arbitrary manner whatever, these times may be very different, 

and the hours of the tide may be very variable from one port to another. This 

is conformable to observation. 

In some ports the oscillations of the second kind may be insensible, 

while in other ports we cannot perceive any oscillations of the third kind.f 

But according to the preceding formula, the maxima or minima of these 

oscillations will follow the times of passage of the respective bodies over the 

meridian, by the same interval [2400A:, /], since the quantities f3 and x are 

the same, for each of the two bodies. Now we shall hereafter see, that this 

result is contrary to observations ; so that the preceding formula, even when 

The sum of the two parts of ay [2400f A], is nearly equal to the part of ay depending 

on oscillations ofd • sr< aid kind, as in the second and third lines of the second member 

of [2400]. 

In like manner wre obtain the part of a y, depending on oscillations of the third kind, by 

putting in ay [2372], i = 2n, and using the quantities B, X, instead of A, p ; changing 

L L 
also M= — .sin.v.cos. v [2222, 2400a'] into M= — . cos.2 v [2262], corresponding 

po po 

to the oscillations of the third kind, as in the fourth and fifth lines of [2400]. 

* (1786) This is evident from the expressions of ay [2400c, i, 2297', 2294, &,c.], 

using [2131c]. In the more general case treated of in [2400'"], the values of ay areas 

in [2400/, he., 2400] ; and it is evident that [2400/] is a maximum, when nt-\-vs — 4=/3, 

at which time the body is at the distance (3 from the upper meridian [2131c]. In like 

manner the part of ay [2400] depending on the angle 2 . (n t-\-/m—/ — X) becomes 

a maximum when nt -\-tf — / = X, at the distance X from the meridian. 

f (1787) A, B, are functions of p-, [24007], and there may be places on the earth 

where A = 0, then we shall have no oscillation of the second kind in [2400]. If B— 0, 

there will be no oscillation of the third kind in [2400]. 
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taken in its greatest extent, will not fully satisfy all the observed phenomena. [2400* ] 

The irregularity of the depth of the ocean, the manner in which it is spread sources 0f 
" ” _ M */ J irregulari- 

over the earth, the position and declivity of the shores, their connexions {7“/he 

mï/fc the adjoining coasts, the currents, and the resistances which the waters 

suffer, cannot possibly be submitted to an accurate calculation, though these 

causes modify the oscillations of this great fluid mass. All we can do is to 

analyze the general phenomena which must result from the attractions of [2400*q 

the sun and moon, and to deduce from the observations such data as are 

indispensable, for completing in each port the theory of the ebb and flow of 

the tides. These data are the arbitrary quantities, depending on the extent of [2400'»] 

the surface of the sea, its depth, and the local circumstances of the port. 

16. We shall now examine, in this more general point of view, the theory 

of the oscillations of the ocean, and shall see if it corresponds with the 

observations of the tides. We may consider the sea as a system of an infinite [24ooviii] 

number of particles, which act on each other by their pressure and mutual StShSor 

attraction. These particles are also acted upon by gravity and the attractive the tides." 

forces of the sun and moon. Without the action of these two last forces, [2400'*] 

the sea would long since have been in equilibrium ; therefore the law of 

these forces must regulate the motions of the tide. 

To obtain the attractive forces of the sun and moon, upon a particle of 

the surface of the sea, determined by the co-ordinates R, w, 0 ; R being [2400*] 

the radius drawn from the centre of the earth to the particle ; we shall put 

« V for the following expression,* 

3 L. R? , « 
* {Lsin-v • cos*6 + cos.v • sin. 6. cos.' (nt -f- « — 4)] — i} 

3 L’.R* 
H—cpp~3 • {[sin-y/- cos. d + cos. v'. sin. 6. cos. (n t -f « — — yj, 

a V'. 

[2401] 

*(1789) In the terms [2132,2133], from which [2192] is derived, the radius of the earth 

is put equal to unity ; but all these expressions must be of the order — [2132], and as L is [2401« | 

of the third degree in R, they must be of the second degree in R, r! This form is obtained 

by multiplying [2192] by R?, considered as unity ; and then it becomes as in the first line of 

the second member of [2401]. The second line is deduced from the first, by accenting the 

letters L, r, v ; hence we obtain the part relative to the moon. The sum of these two 

161 
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[2401'] 

p'orces. 

[2401"] 

[2401'"] 

[2401""] 

[2401v] 

[2401*1] 
Tides 

produced 
by tliesun, 
supposing 
it to move 
in the 
plane 
of the 
equator. 

[24016] 

[2401c] 

Then the sum of the lunar and solar forces, resolved in the direction of the 

'dV\ 
radius of the earth, will be « 

dR 
or 2kF [2401c], putting 

R = 1, after taking the differential. The sum of these forces, resolved in 

a direction perpendicular to that radius, and in the plane of the meridian of 

the particle, will be « . 'j. Lastly, the sum of the same forces, 

resolved in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the meridian, will be 

These expressions are very nearly accurate for the sun, on 
sin. Ô 

account of its great distance from the earth, which renders the terms 

multiplied by almost insensible. They are less exact for the moon ; 

but we have not been able to discover in the phenomena of the tides, anything 
jj 

depending on forces of the order . Perhaps a greater number of more 

accurate observations than have hitherto been made, may render the effects 

of these forces sensible. 

We shall in the first place consider only the action of the sun, and shall 

suppose it to move in the plane of the equator, with a uniform motion, and 

always at the same distance from the centre of the earth. The three preceding 

forces will then become,f 

parts is the whole value of « L', from which we may deduce the attractions in the 

directions of the radius, meridian, and parallel of latitude, as in [1811Z], from these we 

easily find the expressions [2401'—2401'"] ; changing r into R, and neglecting the signs, 

which serve only to indicate the direction of the forces [lSllwt]. The differential of 

a V [2401], relative to R, being divided by dR, and then putting R= 1, gives, as in 

/d V'\ 
[2401'], a.(T-)=2«F'. 

* (1790) Terms of this order were neglected [2192a, &c.], in computing aV [2192]. 

-j- (1791) If we notice only the part of a V [2401] depending on the sun, putting 

v = 0 [2401vi], and cos.2 {n t + — 40;-= I T £ *cos* ^ • (n t “h ^ — 44’ we shall get 

« V' = • {sin.26 . cos.2 (n t + ts — 4) — &} 

= — .\\ . sin.2 Ô — 4 f \ . sin.2 Ô. cos. 2 . (nt -j- nf — 4)1- 
2r3 

[2401d] 
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Forces. 

{sin.2d — J- -j- sin.2^. cos. (2 n t + 2 & — 2 4)} ; 
["Central! 
L force. J [2402] 

3 L 
—. sin. è. cos. i.{l + cos. (2 n 14- 2 ro - 
2 r c v -2+)}; (4) 

rMeridional"! 
L force. J [2403] 

-— . sin. ô. sin. (2n t-j-2 & — 2f). 
/L T 

rPerpendicular to"| 
L the meridian. J [2404] 

By means of the constant forces 

. \ sin.2 6 — -fj [2402], and 
^ T 

3L . . 
-r . sin.d. cosJ 
2 

[2403], [2404'] 

the sea would finally settle in a state of equilibrium. Therefore these forces 

merely alter a little the permanent figure which the sea would assume by 

means of its rotatory motion. But the three variable parts of the preceding- 

forces must excite oscillations in the ocean, and ice shall now proceed to 

determine the nature of these oscillations. 

These forces, after an interval of half a day, again have the same values. 

Now we may establish it as a general principle of dynamics, that the state iwii.it 

of a system of bodies, in which the primitive conditions of the motion have dynamics. 

disappeared by the resistances it suffers, is periodical, like the forces which act [2404"] 

on it. Therefore the state of the ocean must become the same, at each 

interval of half a day ; so that there must be an ebb and flow during that 

interval. 

To show this, by a method of reasoning wdiich may be applied in all 

similar cases, we shall suppose that at any time a, the height of the tide in [2404"'] 

any part was h, and that it again became of the same height, after the 

intervals f{1), jf(2), jT(3) — ./(i), &c., counted from the time a. Then 

a + f(l) ls time when the height of the sea is /t, after the number i of 

these intervals. If we suppose i to be very great, this time will not depend 

on the conditions of motion which existed at the time a considered as the 

instant of the origin of the motion. For all these conditions must have ^|04/wj 

disappeared by the friction and resistance of every kind, which the sea 

Hence the force in the direction of the radius R, represented by 2aV [240F], is as in 

[2402], Substituting the value of a V [2402a] in the forces [2401", 2401/"], they 

become respectively as in [2403, 2404]. 
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[2404v] 

[2404vi] 

[2404vii] 

[2405] 

[2406'] 

Effect 
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disturbing 
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destroyed 
by the 
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See. 

[2406"] 

[2406"'] 

Curve rep¬ 
resenting 
the tides. 

suffers in these oscillations. Therefore the motion of the sea finally becomes 

independent of these conditions, and depends only upon the forces which act 

on it ; so that it is impossible to discover the primitive state of the sea from its 

present condition. 

We shall now suppose that, at the time denoted by a-]-half a day, all 

the conditions of the motions of the sea are the same as at the time a. 

Then since the solar forces are the same, and vary in like manner in both 

cases ; it is evident that in the second case, the successive intervals in which 

the height of the sea is h, commencing with the time a -j- half a day, are, 

as in the first case, /(1), /(2), /(3), &c. ; so that at the time 

a -j- f{i) -j- half a day, 

the height of the tide is h. But as i is very great, and the actual situation 

of the sea is independent of everything that has any relation to the origin 

of its motion, it is evident that the time a ~\~f{l) + half a day must 

correspond with one of the times when the height of the sea is h in the first 

case ; therefore we must have 

a +jf(i) + half a day = a + f [i+r\ 

r being an integral number ; therefore 

jfCHr)—jfW = half a day. 

Hence it follows that the state of the sea must become the same after an interval 

of half a day. 

It is probable, that if the whole ocean were disturbed, by any cause, the 

resistances it meets with would destroy the effect of this cause, in the 

interval of a few months ; so that after that interval, the tides would resume 

their natural order. Hence we can judge of the little influence of the 

winds ; for however violent they may be, they are only local, and affect 

merely the surface of the sea. Therefore by taking the mean of a great 

number of observations, continued during several years, the result will 

represent nearly the effect of the regular forces acting on the ocean. 

We shall suppose a right line to be drawn, whose parts represent the time ; 

and upon this, as the axis of the abscisses, a curve to be described, whose 

ordinates express the height of the tide ; the part of the curve corresponding 

to a portion of the absciss representing a half day will determine the entire 
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curve. For the whole will be formed by repeating this part ad infinitum. [2406"'] 

Thus the interval between two consecutive high tides will be half a day, and 

the same takes place with two consecutive low tides. 

17. For the purpose of ascertaining this curve, we shall suppose that there 

is a second sun L, perfectly equal to the first, and moved in the same manner [2406v] 

in the plane of the equator, with this difference only, that it precedes the first 

in its orbit by the angle n' T ; in which n' = n — m, and m = . [2406v»] 

We shall obtain the forces relative to this new sun, by changing 4 into 

4 + n' Tfi in the expression of the variable forces acting on the sea, which [2406vi>] 

we have given in the last article [2402—2404]. These new forces being 

added to the others will produce the following, 

3L 
cgz • sin-* 2 3 4^.{cos. (fint-fQrt — 24) + cos. (2n t + 2 -a — 24 — 2 n'T)] ; [2407] 

3jL 
— . sinJ. cosJ.Jcos. (2nt-\- 2a — 24) + cos. (2nt-\-2a — 24 — 2n'T)}; [2408] 

— . sin. ô. [sin. (2 n t -f- 2 zj — 2 4) + sin. (2nt + 2 « — 2 4 — 2 n'T)}. 

If we put L/ — 2L. cos. n' T, these three forces will becomef 

[2409] 

[2409'] 

* (1792) The variable part of the forces [2402—2404] are 

S L 3 L 
— . sin.2 è. cos. (2 n t + 2 ns— 24), — . sin. 6. cos. Ô. cos. (2 n t + 2 -os — 24), 

3 L , [2407a] 
— — . sin. Ô . sin. (2 n t + 2 vs — 2 4) 

the constant parts being neglected [2404']. If another body L, whose right ascension is 

4 + n' T [2406V1], be added ; the three corresponding forces will be found by changing 4 

into 4 + n,T in the preceding values. These new forces, being added to the preceding 

[2407a], will become as in [2407—-2409]. 

f (1793) Putting for brevity n = 2n^ + 2^ — 2+ we get, by using [20, 18] Int., [2408a] 

and Lt [2409'], 

L,. cos. (n — n'T) — 2L . cos. n'T. cos. (n — n'T) = L. [cos. n + cos. (n — 2 n'T) J, 

L,. sin. (n n'T) = 2 L . cos. n'T . sin. (n — n'T) = L . [sin. n -j- sin. (n —>2 n'T)]. ^ ^ 

The first of these expressions being substituted in [2407,2408], produces [2410,2411] 

respectively ; the second changes [2409] into [2412]. 

162 
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[2410] 

[2411] 

[2412] 

[2412'] 

[2413] 

[2414] 

[2414'] 

[2414"] 

[2411a] 

[24116] 

sin.2 ô. cos. (2ntJr2a — 24 — n'T) ; 

15, 
2 r3 

3T 
_y 

2 r3 

. sin. é. cos. ô. cos. (2 w-f- 2 w — 24 — n T) 

. sin. ^. sin. (2 n t, ~|~ 2 zs ~— 2 4 ■ »'T). 

1 

These last forces produce a flow and ebb, similar to that which the body L 

would produce, if its mass were changed into Z,/? and the time t were 

decreased by in the forces of the preceding article.* Therefore if we 

put y" for the ordinate of the curve of the height of the tide, corresponding 

to the absciss t — ^ T, we shall have — for the height of the tide 
JLj 

produced by the three preceding forces. 

This height, by the nature of very small oscillations, is equal to the sum 

of the heights of the tide arising from the action of the two suns L. For 

we know that the whole motion of a system, acted upon by very small 

forces, is the sum of the partial motions, that each force would produce in 

the system if it acted separately. It is in this manner that small waves, 

made in a basin, are formed the one above the other, in the same manner as 

if they were separately excited upon the level surface of stagnant water. 

This evidently follows, from the circumstance, that very small oscillations 

are given, by linear differential equations, whose complete integrals are the 

* (1794) The body L is supposed to move uniformly in the plane of the equator 

[2401V1], with the angular velocity m [2406vi] ; therefore if the time t be changed into 

t — ü T, as in [2412'], the angle 2nt will become 2nt — nT, and 24 will change 

into 24 — m T [2406V1], By this means the angle 2 nt 2 vs — 2 4s which occurs 

in [2407a], becomes 2nt -j- — 24 — («—m) . T= 2ntJr2tf — 24 — n'T — T', 

for brevity [2406T1] ; and the three forces [2407a] change into 

3L 

2 7-3 
sin.9d . cos. T' j 

3 L 
— — . sin J . sin. T' ; 

2 rd 

which, by writing Lt for L, or multiplying by —become like the forces [2410—2412], 

Now if we suppose that the forces [241U] produce a tide denoted by y", the forces 

[2410—2412] must cause a tide equal to ~ . y" [2414], because the ratio of these 

forces is as 1 to --. 

[2411c] 
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sums of all the partial integrals which satisfy them.* Hence if y be the 

ordinate of the curve of the height of the tide corresponding to the time t, 

and yj the ordinate corresponding to the time t — T,f y -\-y' will be the 

sum of these heights ; therefore we shall have, 

y+2/=^r- o) 

Now if we develop y' and y", in series arranged according to the powers of 

T, we shall find, by neglecting the powers exceeding the second,Î 

* (1795) The equations [2320—2322] are linear relative to the required quantities 

s, u, v ; and if we have several triplets of values sv uv vv s2, u2, v2, s3, u3, v3, he., 

which satisfy these equations respectively; we may also put s — a1s1 -f- a2s2-\- a3s3-f-&c., 

u = a1u1-\- a2u2-\- a*u3-\-he., v — a2v2-\-a3v3-\-he. •, a1, a2, a3, he., being 

any arbitrary constant quantities ; it being evident, from the linear form of the equations 

[2320—2322], that these last values of s, u, v, which include all these partial integrals, will 

also satisfy these equations, and may be considered as the general integrals. 

f (1796) In the same manner as we proved, in [2411 a, &c.], that by changing t into 

t — | T, the angle 2 nt -\-2tf — 2 4 becomes 2 n t — 2 — n' T, we may 

prove that by changing t into t — T, the angle 2nt-\-2zs — 24 becomes 

2 nt -\-2 tx — 24 — 2 n' T 

so that y being put for the tide corresponding to the time t, and y for that corresponding to 

t — T, their sum y -}- y' will represent the tide corresponding to the two suns, or in 

other words, to the forces [2407—2409] ; and as these forces have been proved to be 

equivalent to those in [2410—2412] which produce the tide - ~ [2414], it is evident, 

that these expressions of the tides must be equal to each other ; hence we get [2415]. 

J (1797) Putting in the formula [617] a = —T, <p (t) = y, <p [t -f-a) = y'} we 

shall obtain [2416a]; and if we put a =— % T, <p(£)=y, cp (t -f- a) — y'\ we 

shall get [24166]. 

v' = v  T —4- 4- T2 —- 1 T3 —- -4- &c • 
J y 1 ‘ 1 * dV s1 ' dP 

y"-y_iy J.1T2 ÉlA._ 1 rpz Êll. I Qjr 
y —y 21 'dt• dv • dt3 

If we neglect T3 and higher powers, they become as in [2416] ; and it will be shown in 

[2416g], that these terms are not wanted in finding [2418], which is the object of the 

present calculation. 

[2414w] 

Important 
equation. 

[2415] 

[2412a] 

[2412&] 

[2414a] 

[24146] 

[2416a] 

[24166] 
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[2416] 

[2417] 

[2418] 

[2416c] 

[2416c'] 

[2416c?] 

[2416c] 

[2416/] 

[2416g] 

y'   y   T I 1 T* —V * 

y - y 1 • dt^*1 • d? * 

J y 2 dt 8 dfi 

Moreover, we have* 

these values, being substituted in the equation [2415], givef 

£jl_4 „'!> „ 
- 4n -y- 

* (1798) Substituting in L/ [2409'] the value of cos. n T [44] Int., we get 

i/ = 2L.{l — |n'2T2 + 2-V^4 214 — &c.| j 

which, by neglecting T4, becomes as in [2417]. The preceding value of Lt gives 

■^ = 2-n,2T2 + i^'4 T4 — he. 
ii 

f (1799) Substituting in [2415] the values of /, [2416a, &, c], we get [2416c?]. 

Neglecting 2 y—T.~, which occur in both members, and dividing by | T2, we 
d t 

obtain [2416e], and by reduction [2416/]. 

o v t — 4- ï- T2 _1 T3 4- he 
2y~ 1 * df + 2 1 * dt* ’s± 

= [y-|T.^ + iT".fl2--A2’3.-^f + &cq.{2-)1'2Ts + &c.S 

— _T —4-IT2 
— ZV 1 ' ^ i 4 1 * d i2 ci i 

d33/ 

J- T3.4f — »'2 Ts.y+i«'2,r3.]“ + &c. ; 24 c? i3 

d3 w 

ff?3 
^3/ 
cii 

f/-4T.g+&c. = -4n-.y + 2»-T.^ + &o. 

This must exist for all values of T, and when T= 0, it becomes as in [2418]. It may 

be observed, that the coefficients of T, T2, he. [2416/] produce an equation similar to 

[2418]. For if we subtract [2418] from [2416/], and then divide by — | T, retaining 

only the terms independent of T, we shall get ~ÿ~fî==—4w'2 . which is the same 

as the differential of [2418], divided by dt. 
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Hence we deduce, by integration,* 

y = ^ 'L-. cos. (2nl + 2 zs — 2\ — 2 xj ; 

B and x being two arbitrary constant quantities, of which the first depends 

on the magnitude of the total tide in the port, and the second on the hour 

of the tide, or the time after the passage of the sun over the meridian. 

This expression of y gives the law, by which the solar tide ebbs and flows. 

For if we suppose a vertical curve to be described, and represent by its 

circumference an interval of half a day, and by its diameter the total rise of 

the solar tide, or the difference of elevations between high and low water ; we 

may take any arc of this circle, commencing at its lowest point, to express the 

intervals of time from low water ; and then the versed sine of this arc will be 

the height of the tide corresponding to that time.f 

* (1800) Putting a — 2n' in [865'], it becomes as in [2418], and the second value 

of y [864a] is 

y = b . cos. (2n't -f- p) — b.cos. (2nt — 2mt f cp) = b. cos. (2nt — 24H-p) [2406V1]. 

To render this symmetrica] with the similar expressions in this book, we may change the 

arbitrary quantities b, cp, into B .~3, 2tx—2X, respectively, and we shall get [2419]. 

A little reflection will make it evident that the quantities B, X, must be nearly constant. 

For the height of the tide y must be nearly proportional to the disturbing forces [2402—2404], 

which vary as the ratio ; therefore B [2419] must be nearly constant, and depend on 

the mean rise of the tide in the particular port under consideration. If the moon’s angular 

velocity in her orbit were the same as that of the sun, the effect of these velocities on the 

values of B, X, would be very nearly alike, so that they might be taken the same for both 

bodies. The effect of the greater velocity of the moon is taken into consideration in the 

values of B, X, [2439], 

L 56 
f (1801) Upon the vertical diameter HL=2B. — , and 

r* 

centre C, describe a circle HALD; make the angle 

HCA = 2nt-\-2-ti—2-\j— 2X, then draw the line AB, 

perpendicular to HL, and we shall have, from [2419], 

y=CA.cos.HCA= CB. 

The least value of y corresponds to the point L, and is there 

— — CL ; the greatest value of y corresponds to the point H, 

163 

[2419] 

[2419] 

[2419"] 

Law of 
the ebb 
and flow 
ot the 
solar tide. 

[2420] 

[2419a] 

[24196] 

[2419c] 

[2420a] 
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[2421] 

[2421'] 

[2422] 

Local 
circum¬ 
stances 
vary the 

[2422'] 

times and 
height of 
the tides 
very much. 

[2423] 

[2424] 

[2424'] 

[2420ft] 

This law is accurately observed in the open sea ; but local circumstances 

cause the tides to vary a little in our ports, where the tide is rather longer 

in the ebb than in the flow ; and at Brest, the difference is about ten 
minutes. 

The greater the sea is, the more sensible will be the tides. In a fluid mass, 

the impressions which each particle receives are communicated to the whole 

mass. It is by this means that the action of the sun, which is insensible in 

an isolated particle, produces in the ocean such remarkable effects ; and this 

is the reason why the ebb and flow are insensible, in lakes and small seas, 

such as the Black sea, and the Caspian sea. 

We have seen, in [2294—2296], the great influence of the depth of the sea 

upon the height of the tides. The loccd circumstances of each port may vary 

this height considerably. The undulations of the sea, confined in a strait, 

may become very great. The reflection of the waters by the opposite shores 

may cdso increase the tides. It is from these causes that the tides, which are 

generally very small in the Islands of the South Sea, become very considerable 

in our ports. 

If the ocean covered a spheroid of revolution, and suffered no resistance 

in its motion, the time of full sea depending on the sun would be the same 

as that of the passage of the sun over the superior or inferior meridian. But 

this is not the actual state of the ocean ; and local circumstances cause the 

hour of the tides to vary considerably, even in very neighboring ports. To 

form a correct idea of these variations, we shall suppose that there is a wide 

canal, communicating with the sea, and running far inland. It is evident 

that the undulations which take place at the mouth of the canal, are 

successively propagated through the whole of its length, so that the figure of 

the surface is formed by the undulations of waves, which are incessantly 

renewed, and pass through all their varieties of form in the course of half a 

and is there = C H. Hence it is evident, that while the point A moves on the 

circumference of the circle from L to A, the tide will ascend from its lowest point L to the 

point B\ through the space L B = versed sine of L A ; so that if the circumference of 

the circle be divided into equal parts, representing hours ; the time of low water being 

marked at L, and the time of high water at II’, the versed sine of any arc LA, will 

represent the whole rise of the tide, from the time of low water to the time corresponding to 

the point A. 
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daj'. These waves produce, at each point of the canal, an ebb and flow, 

which follow the preceding law ; but the hours of the tide are retarded, in 

proportion as the points are at a greater distance from the mouth of the 

canal. What we have said of a canal, will apply to a river, whose surface 

is elevated or depressed by similar waves, notwithstanding the contrary 

motion of its waters. These waves are perceived near the months of all 

rivers ; and in great rivers they extend far into the interior country. In the 

strait of Pauxis, in the river Amazon, at eighty myriametres [nearly five 

hundred miles] distance from the sea, they are équité perceptible. 

18. We shall now consider the action of the moon, and shall suppose that 

this luminary moves uniformly in the plane of the equator. It is evident, 

that it must produce in the ocean an ebb and flow, similar to that which 

arises from the action of the sun. The two partial tides, produced by the 

actions of these, bodies, combine together, without troubling each other, and 

their combination produces the compound tide observed in our ports. This 

being supposed, if we accent the quantities L, r, 4? \ B, which refer to the 

sun, to obtain those corresponding to the moon, the height of the tide, arising 

from the action of the moon, will be expressed by the function, 

—~ . cos. (2 n t + 2 -as — — 2 x') ; 

B' and x' being two other arbitrary constant quantities. The whole height 

of the tide y, arising from the combined action of the sun and moon, 

will be 

y = —f ■cos. (2nt + 2v — 2+— 2*-) + ?fi.cos.(2nt+2*i — 24/— 2V). 

We see, by this formula, that the height of the tides must vary considerably 

with the phases of the moon. This height is the greatest, when the two 

cosines, in the expression of y, are equal to unity ; and then it is the sum of 

B L B' LI 
the quantities - and —‘3 . It is the least, when the cosine affected 

by the greatest coefficient is 1, and the other cosine is —1 ; then it is 

equal to the difference of the two preceding quantities. If ^ ‘ ^ exceed 
?3 

B' .11 
43 ? ^e maximum and minimum of the full sea will take place when the 

[3425] 

[2425] 

Tides are 
perceived 
in rivers 
very far 
from the 
sea. 

[2425"] 

Tides 
produced 
by the 
moon. 

[2426] 

Lunar 
tide. 

[2427] 

[2427] 

General 
expres¬ 
sion of 
tho tide 
produced 
by the sun 
and moon. 

[2428] 

[2428] 

[2428"] 

[2428"] 
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[2428""] first cosine is 1, and therefore at the same hour of the day.* But if 

B'.L' 
exceed 

B.L 
the least tide will take place when the first cosine 

[2428'] is —1, or at the instant of the solar low tide ; the hour of this tide will 

therefore be at the interval of a quarter of a day from the hour of the 

greatest tide.f Hence we have a simple method of finding which of the 

B L B' U 
two quantities 3 ■ and —is the greatest. All the observations 

[2429] made in our ports concur in showing that the second, or lunar force, exceeds 

the first. 

The different values which may be given to the constant quantities B, B\ 
X, x', give rise to several important remarks. If we have x — x'5 the 

[2430] greatest tide will happen at the moment of full or new moon, and the least 

tide at the moment of the quadrature. For at the time of the greatest tide, 

[2430'] the two angles 2 . (n t -J- « — 4 — x) and 2. (n t -j- & — 4/— x') are 

equal to zero, or to a multiple of the circumference ; their difference also is 

[2430"] nothing, or a multiple of the circumference. This, in the case of x = 

requires that the moon should be in conjunction or in opposition with the 

sun.f According to the observations made in our ports, the greatest tide 

[2430"'] follows the new and full moon about a day and a half [2544] ; so that 

* (1802) When cos. (2 n t -f- 2 #—24—2X)=1, we shall have 

[2428a] 2nt-\-2vi — 24 — 2X=0° or 400°; hence n t 4- -cj — 4 — ^ or 200° -j-X ; 

but by [2131c] nt-\-zs—4 represents the distance of the sun from the superior 

meridian, or the hour of the day ; therefore in this case it is equal to the constant quantity 

X or 200°+ X. 

f (1803) When cos. (2 111 -j- 2 m — 24 — 2 X) =—1, we have 

2nt-\-2vs — 2 4 — 2X = 200° or 600°; 
[24286] ,. , . 

hence we find nt-\-zs— 4 equal to 100° 4"^ or 300° -J-^’ which is 100^- 

greater than the value X or 200° -j- found in the last note, and 100° corresponds 

to one quarter of a day. 

J (1804) The difference of the angles 2 .{nt-\-Tü — 4 — 2—47—^)i 

is equal to 2. (4' — 4) + 2 . (x' — X), which must be equal to 0° or a multiple of 

(2431a] 400°, at the time of the greatest tide [2430'']. When X'= X, this difference becomes 

2.(4'—4), which must be equal to 0° or a multiple of 400°; therefore 4'—F 
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4'—4 is positive, and equal to the synodical motion of the moon during a 

day and a half ; therefore x'—x is negative, consequently x exceeds X'. [2431] 

We may form a correct idea of this phenomenon, by supposing, as above, 

that a wide canal, communicating with the sea, extends very far into the 

interior country, in the direction of the meridian of the mouth of the canal. [2431'] 

If we suppose that the full sea takes place at its mouth, at the moment of 

the passage of the sun over the meridian, and that it requires twenty-one 

decimal hours, or 2T4 days, to arrive at the head of the canal; it is evident 

that at this last place, the solar tide will follow the passage of the sun over 

the meridian by one hour ; but as two lunar days are equal to 2,070 solar [2431"] 

days, the lunar tide will follow the passage of the moon over the meridian 

by 30' only. In this case, the angle x is one hour, turned into degrees, 

estimating the whole circumference as one day, which gives x — 40°. 

The angle x' is the interval of 30', turned into degrees in the same manner, 

making x'=:120. If the interior extremity of the canal be to the eastward of [2431'"] 

its mouth, by a given number of degrees, we must add it to the preceding 

values of x and x', to obtain their true values. In the hypothesis now under 

consideration, B and B' are equal, and the angle x — x' is equal to the 

synodical motion of the moon in twenty-one hours ; the difference of the 

values of x and x' produces only a retardation of twenty-one hours in the 

phenomena of the tides which happen at its mouth, where x = x' ; and 

it is evident that this result takes place equally for any system of bodies 

moving uniformly in the plane of the equator. 

We shall now suppose that the canal, of which we have just spoken, has 

[2431""] 

[2432] 

two mouths. If we put* * 
d 

dt = m', and m — n — m', the solar tide [2432'] 

is 0° or 200° ; consequently the bodies must then be in conjunction or in opposition. 

Again, since 2 . (4/—-4) T 2 • (X'— X) = 0 [2431a], and 4/— 4 is by observation 

positive, and equal to the synodical motion in a day and a half, X'—X must be negative and [24316] 
equal to the same quantity ; consequently X ]> X', as in [2431], 

* (1804a) In the original work, the equation m = n — m! was omitted, and was 
dt 

put equal to m. I have corrected this value of m, to make it correspond with the formulas [2431c] 

[2432"—2435] ; it being evident that the tide at the time t, in the head of the canal, 

corresponds in [2432"] to the tide at the time t— T, at the mouth of the canal 5 so 

164 
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[2432"] 

[2432'"] 

[2432""] 

[2433] 

[2434] 

[2434'] 

[2432a] 

[2433a] 

which takes place at the first mouth by the action of L, will produce, at the 

head of the canal, a tide whose height will be expressed by 

B ^ . cos. (2ntJr2^ —'24 — 2mT) ; 

T being the interval of time required to transmit the first tide from the 

mouth to the head of the canal. Likewise the tide which takes place at the 

second mouth, will produce at the extremity of the canal, a tide whose 

height will be represented by 

^ y- . cos. (2nt-^-Q-n — 24 — 2 m T') ; 

T' being the interval of time required to transmit this tide from the mouth 

to the extremity of the canal, and the coefficient C depending on the height 

of the tide at this second mouth. The whole height of the tide y, produced 

by the action of the body L, at the head of the canal, will therefore be 

y= cos. (2nt-\-2rt—24—2m T) -f- . cos. (2nt-J-2^—24—2mT1). 

If we put* 

Bt = \/R2 C2 + 2 J3 C. cos. 2 rn . ( T' — T), 

_ . B. sin. 2 m T+C sin. 2 m T' 

that t must be changed into i—T, and 4 into 4—m'T; consequently 2nt-\-2Tx—24 

becomes 

2n.(t—T) + 2a — 2. (4 — m'T) = 2nt + 2'X — 24— 2. (» — m). T 

= 2nt-\-2tf — 24 — 2mT, as in [2432"]- 

* ( 1805) We shall put for brevity N =2nt -\-2-m — 24 j als° 

Bt. cos. 2 \l = B. cos. 2 mT C . cos.2m27/, 2?/.sin.2X/ = R. sin. 2 mT-|£C. sin. 2 mT'. 

The sum of the squares of B,. cos. 2X„ Bt. sin. 2 [2433a], gives by reduction 

B 2 = R2 . (cos.2 2 m T -f sin.2 2 m T) -f- C2. (cos.2 2 m T + sin.2 2 m T) 

-f- 2 BC . (cos. 2 m T. cos. 2 m T' -j- sin. 2 mT, sin. 2 m T’) 

= R2-f C2-f 2 RC. cos. 2 m. (T'—T), as in [2434]. 

Dividing the value of R,.sin. 2 X, [2433a] by Bn we get [2434']. 

[24336] 
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we shall have 

y= AT.cos. (2>i< + 2o — 2 + — 2x). P«S] 

Hence we see that 2? and x depend on the value of m, or on the rapidity of 

the motion of the body in its orbit ; and it is evident that if this canal had 

three, or a greater number of mouths, the values of B( and x would be 

B .L 

[2435'] 

more complicated. Therefore the ratio of the coefficients 

B'.IJ 

and [2435"] 

J 3 ’ 
given by observation of the tides, is not exactly that of the forces 

L 
IT 

Tj 
and ~ ; it may be very different in different ports ; and it is [2436] 

only by noticing the difference of the values of B and B', that we can 

determine the ratio of the forces of the sun and moon, by the phenomena [2436'] 

of the tides. 

If, in the case we have just considered, where the canal has but two 

mouths, C is equal to — B ; that is, if it is high water at the first [2436"] 

mouth, at the moment it is low water at the second mouth ; and moreover,* 

Then the expression of y [2433], developed and reduced by means of [24] Int., becomes 

successively, by using the values [2433a], 

y = ~-- cos. (A-— 2 m T) + ~ . cos. (JV— 2 m T') 

— *\B.(cos. JY. cos.2mT-j-sin. JV*.’. sin.2mT) -j- C.(cos. JY-cos.2mT;-f- sin. JY. sin.2m T')} 

= .{(B.cos,2mT-j- C. cos.2mT').cos. JV’ —j— (B.sm.2mT-f- C.sin.2m7?^.sin. JY\ 

— {cos.2X,. cos. JV-f-sin. 2X/. sin. JY} = . cos. (JY—2 X) [2435]. [2433c] 

We may observe, that the preceding calculation would appear to be more conformable to 

the expression [2419], if we had used in [2432"] 2X-J-2mT for 2 m T, and in 

[2432'", &c.] 2X-f-2fflT' for 2 m T' ; but the result of the calculation in [2435'], [2433J] 

that Bn X„ depend on m, would not be affected by these changes. 

*(1806) When T'= T, we have T'-~T= 0, and cos. 2 m. ( T'—T)= 1 ; 

hence we get B, = f(B'2 +C2+2BC)=B + C [2434] ; and if C = — B, it [2436a] 

becomes Bt — 0, whence y = 0 [2435]. If we change the symbols as in [2433«?], 

the same result will be obtained. 
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T =T', or in other words, if the two tides require the same time to ascend 

to the head of the canal ; we shall have Bf = 0, and there will be no ebb 

or flow at that place, depending on the oscillations whose period is half a 

day. This singular case has been observed at Batsha, a port of the kingdom 

of Tonquin, and in some other places. 

The great variety of local circumstances which have an influence on the tides 

in each port, must produce a considerable effect in these phenomena ; and it is 

[2437q probable that there is no possible case which does not actually take place on the 

earth. But since the constant quantities B and x would be the same for the 

sun and moon, if the motions of these bodies were equal [24196, &c.], it 

[2438] is natural to suppose that their differences are proportional to the differences 

of these motions ; therefore we shall adopt this hypothesis, and we shall 

find that it satisfies the observations with remarkable exactness. Hence we 

shall put 

x = O — in T ; 

B = P . (1 — 2 m Q) ; 

[2439'] O, T, P and Q being the same for the sun and moon. We shall hereafter 

give the method of determining these constant quantities, in each port, by 

observations. 

19. We shall now investigate the effects produced by the inequalities in the 

[2439"] motions, and in the distances, of the sun and moon ; always supposing them 

to move in the plane of the equator. The partial forces 

[2440] Yf ’ ? S^n*2 6 — “§■} » ail(* fffl * s*n#0 * C0S‘ 

found in [2404'], will no longer be constant, though they will vary with 

extreme slowness, the period of this variation being one year. If the duration 

[2440'] of this period were infinite, the forces would have no other effect than to 

change the permanent figure of the sea, which would quickly attain its 

state of equilibrium. But though this duration is finite, we have seen in 

[2221"—2221v], that in consequence of the resistance which the sea suffers, 

[2440'] we may consider it as being at every instant in a state of equilibrium, by 

the action of these forces ; and we may determine, in this hypothesis, the 

corresponding height of the tide. Moreover we have seen, that whatever 
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be the depth of the sea, the height of the tide, arising from the action of 

these forces, is* 

(1 -j- 3 . cos. 2 Ô) 

If in the parts of the solar forces [2402—2404] which are multiplied by the 

sine or cosine of the angle 2 nt -\-2tz — 2 4, we substitute the values ol 

r and 4o we may develop each of these parts in a series of sines and cosines 

of angles, of the form (2 n t — 2 qt + 2 J, so that we shall have,f 

3L 
2j3 

. sin.20. cos. 2. (n t -j-« — T) = sin.2'd. 2 k . cos. 2 . (nt — 

3 L 

2^ 
.sinJ.cos.ô.cos. 2.(nt-\-™—4) = sin.0•cos-L s/c.cos.2.(nt—qt+s) ; 

3 L 
— —y . sin. d. sin. 2 . (n t + « — 4) = — sin .ô.zlc. sin. 2 .(nt — q t + s) ; 

the sign of finite integrals s is used to denote the sum of all the terms, of 

the form k . cos. 2 . (nt — qt + a), into which the first member of each 

of these equations can be resolved. 

* (1803) Patting v = 0 in [2221], which represents the part of ay independent of 

n t, it becomes as in [2441]. 

f (1809) The sun being supposed to move in the plane of the equator, in an elliptical 

orbit, with a mean motion represented by m t, we shall have 

4 = m t -j- A . sin. m t -j- B. sin. 2mt &x. [66S] ; 

A, B, &c., being of the order of the excentricity of the earth’s orbit, and its powers. 

Substituting this in the sine or cosine of 2 . (n t -f- ^ — 44 then developing and reducing 

by means of [22, 24, &c.] Int., we obtain terms depending on the sines and cosines of 

angles of the form 2 .(nt — qt-\-s) [2441"]. Similar remarks maybe made relative 

to the value of y, deduced from [G59]. Hence the variable parts of the expressions 

[2402—2404] may be reduced to the forms represented in the second members of the 

equations [2442—2444], the symbol k being used as a general expression to denote the 

coefficient of any one of the terms. 

[2441] 

[2441'] 

[2441"] 

Forces. 

[2442] 

[2443] 

[2444] 

[2445] 

[2441a] 

[2442a] 

[24426] 
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The most important of these terms is that depending on the angle 

[2445'] 2nt — 2mtJr2 

which produces the ebb and flow of the tide, in the case we have just 

p>445"] examined, where the sun is supposed to move in the plane of the equator, 

and to be always at the same distance from the earth. The other terms 

may be considered as the result of the actions of as many other bodies, 

moving uniformly in the plane of the equator. Combining together the 

partial ebb and flow, corresponding to each of these bodies, we shall obtain 

the total ebb and flow arising from the action of the sun. 

[2445"'] If we put l for the mass of the fictitious body, whose action produces the 

term depending on the angle 2 nt — 2 qt -f- 2 e, and a for its distance 

from the centre of the earth ; we shall havef 

[2446] 3 l 
a" 

or 

We have seen in the preceding article, that the sun being supposed to move 

[2446'] uniformly in the plane of the equator, with an angular motion equal to mt, 

the part of the expression of the height of the sea, depending on the angle 

2 nt — 2m^ + 2®, is equal to 

* (IS 10) This is evident, because 4* [2442a] has the terra mt independent of the 

excentricity of the earth’s orbit, that is much larger than the other terms. This terra would 

[2444a] remain, if the excentricity were to become nothing, or the orbit circular ; therefore it must 

include the terms we have computed in [2406v—2439'], depending on the disturbing forces 
SL 

proportional to - . sm* 2 . (n t — m t -f- ), as is observed in [2445"]. 
* 1 Ar* COS. 

f (1811) In the same manner as we have supposed, in the last note, that the chief term 

[2446a] depending on the disturbing forces — . 2 .(nt — mt-\-z$) of the body L, with 

sin 
the mean distance r, and mean motion mt, is put under the form ^•cos>^* (nt mt-\-Ts) ; 

we may suppose that the terms depending on the fictitious body 7, at the distance a, must 
0 7 • 

[24466] have the disturbing forces — . 2 . (n t — q t + s), comprised under the general form 
^ A Or COS. 

31 
k . sin' 2 . (n t — q t + § [2442—2444]. This requires that we should have — — k, 

COS. 

as in [2446]. 
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P . (1—2m Q) . ~ . cos. 2. (nt — m t + « — [2447] 

The constant quantities P, Q, O, P, are the same for all the heavenly [2447'] 

bodies, whatever be their proper motions [2439'] ; therefore the sum of the 

partial tides, arising from the action of all the bodies l, l1", &c,, 

will be,f 

2 P . (1 — 2 q Q) . ~. cos. 2 . (nt — qt + s — O -\- qT) ; [2448] 

consequently it will be,t 

P. 2 Jc. cos. 2 • (n t — q t -T s — 0 —|— q T) 

■f PQ.y .2&. sin. 2, (nt — #7 + 2 — Q + # P ) ; 

[2449] 

* (1812) Substituting X, P, [2439], for X/} Bt, in [2435], we get, for the height of 

the tide a y, an expression of the form [2447] ; the term of 4 depending on the mean 

motion m t [2442a] being the only one retained. This represents the part of the tide [2447a] 

computed in [2406v, &c.], upon the supposition that the body moves uniformly in the 

plane of the equator, and always at the same distance from the earth. 

f (1813) The quantities L, r, m, vs, corresponding to the body L, become respectively [2448a] 

l, a, q, s, for the body l [2446a, &] ; making these changes in [2447], it becomes 

P . (1 — 2 £ Q).-^.cos.2. (n t — g 7+2— 0-\-qT) ; [24486] 

which represents the tide produced by the body l. Marking l, a, q, s, with one, two, he. 

accents, we obtain the tides depending on the bodies V, l", he. The sum of all these 

partial tides represents the whole tide [2448]. 

J (1814) Substituting the value of — [2446] in [2448], and bringing the constant 
CL 

quantities P, Q, from under the sign 2, it becomes 

§P . 2 7c. cos.2 . (nt — qt-\-s — O -\-qT) — ^PQ.'SJcq. cos.2. (nt—g7+s—O + gT) ; [2449«] 

which is the same as [2449] ; observing that the differential of 

sin. 2 .{nt — g t + s — O -\- qT) , 

taken relatively to t, and divided by d t, considering n t as constant, is 

— 2 q . cos. 2 .(nt — g + s — O -j- g T). 
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[2449'] the differential being taken supposing nt to be constant. But by what 

precedes, we have* 

[2450] 2 fa. cos. 2. (at — qt -j-s — O qT) = . cos. 2. (n t + «f — 4 — x) ; 
& V 

^ the time t being decreased by T, in the variable quantities nt, 4-, r, of the 

second member of this equation, and x = 0 — nT. Therefore the part 

of the height of the tide depending upon the action of the sun, and also upon 

the angle 2ntJr2a— 24? with the preceding conditions, is represented 

by [2449, 2450, &c.], 

[2452] P. — .cos.2.(yi£+tf—4—X) + PQ. 
dt „,3 

. sin. 2 . (nt-—4— x) 

If we transfer to the moon what we have said relative to the sun, we shall 

find, that the part of the height of the tide depending upon the lunar action, 

and the rotatory motion of the earth, isf 

[2453] P. ^.cos.2. (nt-\-Tx—4'—x)-pPQ. | sin.2. (nt -\-ns—4'—x) | • 

[2453'] in which expression the time t must also be decreased by T [2451]. The 

part independent of the rotatory motion of the earth is 

* (IS15) Dividing [2442] by sin.2 4 we get 

3 L 
[2450a] 2 k . cos. 2 .(nt — qt -j- s) = — . cos. 2 . (n t -j- ns — 4) î 

which exists for all values of n t ; hence if we change nt into nt— X, we find 

3 L 
[24506] 2 k . cos. 2 .{nt — qt-\-s — X) = — . cos. — 4 — x)- 

If in the first member we change t into t — T, and X into O — n T, as is directed in 

[2451], it becomes 2 k . cos. 2 . \n . (t — T) — q . (t — T) -J- s — (O — nT)\ ; which 

by reduction changes into the first member of [2450]. The same changes being made in 

[2450c] the second member of [24506], it becomes as in the second member of [2450], modified as 

in [2451]. By a similar process we may obtain from [2444] an expression like [2450], 

l845(Wl depending on the sines of the same angles, instead of the cosines. 

f (1816) The expression [2453] for the moon, is the same as that for the sun [2452], 

[24o3«] c^angjng q,} jnt0 _£/, ^ . the method of computing both formulas being 

the same. 
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( 1 -J- 3 . cos. 2 é) Li 
* 

8*- 1 
* r'3* 

P. 

Connecting together all the terms arising from the action of the sun and 

moon, we shall have, for the approximate value of the height of the tide ay,f 

ay= — 
( 1 —{— 3 . cos. 2 Ô) 

8*-(1-£) 

+ El 
r>3 5 

+ P . | ^. cos. 2. —4—x) + ~t3 • coi: 2. (nt w —^—x) j 

1 C T r/ a 

-\~PQ.~. } — .sin.2.(wtf4~^-—4'—x) + 73 • sin-2. —x) > ; 
ct z / ? ? \ 

which the time t must he decreased by T [2451], in the terms multiplied 

by P and Q, and the differential is to be taken supposing nt to be 

constant [2449']. 

20. Lastly, we shall examine the case of nature, in which the sun and moon 

do not move in the plane of the equator. We have given in [240U—2401w], 

the method of obtaining the solar and lunar forces, resolved in directions 

parallel to three right lines, drawn perpendicular to each other, from which 

it follows, 

First. That these forces, resolved in directions parallel to the radius of 

the earth, aref 

* (1817) This is similar to the expression [2441], produced by the sun, making the 

same changes of L, r, 4s into L', r', 44 ns in the preceding note. 

f (1818) The terms [2441,2454] added together give the first line of [2455], the 

second and third lines are the sum of the two formulas [2452, 2453]. The expression [2455] 

represents the height of the tide, when the sun and moon move in the equator [2439"]. 

J (1819) The part of the quantity aV [2401], depending on the body L, is given 

separately in [2192], and then developed in [2193—2195]. Substituting in this part of 

cc V the expression 

sin.2 v — £ . cos.2 v = sin.2 v — £ . (1 — sin.2 v) = — | . (1 — 3 . sin.2 v), 

it becomes, 

[2454] 

Height of 
the tide, 
supposing 
the sun 
and moon 
not to 
move in 
the plane 
of the 
equator. 

[2455] 

[2455'] 

[2455"] 

[2454a] 

[2455a] 

[2456a] 

166 
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Force 
in the 
direction 
of the 
radius. 

[2456] 

[24566] 

[2456c] 

[2457a] 

[1+3 .cos. 2 0} CL 

6 . sinJ. cos J. 

.(1—3.sin.2v>++(l — S.sin.V) } 

• sin. y . cos. v . cos. (n t + -a — 4) 

jj 

+ -3-. sin. v'. cos. v'. cos. (n t + m — +) 

+ 4 . sin.2 ô. 

L 
-p-. cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (n t + ns — 4) 

jj 

+ -73. cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (n t + zs — 4') 

Second. That these forces, resolved in a direction perpendicular to the 

radius of the earth, and in the plane of the meridian, are* 

TZ, $1 + 3 . cos. 2 0} ( L . • § \ 
aF' = —i—-i. |-.(1 —3.sin.2v) 

+ 3 . sin. Ô . cos. Ô . . sin. v. cos. v . cos. (n t + ns — 4) 

L 
+1. sin.2 Ô . — . cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (n t + --U ; 

jo * 

and by changing L, r, v, into Lf, r', v', we obtain the corresponding part of a V, 

depending on the body £/, so that the whole expression of a V becomes 

« V = - + • ( y- 3 • sin.’v) + % ■ (1 - 3 . sin* v') } 

C ^r-. sin. v . cos. v . cos. [n t + zs — 40 
+ 3 . sin. ê . cos. Ô . 2 jj 

è + . sin. V. cos. v'. cos. (n t + •m — 40 

+ | . sin.20 . < — . cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (nt + vi— 4") + + • cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (nt -J- vs — 40 ( • 

The double of this quantity, or 2 a V, expresses the force in the direction of the radius 

[2401'], as in [2456]. 

fdV'\ 
* (1820) The force in the direction of the meridian a. [2401"], is equal to 

the partial differential of [2456c] relative to Ô, divided by d 6. This agrees with [2457] ; 

observing that 3 . sin. Ô . cos. 6 = f . sin. 2 Ô [31] lnt., and its differential, divided by dô, 

is equal to 3 . cos. 2 Ô. 
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f . sin. 2 ô. 

~f~ 3 . cos. 2 6. 

L 
ur . (1 — 3 . sin.2 v) -j- ~7i • (1 — 3. sin.2 V) j 

-^3-. sin. v. cos. v, cos. (n t -f- & — 4) 

-}- ^3 . sin. v'. cos. v'. cos. (n t -j- « — 40 

Force in 
the direc¬ 
tion of tire 
meridian. 

[2457] 

+43 sin.d.cosJ. 
^3-. cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (n t -{- m — 4) 

ÎL , cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (n t -f- -a — 40 

Third. That these forces, resolved perpendicularly to the plane of the 

meridian, are* 

3 . cos. 6. 

— J-. sin. 4. 

-^3-. sin. v . cos. v . sin. (n t + « — 4) 

-j- 4^ • sin. v'. cos. v'. sin. (nt-|- — 40 

. cos.2 v . sin. 2 . (nt-j- a — 4) 

-j- 4^ • cos.2 v'. sin. 2. (w £ + ns — 40 

The partial forces 

_ (1 + 3 3 3). ,^.(i_3. S;n-s v) + I — 3. sin.2 v') j ; 

I. sin. 21. I 4 • — 3. sin.2 v) + h • (1 — 3 . sin.2 v') ] , 

vary with extreme slowness ; we may therefore suppose, as in the preceding 

article [2440"], that the sea is at every moment in equilibrium, by the action 

of these forces. In this case the value of ay,f 

Forcc in 
the direc¬ 
tion of the 
parallel of 
latitude. 

[2458] 

[2459] 

*(1821) The force in the direction of the parallel of latitude is [2401"T [2458a] 

Substituting uV [2456c], it becomes as in [2458]. 

f (1822) Substituting [2456a] in [2221], it becomes 

(1 -p3 . cos. 2 é) L 
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Oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the first 
kind. 

[2460] 

Oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the third 
kind. 

[2461] 

[2460a] 

[2461a] 

[24616] 

THEORY OF THE TIDES, CONSIDERING THE [Méc. Cél. 

_ (1-f3.COS.3Q (L s 
/ O \ • \ o • l ^ • kill* *) + =■(! — 3-Ù..V) 

[2221, &c.], represents the height of the tide arising from the action of 

these forces. The partial forces depending on the angle 2 n t -f- 2 vs -f- &c., 

may be reduced to other terms, multiplied by sines and cosines of angles of 

the form 2 nt—> 2 ç £ -f- 2 s. We may prove, as in the preceding article, 

that there will result, in the expression of the height of the tide, a quantity 

equal to* 

(jL.cos.2v ~ , . , , v . ZAcos.V 0 f , , ,, . J 
JP. \-g—. cos.2.(w£+tf—4—A)-j-râ— * cos.2.^72^-1-^1—4—x) / 

+pq-jt• 

d CP.cos.2v 
. sin.2 .(nt-\-x—4—x) + 

L!. cos.2^ 
. sin.2.(w^+'5j—4'—a) 

representing the tide depending on this part of the solar force. Accenting the letters L, r, v, 

we get the corresponding part of the effect of the lunar force, 

(1 + 3. cos. ^ ^ ^ _ 3 # sin>2 vq 

The sum of these is [2460]. 

* (1S23) The three forces [2442, 2443, 2444] depending on the angle 

2 m (n t -+ ^ — 4) > 

being multiplied by cos.2v, produce the parts of the solar forces [2456,2457,2458] 

respectively, depending on the same angle. Now the part of ay depending on the three 

former forces has been computed in [2452], and by multiplying it by cos.2 v, we must 

evidently have the value of ay corresponding to the last forces, which will therefore be 

represented by 

P ■ \ p-« cos. 2 . (n t -+ ns — 4 — x) ^ 

-f P Q . — . j--pg— . sm. 2 . (n t + w — 4 — x) ^ • 

The term cos.2 v, like r, 4, being introduced between the braces, or under the sign of 

differentiation, as it evidently ought to be, by reasoning as in [2442a—b, 2449a, &c.] ; v 

being supposed variable. If we now accent the letters L, r, v, 4> we shall obtain the 

corresponding part of a.y depending on the lunar force, and the sum of both parts is equal 

to the expression [2461]. 
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in which the time t must be diminished by T, and in taking the differential, 

nt must be considered as constant [2455']. 

It now remains to consider the part of tbe preceding forces depending on 

the angle nt-\-vs~\-$zc. This part may be developed in terms multiplied 

by sines and cosines of angles of the form nt — qt-\-s, q being very 

small in comparison with n* Each of these terms produces, in the interval 

of about one day, a flow and ebb, analogous to those produced by the terms 

depending on the angle 2nt — 2qt-\-2z ; with this difference only, that 

the flow depending on the angle nt — q t -j- s, takes place but once in a 

day ; on the contrary, that relative to the angle 2 n t — 2qt + 2ef takes 

place twice in a day. 

We shall easily find, by the analysis of the preceding articles, that the 

height of the tide, depending on forces whose period is nearly a day, may be 

represented by the formula, 

A 
~3 . sin. v. cos. v . cos. (n t -f- w — 4 — 7) 

TJ 

+ . sin.v'. cos. v'. cos. (n t + ® — 4'—7) 

+K 
^3 . sin. v . cos. v . sin. (nt -j- « — 4 — 7) 

u 
-f- . sin. v'. cos. v'. sin. (n t -f* w — 4;— 7) 

* (1824) We have shown in [2442a—6], that — . cos. 2. (n t -f- -a — 4) may be 

reduced to a series of terms of the form k . cos. 2 . (nt — qt-\- s), in which - is a 
n 

fraction of the same order as tbe ratio of the earth’s angular motion m t in its orbit, to the 

angular rotatory motion n t ; and by the same method of reasoning, ^.sin. (^4-^—4), 

or ^3 * (n * 4" ^ — 4) may be reduced to a series of terms of the form 

k . cos. (n t—, or &.sin. (nt — qt-[-s). 

Again, the longitude of the sun in the ecliptic is represented by a formula similar to [2442a], 

depending on angles of the order m t ; consequently the declination v, as well as sin. v, 

cos.v, must depend upon angles of the same order; and the expressions 

167 

[2461'] 

[2461"] 

[2461'"] 

Oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the second 
kind. 

[2462] 

[2461c] 

[246Id] 
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*A, B, 7, being three arbitrary constant quantities, which can be determined 

[2462'] only by observations in each port ; the differentials are to be taken supposing 

nt to be constant ; the time t must be decreased by a constant quantity T', 

which can only be determined by observation. 

If we now connect together all these partial heights of the tide, we shall 

have for the whole height «y, 

*y= — (I + 3 ■ cos. 2<) jy (i_3- sia» V) + g. (1 — 3 . sin.s v') l 

General 
expres¬ 
sion of 
the height 
of the 
tide, 
noticing 
all the 
circum¬ 
stances. 

[34(53] 

+ A. 

+ B.y. 1 dt 

+ P- 

r 

^3- . sin. v'. cos. v'. cos. (n t -f- w — 4'— 7) 

j . sin. v . cos. v . cos. & — 4 — 7) 

3-. sin. v . cos. v . sin. (n i + w — 4- — 7) 
r 

4- ~ . sin. v'. cos. V . sin. (n t + * * — 4" — 7) 
» ys o 

r 

LI 

. cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (n t 4"® — 4 — x) 

4- —3 . cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (n t + ® 47 — x) 

(0) 

— . cos.2 v . sin. 2. (w £ + ^ — 4 — x) 

A.. cos.2 v'. sin. 2 . (n t -j- & — 4' — x) 

— . sin. v. cos. v. sin. (nt -j- nt— 4)» — . sin.v . cos. v. cos. {nt -f- ns 4)j 

[2461e] may be reduced to a series of terms depending on sines and cosines of angles of the form 

nt — qt 4~ s, in which q is small in comparison with n. 

* (1825) From the variable forces depending on the angle 2 nt -\-2nt 24 

[2402—2404], we have found, by the method explained in [2406v—2452], that the height 

[2462a] of the tide, depending on this angle, can be reduced to the forms [2452, 245o], and finally 

to the form [2461] ; O, T, P, Q, and \=0—mT, being constant quantities to 

be determined by observation [2439']. The same method may be used with the forces 
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* In this expression the differentials must he taken supposing n t to be 

constant ; and the time t must he diminished hy a constant quantity T', in 

the terms multiplied hy A, B, [2462'] ; and by the constant quantity T, in 

the terms multiplied hy P, Q, [246U] ; these constant quantities, as well as 

A, B, 7, P, Q, x, must be determined, in each port, hy observation. 

[2456,2457,2458], depending upon the angle n t -}- ^ — 4 7 by which means the 

expression [2461] will become of the form [2462] ; the constant quantities P, P(* *>, 

X, T, being replaced by A, B, 7, T', respectively, which are to be determined by 

observation. 

* (IS26) The expression [2463] is the sum of those in [2460,2461,2462]. 

[2463'] 

[2463"] 

[24626] 
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CHAPTER IV. 

COMPARISON OP THE PRECEDING THEORY WITH OBSERVATIONS. 

21. We shall now develop the principal phenomena of the tides, which 

follow from the preceding expression of y [2463], and shall compare these 

[2463'"] results with observations. We shall distinguish the phenomena into two 

classes ; the one relative to the heights of the tides, the other relative to their 

intervals. We shall consider the tides at their maximum near the syzygies, 

and at their minimum near the quadratures. 

ON THE HEIGHTS OF THE TIDES NEAR THE SYZYGIES. 

(!• v 
[2464] The times of high and low water are determined by the equation* — =0. 

Now in taking the differential of the value of ay [2463], we may suppose 

[2464] that the preceding expressions of v, v', r, /, and are constant ; 

because these quantities vary so slowly, that the effect of their variations is 

insensible in the heights of the tide at full sea and low water. For we 

know, that near these points of maximum and minimum, a small error in the 

value of t produces no sensible effect in the value of y.f We may likewise 

[2464"] neglect, without sensible error, the term of the expression of ay multiplied 

* (1827) This equation is given by the usual rule for finding the maximum or minimum 

dy 
[2464a] of y, by putting dy= 0, or rather 

dt 
= 0. 

•j- (1827a) Because at the time of high or low water, the altitude is nearly stationary for 

a short period of time ; the velocity of ascent or descent vanishes in consequence of the 

dt 
[2461&] equation 
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by B [2464e]. For the oscillations depending on the angle n t + m, the 

period of which is nearly equal to one day, are very small in our ports, 

[-2630'] ; therefore it is highly probable that the coefficient B is insensible.* 

We shall also see hereafter [2601, 2624], that Q is but of little importance, 

so that we shall at first neglect the terms which contain Q as a factor. 

Hence the equation will give 

[2464'"] 

0 = 

A 
. sin. v . cos. v . sin. (n t + — 4 — y) 

2P \ r / 

_j_ __. sin. V. cos. v'. sin. (nt-\-m — — y) 

[2465] 

B II 
+ • eos.2v. sin. 2. (nt-f-«—4—x) + jr3 • eos.V. sin. 2 . (ti — 47— x)- 

The fraction —— is very small in our ports, and we shall hereafter [2465'] 
2 Jl 

see that at Brest it does not at the most exceed 4o if therefore we [2465'] 

may neglect it without any sensible error. Then the preceding equation 

gives 

* (182S) If the sun and moon did not move in their orbits, the right ascensions 4 and [2464c] 

4' would be constant; and then the differentials of the parts of [2463] depending on B, PQ, 

taken as in [2463'], upon the supposition that n t is constant, would vanish. Moreover, it 

is shown in [2601,2624] that Q must be very small ; and in [2630'] it is proved from [2464rf] 

observation that the terms depending on the angle whose period is one day, are small ; hence 

A must be small. Lastly, as B [2462] depends on A, in like manner as the small quantity [2464e] 

PQ depends on the large term P, in [2461], it is highly probable that B must also be 

small in comparison with A. Hence if we neglect B, Q, and take the differential of [2463] 

relatively to t, dividing it by — 2 nP . dt, we shall get [2465]. 

f (1829) Substituting ^=3.^ [2706] in [2704], we get 

8 P • ^ — 6met-,2490, or ~ — • [2464/] 

Using these and the greatest values of v, v', which are nearly v = 26°, v' = 32° ; 

Putting also cos. (X—7) — 1, because from observation X differs but little from 7, we 

obtain for the function [2630] the following expression, by successive reductions, and 

using [31] Int. 

168 
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General 
equation 
to deter¬ 
mine the 
time of 
high or 
low water. 

[2466] 

[2465a] 

[24656] 

[2466a] 

[24666] 

[2466c] 

[2466(0 

[2466e] 

[2466/] 

[2466g-] 

tang. 2. (nt -j- — «J/— >•) = ~p 
. cos.2 v . sin. 2 . (4- — 40 

* 

^. cos.2v'+ ~ . cos.2v. cos. 2. (4—40 

L 0 7g 
0met-,183 = A . — 2 sin. v . cos.v 6 . sin. V. cos.v'} — A . —~~ .{sin. 2 v -f- 3 . sin. 2 V} 

7*3 x 

= A. 
0,78 

3,3 = 2,57 . 
P’ 

Hence the greatest value of — = Aj instead of [2465"]. This quantity is so small 

in comparison with the others, that it may be neglected, as in [2465"]. 

*(1830) Putting for brevity C=2 . trf—47—^)j — 2.(4 — 40’ we 

çet C_D = 2 . (n * -f « — 4 — X). Substituting these in [2465], and neglecting A 

[2465"], we obtain the following expression, which is developed by [22] Int., 

0 = -. cos.2 v . sin. ( C — D) -[- \ . cos.2 v'. sin. C 

T U 
= ~ . cos 2 v . {sin. C. cos. D — cos. C . sin. 2>j . cos.2 v'. sin. C. 

Dividing this by cos. C, we get 

T U 
0 = ~ . cos.2 v . {tang. C. cos. D — sin. D} + - . cos.2 v'. tang. C 

VO ^ ' 

hence we obtain, as in [2466], tang. C — -jn 
— . cos.2 v . sin. D 
7*3 

— . cos.2 v' 4- h • cos-2 v • cos* D p 3 j’3 

From 

this value of tang.C we may obtain the following values of sin. C, cos .C, cos. (C D), 

required in the next note, putting for brevity JY, M, equal to the numerator and denominator 

of [2466c], and using formulas [34', 34"'] Int. ; hence we get 

JV = — . cos.2 v . sin. D, M = — . cos.2 v' + - . cos.2 v . cos. D, 
x 3 

tang. C 44 
M 5 

.c 
JV 

cos. C 
Jl# 

v/(JV2-f JlPq’ v,w,~ /(JVa + Jkf^)5 

cos. (C—D) = cos. O. cos. D + sin. C. sin. JD = cos- + JV’sm> -°)» 

jV3-[-j¥2== (^.cos.2v) +// . cos.2v. .cos.V.cos.2.(4'—4) + (ÿi-cos.2v^ . 

This last equation is easily deduced from JV, M, [2466c?], by adding their squares, and 

putting sin.2 D -f- cos.2 D — 1. 
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We must now substitute the value of nt-f-determined by this 

equation in the expression of ay ; and if what the following function then 

becomes be represented by (A), or 

( nr . sin. v . cos. v . cos. (n t -f- « — 4* — y) 

w = r 
i + -73 . sin. V. cos. v'. cos. (n t + ^ — Z'— 7) 

we shall have* 

a y = — (1+/ C0S,2,7 4 T • 0 — 3 • sin’2 v) + T • 0 ~ 3 • shl-2 v') ( + (•A) 

.cosrvj -p — .cos.sv. —.cos.2v'.cos.2.(4/—-ÿ)-[~ 7;.-.cos.3v'J i 

the sign -f- corresponds to full sea, «nt? the sign — to low water. 

Supposing this expression to refer to the morning full sea, we shall have 

the height of the evening full sea, by increasing the variable quantities by 

*(1831) The first line of the expression of ay [2463] gives that multiplied by 

(1-j- 3.cos.2d) in [2468] ; the term multiplied by A gives (A) [2467]; and by neglecting 

the terms multiplied by B, PQ [2464", See.], there will remain only that multiplied 

by P, which may be proved to be equal to the term depending on P in [2468]. For by 

using the abridged values [2466a], this term becomes as in [246SÔ], which is reduced 

to [2468c] by means of [2466/, e]. This, by using [2466c?], is finally reduced to the 

form [2468e]. 

P cos.2 v . cos. ( C — D) -{- ^ . cos.2 V. cos. C | 

V/(JV2+JU2) 

P 

. | ^. cos.2v . (M. cos.P + JY.sin.D) -f- — . cos.2 v'. M | 

v/(jya+JM-3) C0S'V+ • eos'2v • cos-D) + JV'- (j5 • cos-2v ' sia'n) 1 

+ 2) 
. {M. M+JY.JY] = P . /(JV2 + J\P). 

Substituting the expression [2466g], we obtain the term multiplied by P [2468], the sign 

dr being prefixed to the radical to distinguish the two values of a y, corresponding to high 

and low water [2468'], which depend chiefly on this term, because it is much larger than 

the others. 

(.4). 

[2467] 

General 
expression 
of the 
elevation 
of tho tide 
at high 
water and 
low water. 

[2468] 

[2468q 

[2468"] 

[2468a] 

[24686] 

[2468c] 

[2468c? ] 

[2468e] 

[2468/] 
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[2468,,/] 

[2469] 

[2470] 

S'- 

[2471] 

Mean 
absolute 
height of 
the tide of 
one day. 

[2472] 

Height of 
the tide at 
low water. 

[2474] 

[2472a] 

what they have varied daring the interval of the two tides. Therefore we 

must change the sign of (A) ; because the angle 7 increases 

in that interval about two right angles, the difference being so small that it 

may be neglected, taking into consideration the smallness of (A) [24656]. 

Hence 2 (A) is the difference of the heights of two tides of the same day. 

Supposing now that xj is the half sum of the heights of the morning and 

evening tide ; yj will be the quantity which we shall hereafter call the mean 

absolute height of the tide of one day. Thus we shall have nearly 

y = 
(1 -f-3 . cos. 2 6) 

8g.(l — 
o O ~. (1 — 3. sin.2J) -f- ~. (1 — 3 . sin.2 v') 

+rVl L 2 \2 ( 2Z, IS fU 
COS/V H-- .COS. V. — .COS. V . COS.2. (v-4) + 

/ 2*3 /’ 3 v 1/1 '3 
. cos.2v7 

all the variable quantities of this expression correspond to the low water falling 

between the morning and evening tides, and must therefore refer to the time 

which precedes the time of low water by the quantity T.* It is very probable 

that the part of this expression which is not multiplied by P, corresponds to 

a different time [2463'] ; but this part is so small in comparison with the 

other, that we may, without any sensible error, refer them both to the time 

corresponding to the greatest quantity. 

If we put (A') for what (A) [2467] becomes at the time of the low 

water falling between the morning and evening tide, the height at this low 

ivater loill be 

(1 3 . cos.2$) 
sin.2 v) + • (1 — 3 . sin.2 v7) j -f (A') 

cos.2 v . ^ . cos.2 v7. cos. 2. (]/— b>) . cos.2 v'^ 

* (1832) To obtain the value of y' accurately, we must compute the value of ay 

[2468] for the morning tide, and then for the evening tide ; using the values of r, v, r', V, 

he., corresponding to those times respectively ; the mean of these two values will be the 

value of xj [2470]. Now as these quantities r, v, he., vary but little in the course of 

half a day, it is evident that this mean value will be obtained nearly, by substituting in 
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Subtracting this expression from the mean absolute height of the tide of one 

day [2472], we obtain what we shall hereafter call the total tide, being the [2475] 

excess of the half sum of the two high tides of the same day, above the 

intermediate low water. We shall represent this excess by y", and ive [2476] 

shall have 

f=-(A')+2F.^f, 
o T J ' /T ' 
— . cos.2v. — .cos.2 v'. cos.2. (f—4)T~( -COS^V1 
po p'3 v ‘ / i \p'3 

Total tide 

y"- 

[2477] 

Lastly, the difference of two consecutive low tides is 2 . (A').* [2478] 

About the time of the maximum of the tides, or near the syzygies, the [2478'] 

angle f— 4 is quite small, since it is nothing at the maximum ; therefore 

at the time of full sea we shall have nearly ni-j-vj—4/ = x-f Substituting [2479] 

this value in the function (A) [2467], we shall have, by supposing that the 

time t must be decreased by T in this function, as it is in the function [2479]] 

multiplied by P, 

[2468] the values r, v, &c., corresponding to the time of low tide, falling between the two [24726] 

tides thus computed ; because this time is nearly the mean time between those tides, which 

must be decreased by T according to the directions in [2460"]. 

* (1833) This is proved in the same manner as 2. (A) is proved to be the difference 

of the heights of two consecutive high tides in [2469]. [2478a] 

f (1833a) Putting 4 = 44 or 4 = 200°+4'> in the term of ay [2463] multiplied [2479a] 

by P, on which the tide chiefly depends, it becomes 

C L U ) 
P . I - . cos.2 v -f- — . cos.2 V ^ . cos. 2 . (n t -J- ztf — 4"— x)- [24796] 

This is a maximum when cos. 2 . (n t -j- st — 47—V) = 1 ; or when the angle 

2 .{nt-f'ns — f— X) — 0 or = 400° ; corresponding to nt -\-zs — 4' = X or 

nt-\-zs — 4,= 200°-f-X. This last value is not mentioned by the author in [2479]; [-^47^ c] 

and the same neglect is observable in the value of 4' — 4 [2478'], which is said to be 

nothing in the syzygies ; whereas at the time of the opposition of the luminaries we have 

4'—4 = ±200°. This neglected case does not affect the coefficient of P in [24796], [2479d] 

but might alter the values of (A), (A), [2467, 2473, &c.] ; it is not however necessary to 

notice this circumstance, because neither of the quantities {A), (A1), occur in the value of 

y [2472, 2482] ; moreover the term {A!) in the value of y" [2477] is neglected in [2479eJ 

[2481', 2483], on account of its smallness. 

169 
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CD TJ ) 
[2480] (A) = — A . < -3 . sin. v . cos. v —]—. sin. v'. cos. v' > . cos. (x — 7), * 

ï'n\7w\ (^) being very small, the error of the preceding supposition must be 

near 1 lie insensible. The function (A') becomes very nearly 
syzygies. ^ y j j 

[2481] 
ÏL . U ) 

— . sin. v . cos. v T * s^n*y/ • cos* y/ ( * s*n* (x — y)* 

We may also, on account of the smallness of these functions, suppose in 

[248r] them x = 7,f which makes (A) vanish. This being premised, if we 

* (1S34) Substituting in [2467] the values of the angles 4? n t T ^ T» 

nt-\~^ — 44 [2479a, c], we get 

r L jj \ 

[2480a] [A) = A . < ± — . sin. v . cos. v ± — . sin. v'. cos. v' i . cos. ( X — 7) ; 

which differs from that given by the author [24S0] in the double sign prefixed to the terms, 

arising from the two values of the angles here used. Now from the time of high water to 

[2480&] the following low tide, the angle nt-j-tf — V increases about 100° [2268'", 2473], 

by which means the value of this angle [2479c] become 100° X or 300° 

Substituting these in [2467, 2473], we get 

(JL U ) 
[2480c] (A1) = A . ] --. sin. v . cos. v — . sin. V. cos. v' ( . sin. ( X — 7) ; 

\ / J '^*0 “J* O j 

which differs likewise from [24S1 ] in the double sign of the terms. These discrepancies 

are not of much importance, because these terms are finally neglected [2479c]. 

f ( 1S35) If we examine the calculation [2432'—2439'], by which the value of X 

[2481a] [2439] was obtained in oscillations of the third kind ; we shall find that the same method will 

apply, with a similar result, in oscillations of the second kind, depending on the angle 

For the quantity X/5 deduced from [2434'] in oscillations of the third kind, is a 

[348U] function of B, C, m, T, T' ; the terms T, T\ [2432", 2432'"], being the times required 

for the waves to move from the mouth to the head of the canal. Now it is highly probable 

that these times are nearly the same for oscillations of the second kind, as for those of the 

third. Moreover, from the nature of the factors B, C, [2433], it is probable that the ratio 

[2481c] of these quantities is nearly the same in both cases ; so that in oscillations of the second kind, 

we may change B into B.a, and C into C.a. These changes being made in [2434'], 

[2481d] without altering the values of T, T', the numerator and denominator of that expression will 

be divisible by a, and the values of sin.2X/5 or X/3 will remain unaltered ; hence we shall 

obtain nearly the same value of X as in [2439] ; consequently the value of X is nearly the 

[2481e] same in the second as in the third oscillations, or X = y. 
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neglect the fourth power of J/—*4> in the terms of t/, y", multiplied by P, [248V] 

we shall have near the syzygies,* 

y = 
(1 -f- 3 . cos. 2 

8g-( i 
3 

|^.(1 — S . sin.9 v) -f- ~. (1 — 3 . sin.2 v) 

+ P • \ “V • COS.2 V + Wq • COS.2 y/ ^ 
( r3 r3 ) 

2 P . COS.2 V . • COS-2 v' 

Mean 
absoluto 
tides 
near the 
syzygies. 

[2482] 

o . o / 

— , COS.~ y + -7T • cos* v 

.{+'-+)= + i92}; 

* (1836) In order to make -\J—4 small at the times of the syzygies of the full moon, 

we shall change in these syzygies the values of 4/ into 4/ — 200°, in the formulas [2482a] 

[246S, 2472, 2474, 2477], which will not alter their values. Now neglecting in all our 

future developments terms of the order (4'—4)4j we shall get from [44] Int. 

cos. 2 . (4' — 4) == 1 — 2 . (4' — 4)2. [24826] 

Substituting this in the radical or factor of P [2472], it becomes as in [2482c] ; and by 

extracting the root we obtain [2482c/], always neglecting the variations of v, v', r, r', in 

comparison with —4 i 

{(J •cos-2 v ^ •cos-2 y/) — •cos 2 v • % •cos-2 v' • (4/—W ] * 

(L 2 , L' 
= —. cos. v 4- — . cos/ v 

yr* r a 

2-£< o L' 2 / , ., . Y- 
——. cos.~ v . — . cos/v . (4 — 4) 
po U ' ^ 

0 1 P 9 1 — . cos/ v -4- — . cos/ v 
js> 1 yo 

[2482c] 

[2482rf] 

If the angle 4? — 4 vary, by the quantity q, in the interval of two successive tides, and [2482c/] 

the value of p—4 he taken to correspond to the intermediate low water, its value at the 

time of the preceding high water will be 4'— 4 — I?) and at the following high water [2482c] 

4' — 4 + i <?• The former must be substituted in [2468], or rather in [2482c/], for the 

morning tide ; the latter, for the evening tide ; half their sum will be the corrected value to 

be used in ÿ [2472, 2482]. This half sum is 

i. {(+'-4— i ?)2 + (V- + + i ?)2S = (V-402 + i <f, 

as in the formula [2482]. 

[2482/] 
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Total tides 
neat the 
syzygies. 

[2483] 

y"= 2 P . | ^ . COS.2 V + • COS.2 V' | 

4 P . ~ . cos.2 V . -^r . cos.2 v' 
r3 r 3 

o i 9 / 
— . cos. v + — . COS. V 
A.O t)»' <5 

. {(4'-4)2 + i<f 1;* 

[2483'] 

[2484] 

[2485] 

^ being the variation of the arc f—4? in the interval of two consecutive 

full tides. The addition of the two terms depending on it, is founded upon 

the principle that the true value of (4/—4)2? in the expression of y', is the 

half sum of the squares (4'— 4)2 corresponding to the two consecutive 

high tides ; and it is evident that this half sum is equal to the expression 

(4/ — 4J)9-p|ç2 [2482f], in which the arc 4' — 4 corresponds to the 

intermediate loiv water. As the variable quantities of the two preceding 

formulas refer to that low water, it follows that the square (4'—4)2 must, 

for greater accuracy, be increased by 4 fl in the expression of y', and by 

^q~ in that of y" [2483c]. 

22. We shall now develop the expressions of y', y", [2482, 2483], in the 

[2485'] equinoxes and solstices, in order to determine the influence of the declinations 

of these bodies upon the tides. The term 

* (1837) If we use the development [2482J], the radical, by which P is multiplied in 

[2474], will become as in [2482ri] ; but in this case the value of f—4 will require no 

[2483a] correction, because it is assumed to correspond to the time of low water.. Putting also 

(.#') = 0, as in [2481'], the expression [2474] will become 

(l-)-3. cos. 2$) 

8s-(l-vP. 
I 4 (1 — 3 • sin.sv) + ■ (I — 3 . sin.V) ] 

[24836] 

p-{ %.co,>v + %.co,°v] + 

„ _ L „ L’ « , 
2 P . -. cos. v. —. cos/v 7*3 f o 
~l 

— . cos.2v 4- • cos* v pO 1 p O 

. (4'—4)s 

Subtracting this from y' [2482], we get the total tide /, as in [2483], corresponding to 

[2483c] [2477]. The factor of fl being the same in [2482] as in [2483], because the one contains, 

the coefficient 2 P X 4 fly the other 4 P X 4 fl- 
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(l + 3.coS.3é) f L ' p _3, sin,s v) + g. (l —3 . sin.V) 

ir 

of the expression of y' [2482] is very small.'* We may therefore suppose, 

without any sensible error, that the variable quantities r, v, r', v', which it 

contains, correspond to the instant of the syzygy. When we take the sum 

of the values of ?/, corresponding to two consecutive syzygies, we may 

suppose, in the preceding term, that r' is equal to the mean distance of the 

moon from the earth in the syzygies ; for it is evident that if the moon be in 

the apogee in any syzygy, it will be nearly in the perigee in the following 

syzygy.f r is nearly equal to the mean distance of the earth from the sun 

in the syzygies of the equinoxes ; and if we consider as many syzygies near 

the solstices, in the winter, as in the summer, we may also suppose r to be 

equal to that mean distance. 

* (1838) We have nearly = 0met-,16 [2301], = e . 0met-,16 — 0met,,4S 

[2302,2304'], 1—~ = 1 — ^ = 0,88 [2297a], and at Brest cos.2d is nearly 

equal to -pg- [2318']; so that if we put v = 0, v' = 0, the expression [2486], at its 

maximum, will become — 8 X~0"88 —0met*,12. In the 24 syzygies 

[2510], the sum of the total tides varies from 128met- to 150met-, and the mean value 

of one of the tides is nearly 6 metres, being about 50 times as great as the function [2486], 

which we have just computed. This function being so very small, we may neglect the 

variations of r, v, r', v, during a few days, without any sensible error in the result. 

-j- (1838a) If we notice only the first power e' of the excentricity of the lunar orbit, putting 

the mean distance from the earth equal to aand the mean anomaly A', which in [669] is 

represented by n t -f- s — vs, we shall get, from the first of the formulas [669], 

r'=z a! A1 — e'.cos.A!}, and = "7^ • (1 + 3 e'. cos. ^2'). 

In the following syzygy, Æ is increased by 200° nearly ; so that cos. A! changes into 

— cos. A', and -7- = ~. (1 — 3 e'. cos. A') nearly. The mean of these two values 
r J a 3 v 

is — = — ; hence we see that the variation in the value of r is but of little importance, 

when two successive syzygies are used. Similar remarks may be made relative to the distance 

of the sun from the earth, as in [2488]. 

170 
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[2486] 

[2486f| 

[2487] 

[2487'] 

[2488] 

[2485a] 

[24856] 

[2485c] 

[2485c? ] 

[2486a] 

[24866] 
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[2488'] The part P . j -g . cos.2 v —3. cos.9 v' ^ of the expression of ÿ [2482] 

varies sensibly in a few days, and as this term is considerable in our ports, 

[2488"] we must notice its variations. For this purpose we shall put s' equal to the 

j , inclination of the lunar orbit to the equator, and r' equal to the moon’s 

distance from the ascending node of her orbit upon the equator ; we shall 

[2489] then have* sin. v' = sin. s'. sin. r', consequently 

[2490] cos.2 v' sin.2 s sinks'. cos. 2r'.f 

We shall put t for the time elapsed from the maximum of the tide, to the 

time of any observation, t being negative for observations which happen 

before that maximum. Then, by neglecting the powers of t superior to the 

[2490"] square, and supposing the motion of the moon in her orbit to be uniform 

during the time t, which may be admitted without any sensible error, we 

shall have,f 

[2491] cos.2 v' = cos.2 v' t. 
dr' 

d t 
sin.2 s'. sin . 2r' — • s^11-2e> • cos. ^ r'. 

[2489a] 

[24896] 

* (1839) Thus if AL, fig. 57, be the lunar orbit, AE the 

equator, P its pole, L the place of the moon, PA and P LE 

arcs drawn perpendicular to the equator AE -, then AL = T', 

LE — v', angleLAE = s/, and we have, from [134528], 

sin. ZÆ=sin.LAE. sm.AL, Or sin.v'= sin.s'.sin.r' [24S9]. 

f (1840) From [2489] and [1] Int., we get successively 

[2490a] cos.2 v' = 1 — sin.2 v' = 1 — sin.2 s'. sin.2 r' = 1 — sinks'. — £ • cos. 2 r') 

from which we find 

[2490], 

[24906] sin.2 s'. cos. 2 r' = sin.2 s' — 2.(1 — cos.2 v') = sin.2 s' — 2 . sin.2 V, 

which is used in [2492a]. 

J (1841) Supposing in [607,008] a = t, and considering u as a function of t, we 

shall have, by retaining only the first and second powers of t, 

[2491a] 

u being the value of u when 

fdu\ f d du' 

Jt) differentials 
(d du~\ 

~d*)' 

t— 0, and t being put equal to nothing after finding the 

If we put u equal to the value of cos.2v', given in the 
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The values of v' and t', in the second member of this equation, correspond 

to the syzygy. In the equinoxes and solstices, sin. 2 T' nearly vanishes ; [2491'] 

second member of [2490], we may consider r' as the only variable quantity. For the [24916] 

inclination of the orbit s' varies only by quantities which are of a less order than those of the 

motion of the moon’s node, when compared with the real motion of the moon in her orbit. 

Hence we have 

u = cos.2 v' = 1 — | . sin.2 s' -j- 4 . sin.2 s'. cos. 2 r' ; 

du\ . o / • „ , /dr' 
= — sin.2 s . sin. 2 r . ( ■ 

dt \dt 
[2491 e] 

i ■ df) = -si"'2 £' •cos-2 r' • (tiJ- i ■ sin-a i •sin-2 ^ ff) ■ 
Substituting these in [2491a], and for the first term u using in the second member of 

[249 Id] the value cos.2 v' corresponding to t=- 0, we shall have, for the general 

value of cos.2 v' corresponding to the time t, as in that second member, 

cos.2V = cos.2 v' — t. . sin.2 s'. sin. 2 r' — P. sin.2 s'. cos. 2 r'. (— ^ 
dt \dt ) [2491d] 

i t2 . sin.2 s'. sin. 2 r'. 
dd r' 
~dW 

in which we may neglect the term on account of hs smallness, supposing, as in 

/dr'\ 
[2490"], the increment [fhj t0 constant. To make a rough estimate of the value 

of this neglected quantity, we may take the three longitudes of the moon, from the Nautical 

Almanac of 1830, to represent the values of r', July 20d- 0h-, 20d- 12h-, 2Id- 0h- ; and 

denoting them as in [754T] by j3, p', fs", and putting i= 0, i'= 1, i'—2, we have 

(3 = 123d 18™ 17*, (s' = 129d 5Gm 16*, ,3"= 136d29™ 19s. 

From these we obtain, as in [755], 

Ô p = 6d 37m 59s, S[3'= 6d 33m 3s, 390 = £ . <Î0)==-_ 148-; 

and if we change, in [757, &c.], a into r', s into t, we shall get from [758] nearly 

©== 64 31” (ff) =21st^ = -296’- 

These quantities are to each other in the ratio of about 80 to 1 : therefore (?is 
V dP ) 

much smaller than and may he neglected in comparison with it, particularly as it is 

multiplied in [249Id] by the very small quantity sin.2r' [2491']; hence this formula 

becomes as in [2491]. 

[2491e] 

[2491/] 
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therefore, bj noticing only the syzygies which happen near these points, the 

term of the preceding expression of cos.V [2491], multiplied by the first 

[2491"] power of t, disappears from the sum of the values of y\ particularly if we 

use a sufficient number of observations to make the positive and negative 

values of sin^r' mutually destroy each other ; therefore we shall have* 

[2492] cos.2 v' Q / >9 

COS.“ V -P . 2 sin.s 

[2492'j We shall take for the unit of time, the interval between two consecutive tides 

of the morning and evening, near the syzygies, which interval is about 

[2493] lda-g0271 ,*f and shall put u for the mean synodical motion of the moon in 

that interred. We shall have in the syzygies, by noticing the argument of 

variation, which near these points always increases the horary motion. 

/ cl r'\2 
[2494] = 1,165 . u9 ; 

consequently^ 

[2495] cos.2 v' = cos.2 v' — 1,165 . f . u2. {sin.2 s' — 2 . sin.2 v'}. 

* (1842) Neglecting as in [2491"] the term depending on the first power of t [2491], 

and then subtituting [24906], we get successively, as in [2492], 

(d r'\a /dT'\ 
[2492a] cos.2v' = cos.2v' — d. ( —- ) . sinks'. cos. 2 r' = cos.3 v' — t2 . ( —— ). (sinks'—2.sin.2v/). 

\dt J \dt J 

The term multiplied by 2 . sin.2 V is so small, that we may use in it the value of v7 

corresponding to the syzygy. 

f (1843) We shall find in [2745] that the time of high water upon any day t after the 

[2493a] syzygy is 0day,39664 -f- 0day,027052 . t ; so that on the day of the syzygy, the time of 

high water is 0day,39664, and on the following day it is 0day,39664 -J- 0day,027052 ; the 

[.4936] jnterva] js iday?027052, as in [2493] nearly. 

J (1844) By Burg’s tables, the moon’s motion in one day is 13d 10™ 35s, the sun’s 

[2493c] 59™ 8s ; the argument of variation increases, in that time, by the difference of these 

quantities 12^11™ 27s, and the corresponding variation is 14™ 29s. Adding these two 

[2493d} last quantities, we obtain 12^ 25™ 56s, or 13° 81'36" nearly, for the diurnal synodical 

motion of the moon in the syzygies ; so that the real motion is to the synodical as 

[2493e] 13d 10™ 35s -j- 14™ 29s is to 12d25™56s, or as 1,0793 to 1. Hence the actual motion 
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The variation of may neglected, when we consider at the same 

time two consecutive syzygies. We may also neglect the variations of 

4 and sin.2 v, because these two quantities alter but very little in the [24950 

interval of a few days. They also depend on the action of the sun, 

which we shall hereafter find [2706] to be only one third part of that of [2495"] 

the moon. 

It now remains to consider the term 

2 P . 4^ • cos.2 v . • cos.2 v' 

L 2 , I* 2 / 
—~ . COS. V -f* -7=- . COS. V 

• (V— 
[2496] 

of the expression of y' [2482]. If we put s and r for the sun, what we 

have called s' and r' for the moon, we shall have very nearly, by observing 

that s' differs but little from s, and that sin. (r'+r) almost vanishes in the 

syzygies of the equinoxes and solstices,! 

(!'—4) • cos. v. cos. v' — (r'—r) . cos. ? 

s, r. 

[2496'j 

[2497] 

of the moon, in the interval taken for unity, is 1,0793 . v, provided v represent the mean 

synodical motion in the syzygies ; in which case we shall have ~Lt~ ^0793 . v, whose 

//r\2 [2493/J 
square is (—)= 1,165 . »9, as in [2494] ; substituting this in [2492], we get [2495]. 

But if y represent, as in [2493], the mean synodical motion throughout the whole orbit, we 

shall have — =1,101. »; because the ratio of 13d 10“ 35s +14™ 29s to 12*11*27' 
dt 

is as 1,101 to 1 ; hence =1,211 therefore the factor 1,211 must be used [2493g-] 

instead of 1,165 in [2495—2502], whenever we use the mean value of v. 

* (1845) This appears from the demonstration in [2486a—5]. 

f (1846) If in fig. 57, page 678, we suppose AE to represent the equator, P its pole, 

A L the ecliptic, PA, P LE, circles of declination, we shall have, in the triangles [249ya] 

A EL, PL A, the following equations, deduced from [134527,15] respectively, 

cos. L E. cos. AE = cos. A L, sin. P L . sin. A P E = sin. PAL. sin. A L, 

171 
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which changes the preceding term [2496] into 

[2498] 
op L IL ^ * • Q * < Q * 

^*0 o 
cos. 

. 2 
. r v 2 „2 

-Ô . cos.2 V + 
„'3 

. cos.2 v' 

or in symbols, 

[24976] cos. v . cos. 4 = cos. r, cos. v . sin. 4 = cos. s . sin. r. 

Accenting these letters, we get two similar equations corresponding to the lunar orbit, 

[2497c] cos. V . cos. 4/ = cos. r', cos. v'. sin. 4' = cos. s'. sin. r'. 

Multiplying the first of these equations by the fourth, also the second by the third, then 

taking the difference of these products, we get [2497d]. Reducing this by means of 

[22, 18, 19] Int., we find [2497e], and by using [27, 28] Int., we finally obtain [2497/*]. 

[2497d] cos. v. cos. v' 4 sin. 4^ cos.4 — cos. 4’• sin. 4£ = cos. s'.sin. r'. cos. T — cos. s. cos.r'. sin. r ; 

cos. v . cos. v. sin. (4" — 4) 

= J . cos. s' 4 sin. (r'-j-r) -{- sin. (r'—r)}— 4 . cos. s 4 sin. (r'-j-r) — sin. (r'—r) 

[2497e] = sin. (r'—r) .{2 • cos. s' —f~ i • cos. s] -j- sin. (r'-|-r) . cos. s'— \ . cos. s] 

[2497/] — sin. (T'—r). cos. \ . (s'-j-e) • cos. 4 • (£'—£) — sin. (r'-j-r). sin. \. (a'-j-s) • sin. 4 • (s'—£)* 

This expression admits of several reductions. For in the syzygies of the equinoxes, r, r', 
are nearly equal to 0° or 200° ; and in the syzygies of the solstices, they are nearly equal to 

[2497g-] 100° or 300°. In both these cases sin. (r'-j-r) becomes nearly equal to sin. 0° or 

sin. 200°, and must therefore be very small, as in [2496']. The inclination of the lunar 

orbit to the ecliptic is about 6°, so that \ . (s'—s) must generally be less than half this 

[24976,] quantity, or 3°, whose sine is less than and cosine nearly equal to 1. Substituting these 

in [2497/], and neglecting the term depending on sin. 4 • (s'—s) . sin. (r'-j-r) on account 

[249/i] ^ jtg smai]aesSj we get cos. v . cos. v . sin. (4'— 4) = sin. (r'— r) . cos. 4 • (£' + 0- 

Developing sin. (4/—4)> sin.(r'—r), by [43] Int., retaining only the first power of the 

quantities 4'—4» r'—rj we obtain die expression [2497]. The square of this being 

substituted in [2496], it becomes 

[24976] 2P4-^-COS'!!i'(S'+S) 

~x 9 , L’ VT — . cos. v 4- — . cos.** v 
tfo * y «5 

(r' — r)2 ; 

and by [2493], the synodical motion of the moon, in the time t from the syzygy, is tv ; 

[24971] putting this for r'—r, in the preceding expression, it becomes as in [2498]. The 

quantities we have here neglected are very small, since the whole term [2498] rarely exceeds 

a third of a metre, as we may easily prove by the following rough calculation. For by 
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This being premised, if we put Y' for the sum of the values of yr, [2498] 

corresponding to 2 i syzygies of the equinoxes, we shall have* 

Y' = — ^•(1+3-cos.2<) < L . ^_3. sin.aF) + ^ . (1 — 3. sin.2F) 

'«•(’-ïï) *' 

+ 2 i P. f . cos.2 V+ ^ . cos.2 F | 

—2iP.=.(«2-h|V- < l,165.(sin.V—2.sin.2F)+ 

2T / £+s' 
—. cos.—- 

:'\2 

~.cos.^V-\-^-3. cos.W' 

Expres¬ 
sion of 
of the 
sum of 
the mean 
absolute 
heights 
Y1 in 2t 
syzygies of 
the equi¬ 
noxes or 
solstices. 

[2499] 

supposing cos.2 v = cos.2 V = cos.2 \ . (s'-j- s)> and — == 3 . ^ [2706], the numerator [2497m] 
/3 J-3 L J 

and denominator of [2498] is divisible by — .cos.2v, and then that expression becomes 

successively, by using [2713], and neglecting the sign, 

^=1».., 17.* A 
4/3 4 

[2497n] 

Now t v [2493] represents the synodical motion, and at its maximum, in Table I 

[2510, &c.], it corresponds to about 2% days, before or after the syzygy ; in which time this 

motion is | X 13°,8 = 34° nearly [2493d] ; its sine being nearly equal to i, we get p^497o] 

t v=i. Hence the expression [2497n] becomes lmet-,17 X J = 0met-,3 nearly, and 

the part neglected in [2497A, &c.] is considerably less than ^ of this quantity. We may finally 

remark, that when the moon’s node is situated in the first point of Aries, the origin of the 

quantities r', 4-', is the same as that of r, 4- In other situations of the node, the origin will 

differ a little ; but this difference is corrected nearly, by supposing as in [2498] that the origin [2497p] 

of the angles 4^—4'j r'—r> is at the time of the syzygy. 

* (1847) The first line of the expression of y' [2482], being taken for 2i syzygies, the 

sum of them will produce the first line of the expression of Y' [2499] ; since it is evident [2500a] 

that the substitution of the mean values of sin.2v, sin^V, represented by sin.2 

sin.2 [2499'], will give nearly a correct result. In the same way, the second line of 

[2482] becomes, by substituting the value of cos.2v' [2495], 

P. .cos-2 v + 75 • C0s-s V' ] — 1,165 . P. ^ . e .2 . {sin.2 s'— 2 . sin.2 v'} ; 125006] 

and as tv represents the mean synodical motion V—r, we have j!2t>2=(r/—r)2; and 

to this we must add nearly, for the same reason that Jç2 was added to (4'—4')9 ifi [2500c] 

[2482, 2482/] ; hence [25006] becomes 
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[2499'] 

V, V. 

[2500] 

[2501] 

In this expression cos.3 V, cos.2 V, sin.2 V and ^cos. S~~~, are the 

mean of all the corresponding values of cos.2v, cos.2v', sin.2 v' and 
(g l_ s' \ 2 

cos. —h—j, in the 2 i syzygies. The same expression also represents 

the sum of the values of if in 2 i syzygies of the solstices, when half of them 

are taken in the winter solstice. 

We shall now consider the expression of y" [2477, 2483]. The term* 

. C L . . L' , ) 
A. < -=■. sin. v . cos. v ~\—. sm. v . cos. v > 

/ T* V 6 } 

[2500c?] P . | ^ . cos.2 . cos.2 v' j — 1,165 . P . ~ . (?2^2-|-iç2). {sin.2 s'—2 .sin.Vf. 

[2500cf] ®ut froni [2482c/', 2492'], we have nearly q = ^v ; hence Z2&2 + % (f — (f -{- tV) •w2* 

Substituting this value in [2500c/], and then taking the sura for 2 i syzygies, we get 

[2500e] 2/P. j^.co*2F+^.cos,.2F'| — 2*P.~-3. (?2+W) .*2.1,165 . {sin.2/—2.sin.2F'| 

[2500/] 

[2500g-] 

as in the second and third lines of [2499]. The terra of [2482] depending on (f—4)2 

is given in [2496, 2498], and the similar term depending on [2500c], must evidently 

be to this as (4/—4)3 t0 is2? or neady as ^2 t0 tV*2 [2500c/']; so that the 

two terras must be represented by 
2 P. — . — 

r3 

- . COS.2 V —j- —jz « cos.2 v' 
pO P O 

and for the 

2 L 

2/ syzygies this becomes 
U 

2iP.-.(^ + TV).»2. 
cos. 

COS.2 V• COS.2 V 
po ' p o 

which 

is the last term of [2499], corresponding to 2 i syzygies of the equinoxes [2498', 2487']. 

The same expression will also answer for 2 i syzygies of the solstices, if half of them be 

[2500/t] in the winter solstice, and half in the summer solstice ; and in this case, by [24SS], or 

[24S6«, 6], the variations of r may be neglected, by taking as many summer as winter 

syzygies. It may be observed that in all these formulas the values V, h arc taken to 

correspond to the instant of the syzygy, although the corresponding tide does not take place 

[2500/] till H days after [2544], the time T of formulas [2463, &c.] being nearly equal to 

this quantity. 

* (1848) The term (A') [2477] was neglected in [24S1', 2483], on account of its 

[2501a] smallness in comparison with the other terms of Y". For sin. (7—X) [2481] is very 
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is very small in our ports ; it is nothing in the syzygies of the equinoxes ; 

it also disappears from the sum of the values of y", if we consider two 

consecutive syzygies, and as many solstices of winter as of summer. 

Therefore by putting Y" for the sum of the values of y' corresponding to 2 i 

syzygies of the equinoxes, we shall have* 

Y" = 4 i P. 1 - cos.2 F+Y cos.2 V 

2 L 
L' 

—4 iP. —3.(Za+TV).u“. 1 1,165.(sm.V—2.sin.2F')-f- _ 
<»*3 

COS. 
s+s' 

~2~ 

. cos.2 cos.2!77 

this expression also represents the sum of the values of y" in 2 i syzygies of 

the solstices. 

We shall now see what the terms depending on Q, which we have 

heretofore neglected, add to these expressions of Y', Y". For this purpose we 

shall resume the expression of ay [2463]. In the equinoxes and solstices,f 

small [2431 e] ; A < x*¥ P [2465b] ; and in the equinoxes v, v', must vanish or be very 

small ; hence the whole expression [2481] may be neglected in the syzygies of the equinoxes. 

In the solstices, if we take two consecutive syzygies, v' changes into —v', by which the 

L Lr 
sign of the terms of the factor - . sin. v . cos. v -j- — . sin. v'. cos. v' [24S1], depending 

on V, is changed, and the mean value of this factor becomes nearly ^. sin. v . cos. v. If 

we take two more observations at the other solstice, the sign of v will change, and the sum of 

the two terms will nearly vanish ; therefore the factor [25016], which occurs in [2481], will 

be so very small, that it may be neglected in the method we have here used. 

* (1849) We may derive [2483] from [2482], by putting in [2482] 1 3 . cos.d = 0, 

changing P into 2P, and q2 into Jç2. The same changes being made in [2499], which 

was derived from [24S2], we obtain [2502], depending on [2483] ; observing that % (f 

produced the term g$v2 [2500cP] ; therefore [2483] will produce [2499]. 

f (1850) We have 

of the equinoxes, where 

dv' 
— = 0 nearly. 

d. cos.2v' _ . . ,dv' .... 
—--p= — 2 . sin. v . cos. v . —. 1 his vanishes in the syzygies 

CL Z (tt 

v'=0 nearly; and in the syzygies of the solstices, where 

[2501'] 

Y". 

[2501"] 

Expres¬ 
sion of 
Y" in 2i 
syzygies of 
the equi¬ 
noxes or 
solstices. 

[2502] 

[2501a'] 

[25016] 

[2501c] 

[2502a] 

[25026] 

[2502c] 

172 
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fl pr\c ^ 

[2502'] .J- -A— vanishes, and we may neglect the differential of — divided by 

d t, when we consider the aggregate of two consecutive syzygies.* We 

shall also neglect 

[25031 PQ . — . [4* cos,S v * s*n- 2 . (n t -f- to — 4 — x) I , 

on account of the slowness of the variations of v, 4-, r, and because ~ is 

jj 
[2503'] but a third part of — .f The term of the formula [2463] depending on 

Q, will thus increase the expression of ay, by the quantity 

[2504] — 2 PQ. . cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (n t + w — 4' — x)» 

* (1851) In [2486a] we have = cos. A') ; A' being the moon’s 

C ’ r'3 J = — — . j • sin* hi die next 

syzygy, A' becomes nearly A' -f~ 200°, and this expression changes its sign, so that the 

sum of the two expressions is nearly equal to nothing. It may also be observed, that A' is 

[2502e] proportional to the mean motion of the moon ; therefore ^ ^ and must 

be of the same order. The like may be observed relative to the differentials of v', 4/* 

f (1852) The terms depending on Q in [2463] are 

[2503a] ^ — .cos.2v.sin^.^-b'sJ — 4'—X)-]-^• cos.2v'.sin.2. (n^-f’SJ—4;—j • 

Now we have shown, in the last note, that the differential of the quantities depending on 

r, v', 4', must be multiplied by terms of the order of the mean motion of the moon ; and in 

like manner, those depending on r, v, 4> must be multiplied by terms of the order of the 

mean motion of the sun in its apparent orbit ; so that the last are by this multiplication 

Ti TJ 
[25036] reduced to about one thirteenth part of the other quantities. Moreover [2497m]; 

therefore the terms depending on the solar force are of the order of 3 X 13’ 
or one 
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Now we have* * 

d-\! o / dr' , 
—— . cos.~ v — ——. cos. e = m . cos. e ; 
dt dt 

m't being the mean motion of the moon ; hence the preceding term [2504] 

becomes 

U 
-— 2 m! PQ . cos. s'. — . cos. 2 . (nt -j- « — 4#— 

From this it is evident that in the syzygies of the equinoxes, where cos.v'=l 

very nearly, the term depending on Q changes, in the expressions of ay, Y', 

Y", [2463,2499,2502], the quantity U into U. (1 — 2,m'Q . cos. s') ;f 

thirty-ninth part of those depending on the moon ; and as the lunar forces, depending on Q, 

are quite small ['2601,2719], we may very safely neglect the term 

PQ . cos.2v. sin. 2 .{nt-\-zs — 4 — ? 

depending on the solar force. Lastly, as we neglect the variations of r, v', [2502', &lc.], we 

must consider 4' as the only variable quantity in the term depending on Q in [2503a], by 

which means it becomes as in [2504]. 

* (1853) Using fig. 57, page 678, and the same symbols, we have 

cos. s'. tang, r' = tang. 4' [134529] 5 

d r' $ j/ 
and by supposing s' to be constant, the differential will be cos. s'. -—— = —— f 541 Int. 

J rr 0 cos.sr' cos.2 4 L J 

Substituting cos. r' = cos. 4' • cos. v' [2497c], it becomes 

cos. s'. 
dr' dq' 

cos.2 4. cos.2 v' C0S.24 

... COS.2 4. COS.2 v' , , . , 
Multiplying this by ---, we get the second expression [2505] ; and if m't be 

the mean motion of the moon, we shall have ~=m nearly, neglecting the perturbations 

of tire moon’s motion, which may be done, particularly when the observations are made in all 

parts of the orbit, as in Tables I, II, &c., [2508, &c.]. Substituting this in the second, we 

get the third expression [2505], by means of which we obtain [2506] from [2504]. 

* (1854) In the syzygies of the equinoxes, where cos. v' is nearly equal to 1, the 

small term [2506] may be put equal to 

j2 
— 2 m'PQ . cos. s'. — . cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (n t -f- vt — 4r— 7.). 

[2505] 

[2505'] 

[25061 

Terms of 
Y1, Y ", 
depending 
on Q. 

[2507] 

[2503c] 

[2503d] 

[2505a] 

[25056] 

[2505c] 

[2507a] 
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and in the solstices, where we have very nearly cos. w^ cos.f, L changes 

[2507'] into L'. ( 1 — .* g0 that t|ie difference of the values of L', in 
\ COS. S J 

these two cases, may serve to determine Q. 

23. We shall now compare the preceding formulas with observations. At 

[2507"] the beginning of the eighteenth century, at the request of the Academy of Arts 

and Sciences, a great number of observations of the ebb and flow of the tide 

ioere made in our ports. These were continued every day at Brest for six 

successive years ;f and although they are not complete, yet they form, by the 

The larger term, depending on P. — [2463], is 

[25076'] P. ~ . cos.2 V. cos. 2 . (n t -f- ttf — — Y) 
p'o 

the sum of both terms is 

[25076] P. 
77.(1 — 2m/Q.cos.7) 

>-'3 
cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (n t -j- # — V — Y). 

This may be derived from the second of these terms, by changing, as in [2507], B into 

£/. ( 1_2 m'Q . cos. s') ; and this change must evidently be made in the values of Y', 

Y", [2499, 2502]. 

[2507c] 

* (1855) In the solstices, where v' is nearly equal to s', we may put, in formula [2506], 

and then this term becomes 

cos.2v' L' 

cos. e 
cos.2 V 

COS. e 
f ? 

— 2 m'PQ. 
cos. t 3 

. cos. 2 . (n t -f- 'm — 4'/— Y). 

L' 
Connecting this with the term of [2463] depending on P.— [25075'], the sum becomes 

[2507rf] P. 
L’.(l- 

\ COS. 2 / 

/3 
. cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (nt ^ Y), 

which may be derived from the second of the preceding terms, by changing as in [2507 ] 

U into L'. ( 1 — 2 m —^ ; and the same changes must evidently be made in the values 
\ cos. s' / 

of Y\ Y", [2499,2502]. 

f (1855a) The observations have since been continued at Brest, as will be seen in 

[2507e] Book XIII ; where the author has discussed the observations made between the years 1807 

and 1823. 
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number of observations, as well as by the magnitude and regularity oj the 

tides, the most complete and useful collection we have of this kind. We shall [250/ ] 
compare the preceding formulas with this collection. The observations being 

affected by various circumstances foreign from the action of the sun and 

moon, we must consider a great number of observations, in order that the 

effects of these accidental causes may mutually destroy each other, and that 

the aggregate may give the effect of the regular causes only ; we must also [2507""] 

endeavor to combine the observations in the most advantageous manner to 

ascertain any particular phenomenon that may be required. In this manner, 

and for the purpose of investigating the effect of the declination of the moon, 

ice have considered at the same time two consecutive syzygies, the result of [2507v] 

which is nearly independent of the variation of the distance of the moon from 

the earth. To compare the observations made on this point with the theory, 

we have taken from the abovementioned collection twenty four syzygies of the 

equinoxes, and twenty four syzygies of the solstices, always taking two [2507vi] 

consecutive syzygies. The following are the days of these syzygies at Brest. 

SYZYGIES OF THE EQUINOXES. 
Years. 

1711. 28 August, 12 September, 26 September, 12 October. 

1712. 1 September, 15 September. 

1714. 25 August, 8 September, 23 September, 8 October. 

1715. 18 February, 5 March, 20 March, 4 April, 28 August, 

13 September, 27 September, 12 October. 

1716. 23 February, 8 March, 23 March, 6 April, 1 September, 

15 September. 

SYZYGIES OF THE SOLSTICES. 
Years. 

1711. 16 June, 30 June, 25 November, 9 December. 

1712. 19 June, 3 July, 28 November, 13 December. 

1714. 29 May, 12 June, 27 June, 11 July, 21 November, 

7 December, 21 December. 

1715. 5 January, 17 June, 1 July, 26 November, 10 December, 

25 December. 

1716. 9 January, 5 June, 19 June. 
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In each of the syzygies, we have taken the mean between the two 

absolute heights of the same day, or in other words, the mean absolute height 

of the tide. We have considered the day preceding the syzygy, which is 

denoted by — 1 ; the day of the syzygy, which is denoted by 0 ; and the 

four following days, which are denoted by 1, 2, 3, 4. It happened several 

times that only one tide was observed in a day ; we have deduced from it 

[2509"] the mean absolute height, by allowing half its excess above the tide which 

was not observed, which quantity had been determined nearly, both for 

the syzygies of the equinoxes and solstices, by a previous discussion of the 

observations. 

[2509"'] 

[2509""] 

Several times also the height of the low water falling between the two 

tides of the same day was not observed. To obtain then the total tide, we 

have supposed, conformably to the theory, that the difference of the total 

tides, in two consecutive days, is nearly double of the difference of the 

corresponding mean absolute heights.* We have taken a mean result 

between the total tides deduced from this supposition and from the 

observations of the two days between which was included that one under 

consideration. 

Sometimes the lawr of the observed low tides evidently indicated an error 

in the sign in one of these heights. In this case we have almost always 

[2509v] neglected the observation of the low water, and have computed the total 

tide by the rule just mentioned. With these precautions we have calculated 

the following table, which represents the sums of the mean absolute tides and 

the total tides, corresponding to each of the days which we have considered in 

the preceding syzygies.f 

* (1856) The term multiplied by (1 + 3 . cos. 2Ô) [2482] is very small [2485b, c], 

[2509a] and varies but little in the course of a day. If we neglect this, the remaining terms of 

[2482] are very nearly equal to half of the total tide [2483]. The only term in which any 

difference is found, is that multiplied by £ f, which is quite small, being by [2500c?'] of 

[25096] the order TV or TV • ws 1 because v [2493] is the mean synodical motion in 

lday,027, or about y of the radius. 

f (1857) This table is divided into three parts, as in [2510, 2511, 2512]. The sums 

of the numbers corresponding to each particular day are equal to the numbers in Table II 

[2513a] respectively. Thus the total tide corresponding to the day of the syzygy in Table II, is 

269met,,037 = 142met,,068 -f- 62met-,002 64met,,967. 
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TABLE I. 

SYZYGIES OF THE EQUINOXES. 

Days. Mean absolute heights of the tides. Total tides. 

— 1 - - 129met-,890 - - 128met-,988 

0 ■? - 136 ,079 - - 142 ,068 

1 - - 139 ,851 - - 149 ,342 

2 - - 139 ,962 - - 150 ,066 

3 - - 137 ,479 - - 143 ,826 

4 - - 131 ,653 - - 131 ,770 

SYZYGIES OF THE SUMMER SOLSTICE. 

— 1 - - 62met-,004 - - 58met-,097 

0 - - 63 ,914 - - 62 ,002 

1 - - 65 ,028 - - 64 ,095 

2 - - 65 ,157 - - 64 ,995 

3 - - 64 ,147 - - 63 ,425 

4 - - 61 ,914 - - 59 ,186 

SYZYGIES OF THE WINTER SOLSTICE. 

— 1 - - 65mot-,211 - - 61met-,098 

0 - - 66 ,456 - - 64 ,967 

1 - - i 67 
i 

66 

,121 - - 67 ,202 

2 - - ,424 - - 67 ,500 

3 - - 65 ,998 - - 66 ,187 

4 63 ,574 — “ 61 ,425 

24. We shall consider at first the whole of these observations, and we 

shall have, for the forty-eight syzygies, 

TABLE II. 

Days. Mean absolute heights. Total tides. 

— 1 - 257met -,105 - 248met-,183 

0 - 266 ,449 - 269 ,037 

1 - 272 ,000 - 280 ,639 

2 - 271 ,543 - 282 ,561 

3 - 267 ,624 - 273 ,438 

4 - 257 ,141 - 252 ,381 
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If we examine the variations of the absolute heights of the total tides of 

this table, we shall see that the greatest tides do not take place on the day 

of the syzygy, but between the first and the second days. To determine 

the distance of the maximum of the tides from the syzygy, in the preceding 

[2513/] observations, we shall take for the unit of time, the interval of two morning 

unit of tides or of two evening tides in the syzygies ; and for epoch, the time of the low 

op"!*!111 water falling between the two tides on the day which precedes the syzygy. We 

shall also put, for any day near this phase, 

[2514] 

Absolute 
height of 
the tide. 

[2515] 

[2515'] 

Moan 
absolute 
height of 
the tide. 

[2516] 

a + b x — cæ2 = the absolute height of the tide ;* 

x being the number of intervals taken for unity which this tide follows after 

the epoch. If this formula refer to a morning tide, the expression of the 

tide of the evening of the same day will be a + b . (x -f- J) — c. (x -f-1)2, 

considering those inequalities whose period is nearly a day, which are the 

only ones necessary to be noticed here, because the effects of the other 

inequalities mutually compensate each other in the observations of Table II, 

[2513]. If we add the two preceding expressions, the half of their sum 

will be what we have called [2471] the mean absolute height of the tide ,* 

therefore the expression of this height is 

a — -jV c T & • (# T f) — c • (% T i)2’ 

The expression of the intermediate low water, according to the theory, is of 

the formf 

[2517] a' — b . (x -b i) + C . (x + i)2 ; 

* (1858) The expressions of y', y", [2482, 2483], contain the quantities r, v, r, V, 

[2514«] corresponding to the time of the syzygy ; and the quantity (T—-f)2? which is proportional 

to the square of the time from the syzygy t' ; so that either of these expressions might be 

put under the form a! — cf2. If we alter the epoch of t, making t' = b -f- x, we get 

[25146] at — c . (&'-}- æ)2, or (a' — b'2 c) — 2 b' cx — c x2 ; 

which by putting a'—b,2c=a, —2b'c=b, becomes a-\~bx — cæ2, as in [2514]. 

f (1859) The quantity multiplied by (1 + 3 . cos. 2 6) [2472, 2474] is very small in 

[2517a] comparison with the other terms [24856] ; and by [2481'] the term {A') is also extremely 

small ; hence the variations of these quantities may be neglected in comparison with those of 

the remaining term of [2472, 2474], multiplied by P. This term has a positive sign in 

[25176] [2472], and a negative sign in the height at low water [2474], but in other respects is equal ; 
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x -f- x being the interval between the epoch and that low tide ; therefore 

by putting this time equal to t, we shall have an expression of the following 

form 

a!' -j- 2 b . t — 2 c.f = the height of the total tide. 

The maximum of this tide takes place when t = — ;* this value is also 
2 C 

that of a, corresponding to the maximum of the function a~\~bx—cx?. 

To determine — by observation, we must use the total tides of 
2 c J 

Table II [2513] ; but the mean absolute heights of this table having been 

observed more carefully than the total tides, we shall make use of the sums 

of both of them. 

Therefore let f, f\ f", f"\ f"", fv,f be the six sums obtained by 

adding the absolute height and the total tide of each day in Table II [2513]. 

The analytical expression of these sums will be of the form k-{-ib.t—ic.f ; 

and by supposing successively t— 0, t = 1, t = 2, t = 3, t = 4, t = 5, 

we shall have the values of f, f, f", f"\ f""t fv ; hence we may 

deduce]! 

hence its variation during the interval x, or from x — 0 to x = x, must be the same 

in both expressions, but with different signs. Now by hypothesis [2514], this variation in 

[2472] is b x — c a?9, therefore it must be at the same instant — b x -[- cæ2 in [2474] ; 

and at the time of low water x changes into x -j- consequently this expression is then 

— b . (x -j- -j- c • (# + ï)2 ; so that if we put a' for the height when x -j- \ — o, we 

shall have for the height at low water a!—b . (x -j- f) c . (x -j-1)9, as in [2517]. 

Subtracting this from [2516], we get the total tide 

a —T6 c— a> + 2 b . (æ -j- J) — 2 c . (x -f i)2 -, 

which by putting x-j-^ = t, a — T\c — a' — a", becomes as in [2518]. 

*(1860) This is found by taking the differential of [2518], and putting It — 0, 

according to the usual rule for finding the maximum [2464^]. 

f (1861) From Table II [2513] we get /=257met-,105 -f248met-,183 = 505met-,2S8 ; 

and in like manner we get /', /", &c., as in the table [2522a], 

J (1861a) Putting in [2516] a?-j~£ = t [2517e], the absolute height becomes 

a — tV c b • t — c . i2. Adding this to the total tide [2518], we get 

« — iV c a’’ -j- 3 b. t — 3 c . t2 ; 
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[2522] 

[2522'] ib = hic-f p+r'+r-r-f-f. 
9 

consequently 

[2523] b _ 5 , z-i.r+.r+r-f-f'-f) 
2 c ~2 * 3 -(r+r-r-f) 

Substituting the numerical values of f, f, &c., we shall find* 

[2524] — = 2,58176. 
2c 

[2522a] 

[25226] 

[2522c] 

which by patting a — XV c a" = Jc, and i= 3, 

becomes k-\-ib .t — ic.t2, as in formula [2521]. 

Substituting successively t — 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we 

obtain the six equations in the adjoined table, which 

may be combined in various manners to find k, b, c. 

The principle of the least squares [849Æ] is now most 

generally used, and we shall hereafter [2524c] compute these equations by this method ; at 

present we shall restrict ourselves to the method of the author. Adding the third and fourth 

equations, and from the sum subtracting the first and sixth, we get 

nic [2522]. 

/ = 505met.,288 = Jc 
f = 535 ,486 = ib — i c 

f" = 552 ,639 == Jc + 2ib — Me 
f"= 554 ,104 = fc-j- Sib— 9ic 

/""= 541 ,062 — k -j- 4 i b —16 i c 

/v = 509 ,522 = k + 5ib —25 ic 

Again, by adding the three last equations, and subtracting the sum of the three first we obtain 

p_|_ jnnf»_f_f —f =9 ib — 45 ic -, Dividing this by 9, and transposing 

we get [2522']. Again dividing [2522'] by 2 ic, we have 5 ic 

b 

2 
« , r+r'+r-r-f’-f • 

— a ~' 18i c 

and by substituting for 18 i c its value deduced from [2522], f . (/'" +/" —f — /)» 

it becomes as in [2523]. 

* (1S62) The values of /, /', &c., found in the last note, give 

f<’< -j_ j" — fv—f = 91me%933, and /v+/""+/'" —f"—f—/= llmet,,27o ; 

hence from [2523], 

[2524a] 
t_ _ 3 x 11^75 , a08176 = 2,58176 ; 
2 c 2 ^ 3 X 91,933 2 1 

which differs a little from that in [2544], where the value of — is determined more 

accurately, by a different method. 
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Therefore in the syzygies of Table II [2513], the interval from the time ol 

low water falling between the two tides on the day of the syzygy, to the 

time of the maximum of the total tide, is 1,58176. We shall hereafter see, [2o25] 

[2745 or 24936], that the interval taken for unity is very nearly lday,02705 ; [2526] 

therefore if we multiply it by 1,58176, the product lday,62455 will express [2527] 

the interval between the maximum of the total tide and the time of low tide 

on the morning of the syzygy. This time is the middle hour between the 

two high tides of that day, and we find by a mean of the results, that in the 

preceding observations it was 0day,39657.* We also find by a mean result, [2528] 

that the hour of the syzygy at Brest, in the same observations, wras [2747] 

0day,45667, so that it followed the time of low water 0day,06010 ; therefore [2529] 

it preceded the maximum of the total tide by lday,56445. But as an error [2530] 

of a few metres in these observations might materially affect the result of 

If we combine the equations [2522a] by the method of the least squares [8497c], we shall 

get the three following equations [2524c]. The first is the sum of all these equations 

depending on the coefficient of k [2522a], which is equal to unity. The second is the sum [25246] 

of the products of these equations by the coefficients of ib, namely 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The 

third is the sum of the products of the same equations by the coefficients of •—ic, namely 

0, 1, 4, 9, 1G, 25. 

3198,101=6&+15ib—55ic, 8014,934 =15&+55 — 225tc, 29128,020=55225ib—979ic. [2524c] 

From these equations we easily obtain, by the common methods of elimination, the following- 

values nearly, k =504,6, i b =39,47, ic = 7,6G9. Hence 

6 ib 

2 c 2 ic 

39,47 

15,338 
= 2,5733 ; 

which is rather more correct than that found in [2524]. If we repeat the operation 

[2524—2530] with this new value, wTe find 

(2,5733 — 1,0000) X lday,02705 == lday,61586 ; [25244] 

subtracting 0day,06010 [2529], we get lday,55576, instead of lday,56445 [2530] ; the 

former being rather nearer to the value finally assumed in [2544]. 

* (1863) In the Table [2738], the time of high water at Brest, on the day of the syzygy 

of the equinox, is 0day,39708, and on that of the solstice, 0day,39606 [2739]; the mean 

is 0day,39657, as in [2528]. Subtracting this from 0day,45667 [2529], we get [2530a] 

'’^,06010 [2529], and then from [2527] we obtain 

lday,62455 — 0day,06010 = lday,56445 [2530]. 
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this computation of the interval, it is proper to determine this important 

element of the theory of the tides in a more accurate manner. 

[2530] For this purpose ive shall consider the absolute heights of the tides on the 

second day before and on the fifth day after the syzygy ; they are nearly at 

equal distances on each side of the maximum of the tides, and at this distance 

they vary in the most sensible manner. We have added the absolute heights 

[2530"] of the tides on the morning and evening of the second day before each 

syzygy, and when only one height had been observed, have doubled it. The 

abovementioned collection of observations contains one hundred syzygies, in 

[2531] which such observations could be procured. We find 1009met,,470 for the 

sum of the absolute heights of the tides of the second day preceding the 

syzygy, and 1010met,,886 for the sum of the absolute heights of the tides 

on the fifth day following the syzygy. But among the heights which 

precede the syzygies, 86 correspond to the morning and 114 to the evening; 

therefore by taking for the unit of time the interval from the low water on the 

[2532] second day which precedes the syzygy to the low water which happens about 

one day later, the mean hour to which the first sum refers, follows that ol 

the low water on the second day before the syzygy, by TVV, or 0,035 of 

[2533] this interval.* In the second sum, there are as many morning as evening 

tides ; the hour to which it corresponds is therefore that of the low tide on 

[2533] the fifth day after the syzygy. Thus the middle of the interval comprised 

between the times to which these sums correspond, is not exactly the middle 

of the interval comprised between the time of low tide in the morning of the 

* (1864) The interval taken for unity [2532j being the time elapsed between the low water 

[«533a] before the syzygy and the low water one day before the syzygy, the time from low 

water to the high water immediately preceding is —\, and to the high water immediately 

following is TT The 86 morning tides will therefore decrease the sum of the hours by 

— S6 x ^ and the 114 evening tides will increase it by 114 X the whole sum will 

[25336] therefore be increased by ( 114 — 86) X i = 7 ; This being divided by the whole 

number of observations 200, gives 0,035 for the correction of the mean of the times arising 

from the inequality in the number of observations. This quantity must be subtracted from 

the mean of the times in the above observations, to obtain the value corresponding to the case 

[2533c] where the number of observations in the morning and evening are equal. If we take the 

mean of this corrected time, and that relative to the fifth day after the syzygy, this correction 

[25334] will be decreased by half the quantity [25336], or 0,0175, which is to be applied to the 

mean of all the observations [2534]. 
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second day before the syzygy, and that of the low tide corresponding to 

the fifth day after the syzygy, but is nearer to this second limit by 

0,0175 [2533d], [35341 

If the two sums 1009inet,,470 and 1010met,,886 were equal, this middle [2534] 

would be the instant of the maximum of the tides ; but the second sum 

exceeds the first by lmet,,416 ; therefore the instant of this maximum is [2534"] 

rather nearer to the hour of low tide on the fifth day after the syzygy. 

The absolute height of the tides on that day, and on the second day before 

the syzygy, varies at Brest by 0mel’,14803,* during one half of the interval [2535] 

taken for unity. Supposing therefore that the instant of the maximum of 

the tides approaches towards the second limit by a hundredth part of this [2535] 

interval ; the sum of the 200 heights relative to that second limit will be 

increased by 0mot-,59212,f and the sum of the 200 heights relative to the [2536] 

first limit will be diminished by the same quantity ; so that the difference of 

these two sums will be the double of this quantity, or lmet-,18424; and [2537] 

since observation gives lmet,,416 [2534"] for this difference, the maximum 

of the tides must by this means be brought towards the second limit by the 

quantity 0,011964 Adding this to 0,0175 [2534], we obtain 0,02946 [2538] 

* (1865) This quantity was determined by observations; but we may obtain nearly the 

same result from formula [2514] a-\-bx— c*2, by applying it to the absolute heights, [2535a] 

given in [2513], for the times — 1, 0, 1 ; from which we get 

a — b— c — 257raet-,105 a— 266met-,449, a-\-b — c = 272met-,000. 

Half the sum of the first and third of these equations, subtracted from the second, gives 

c = lmet-,896. Half the difference of the first and third gives 6 = 7met-,447. Hence the ^53o6l 

preceding formula is 266met-,449 -f- 7met-,447 . x —■ lmet-,S96 . a?. When x=—2, this 

becomes 243met-,971 ; and when x = —l-J, it becomes 251met-,013 ; the difference [2535c] 

of these two quantities 7met-,042, divided by 48, the number of the syzygies 25 r2'], 

gives omet*, 147, corresponding to one syzygy ; being nearly the same as in [2535]. 

f (1866) The variation of the height of the tide in the time £ being 0met-,14803 [2535], 

its variation in the time will be X 0**-,14803 = 0raet-,0029606. Multiplying this [2536a] 

by the number of tides 200, we get 0met,59212 [2536]. 

ï (1S67) This is obta ned by supposing the variations of the heights to be proportional to 

the variations of the times ; whence we get, by using the numbers [2537, 2534" 2535'], 

the ratio lmet-, 18424, to lmet-,416 as 0,01 to 0,01196; therefore a variation of the [2537a] 

heights lraet-,416 corresponds to a variation of the time 0,01196 [2538]. 

175 
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[2538'] for the time by which the maximum of the tides approaches nearer to the 

hour of low tide on the fifth day after the syzygy, than the middle time 

between this low tide and that of the second day before the syzygy. This 

[2539] time estimated in parts of a day is nearly 0day,03022.* 

Now the middle of the interval comprised between these two low tides, 

[2539] ^le same as ^iat comPrised between the low tide on the morning of the 

syzygy and the low tide corresponding to the third day which follows it ;f 

the interval of two consecutive morning low tides being then lday,02705 

[2540] [2536], this second middle time is distant lday,54058 [25396] from the 

low tide on the morning of the day of the syzygy. The hour of this low 

[2541] water may be supposed 0,a-v,39657,Î as in the observations of Table II 

[2538a] * (1867a) This is obtained by multiplying 0,02946 [2538] by the interval taken for 

unity, which is nearly lday,02705 [2526]. 

f (1868) The mean of the times of the total tides, in the equinoxes and solstices [2740], 

[2539a] f°r the days 0, 1, 2, 3, counted from the syzygy, are 0day,39657, lday,42407, 2day3,45051, 

3<Uys,47772. mean of the first and last gives the middle interval of these days 

lday,93714 ; and the mean of the second and third gives in like manner the middle interval 

of these two days 1day,93729 ; differing from the preceding value only 0,00015, which 

is in conformity with the principles assumed in [2539'], extended to the days —2, +5. 

Now the interval of time from the low tide on the day 0, to the low tide on the day 3, is 

[25396] 3 X lday,02705 = 3days,08115 [2526], the half of which, or lday,54058, represents, as 

in [2540], the time in which the middle of this interval follows the low tide on the morning 

of the day of the syzygy. 

f (1869) This is the time of the total tide given in [2740] corresponding to the syzygies 

of Table VI [2 738, 2739] it represents the middle time between the high tides of the same 

day [2737], and is evidently the time of low water falling between these two tides, so that 

[2541a] for the syzygies used in [2740] the time of low tide is 0day,39657 ; the mean hour of these 

[25416] syzygies is 0day,45667 [2747], Now the mean of the times of the 100 syzygies above 

considered is 0day,46013 [2542], which differs from the preceding only 0day,00346 ; and 

as the daily variation of the time of the tide is 0day,02705 [2526], this difference will 

affect the time of the tide by the very small quantity 0day,00346 X 0,027051 = 0day,00009? 

which may be neglected, and the hour of low tide assumed to be 0day,39657, for these 

100 syzygies. Subtracting this time from the mean time of the syzygy 0day,46013 [2542], 

[2541c] we get 0day,06356 for the time which this low tide precedes the syzygy. Now the middle 

of the interval computed in [25396] followed after this low tide by the time lday,5405S3, 

consequently this middle interval happened after the syzygy by the difference of these two 
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[2513], because the mean hour at Brest of the hundred syzygies we have 

considered is 0day,46013, nearly as in the observations of that table ; 

therefore the syzygy happened after the morning low water by 0day,06356 

[2541c], consequently it preceded the middle of the interval comprised 

between these two limits by lday,47702. Adding it to 0day,03022 [2539], 

we have lday,50724 for the interval by which the maximum of the tide at 

Brest follows the syzygy. This value will hereafter be used. 

25. We shall now determine the law of the variations of the mean absolute 

heights of the tide, and of the total tides of Table II [2513]. For this 

purpose, ive shall take for unity the interval of two consecutive tides of the 

morning and evening, near the syzygies ; and we shall put k for the quantity 

by which the time of the maximum of the tides follows the middle of the 

interval between the six days of observation which we have considered. 

We shall put a — b. f * for the general expression of the mean absolute 

heights of the tides of Table II [2513], t being the interval from the time 

of maximum. The mean absolute heights of the tides corresponding to the 

days —1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, will bef 

a — b . (J- + kf, a — b . (f -j- kf, a — b . + kf, 

a — b . (£ — kf, a — b . (f — kf, a — b . (J- — kf. 

quantities, or lday,54058— 0day,06356 = lday,47702 [2543]. This requires an addition 

of 0day,03022 [2539], on account of the unequal number of the observed morning and 

evening tides, and the inequality of the sums of the absolute heights [2531]. Hence the 

corrected value lday,47702-}-0day,03022 — lday,50724, which represents the interval 

from the syzygy to the maximum tide at Brest, as in [2544]. 

* (1870) 

4 p5243- 

This formula is the same as that in [2514], altering the epoch by the quantity 

For by putting x=t~\~K~ in [2514], we get 
2 C 

and if we change a-\- — into a, c into b, it becomes of the form assumed in [2546] ; 

so that the quantities a, b, of this article are different from those in § 24 [2515, &c.]. The 

values of these coefficients are computed in [2553a—c]. 

f (1871) The mean of the times —1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, is f ; this added to k 

will give the time of the maximum of the tides [2545] £ -f- k. Subtracting this from the 
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Tima of 
high water 
happens 

[2542] 

about a 
day and a 
half after 
the syzygy 
at Brest. 

[2543] 

[2544] 

k. 

[2545] 

[2546] 

[2547] 

[2541d ] 

[254le] 

[2546a] 

[2547a] 
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If from the sum of the third and fourth, we subtract the sum of the extremes, 

[2548] we shall have 12 6 for their difference. The results of Table II [2513] 

[2549] giVe 29raet,,297 for this difference ; hence we deduce b = 2met,,4414. 

[2550] If in like manner we represent the total tides of Table II [2513] by 

a' — b'. f, we shall find in the same manner* 

[2551] b' = 5met*,2197. 

[2552] According to the theory explained in ^ 22, b = \b' ; consequently 

b — 2met,,6098.f The difference between this value and 2met-,4414 [2549], 

given by the absolute mean heights of the tides, is within the limits of the 

errors of the observations ; but the absolute height being observed more 

[2552'] carefully than the low water, we shall take for b the third of the sum of the 

times [2547a], we obtain the values of t which 

correspond to those days respectively, —(f+Æ), 

p54761 -(§+*), -(t+fc), i-h |-h i-k. 
Substituting these in the formula a — b . t2 

[2546], we get the expressions [2547] ; putting 

[2547c] these equal to the mean absolute heights of the 

tide in [2513], we obtain the annexed system of 

equations. From these we may eliminate a, k, and obtain a large coefficient for b, by 

subtracting the sum of the extreme equations from the sum of the third and fourth, which 

[254/d] gjveg 12 6 = 29,297, whence b = 2met-,4414. Moreover, it is evident that this value 

[2547e] of 12 6 is equal to /"+/'"—/—/v, as in [2548]. 

* (1872) We must change a, 6, into a', 6', in the equations [25476], and for the numbers 

of the second members of these equations put the total tides of [2513], namely 24Sniet,18b, 

[2547/] 26g„iet.5037j 280met*,639, 282met-,561, 273met-,438, 252raet-,381 ; then subtracting the 

sum of the first and last of these equations from the sum of the third and fouith, we get, as 

[2547g-] in [2547d], 126' = 62met-,636 ; hence b'= 5met-,2197, as in [2551]. 

f (1873) If we put a for the terms of [2499] independent of and 6 for the coefficient 

[2553a] of Z2, it will become Y' = a — 6 . t2. Also if we put a for the terms of [2502] 

[25536] independent of t2, and 6' for the coefficient ol 22, we shall get 1 = a' 6 . f2. 

Comparing the coefficient of l2 [2499] with that in [2502], we find that the former is half 

of the latter, or b = £6', as in [2552]. Substituting in this the value of V [2551], we 

[2553c] obtain 6 = 2,60985 [2552], instead of 6=2,4414 [2549]. 

a _ 6 . (f + Jcf = 257met-,105 =/ 
a _ 6 . (f + kf = 266 ,449 =/' 

a — 6 .(£-}- Æ)2 = 272 ,000 =/" 

a — 6 . (4 — hf = 271 ,543 = /'" 

a — 6 . (f — kf = 267 ,624 =/"" 

a — 6 . (f — kf = 257 ,141 =/v 
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two values of h and V given by the observations,* and for b' the double of 

this quantity ; hence we shall have 

b = 2met-,5537 ; V = 2 b = 5met-, 1074. [2553] 

To determine a, a', we shall observe that the sum of the six preceding 

expressions of the mean absolute heights of the tides, is 

6 a — M¥4- 6.&9}.f [9554] 
t 

By the observations of Table II [2513], this formula is equal to 1591met,,862 ; 

therefore we have 

1591met-,862 + (4£ + 6 k* 2) . 2met-,5537 
a — —-—-g---; [2555] 

in the same manner we have 

, 1606met-,239 + (y>- -f 6 k2 * *) . 5met*, 1074 
a= -g 

The mean hour of the syzygy in Table II [2513], is 0day,45667 [2747] ; 

adding to it lday,50724 [2544], the distance of the maximum of the tide 

* (1874) This is equivalent to the mean of three values of 5, 2met-,4414, 2met*,60985, 

2met-,60985 ; one of which was deduced from the absolute mean heights of the tide, and 

two from the total tides; so that the total tides have the greatest influence, which seems [2553d] 

inconsistent with the remarks in [2552'] ; but as very great accuracy is not to be expected 

in the results of observations of the tides, we shall not make any alteration in these numbers. 

f (1875) Taking the sum of the equations [25475], we get 

6 a — b . (4£ + 6 &2) = 159lmet-,S62, [2555a] 

from which we find a [2555], using the value of b [2553]. In like manner, if we change 

or, b, into a', b1, and use the total tides, as in [2547/], we get 

6a'—b'. (-s/ + 6P) = 1606met-,239. 

Substituting V [2553], we obtain [2556]. In the preceding equation the coefficient of a' is 

the same as in the method of the least squares ; and if we wish to use this method, we may 

k' 
proceed in the following manner. Instead of Jc [2559'], we shall put k = 0,026055 -j- — ; [25555] 

substituting this in the equations [25475], neglecting k!z on account of its smallness, we 

obtain the same number of equations of the form a — 6,381.5 — 5,052 . k' = 257met*,105, 
• [2vwvC I 

&tc. From these last equations we get the values of a, 5, A/, as in [849Af[. 

176 
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[2557] from the syzygy, we get lday,96391 for the distance of this maximum from 

the midnight which precedes the syzygy at Brest. The middle time between 

the two tides on the day of the syzygy is 0day,39657 [2541] ; adding to 

[2558] ^ i °f the interval taken for unity, which is lday,02705 [2526], we have 

lday,93715 for the time elapsed from the midnight preceding the syzygy to 

the middle of the interval between the six days of observation. If we 

subtract this from lday,96391, we shall obtain the value of k [2545] 

[2559] expressed in days, equal to 0day,02676 ; dividing it by 1,02705 [2526], 

[2559] we shall find, in parts of the interval taken for unity, k = 0,026055 ; 

which gives* 

[2560] a = 272met,,760, a! = 282met-,606. 

Absolu to 
heights. 

[2561] 

Total 
tides. 

[2562] 

Hence the expression of the numbers, relative to the mean absolute heights 

of the tides of Table II [2513], is 

272met,,760 — 2met,,5537 . f ; 

and the expression of the numbers of the same table, relative to the total 

tides, is 

282raet,,606 — 5met,,1074. t ; 

the values of t relative to all these numbers being respectively 

— 2,526055, — 1,526055, — 0,526055, 

0,473945, 1,473945, 2,473945. 

Substituting these values in the two preceding formulas [2561, 2562], and 

[2563'] comparing the results with the numbers of Table II [2513] we shall find 

the differences to be very small, and within the limit of the errors to which 

the observations are liable. 

We shall noiv compare these formulas, given by observation, with those oj 

[2564] § 22, deduced by the theory of gravity. Putting e for the height of the zero 

[2562a] * (1S76) This value of k being substituted in [2555, 2556] gives a, a', [2560] ; 

substituting these, and b, b', [2553], in [2546,2550, fee.], we get [2561, 2562]. The same 

value of k being substituted in the coefficients of b [25476], they become as in [2563]. 

-j- (1S77) Multiplying the squares of the coefficients [2563] by b = 2,5537 [2553], 

[2563a] we get the quantities b. &)2, &c., [2547]; 16met-,295, 
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of the scale of observation above the level of the equilibrium which the sea 

would have independently of the action of the sun and moon ; also h for the h> 

sum of the squares of the declinations of the sun at the times of the phases in [2564'] 

the syzygies of Table II [2513], and h! for the like sum relative to the W. 

moon, we shall have, by [2499, 2502],* 

a = 48 e 
3. (1-f 3.cos.2d) 

(*-£) 
!£•<*- 

32) + + (h1- 32) 

+ P.{ 

[2-505] 
h.L h'.L' 

ZÜ I J 3 
— L = 272»“-,760 ; 

/_p S ^ ^ I ^ a — z r. < -3- H—J3-- — — 282raet,,606. 
16 

[2566] 

5met-,947, 0mBt,,707, 0mct>,574, 5mBt-,548, l5ract-,630, respectively. Subtracting these 

from a — 272mct-,760, we get 

The corresponding numbers of formula [2561], 256,465, 266,813, 272,053, 272,186, 267,212, 257,130; 

The numbers corresponding in Table II are 257,105, 266,449, 272,000, 271,543, 267,624, 257,141; [25636] 

The differences or errors for 48 absolute heights, —0,640, -j-0,364, -|-0,053, -|-0,643, —0,412, —0,011. 

Doubling the numbers 16,295, he. [2563a], we obtain the corresponding numbers of 

formula [2562], 32moty590, llmot-,894, lmet-,414, lmet-,148, 1 lmet‘,096, 31met-,260. 

Subtracting these from a! — 252,606, 

We get. 250,016, 270,712, 281,192, 281,458, 271,510, 251,346; 

The corresponding numbers of Table II are 248,183, 269,037, 280,639, 282,561, 273,438, 252,381; [2563c] 

Tiïè differences for 48 total tides, - - +1,833, +1,675, +0,553, —1,103, —1,928, —1,035. 

Hence we see that the greatest error in the mean absolute heights for forty-eight syzygies is 

0met-,643, and for the total tides, neglecting its sign, lraBt-,928 ; the mean errors for one 

tide are —— = 0mo-,013 and __ — 0mBt-,04 j so that even the extreme errors [2563d] 

are very small. We also see that the greatest errors are in the total tides, as is observed 
in [2552']. 

* (1878) We have 1 — 3 . sin.2/5 * 7" = 1 — 3.(1 — cos.2F) = 3 . cos.2F—- 2, and 

in 2i or 48 syzygies, the sum is 48 . (3 . cos.2F—2) ; but as V varies in the different [2565a] 

syzygies, the actual values must be found at each syzygy, and their sum taken as in [2564'], 

putting 2 i . cos."J7"= 48 . cos.2 F = A ; and then the preceding expression becomes 

2 i. (1 3 . sin.-T^) = 48 . (3 . cos.2 F — 2) = 3 . (7t — 32). In like manner we find ^25656] 
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[2567] 

[2567] 

[2568] 

[2568'] 

[2565c] 

[2565rf] 

[2565e] 

[2565/] 

[2567a] 

Reduced, 
or geo¬ 
centric, 
latitude. 

[2567fc] 

[2568a] 

We have seen in ^11 [2301], that = 0met-,12316. The latitude of 

Brest being 535685", we have very nearly 2 6 = 928630".* * Neglecting 

3 
in comparison with unity the very small factor —, because the mean 

density of the earth is several times greater than that of the sea,f we 

shall have 

£+3;cos4|. 4 = o-s02745. 
8g-.fl— 

5p. 

We shall hereafter see [2706], that in the mean distances of the moon from 

but the distance of the moon in the syzygies is 
U L 

the earth = 3 . 3 ’ 

2 i. cos2F" — hrt 2 * . (1 — 3 . sin.2F') =3 . (h!— 32). These are to be substituted in 

[2499], and the whole is to be put under this form Y' = a — b . t2 [2553a], and then 

the expression of a will become as in [2565]. For the two first lines of [2499] produce in 

a the terms multiplied by ( l -j- 3 . cos. 2 t)) and P [2565] ; and the term 48 e must 

evidently be introduced in [2565], for the height of the zero of the scale. Again, — b 

[2553a] is put for the coefficient of t2 in [2499] ; and as t2 makes part of the factor 

p-j-yc [2499], the corresponding terms are —b P — °f whieli the quantity 

— b makes part of the value of a in the expression of Y' [2565c] ; hence the complete 

expression of a becomes as in [2565]. Substituting in it the value of a [2560], we obtain 

the equation [2565]. In precisely the same manner we may put Y" [2502] under the 

form Y" = a — V t2 =. a — 2 b Z2 [25535, 2553], and we shall obtain a' [2566] ; then 

substituting a [2560], we get the equation [2566]. 

* (1879) In [323iv] Ô is put equal to the angle formed by the axis of the earth, and the 

radius drawn from the centre of the earth to the particle of the fluid. The complement of 

this angle is sometimes called the reduced latitude, or the geocentric latitude; the difference 

between this and the actual latitude is the reduction computed in [15795], and is about 

19' for Brest. In calculating the tides, the oblateness of the earth is neglected, and instead 

of Ô the complement of the geographical latitude [2128X1] may be used. The author seems 

however to have taken the geocentric latitude ; for the geographical latitude is nearly 53° 74' 

[2318'], the reduced latitude 53° 55' nearly [2567]. 

f (18S0) The smallness of this fraction appears from [2280e]. The value of 2d gives- 

cos. 2 Ô = 0,1118, 1 + 3 = 0,2225 ; multiplying this by = 0met-,12316 

[2567], we obtain [2568] nearly. 
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less by about than its mean distance, by reason of the argument of 1 

variation, which always decreases the moon’s distance in these parts of the 
jj 

orbit;* therefore in the syzygies we must put = ^\3-. In the 48 [2^69] 

syzygies of Table II [2513] we have 

h = 44,13399, h' = 44,50884 ; [2570] 

hence we find 

| £. (h — 32) 4 ~ . (K — 32) | = 4"*\1666 ; [2571] 

consequently f 

48 e — 4met-,1666 -f J X 282met-,606 — fa X 2Met>,5537 = 272met-,760 ; [2572] 

which gives 

e = 2met-,827. [2573] 

jj 

Then by reducing —3 to the mean distance of the moon from the earth, 

* (1881) In the expression of the lunar parallax, by Burg’s tables, the constant term is 

1055S'/,G4 ; and the term depending on the angular distance of the sun and moon, or 

the argument of variation, is 80",25, multiplied by the cosine ol the double of the angular 

distance of the sun and moon, as appears in Book VII, § 26 [5603]. The distance varies 

nearly in the ratio of these quantities 10558",64, 80",25, or as 131 to 1, instead of 120 

to 1 [2568"]. This correction increases the parallax, and decreases the distance; so that for r' 
1 11 

we must write r'.(l—x^), and for —, (1-f . — nearly ; and instead 

of ^ = 3 . - [2508'], we must put ~ = 3 X 4£g-. ^ = -Y2if • as in [2569]. 

Substituting this value and that of - g fr L . — [2568, 2567'], also h, A', [2570], 

in the first member of [2571], we obtain its value, as in the second member of that 

expression nearly. 

[2569a] 

[25696] 

[2569c] 

j (1882) Irom [2566] we get P.j——|-- >== -^2--f- —. Substituting 

this and b [2553] in [2565], also the numerical value of the expression [2571], it becomes 

as in [2572]. From this equation we obtain the value of e [2573]. The observations of 

the quadratures give, in [2693], e = 2,778. The cause of this difference is discussed 

in [2694]. 

[2572a] 

[25726] 

177 
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[2574] 2P. n • A'. ! - + % j + 2 P. {A —ii . h'}. A = 282“l-,756 ;* 

the fraction 2 P. [h — tt • • ~y being very small, we may suppose in it 

‘a575] + 

thus we shall have, 

[2576] 

hence we deduce, 

[2577] 2i\|^-|-^3 | = 6met,,2490 

2 P. {Iff. h‘ + tVV • A} 4 4 + % \ = 282“*-,756 

[2574a] * (1883) This is done by changing as in [2569c] 
II 

into 
11 11 

2 3 - - 41 - • T) v 2TT * „/;> - 4 0 * /o J UJ r>3 - TFV-r/3 40 -r/3 

which means [2566] becomes 2P. | -f- . ~~ | — T\ h = 282met-,G06. Adding 

the term to the factor of 2 P, and then subtracting the same quantity from this 

factor, it may be reduced to the form Ihr • ^ ^ | (A — fry • M) • ^ ? but by 

[2553], 282met-,606 -j- TV & = 282mot-,765 ; therefore the preceding equation will give 

[2574b] 2 P . ££ . AC ^ -j- ^ | + 2 P. (A ■— ££ . A') . ^ == 282®et*,765, nearly as in [2574] ; the 

difference of the two last figures of the decimal in the second member being but of little 

importance. Now the factor A— £J-.A' is about Ay of —A [2570]; and as this is 

L L U 
multiplied by -, which is only one quarter part of the factor — -j- — [2706], connected 

with the other term, it must be so small that no sensible error ean arise from the substitution 

of the value of ^ [2575] ; then it becomes 

[2574c] 2 P . . K. ^ ^ | + 2 P. (i h — .h') . £ ^ ^ j = 282“*-,765.. 

This is easily reduced to the form [2576], and by substituting the values of A, A', [2570], 

we obtain by division, the expression [2577]. The equation [2575] may be put under tire 

[257id] form ~ = + which will be used hereafter. 
r'3 ( ,*3 1 r 3 S 
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which is the expression of the total tide that would take place at Brest, if 

the sun and moon moved uniformly in the plane of the equator. For we [2577'} 

have seen in [2507], that LI in the syzygies of the equinoxes becomes 

L. (1 — 2 m'Q . cos. s') ; and in the syzygies of the solstices it becomes [2577"] 

L'.f 1 — j-2507/] ; so that in the whole of the syzygies of Table ÏÏ 
^ COb* - J 

[2513] U must be changed into* Li. £ 1 — m'Q . fcos. s'-}-7) | ; now [2577"'] 
/ v cos* s y j 

we have 

COS. s' -}-7 
COS. S 

2 + 4 
(sin. J s')4 

/ 5 
cos. s 

Formula. 

[2578] 

ancl this last term may be neglected in comparison with the first, on account 

of the smallness of (sin. |s')4; therefore in the syzygies of Table II, LI 

must be changed into L. (1 — 2 m'Q), as if the moon moved in the plane [2579] 

of the equator. 

We shall now determine the variation of the tides, near their maximum, by variation 

the theory of gravity. For this purpose we shall resume the expresion of 

Y" [2502] ; the angle s having varied sensibly, in the interval of the 48 ,[2579'] 

syzygies of Table II [2513], it will be found with sufficient accuracy for our 

* (18S4) This is the mean of the values [2577"] for the solstices and equinoxes. If we 

add 0 = 2 — 2 to the first member of [2578], we get by successive reductions, and 

using [1] Lit., 

cos. s' -I-—, = 2 + (cos. s' — 2 + ——= 2 + 
cos.e V COS. 6/ 

cos.21' — 2. cos. +1 

cos. s' 

__ 0 (1 —cos. + =2-\- ^ 4 sin‘2 * ^ 
COS. t cos. e 

[2578a] 

as in [257S]. Now we have nearly 4 . (sin. \ s')4 = 4 . (sin. 13°)4 = 4 . (})4 = T-|F ; [25786] 

which may be neglected on account of its smallness ; considering also that it is multiplied in 

[2577'"] by the small quantity m'Q, so that we may put cos.s'-]-; = 2 ; and then 

die expression [2577'"J is simply U . (1 — 2 m'Q). If the moon move in the equator, the [2578c] 

angle s' will be nothing, and the expressions 

Li . (1 — 2 m' Q. cos. I) and U. ^ 1 — 2 m' Q . [2577"] [2578rf] 

become Z/, (1— 2 m'Q), as in [2579}. 
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purpose, by taking for costs' the mean of the squares of the cosines of 

, the declinations of the moon, in the twenty-four syzygies of the solstices in 

[2580] that table. Hence if we put p and p' for the sums of the squares of the 

cosines of the declinations of the sun and moon, in the twenty-four syzygies 

[2580'] of the equinoxes ; also q and q' for the like sums in the twenty-four syzygies 

of the solstices ; we may suppose nearly* 

[2581] sin.2 s' 
9+91 

2.24 ‘ 

[2582] 

The term multiplied by t in the expression of Y", will thus become, for the 

twenty-four equinoctial syzygies,f 

48 P.fH 
q -j- q' 

• IT + 1,165. 
'2+ ■ 24N 

24 

* (1885) From the expression of q' [2580'] it is evident that û&q represents nearly 

[2581a] the mean value of cos.2 s' ; hence we shall have nearly cos.2 s' = + q', and 

sin.2 s' — 1 — cos.2 s' = + • (24 —• q') [2581]. In like manner cos.2 s = ptq nearly ; 
g | qf 

and as s' differs but very little from s, it is evident that the mean of these values Y~24 

[25816] differs but very little from the square of the cosine of the mean angle £ . (s + s'), [2581]. 

T (18S6) The term multiplied by f in the value of Y" [2502] is 

[2582a] 
L' 

—4 iP. — .f2.*2. / 1,165 .(sin.2/— 2.sin.2F+ + 

9 T 
+ {c<W.i.(* + 5')P 

^ . COS.2 V+ y3 . COS.2 V 

and as there are 24 syzygies in the equinoxes, and 24 in the solstices, [2507V1], we must 

IJ Lf 
[25826] put in both 2i = 24. We must also write, as in [2574a], . — for —, to reduce 

r' to the mean distance. Then putting for the term 
41 .U 
407/3 

which occurs without the 

/ Ij U \ T/ 
braces, its value + ^J [2574d] ; and for U . —, within the braces, its 

[2582c] value +<f • l [2569c], the preceding expression becomes 

[2582d] —48+ { !>165’(sm.2/—2.sin.2K') + 
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and the term relative to the twenty-four syzygies of the solstices will be* * 

48P.-i.ff. 
o s 

V 

C q -f- q' 

Ot W ■ 4 
1,165. 

'24' 

24 
[2583] 

LJ 
in which — corresponds to the mean distance of the moon from the earth. 

Now we find 

jp = 23,68196, p'=23,75355, q=20,45203, q'= 20,75529. [2584] 

y is the mean synodical motion of the moon in the interval Tlay,02705 [2584'] 

[2493, 2746] ; and this motion is 141866",f noticing the argument of [2585] 

Now in the syzygies of the equinoxes we have 

cos.aV= , cos2F'= ~ [2580'], sin.2/7"' =1 — cos.2/7"' = • [2582c] 

Substituting these and [2581] in [2582d], we get [2582]. [2582/ff 

* (1887) In the syzygies of the solstices, we have 

cos.2K==^, cos.2r'=|[ [2580'], sin.2F'=I—coS.2F' = ^=^, [2583a] 

and sin.2s' as in [2581]. Substituting these in [2582d], we get the expression for the 

solstices [2583]. 

f (1888) The daily synodical motion of the moon in the syzygies, noticing the variation, 

is 13°,8136 [2493c?]. Multiplying this by lday,02705 [2584'J, we get the value 

of v in seconds 141872", as in [2585] nearly. This is reduced to parts of the radius [2587a] 

by dividing by 636619",8 [1970A] ; hence we have v = 0,222852, whose square 

is *2=0,049663. Multiplying this by 48. -[fir, we get 48 . q||. &2 = 1,83256. But [25876] 

by [2577], P. j V _j__ C _ Multiplying this by the preceding equation, we 

CL L' *) 

find 48 P . vff . < — -f- — > . v1 = 5met*,72585 ; hence the factor, containing t2 without [2587c] 

the braces in [2582,2583], is — 5raet-,72585 . t2 ; and by substituting the values of p, p , 

q, q', [2584], these expressions become —3met-,2040 .l2, —lmet-,8977 . i2, the former [2587J] 

of which represents the value of the coefficient of t2 in the 24 syzygies of the equinoxes 

[2510], and the latter in the 24 syzygies of the solstices [2511,2512]; and their sum 

— 5met-,1017 .t2 represents its value for all the syzygies in Table I [2510—-2512]. We [2587e] 

deduced from observation in [2562] —5met>,1074 . t2 for the value of this term, which 

can hardly be said to differ from the theory. 
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Decrease 
of tides in 

gie/byüie variation, which always increases this motion in the syzygies. Thus we shall 

[2586] have — 3rae%2040 . f for the mine of the term multiplied by f in the 

[2587] expression of Y" for the twenty-four equinoctial syzygies ; and —lraet-,8977. f 

for the value of the like term relative to the twenty-four solstitial syzygies ; 

this term relative to the whole of the syzygies will therefore be 

[2588] — 5met‘, 1017 . t3. 

The observations of the preceding article [2562] have given —5me%1074.f 

for this term, which agrees perfectly with the theory. 

26. We shall now examine separately the observations of the syzygies of 
roeCQQn ** 17 

the equinoxes, and those of the solstices, in Table I [2510, &c.]. If we 

determine, by the method of the preceding article, the expressions of the 

absolute heights and total tides of the syzygies of the equinoxes, given by 

the observations of Table I [2510], we shall findw 

[2589] 140m8%432 — lmet-,5811. f [ ] 

* (1889) The calculation may be made, as in [2547a—-g], 

[2589a] by forming equations similar to those in [25476]. In the present 

case, the first members of these equations are the same as in 

[25476]. The second members are as in the adjoined table ; in 

[25896] which column (A) contains the absolute heights [2510] ; column 

(A") the total tides of [2510] ; column (A1) the absolute height's, 

found by adding the numbers of [2511] to those of [2512], for 

[2589c] the same day ; and column (Athe similar sums, formed from 

the total tides of [2511, 2512]. Hence we obtain 12 b, 12 V, 

as in [2547c, g]. Thus for the equinoxes we have, by using the 

numbers in columns {A), {A"), 

12 b =139mot-,851 + 139met-,962 — 129raet-,S90 — 131meH353 

— 18met-,270, or b = lmet-,5225 ; 
[2589c? ] 

12 6' — 149mot,,342 + 150met-,066 — 128m6t-,988 — 131met-,770 

— 3Smet',650, or V — 3met-,2208.. 

Hence we get the corrected values as in [2552'], 

& — (lmet-35225 3met-,2208) = lmet-,5811, and b'—2b = 3met-,1622 ; 

as in [2589, 2590], In like manner for the solstices, by using columns {A!), {A!"), we get 

ABSOLUTE HEIGHTS. 

{A). [Ay 
Equinoxes. Solstices. 

129met-,890 127met. 215 
136 ,079 130 ,370 
139 ,851 132 ,149 
139 ,962 131 ,581 
137 ,479 130 ,145 
131 ,653 125 ,488 

TOTAL TIDES. 

(■n 
Equinoxes. Solstices. 

128*net. 988 H9met. 195 
142 ,068 126 ,969 
149 ,342 131 ,297 
150 ,066 132 ,495 
143 ,826 129 ,612 
131 ,770 120 ,611 

[2589e] 
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for the expression of the absolute heights of the tides of the equinoxes ; and 

150met,,235 — 3met-, 1623. f KE ] 

for the expression of the total tides. In like manner we shall find 

1 QClmet. Q<no Amet. rAbsolute height! 
lO/i O —— U jC/ i AtO . I [_ in the solstice. J 

for the expression of the absolute heights of the tides of the solstices, and 

132™‘y371 — 1“'-,9451 • t £ the solstice. ] 

for the expression of the corresponding total tides. 

In the first place we see that the total tides, counted from the maximum, 

decrease more rapidly in the syzygies of the equinoxes than in those of the 

solstices. This result of observation is wholly conformable to the theory ; 

ivhich, as we have just seen [2586, 2587], gives — 3me%2040. f and 

— 1 met.^ 8977 for fjie coefficients of f, differing but very little from the 

numbers —3met-,1623 and —lmet-,9451, given by observation [2590,2592]. 

met. met. met. met. met. met. 

12 6 = 132,149 4- 131,5S1 — 127,215 — 125,488 = 11,027, or 6 = 0,91S9; 

126' = 131,297 4- 132,495 — 119,195 — 120,611 =23,986, or 6'= 1,9988; 

and the corrected values [2552'] become, in this case, as in [2591, 2592], 

b = |. (0met-,9189 + lmet-,9988) = 0met-,97256, 6'= 2 6 = lmet-,9451. 

In the equinoxes we have, as in [2555a], for the sum of the tides of column [A), 

6 a — b . (+- -f- 6 Æ2) = 814met-,914 ; and for the sum of the tides of column (A'j, 

6 a! — b'. (+- + 6 ft;2) = 846met-,060. Dividing these by 6 ; substituting the value of 

f • (-^- + 6 ftf2) = 2,9173 [2559'], and those of b, b', [2589e], we get successively 

a = 135met,,8190 + 2,9173 . 5 = 135ffiet-,8190 + 4met*,6125 = 140met-,432 [2589] ; 

a'=141 ,0100 + 2,9173.5'= 141 ,0100 + 9 ,2250= 150 ,235 [2590]. 

In like manner, by taking one sixth part of the sum of the tides of the solstices, in columns 

{Aj, (A1"), we get the corresponding values of a, a', as in the following equations, which 

are reduced to numbers by means of the values of b, V [25S9g] : 

a = a . 776,948+2,9173 .6 = 129met-,491 + 2met-,837 = 132met-,32S [2591] ; 

760,179+2,9173.6'= 126 ,697 + 5 ,674= 132 ,371 [2592],- 

[2590] 

[2591] 

[2592] 

[2593] 

Total tides 
decrease 
more rap¬ 
idly in the 
syzygies of 
the equi¬ 
noxes than 

[2593] 

in those 
of the 
solstices. 

[2589/] 

[2589g-] 

[2589ft] 

[2589i] 

[2589ft] 
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[2593"] If we suppose t = 0 in the preceding expressions, we shall have 

8met,,104 for the excess of the mean absolute height of the tides in the 

equinoxes [2589], over those of the solstices [2591] ; and 17met,,864 for 

[2593'"] the excess of the corresponding total tides of the equinoxes [2590], over 

those of the solstices [2592]. This last quantity is rather more than 

[2593*3 double of the former. By ^ 22, it ought to exceed twice the first expression 

by the quantity* 

[2594] 
6 ■ (1 + 3 .co&2<) C L . (p_ g) + H , . y 

S') 

[2594a] 

* (1890) Subtracting twice the value of ŸJ [2499] from Y" [2502], we get 

Y" — ZY'— 4{-(1+3- cosrli) 

8^\ 
,2 

t _ 3.sin.’F) + ( I - 3 . sm.*F') ] 

V~5p) 

+ HP. \ . & •"2- < 1,165.(sm.se/— 2 .sin.2F') 

2 A / t Y 

lT-(cos--r 
A' 

^.cos.2F+-^ .cos.2F' 
y 6 Yô 

[25946] 

[2594c] 

in which the coefficient of is the same as that of —t2 in [2502]. In the syzygies 

of the equinoxes of Table I, this coefficient is 3met-,l623 [2590], and in those of the 

solstices lmet-,9451 [2592]. Hence the greatest value of this term is 3met-,1623 . ^.va, 

or 0met\l . v2 nearly; and as = * [25096], it becomes 0met-,004, which is so 
JJ JJ 

small that it may be neglected. Then [2594a] becomes, by writing U • pi for as 

in [2574a], 

4i.(l-f-3.co3.2é) (A - . L' 
Y"—27' = 

S&' 

^.(i_3.sin.2F) +ié-43-(1 — 3. sin.2 F') 1 . 

('-*>) tr3 

S ? 

z\P 
We shall now put Y'e, Y"ei for the values of Y1, Y", in the equinoxes ; and Y[ 
Y"s, for their values in the solstices. In the former case we have sin.2 A = 1 

[2594d] sin.3F^' = 1 — -kp' [2582e], and in the latter we have sin.2F= 1— 

sin.2F' = 1 — aV S'? [2583a]; hence 

A' 

[2594e] 

4i. (1-4-3. cos. 2 d) (A . a r i i ^ 
Y".-2r.=--sV • 1 —3.(i—Af'jns 

Y". — 2T.= 
4i.(l+3.cos^)_ C L |1_3.(i_Aj)? + W.^.{1_3.(1-A9')} ] ! 
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This, reduced to numbers, is equal to 2met,,050 ; by observation it is 

lmet-,656 [2494h~\ ; the difference is within the limits of the errors to [2595] 

which such observations are liable. 

The excess 17met,,864 [2593'"] of the total tides of the syzygies of the [2595'] 

equinoxes, above those of the solstices, is the effect of the declinations of 

the sun and moon, which weaken the action of these bodies upon the sea. [2595"] 

This excess is by § 22 equal to* 

and by subtracting the last of these equations from the preceding, and putting 2 i — 24 

[2507V1], it becomes 

( Y"e — Y"s) — 2 . ( Y'e 
X7v \ 6.(1+3.cos.2d) { L , N , , L' , , ,x > 

■r.)= 3 / __3\-+-(P-?) + a--3-(P'-!/)p 
g V 5p) 

[2594/] 

Now Y"e — Y"s expresses the excess of the total tides of the equinoxes above those of 

the solstices ; and Y'e — Y's represents the same excess for the absolute tides ; and the 

former exceeds the double of the latter, by the quantity in the second member of [2594f], 

L/ L 
which is the same as that in [2594]. Putting — =3. — [2568'], using also [2568,2584], 

this expression becomes 

6. (1 -+3. cos. 2 ô) L 
73-iP-'9 + W'(p'—9,)l 7*3 

= 6X 0met-,02745 - W • (p'— q) 1 = 2met-,050. [2594g-] 

This difference by observation [2593", 2593"'] is 17met-,864 — 2 X 8me%104 = lmet-,656, [2594A] 

as in [2595], 

* (1891) The chief term of the value of Y" [2502] which is most materially affected 

by variations in the declinations V, V, is 

4iP.^ . cos.2 F + . + .cos.2F'] . 

It is upon this term that nearly all the variations of the tides on account of the declinations 

depend ; so that in computing the effect of a change of declination, we may put simply 

[2596a] 

Y" = iiP-\^-™?v+U-Ts-C0S?v']-’ 
[2596&] 

U 
the coefficient being prefixed to —, to reduce it to its mean distance [2574a]. In 

the equinoxes we must change JJ into 27. (1 — 2 m'Q. cos. s') [2507], and in the 

solstices into U -[25079 j hence we have 

179 
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[2596] 2 P.^ . (p—q) + Ü. ^ ■ (p'~(1—2m'Q. cos. s') — q1. [l— |~T])|; 

or 

2 P. j ^. (P - g) + n ■ % ■ (1- 2 m'Q) • (p‘- </) \ 

[2597] 

+ 2P • ^73 • êi • 2 m'Q • (I cos.s ) • (p + cog> £, ^ 5 

[2596c] 

[2596d] 

Y", — 4iP. € 

Y"s = 4i P. 

^.C0S.*F+n. 

^~.cos.2F+fè. 

L 
r'3 

L 
r'3 

-. (1— 2 m'Q . cos. s'). cos.2 V | ; 

-.(l — . cos.2 V \ . 
3 V COS. J) ) 

[2496e] 
In the first of these expressions we must put cos2 V = ■%\p' [2580] ; 

andin the second cos.^V — ^q, cos.21^=2htfi [2580']; and 2i being equal 

to 24, we shall get from [2596c, d], 

[2596/] 

[2596/] 

[2596g1] Y\ — 

as in [2596]. The coefficients of p' and q1 may be put under the forms [2596A, h'], and then 

the expression [2596g-] becomes as in [2596ï, Æ], or as in [2597]. 

[25967i] 1 — 2 m'Q . cos. s' = 1 — 2 m'Q + 2 m'Q . (1 — cos. s') ; 

[2596^] ^^-=1 — 2m'Q + (2m'Q — = 1 — 2m’Q— ^7 . (1 — cos. s') ; 
COS. s ^ \ COS.s / C0s’ 

[2596i] Y"e—Y"s = 2P • ^-(P —?) + l^*r/3* ( _/.(! — 2m/Q) + 2m/Q.(l —cos.O--— 

p'. ( 1—2 m' Q) -f 2 m' Q. ( 1— cos. s') 

A _L 
cos. *' 

( +^.».2m'Q.(l-cos.£')-(y + /7) 
[2596Æ] = 2 P. 
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now by the preceding article, we have* 

It + £ . (1 — 2m'Q) | = 6”*-,2490 ; P®8] 

moreover we shall hereafter find [2706, 2707], that —,j • (1 — 2 m'Q) is [2398'] 

3 / (jf 
very nearly equal to —- ; lastly we may suppose that cos.2 s = ; [2599] 

hence the preceding expression becomes, 

* (1892) Making in [2577] the change required in [2579], we get [2598] ; but from 

[2497m, 2579], or from [2707, 2707a], we have - = £ • ~ • (1 —2 m'Q) ; and if [2598a] 

we substitute this in [2597], it becomes 

+ 2P-,^ - (l — cos. s') . (V+ -^r). 

Substituting the value of ^ [2598a] in [2598], we get 

2P.^.(l_2m'Q) = |X 6met-,249 = 4met-,68675 ; 

hence [25986] becomes as in [2598/*]. Now from [2584, 2599] we obtain 

cos. s' = y/(Jj- qr) = 0,929948, 1 — cos. s' = 0,070052, 

——,= 22,319, ff-f--^—= 46,073, 
COS.£ M COS. £ 

p — q 
+ **■0»' — /) = 4,14985. 

[25986] 

[2598c] 

[2598c?] 

[2598e] 

Substituting these in [2598/], we get [259Sg], 

4raet-,68675. ^ p 3 q +U-(p — 2') + tS -J—(1 cos.s')*(p'+ 

2 tnf Q 
= 19met-,449 + 15met*,505 . —. 

1 — 2mQ 

[2598/] 

[2598g-] 

This differs a little from [2600] ; and if we put it equal to the observed excess 17met-,864 

r/-»rnr/T 2m'Q 17,864 —19,449 , „ 
[2595'], we get -———- =-——-= — 0,1022, whence 2m'Q = — 0,114; 

1 — 2m Q 15,505 

which differs a little from [2601]. We shall see in [2624, 2719] that other observations give 

quite different results, and it seems to require a much greater number to determine the value [25986.] 

of Q with any considerable degree of accuracy. 
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[2600] 

Value of 

Q- 
[2601] 

[2601'] 

The tide 
at Brest is 
increased 
by the 
moon’s 
motion. 

Effect of 
the varia¬ 
tion of the 
sun’s dis¬ 
tance on 
the tides. 

[2602] 

[2602'] 

1, V. 
[2603] 

[2603'] 

[2603"] 

[2602a] 

[2603a] 

19mM-,494-f X 16“‘-,953. 
1 — 2 m Q 

Putting this equal to the observed excess 17met,,864 [2593'"], we may 

thence determine 2 m' Q, and we shall find 

2 m'Q = — 0,10637. 

Therefore it appears from, the preceding observations, that the rapidity of the 

motion of the moon in its orbit increases the action of the moon upon the tides 

at Brest about one tenth part, as it retards the time of the maximum of the tides 

a day and a half; but this delicate element ought to be determined by a greater 

number of observations. 

27. Lastly we shall compare the tides in the syzygies of the winter solstice, 

with those of the syzygies of the summer solstice, in Table I [2511, 2512], to 

obtain the effect of the variation of the distance of the sun from the earth, upon 

the heights of the tides. If we add together the total heights of the days 1, 2, 

in the winter solstices of Table I [2512], we shall have 134met-,702* for 

the sum. The like sum of the heights of the syzygial tides of the summer 

solstices is 129me\090 [2511], being less than the former by 5met-,612 ; 

this proves that the greater proximity of the sun in winter than in summer 

has an influence upon the heights of the tides. 

To compare in this respect the theory of gravity with observation, we 

shall put l for the sum of the squares of the cosines of the declinations of the 

sun, in the syzygies of the summer solstices of Table I [2511] ; and V for 

the like sum relative to the declinations of the moon. Then the sun being 

about one sixtieth part nearer in winter than the mean distance, the value of 

h- is increased about one twentieth part ; and for a contrary reason, it is 

decreased about one twentieth part in summer. This being premised, the 

formulas of ^ 22 will givef 

* (1893) 134met-,702 = 67me\202 + 67met-,500 [2512], 

129met-,090 = 64met-,095 -f 64met-,995 [2511]. 

f (1894) The term of Y" [2502] multiplied by t2 + ^s, is small in comparison with 

the first term of that expression, and of nearly the same value in winter as in summer ; 
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4P. 4 1 
4 0 

for the excess which has been found by observation equal to 

[2602'] ; now we have* 

L 3 L 
„,3 ’ 

2P. T = t X 6m,l',2490. 
rô 

[2604] 

5met-,612 

[2605] 

We have found 5 = 10,16776, l'= 10,34131 ; hence the preceding function [2605q 

becomes 4met,,257 ;f which differs but lmet*,355 from the result of [2606] 

observations [2602']. 

therefore, in calculating the difference of the summer and winter tides, we may notice only 

that first term, and put 

Y" = 4 i P. ] - cos.2 V+ . cos.2 V ] 
( j’3 r 3 ) 

[26035] 

Now q [2580'] represents the sum of cos.2 V for both the winter and summer solstices of 

Table I ; and / the sum of cos.2P' for the same solstices. Moreover, l, V [2603], represent 

these sums respectively, for the summer solstices ; therefore q—l and q — V represent 

the corresponding sums for the winter solstices ; and as there are twelve observations in each 

solstice, we have for the summer solstice, cos.2 V = 1, cos.2P' = l' ; and for the 

[2603c] 

[2603d] 

winter solstice cos.2 V= cos.2P'=^——. In the summer solstice, on account 
id id 

of the variation of the sun’s distance, we must write 44 . ^ for and in the winter 

solstice, 2 u 

r3 

\ for as in [2603']. We must also write M. ~ for 
r6 ?’3 r o y'3 

[2574a]. Lastly, as the number of observations in each solstice is 2i or 12, on each day 

[2602], we shall have 4- i = 48. Hence the expression [26035] becomes in the summer 

solstices as in [2603/], and in the winter solstices as in [2603g] ; their difference is [2604]. 

4spq|.^ = 

48 P 
l1 

2 1 
L q — l 

r3 ’ _12_ 

[2603e] 

[2603/] 

[2603g] 

JJ 
(1S95) We have — = 3.- nearly [2568'] ; substituting this in [2577], we get 

»*'£=- ' r’ * ' P605]. 

Ll\ L 
f (1896) Substituting — =3.— [2605] in [2604], it becomes as in the first 

[26Q4a] 
’ /• S 

[2605a] 

180 
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Effect of 
the varia¬ 
tion of the 
distance 

[2606'] 
of the 
moon on 
the tides. 

[2606"] 

[2607] 

Observed 
total tides 
at Brest, 
in twelve 
syzygies 
near the 
perigee, 
and in 
twelve 
syzygies 
near the 
apogee. 

[2605a'] 

28. The effect of the variation of the distances from the earth is much more 

sensible in the moon than in the sun. In order to compare on this point the 

theory with observations, we have added the total tides of the first and 

second days after the syzygy, in twelve syzygies near the perigee, where the 

semi-diameter of the moon exceeds 30' ; and in the twelve preceding or 

following syzygies near the apogee, where the moon’s semi-diameter is less 

than 28'. We have selected these two days, because they include between 

them the instant of the maximum of the tides, to which they are very near. 

The following table contains these syzygies, and the corresponding total 

tides. 

TABLE III. 

Day of the Syzygy. Total tide in the perigee. Total tide in the apogee, 

1714. Jan. 16 - - 13met •,305 

Jan. 30 - - - - j Qmet •,654 

April 14 - - 13, 529 

April 29 - - - - 10 ,778 

August 10 - - - - 10 ,453 

August 25 - - 14 ,126 

Sept. 8 - - - - 10 ,614 

Sept. 23 - - 14 ,539 

Oct. 8 - - - - 10 ,681 

Oct. 23 - - 13 ,470 

1715. March 5 - - 14 ,300 

March 20 - - - - 10 ,985 

April 4 - - 14 ,061 

April 18 - - - - 10 ,372 

Oct. 12 - 14 ,415 

Oct. 27 - - - - 10 ,451 

Nov. 11 - - 13 ,711 

Nov. 26 - - - - 9 ,986 

1716. May 6 - - - - 10 ,244 

May 21 - - 13 ,186 

June 5 - - - - 9 ,592 

June 19 - - 13 ,479 

July 4 - - - - 9 ,750 

July 19 - - 12 ,135 

member of [2605è] ; and by using the values 4P. — =3met-,1245 [2605], q, q', [2584], 

l, l', [2605'], we finally get the last expression [26056], being the same as in [2606]. 
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We perceive by this table, that the total tides corresponding; to the 

semi-diameters of the moon which exceed 30', are always greater than those 
[2607] 

corresponding to the semi-diameters which are less than 28'. If we add 

together the total tides relative to the greatest semi-diameters, we shall 

have 164raet-,256 for their sum : that of the total tides relative to the twelve 
. [2607"] 

least semi-diameters is 124met-,560. The difference of these two sums is 

39met,,6961. We shall now see what it ought to be by the theory. [2608] 

If we neglect, as we have done in the value of y" [2483], the quantity 

(A') [248T], which in the present case is insensible, on account of its 

smallness, and because the declinations of the moon are alternately north [2608] 

and south in the observations of Table III [2607],* it is evident from this 

expression of y", that we shall obtain, by the following process, the part of 

the required difference relative to the terms depending on P. First, Finding 

the mean semi-diameter of the moon in the twenty-four observations of the [2609] 

table [2607], which is 2917". Second. Multiplying in each observation the 

square of the cosine of the declination of the moon, by the cube of the [2610] 

ratio of its semi-diameter to 2917".f Third. Computing the sum of these [2611] 

products relatively to the twelve observations in which the semi-diameter 

exceeds 30', which sum is found to be equal to 13,5846; and then [2612] 

4P. 12 3 
4 0" 

= 3met‘,i245-Wï-q — zl + W-q1 

r/ J_2 3 O VI 
• q 1 s 

— .2 l'} = 4met,,257. [2605b] 

* (1897) The function (A) [2481] is very small, as is observed in [2481']. Its greatest 

L' 
term, which depends on the moon, is A . — . sin.v'. cos. V . sin. (X — y). Now in Table [2608a] 

III [2607], two consecutive syzygies are always taken ; and if in the one case sin. v' be 

positive, in the following syzygy it will be of nearly the same value, but negative ; so that 

their sum must nearly vanish, and by this means [A’) will become very small. [26086] 

■[(1898) In the observations of Table III [2607], which include the first and second 

days after the syzygy [2606'], the time from the maximum of the tides is about half a day, so [2611a] 

that what is called t in [2562] is rt £ nearly. Hence the term depending on t in [2562] 

is to the constant quantity of that formula, as 5,1074 X | to 282,606, or as 1 to 221 ; 

consequently the quantity depending on t [2562], which was deduced from the observations 

of Table II [2513], must be very small in comparison with the other terms. The [26116] 

same result would be obtained from the observations of Table III [2607], Therefore 
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subtracting from it the sum of the same products, relatively to the twelve 

[2613] observations in which the semi-diameter of the moon is below 28', which is 

found to be 9,3628. Fourth. Multiplying the difference of these two 

L' 
[2614] sums, 4,2218, by 4jP.—, r' being in this case the mean distance of 

jj 

[2615] the moon in the syzygies ; this gives 4P. — . 4,2218 for the part of the 

required difference depending on P. 

[26116'] 

in finding the effect of the variations of v', r', in the value of y" [2483], we may 

neglect the part depending on t2, or (4'—4)2 + iÿ2j 011 account of its smallness, 

and put y"— 2 P. j - . cos.2 v -\—^ . cos/V . Now in two consecutive syzygies, 

the variation of — . cos.2v must be very small in comparison with that of 

[2611c] 

[26m ] 

[2611e] 

U 
— . cos.2 v' ; and as these observations are taken at different times of the year, the effect of 

the changes of ^ .cos.2v in finding the difference, of the heights of the tide, in the perigee 

and apogee of the moon, must be nearly insensible, because the effect in one season is 

contrary to what it is in another. Therefore we may neglect this term, and we shall have 
JJ 

y" = 2 P. — . cos.2 v', from which the proposed difference of the tides [2608] is to be 

computed. This expression of y" is for one tide ; but on each day of Table 111 we have 

taken the sum, of the two days 1, 2, after the syzygy [2606'], therefore it must be doubled, 

hence y" = 4 P . — . cos.2v' ; r' being the distance corresponding to these two tides. If 

we wish to denote by r' the mean distance of the moon in the syzygies, it will become 

y 
_ L' / moon’i 

= 4 P . — . ( r 
j.'o V moons 

s mean (list. 

s actual dist. 

o i 
. cos. V 

L' /moon’s actual sem. diam.\3 0 , 

4P.-.I --1 • cos. v 
y' 3 \ moon’s meau sem. diam, 

[2611/] — 4P. 
T / / • \ 3 

JLa f moon’s sem. diam. \ 

r'3 Qfll 7" 
. cos.2 v'. 

In the tides of the perigee, . cos.V is equal to 13.5S46 [2012] ; and 

in the tides of the apogee, 9,3628 [2613] ; hence in the former case we have 

T' L' 
v" = 4 P . — . 13,5846, and in the latter y" — 4 P. — . 9,3628 ; their difference is 

4 P. . 4,2218, as in [2615]. 
y o 

[2611 g] 
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To obtain the part depending on Q, we shall observe that by ^ 20, this 

d 4/ TJ 
part adds to the expression of y" the term* — 2 P Q . ^ . cos." v. [2616] 

We have bv [2505], -/ . cos.2 v' = . cos. s' ; and if we take the [2617] 
J (o t 6 

mean distance of the moon from the earth for unity, we shall have nearly 
, jj [2618] 

— = — :f thus the preceding term becomes — 2 m'PQ . • cos* s i 
dt r'2 r 

* (1899) This calculation is made upon the principles explained in [2502', &c.]. The 

variations of r, v, may be neglected, for the reasons stated in the last note, so that the 

term of ay [2463] depending on Q will be as in [2504] ; and near the maximum of the 

tide we have cos. 2 . (n t -j- vj — — X) = 1 [2479c]; hence [2504] becomes as [2616a] 

in [2616]. 

■f (1900) The mean motion of the moon in the time dt being ml dt [2505'], the actual 

motion, when at the distance r, is —— [585], the mean distance from the earth being [2618a] 

ct mi! 
unity [2618]. Putting this equal to d r' [2488''], we get — = — [2618]; il we 

d'd/ Wif 
substitute this in [2617], we get — . cos.2 v* = — • cos. s' ; hence the expression 

[2616] becomes — 2 m'PQ . ^ . cos. s' = — 2m'PQ . ~ . /(^ q') [2599,2619]; [26186] 

and the value of ay [2463] is increased by the term 

— 2 mlPQ . . /(A 9) • cos. 2 . (n t -f * — 4/ — X) [2616a, 2504]. 
r 5 

Now cos. 2 . (n t -{- zs — 4/ — X) is nearly equal to 1 at high water, and —1 in the [2618c] 

following low water, consequently the effect of the total tide [2476] is 

TJ 
— 4 m’PQ. — . /(A q') ; [2618rf] 

and as the tides of two days [2606'] are included in each of the numbers of Table III 

[2607], this expression must be doubled ; by which means it becomes 

— 8 m'P Q * * V/(sV 9) • [2618c] 

If we wish / to represent the mean distance of the moon from the earth, we must change, as 

in [2611/, &c.], ~ into ~ , and then the preceding expression [2618/] 

181 
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[2619] 

[2619'] 

cos. s may be supposed equal to q' being the sum of the squares 

of the cosines of the declinations of the moon, in the twenty-four syzygies 

of the solstices of Table II [2513], which sum is by the preceding article 

[2584] equal to 20,75529. Therefore we shall have the part of the 

required difference, relative to Q, first, by computing the sum of the fifth 

power of the ratio of the semi-diameter of the moon, in each observation in 

the perigee to 2911", and subtracting from it the similar sum relative to the 

observations of the apogee ; second, by multiplying the remainder by 

TJ 

[2620] Thus we find —8 m’P Q . . 6,9091, r' being its value at the mean 

distance of the moon in the syzygies. 

Adding together the two parts depending on P, Q, the required difference 

will be* 

[2618g-] becomes £/(* ?') • [2620]. Finding the sum of 

the terms of this form in the tides of the perigee, and another sum for those of the apogee, 

we shall get the difference of these two sums [2608], equal to [2618A], in which 2 is 

the sign of finite integrals, and r'5 is changed into r'3, observing that r'—l [2618]. 

[2618h] 
moon’s perig. sem. diam. 

2917" 

moon’s apog. sem. diam. 

2917"" 

According to the author, the quantity /(sA ?')> multiplied by the terms under the sign 2, 

is 6,9091, hence the expression is as in [2620] ; and putting 6,9091 = 4,2218 + 2,6873, 

[2618t] it becomes —4 F . — . 2 m'Q. 4,2218 — 8 m'PQ. — . 2,6873. 

* (1901) Connecting the two terms [2615, 2618+ which express the differences of 

the tides arising from P, Q, we get 

4 P . ^ . 4,2218 .(l-2m'Q)-8m'PQ.^. 2,6873. 
•f o T u 

This is easily reduced to the same form as in [2621] ; observing that its last term has the 

factor 1_2 m'Q common to the numerator and denominator. 

[2621a] 
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8 m'PQ. ^3 . (1—2 m'Q) . 2,6873 

^•73 • 0 2mQ) . 4,2218 - j_2 m Q ’ 

We have by § 25* 

2 P. . (1—2m'Q) - X 6"*-,2490 ; 

hence the preceding difference becomes, 

40“‘',562-—7— ■ 25"“-,819. 
1 — 2 m! Q 

Putting this equal to the observed difference [2608] 39met-,6961, We find 

2 m'Q = 0,03425, which is insensible, and has a contrary sign to the value 

determined in the preceding article [2601], by the phenomena of the tides, 

relatively to the declinations. We see by the greatness of the coefficient of 

2 m'Q, in the preceding difference, that the phenomena of the tides, 

depending on the variation of the distance of the moon from the earth, are 

very proper for determining it ; and it follows that 2 m' Q is very small, 

and even insensible at Brest. 

By means of the inequalities of the second kind, the period of which is 

nearly equal to one day, the evening tides exceed the morning tides at Brest in 

the summer solstice, and the contrary takes place in the winter solstice.* To 

* (1902) We have 2 P. — . (1 — 2 m'Q) = f X 6met-,249 [2598c] ; / being the 

mean distance of the moon. To reduce this to the mean distance in the syzygies, as in the 

above calculation, we must multiply it by [2574a], and we obtain [2622]. Substituting 

this in [2621], we get 

2 X 4,2218 X (i|| X 6met,,2490) — 
2 X 2,6873 X (||| X 6met-,2490) .2. 

1 — 2 m'Q ’ 

which by reduction becomes as in [2623]. Putting this equal to the value 39met,,696 found 

by observation [2608], we obtain 
2 m'Q 40,562 — 39,696 

I^-2m'Q ~~ 25,819 
0,03354 ; whence 

2 m'Q = 0,0324, which differs a little from [2624]. 

123 

[2621] 

[2622] 

[2623] 

[2624] 

[2625] 

The even¬ 
ing tides 
at. Brest 
exceed the 
morning 
tides in the 

[2626] 
summer 
solstice. 
and the 
contrary 
in the 
winter 
solstice. 

[2622a] 

[26226] 

[2622c] 

*(1903) The chief term of ay [2463] depending on oscillations of the second kind, is 

that represented by (A) [2467], which nearly vanishes in the equinoxes, on account of the [2626a] 
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determine the quantity of this phenomenon, we have added, in seventeen 

syzygies near the summer solstice, the excess of the evening tides over those 

of the morning, on the first and second days after the syzygy. The 

[2026'] maximum of the tides falling nearly in the middle of these two days of 

observation, the daily variation of the height of the tides, arising from the 

inequalities of the third kind, is nearly insensible in the result, which ought 

therefore to contain only the excess of the evening tides over those of the 

morning, arising from the inequalities of the second kind.. The sum of 

[2627] these quantities, in the thirty-four days of observation is 6met,,131. 

We have likewise added the excess of the morning tides over those of the 

evening, in the eleven syzygies near the winter solstices. The sum of these 

[2628] quantities, in the twenty-two days of observation, is 4raet,,109. Taking a 

mean between these two results, the excess of an evening tide over that in 

the morning, in the syzygies of the summer solstices ; or of a morning tide over 

smallness of v and V. At the time of new moon is nearly equal to 4? and ntfiz — 4 

[2131c] represents the distance of the sun from the meridian. If we put this equal to h, we 

[26266] get ntg-'us — 4 — y = ntJrz$ — 4' — y=h— y; hence at the time of new moon, 

the expression [2467] becomes 

[2626c] (A) = A . 
L 
r'3 

. sin. v' . cos. v A 
$■ 

cos. (h— y).. 

If this represent the evening tide, the preceding morning tide will be found by decreasing A 

about 200°, which will change the sign of [2626c] ; so that if A correspond to the evening 

tide, the value of (A) in the morning tide will be 

[2626d] sin. v 
Lf •) 

:os. v -f- — . sin. v . cos. v' ( . cos. (A — y),. 

nearly. Subtracting this from [2626c], we get the excess of the evening tide on the day of 

[2626e] the new moon 2 A . \ . sin. v . cos. v -f- — . sin. v'. cos. v £ . cos. (A y). The same 

expression also answers nearly for the preceding or following full moon. For at the time of 

full moon 4' = 4 ± 200° ; also v' becomes generally of a different sign from that it had in 

[2626/] [2626c, &c.] ; but the product of the two negative quantities sin.V. cos. (nt~f-tf-\!—y) 

does not change its sign in [2467] ; consequently the resulting expression [2626e] remains 

unaltered, A being as in [26266], and v' is taken with the same sign as at the new moon. 

Lastly, if the expression [2626e] correspond to the new moon of the summer solstice, it will 

have a different sign at the time of the new moon of the winter solstice, on account of the 

[26260-] change in the signs of sin. v, sin. v ; and from what has been said, it is evident that the 

same result obtains at the time of the full moon. This agrees with, the remarks in [2626]. 
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that in the evening, in the syzygies of the winter solstices, arising from the 

inequalities of the second kind, is 0raeU,183.* 

This excess is by ^ 21 equal to the second member of [2630] ; hence 

we havef 

ÎT L' ) 
-g . sin.v. cos.v + ^73 • sin. V. cos. v' £ . cos. (x—7). 

It is probable that cos. (x— 7) differs but little from unity ; a long series 

of observations of the low water in the morning and evening will show exactly 

its value. 

ON THE HEIGHTS OF THE TIDES NEAR THE QUADRATURES. 

29. To determine these heights by theory, we shall resume the complete 

expressions of y', y", [2472, 2477], and shall observe that if ice change f [2631] 

into 100° -f- T, or into 300° + 4', according as the moon is near its first 

or last quarter, we may reduce y' and y" into series, supposing f — 4 to [263T] 

be small, as is the case near the quadratures. Then neglecting the terms 

multiplied by Q, we getf 

* (1904) This is equal to the sum of 6ract-,131, 4met-,109, [2627, 2628], divided by 

the number of observations 34 -J- 22 = 56 [2627, 2628] ; observing that the observations [2627a] 

of two days are used at each syzygy [26269. 

f (1905) The function [2630] is the same as [2626e], observing that at the time of new 

moon we have nearly, by [2479c], nt -\-zs — 4/ = nt -J- u— 4 = X; consequently X is [2630a] 

the same as h [26266], and cos. (h—7) [2626e] changes into cos. (X — 7) [2630], 

J (1906) To find the time of high water, we must proceed in the same manner as in 

[2464, &c.], and we shall obtain in the quadratures formulas exactly similar to [2466, 2467, [2632a] 

2468, 2472, 2474, 2477]. Before the development of these new values of y, y", [2472, 

2477], in series, as in [2482, 2483], it is necessary to change, in the terms multiplied by P, 

T into 100° -j- 46 when the moon is in the first quarter, and 4/ into 300° -j- 47 in the 

last quarter, by which means the quantity 4'— 45 will always be small near the quadratures, [2632fc] 

[2631']. These changes being made in [2466], it becomes in the quadratures 

— . cos.2 v . sin. 2 . (4 — 40 
tang. 2 . (nt + ^ — 4'— X) = ------—--; [2632c]; 

— . cos.2 v'--. cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (4 — 40 

725 

[2629] 

[2630] 

[2630'] 

182 
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[2632] 

Mean 
absolute 
height of 
the tide of 
one day in 
the quad¬ 
ratures. 
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v>_(H-3_._cos.2d)_ CL 

v~ Sg.(i_i.y 4s -(1 3,sm- 

+ P , \ ~ . cos.2 v' — ^ . cos.2 v 
1 r3 r3 

L' 
v) + ^r3- (1— 3.sin,aV) 

+ 
2 P. ~ . cos.2 v . —jz. cos.2 v' 

~n ~ l r~ 
-TIT . COS. V-5- . COS. V 
y «J yO 

and the term under the radical sign, by which P is multiplied in [2472, 2477], becomes 

[2632c? ] $ . cos.2 v^ — 2 . ^ . cos.2 v. ~. cos.2 v . cos. 2. (4'—4) -f- (^~ . cos.2 v'^ | 

These formulas [2632c, d~\ may be derived from the original expressions [2466, 2472], by 

[2632e] merely changing the sign of L, as appears by inspection ; and it is evident that this simple 

[2632/*] principle of derivation may be used in obtaining the factors of P [2632, 2633], from those 

in [2482, 2483], respectively. We may observe that we have inserted the terms depending 

on ç2 [2632, 2633], which were accidentally omitted by the author, though he finally 

introduced them in [2636—2640], by changing t2 into or + as i*1 

[2632g-] [2500c—d'~\. The terms multiplied by (1 -f- 3 . cos. 2 Ô) [2468] appear in the same 

form in y' [2472, 2632] ; but they do not occur in y" [2477, 2633]. The expression [A), 

which occurs in [2468] vanishes in the value of y' [2472], on account of the change of signs 

mentioned in [2468///] ; and for the same reason it does not appear in [2632]. The only 

[2632h] term which remains to be noticed, in the values of y\ y", [2472, 2477], is that represented 

by —(A1) in y" [2477]. Now by adding 100° to the angle nt-\-zi [2467,24805], 

we get (A') [2473], and then — (A') [2632&]. Substituting in this the values [2479], 

[2632i] nt-[-« — 4/ = X, nt-\-z$ — 4 = XH~4/—•j', we get [2632/]. Finally putting, as in 

[2631'], -4'—4= 100° in the first quarter, 4'—4 = 300° m the ^ast quarter, we 

get for — [A) the expression [2632m], being the same as the terms multiplied by 

A in [2633]. 

[2632*] -.(A>)=A. 

[2632/] =A. 

[2632m] =A. 

cos.v.sin 
JJ 

in.(nZ-|-tf—4—y)Jr—3'Sm.v'.cos.Y.sm.(ntJr'ti—4—7) r 
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y" = A. sin. v'. cos. v\ sin. (x—7) sin.v. cos.v . cos. (X — 7) 

+ 2 P . j ^ . cos.2 v'— ^ . cos.2v I 

4P. — . cos.2 v . ~ . cos.2 v' 

+ ^-K+W)9+i79}; 
jLi c> / o 

— . COS.2 V-T7 . COS. V 
jj O 

the sign + is to be used in the first quarter of the moon, and the sign — in 

the second quarter. 

The excess of the evening tide over the morning tide at Brest, in the 

quadratures of the equinoxes, arising from the inequalities of the second 

kind, is* 

jj 
± 2 A . -73 . sin. v'. cos. V. cos. (x — 7). 

* (1907) It appears from [2469, 2467], that the difference of the two tides of the same 

day is 2 [A). If we notice only the part of ay [2463] depending on this quantity, or 
Tf 

upon (A) [2467], and put for brevity A' = A . — . $în. v'. cos. v, we shall have, in the 

equinoxes, where v == 0, ay = A! . cos. (nf-fta — 4'— /)• We represent this 

function, at the time of high water, in the morning by aym, and in the evening by ayc. 

Then in the equinoxes, we have in the evening tide of the first quarter, vrhen the moon is 

above the meridian, n t -j- a — g'=\ [2479]; and in the morning tide this angle is 

decreased by 200° ; hence we get 

aye — A', cos. (X — 7), aym= —■ A', cos. (X—7), «ye — «ym = 2 A', cos. (X—7). 

In the last quarter, w7e have in the morning tide, when the moon is above the meridian, 

n t -f- u — 4/— X [2479], and in the evening tide this angle is increased by 200° ; hence 

we get from [26345], 

aym= A'. cos. (X—7), aye = ~ A', cos. (X—7), aye — aym=—2A'. cos. (X—7). 

Now if we resubstitute the value of A', we get generally in the equinoxes, as in [2634], 

u 
aye — a.ym — ±2 A . sin. v7. cos. v'. cos. (X—7), 

the upper sign corresponding to the first quarter, the lower sign to the last quarter ; we must 

also notice the signs of v', considering northern declinations as positive, southern as negative. 

126331 

Total tide 
in the 
quadra¬ 
tures. 

[2633'] 

[2633"] 

[2634] 

[2634a] 

[26346] 

[2634c] 

[2634d] 

[2634c] 

[2634/] 

[2634g] 
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The even¬ 
ing tide at 
Brest ex¬ 
ceeds the 

[2634'] 
morning 
tide in the 
quadra¬ 
tures of 

[2634"] 

the vernal 
equinox, 

[2635] 
and the 
contrary 
in those 
of the 
autumnal 
equinox. 

[26346] 

[2634Î] 

[2636a] 

[26366] 

[2636c] 

[2636d] 

[2636e] 

[2636e'] 

[2636/] 

THEORY OF THE TIDES COMPARED WITH THEIR [Mec. Cel. 

It follows from the preceding article, that the evening tide at Brest exceeds 

that of the morning, in the quadratures of the vernal equinox ;* the contrary 

takes place in the quadratures of the autumnal equinox. 

If in 2 i quadratures, near the equinoxes, we notice the absolute heights 

and the total tides, on the days near the quadrature, putting Y’ for the sum 

of the mean absolute heights, we shall find, by the same analysis by which 

Y' was computed in [2499],f 

* (190S) In the vernal equinox, V is positive in the first quarter, and negative in the last 

quarter [2634g] ; therefore the second member of [2634/] becomes in both cases 

JJ 

4- 2 A . — . sin. V . cos. v . cos. (X — 7), 
1 70 

considering sin. v' as positive ; and this expression is positive, as is evident from 

[2630, 2630']. In the autumnal equinox, v' is negative in the first quarter, and positive m 

the last quarter [2634g] ; and then the second member of [2634/] becomes in both cases 

of a different sign from that in [26344], as in [2634']. 

r (1909) If we notice no other inequality of the moon’s motion, except that depending on 

the argument of variation, and take the sum of the values of y [2632] for 2 i quadratures, 

we shall obtain [2636]. For the term multiplied by the factor 1-j-3 . cos. 2 6 is the 

same in both, changing the terms depending on v, V, into their mean values V, V, and 

multiplying by 2i. The next term P . ^ — • cos.* 1 2 * 4 v' — . cos.~v| pioduces 

The only remaining term is that depending on (4/—4)2 4/2 5 anc^ to deteimine this 

factor, we shall put, as in [2637], r, r', for the angular motions of the sun and moon in their 

orbits, in the time taken for unity, noticing the equation depending on the argument of 

variation. If we suppose 4, r, to represent the sun’s right ascension and longitude 

respectively, we shall have tang. 4 = tang, r . cos. s [670], and when 4? r> are small, we 

shall obtain nearly 4 — r'cos*£* If A he nearly equal to 100 , we may put 

4 =J 100° — 4,, r = 100° — r/5 and the preceding equation becomes 

eotang. 4/— cotang, r,. cos. s, or tang. Tt = tang. 4/ • cos> £ ? 

hence we get nearly R —: 4/ • cos. s. In like manner in the lunar orbit, when the moon 

is in the quadrature, about 100° distant from the equinox, we have, as in the last equation, 

r'= 4'. cos. s'; and as s' differs but little from V, wre shall get 4,== cos> y) nearJy- 
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Y' = — 
2i. (l-{- 3 . cos. 2 é) ( L ^ . L' 

.(1 — 3. sin.2 V) + ~. (1 — 3 . sin.2 V) 

**V~n 
+ 2 i P. | ~z. cos.2 V — ~ . cos.2 V | 

2 L 

-\-2iP.~.(t^JrT\).{vl—V.cos.V.cos.s}2. ^ 1,0611 .sin.2/-{--p 1 

. cos. V 
jj 
— .cos.2F'— — . cos.2 V 

3 r3 

Hence -\f—4" varies, in the time taken lor unity, by the quantity 
cos. V 

r. cos.s ; 

and in the time t this variation is 4/'—4^ = t% ^ cQg y, — r. cos. s | . Squaring this, and 

adding the quantity i <?2, which has the same effect as in [2500cT], to change the factor 

ï2 into ï2 + Tëj we get (T'—4^)2 —r • cos. V . cos. s}2. 

Multiplying this by the quantity with which it is connected in [2632], putting U, V, for v, v', 

2 P. — . cos rj 2 V. 4-cos.2U' Y 6 

Ts-W^v'- 
r,. cos.2 V 
r3 

rejecting the factor cos.2 V, which occurs in the numerator and denominator, and 

multiplying by 2 i, we get the last term of [2636] ; so that there now remains only the part 

depending on 1,0611. sin.2 s', which arises from the variation of the moon’s declination, 

as we shall now prove. In the quadratures of the equinoxes, we have v'=e nearly; 

substituting this in [2492], we obtain cos.2v'=cos.2 v'-j-^2 » ( —J • sin.2 s' ; the terms in 

the second member being valued at the epoch, where t = 0. Hence we may find the 

variation of the term P. ^ . cos.2 V [2632], or that of 2 iP . — .cos.2/7' [2636] ; 

and by changing the factor t2 into ^24_tV» f°r same reason as in [2636/t], this last 

expression becomes 2iP.— . (^2 + tV) • [—jj J • sin.2s'. Now ( —J [2492] represents 

the mean velocity of the moon in the quadratures, and this is measured by the motion U [2637] 

in the time taken for unity. Substituting this in the preceding expression, then multiplying and 

dividing it by the factor (V— r . cos. V. cos. s')2, putting also for brevity m equal to 

r' 

( r'—r.cos. V'.cos.t' 
it becomes 

2 i P. — . {ft -j- Jg) . $r'—~ r . cos. V . cos. £'}2. m . sin.2V. 

[2636] 

Sum of 
the mean 
absolute 
heights of 
the tide in 
2 i quad¬ 
ratures 
of the 
equinoxes. 

[2636g-] 

[2636/t] 

[2636Î] 

[2636Æ] 

[26361] 

[2636m] 

[2636n] 

[2636o] 

[263%] 

183 
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[2636'] 

[2637] 

r, IA 

s, e7. 
[2637'] 

[2637"] 

[2636g] 

[2636r] 

[26365] 

[2636*] 

[2636m] 

[2636w] 

t being the number of intervals from the minimum of the mean absolute 

height of the tide to the time under consideration ; each interval being equal 

to the time from the high water on one day to the corresponding high water on 

the following day, near the quadratures of the equinoxes, r and r' are the 

angular motions of the sun and moon during this interval, noticing the 

argument of variation, which always decreases the moon’s motion in the 

quadratures, s, s', represent the inclinations of the orbits of these bodies to 

the equator. 

The value of Y' relative to 2 i quadratures, of which i are near the winter 

solstice, and i near the summer solstice, is 

To calculate the numerical value of m, we have as in [2493c, &c.], the moon’s mean motion 

in one day, 13d 10™ 35s ; the sun’s, 59™ 8s-, the equation of variation, —I4m37* nearly; 

subtracting this from 13"10™ 35s, we get the daily motion of the moon, corrected for this 
ggm gs 

variation, 12d 55™ 58s ; hence r = 5. T= 0,0762 . V. Substituting this in 

m [2636o], and putting V' = s'= 23d 28™, we get 

m = (l — ^7 . cos. V . cos. s')~* 2= (1 — 0,0762 . cos.2 23" 28™)-2 

= (1 — 0,0641)~2 = 1,142. 

Hence the expression [2636p] becomes 

2 i P . ~ . (*2 -j- XV) • (r' — r . cos. V . cos. e) . 1,142 . sin.2 s' ; 

which agrees with the corresponding term of [2636], except that the numerical coefficient is 

1,0611, instead of 1,142, making it too small by about a fourteenth part, the author having 

probably neglected to square the expression of m [2636r]. This difference is however of 

but very little importance, on account of the smallness of the term. For sinks' is nearly i ; 

U L 
and if we put T1 :== V, —- = 3 . —, the last term of [2636] with which this factor 

is connected is equal to 1, so that the sum of both the terms between the braces is 

nearly -i -J- 1 = and the error trX? = ïk? or 9V Part °f i 5 s0 error 

]s _l. part of the term connected with the factor *2, and is less than X 10met,,9040, or 

Oraet-5l5 [2716], observing that the coefficient of *2 is less in [2636] than in [2639]. 

We may moreover remark, that the calculation [2636ç], for the variation of the moon’s 

motion, is altered a little if the time used differs from one day. For example, if we take 

or 2 days from the quadrature, corresponding to the extreme observations from the maximum 

tide [2646, &c.]. The time we have assumed [2636^] corresponds nearly to the mean 

of the observations in these tables, and it is sufficiently accurate in calculations of this kind. 

Similar remarks may be made relative to the notes in other parts of this work, as in [2493d]. 
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Y' = — 
2i.(\ + 3.cos.2G) ' C L >(1„.3>sin>2F)_j_^. .(1__3 .sin.sp) l * 

+ 2 i P . | ^. cos.2 V — ~ . cos.2 V 

+2‘p-#-(‘a+*)-uw-^r 

2i 
j-3 . COS .2F 

, Z7 L r 
——. cos.2 F7--. cos.2 V y 3 r3 

—1,0611 .tang.2 s' 

* (1910) The two first lines of the second member of [2638] are deduced from [2632] 

in the same manner as the similar terms of [2636]. The remaining term, multiplied in 

[2632] by (]/—4)2“}~4 925 1S computed in the following manner. Near the solstices, 

the motion of the sun in right ascension 4j is equal to its motion in longitude r. t divided 

r 
by cos. s, or §y = —— [2636e'} &c.]. The moon being then in the quadratures, 

must be near the equinoxes, and we shall have as in [2636c, &c.], 4/ = r'. t. cos. s' ; 

hence 4/ — 4 = * • | V. cos. s' — —-— | . Squaring this and adding £ q2, which is the 

same as to change t2 into t2 -f~ T\ [2636A], we get 

(+'-+)* + i 5s = (<• + TV) • { r-. cos. i- ^ j 2. 

Substituting this in [2632], and multiplying it by 2 i, we obtain, for 2 i quadratures 

of the solstices, the term 

2;p4'. (<* + *) •Ir'. cos. s'-— -V 
r6 v. cos. i ) U 

2L 

7*3 • cos.2 V. cos.2F' 

„.cos.2P'-/.cos ?v’ 7* o 7*0 

which is the same as the first of the terms multiplied by f -|- T\ in [2638], observing that 

in the quadratures of the solstices, cos.2V' is nearly equal to unity. The only remaining term 

is that depending on tang.2 s', arising from the variation of cos.2 Now in the 

quadratures of the solstices, v' is nearly equal to nothing, and the value of cos.2 v' [2492] 

" /d r'\s 
becomes cos.2 v' — t2. ( •— \ . sin.2 s'= cos.2 v'—*2. r'2. sinks' [2636n] ; consequently 

U jj 
the term P . — . cos.2 v', produces the correction — P. —— . r'2 . t2 . sin.2 s'. If we 

/ 7* 3 

put for brevity n = (\— 2? we shall have identically 

731 

[2638] 

Sum of 
the mean 
absolute 
heights of 
the tide in 
2i quadra¬ 
tures of 
the solsti¬ 
ces, half 
in each 
solstice. 

[2638a] 

[26385] 

[2638c] 

[2638d] 

[2638c] 

[2638/] 

[2638/] 
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[2638'] 

[2639] 

Sum of 
the total 
tides in 2i 
quadra¬ 
tures of 
the equi¬ 
noxes. 

[2638g-] 

[2638ft] 

[2638i] 

[2638ft] 

[2638Z] 

[2639a] 

[2639ft] 

[2639c] 

By putting Y" for the total tides corresponding to Y' [2636, 2638], ive shall 

have, in the 2 i quadratures of the equinoxes,* 

Y" = YiP. \ ~. cos.2F' — — . cos.2 V J 3 

2A 
T, ^ — .cos.2X 

-f-4iP. —r.cos.FAcos.s}2. < 1,061 l.sin.V-f- — 

— . cos.2V-- . cos.2 V* 
•jfo J'O 

r'2 = ( r'. cos. s' ■ 
COS. ( cos.~r 

i — 
l\ COS. S . COS. i 

-2 

= ( r7. cos. s' r;/ COS. e / COS.2 t 
n. 

Substituting this in the correction [2638/], also putting sin. s/=tang.s', cos.s', multiplying 

by 2i, and changing as above Z2 into Z2-f-ffg, it becomes 

— 2 iP. ~ . (Z2 Tb) • \ r'. cos. s' — —— X .n. tang.2 s' 
r 3 v 1 A0/ ( cos. « ) 

for the corresponding term of [2638] ; in which we must substitute the numerical value of n. 

If we put s = 23fi! 2Sm, we shall have, by using [2636^, 2638/], 

n = (l-7-—-7) 2 = ( 1 — 0,0762 . sec.2 23d 28”')"2 = ( 1 — 0,09056)-3 
V r • cos* £ * cos* £ J 

= (0,90944)~2 = 1,209 ; 

hence [2386ft] becomes —2iP.— . (Z2 -/tf) • fj$. cos. s' — ——^ X 1,209 . tang.2 s'. 

This is of the same form as the term in [2638], but the coefficient n is put equal to 1,0611, 

instead of 1,209 ; therefore the value of this term is about one eighth part more than that 

given by the author in [2638]. This difference is not however of much importance, as is 

evident from [2636s—u], 

* (1911) In the quadratures of the equinoxes v = 0, hence the term multiplied by 

sin. v vanishes in [2633]. If we take two successive quadratures, sin.v7 must be positive 

in the one and negative in the other, therefore the term multiplied by sin. v' must nearly 

vanish from [2633], especially when we consider the smallness of A [2630], and of \—y 

[2481'] } consequently ./Z may be neglected in finding Y" [2639]. If we change P into 

2 P, and <f into £ç2, in [2632], it produces the terms depending on P in [2633] ; and 

by making the same changes in [2636], which was derived from [2632], we obtain the 

corresponding terms of Y" [2639] ; observing that the change of ç2 into i <f, makes the 

factor ^2 + tV [2636A] become z2 -f- Y2 as in [2639]. We may also observe that the 

numerical coefficient 1,0611 [2639], ought to be changed to 1,142, as in [2636s]. 
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and in the 2 i quadratures of the solstices * 

Y"=MP. f.cos.*V' — fcosSV | 

+4iP-^-(‘a+ A). {*cos. J--Z- | *. 

o y-r 
——. COS.“ V 7*3 

— 1,0611 .tang.2 s' > . 
1 — .cos.^V-- .cos.2F 
,/3 j-3 

Lastly we find, as in ^ 22, that in order to notice the terms depending on 

Q, it is sufficient to change LI into LI. ^1 — in the expressions 

relative to the equinoxes ;f and L' into L'. (1 — 2 m'Q. cos. s'), in the 

expressions relative to the solstices. 

30. 7o compare these results of the theory with observations, we have selected 

from the beforementioned collection [2507"], the observations in twenty-four 

syzygies near the equinoxes, and in twenty-four syzygies near the solstices ; 

taking always two consecutive quadratures. The days of these quadratures 

at Brest are as follows. 

* (1912) In the quadratures of the solstices v'= 0 nearly; hence we may neglect 

the term multiplied by A . sin. v', in computing Y" from [2633]. If we take as many 

winter as summer solstices, the term A . sin. v will in the one case be positive, and in the 

other negative ; so that their sum will nearly vanish in finding Y". This term may also be 

neglected on account of the smallness of A, even when the number of observations in each 

solstice is not exactly the same. The terms depending on P [2640] are deduced from those 

in [2633], by the principle of derivation used in [26396, c] ; observing that the numerical 

coefficient 1,0611 [2641], ought to be changed into 1,209 [26387c]. 

f (1913) The terms relative to Q are noticed in [2507,2507'], by changing JJ into 

(2 m' Q \ 
i-- j 

COS* 6 f 

when the moon is in the solstices. The former case corresponds to the quadratures of the 

solstices, the latter to the quadratures of the equinoxes, as in [2641, &.C.], changing s' into 

V, to which it is nearly equal. 

184 

[2639'J 

[2640] 

Sum of 
the total 
tides in 
2i quadra¬ 
tures of 
the solsti¬ 
ces, half 
in each 
solstice. 

[2641] 

[2641'] 

[2641"] 

[2640a] 

[26406] 

[2641a] 

[26416] 
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[2642] 

Times of 
the quad¬ 
ratures 
of the 
equinoxes 
at Brest. 

[2643] 

Times of 
the quad¬ 
ratures 
of the 
solstices 
at Brest. 

Mean 
absolute 
height of 
the tide. 

[2644] 

[2644'] 

Total 
tide. 

[2645] 

[2645'] 

Years. 

1711. 

1712. 

1714. 

1715. 

1716. 

1711. 

1712. 

1714. 

1715. 

1716. 

QUADRATURES OF THE EQUINOXES. 

September 5, September 19, October 4, October 18. 

March 15, March 29, August 24, September 8, September 22, 

October 7. 

August 18, September 1, September 17, September 30. 

March 12, March 28, August 22, September 6. 

March 1, March 15, March 30, April 14, September 8, 

September 23. 

QUADRATURES OF THE SOLSTICES. 

June 23, July 7. 

May 27, June 12, June 25, July 11. 

May 21, June 5, June 20, July 4, December 14, December 28. 

May 26, June 8, June 24, July 8, November 18, December 3, 

December 17. 

January 2, May 28, June 12, June 27, July 11. 

We should have taken as many quadratures in the winter, as in the summer 

solstice, but could not for want of observations. 

In each of these quadratures we have taken a mean between the absolute 

heights of two consecutive tides, to obtain what we have called the mean 

absolute height of the tide [2471]. We have in the first place taken the two 

tides on the day of the quadrature, then the two following tides, afterwards the 

two tides which follow them, and finally the two tides which follow these 

last ; so that it has often occurred that the two tides which we have combined 

together did not happen on the same day. The total tide is the excess of 

the mean absolute height above the intermediate low tide. The numbers of 

these tides are denoted by 0, 1, 2, 3, commencing with that on the day of 

the quadrature. Several times the height at low water was not observed ; 

sometimes only one of the two daily tides was observed. To supply these 

defects, we have used the same methods as in the tides of the syzygies 

[2509", &c.]. Hence we have obtained the following results : 
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TABLE IV. 

QUADRATURES OF THE EQUINOXES. 

Numbers of the tides. 

0 

Mean absolute heights. 

99met-,511 m, 

Total tides. 

69met-,835 

1 - - 94, 282 - 58 ,638 

2 - - 96 ,059 - 62 ,383 

3 - - 105 ,639 - 81 ,342 

0 

QUADRATURES OF THE 

106met-,l 17 

SOLSTICES. 

82met-,244 

1 - - 102 ,997 - 76 ,289 

2 - - 103 ,220 - 76 ,654 

3 - - 106 ,760 - 84 ,498 

31. We shall in the first place consider the whole of these observations ; 

and we shall have, for the forty-eight quadratures, the following results :* 

TABLE V. 

Numbers of the tides. Mean absolute heights. 

0 - 205met-,628 

1 - 197 ,279 

2 - - 199 ,279 

3 - - 212 ,399 

Total tides. 

152met-,079 

134 ,927 

139 ,037 

165 ,840 

We shall take for the unit of time the interval between tivo morning tides, or 

two evening tides, in the quadratures ; and for epoch the mean time between 

the two high tides on the day of the quadrature, at Brest. We shall suppose, 

for any day near this phase,f 

* (1914) The numbers of Table V are the sums of the numbers in [2646, 2647] 

corresponding to the same day and tide ; thus on the day 0, the absolute tide 205mef-,628 

is equal to 99met-,511 -f- 106met-,l 17. 

f (1915) The computation in this article is exactly like those in §24. The formula 

[2649] corresponds to [2514]; observing that b, c, have different signs and values from 

those in [2514, &c.]. Formula [2650] corresponds to [2515], [2651] to [2516], [2652] 

to [2517], [2653] to [2518], [2654] to [2519], and [2655] to [2520]. 

Observa¬ 
tions of 
the tides 
at Brest ; 

[2646] 

in 24 quad¬ 
ratures 
of the 
equinoxes; 

[2647] 

in 24 quad¬ 
ratures 
of the 
solstices. 

[2647] 

[2648] 

Combina¬ 
tion of 
all the 48 
preceding 
observa¬ 
tions of 
the tides. 

[2648'] 
Unit of 
time and 
epoch. 

[2648"] 

[2648a] 

[2649a] 
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[2649] 

[2649'] 

[2650] 

Absolute 
height of 
the tide, 

[2651] 

[2652] 

[2652'] 

Total tide. 

[2653] 

[2654] 

[2655] 

[2655'] 

[2655"] 

[2656a] 

[26566] 

a — b x -j- cx* — the mean absolute height of the tide ; 

x representing the number of intervals taken for unity, between the epoch 

and this tide, supposing the tide to follow after the epoch. If the formula 

[2649] correspond to a morning tide, the expression of the evening tide 

of the same day will be a — b. (x + \) + c. (x + ^)2, noticing only those 

inequalities in which the period is nearly half a day. If we take the half 

sum of the two expressions [2649, 2650], we shall get the mean absolute 

height of the tide ; hence we have 

a + TV c — b . (x + i) + c. (x + 4)2 = the mean absolute height of the tide. 

The expression of the intermediate low water is, according to the theory, of 

the form 

a! _|_ 5 . (x -f y) — c . (x + 4)9 = the height at low water ; 

therefore by putting x + l = t, the expression of the total tide will be of 

the form, 

m — 2 bt-{-2c f = the height of the total tide, j 

The minimum of this tide takes place when t — ~ ; this value of t is 
At C 

likewise the value of x corresponding to the minimum of the formula 

a — b x -j- c Æ2. 

To determine —, we may use the total tides of Table V [2648]; 
2 c 

but the absolute heights of the same table having been more carefully 

observed than the total tides, we shall use their sum ; and shall put /, f, 

f", f\ for the four sums obtained by adding the mean absolute heights to 

the corresponding total tides in the table. The analytical expression of 

these sums will be of the form k — ib.t + ic.f .* Supposing successively 

* (1916) This expression is similar to that in [2521]. 

If we put successively t = 0, t— 1, t=2, t= 3, 

and call the resulting values /, /', f", f" ; then 

substitute for these quantities the sums of the numbers 

in [2648], corresponding to each of these days ; we shall obtain the annexed equations, 

which are similar to those in [2522a]. Adding together the first and last equations, then 

subtracting the sum of the second and third, we obtain 4ic—f—f—///+////=65mct-,424 

/ = 357met-,707 = k 
f = 332 ,206 — k — i b + ic 

f" — 338 ,316 = &— 2{&-{- 4ic 
/'"= 378 ,239 = k — Sib -j- 9ic 
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t = 0, t = 1, t = 2, £ = 3, we shall have the valaes of f, f', f", f"\ 

from which we may obtain 

i b = 3 ic-\- f+f-f'-f 
a/ 

consequently 

b_ 
2c 

, i f+f-r-f"' 
^ * 2. (/—f f ~\~f") 

1,2964 

We shall hereafter find that the interval taken for unity is lday,0521 [2809]; 

hence the interval from the epoch to the time of the minimum of the tide, 

estimated in days, is Tlay,3639. The hour of the epoch at Brest in these 

observations is 0day,6121,* and the mean hour of the quadrature 0day,4683 

[2656] ; which gives ic — 16met-,356. Again, adding the first and second equations, and 

subtracting the sum of the third and fourth, we get 

/+/' —f" —f" — — 26met*,642 = 4 ib — 12 ic, whence 

ib = 3ic+% . (/+/' — f" —f") = 3 ic — 6met-,6605, 

as in [2657]. Substituting in [2657] the value of ic deduced from [2656], we get 

dividing this by half of [2656], we obtain, as in [2658], 

b_ 

2c 
, , f+r-r-r 2 ^2. (/_/'_/" 

26,642 

2 X 65,424 
1,2964. 

The interval taken for unity is 1,052067 [2809], or as it is called above, 1,0521 ; 

multiplying this by 1,2964, we get the interval in days lday,3639, as in [2660]. 

We may combine the equations [2656a] by the method of the least squares, as in 

[25246—d\, and we shall obtain the three following equations, similar to [2524c], 

1406,468 = 4Æ — 6Î6 +14 ic; 2143,555—Qk — 14i6-|-36ic; 5089,621 = 14 k — 36 i b + 98 i c. 

1) 'll) 
hence we get £= 357,817, ib = 42,297, ic — 16,356, — = ~~ = 1,2930: 

and the interval between the quadrature and the minimum tide lday,5042, found as in 

[2661—2663]. These numbers differ but little from those obtained by the author [2658, &c.]. 

*(1917) This time 0day,61215 is the mean of the times 0day,60566, 0day,61863, 

corresponding to the number 0 in Table VII LibO(;, 28 7] ; which by [2648"] is the hour 

of the epoch. 

[2656] 

[2657] 

[2658] 

[2659] 

[2660] 

[2661] 

[2662] 

[2656c] 

[2656d] 

[2656d'] 

[£656e] 

[2656/] 

[2656g-] 

[2656£] 

[2661a] 

185 
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Time 
of the 
minimum 
high water 
happens 
about a 

[2663] 

day and a 
half after 
the quad¬ 
rature 
at Brest 

[2663'] 

k. 

[2663"] 

[2664] 

[2665] 

[2666] 

[2667] 

[2668] 

[2669] 

[2665a] 

2666a] 

[2666Î-] 

[2668a] 

[281F] ; so that the quadrature preceded the epoch by 0day,1438. Adding 

this quantity to lday,3639, we have lday,5077, for the interval by which 

the minimum of the tides follows after the quadrature. This differs but very 

little from lday,50724, found in [2544] to be the interval by which the maximum 

of the tides follows after the syzygy ; therefore these two intervals are equal, 

as they ought to be by the theory [2729—2730, 2797, 2797']. We shall 

suppose them both to be lday,50724. 

We shall now determine the law of the variations of the mean absolute 

heights, and the total tides, in the forty-eight preceding quadratures. For this 

purpose we shall take for the unit of time, the interval of two consecutive 

morning tides, or evening tides, near the quadratures ; and shall put k for 

the interval by which the time of minimum of the tides precedes the middle of 

the interval between the four days of observation. We shall put a-fb.f, 

for the general expression of the mean absolute heights of Table V [2648] ; 

t being the time from the minimum of these heights. The mean absolute 

heights, corresponding to the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, will be* 

a-\-b.(f—/r)2; a-\-b.(^—kf ; a-fb .{\-\-kf \ a-j-b.(J- + kf. 

If from the sum of the two extremes w7e subtract the sum of the two middle 

terms, we shall have 4 b for the difference,! which by Table Y [2648] is 

equal to 21met-,469 ; hence we deduce h = 5rtiet-,3672. 

In like manner, if wre represent the heights of the total tides of Table V 

[2648] by a! -fb'.f, we shall find, by a similar computation, 

b’= 10met-,98874 

* (1918) This is similar to the expressions [2547], neglecting the terms corresponding to 

the days —0 and —]— 4, changing the sign of b, as in [2649a]. The sign of h is also 

changed ; because in [2663"] it is supposed to precede the middle time, but in [2545] it 

follows that time. 

f (1919) The sum of the two extremes is 2 a -j- h . (f -|- 2 A2), the sum of the two 

middle terms is 2 a -f~ b . (f -f~ 2 Æ2) ; the difference of these sums is 4 b, and by using 

the absolute heights [2648], we get 

4 6 = 205met-,628 + 212met-,399 — 197met-,279 — 199meU,279 = 21met-,469 ; 

hence b = 5met,,3672, as in [2667]. 

J (1920) The formula [2668] is similar to [2550], changing the sign of b1, as we have 

done with those of b, c, [2649a]. Then we find 4 b', as in the last note, by means of the 
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According to the theory, h = | V = 5met,,4943 [2668c?] ; the difference 

between this value of b and the preceding, is within the limits of the errors 

of the observations. 

If we take for b, one third of the sum of the two values of b and b', and 

put b' equal to the double of 6,* * we shall have, 

b = 5met-,4520 ; V = 10met-,904Q = 2 b. 

To determine a and a', we shall observe that the sum of the four preceding 

expressions of the absolute heights of the tides [2665], is 4a-j-6. (5-f-4&2). 

This sum is by Table Y [2648] equal to 814met-,585 ;f therefore we have, 

814met-,585 — (5 + 4 k2) . 5met-,4520 
a= 4 • 

In like manner we shall find 

, 591met,,883 — (5-f4F). 10met-,9040 

a — 4 

To determine 7r, we shall observe that the mean hour of the quadrature at 

Brest, in the forty-eight quadratures of Table Y [2648], is 0day,46829 

[281T]. Adding to it lday,50724 [2663'], the distance from the 

quadrature to the minimum of the tides, we have lday,97553, for the time 

elapsed from the midnight preceding the quadrature to the minimum of the 

tide. The middle time at Brest, between the two tides on the day of the 

total tides [2648], from which we get 

4 V = 152met,,079 165met-,840 — I34rnet*,927 — I39met-,Q37 = 43met-,955, 

or y — 10met-,9S87. If we compare [2636, 2639], also [2638, 2640], we shall find that 

the coefficient of t2 in Y', is half of that in Y", at the same season ; that is, the coefficient 

in [2636] is half of that in [2639], and in [2638] is half of that in [2640]. Therefore the 

coefficient of t2, in the formula found from adding the expressions [2636, 2638], is half of 

that in the sum of [2639, 2640] ; so that the value b, in all the observations of Table V 

[2648], is half of V. 

* (1921) This method of finding b, b\ is liable to the objections made in [2553d]. 

f (1922) This quantity is the sum of the absolute heights of [2648]. Putting it equal 

to 4 a T b . (5 -[-4 k2), and using b [2670], we get a [2672]. The similar equation in 

a', y, using the sum of the total tides 591met-,883 [2648], and b' [2670], is 

4 a'T b1. (5 -f- 4 Æ2) — 591rnet-,883, whence we get a'' [2673]. 

[2669'] 

[2669"] 

Values of 

b, V. 
[2670] 

[2671] 

[2672] 

[2673] 

[2674] 

[2675] 

[26685] 

[2668c] 

[2668c? ] 

[2670a] 

[2671a] 
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[2676] 

[2677] 

[2678] 

[2679] 

Values of 

a, a'. 

[2680] 

Absolute 
heights. 

[2681] 

"Total 
tides. 

[2682] 

[2683] 

[2683'] 

[2683"] 

[2680a] 

[2683a] 

[26836] 

quadrature, is 0day,61215 [2661a]* in the observations of Table Y [2648]. 

Adding to it J- of the interval taken for unity, which interval is lday,05207 

[2809] ; wre have 2days,19025, for the time from the midnight preceding 

the quadrature, to the middle time between the extreme observations of the 

table. If we subtract from it lday,97553 [2675], the difference 0day,21472 

is the value of k, expressed in days. Dividing it by lday,05207 [2809], 

we obtain k = 0,204093, expressed in parts of the interval taken for 

unity ; hence we deduce* 

a = 196met-,604, a' = 133rae%886. 

Hence the expression of the numbers of Table V [2648], relative to the 

absolute heights of the tides, is 

196met,,604 + 5met,,4520. f ; 

and the expression of the numbers of the same table, relative to the total 

tides, is 

133met,,886 + 10met\9040 . t ; 

We shall now compare these formulas, deduced from observation, with those 

in ^ 29, given by the theory of gravity. Let e be the height of the zero of 

the scale of observation, above the level of equilibrium which the sea would 

take, neglecting the action of the sun and moon ; also h the sum of the 

squares of the cosines of the declinations of the sun, at the times of the 

phases, in the quadratures of Table Y [2648] ; and h' the similar sum 

relative to the moon ; we shall obtain, from ^ 29,f 

*(1923) Substituting Jc = 0,204093 [2679], in a, a', [2672, 2673], we get [2680]. 

Using these values of a, a', also b, b', [2670], we obtain from [2664,2668] the formulas 

[2681, 2682] respectively. 

f (1924) In the 4i = 48 quadratures of Table V [2648], we have 4 i . cos.2F” = h, 

4 i . cos.2F^ = h!, [2683', &c.] ; hence we get, as in [2565J], 

4b (l — 3 . sin.2 V) = 3 . (A — 32), 4i . ( 1 — 3 .sin.2^) = 3 . {b!— 32). 

Substituting these in the sum of the formulas [2636,2638], we obtain the value of Y', 

corresponding to 48 quadratures ; supposing 24 to be in the equinoxes [2634"], 12 in the 

summer solstice, and 12 in the winter solstice [2637"]. To each of these tides we must add 

the constant height e, making 48 e. If we neglect the part multiplied by t2 -f t\, the 

rest of the terms will be the same as in the first member of [2684], excluding b. Now by 
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48 e 
3. (1 -j- 3 . cos. 2 Ô) CL n 

“ 7 TV * * ) Ts * V1 

+ P 
^ ) t3 r3 S 1G 

32) + £ • (h’~ 32) j 

[2684] 

= 196raet,,604 ; 

we have for Brest [2568], 

(i + 3.cos.3d)_ _ L = 0™t. 02745. 
/ A \ /»'3 

««•l'-ÏT. 

[2685] 

But in the forty-eight quadratures under consideration, the value of ^ 

is not exactly equal to its mean value. Table V [2648] includes twenty-four [2685'] 

quadratures of the equinoxes [2642], eighteen quadratures of the summer, 

and six of the winter solstices [2643]. Now we have seen in [2603', &c.J, 

that in the quadratures of the summer solstices, is decreased one [2686] 

twentieth part, and in the quadratures of the winter solstices it is increased 

one twentieth part ; we must therefore multiply the mean value of ~ by [2686'] 

to obtain the mean value in these forty-eight quadratures. Moreover, [2686"] 

jj 
—3 is less by one fortieth part in the quadratures than in the mean distances, [2686"] 

[2664], the coefficient of t2 is b) therefore the coefficient of t2-{-TV is also equal to b, 

producing the terms b . t2 -j- TV b, of which the part b is to be added to the first [2683c] 

member of [2684] to obtain a [2664], and then by substituting a [2680], we obtain the 

equation [26S4]. 

* (1925) In 18 summer solstices it is decreased by 18 X Voo and in 6 winter solstices 

is increased by 6 X Vo 5 so tfba in the whole 24 solstices it is decreased by 12 X Vo-> 

and the mean decrease for one solstice is X Vo- — to • Now there are also 24 

tides of the equinoxes, upon which no allowance of this kind is to be made ; therefore the 

correction, for the wffiole 48 observations, is only one half of the preceding value or Vît ; so 

, t L • L 
that we must change — into . — . 

[2686a] 

[26866] 

[2686c] 

186 
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[3687] 

[2688] 

[2689] 

[2690] 

on account of the argument of variation ;* and as it is nearly equal to 

3L 
— in the mean distances, it must be supposed in the quadratures equal to 

VV * • Lastly, we have found in the preceding quadratures, 

h = 44,16767, h* = 44,45074. 

This being premised, we havef 

3 . (l-j-3.cos.2d) 

■ (’-£) * " 
— 32) 3met-,989. 

The expression of the total tides of Table V [2648], compared with the 

formulas of § 29, givesf 

2 P 
C h'.L' 

• \ 
~ ) + A = 133“"',886. 
r3 ( 16 5 

[2687a] 

[26876] 

* (1926) The variation increases the distance in the quadratures, as much as it decreases 

it in the syzygies, as is evident from its chief term being as the cosine of the double of the 

U 
elongation of the sun and moon [2569a] ; and as — is increased a fortieth part in the 

syzygies [2569c], it must be decreased in the quadratures by the same quantity. Now if 
JJ 

we denote by — the mean value of that quantity, we must use in the quadratures 

II. —, instead of — ; and as we have supposed in the mean distances 3. — 

[2568'], we must change ^ into 3 X |f . — =JtSr • as in [2687]. 

n_ 
,^3 5 

f (1927) Changing ^ into -W-l ~ [2687], also ^ into [26S6c] ; 

[2688a] we obtain for the part of [2684] included in the first member of [2689], the following 

expression, neglecting the sign, and using the values [2685, 2688], 

C 3. (l-j-3. cos. 2é) L) 

| ‘ • m • (A- 32) +-Vtf. (A'-32)1 

[26886] — 3X 0raet,502745.. (A — 32) -f-ÿjf. (A'— 32) \ = 3 X0met-,02745X48,434 = 3met-,989. 

J (1928) Adding the formulas [2639,2640], we obtain the value of Y" for 2» 

quadratures of the equinoxes, and 2 i quadratures of the solstices. Then putting, as in 
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This equation requires a small correction, arising from having in Table V 

[2648], eighteen quadratures in the summer, and only six in the winter. 

For the low water in these quadratures corresponds to the solar high water 

in the evening ; which, in summer, exceeds at Brest the solar high water in 

the morning by 0raet',0457.* Therefore we must increase 133met‘,886 by [2691] 

six times 0raeU,0457, to render it independent of the inequalities of which 

the period is nearly one day ; then we have 

ZP'ShR — AA ] = 133”S819 ; [2693] 
) r 3 r3 S 

[2668], b1, or 2b [2670], for the coefficient of 22, or ; also 4i = 4S, and 

as in [26S3a], 4 i. cos.2 J7 = h, 4 i. cos.2!77 = h' ; we get for this sum, 

Y"=2P. 
h'.L' h.L 

yt 3 ÿ*3 } +v-(<2+A)=2p. [|f'-br|+ AS + S'.A 

C n TJ h Tj ) 
Comparing this with [266S], we get d=2 P. < —- —xp- > -f -te ^ j anc^ ^ we 

substitute a' [26S0], it becomes as in [2690]. 

[2690a] 

* (1929) The excess of the evening tide in summer is 0me,*,183 [2629, 2630] ; and [2691a] 

JL L' L 
as — is nearly one fourth part of — -f- — [2575], the part of this excess, depending 

on the solar force is nearly one quarter of 0met-,183, or 0met-,0457 ; therefore 

the evening solar tide exceeds the morning solar tide, in summer, by 0mot-,0457, and the 

contrary takes place in winter ; or in other words, the evening solar tide in summer exceeds [26915] 

the mean value of the solar tide, by the half of this quantity, or ^ X 0met-,0457. Therefore 

if we wish to obtain the total tide, by using the mean solar tide of that day, we must add 

yX0mef-,0457 to the total tide obtained in the summer quadratures, and the contrary in 

the winter quadratures. Now in Table V [2648], there are 18 summer, and 6 winter [2691c] 

quadratures j so that the quantity ought to be increased by 18 X | X 0met-,0457, and 

decreased by 6 X i X 0met-,0457 ; making on the whole an increase of 

12 X | X 0met-,0457 = 0met,,2742. [2691d] 

Adding this to 133met-,S86, we get 134met-,1602 for the corrected value of the second 

member of [2690] ; and by using b [2670], wre obtain 

2P. | ^ ^ + 0,3407 = 134met-,1602, 

which is easily reduced to the form [2692]. 

[2691e] 
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hence we deduce* 

[2693] e = 2met‘,778. 

[2694] The observations of the syzygies have given in [2573], e = 2met‘,827. It 

is a question whether the small difference of these two values arises from 

the errors of the observations ; or from the circumstance that the great tides 

at Brest do not run out entirely, on the ebb, to the point determined by the 

theory. It is presumed that it depends on the last cause, but this can be 

[2694'] determined only by means of a much greater number of observations. 

We shall resume the equation [2692], 

[26951 2P.i | = 133”*',819. 

L U 
To reduce the values of -r, -tt, to the mean distances of the sun and 

fjf' w 

moon, we must multiply the sum of the squares of the cosines of the 

declinations of the sun, in the quadratures of the solstices of Table V [2648], 

[2696] by f in order to correct for the effect of the greater number of summer 

than of winter solstices. Then adding to the product, the amount of the 

squares of the cosines of the declinations of the sun, in the quadratures of 

* (1930) If we substitute in [2684] the numerical value of the expressions [2689, 

[2693a] 2692, 2670], it becomes 4S e — 3met-,989 + iX 133met-,819 -f AsX 5,4520= 196met-,604, 

whence 48 e = 133met-,343, and e = 2met,,778, as in [2693]. 

f (1931) It appears from [2603', &c.], that the force ^ is diminished ^ in summer, 

[2696a] increased ^ hi winter, and is at its mean value in the equinoxes. In Table "V [2648], 

there are 18 observations in summer, and 6 in winter ; consequently the whole variation, for 

[26966] the 24 observations, is — 18X&+6Xîfr = —* 12x|| Dividing this by 24, the 

number of observations, we get the mean diminution equal to 4V ; so that we ought to write, 

in formula [2695], for or f for h, in these observations of the 

solstices. Now the whole value of h [26S8] is divided, in [2708, &c., 2714], into two 

[2696c] parts, p = 23,68841, q = 20,47926; the former being the part for the quadratures of 

the equinoxes, the latter for those of the solstices. Therefore for h, in [2695], we must use 

[2696d] the following expression, p-}-ixrq=2i3,68S41 -f-f§ X 20,47926 = 43,6557, as in [2697]. 
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the equinoxes ; the sum will be the value of h which must be used. Hence 

we find h — 43,6557 [2696c?]. 

U 
In the quadratures, the value of must be decreased by one fortieth 

part, on account of the argument of variation [26876]. This is equivalent 

to a decrease of h' [2688, 2683"] in the like ratio ; by which means it 

becomes 43,3395 ; therefore we have,* 

[2697] 

[2697] 

[2698] 

2 P. J 43,3395. ^ — 43,6557. ~ I = 133“*-,819 ; [2099] 

r and r' being the mean distances of the sun and the moon from the earth. 

We may put this equation under the following form, 

2P.43,3395. j A —h j _2P. 0,3162. ^ = 133™*-,819. P700l 

In the small term 2 P. 0,3162 . —, we may suppose! 

therefore we shall have, 

2P. 43,1814 • | 75- — 7f I = 133“'-,819 ; 

hence we deduce, 

2 p . \ If — 4 ) = 3“*-,0990. 
) O yyô V 

[2701] 

[2702] 

[2703] 

* (1932) This is deduced from [2695], by substituting h [2697] and h! [2698]. 

U Ij 

f (1933) The equation [2701] follows from the value — = 3 . — [2568'], which [2701a] 

has been so often used. The error of this assumption must be inconsiderable, on account of 

the smallness of the coefficient 0,3162, in comparison with 43,3395, by which the other 

term of [2700] is multiplied. Substituting therefore for —2P.0,3162.— the value 

— 2 P . 0,3162 X | • | ~ — ~ |, the formula [2700] becomes as in [2702]. Dividing [2701ft] 

this by 43,1814, we get [2703]. 

187 
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We have found in [2577], 

[2704] 2 P. j ~ | = 6“*-2490 ; 

hence we get. * 

[2705] 

The lunar 
force 

u 
^35 

[2706] 

is nearly 
three 
times the 
solar force 

r3’ 

[2706'] 

[2707] 

[2707'] 

~ = 2,9677 . L 
3 * 

Therefore we may suppose very nearly, 

Jpo L 
r>3 ° * r3 * 

But we must observe that this ratio is not exactly that of the masses of the 

sun and moon, divided respectively by the cubes of their mean distances from 

the earth. For it appears from ^ 25, that LI and L being these masses, and 

m t, mit, the mean motions of these bodies about the earth, the ratio just 

found is that of LiilzzptR} f to z'-(1y m-â) . it cannot therefore 

be taken for the ratio of 
L 
J 3 

, L 
1° „3 9 

except when Q is nothing or 

insensible ,* and we have seen above [2601, 2624], that this is nearly the 

case at Brest. 

We shall now determine the variation of the tides near their minimum, as it 

appears from the theory. For this purpose, we shall resume the values of 

* (1934) Taking the sura and difference of the equations [2703,2704], we get 

[2705a] 4P. gf — 9met-,3480 ; 4 P . ^ = 3raet>, 1500. 

[2705&] Dividing the former by the latter, wre obtain the ratio of — to — [2705]. From a 

discussion of the later observations at Brest [2507e], it was found necessary to dectease this 

ratio from 2,9677 to 2,3533, as will be seen in Book XIII, [11905]. 

f (1935) The method used, in [2577'—2579], to prove, in the syzygies, that L ought 

to be changed into L. (1 — 2«'Q), may be applied in the present case, in the 

quadratures ; by merely reading quadratures when the moon is in the solstices or equinoxes, 

[..707a] instead of syzygies of the solstices or equinoxes respectively. It is also evident, from the 

same principles, that L ought to be changed into L.{ 1 — 2mQ), but m and Q being 

both very small, we may neglect 2 m Q. 
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Y" [2639, 2640]. Let p and p' be the sum of the squares of the cosines of 

the declinations of the sun and moon, in the quadratures of the equinoxes of 

Table V [2648] ; q and q' the like sums in the quadratures of the solstices 

of the same table ; we may suppose, in these expressions, 

o q 3 / p' cos/s = f~; cos.s = —. 

The term multiplied by f, in the expression of Y" [2639], relative to the 

twenty-four equinoctial quadratures [2646], becomes* 

if-48 P.P.f. 1,0611. 
(c£)+ 

2 p. ■i'3 

m '3 -P- 

V and r being the mean motions of the moon and sun, in the quadratures, in the 

interval taken for unity, and which is, in the equinoctial quadratures, equal to 

lday,057493f [2833]. We must observe, that in the quadratures r' is always 

decreased, on account of the equation of the variation [2637']. 

The term multiplied by f, in the expression of Y" [2640], relative to the 

twenty-four quadratures of the solstices of Table V [2647], becomes, by 

decreasing — one fortieth part, because there are eighteen summer 

solstices, and only six winter solstices, [2696], 

* (1936) This expression in [2639] is 

4 i P. ~~~ . t2. |r'—r.cos.F7.cos.si2. < 1,0611 .sin.2s'-f- — 
r 3 A 

2L 2 T7 — . cos. V r6 

TJ L 
. cos.2T'— — . cos.2 V 

The term — must be multiplied by f§, because — 

quadratures than its mean value [26S6/7]. Then puttin 

cos.iU'=\/(7¥p'), cos .sz=f[g^q)^ sin.V^l—cos. 

it becomes as in [2710]. 

is less by one fortieth part in the 
% 

O' 
05 

2 s' 

as in [2708, &c.], 2i=24, 

24—p' 
— —57“ i cos* V= /Gfc P)* 

f (1937) This is easily deduced from formula [2833], by which the daily difference of 

the tides is 0day,057493 in the equinoxes, which agrees exactly with the above. In the 

solstices, the difference is lday,046643 [2834], as in [2712']. 

P> P'- 
[2708] 

q V- 
[2708'] 

[2709] 

Coefficient 

of t2 at 
the time 
of the 
equinoxes. 

[2710] 

r' r 

[2711] 

[2711'] 

[2710a] 

[27106] 

[2710c] 

[2711a] 
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Coefficient 

of at 
the time 
of the 
solstices. 

[2712] 

r, T. 

[2712'] 

[2713] 

Values of 

Pi P\ 
% ?'• 

[2714] 

[2712a] 

[27126] 

[2713a] 

r and r' being the motions of the sun and moon in these quadratures, during 

the interval taken for unity ; which is equal to lday,046643 [2834], in the 

quadratures of the solstices. 

In these expressions, — and — are reduced to the mean distances 

of the sun and moon from the earth, in which case we havef 

J7 « L , 
r>3 — 3 ‘ r3 b 

2 = 6met,,2490 = 4met,,6867. 
n-J O ^ 

We have found 

p = 23,68841 ; p'= 20,69652 ; q = 20,47926 ; q'= 23,75422. 

This being premised, we shall have 7me%819f for the term multiplied 

by t in the expression of Y", relative to the twenty-four equinoctial 

* (1938) The coefficient of *2, in the value of Y" in the quadratures of the solstices 

[2640], must be multiplied by ff [2696], and 2 i being 24, it becomes 

2 L 

f X 48 P. \ T- cos. s'-— | • < yy 
0 r 3 l COS.S ) 

. cos.2 V 
■1,0611 .tang.2 s' > . 

.cosPV--.cos .2 F 
Y 3 t"3 

Now putting as in [2710c, 2708'] cos. s' = v/QïTO» cos* s — /(/i ?)’ cos> ^ 24 

c0S.2F'= 2-Y q' ; and for tang.2 s' writing 

becomes as in [2712]. 

in.3 s' _ 1 — *p' _ 24 —p sin 

costs' À P’ 
It 

P 

f (1939) Substituting [2706], in [2704], it becomes 

2 p . 5 II 4. — ] = 6mM-,2490 ; hence 2 P . ^ = f X 6m,,-2490. 
( r'3 ~ 3r'3 ) 

J (1940) If we substitute the values [2713], in the expressions [2710, 2712], they 

become respectively as in [2714a, 6], 
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quadratures, and 2met*,894 for the same term relative to the twenty-four 

solstitial quadratures. The sum of these two quantities is 10meU,713, which 

differs but very little from the result 10met*,9040, given in [2670], by the 

observations of Table V [2648]. 

32. We shall now consider separately the tides in the quadratures of the 

equinoxes, and those in the quadratures of the solstices. We shall find, by 

the method in the preceding article,* 

94met,,033 + 3met*,747 . t% t h“] 

58raet-,370 + 7met,,495 . t\ fifi] 

3 9 
4TT 

3 9 

X 18 X ame,*fl2490. «2. | r7— 

X 18 x 6met,2490.*2. \ r\ 

iVrV(îP')}3]i.0611.(?^) + ^£_p 

7(57)1 • Isiw-1,0611 • (“7^)15 

and if we use the values of p, p', q, q1, [2714], they change into 

157mot-,021 .t2. {!*■—0,857S17 . r]2, 62met-,465 . t2 . |r'—1,165750 . r]2. 

In the former, r, rr, must be taken for the time ldaq057493 [2711] ; and in the latter, 

for the time ldaq046643 [2712']; so that if we multiply the preceding expressions by 

!,0 574 932, and 1,0466432, respectively, they will become, 

175raet*,595 . I2 . {r —0,857817 . r]2, and 6Smet-,428 . t2. {V—1,165750. r}2 ; 

and r', r, will represent the motions in one day. Now the sun’s motion in one day is 

59”* 8s,3 [2636ç], or in parts of the radius, r = 0,017203 ; the mean daily motion of 

the moon is 13d10wt35s, the correction for the variation is nearly —14w37s, making 

I2d 55™ 58s, which in parts of the radius is r' = 0,22572 ; hence 

r'—0,857817 .r = 0,21096, r'—1,165750 . r = 0,20567. 

Substituting these in [2714e], they become 7met-,815 and 2met-,894 nearly as above. 

The sum of these two terms is 10raot-,709, which differs but very little from 10raet-,9040, 

found by observation in [2670, 2682]. The numbers [2715] are erroneous in the original, 

being 2,794, 10,613. 

* (1941) Applying the method [2663"—2669] to the equinoctial tides of Table IV 

[2646], we find b = £ . (99met-,511+105met-,639—94met*,282 — 96met-,059) = 3met*,702, 

b' — i. (69met-,835 -f 81raet-,342 — 58met-,638 — 62raet-,383) = 7raet-,539 ; from which we 

188 

[2715] 

[2716] 

Heights ot 
the tides 
at Brest 
in the 
quadra¬ 
tures of 
the equi¬ 
noxes. 

[2717] 

[2717'] 

[2714a] 

[27145] 

[2714c] 

[2714d] 

[2714c] 

[2714/] 

[2714g] 

[2717a] 

[27175] 
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Heights of 
the tides 
at Brest, 
in the 
quad¬ 
ratures 
of the 
solstices. 

[9718] 

[9718'] 

The tides 
increase 
more rap¬ 
idly in the 
equinoxes 
than in the 
solstices. 

[9718"] 

[9717c] 

[9717c?] 

[2717e] 

[9717/] 

[9718a] 

[97186] 

[9718c] 

for the expressions of the absolute heights, and of the total tides, in the 

equinoxes of Table IV [2646, 2647] ; the expressions of the same 

quantities, relative to the tides in the solstices ol this table, are* 

102met-,571 + lmot-,705 . C, [ heights.] 

75met*,517 + 3met-,410 . f. [Tiff] 

In the first place, we see that the tides increase more rapidly in the equinoxes 

than in the solstices, which is conformable to the theory. According to 

observations [2717'], the coefficient of f, relative to the total tides, is 

7met*,495 in the equinoxes, and 3m+410 [2718'] in the solstices ; and we 

obtain, as in [2669"], the corrected values b = $ . (3met-,702 + 7meU,539) = 3met-,747, 

b'—2b = 7met',494, [2717, &c.]. The sum of the equinoctial absolute tides of Table IV 

[264G] is 99ra8t-,511 -}- 94met-,282 -j- 96met,,059 + 105raet,,639 = 395met-,491, and the 

sum of the total tides of the equinoxes, 

69™+S35 + 58met-,638 -f- 62met-,383 -j- Slmet-,342 == 272met-,198 ; 

from these we may obtain a, a!, by the same method as in [2672,2673], using the preceding 

values of b, b'. Hence we have 

a=i. 1395mef-,4 91 — ( 5+ 4 P). 3m+747 \, a'= i. \ 272raet-, 19 8 — ( 5 + 4 P). 7met-,4 94 f ; 

substituting (5 + 4 P) X 3™+747 = 19“+359 [2679], we get 

a = 94ra+033, a! = 58m+370, [2717, 2717']. 

* (1942) In the same manner as b, b', [2717&,&c.], were computed from the equinoctial 

tides [2646], we may find, from the solstitial tides [2647], 

06met-, 117 + 106met-760 — 102met-,997—103met-,220}=£X 6met-,660=lmet-,665, 

y— x |so.met. 944 S4met-,498 — 76met-,289 — 76met-,654l=f X 13met-,799 = 3me%450. 

Hence the corrected values [2669'] are 

b = b. (lra+665 + 3met,,450) — lmet-,705, V = 2 b — 3met',410. 

The sum of the absolute tides in the solstices [2647] is 419m+094, and the sum of the 

total tides in the solstices of the same table is 319ra+6S5 ; hence we get, as in the last note, 

a=+{4l 9raet,,094 — (5+ 4P). lm8t-705}, a'= £. f 319met-,6S5 — (5+4P). 3met-,410 \ ; 

substituting (5 + 4 h*). 1-S705 = S”“-,809 [2679], we obtain 

a = 102met-,571, a'— 75mel-,517, [2718, 271S']. 
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have seen, in the preceding article [2714—2715], that the theory gives 

7met ,819 and 2met-,894, for these coefficients. The differences are within 

the limits of the errors of the observations, and of the elements employed 

in the calculation. 

If we subtract the first term of the expression of the total tides in the 

equinoxes [2717'], from the first term of the like expression in the solstices, [2718"1 

[2718'], the difference 17met-,147 is the effect of the declinations of the 

sun and moon. To render it independent of the oscillations whose period is 

nearly a day, we must add to it, as we have seen in the preceding article 

[2691], six times 0met-,0457, and then it becomes 17met-,421. [2718W/] 

According to the formulas of ^ 29, this effect is equal to* 

* (1943) Putting B= 7met-,495 and B' = 3met-,410 for the coefficients of t2, in [2718cq 

the expressions of the total tides [2717;, 2718'], corresponding to [2639, 2640], we get, 

for the terms independent of t2, in the equinoxes, 

4 i P •1 . cos.3 V — -7. cos.2 V 
y'o T^ 

[2639] ; 

and in the solstices 4 iP . cos.2 V — ^ . cos.2 V | -f- B B. The moon being 

, . B . L' 
in the quadratures, we must write . — lor — [2697']- We must also change 

LI into IJ . ( 1 
2 m'Q 

cos. F 
^, in the equinoxes [2641 ], and IL into B. ( 1 — 2 m'Q> cos. s'), 

L jr 

in the solstices [2641']. Moreover, in the solstices we must change - into f§. -, for 

the reasons stated in [2696]. Hence these expressions become respectively, 

L' 
4 iP.lU %-.( 1 — —I,) . cos.2 V — - . cos.2 F \ + * B, 

/ 3 V C0S.F7 i* ) 1 32 
and 

4 i P . ^ f . ■— .(1 — 2 m'Q. cos. s'). cos.2 V — ff . ~ . cos.2 V | ^ & ; 

each of which corresponds to 2 i observations. In the first of these expressions we have 

2 i . cos.2 F=p, 2 i . cos.2F' —p, [2708, 2714]; and in the last, 2 i . cos.2 V—q, 

2 i. cos.2 V = q. Hence in the equinoxes we have, 

[2718c? ] 

[2718c] 

[2718/] 

[2718g] 
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or* 

[2718 vi] 

H •2P-{5 • (P-9) + S’ • (1 — 2"'Q) • (?'-/) 

+ p 4 0 2 P. < -jj . (1—2m'Q) . (1—cos. s') . ( </ + 
jp 

COS. £ 

2 m'Q ) 

1 — 2 m' Q ) ; 

prmi 2P.^£.(l-^).P'_f.^+AB, 

in which we may put V' = s • and in the solstices, 

priSV] 2 P • { » • % ■ (I — 2 m’Q. cos. 0 • 4 - it ■ % ■ ? } + A& ; 

subtracting the first of these functions from the second, we obtain the excess of the value 

of a in the solstices, over that in the equinoxes, 

B—B 

32 
or [2718i] 2P.^j .(p—*§?)+«■ % • [(1—2m'Ç.cos.s') . q'— (l — ^y-) •?']( + 

[2718i] H.2r.g.(?-î)+|.[(l-2»'q. cos. s') . s' - (l - . p'] \ 

l9718*'] +A.2 p.|.p + ^; 

which differs from [271SV] in the terms [2718&'], omitted by the author. 

*(1944) The factor 1—2 m'Q . cos. s', connected with q' in [2718v], may be put 

under the following form, being the same as in [2596/t], multiplying the last term by 

1 —2m’Q, and then dividing by the same quantity : 

[2718Z] i _ 2 m'Q + (1 — 2 m'Q) . (1 — cos. s') . * 

Substituting this in [2718Æ], it produces the terms depending on q in [2718V1]. In like 

manner, the factor — (l — ~~7) > connected with p, may be put under the following 
cos. s 

form, which is deduced by the same method from [2596A'] : 

2 m'Q 
[2718m] - (1 -2 m'Q) + (1- 2 m'Q) . (1- cos. s') . . —— . 

Substituting this in [2718Æ], it produces the terms depending on p in [2718V1]. The terms 

[2718#], omitted by the author, ought to be added to [2718vi]. 
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in which expression we may suppose 

by putting* 

[2709], and then 

(1 — 2 m'Q) + P. (1 — 2 m'Q) | = 6“'-,2490. [2718vii] 

it becomes, 

18met-,861 + . 15”l-,015. 
1 — 2 m Q 

[2718viii] 

* (1945) The first of the equations [2718vii] is deduced from [2706, 2707], the second 

from [2577, 2579]. Substituting the first in the second, we get 

2 p. - = ix 6met-,2490; 2 P. ~ . (1 — 2 m'Q) — f X 6mety2490 ; 
p3 ^ T à ' 

hence [2718vi] becomes 

X 6met-,2490 .\{p — q) + 3 . {q'—p’)\ 

[2719a] 

+ X f x 6met-,2490 . (1 — cos. s') . (V + • y 
2to'Q 

-2 m'Q 

[27196] 

If we put cos. s' = v/CApO [2709], and use the values [2714], it becomes 

2 m' Q 
18met-,861 + —-• 15met-,015, 

« 

as in [2718viii]. The neglected term depending on P [2718/X], is 

ÎVX2P.^ = ÎVXIX 6met,,2490 X 23,68841 = 0met°,925 ; 

and that depending on B, B', [2718Æ', c'], is . [B’ — B)=—0met-,128 ; their sum [2719c] 

0met,,925 — 0met-,128 = 0met-,797, must be added to the term 18met-,861 [2718viii] ; 

making its corrected value equal to 19met-,658. If we put the expression [2718viii] equal 

to the value by observation [2718'"'], 17met-,421, we get 

2 m'Q 17,421 — 18,861 
= — 0met-,0959, and 2 m'Q 0met-,1061, as in [2719]. [2719d] 

1 —2m'Q 15,015 

Using the corrected value 19met-,658, instead of lSmet-,861, it becomes 

2 m'Q 17,421 —19,658 „ * „ 
-—= ———— = — omet-,1489, whence 2m'0 = - 0met-,175. 
1—2m'Q 15,015 ^ 

We have found in [2601], 2m'Q=—0met-,10637 ; and in [2624], 2rn'Q = 0met-,03425. 

These numbers differ very much from each other, and the true value can be obtained only [2719«] 

by increasing greatly the number of observations. 

189 
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[2719] 

Remarks 
on the 
value of 

2m'Q. 

[2720] 

[2720'] 

[2720"] 

[2721] 

[2722] 

Difference 
of the 
morning 
and even¬ 
ing tides. 

[2723] 

[2722a] 

Putting this equal to the result obtained from observation 17met-,421 

[2718""], we obtain, 

2m'Q — — 0,1061 ; 

which agrees with the result deduced from the observations in the syzygies 

[2601] ; but it is of a contrary sign to that found in [2624], by comparing 

the observations in the perigee and apogee. Hence it follows that we may 

neglect the terms depending on Q, until its exact value shall be determined by 

a very great number of observations. 

33. We have seen in [26347], that the evening tides at Brest exceed 

those of the morning, in the quadratures of the vernal equinox ; and that 

the contrary takes place in the quadratures of the autumnal equinox. To 

verify this phenomenon, we have added together, in eleven quadratures near 

the vernal equinox, the excess of the evening over the morning tide, on the 

first and second days after the quadrature. This sum is 3met,,143. We 

have likewise found 3meU,385, for the sum of the excess of the morning 

tides over those of the evening, in thirteen quadratures near the autumnal 

equinox. The mean between these observations, gives 0met-,138* for the 

.excess of an evening tide over that of the morning, in the quadratures of the 

vernal equinox ; or of a morning tide over that of the evening, in the quadratures 

of the autumnal equinox. 

We have found in [2629] 0met*,183, for the excess of an evening tide over 

that of the morning, in the syzygies of the summer solstices. This excess is 

to the preceding, according to the theory, asf ~ -f- ^ to —, or as 

* (1946) The eleven quadratures of the vernal equinox contain one observation on the 

first, and one on the second day after the quadrature [2720,/], so that the mean is 

Fs- X 3mot*,143 = 0met-,143 ; 

those of the autumnal equinox give 2V X 3met-,385 = 0met-,130 ; the mean of both is 

0raet,,l37 nearly as in [2722]. 

f (1947) 

2 A . 

In the syzygies of the solstices, this excess is 

C li I* ) 
< - . sin. v . cos. v -f- J7 • sin. v'. cos. v' / . cos. (X — 7) [27225] [2630] ; 
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4 to 3, which is very nearly the same as the ratio of the numbers 0met-,183 

and 0raet-,138. 

Lastly we have found that the influence of the variation of the moon’s 

distance, is perceived as sensibly in the observations of the tides of the 

quadratures, as in those of the syzygies [2608, &c.]. 

ON THE HOURS OF HIGH WATER, AND THE INTERVALS BETWEEN THE TIDES, 

NEAR THE SYZYGIES. 

34. We shall resume the equation [2466], 

^ . cos.2 v . sin. 2.(4 — 40 

tang. 2 . (n t -f- ® 4;— x) == jj----£-5 
— . cos.2 v' -f- ^ • cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (4 — 40 

and shall put it under the following form,* 

—. cos.2 v'. sin. 2 . (4'— 4) 
tang. 2. (n t + « — 4 — x) = --L-- 

pj. cos.2 v-}- . cos.2 v'. cos. 2. (4;—4) 

and in the quadratures of the equinoxes, where v is nearly equal to nothing, the excess is 

Id 

2 A . — . sin. v . cos. v'. cos. (X— y) [2634]. 

Id li 

If we put v = v' in the first of these expressions, it will be to the last as —4-to 

L 
—, which by the first equation [2713] is as 4 to 3. Now by [2629] the excess in the 

syzygies is Omet-,I83, and 4 : 3 : : 0met-,183 : 0met-,137, which agrees with the value 

found in [2722a]. 

*(1948) The equation [2466] or [2725] is derived from [2465]. Now in this last 

equation, we may change L, r, v, 4, into L', r', V, 4', respectively, and the contrary, 

without altering its value, as is evident by inspection ; therefore we may make the same 

changes in [2725], by which means it becomes as in [2726]. We may also obtain [2726] 

directly from [2725], by means of the formula [29] Int., putting 

a = 2 .(«* +tf_4'_xj5 ,5 = 2. (4'— 4)j 

and reducing ; but it is unnecessary to go through this calculation, as the former method is 

the most simple. 

[2723',] 

[2724] 

Equation 
to deter¬ 
mine the 
time of 
high 
-water. 

[2725] 

[2726] 

[2723a] 

[27236] 

[2726a] 

[27266] 
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[2726'] 

[2727] 

Hour of 
the total 
tide. 

[2728] 

[2728'] 

[2727a] 

[27276] 

[2728a] 

[27286] 

[2728c] 

[2728d] 

The angle f—4 being small near the syzygies, we may neglect its third 

power, and we shall have,* 

(+'—+) • T7Ï • cos-v 
n t “t- vs — 4 — 7. = 

75 • cos.2 v + 
r3 

. cos/V 

We shall now consider the middle time between the two hours of high water of 

the same day. This time we shall call the hour of the total tide. The 

preceding equation will also be satisfied at this hour,f provided the variable 

quantities nt, 4*, and correspond to this hour. Now ntf-v— 4 is 

* (1949) About the time of new moon, 4'—4 is smaH 5 hut at the full moon, it is nearly 

equal to 200° [2479d], and then we must change 4 into 4±200° in [2726]. This change 

does not alter the form of the equation, but it renders 47—4 80 small near the syzygies, 

that we may neglect the third power of 4;—4» as in [2726'], and consider the angle 

nt-\-vs— 4 — 7. as of the same order as 4* — 4* Hence by formulas [45, 43, 44] Int., 

we mayput tang. 2 . (n — 4 — X) =2 . (ntf-v — 4 — X), 

sin. 2 . (4'—4) = 2 • (4—4)> cos.2 • (4'—4) — I* 

Substituting these in [2726], and then dividing by 2, we get [2727]. 

f (1950) The quantities in [2727] are supposed to correspond to the hour of the maximum 

of the total tide [2728], taken as an epoch. If we put M for the coefficient of 47—4s *n the 

second member of [2727] ; also ô.(nt), <54? ^4^ ^Af, for the variations of nt, 4s 4? A/, 
respectively, during the interval from high water, to the hour of the following total tide [2728], 

or the epoch; the equations [2727] for this high water, will become as in [272S&]. In the 

high water following this epoch, the equation [2727] will become as in [2728c] nearly, 

neglecting the second differences of 5 . (nt), <54, &c. 

nt — 5. (n t) -{- zs — (4— 5 4) — 7 = (M — 5M) . (4'—h-\!—4 + ^4) i 
n t -f- S. (n t) -f- & — (4 + <5 4) — 7 == (M-j- <5 M) . (4" + <5 47 — 4 — ^ 4)- 

Half the sum of these two equations is 

n t -f- vj — 4 — 7 = JM. (4' — 4) + 5 A/. (<5 4^ — 6 43 ? 

and by neglecting 0 M. («5 4'— <54), of the second order of differences, we get, 

nt -(- w — 4 — 7 = Al”. (4'— 4) > 

in which n t, 4? AT, correspond to the epoch, or to the time of the total tide, as in 

[2727—2728'] ; observing that all these times are to be decreased by lday,50724 [2544], 

in finding 4? 4^ ^c* 

[2728e] 
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the horary angle of the sun [2131c], and f—4 is nothing at the maximum 

of the total tide [2478'] ; therefore if we put 

T = the apparent hour of the maximum of the total tide, 

we shall have, for the apparent hour of the total tide, on any day," 

(4'—>/). ~ . cos.V 
Y4 

1J 
~ . cos.2 v' + 

,J 3 

L 
23 

= hour of the total tide ; 

. COS.~ V 

the second term of this expression being reduced to time, estimating the whole 

circumference 400° as one day. We shall put u for the synodical motion 

of the moon in the syzygies, during the interned between two consecutive tides 

of the morning, or evening, near the syzygies. This interval we shall take 

for the unit of time ; and we shall put t for the number of these intervals, 

counted from the time of the maximum to the time of high water 

corresponding to t. In the syzygies of the equinoxes 4'—4 is nearly 

equal to tu. cos.s' [2733e], and we may suppose cos.2v' = cos.2v; hence 

the apparent hour of the total tide isf 

T+Ï 

L' * —jz . t u • COS. s 

J 3 + 
= hour of the total tide in the equinoxes. 

* (1951) Using M as in the last note, the equation [2728e] becomes 

n t —[— 'zrf — 4 —— ^ —f- hi. (4'— 4)* 

Now at the maximum of the total tide, 4*—4 — 0 [24783, and the horary angle 

nt-fix— 4 [2l3!c] is then equal to T [2729']; hence the preceding equation becomes 

simply T — X. Substituting this in the general expression of the horary angle, or the hour 

of the total tide [2729a], it becomes n t -j- ^ — 4 = T -\-M. (4'— 4)j as *n [2730]. 

f (1952) From [2505] we get elf = dt 
w!. cos. d 

cos.2v' ’ 
in like manner for the sun, 

m is 
7 , 7j mi. cos. « . ... . , 7 ( Mi', cos. t' in. cos. s 7 
dp — dt.--— ; hence d 4 — dp — dt.]----— > ; but 

cos.2 v ( cos.2 v' COS.2 V ) 

much smaller than m', and s' is nearly equal to s [2497K] ; therefore we may, without any 

sensible error, change cos. s into cos. s', and the preceding expression becomes 

df-dP = dt. cos. /, { -A- - -4- \ . 
( cos.2v cos.2v ) 

190 

[2729] 

T. 
[2729'] 

General 
expres¬ 
sion of the 
apparent 
hour of the 

[2730] 

total tide 
in the 
syzygies ; 
First form, 

[2730'] 

V. 

[2731] 

[2732] 

[2733] 

Second 
form, 
in the 
syzygies 
ol the 
equinoxes 5 

[2734] 

[2729a] 

[27296] 

[2733a] 

[27336] 
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[2735] 

Third 
form, 
in the 
syzygies 
of the 
solstices. 

[2736] 

[2737] 

Observed 
hours of 
the total 
tide at 
Brest ; 

in 24 
syzygies of 
the equi¬ 
noxes, 

[2738] 

and in 24 
syzygies 
of the 
solstices. 

[2739] 

[2733c] 

In the solstices (Y—4).cos.v' [2733/^] is nearly equal to t u, and we may 

also suppose cos.2v'= cos.2v ; hence the apparent hour of the total tide is, 

T+ 

7/ 
^3 . t u 

. cos. v' 

= hour of the total tide in the solstices. 

In these calculations we must suppose t to be negative in the tides preceding 

the maximum. We shall now compare these formulas with observations. 

35. For this purpose we have selected the hours of the total tides of 

Table I [2510, &e.], on the days 0, 1,2, 3, taking the middle between the 

hours of high water on the same day ; these hours being counted from the 

apparent midnight preceding. We have obtained the following results. 

TABLE YI. 

SYZYGIES OF THE EQUINOXES. 

Bays counted from the syzygy. Apparent hours of the total tide at Blest. 

0.- 0day,3970S 

1 ------ 0 ,42222 

2------0 ,44733 

3 ------ 0 ,47359 

SYZYGIES OF THE SOLSTICES. 

0 ----- - 0day,39606 

1 ------ 0 ,42592 

2 . 0 ,45369 

3 ------ 0 ,481S6 

In the syzygies, we have nearly cos.2 v = cos.2 v' ; substituting this in [27336], we get 

d'V— d-l = (m’dt — mdt) . —— • and by neglecting the variations of s, V, its integral 
T * COS.2 V 

is Y — 4 (m! t — m t). 
COS. s' 

cos.2v'* 
Now m! t represents the mean motion of the moon 

in the time t [2505'], mi the mean motion of the sun; therefore mt — mi 

synodical motion, which is represented by tv [2731,2732]; hence we get, 

Y—4 t V . 

cos. s' 

cos.2 v' " 

is the mean 

[2733(7] 
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We shall in the first place consider all these observations collectively. If we 

take the mean between the hours of the total tides in this table, corresponding 

to the same day, in the syzygies of the equinoxes, and in the syzygies of 

the solstices, we shall have, 

0day,39657, 0day,42407, 0day,45051, 0day,477725, [2740] 

for the apparent hours of the total tides corresponding to the days 0, 1, Hours of 

2, 3. We shall assume the following general expression for the hour of mes. 

the total tide,* * 

a -f- b . t' — the hour of the total tide ; [2741] 
r. 

t' being the number oj intervals taken for unity [2732], counted from the time [2742] 

of the total tide on the day of the syzygy. Subtracting the first of these 

hours from the fourth, we obtain the value of 3 b, from which we get 

b — 0day,027052. If from the sum of the four preceding hours [2740] we [2743] 

In the syzygies of the equinoxes V is very small, so that cos.2 V is nearly equal to 1 ; 

hence the expression becomes —■^=tv.cos.s', as in [2733]; substituting this in [2733e] 

[2730], and putting cos.2 v' = cos.2v, we get [2734]. In the syzygies of the solstices 

v' is nearly equal to s', therefore we may put cos. s' = cos. v' in [2733d], and we shall 

get == tv . ^ ■, as in [2735]. Substituting this and cos.2 v = cos.2 v' in [2733/] 

[2730], we obtain [2730]. 

a = 0day,39657 
a -f- 6 = 0 ,42407 
a-[-26 = 0 ,45051 
a —j— 3 b === 0 ,477725 

* (1953) This assumed form corresponds with those in formulas 

[2734, 2736] ; and if we put successively t equal to 0,1, 2, 3, we 

get the annexed system of equations. Then, according to the 

method of the author, we must subtract the first from the fourth, to 

obtain 35 = 0day,477725— 0day,39657 = Qday,081155 ; hence 5 = 0day,027052 [2743]. 

The sum of the four equations [2743a] is 4 a -f- 6 b — lday,748875 ; if we subtract 

6 5 = 0day, 162310, we get 4 a = lday,586565, or a = 0day,39664 [2744]. 

Substituting these values of a, b, in [2741], we find [2745]. 

[2743a] 

[27436] 

[2743c] 

The equations [2743a] may also be combined by the method of the least squares [849Æ], [2743d] 

In this case the two fundamental equations are found, by taking in the first place the sum of 

all the equations [2743a], and then the sum of their products, by the coefficients 0, 1, 2, 3, 

respectively. These equations are 4a-}-65 = lday,748875, 6 a -f- 14 5 = 2days,75S265 ; [2743e] 

whence a = 0day,39673, 5 = 0day,026993 ; consequently the hour of the total tide 

[2741] becomes 0day,39673 -j- 0day,026991 . t’, which differs but very little from [2745]. [2743/1 
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[2744] 

Hour of 
the total 
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[2745] 

[2746] 

[2747] 

[2748] 

[2748'] 

[2749] 

Value of 

T 
at Brest, 
or the hour 

[2750] 
of the 
maximum 
total tide 
in the 
syzygic3. 

[2750'] 

[2748a] 

[27486] 

[2748c] 

[2748c?] 
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subtract 6b, the difference is 4 a; therefore a = Qday,39664 ; and the 

expression of the hour of the total tide [2741] becomes, 

0day,39664 -F 0'lay,027052 . t'. 

To obtain the constant quantity T of the preceding article [2729'], we shall 

observe, that when the tide follows after the syzygy by lday,027052, the 

hour of the total tide is increased by 0day,027052 [2745] ; and in the 

syzygies of the preceding table [2738, 2739], the hour of the syzygy at 

Brest, by the mean of the observations, is 0'!ay,45667. Therefore if we 

suppose x to be the value of t' [2742], corresponding to the hour of the 

maximum of the total tide T [2729'], we shall have for this hour,* 

0day,39664 -F 0,027052 . x, 

and this time will follow after the syzygy by 1,027052..v—0day,06003 

[2748c]. Now T [2729'] is the hour of the total tide corresponding to the 

maximum, and this tide follows the syzygy by lday,50724 [2544]. Putting 

this quantity equal to the preceding expression 1,027052.4; — 0day,06003 

[2748'], we obtain x, and find, 

T = 0l,ay,39664 + 0,027052. x = 0,ay,43793. 

This is the value of T at Brest ; and it is, in this port, the hour of the total 

solar tide, supposing the sun only to act upon the sea, and that it moves 

uniformly in the plane of the equator. If we subtract from it a quarter of a 

* (1954) In the definition of x [274S] an alteration was made in the original work, to 

render it less obscure. The substitution of x for t' in [2745] gives the hour 7'of the total 

tide, at its maximum, 0day,39664 0,027052 . x [2748], counted from the preceding 

midnight; or 0day,39664+1,027052 ,x, counted from the midnight preceding the syzygy 

as an epoch. If we subtract the hour of the syzygy 0day,45667 [2747], which is counted 

from the same epoch, we obtain the interval, from the syzygy to the time of the maximum 

total tide, 1,027052 . x — 0day,06003 [2748']; and as this is equal to Iday,50724 

[2544], we get x = ~—y^7052-= 1,5$6. Substituting this value of x m [2/48], 

we obtain the hour of the maximum total tide 

[2748e] T— 0day,39664 -F 0day,04128 == 0day,43792 [2750]. 
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day,* the difference 0,Uiy, 18793 is, in this hypothesis, the hour of the solar 

high water at Brest, counted from the apparent midnight, or noon. 

We shall now determine the value of the coefficient of t!, which results from 

the theory of gravity. We have seen in the preceding article [2734], that 

this coefficient, in the syzygies of the equinoxes, is equal to 

Id 
! g • u • COS. £ 

' ± + *L' 
?.3 I /3 

The angle „ [2731] is equal to 14°, 1866 [2585] ; dividing it by 400°, 

to reduce it to parts of a day, it becomes v = 0day,0354665. We may 

suppose cos. s' = w" f [2581n], c[ being equal to 20,75529 [2584]. 

TJ jr 

Moreover we have, in the syzygies of the equinoxes, = VV • ^ [2569] ; 

but we must decrease this value one thirtieth part, because in the equation 

7 L L' 
^ = 0 [2464a, 2465], the expressions of -g and ^ are multiplied 

respectively by n — m and n!—m'f mt and m't being the motions 

* (1954a) The interval between the two solar tides of the same day is 0day,5 

[2419—2420] ; therefore the hour of the total tide [2728], which falls midway between 

them, must be distant 0day,25 from each of them, in the hypothesis assumed [2750']. 

(I V 
•[(1955) In finding, from the value of -—= 0, the equation [2465], we have 

(1 f 

neglected the variations of 4> 44 [2464'], and have put 

d . cos. 2 . (n t -f- &— 4!— X) = — 2 n dt. sin. 2 . [n t -f- or— ff— X) j 

whereas it is nearly equal to —2.(n—mt) .d7.sin.2.(w7-|~'n’—4'—X), because dty is 

jj 
nearly equal to m dt [2505']. To rectify this, we must change, in [2465], — into 

Un— m! . L L n—m 
— -; and for a similar reason, — into —- .- [2754]. These changes must 

n r'3 ,1 ' J r3 r3 

also be made in [2466], which was deduced from [2465], and in [2725—2736, 2752, 2756]. 

The same effect may be obtained in [2752, 2756], by changing U into U. (n — mt), and L 

into L.(n—m), as in [2754], Now the sidéral revolutions of the sun and moon, also that 

191 

[2751] 

Coefficient 
of t' in the 
syzygies 
of the 
equinoxes. 

[2752] 

[2753] 

[2753/] 

[2754] 

[2750a] 

[2752a] 

[27525] 

[2752c] 
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[2754'] of the sun and moon [2706']. m'—m is nearly a thirtieth part of n — m 

[2755] [2752e], hence we have 0day,024679 [2752/], for the coefficient of t in the 

syzygies of the equinoxes, resulting from the theory. 

In the syzygies of the solstices, this coefficient is, by the preceding article 

Coefficient [2736], equal to 
of t’ in the 
syzygies. r, 
of the Jj 
solstices. - , u 

V O 

[2756] 

[2756'] We may suppose cos. v' = T- ; hence we get 0day,028603 [2752/*] 

for this coefficient. Adding it to the preceding [2755], and taking half the 

[2757] sum, we obtain 0day,026641, for the coefficient of t\ deduced from the 

theory, relative to the whole of the syzygies of Table YI [2738, 2739], 

[2757'] taken collectively. This differs but little from 0day,027502, deduced from 

the observations [2745]. 

[2757"] 

To make the results of theory and observation agree, we must increase a 

little the ratio of to which furnishes another method of 

[2752d] of the earth about its axis, are nearly in sidéral days, 366days, 27da-vs,4 lday ; hence if we 

put n = 1, we shall have m!= , m = ; consequently 

[2752e] 
m'—m 1 n — m! 1 (m!—m\^ o 

=: w ? == 1 ( ) == Ircr > n — m 7i — m \n—m / 

jj 

nearly [2754'] ; and the value of — [2753'] must be decreased in the same ratio, by 

jj j j 

which means it will become — = X §§ • j — w * ^ • Substituting this in the two 

formulas [2752, 2756], they become respectively xiff • v • cos. s', 4411 • CQg 5 and 

by using the values of v, s', [2753], and that of v' [2756'], they finally become 0da-v,02468, 

[27o2/] oday,02S54 ; being nearly the same as in [2755, 2756']. The mean of these two values is 

0day,02661, which differs but very little from [2757]. We may incidentally remark, that 

[2752g-] although the change of n into n — m, or n — m', affects a little the hour of the total 

tide, it is not necessary to notice this circumstance, in finding the height of the tide, as is 

evident from [2464a—b~\. 
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ascertaining this ratio. But we may determine this important element with 

greater accuracy, by using the differences of the observed hours ol the high 

water, at nearly three and a half days on each side of the maximum of 

the tides. For this purpose, we have considered, in the abovementioned 

collection of observations [2507", &c.], ninety-eight syzygies, and we have 

added the hours of high water in the morning and evening, on the second 

day before the syzygy ; these hours being counted from the apparent time 

of midnight in the morning tides, and from the time of noon in the evening 

tides. When the hour of high water has been observed but once in a day, 

we have doubled it ; by this means we have procured 196 observations. In 

like manner, we have added the hours of high water in the morning and 

evening, on the fifth day after the syzygy. The sum of these hours is 

16days,997222, on the second day before the syzygy, and 55days,386111, on 

the fifth day after the syzygy. Their difference, divided by 196, is equal to 

0day,195862; which is the retardation of the tides in the interval of these 

observations. 

We shall resume the equation of the preceding article [2726], 

. cos.2 v'. sin. 2 . (4'—4) 

tang. 2. (nt -\--a — 4 — x) = y---yi- 

— . COS.9 V+ -^3 . COS.2 v' . COS. 2 . (4' — 4) 

The ninety-eight syzygies which we have considered, having been taken 

indiscriminately, near the equinoxes, and near the solstices, we may suppose 

cos.2 v' = cos.9 v, and F — 4 equal to the synodical motion of the moon 

from the time of the greatest tide.* Now this time has fallen very near to 

* (1956) In the equinoxes, we have 

where cos. v'= cos. s' nearly, we have 

these two values, using [2578r/, &c.], is 

4'— 4=t v. cos. sr 

tv 

F—4= 
cos. s 

[2733e] ; and in the solstices, 

[2733/’]- The mean of 

i / 
V • 4 =r i . t v . ^ cos. s' -)-^—71 = t v = the mean synodical motion. 

Therefore if we take as many tides in the equinoxes as in the solstices, we may suppose the 

mean synodical motion, after the maximum, to be 4'—4? and before it, 4X—4; so 

that 2 . (4*— 4) is nearly equal to the synodical motion, in the whole interval [2761]. 

[2757"'] 

[2758] 

[2758'] 

[2758"] 

[2758'"] 

[2759] 

[2759'] 

[2760] 

[2760'] 

[2760"] 

[2760a] 

[27606] 

[2760c] 

l 
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[2761] 

[2762] 

[2762'] 

[2763] 

Ratio of 
the lunar 
and solar 
forces, 

[2764] 

[2765] 

[2765'] 

L2765"] 

[2766] 

[2762a] 

[27626] 

[2764a] 

[2765a] 

[2766a] 

the middle of the interval comprised between these observations ; therefore 

we may suppose 2.(4'—4) to be equal to the synodical motion of the 

moon during this interval [2760c]. Moreover, the hour of the greatest tide 

is determined by the equation* nt -j- ^ — 4. — >- = 0 [2479c] ; therefore 

2. (nt-j-® — 4—x) is the retardation of the tide, in the interval comprised 

between the observations. This retardation, estimated in degrees, supposing 

the whole circumference 400° to correspond to one day, being put equal to 

fJ-, we shall have,f 

77 

r'3 _ tang.fi 

L sin. 2.(4'—4) — tang.fi . cos. 2. (4"—4) * 
I'3 

The preceding observations give ^ = 783448" ;t but among the observations 

which precede the syzygy, 112 correspond to the evening high water; and 

among those which follow the syzygy, only 100 refer to the evening high 

water. Hence it is evident, that the mean interval of the observations is 

7dayT65249.§ If we suppose this interval to be divided exactly in two equal 

*(1957) The maximum of the tide corresponds to 4,==4-> and nt-\-a—4 — X=0 

[2479c]; in which — 4 [2131c] represents the horary angle, or hour of the 

day. Hence it appears, that the angle nt-\--m — 4 — *•> computed from [2760], for 

the fifth day after the syzygy, represents also the increment of this angle from the time of 

the maximum of the tide to that fifth day; and its double, or 2 . (n t -j- — 4—^)5 

represents the whole retardation, from the second day before, to the fifth day after the syzygy 

nearly; hence n = 2 . (n t -j-'5* — 4—7.) [2762,2763]. 

f (1958) Substituting f* [27626], and cos.2v = cos.2 v' [2760"], in [2760], we 

~z. sin.2,(4'—4) 
«et tang. p =____ ; hence we easily obtain [2764] . 

%+£• “s- 2- (+'-+) 

J (1959) This is deduced from 0day, 195862 [2759'], turned into degrees, estimating 

one day as equal to 400°. 

§ (1960) If there were as many evening as morning tides, on the second day before the 

syzygy, and on the fifth day after the syzygy, the whole interval would be 7 days, increased 

by the retardation of the tides [2759'] , making the interval 7days,195862. This is to be 

corrected, on account of the greater number of evening than morning observations. There 
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parts, at the instant of the maximum of the tide, and notice the argument of 

variation, we shall find 983284",* for the synodical motion of the moon [2767] 

are 196 observations on the second day before the syzygy [2758"] ; 112 in the evening [27666] 

[2765'], and 84 in the morning. In like manner, on the fifth day after the syzygy, 

there are 196 tides, of which 100 are evening tides [2765"], and 96 morning tides. We 

shall put, on the second day before the syzygy, T for the hour of the morning tide, counted [2766c] 

from the preceding midnight ; and T -\- t for the hour of the evening tide, counted from 

the preceding noon. Also T', T' + t, for the hours of the morning and evening tides [2766d] 

respectively, on the fifth day after the syzygy ; counted in like manner from the midnight, 

or noon, immediately preceding. Then we shall have, on the second day before the syzygy, 

84 T112 . (T-j- t) — l6days,997222 [2759,2766c]; and on the fifth day after the [2766e] 

syzygy, 96 T' -j- 100 . t) = 55days,386111 [2759, 2766d], Subtracting the first [2766/’] 

of these equations from the second, and dividing by 196, we get 

T' — T — tY26 . t — 0day, 195862 [2759']. [2766/] 

If we now count all these hours, T, jP —]— zf, T', T' -j- t, from the midnight preceding 

the morning tide, on the second day before the syzygy, they will become respectively 

T, 0day,5 -f T+1, 7days -f T’, 7days,5 -J- T'4-1. [2766g-] 

Making these changes in the first members of the equations [2766e, f], and dividing by 

196, we get for the mean of all the observations, on the second day before the syzygy, 

. (0day,5 —[~1 and on the fifth day after the syzygy, 7days-j-T'-J--[§-§. (0day,5[2766/t] 

The difference of these two expressions represents the mean interval between the observations, 

which is reduced by means of [2766/'], 

7days — tV26 X 0day,5 + (T' — T — tV2¥ • t) = 7days — 0'lay,030613 + 0day, 195862 

= 7daya, 165249, as in [2766]. [S766i] 

* (1961) The maximum tide happens about a day and a half after the syzygy [2544], 

being nearly at the middle of the interval between the observations made on the second day [2767a] 

before, and on the fifth day after the syzygy, as in [2766]. Now the whole interval being 

7days, 165249 [2766], and the moon’s mean synodical daily motion 12d 11 ™27s [2493c] ; 

the mean synodical motion, in half that interval, is 43d 40m SO'’,6. The equation of variation, [27676] 

corresponding to this angle, in Burg’s tables, is nearly 34m 22s,9. The sum is the corrected 

motion, in this half interval, 44d 14m 53s,5 = 49°, 1646 ; multiplying this by 2, we get [2767c] 

the motion in the whole interval, 98°,3292 ; being nearly as in [2769]. In finding the 

equation of variation, the angle 43d 40m 30s,4 is counted from the conjunction ; a small 

difference will be found, if we count it from the opposition. 

192 
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[2768] 

[2768'] 

[2769] 

The inter¬ 
vals of the 
tides prove 
the lunar 
force at 
Brest to 
be nearly 

[2770] 
3 times as 
great as 
the solar. 

[2768a] 

[27686] 

[2771a] 

[27715] 

during this interval, or for the value of 2 . (4/—If 

we shall have,* 

IJ 
,.'3 

3,053. 

This being premised, 

This value corresponds to the mean distance of the moon from the earth, 

because the equation of the variation is very nearly evanescent, at the limits 

of the interval comprised between these observations ; but we must increase 

it by a thirtieth part, as we have seen [2753'] ; hence we get, 

L' 

jJ 3 

which is very nearly equal to 3. The obse rv a tions of the heights and of the 

intervals of the tides concur therefore at Brest, in showing that the action of 

the moon on the tides is nearly three times that of the sun. 

36. We shall now consider separately the syzygies of the equinoxes, and 

those of the solstices, of Table VI [2738, &c.]. If we use the method of 

the preceding article, we shall finest 

«(1962) Substituting [2765], 2.(q/-47=988284" [2767] in [2764], we get [2768]. 

The effect of the variation in the lunar parallax, 80",25 . cos. 2 . (V -4) [2569a], is less 

than 2", or ^ Part of the whoie parallax 10558",64; therefore the parallax, or the 

distance r', may be considered as at its mean value. We must however change — into 

p . — for the reasons stated in [2753', &c.] ; and then [2768] becomes 
3 0 ^3 I L J 

whence we easily get [2769] nearly. 

y (1963) The computation of the quantities in [2771, 2772] is 

made as in [2743a—c]. The tides of the equinoxes [2738] give 

the system of equations [2771a], similar to [2743a]. The sum 

of these equations is 4 a 4*i b == lday,74022 ; the difference of 

the extreme equations is 

3 b = 0day, 17359 — 0day,39708 = 0day,07651 ; 

hence b = 0day,025503, and 

« = *.(( ,74022 — 6b) =4-0 >74022 — 0,15301S) = 0day,39680, 

EQUINOXES. 

a = O'^y,39708 

a+ 6 = 0 ,42222 
a + 26 = 0 ,44733 
«4-36 = 0 ,47359 

SOLSTICES. 

a = Oday,39606 
o+ 6 = 0 ,42592 
a-]-2 6 =0 ,45369 
«-[-36 = 0 ,48186 
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0day,39680 + 0flay,025503 . t', [,£££•.] 

for the expression of the hour of the total tide in the syzygies of the 

equinoxes, and 

0day,39648 + 0day,028600 . tf, [«&{£.] 

for that expression in the syzygies of the solstices. 

The mean hour of the syzygy at Brest is 0day,51612 in the first syzygies, 

and 0day,39722 in the last. Hence we deduce T = 0day,43725,* in the 

as in [2771]. In like manner, the tides of the solstices [2739] give the system [27716], 

whose sum is 4 «-f-6 6 = lday,75753. The difference of the extreme observations is 

3 6 = 0,48186 — 0,39606 = 0day,08580 ; hence, as in [2772], 

6 = 0day,02860, « = 1.(1,75753 — 6 6) = 0day,39648. 

If we combine these equations by the method of the least squares, as in [2347d—f], we 

shall obtain, from the system [277la], the two fundamental equations, 

4 a -f 6 6 = ldayr,74022, 6 « + 14 6 = 2days,73765 ; 

hence a=0day,39686, 6 = 0day,025464 ; and the hour of the tide in the equinoxes becomes 

0day,39686 -j- 0day,025464 . t', which differs but little from [2771]. In like manner, the 

system [27716] gives 4 a -f 6 6 = lday,75753. 6 « -f-14 6 = 2days,77888 ; hence 

« = 0day,39661, 6 = 0day,028517 ; and the hour of the tide in the solstices becomes 

0day,39661 -f- 0day,028517 . tr, being nearly as in [2772]. 

*(1964) These values of T are computed as in [2748a—d], using the expressions 

[2771, 2772], instead of [2745]. The equation corresponding to [27486] is in the 

equinoxes 0day,39680 -}- lday,025503 . x ; and this represents the hour T of the total tide 

at its maximum, counted from the midnight preceding the syzygy as an epoch [27486]. 

Subtracting the hour of the syzygy 0day,51612 [2773], we obtain the interval from the 

syzygy to the time of the maximum total tide, 

lday,025503 .æ+0day,39680 — 0day,51612 = lday,50724 [2544] ; 

hence x = 1,5861. Substituting this in the expression of T, counted from the midnight 

preceding the total tide, as in [2748e], we get from [2774a], 

T = 0day,39680 -f 0day,025503 . x = 0day,43725, 

as in [2774]. Proceeding in the same manner in the solstices, using [2772] instead of 

[2771], we get lday,028600 . x + 0day,39648 — 0day,39722 = lday,50724 [2772, 2774] ; 

hence a; =1,466, and T = 0day,39648 + 0day,028600 . x = 0day,43841, as in [2775]. 

[2771] 

Hour of 
the total 
tide in the 
syzygies, 
at Brest. 

[2772] 

[2773] 

[2774] 

[27716] 

[2771c] 

[2771(2 ] 

[2771e] 

[2771/] 

[2774a] 

[27746] 

[2774c] 

[2774d] 

[2774e] 
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[2775] 
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[2777] 
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retarda¬ 
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[2777'] 

■with the 
distance of 
the moon ; 

[2777"] 

[2778] 

[2779] 

[2780] 

[2781] 

and is less 
in the 

[2782] 

apogee 
than in the 
perigee of 
the moon. 

[2783] 

[2783a] 

observations of the syzygies of the equinoxes ; and T = 0day,43841, in 

the observations of the syzygies of the solstices. The difference between 

these values and 0day,43793 [2750], given by the whole of the observations 

of the syzygies, taken collectively in the preceding article, is within the 

limits of the errors of observation. 

It follows from the preceding expressions, that the coefficient of t', or, in 

other words, the daily retardation of the tide, near the syzygies, is less in the 

equinoxes than in the solstices. This result of observation agrees with the 

theory, which in the preceding article gives 0day,024679 [2755], and 

0day,028603 [2756'], for these coefficients, which differ but little from 

0day,025503, and 0day,028600, deduced from the observations in 

[2771, 2772]. 

37. The daily retardation of the tides varies very sensibly with the distance 

of the moon from the earth. To compare, upon this point, the theory with 

observation, we have added, in the tides of the perigee, of Table III [2607], 

the hours of high water in the morning, and in the evening, on the day of 

the syzygy ; these hours being counted from the apparent midnight in 

the morning, or from the apparent noon in the evening ; their sum is 

3days,476389. We have added, in like manner, the hours of high water in 

the morning, and in the evening, on the third day after the syzygy ; and 

have found 5days,719444 for the sum. The difference of these two sums, 

2days,243055, divided by 72, gives 0day,031154 for the daily retardation 

of the tide. 

In the tides of the apogee of the same table, the sum of the hours of high 

water on the day of the syzygy is 3days,642361, and the sum of the hours 

of high water on the third day after the syzygy is 5days,229514. The 

difference of these two sums lday,587153, divided by 72, gives 0day,022044 

for the daily retardation of the tides. Hence we see that this retardation is 

less in the apogee, than in the perigee, of the moon. Comparing the preceding 

results with the semi-diameters of the moon, in the observations of Table III 

[2607], we find that one minute variation in this semi-diameter corresponds 

to 258"* of variation in the daily retardation of the time of high water. 

* (1965) The difference of the semi-diameters must have been 3',53 to produce the 

above result. For the difference of the daily retardations is 
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We shall now see what the theory gives, relatively to this point. The [2783] 

observations of Table III [2607] having been taken indiscriminately, some 

near the equinoxes, and others near the solstices ; we may ..suppose 4/'—4 [2784] 

to be equal to the mean synodical motion of the moon in the syzygies 

[27606], and cos.V = cos.2v [2760"]. In this case, the daily retardation [2784] 

of the tides, near the syzygies, is by § 34 equal to* 

n 
3 

„.'3 1“ J3 

Daily re¬ 
tardation 
near the 
syzygies. 

[2785] 

But u is greater in the perigee of the moon than in the apogee ; we shall 

have very nearly, at these two points of the orbit, r/2u — r'2vt [585, &c.] ; [2786] 

r1 and v being relative to the mean distance of the moon in the syzygy. 
' . . [2787] 

Hence the preceding expression becomes, 

[2788] 

We have seen in [2753'], that 1_2_3 
4 0 * 

but this value must be [2788] 

0day,031154 — 0day,022044 = 0day,00911 [2779, 2781], [27836] 

or 911". Dividing this by 3',53, we get 253" [2783]. 

*(1966) The expression [2785] may be easily deduced from [2730], using formulas 

[2784, 2784'] ; but we may obtain it more simply, by taking the mean of the two functions 

[2752, 2756] ; putting cos.v'= cos. s', by which means we shall have very nearly 
[2785a] 

cos. s' 4- —:—7 = cos. s' -I-= 2 [2578a]. 
cos. v or,a 4 u j COS. i 

[27856] 

The value of the synodical motion v is greater in the perigee than in the apogee. If we put 

rf, vn for the mean values of r', v, we shall have very nearly r2 v = r\2 « [585, Sic.] ; [2785c] 

observing that the synodical motion differs but about a thirteenth part from the actual motion 

of the moon in its orbit. The value of 
L/ 
— may be put under the form îl . (<y. 

r/3 \r'J ’ 

v = . v/ [2785c], in [2785], it becomes as in [2788]. 

193 

substituting this and 

[2785c?] 
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[2789] 

[2790] 

[2791] 

[2792] 

[2793] 

decreased a thirtieth part [2753'] ; hence = 2,9725 . We have 
r/ r 

also found, in the syzygies of the perigee in Table III [2607], ~ =1,06057 ; 

?* ^ 

and in those of the apogee, ~ = 0,93943. Lastly we have, by reducing 

v into time, in proportion of the whole circumference 400° for one day, 

u = 0day,0354665. This being premised, the preceding formula [2788] gives 

0day,031125, for the daily retardation of the syzygial tides of the perigee 

in Table III [2607] ; and 0day,022272, for the daily retardation of those 

of the apogee. These differ but very little from the observed retardations 

0day,031154 [2779], and 0day,022044 [2781]. 

Equation 
to deter¬ 
mine the 
time of 
high 
water. 

[2794] 

[2794'] 

ON THE HOURS AND INTERVALS OF THE TIDES, NEAR THE QUADRATURES. 

38. If in the equation [2726], 

~. cos.2 v'. sin. 2 . (4'— 4) 
tang. 2 . (n t -f u — 4 — *-) = —-----, 

—. cos.2 v-\- ^3. cos.2 V. cos. 2. (4;—4) 

we change 4' into 100°-]-4,5 or into 300°-f-4* it according as the 

* (1967) Substituting « [2753] and ~ [2789], in [27S8] ; then rejecting the factor 
'/ 

L 
—, which occurs in the numerator and denominator, we get, for the daily retardation, 

2,9725 X 0day,0354665 . f^Y 
[2788a] -^-YZ . 

2,9725 . (j) + 1 

In the perigee, = 1,06057 ; in the apogee, -j — 0,93943 [2790]; and the 
[27886] r f 

corresponding values of the retardation [2788a] are 0day,031117, 0day,022265, respectively, 

being nearly as in [2792]. 

[2794a] f (1968) If we change 4' int0 4'+100°> 01’ 4'+800°, as in [2794'], the formula 

[2794] will become of the following form ; in which 4*— 4 will be small near the 

quadratures, as in [26326, c] : 
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moon is near its first, or its last quarter ; and suppose -V — 4 to be 

so small near these points, that we may neglect its third power, we 

shall have, 

(+'—+) • pj • cos.2 V 

nt —= 4 — ^ — -yj—-f-- 
— . COS. V -. cos/ V 

Putting therefore T for the apparent hour of the minimum of the total tide, 

the apparent hour of any tide near the quadrature will be,* 

(4'—4) • -ji • cos.2 v' 

T +Z' ~ L ~ ’ 

—T7 . COS/v-o . cos/v 
tpf o rp* 

the angles f and ^ being counted from the quadrature. 

4/. cos. v' is the motion of the moon in its orbit, near the quadratures of 

the equinoxes [2636/*]. We shall put r' for this motion, during the interval 

of two consecutive tides of the morning or evening, near the quadratures, 

which interval we shall here take for unity ; t the number of these intervals, 

from the minimum of the total tide, unto the tide under consideration ; then 

we shall have 4/ .cos. v' = r ' t. Now putting r for the sun’s motion, in 

the time taken for unity, we shall have 4, = r£.cos.s [2636c, &c.] ; 

therefore the apparent time of the total tide, near the quadratures of the 

equinoxes, will be, 

— — . cos.2 v'. sin. 2 . (4</— 40 

tang. 2. (nt-\-K — 4 — x) = p-27-- • 
— . cos.2 v — — . cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (]>' — 4^) 

Neglecting the third power of 4^—4» we may use the values [2727J] ; by which means 

the preceding expression, after dividing it by 2, may be reduced to the form [2795], by 

changing the signs of the numerator and denominator. 

* (1969) The equation [2795] may be derived from [2727], by changing the sign 

of L. Making the same change in [2730], which was derived from [2727], we get [2797] ; 

T being, in this case, the time of the minimum of the total tide. 
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[2794''] 

[2795] 

T. 
[2796] 

Hour of 
total tide 
near the 
quadra¬ 
tures. 

[2797] 

[2797] 

r'. 
[2798] 

[2799] 

t. 

[2800] 

[2801] 

r. 
[2802] 

[27946] 

[2794c] 

[2797a] 
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Theoreti¬ 
cal compu¬ 
tation of 
the hour of 

[2803] 
the total 
tide, in the 
quadra¬ 
tures of 
the equi¬ 
noxes, 

[2804] 

and of the 
solstices. 

[2805] 

[2805'] 

Observed 
hours of 
the total 
tide at 
Brest, in 
the quad¬ 
ratures, 

of the 
equinoxes, 

[2806] 

and of the 
solstices. 

[2807] 

[2803a] 

T + 

L' 0 . C r' ) 
— . cos. v . < --, — r . cos. s } . 
ra ( cos. v ) 

l/ ~ l ; 
-75- . cos.~v-7 . cos. V 
q*' O q*0 

* 

In the quadratures of the solstices, we havef = r't, cos. s' [26386] ; 

4 = 
COS. V 

[2638a—6] ; therefore the hour of the total tide then becomes, 

T + 

U 9 , ( . , r 
—7-. cos. v . < r . cos. s- 
ra ( cos. v 

.t 

jJ3 
. cos.2 v' — . cos/v 

We shall noto compare these results with observations. 

39. For this purpose, we have determined the hours of the total tides of 

Table IV [2646, 2647], corresponding to the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3 ; by taking 

the mean of the hours of high water in the two tides, corresponding to 

the same number ; these hours being counted from the apparent midnight 

preceding. We have found the following results : 

TABLE VII. 

QUADRATURES OF THE EQUINOXES. 

Number of the total tide. Apparent hours of the total tide at Brest. 

0 

1 

2 

3 

0day,60566 

0 ,66125 

0 ,72411 

0 ,77815 

0 

1 

2 

3 

QUADRATURES OF THE SOLSTICES. 

0day,61863 

. 0 ,66311 

0 ,70933 

. 0 ,75856 

* (1970) The calculation in this paragraph is similar to [2636c—g]. The equations 

[2636/, c], for the time t, correspond respectively to [2801, 2802] ; and [2636g] changes 

into 4/—A, — t. \ ——, — r . cos. S j ; substituting this in [2797], we get [2803]. 
T ( cos. v 3 

f (1971) In the quadratures of the solstices we have nearly s=v ; hence the values of 
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We shall first consider the whole of these observations collectively. Taking 

the mean of the hours of the total tides [2806, 2807], corresponding to the 

same number in the quadratures of the equinoxes, and in those of the 

solstices ; we obtain 

0day, 61215, 0day,66218, 0day,71672, 0day,76835, 

for the apparent hours of the total tides, corresponding to the numbers 0, 1, 

2, 3. Using the method in [2740—2745], we find for the expression of 

these hours,* 

0day,61175 4- 0day,052067 . if ; 

t' being the number of intervals taken for unity, counted from the time of 

the total tide on the day of the quadrature. To deduce the constant 

quantity T from the formulas of the preceding article, we shall observe that 

when the tide is lday,052067 distant from the quadrature, its hour increases 

by 0day,052067 [2809], In the quadratures of Table VII [2806, 2807], 

the hour of the quadrature at Brest, taking the mean value, is 0day,46828. 

Therefore if we suppose x to be the value of t' [2809'] corresponding to the 

hour of the minimum of the total tide, we shall have for this hour, 

0day,61175 + 0day,052067 . £ ; 

44 4', [2638«—5], become as in [2804], and -V—4' — ^ V. cos. s'— —- | . t. If we 

substitute this in [2797], we get [2805]. 

* (1972) The computation is made as in [2743a—c], using the 

numbers [2808] instead of [2740]. Hence we get the annexed 

equations, from which we find, 

b = $ . (0day,76835 — 0day,61215) = 0day,052067, 

and a =£. (0day,61215 + 0day,66218 + 0day,71672 -f 0day,76835) —f& i=0day,61175 ; 

substituting these in [2741], we get [2809]. 

We may also find the values of a, b, by means of the method of the least squares, as in 

[2743d—/]. For the sum of the equations [2808a] is 4 a -J- 6 b = 2days75940 ; and 

the sum of the products found by multiplying each of them by 0, J, 2, 3, respectively, is 

6 a -j- 14 b = 4days,40067. From these we get a = 0day,61138, b — 0day,052314 ; and 

[2741] becomes 0day,61138 -j- 0day,052314 . t' ; which differs but little from [2809], 

194 

a = 0day,61215 
a y 6 = 0 ,66218 
«-(-26 = 0 ,71672 
a-j-36 = 0 ,76835 

[2808] 

Hours of 
the total 
tide in 
the quad¬ 
ratures. 

[2809] 

[2809'] 

[2810] 

[2811] 

[2811] 

[2812] 

[2813] 

[28036] 

[2808a] 

[28086] 

[2808c] 

[2308*1?} 
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and this last hour will follow after the quadrature by 

[2814] lday,052067 . x + 0day, 14347. 

Now T is the hour of the total tide corresponding to the minimum, and this 

hour follows after the quadrature by lday,50724 [2544] ; putting this 

[2815] quantity equal to the function lday,052067 . x -f- 0day,14347, we obtain x ;* 

value of and then we find, 
T, 

[2816] T = 0day,61175 + 0day,052067 . x = 0day,67924. 
or of the 
hour of the , , , 

minknum qphis j§ tpe time of the minimum of the total tide at Erest, m the 

at mes? quadratures. This hour must therefore exceed by a quarter of a day the 
in the 

tures1?' hour of the maximum of the total tide, which we have found in [2750] to be 

[2817] equal to 0day,43793. But the difference of these two hours is only 

[2818] 0day,24131, which is less by about 8'| than a quarter of a day. This 

seems to indicate an anticipation in the hour of high water at Brest, in 

proportion as the height of the tide at full sea decreases. We have already 

noticed a similar effect, in the height of the zero of the scale of observation, 

above the level of the sea, determined by the tides of the syzygies [2573], 

and by those of the quadratures [2693, &c.]. These are probably the slight 

[2818'] variations, arising from the hypothesis we have used, that the two partial 

solar and lunar tides are placed the one above the other, as if they were 

separately arranged upon the level surface of the sea ; which is not the case 

except the undulations are infinitely small. 

* (1973) The calculation of this part is made as in [2748a, &c.], or rather as in 

[2816a] [2774a—e] ; using the quantities 0day,61175, 0day,052067 [2S09], 0day,46828 [2811% 

instead of 0day,39680, 0day,025503, 0day,51612 [2774a, 5], respectively ; by which 

means [2774c] becomes as in [2814], 

[28166] lday,052067 . x + 0day,61175 — 0day,46828 = lday,50724 ; 

hence x = 1,296. The same changes being made, in the value of T [2774d], it becomes 

[2816c] T= 0day,61175 -f-0day,052067 .æ=0day,67923, nearly as in [2816]. Subtracting the hour 

[2816c?] of maximum 0day,43793 [2750], the difference is 0day,24131 ; this varies 0day,00869, or 

S',69, from a quarter of a day, which is the difference by the theory. For the maximum 

[2816c] tide corresponds to 4'—4 = 0, in [2729, |730], and the minimum to 4'—4 = 0 in 

[2797] ; but in the last case 4" differs 100° or 300° [2794'] from its value in [2730] ; 

therefore the times of maximum and minimum must differ 100°, or one quarter of a day ; 

[2816/] observing that 300° is equivalent to —100°,. the whole circumference being 400°. 
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We shall now determine the value of the coefficient of t' which results from 

the theory of gravity. We have seen in the preceding article [2803], that 

this coefficient in the quadratures of the equinoxes, is equal to 

Id „ , C r' „ > 
—^ . COS. ' V . < --, — r . COS. 2 \ 
rà ( cos. v ) 

1* O / i Q 

. COS. v-- • cos/ V 
rffio rpo 

We may suppose cos.2 v' = ^ p' — -fa X 20,69652 [2708, 2714] ; 

COSt2v==_i_p = _i_.x23,68841 [2708', 2714]. Moreover, in the quadratures, 

T1 T 
— — y_7 , _ [2687] ; and this value must be decreased one thirtieth part 

[2753'].* r' is the mean motion of the moon, near the quadratures, in the 

interval of two tides, from one day to another, near the quadratures of the 

equinoxes. This interval is equal tof lday,05750 ; and the motion must 

be decreased on account of the equation of variation, r is the corresponding 

mean motion of the sun.f Lastly we may suppose 

cos.2a = JT? = * X 20,47926 [2709, 2714]. 

* (1974) By this means we shall get ~ == -Vo7- X fL ^ = 2,8275 . — . 

f (1975) The daily retardation of the hour of the total tide, at this time, is 0day,057493 

[2833] ; hence the interval of the two daily tides [2821'] is lday,057493, being 

nearly as in [2822]. 

J (1976) The mean daily motion of the sun [2493c], is 59m8s=l°,0951. Multiplying 

this by the interval lday,05750, we get the value of r in degrees ; which is to be reduced 

to time as in [2731], by putting 400° = lday ; hence we get, 

r= 1°,0951 x 1,05750 = 1°,1580 = 0day,002895. 

In like manner, from the moon’s mean daily motion in the quadratures, corrected for the 

variation, I2d 55w 58s = 14°,36975 [2636/], we obtain, 

r' = 14°,36975 X 1,05750 = 15°, 1960 = 0day,037990. 

These values of r, r', correspond to the formula [2819], whose numerical value is found in 

[2825] ; the interval being lday,05750 [2822]. They must be decreased in the ratio 

in the formula [2826], where the interval is lday,04644 [2828] ; and they will 

then become r = 0day,002865, r'= 0day,037600. 

[2818"] 

Daily re¬ 
tardation 
of the hour 
of the total 
tide in the 
quadra¬ 
tures of 
the equi¬ 
noxes. 

[2819] 

[2820] 

[2821] 

[2821'] 

[2822] 

[2823] 

[2824] 

[2821a] 

[2822a] 

[2823a] 

[28236] 

[2823c] 

[2823d] 

[2823c] 

[2823/] 
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[2825] 

Daily re¬ 
tardation 
in the 
quadra- 
ratures 
of the 
solstices. 

[2826] 

This being premised, we shall find 0day,06425* for the coefficient of f, 

given by the theory in the quadratures of the equinoxes. 

In the quadratures of the solstices, the coefficient of t [2805] is equal to 

LI 
,.'3 . cos.2 v', r\ cos 

COS. V ) 

o f JLj çj 
—3. COS. V-— . COS.“V 

[2827] Here cos.2 v' = A q' = A x 23,75422, cos.2 v = A 7 = A X 20,47926, 

[2708', 2714]. r and r' are the motions of the sun and moon, in the 

interval of two tides, on successive days, near the quadratures of the 

[2828] solstices, which interval is nearly lday,04664 [2834]. The moon’s motion 

must be decreased, on account of the argument of variation. Moreover, 

JJ L 
[2829] — = A7 . — [2687] ; but as there are eighteen summer, and six winter 

quadratures, in the observations of Table VII [2806, 2807], the value of 

[2829'] ~ ought to be decreased one fortieth part.f Lastly, we must decrease 

U 
[2830] — by a thirtieth part [2753']. This being premised, we find 0day,04528, 

JJ 
* (1977) Substituting in [2819] the values of — [2821a], cos.2 V = ^p', 

[2825a] ’ 

cos.2 v = AP [2820] ; dividing the numerator and denominator by ^-X 2,8275 . — , and 

then using the values of p, p\ [2714], it becomes 

A 

d_P~ 
1 2,8275 

[28256] = 1,680097 . \ — — — r. cos. s j . 
L 1 (. cos.v > 

[2825c] Now we have r, r', [2823Z>, c?], cos. V [2820], cos. s [2824] ; hence 

1,680097 . —= 0flay,06874, 1,680097 . r . cos. s = 0day,00449, 
cos.v 

[2825c? ] 
and 0day,06874 — 0day,00449 = 0day,06425, as in [2825]. 

f (1978) It appears from [2696] that in consequence of the greater number of summer than 
L L 

[2828a] of winter solstices [2696a, &c.], we must change - into , in the formula [2826]. 

cos.v 

0_20,69652 ( r 
7 — 1 . cos. s ^ — 20j69G52_8,37787 ' 1 cos.v' — r. cos. s 1 
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for the coefficient of t* given by the theory in the quadratures of the solstices. 

If we add the two coefficients [2825, 2830], relative to the equinoxes and 

solstices, and take the half of the sum 0day,05476, it will be the coefficient of t 

in the whole collection of observations of Table VII. This coefficient is by 

observation 0day,052067 [2809]. The difference is within the limits of 

the errors of the observations and of the elements used in the calculation. 

We shall now consider separately the observations of the quadratures of the 

< quinoxes, and those of the quadratures of the solstices, in Table VII 

[2806, 2807]. If we use the preceding method, we shall find, for the 

hour ol the total tide near the quadratures of the equinoxes,! 

0day,60605 + 0day,057493 . t! ; 

and for the hour of the total tides near the quadratures of the solstices, 

0day,61744 -f 0day,046643 . t'. [ solstices.] 

*(1979) Substituting in [2826], the values of ^ [2821a], ^ [2828a], cos/V, 

L 
cos.2 v [2827] ; dividing the numerator and denominator by X 2,8275 . — ; using the 

values of q, q* 1, [2714], we get, 

q'  3 9  1  
1 40’ 2,8275 

= 1,42306 . £ r'. cos. s'---— j . 
( cos. v ) 

We have r, r', [2823/], cos. s' [2709], cos. v [2827]; hence 

IV42306 . U. cos. s' = 0day,04969, 1,42306 . —== 0day,00441, 
COS. V 

and 0dar,04969 —0day,00441 ==0day,04528, as in [2830]. 

? f (1980) This calculation is made as in [2771a, 6], using the 

numbers [2806, 2807] instead of [2738, 2739], by which means 

we get the annexed systems of equations [2833a, 5], corresponding 

to the equinoxes and solstices respectively, similar to [2771a, 5]. 

Then by the method of the author, we have in the equinoxes, 

b = £ . (0dar,77815 — 0day,60566) = 0day,057493, 

a — l. (0day,60566+ 0day,66l25 -ff 0day,72411 + 0day,77815) — § b 

= 0day,60605. 

EdUINOXES. 

a = 0day,60566 
a + 6 = 0 ,66125 
a + 26 = 0 ,72411 
«4-36 = 0 ,77815 

SOLSTICES. 

a = Oday, 61863 
a 4- 6 = 0 ,66311 
a + 2 6=0 ,70933 
a -j- 3 6=0 ,75856 

(„, , r ) 23,75422 _, r 7 
4 r . cos. s — > — no tvxACkCi « nui ci • x r • COS. S / 
( cos.v ) 23,75422 — 7,06181 ( cos.v ) 

[2831] 

[2832] 

Hours of 
the total 
tide at 

[2833] 

Brest, in 
the quad- 
ratures. 

[2834, 

[2829a] 

[28296] 

[2829c] 

[2829tZ] 

[2833a] 

[28336] 

195 
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[2835] The mean hour of the quadrature at Brest, is 0day,44418 in the first 

quadratures, and 0day,49239 in the second. Hence we find T equal to 

[2830] oday,67919,* * by the observations of the quadratures of the equinoxes; and 

T equal to 0day,67904, by the observations of the quadratures of the 

[2838] solstices. The differences between these values and 0day,67924, found in 

[2816], by the combination of all the observations in the equinoxes and in 

the solstices, are within the limits of the errors of the observations. 

It follows from the preceding expressions, that the coefficient of t\ or in 

[2838'] other words, the daily retardation oj the tides, near the quadratures, is greater 

Substituting these in [2741], we get [2833]. In like manner, from the system [28335], we 

get in the solstices, 

5 = J . (0day,75856 — 0day,61863) = 0day,046643, and 
[28336'] 

a = l. (0day,61863 4-0day,66311 + 0day,70933 -f- 0day,75856) — §5 = 0day,61744; 

hence [2741] becomes as in [2S34]. 

We may also find the values of a, 5, by the method of the least squares, as in [2771c—/]. 

The system of equations [2833a] will by this method give, in the equinoxes, 

[2833c] 0day,60524 -f 0day,058034. t\ 

instead of [2833] ; and the system [28335] will give, in the solstices, 

[2833d] 0day,61751 -f 0day,046601 . t', 

instead of [2834]. These differ but little from the results of the methods of the author. 

* (1981) Making the calculation as in [2816a—/], we must change, in the quadratures 

of the equinoxes, 0day,61175, 0day,052067 [2809], 0day,46828 [28117]; into 0day,60605, 

0day,057493 [2833], 0day,44418 [2835], respectively; and in the quadratures of the 

[2836&] solstices, into 0day,61744, 0day,046643 [2834], 0day,49239 [2836], respectively. In 

the former case, the equations [28165, c] become, in the equinoxes, 

[2836c] 
lday,057493 . x + 0day,60605 — 0day,44418 = lday,50724, 

T — 0day,60605 -f 0day,057493 . x ; 

[2836d] from the first of these equations we get #=1,2722, and the second gives T=0day,67919, 

as in [2836]. In the second case, the equations [2S165, c] become, in the solstices, 

[2836e] 
lday,046643 . x + 0day,61744 — 0day,49239 = lday,50724, 

T= 0day,61744 + 0day,046643 . x ; 

^SSe/1] from which we get, in the solstices, x — 1,3206, T — 0day,67904, as in [2837]. 
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in the equinoxes than in the solstices. This result of observation is conformable 

to the theory, which has given 0day,06425 [2825], and 0day,04528 [2830]. 

These differ but little from the coefficients 0day,057493, 0day,046643, deduced 

from observation [2833, 2834]. The difference ivill be still less, if ive notice 

the third powers of f—4? neglected in [2726', 2794"], and which become 

sensible, especially near the quadratures of the equinoxes.* 

40. The daily retardation of the tides, near the quadratures, increases in 

the tides of the perigee, and decreases in those of the apogee; and this 

phenomenon, arising from the variation of the moon’s distance, is less in the 

tides of the quadratures, than in those of the syzygies. To compare the 

theory, relatively to this part, with observation, we have added, in eleven 

quadratures, in which the semi-diameter of the moon is less than twenty-eight 

minutes, the retardation of the tides, both in the morning and in the evening, 

* (1982) If we do not neglect the third power of f— 4? in [2727, &c.], its expression 

[2734] will contain t'3 ; and instead of the expression of the hour of the tide a -j- b f 

[2741], we shall have ct-\-b t' ct'3. Now if we put successively t = 0, t= 1, 

t — 2, t — 3, the numbers in the quadratures of the equinoxes [2806] will give, 

0day,60566 = a, 0day,66125 = a -f b + c, 

Oday,72411 = a-|-2ô-{-Sc, 0daq77815 = a-f 3b f 27c. 

Combining these equations by the method of the least squares, we obtain the three 

fundamental equations, 

4a-|-6ft + 36c=2,76917, 6a-f 146-j-98c=4,44392, 36a-f 986-f 7945=27,46418 ; 

whence we obtain a = 0day,60464, b = 0day,05928, c~ — 0day,000142. This value 

of b = 0,05928, comes nearer to the value by the theory 0,06425 [2825], than the value 

0,057493, computed in [2833]. We may proceed in the same manner with the numbers 

in the solstices [2807], from which we get, 

0day,6l863 — a, ' 0day,66311 =af b -fc, 

0day,70933 = a-\-2b -\-Qc, 0day,75856 = a-]- 35 -f 27 c. 

The three fundamental equations deduced from these, by the principle of the least squares, are 

4a-f-6è-j-36c=2,74963, 6«-f- 146 + 98c=4,35745, 36a + 986 + 794c=26,81887 ; 

whence we get a = 0day,61861, b = 0day,044292, c = 0day,000262. This value of b 

differs rather less from that by the theory 0daq04528 [2830], than the value 0day,046643, 

found in [2834], from the observations. 
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[2840'"] 

[2840""] 

[2840--] 

[2840vi] 

[2840’'»] 

[2841] 

[2841'] 

Daily re¬ 
tardation 
ol the 
tide in the 
syzygies. 

[2842] 

[2842'] 

[2841a] 

[28416] 

[2843a] 

[28436] 

on the day of the quadrature, and in the three following corresponding tides, 

and have found the sum to he 3days,26667. We have likewise added, in 

eleven corresponding quadratures, in which the moon’s semi-diameter exceeds 

twenty-nine minutes and a half, the retardation of the tides, both in the 

morning and evening, from the day of the quadrature to the third following 

tide corresponding ; and have found 3days,39306 for the sum of these 

retardations. The sum of the moon’s semi-diameters is 30222" in the 

eleven first quadratures, and 32728" in the last quadratures ; therefore 

an augmentation of 2506" in the sum of these semi-diameters, has produced 

an increase of 0day, 12639, in the sum of the retardations. Hence if 

follows, that an increase of one minute in the semi-diameter of the moon, 

produces 84" in the daily retardation of the tides, near the quadratures,* 

This increase is about one third of that corresponding to the same variation 

of the moon's semi-diameter in the syzygies, which wets found, in [2783], 

to be 258". 

The daily retardation of the tides near the syzygies, found in [2788], is 

If we suppose r' — rj — <5 /, the increment of the retardation of the 

tides, corresponding to the diminution — <5 /, will bef 

* (1983) The variation for 2506", or 25',06, in the semi-diameter [2840vii], is 

3days,39306 — 3days,26667 = 0day, 12639 = 12639" [2840"", 2840v]. 

12639 
Hence the variation for one minute is 0_ — = 504" ; and as there are three days, and 

25,Go 

two tides in each day [2840'"], this must be divided by 6, to obtain the daily variation 84", 

corresponding to an increase of one minute in the moon’s semi-diameter. 

f (1984) If we put for brevity we shall have 

r' = r! — oV=r/.(l — P) ; p = = 1 + P’ 

neglecting p2, and the higher powers of p. Substituting these in [2842], and then developing 

according to the powers of p, it becomes, by putting R for its value when p= 0 [2843'], 
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3 ■ *.3 

« 

R being the mean daily retardation of the tides, near the syzygies. In like 

manner we shall find, from [2797],* 

9 77 

r/3 ?3 

for the increment of the retardation of the tides, corresponding to —<5/ in 

the quadratures, R' being the mean daily retardation of the tides at that 

time. In these expressions we may suppose, without any sensible error, 

U 3L 11R Sr' R1 5F 
that — = — [2706] ; then they becomef —— . —- and T • ~ * 

t, t6 Qrzr 

3?.\’\ 

X'-|-X ) 

* (1985) The retardation of the tide in the syzygies is obtained from [2730], in the 

quadratures from [2797] ; and the last may be derived from the first, by merely changing 

the sign of L [2797«]. Making the same change in the increment [2843], corresponding 

to the syzygies, we obtain the increment in the quadratures [2844] ; R being supposed to 

become R in the quadratures [2844']. 

U L 
f (1986) Substituting — =3.- [2706], in [2843, 2844], they become respectively 

ijVjR.ih, as in [2845]. Now we have R = 0day,027052 = 2705" 
r, rt 

nearly [2745] ; R = 5207" [2809]. Hence the two preceding expressions are 

-V- X 2705"and J X 5207" . X ; 
K r, 

which are to each other in the ratio of 258" to 90" nearly as in [2847]. 

196 

^•(l+P)5^ Xh (1 -f- 5 p).  X'. (1-j- 5 p). o, 

X'.(l-f- p)3-fx X'-}-X-|-3p.X' x'+x 

=^dl+^-C-^r)=Rd1+^C^î8)l- 
The term of this expression depending on p is the same as in [2843]. 
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[2844] 

[2844'] 
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[2844a] 

[28446] 

[2845a] 

[28456] 
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[2850a] 

[2853a] 

[2853&] 

[2853c] 

But by what precedes, R = 2705" [2745], R' — 5207" [2809] ; and 

if the first of these retardations he supposed equal to 258" [2783], the second 

will he 90" ; the observations give 84" [2841] ; therefore the theory and 

observations agree upon this point. 

41. We can now reduce to numbers the expression [2463], which represents 

the height of the tide ay above the surface of equilibrium at any time. We 

have seen, in [2464<7, e], that the terms of this expression multiplied by B 

and Q are insensible at Brest. We may also, by reason of the smallness of 

A [24656], suppose y — x [2481e], in the term multiplied by A. The 

constant quantity x is the interval by which the solar tide at Brest follows 

after the time of the passage of the sun over the meridian [2419', 2131c] ; 

this interval being reduced to degrees, allowing 400° for a day. Now 

from the combination of all the observations of the syzygial tides, this 

interval is 0day, 18793 [2751] ; and by those of the quadratures, the interval 

is 0day, 17924.* The mean of these two results is 0day, 18358 ; and by 

reducing it to degrees, we get the value we shall assume for x, namely, 

x = 73°,432. This being premised, the expression of ay for Brest isf 

ay — — 0met,,02745 . {i3 . (1 — 3 . sin.2 v) + 3 i'3. (1 — 3 . sin.2 v')} 

+ 0"‘-,07179. | 
i3 . sin. v . cos. v . cos. (u — 73°,432) 

-j- 3 i'3. sin. v'. cos. V. cos. (u 4-4 — f— 73°,432) 

-f* 0met,,78112. 
i3 . cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (u — 73°,432) 

f Si'3. cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (u + 4 — 4'— 73°,432) !■ 

* (19S7) The minimum of the total tide at Brest is 0day,67924 [2816], in the 

quadratures, which represents the middle time between the two times of high water [2728]. 

This must evidently differ 0day,5 nearly from the time of the solar high water following 

after the sun’s passage over the meridian, which must therefore be at Qday,l7924. 

f (1988) Substituting [2568,2706] in the term of [2463] depending on (l-j-3.cos.2é), 

it produces the first line of [2853], having the factor —0me%02745. In the term depending 

on A [2463], we must put y = X=73°,432 [2848,2852], nt-{-■zs — 4==u 

L JJ 
[2131c, 2853'], nt-J-« — 4' = « + 4 — 4^ If we suppose -, —, to correspond 

to the mean distances of the sun and moon, we must multiply these quantities by i3, i'3, 

respectively [2855]. Lastly, substituting the value [2706], we get for this term of [2463] 

the following expression, 
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Symbols. 

The symbols in this formula are as follows. First, u is the surfs horary v. 

angle, or the angle which the sun describes by its diurnal motion, from the t2853l 

time of its passage over the meridian of Brest to the time for which the 

computation is made [28536]. Second, v and v' are the declinations of the [2854] 

sun and moon respectively ; the northern declinations being supposed positive, 

and the southern negative. Third, 4 an(l V are ^ie right ascensions of the 4, g. 

sun and moon respectively [213QW/, 2426]. Fourth, i is the ratio of the mean . , 

distance of the sun to its actual distance ; and i' is the actual parallax of the [2855] 

moon, divided by the constant term of this parallax [2853c]. Fifth, the 

quantities v, v', 4? fi i and F, correspond to the time which precedes the 

time under consideration by lday,50724 [2544, 2463", 2472', &c.]. ^ ^ 

The different causes w7hich modify the oscillations of the sea, on our 

coasts, and probably also the error of the hypothesis of infinitely small [2856'] 

oscillations, which we have used, make the preceding formula vary a little 

from observations. Thus the time of low water determined by this formula, 

differs some minutes from the observed time [2818] ; because it takes the [2856"] 

tide less time to ebb than to flow at Brest. We perceive also that, by the 

operation of the same causes, the level of the sea [2573, 2693] is rather 

higher in the syzygies than in the quadratures. These causes seem also to 

A.~.{i3. sin.v. cos.v. cos. («—73°,432) -f- 3 V3. sin.v'. cos V. cos.(y-}~4—V—73° ,432)]. [2853c/ ] 

The value of A . ^ might be obtained from [2630], by substituting the values of v, V, 

also y = X [28536]. The author has not given the values of v, v'; but if we put 

v=v'— 22°, we shall obtain the factor 0met-,07179, used in [2853]. For in this case [2853e] 

we shall have 2 . sin. v . cos. v =2 . sin. v . cos. V = sin. 2v = sin. 44° == 0,63742. If 

we substitute this and [2706] in [2630], we get 

0met-,183 — 4A.~.{2. sin. v . cos. v) = 4 A . ~ . 0,63742. [SSSS/1] 

* L 0,183) 
Hence A .- = 4^0,63742 = °met'}0717and the function [2853rf] becomes as in 

the second term of [2853], depending on the factor 0met-,07179. Lastly, substituting 

[2706] in [2704], we get P. — = 0met-,78112 ; hence the term multiplied by P [2463] [2853g-] 

becomes as in the last term of [2853] ; the factors i3, i'3, and the values of X [2853c, 6], 

being used as above. 
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[2856'"] retard the tides in proportion to their magnitudes. Notwithstanding these 

slight variations, we may use the preceding formula in calculating the 

heights of the tides, because they may be altered by the winds in a much 

more sensible manner. 

This formula furnishes a simple method of determining the greatest tides 

[3856""] which happen in each syzygy. The knowledge of these very high tides is 

interesting in the labors and operations in the sea ports, and is also useful in 

preventing the accidents which might happen from the inundations produced by 

these tides. It is therefore important to ascertain the heights of these tides 

by previous calculations. This may be done in the following manner. The 

greatest tide, as we have seen, follows after the time of new moon, or full 

moon, about a day and a half [2544], and at the time of this high tide, the 

angles u _ 73°,432 and « -f 4 — 4' — 73°,432 are nothing, or equal 

to two right angles [2479c] ; therefore we shall then have, 

[2856V] 

[2857] ay = — 0mct-,02745 . {i3. (1 — 3 . sin.2 v) + 3 i'3. (1 — 3 . sin.2 v')} 

Height of 
the great¬ 
est tide 
near the 
syzygies. 
First form ; 

-f 0me%07179 . {dh i3 • sin. v . cos. v ± 3 i'3. sin. v'. cos. v'} 

+ 0met-,78112 . {i3. cos.2v + 3U3. cos.2 v'}. 

[2857] 

Second 
form ; 

[2857"] 

In this expression we may neglect the two first terms, which are very small 

in comparison with the last ; besides, they have no sensible effect, except 

near the solstices, where the tides are considerably decreased by the 

declinations of the bodies. Then we shall have, 

ay = 0met*,78112. {i3. cos.2 v + 3 i'3. cos.2 v'}. 

[2857"'] 

Third and 
best form. 

[2858] 

In the syzygies of the equinoxes i = 1 very nearly, v and v are nothing, 

and the mean value of i'3 is fi [25696—c, 2855] ; taking therefore unity 

for the mean value of ay near the syzygies of the equinoxes, its value for any 

syzygy whatever will hef 

a y = T\°3 • {i3 • COS.2 v + 3 i'3. cos.2 v'}. 

[2854a] 

*(1989) Putting t= 1, ;,3=fN v = 0, v'=0, in [2857"], it becomes 

ay = 0met-,78112 x J46<f? equal to the mean value of the tide in the syzygy, represented 

by unity in [2857'"]. Hence 0met-,78112 = ; substituting this in [2857"], we 

get [2858]. 
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Thus we shall have, by this very simple formula, the height of the greatest 

tide, which follows in one or two days after the time of new or full moon. 

The quantities i, i', v, v', correspond to the time of the syzygy. This formula 

will also determine the greatest ebb of the tide, below the surface of 

equilibrium. For it follows from the general expression of ay [2853], that 

the sea falls as much below the surface of equilibrium, at low water, as it is 

elevated above it in the corresponding high water.* The height of the tide 

taken for unity, may be determined, by means of numerous observations of the 

differences of the elevations of the tide, between high water and low water, 

upon the first and second days after the syzygies, near the equinoxes. For the 

half of the mean value of these differences will express very nearly the height 

of the tide taken for unity. 

42. To complete this theory, we must now determine the time of high 

water, by a simple formula, which may be easily reduced to tables. For this 

purpose, we shall resume the equation [2466], 

~. cos.9 v . sin. 2 . (4 — 40 
tang. 2 . (n t -f- & — f— 0 = -p----j-• 

—-.cos.V-f--x. cos.2 v. cos. 2. (4 — 40 
f 6 Tô 

This equation contains seven variable quantities r, /, v, V, nt, 4? 40 s0 

that it would be difficult, in its present form, to reduce it to tables ; but we 

may simplify it, by the consideration that the semi-diameters of the sun and 

moon differ but very little from each other. W? shall put H, H1, for the apparent 

semi-diameters of the sun and moon respectively, at their mean distances from 
jj p 

the earth, in which situations we have found — = 3. — [2706] ; and 

h, h\ for their actual semi-diameters. We shall then have, by observing that 
jj 

in the preceding formula — must be decreased about one thirtieth part, 

or more accurately, in the ratio of 2,89811 to 3 [2755], 

* (1990) Neglecting, as in [2857'], the effect produced by the two first terms of [2853], 

on account of their smallness, and retaining only the last term of that formula, or that which 

has the factor 0met-,7S112. 

[28584 

[2858"] 

Tide taken 
for unity. 

[2858'"] 

To find 
the time 
of high 
water. 
First form. 

[2859] 

[2859'] 

[2859"] 

H, H '. 

[2859'"] 

h, h‘. 

[2860] 

[2858a] 
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Second 
form. 

[2861] 

Correction 
of the 
semi-di¬ 
ameters 
for the de¬ 
clinations. 

[2862] 

[2862'] 

[2860a] 

[28606] 

[2860c] 

,[2862a] 

[28626] 

'[2862c] 

(ll \ 3 
jzj . cos.2 v . sin. 2 . (4- — 4/) 

iai.g V =-TlTÿ3-7TT5--* 
2,39811 . ( — \ . cos.2v' f —J .cos.2v.cos.2.(4—4) 

To make use of this equation, we must first construct a table, containing the 

values of the function, 

2,89811 . H'4- H 

3,89811 
• { 1 — [/ cos.2v}, 

corresponding to all the degrees, from v = 0 to v = 32°. We must 

afterwards correct the semi-diameters of the sun and moon h, h',f found in 

f (1991) The ratio of n — m! to n— m is found, in [2752e], to be as 29 to 30 ; 

or more accurately as 1—- . to 1———-, which is the same as 2,89811 to 3 ; 
i4/ jOiwiv OUO5 

so that instead of [2706], we must put — = 
b 

of r1, r, respectively. Now we evidently have, 

L_L_ (rA 3_i /h_\* L' 77 

r3 r3 \r) r3 ' \Hj 5 r'3 r/3 

2,89811 
r,3 

rj, 77, being the mean values 

3= 2,89811 . 

substituting these in [2859], and rejecting the factor —, which occurs in the numerator 
r/ 

and denominator, we get [2861]. We may observe that the author, in this section, has 

erroneously used the factor 2,89841, instead of 2,89811. 

f (1992) If we apply a small correction to the semi-diameters A, A', so as to include in 

them the effect of the factors cos.2v, cos.2v' [2861], and put these new values equal to 

ht and A/ respectively, we shall have, 

h\3_/ h \3 

MJ ~ \H, 
cos.2 v ; cos.2 vh 

The cube roots of these give A, = A. (cos.2v)J, hj=b!. (cos.2vT, or 

h — — 1 — (cos.2 v)J ], — A/ = A'. [ 1 — (cos.2 v')l}. 

These expressions of A — A/5 A' — A/, are to be subtracted from A, A', respectively, to 

obtain their corrected values A/3 A/. Now the greatest value of v is 26°, and that of V, 32°; 

so that the greatest values of 1— (cos.2v)J, 1—(cos.2v/)i-, are T*g and T4 respectively; 

and as A is nearly equal to A', we may, in computing A—A/3 hl—A/, from the formulas 

[2862A], suppose, for A, A', some intermediate mean value. The error of this supposition 
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the ephemeris ; by subtracting from each of them the quantity which 

corresponds, in this table, to the declination of the body. Then we shall 

have very nearly,* 

in which h, h', represent the semi-diameters of the sun and moon corrected in 

the abovementioned manner. By this means the declinations of the sun and 

moon vanish from the expression of nt-\- & -—f In strictness, we 

ought to subtract from the sun’s semi-diameter the quantity 

h . (1 —y//cos-2v ) [28626] ; 

but this being very small, and the value of h differing but little from 

———-j—, we may substitute this last quantity tor h. ihe same 
3,89811 

remark applies to the correction of the semi-diameter of the moon ; and as 

must be very small ; because A varies only about ds part from its mean value, and h! 

about TV part, by reason of the change of distance, arising from the excentricities of the 

orbits. Therefore the error arising from the use of H and Hr, instead of h, A', in the 

second members of [28626], does not exceed -ps X do f°r the sun, or X XV for the 

moon ; and in general is much less. Moreover, as H differs but little from H' ; since the 

former is about 15™ 43s, the latter 16™ 01s ; we may, in [28626], use either H or H', 

instead of h, h'. But instead of using H or H', it will be more accurate to use, for h or A', 

2,89811.#' + # 
This form is assumed, because the mean lunar force is to the solar, as 

3,89811 

2,89811 to 1 [2860]. Substituting this for A or A', in the second members of [28626], we 

obtain for A — A/3 h!—A/, expressions of the form of [2862]. 

* (1993) Substituting in [2861] the values [2862a], we get, 

tang. 2 . (n t + — + — X) 
(4) . sin. 2 . (+—+') 

2,89811. (f)+ iff ■ cos. 2 . (+ — +') 

From this tangent we get half the corresponding arc n t -f a — f — X, as in [2863], 

in which A, A', represent the corrected values A/3 A/, respectively, [2862a]. 
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[2863] 

[2864] 

[2865] 

[2862d] 

[2862e] 

[2862/] 

[2864a] 
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the influence of this body upon the hour of high water is to that of the sun 

in the ratio of 2,89811 to 1, the diameters H' and H are made to enter 

[2866] in this proportion in the function -——Jwe now consider that 

[2867] 

Fourth 
and best 
formula 
for the 
time of 
high 
water. 

[2868] 

h'.H H+h’—h . (H—h).(h'—h) 
the difference between —— and --- is --’ anci 

that it may be neglected on account of the smallness of the factors II—h 

and h' — h, we shall have,* 

sin. 2 . (4- — 40 

nt -f-tf — 4' — x = |ang. tang. 2,89811. +co,2.(+_+0J- 

We may easily reduce, to a tabular form, this expression of nt-\-«—4'—x; 

and by turning it into time, considering the whole circumference 400° as 

equal to one day, we shall obtain the law of the retardation of the tides, 

[2868] ^ tke t*me 0f t^e m00n’s passage over the superior or inferior meridian ; 

which time is determined by the conditionf 

[2868a] * (1994) The first member of [2863] is the same as that of [2868] ; and if we divide 
/ h \ 3 

the numerator and denominator of the second member of [2S63] by ( — ) , we shall find 

that the numerator is the same as in [2868], but the denominator becomes 

[28686] 2,89811 . Q^r) + cos- 2 • (4 — 4')> 

which may be reduced to the same form as in [2868], by the following considerations. We 

[2868c] have identically h.H — H-j-h a ^ as js easi]y proved by reducing the 
h.H H' 1 h.H 

first term of the second member to the denominator h . 1/', and neglecting the terms 

which mutually destroy each other. Now from Burg’s tables, we find nearly that 

[2868(i ] ^4 < < ftr 5 consequently 
H-h h'-h ^ . 

jj, \ ~SO' A io \ 6 0 0 ? 
h H1 1 v h 

therefore this term may be neglected in comparison with the other term of [2868c] ; and we 

may put } without any sensible error ; by which means the denominator 
fa • H H 

[2868e] [28685] becomes as in [2868]. This last formula [2868] is well adapted to the computation 

of the hour of high water, by a table of double entry, having 4 —4' at the top, h! — h 

at the side, and nt-J-tf — 4'— X for the corresponding number. 

[2869a] f (1995) This is evident from [2131 a,b, 2426]. 
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n t -f- zs — f = 0, or n t -f- ® — -|j = 200°. 

Bat to use this table, we must ascertain, in each port, the time by which 

the maximum of the tide follows after the syzygy. We have found at Brest, 

that this time is lday,50724 [2544], agd according to observations it is 

nearly the same in all the ports of France bordering on the ocean ; so that 

the values of nt-f--cs — f—7- correspond to the values ol which 

precede, by lrIay,50724, the time for which the calculation is made. 

Moreover, we must determine the value of the constant quantity This 

quantity, reduced to time, is the hour of high water which follows after the 

syzygy by lday,50724 ; and we may determine it by a great number of 

observations of the hour of high water on the second day after the syzygy. 

43. We shall now recapitulate in a few words the principal phenomena of 

the tides, and their relation with the laws of universal gravitation. We have 

generally considered these phenomena near their maxima and minima, and 

we have divided them into two classes ; the one relative to the heights 

of the tides, the other relative to the hours of the tides, and their intervals. 

We shall now examine separately these two classes of phenomena. 

The heights of the tides in each port, at their maximum near the syzygies, 

and at their minimum near the quadratures, are the data of the observations, 

which best show the ratio of the actions of the sun and moon upon the tides ; 

and by means of this ratio, the various phenomena of the tides, which result 

from the theory of universal gravitation. One of these phenomena, which 

is very proper for the verification of the theory, is the law of the diminution 

of the tides from the time of maximum, or the law of their increase from 

the minimum. We have seen in [2593', 2716], that the theory of gravity 

accords perfectly with the observations in this respect. 

These laws of the decrease and increase of the tides vary with the 

declinations of the sun and moon : we have seen in [2590, 2592], that 

their decrease near the syzygies of the equinoxes, is to their corresponding 

decrease near the syzygies of the solstices, in the ratio of 13 to 8 ;* and that 

this result is conformable to the theory of gravity. We have seen likewise, 

* (1996) These decrements are as 3raet-,2040 to lmet-,8977, by the theory [2593'] ; 

and as 3met-,1623 to lmet-,9451, by observation; being nearly in the ratio of 13 to 8. 
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[2872] 
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[2872a] 

[28725] 
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[2717', 2718'], that the increment of the tides, counted from the minimum 

near the quadratures of the equinoxes, is to the corresponding increment near 

the quadratures of the solstices, as 2 to 1 ;* and that the theory of gravity 

gives nearly the same ratio. 

According to this theory, the height of the total tide, at its maximum near 

the syzygies of the equinoxes, is to the corresponding height near the syzygies 

of the solstices, nearly as the square of the radius is to the square of the cosines 

of the declinations of these bodies near the solstices ; and we have seen in 

[2590, 2592], that this differs but little from the result of observations.! 

By the same theory, the excess of the heights of the total tides, in their 

minimum, near the quadratures of the solstices, above their corresponding 

heights, near the quadratures of the equinoxes, is the same as the excess of the 

heights of the total tides in their maximum, near the syzygies of the equinoxes, 

above their corresponding heights near the syzygies of the solstices ,*J and we 

* (1997) These increments, by observation, are as 7met-,495 to 3met-,410 [2718"] ; 

and by the theory, as 7raet-,819 to 2met-,S94 [2718", &c.], being nearly as in [2871]. 

f (1998) The chief term of the expression of the total tides [2502] is 

4 *p ■ •cos-3 v+ 7? •cos'3 r' \ > 

which in the syzygies, where cos.2F=cos.2F' nearly, is proportional to the square of the 

cosine of the declination ; so that the height, near the syzygies of the equinoxes, is to that near 

the syzygies of the solstices, by the theory, as the radius is to the square of the cosine of the 

declination. By the observations of Table I [2510, &c.], the constant term of the heights 

of the total tides in the equinoxes is 150met-,235 [2590], and that in the solstices 132met-,371 

[2592]; which are to each other as 23,71775 to 20,90. The first term 23,71775 is the 

mean of the values of p, p', [2584], and the last is nearly the mean of the values of q, q', 

[2584], which represent respectively the squares of the cosines of the declinations of the sun 

and moon, in the equinoxes, and in the solstices [2580] ; so that the theory and observation 

agree very nearly with each other. 

I (1998a) The chief term of the total tides [2502], in the syzygies, is 

4 ; F •[ jk •cos-2 v'+is •cos-2 v} > 

and in the quadratures [2639, 2640], is 

[28735] 
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have seen [2590, 2592, 2717', 2718'] that this is exactly conformable to 

the theory. 

The influence of the moon upon the tides increases, by the principle of 

gravity, as the cube of its parallax; and by [2608, 2623, &c.], this is so 

exactly conformable to observation, that we might have deduced from 

observations the law of this influence. 

The phenomena of the intervals of the tides accord equally well with 

the theory, as those of their heights. According to the theory, the daily 

retardation of the tides, at their maximum, near the syzygies, is only about 

half what it is at their minimum, near the quadratures. In the first case 

it is nearly* 27' [2757], and in the last case 55' [2831]. We have 

seen in [2745, 2809], that the observations differ but little from this 

result of the theory. 

the former being the maximum, the latter the minimum value. Suppose now V~e, Ve, to be 

the values of V, V, when the bodies are respectively in the equinoxes ; and Vs, V's, their 

corresponding values in the solstices. The minimum value [28735] in the quadratures of the 

equinoxes, is 4 iP. | — . cos.zVs--.cos.* 2 * 4 * *!7^, and in the quadratures of the 

(.It L ■> 
solstices, 4 iP A — . e — — . cos.2 Vs £ . The excess of the latter is 

4 i P y ~ . (cos.2 V, — cos.2F',) + ^ . (cos.2 V,—cos.2 V,) ] . 

The maximum value [2873a] near the syzygies of the equinoxes, is 

4 iP.{f3.coS?r'e+f3.coS*r^, 

and in the solstices, 4 iPcos.2 V s -j- - . cos.2 Vs C ; and the excess of the former 

is 4 iP (cos.2F'Ê — cos.2 V's) + ^. (cos.2 Ve — cos.2 Vs) |, which is equal to 

the preceding expression [2873d], as in [2873], By observation [2717', 2718'], the excess 

in the quadratures is 75met-,517 — 58met-370 = 17met-,147 ; and in the syzygies 

[2590, 2592] the excess is 150met*,235 — 132met-,371 = I7met-,864. These two quantities 

are nearly equal to each other, as they ought to be by the theory [2873d, e]. 

* (1999) In the syzygies the retardation, by the theory is 26',641 [2757], by observation 

27',052 [2745]. In the quadratures, the retardation by theory is 54',76 [2831], and by 

observation 52',067 [2809]. 
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The retardation of the tides varies with the declinations of the bodies. 

According to the theory, it is greater in the syzygies of the solstices, than 

in those of the equinoxes, in the ratio of 8 to 7.* In the quadratures of the 

equinoxes, it is greater than in those of the solstices, in the ratio of 13 

to 9.f We have seen in [2777, 2839'], that the observations give nearly 

the same ratios. 

The distance of the moon from the earth has an influence on the retardation 

of the tides. According to the theory, an increase of one minute in the 

semi-diameter of the moon, produces an increase of 258" [2783] in this 

retardation, in the syzygies, and only 90" [2847] in the quadratures ; and 

we have seen in [2847], that this agrees with the observations, and 

conforms in every respect, relatively to the tides, to the law of universal 

gravitation. 

We have treated fully on the ebb and flow of the sea ; because it is one 

of the results of the attraction of the heavenly bodies most obvious to 

us, and the law which regulates it can be examined at every moment. It 

is hoped that the theory of the tides here given will induce observers to 

attend to the subject, in ports which, like Brest, are well situated for such 

observations. Accurate observations, continued during a period of the 

revolution of the moon’s nodes, might fix with precision the elements of the 

theory of the ebb and flow of the tide, and perhaps make sensible the small 

oscillations depending on the inverse ratio of the fourth power of the distance 

of the moon from the earth, which have heretofore been confounded with the 

errors of the observations. 

* (2000) By the theory [2777], this ratio is 28',603 to 24',679 ; and by observation, 

28',600 to 25',503, as in [2876]. 

f (2001) This ratio, by the theory [2839'], is 64',25 to 45',28 ; and by observation, 

57',493 to 46',643 nearly as in [2876']. 
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CHAPTER V. 

ON THE OSCILLATIONS OF THE ATMOSPHERE. 

44. Since it is impossible to submit to analysis the motions of the 

atmosphere, depending upon the variations of the sun’s heat, and upon [2877'"] 

several other circumstances which modify these motions ; we shall restrict SSA 
. . . „ the air 

ourselves to the consideration of the oscillations arising from the attractions of d0°n^ff_ 

the sun and moon ; supposing the atmosphere to have a uniform temperature, of the sun 
M ° x % and moon. 

and a variable density, proportional at each point to the compressing force. [2877""} 

In this hypothesis we have found, in the first book [363], the two following 

equations, using the same symbols as in that article : 

r2.5 Ô — 2 n . sin. ô. cos. ô. 

r2. <5 -ro . -j-2w. sin J.cos.0. 

Equations 
of the os¬ 
cillations 
of the level 
strata of 
the atmos¬ 
phere. 
First form. 

= ôV'—gtôy'—g-Jy; [2878] 

[2879] 

If we suppose the depth of the sea to be a constant quantity, represented 

by V, and neglect its density, as in [2280///, &c.] ; we shall have, as in 

[338, 347] of the first book, 

r9. ôè. 

-f- r2. & ns. 

— 2 n. sin. ô. cos. è. 

Jr2n . sin. ô. cos. é. 

u. cos. 6 

sin. Ô 

Equations 
of the 
motion of 
the sur¬ 
face of 
the sea. 

[2880] 

[2881] 
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[2882] 
s 

[2882'] 

[2882"] 
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cillations 
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phere. 
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form. 

[2883] 

[2884] 

[2882a] 

[28826] 

[2882c] 

the value of V being the same as in the preceding equations [359", &c]. 

Therefore by putting 

( l — V) . u' + V u = l u" ; 

(l — l').ij + ly =lf; 

we shall obtain, from the four preceding equations,* 

dt 
7s. 6 ô. ^ — 2 ». sin. 6. cos. 6. 

-j- r2. 5 vt. | sin.2d. + 2 n . sin. ô. cos. à. 

j ( f d u" \ , / d v" \ . u". cos. è 

y=~l-\\jr) + [j^) + szr 

du"' 

d t 

*(2002) Multiplying the equations [2878, 2880] by l—V, V, respectively; adding these 

products ; then substituting the following expressions, which are easily deduced from the 

differentials of [2282, 2882']? 

we get, 

lrK Si •{ (rif, ) ~2 n ■sin-4 •cos-1 • (ii) 1 
-4-Zr2.5-zcf.^sin.2 Ô . 2 n. sin. â . cos. Ô . ^—S• —0 * gl-fy' 

The differential of [2882"] relative to 5, being multiplied by —g gives 

-g.(l-l').8y'-gl.Sy = -gl.Sy". 

Substituting this in the second member of [28825], then dividing by l, we obtain [2883]. 

1_y 
Multiplying [2879] by —-, and adding the product to [2881], we get, 

(*—0. (* + 
vl. cos. Ô 

sin. $ 

u. cos. Ô ' [2882tf] 
l 
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These two equations correspond evidently to the oscillations of the sea, 

supposing its depth to he 1. In this case we may determine the value of y”, 

as well as that of y, by the first chapter of this book [2294, &c.]. We can 

therefore obtain the value of y, by means of the analysis explained in that 

chapter. 

We have observed in the first book [3:63'"], that k being the height of the 

barometer, in the state of equilibrium, its oscillations are represented by the 

formula [363iv] ; consequently also, by the following expression,* 

ah • (y + y ) _ pk.(ly } É- — the oscillation of the barometer. 
I l • (1 l ) 

It is evident from [349'—349"], that l is the ratio of the height of the 

atmosphere to the radius of the earth,f supposing the density of the air, and 

its temperature, to be everywhere the same. Now we have found by 

experiment, that at the temperature of melting ice, the density of mercury 

is to that of air, in the ratio of 10320 to 1 nearly; and as the mean height 

of the barometer is about 0raet-,76, it follows that Z = At a greater 

The first member of this equation is equal to y" [2882"] ; and the second member may be 

reduced, by means of [2882—2882", 2882a], to the form of the second member of [2884] ; 

hence we obtain [2884]. It appears evident by inspection, that the equations [2883, 2884] 

are the same as those for the oscillations of the sea [2880,2881], supposing the depth of the 

sea to be V instead of l, as in [2884'J. 

* (2003) From [2882"] we find 
l-W-9) . 

1 V ’ 

y + y' = 
-h 
—V 

adding y, we obtain 

multiplying by —, we get [2886]. Substituting l' = 2 l [2890] in the last equation, 
y 1/ 

we have y f-ÿ = 2 y — if ; which is used in [2892]. 

f (2004) The radius of the earth being taken for unity, as in [2293']. 

J (2005) The height of the atmosphere of uniform density represented by 

10320 X 0met-,76 =7843met- [28S7] ; 

which is about -g-p^- part of the mean radius of the earth [2891], being rather less than the 

estimate in note 238, which was made for a different temperature. 
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temperature, the value of l increases. To obtain some idea of the 

oscillations of the barometer, we shall suppose the temperature to be such 

that / = This is one of the depths of the sea, for which we have 

determined, in [2306], the value of ay; and in the present case it will 

represent the value of ay". Moreover we shall suppose* l' = 21, which 

is also one of the depths of sea considered in [2307] ; and then the value of 

ay will be that corresponding to this depth. Substituting these values of 

/, V, and for ay, ay", the quantities found in [2307, 2306]; also 

k = 0met’,76, and the radius of the earth 6366200 metres nearly [20356] ; 

we shall have, to determine the oscillations of the barometer,! 

a Tc . (I y"— V y) ah 

-T.jhnJl = t-Vs-M 

Omet.,ooooi0623 . \ ' ‘ cos'-— J ,[sin.2v—|.cos.3vTe. sin.V—Je. cos.2 v'} 

4- 0mot-,000010623. 

1,0000 

— 4,6952 . sin.2ô 

— 2,9342. sin.46 

— 0,6922. sin.6Ô 

j — 0,0899 . sin.86 

\ — 0,0076. sin.10t) 

>. sin.2Ô 
cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (n t -{- -ztf — -J) 

e. cos.2 v'. cos. 2 — J/) T 0 5 

* (2006) The supposition that V = 21, or that the uniform depth of the sea V is 

equal to twice the height of a homogeneous atmosphere Z, is used, in order to enable us to 

simplify the calculation, by employing the numerical coefficients, already computed with 

considerable labor, in [2306, 2307]. 

f (2007) Substituting in [2306] the value [2285], xs = 1 — f2 = 1 — cos.2 ô = sin.2ô 

[2128xii], we get the quantity ay" [2890'], in the following form, 

ay"= 0ract-,12316. J 1 i ^-cos,^ô ) . js-nyv — i. cos.2v-j- e.sin.V—Je. cos.2v'} 
f W J 

, „ ( 1,0000 +6,1960. sin.2 Ô + 3,2474. sin.4 Ô + 0,7238. sin.6 Ô } 

^ 9 '( + 0,0919. sin.6 d + 0,0076. sin.10 Ô + 0,0004. sin.12 6 J 

X sin.2 Ô. | cos.2 v . cos. 2 . (n t -j- w — -J) T e • cos*2 w' • cos' 2 . (n t -j- — T)} • 

Substituting æ = sin. Ô [2891a] in [2307], we get ay [2307]; multiplying this by 2, 

and subtracting ay" [28915], we get, 
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If we suppose the sun and moon to be in conjunction, or in opposition, in 

the plane of the equator; and at their mean distances ; in which case e — 3 

very nearly [230V, 2706] ; we shall have at the equator 0met',0006305,* for 

the difference between the greatest elevation and the lowest depression of the 

a. (2y — y") = 0met,512316. 1| . {sin.2v— '£.cos.2v + e.sin/V- |e.cos.2v'} 

-f 0mot-,12316. 
1 _ 4,6952 . sin.2 6 — 2,9342 . sin.4 Ô — 0,6923 . sin.6 6 

— 0,0901 . sin.8 Ô — 0,0076. sin.l0d — he. 

X sin.2 ô. {cos.2 v cos. 2 . (nt-\~zs — 4) 4“ e • cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . (n t -(- ts — -401 • 

Now 
Radius 6366200 

722,5 “ 722,5~’ 
and Jc = 0m8t-,76 ; hence 

7 X 0met-, 12316 = 0met,,12316 X = 0met-,000010623. 
I ' 6366200 

k 
Multiplying [2891c] by -, and substituting the preceding numerical value, we shall get 

L 

the expression [2892] nearly. We may observe that the second value of [2892] is easily 

deduced from the first, by putting V = 2l [2890], and rejecting the factor 7, from 

the numerator or denominator. 

* (2008) Comparing [2301'] with [2706], we get e=o. If w'e suppose the moon to 

be in conjunction, or in opposition, in the plane of the equator, we have v=v'=0, and the 

factor sin.2v — £ . cos.2v -j- e . sin.2v''—§e.cos.2v' [2892] becomes —£—\t=—2. 

. . - , . „ 0 . , 14-3. cos. 2â 0 
At the equator, sm. ê = 1, cos. d = 0, cos.20 = — 1, -^-= — §, and 

the factor 1,0000 — 4,6952 . sin.20 — 2,9342 . sin.4f)— &lc. =— 7,4191. Hence the 

expression [2892] becomes, 

0raet-,0000l0623 X fl X 2} 

— 0m8t-,000010623 X 7,4191 X {cos. 2 . (n t -f zs — 4) -f 3 . cos. 2 (n 14-w — 4')}. 

The greatest value of this function is found, by putting 

cos. 2 . (n t -f- vs — 4) — cos. 2 .{nt-f'ia — 44 — — 1 : 

and its least value by putting cos. 2 . [n t -f- to — 4) = cos. 2 . (n t -f- « — 4') = 1. The 

difference of these two expressions is 0raet-,000010623 X 7,4191 X 8 = 0mef-,0006305, 

as above. 
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barometer, as it is affected by the attraction of the sun and moon. This 

quantity, notwithstanding it is so very small, may be determined by a long 

series of barometrical observations, made between the tropics, where the 

barometer varies but very little. This phenomenon deserves the attention 

of observers. 

The action of the sun and moon, produces a wind corresponding to the ebb 

and flow of the sea. We shall determine the force of this wind at the 

equator, making the same suppositions as before. For this purpose, we 

shall resume the first equation of this article [2878], and shall put cosJ = 0 

[2128xii] ; hence we obtain,* 

it2 g\dv) ° ' \dv) + \dv )' 

Now we have y'fy — ^y— y" [2886&] ; moreover, from formulas 

[2193—2195, 2301],f * 

* (2008a) Putting cos. Ô = 0, sin. Ô — 1, in [2878], it becomes 

„ ddv! „ ddv T T7, * , v 
r2. ô Ô . ——- 4- r3 . <5 to . , — = — g . o y — g • oy. 

dP ~ dt8 & v b v 

This is equivalent to two equations, depending on the variations S ô, <5 to. Now the part of 

the second member, depending on <5 to, is — S ‘ (ÿ^) ' —S' (f^) • 

and by putting it equal to the corresponding part of the first member, we get, by dividing 

by <5to, r*-—»=[ — )—S dfi \ d to / 

nearly [2886c], we get [2895] 

Substituting in this r— 1 

f (2009) Substituting cos. 6—0 [2894//] in [2193—2195], and retaining only the 

terms depending on to, because the other terms independent of to vanish when we take the 

3 Tj 
differential relatively to to, we get a. V = — . cos.2 v . cos. 2 . [n t -f- to — %l). This is 

the part depending on the sun ; the similar term depending on the moon, is 

q 7/ 3 jL 
a V'=~— . cos.V . cos. 2 . (nf + to —g') = —.e, cos.2 v'. cos. 2 . {nt -[-to — 4/'), 

[2301']. Taking the differential of the sum of these two terms relatively to to, dividing by 

dvs, and substituting [2301], we get [2897]. 
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a. =—2 g 0raet-,12316.[cos.2v. sin.2 .(ntf-j-'5*—■].)-[-e. cos.2v'. sin ,2.(nt-\-x—401* [2897] 

Hence by substituting the values of y and y", we get,* 

a..-—- — —2g.lmet-,0369.[cos.2v.sin.2.{iit-\-x—4) 4" e.cos.2V.sin.2. (nt-\-x—401j [2898] 
d t% 

which, by integration, gives nearly, 

a.dv'= H.dt-\-—2. ndt .lmeU,0369. {cos.2 v. cos.2.(nt-{-x—4)~be*cos*2 v'-cos .2.(nt-\-x—401 • [2899] 

If we suppose that dt represents one second, ndt will be nearly the [2899] 

one hundred thousandth part of the circumference ;f moreover, — is -gig- [2900] 

* (2009a) The two terms —&’\dxj 

^dy'+y) 

dx 

■g 

[2895] are equivalent to 

d.(2y-y"Y /dJy'-\-y)\ . rnnntV. /d.(2y — y")\ 
(^4-)’ orby [2896:, -g<( Lf~ ‘') [2898a] 

The value of this expression is easily deduced from [2891c], multiplied by —g, putting 

sinJ = l, cos. Ô = 0, and neglecting the terras which do not contain x, because 

they vanish in the differential relatively to x. We shall have, after taking this differential, 

and dividing by dx, using [28945], 

= — 2g X 0met-, 1231G X 7met ‘,4191.1cos*2 v* s'n* 2. (nt-\-x—4) 4~ e.cos.2 v'. sin. 2. (nt-\-x—40} 

=—2 g X 0raet*,91375.1 cos.2 v. sin. 2. (n t -[- x—4) + e -cos.2 V. sin. 2. {n t-j-x—401* 

[28986] 

[2898c] 

Adding this to [2S97], we get for the sum, a quantity equal to the second member of [2895], 

multiplied by a, which is equal to a .~~, the first member of that equation multiplied 

by a; and this sum becomes as in [2S98]. The integral of this last expression, relative to t, [2898c/] 

is easily reduced to the form [2899]. 

f (2010) The angle described by the earth’s diurnal motion in the time t, is nt ; which 

may be measured by the arc described by a point at the distance 1 from the axis of revolution. [2900a] 

Now the day being divided into 100000 centesimal seconds, corresponding to the whole 

circumference 6,2832, the arc described in one second will be 0,000062832 = ndt, dt [29006] 

n2 
being one second [2899']. In [1594a, &,c.], we have —= hence 

. ndtX lm%0369 =289 X 0,000062832 X lmet-,0369 = 0met-,01883. [2900c] 
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[2901] 

[2902] 

The trade 
winds do 
not depend 
on the at¬ 
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of the sun 
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[2903] 

[2903'J 

[2904] 

[2900(/] 

[2903a] 

[29036] 

of the radius of the earth [1594a], which we shall denote by r ; hence we 

shall have, 

a. rdv'— rH. dt -j- 0met-,01883. [ cos.2 v. cos. 2.(nt -j- —4) T e-cos.2 v', cos. 2 .(nt -|- w —4) 1 • 

If the constant quantity H be finite, there will result, at the equator, a 

constant wind ; and we might thus account for the trade winds. But the 

value of this constant quantity depends on the initial motion of the atmosphere, 

and we have already observed, in [2208, &c.], that whatever depends on this 

motion at the origin, must have been destroyed a long while since, by the 

resistances of every kind, which the particles of air have suffered in their 

oscillations. Hence we may in general conclude, that the trade winds do not 

arise from the attractions of the sun and moon upon the atmosphere. 

If we suppose these two bodies to be in conjunction or in opposition, in 

the equator, and e — S [2893], we shall have 0raet•,07532,* for the 

greatest space that a particle of air would describe in a second, by means of 

both their forces. Now it appears to be impossible to ascertain by observation 

the existence of so small a wind, in an atmosphere which is otherwise very 

much agitated. But this is not the case with barometrical observations ; 

particularly if we take into view the extreme accuracy with which the 

observations of the barometer may be made. These variations, as we have 

observed in the heights of the tides, may be considerably increased by local 

circumstances ; therefore they deserve the particular attention of observers. 

We do not know to what extent the small oscillations of the atmosphere, 

depending upon the attractions of the sun and moon, can alter the motions 

Substituting this in the last term of [2899], it becomes as in the last term of [2901] ; the 

first and second terms of [2S99] being multiplied by the value of the radius of the earth r, 

which was taken for unity [2886c], produce the first and second terms of [2901] respectively. 

Then all the terms of [2901] may be rendered homogeneous, by putting for r its value in 

metres [2891]. 

*(2011) If we substitute, in [2901], H= 0, e = 3, v = v'=0, T—4 or 

4'=4 —}— S>00°, we shall get, 

- a.. r d v'=4 X 0met,01883. cos. 2 . (nf-j-tf—4) = 0met-,07532 .cos.2.(?t*-f — 4). 

The maximum of this expression is 0met-,07532. This represents the greatest space a.rdv', 

described in the time d t = 1 second, by a particle of air, in virtue of the forces of 

attraction of the sun and moon. 
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produced by tbe various causes, which operate upon a fluid endowed with 

such great mobility. For in consequence of this extreme mobility, a great 

change can be produced by a very slight cause. It is by observation alone 

that we can get information on this point. We shall merely observe, that 
b 1 . J [2904] 

if the atmosphere rest immediately upon the solid nucleus of the earth, the 

differential equations of its motion will be, by what precedes, the same as 

those of the sea, supposing its depth to be everywhere the same.* Now we 

have seen in [2255, 2256], that then the oscillations of the second kind, which [2904"] 

are the only ones depending on the difference between the northern and southern 

declinations of the sun and moon,f vanish. These oscillations also vanish, 

or at least are nearly insensible, when the atmosphere covers a sea in which 

the oscillations are nothing,]; or very small, which is the case in our ports. [2904"'] 

The sign of the declinations of the two bodies has not therefore any 

perceptible influence in the modifications of the atmosphere. 

* (2012) If the atmosphere rest on the solid nucleus of the earth, instead of resting 

upon the sea, the term g . â y, depending on the oscillations of the sea [356'", 3591V], will [2904a] 

vanish from [2878]. Then the equations representing the oscillations of the atmosphere 

[287S, 2879], will become like those for the oscillations of the sea [2880, 2881], the accents 

on the letters being changed, and the depth of the atmosphere being everywhere equal to the [29046] 

constant quantity V. 

f (2013) The expressions [2193, 2195], on which the oscillations of the first and third 

kinds depend, are the same in north as in south declinations j which is not the case with [2904c] 

[2194], on which those of the second kind depend. 

J (2013a) If the oscillations of the sea are nothing, the motions of the air will be the 

same as if it rested on a solid nucleus, and then its undulations will be small, as is observed [2904d] 

in [2904"]. 
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FIFTH BOOK. 

ON THE MOTIONS OF THE HEAVENLY BODIES ABOUT THEIR OWN CENTRES OF GRAVITY. 

The motions of the heavenly bodies about their own centres of gravity, 

have such a connexion with their figures, and with the oscillations of the 

fluids which cover them, that we have thought it best to present the analysis 

[2904""] of these motions, immediately after the theories explained in the preceding 

books. Among the bodies of the solar system, we shall consider the Earth, 

the Moon, and the rings of Saturn, which are the only ones in which we can 

compare the theory with observation ; but the following analysis can be applied 

generally to all the heavenly bodies. 

CHAPTER I. 

ON THE MOTIONS OF THE EARTH ABOUT ITS CENTRE OF GRAVIT V. 

1. We shall resume the general equations of the motion of a solid body, of 

any figure, demonstrated in Chapter vii, Book I. If we retain all the 

denominations of that chapter, and substitute in the equations [234] the 

[2904-] values p' = C p, q'=Aq, r' = B r, [233], we shall get,* 

* (2014) In order to recall to mind the notation used in Book I, we have inserted the 

annexed figure 58 ; which is similar to that in Vol. I, page 112. The plane of the figure 

[2907a] B F P E, represents the plane of the ecliptic at a given epoch, or in other words, the fixed 

ecliptic. B G O P is the plane of the equator, intersecting the ecliptic in the line BCP 

[29076] and passing through the centre of the earth C: C A is the axis of x, or x [212'", &c.] ; 

CD, perpendicular to C A, is the axis of y, or y' ; and the axis of z, or z', is 

[2907c] perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic. CG is the first principal axis, or axis of 
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7 (B—A) 
dp -f- -—p,—1. qr. dt 

(/ 

dJY t dJY' . 
—- . cos. 6-—- . sin. ô ; 

L (/ 

q + .rp.dt 
IdJV.sïn.ôA-dJY'.cos.ôl , 

--—--. sin. 9 H-— • cos. cp ; (zi j 
A A 

, , (^ —C) 
dr -f -—jp—-pq-dt 

| d N. si n .6 -|- d JSH. eos. d] 

B 
. COS. <p- 

dJY" . 

5 
sin.?, 

x" [226iv] ; CH the second principal axis, or axis of y" ; 

both these axes being in the plane of the equator; CN is 

the third principal axis, or axis of z'f, drawn perpendicularly 

to the plane of the equator. Then, as in Vol. I, page 112, F 

note 81, we shall have the plane angle B C G = cp ; the 

plane angle BCH—(?-\- 100°, the spherical angle 

F BO = 0. We may, as in [212iv], consider x', y', z', 

as the co-ordinates of a particle d m, placed at M, and 

referred to the axes CA, CD, z. The co-ordinates 

of the same particle, referred to the three principal axes 

C G, C H, C JY, are x", y", z", [226ivJ, respectively ; and the distance of this 

particle from the centre C, is CM—R [2908]. If we represent the distance of this 

particle from the axes of x", y", z", by Rx, Ry, Rz, respectively; we shall have, 

as in the value of p2, in the second line of note 125a, page 1 50, Vol. I, the first of the values 

of R? [2907a]. In like manner we get R], R\. The second forms of the values 

[2907n] are easily deduced from the first, by observing that R?=x" [19e], 

= Rl=x"~+*"2 = Pl'2—iA = x"2 y"2 = R2—z"2. 

Substituting these in the momenta of inertia [229], we get 

A = S . Rl. dm, B = S .R\. dm, C = S. R2. dm. 

The values of x", y", z", in terms of R, (x, zs, are easily deduced, from the principle 

of orthographic projection, applied to the annexed figure ; from which we obtain the following 

expressions, being the same as in [14806], changing x, y, z, into z", x", y", in order to 

conform to the present notation. Hence we obtain, 

x" = R.\/( 1 — fx2).cos. vs, y" = R.\/( 1 — fx2) . sin. zi, z" — R . fx. 

Substituting these in the second forms [2907a], and extracting the square root, we get 

Rx, Ry, Rz, [2911—2913] ; which are to be substituted in [2907o], to obtain the values 

of A, B, C, [2915—2917]. S is the sign of integration relatively to the particle dm, 

and it must be extended to the whole mass of the body [214'] ; in the third book [1705, Sic.], 

the author uses the symbol /, which is changed into S in [2952]. 
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[2907'] 

Symbols. 

[2908] 

[2909] 

[2910] 

[2911] 

[2912] 

[2913] 

[2914] 

Momenta 
of inertia. 

[2915] 

[2916] 

[2917] 
First form; 

We must now determine the momenta of inertia A, B, C, and the values of 

d N, d N', d N". 

2. We shcdl first consider the momenta of inertia ; putting 

R = the radius drawn from the centre of gravity of the earth to a particle 

dm of its mass ; 

p = the cosine of the angle which R makes with the third axis, or the axis 

of the equator ; 

to — the angle formed by the intersection of the plane which passes through 

the axis of the equator and the radius R, and the plane passing 

through the same axis and the first principal axis ; 

then wTe shall have [2907r], 

R. — (l—p-2). cos.2to = the distance of this particle from the first principal 

axis ; 

R.f\ — (L — /^2).sin.2to = the distance of this particle from the second 

principal axis ; 

R . y/T—A — the distance of this particle from the third principal 

axis, or the axis of the equator. 

Now the momentum of inertia of a body, relative to any one of its axes, 

is the sum of the products of each particle of the body, by the square of its 

distance from that axis [245'", 229] ; and A, B, C, being, by [227c, 245, 245"], 

the momenta of inertia of the earth, corresponding to the first, second and third 

of the principal axes ; we shall have [2907s], 

A — S. Rr. d m — (1 — f&) . cos.2 to] ; 

B — S. R?. dm .{1 — (1 — M-2) . sin.2 to} ; 

C = S.R\dm.{l — v?}. 

The integrals of these expressions must be taken so as to include the whole 

mass of the earth. 

Now we have [1480"], 

[2918] dm — R.dR.dp.à™', 
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and by observing that the integral must be taken from R = 0 to its value 

at the surface, represented by R — R\ we shall have,* 

J = ± . S . R!5. dp. d™.{ 1 — (1 — p~) . cos.2 to} ; 

B = |. S. R'5. dp . d-x. {1 — (1 — p*) . sin.2^} ; 

C = }.S.R,5.dp.da.{l — p*}. 

We shall suppose R'5 to be developed in a series of the following form 

[1530/], 

R'5 = £7(0) + E7« + C/(2) + U® + &c. ; 

U® being a rational and integral function of p, \/i—^.cos.to, sji—,x2.sin.TO, 

satisfying the equation of partial differentials [1437], 

The function 1—(1—fA2).cos.2TO is equal to + —(1—f2).cos.2to|. 

The constant quantity f is included in the form U{0) ; and the function 

i — (1—p2) . cos.2to is of the form £/(2),f since it will satisfy the preceding 

* (2015) Substituting [2918] in [2915—2917], and integrating relatively to R, we get 

[2920—2922] ; and by using the development of R'5 [2923], we finally obtain A, B, C, 

under very simple forms in [2936—2938], as will be seen in the subsequent calculations. 

f (2016) Putting in [1528a, c], B^ = %, B!§] = §, B^ = — and neglecting 

the other terms, we shall have by means of [6] Int., 

r<°*;=§, YW=£.(p2—£)—|.(1—(x2).cos.2to=|.(^2—|)—£.(1—M-2). (2. cos.2 to—1) 

= £-(l-p2) .COS.2TO, 

as in [2925]. In like manner, if we neglect all the terms of [1528a, c], excepting Z?j)0)=§, 

B^20)=i, and reduce by means of [1] Int., we shall have, 

F(0)=t, Y®=h(ps— i) + i-(l—^9).cos.2TO=i.O*2— £)+£.(l—f.2).(l—2.sin.2TO) 

= J—(1—p2) .sin.sTO, 

as in [2926]. Lastly, putting Bp = — 1 in [1528c], and neglecting the other terms, 

we shall get T(2) = (£— p2), as in [2927]. We may remark that these different values 

of Y2) may be put under one general form Y^2) = D'-\- E'. cos. 2 to, which will be of 
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Momenta 
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[2931] 

[2932] 

[2933] 

Fourth 
form. 

[2934] 

[2925e] 

[2925/] 

[2925s] 

[2928a] 

[29286] 

[2933a] 

[29336] 

equation of partial differentials [2924]. In like manner, 1—(1—f^.sin.2® 

is equal to -§-+{!—(1 — f*9) * sin.2w} ; and the second term of this 

expression is of the form C7(2). Lastly, the function (1—\j?) is equal to 

f-Ki—^2)> and the part (/—#) is of the form U®. Hence we have, 

by means of the theorem [1476],* 

A = \.S.d^.cU.{\. + [i—(1 — f^2) . cos.2 to] . Uw] ; 

B = i,S.dp. uv'+li — (1 —£) -sin.a«] . ZJW] ; 

C = %.S.dp*d**\i' U{0) + (i — ij?) . U(2)j. 

The integrals must be taken from /j. = —T to f* = l, and from ra —0 

to = [1470']; hence we obtain, 

A = t8t . # . U{0) -j- j-• S. £7(2). dp. d . [ -i — (1 — /X2) . cos.2 ts | ; 

B — t8t . *. U{0) -f- ± . S. 57(2). d p . d tx . | -t- — [1 — |W2). sin.2 w j ; 

C = TV. *. Cf(0) + -J- . fif. . rffi'. \i — f*a|. 

The function C/(2) is of this form [1528c], f 

£7(2) = H. (i — fi.9) -j- H'. f*. ^/i—A. sin. ^ -}- H". p . y/[—(u2. cos. * 

+ H"". (1—,a2). sin. 2a T H"". (1—/j.2) . cos. 2®. 

use hereafter ; D', E\ being functions of m- and constant quantities. For if we compare 

this form with [2925a, 5, c], we shall find that, in the expression of A [2920, 2925a], we 

must put JD'—\ .('A — E'= — \ .(1 — (x2). In the expression of B [2921, 29255], 

we must put —£)> E'=^.(l—p.2). In the expression of C [2922,2925c], 

wTe must put O' = — (j«.2 — 4), E' = 0. 

*(2017) When we substitute R'5 [2923] in [2920—2922], we may neglect all the 

terms of the form S . Y® . U(-i'). cl ^ . d w [1476], in which i1 differs from i; and retain 

only the terms in which % = i ; so that we may neglect all the terms except Ui0\ . 

By this means [2920—2922] become as in [2928—2930]. The part depending on U@\ 

in all three of these last formulas, is . ZJW . S . d jx . d -s? === T^-. £A0) . 4 m 

[1468a]. Substituting this in [2928—2930], we get [2931—2933]. 

f (2018) The function [2934] is of the same form as the general expression of Y(2) 

[1528c], and is also like that in [1753], changing the sign of H. Then the consideration 

that the axes are principal axes gives the equations [1754] as in [2935] ; by means of 

which the expression [2934] becomes I7|2) = IT. (^ — /j2) -|- H1'". ( 1 — p-2) . cos. 2 zs ; 

and by putting for brevity D = —IT. (fx2— 4), E = H"". (1 — jx2), it becomes 

E7(2) = D -j- B . cos. 2 tf. The expressions of Y(2) [2925a, 5, c], which occur as factors 
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The consideration that the axes are principal axes, gives as in [1754, &c.], 

H' = 0, H" = 0, H" = 0. 

Conditions 
required to 
have ail 
three axes 

[2935] 

principal 
axes. 

of I7(2) in [2931,2933], are of the form Y^ = D'-\-E'. cos. 2^ [2925c/]; D', E', [2933c] 

being functions of ^ and constant quantities [2925e—g-]. Hence the integrals [2931—2933], 

or the parts depending on £7(2), become of the form, 

-§ .S. U{2) . TC2). d fh . d a — i . S . (D -j- E. cos. 2 a) . (_D' -{- E'. cos. 2 a) .dp .da 

= ±,S.(DD'-\-DE'.cos.2a-\-DE.cos.2a-\-EE'.cos?2a).dp.da. [2933d] 

Substituting cos.2 2 a = -{-§. cos. 4 a, [6] Int., and observing that 

da.cos.na—0 [14835], (S~ d a = 2 m [14675], the expression becomes [2933e] 

Ï.S.UW . Y<® .dp.da = i.$.(DD' + J>EE') .dp.da 

= ~ . S. (D D' + | E E') .d p ; 
D 

[2933/] 

in which we must substitute the values D, E, [2933a], and those of D\ Ecorresponding 

to YC2) [2925e,/g-]; taking the integrals from p——1 to p=l [2930']. Now we 

have generally S . p~ndp = ——-- . (t'«2tt+1+l), which vanishes when p =—1, n being [2933g-] 
& H ~p JL 

an integral number or zero ; and when p—1, it becomes Sl1pindp= 

now successively n = 0, n — 1, n = 2, &c., we get 

Sli d p = f ; Si! fh2 c/ g, = § ; (Sli p4d[jo = § ; 

2n-j-l 

(Slj p6 d p — f ; &c. 

Putting 

[29335] 

[2933d] 

By means of these formulas, we may obtain the integrals [2933/], corresponding to each of 

the expressions [2931—2933]. For by substituting 7J =—H. (pa— a) [2933a] and [2933Æ] 

D'=\.(\j?—-i) [2925e] in [2933/*], we get the corresponding term of that expression, 

which is reduced by the aid of the integrals [2933/] ; and we finally obtain, for the part of 

the value of A [2931] depending on 13, 

— . /S, DD'. d -— . (S . (f*2 — u.)2 . d p = . S . (— ;x4-f f f^2 — I) . dp 

"g- • (— f + # X i— £ X f ) —8?r 

9 X 52 ’ [2933/] 

as in [2936]. The value of D [2925/] corresponding to B, being the same as in the 

preceding integral, it will produce, in B [2937], the same term — . H. The [2933m] 

value of D' [2925g-] corresponding to C, is equal to that depending on A, multiplied by 

— 2; therefore we must multiply the expression [2933/] by —2, to obtain . H [2933n] 
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These three equations contain all the conditions necessary to make the axes 

here used the three principal axes. Hence we have 

A 
8 it 

15 
. £7(0) 

8 it 

9.52 
. H — 

8 it 
3.52 

. H un 

B = — 77(°)_ 8,r TT 8 * jj»" . 

15 ‘ 9.52 ‘ U + 3.52 'U ’ 

c=~. u^+lpy.H. 
15 9.52 

If we wish to have the three momenta of inertia A, B, C, equal, we must 

put* H= 0, H"" = 0 ; consequently [2934,2935], 

U(2) = 0. 

Therefore this last equation satisfies the requisite conditions, to make the 

three axes become principal axes, and at the same time the momenta of 

inertia about these axes equal to each other. Now we have shown, in 

[253"—254'], that in this case the momenta of inertia are equal relatively to 

all the axes ; consequently the sphere is not the only body which possesses this 

property. The preceding analysis gives the general equation [2923, 2939] of 

[2938]. In like manner, the part of A [2933/*] depending on 

[2925e] and E [2933a] is 

j . S. E E>’. d fx J - ^ . H>"". S . ( l- ^2. d p = - ^ 

—  —— TT"" (2 14-21 —  
“ 2X5 3 ‘ 5' — 3 X 52 

E' = -£.(l-^) 

. IT111, 

as in [2936] ; and as E' [2925/] corresponding to B, is the same as the preceding value 

of E', with its sign changed, we shall have the part of B depending on jH, equal to the 

■ • ^ 8 7T m 
preceding value [2933o], with its sign changed ; making it o-'p .H'"', as in [2937]. 

Lastly, the term E'= 0 [2925g] corresponds to the value of C, therefore EE' or 

H"" must vanish from C [2938]. 

*(2019) Making A — B [2936,2937], we get H"" = 0; and then putting 

B—C [2937,2938], we obtain H= 0 ; hence A = B = C = . Z7(0>. In this 

case the value of Um [2933a] vanishes, as in [2939] 
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all the solids to which it appertains. We have previously spoken of this 

equation [254']. We may observe, that these results are independent of the 

supposition that the origin of B! passes through the centre of gravity of the 

spheroid ; therefore they hold good, whatever point within the body may be 

selected for the origin of this radius. 

Supposing the earth to be composed of an infinite number of strata, of 

forms wrhich vary from the centre to the surface ; the radius R of one of these 

strata can always be expressed in the following manner [1497, &c.], 

R=a + *a.\YW+ Y<s> + Y® + Y<4' + &c.j ; 

« being a very small constant coefficient, and Y(1), Y(2), &c., functions of 

the same nature as t/(2), &c. ; or in other words, they satisfy the 

equation of partial differentials [2924] ; but these functions may contain a 

in any manner whatever. If we neglect quantities of the order a3, we shall 

have [2942], 

R5 = a5f5ua5. j Y(1) + Y» + Y(3) + &c.[. 

If we now suppose a solid homogeneous body to have a density equal to 

unity, and a radius equal to that of the stratum just mentioned, we shall 

obtain, relatively to this solid,* 

A = 
8tf.a5 

15 
+ a . S. a5. Y(2) . d (i. d vs. | a. -— (1 — fx2) . cos.2 w j ; 

B = 
8 tf.a5 

15 
+ a • S • ai . Y(2). cl p . d &. j -i — (1 — f) . sin.2 w j ; 

C = 
8rt.a5 

15 
-j- ce. S. a5. Y(2) .dp. d vs. 

Taking the differentials of these values relatively to a, then multiplying 

them by the density p of the stratum whose radius is a, P being any function 

of a, we shall get the momentum of inertia of this stratum. To obtain the 

momenta of inertia for the whole earth, it will only be necessary to integrate 

* (2020) Comparing [2923, 2943], we get ZJ(Q) = as, £7(2)== 5 a. o5 . Y(2) ; 

substituting these in [2931—2933], we get [2944—2946] respectively. 

203 

[2941] 

Radius R. 

[2942] 

[2942'] 

[2943] 

[2943'] 

Momenta 
of inertia 
of a solid 

[2944] 

homogene¬ 
ous body, 
about its 

[2945] 

three axes. 
Sixth 
form. 

[2946] 

Density 

P- 
[2947] 

[2944a] 
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[2947'] 

Momenta 
of inertia 
of a body 
composed 

[2948] 
of strata 
varying 
in density 

[2949] 
from the 
centre 
to the 
surface. 

[2950] 
Seventh 
form. 

[2951] 

[2952] 

[2949a] 

[2951a] 

[29516] 

[2951c] 

the momenta of the strata relatively to a, from a = 0 to the value of a, 

corresponding to the surface of the earth, which we shall denote by a — 1. 

Hence we shall have,* 

A = — . S. p. d. a* * * * 5 * a. S. p. d. (a5. Y(2)) . d^.dv. [4-— (1 — ff2) . cos.2 ; 
15 

B = ^-j . S . p. d . a5+ a . S. p. d. (a5. Y(2)). dp . d &. — (1—t#) . sin.2 ; 
15 

C = ^f-. S. p. d . a5 u . S. p. d . (a5. Y,2)) . d p. dya. 
15 

the differential d. (a5. Y(2)) being taken relatively to the variable quantity 

a only. 

It follows from the equation [1705], that if we put a<p for the ratio of 

the centrifugal force to the gravity at the equator [1726'], we shall have, by 

the condition of the equilibrium of fluids, covering the surface of the earth,f 

81. p . d . (a5. Y(2)) = f . {Y « + J ?. O2 — |)} • SI. P. d . a3 

the value of Y(S) in the second member of this equation corresponds to the 

surface of the earth [2947'], and the integrals are to be taken from a — 0 

to a — 1 ; therefore we shall have, 

*(2021) The formulas [2948—2950] are easily deduced from [2944—2946]; by 

taking the differentials of the terms a5, a5. Y(2), relatively to a, then multiplying by the 

density p, and. finally integrating relatively to a. 

f (2022) At the surface of the earth a —l [1702"], and the first integral of the 

equation [1705] corresponding to that surface vanishes, its limits being a = l, a = l; 

consequently that equation becomes, when i = 2, 

0 = — f*. Y(2).S^p.cLa3+i*.<SJ.P.d.(a5. YW) + Z& 

observing that a = 1 in the factors which are free from the sign of integration. Now if 

we notice only the permanent figure of the earth, we may neglect the attraction of the bodies 

S, S', &c. ; by which means the second of the equations [1632] becomes 

a.Z^= — ig . (f^2—$) = — $*'. «9 • (M'2 —i) • SI .p.d .a3 [17277]. 

5 
Substituting this in [29515], and multiplying by we get, by reduction, the 

formula [2952]. 
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A = ^.Sl.p.d.a5 + ~.<?.Sl0.p.d.a3 
15 2Tl 

+ — .S. Y<2). dp. d w. S-1 — (1 — n2). cos.2 oJ.SJ.p.d.a3; 
3 

(D'ïï' | c , 4 if 7 ^ 
B = — . , p. f/. a5 + - 9. *SJ. p. d. a3 

1 o 2?i 

+ — .S. — (1 — ^).sin.2®}.SJ.p.(/.a3 ; 
3 

C = ^. SJ. p. d. a5 — ^. ?. SJ. p. d. a3 

+ ^ . S. y:2>. d i». d «. {I — p?}. S S. p. d. a\ 
O 

3 * 

The function Y(2) is of the formf [1528c], 

* (2023) Substituting [2952] in [2948—2950], we obtain [2953—2955] respectively; 

no reduction being necessary, except in the term multiplied by <p ; and this term is easily 

deduced from the coefficients of II, II"", [2936—2938], in the following manner. The 

part of a . S . p . d . (a5 . Y^2)) [2952] depending on 9 is f a 9 . (fx2 — . S . p . d . a3? 

and this is multiplied in [2948, 2949, 2950], by the same factors as those of -J in 

[2931, 2932, 2933] ; so that if for a moment we put these two expressions equal to each 

other, we shall get U[2) = %5- a 9 . (fx2 — £) . S. p. d. a3. Comparing this value of £7(2) 

with [2933a], we obtain H— — -s5- a 9 . *S . p . d . a3, H”" = 0 ; and if we substitute 

these values of H, Hin A, B, C, [2936—2938], which were deduced from formulas 

[2931—2933], we shall evidently get the terms of A, B, C, depending on 9, in 

8 W 
[2953,2954, 2955]. Thus the term —^ v-2 . H [2936] becomes 

^ p^2 ^ «9 • ^ * p • • a ' - — .9 • • p * cZ * ab, 

as in [2953]. Moreover, the term of B depending on H [2937] is the same as that of A 
[2936], and the term of C [2938] is double of that of A, and of a different sign ; and we 

find the same proportions between the coefficients of 9, in the values of A, B, C, 
[2953, 2954, 2955]. 

f (2024) This value corresponds to the general form [1528c], and is similar to those in 

[1753, 2934]. The consideration of the principal axes has shown, in [1754], that H', H", 
H1", which are the coefficients of sin.*, cos.w, sin.2tf, [1753], vanish. In like 

manner, when we use the symbols [2956], we shall have h! — 0, h"= 0, h!"= 0, as 

in [2957]. Substituting these in [2956], we get [2958]. 

Momenta 
of inertia 
of a solid 
body. 

[2953] 

[2954] 

[2955] 

Eighth 
form. 

[2953a] 

[29536] 

[2953c] 

[2953d] 

[2953e] 

[2956a] 

[29566] 
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Y(2> = h . (i — p-2) -f- h!. p. . ^/l—p*8 • sin. * -j- /t". p- . i/l— p-2 • cos. to 
[2956] 

+ W • (1 — H-2) • sin. 2 to -f hi'". (1 — p2). cos. 2 to. 

The consideration that the axes are principal axes, gives as in [1754, &c.], 

[2957] h! = 0, h" = 0, h!" = 0 ; 

consequently, 

[2958] Y(2) — h . (i — p.2) -}- /i"". (1 — p2) . cos. 2 TO. 

We have seen in [2056', &c.], that the variation of gravity is very nearly 

proportional to the square of the sine of the latitude, so that the value of 

[2959] h"" must be very small [2056"]. In fact the term h"" is nothing if the earth 

be a solid of revolution ;* but for greater generality, we shall retain it in the 

following researches. Then we shall have,f 

* (2025) If the earth be a spheroid of revolution, the angle to evidently vanishes from 

[2959a] the expression of the radius, whose origin is in the axis of revolution ; and then we have 

h"" = 0 [2958], the radius being the same for the same value of p/, whatever be the value 

of to, as in [1730F, &c.]. 

f (2026) If we compare the values of Jl, B, C, [2953—2955] with those in 

[2960a] [2960—2962] respectively, we shall find that the terms multiplied by T8T * are exactly the 

same in both systems ; and by a very slight reduction, it appears that the terms multiplied by 

9, in the corresponding expressions of both systems, are also equal. The only remaining 

term in [2953—2955] is that depending on Y^\ and we shall now show that this produces 

the terms of [2960—2962], depending on A, A"", in the following manner. If we put 

[29605] for a moment £7®> = %5- a . Y<2> . S] . p . d . a3 in [2931, 2932, 2933], it will produce 

the terms depending on YC2) in [2953,2954,2955] respectively, as is evident by inspection ; 

therefore if we make the same substitution in [2936, 2937, 2938], which were deduced 

from [2931, 2932, 2933], by performing the integrations relatively to p., to, we shall obtain 

[2960c] the C0rreSp0nding terms of [2960,2961,2962] respectively. Substituting in [2960J] the 

values [2933a, 2958], we get, 

H. (à — p^2) + H"" . (1 — p.2). cos. 2 to 

[2960d] = a • {h • (è — f*2) + h"" • (1 — l*2) • cos. 2 to| . SI. p . d. a3 ; 

which becomes identical by puttting 

[2960e] H = -ir a . A . S J « P • d . a3, H"" = -2# a . h"". SI. ?. d . a?. 
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4 = . S J. p. d . d' — —. a k 
1 O 

8 ‘7T' 
3 — —. SI. p. d. a5 — oV . « * 

15 0 1 27 

,(h—\ (p) . S'0. p. d. a2 — -§-. a#. /<7///. * *S'o • p • d. a3 ; 

. (A— -|(p) . $o. p. d. a3 +1. a*. A"". jS'J.p. d. a3 ; 

. (A—\ 9) . SI. p. c?. a3. 

3. We shall now investigate the values of dfW, iV', ^ iV7', which 

enter in the differential equations [2905—2907]. We shall put L for the 

nass of a body which acts upon the earth ; x, y, z, the co-ordinates of its 

, entre, referred to the centre of gravity of the earth, rj — \/ B -{- f- -j- z3also 

v’, y, z', for the co-ordinates of a particle d m of the terrestrial spheroid ; 

lastly we shall suppose, 

V= — L. 
{xx' + yy'-\-zz) 

/ 

_L_ 

+ f (*—a/f-f (y—yf f- {z—z'f 

The attractive forces of the body L, upon the particle dm, resolved in lines 

parallel to the axes of x, y, z, and in directions opposite to their origin, being 

decreased by the same attractive forces, upon the centre of gravity of the 

earth, supposing it to be at rest, are 

respectively.* These forces are what we have denoted 

[2I2iv], therefore we shall have, by substitution in [225] 

'dV\ 

5 

by P, 

•> 

Q, fo 

If we now substitute these values of H, H"", in [2936, 2937, 2938], we shall obtain the 

corresponding terms of A, B, C, [2960—2962], depending on h, h"", respectively, in 

conformity to the method adopted in [2960c]. 

* (2027) In the annexed figure, C is the centre of the 

earth, taken as the origin of the rectangular axes C X, 

CY, C Z ; of which the last C Z is perpendicular 

to the plane of the figure. M. is the place of the particle 

d m, whose co-ordinates, drawn parallel to these axes, 

CM" = x, M"M' = y', M'M= z'. L is 

59 
kL 

are 

the place of the attracting body L, whose co-ordinates are 

x, y, z. We have also CL = rp and we shall put 

for brevity LM=f Then by the principles of the 

orthographic projection [196', &c.], we evidently have ( CLf—{ CL')3-\- {Ll'L')3-\- (L'Lf 

204 
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Momenta 
of inertia 
of a solid 

[2960] 

body 
about its 

[2961] 
principal 
axes. 

[2962] 

Ninth 
form. 

Symbols. 

L. 
[2963] 

.r, y, z. 

[2964] 

x', ?/, z'. 
[2965] 

V. 
[2966] 

Forces. 

[2966'] 

[2967] 

[2960/] 

[2967a] 

[29676] 

[2967c] 
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Values of 

dJY, 

[2968] 

dJST', 

[2969] 

dJY". 

[2970] 

First 
form. 

d JV 0 7 
—— = IS. dm. 
dt 

dJY' 

d t 
= S.dm. 

dJP 
d t 

= S. dm. 

[2967d] or rf — æ2 -f- y2 -\~ P J also (L M)2 = /2 = (a: — x'J* (y — y'Ÿ + (z — z')2 

[392]. Now the attraction of the body L upon the particle d m, in the direction ML, is 

~ ; and if this be resolved in directions parallel to the axes of x, y, z, the part parallel to the 
J 

[2967e] 

[2967/] 

[2967g-] 

axis x is 
L 

P 
L"M" L.(x-x') 

LM P 
[394], tending to increase the co-ordinate x'. At the 

centre C, where x' = 0, and / changes into r, / this becomes 
Lx 

representing the 

[2967/i] 

[2967Î] 

action of the body L upon the particle dm, at C, in the direction CX. Subtracting this from 

Lx LJx—3/) 
the preceding expression, we get-— -j-——-—, which represents the action of 

P P 
the body L upon the particle d m, resolved in a direction parallel to the axis of x, 

supposing the centre of gravity C to be at rest. If we take the partial differentia] of V [2966], 

relatively to x, we shall find it exactly equal to this part of the force of the body L, [2967g], 

resolved in a direction parallel to the axis of x’ ; so that it will be represented by ^ , 

tending to increase the co-ordinate x'. In like manner, represents the same force, 

resolved in the direction y' ; and die ^orce *n die direction z' 5 as is evident from 

the consideration that V [2966] is symmetrical in x, x' ; y, y' j z, z'. Hence we have, 

for these three forces, 

[2967Æ] 
(-) \dx'J 

Lx ( L.(x — x’) 

= H 73~~ 

(dr\ =_Ly, LAyszïl . 
W/ r? "t’ /3 

hi 
rp ‘ P 

which are similar to the forces P, Q, R, [212iv], respectively, as is observed above. 

[2969a] 

* (2027a) If we take the differentials of [225] relatively to t, divide them by d t, and 

substitute for P, Q, R, their values , (^) * (]//) ’ E2967]’ we shall 

get [2968—2970].. 
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Now by observing that we have,* 

[2971] 

*(2028) Multiplying the first of the equations [29677c] by — y\ the second by x', 

and adding the products, we get, 

[2971a] 

which represents the value of the first member of [2971]. We shall now investigate its 

second member ; and in the first place we shall show that the terms depending on the 

differentials of r3 [2966] vanish. For if we put for brevity — L.[xx' yy'-\-zz') — m, 

and notice only the terms depending on the differential of r3, neglecting for a moment the 

variableness of m, we shall have Jr=—mr~3, or more generally V=■—mr*; 

whence = — nm. rjl~l. = — nm. r*-1 — . x [2965] ; 

and in like manner — nm . r/1-2y ; consequently 

[29716] 

y- rJ1 2 . (— x y -j- x y) = 0. [2971c] 

Therefore in finding the value of the second member of [2971], by means of V [2966], 

we may consider rj1, or r“3, as a constant quantity, as was done in finding the first [2971c'] 

member in [2971a]. We may now observe, that if we change x, x, y, y', and their 

differentials, into — x1, — x, — y, — y, and their differentials respectively, leaving 

rt unaltered, the expression V will remain identically the same. We may therefore make [2971c?] 

the same changes in [2971a], which was deduced from [2966] by the common processes of 

differentiation, and it will become, 

[2971 e] 

[2971/] 

which is exactly the same as the second member of [2971a]. Hence we get the equations 

[2971 A]. If we change in this y, y', z, z', into z, z', y, y', respectively, which does [2973g] 

not alter the value of V [2966], we get [297lz]. Changing in this last expression 

x, x, y, y1, into y, x, xr, respectively, we get [2971 A], 
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Values of 

dJV, 

[3972] 

dJY', 

[2973] 

djJY". 

[2974] 

Second 
form. 

[2974'] 

[29717i.] 

[2971i] 

[2971*] 

[2971Z] 

[2971m] 

[2971n] 

[297lo] 

[2976a] 

we shall obtain, 

dN 

d t 

dJV' 

d t 

dN" 

d t 

= S. dm . 

= S. d m . 

— S. d m . 

— x . 

— x . 

— y- 

The co-ordinates xf, ÿ, 2', being supposed very small in comparison with the 

distance rt of the body L from the centre of gravity of the earth, we may develop 

V, in a very converging series, according to the inverse powers of rr Hence 

we shall have very nearly,* 

Substituting the second forms of these expressions in [2968—-2970], we get [2972—2974] ; 

and if the last forms [2971A—Æ] are used, we obtain the formulas [2971m—0] ; in which 

rf = xQ + y* -j- z2, and /2 = (x— x'f + (2/—- y'f + {z—z'f [2967d].' 

= L.$.dm.(yé' — xy'). \~p~~ ~ 

= L . S .dm. (z x' — x z) . \ -7- — — j ; 
v ; /3 r 3 ) 

hi 

dt 

dJY' 

d t 

dJV" 

d t 
L . $ .dm. (zyr — y z'). ^ — ■ 

* (2029) Putting for brevity x x' + y y' -f 2 z = rf n, and neglecting the squares of 

x', ÿ, z', n, we get from [2967c?], 

y*2 = Y3 -f- y2 -j- £3 — 2 . [x x -\~ y ÿ z zl) — rf — 2 r f n = rf. (1 — 2 n) ; 

/-3 = rr3.(l+3W), [2976&] whence and 
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Third 
form. 

— -j-. S. dm. (x x' -f- y y' + z z') . (y x' — x y') ; t2975] 

d — — . $ .dm. (x x' ~\~ y y' f-z f) . (z x' — x z') ; ['29761 
d t tj 

dfl==lP.S.dm.{xx' + y^j + zz').(zi/ — y^). [3977] 

We have seen in [260iv, &c.], that the values of p, q, r, are independent of [2977] 

the position of the plane of x y,* and if we take the equator of the earth 

1 1 i ,i , Q n 1 Sn.~ 
r? 

3. 
xx'-\-yy'-\-z z' 

[29766] 

Substituting this in [2971m—o], we obtain [2975—2977] respectively. 

* (2030) The quantities p, q, r, determine the position of the momentary axis of rotation, 

relatively to the three principal axes x", y", z'. For by [259], the cosines of the angles 

formed by the momentary axis of rotation and the three principal axes cc", y", z", are 

represented respectively by 

[2977a] 

g r P . [[29776] 
y/(p2 q2 q_ r3)5 y/(p2 q. cp -p r2) ’ p{p2 -P <p r2) 7 

and it is very evident that these quantities, which have at any moment determinate values, 

must be wholly independent of the arbitrary situation of the plane of x y. 
[2977c] 

The same result may be obtained from the consideration that p, q, r, represent the angular 

velocities of rotation about the three principal axes, as we shall soon see [2977g, Sic.], 

and these velocities are evidently independent of the arbitrary situation of the plane x y. 

If we accent the letters in the formulas [2316, c], to prevent confusion in the use of the 

symbols, we shall find that the three angular motions d d -|/, d w', about the three 

axes z", x", y", respectively, are equivalent to one angular motion 

d êf = s/{d cp'* + d ^'2 + d a/2), 

about a momentary axis, which forms with the axes z", x", y", angles whose cosines are 

represented by — , ^7, ~ , respectively. Now if we put d f = p dt, 

dÿ = qd t, d w' = r dt, and for brevity d & = d t. \/{ p2 -}- qf -f- ?’2) —sdt, we 

shall find, that the three angular velocities p, q, r, about the principal axes z", x", y", 

[2977d] 

The three 
angular 

[2977e] 
velocities 

P, q, r, 
about the 
principal 
axes 

>x",y" Z , 
are equiva 
lent to one 

[2977/] 

angular 
velocity s, 

[2977r] 

about the 
momenta¬ 
ry axis. 205 
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[2978] 

[2979] 

Momenta 
of inertia. 

[2980] 

[2981] 

Fourth 
form of 

dN, 
[2982] 

dN', 
[2983] 

dN". 
[2984] 

[2977A1 

[2977i] 

[2977&] 

[2978a] 

[2979a] 

[2980a] 

[2984a] 

for this plane, we shall have ô = 0.* * * * § Moreover, if we take the first 

principal axis for the axis of x, we shall have ? = O.f Lastly we have, as 

in [229, 228],Î 

S. d m . (/2 + 2'9) = A, S .dm. (V2 + z/2) = B> S.dm. ([x'3 -f- î/'2) = C ; 

S.x1 y'. dm = 0, S. x'z'. dm = 0, S. ijz'. d m — 0 ; 

therefore,§ 

j Ar q r. 
. (B — A) .xy ; 

= ~Z5~ • (P A) . xz ; 

dN 3 L 

d t 

dN' 3 L 

d t ~ r> 

dN" 3 L 

d t - r. = —;r.(C —,B).yz. 

respectively, are equivalent to the single angular velocity s — \/(p2 Ç2 “f* r')j ahout the 

momentary axis of rotation ; and that this momentary axis forms with the three principal 

V Q V 
axes z", x", y", angles whose cosines are represented by —, —, — , respectively. 

s s * 

* (2031) This is evident, because the inclination of the equator to the plane of x y is 

equal to Ô [2907g]. 

f (2032) The first principal axis is CG [2907c], fig. 58, page S03 ; and G A is the 

axis of x [29076]. When the axes C A, CB, C G, coincide, we shall have the angle 

BCG = cp = 0 [2907/]. 

J (2033) Having supposed, in the preceding note, the axes C A, C G, to coincide, 

also the axes CH, CD ; it is evident that the quantities x", y", z", become x, y\ z', 

respectively. Making these changes in [229,228], we get [2980, 29S1]. 

§ (2034) If we multiply the two factors of the expression [2975], we obtain, 

(xx' + yy' -fzz'). {yx— xy') = xy . (V2 — y'*) + (/ — a:2). x/ff-yz . x'z’—xz.y'z' ; 

substituting this in the terms under the sign S in [2975], and bringing the terms x, y, z, from 

under that sign, because it affects only the quantities x', y', z, dm ; the part under this 

sign in [2975] becomes, 
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thus the equations [2905—2907], become,* 

dp + 

dq + 

dr -j- 

(B-A) 

C 

(C-B) 

A 

(A—C) 

B 

.qr.d t = 

.rp.dt = 

.pq> dt — 

3 L.dt (B- ■A) 
at 5 
14 c 

SL.dt (c- -B) 
rf A 

oL .dt (A- C) 

B 

.xy ; 

• yz ; 

xz. 

In these equations it is supposed that rt is very great in comparison with the 

radius of the earth. This is the case relatively to the sun and moon ; but it is 

remarkable that the equations [2985—2987] are very nearly correct, even 

when the attracting body is quite nigh to the earth, supposing the earth to be 

elliptical. To prove this we shall observe that we have by [2907g, 2980a\, 

x' = R. fi—g2. cos. ns, y' = R. . sin. ns, z' — 

æy. S. dm . (a/2 — y'2) -]- — x*) . S. dm . x'y1 -{- y z . S. dm. x'z'—xz. S . dm . y'z' ; 

which, by means of the equations [29S1], is reduced to 

x y . S. dm . (a/2 — y'2). 

Now S.dm.(x/2 — y'2) is evidently equal to the difference of the values of B, A, or 

B — A [2980] ; hence we have, 

S . dm . (x x' -f- y y' -(- z z') . [y x'— xy') — xy. (B — A). 

Substituting this in [2975], we get [2982] ; and in like manner we may deduce [2983, 2984] 

from [2976, 2977]. We may also obtain [2983, 2984] from [2982], by the method of 

derivation used in the preceding notes. For if we change y, z, y', z', into z, y, z', y', 

respectively, in [2975], it becomes as in [2976]; and by these changes A, B, [2980] 

become A, C, respectively ; consequently [2982], which was derived from [2975], becomes 

as in [29S3]. In like manner if we change x, y, x', y', into y, x, y', x, respectively, 

[2976] becomes as in [2977], and C, A, change into C, B ; consequently [2983] becomes 

as in [2984]. 

*(2035) Substituting in [2905, 2906, 2907], the values 6 = 0, cp = 0, [2978,2979], 

. i u ca -, dX dX" dX' . , 
the second members of these equations become —--, respectively; 

C A B J 

and by using [2982—29S4], we get the equations [29S5—2987], 
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[2987'] 
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preceding 
equations 
are render¬ 
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by means 
of the 
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form of the 
earth. 

[2988] 

[29846] 

[2984e] 

[2984J] 

[2984e1] 

[2984/] 

[2985a] 

[29856] 
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[2989] 
Co-ordi¬ 
nates 
of the 

[2990] 

attracting 
body. 

[2991] 

[2990a] 

[29906] 

[2990c] 

[2990c? ] 

[2990e] 

[2990/] 

[2990-] 

[29906] 

[2990?] 

If we put v and x, for what the quantities fx, w, corresponding to the particle 

d m, become relatively to the body L, we shall have, 

x — rt. yj l—v2. cos. x, y = r/. \J\—v2. sin. x, % = ry. v. 

If we substitute these values in the function V [2966], and then develop it 

according to the powers of —, we shall have a series of this form,* 
rt 

v= - + . urn.+A/3. c/<3) + &c. ; 
'/ ' / w 

* (2036) If we substitute the values [2988, 2990] in the first member of [29906], and 

reduce by means of [24] Int., we get [2990c] ; substituting this and rf = x2 -f- y2 -{- z2 

[2965], R2 = x'2y'2z'2 [2988], in [299Qe], we get [2990/*], using for brevity 

5 = p/( 1 — jx2) . y/( 1 — v2) . cos. (tf — X) + fx v, 

xod -yy'~\-zz'=Rrl. {y/(l—fx2). ^/(l—v2) . [cos. . cos.X-j- sin.tf . sin.X] -{- jxv} 

= Rrr f v/'(l — fx2) . \/(l—v2) . cos. (ttf — X) —j— fx y | 

= j. S ; 

(a?— x)2 -f- (y— y')2 + {z—zf — {x2+/+z2) — 2. (œ a/ -f- y y' -f « z') -f (x'2+?/3-f- s'2) 

—rf — 2 rt R . 6 -f- R2. 

Ü2 -L 

Substituting [2990//] in [2966], we get V —-(r 2_Zr/R .6 R2f * 

The last term of this expression is of the form [1626], changing s, r, A, S', cos.v, cosJ, 

into rn R, X, L, fx, v, respectively, by which means <5 [1629] becomes as in [2990«] ; and 

this term of [2990g] can be transformed into a series like [1627], equal to 

- . S f ® + - .P“ + ^.P® + ^.P<3) + &c.l 
r, l 1 r, 1 r2 r3 > 

=*M 1 + —.i + ^.P®4-^.P®+8sc.l [1625/]; 
r, C *v rl ry ) 

by which means the whole expression of V [2990g] becomes, 

+ h c. ? 
5* 

Putting P0> = t7®, it becomes as in [2991], and the differential equation [1630] changes 

into [2992]. 

[29906] 
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and it is easy to prove, as in [1630, &c], that the functions Ul-~\ I7(3), &c.: 

are such that we have generally, 

0 = 
d . \ (1 — f) . /W(i)\ fddU®\ 

d y 
\Jjl ' 1 ( + V diLj+i. (i+1). um. 

J 1 - F 
[2992] 

We shall now resume the equation [2972], 

dJY „ , C SdV' 

d t 

and we shall have,* 

'd V\ 

S. d m . y d 
- X . 

X 

'd V 

Kdv 
[2993] 

y d x 
X 

'dVs 

Kdy, 

+ 

L.R? 

L.R? 

r, 

+ &c. 

y 

y 

'dU^' 

, d u 
— X 

X 

rd U® 

d x J 
X 

SdUW\ ) 

fd U®\ ) 

\ dy ) ) 

[2994] 

The partial differentials of the second member of this equation are taken [2994'] 

relatively to variable quantities which are independent of y and ■a.f If we 

denote generally by U(i) the following function, 

rd fdU<*>\ fd U™\ TV... 
[2995] 

we shall have, 

f d y + 

/dd Ufw\ 

F 
[2996] 

* (203?) In substituting U[2991] in the first member of [2994], we may consider jf as 

constant [2971c]; and t/(2), Z7(3), U(4), he., as the variable quantities ; by which [2994a] 

means the expression evidently becomes as in the second member of [2994]. 

t (203S) The quantities x, y, z, depend on the situation of the body L [2964], and are 

wholly independent of y, zs, which define the situation of the particle dm [2965]. Hence i2995al 

if UU) be a function of y, zs, x, y, which satisfies the equation [2992], it will also satisfy 

it when multiplied by x or y, or by any function of x, y ; or when its partial differential is [29956] 

taken relatively to a? or y. Therefore the expression Z7'W [2995] will satisfy the equation [2995c] 

[2996], which is similar to [2992]. 

206 
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so that this function CJ,(i) is of the same nature as Y(i), or U{i) [2995c]. 

dJY 
The preceding expression of —— [2993] becomes, by what we have seen 

cl t 

in ^ 2, and by substituting for dm its value [2918] ix9 d R . d p . da, 

[2"71 also for R its value a + a a . { Y® + Y® + &c.} [2942] ,* 

iA = üA. s. ». d. (a?. Y®) . £/'(2) 
d t ?', 

[2998] 

+ ~.S.f .d.(a6. Y<3)).C'(3> .</(*. dn 
Tl 

+ &c. ; 

*(2039) Substituting Z7'(0 [2995] in [2994], and the resulting expression in [2993], 

using the characteristic 2 of finite integrals, we get [2997a]. This is reduced to the form 

[29976], by the substitution of dm [2997], and integrating relatively to R ; 

[2997a] 

[29976] 

[2997c] 

dJY 

dt 
. U7® 

= S.S.Ri^dR.df..d^.^r1.V'-» =S.S. ™ . dit .dis. Af • U'(i)- 
i-j-O ' / 

From [2942] we have i?+3 = a;+3 + (t + 3) . ai+3. a .{Tw + T(2) -f- T(3) + &c.} ; 

and if we substitute this in [29976], we may neglect all the factors of tf'®, except those 

of the form Y(i), as is evident from [1476, 1476a] ; and then it becomes 

[2997d] — = r.S.o^.ar®.rffi.U’M ; 
dt V 

or as it may be written, 

[2997e] d-~ = Z • jk ■ « • (“i+3 • • U’a tv, 

in which P® or U{i) [2990t, Æ, &c.], and Z7'® [2995], are independent of R or a. 

Hence if the earth be composed of strata of different densities, the density being p throughout 

[2997/] wp0]e stratum corresponding to the radius a, the term (a1'7'3. Yw), in the preceding 

expression [2997c], will become S.p.d. (a*+3. F®) ; as is evident by the process 

[2997g*] used in [1503'", &c.], the differential and integral being taken relatively to the quantity a. 

Substituting this in [2997e], we finally get, as in [2998], 

[29976] 

[2997i] 

dM aL 

observing that the least value of i 

.S.p.d. (ai+3. Fw) . UKi) .dp.da; 

is i = 2, as is evident from [2991,2998]. 
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the differentials d . (a5. Y(2)), d . («6. Y(3)), &c., referring to the variable 

quantity a. Now the equation [1705] gives generally, at the surface ol the 

earth, when i exceeds 2,* 

the integrals being taken from a — 0 to a = 1 ; and Y(0, in the [3000] 

second member of the equation, corresponds to the surface of the earth. 

Therefore we have, 

j.Y®.Sl.e.d,as; [2999] 

. d. (a?.Y®). U™ .dy.d* = ^.SJPto'U'Q.ip.dn.S. 
3 ry 

p. d .a3. [3001] 

* (2040) If we notice only the permanent figure of the earth, as in [29515—c], we may 

neglect S, S', he., in [1632] ; and then we shall have generally Z®= 0, when i^> 2. [2939«] 

Substituting this in [1705], and neglecting the first integral, whose limits at the surface of 

the earth are a = l, a = 1, [2951 a], we get, by changing the sign f into S, 

as in [29077], 

0 
4 7T 

3a 
Y«. sj. e ■<?.»»+(g^. .si. fad. (rf+3. r«). [29991] 

The value a=l, corresponding to the surface, is to be substituted in the factors free 

2?" 4-1 
from the sign of integration; then multiplying by ■ ^ ^ , we get [2999], in which Y{i\ 

not included under the sign of integration, is its value at the surface, where a= 1. 

Substituting [2999] in [2997/i], we obtain 

dJY 

d t 

aL 2i + l 
a+i 3 

.S. .dtL.dv.Sl.p.d.a?', [2999c] 

in which the integral S.Y^.U'^.dix.d^ refers to the variable quantities /x, is, and not to a. [2S99rf] 

Now if the surface of the earth be elliptical, we shall have T(3) = 0, Y'(4) = 0, he., 

[15023 j consequently the corresponding terms of [2999c] will vanish, and the whole 

expression will be reduced to its first term depending on Y(2>, or i = 2, which 

is of the order —. This term is the same as that retained in the second member of [2999e] 

[2982], or [2985], because it is of the order ~, or ~ [2990], What we have [2999/] 

here proved relatively to [2985] is also true for the equations [2986, 2987], as is evident 

from the consideration that they may be derived from each other, by changing y, ÿ, into 

z, z't he., as in [2967«, &x.]. 
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[3002] 

[3002'] 

[3003] 

Axes 

X, F, Z. 

[3004] 

[3004'] 

[3005] 

Co-ordi¬ 
nates 
of tho 
attracting 
body. 

[3006] 

[3007] 

[3008] 

[3006a] 

[30066] 

[3006c] 

[30064] 

[3006e] 

If the figure of the earth be that of an ellipsoid, Y(3) = 0 [1502', 1503ci], 

dJY 
and then the expression of [2998] is reduced to its first term ; not only 

on account of the magnitude of r/? but because the values of Y(3), Y(4\ &c. 

vanish. Although the elliptical figure does not exactly satisfy the measured 

degrees of the meridian, yet the agreement of the variations of gravity with 

that figure indicates that Y(3), Y(4), &c., are very small in comparison 

with Y(9) ; we may therefore calculate the motions of the axis of the earth, 

upon the supposition that it is an elliptical figure, without any sensible error. 

4. We shall now refer the co-ordinates of the body L to a fixed plane, 

which we shall suppose to be that of the ecliptic at a given epoch ; X, Y, Z, 

being these new co-ordinates. 

The axis of X is the line drawn from the centre of the earth to the 

moveable vernal equinox. 

The axis of Y is the line drawn from the centre of the earth to the 

moveable first point of the sign Cancer. 

The axis of Z is that drawn from the same centre to the northern pole of 

the ecliptic.* 

We shall have, by [172, 173, 174], 

x — X. cos. <p -j- Y. cos. 6. sin. 9 — Z. sin. è. sin. 9 ; 

y = Y. cos. ê. cos. 9 — X. sin. 9 — Z. sin. ô. cos. 9 ; 

z = Y. sin. ù -f- Z. cos. 0. 

*(2041) The plane of XY is supposed to be fixed, but the axes of X, Y, are 

moveable in that plane. The axis of X is the line drawn from the centre of the eaith to 

the moveable vernal equinox ; and the axis of Y is drawn through the same centre, 

perpendicularly to the axis of X. towards the moveable first point of Cancer. The axis of Z 
is drawn through the centre of the earth, perpendicularly to the plane of X Y, towards the 

north pole of the fixed ecliptic. The axes x, y, are drawn through the centre of the earth, 

in the plane of the equator ; the axis z is drawn through the same centre, perpendicularly to 

the plane xy, towards the north pole of the equator, for illustration, we may refer to the 

figure in page 112 of Vol. I ; where the co-ordinates x//t, y///5 zw, x, y, z, coriespond 

in the present notation to x, y, z, X, Y, Z, respectively. Making these changes in 

[172, 173, 174], and putting 4 = 0, we get [3006, 3007, 3008] respectively. Theso 
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The differential equations [2985—2987] then become,* 

7 t (B— A) , 3L.dt.(B—A) ^ { r®).cos.2é+Z2.sinX2—2rZ.sin.é.cos.éfsm.2(p 

dP~^ C 'rLr'di = 2rfi.C 7-f{2XEcos.é —2XZ.sin.^}.co8.2(p 

7 ( (C — B) n 3L.dt.(C-B) Ç 1 (F2—Z2).sin.Ô.cos.ô-f rZ.(cos.2â—sîn.2d)}.cos.tp; 

A ,rP'ct <pj>,A * l—{XF.sin.â-j-AZ.cos.â}.sin.(p ' 

[A—C) _7 3L.dt.{A—C) Ç)iXY.sm.ô-\-XZ.cos.ô}.cos.cp 

r "* B • PP(t— B 7+{( F2—Z2).sin.é. cos.d+FZ.(cos.23—sin.2â)}. sin.p 

(G) 

We shall now integrate these equations. If the two momenta of inertia A and 

expressions are much abridged by the supposition of 7 = 0, and we are enabled by this 

means to obtain more simple expressions of c?7 [3036, 3041, 3090, &,c.], than could 

otherwise be obtained. This value of d 7 represents the motion of the moveable equinox, 

or axis C B, upon the fixed, plane XT, in the time dt ; its integral [3100] gives 

the value of 7, or die motion of the equinoxes, upon the fixed plane XY, in the time t ] 

counting this motion from a point of this fixed plane corresponding to the situation of the 

equinox at the period taken for the epoch. 

* (2042) Multiplying x, y, [3006, 3007], we get [30096] ; reducing it by means of 

[31, 32] Int., we find [3009c] ; substituting this in [2985], we obtain [3009]. In like 

manner, the product of y, z, [3007, 3008], is as in [3009c?] ; and by substitution in [2986], 

we get [3010]. Lastly, the product of x, z, [3006, 3008], is of the form [30Q9e] ; hence 

[2987] becomes as in [3011]. 

xy — £ Y2 . cos.2Ô Z2 . sin.2Ô — X2 — 2 YZ. sin. 6. cos. ô\ . sin. 9 . cos. cp 

T {X Y. cos. Ô — X Z . sin. Ô) , (cos.2 <p — sin.2 9) 

= {Y2. cos.2é -j- Z2 . sin.2<l — X2 — 2 YZ. sin. ê. cos. 6} . |. sin. 2 9 

4- {X Y. cos. ô — X Z . sin. Ô) . cos. 2 9 ; 

y z — {{Y2 — Z'2) . sin. Ô . cos. 6 -f- YZ. (cos.2 6 — sin.2 Ô)} . cos. 9 

— 1X Y. sin. ô -f- XZ. cos. è\ . sin. 9 ; 

ocz ={ (XT. sin.é-|-XJZ’.cos.ô).cos.9-|-{ ( T2—Z2), sin.â. cos.â -fiYZ.fiosPè — sin.2*))}, sin. 9* 

The equations [3009, 3011] are given, in Vol. V, [12180—12180"], in a general form, 

according to the method of Mr. Poisson j and the author has examined more minutely, in 

that volume, several very small equations, which are neglected in this book. 
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[3011'] B are equal, which is the case if the earth be a spheroid of revolution,* the 

[3012] first of these equations becomes dp = 0, consequently p = constant. 

If there be a small difference between these two momenta of inertia, the 

[3012'] value of p will contain periodical equations ; but they are insensible. For 

the momentary axis of rotation being but very little distant from the third 

principal axis, q and r are very small quantities ;f and we can, without 
jÇ_^ 

[3013] sensible error, neglect the term ———.rq.dt [3009]. The second 

member of the same equation may be developed in a series of sines and 

[3012a] 
* (2043) If the earth be composed of spheroidal strata of revolution, about the axis JYS, 

fig. 58, page 803, its form will evidently be symmetrical relatively to the other two axes 

C G, CHj consequently the momenta of inertia about these two axes must be equal. 

The same result may also be obtained from the expressions of A, B, [2960,2961]. For 

[30126] the earth being a spheroid of revolution, the radius R, for any given stratum, and for a given 

value of fjq must be the same for all values of to ; or in other words, R [2942] and F(2) 

[3012c] [295S] must be independent of to; therefore Id" must vanish from [295S]. Substituting 

this value h""= 0, in [2960, 2961], they become equal, or A = B-, hence we get, 

[3012d] from [3009], dp — 0, whose integral is constant, as in [3012]. 

[3013a] 

[30136] 

[3013c] 

[3013d] 

[3013e] 

[3013/] 

f (2044) The momentary axis of the earth is supposed to be very near to the third 

principal axis [2913]; hence it follows, that this momentary axis must be inclined to the 

first, or to the second axis, by an angle which is nearly equal to a right angle, consequently 

its cosine must be very small. Now these cosines being represented by ’ 

_r__ r297?Fl ; q and r must be very small in comparison with p. Moreover, 
F(P2 + <?2 + ^) L J 

B raust be small, even when the earth is supposed not to be a spheroid of revolution, 
O 

/ t>_ n\ 

because it differs but little from a sphere ; therefore —— . g r must be extremely small, 

and may be neglected in [3009]. This is also evident, by referring to the values of p, g, r, 

deduced from astronomical observations. For d p is of the same order as the precession of 

the equinoxes in the time d t, being about 50* in a year, dô is of the same order as 

the variation of the obliquity of the ecliptic, arising from the nutation, or from the secular 

decrement; the former being about ±9S in a semi-revolution of the moon’s nodes, and the latter 

about half a sexagesimal second in a year ; consequently dô is much less than dp. Now 

dcp is the diurnal motion of the earth in the time d t, being at the rate of about 36(F in 

one day, or 36(F X 365 in one year ; therefore d <p is to dp in a ratio, which may 

be considered as of the same order as 36(F X 365 to 50s, or as 9400000 to 1 nearly. 
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cosines of angles, varying with rapidity ; since its terms are multiplied by 

the sine, or cosine, of 2? ; these terms must therefore be insensible 

after integration.* We may suppose, in the two equations [3010,3011], 

If we examine the first of the formulas [230], we shall evidently see that p is of the order 

— ; and from the two last of those formulas, q, r, are of the order —7, —-. Therefore 
dt 2 dt dt 
q, r, may be considered as very small fractions of the order 9-40 o' 3 in comparison with 

Jg_^ 

p, and q r so extremely small that q r .——— may be neglected in [3009]. 

* (2045) The values of X, Y, Z, which are computed in [3053—3055], are 

independent of the terms cos. 2 9, sin. 2 9, by which they are multiplied in [3009] ; and 

it is evident, without any calculation, that this ought to be the case, because X, Y, Z, 

depend on the motion, or rather on the situation, of the attracting body L, whether it be the 

sun, or the moon ; while the angle 2 9 depends on the rotatory motion of the earth. This 

angle 29 is nearly equal to 2 nt [3024'], which varies rapidly, in comparison with the 

variations of X, Y, Z, Ô ; and we may suppose that these last quantities depend on the 

sines and cosines of angles of the form it -j- s ; i being very small in comparison with n. 

Then we may represent the second member of [3009] by terms depending on the angle 

2 . (nt f - it -f- s) [17—20] Int., making d p = 2 . a . dt. cos. 2 . (n t -p it -j- s) j « 

being a very small coefficient, considered as a constant quantity, independent of t. The 

integral of this equation, relatively to t, gives p = S 
a 

sin. 2 . (nt -j- it -f-£) ; in 
2 n -j- 2 i 

which the terms have the large divisor 2 n -j- 2 i, and are therefore not increased by 

integration. But they will be increased if dp contain terms of the form a .dt .cos.(it-\-s) ; 

because the integration will introduce the very small divisor i, which may render such terms 

sensible. Now as no such small divisors are introduced, we may neglect the terms of the 

second member of [3009], and then we shall have dp= 0, and p — n, as in [3015]. 

If we wish to carry on the approximation to a greater degree of accuracy, we may substitute 

in [3010,3011] this value of p = n, and those of X, T, Z, [3053, &,c.] ; and. then 

by integration we shall obtain approximate values of q, r, to be substituted in the first 

member of [3009]. A new integration will give a corrected value of p ; and by proceeding 

in this way we may obtain p, q, r, to any required degree of accuracy. Whoever wishes to 

examine this point more minutely, may consult an excellent paper of Air. Poisson, in 

Vol. VII, page 199, of the “Alémoires de F Académie Royale des Sciences de l’Institut de 

France.” In this paper he demonstrates in a somewhat different manner the two formulas 

given by La Place [3120', 3134]. He also proves that the integral f dt.[/(p2-\-q2-\-r2), 

or the angle described by each point of the earth, by its rotatory motion, increases in 

proportion to the time ; noticing terms of the second order of the disturbing forces, which is 

necessary in this investigation, and neglecting the small equations of the motion, which are 

always insensible, as in [3133]. 

[3014] 

[3013g-] 

[3013ft] 

[3015a] 

[30156] 

[3015c] 

[3015c£] 

[3015e] 

[3015/] 

[3015g-] 

[3015ft] 

[3015i] 

[3015ft] 

[30151] 
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[3015] p = n ; n being the mean angular rotatory velocity of the earth, about its 

third principal axis. But as the discussion of the value of p is very important, 

[3015'] because of its influence on the length of the day, we shall resume the subject, 

after having determined the values of q and r. 

We shall put for brevity, 
P, F. 

[3016] P = . {(Y2— Z2) . sin. è. cos. ô -{-Y Z. (cos.2^ — sin.80)} ; 
^ / 

[3017] P' = . {X Y. sin. è + X Z. cos. ô] ; 
f 

General 

t^equâ- then the equations [3010, 3011] become* 
tiona for 

[3018] d q -f .rp.dt= . dt .{P . cos. 9 — P . sin. 9}; 
1 JL Ji 

[3019] dr P ^é-ZSh..pq. dt = .dt.{F. cos. ? + P . sin. 

[3020] 

P and P' may be developed in sines and cosines of angles, increasing in 

proportion to the time. If k. cos. (i t + s) be any term of P, and 

W. sin. (it-\-e) the corresponding term of P',f we shall have, by noticing 

only these terms,]: 

[3017a] * (2046) Substituting [3016,3017] in [3010,3011], we get [3018, 3019]. 

•[ (2047) If a term of this form occur in P, but not in P', we shall have Jc' — 0 ; and 

[3020a] in like manner we have k==0, when the term vanishes from the expression of P, but 

not from P'. 

J (2048) If we substitute P — k . cos. (i t -f- s)5 P' = Tc . sin. (i t -p £)» [3020], in 

l3021a] the grst members of [30216, d], and then reduce the expressions, by means of [17—20] 

Int., we finally obtain [3021c, e]. Substituting these in [3018, 3019], we get [3021, 3022], 

respectively : 

[30216] 

[3021c] 

[3021(1 ] 

[3021e] 

p # COs. (p — P'. sin. 9 = k . cos. 9 . cos. (i t -J- e) — k!. sin. c? . sin. (i t -f- s) 

= i . (& + P) . cos. (9 + + | .(/r — JJ) . cos. (9 — it — s) • 

p'. cos. 9 -j- P . sin. 9 = P. cos. 9 . sin. (if + e) + k . sin. 9 . cos. (itfs) 

= 2 * (Æ-f- P) • sin. (9 -fit -f- s) -}-£.(&— P) • sin. (9 — it — ?)* 
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dq~(--———- .rp . dt = ^~———-. dt.. cos. (cp —f— ^ ^ —}— s) -j~ [k U).cos.(9 %t c)}j 
•fi & t/1 

dr-\.pq.dt= — _ ---■ .dt.\{k-\-k') .sin. (9_r^~f'£) —^0 ,s*n' Op ^ • 

If we suppose in these equations,* 

q = M. sin. (9 -f- Îî + s) + N. sin. (9 — i — s) ; 

r = M'. eos. (9 -f- it -j- s) + iV7. cos. (9 — it — s) ; 

we shall have, by observing that d 9 is nearly equal to n d t,f 

* (2049) The reason for assuming these forms of q, r, appears from a calculation similar 

to that in notes 174, 182, pages 184, 189, Vol. I. For by taking the differential of [3021], 

considering p as constant, and substituting the value of dr deduced from [3022], it may be 

put under the form 0 = -j- a2 . q -f- Q, a being a constant quantity, and Q a function 
CL t 

of the form m . sin. (9 it -j- s) -j- ml. sin. (9 — i t — s). This differential equation is of 

the same form as in [865], 9 being equal to nt‘, and the value of q deduced from the 

solution [871], is evidently of the form [3023]. Substituting this value of q in [3021], we 

get r, of the form [3024]. 

-j- (2050) This value of dp evidently follows from the first of the equations [230], or 

from [3029], observing that d 4- is extremely small in comparison with dp [SOIS/*]. 

Now taking the differentials of [3023, 3024], and putting d 9 = n d t [3015, 3029], we 

get, by using, for brevity, p-\-it-{-e=T, cp — it — s = T', 

d q— dt ,{M. [n -f- i) . cos. T -f- JV. (n — i) . cos. T'\ ; 

dr = dt. {—J\T . (n -f-i) • sin. T—JY. (n — i). sin. T'\. 

Substituting these values, and those of q, r, [3023,3024], in [3021,3022], multiplying by 
2 2 B 
—7 , —, respectively, and then putting p = n, we obtain, 

CL Z CL l 

2 A. £ JW. (tt -f-î). cos. T -j- JV. ( n — i). cos.T/|-j- 2. ( C—21). n . £ JM'. cos. T -J- JY'. cos. Tj 

= (C — B) . \{h + V) . cos. T+(k — K) . cos. T’\ ; 

2B.{—JIT. (» + »). sin.T — i).sm.T'}+2.(A—C).n.{M.sm.T + JY.sm.T'Y 

= (A—C).{(k + 7c'). sin. T + (k — V). sin. T'\. 

These equations must be identical ; therefore the terms depending on the cosines and sines 

of T, T', must be separately equal to each other, in both members. Hence we get the 

four following equations, 

[3021] 

[3022] 

General 
values of 

q, r. 

[3023] 

[3024] 

[3024'] 

[3023a] 

[30236] 

[3023c] 

[3024a] 

[30246] 

[3024c] 

[3024c? ] 
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[3025] 

[3026] 

[3027] 

[3028] 
General 
equations 
to deter¬ 
mine the 
angular 
velocities 

P, r, 
[3029] 

[3030] 

[3031] 

about the 
ihree prin¬ 
cipal axes. 

[3024e] 

[3024/] 

[3024g-] 

[3024ft] 

[3024-i] 

MOTION OF THE EARTH ABOUT ITS CENTRE OF GRAVITY. [Méc. Cél. 

(~) ■ (C - B) .\n . (A + B- C) + iB\ 
M = 2 J_* 

(n -{-if .A B — n* 2 .{A — C) . {B ■— C) » 

{C-A).{» .(A + B- C) + iA] 
= N— -Z------ * 

0 4- if .AB — n*.{A—C).{B—C) 

AT_ (fff-{C-B).{n.(A+B-C)-iB] 

N = (» — — a2.(^— C). (B—C) ’ 

(k=l\,C — A).{n.(A+B-C)—iA} 
AJ' — \ 2 J 

(n — if .A B — vP .{A — C) .{B — C) * 

We shall now resume the equations [230], 

d9 — d4• cos. 6 = pdt ; 

d 4 . sin. 6. sin. cp — d ô. cos. cp = q d t ; 

d 4*. sin. ô. cos. cp -f- d ô. sin. 9 = r d t. 

2 A .M. (n-f-i) -f-2 . (C — B) .n.M' — {C — B) .(k-fk') ; 

— 2B.M'.(n + i) + 2. (A— C) .n. M = {A— C) .(& + &') ; 

2 A . JY. [n— i) -f2 . {C — B) . n . JY' — (C — B) . (k — Tc) ; 

— 2B .JY’. (n — i) + 2 . (A — C) . n . JY = [A — C) . (k — Id). 

Multiplying [3024e,/], by (n-j-*).!?, n.(C — B), respectively, and adding the 

products, the term multiplied by M' vanishes, and we get, 

2M.{{n + if.AB + n*.{A — C).(C — B)\ 

==. {Tc 4. Té) . (C — B) . {{n + i) . B + n . (A — C)| ; 

from which we easily get M [3025]. Now multiplying [3024e, /] by n. (.Æ — C),. 

_[n-\-i).A, respectively, and adding the products ; the term multiplied by M vanishes in 

this sum, and we get, 

2 M'.{{n + if . AB — v?. (A — C). (B — C)\ 

= {Tc -j- Tc') . (C—A) .{n.(B —C) + {n + i). A\} [3024ft] 
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These equations give, * 

d è — r d t. sin. 9 — qdt. cos. 9 ; [3032] 

therefore we have, 

dô /M'—M 

dt V 2 
^ . sin. (29-j-it +£) 4" *s^n' ^ —s) 

4-v-g- •sm. 0 * +s)- 

[3033] 

We may neglect the two first terms of this expression of —, because the 
d t 

coefficients are insensible,f and they do not increase by integration. But [3033'] 

from which we easily obtain M' [3026]* In like manner we may obtain JV, JV', from 

[3024g, 7i\ ; or more simply from the principle of derivation. For if we change M, M’, 
7c', i, into JY, JV', — 7c, — i, respectively, the equations [3024e, /] will change into [30242] 

[3024g, 7i\ respectively. Making the same changes in [3025, 3026], which were deduced 

from [3024e, /], we get [3027, 3028]. 

*(2051) Multiplying [3030,3031] by —cos. 9, sin. 9, respectively, adding the 

products, and putting cos.2 9 -j- sin.2 9 = 1, we get [3032]. Dividing this by dt, and [3032a] 

substituting [3023, 3024], we get the following expression, which is reduced by means of 

[18, 19] Int. 

dQ 
— = M'. sin. 9 . cos. (9 ~f~ i t 4~ s) + JV'. sin. 9 . cos. (9 — it — e) 
CL I 

— M. cos. 9. sin. (9-j- i t -f- s) — JV. cos. 9 . sin. (9 — it — s) ; 

= £ M'. [sin. (2 9 i t -f-s) — sin. (i t s)} + £ JY'.fsin. (29—it —s) -|- sin. (itf-f- s)| [30326] 

[— sin. (29-]-it-\-s) — sin. (1*4-*)} + 2 -TV*. [—sin. (29—it—s) 4~sin.(ïtf-j~01• 

This is easily reduced to the form [3033]. 

f (2052) The quantities P, P', [3016, 3017] are of the order of the disturbing 

forces of the sun and moon upon the different parts of the earth. For X, Y, 7J, are of 

the order rt [3004,2964]; therefore P, P', [3016,3017] are of the order —, or 

289 X (ff66 26p [2300] ; consequently 7c, 7c', [3020] are of the same order; g being the 
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this is not the case with the third term, which may become sensible by 

[3033"] integration, if i be very small. In this case we may neglect i, in 

comparison with n, and we shall have very nearly,* 

gravity at the surface of the earth [2128xvii]. These extremely small quantities k, kare 

[30336] multiplied in [3025—3028] by C — B, or C — A, which is of the same order as 

the oblateness of the earth, or nearly 3-<xo ; so that the quantities M, M', N, JY', 

corresponding to the sun’s disturbing force, are of the order 300x ^89x^366 26)2 n’ 

the term n being introduced, because if we put i=0, in [3025—3028], all these formulas 

[3033c] will contain n in the denominator [30346]. Again, as is nearly equal to ndt [3024'], 

the integration of [3033] introduces in the term £. (M'—M) .sin. (2^-\-iiJi~ s), a divisor 

[3033d] 

[3033e] 

of the order 2n, consequently that coefficient is of the order '2 x 300 X 989 X (366 26)2. n2 ’ 

"I 71^ ^ m /• 1 ^ 1 
but by [1594a] — = therefore this term is of the order 2 X 30ÔX (366 26)2 ’ or 

wwoVo-oir nearly. Multiplying this by 206265s, the radius in seconds, it becomes 

about iks of a second, which is wholly insensible ; and as the lunar disturbing force [2706] 

is only three times that of the sun, it must also be insensible. Hence the first term of [3033] 

may be neglected ; and as the second term is of the same order, it may also be neglected, 

and then the remaining term becomes 
dô_ __ {JY+jY' — M—M') 

dt 2 
. sin. (i t -j- s). 

[3034a] 

* (2053) Putting i — 0 in [3025—302S], the denominator of these expressions 

becomes %2 .{A B — (A — C) . {B — C)} =w2 . C . (A + B — O), consequently the 

numerators and denominators of these expressions are divisible by n.{A-\-B—C). 

Hence we get the equations [3034è], from which we easily obtain [3034c, £?]. The first of 

the equations [3034cZ], being substituted in [3033e], gives [3034]. 

[30346] 

*=-ïâ-(c-By> 

M’= Wc-{C~A)’ 

[3034c] 

N—M = ~.(B—C)-, 
nC 

m+x=20.(0-b)} M’ + N’ = ^-.(C—A). 
nC v 

[3034d] 

k' 
(JY—M) + {JY' — M,) = N+N — M — M' = — .(A + B — 2 C) ; 

M+JW + JV+JV' = . (2 C—i—B). 
Tl U 
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[3034] 

The preceding expressions of q d t, r dt, give,* 

d 4». sin. ô = r dt. cos. y-\-qdt. sin. 9 ; [3035] 

hence we deduce, 

d-l . fM!— M _.sin.é = (_ \ /TV'_jy\ 

■ j . cos. (29 + it + s) + f—-—J . cos. (29 — it — s) 

(M + M' + N+W) 
[3036] 

+ 2 . cos. (i t -j- 0 ; 

neglecting the two first terms of this expression, which are always insensible, [3036'] 

and supposing i to be quite small, we shall have very nearly,! 

d-\j . /2 C — A — B)\ , /. . n 
— . sin. Ô — (-——- ) . k . cos. (lt-\~ s). [3037] 
dt V 2n.C J y J L J 

If we denote by 2 . h . cos. (i t -j- s), the sum of the terms in which P is [3038] 

developed [3020], and by 2 .k1. sin. (ytf + s), the sum of the terms of the [3039] 

development of P', 2 being the sign of finite integrals, we shall have, 

* (2054) Multiplying [3030, 3031] by sin. 9, cos. 9, respectively, adding the products, 

and putting sin.29 cos.29 = 1, we get [3035]. Dividing this by dt, substituting q, r, 

[3023, 3024], and reducing, we obtain [3036]. This may also be more easily obtained by [3035a] 

derivation from [3033]. For if we change 9, s, M, M', into 9-{-100°, e-f-100°, 

— M, — M', respectively ; the values of q, r, [3023, 3024] will remain unaltered, and 

dô [3032] will become the same as di T7 • sin. d [3035]. Making the same changes in [3°356] 

[3033], we get, 

. sin. ô = I. (— M' -\~ M) . sin. (2 9 -f- it T s -f- 300°) 
(I Ù 

+ JV).sin. (29—^ — s + 100°)+ |.(JV+JV/+Af'+Ji).sin.(^ +£+100°); 
[3035c] 

which is easily reduced to the form [3036]. 

f (2055) We may neglect the two terms in [3036] depending on the angles 29-\-it-\-s, 

29—it—s, for the same reason that the similar terms in [3033] were neglected [3033d] j [3037«] 

then substituting in the last term the value of MM'JYJY' [3034d], we 

get [3037]. 
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Differen¬ 
tial ex¬ 
pressions 

[3040] 

of 

dd, d^j. 

[3041] 

[3041] 

[3041"] 

[3042] 

[3043] 

[3044] 

[3040a] 

[3043a] 

[30436] 

[3043c] 

[3043iZ ] 

[3043e] 
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dâ 

dt 

’VZ -J-B — 2 C\ j, . .. \ 
* 

d-\> . (2 C—A — B\ (jj) 
—. sm,H = ( 2-_c -).a.fc.cos.(H + ,). > 

Integrating these equations, without noticing the arbitrary constant quantities, 

we get the parts of ô and 4o arising from the action of the body L. To 

obtain the complete values of these variable quantities, we must add to them 

the quantities depending on the state of the body at the origin of the motion. 

If we notice only this original motion, the two equations [3010, 3011] 

become, 

d q -f- ^ .nr.dt= 0 ; dr -f ^ ^ . nq ,dt= 0 ; 
*TjL Jlj 

hence by integration,! 

q = G . sin. (A t -f- P) ; 

,’=^è‘=c)-G-C0S^x< + '3); 

* (205G) If — [3034] contain a number of terms of the form Jc'. sin. (i t -f- e) 
d t 

[3020, 3034], its complete value will be as in [3040]. In like manner, the sum of all the 

terms of the form [3037] becomes as in [3041]. 

f (2057) Neglecting the terms depending on the disturbing force L in [3010, 3011], 

they become as in [3042], which are precisely of the same form as the two last of the 

equations [278], changing p into n. If in the values of q, r, [279], which were deduced 

from [278], we change the constant quantities M, M\ n, y, [279], into G, G1, X, p, 

respectively, we shall get, 

q = G-. sin. ( X t -[-j3), r = G'. cos. (X z! -{— /3). 

Then from [2S0] we have, by changing as above n into X, and p into n, 

X = n 
nC-A).(C-B)U 

\ AB ) 
and G' = — G 

(A.{C-A)\l 

\B.{C—B)J * 

These values of q, X, agree with [3043, 3045] respectively. 

G' may evidently be put under the form, 

a=_ .o.n. (<--A 
** n.(C—B) \ AB ) n.{C—B) 

hence r [30436] becomes as in [3044]. 

The preceding value of 
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G and j3 being two other arbitrary constant quantities, and 

3 35 

x = n 
(C—A).{C—B) 

A B 

If we substitute these values of q and r in [3032], 

dô 
~ = r. sin.p — q. cos.9 ; 

[3045] 

[3046] 

we get by integration,* 

6 = h 
{n. (.B—C)—\A\ 

2 n . (ft -j- X) . (B—C) 
G. cos. (p + Xtf + (3) 

X A -f- n . (B ■ 

2 n . (n—* x). (B 
zrk ]-G.cos.(<f — U — P); 

[3047] 

/i being a new arbitrary constant quantity. If the value of G be of a 

sensible magnitude, we shall be able to discover it, by the daily variations [3047'] 

of the latitude, or of the height of the pole.f But since no variation of this 

* (205S) Substituting q, r, [3043, 3044], in [3046] ; then reducing by means of 

[18, 19] Int. ; using for a moment, for brevity, p-f-X^-b^^^/î p — Xtf — p = Tu, [3047a] 

we get, 

dô _ X A 

~dt n7( 
G . cos. (X t -j- (3) . sin. p — G . sin. ( X t p) . cos. p [30476] 

X A 

2n .{B — C) 
. G . {sin. T, -f sin. TJ + \ G . {— sin. Tt + sin. TJ 

= - •G ■sin-T'+CR •G •sin-r- • ^ 

Multiplying this last expression by dq resubstituting the values of Tn T/f, [3047a], 

integrating, and observing that dcp = ndt [3024'], nearly, we get Ô [3047] ; the constant [3047d] 

quantity h being added to complete the integral. 

f (2059) The coefficient X is very small in comparison with n [3045], therefore the 

variation of the angle xq in the time t, must be small in comparison with that of p [3024'] ; 

consequently the expressions cos. (p -j- X t -f- j3), cos. (p — X* — (3), must pass nearly [3048a] 

through all their values from -j- I 1° — L in die course of a day, or rather in half a day ; 

so that if G be of any sensible value, the quantity *) will have a diurnal variation. Now as [30486] 
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We may 
neglect the 
parts of 

0, 4'’ 

[3048] 
depending 
ou the 
original 
motion of 
the earth. 

[3049] 

Obliquity 
of the 
ecliptic. 

[3050] 

kind has been perceived, in the most accurate observations, it follows that G 

is insensible ; therefore we may neglect the parts of ô and 4? depending on the 

original motion of the earth. 

5. We shall now resume the equations [3040, 3041]. The first gives by 

integration, observing that the development of the function P' [3017] is 

represented in [3020] by P' = 2 .k'. sin. (i t -f- 

6 — h -f- 
(A+B — 2C) 

2 n . C ’ 
.fPdt. 

The only bodies which have a sensible influence on the motions of the axis of 

the earth, are the sun and moon. We shall first consider the action of the 

7» A- sun ; and shall put v for its longitude, counted from the moveable vernal 

[3051] equinox ; y the inclination of its orbit, upon the fixed plane ; and a the 

[3052] longitude of its ascending node ; the angles v and A being referred to the 

moveable orbit of the sun, we shall have,f 

no such variation has been perceived, we may conclude that G is insensible. Hence 

[3048c] the parts of q, r, [3043,3044], depending on the original motion, may be neglected; 

consequently the similar part of d 4) [3035, 3041], or of 4» as weH as that of è 

[3032, 3040], may also be neglected. 

[3050a] 

* (20GO) Substituting JP' = 2 . k'. sin. [it -[- s) in [3040], it becomes 

d& (— 2 C) p, * * 
dt 2n,C ’ 

multiplying this by dt, integrating, and adding the constant quantity h, we get [3050]. 

[3053a] t (2061) In the annexed figure, C represents the 

centre of the earth ; X X//t Y Ylff FAB the fixed plane 

of XT; Xw/ SAx the sun’s orbit, or the moveable 

ecliptic, cutting the fixed plane in the line ACX//r Then 

C X, C Y, are the axes of X, Y, respectively ; and 

[30535] the axis of Z is drawn through C, perpendicularly to 

the fixed plane of X Y, towards the north pole of the 

fixed ecliptic ; so that the rectangular co-ordinates of the 

sun at S, may be represented by X, Y, Z, and the radius 

[3053c] C S = r . The co-ordinates X, Y, may be transformed 

into x/l/} ym, supposing CXW to be the axis of x/h, 
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X = r . cos.2 i y . cos. v-\-rr sin.2 £ y. cos. (v — 2 A) ; 
f 

[3053] 

Y = r . cos.2 £ y. sin. v — r,. sin.2£ y. sin. (v — 2 A) ; [3054] 

r . sin. y. sin. (v —a) ; [3055] 

hence we deduce/ 

and C Yih that of ym ; these axes being drawn perpendicularly to each other, in the 

fixed plane. Then if we make the angle X//iCx = X/// C X = A, we shall have in the [3053<7] 

present notation [3051, &tc.] the angle x C S = v, Xnt C S = v—A. Now if we let [3053e] 

fall from S upon C s X//t the perpendicular Ss, we shall have, 

C s = xm = ry. cos. (v — A), Ss — Tj. sin. (v — A) ; [3053/] 

and it is evident that the co-ordinate Z, which represents the distance of the point S from 

the fixed plane, is equal to Ss multiplied by the sine of y, the inclination of the planes 

XlhYm, Xl/tS; hence Z = rt. sin. (v—A), sin. y [3051], as in [3055]. Moreover, t305%] 

ym is equal to Ss, multiplied by the cosine of the same angle of inclination, or 

yilt = T,. sin. (v — A) . cos. y. [3053A] 

From these values of xm, ylu, we may get those of X, Y, in the same manner as xu, yu, 

are found in [170]. For if we put xn = X, y„= Y, (p = A, we get 

X = xw . cos. A — ym . sin. A ; Y — yM. cos. A -f x„,. sin. A ; [3053i] 

and by substituting x/a, ytn, [3053/] A], they become as in [3053Æ. &c.], which are 

successively reduced to the forms [3053/, m], by means of [20, 17, 6, 1] Int. 

X = rf. [cos. (v — A) . cos. A — sin. (v — AJ . sin. A . cos. y\ [3053Æ] 

= rt. [£ . cos. v + \ . cos. (v — 2 A) -f- [I • cos. v — | . cos. (u — 2 A)] . cos. y] 

— ri • "b 2 • cos. 7) • cos. v + (I — £ • cos. y) . cos. (v — 2 A)} 

= rj. [cos.2 £ y . cos. v -j- sin.21 y . cos. (v — 2a)|. [3053/] 

In like manner we may obtain Y [3054] from [3053/] ; but it is more easily derived from 

X, in the following manner. For if we change v, A, into v—100°,' A —100°, [3053m] 

respectively; xm, ym, [3053/, A], remain unaltered, while the value of X [3053/] changes 

into Y [3053/] ; and by making the same changes in [3053], it becomes, by slight 

reductions, as in [3054]. 

* (2062) Puttirg i brevity JY=rt. cos.2 £y, B = r,. sin.2 |-y, C'=r,. sin. y, [3056a] 

we get from [3053—3055], 

X='â'.cos.v+B'.cos.{v—2A), Y=A'.sm.v—B'.sin.(v — 2a), Z=C’. sin./—a). [30565] 
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[3056] 

[3057] 

[3057'] 

[3058] 

[3059] 

m, a, e. 

[3060] 

[3056c] 

[3056tf] 

[3056e] 

[3056/] 

[3056g-] 

[3056%] 

[3056i] 

[3058a] 
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XY = ®. cos.4^7.sin.2w + ir/2.sin.27.sin.2A — J**®.sin.4J7.sin.(2v—4a) ; 

XZ = I rf. sin. 7. cos.2 ^ 7. sin. (2v — A) — 1 r2. sin. 2 7. sin. A 

-\-\r2. sin. 7. sin.217 . sin. (2v — 3 A). 

On account of the extreme slowness of the motion of the equinoctial points, 

we may suppose d v equal to the angular motion of the sun, during the 

time dt, and we shall have, by ^ 19, 20, Book II, [1057],* 

rf d v — dr m d t. [/i—e2 ; 

m t being the mean motion of the sun, a its mean distance from the earth, 

and e the ratio of the excentricity of its orbit to its mean distance. Moreover 

we have, by neglecting the masses of the planets, in comparison with that 

of the sun, -^ = m2 [605'] ; and the equation of the ellipsis gives, 
Cl 

Substituting these in the first members of [3056/g], we get the second members of these 

expressions ; which, by successive reductions, become as in [3056/, i] ; using formulas 

[31,22, 19] Int.; observing also in [3056e, A], that (sin.-ly.cos.ly)2—(£.sin.y)2=;|.sin.2y ; 

and £ C . (A'—B') = Jr,2-sin.7.(cos.217—sin.2|y| = Jr®.sin.7.cog.7 =4r®.sin.27. 

ir= A'2. sin. v . cos. v -\-A!B'.\ sin. v . cos. (v — 2 A)— cos. v . sin. (v — 2 A)\ 

— B'2. sin. (v — 2 A) . cos. (v — 2 A) 

= \ A!2. sin. 2 v A' B'. sin. \v — (v — 2 A) | — £ B'2 . sin. 2 . (v — 2 A) 

= ^A!2 . sin. 2 v -]- r2 . (sin. £ 7. cos. £ 7)®. sin. 2 A — \ B'2. sin. 2 . (y — 2 A) 

= \ A'2 . sin. 2 v -f- |-r2 . sin.27. sin. 2 A — \ B'2 . sin. 2 . (v—2 A), as in [3056] ; 

X Z = A' C . cos. v . sin. (v — a) -|-B' C. cos. (v — 2 A) . sin. (w — A) 

= \ A! C . {sin. (2 v — A) — sin. A\ -j- \ B' C .{sin. A -f- sin. (2 v — 3 A)} 

= %A’ C . sin. (2v — A)— ] C . (A' — B') . sin. A + f -B' C . sin. (2v — S\) 

= \Al C . sin. (2 v — A) — ]r(2. sin. 2 7 . sin. A -f- | B' C . sin. (2v — 3 a), 

as in [3057]. 

* (2063) We easily obtain [305S] from [585, 599, 6059, as in [1057], changing r, n, 

into rt, m, respectively. Making the same change in [605], we get [x = m2.a3; f/. being 

the sum of the masses of the sun and earth ; and by neglecting the last, on account of its 

smallness, in comparison with the mass L of the sun, we get L = m2. a3 [3060]. 
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a 

r. 

1 —}— e . cos. (v— r) 
1—e2 

* [3061] 

r being the longitude of the solar perigee : therefore we shall have, relatively r. 

to the"sun,f l3061'] 

P’dt = gggA ,^XY. sin.a + XZ. cos. a} ,.5 

3 m . d v . {1 -f- e . cos. (v — r)} 

(1-^)1 

XY . A . XZ A} 
—-- . sin. 6 -f —5- • cos.â } • 
rf rf ) 

[3062] 

[30630 

X Y XZ 
If we substitute for , —— > their preceding values, in terms of v, [3062"] 

we shall find, in the first place, that after having developed P'dt, in sines 

of the angle v, and its multiples, the terms depending on the longitude of the 

sun’s perigee rf contain the angle v ; therefore they cannot become sensible [3063] 

* (2064) Changing in [603] r, v, into rn v — r, respectively, in order to conform to [3061a] 

the present notation, we get [3061] by a slight reduction. 

f (2065) Multiplying [3017] by dt, we get [3062], which may be put under the form 

3L dt t XY . , XZ ) 
~ ' ~7f ’ ( ~Tf * Sin'^ + 7i~ *cos'0 5 * But from [3058> 3058a, 3061 ] we have [3062a] 

3-Î» dt _3L _tgv_ 3rtrfi.a3 dv 3m. dv a 

rf rf- r, ' a2 m . s/{ 1 — e2J r, * a?m. /(I — e2) /(l — e2) * r, 

3m. dv 1 e . cos. (v — r) 
~ t/(l — «9) » 

substituting this in [3062a], we get [3062']. 

f (2066) The quantity r is found, in [3062'] in connexion with the term e.cos.(v_r) 

only. This is multiplied by the factors XY, XZ, and when their values [3056, 3057] 

are substituted, it is multiplied by the terms 

sin. 2v, sin. 2 a, sin. (2v 4 A), sin. (2v — A), sin. A, sin. (2v — 3 A). 

These products being reduced by means of [18, 19] Int, produce terms depending on sines 

of angles of the forms sin. (v-r„), sin. (3v-rJ ; r„ r///} being functions of A, F. 

These last terms are multiplied by dv, in P dt [3062'] ; and as dv is of the order 

mdi [3058], the integral of Pdt will introduce the large divisor m in fPdt [3050]. 

This divisor renders these terms insensible in comparison with those depending on the sines 

of angles of the forms sin. A, sin. r ; because these last quantities vary with extreme 

[30626] 

[3062c] 

[3063a] 

[30636] 

[3063c] 

[3063c?] 
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by integration. But this is not the case with the terms depending on the 

XZ 
[3063'] longitude of the node ; the function —2- introduces in P'dt the term 

slowness ; and they may be represented generally by terms of the form A,. sin. i t, i being 

[3063e] a very small coefficient, which produces the divisor i in the integral fP'dt. Now as no 

such terms are produced by the quantity e . cos. (v — r), it may be neglected ; observing 

[3063/] that in all these calculations, we neglect terms of the order of the square of the disturbing 

forces, and of the square of the oblateness of the earth. If we also neglect the square of e, 

[3063g] the expression [3062] becomes P1 d t = 3 m . d v . ^ —— . sin. 6 -j—— . cos. Æ ^ ; in 

which we must substitute the values [3056, 3057]. If we put cos.2 £y = l — sin.2!/, 

in [3056], we obtain, 

[3063/i] 

[3063Î] 

[3063Æ] 

[3063?] 

— —1.(1—2.sin.2|y-f- sin.4|y) .sin.2v-|-Usin.2y.sin.2A — J . sin.4 £y. sin. (2v—4 A). 
r? 

In the solar orbit y is extremely small [3051], and in the lunar orbit y=5d nearly; 

hence sin.2|y<Now as the terms depending on sin. 2®, cos.2v, [3378—3380] 

do not much exceed 3", or one sexagesimal second, we may neglect quantities of the order 

sin.9|y, in the parts of [3063A] depending on the angles 2 v, 2v— 4 A, which have 

great divisors in the integral, and we obtain -- = £ • sin. 2 v • s*n,2y • s*n> ^ A. In 
o r/ 
like manner, substituting cos.2 i y = 1 — sin.2 £ y in [3057], and neglecting terms 

xz 
multiplied by sin.2^ y, we get —— = \ • sin. y . sin. (2 v A) f • sin. 2 y . sin. A, 

Substituting [30637c, 7] in [3063g], we get, 

[3063m] 

P'dt = Sm.dv. sin. è.{%. sin. 2 v + i. sin.2 y . sin. 2 A| 

—j— 3 m . d v • cos. 6. . sin. y . sin. (2v—A ) — £. sin. 2 y. sin. A). 

We may neglect the term depending on sin. (2 v—A) in this expression; for by 

comparing its coefficient with that of sin. 2v it is of the order sin. y, or < TV, and 

as the terms depending on sin. 2 v, cos. 2^, [3377—3380], are very small, it must be 

insensible ; hence [3063m] becomes, 

P' d t = § ïïi. sin. è ,{dv . sin. 2 v) — $ m . cos. è . (of v . sin. 2 y . sin. a) 

[3063u] -j- s rn,. sin. è . (dv . sin.2 y . sin. 2 a). 

q I jq_2 (J 

[3063o] The integral of this quantity is multiplied by q 111 the value of 6 [3050] ; and 

as this factor is of the same order as the ellipticity of the earth, or as it is usually called, of 

the order «, we may suppose è to be constant in the preceding integration, neglecting 

quantities of the order a2 [3063/], and then the integral becomes, 
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— —-— . sin. 2 y. cos. 6. sin. a [3063«] ; and on account of the slowness [3064] 

of the variations of 7 and a, this term may become very sensible in the value 

of ô. Thus we shall have very nearly, by observing that e and 7 are 

extremely small, and retaining, among the terms multiplied by these 

quantities, only those which can increase considerably by integration, 

f P' dt — — f- m. sin. è. cos. 2 v -— |w9. cos. è.fydt. sin. a. [3065] 

7. sin. a is the product of the inclination of the solar orbit, by the sine of [3066] 

the longitude of its ascending node, counted from the moveable vernal 

equinox [3053c?,g']. This inclination being very small, we may take for 7, 

either its sine or its tangent. Now we have seen in § 59, Book II, h-°66] 

[1032, 1133, &c.], that if we put equal to the longitude of the ascending r , 

node of this orbit, counted from the fixed equinox, according to the order of [3067] 

the signs, tang. 7 . sin. will be given by a finite number of terms of the 

form c . sin. (gt + (3),* * and tang. 7 . cos. r/ will be given by the same ^ 

number of corresponding terms c . cos. (gt -j- (3) ; moreover, 4 being the [30680 

fP'd t — — f m . sin. Ô . cos. 2 v — § m . cos. ô . f sin. 2 7 . sin. A . d v 

+ 1 m . sin. ê. f sin.2 7 . sin. 2 A . d v. 
[3063p] 

If we continue to neglect quantities of the order f, we may put sin. 2 7 =±=27, and 

neglect the last term ; then it becomes as in [3065], observing that if we neglect terms E3063^ 

depending on e.cos.(i> — r), as in [3063a, &c.], we may put d.v — mdt [3058,3061]. [3063r] 

La Place, in this book, neglects the last term of [3063p] depending on the angle 2 A, and 

the similar term, depending on the angle 2 a', corresponding to the attraction of the moon [3063s] 

[3078]. This last term was introduced by Bessel in the value of Ô [3089], and by Poisson 

in the value of 4 [3100], in the paper mentioned in [3015?]. Afterwards La Place 

resumed the subject, and in the fifth volume [12217—12230'], computed these terms of ^3063^ 

â, 4s depending on the angle 2 A', he. 

* (2067) Comparing the definitions of <p, 7, [1030', 3051], and those of Ô, r, 

[1030", 3067], we get <p = y, 6 = rt; hence p, q, [1032] become p = lang.7.sin.r/5 [30680] 

2 = tang. 7 . cos. rr Substituting these in the two first formulas of [1133], using the sign 

2 of finite integrals, and changing JV, JV), &c., into c, c', &c., we get, as in [3068, &c.] 

p = tang. 7 . sin. ry = 2 . c . sin. (g t + p), q — tang. 7 . cos. Tt = 2 . c . cos. (gt-f - /g). [3C686] 

In the original work, the mark is not placed below r ; we have introduced it, to distinguish 

r, from the longitude of the perigee [3061']. 

211 
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[3069] 

[3070] 

[3070'] 

retrograde motion of the equinoxes, counted from the fixed equinox, we 

have a = ry + 4 5* hence we obtain,! 

tang. 7 . sin. a — tang, y . sin. 14. cos. 4 + tang. 7. cos. 14. sin. 4* 

Substituting c . sin. (gt -f- (3) for tang. 7. sin. r/} and c . cos. (gt-{- f3) 

for tang. 7 . cos. 14, we get, 

[3071] tang. 7. sin. a — c . sin. (gt-\-fi-j- 4)* 

Hence we see, that to obtain tang. 7. sin. a, it is only necessary to 

[3072] increase the angles of the terms of the expression of tang. 7 . sin. 14 

[30686] by the quantity 4* We may therefore, by neglecting quantities of 

[3072'] the order c9, substitute for 4 the mean motion of the equinoxes. Then 

tang. 7. sin. a is composed of a finite number of terms of the form 

[3073] c . sin. (/1 -f- |3)4 which differ from the terms of the expression of 

tang. 7 . sin. 14 [30686], only in the increase of the angles gt by the mean 

[3069a] * (206S) The symbol 14 represents the longitude of the ascending node of the solar orbit 

upon the fixed plane, counted from the fixed equinox [3067], Now by [3006c/—g], 4 

[30696] represents the precession of the equinoxes; therefore r/-j-4 is the longitude of the 

ascending node, counted from the moveable equinox, and this is equal to A [3052]. 

+ (2069) Having A —If-)-4 [3069], we get from [21] Int., 
[3070a] 

sin. A = sin. r . cos. 4 T" cos. 14. sin. 4 j 

multiplying this by tang. 7, we obtain [3070] ; substituting [30685], reducing by [21] 

Int.j we find, as in [3071], 

[30706] tang. 7 . sin. A = 2 . c. {sin. (g t -}- (3) . cos. 4 + cos. (g t + <s). sin. 4} 

= 2 . c‘. sin. (g t -f- |3 -fi- 4) • 

t (2070) Comparing ~ [3033] with ~. sin. 6 [3036], it appears that the 
[3073a] dt dt 

variable parts of Ô, 4j are of the same order. This is also evident from the comparison of 

[30736] the numerical values of the variable terms of Ô, 4, [3377, 3379]. Therefore the variable 

part of 4 must be of the same order as 7 [3051], or c [3070'] ; so that if we substitute, in 

[3071], the mean value of 4> we shall neglect terms of the order c2, as in [3072']. If we 

[3073c] represent this mean value by 4 = (/—g). t, the expression sin. (g* + i3 +4) wi]l 

become sin.(/f + {3), as in [3073], and then [30706] becomes 

tang. 7. sin. A = 2 . c . sin. (ft T I3)- [3073d] 
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motion of the equinoxes. We find in the same manner, that tang. 7. cos. a 

is composed of a corresponding number of terms of the form c. cos. (ft-\-fi) ; 

therefore by patting 2. c . sin. (ft + f£) for the sum of all the terms of 

the value of tang, 7. sin. a, the expression of tang. 7. cos. a becomes* 

2 . c. cos. (ft -j- (3) ; and these quantities will also be the expressions of 

7 . sin. a, and 7 . cos. a. This being premised, we shall have for the part 

of fP’dt depending on the action of the sun,f 

fPd t = --— . sin. ô. cos. 2 v -)——. cos. ê. 2. - . cos. (jt-\-fi). 

We shall now consider the action of the moon ; putting L! for its mass, and 

a! for its mean distance from the earth. Moreover we shall suppose, for the 

moon, that m', v\ r', e', a', 7', correspond respectively to the symbols we 

have named m, v, r5 e, a, 7, for the sun ; also 

Li . , L 
= . m = x . — ; 

a '3 or 

we shall find, by the preceding analysis, 

* (2071) Substituting [3069] in the first member of [30756] we get its second member. 

Developing this by means of [23] Int., using the values [30686], reducing by [23] Int., we 

obtain the fourth expression [3075c]. Substituting in this 4 — (/—g) * [3073c], we get 

[3075c?], as in [3075], 

tang. 7 cos. A = tang. 7. cos. (r -f 4) = (tang. 7. cos. r). cos. 4 — (tang. 7. sin. r,). sin. 4 

=2. c. {cos. (g^Tp) .cos.4—sin. (§•?-[-13). sin.41 = 2. c. cos. (gt -|-f3 + 4) 

'■—;2 . c. cos. {ft -j- (3). 

If we neglect p, as is done in [3066'], the expressions [3073d, 3075d] become, as in [3075], 

y . sin. A = 2 . c . sin. {ft + (3) ; 7 . cos. A= 2. c. cos. {ft -f p). 

f (2072) Substituting 7. sin. A [3075e] in [3065] we get 

f P dt — — I. m . sin. 6 . cos. 2v—§ m2 . cos. 6.2/d t. c . sin. {ft -j-/s) ; and since 

2/d t.c. sin. {ft + p) = — 2 J . cos. (/1 -f- (3), it becomes, as in [3076]. 

[3073q 

[3074] 

[3074q 

[3075] 

[3076] 

[3077] 

[3078] 

[3079] 

[3075a] 

[30756] 

[3075c] 

[3075d] 

[3075e] 

[3076a] 
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|3080] fP'dt = - 
3 X m~ 

4 ml 
sin. ô. cos. 2 v' — 

3 X m2 

2 
cos. 6./y dt. sin. a'.* 

The function —also introduces, in the integral f P'd t, the term,f 
ir 

[3081] |xm2. sin. b ,fy®dt. sin. 2 a'. 

[3081] This term increases considerably by integration ; but it is evident, that, 

notwithstanding this increase, it will yet be insensible ; so that the only 

[3081"] important terms produced in the value of the integral fP'dt, and of 

course into the value of 6, by the action of the moon, are those we have 

noticed. Some astronomers have introduced in this value, a small equation 

[3031"] depending on the longitude of the perigee of the lunar orbit; but we see 

by the preceding analysis, that this equation does not exist. I he mean 

motion of the moon’s perigee being nearly double of the motion of her 

nodes, a term depending on the angle 2A' + r', might become sensible, 

* (2073) To compute the part of /F d t, depending upon the attraction of the moon, 

[3080a] we must accent the letters m, v, &.c. [3065] to conform to the notation and it 

will become, 

[30806] 

[3080c] 

fP dt — — |ml. sin. Ô . cos. 2 v' — § . m'2 . cos. 6fÿ d t. sin. A'. 

JJ 
Accenting, in the same manner, the equation [3060], we get ml2 = — =Xm2 [3079] 

and Substituting these values of m12, m' in [30S0o], we get [3080]. 
m' • 

[3081a] 

[30816] 

[3081c] 

[308ItJ] 

[308le] 

f (2074) This corresponds to the last term of [3063p]. For by accenting the letters, 

as in [3078], it becomes f ml . sin. é/sin.2 y'. sin. 2 A1. d v1 -, and dv =m dt, as in 

[3063r]. Substituting this value of dv', and that of ?,Y2 = Xm2 [30»0c] ; changing 

also sin. y' into 7', as in [3066'], it becomes, as in [3081]. This term was finally 

noticed by La Place, in the fifth volume [12223], as we have observed in [3063?]. If we 

substitute in [3081] the values [3086, &c.] 7' = c', a' = f t £, and put Ô — h, 

it becomes, —^p-.sin .h.c's.fdt. sin. 2 (/'^-|-(b') . sin. A.c'2. cos. 2 (/ <-}-£)• 

This produces, in 6 [3050, 3089, 3101], the terra, 

3 m2 /2 C—A — B\ . Xc'2 . , or«, , 
_—*( ---).{ . sin. A . cos. 2{ft + (i)\' 

4n \ C, / v 
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although multiplied by e'y''2; but the preceding analysis shows, that no [3C82] 

such term exists in the integral fP'dt[3082'] 

To estimate the function fy'clt. sin. A', we shall observe, that in all [3082"] 

the changes which the position of the solar orbit suffers, the mean inclination 

of the lunar orbit upon this plane remains always the same, as we shall [3083] 

see in the theory of the moon.f Now by supposing this satellite to be 

* (2075) The mean motion of the moon in the time t, is in' t [3059, 307S] ; and if we 

use the same notation as in [4SI 7], we shall have (1—c),m't for the mean motion of 14082«] 

the perigee; and (1—g). m! t for the mean motion of the node. These quantities 

represent r', A' respectively, [3078, 3061', 3052], and if we substitute the values of c, g 

[5117], we have, by neglecting, for brevity, the constant parts of lv, A', corresponding to /=0, 

r' = (J — c) . m't = 0,00845199 . m't ; A' = ( 1 —g) .in' t = — 0,00402175 . in' t ; [30826] 

2 A' -|~r' = 0,00040840'. m' t= i m't; putting, i = 0,00040S49. [3082c] 

Now if P'd t [30628 contain a term of the form m'dv . A'. (2 A' -f r'), and [30S2d] 
COS» ' 1 * 

we substitute dv — m' dt [3063r], it becomes, m'2dt.A'.sm; i in' t ; whose integral [3082c] 
COS» O 2 

produces, in fP'dt, the term, 

COS. 

sin. 
cos. 
sin. (2 A'-fr'). [3082/] 

ÏI we examine the value ot P'd t [3062', 3056, 3057], we shall find that the angle r' [3G82g] 

is always connected with the coefficient e1, and 2 A/ with the coefficient y/9; therefore 

A' will be ol the order e!y'~, and the term ol fP'dt [3082/], will be of the order [30826] 

•ni' g y'% 
—. Substituting the values e' — 0,05487293 [5120], / = 0,0900307 [5117], 

and i [3082c], it becomes nearly equal to m', which is of the same order as the chief 

term of [3080/;], depending on the moon; namely, — . sin. 6 . cos. 2 v. This last [3082»] 

expression produces, in [3377], a coefficient of the order 0", 3; therefore a term of this 

kind would require to be noticed. But if we substitute the values of XY, XZ [3056, 

305/] in [3062'], it will appear evident, by a very slight examination, that there is no 

teim having the factor ey2, or e y'~, except it be multiplied by the sine or cosine [30826] 

of an angle containing either v, v', or its multiple, so that it contains no term of the form. 

«'' y'2 • cos! (2 A> Tr')> as » observed in [3082']. 

f (2076) This is proved in Book YB, [4783—4804], 

212 
[3083a] 
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[3084] moved upon the plane of the solar orbit, we shall have y = 7, and A' — A ; 

therefore, by noticing the variations of the solar orbit,* we have 

[3085] f y dt. sin. M — — 2 1. cos. (ft -j- /3). 
«/ 

[3086] Moreover, if we put c' for the tangent of the mean inclination of the orbit 

b'. of the moon, to that of the sun, and —ft — (3', for the longitude of 

the ascending node of the lunar orbit upon the sun’s orbit, counted from 

[3086'] the moveable vernal equinox, we shall have, for the terms depending on 

this inclination,! 

* (2077) Substituting, in 7.sin. A [3075e], the values of 7', A' [3084], it becomes 

[3085a] 7'. sin. A = 2 . c . sin. Multiplying this by dt, and integrating, we get the 

value of fy'dt. sin. A' [3085], depending on the secular variations of the solar orbit. 

! (2078) We shall 

suppose F Cf to be 

an arch in the fixed 

plane, or fixed ecliptic, 

[3087a] as it appears on the 

spherical surface of the 

heavens; F'D Cf an 

arc of the sun’s moveable orbit, F" D Ef" the moon’s orbit ; F' the first point of Aries, 

supposed to be vioveable ; F,F", the corresponding points on the fixed plane, and on the 

the lunar orbit. Then drawing the arc DD' perpendicular to FC, we shall have 

[3087(2] nearly FCF' = y, FC = A [3051, 3052] FEF"=ÿ, FE = A' [3078]. If we 

neglect the powers of 7, y', wre may suppose the arch FF F to be perpendicular to 

either of the arches CF, CF' or EF"-, and in the triangles FCF’, F'DF", FEE", 

we shall have nearly, FF' = FCF' . sin. F C ; F' F" = F' D F' . sin. F D, 

or F' F" = F' D F" . sin. FT'; FF" = FEF" . sin. F E, respectively ; hence 

FF" = FF' f-F'F", becomes FEF". sin.FE=FCF'. sin.F Cf-F'DF". ûn.F'D. 
Substituting in these equations, the preceding symbols, 7, A, 7', A'; also, for F'BF", or 

rather for its tangent, the preceding value d [3086], and F'D= ft f3 [0OS6], 

it becomes 7' . sin. a' = 7 . sin. A — c . sin. (/ tf- f). Multiplying this by dt, and 

integrating, we get, 

[30876] 

[3087c] 

[3087e] 

[3087/] 

[3087g-] 

[3087ft] 

[30872] 

ffdt. sin. a' = — • cos. (/' t -|- p') ~\~f 7 d t . sin. A. 
«/ 

Now we have shown in [3085, 3085a], that the quantity f 7 d t. sin. A, 01 the part of 
£ 

ff q i , sin. A', depending on the secular variation of the solar orbit, is ^‘/ ,cos’0 

[3085]. Substituting this in [3087A], we get the whole value of fy dt. sin. A, 

in [3088]. 

as 
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fy'dt. sin. A' = -. cos. (/' t + f) ; 

connecting these two terms, we have, relatively to the moon, 

fy'clt. sin. a' = C- . cos. (ft + f3') — 2. j. cos. (ft + (3) ; 

and we have, by the combined actions of the snn and moon,* 

A sin. â. 1 cos. 2 v -j- — . cos. 2 21 j 

. / — (1 -j- >) . m . cos. â. 2. y. cos. (jQ + (3) J. 

$ 7. 171 C . / jt*/ y 1 

^ . cos. ê. cos. (/ t + [3 ) 

ô = hf- 
o m 

4:71 

'2C—A — B' 

. C~ 

6. We shall noiv investigate the value of 4* ; and for this purpose we 

shall resume the equation [3041], putting it under the form,f 

d + .sin.a = PC~"a~^.Pdt. 
2n. 0 

We have by the preceding article, relatively to the sun,î 

* (2079) If we substitute the value of fy'dt. sin. A', [3088] in [3080], and then 

connect this part of fP'dt with that in [3076], we shall obtain, 

^ Yu g 
fP'dt——§. m. sin.D . { cos. 2v-\- —■. cos.2î/}-f-§ .m2. (1 -|-X) • cos. Ô. 2. — . cos. (ft-j-<3) 

171 J 

çf 
—f Am3.-. cos. L cos. (ft-fp1); 

substituting this in [3050], it becomes, as in [3089] ; to which we must add the 

term [308le]. 

f (2080) Substituting P = 2 . k . cos. (it -f- e) [3038], in [3041], we get [3090], 

J (2081) If we square the value of Y [3054], and put, as in [1, 17] Int. 

sin.2 v — \ — J cos. 2 v, sin.2 (v — 2A) = \ — i . cos. (2 v — 4 a); 

2 sin. v sin. (v — 2 A) = cos. 2 A — cos. (2 v —2 A), it becomes 

Y2 = £.r/2. cos.4 17. (1—cos.2u) — rf. (cos. |y. sin.|v)2. {cos.2 A — cos. (2v—2A)} 

-f-£ r'2 . sin.4 £y. {1 — cos. (2 v — 4 A)|. 

This may be reduced by [31] Int., which gives (cos. £ y. sin. £ y)2 — (£sin. y)2=;| sin.2y. 
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[3091] 

[3092] 

[3092'] 

[309W] 

[3091e] 

[3091/] 

[3093a] 

[30936] 

[3093c] 

[30934] 

Y2—cos.4 ^7. (1—cos. 2d)— j.r2. sin.V5cos.2A—cos. (2d—2a)} 

— !. rf. sin-V {1—cos.(2 v—2 a) \-\-\rf. sin-4!/- {1—cos- (2d-—4 a) } ; 

Y Z=\rf. sin27.cos. a — \rf.sin.7.cos.2\y.cos. (2d—a) 

+ !d2. sin.7. sin.2|7.cos. (2d—3a). 

Therefore we shall find, by the analysis of the same article, neglecting 

the squares of e and 7, and the quantities which remain insensible after 

integration,* 

Squaring the value of Z [3055], and substituting sin.2 (v — a) = \ — £ cos. 2{v — A) 

[1] Int., we get, Z2 = £ rf . sin2 7 {1 — cos. (2 v — 2a)|. Subtracting this from 

Y2 [30916, c], we get [3091]. 

The value of Y Z [3092] may be found by multiplying Y [3054] by Z [3055], 

and reducing, as in [3056g, /<]. We may also derive it from the value of X Z [3057]. 

For if we write v — 100°, and A — 100°, for v, and A respectively, the value of 

Z [3055] will be unchanged ; but X [3053] will change into Y [3054] ; consequently 

XZ [3057] will change into YZ. Now by making these changes in XZ [3057], 

the quantity sin. (2v — A) becomes sin. (2 v — A—100°) = — cos. (2 v — A) ; sin. A 

becomes —cos.a; sin.(2v — 3A) becomes sin. (2v — 3A-f- 100°) = cos. (2v — 3A) ; 

these changes being made in [3057], it becomes, as in [3092]. 

* (2082) Multiplying P [301G] by d t = [3058], we get Pdt [30936], 

Substituting in this 
a 

—-= m . — = m . 
a2 m r, r. 

cos.(t) — r)} 

1 — ee 
which is easily deduced 

from [3058a, 30G1], we get [3093c] 

3 Ldv ys—Z2 
1 / 

3mdidl-j-e.cos. (v — r)f ( F2— Z'~ 

rt 7 ojuav C Y2— Z% . YZ . „ . ") 

P d t= -s-, —1-. sin. Ô . cos. Ô -j- —— . (cos. à — sin/ à) > 
cfim rrx/l — ee ( rf 1 rf v ' S 

5 . sin. 6 . cos. 04- ~ . (cos.2 ô — sin.2 Ô) \ 
(1—ee)* <■ r? r2 ) 

Now by the same method of reasoning as in [30G2a, &c.], we shall find, that the factor 

^-2, If [3091, 3092], e . cos. (v—r), when multiplied by the terms 

produces terms depending on the cosines of angles of the forms v — r, ti-f r, 3v — r, 

&c.; all of which contain v, whose integrals will not have any terms with the small divisor i; 
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P .dt = §m?.clt. sin. ê. cos. è — f- m . sin. ô. cos. ô. d. sin. 2 v 

+ f m9. yd t. cos. a . {cos.2 6 — sin.2 ô J. 

In this we must substitute for 7.cos.a, its value s.c.cos.(/|+|3) [3075e]. 

By the same analysis, we shall find, relatively to the moon,* 

consequently they may be neglected in P d t ; because they will not produce any sensible 

terms in 4, deduced from the integral of [3090]. Therefore we may neglect this term, 

as wTe have done in computing P' dt [3063/] ; and by proceeding as in [3063/ &c.], we 

may also neglect quantities of the order of the square, or the product of the disturbing forces. 

Hence it appears, that if we neglect terms of the order e2, we may change the factor, 

3m dv. fl -j-e. cos. (v—r)l -, . „ , 
~ I [3093c], into 3 mdv, and we shall have, 

(1 — ee)2 

r y-2 jgj' 2 ~Y Z 
P dt — 3 m dv . j ———-. sin. Ô . cos. Ô -f- —. (cos.2Ô—sin.26) v . 

Now if we substitute cos.4 §7 = (1 — sin.2 £ yf in [3091,3092], and neglect terms 

of the order 7s (1—cos. 2®), 7. cos. (2 v — 2 A), and such terms of the order 7s as 

are neglected in [3063*, &c.), we shall obtain, 

YZ 
——— = | (1 — cos.2r>)— |sin.27 . cos.2 A ; — = i sin. 2 7 . cos. A. 

' / Tf 

Substituting these in [3093g-], we get, successively, by putting dv . cos. 2v=^%d. sin. 2 v, 

and sin. 2 7 = 2 7 nearly ; 

P dt = 3mdv . f ^ ^ ' C0S‘ ^ — i s^n'2 / • cos* 2 a] . sin. Ô. cos. Ô 
l ~b i sin. 2 7. cos. A . (cos.2 ê — sin.2 Ô) 

ÿ m d v . sin. ô . cos. ô — |i m . sin. â . cos. ô . d . sin. 2 v 

-f-§ m . d v . 7. cos. A . (cos.2 ô — sin.2 d) 

— f- m d v . sin. ô . cos. ô. sin.2 7 . cos. 2 A. 

We may put, as in [o063r], dv—mdt, and then the expression [3093Z] 

becomes, as in [3093], with the addition of the last term, depending on 2 A, namely, 

— f m2. d t. sin. 6. cos. Ô. sin.2 7 . cos. 2 A, which is neglected by La Place in this book ; but 

the similar term depending on the moon’s attraction, is calculated in the fifth volume [12228]. 

* (2083) Accenting the letters, m, v, 7, a, &c. [3093, 3093Z, m], as in [3078], we 

get the following expression of the part of Pdt, depending upon the attraction of the moon ; 

Pdt ml2.dt. sin J. cos. â —I rrt. sin. ê. cos. ô.d. sin. 2 P-f~ § m!2. y’d t. cos. A'. £ cos.2ô—sin.2 ê} 

|«i,s. d t. sin. Ô. cos. ô. sin .2 y . cos. 2 A'. 
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Pdt 
3 X. m2 .dt 

2 
. Sill, d . COS.Ô- 

oX.m2 . . 
— . sin. d. cos. d. a . sm. 2 v 

4 ni 
[3095] 

-j- f x. m9. d t. {cos.2 ô 

-f- f x. m2. c/1. {cos.2 d 

sill.2 d l. 2 « c. cos. (// + (3) 

sin.2 d j. d . cos. (/' t -f- [3') ; 

consequently we shall have,* 

[3093o] Substituting m‘ / 2 
Xm2 /V. Til 

Xm2, m' =— [3080c], it becomes, 
VI 

[3093p] 

[3093?] 

[3093r] 

[3093s] 

[3093/] 

[3093u] 

[3093d] 

[3093u>] 

[3093d] 

[3093y] 

3Xm2 . , . , . „ , 
Pd t = #Xm2 . dt. sin. d . cos. d-7—7 . sm. d. cos. d . d. sin. 2?> 

2 4 m 

-f- # X m2 . ^ cos.2 Ô — sin.2 ô}. y d i. cos. A' 

— I Xm2.(h. sin. d. cos. d. sin.27'. cos. 2 A'. 

If we take, in fig. 61, page 846, the arc F Cf= 100°, then draw the arc //'/" 

perpendicularly to F Cf it may also be considered as perpendicular to either of the arcs, 

F1 Cf, F" Df", neglecting the powers of 7, y', and we shall have, ff" =// -fff’ 

Now by the same method as in [3087c], we have, in the triangles f Cf, f Bf, fEf , 

respectively, ff =/ Cf . sin./ C ; ff = f Bf . sin./B ; ff" =fEf" . sin ./JE. 

Substituting these in [3093?-], we get, fEf" . sin./E =/ Cf . sin./ C ff Dj . sin. fD . 

If we use the symbols [3087c?, gf], we have, /Ef" = y', f Cf — 7, f Bf or its 

tangent = c', fE = 100° —FE = 100°—A', fC= 100°_UC= 100°- A, 

F'B— 100° ff tf f. Substituting these values in the equation 

[3093/], we get, 7 . cos. a! = 7 . cos. A + d . cos. (ft + ff Multiplying this by d t ; 

then substituting 7 . cos. A = 2 . c . cos. (// + 0) [3075e], we obtain, 

y dt . COS. A' = d t . 2 . C . COS. (// -f- (3) + c' • ^ U cos. (/' t + /). 

Hence [3093p] becomes, as in [3095], with the addition of the term depending on 

cos. 2 A' ; namely, —. | X m2. d t. sin. d. cos. d. sin.2 y . cos. 2 a'. This term was 

afterwards noticed by the author, as we have already mentioned in [3093m]. 

* (2087) Substituting 7 . cos. A = 2 . c . cos. (ft + 0) [3075e] in [3093], and then 

adding the two parts of Pdt [3093, 3095], we get the value of Pdt, to be substituted 

in [3090]; then dividing by dt. sin. d, we obtain [3096]; and if we use the value of 

l [309S], it becomes, 

[3096a] dF=i. 
d t 

'COS.â COS. Ô f7 • a I X» 
-1-- . d.sin.2v-\-7 

(cos,h 2dt.cos. h L m 

f ----— . 2 . c. cos. (//-}-0) + 
■ 1 sin. ê • cos. h 

d. sin .2fJ 
m(l-(-X) 

X (cos.2$— sin.2$) 

1-j-X* sin. Ô- cos. h 
. c'. cos. (f t-fl3') 
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, .. . cos.ô [ . 
(1-J->). m. cos A — —— Ad. sm. 2 v - 

X m 

d 4 

d t 

Sm (2C—A—B) 

4 n C 
. - + (l-b^).m. 

2dt 

{cos.2 ê — sin.2 

sin. ô 

.d.sm.Zv'l 
m 

. 2 . c . cos. (ftf (3) 

i , „ {cos.2^-Sin,2^ , / n U y rM\ 
| + x m . x-t-- . c'. cos. t -f13 ) 
\ sm. â 

To integrate this equation, we shall observe, that the value of â is not 

constant, and that its secular variations become sensible, by integration, in 

d 4 
the first term of this expression of — .* Now the only variable part of 

Cl t 

the value of 6, which can, in the course of time, become somewhat large, 

is the following [3089] ; 

3 m2 

4 n 

'2 C — A — B\ „ , N c 
-^-y (1 + xj . cos. 6.2 . - . cos. (j t 13)- 

* (2088) If we put V for the term multiplied by ~~—~~—— in the value of Ô [3089], 
v 

we shall have, Ô =■ h -f- V and by neglecting the square and higher powers of V, we 

shall find, from [61, 60] Int. cos. Ô = cos. h — V . sin. h ; sin. Ô = sin. h-\-lr. cos. h. 

Substituting these in [3096a], it produces terms, multiplied by IV, which are so small that 

they may be neglected in d 4 ; but some of them, by integration, acquire a small divisor, 

which render them sensible in 4*. Now upon examination, it will easily be perceived, that 

the terms of V [3097a], depending on the angles v, v', ft, corresponding to the motions 

of the sun, moon, and the moon’s node, cannot produce such divisors. If we neglect such 

terms in the value of V [3097a], we shall find, as in [3097], 

l' = 
3 m2 /2C—A — B 

4tn C 
. ( 1 —j— A). cos. Ô. 2. — . cos. (/ t —1~ (3) $ 

«/ 

and the quantities producing similar terms in — [3096a], will be, 
CL l 

Ccos.£ (cos.9$ — sin.2é) 
/ * \ i ~ " 

( cos.ft sm.$.cos.h 
. 2 . C . COS. {ft + f3) | • 

The last of these quantities is very small, as is evident from [3365, &c.] ; so that we may 

substitute in it è = h, and neglect the correction depending on in the values of 

d 
cos. ô, sin. Ô [30975]. Therefore the only term of —, in which the variations of Ô are 

CL v 

CO6? 
required to be noticed, is the first ; namely, L —— , as in [3096"]. If in this we substitute 

COS* ft 

cos. Ô [30975], and then V [3097e], it becomes, 

7 77/ 7 7,7 7 C 3m2 /2C—A — B\ C V 
l —U . tang, h — lf-l. tang, h . j —. (^---J. (1 -f X) .cos.ô. 2.-. cos. (jfr + p) j ; 

putting 0 — h, and using l [3098], we obtain [3099]. 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tion of the 
Precession. 

[3096] 

[3096'] 

[3096"] 

[3097] 

[3097a] 

[30975] 

[3097c] 

[3097d] 

[3097e] 

[3097/] 

[3097g-] 

[30975] 

[3097i] 
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[3098] 

[3098'] 

[3099] 

[3099'] 

Procession 
of the 
equinoxes 

[3100] 

on the 
fixed 
ecliptic. 

[3100'] 

[3100a] 

[31006] 

[3100c] 

This is therefore the only term necessary to be noticed ; and if we put, 

for brevity, 

l = 
3 m2 

4 n 

'2 C — A — B 

C 
. (1 -f* x) . cos. h, 

d-\* 
the first term of the expression of — [3096a], will become, by neglecting 

quantities of the order c2, 

Z. cos. ô 
cos. h =l + p- tang. h.s.-.. cos. (ft + (3). 

It is not necessary to notice the variableness of t, in the other terms of the 

d A 
expression of —, which, by integration, gives, 

d t 

■h = gyfjï. | 0.—1 ^. tang, h -j- cot. h ^sin. (ft-j-(3) 
l 

2 m ( 1 -J- X) 
. sin. 2 v 

Zx sin 2v' 1 — jcos.'/i — sm.gAj ^ . sm._i -j- . • . . c . sin. tj t+p ), 
2m!. (1 -|-X) ^ 1 (l-J-X)./' * sin.A.cos.A 

£ being an arbitrary constant quantity. 

The expression of ê of the preceding article, may be put under this form, 

* (2089) Substituting in [3096a], the value of its first term [3099], putting in the 

other terms 6 = h, multiplying by dt, and integrating, we get [3100] ; observing that 

the terms affected with the sign 2, appear at first under the form, 

, c . , „ , \ 7 (cos.26, — sin.27i) , _ 
Z2. tang. A. 2.-.sin. (ft -f p) + Z. A g-n , • 2 . - . sin. (ft + p) ; 

cos.h.sm.h 

c 

f 

which, by substituting 
cos.2 h — sin.2 h 

cos. h. sin. h 

Ic 

— cot. A — tang. A, becomes. 

2 00 — 0. tang. A -j- cot. A | . j. sin. {ft -j- p), as in [3100]. The term neglected 

in [3093y], being integrated as in [308Id, &c.], produces in fPdt, the term, 

3Xm2 

8/ 
T. sin. Ô . cos. Ô . sin.2 y'. sin. 2 {ft -j- p'). Substituting in this, the values, 0 = h, 

sin. y' = c' [3081c], the resulting expression will produce in 4^ [3090], the term, 

— (2_C—A—B) | m2 g}n> /j# Cos. A . c'2 . sin. 2 (/' t -j- $') \ 
2 n Cf sin. h Is VJ 1 H ' > 

l X 
- . c'2 . sin. 2 {f t -f- p') [3098]. 

4(1+X)./ 

This term of -4 must he added to 4^ [3100], and to [3107]. 

[3100d] 
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Ô = h-2 . y. COS. (ft + I3) + 
ZX 

0+*) •/'■ 
d. cos. (f't-\- (3')* 

+ 
l. tang, h 

2 TÏI . ( 1 —{— X) 

m 
cos. 2v-j—,. x . cos. 2v'\ 

m 1 

These values of 4. and 6, taken in connexion with that of p — n [3015]’ 

furnish the necessary data for determining, at any time, the motion of the 

earth about its centre of gravity. 

7. The expressions of 4 and è correspond to the fixed plane. To obtain 

their values, relative to the apparent ecliptic, we shall consider the spherical 

triangle, formed by the fixed ecliptic, the apparent ecliptic, and the equator. 

It is evident, that the difference of the two arcs, intercepted between the 

equator and the ascending node of the solar orbit, in this triangle, is nearly 

equal to the product of cot. 6, by the inclination of the solar orbit to the 

fixed ecliptic, and by the sine of the longitude of its node.f This difference 

is therefore equal to cot. è. 2 . c. sin. (ft + |3). Now if we put 4' for the 

* (2090) This is deduced from [3089], by substituting, for the factor ^ 

its value - , \-- [3098], and putting 0 = h, in the other terms. We must 
m (1 —{— X) .cos. h 

also add to this expression the term neglected in [308le]. 

-j- (2091) We shall suppose, in the annexed figure, that D C H is the equator, 

jDCBAG the fixed ecliptic, C'B'AF the 

apparent ecliptic; B, the point of the fixed ecliptic, 

corresponding to the origin of the angles F/5 4-, and 

B' the corresponding point on C1 B' AF; so that 

we may consider B B' as perpendicular to A D. 

We shall also draw C C perpendicularly to AD; 

then A is the ascending node of the solar orbit, and 

DAC the spherical triangle mentioned in [3102]. 

The angle DAC' being very small, the difference 

of the two arcs, DA, C'A, is expressed nearly by the small arc CD = AD — A C. 

The arc CC is nearly equal to the product of the inclination of the solar orbit DAC, by 

the sine of A C or AD, and as CD C—Ô, we have very nearly, in the triangle CD C'> 

CD=CC'. cot. 4 or AD—.Æ C'= C C'. cot.d = (Angle DAC'Xsm.AD) X cot. 4 

as in [3103]. Now DAC' —y, AD=A [3066', 3069] ; therefore we have, by neglecting 

the powers of 7, as has been done throughout this calculation, AD — AC —y. sin. A.cot. 

Substituting y. sin. A [3075e], it becomes, A D — A C = cot. Ô . 2 . c . sin. [ft -j- (3)’ 

as in [3104]. In all these calculations, terms of the order c2 are neglected [3072']. 
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distance of the intersection of the apparent ecliptic and the equator from 

the invariable origin, from which we count the angle 4> upon the fixed 

plane, we shall have, very nearly, 4 — 4,/ for this difference ;* therefore 

we shall find, 

4 — 4’ = cot. è. 2 . c . sin. (ft + f3)- 

Hence we deduce, 

4' = ^ 1 + tang-9 h | ' cot' ^ • c • s^n* (ft + f3) 

ÏX {cos.2 * A — si* n.2 A)} 
+ 

(1+x)./' sin. A . cos. A 

Cx ■ o , 
. sm. 2 v. 

. c'. sin. (f tfi-[3') 
l 

2 m. ( L -j-7.) 
. sin.2u 

2 mi . ( 1 -f- X) 

Then if we put ô' for the inclination of the apparent ecliptic to the equator, 

we easily find, by referring to the preceding spherical triangle, and observing 

that tf — è is very small,f 

(f — è = 2 . c . cos. (ft -f- (3) ; 

therefore we have,]: 

6' = h + 2 . • C . cos. (ft + f3) + —j,,. c'. cos. (f't+&) 

+ l. tang. A 

2 m . ( 1 -f- X) 
. | cos. 2v .x. cos. 2 F | 

* (2092) In fig. 62, page 853, Tt=BA, or B'A [3066'] nearly; and by [306S', 3069], 

4 = j5_D, A = r/-[-4 = AD-, also from [3104], 4' =B C or B' C nearly ; hence 

4 — 4 ' = B D—B C\ which is evidently very nearly equal to CD or AD — AC'\ 

therefore 4 — 4' = cot. 6 * * • 2 • c . sin. (/1 -j- (3) [3102/], as in [3106]. This gives, by 

changing è into A, ^ = 4— cot. A . 2 . c . sin. (ft -f- g) ; and by substituting the value of 

4 [3100], we get [3107], as easily appears by connecting together the terms depending 

on e, observing that cot. A . tang. A = 1. 

f (2093) If we make DH=DG = 100°, the arch GH will be equal to Ô, the inclination 

of the equator to the fixed ecliptic [3101"] ; and if this arch HG cuts the apparent ecliptic 

in jF, the arch HF will be very nearly equal to Ô', the arch DC' being extremely small; 

hence we have, FG = HF—GH=Ô' — Ô. But in the triangle GAF right-angled 

at G, we get very nearly, FG=FA G . sin. A G=y. sin. A G = y. sin. (100° — AD)’, 

and as AD = A [3106a], it becomes FG = y. cos. A, consequently Ô' — d = y.cos.A; 

and by substituting the value of y.cos.A [3075e], we obtain [3109]. 

J (2094) From [3109] we get, tf = è + 2 . c . cos. (ft + (3) ; and by substituting the 

value of Ô [3101], and connecting the terms depending on c, we obtain [3110]. 
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cos. (ft + j3) of this expression, gives the secular 

variation of the obliquity of the apparent ecliptic to the equator. If the earth 

be spherical, there will be no precession arising from the action of the sun 

and moon ; we shall then have l = 0,* and the secular variation of the 

obliquity of the apparent ecliptic will be, 2 . c . cos. (ft -f- jS). Hence we 

perceive, that the action of the sun and moon upon the terrestrial spheroid 

changes considerably the laws of this variation, which will almost vanish 

if the motion of precession, arising from this action, be very rapid in 

comparison with the motion of the solar orbit. For this last motion 

depends on the angles (/—l) t [31136],f in which the coefficient (/—l) 

* (2095) The earth being supposed spherical, the length of the radius R', drawn from 

its centre of gravity to the surface [2908, 2919], is constant, or independent of n, a; hence 

the value of R>b [2923] must be reduced to its first term, making U(l)=0, 

U(2)= 0, he. Now U(2) being equal to 0, we must necessarily have, 11= 0, H""=0, he. 

[2934] ; and by substituting these values in [2936—293S], we get the same expression for 
g 

the values of A, B, C, namely, —^-.Z7(0); hence A=B=C; therefore 2 C—A—B=0. 

Substituting this in [3098], we get, 1= 0; by which means the secular variation of the 

obliquity of the ecliptic [3111], is reduced to 2 . c . cos. (ft -f- p), as in [3112]. 

t (2096) This corresponds to [3073c], where we have put (/ — g) . t, for the mean 

value of g, which is equal to 11 [3100]; hence (/—g).t=lt, or g=f_l; and 

the angle g t, upon which the displacement of the solar orbit depends, becomes (/—/) . t, 

as in [3113]. If the earth be supposed spherical, we get, 1=0 [Sllffi'], f=g, and 

the secular variation of the obliquity [3111] becomes, 

f 
2 .-. C . COS. (gt + (3) = 2 . C. COS. (gt -f- 13), 

and this is to the general value [3111], corresponding to a spheroidal form, as quantities of the 

order j.c are to those of the order . c, that is, as /:/— l or f:g; and 

as g is much less than f the displacement of the solar orbit must be much less than if the 

earth be supposed of a spherical form. La Place estimates that the secular variation is 

decreased three quarters of its value from this cause. This calculation has no other 

difficulty than its great length. The method is to compute g, gli g2f he. [1100v], 

noticing the effect of all the planets ; then the actual variation of the obliquity by formula 

[3111]. I his is to be compared with the variation which would take place independently 

of the attractions of the sun and moon upon the spheroidal shell of the earth, by formula 

[3111c], to obtain the ratio mentioned in [3115]. 

[31.11] 

If the 
earth be 
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[3112] 
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[3113'] 

[3111a] 

[31315] 

[31115'] 

[3111c] 

[3113a] 

[31136] 

[3113c] 

[3113d] 

[3113c] 

[3113/1 
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[3114] is very small in comparison with l and f\ so that the function 

2 . • C.COS. (ft + (3) 

becomes nearly insensible. Upon the most probable suppositions relative 

La Place has published an article on this subject, in the Connoisance des Terns for 1827, 

in which he points out some corrections to be made in the method used by La Grange, 

Euler, and Schubert, in determining the variations of the obliquity of the ecliptic, and of 

[3113g-] precessjon 0f equinoxes; to reduce them to the forms given in [3107, 3110]. 

We shall here give some of the results of this calculation. If we retain only the secular 

[3113/t] terms of (f [3110], and suppose its value to be h, at the commencement of the year 1S01, 

when we shall suppose t = 0, we shall get ô1 [3113ft]. II the earth be spherical, we have 

1=0, f=g [31136], and Ô' becomes as in [3113Z]. If we were to refer the angle gt--J-/3, 

[3113i] to the moveable equinox, by adding to this angle the mean precession of the equinoxes 11, 

it would become, (g t + 11) 4- |3 =ft -f (3 [3113a]; and [31131] would change into 

the inaccurate formula [3113m], used by some astronomers. 

Ô' = h-{- 2. (^y) ’ c • {cos. (ft-\rp) — cos. (3} 

è' = h-J-2 . C . [cos. (g'tf-f-l3) —COS. (3j 

Ô' = h -J- 2 . C . { COS. (ft-f- |3) COS. (I t -j- p)}. 

[3113ft] 

[31131] 

[3113 m] 

This last expression represents the value of Ô', noticing the mean precession of the equinoxes, 

arising from the oblate form of the earth, but neglecting its effect when combined with the 

[3113n] gecujar change 0f the plane of the ecliptic. La Place remarks, that the last form [3113m] 

is used by La Grange and Schubert, instead of the first [3113ft] ; in consequence of this, 

[3113o] they make the maximum variation of the obliquity of the ecliptic about lour times too great. 

La Place gives the numbers of Schubert’s calculation, taken from the third volume of the 

last edition of his astronomy, which are equivalent to those in the following expression [3113ç]. 

The difference consists in the reduction of two terms of the form a. sin.g-l-f-6. cos. g t for 

[3113p] planet, into one of the form a. sin. (g t-j-tO? by putting a = a.cos.f^, b = a. sin.jA; 

whence tang. |x = —, a = a. sec. and formula [3113m] becomes ; 
CL 

[3113?] 

Apparent 
obliquity 
of the 
ecliptic, 
deduced 
from 
Schubert’s 
formula. 

s dm s 

tf = A + 5680. sin. (193 18 + t. 50,1 ) 

-[• 657 . sin. (216 05 -f-t. 24,5715) 

+ 5823 . sin. (347 21 + t. 31,4271 ) 

-f 396 . sin. ( 41 54 -f t. 33,3851) 

-f 157S . sin. (343 24 + t. 43,2280) 

4- 3469 . sin. (114 32 + t. 45,3674). 

[3113?-] The sum is = 17603 = 4d 53m 235 = the maximum variation of the obliquity 

according to Schubert. 
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to the masses of the planets, the whole extent of the variation of the 

obliquity of the ecliptic is reduced, by the action of the sun and moon upon 

the terrestrial spheroid, to nearly one quarter of the value it would have 

independently of this action [3113w] ; but this difference is not manifested 

till after two or three centuries. 

To prove this, we shall develop the function 2 . • c • cos- (ft +13)) 

according to the powers of the time. It becomes, by neglecting the terms 

From these coefficients, 5680s, 657s, &tc., we may easily obtain their corrected values 

f I f* 5051 
[3113m], by multiplying each of them by —— or -—~~, using for f the coefficients 

J J 

of t, respectively; namely, 50s,1, 24s,5715, &c. To render these corrected coefficients 

positive, we have varied the angles of the preceding formula by ±180+ therefore the 

corrected expression of the obliquity is, 

s dm s 
(f = h + 683 . sin. ( 36 05 + t. 24,5715) 

+ 3460 .sin. (167 21 + *.31,4271) 

+ 198 . sin. (221 54 + t. 33,3851) 

+ 251 .sin. (163 24+ *.43,2280) 

+ 362 .sin. (294 32 + *. 45,3674) 

The sum is =§ 4954 = ld 22™ 34s = the maximum variation of the obliquity, 

according to La Place. 

This formula makes the present annual decrement of the obliquity rather less than half a 

second. The maximum variation according to Schubert, is 4d 53™ 23s [3113r], which is 

nearly four times its true value, \d 22™ 34s [3113t+ corresponding to La Place’s calculations. 

The angles in the formula [3113?+ have different periods, depending on the coefficients 

of t, respectively ; the first requires about fifty-three thousand years, the last about twenty-eight 

thousand years, to complete a revolution, or variation in the argument, of 360rf. The different 

rates, at which these angles increase, produce several periods of maxima and minima, 

besides those mentioned in [3113tc]. 

We may incidentally remark, that the formulas given by La Grange and Schubert, for the 

value of +, and for the length of the year, require a similar modification to that in 

[3113s, &c.]. La Place remarks, that the terms of the secular equation of +, given by 

Schubert, must be multiplied by ~-^l + j . tang.2 h^, to obtain the corresponding 

terms of his formula [3107]. The numerical values of ô, Ô', + +, are treated of in this 

book in [3377—3380], and in Book VI, [4357—4360, 4614—4617]. 

215 
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[3117] 

[3117'] 

[3118] 

[3118'] 

[3116a] 

[31166] 

[3116c] 

[3118a] 

[31186] 

[3118c] 

[3118'rf] 

[3118e] 

[3118/] 

[3118-] 

above the first power,* 

2 . (J-• c * cos- P — t.s. (f— l) . c . sin. (3. 

The coefficient f—l is, as we have seen [3113a], the same for the earth, 

supposing it to be spherical, as for the case where it differs from the sphere ; 

therefore the secular variation of the obliquity of the ecliptic is the same for 

these two cases, in times near the epoch. 

The function 2. j 1 fl-. tang.2 h | .(/—/). cot. h . c . cos. (ft -f (3), in 

dV 
the expression of —- [3107, 3118/], gives the diminution of the mean 

d ij 

value of the year, by reducing it into time, estimating the whole circumference 

400° as one yearf The decrease which takes place, by the motion of the 

* (2097) Putting in [61] Int z = 0, a=/f, we get cos.(/<-f-p) = cos.0—ft. sin.fr 

neglecting the square and higher powers of t, substituting this in the secular variation of the 

obliquity [3111], we get [3117]; and as f—l—g [3113a], it becomes 

//—1\ 
2 . J . C . COS. 0— t . 2 . g C . sin. 0. 

Now g, c, 0, are independent of the figure of the earth, therefore the term —C2.gc.sin.0> 

or the chief term of the secular variation, is independent of this figure ; so that the effect 

of it can only be perceived in the terms which depend on t2 and on the higher powers of t j 
and as the coefficients of these terms are very small, the effect of them will not be perceptible 

till many years after the epoch, as is observed in [3116]. 

f (2098) The length of the year is ascertained by the time elapsed between two 

successive returns of the sun to the first point of Aries, determined by the intersection of the 

equator with the plane of the sun’s moveable orbit; and this time must evidently be affected 

by the variations of f [3104, 3107], Now the general value of 4>/ [ol0<], noticing 

only the first terms, and the secular equations, is 

•j/ = It-j-^-j-2 . ^ 1 + j • tang.2 h j . • cot. h. c. sin. 

If we wish to deduce from this the annual precession <5 45 we raay increase the time t 

by one year, represented by T, and we shall obtain the value of ^ -}- <5 4r ; from which, 

subtracting 4^ wo get <5 4b Now it is evident, that if we neglect the squaie and higher 

powers of T, we shall obtain ô 44 by taking the differential of f relatively to the 

characteristic 5, and putting 8t=T. Hence we obtain, 

Sf = lT+ T. 2. £ 1 -j- -j • tang.2 h | . (Z—•/) .cot. h. c. cos. (/*+0) = Z Tfs T; 

s being put, for brevity, equal to the quantity [3118], under the sign 2. Subtracting the value 
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ecliptic alone, neglecting the action of the sun and moon on the terrestrial 

spheroid, is, 

2. (I —f) . cot. h. c . cos. (ft -j- (3) ; 

therefore this action changes the value of the variation in the length of the 

year, and reduces it to nearly a quarter of the value it would have independently 

of this action. 

8. We shall now consider the influence of this action upon the duration of 

the mean day. We shall first observe, that the momentary axis of rotation 

never varies from the third principal axis but by an insensible quantity. 

We have seen, in ^28 of the first book [259c], that the sine of the 

1/(p -j— 
angle formed by these two axes is equal to — - ; now it is 

l/p2 ~f- ?2 -f- c2 

evident from what precedes, that q and r are insensible,* and that they 

have no perceptible influence on the values of ô and 4, except by the 

integrations ; therefore we may suppose that the momentary axis of the earth 

coincides with its third principal axis, and that its poles of rotation always 

correspond very nearly to the same points of its surface. 

of ô 4/ from the whole circumference, we obtain the arc actually described in one year, 

400° — IT—sT; and its mean value, 400° — IT, is the arc described in a mean 

year. Hence the actual year is less than the mean year, by the time which the sun lakes 

sT s T 
to describe the arc s T, namely, —— , or nearly ; and if we suppose 

the whole circumference 400° to represent one year [3118'], this decrement of the year 

becomes equal to s [3118,3118g-]. Substituting /—l=g [3113a] in [3118], we get 

for this decrement, — 2 . ^ 1 -|- j . tang.2 A | .g . cot. A . c . cos. (ft -(- s). If we neglect 

the action of the sun and moon on the spheroidal shell of the earth, which is the same as to 

suppose the earth spherical, we shall have 1 = 0 [31136], and then the preceding 

expression becomes as in [3119], 

— 2 ,g . cot. A . c . cos. or 2.(1—/) . cot. A . c. cos. (ft -|~ (3) [3113a]. 

We may then compute the values of the two expressions [31 IS, 3119] as in [3113e, &c.] ; 

this computation has no other difficulty than its length. La Place makes the ratio of these 

quantities as 1 to 4 [3119']. 

* (2099) Comparing [3023, 3024] with [3025—3028], we find that q, r, are of the 

order C — A, or C — B, multiplied by A±A', all of which are very small. 

The action 
of the 
sun and 
moon 
on the 
spheroidal 

[3119] 

shell of 
the earth, 
decreases 
the secular 
variation 

[3ii9q 

in the 
length of 
the year. 

[3119"] 

[3120] 

The mo¬ 
mentary 
axis of the 
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[312CK] 
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with the 
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[311870 

[3118i] 

[3118*1 
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[3121] 

[3121'] 

[3122] 

[3123] 

[3123'] 

[3124] 

[3125] 

[3126] 

[3121a] 

[3122a] 

[3124a] 

[3127a] 

[31271»] 

We shall noiv determine the rotatory velocity of the earth about its third 

principal axis. It is evident that p = C~r — -y * cos. ^ expresses this 
(L t ct t 

velocity.* If in the equations [3009—3011], we suppose A = B, which 

holds good when the earth is a spheroid of revolution,f the first of these 

equations gives dp = 0, consequently p is equal to a constant quantity n. 

But these equations being only approximative, relative to the action of the 

body L, we shall proceed to prove that the equation p — n is correct, 

when we notice all terms arising from this action. 

If, as in [2978], we take the plane of the equator for the plane of 

x and y, the equation [2905] will become,! 

dJY 

7T; 

and by [2972], 

Putting 

dJY 

d t 
= S. dm. 

V'=S. 
L d m 

— x'f -j- {y — y'f -f (* — z'f ’ 

and observing that by the nature of the centre of gravity [254],§ 

* (2100) We have seen, in [2977g], that p represents the rotatory velocity about the 

third principal axis, and by substituting its value [3029], we get [3121]. 

-j- (2101) If the earth be a spheroid of revolution, we shall have A = B [301 T], and 

then [3009] becomes dp = 0, whose integral is p = n. 

f (2102) The equator of the earth being taken for the plane of xy, as in [2978], we 

get 0 = 0 [2907g]. Substituting this and A = B, in [2905], we get [3124]. 

$ [2103) Multiplying [2966] by dm, prefixing the sign of integration S, and using 

W [3126], we get, 

S. Vdm——S.Ldm. 
(xx'Ayy'-t-zz') 

+ S. 
Ld 771 

<p(x—x'f a (y—y y2+(z—*!f 

= — S.Ldm. 
[xx1 A yy'+zz') 

-f V’. 

This is to be substituted in the second member of [2972]. In the first term of [31276], 

we may consider r,3 as a constant quantity [2971c', &c.] ; consequently the partial 
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S.x' dm = 0 ; S .ÿ dm — 0 ; S .z' dm — 0 ; 

we shall have [2966, 2971], 

dN fdV'\ (d V'\ 

V being the product of L, by the sum of all the particles of the terrestrial 

spheroid, divided respectively by their distances from L.* It is evident 

that if the earth be considered as a spheroid of revolution, W will be 

the same, when z and fx^-Py2 are the same; therefore V will be a 

dJY 
function of these two quantities ; hence we find —- = 0, consequently 

Cl t 

dp — 0, or p = n. Thus we have a very extensive case in which the 

rotatory motion of the earth about its third axis is rigorously uniform. 

differential of this term, taken, relatively to x, and multiplied by y, produces in 

S.y.(^-\.dm, the quantity —S.Ldm.^ =--~.S.x'dm = 0 [3126']. In 

like manner, the partial differential of the same term, relative to y, produces, in 

— S.x.(^j, the quantity S.Ldm.3~=~.S.y'dm — 0 [3126']. Therefore we 

may neglect this first term of [31276], and substitute, in [2972], the expression 

S. Vd m = V ; by which means [2972] becomes as in [3127]. 

* (2104) The distance of the particle dm of the earth, from the attracting body L, is 

f{(x— x'Y -j- [y — V)2 ~f" (s — Z'Y\ [2967d], The sum of all these particles, divided 

respectively by their corresponding distances, and multiplied by L, is evidently equal to 

V [3126]. If the spheroid be formed by the revolution of a curve about the axis 

of z, V will be a function of the ordinate z, and of the distance of the body L from 

that axis or \/{x2-\-y2) [2907n] ; so that if we put \f{x2 -f- y2) = x,, we shall have, 

V equal to a function of z, x,, which may be represented by V — ç> (z, aA, Hence 

/d V'\ /d.<p[z,x,)\ /dx\ /d.v (z,a^A x 

\dx) \ dx, ) \dxj \ dx, ) V(^2+3/2)’ 

and 
(dV\_(d.v(x,x/)\ /dx\ /d.<p{z,xp\ y 

\dy ) \ dx, )\dy) V dx, ) VU2+3/2) * 

Substituting these in the second member of [3127], the terms mutually destroy each other, 

i , dN 
and we have = 0 5 hence [3124] becomes dp — 0, whose integral is p — n, 

as in [3128]. 

[3126] 

[3127] 

[3127] 
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case in 
•which the 
rotatory 
motion of 
the earth 
about its 

[3128] 

[3128] 
third axis 
is rigo¬ 
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[3127c] 

[3127d] 

[3127e] 

[3128a] 

[31286] 

[3128cl 

[3128rf] 

[3128c] 
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In the general case, where the three principal momenta of inertia are 

[3128"] unequal, the term (———\.qrdt, of the equation [3009] is insensible, 

[3129] even after its double integration in the expression fp dt, which represents 

the rotatory motion of the earth during any period of time.* For we have 

[3129'] 
n seen, in ^4, that the values of q and r do not contain small divisors, which 

are introduced into the values of â and F by the integrations only.f 

* (2105) We have seen, in [3121a], that the angular motion about the third principal 

[31°9a] ax^s’ b1 riie hme dt, is p dt ; its integral, f p dt, will therefore represent the motion 

about that axis in the time t. Now if, for brevity, we put the second member of the 

[3129&] equation [3009] equal to Qd t, we shall have, dp + (~~c~) • <lr • dt — Qdt. Its 

integral being taken, and the constant quantity n added to complete it, we get, 

[3129c] P + (—J-fgrdt — n-pfQdt. Multiplying this by d t, and again integrating, we 

/JQ_ 
[3129c/] obtain fpd t — nt-ffdt./ Qdt — j .fd t .fq rdt; which contains the double 

integrals mentioned in [3128", &c.]. 

•j- (2106) The quantities ~given by the equations [3040, 3041], are of the 
(tz dt 

order ——\ ,7c; 7c being of the same order as P or P' [3020]. The values 
V 2n.C / 

of P, F [3016, 3017], contain no terms having small divisors of the order i, of the same 

. dô d-4 
magnitude, in other respects, as those before noticed; therefore —, —, contain no 

terms having such small divisors. But the divisors of the order i are introduced in Ô, 4-, 

by integrating [3040, 3041], as evidently appears from the expressions [3089, 3100], 

[3130a] 

[31306] 

[3130c] 

[3130c/] 

containing the very small divisor f, which does not occur in or . Now as these 

small divisors are not found in ~, ^, they will not appear in the values of q, r, 
etc dt 

deduced from [3030, 3031] ; namely, 

[3130e] 

[3130/] 

d 4 a 
q — — . sin. a . sm. <p 
J dt 

dô 
dt 

d'P . . - d Ô 
. cos. cp; r = —. sin. 6 . cos. <p -f- ~ . sin. <p. 

d 4 d ô 
Therefore if we notice only the terms of —, —, deduced from [3100, 3101], and 

depending on the secular equations, or on the angles of the form (ft + (3), these terms 

will be of the order Ic ; consequently the similar terms of q and r [3130e] will be of 

[3130g-] the order l c. Hence 
B — A 

qr, which occurs in [3009], will be of the order 
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Therefore q and r are of the order l c, noticing only the very small angles 

depending on the secular variations of the earth’s orbit ; and the term 

^ ^, q r, is of the order Pâ. ^—■77—') [3130A]. The double [3130] c j"1'1 *...v c j 
integration may introduce a divisor of the order P, and then it will 

become of the order 
'B — A' 

. C Â 
. c 3. therefore it is insensible. 

[3131] 

If in the second member of [3009], we substitute for ô, 9, their values, [3131'] 

given by a first approximation, it will suffice to notice only the terms of 

these values, which have very small divisors, which are of the form,* * 

coJ (f being a very small coefficient of the same order as [3132] 

l [3130/&]. But these terms, when substituted in the second member of 

[3009], are multiplied by the sine or cosine of 2cp, and by l; so that after 

their double integration, in the expression of fpdt, they will remain [3133] 

insensible. Therefore we find, even in the case where the three momenta 

A, B, C, are unequal, that the rotatory motion of the earth can always be 

supposed uniform, or, in other words, p can always be considered as equal 

to a constant quantity n. [3134] 

P c2. (** c~) ’ anC^ ^ 1uantity be multiplied by a term of the form cos* hs 

double integration in the expression [3129d] will introduce the divisor /2, so that the term 

C ~/1) •/*/*^ *2 • 9 r’ will be of the order or because ^ is 

of the same order as f=l~pg [3113a, d~\, and such terms are neglected, as in 

[3072']- We may incidentally remark, that some of these terms may be less than what we 

have here stated, because the angle becomes connected with 29, by which 

means the divisor /2, introduced by the integration, is increased to (2 m)2 or 47i2 

nearly [3029, 3015]. 

[31306] 

[313QÏ] 

[31307c] 

* (2107) The terms of 4^,0 [3100, 3101], depending on the secular motions, are 

evidently of the form [3132] ; and when these are substituted in Qdt [31296], or in the [3132a] 

second member of [3009], they are multiplied by quantities of the form ^ 2 9, producing 

terms depending on the angle 2 9 ±/1 ± (3. The double integral of these terms, in 

[3129<6], will not therefore be increased by small divisors, as we have seen, in [3130Æ], 

This agrees with [3133]. 
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Mean day. 9. This is the place to discuss the variations of the day, which is called by 

[3135] astronomers the mean day. The mean sidéral motion of the earth in its 

orbit is uniform, as we have shown in Book II, ^54 [105F, &c.]. We shall 

suppose that there is in this orbit a second sun, whose motion and epoch 

r31°5^ are the same as the mean motion and epoch of the real sun. Moreover, we 

shall suppose that there is in the plane of the equator a third sun, whose 

[3136] motion is such that it coincides with the second sun whenever it passes the 

vernal equinox ; its mean distance from this equinox being always equal to 

Duration the mean longitude of the sum The interval between two successive returns 

mean day. Qj sun f0 pie meridian, is what is called the mean day. If the 

[3137] motion of the equinox upon the apparent ecliptic were uniform, and the 

inclination of this ecliptic to the equator constant, the third sun would 

always move uniformly in the equator. But the secular variations in the 

[3137] motions of the equinoxes and in the obliquity of the ecliptic, produce in 

the motions of this third sun, small secular equations, which we shall now 

proceed to determine. 

We have seen, in the preceding article, that the rotatory velocity of the 

[3137"] earth may be supposed equal to a constant quantity n [3134], and that its 

momentary axis of rotation never varies from the third principal axis, but 

s,v. by an insensible quantity [3120]. Therefore if we put s for the angulai 

velocity of the third sun, which is supposed to move in the plane of the 

[313b] equator, and v for its distance from the vernal equinox, referred to the 

[3139] fixed ecliptic, n — s will be the angular velocity of the first principal axis 

of the earth, relatively to this sun ; and we shall have,* 

[3140] do? — dv — (n — s) . d t. 

Now we have in [3029, 3123], 

[3141] 

hence we obtain, 
[3142] 

d 9 = n d t d 4 • cos. ô 5 

dv = sdtJrd-\>. cos. ô. 

* (2108) The distance of the first principal axis from themed equinox, is 9 [2907/], 

3139ft] ^ the Varice of the third sun from the same equinox is v [313S] ; therefore 9 v is the 

[3139b] distance of the first principal axis from the third sun. Its differential dcp d v repiesents 

the motion of that axis from the third sun, in the time d t. Now the angular velocity of this 

axis from the sun being n — s [3139], its motion in the time dt is (n—s).dt\; putting 

[3139c] this equal to the preceding expression [31396], we get [3140]. Substituting the value of 

d 9 [3141], we obtain [3142]. 
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We shall put v' for the angular distance of the third sun from the apparent 

equinox, or, in other words, from the intersection of the equator with the 

apparent ecliptic. Then it is evident from [31446], that v — v' is equal 

to therefore it is equal to 2 •c •sm; (/f,+ g) ; hence we get 
cos. 6 Sin. Ô 

d v = s d t ~j~ d 4 . cos. 0 d t • 
2 . cf. COS. (ft -j- (3) 

sin. à 

If gt be the sidéral motion of the second sun upon the apparent ecliptic,f 

g + , will be its angular velocity, relatively to the apparent equinox. 

But we have from [3106], 

dy 
d t 

d-\i 

d t 
— cot. 0.2. cf, cos. (ft + f3) ; 

* (2109) We shall suppose, in fig. 62, page 853, that S', S", S'", represent the 

places of the first, second, and third suns, respectively; then we have S"'D = v [3138], 

S'" C —v’ [3143]; hence v — v' = S'" D—S’" C'—V D. But in the triangle 

CD C, we have C'D =—CD^ =^-=-—7 [31066]. Substituting this in the 
’ cos. C DC' cos. ô COS.Ô 

preceding equation, and using the value of 4—V [3106c], we get v — v'— 
2. c. sin, [ft 4(3) 

sin. 6 

. . , , 7 2. cf. cos. (ft 4- (3) ... 7 
Taking the differential, we obtain dv=dv — dt.-:— -; substituting d v 

sin. q 

[3142], we get [3145]. 

f [2110) The distance of the moveable vernal equinox from the fixed point, taken for 

the origin of the longitudes, being represented by 4/ [3104], its differential d\’ will 

represent the precession in the time d t. Adding this to the sidéral motion of the second 

sun g dt, we get the whole motion, from the apparent equinox g d t -j- d 4' ; dividing 
d\> 

this by the time d t, we get the angular velocity relatively to that equinox g -f- as 
tZ' L 

in [3146]. Substituting the differential d 4' [3147], deduced from [3106], it becomes 

as in [3147] ; which represents the angular velocity of the second sun, relatively to the 

apparent vernal equinox. Now the angular velocity of the second sun is equal to that of 

the third, as is evident from the definitions in [3136]; and this last velocity is represented 

dv' 
by — [3143]. Putting this equal to the expression [3148], and then substituting 

dv' [3145], we get, 

s + — . cos J — 
dt 

2. cf. cos, {ft(3) 

sin. ô g+ It ~ ^ 0'2 * Cf ’ cos* (/* + 0) 5 

hence we easily obtain s [3149], by some very slight reductions. 
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[3143] 

[3144] 

[3145] 

[3146] 

[3147] 

[3144a] 

[31446] 

[3144c] 

[3146a] 

[31466] 

[3146c] 

[3146d] 
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[3148] 

[3149] 

[3150] 

[3150'] 

[3150a] 

[31506] 

[3150c] 

[3151a] 

therefore this velocity is equal to, 

g + j^ —cot.0.2.cf. cos. (/* + /3) ; 

and as this must be equal to ~ [3143], we shall have an equation, by 
cL t 

means of which we may determine s, and we shall find, 

s =«■ + (! — cos-é) • Yt + (^T ') ■2 • cf-cos> + & 

Substituting the preceding values of d\ and ô [3100, 3101], we obtain,* 

Pc 
s = g + /. (1 — cos. K) — sin. h. 2. —. cos. (ft + f3) 

+ (1 — cos .h) . s. | Çj — tang, h + l. cot. h j . c. cos. (ft + (3) 

+ (^h).*.cf,co,(ft + p). 

The time expressed in mean days is equal to f s cl t, therefore we have 

for the equation of this time,f 

* (2111) If we retain only the first terras of 4? 0 [3100, 3101], and those depending 

on the secular equations, we shall have, 

j-2 . ^ -1^ .tang. A-{-cot. A | -1° •cos• (/* + £)» 6=h—2.—.cos.(/^+s), 

and from this last we get, by using, for cos. 6, a formula similar to [30975] ; 
Ic 

1 — cos. 0= 1 —cos. A— sin. A. 2. — .cos. (ft-\-$). 

Multiplying this expression by ^ [3150a], and neglecting terms of the order c2, we obtain, 

7 i 12 Ç 

(1—COS. ô).c-r = l. (1 — cos. A) —sin. A . 2 . —r. cos. (/* + £) 
v ' at j 

+ (1 — cos.A) . 2 . | —1^\ . tang, A + l • cot. A | .c . cos. (/1 +{s). 

Substituting this in [3149], and in the last term of that expression, which is of the order cf 

putting A for ê, we get [3150]. 

-j- (2112) Multiplying [3150] by d t, and taking the integral, we get, by putting, for 

brevity, At — gt-\-lt(i— cos. A), 
1%C 

f s dt — At — sin. A .2. — . sin. (ft + p) 

_|_(i_ cos. A) .2. ^ j;) .tang. A + y. cot. A | .c.sin. (/f + p) 

/l— COB./A ^ ^ sillt (yt _j_ jg) constant ; 
V sin. h / 
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Pc 
— sin. h . 2. . sin. (ft + I3) 

f 

-f (1 — cos. h) . 2 . | • tang*^ +J • COt- ^ | * c • sin* (/* + £) 

+ * 2 *C * sin‘ (•/*+ ^)- 

This equation, reduced to time, estimating the whole circumference as equal 

to one day, amounts only to a few minutes in a period of several millions of 

years;* and it is unnecessary for astronomers to notice it [3152c]. 

At being the mean value of fsdt. Now by [3139] n — s is the angular velocity of the 

first principal axis, relatively to the third sun ; therefore the angle described in the time t, 

is fdtki — s) — n t—fsdt; and if we put this equal to the whole circumference 2tf, 

which is described in one day, we shall get, by transposing fsdt, and dividing by n, 

t — This is the general value of the length of a day; and if we substitute the 
n 

mean value of fsdt [31516], we obtain the length of a mean day, which we shall 

represent by t'= —T-— Subtracting this from the general value [3151c] we get the 

equation of a mean day equal to The numerator of this expression is the 

same as the function [3151], as is evident by substituting the value of fsdt [3151a]. 

2 7T 

Again, the preceding expression of a mean day t', being nearly equal to —, we get 
77/ 

i__r_ 
n 2 -r 5 

by —. | fsdt — Aï ^ ; which is the same as to turn the function fsdt — At into 

time, supposing the whole circumference 2rf, to be equal to a mean day t\ as is 

observed in [3151']. 

consequently the preceding equation of the mean day is represented very nearly 

* (2113) Any one who wishes to examine this calculation, may do it by the method 

indicated in [3113e, &c.]. It is here omitted on account of the length of the calculation. 

We may, however, show the smallness of this correction, by estimating roughly, by means of 

the expression [3366], the value of any one of the terms ; as, for example, that multiplied 

by the first power of in [3151], which is 
V 

l c 
( 1 — cos. h). (cot. h — tang, h) . 2. — . sin. (ft -j- (3). 

«/ 

lc 
Substituting h [3369], it becomes nearly -f .2. — . sin. (f t-\-p). Developing sin. (ft-J-j3) 

•/ 

according to the powers of ft, as in [3362c], we find that the term depending on t, 

[3151] 

Equation 
of the 
mean day. 

[3151] 

[3152] 

[31516] 

[3151c] 

[3151/J] 

[3151 e] 

[3151/] 

[3151g-] 

[3152:/] 

[31526] 
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First 
method of 
investigat¬ 
ing the 
effect of 

[3152'] 
the tides, 
or the 
oscilla¬ 
tions of 
the sea, 
upon the 
nucleus, 
supposing 
it to be 
wholly 

[3152"] 

covered by 
the fluid. 

[3152'"] 

General 
values of 

[3153] 

rfJY, 

[3154] 

dJY', 

[3155] 
dJ\T". 

Pressure 
and at¬ 
traction of 
the sea 

[3156] 
upon the 
nucleus. 

10. In the analysis of the preceding articles, the earth is supposed to be 

wholly solid ; but it is covered, for the most part, by a fluid, whose oscillations 

may have some influence on the motions of the axis of the earth ; therefore 

it is important to examine into the extent of this influence, to ascertain 

whether the results we have obtained are varied by these oscillations. 

For this purpose we must determine the increments of the values of d N, 

d N', d N" [2905, 2907], arising from the action of the ocean on the nucleus 

or solid spheroid which it covers. We find in the first book [225], that 

if P, Q, P, be the forces acting on the particle dm, of the terrestrial 

spheroid, parallel to the axes of x\ y\ and 2?} and in directions tending to 

increase the co-ordinates,* we shall have, 

df = S.{Q.rf — 

f! M" 
gL=S.{R.x' — P.zf}.dm; 

Cv t 

dfl=S.\R.ij — q.z'\.dm. 

We shall now see what quantities the action of the ocean introduces into these 

expressions. This fluid acts upon the terrestrial spheroid by Us pressure and 

by its attraction. We shall consider these two effects separately. We shall 

suppose, for greater simplicity, that the plane of x', y, is the plane of the 

equator, as is done in [2978]. 

[3152c] 

[3152rf] 

[3152c] 

[3152f] 

is j.t.S.lc. cos. f3 ; and if we put t—iT, it changes into -f .iT.’S.lc. cos. 0. 

If we now suppose Z to be of the same order as / [3113d], we may consider T.z.lc.cos.<3 

to be of the same order as 0",24794 [3366], and then the preceding term is of the order 

j-.i. O'7,24794, which is nearly i.0",04. If i be equal to 1000 years, it becomes 

i. 0",04 = 40" ; which corresponds to one centesimal second of time [3151']. This 

correction, small as it is, will be much decreased, if we take, for the unit of time, the mean 

length of the day at the assumed epoch 1750 [3357], corresponding to t— 0. By this 

means the term of the development depending on the first power of ft, may be combined 

with At [3151a] ; and then the equation [3151] will depend on the smaller terms of the 

order p t, ft3, he. The subjects treated of in §S, 9, are discusssed by Poisson in the 

paper [3015Z] ; noticing terms of the second order, he obtains the same general results. 

[3153a] 

* (2114) This agrees with note 116, page 144, Vol. I. The equations [3153—3155] 

are the same as [2968—2970], changing (^}j, (^j, int° P % P 

respectively, as in [2967]. 
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In the state of equilibrium, the pressure and the attraction of the ocean 

do not produce any motion in the axis of rotation of the earth ; therefore 

it is only necessary to notice the stratum of water, which, by the attractions 

of the sun and moon, is elevated above or depressed below the surface of 

equilibrium, corresponding to the surface of the ocean, independently of 

these attractions. We shall represent the thickness of this stratum by « y, 

and shall take for the unit of density that of the sea, and for the unit of 

distance the mean radius of the terrestrial spheroid. Thus we shall have 

to consider the action of an aqueous stratum, whose interior radius is unity f 

7? 

* (2115) For illustration, we shall suppose that the nucleus, or solid part of the earth, 

is represented by ABDF, and that it is wholly covered by the ocean [3299], whose 

surface, in the state of equilibrium, is A! B' D’ F'. This equilibrium is disturbed by the 

attractions of the sun and moon, which produce the various oscillations treated of in the 

fourth book [212Six—2877]. In consequence of these oscillations, the ocean, at any 

moment, becomes of the form A" Bn D'' F" ; 

some parts being elevated above the surface of 

equilibrium, as at FT ; and other parts depressed 

below this surface, as at B'1 [2128XIV, &c.]. These 

elevations and depressions of the fluid, make its 

pressure on the nucleus different from what it is in 

the state of equilibrium [342iv, &tc.] ; and by this 

change in the position of the particles of the fluid, 

its attraction on the nucleus is varied. Now it is 

evident, that the combined mass of the earth and 

ocean, in its state of equilibrium A' B'D'F', 

produces no rotatory motion [3156'] ; therefore it is 

only necessary to notice the effect of the pressure, 

and the attraction of the stratum, corresponding to 

the difference of the two spheroids A' B' D' F', A" B" D" F". We may suppose this 

stratum to be composed of an infinite number of short and nearly vertical columns, as D' D", 

situated above or below the surface of equilibrium A! B' D' F' upon a radius, as CD' _D7, 

passing through the centre of the earth C ; the action of any column falling below this 

surface, being considered as negative [212SXV]. Putting CD'=R' [2919], D'D'' — ay 

[212SX1V], we get CD"=R'ffay; and in computing the action of the column ay, it 

will be sufficiently accurate to put R1 = 1 ; supposing the internal radius to be C D'= 1, 

the external C D" = 1 -pay, as in [3158]. We have already found, in [3421V—342v], 

that the pressure of the column D" D', at the point D', is communicated to the bottom of 

the ocean at D • where, according to the common principles of the pressure of fluids, it 

must act m the direction DP, perpendicularly to the surface at the point D, with a force 
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It is only 
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[3156'] 

[3156"J 

to notice 
the stra¬ 
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above or 
depressed 
below the 
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brium. 

[3158a] 

[31586] 

[3158c] 

[3158d] 

[3158e] 

[3158/] 
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[3158] 

[3159] 

[3160] 

[3161] 

[3162] 
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particle. 

[3163] 

[3164] 

[3165] 

[3165'] 

[3158g-] 

[3158A] 

[3166a] 

[31666] 

[3166c] 

[3166tf] 
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and exterior radius 1 -\-uy [3158e]. If we put g for gravity; the pressure 

of a column of this stratum will be the product of ugy, by the base of 

the column ; this will be, by ^36 of the first book [3421V—342'], the 

excess of the pressure, in the state of motion, above the pressure in the 

state of equilibrium. 

We shall put R for the radius, drawn from the centre of gravity of the 

earth to the point of the surface of the nucleus, which this column presses 

upon ; fx for the cosine of the angle that the radius R makes with the axis of 

rotation ; and zt for the angle which the plane, drawn through this axis and 

the radius R, makes with the axis of x' ; lastly, we shall suppose u = 0 to 

be the equation of the surface of the nucleus, which the sea covers ; u being 

a function of the co-ordinates x', y', z', which determine the position of the 

point of the nucleus mentioned in [3159], we shall have, as in [2988], 

x' — R. \Jl — fx2 . cos. n ; 

y' = R . [/i — fi* * . sin. « ; 
z' — R . (x. 

The base of the small column which we have just considered, may be 

supposed equal to R^.d^.d& therefore the pressure of this column is 

represented by up' = agy [342'", 342iv] ; the density of the fluid being supposed equal to 

unity [3157]. In the first method of investigation of the effect of the oscillations of the 

ocean [3157—3298], the sea is supposed to cover the whole nucleus, as is observed in [3299] ; 

the second method [3299—3351] is free from this restriction, and is conformable to the 

limited extent and depth of the ocean [3299']. 

* (2116) The expression of d m [2918] represents the magnitude of a rectangular 

parallelopiped, whose base is R?.dp.drt, and height dR. This base is perpendicular to 

the radius R, and its limits are determined by the values of du, dzs. This is conformable 

to the calculation [14315—c?]. If the height dR be increased till it becomes equal to 

ay, the particle will become a y . R2 . d t* . drf, and its pressure on the base will be 

a g y . R2 . du . d vs, as in [3166]. We shall now suppose, as in [3169, &c.], that the 

base on which this column of fluid rests, is not perpendicular to the radius R, but is inclined 

to it by a small angle eg, of the same order as q [3169']. Then, without varying the values 

dp., da, the base, or part of the solid earth on which the pressure acts, will be increased in 

the ratio of 1 to cos. qt, by the common principles of orthographic projection; but this 

difference may be neglected, because it only produces terms of the order qf [44] Int, or q2, 

which are rejected in [3169']. Hence the pressure of the column on the part of the solid 

nucleus, corresponding to the values of dy,d^, becomes a g y . R2 . d u. d zt, in a 

direction perpendicular to the surface of the nucleus at that point, as in [o!66]. 
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a g y . J72. d f/.. d ®. This pressure is perpendicular to the surface of the 

spheroid [3158/] ; by resolving it into three forces parallel to the axes of 

x', ij, z', and tending to increase these co-ordinates, we shall have for these 

forces, by §3, Book I,* 

agy.R ^.d[x.dzs (du^ agy.RZ.dp.d* fdu\^ 

7 *W7; 7 *Wv; 

[3166] 

Pressures. 

a g y . R^ . d (x. dzi /du\ . 

~7 ' w; 
[3167] 

in which The equation of the surface [3168] 

* (2117) If we accent R in the formula [19], to distinguish it from the radius R of 

the present notation, we shall find, that if several forces S, S', he., in the directions 

s, s', he., act upon a point, which is forced to move upon a surface, the resultant of all 

these forces will be a force —Rr in the direction r, perpendicular to this surface, as is 

evident from note 14, page 11, Vol. I. This force R' produces in the equation [19], 

the term R’5r, and by substituting 5r = JVSu [19"], it becomes R'.JYôu. Now 

changing, in formula [13], S into —R' [3167c], and 5 into r, in order to conform to the 

present notation, we shall find, that the force —R', in the direction r, resolved in a 

direction parallel to the axis of x, is and by substituting the preceding 

value of <5 r, it becomes — R'.JY. which may be reduced to 

[3167a] 

[31676] 

[3167c] 

[3167 c?] 

[3167c] 

by using the value of JV* [21]. Accenting the letters a?, y, z, to conform to the notation 

[3152'"], and substituting / [3168], we get — R'. (~~j =-. Substituting, 

in the second member of this expression, the value of the force or pressure 

— agy.R'Z.d^.d'X {&u\ 

7 'WT 
being the same as the first formula [3167]. Changing x’ into y, which may evidently 

be done, from the nature of the preceding demonstration, we shall get the value of 

— R ‘(jtf)’ aS 111 seCond the f°rmulas [3167] ; and by changing x’ into z, we 

obtain the third of those formulas, corresponding to the pressures, in the directions parallel 

to the axes y1, z', respectively. 

R'— <xg y . R2 . d [X . d a [3166], we obtain —R'.(~^ 

[3167/] 

[3167g-] 

[31676] 
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[3171] 

[3172] 

[3173] 

[3174] 

[3169a] 

[31696] 

[3171a] 

[3172a] 

[31726] 

[3172c] 

of the solid spheroid, or nucleus, is of the form,* 

x'2 + y'2 -j- z'2 = 1 -j- 2 q ; 

q being a very small function of x\ y\ z7, the square of which we shall 

neglect ; therefore we have, 

u = x’* + y'*+z'*— 1 — 2q. 

This changes the expressions of the three preceding forces into,f 

2 a g y. R2 . d . d zs f ^ f dq' 

f ^ \dx' J ) ’ 

2 a g y . R2 . d\>>, dzi 

2 a g y . R2 . d [h . d zi 

f ' 

( , (d q\ ) 

y 
'dq' 

j / C ’ 

/ i 

Hence we shall have, by noticing these forces only,î 

d JV c, 2 agy . R2 . d^.dzs 
—— = o .  ---. 
dt f 

d t 

djY" 

' çt 2agy.R*.dp..d* (dq\_<y, (à£\\ . 

' = 6 * 7 ’• { ’ \dz'J * \dx'J J ’ 

0 2 agy.RZ.d^.dzs Ç ^ fdq\_^ f^£\\ 

= ,s- t iy\d*) "•W/r 

* (2118) The equation of the surface of the spheroid « = 0, given in [19', 1840], 

is afterwards reduced to the form [1849]; which, by accenting the letters x, y, z, and 

changing au' into q, becomes 0 = x'Q + y'2 -f z'*— 1 — 2 q. Transposing the two 

last terms, we get [3169], which represents the equation of the surface of the nucleus. 

The equation of the surface of equilibrium is given in [3187]. 

•j- (2119) The partial differentials of u [3170], relatively to x, y\ z, are 

substituting these in [3167], we get the three forces [3171]. 

% (2120) Putting the three forces [3171], respectively, equal to P, Q, R [31o2 ], we get 

qx' 

Rx 

Rtf- 

■Py'■ 

Pz' 

Qz'. 

2 agy. i22.d \j*.dzi 

7 
2 agy .-R2. d .dzi 

: 7 
2 agy • -d -dzs 

: ~~7 

and by substituting these values in [3153—3155], we obtain [3172—3174]. 
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We shall now refer the partial differentials 0^)’ t0 

variable quantities R, zs. For this purpose, we have,* 

_ y' z 

i?=v/^3+y2+^2i tang-CT=-o 11=2 r; 

whence we easily deduce,f 

* (2121) The formulas [3175] are easily proved, by substituting the values of x', ÿ, z' 

[3163—3165], and reducing ; putting cos.2 zs -f- sin.2 to = 1, sin. zs=cos. zs. tang. zs. 

f (2122) The value of R [3175] gives, by taking its partial differentials, 

d R\ x' 
F = y/( 1 — f^2) .cos .zs; 

(dR\_y' 
\dy') R 

= [/( 1 — (a2) . sin. to ; 
z' 

R 
==y. 

The differential of tang. zs = y- [3175], is = V dx_ . and by substituting 
° x L cos.^ TO X z 

the values of x', y', [3163, 3164], we get, 

— sin. zs /dzs\ 1 cos, zs /dzs\ 

R.^i-tJy ^^-RV( 1-f.V Wy 

The differentials of {a> R [3175], are 
R d z! — z'dR 

d<*=—jï—> 

. x'd x' 4- y'd y' -\-z' dz' 
dR =—tr —; 

substituting this last in d y>, 

, dz'(x/2-f-y'2 4-z,2) 
d y = - 

we get, 

— z' [x' d x'-\- y' dyf -\-z'd z') 

R3 

[x'z-\~y'^).dz'—z'x’dx' — z'y'dy' 

R3 

From this we obtain, by using [3163—3165], 

/dyA  z'x’  fx. v/(l — fx2).cos.Ttf. 

R*~~ R ’ 

A/fJtA  z'y'  ja.t/(l— fi2).sin.zS * /dja\ x"Z-\-y'~ 1—^2 

Uï'j — Rï- R 5 R3 R~' 

Now by considering q, in the first place, as a function of x\f, z', and then as a function 

of R, zs, (x, we get, as in [462], 

(dq\ _ /dq\ /dR\ , /dq\ /dzs\ / dq\ /dpx\ _ 

\dx'J \dRJ * \dx'J \dzs) * \dx' ) ' \d x'J ’ 

(dq\_(dq\ fdR\ /dq\ /dzS\ /dq\ /dy.\ 

Wy W * vw W ‘ Wy ^ Wy * W/; 
/rfç\_/<*7 \ (dR\ , /d«\ /tfg\ /tffA 
\dz'J \dR/ ' \dz?J^ \dzs) * \dz'J 'yip/ \dz'J' 
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[3175] 

[3175a] 

[3176a] 

[31766] 

[3176c] 

[3176tf] 

[3176e] 
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[3176] 

[3177] 

[3178] 

[3179] 

[3180] 
Effect 
of the 

[3181] 
pressure 
of the 
column. 

[3182] 

_ sin«rt fdq\ f*..y/l —yg.cos.vs (dq\ . 

R.s/l—v? \dzs) R 

cos.'zz f d q\ p*v/l — fjp- sin. u f cl q\ 

^Ryï^\d^)~~ r 'UJ; 
d*7 + « \d^J' 

From these expressions, we easily obtain the following values of 

dJY d JY' d JY" 
-y-, -jT? —7—; observing, that if we neglect, in [3172—3174], the 
at d t d t 

square of q, we may suppose* R = 1 and /= 2, 

dJY 

d t 

dJY‘ 

d t 

dJY" 

= S.ugy.d^.dzs. ;f 

* c, 7 7 C /dq\ fh . sin. zs f'dq 
- = b . agy. a p. d zs. < [/1—fh2. cos. zs . ( — ) + 1 1 

dt 
= S . agy. d ^ . dzS. I [/l — ^ 

\d iJv 

d ([' 
2. sin. w . ( -r—■ ) — 

\»fV 

[/l — (X2 y/w, 

(X.COS.'SÏ /£? ÇN 

v/l — (X2 

[3176/] 

Substituting the preceding values of &£C., they become, as in 

[3176—3178], respectively. We may also observe, that if we write zs— 100°, for 

zs in [3163], this value of x' becomes like y1 [3164], and the same change being made 

in [3176], it becomes, as in [3177]. 

[3179a] * (2123) Comparing the value of R [3175] with [3169], we get R = \/( 1 -j-2 5), 

or by neglecting q2, R= 1 q ; and as the formulas [3172—3174] are of the order q, 

[31796] we may, after substituting in them the values of x', y', z [3163—3165], put R= 1, 
neglecting q2. In like manner, we may neglect, in / [3168], the terms of the order q ; and 

then the values of 0^, (/?) are 2 of, 2 y1, 2 z1, respectively; 

consequently / [3168] becomes /= 2 [/(x2 -f- y'2 + z>2) — % R — % [3175,31796], 

as above. 

[3180a] 

[31806] 

f [2124] Substituting, in [3172—3174], the values R=l, jf=2 [3179], and those 

of x', yr, z' [3163—3165], we get 

dJY 
= S . « g y . d fh . d zs. v/(l — f*2) • £ cos. zs. (~^ — sin. zt. (/y) ] Î 

- = S . a.g y . d p.. d zs. ^ \/(l — f*2) . cos. zs. — f* . | ; 

S • « g y. d p-. d zs. | /(1 — V?) •sin ■■ * • (zy) — h- • (yÿ) ] • 

dt 

dW 
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We shall notv determine the values of , and —jj , corresponding 

to the attraction of the aqueous stratum ay . dp, d& [31666] upon the solid 

terrestrial nucleus. It is evident that if this nucleus, and the ocean which 

it covers, form a solid mass, there will be no motion in the mass, arising 

from the mutual attraction of all its particles; therefore the effect of the 

attraction of the aqueous stratum upon the ocean, added to the effect of its 

attraction upon the nucleus, is equal, and of a contrary sign, to the effect 

of the attraction of the whole earth upon this aqueous stratum. Hence it 

follows, that the effect of the attraction of this stratum upon the nucleus, is 

equal to the sum of the effects of the attraction of the whole earth upon the 

stratum, and of the attraction of the stratum upon the ocean, this sum being 

taken with a contrary sign [3184d]. 

Now multiplying [3176] by —sin. to, also [3177] by cos.'®, and adding the two products, 

we find that the co-efficients of (~[p)’ ifw)’ destroy each other, and by putting 

cos.2 to -f- sin.2 to = 1, in the co-efficient of (y~)5 we obtain 

cos. to. 
d q 

■ sin. to 
dq 

d x' 
1 d q 

R.p(l — g) ' \diiï) 7(1-jo2) ' Vrftf 

Substituting this in the first of the equations [31806], we get [3180]. If we multiply 

[3178] by ^(1—,a2) . cos. to, also [3176] by —fx, and add the products, putting 

R= 1 [3179], we shall find that the co-efficient of vanishes in the sum, and 

we get, by a slight reduction, 

*/(!—^.cos.TO.f-yi— f*. 
dq 

Tz 
dq 

d? 

dq 

d (x 

f dq 

.cos. TO 
d q 

(/TO 

—— ) . COS. TO. v/(l— (X2)-h 
d [X 

(X.sin.TO /dq 

/(i-P'2) \dvsj ’ 

hence the second of the equations [31806] becomes, as in [3181]. Lastly, multiplying 

[3178] by y/(l—(x2) . sin. to, and [3177] by —/x ; then adding the products, we find 

that the co-efficient of 

in [3180c?, e], gives 
\dR 

vanishes in the sum ; that of 
d q 

d to 
being reduced, as 

V (1 P?) • sin- « • © “ I* ■ (g) = ✓(•- ^ ■ *»■ « • (0) (£)• 

Substituting this in the last of the equations [31806], we obtain [3182]. 

Attraction 
of the 
aqueous 
stratum 
on the 
nucleus, 

[3182'] 

[3183] 

[3184] 
resolved 
into two 
other 
forces. 

[3184'] 

[3180c] 

[3180c/] 

[3180e] 

[3180/] 
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[3185] 

[3185'] 

[3186] 

Equation 
of the 

[3187] 
surface of 
equili¬ 
brium. 

[3184a] 

[31846] 

[3184c] 

[3184rf] 

[3184c] 

[3184/] 

[3184g-] 

[31846,] 

[3184i] 

The resultant of the attraction of the whole earth upon the small column 

of the aqueous stratum ay. dp. da, combined with the centrifugal force, 

is perpendicular to the surface of equilibrium of the sea;* therefore we shall 

have the attraction of the w7hole earth upon this column, by supposing it to 

he acted upon by this resultant, and by the centrifugal force taken with a 

contrary sign [3184/]. The first of these two forces is the gravity g, 

which must be multiplied by the mass of the particle ay .dp, da [31666] ; 

therefore, by supposing that the equation of the surface of equilibrium 

of the sea is 
a/2 + ?/2 -j- -z79 = 1 + 2 q' ; 

* (2125) We shall put 3 for the stratum of the ocean, whose interior radius is 1, and 

exterior radius 1 -fay [3158]; O for the whole ocean; JY for the nucleus, or solid 

part of the earth ; so that if the whole mass JY-f- O be represented by E, we shall have 

JY = E— O ; hence we get [3184c], which is successively reduced to the form [3l84d], 

by observing that the attraction of S on E = — attraction of E on S, 

Attraction of £ on JY— attraction of S on (E— O) = attraction of £ on E—attraction of £ on O; 

= — attraction of E on >5? — attraction of £ on O ; 

= — ] attraction of E on S -j- attraction of & on O |, as in [3184, 3184']. 

Now we have the whole gravity of g on 3 = attraction of E on S -{- centrifugal force ; 

always noticing the signs of these forces, as in [3152'"]; hence, by transposition, we find, 

as in [3185, &,c.], 

Attraction of D on 5= whole gravity g on — centrifugal force of S; 

substituting this in [31S4d], we get, 

Attraction of S on JY= — whole gravity g on 5-\- centrifugal force of 5?—attraction of 5 on O. 

By this means the attraction of the aqueous stratum S, on the solid nucleus JY, is reduced 

to the three different forces, given in the second member of [3184g-]. The first of these 

forces, depending on the action of the whole gravity g", upon each paiticle of the stratum S, 

is computed in [3188], and the resulting terms of 
dJV* (IN' dJY'1 

being combined with 
dt ’ dt ’ dt 

those depending on the pressure of the stratum 3 [31S0—3182], form the expressions 

p3191_3193]. The second term of [3184g-] depending on the centrifugal force of each 

particle of the stratum S, is computed in [3199—3201]. The third term of [3184g-], 

depending on the attraction of 3 on O, is computed in [3202—3211], and forms the 

expressions [3209—3211]. Combining the results of these three different expressions 

[3191 3193, 3199—3201, 3209—3211], we finally obtain the complete values of 

dJY dW dJ\T 1-3212—3214], corresponding to the pressure, and attraction, of the 
dt’ dt* dt L 

stratum S, on the solid part of the earth. 

[3184fc] 
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we shall have, by what precedes, the parts of 
dJY d JV' 

d t ’ d t ’ 

dJY" 

d t ’ 

corresponding to this force, by changing q into q' in the preeèding 

expressions of these quantities [3180—3182], and taking them with a 

contrary sign, as is observed in [3185', 3184g*]. Now if we connect these 

terms with the preceding expressions [3180—3182], and put y = q' — q 

for the depth of the sea, which we shall suppose to be very small, we 

shall obtain the following values,* 

dJY 

d t 

dN' 

d t 

dN" 

d t 

= — S. agy. d p . d%. (^f^) i 

= — S.u g y.dp.d™. | [/1—(jP . cos. zs 

— S. a gy.d^.dvs. | i—jjÿ . sin. w 

dy\ p . sin. rt 

dp) \/1 —p2 * 

p. cos.zr 

v/1—f^2’ 

* (2126) In [3166, &c.] the effect of the pressure of the small column of water, whose 

height is a y, is calculated upon the supposition that it acts upon the surface of the nucleus, 

or at the bottom of the sea. The equation of this surface is [3169] ; that of the surface of 

the sea, in equilibrium, being [3187]. The radii, or the values of \/(x2 —j— 2/'2 

corresponding to these two surfaces, are, respectively, \/{\ -\-2 q), p/(l-f-2q) [3169, 

3187]; or by neglecting ç2, q/2, they become 1 -\-q and 1 -f- q’ ; whose difference is 

q'—q — y [3190], We may compute, in the above manner, the pressure of this column 

upon the surface of equilibrium. The only change necessary is* that of using the equation 

of the surface of equilibrium [3IS7], instead of that of the nucleus [3169]; and this is 

done by merely accenting the symbol q; so that if we change q into qf, in the values 

dJST dJY' dN" 
[3180—3182], we shall obtain the values of corresponding to the 

dt dt dt 

pressure of this column upon the surface of equilibrium. The signs of these expressions are 

to be changed, to obtain the values corresponding to the first term of the second member of 

[3154g]; therefore we must change q into —q, in [3180—3182], to obtain the parts 

dN dN' dN" . .. ... ,T .. „ dN . 
depending on this hrst term. Hence this part of of 

dt dt dt dt 
is 

— 3. a g y . d p . dzs. ; and by connecting it with the part computed in [3180], 

it becomes, 

= — 3. a g y . d p . d zi. 

as in [3191]. This is the same as [3180], changing q into —7; and by making the 

220 

[3188] 

Effect of 
gravity. 

[3189] 

[3190] 

[3191] 

Effect 
of the 

[3192] 

pressure 
of the 

[3193] 
column 
and of the 
gravity g. 

[3190a] 

[31906] 

[3190c] 

[3190c?] 

[3190e] 

[3190/] 

[3190g-] 

[3190ft] 
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[3193'] 

[3194] 

[3195] 

[3190] 

[3197] 

[3198] 

[3190?'] 

[3195a] 

[31956] 

[3195c] 

[3195c? ] 

[3195e] 

[3195f] 

[3195g] 

[31956] 

We must now consider the effect of the centrifugal force, taken with a contrary 

sign, and subtract it from these values ; or, in other words, we must add the 

effect of the centrifugal force.44 If we put n for the rotatory velocity of 

the earth, the centrifugal force of a particle of the column ay.d^.d™, will 

be nQ. f 1—pP ; and by multiplying it by the mass of the column, we shall 

obtain an^y.dy.dzs. \/\—pP for the whole force. This is directed according 

to the radius of the parallel of latitude of the earth ; and by resolving it 

into two forces, the one parallel to the axis of x', the other parallel to the 

axis of yj, we shall get an3 y. d p . d vs . \/1—pP . cos. vs for the first ; and 

an3y . dp-. dvs. fl—pP. sin. « for the second. Hence we obtain for the 

„ dN dJV’ dJY" 

Partsof HT’ -HT' ~ÏT’ 
corresponding to the centrifugal force, 

same change in [3181, 3182], we get [3192, 3193]. Hence it appears that the system of 

equations [3191—3193], comprises the effect of the pressures [3180—3182], and that of 

the gravity g, depending upon the first term of the second member of [3184g]. 

* [2127] To compute the effect of the centrifugal force, corresponding to the second 

term of the second member of [3184g], we may observe, that the rotatory velocity at the 

distance 1 from the axis being n [3194], the centrifugal force at any distance from the axis 

is equal to n3, multiplied by that distance [15695]. Now the axis of revolution z', makes 

an angle with a particle of that column, whose cosine = sine = y/(l—pP) [3160]; 

and as its distance from the centre of the earth is R = 1 nearly, the distance of the particle 

from the axis of z', or the radius of the parallel of latitude, is s/{\ —pP) ; consequently 

the centrifugal force of a single particle is n3.f(\—pP), in the direction of the radius 

of the parallel of latitude. The forces P, % R [3152"], into which the preceding 

centrifugal force can be resolved, are evidently as in [3195d], observing that the force R is 

to be understood as a different symbol from the radius R [3S 955] ; 

p — ft2 . y/( 1 — pP) . cos. vs ; Q = n3 . 1 — p-3) . sin. to ; R = 0. 

Substituting these in [3153—3155], we get, 

r? AT 
—— = S. n2 . y/(l — pP) . \x . sin. zï — y'. cos. vs] .dm. 
CL t 

-jj- — — S . n3 . z'. \/{ 1 — pP) . cos. vs. dm) 
CL C 

ffff — — S . n3 . z . p/( l — pP) . sin. vs .dm. 
Ôj t 

Putting R= 1 [31955], in the expression of the particle dm, [31665], we obtain 

dm = ay .d p, .dvs ; substituting this and the values of x', y', z1 [3163—3165], in 

[3195e—g], we get the expressions [3199—3201], corresponding to the centrifugal force, 

or second term of [3184g]. 
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dJV 

d t 

dJY' 
d t 

dJY" 
d t 

— — S. un2 y . d ^. dvs. [*>.[/1—^. cos. vs ; 

= — S. « ?r y . d I*. d vs. ^ . \/1—f. sin. vs. 

Eiibct. 
of tlie 

[3199] 

centrifugal 
force. 

[3200] 

[3201] 

It now remains to determine the effect of the attraction of the aqueous stratum 

upon the ocean. For this purpose, we shall put a U for the sum of the 

particles of the stratum, divided by their respective distances from a particle 

of the ocean, whose co-ordinates are represented by x', y\ z\ or by the 

„ . /d U\ f d U\ HU' 
quantities it, vs; then a 

dz' 
will be the 

\dx’f \dyf 

attractions of the stratum upon this particle, parallel to these co-ordinates, and 

tending to increase them.* The mass of the particle is dm = R'2dR.d^.dvs 

[2918]; therefore we shall have for the parts of -7—, dN_ 
dt dt dt 

corresponding to the attraction of the aqueous stratum upon the ocean, 

S . a. R2 dR.cU.cU. 

S. u R2 d R . d 1*. d vs. 

S. « R 2 d R. d . d vs. 

To integrate these functions relatively to R, we shall observe, that 

the depth of the sea being supposed very small, we may put R = 1, 

[3202] 

[3203] 

[3204] 

[3205] 

[320(5] 

[3207] 

[3208] 

* (2128) This is evident from what has been proved in [1387a] ; substituting the forces 

[3203] instead of P, Q, R, in [3153—3155], we get, 

dJV 

dt 

dJV' 

dt 

= S . a.. dm . 

= S. a . dm . 

djY" 

dt 
S . a . d m 

Substituting dm [2918], they become as in [3205—3207]. 

[3205a] 

[3205&] 

[3205c] 
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[3208'] 

F,fleet 

[3209] 
of the 
attraction 

[3210] 

of the 
aqueous 

[3211] 

stratum. 

[3208a] 

[3209a] 

[32096] 

[3209c] 

[3212a] 

[32126] 

and fR2dR = y.* Moreover, if we change the partial differentials 

into others relative to the variable quantities 

R, p, the preceding functions will become, by taking them with a 

contrary sign [3184'],f 

d p. d T& . 

— S . a y . d p . cItz 

— S . a y . d p . d Hi 

COS. tZ . 
'dU 

\ “b 

[jj • sin. rs$ 

dp J sf1— p 

—fj.2. sin. in . 

dK djy dJT 

dt ’ d t ’ dt 

[3191—3193, 3199—3201], we shall obtain the whole expression of these 

quantities, corresponding to the attraction and pressure of the ocean on the 

solid terrestrial spheroid 

If we add these values to the corresponding parts of 

* (2129) The genera] value of R being put equal to 1 -}-•/, we have, by neglecting 

/2, fR2 d R —f( 1 + y Y - d y1 =f d y — y, as above ; the integral being taken from 

the bottom to the surface of the sea. 

-j- (2130) Substituting, in [3205—3208], the value fR'2dR = y [3208], they 

become, respectively, 

S . a y . d p . d zi. j 
>•© m 

S . a y . d p . d tz . ^ ) — s'.i 

S . ay . dp. dzs. < 
; , /du\ (dU\ > 

)~s'• \dy') > 

These may be derived from the formulas [3172—3174], by putting R—1, / — 2 [3179], 

gy=y, q=U; and if we make the same substitutions in [3180—3182], which were 

derived from [3172—3174] ; they will give the corresponding values of the expression 

[3205—3207], as in [3209—3211]; the signs being changed, as in the third term of 

[3184g], which is negative. 

J (2131) The sum of the parts of (ygf) [3191, 3199, 3209], gives the whole 

(dN'\ 
—J [3192, 3200, 3210], gives 

(cl JY" \ 
-pp) [3193, 3201, 3211], gives its value 
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dJY 

d t 

dJY' 

d t 

= — S . Oigy . d p — S. ay . d ^ . d hs , 

, , C __ f dy\ . M1 • sin. 
= — S. agy . d y*. d hs . | y\ —p?. cos. hs . “T ^/-_— 

hs f d 

dt 
. sin. hs 

-— S . a y . d f* . d hS . -{j? . sin. hs . 

y 
d'us 

sin. hs /dlP 7 Ç  - /d! t7\ ju.. si 
— S.Hy.dp.d*. ] t/l |is . COS. ® ^ 

— S .a rfy . d p. d ns y. y/1 —^ . cos. hs ; 

dJY" 0 ( 
= — O . agy . d fA . rfxÿ . <^/i 

' d y\ fjj.cos.Hï f d y'' 

Kd\^J [/l —(jl2 \rf'Z3/ 

'd £7\ /X. cos. ar f d U' 

Kd^J \ZïHfî\dns, 

— S.arfy.d^-dnsny/1—. sin. hs. 

The preceding integrals must be taken from p. = — 1 to n = 1, and from 

w = 0 to hs = four right angles. Integrating relatively to we have,* 

S. agy. d hs . (h^ = ag y 7 — S . ag y. dns. + constant ; 

now it is evident, that at the two limits of the integral, where ns = 0, 

and si = four right angles, the function agyy is the same, since these 

two limits appertain to the same point of the surface of the spheroid ; 

[3214]. These are the complete values, corresponding to the attraction and pressure of the 

ocean on the solid terrestrial spheroid ; observing that the parts first computed [3180—3182] 

are included in [3191—3193], as appears in [3190g]. The limits of the integrals [3215] 

are similar to those in [1431d], and are so taken, as to include the whole surface of 

the earth. 

* (2132) The integration of the first member of [3216], by parts, relatively to hs 

[1716a], becomes as in its second member. This equation is easily proved to be correct, 

by taking its differential, relatively to hs, by which means it becomes identical. If wTe 

suppose the integral to vanish when ns — 0, and put y', /, for the corresponding values 

of y, y ; the equation [3216] will become, at that point, 0 = agy y -j- constant ; or 

constant = — agy'y'‘ Substituting this in [3216], we get, generally, 

S.agy.dnS.(J^Sj = — S.agy.dnS. + agy y —agy' y'. 

At the other limit of the integral, we have w=400°, y = y’, and y = y', consequently 

agyy—agy y=0; substituting this in the preceding expression, it becomes, as in [3218]. 

221 

[3212] 

Complete 
values, 
corres¬ 
ponding 
to the 
attraction 

[3213] 

and 
pressure 
of the 
ocean on 
the solid 
nucleus. 

1'irst form. 

[3214] 

[3215] 

[3216] 

[3216'] 

[3212c] 

[3216a] 

[32166] 

[3216c] 
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[3217] 

[3218] 

[3219] 

[32197] 

[3220] 

[3221] 

[3222] 

[3219a] 

[3222a] 

[32226] 

therefore we have «-gyy-{- constant = 0, consequently 

S.„.gy.cU.(^ = -S.«g7.d«.(^>). 

Integrating relatively to fx, we have. * 

'd 
S. *gy. dp . ).^/l—p.2. sm.vs==agyy.^/l—^ ,sm.vs-\-S .agyy 

d p 

P d p . sin. vs 

v/î^v 

S.agj.dp.[/l —p§. (~).sin. vs 4 const. 
\d pj 

The integral must be taken from p = — 1 to p — 1 ; now y and y are 

never infinite ; and as the radical [/l—p2 is nothing at these limits, we 

have at the same limits, 

ugyy. [/1—p2. sin. vs -f* constant = 0 ; 

consequently 

cf » » f d y\ /-• qi * p d p • sin. vs 
O.agy .dp.dvsA — ) . [/l—p2 . sin. vs = O . ugyy . d vs. —7=— 

\d pj y 1 — 

— S.agy.dp.dvs, [/1—p2 . sin. vs. 

We also find, by integrating relatively to vs,\ 

p . cos .vs /dys 
S .a g y .dp . dvs, J = — S. agy . d p . dvs . 

p. cos. f dys 

Y/l—p2 \dsq 

pdp. sin.is 
4 'S'-agyr-d™- 

r 

* (2133) The correctness of the equation [3219] is easily perceived by taking its 

differential relatively to p; by which means it becomes identical. The constant quantity is 

found as in the preceding note, by means of [3220]. Substituting this, and taking the 

integral so as to correspond to the other limit of p, and then multiplying by dvs, it 

becomes, as in [3221]. 

f (2134) In general, we have, 

n a. cos. 7sS /dy\ a. cos. vs 0 . p.cos. vs fd y\ 
S . agy. .^ÿ~^y{g^)=a.gyy .-^—^gcoxisVint S. agy. d-a. 

4 S. agyy.dvs. 
P. sin. vS 

as is easily perceived by taking its differential relatively to vs. At the limits of this integral, 

i _ . p . cos. vs 
where vs = 0 and ^ = 400°, the terms agyy-~7f.-- 4constant, must become 0, 

vfl—fX9) 
as in the two preceding notes, and then multiplying by dp, it becomes, as in [3222]. 
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therefore we have,* 

e , 7 ( /-- . f à y\ &. cos. to /d y\ ) 
S.ugy.dn.d*.^ i/i-n •s,n-"-((/J — fl) \ 

= — S. ttg 7. dp -d-a. [ \J 1—(aa. sin. a. ]]] — ** '‘°s’ " ■ 1 . 
( \«fv y 1—\d-uiJ ) 

In like manner we have,f 

S.^ÿ.|f..rfa.JV/i=?-cos.a.(g)+^.(g)| 

dJV dJY' dJY" 

dt 
, become,J Hence the preceding expressions of ——, ——, 

at a t 

g? _ S.. i . • 5 «. g|) - (if) Î, 

— S.anzy.d^.dzi.^.\f1—^2. cos. to $ 

— S .arPy .d^.dzs —^2 .sin.u. 

11. We shall now determine the influence of these quantities on the motion 

of the ter 1 estrial spheroid about its centre of gravity. For this purpose, 

we shall resume the equations [2905—2907]. If we neglect the very 

small quantities (fl~) -qr.dt, (f~-^ . r p . dt, (f~) .p q . dt ; 

and put also <p = 0, 6 = 0, because we have taken the principal axes for 

* (2135) Subtracting [3222] from [3221], we get the equation [3223]. 

t (2136) This equation is found in the same manner as [3223] ; or it may be 
derived from [3223], by changing the axis of a?" into that of y\ so as to put 
100° + to for to ; by which means sin. to changes into cos. to, cos. to into — sin. to, 
and [3223] into [3224]. 

t (2137) Substituting [3218] in [3212], we get [3225]. Instead of the terms 
depending on y [3213], we must use their values [3224], and we obtain [3226]. Lastly, 
substituting, in [3214], the terms depending on y [3223], we get [3227]. 

[3223] 

[3224] 

[3225] 

Complete 
values 

[3226] 

for the 
whole 
pressure 
and at¬ 
traction of 
the sea. 

[3227] 

Second 
form. 

[3227] 

[3228] 

[3223a] 

[3224a] 

[3225a] 
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[3229] the axes of x', y', z!, [2978] ; we shall have,* 

, dJ\T 7 dJV" , dJY' 
[3230] dp=— ; dq = —dr =- 

We observe, in the first place, that the terms depending on very small 

angles, contained in d N, may, by integration, become very great in the 

[3230'] value of p ; it is therefore necessary to notice these terms. 

[3231] 

[3232] 

[3233] 

We have found, in [3046, 3035], that 

d ô 
— = r . sin. <p — q. cos. 9 ; 

d*4 • . j ■ 
— . sin. 6 = r. cos. 9 -f- # • sin. 9 ; 

therefore if we put 

». 
1 

a 4 

d t 
sin. ô = y" ; 

[3234] 

[3235] 

[3236] 

[3237] 

observing that d9 is very nearly equal to ndt [3024'], we shall obtain,! 

d x" = d r . sin. 9 — d q. cos. 9 + n y" • d t ; 
d y" = d r. cos. 9 -}- d q . sin. 9 — n x". d t. 

If we substitute, for dq and dr, their values [3230], in which we may 

change A and B into C, we shall have, 

7 „ dJV' . dJV" . „ 
d x --— . sin. 9-. cos. 9 -\-ny . dt; 

7 j, dJT . dJY" . 
dy —-—— . cos. 9 -)—. sin. 9 — nx . d t. 

[3230a] * (2138) Substituting d=0, 9 = 0 [2978], in [2905—2907], and neglecting the 

terms mentioned in [3228], we get [3230]. 

[3234a] 

[32346] 

[3234c] 

[3234d] 

f (2139) Substituting [3233] in [3231—3232], we get x" = r.sin. 9 — q . cos. 9 ; 

y" = r. cos. 9 q . sin. 9 ; whose differentials are 

d x" — dr. sin. 9 — dq, cos. 9 -j- d 9 . (r . cos. 9 -f-q .sin. 9) ; 

dy' — dr . cos. 9-\-d q . sin. 9 — d 9 . (r . sin. 9 — q . cos. 9). 

The co-efficients of d 9, in these expressions, are equal to y", —x", respectively [3234a], 

and if we put, as in [3024'], dq>=ndt, we shall obtain [3234, 3235]. Substituting 

in these the values of dq, dr [3230], and changing A, B, into C, which may be done 

by neglecting terms of the order of the ellipticity of the earth, in comparison with the terms 

retained, we obtain the formulas [3236, 3237]. 
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T . tt J , x c dJY'. sin. 9 -}- d JY" . cos. 9 , 
JLet Hdt. cos. (i t -j- s) be any term of -—-, and 

H' dt. sin. (i t -f- £)? the similar term of 

the corresponding terms of x" and y" will be,f 

C 

d JY'. cos. 9 — d JY" . sin. 9 # 
C 

then 

z" = 
n H' — iW 

i3— n3 
. sin. (i -f- s) ; / = 

'iH’—nH 

i2 — n3 

\ 
■ J . COS. (i t + e). 

The terms depending on very small angles, or those in which i is very 

small, are hardly sensible in the values of x", y" ; but they become, by 

integration, very perceptible in the values of 6 and and we have 

seen, in [3040, 3041], that the precession and nutation depend on such 

quantities ; it is therefore necessary to notice them. These terms are 

produced by those of d N' and d N‘\ which depend on angles differing 

but little from nt\ for by multiplying them by sin. 9, and cos. 9, they 

produce quantities depending on very small angles therefore we must 

pay particular attention to terms of this kind. 

* (2140) We may remark on these assumed forms as in [3020c]. 

f (2141) If we substitute, in [3236, 3237], the assumed values [3238], we get 

doo" = — Hdt. cos. (i t -j- s) -f- n y" dt, dy" — — H' d t. sin. (it -j- e) — n x" d t. 

Taking the differential of the first of these equations; substituting the value of dy", given 

by the second, and dividing by dt3, we obtain, 

d^x" 

dt’2 
+ n3 x" + (n H' — iH). sin. (i t + s) = 0. 

From this we get, as in [865, 871], x" = (~f2~ j/*) • sin. (i t -f s), as in [3239]. 

The value of dx" deduced from this, being substituted in the first of the equations [3239a], gives 

(n — i H\ . / • 1 \ TT 
4:3_n2 ) ■1 dt ’ cos- \lt ~r s) = — Hdt. cos. (11 -j- sf-j- n y" d t. 

Dividing this by ndt, and reducing, we get y [3239]. 

Î (2142) These values are deduced from [3231, 3232] or [3233], by integration, as 

in [3101, 3100]. 

§ (2143) If d JY' contain a term of the form L. sin. (?it -\-v t s), it will produce, 

in dx" [3236], a term depending on the product sin. 9 X sin. (n t -f- v t s), or upon 

cos. (nt — 9 -f î) f -f e) [17] Int. Now if we suppose v to be small, and nt nearly 

equal to 9 [3024'], the coefficient of t, represented by i [3238], must be very small 

222 
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[3238] 

[3238'] 

[3239] 

[3239'] 

[3239"] 

[3239'"] 

[3239'"] 

[3238a] 

[3239a] 

[32396] 

[3239c] 

[3239d] 

[3239e] 

[3240a] 

[32406] 
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[3239v] 

[3240] 

[3240'] 

Terms 
depending 
on the 

[3241] 
angle 

2 nt, 
may be 
neglected. 

[3241'] 

[3240c] 

[3240rf] 

[3240e] 

[3241a] 

[32415] 

[3241c] 

The terms in which i differs but little from n, become very great in 

the values of x" and y" [3239], because the divisor P — rd is then 

very small. These terms result from those of d N' and d N", which 

contain very small angles,* and for that reason they must be noticed. They 

may also be produced by the terms of d N1 and d N"9 depending 

on angles which differ but little from 2 nt; for if, for example, d N' 

contains the term L dt. sin. (2 n t -j- v t + s), v being very small, it 

wdl produce, in the function [3238] -ç-? the 

term ~ . d t. cos. (2 nt — <p + î>* + s) [17] Int., and in the function 
2 G 

d JV'. cos. (p — d JV". sin. <p . L 1 . , 0 ^ \ rioi 
---, the term —,dt.sm.(2nt — cp + vt + s) [18] 

Int. But in this case, H' being equal to H,\ the corresponding 

in this last expression cos. {nt—<p -f- vt -j-s). T'lie same term of dJ\ 1 produces a similar 

expression in dy" [3237]. Such terms in dJSf", will produce like terms in [3236, 3237], 

depending on very small angles. The results are the same, if d JY' or d JV" contain 

terms of the form L . cos. {n t -j- v t -J- s). 

*(2144) If dJY' or dJV" contain a term of the form L . sin. (v t -f- s), in which 

v is very small, it will produce, in dx", dy" [3236, 3237], terms having the factor 

sjn. (^-J-s) x sin. 9, or sin. ( v t + s) X cos. <p, which, by reduction, as in the last 

note, will produce terms depending on the sine or cosine of the angle 9 ± v t ± s. Now 

as 9 is very nearly equal to n t [3024'], the factor of t, represented by i [3238], must 

be nearly equal to n, consequently the divisor i2—n2 [3239] will be extremely small. 

f (2145) Comparing [3238] with [3241], we get H=H' hence H'=H. 

Substituting this in [3239], we get x !' = H. 
n 

is. -n* 

_jj 
sin. [i jf —}- s) = ——. sin. (i t -f- s), 

■n (• V JJ 

—-0 ) • cos. (it -}- s) = —— . cos. (i t -j- ?); hence x , y , lose, 
i2 — n3/ ' i-f-n 

in this case, their small divisor i — n, and these parts become insensible, as in [3242]. 

This is not the case with the terms considered in the last note; for if dJY'=L. sin. (utf-j-5)» 

we shall obtain, in [3238], the terms ^ ^ cos. (9 — v t — s) — cos. (9 + v t + s) ^, 

corresponding to H d t. cos. (i t —j— s) ; and in [3238 ], the terms 

— sin* (9 — v t —s) + sin> (<P + v t + s) I, 

corresponding to H' dt. sin. (i t + s). Now if we compare, in these two expressions, the 
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expressions of y" and x" lose their very small divisor i — n ; therefore 

they are insensible. We may also prove, in the same manner, that a 

term of d N" of the form Ld t. cos. (2 n t -f- v t -{- s), will produce, 

in x" and y", none but insensible quantities ; therefore in the values of 

d N, d N', d N", it is only necessary to notice the terms depending on 

small angles [3250', &c.], and those in which the angles differ hut little 

from n t [3258', &c.]. 

To analyze these different terms, we must use the differential equations 

of the motion of the sea. Taking into consideration a particle of its 

surface, determined in the state of equilibrium by the co-ordinates p, w, 

we shall suppose, that in the state of motion, it is elevated above the surface 

of equilibrium by the quantity ay\ that its latitude is decreased by the 

quantity au, and that the angle zs is increased by av.* We shall put, 

also, v for the declination of the body L ; n for its right ascension ; 

rt, for its distance from the centre of gravity of the earth; then supposing 

3 Th 
af = —— .jeos. 6. sin. v + sin. 6. cos. v . cos. (n—9— ro)K 

we shall have, from [2175—2176'], the three following equations,f 

co-efficient of the angle <p — vt — s, or that of 9 -f it -f- we shall find that they 

both give H= — H'. Substituting this in the co-efficients of the expressions of x", y" 
i I ^2, jrj~/ 

[3239], they both become H'. ——~ = ---, containing the small divisor i — n. 

* (2146) The notation here used is the same as in [2128xi, 2128xiv]. 

f (2147) The angle ntfzs — 4,, which occurs in [2192], is equal to the angular 

distance of the meridians passing through the body L, and the particle dm [2131c]. 

Now the right ascension of the first principal axis is equal to 9 [2907/], and the meridian 

of the particle d m makes the angle zt with this axis [2907g] ; hence the right ascension 

of the particle is 9 -j- zs. Subtracting this from n, the right ascension of the body L 

[3246], we obtain n — 9 — zs for the angular distance from the meridian of the particle 

dm. Substituting this in [2192], for nt-\-zs—/ [3248a], and changing r into rn we 

obtain the part of a V, corresponding to the disturbing force of the body L, on the particle 

d m, equal to -^y3. ^ j^cos. Ô . sin. v -f- sin. Ô . cos. v . cos. (n — 9 — to) J2—1 ; and by 

using the abridged symbol [3247], it becomes »f—~. To obtain the complete 

value of a V [2130—2130'"], we must add the part a U [3202]; hence we obtain 

[3242] 

[3242] 

Terms 
depending 
on tlie 
angle* 

it, nt, 
must be 
noticed. 

,[3243] 

[3244] 

[3245] 

[3246] 

[3247] 

[3241d] 

[3245a] 

[3248a] 

[32486] 

[3248c] 

[3248d] 

[3248c] 
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[3248] 

[3249] 

[3250] 

[3250'] 

Investiga¬ 
tion of 
terms 
depending 
on the 
small 

[3251] 

angle 

it. 

[3252] 

[3248/] 

[3248g-] 

[3251a] 

[32516] 

[3251c] 

[3254a] 

[32546] 
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If we consider only the angles which increase with extreme slowness, that is 

to say, such as are independent of 9, it will be evident, that the part of f 

corresponding to these angles, will be independent of zs ; therefore the 

parts of y and U, relative to the same angles, will be independent of zs* 

so that by considering only such terms, we shall have, 

consequently,! 

a V — a U -f- af — —— ; and as r, is independent of p, zs, the partial differentials 
2?/ 

corresponding to p, zs, will be 

d V 
d p 

a . 
dU 
d p 

Dividing these by a, we get 5 (/Itf)’ anc^ by substituting them in [2176,2176'], 

we obtain [3249, 3250]. The equation [2175] is the same as [324S]. 

* (2148) The principle made use of in [2191', &c.], for satisfying the equation [2183], 

shows, that y and U must contain terms depending on the same angles as /, and no 

others 5 excepting such as arise from the initial state of the fluid, which must be neglected, 

for the reasons stated in [2191"]. Now zs is connected with 9, in the angle 

n —9 — zs, which is found in the value of af [3247]; it ought, therefore, to be 

connected with 9, in the values of U, y ; so that if we notice terms depending on very 

small angles only, v7e may suppose that zs does not occur either in f, y, or U, and 

then the partial differentials of these quantities, relative to zs, will vanish, as in [3252]. 

f (2149) Substituting [3252] in [3225], we get [3253]; and by making the same 

substitution in [3226, 3227], we obtain 

dt 

— S .an^y .dp.dzS. p.y/l—^2.cos.zs ; 

rfJV" 0 , , ( ,- . T fdy\ 
-^- = S .ay .dp.dzs. j [/l—p% . sin.zs. jjT‘ [ffj — 

— S.an^y.dp.dzs.p.fl—^ .sin.-si. 

dU 
dp [3254c] 
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dJY 

d t 

dJY' 

= 0; 

d t 

dJV' 

»/ ci j\*r^ c f ^ ys\ 
- . sin.9 + -jj-.cos.cp=S.ay.di*.dvs.\/1—^. sin. (<p+^). — 

Ws 

A f* 

dN" 
-jj-.cos.ip—-jj- . sin. v =8. ay • d^. dtf.[/1—^.cos.^+w). 

We have seen, in [2213], that if we notice only the terms increasing with 

extreme slowness, [2209'"], we may suppose nearly,* 

AU\ fdf\ 

»-*•($ d d [i 

This equation becomes the more correct, as these terms vary more slowly, 

in which case they have a greater influence on the motions of the axis of 

the earth. Hence we have, relatively to these terms,f 

Multiplying the first of these values by sin. 9, the second by cos. 9, adding the products, 

and putting cos. vs . sin. 9 -f- sin. vs. cos. 9 = sin. (9 -j- vs) [21] Int., we get the equation 

[3254], with the following additional term in the second member, 

— S . ccnzy. dp . dzs . p. \/(l — p3) . sin. ( 9 + tf). 

Now, by [3251], if we notice only angles increasing very slowly, y will be independent 

of vs, and then the integral of this term, relatively to vs, will be 

S . a n3 y . d p . p . y/(l — p2) .{cos. (9 + w) + constant^. 

The constant quantity is to be taken equal to •— cos. 9, so as to make the factor 

cos. (9 -]- vs) -f- constant = cos. (9 -j- vs) — cos. 9, 

vanish at the first limit, where vs = 0 [3215]. At the second limit, where 'zn, = 400° 

[3215], this factor becomes cos. 9—cos. 9 —0; consequently the term [3254e] 

vanishes, and we obtain the equation [3254]. In like manner, multiplying [3254J, c] 

by cos. 9, — sin 9, respectively ; adding the products, and putting 

cos. vs. cos. 9 — sin. vs. sin. 9 = cos. (9 vs) [23] Int., 

we get [3255] ; neglecting the term — S.an3y.dp.dvs.p. y/( 1 — p3) . cos. (9 -f- -&), 

for the same reason that we have neglected the term [3254e, &c.]. 

* (2150) Noticing only the terms depending on the angle it, in which i is extremely 

small [2209'"], we have 0 — (^i-) [^213]. Substituting [3248g], 

we get [3256]. 

t (2151) From [3256], we get *.($)- (~) = (jQ ! 

[3254, 3255], we get [3257, 3258], respectively. 

223 

[3253] 

These 
expressions 

[3254] 
correspond 
to terms 

[3255] 
varying 
slowly. 

[3256] 

[3256'] 

[3254c?] 

[3254e] 

[3254/] 

[3254g-] 

[3254/t] 

[3256a] 

substituting this in [3257a] 
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These ex¬ 
pressions 

[3257] 
are nearly 
correct in 
the terms 

[3258] 
depending 
on angles 
which 
vary very 
slowly. 

[3258'] 

[3259] 

Investiga¬ 
tion of 
terms 
depending 
on angles 
differing 
but little 
from 

111. 

[3260] 

[3261] 

[3259a] 

[3260a] 

[3261a] 

[32616] 

[3261c] 
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d JV1. sin. 9 4- d N" . cos. 9 7 7 --_ . , . . fdf\ 
-^-- = S. «y , dp . chs . y i—p*. sin. (9 + to) . ( •-f- \ ; 

c?JV'. cos. 9—d 3V" . sin. 9 ~ , 1 ,-3 fdf\ 
-y \—;:a . COS. (9 + to) . Vf 

dJY' dJV" 
We shall now consider the parts of -jj- , , which depend on angles 

differing hut very little from nt. We have,* 

dJVr.s\n.tp-\-dJVAcos.9 0 77 /-5 • , , \ Ç ( dy\ /'dU\') 

—S.«y.di‘.do.^A^.cos.(?. + ®). (f£)\ 

— S ra n? y . d ^. d to. ^ • [/i—v? • sin. 0 + ro)- 

The equation [3248] gives,f 

S .v-ri*y • d p . d to. p. f 1 —<j? . sin. (9 -f- to) 

— S. «r .'dp • d to. p. [/1—[jP . sin. (9 + to) . s f ^ ^ j ^^ 

Integrating from ^ = — 1 to m-=1, we get,t 

S.vd*. VTTO?■ =■~S• r«iv• (1-'^e‘). 

In like manner, by integrating from to = 0 to to = four right angles, 

* (2152) Multiplying [3226] by sin. 9, [3227] by cos. 9; adding the products, and 

using sin. (9 -j-”13)? cos* (9 T [3254c?, K\, we get [32o9]. 

f (2153) Multiplying [3248] by a n2 . d p . a to . p . y/(l — K2) • sin. (9 + an(l 

prefixing the characteristic $, we get [3260]. 

J (2154) Putting, for brevity, PF = 7 u . /(I — f^2), in the first member of [3261], 

it becomes as in the first member of [32616]. Integrating this by parts, it becomes 

as in the second member of [32616], as is easily proved by taking the difteiential of 

both members. At the limits of the integral j* =— 1, P = 1 [3215], we have 

^ ty/(l_p3) . W— 0, and the preceding expression becomes as in the first member of 

[3261c], which, by developing the terms d.\p.\f{^— is reduced to the second 

form [3261c]. Resubstituting the value of W [3261a], we obtain [3261], 

S. ■ ✓(!.- Ï) . {—) - » • ✓(! -V) • W-S. W. [ j 1 • 

= -S. W. }u=-s.w.^p,. 
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we obtain,* 

S. d m . sin. (9 -j- ^ ~ctm == S.yv.dm. cos. (9 -j- to) ; 

therefore,! 

S.oLrPy.dp, sin. (9+to) = — S.utfyu. di*. dm. (1 —V). sin. (<p+w) 

-f- S. a ri? y v . t? f*. d m . f* « v/1—f^2 • cos* (<? + w)* 

We may suppose 7 w to be developed in a series of terms of the form 

If. cos. (i + e) ; if being a function of p. only, and 5 an integral 

number, positive, negative, or zero, excluding fractional numbers,t because 

yu is the same at the two limits, where to = 0, or to = 400° [3215]. 

In like manner, 7 v may be developed in a similar series of terms of the 

form ili . sin. (i t + s to + s), M being a function of f* only. We shall 

put if', M\ for the values of if, ili, respectively, corresponding to 

the same angle it, and to the particular value 5=1. The coefficient i 

* (2155) Inlegrating by parts, relatively to dm, we get 

fd (yv)\ 
S .dm . sin. (<p -{- tf) . ( ^ ) = sin. (9 -J- to) . y v — S .yv .dm . cos. (9 -f- &)» 

as is easily proved by differentiation. Now sin. (9 -f~ to) is the same at both limits of 

the integral ; therefore we may neglect the term without the sign S, and then the preceding 

expression becomes as in [3262]. 

f (2156) Multiplying [3261] by an1.dm. sin. (9to), also [3262] by 

— a r? . fx d p. . \/{ 1 — ys) ; mid adding the products, we get 

fd,\yuy[fd.{yv)\ y 

d to 
S.o;rfi.dt,h.dûi.\}<.\/( 1 — fx2).sin.(9f to). ^ — ~—1—— J—( )J £=—S.a7iayu.dy,.dm.(l—21a2).sin.(^-f'ra) 

Substituting this in [3260], we get [3263]. 

5 
Jç-S.av?*y v .dp-. dm. fx.*/(l—g2). cos. f -|-to). 

J (2157) We may suppose H to be a function of fx only; for if it contain a term 

of the form h,. cos. (/ to -f- s'), in which A is a function of (x, the expression 

H . cos. [i t -}- s to s) will become h . cos. (s' to -j- s') • cos. (it -j- 5 to -f-s), producing 

terms of the form ^ h . cos. (.s ± s'). to -f- s ± s'} [24] Int., similar to that proposed 

in [3264], H. cos. (i t -j- s m -f- s), H being a function of fx, independent of to. 

Again, if we increase the angle to by four right angles, we shall fall upon the same particle 

of fluid d m ; therefore the developments of yu, y v, ought not to vary by such an 

increase in the value of to ; and as this will not be the case if s be a fraction, we must 

suppose s to be an integer, or zero, as in [3264]. 

[3262] 

[3263] 

[3264] 

[3264/] 

[3265] 

[3265'] 

[3266] 

[3262a] 

[3263a] 

[3264a] 

[32646] 

[3264c] 
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[3266'] 

[3267] 

[3265a] 

[32656] 

[3265c] 

[3265rf] 

[3265e] 

being supposed to differ but very little from n, the angle it — 9 + s, will 

increase with extreme slowness ; therefore, by retaining only the terms 

depending on this angle, we shall find, that as the terms of yu and yv, 

in which s differs from unity, contain the angle to, in the preceding 

integrals, they will vanish, when the integrals are taken within the proposed 

limits [3264'] ;* hence we have, 

S.arfy.d^.dix.^. y/1—+. sin. (9 + to) 

= «îi9ir. sin. (i t -f-s — 9) . S. d {(1 — 2 jxs) . H' + ^ • [/l—n? . M'\. 

* (2158) Putting, as in [3264], y u = H. cos. (it -J- s to -f- s), we shall get, by 

using [19] Int., 

S. y u . drt . sin. (9 + to) = — f S. H. sin. (i t + s — 9 + [s— l] . to) . d to 

+ hS.H . sin. (it + s -]- 9 -j- [5 -f- 1 ] . to) . d to. 

If we retain only the term containing the angle it-j-£ — 9, which varies with extreme 

slowness, it becomes —\ S . H. sin. (i t -}- s — 9 -j— [5 — 1 ] . to) . d to 5 and when s 

differs from 1, its integral, relatively to to, is 

S . y u . d to . sin. (9 -f- to) = —-— 
1 [5 i—“ JL J 

. H. cos. (it -f-£ — 9+ [S — 1] . to) -f- constant. 

The constant quantity is to be determined, so that the integral may vanish at the first limit, 

where to = 0, and then by putting to = 400°, at the other limit, the whole expression 

will also vanish, because (5 — 1) . to becomes a multiple of 400° ; therefore we have, in 

this case, for all integral values of s, excepting s = l, 3 . y u . d-ro . sin. (9 -{- to) = 0. 

When 5=1, the term of [3265a], depending on the angle it-\-s — 9, becomes 

— £ S .H'. sin. (it-{- e — 9).d to [3266]. Integrating this, relatively to to, and observing 

that à to = 2 if [14675], it becomes — k . H'. sin. (i t -4- 5 — 9). Hence we 

have, for the case of 5=1, 

3.7 u . d to . sin. (9 -}- to) = — if. H'. sin. (it s — 9). 

In like manner, we may find the value of $. y v . d to . cos. (9 -f- to) ; or we may 

derive it from [3265</], by the following process: if we change H, H', s, 9, into 

M, M', s —100°, 9+IOO0, respectively, the value of yu [3264], changes into yv 

[3265'] ; sin. (9 + to) becomes cos. (9 + to) ; and sin. (it + £ — 9) becomes 

s[n< ^ _j_ s — <p — 200°) = — sin. (**+6—9)5 substituting these in [3265d], we get 

3 . y v . d to . cos. (9 + to) = if. M'. sin. (i t + s — 9). 

Multiplying [3265d] by — a «2 . d n . (1 — 2 ^), [3265e] by un*, dp. f* ./0 “ H** * S. * * 8)» 

and adding the products, we get 
— S. a n8yu.(l — 8f^)-sin*(9+TO)an ^.008.(9+®) 

= a n2 . sin. (i t -f- s — 9). S. d jx. j (1 — 2 (+. H'-\- p. y/( 1 — (+. M' J. 

The first member of this expression is the same as the second of [3263], and by substituting 

it, we get [3267]. 

[3265/] 
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If we multiply [3249] by ay. d p. . d & . sin . (9 + TO)> also [3250] by 

a 7 . d p . d &. p *\/1—p2. cos. (9 4~ 

and add the products, we shall obtain, 

/d du 

S.ay. dV'.dvs. 

• sin. (9 + *) + 2 n ^. (^j^j • cos- (9+^) 

cos- • (~jj) • ^V1—M-3* sin. (9 -f *) 

= S. uy. d^. dvi .\J 1—fx2. sin. (9 4~ 4) • | §• 
'dU' 

V d p. _ m} < m 

If we substitute for 7W, 7», the sum of all the terms, relative to the 

angle i t ; observing that i differs but very little from n, the first member 

of this equation will become,* 

* (2159) From [3264—3265'], we have 7 u = H’. cos. (i t -j- -f- s) ; 

yv = M'.sm.(itJr^Jrs)‘ In taking the differentials of these expressions, we may 

neglect that of 7, on account of its smallness in comparison with the differentials of u, v 

[337'", &:c.] ; and as H', M', are functions of p. only [3264, &c.], we shall have 

7 . (jj) = — H'.i. sin. (i t + vs -|- s) ; y.f ) — — -H'. i2 . cos. (i t •]- vs -J- s). 

Moreover, as i is nearly equal to n [3266], the preceding expressions become as in 

[3269c] ; and in like manner, we obtain [3269d],’ 

7 ' (jf) = n ' sin‘ (* < + w +6) 5 7 • = — H'- n2 • cos. (it -f- ; 

7 ' (^7) — M'.n. cos. .(£ * -{- s) ; 7 . — — Mr. n2. sin. (** + * + *)• 

If we substitute these in [3269], and reduce them by means of [17—20] Int., retaining 

only the terms depending on the angle it-\- s -— 9, we may put 

7- 

7- 

7* 

7* 

( ’ S*n' (9 4"4) = I -H"'k ft2 • sin. (i 14- s — 9) ; 

(tU-) ’ cos' (9 4" i -ffk « • sin. (i zf 4~ £ — 9) ; 

/ ddv \ 

w*2/ cos. (94-®) = — 2 3Z7. w2. sin. (i 4~ 5 — 9) 

(~ïl7~) ’ s*n' (9 T" ^ *41'. n . sin. (i £ 4"5 — 9)- 

224 
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[3268] 

[3269] 

[3269'] 

[3269a] 

[32696] 

[3269c] 

[3269d] 

[3269e] 
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[3270] 

[3270'] 

[3271] 

These 
values 
are very 

[3272] 
nearly 
correct in 
the terms 
which 
depend 
on angles 
differing 
but little 
from 

n t, 

[3269/] 

[3269g-] 

[3273a] 

[32736] 

an2*. sin. (it-f- s — 9) • S • d ft •{( 1 — 2 jr). H' -f ft . yj l—p.2. M' } ; 

therefore we shall have, by noticing only the terms in which i is very 

nearly equal to n, 

S.a rfy.dft.d™.ft. [/l—,u2 . sin. (9 + 

= S.ay.dft.d*. [/i—ij?. sin. (© + *)• ^ g• “ (f“) 

■S. ay. dp . dtf . f* 

v/i— 
.cos.(,+.).u.r^v/(Zf/s 

(§9 
m 

Hence we deduce,* 

wN’. sin. <p + d JY". cos. <p 0 7 7 /-§ • / , \ f^f\ 
--- = S. ay . d ft. da . \/i—,ft2 • sm. (9 + • ( j-j 

In like manner, we find,f 

— S'Cty.dp.drt • -. ------. cos. (9 -f- 
‘ /l—v VW 

Multiplying these by d w, and integrating from zs = 0 to = 2 it, using 

f^Tr. dvs = 2 it [14675], we obtain the following expressions, which are evidently the 
*7 0 

same as those in [3269e], multiplied by 2 it; 

S.y.dti . Ç -jjpj • sin. (9 + «) = w2 it. H'. sin. (i t -j- s — 9) 5 

S.y.dvt. •cos- (9 + *0 = — »^ • H - sin. (i t +s — 9) ? 

S .y .dm. • cos. (9 + «) = — w2 . Afsin. (i £ -f- s — 9) ; 

S .y .dm. • skn (9 + tf) = — nit. M'. sin. (it -j- £ — 9)- 

Now if we multiply these four last equations by a dp; a d ft. 2 n ft2 5 a. d ft . ft. \/( 1 f^2) 5 

_a d ft . 2 n . fi. v^l — f^2), respectively ; then add the products, and prefix the sign of 

integration S, relatively to ft, we shall find, that the first member of the sum is equal 

to the first member of [3269] ; and that the second member, connecting its terms, is 

equal to [3270], or to the second member of [3267] ; therefore the first member of [3267] 

is equal to the second of [3269], as in [3271]. 

* (2160) Substituting, in [3259], the value of the last term of its second member, given 

in [3271], neglecting the quantities which mutually destroy each other, we obtain [3272]. 

f (2161) The formula [3273] may be computed by the method we have used 

[3259—3272] ; or we may more simply derive it from [3272], in the following manner. 

If we review the calculation [3259—3272], we shall find, that the process will not be altered 
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dJY'. cos. 9— dJY". sin. 9 

d t 
S. « 7 . d (A . d ns. 

—j— ^* ay.dV .f/w. 
v/l- 

. sin. (9-j-T). 

77ie.se ftüo equations hold good, when ice notice those angles only which vary 

very slowly ; and we have seen, in [3257, 3258], that the first term of the 

second member of each of them, contains also whatever relates to angles 

differing but very little from nt ;* * therefore the formulas [3272, 3273], 

include all that relates to these two kinds of angles, are the only ones that 

can have any sensible influence on the motions of the earth about its centre of 

d JY 
gravity [3243]. If we connect these equations with the equation —— = 0, f 

d t 

we shall have all that is necessary to determine the influence of the sea 

on these motions. 

We shall now observe, that these different equations are the same as if the 

sea form with the earth a solid mass. To prove this, we shall determine 

the values of d N, dN', dN", relatively to the sea, in this hypothesis. 

The value of V [2966] is represented very nearly by 

if we increase 9 by 100°; or, in other words, change 9 into 9'= 9-f-100°. By this 

means sin. 9, cos. 9, sin. (9 —{— -cj), cos. (9 -f- w) become cos. 9, —sin. 9, cos. (9 -j- &), 

— sin. (9-f-®), respectively; and [3272] changes into [3273]. 

r s' r.\ mi . e d JY'. dJY". cos. cp , dJY'. cos. 9—dN". sin. 9 
* (2162) The terms of -^- and ----, computed 

in [3257, 3258], are of the same form as the terms of [3272, 3273], depending on 

; therefore these last formulas must include all the terms which have a perceptible 

influence on the motion of the axis of the earth, as in [3274]. 

f (2163) From the first of the equations [3230], we have P=f 
dJV* 

~c~ 

fpdt=ff--.dt. Now if we notice in dJY, only the terms which depend on 

angles of the form nt, these expressions will not be increased by integration ; because 

they will not be affected by the small divisor i or i2; and we may, therefore, neglect 

ci JV* 
them. Moreover, we have, for the terms varying with extreme slowness, — = 0 [3253]. 

d t 

Hence this equation obtains for both these species of angles, as in [3274']. 

[3273] 
and in 
those 
depending 
on the 
slowly 
varying 
angles 

it. 

[3273'] 

[3273"] 

[3274] 

[3274'] 

These last 
equations 

[3274"] 

are the 
same as if 
the sea 
form with 
the earth 
a solid 
mass. 

[3273c] 

[3274a] 
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[3275] 

[3276] 

[3275a] 

[32756] 

[3275c] 

[3275d] 

[3276a] 

[32766] 

[3276c] 

[3276d] 

V=-+R<! a/— * 
r, 2 rf 

which gives, by the substitution of d m — i?2 d R . d ^ . dzs 

in [2968],f 

^frs • » *4 d R ■■ * - • {* • (J0—tf • (g) S • 

[2918], 

* (2164) Neglecting terms of the order r, i in [2990&], we have, 

L LR2 V=— 4. -. pm • 
r 7 

L 
in which PW is the coefficient of ■——, in the development of V [2990g], and is 

evidently represented by P^) = |- 6 2—as in [1628]. In order to conform to the 

present notation, we must put, in the value of S [2990a], cos. Ô, \/{\ — f©) = sin. Ô 

[2128xii] ; v = sin. v, /( 1 — v2) = cos. v [2989, 3246] ; X = n [2989, 3246]; and 

change zs into cp-{-zs ; by which means cos. — X), or rather cos. (X — zs), becomes 

cos. (n—9— zs). Hence S = cos. Ô . sin. v-|-sin. Ô . cos. v . cos. (n—<p—zs) ; substituting 

this in P(S) [32756], and the result in V [3275a], using [3247], it becomes as in [3275]. 

f (2165) Substituting the value of dm [2918] in [2968], we get 

Now r, [2964] is independent of x', y. z', so that we may consider r as constant, 

in finding the partial differentials (yyr\ ^ G may a^s0 consider R as constant, 

because its terms destroy each other in the function x'. ^ — ÿ • 

be a function of R, represented by 9 (R), and we put ^ 

shall have 

9'(P). 
d V 

d x' 

dV 

dx' 

d.o{R) 

dR 

dR 

For if V 

^ = 9' (P), we 

hence 

©-«*>■(©■ 

fdR 
But from R = v/(*'3+ 2/'9 +^2) [2990a], we obtain (^^=~ 

/dR\ . /dR 

(dR 

W, R 9 

therefore x. ■y xy y = 0, as in [32766]. ^ Hence it appears, that 
,dy' ) * \dx' ) R 

in substituting the value of V [3275] in [3276a], we may consider / as the only variable 

quantity ; so that (g) = «fl* . (g), Q ■= ■ (g)> a"d P276“] becomes as 

in [3276]. 
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The depth of the sea being supposed very small, and the radius R very 

nearly equal to unity, we have, relatively to the sea,* 

consequently, 

dJY 

d t 

S.R4dR=y, 

In like manner, we find,f 

dJY 

d t 

dJY" 

d t 

— S. «7 . d(x. d w . | a/. ^ ^ 

= S.ay.d^.d^.^yf. (~ 

-'■mi 
-'■mi 

Transforming, by §10 [3175, &c.], these partial differentials into others 

relative to the variable quantities, R, f*, we shall have,J 

[3277] 

[3278] 

[3279] 

[3280] 

* (2166) This integral is found as in [3208a], and by substituting it in [3276], we [3277a] 

get [3278]. 

f (2167) We may deduce [3279, 3280] from [2969, 2970], in the same manner 

as [3278], from [2968] ; or more simply by derivation ; for if we change y, y', z, z', [3279a] 

into z, z', y, y\ respectively, the value of [2968], changes into [2969] ; 

because the value of V [2966] remains unaltered. Making the same changes in [3278], 

it becomes as in [3279]. In like manner, by changing x, x\ y, y1, into y, y1, x, x', [32796] 

d d Y" 
respectively, the value —— [2969], becomes like —- - [2970] ; and the same changes 

cLt ctt 

being made in [3279], it becomes as in [3280]. 

dJV 
J (2168) If we put the two expressions of [3172, 3180], equal to each other, [3281a] 

after substituting in the first, the values 22=1, f= 2 [3179], and then dividing the 

whole by g, we shall get, 

a/. (0)~V'- (jj^) | = S. a y . d p. d vs . [32816] 

Now it is evident, that the second member of this equation is derived from the first, by 

merely changing the co-ordinates, as in [3175, &c.], and that the equation holds good 

whatever be the values of y, q. Putting y = y, q = f, the first member of [32816] 

becomes like the second of [3278], and the second member of [32816] gives the 
djY 

equivalent expression of -yj- [3281]. The same operation being performed upon the 

[3281c] 

[3281d] 

225 
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[3281] 

[3282] 

[3283] 

[3284] 

In these 
expressions 
the whole 
eartli is 
supposed 
to be solid. 

[3285] 

[3286] 

[3284a] 

[3285a] 
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dJY „ , j fdf\ 
—— = o.ar.a^.«si. ( —— } ; 
at \ d'us J 

( df\^.sin.w Ç df 
= S . ay . d . dzs . ^ v/I— 

dJY" ( _ 
-S. ay . d p . d* *t. < Wi—a3. sin. «. . -— . — -,— 

( / V L—f*1 

)S {J? . cos. w . ( -f- -f ■ .1.1 - . . , 
\d ^ J \f\— fj3 \ dus 

df\ fx.cos .us / df\ 
dt 7iv —r •-—ydihj ^ 

hence we obtain,* 

d JY'. sin. <p + d JY" . cos. cp , -_ . / d f\ 
-- = £>.ay.d\)*.dvs,y 1—. Sin. (9 -j- zsj . ( —— \ 

— S.cty.d^.d'ti. -—=== . cos. (9-f-®) . : 
' i/l-p? ^ 1 J \dus) 5 

dJY'. cos. <p — d JY". sin. cp 0 7 7 ,-- . , . /'df\ 
-jjj- = O . « 7. «(* . tt®. 1—p? . COS. (9 -f- zs) . j 

-f-S.ay.dp.da. -. sin. (9 + w) . ? 

and if we notice only terms increasing with extreme slowness, we have,f 

d JV 
-yy = 0. These equations are the same as those we have found in 

[3272, 3273, 3274']t Hence we get the following remarkable theorem, 

equations [3173, 3181], produce the second members of the equations [3279, 3282], 

which must therefore be equal to each other. In like manner, from [3174, 3182], we 

obtain the transformation of [3280] into [3283]. 

* (2169) Multiplying [3282] by sin. 9, [3283] by cos. 9; adding the products, and 

substituting the expressions sin. (9-}-^), cos. (9 + tf) [3254d,h], we get [3284]. Again, 

multiplying [32S2] by cos. 9, [3283] by — sin. 9 ; adding the products, and making 

the same substitutions, we get [3285]. 

f (2170) The quantity -us is connected with 9 in the function af [3247], it must 

therefore be connected with 9 in the expression of as 1S evident from the form 

of the function af [3247] ; therefore, if we notice those terms only, which depend on 

small angles, we shall have, as in [3252], (j£) = °- Substituting this in [3281], we 

get ^ = 0 [3286]. 

J (2171) The expressions [3272, 3273, 3274'] correspond to a fluid state of the ocean; 

and they are respectively equal to [3284, 32S5, 3286], which correspond to the supposition 
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namely ; that the 'phenomena of the precession of the equinoxes, and the 

nutation of the earth’s axis, are exactly the same as if the sea form a solid 

mass with the spheroid which it covers. 

There exists, however, a case, mathematically possible, in which this 

theorem does not hold good ; namely, where the nucleus of the earth, 

which is covered by the ocean, is supposed to be formed of spherical strata. 

It is evident, that there will then be no motion in the axis of rotation of 

the nucleus, arising from the attractions of the sun and moon, and from the 

attraction and pressure of the sea ; since the resultant of all these forces 

passes through the centre of the nucleus. Let us now see what prevents 

the preceding analysis from including this case. 

The parts of the expressions of ay, a u, and a v, which have an 

influence on the motions of the earth’s axis, are those which depend on 

sines and cosines of angles of the form it fa, in which i differs but 

little from nf and we have seen, in [2240], that these parts correspond 

to the oscillations of the second kind. These oscillations can be determined, 

of its being solid. Hence the values of H, H' [3238, 3238'], x", y" [3239], and 

, ~~ [3233], must be the same in both cases. The value of dp [3230], becomes 
CL Z Cl Z 

also in both cases, dp — 0, [3274', 3286] ; therefore p is constant ; and the motion of 

the earth’s axis is the same as if the ocean were considered as solid. 

This theorem, discovered by La Place, appears very remarkable, when we take into 

consideration the different manner in which the fluid acts in the two cases ; for the ocean, 

during its oscillations in a fluid state, must operate upon the nucleus, by its pressure and its 

attraction, in a very different manner from what it would if the whole mass were to become 

of a solid form, corresponding to the state of equilibrium ; and it seems wonderful that 

the whole effect on the rotatory motion of the earth, should be identically the same in 

circumstances which are so dissimilar. 

* (2172) The object, in this place, is merely to prove, that there is a case, in which 

some terms of the values of y, u, v, contain denominators of the order i2—-n2, which 

vanish when i = n, and by this means they become infinite ; making it necessary to 

retain terms of the order i — n, instead of neglecting them, as in [3269', &c.]. This 

is proved to be the case in oscillations of the second kind [3295] ; which is sufficient to 

account for the failure of the formulas in the case mentioned in [3288'] ; and it then 

becomes necessary to notice the expressions of the oscillations of the first kind [2221, -&c.], 

or those of the third kind [2298, &c.]. 

La Place’s 
theorem. 

[3287] 
The pre¬ 
cession 
and nu¬ 
tation aro 
the same 
as if the 
sea form a 
solid mass. 

Unim¬ 
portant 
exceptod 
case. 

[3288] 

[3288'] 

[3288"] 

[3289] 

[3286a] 

[32866] 

[3286c] 

[3288a] 

[32886] 
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[3289] in this case, by the article just mentioned ; i being very little different from 

n, the expressions of y, u, and v, relative to the angle it + «, are of 

the forms,* 

[3290] y= . cos. (»< + «); 

[3291] 

_], 
u =---—- . cos. (i t -{- to) ; 

[3292] 
V = --,-g-r-. J—g . Sin. (y t + 

3ÏÏÎ- (l-^)-»» 

to). 

[3293] The depth of the sea is Z.(l — [2196]; now we 

condition of equilibrium [1802], 

have, for the 

[3294] la Sn*? •+ 
q (10 p—6).g,T 

* (2173) By altering the epoch of the time t, in [2251], we may suppose the angle 

it -\~ zs — A, of that expression to be put under the form i t -j- to. Substituting 

sin. é . cos. 0—p. [/( 1 —• fj*-2) [212Sxii], we obtain the value of y [3290]. Comparing this 

[3290a] with the assumed value [2178], we obtain s=l, h = 0; and the corresponding values 

of w, v [2178', 2i7S"] become u = b . cos. (i v = c . sin. (i if-j-w). Substituting 

[32906] theva]uesof c [2258,2259], we get, [3291,3292], respectively. 

[3294a] 

[32946] 

[3294c] 

f (2174) The nucleus or solid part of the earth being spherical ; the ellipticity of the 

surface of the ocean is equal to the difference between the depths of the sea at the pole and 

equator. Now these depths are l — l q, l, respectively [3293, 2128X11] ; consequently 

the ellipticity is l q *, and as this is represented by ah [1801'—1802], we shall have 

ah = l q equal to the second member of [1802]. This expression of Iq may be 

much simplified, by observing that the ellipticity of the nucleus being nothing, we have, 

ah' = 0 [I800vi] ; hence —6 ah', a'5 — 0. We have also fQ p.d.(a5h)—0, 

because uh= 0, in all parts of the nucleus, from the centre to the surface, corresponding 

to the radius a [1800v]. Lastly, if we suppose p to represent the uniform density of the 

ucleus, we shall have /*' P. d. a3 = P a'3. Substituting these in the expression ah=lq 

1802, 3294a], we get l q = ^[o^ + lOpThe def'h °f ““ bei”S SUpP°Sed 

ery small, we have the radius of the nucleus a', very nearly equal to the radius of the 

urface of the fluid, which differs from unity by terms of the order « [1775] ; and by 

[3294d] 
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which renders the preceding expressions of y, u, v, infinite ; but as they 

cannot become infinite, unless we suppose i — n — 0 [3239], it follows, 

that y, u, v, are of the order ~— ; therefore we must not put i = n, [3295] 

in the equation [3270], as is done in [3269c, £?], in taking the differentials 

of a and v, relatively to the time t ; but we must notice, in these [3295'] 

differentials, the factor i — n, by which these parts of u and v are 

multiplied. These terms, being divided by i— n, produce quantities, 

free from i — n, which render the parts of d N', d N", relatively to [3296] 

the attraction and pressure of the sea on the^ terrestrial spheroid, equal 

to nothing.* 

We shall here observe, that in the preceding case, the oscillations of the [3296'] 

sea, depending on the angle it-f-®, are very great, when i differs but 

very little from n, and this condition obtains in the terms depending on 

the motion of the nodes of the lunar orbit. This motion is expressed $297] 

by (i — ri) . t ; but a very small resistance, on the part of the terrestrial 

nucleus, is sufficient to decrease these oscillations considerably. The sea, 

by means of this resistance, acts horizontally on the spheroid, and by this [3298] 

action it has an influence on the motion of its axis. We shall see, in the 

following article, that in this case, which is the case of nature, the preceding 

theorem holds good. 

12. In the preceding analysis, although it is very general, we have supposed 

that the sea wholly covers the terrestrial spheroid or nucleus, that it is of a [3299] 

neglecting terms of the preceding expression of the order a (pi, we may put a! = 1, and 

5 a cp . p 
then we obtain lq — 

10p—6' 
The quantity a cp represents the ratio of the centrifugal [3294e] 

«9 
force to the gravity at the equator [1726/], and this is equal to — [1594«, Sic.] ; 

ë 

substituting it in [3294e], we get [3294]. Multiplying this by 

(t 3^__(10 °-6).g 

V 5p7 5P 
2 g- we get ^ lg q . ^1 — = w2 ; 

and by substitution, in the denominators, of [3290—3292], they become ?i2 — n2 = 0 ; 

making y, u, v, infinite. 

[3294/] 

* (2175) This must necessarily happen, for the reason mentioned in [3288], namely, [3295a] 

that the resultant of all the forces passes through the centre of the spherical mass. 
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MOTION OF THE EARTH ABOUT ITS CENTRE OF GRAVITY. [Méc. Cék 

regular depth, and suffers no resistance from the nucleus. But as these 

suppositions do not correspond with the actual state of the earth, it may be 

doubted, whether the preceding theorem is correct, relatively to the ocean. 

As this is a very important point in the theory of the motions of the 

earth, we shall give the following general demonstration, whatever be the 

irregularities of the figure, the depth of the sea, or the resistance it suffers. 

For this purpose, we shall recall, to mind the principle of the preservation of 

areas, which has been demonstrated in Booh 1, Chap. V [167"]. 

u If we project upon a fixed plane, each particle of a system of bodies 

which react on each other, in any manner whatever, and then draw, from these 

projected positions, to a fixed point in that plane, lines which we shall call 

the radii vector es ; the sum of the products of each particle, by the area 

described by its radius vector, will be proportional to the time t ; so that 

if we put this sum equal to A, ive shall have A —ht ; h being a 

constant quantity.” 

This principle has, in the present question, a great advantage, in being 

equally correct, even when the system is abruptly affected ; as is the case 

with the sea, when its oscillations are suddenly changed by the friction and 

resistance of the shores. 

If this system be subjected to the action of foreign bodies, A will no 

longer be proportional to the time t ; and if we suppose the element d t, 

to be constant, the value of d A will be variable. To determine its 

variation, we shall consider all the particles of the system as at rest and 

isolated. We shall then compute the sum of all the products, formed by 

multiplying each particle by the area which its radius vector describes in the 

time d t, by means of the foreign forces which act upon it ; and this sum 

will be equal to d3A;* for it follows, from the principle we have just 

mentioned, that the reaction of the different bodies of the system cannot 

produce any change in the value of d2 A. 

* (2176) If dA be the variation in the value A, in the time dt, its change during 

the next element of time will be, by the common principle of differentiation, dA-\-dd A ; 

d t being constant. The difference d d A, of these two values, represents the variation 

arising from the action of the particles upon each other, and the action of foreign bodies. 

But the effect of the first of these forces is nothing, by the principle [3300] ; therefore 

d d A represents the effect produced, in the time d t, by the action of foreign bodies only, 

as is observed in [3301]. 
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This being premised, we shall suppose that a mass, of which a part is 

fluid, revokes about an axis, while it is acted upon bj very small forces 

of the order a ; its centre of gravity being at rest. If we suppose a fixed 

plane, passing through this centre, to be assumed for the plane of the 

projection; then draw through this point the radii vectores of the different 

particles ; the sum of the products of each particle, by the area which its 

radius vector describes, is the same, neglecting quantities of the order a2, 

as if the mass were wholly solid. To prove this, it is only necessary to show 

that the value of d*A is the same, whether a part of the mass be supposed 

fluid, or the whole of it solid. Now we may observe, that at the expiration 

of any time whatever, the figure of the mass, and the manner in which it is 

presented to the action of foreign forces, cannot differ in the two hypotheses, 

but by quantities of the order « ; and if we observe, also, that these forces 

are only of the order a, it must be evident, that the difference of the values 

of d^A, in these two cases, must be of the order a2 ; therefore, by neglecting 

quantities of that order, we may suppose the corresponding values of ~ 

to be the same in both hypotheses. 

We shall now suppose, that the mass we have just mentioned is the earth. 

In the first place, we shall consider the nucleus as a spheroid of revolution, 

differing but very little from a sphere, and covered by a fluid of small depth. 

The attractions of the sun and moon excite oscillations in the fluid, and 

motions in the nucleus ; but these oscillations and motions, by what has 

been said [3304'], are combined, in such a manner, that at the expiration 

d A 
of any time, the value of — is the same as if the earth be wholly solid. 

ct ij 

dA 
We shall now investigate the value of in this last supposition, that 

d i 

the earth is wholly solid. 

We shall suppose, that at the origin of the motion, 6 is the inclination 

of the equator to a fixed plane, which we shall assume to be that of the 

ecliptic at a given epoch ; 4) the angle formed by the line of intersection 

of this plane with the equator, and by an invariable line drawn on this fixed 

ecliptic, through the centre of the earth ; also, n t the rotatory motion 

of this body. It is evident, that all the changes which take place in the 

motion of the system, at the end of the time t, depend on the variations 

of ô, 4) and n. We shall suppose, that, at the end of the time t, 

[3301] 

[3302] 

The 
value of 

d*A 

[3302] 
is the 
same, 
whether 

[3303] 
the earth 
be sup¬ 
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wholly 
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[3304] 
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of the 
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a2. 
[3304] 

[3305] 
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[3306] 

[3307] 
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[3310] & changes into 0-f-aôâ, 4 into 4 + and n into n-\-a&n. We 

have already found,* that the only terms necessary to be noticed, are, 

First, Those which increase in proportion to the time; Second. Those 

[3311] which are periodical, but multiplied by sines or cosines of angles increasing 

very slowly, and divided by the coefficients of the time t, in these angles. 

[3312] Therefore, by noticing only these terms, we may suppose é, 4? and n to 

be constant, in taking the differential of the function A.f 

[3312] We shall now suppose that the fixed plane, upon which the motions of 

the particles of the earth are projected, passes through its centre of gravity, 

[3313] considered as at rest, and makes the angle y with the fixed ecliptic Î 

* (2177) The most important of the variable terms of Ô, 4? n, depending on the 

[3310a] precessjorij nutation, &,c., have been computed in [3100,3101,3121, kc.] ; and it has 

been shown, in the computation of these quantities, in several places of the preceding articles 

[33106] [3033a—e, 3063, &c.], that those parts may be neglected, which depend on rapidly varying 

angles, because they are not increased by integration. 

f (2178) If the value of A = ht [3300], be supposed to correspond to the earth, 

d Ji 
[3312a] undisturbed, in any way whatever, by a foreign force, we shall have -yy- = h = 

a constant quantity, which may be considered as a function of the constant quantities 

Ô, n-> 7? f3 [3316]. In the case of nature, $, 4» contain variable terms, depending 

on slowly varying angles ; but the differentials of these periodical quantities are rendered 

[33126] very small by the factors introduced by the differentiation ; and in finding the partial 

differentials of the value of M [3321a—c], which takes the place of A [3312a, 3315], 

we may neglect the consideration of these very small terms, always rejecting quantities 

of the order a2, as in [3317'], and using the theorem [2977A, &c.]. 

J (2179) To illustrate this, we shall refer to the 

[3314a] annexed figure ; in which TACT represents the 

fixed ecliptic ; P O the line taken as the origin of 

the angles (3, 4 j E Q C the equator ; D Q FG, 
the. plane of projection on which the quantity A is 

[o3146] compUied ; also P P' P'' the poles of the great 

circles E A C B, EH C, D QF G, respectively. 

Then, by the above notation, we have the angle 

[3314c] OPD = p, OPE = 4, E P D = $ —4; and 

as EPD = BPK=P' P P", we have, in the 

[3314d] spherical triangle P'PP", the angle P'PP"=p— 4; 

P P' = angle AEH=Ô ; P P" — angle F D M = y, P' P" — the distance of the poles 

[3314c] tke arcs qFG, QC, equal to the angle G QC, or V. 
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[3307] ; moreover, that the intersection of these two planes forms the 

angle j3 with the invariable right line from which the angle 4- is counted. 

We shall have, at the origin of the motion, 

dA 

d t 

M being a function of 4 4, n, and of the quantities y, j3, which 

determine the position of the plane of projection. At the end of the time t, 

we shall obtain ~ ; by changing, in M, the quantities 4 4, n, into 
ct ij 

d Jl 
a-}-«(5 4 4 + h<54? and n-faôn. Putting, therefore, a. <5.-—, for 

Cl t 

d Jl 
the variation of —— at the end of that time, we shall have, by neglecting 

Cl t 

quantities of the order a2,* 

« . (5. 
dA 

d i 
=r a . (5 a . -j— u, 5 4. -j- a . 5 n • 

We shall put C for the sum of the products of each particle of the earth, 

by the square of its distance from the axis of rotation ; and V for the 

inclination of the plane of projection to the terrestrial equator; it is evident 

that we shall have,f M — \n C . cos. V. Now we have, 

* (2180) The expression [3318], is obtained by development, in the usual manner, as 

in [610—612], neglecting terms of the order a2. 

f (2181) The angular rotatory velocity of the earth about its axis, at the origin of the 

time t, is equal to n [3309] ; hence the velocity of the particle d m, supposing it to be 

at the distance D from that axis, is n D, and the space described in the time d t} 

is nD.dt. Multiplying this by half the radius vector, or \ D, we get %nD^dt, 

which represents the area described by the particle in the first moment of time d t, 

projected upon the plane of the equator, neglecting terms of the order a2. If we project 

it upon the plane D Q G, which is inclined to the equator by the angle V [3319], it 

is evident, by the principles of the orthographic projection, that it will be decreased in the 

ratio of cos. V to 1 ; so that it will become \ n D2 . cos. V. d t. Multiplying this by 

d m, and prefixing the sign of integration S, it becomes %ndt. cos. V. S . D2 dm; 

the sign S being supposed to include the whole mass of the earth. This is the quantity 

represented by dA = Mdt [3315], Hence M = £ n cos. V. S. D2 d m ; but by 

[3319], S .D3. dm, — C, therefore M=\nC. cos. V, as in [3320]. 
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[3321e] 
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cos. V — cos. y . cos. è -f- sin. y . sin. 6. cos. (|3 — 4,) ** 

hence we find, 

dA { 86 • [ sin. y . cos. ô. cos. (|3 — 4) — cos. y . sin. ô i ) 
a. <5. —— = i«wC.< ... > 

dt / + <5 4 . sin. y . sin. ô. sin. (f3 — 4) V 

+ J u.C .6 n .{cos. y. cos. 6 -j- sin. y . sin. 6. cos. (|3-j ; 

in which expression, we may, without sensible error, determine C [3318'], 

as if the earth were a sphere.! We shall now investigate the expression of 

the same quantity, supposing the earth to he a solid spheroid, or nucleus, 

covered by a fluid of small depth. 

We shall put <5/, <5 4', 8 for the variations of 4 4) n, relative to 

the nucleus, retaining in these variations only the terms proportional to the 

time, and those multiplied by sines or cosines of angles increasing very 

slowly, divided by the coefficients of the time, in these angles [3311]. It 

is evident, by what precedes, that there will be produced in the value of 

d Jl 
-, a variation which is very nearly equal to,! 
ct t 

* (2182) In the spherical triangle P P' P", Fig. 64, page 904, we have, as in [63] 

Int., cos. P’ P" = cos. P P'. cos. P P" -}- sin. P P'. sin. P P". cos. P' P P". If we use 

the symbols [3314d, e], it becomes as in [3321] ; substituting this in [3320], we get 

M= I n C . fcos. y . cos. d f- sin. y . sin. Ô . cos. (|3 — 4)}* 

’he partial differentials of this expression are, 

/dM_ \ __ ^ n £ , — cos> . sjn> g _j_ gjn> y # cos. q # cos. (^ — 4)^ j 
\dô J 

— \nC. sin. y . sin. â. sin. (p — 4) 5 

(d_M\ ç ( cos# 4 cos. 4 j_ sin. y . sin. Ô . cos. ((3 — 4)1* 
\dn ) 

ibstitutingr these in ["3318], it becomes 

f (2183) For the quantities neglected in this case, are only of the order of the ellipticity 

of the earth, multiplied by the very small quantities <5 Ô, (5 4, or 5 n, in [3322, 3325], 

or by the much smaller quantities Sô'—5 ô} 5 4'—^4j 8n'— 8n> [3328]. 

J (2184) The expression [3325] is easily deduced from [3322], by merely accenting 

the quantities 5Ô, 5 4, Sn, in order to conform to the change of notation [3317, 3324]. 
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o.nC. 
<5 d'.[sin. y . cos. ô. cos. (|3 — 4') — cos. 7 • sin. S j 

A . 1./ cin fw cin 4 cm 7 R.A + <5 4,/ • sin. y . sin. 6. sin. (|3 — 4.) 

4- i a C. 8 n'. 0 » /l ! 

As the depth of the sea is very small, we may still suppose, as in [3318'], 

that C represents the sum of the products, formed by multiplying each 

particle of the earth, by the square of its distance from the axis of rotation.* 

d JÎ 
To obtain the whole variation of —, we must add to the preceding 

ct ij 

expression [3325], the part depending upon the motion of the fluid, which 

we shall denote by aôL. Now we have seen, in [3306], that the whole 

d JL 
variation of is equal to the expression computed in [3322], which 

corresponds to the supposition, that the fluid covering the earth, forms a 

solid mass with it. Hence we shall have, by putting these two expressions 

equal to each other,f 

( (àôf—Sô) . [sin. 7 . cos. 6. cos. ((3— 40 — cos. 7 . sin. é] 
0 = a n C. < 

J -j- Ç5 4/ — <5 4) . sin. 7 . sin, ô. sm. ([3 — 40 

aC . \Sn' — 5 n) .[cos. 7 . cos. ô + sin. 7. sin. ô. cos. ([3—4)J -j-2 aS L. 

The only terms of the expression of a 6 L, necessary to he noticed, are, 

First. Those which are proportional to the time; Second. The terms 

depending on the sines and cosines of angles increasing very slowly, 

and which are also divided by the coefficients of the time in those angles 

[3311, 3310a]. In the calculation of these terms, we may neglect the 

This computation, made for the nucleus, may be supposed also to include that part of the 

effect of the motion of the particles of the ocean, which corresponds to the variations 

8 n8 Ô', 8 4/ ; so that C will depend, as in the former case, upon the combined mass 

of the nucleus and fluid. To obtain the complete value, we must add to the expression 

[3325], the quantity of a 8 L\ [3327], which arises from the difference between the actual 

velocities of the particles of the fluid, and the parts which depend on the quantities 

5 n1, 8 ô', 8 4/. 

* (2185) These neglected terms must evidently be very small, estimating C as in [33265]. 

f (2186) Adding a8L to [3325], putting the sum equal to [3322], transposing the 

terms to the second member of the equation, and doubling the result, we get [3328], 

[3325] 

[3326] 

a 8 L. 
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[3331] 

[3331'] 

[3332] 

[3333] 

[3330a] 

[3331a] 

[3332a] 

[3333a] 

variations of the motions of the terrestrial spheroid, because the influence 

of these variations upon the value of aàL, bears the same proportion to 

the variations themselves, as the ratio of the mass of the fluid to that of 

the nucleus.* * * § We may also, in the calculation of the action of the sun and 

moon upon the sea, neglect the part of these attractions, whose resultant 

passes through the centre of the nucleus ; and which would tend to keep the 

earth in equilibrium about its centre, if the sea should become solid ; for it is 

d Jl 
evident, that by means of this force, the variation of in the hypothesis 

of the sea being solid, will vanish ;f and, by what has been said [3304'], 

the state of fluidity of the sea cannot influence this variation. This part of 

the attraction produces in the ocean the oscillations of the first and of the 

third kinds,Î which we have considered in ^5, 6, 9, and 10, of Book IV. 

As to the other part of the attractions of the sun and moon, we have seen, 

in ^7, 8, of Book IV, that it produces the oscillations of the second kind, 

on which depends the difference of the two tides of the same day 

* (2187) The variations of the motions of the nucleus affect the ocean by the friction, 

by the change of action, from its different positions, he. The whole effect of these causes, 

if we suppose it to communicate a similar variation to the fluid, will be decreased in the 

ratio of the mass of the fluid to the mass of the nucleus, as in [3330]. 

-{- (218S) These forces tend, by hypothesis, towards the centre of the spheroid, which 

is supposed to be at rest; therefore no motion can be produced by these forces about any 

axis drawn through it. 

j (2189) The forces depending on oscillations of the first kind, are derived from the 

function [2193], which does not contain w, and must therefore be the same, in particles 

similarly situated, in every meridian of the earth. The forces depending on oscillations of the 

third kind, arising from the function [2195], are the same, in particles similarly situated, in 

opposite meridians, where the angle 2(nt-{-vi — 40 is increased by 360d or 0 ; theiefore, 

in a fluid covering a solid spheroid of revolution [3305], the influence of paiticles, similarly 

situated, in opposite meridians, will mutually balance each other in the variation of —, 

depending upon these two oscillations, as in [3331, Stc.]. 

§ (2190) Oscillations of the second kind depend on the function [2194], in which the 

sign of the factor cos. (n t + * — 4), changes, in particles similarly situated, in opposite 

meridians of a spheroid of revolution. This is different from what it is in the other two 

oscillations [3332a], and it is therefore separately discussed in [3333]. 
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now, without being able to determine these oscillations for all hypotheses of 

the depth and density of the sea, we have seen, in the abovenamed articles, 

that the expressions of these oscillations contain neither terms proportional 

to the time, nor sines or cosines of angles increasing very slowly, divided by 

the coefficients of the time in these angles.* Therefore, by putting xy', z', 

for the three rectangular co-ordinates that determine the position of a 

particle of the fluid, which we shall represent by dm, relatively to the 

plane of the projection ; these co-ordinates, x', y', z\ as well as their 

dx drj dz 
—, —, ", will not contain any similar term : and this 
dt ’ dt’ dv J 

x d y' — ij 

differentials 

also holds good for the differential 
■' d 

integral S d m 
/x' d if — if dx' 

2dt 

2d t ’ 

embracing; the whole fluid mass. 

as w7ell as for the 

This 

integral represents the part of 
d,A 

d t 
corresponding to the fluid;! hence it 

* (2191) It appears from [2223, &c.], that the oscillations of the second kind depend 

on the sines and cosines of angles of the form (i t -J- zs— 40’ 'm which it differs from 

nt, by quantities of the order of the angular motions of the sun and moon [2223d'~\. If 

the equator, ecliptic, and plane of projection were fixed, the situation of a particle of the 

fluid, referred to the plane DQF, fig. 64, page 904, by means of the rectangular 

co-ordinates x', y', z, will contain the same angles, itfvi — j-'* Now the motions 

of these planes and angles are of the same order as the precession and nutation, or of the 

order S n, S Ô, which are much smaller than the lunar and solar motions ; therefore 

we may, notwithstanding these small motions, suppose x, y, z', and their differentials, to 

depend, as it regards this second oscillation, on the angles ii-\-tf— j,, in which it 

differs from nt by quantities of the same order as that of the motion of the sun or 

moon, in comparison with the rotatory motion of the earth ; and that these terms have no 

small divisors. 

f (2192) The quantity A [3300], represents the sum of the products, formed by 

d Jl 
multiplying each particle by the area it describes ; therefore — is its increment in the 

dt 

time d t, divided by d t. The area described by the particle d m, in the time d t 

is | (x'dy' — y'dx') [167a, 3335'] ; multiplying this by and prefixing the sign S, 

corresponding to the whole fluid mass, we obtain the part of = l Sdm y'dx>\ 
dt \ dt )’ 

depending upon this oscillation of the fluid, as in [3336]. Now x’, y\ dx', dy, do 
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[3337] follows, that its variation a <5 _L, contains no term of the nature of those 

now under consideration ; we may therefore efface 2 aS L from the 

equation [3328], and then it becomes 

0 = n . (8 ô'— 3â) . I sin. y . cos. 6. cos. ((3 — 40 — cos. y. sin. ô ( 

[3338] -j- n • H ^54} • sin. 7 . sin. è. sin. (j3 — 4') 

-j- (r5^/—<5 ft) . {cos. 7 . cos. 6 -j- sin. y . sin. è. cos. ((3 — 4)S 

This equation holds good, whatever be the values of y and (3 ; we may 

therefore suppose, in the first place,* * f3 = -4, and y = 0, which gives 

0 = <5 n'— <5 n ; then the preceding equation becomes, 

[3340] 
0 = (<5 Ô1 — <5 é) . j sin. 7 . cos. ô. cos. (f3 — 40 — cos. 7 • si11*è 1 • 

-f- (<5 4»/—<5 4") • sin. 7 . sin. è. sin. (J3 — 40* 

Supposing, in this equation, 7 = 0, we shall get 0 = 8 6'— <5(3; 

^3:341^ consequently, also, 0 = <5 4'— <5 4 ; therefore we shall have [3339,3341], 

[3342] Sn'=Sn; Ôô' — àô; <5 4'= <5 4. 

not contain terms depending on slowly varying angles, divided ly the coefficients of the time 

in those angles, when we restrict ourselves to the degree of approximation abovementioned. 

Hence these terms may be neglected [3329] ; and we may therefore reject 2 ad L from 

[3337c] ^3328] ; then dividing it by a C, we get [3338], 

* (2193) The plane of projection D QF, fig. 64, page 904, being arbitrary, we 

[3339a] may take |3, y, at pleasure ; and the equation [3338] must hold good, for all these values 

of g, y. Now if we put (3 = we shall have cos. ((3 — 40 = L sm* (f3— 40 = 0 ? 

hence [3338] becomes 

0 — n [8 6'—8 ô) . (sin. 7 . cos. 6— cos. 7 . sin.d) T (<5 n> — <5 n) • (cos. 7. cos. 6 sin. 7. sin.ô) 

^ ^ =n(f>è'‘—<5â).sin.(y—Ô) T n'—<5 ft). cos. (y— Æ). 

Putting 7 = 4 in the preceding equation, we get 0 = 8nf—<5 n, as in [33o9] ; hence 

[3338] becomes as in [3340] ; which must be satisfied for all values of 7 ; and by putting 

y = 0, we obtain 0 = (5 6' —~ <5 <f) . (—sin Ô) ; hence 8 6'— <50 = 0, as in [3341]. 

[3339c] Lastly, substituting 8 Ô'—50 = 0, in [3340], we get (^ 4/^ — <540 * sic. y. sin. d. sin. (g W» 

which is correct for all values of 7, £ ; therefore <5 4^—<5 4- = 0, asin[o341]. Having 

proved, in [3342], that the values Sri, 8 6', Sff, corresponding to a solid nucleus, 

covered by a fluid [3324], are respectively equal to 8 n, 8 Ô, <5 4? which correspond to a 

[3339d] goiid spheroid [3310], it is evident, that the variations of the motions of the earth must be 

the same in both hypotheses. 
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Hence it follows, that the variations of the motions of the terrestrial 
. . [3343] 

nucleus, covered by the fluid, are the same as if the sea form a solid 

mass with it. 

Now it is easy to extend the preceding demonstration to the case of nature ; 

in which the figure of the earth, as well as the depth of the sea, are very 

irregular, and the oscillations of the waters varied by a great number of 

obstacles ; for all that is required to prove, is, that a <5 L contains then, 

neither terms proportional to the time, nor the sines or cosines of angles 

increasing very slowly, divided by the coefficients of the time in these 

angles. Now if we recall to mind what has been said in §15, Book IV 

[2372, &c.], we shall see that the expressions of the co-ordinates of the 

particles of the ocean do not contain similar terms. It is true that they 

depend on the elements of the orbit of the attracting body ; and these 

elements, increasing slowly, introduce similar terms in the expressions of 

these co-ordinates, but without being divided by small coefficients.* It is 

therefore generally correct, that in whatever manner the waters of the ocean 

act upon the earth, either by their attraction, their pressure, their friction, or 

by the various resistances which they suffer, they communicate to the axis 

of the earth a motion which is very nearly equal to that it would acquire 

from the action of the sun and moon upon the sea, if it form a solid mass 

with the earth. 

[3344] 

[3344'] 

[3345] 

[3346] 

We have shown, in [3134], that the mean rotatory motion of the earth 

is uniform, supposing its body to be wholly solid ; and we have just seen, 
[3347] 

* (2194) The expression of ay [2400], does not contain terms depending on angles 

varying with extreme slowness, and divided by the coefficient of the time in those angles ; 

observing that the declinations v, V, which contain such angles, are not divided by small [3345«] 

coefficients. Comparing ay [2400], with y [2372], we find that F, G, do not contain 

such divisors; therefore the part of g y—V [2373], depending on y, does not 

contain them. The other part of g y — V', arising from the attraction of the bodies f3345&l 

L, L', is independent of terms containing such divisors, as is evident from the forms of 

these expressions [2193—2195]. Hence F', G' [2373]; consequently H, K, P, Q 

[2382—2385], and u, v [2374, 2375], must be free from such terms. The co-ordinates 

of the particle dm depend on the quantities ay, au, av [2128xiv, &cc.] ; therefore the 

coefficients of these co-ordinates, in the case treated of in [2372, &c.], must be free from 

terms divisible by the small coefficients here mentioned. We may extend the method of 

reasoning used in §17—19, Book IV, to the case here treated of, and we shall finally [3345c/] 

obtain the same result as in [3345, 3346]. 
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Trade 
winds. 

[3348] 

[3349] 

[3350] 

[3351] 

[3351'] 

that the fluidity of the sea, and that of the atmosphere, cannot alter this 

result. The motions excited in the atmosphere by the heat of the sun, 

which causes the trade ivinds, might be supposed to decrease the rotation 

of the earth ; because these winds blow between the tropics from east to 

west,* and their continual action on the sea, on the continents and 

mountains which they pass over, might have a tendency to decrease the 

rotatory motion. But the principle of preservation of areas [3390], proves 

that the whole effect of the atmosphere on this motion must be insensible ; 

for the solar heat, dilating the air equally in every direction, cannot alter 

the sum of the areas described by the radii vectores of each particle of 

the earth and atmosphere, multiplied respectively by their corresponding 

particles ; hence it follows, that the rotatory motion is not altered. We 

are therefore assured, that while the trade winds decrease the rotatory velocity, 

the other motions of the atmosphere without the tropics accelerate it by the 

same quantity. We may apply the same reasoning to earthquakes; and in 

general to every thing which agitates the earth below its surface. The 

displacing of its parts is the only thing which can alter this motion. If, for 

example, a body placed at the pole, be transported to the equator, the sum 

of the areas must always remain the same ; hence the rotatory motion of 

the earth will be decreased a little. But to render this perceptible, a great 

change must be supposed to be made in the constitution of the earth. 

13. We shall now compare the preceding theory with observations; and 

[3351"] shall investigate the consequences which result, relatively to the constitution 

of the terrestrial globe. If, in the expression of ô [3101], we reduce 

l c 
2.—.cos. (ftffi), to a series, ascending according to the powers of t, 

f 
we shall have, by retaining only the first power,f 

[3352] 

Fixed 
plane of 

[3353] 
the eclip¬ 
tic, Jan. 1, 
1750. 

I c l c . 
2. — . cos. (f1 + (3) = 2 . — . COS. [3 — It.z.c. sin. (3. 

•J J 

We shall take for fixed plane, that of the ecliptic, at the beginning of the 

year 1750, ivhere we shall fix the origin of the time t. The square of 

[3348a] 

[3352a] 

* (2195) In the original work, this was erroneously written from west to east. 

I c 
•}* (2196) Multiplying the expression of cos. (ft-j- (3) [3116a], by —, and prefixing 

the sign 2, we obtain [3352], 
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* the inclination of the apparent ecliptic to this plane being, by ^ 5. 

jz.c. sin. (/* + /3)J2+ [2- c. cos. (/* + |3)}2, 

we have, 
z. c . sin. [3 = 0; 2. c. cos. /3 = 0 ; 

which gives, by neglecting the square of /7,f 

7 C . /* . . A\ 7 c A 
2 . — . cos. (y7 + /3) = 2 . — . cos. f3. 

«/ «/ 

Subtracting this term from h, we obtain the mean inclination of the equator 

to the ecliptic, at the beginning of the year 1750. Now h being arbitrary, 

we may suppose that it expresses this mean inclination ; and then we must 

increase the value of h, by 2.^. cos. (3, in the other terms of the expression 
«/ 

of 6 ; but on account of the smallness of these terms, we may dispense 

with this correction. Hence we have,t 

. 7 , 7Xc' ni r>i\ i L tang. A 
* = /l+(T+iKf-C0S-(/ ‘+«+*5^ 

and the value of ê' [3110], becomes, 

. < cos.2ü+—:.^.cos.2t/ > : 
( m ) 

* (2197) The sum of the squares of y. sin. A, y. cos. A [3075e], putting 

sin. A -f- cos.~ A = 1, is y ~ 12. c . sin. (ft -J~f3) }2 -f- |2 . c . cos. {f t -j~/3) ; y being 

the inclination of the solar orbit to the fixed plane [3051]; as in [3354]. At the 

commencement of the time t [3353], we have y= 0, 7=0; substituting these in 

[3354c], we get 0 = {2 . c . sin. p}2 -j- {2 . c . cos. ; and as both the terms of the 

second member are square numbers, their sum cannot vanish, unless each one is separately 

equal to nothing, as in [3355]. 

f (2198) Substituting the first equation [3355] in [3352], we get [3356]; hence the 

l c 
two first terms of Ô [3101], become h — 2. — . cos./3, which is the mean inclination 

of the equator to the ecliptic at the epoch. Both these terms may be considered as being 

included in the arbitrary expression 7*, as is observed in [3357]. 

Î (2199) If we change the arbitrary quantity h into h -}- 2 . —- . cos. p, and then 
4/ 

lc 
substitute the value of 2 . -. cos. {ft + p) [3356] in [3101], it becomes as in [3359]; 

neglecting the effect of this small change in the value of h, in the term tang. h. 

229 

[3354] 

[3355] 

[3356] 

[3357] 

[3358] 

Obliquity. 

[3359] 

[3354a] 

[33545] 

[3356a] 

[3359a] 
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Obliquity. 

[3360] 

[3361] 

[3360a] 

[33606] 

[3362aj 

[33626] 

[3362c] 

[3362c'] 

[3362cZ] 

[3362e] 

[3362/] 

[3362g] 

[33626] 

[33627] 

ô'—h — t. 2 . cf. sin. p -J- 
l\d . , Z. tang. 6 ( , m ) 

* 

Lastly, the values of 4 and •V [3100, 3107], become, by including in l 

all the terms by which t is multiplied,! 

* (2200) Multiplying [3116a] by c, and prefixing the sign 2, we get, successively, 

by using [3355], 2 . c . cos. (/Z-j-0) =2 . c. cos. 0 — t .2 . cf. sin. (3 = — t. 2 . cf. sin. |3. 

Substituting this in [3109], we get ù'=ô — t. 2 . cf. sin. <3, and then, from [3359], we 

obtain [3360]. 

f (2201) The terms under the sign 2, in the expression of 4 [3100), are easily 

reduced to the form, 

Z2 C 1C 
2. —. sin. (ft 4- p). tang, A -j- (cot. A — tang.A) . 2 . —. sin. (/7 + p). 

J~ J 

Now the equation [3352] holds good for all values of p, p' &c. ; so that we may write 

(3 — 90(Z for p, &c. ; and then, by using [3355], we get, successively, 

2 . — . sin. (f1 -j- |3) = 2 . . sin. p -j- It. 2 . c . cos. (3 = 2.-^-. sin. (3. 
/ J J 

If we decrease (3 by 904 in the equation [3116a], we get sin. (ft-4p) = sin./3-j-/Z.cos.p ; 

Z9 c 
multiplying this by —, and prefixing the sign 2, we obtain, 

Z9c Z9c Z9c 
2 . — . sin. (f t p) = 2 . — . sin. p + t. 2 . — . cos. (3. 

Substituting this and [33626] in the preceding terms of 4 [3362a], they become, 

^ 2 . . sin. p + Z. 2 . l~ . cos. p | . tang. A -f* (cot. A — tang, A) . 2 . -y- 

When these are substituted in [3100], we must put 

1%C . 7 T / 7 7\ •«-, ^ ^ 

g + 2 . —. sin* (3 . tang, a + (cot. k — tang, h) . 2 . — . sin. p = 0, 
J J 

because 4 is supposed to commence with t. Then the two first terms of [3100], namely, 
Z9 c 

It-j-£, being combined with these under the sign 2, become 11 -j- t. 2 . —— . cos. p .tang.A, 

which, by writing l — 2 . —— . cos. (3 . tang, h for 7, becomes simply 11. Now if we 
*/ 

neglect the effect of this change upon the other terms of 4 [3100], and substitute in it 

cos .96— sin .96 cos.26 

sin. p. 

sin. 6. cos. 6 è sin. 2 6 
= 2 cot. 2 A [32, 31], Int., 

we shall get [3362]. In the equation [3360a], we may change p into p — 90*, &c., 

as in [33626], and we shall get 2 . c . sin. (ft + (3) = t. 2 . cf. cos. p ; hence [3106] 

becomes 4' = 4 — t. cot. è.'S.cf. cos. (3. Substituting in this, for Ô, its mean value A, 

[3359], and then using 4 [3362], we get [3363]. 
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4= lt 
l S ' Gi | ^ -, ’ G} / ----. < sin. 2?)+-.L sm. 2 v 

2m.(l + X) ( ml 

+ 
2 ZXc' 

- . cot. 2 h . sin. (/" t -\- |3') ; 

l 

(1 + *)•/' 

•If = lt — t. cot. h.z.cf. cos. 8 —  -7^——: . ] sin. 2 v + —,. x. sin. 2 ; 

2 l\c 
+ 

(1+ x)•/ 
;. cot. 2 h . sin. (/' t + f3'). 

The term —t. 2 . c/. sin. (3 of the expression of 6' [3360], expresses 

the present secular decrease of the obliquity of the ecliptic. The exact 

quantity of this diminution has not yet been accurately ascertained. By 

taking a mean of the different observations, we may suppose this diminution 

to be 154",3 [ = 50s] in the present century ; and if we put T for one 

Julian year, we may suppose 

T. 2 . cf. sin. /3 = 1",543 [ = 0%5]. 

This equation gives, by the theory of the planets, which we shall explain in 

the following book,* 

T.z.cf. cos. /3 = 0",24794 [ = 0>,08033]. 

The annual precession of the equinoxes in the present century, is, by 

observation, nearly equal to 154",63 [ = 50+1] ; therefore,f 

* (2202) Substituting for ê its mean value A, we get, from [3362Ï], 

t. cot. A . 2 . cf. cos. /3 = 4 — 4/ ; 

and if we use the values of •+, V [4357, 4359], we obtain, successively, by means of 

the developments [3360a, 33625], neglecting t2, id, he., 

«.cotA.2.c/.cos.^=42118//,3.sm.(/.155//,542+95°,2389)—42000+9.cos.(f.l00+757)—3146+9. sin.p.43+564) 

=t.{ 42118+3 X 155+542. cos. 95°,2389—3146+9 X 43+564 }. sin. 1". 

The factor sin. I" is introduced in the second member, to render it homogeneous, 

instead of dividing by the radius, expressed in seconds. Substituting in this t=T=\, 

A = 26°,0796 [3369], and multiplying by tang. A, we get nearly the same expression as 

in [3366] ; which is liable to some degree of uncertainty, from not knowing accurately the 

values of the masses of the planets. 

f (2203) The part of T [3363], containing the factor t, is It—t. cot. A. 2. cf. cos. /3. 

Putting t equal to one Julian year T, it becomes IT— \T.Z.cf. cos./3} .cot.A=154",63 

[3367] ; substituting [3366], we get [3368]; and then, by means of A=26°,0796 [3369], 

we obtain l T [3370]. 

[3362] 

Precession. 

[3363] 

[3364] 

T. 

[3364+1 

[3365] 

[3366] 

[3367] 

[3366a] 

[33666] 

[3366c] 

[3367a] 

[33676] 
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[3368] 

[3369] 

[3370] 

[3370'] 

[3371] 

[3372] 

[3373] 

[3374] 

[3375] 

[3376] 

[3371c] 

[3372c] 

[33726] 

[3372c] 

[3372d] 

[3376c] 
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I T— 0",24794. cot. h = 154",63. 

The obliquity of the ecliptic in 1750, was observed to be 26°,0796 

[ = 23d 28m 17s,9], which is the value of h ; hence we deduce, 

l T = 155",20 [=50s,2848]. 

The mean inclination of the lunar orbit to the ecliptic, is 5°,7188* 

\_= bd 8W 48s,9], which gives, 

c' — tang. 5°,7188 ; 

f'T is the mean sidéral f motion of the nodes of the lunar orbit in a 

Julian year, and by observation we have, 

f y = 215063" [=19d 21m 20s,4]. 

A sidéral year being 365day%256384, we get, 

mT= = 399°,9930 [ = 359s 59" 37s,3]. 
365^,256384 ’ L J 

Lastly, we have m = m!. 0,07480, and the observations of the tides, 

give 7- = 3 [2706]. This being premised, the preceding values of 

ô, ô' 4? -J7} become Î 

* (2204) This inclination corresponds to the terms depending on the argument of 

latitude in Mason’s corrected lunar tables, used by La Place in [5595] ; but differs about 

a sexagesimal second from the value of y, or c' [5117], 

f (2205) The sun’s mean motion is 400° from the fixed equinox in one sidéral year 

of 365^ 6h 9ml Is = 365rfay-%25638. Hence the motion in one Julian year, or 365da?/s,25, 

is 399°,9930, as in [3375] ; being the same as is used by the author in [4077]. He also 

puts, in [4835, 5117], m = 0,0748013 for the ratio of the mean motions of the sun 

and moon, which is represented in [3376], by —. Hence the moon’s mean motion in a 

QQ00 qq.Qn 
Julian year, is ~4L10 = 5347°,407. Multiplying this by ^—1 =0,00402175 

[4817, 5117], we get the mean sidéral motion of the moon’s nodes in a Julian year f T, 

as in [3373] nearly. If we decrease this by the annual precession [3367], we shall 

obtain the annual motion, counted from the moveable equinox, as in [3086'] ; if this be 

used instead of [3373], it will not affect the coefficients of sin. A', cos. A' [3377—33S0], 

except by insensible quantities. 

I (2206). The coefficients of the terms of [3377—33S0], depending on the angles 2 v', 

in the original work, are put equal to 0'',100 —0",231, instead of 0",301, —O'^GOS, 
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« = 26°,0796 + 31",036 . cos. a' + 1",341 . cos. 2 » + 0",301 . cos. 2 tf ; 

«' = 26°,0796 — i.l",543 + 31",036. cos. a'+1", 341. cos.2u + 0", 301. cos. 2»'; 

4. = i.155",20 — 57",998 . sin. a' — 3",088 . sin. 2d — 0",693. sin. 2 v' ; 

4'= i. 154",63 — 57",998 . sin. a' — 3",088 . sin. 2 v — 0",693. sin. 2 v' ; 

[3377] 
Obliquity. 

[3378] 
and pre¬ 
cession. 

[3379] 

[3380] 

respectively. It is probable that this mistake was occasioned by omitting to multiply these 

terms by the factor X = 3, which occurs in the formulas [3359—3363], from which ^g^-j 

[3377—3380] were computed, by using the numerical values [3370—3376]. These 

formulas are of such great importance in most astronomical theories, that we have given 

the calculation at full length, observing that from [3370, 3373, 3375], we have 

l_ 

7 
IT 

'Jt 

155,20 

215063’ 

l_ 

m 
IT 155,20 

3999930’ 

and ft + |3' = — A' [3086', 3078, 3052], 

ZT = 155",20 log. 2.1908917 
f'T— 215063" log. co. 4.6674343 

c = 5°,7188 tang. 8.9545953 

radius in seconds, log. 
X 

1-J-X 

l\c' 

0,75 log. 

(!+>•)./ 
-= 31",036 log. 

2 log. 

2 h = 52°,1592 cot 

2 Zxc' 

5.8038801 

9.8750613 

1.4918627 

0.3010300 

9.9705177 

(1 + *)•/ 
-. cot.2 Zi=57"998 log. 1,7634104 

IT= 155",20 log. 2.1908917 
to T — 3999930" log. co. 3.3979476 

———- = 0,125 log. 
2.(1+X) ’ 
radius in seconds, log- 

9.0969100 

5.8038801 
Z 

SMI+X)= 3"’088 1^ 

h — 26°,0796 tang. 

Z. tang. 6, 

2 m .(1—j—X) 
= 1", 341 log. 

X.—-=3. — f= 0,2244 log. 
to' to' s 

0.4896294 

9.6377137 

0.1273431 

9.3510229. 

Z. tang, h m 
ô—tTit-] • -, • x=o",30i log. 
2m.(l-hXJ m 

9.4783660 

Z m 

[3376c] 

[3376d] 

. 0.4896294 

[3376e] 

9.3510229 

2m.(l-}-X) m 

[3376/] 

.'-il.X=0"693 log. 9.8406523 [3376g] 

These coefficients being substituted in [3359—3363], give [3377—3380]. On account 

of the great importance of these formulas, we have reduced them to sexagesimals, as in 

the following table ; 

Ô = 23d 2Sm 17s,9 -f 10 s,05 56 . cos. A' -f 0 s,4345 . cos. 2» + 0 s,0975 . cos. 2 v' ; [3377a] 

â'= 23d 2Sm 17s,9 — i . 0s,5 + 10 s,0556 . cos. A'-j- 0s,4345 . cos. 2r + 0*,0975 . cos. 2v‘; [3378a] 

4^= i ■ 50s,2848 — 18s,7914 . sin. A' — Is,0005 . sin. 2 v — 0s, 2245 . sin. 2 v [3379a] 

50s,1001 — 18s,7914 . sin. A' — Is,0005 . sin. f v — 01,2245 . sin. 2 v\ [3380a] 

The numerical values of the coefficients of the periodical terms of these formulas, require 

some small corrections, on account of the assumed value of X == 3 [3376], which is [33806] 

230 
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[3381] 

v, s. 

[3382] 

[3380b'] 

[3380c] 

[3380J] 
Poisson’s 
Formulas. 

[3380e] 

[3380e'] 

[3380/] 

[3380g-] 

Brinkley 

[3380*] 
and Baily’s 

[3380Î] 
Formulas. 

[3380/t] 

[3380Z] 
Bessel’s 
Formulas. 

[3380m] 

[336On] 

[3380o] 

i being the number of Julian years elapsed from the beginning of 1750, 

and a' the longitude of the ascending node of the lunar orbit. 

If ive put u for the right ascension of a star, and s for its declination, 

which must be supposed negative when it is south; also 8 6, 5 ô1, 5/, 5ÿ, 5u, 8 s, 

found by all astronomers to be too great ; but it is very difficult to ascertain its exact value 

by the observations we now have. The author successively reduces it to X = 2,566 

[4637] and to X= 2,35333 [11905]; by using this last value, the chief term of the 

nutation is decreased from 10s,0556, to 9s,4 ; the other periodical terms requiring similar 

reductions. Poisson, in his memoir [3015Î], adopts this last value of X, as the most 

probable, and thence obtains the following expressions of these periodical parts of the 

obliquity and precession, which we shall represent by S' Ô, 8' /, respectively, introducing 

the terms depending on 2 A', formerly neglected [308le, 3093y] ; 

<$' 0= 9/40041 . cos. A!— 0/09167 . cos. 2A'-f Qs,519. cos.2 v + 0s,092 .cos.2 v ; 

8'^ = — 17s,56677 . sin. a' -f- 0s,84445 . sin. 2 a' — 1/196 . sin. 2 v — 0%211 . sin. 2 v\ 

This value of X = 2,35333 makes the mass of the moon equal to that of the earth 

divided by 74,946 [11906]. Dr. Brinkley, Bishop of Cloyne, finds, by means of 1618 

observations of ten different stars, that the chief term of the nutation is 9/25. This is 

adopted by Mr. Baily, in his tables for determining the places of the fixed stars ; and he 

finds the following values of o'Ô, <5'4-, in Vol. II, pp. xiv, xv, of the Memoirs of the 

Astronomical Society of London ; 

ô' ê = 9/2500 . cos. A'—0/0903 . cos. 2 A1 -j- 0/5447 . cos. 2 vf 0/0900 . cos. 2 P; 

$'4,= — 17/2985 . cos. A' -j- 0/2082 . sin. 2 A' — 1/2550 . sin. 2v — 0/2074 . sin. 2 v\ 

Lindeneau, by means of several hundred observations of the right ascension of the polar 

star, made by different astronomers, finds the chief term of the nutation to be only 8s,97 /0t, 

corresponding to X = 2,03745; this is used by Bessel, in his Tabulai Tegiomontanai, 
published in 1830, page xv, where he gives, 

ô'ô= 8/97707 . cos. A'— 0/08773 . cos. 2a'+ 0/57990 . cos. 2v -j-0/08738 . cos. 2v ; 

S'—16/78332 . sin. V -f- 0/20209 . sin. 2 A'— 1/33589 . sin. 2 v — 0/20128 . sin. 2d. 

These formulas will serve to show what degree of uncertainty remains in the observations 

of the nutation. 

The author supposes, in [3378a], that the annual decrease of the obliquity of the ecliptic 

is 0/5. This he increases to 0/521154, in [4613], by changing the estimated values 

of the masses of Mars and Venus ; and he also introduces, in the values of 6, &c., the 

terms depending on the second power of i or t. Poisson, by using different values of 

the masses of these planets, makes the annual decrement 0/45692, and by noticing the 
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for the very small variations of ô, ô', 4? •]/> s, we shall find, by the 

differential formulas of spherical trigonometry,'* 

8 s = 8 4-. sin. ô. cos. u + <5 6. sin. u ; 

<5u = <54,. cos. ô -f (5^. sin. ô. tang. 5. sin.u —86. tang.s . cos.u— 
iT_ 

sin. h 
.'Z.cf cos. (3. 

Motion 

[3383] 
in right 
ascension 

[3384] 
and in 
declina¬ 
tion. 

second power of t, in the secular equations, he finds the following expressions, neglecting 

the periodical equations [3380^—m\ ; 

6 = 23d 2Sm 18s -f t2.0f ,00008001 ; 

ô' = 23d 28m 18* — t . 0s,45692 — Z2.0S,00Q002242 ; 

4t=zt. 50s,37572 — t2.0s,00010905 ; 

4,'= t. 50s,22300 + t2.0s,00011637. 

Bessel, in his Tabula Regiomontanœ, uses 

6 = 23d2Qm 18s + Z2.0s,00000984233 ; 

6' = 23d28m ISs —Z . 0s,48368 — Z2.0s,00000272295 ; 

4, = Z. 50s,37572 — Z2.0s,0001217945 ; 

4/= *. 50s,21129 4- Z2.0s,0001221483. 

[3380p] 

Poisson’s 
Formulas. 

[338%] 

Bessel’s 
Formulas. 

* (2207) We shall, in the first place, Equator 

compute the values of 8 s, ô u, supposing P 
0 

the ecliptic to be fixed; and shall afterwards 

calculate the correction, depending on the Pole of the 

displacement of the ecliptic. In the annexed 

figure 65, p is the pole of the fixed ecliptic 

in the year 1750; P the pole of the 

equator ; the place of the star ; the meridian p P is continued to 

make PP' — 90dj and the points S P' are connected by the arc S P' 

arc p S — l, we have p P = ô, p P' = 90fZ -}- d} P S = 93d — s, angle Pp S=p, 

angle p P S= 90fZ4~ u ; and in the spherical triangle P p S, we find 

sin. s = cos. 6 . cos. I 4~ sin. Ô . sin. Z . cos .p [134 58]. 

Now the pole of the ecliptic and the place of the star being supposed to be fixed, the 

arc p S =1 is constant ; hence the differential of the preceding equation, relative to 

the characteristic 8, becomes 

Putting the 

[33S3«] 

[33835] 

[3383c] 

[3383d] 

8s . cos. s = — 8p . sin. ê . {sin. Z. sin.p} 4~ ^ • { — sin.d • cos. Z 4~ cos. Ô . sin. Z. cos.p}. 

This may be reduced, by observing that in the triangle S P p, we have 

sin. Z . sin. p = cos. s . cos. u [134515]. 

Moreover, in the triangle SpP', we get 

cos. SP' — ■— sin. Ô . cos. Z4- cos. 6. sin. Z. cos. p [13458] ; 

[3383e] 

[3383/] 

[3383g-] 
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[3385] 

[33837t] 

[3383Ï] 

[3383ft] 

[3383Z] 

[3383m] 

[3383n] 

[3383o] 

[3383p] 

[3383g] 

[3383r] 
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By means of these formulas, we may reduce catalogues of stars from one 

epoch to another that is not far distant. For greater accuracy, it is best 

to take the values of d, u, s, to correspond with the middle of the interval 

and by the same formula, we find, in the triangle S P P', where cos. PP' = 0, 

sm.PP'—l, cos. S P'= cos. s . sin. v. Putting these expressions of cos. S P1 equal 

to each other, and substituting the resulting expression in [3383e], we get 

8 s . cos. s = — 8p . sin. d . {cos. s. cos u|' ~j- 58 . {cos. s . sin. . 

Dividing this by cos. s, and substituting § p = — 8 4-, because the precession 5 4., 

decreases the angle p, we get 8 s = . sin. d . cos. u -f- 8 8 . sin u, which is the same 

as in [33S3]. This result may also be obtained very simply by a geometrical method, 

using the differential triangles. 

In the triangle pPS, we have cos. I = cos. 8 . sin. s — sin d . cos. s . sin. u [13458]. 

The differential of this expression, all being variable excepting / [3383cZ], is 

0=ô 8 . { — sin- 8. sin.s—cos. Ô. cos. s. sin. u} — 5 v. sin. Ô. cos. s. cos. us • { cos* 8 • cos. s+ sin. Ô. sin.s. sin. u |. 

The term of this expression, depending on 8s, becomes, by using the value of <5s [3383Ï], 

fié . ^cos. é.cos. s.sin.u -f sin. Ô. sin. s . sin.2 u | 'd' * sin. Ô. cos. u.^cos. é.cos.s-f sin. é. sin. s .sin. uh 

Substituting this in [33S3m], we find, that the second and third terms of the coefficient 

of 8 Ô mutually destroy each other; the first and fourth terms become 

— sin. d . sin. 5.(1 — sin.2 v) = — sin. 8 . sin. s . cos.2 u . 

Then putting sin. s = cos. s . tang, s, and dividing by sin. 6 . cos. s . cos. u, we get, 

as in [3384, 3383m], <5 u =8 ^ . {cos. 8 -j- sin. 8 . tang, s. sin. — 8 8. tang, s . cos. v. 

We shall now estimate the effect of the displacement 

of the ecliptic. For illustration, we shall refer to the 

annexed figure 66, which is similar to fig. 62, page 

853. In the present figure, D C T H is the 

celestial equator, D CA the fixed ecliptic, D' C A 

the apparent ecliptic, noticing only the effect of the D 

change of the plane of the ecliptic, now under 

consideration ; ST an arc passing through the place of 

the star perpendicularly to the equator. Then it is evident, that the declination of the star 

S T is not affected by this correction, because the plane of the equator remains unaltered ; 

therefore the expression of 5s [3383i, 3383] is complete. But the right ascension D T, 

is changed into C T; so that it is decreased by the quantity DC, which represents the 

corresponding motion of the first point of Aries upon the equator. Now if we draw C C 

perpendicularly to the fixed ecliptic D C, we shall have the angle C'DC = h nearly, and 

in the differential triangle C D C, we find CD = ^ ; consequently 
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îT.2. cf. cos. £ 

sin. h 

precedes, equal to* i. O',62248 = 0,20168. These values ol 8 s and 

ÔV, give, 

6s . \cos. 0 -f sin. 0 . tang, s . sin. — |6 u -f * • 0",02248}. sin. 0 . cos. u _ 
6 0 -- -: : : ' ? 

cos. 0 . sin. v T sin. 0 . tang, s 

between the two epochs. The term is, by what 

8^ = 
8 s . tang, s . cos. u-f {6 u —j— i. 0",622481 . sin. u 

cos. 0 . sin. u T sin. 0 . tang, s 

By the observed variations of the right ascensions and declinations of the 

stars, we may determine those of 0 and -L It was thus that Bradley 

discovered the principal equations of ô, known by the name of nutation, 

which depends on the longitude of the node of the lunar orbit. His 

observations give 27",778 [=9S] for the coefficient of cos. a', in the 

expression of 0 [3377]. Maskelyne, by a more exact discussion of the 

To find D C, we may observe, that the precession of the equinoxes, counted on the 

fixed plane of the ecliptic, is ^ [3362], and on the apparent ecliptic 4/ [3363] ; their 

difference 4—4/= t. cot. h . X. cf. cos. 0, represents the value of the arc CD [31066], or 

the decrement of the precession in the apparent orbit, which is equivalent to a direct motion 

of the equinoxes of t. cot. h . 2 . cf. cos. 0 = i T. cot. h. 2 .cf. cos. 0 [3364', 3381 ]. 
i T 

Substituting this for DC in 6u [33S3r], we get 6u =— —• 2 • cjf. cos. 0. 

Connecting this with 6u [3383o, 81c.], we get the complete value of 8 u, as in [33S4]. 

* (220S) Dividing the expression [3366], by sin. h = sin. 26°,0796 [3369], we 

get Of6225, as in [3386] nearly ; hence [3384] becomes 

8 4. [cos. 0 -f- sin. 0. tang, s . sin. — 6 0. tang, s . cos. u = 8 u -f i • 0",62248. 

Multiplying this by — sin. 0 . cos. u, also [3383] by cos. 0 -f sin. 0 . tang, s . sin. u ; then 

adding the products, the terms depending on 6 4-’ vanish, and we get the following 

expression, from which 60 [3387] is easily deduced ; 

60.1cos.O . sin.u-f sin.O. tang.s . (sin.2u -f cos.2u)} = 8s .{cos. 0 -j- sin. 0. tang.s. sin. v}. 

— 16 u -j- i. 0'',62248}. sin. 0. cos. u. 

Again, multiplying [3387a] by sin. u, also [3383] by tang, s . cos. a ; then adding the 

products, the terms multiplied by 6 0 vanish, and we get [3387c], from which [33S8] is 

easily obtained ; 

6 4.{cos. 0. sin. u-f sin. 0. tang, s. (sin.2u-f cos.2 u) } = 8 s. tang, s. cos. u-f {6 u-f4. Of622481. sin. u. 

231 

[3386] 

[3387] 

Change 
in the 
obliquity 
and in the 
precession. 

[3388] 

Nutation. 

[3389] 

[3390] 

[3383/] 

[3383s] 

[33832] 

[3383m] 

[3387a] 

[33876] 

[3387c] 
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[3391] 

[3391'] 

[3392] 

[3392'] 

[3393] 

[3391a] 

[33916] 

[3391c] 

[3391c?] 

[3393a] 

same observations, estimates this coefficient to be equal to 29",321 [=9",5], 

and we have found, bj the theory 31",036 [3377] ; the small difference is 

within the limits of the errors of observations, which agree as well as could 

be expected, with the law of universal gravitation. We may make these 

quantities exactly coincide, by decreasing a little the value of x, which we 

have supposed equal to 3 [3376], and we may determine x by these 

observations ;* but the phenomena of the tides appear to me to give the 

value with greater accuracy, so that the coefficient in question cannot differ 

but very little from 31 ",036 [3391a—d~\. 

The retrograde motion of the equinoxes +, upon the fixed ecliptic, is 

produced by the retrograde motion of the pole of the earth upon a circle 

parallel to this fixed ecliptic. This last motion is represented byf 

. 7 j . 7 l\d cos. 2 h . , 
A . sin. h — it. sin. h — -—-—r—— .-7- . sin. a , 

( 1 + X) ./ cos. h 

* (2209) The coefficients 

factor = f, supposing 

31",036, 57",998, computed in [3376e,/], contain the 

X = 3 j so that they may be put under the forms 

31",03G X 4 X j+ =41»,381 . +, and 57",998 X 4 X +_ = 

Hence the term of Ô, 6' [3377, 3378], depending on cos. A', is 41",381 

and the term of + + 7 [3379, 3380], depending on sin. A', is 77",331 

Now if we use Maskelyne’s value, 29",321. cos. A' [3391], we shall have 

77",331 
X 

1+X* 

X 

1 + X 

X 

' 1 + X 

• cos. A'5 

. sin. A7. 

29",321 = 41",381 
1+ K ’ 

hence X = 
29,321 29,321 _ 

41,381—29,321 12,060 ’ 

The value X = 2,35333 was finally assumed by the author, as we have observed in 

[33805']. The expressions [33915], in sexagesimals, are 

13%407 . — . cos. A'; 25s,055 . 
1 + X 

. sin. A. 

f (2210) If we neglect the secular equations depending on the change in the plane of 

the ecliptic, also the small terms depending on 2 v, 2 + and put, for a moment, for brevity, 

n = ./Xc'i.- = 31",036 = 10s,0556 [3377], ft + |3; = — A7 [3081c), 
(1 + X)./ 

the expressions [3359, 3362] will become 

è = hJrn. cos. A7, ^ = lt — 2n. cot. 2 h. sin. A7. 

The precession + represents the angular motion of the pole of the equator P, fig. 65, 

[33936] 
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noticing, according to the usual method of astronomers, only the greatest 

IXc 
of the periodical equations of The term - -- ■ ■. cos. a', of 

the quantity 0*, indicates that the pole of the earth’s axis has a motion 

in the direction of the circle of latitude passing through this pole. These 

two motions may be represented in the following manner. We may 

conceive the pole of the equator to be moved upon the circumference of a 

small ellipsis which is a tangent to the celestial sphere. The centre of this 

ellipsis may be regarded as the mean pole of the equator, which describes 

uniformly, in each year, 155",20 [=50®,285] on the parallel to the fixed 

ecliptic, upon which it is situated. The transverse axis of this ellipsis is 

always a tangent to the circle of latitude, and subtends an angle of 

62", 1 [ = 20®,11] [3393/] in the plane of this great circle. The transverse 

axis is to the conjugate axis, as the cosine of the obliquity of the ecliptic 

to the cosine of twice the obliquity [3393e] ; therefore the conjugate axis 

subtends an angle of 46",2 [=14®,97] [33934]. The apparent place of 

the pole of the equator upon this ellipsis, is determined in the following 

manner. Upon the plane of the ellipsis, a small circle is supposed to be 

described, having the same centre as the ellipsis, and a diameter equal to its 

transverse axis. A radius of this circle is supposed to revolve uniformly, 

page 919, about the pole of the ecliptic p; hence the motion of the pole P, measured on 

the parallel to the ecliptic, passing through P, is evidently equal to 4 • sin. Ô, or 4 • sin. h 

nearly. Substituting the value of 4 [33936], and putting cot. 2 h = = — cos"~]l— 
J ° sin. 2 h 2sm.h. cos.h 

cos. 2 h 
it becomes 4 • sin. h — I t. sin. h — n .-— . sin. A , as in [3393], Hence the 

cos. ft L 

cos 3 h 
maximum of the correction of Ô [33936], is n, and that of 4. sin. h [3393d], is n . —:—, 

J COS. ft ’ 

which are to each other as cos. h to cos. 2 Ji, as in [3397]. The nutation causes the 

obliquity Ô to change from h T n to h — n [33936], which differ from each other by 

the quantity 2n = 62",072 = 2QS, 11 [3393a], as in [3396'] nearly. In like manner, 

the part of 4* sin-4 [3393d], depending on n, changes from —n. to T 71 • -°s'^ 
cos. h 7 

the whole variation being 2 n . 
cos.2 h 

cos .h 
46/2 = 14*,97, as in [3398]. 

* (2211) This is the same as the term n . cos. A’, in the value of Ô [33936], and it 

indicates a motion of the pole P, fig. 65, page 919, in the direction of the circle of 

latitude p P. 

[3394] 

[3395] 

[3395] 

[3396] 

[3396] 

[3397] 

[3398] 

Geometri¬ 
cal method 
of consid¬ 
ering the 
nutation. 

[3393c] 

[33932] 

[3393e] 

[3393/] 

[3 93°-] 

[33937*] 

[3394a] 
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with a retrograde motion, so as to coincide with the part of the transverse 

[3399] axis nearest to the ecliptic, whenever the mean ascending node of the 

lunar orbit falls in the first point of Aries, Lastly, if from the extremity of 

this revolving radius, we let fall a perpendicular upon the transverse axis 

of the ellipsis, the first point where this perpendicular cuts the circumference 

[3400] of the ellipsis, is the apparent place of the pole of the equator.* 

[3396a] 

[33965] 

[3396c] 

[3396d] 

[3396e] 

[3396/] 

[-33960-] 

[3396/t] 

[33967] 

[33967c] 

[33967] 

[3396m] 

[3396a] 

* (2212) This may be illustrated by referring to the annexed figure 67, in which C is 

the centre of the earth ; HP E a spherical surface described about the centre C ; P the 

pole of the fixed ecliptic ; the dotted circle, AE G H, is the parallel to this ecliptic, 

described by the mean pole of the equator Pl, with a retrograde motion from P' towards 

A] P' is the centre of the small ellipsis KB' SF' [3395'], which is drawn separately, on 

a large scale, in fig. 68, to avoid confusion. The transverse axis of this ellipsis, is 

j/P'$= 62", 1 =20s,l 1 [3396'], upon the circle of latitude PJVP'S ; and the conjugate 

axis B' F1 — 46",2 = 14%97 [3398]. About the centre P', with the radius P'S, 

describe the circle JVBSF', draw the radius P'K, qj 

making with P'S the angle SP'K = A'; from K 

let fall, upon P'S, the perpendicular KP"I, cutting 

the ellipsis in P" ; then P' will be the mean place 

of the pole of the ecliptic, and P" its apparent place, 

deduced from the formulas [33935], in which the 

most important equations only are noticed. For if we 

take, for a moment, the origin of the term t, at the 

instant when the mean pole of the equator is at E, fig. 

67, and make the angle E P Q = /t = 155",20.f 

[3364', 3379, 3381], P P'— h — 26°,0796 ; P' 

will be the mean place of the pole of the equator. 

The apparent distance of the pole of the equator 

from the pole of the ecliptic is represented by 

è — h-\-n. cos. A' [33935], in which n — 31",036 

[3393a]. Now by construction, in the triangle 

KIP', we have P'K—n, IP'K = A'; hence 

P' I:— P' K. cos. IP,K= n. cos. A' ; so that the apparent polar distance Ô [33935] is 

equal to P P' -j- P' I = P I— P P" nearly. Again, in the right-angled triangle KIP', 
we have ÜTJT — P'K. sin. IP' K— n . sin. A' ; then, by a property of the ellipsis [3787], 

and by construction [3397], we have, 

cos. Ji ; cos. 2 h::FP':F'P'::KI{ = n. sin. A') : IP' 
n. cos. 2h 

h 
- . sin. A'. 

Hence IP" represents the correction of the nutation [3393d], measured on the parallel of 

the ecliptic; consequently P" is the place of the pole, corrected for the chief term 

of the nutation. 
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Heretofore astronomers have not noticed the inequalities depending on 

the angle 2 v ; but on account of the precision of modern observations, 

they ought not to be neglected. 

14. We shall now resume the value of l [3098], and for greater 

accuracy, we shall retain the squares of the excentricities and of the 

inclinations of the orbits ; then we shall have, 

IT = £. — . 77i T. cos. h . 
n 

'2 C — A — B 
- 

(1 

+ X. 
J2cos.9y—sin.9y( 

2(1 — O' 

/or1_a_ji\ Pdf 
* (2213) Dividing [3090] by sin. Ô, we get d^=(—-———j. -—-. In 

substituting the value of P d t [3093c], we may make several reductions. First. We 

may neglect the term depending on e in the factor 1 -j- e . cos. (v -—r), for the same 

reason as in [3093c/—e]. Second. As the object of the present calculation is merely to 

find the terms of It [3100, 3098] to a greater degree of accuracy, we may neglect, in 

Y2—X2, YZ [3093c], the terms depending on the angles v, A, or their sums and 

differences, &cc. ; then the expression [3092] becomes Y Z — 0, and [3091] is as in 

[3402/ &.C.], which by successive reductions, using [1, 6] Int., becomes as in [3402e] ; 

Y3—Z3=^r3.{ cos.4 Jy—sin.2 y^-sin.4! y $=|r2. {(£-/•!. cos./)2—sin.2y-f-(^—§.cos.y)2| 

= ^r3.H + i- cos-2/—sin.2yl = ±r3 . (cos.2/-f-sin.2/) +2-.cos.2y— sin.2y| 

= y rf. [ cos.2/—y. sin .2 /1 1 r f. {2 cos.2 y—sin .2 y}. 

Substituting [3402&, c, e] in [3093c], we get, 

T1 3mdv i cr, o . 0 
P at = --5 . f . ? 2 cos. y — sin.'’ y( . sin. Ô . cos. Ô ; 

(l-csp 

hence d 4 [3402a] becomes 

7 (2 C—A—B) 3mdv (2cos.2.y—sin.2y) 
d±= -2n~C-*-i"* '-A-~ * COS. 6. 

(1 —e2p 4 

Integrating this, neglecting the secular variations of m. e, y, Ô, and changing Ô into h, we get 

, 3 m j, (2 C—A — B) (2cos.2/ — sin.2/) 
■t — j— *v •cos> “ * r * 3 

4n C 2.(1—e2)2- 

This is the part of 4 depending on the sun, and by accenting the letters m, v, e, /, as 

in [3078], we get the similar part of 4 depending on the moon, 

, J, (aC-^-J) (2cos.2y' sin.2y') 
' 4 n * * COS. fl . 3 • 

C 2(1 — e/2P 

Substituting, in [3402g, A], the mean values of v, v', in one Julian year, namely, v = m T, 

232 

[3401] 

[3402] 

[3402a] 

[34026] 

[3402c] 

[3402rf] 

[3402e] 

[3402/] 

[3402g-] 

[34026] 
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[BIOS'] e being the excentricity of the solar orbit, é that of the lunar orbit, 

and y the inclination of the lunar orbit to the ecliptic. We have, 

by observation,* * 

[3403] e = 0,016814; e' = 0,0550368 ; 

— is the ratio of the sidéral day to the sidéral year, and this ratio is equal 
[3404] n 

to 0,00273033 ;f hence we find, 

[3405] IT = 
'2 C — A 

C 
.{1+x. 0,992010}. 7516",304 

[3402i] v' = m' T [3059, 3078, 3364'], and adding the two expressions together, we get the mean 

value of the precession in one year, represented by IT [3100]. This sum becomes as 

in [3402] ; observing, that as the solar orbit varies but little from the fixed ecliptic, we 

may neglect the square of y [3051], and put 2 cos.2y— sin.2y=2, in [3402g] ; by 

which means this part becomes like the first term of [3402]. Moreover, by putting 

[3402&] m/2=Xm2 [3080c], and neglecting the accents on y, it produces the second term of 

[3402], depending on X. 

[3403a] 
* (2214) This value of e is nearly the same as in [4080] ; that of é differs a little 

from [5117]. 

■j- (2215) The rotatory velocity being n [3015], the length of a sidéral day will be 

[3404a] 
2 7T 

n 

[34046] 

[3405a] 

[34056] 

[3405c] 

i a 

the whole circumference being 2 tf. Moreover, the mean sidéral velocity of the sun 

2 
is nearly equal to m [3059] ; hence the length of a sidéral year is nearly equal to — ; 

and as this is equal to 366,25638 sidéral days [3374], we shall have 

TT ; Mk ; : 1 : 366,25638, or m : n : : 1 : 366,25638 : : 0,0Q2730o3 : 1, 
n m 

as in [3404]. 

J (2216) Using the value e, e' [3403], — [3404], h [3369], mT= 4000000 

y = 5°,7188 [3371], we get, 
g 

cos. h . (1 — x 0,00273033 X 4000000" X cos. 26°,0706 .(1—e2) a =7ol6",30 i 
4 n 

f±— e2 (2 cos.2 y— sin.2 y 

- 2 

substituting these in [3402], we obtain [3405] ; and if we use Z T, X [3406], it becomes 

2C—A—B 

= o,992010 ; 

155",20= (■ . {3,97603 -f 2,97603 . p] . 7516",30 ; 

which is easily reduced to the form [3407], 
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Bj the preceding article [3370], we may suppose, without any sensible error, 

that l T= 155",20 ; therefore we shall have, by putting x = 3 . (1 -f- p), 

{2 C — A — B) _ 0,00519323 

~ C “ 1 -fp. 0,748493' 

We have, very nearly, by ^2,* 

2 C — A — B_ 2 «.(A — % y) . . p-a^da 

C $& ■ p . a4 d a 

It is remarkable, that the value of h"" of the same article [2958], does not 

enter into this equation ; hence it follows, that the motions of the earth about 

its centre of gravity, are the same as if it were an ellipsoid of revolution, 

whose ellipticity is ah;f §a ip being equal to y-f-g [1647a]. Comparing the 

two preceding expressions of 
2 C — A — B 

C 
we get,J 

ah = 0,0017301 + 
0,00259661 .Si . ? . aA d a _ 

(1+p.0,748493). Si .p.cdda' 

In conformity to the laws of hydrostatics, we must suppose that the density 

of the strata of the terrestrial spheroid decreases from the centre to the 

* (2217) Using the values of A, B, C [2960—2962] we get 

2 C — A — B = ff . a v . (h — \ p) . S' l . p. d . a3 = . a . (h — J <p) . S& . p . cd d a. 

In dividing this by C [2962], and neglecting terms of the order a* 2 in the result, 

we need only notice its first term, putting C = T\ . # . S] . p. a5 = § . <it . . p . a4 d a. 

Substituting these in the first member of [3408], it becomes as in the second member of 

this formula. 

-j- (2218) The radius of the ellipsoid [1503, 295S], is 

a.{lf«y®] =a. fl + «A.(£ — (h2)4-aA"". (1 — . cos. 2 ; 

and if the earth be a solid spheroid of revolution, & must vanish, consequently h"" = 0. 

Then putting a . ( l -j- ^ a h) = a', and neglecting a2, this radius becomes 

a . ( 1 -j- ^ a h) — a ah .[}?=■ a! — a'. a h . |x2 = d . {1 — a A . (x2 ^, 

in which the ellipticity is evidently equal to a h. 

J (2219) Putting the expressions [3407, 3408] equal to each other, and multiplying 

, SI. p. a4da -, , 0,00259661 .Sh. p .a4da ... , . 
by x—hr-77) we get an—£a<p = —-—nw.Q.no, 01-77-; substituting the value 

J 2.S]. p.c&da, 0 r (l-f-p. 0,748493). »Sg. p.a2do 3 

of a cp [3410], we easily obtain [3411], 

[3406] 

[3407] 

[3408] 

[3409] 

[3410] 

[3411] 

Ellipticitj 
of the 
earth. 

[3408a] 

[34086] 

[3409a] 

[34096] 

[3410a] 
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[3412] 

[3413] 

[3414] 

[3415] 

[3416] 

[3412a] 

[34126] 

[3413a] 

[34136] 

[3414a] 

[34146] 

surface; in which case Sl0.?.a4da is less than -f . S}0 . p a9 d a ;* 

therefore, if we put (3 = 0, as is found by the observations on the 

tides,f we shall find, that the value of ah is less than 0,0032881, 

or If the earth be an ellipsoid, its ellipticity will be expressed 

by ah [34096]; therefore we cannot suppose the ellipticity to exceed -g-^vî 

This fraction, and the former, [3410], are the limits of the ellipticity, 

which result from the precession and nutation of the earth?s axis. 

We have seen, in the third book, [18006], that a6 = f-a<p, in the 

hypothesis of the earth being homogeneous ; hence we get, by means of 

the preceding equation, 3 (3 very nearly equal to — f ;. consequently 

x = xf These differ too much from the value of \ deduced from the 

* (2220) Putting R = a, in [278a], to conform to the present notation, we get, when 

P is constant, -°—-a da = § : observing, that the value of R, or a, free from the sign 
S4. p. a2 d a 

of integration, is represented by a = l [2947']. Now it has been shown, in [2786, &ic.]^ 

that if the density of the spheroid be increased towards the centre, and decreased towards 

the surface, so that the whole mass may remain the same, the first member of [3412a] will 

. p. a4d a 
be decreased, and we shall have 

• p. a2 d a 
<f, as in [3412]. 

•f- (2221) Comparing [2706, 3079], we get X = 3, and as this is put equal to 3 (l-f-p) 

[3406], we get (3=0; substituting this value of (3 in [3411], and using [34126], we 

obtain, successively, as in [3413], 

SÀ ,P .a4 da 
ah=0,0017301 + 0,00259661 X -TT~ ' 

w q • p • CL CL CL 
'■ < 0,0017301 + 0,00259661 X f < 0,0032881 < gihr• 

J (2222) This limit corresponds to the supposition of X=3 [3413a, 6] ; and it will 

be different if we use the value of x = 2,35333 [33806'], which was finally adopted by 

the author; for if we substitute X = 2,35333, in [3406], we get 3.(1 -|— p) = 2,35333 ; 

hence (3 = — 0,21556 ; and [3411], becomes, by using [34126], 

. p. a4 d a 
ah = 0,0017301 + 0,003096 X 

. P . a2 d a 
< 0,003587 Cirhr; 

consequently the greatest ellipticity is instead of g-ffr* The least ellipticity evidently 
So • P • a4 d a 

corresponds to the case, where the second term of [3411] vanishes, or a2da = 0 ; 

then a h = 0,0017301 = yj-y, as in [3414]. Hence the limits of the ellipticity, 

corresponding to this value of X, are a h ]> -^-y <C sts* 

§ (-2223) If the earth be homogeneous, we shall have, as in [18006, 3410], 

a h = |-«(p = f- «yis == 0,0043252. 

[3414c] 
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phenomena of the tides [3414a] to be admitted. Moreover, the nutation 

in this case is only a of the preceding value [3391a],* or 24",1 ; and 

this also varies too much from astronomical observations to be allowed ; 

therefore, these observations, and those of the tides, concur in proving, that 

we must reject the hypothesis of the homogeneity of the earth. We have 

obtained the same result in the third book, by means of the observations 

of the length of a pendulum vibrating in a second ; from which we have 

found 3-yT,f for the greatest limit of the value of a H. As this fraction is 

less than [3414], it follows, that the observations of the lengths of 

pendulums may be made to agree very well with those of nutation and 

precession, and with the observations of the phenomena of the tides. 

To obtain, in one view, the whole of the phenomena, which depend upon 

the figure of the earth, and to show the conformity with the theory of universal 

gravitation, we shall recapitulate the several results we have obtained, relative 

to the nature of the radii and the figure of the earth. 

The expression of the radius of arty spheroid, differing but little from a 

sphere, may be put under this form,f 

1 + « . {Y(1) + Y(9) + Y(3) + Y(4) + &c.}. 

if we fix the origin of the radius of the earth at its centre of gravity, we shall 

find, as in the third book, that the conditions of the equilibrium of the sea 

give Y(1) = 0 [1734w], which reduces the expression of the radius [3420] 

to the following form, 

1 +«.{y(2) + 3r(3)+ Y'4> + &c.}. 

Substituting this and [3412n], in [3411], we get 

0.0043252 = 0,0017301 + A00Qo9661 x * . 
5 r 1 + ^.0,748493 * 

hence we obtain (3= — 0,534, and [3406] becomes X = 3. (1 -f- p) = 1,398 — X nearly, 

as in [3416]. 

* (2224) The nutation is 4T/381 . . cos. A' [33916]; substituting X=f [3416], 

it becomes 24", 1. cos. A', as in [3417]. This is nearly £■ of the value of 31",036 . cos. A' 

[3377], corresponding to X = 3, as is observed in [3417]. 

f (2225) This is computed in [2044] ; it falls between the two limits [3414] or [3414c]. 

Î (2226) This agrees with [2942], putting, at the surface of the earth, a— 1. 

233 

[3417] 

[3418] 

[3419] 

[34190 

Recapitu¬ 
lation. 

[3419"] 

[3420] 

[3420'] 

[3421] 

[3422] 

[3416a] 

[3417a] 

[3419a] 

[3420a] 
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[3422] 
The permanent state of the equilibrium of the sea requires that the axis of 

rotation of the earth should be one of its principal axes, and for this reason 

it is necessary that Y(2) should be of the form [1763],* 

[3423] Y(2) = — h . —i) + h"". (1 — f) . cos. 2 ra ; 

[3423] 

[3424] 

[3425] 

h and h'1" being two arbitrary constant quantities, which can be determined 

by observation only, since they depend on the constitution or form of the 

terrestrial globe. 

These results are the only ones which depend upon the permanent state 

of equilibrium of the earth. They are common to all the heavenly bodies, 

covered by a fluid in equilibrium. The observations on the length of a 

pendulum vibrating in a second, give some light on the nature or relative 

magnitudes of the radii of the earth ; for we have found from these 

observations, that the constant quantity « h is very nearly equal tof 

0,002971 [2048'], and that the constant quantity hi"' is insensible, in 

comparison with h. Moreover, the quantity, Y(3) -j- Y(4) + &c., is very 

small in comparison with Y(2), and the first differential of Y(3)-f- Y(4) + &c., 

is small in comparison with the first differential of Y(2); therefore, in 

calculating the radius of the earth, and that of its first differential, we may 

suppose, without any sensible error, this radius to be of the form, 

[3426] 1 — 0,002978 . (f—i) = the radius. 

The measures of the degrees of the meridian show, that this form of the 

radius must not be used in finding the second differentials of this radius, 

* (2227) It appears from [2Sliv, 1745,//], that the earth cannot have a permanent axis 

[3423a] of rotation, except about one of the principal axes ; and then we shall have Y(2), as in 

[1763, 3423]. 

-j- (2228) The ellipticity of the earth, deduced from the observations on pendulums 

[3424a] in [2048'], is —— = 0,002978, supposing the earth to be an ellipsoid of revolution. 

The remarks relative to the smallness of hi"' in comparison with h, of Y(3)-j-YO), he., 

in comparison with Y(9), he., correspond with [2056', &c.]. We may remark, that the 

numerical coefficient used by the author in [3424, 3426], namely, 0,002978, is too 

[3424&] small; for by using the same observations, and correcting the errors of his calculations, 

we have found it to be 0,003178 [2054g] ; other observations make it nearly equal 

to dro [2056a:]. 
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because it has been found, that the function Y(3) -j- Y(4)+ &c., acquires a 

sensible value by a second differentiation [2056'"]. 

The phenomena of the precession of the equinoxes, and the nutation 

of the axis of the earth, depend, as we have seen, upon Y(2).* They do 

not determine the value of a h, but give the limits between which this value 

is comprised ; these limits are and -g-|¥ ;f the preceding value [3424], 

deduced from the observations on the force of gravity, falls within these 

limits. The same phenomena indicate also a decrease in the densities of the 

strata of the terrestrial spheroid, from the centre to the surface, without 

giving the precise law of the variation of density. Î This decrease of the 

density is also proved by the stability of the equilibrium of the sea [2356"] 

by the smallness of the action of the mountains upon a plumb-line, and, 

lastly, by the principles of hydrostatics, which require that the densest 

parts should be nearest the centre, if the earth at its origin were in 

a fluid state. 

Thus every phenomenon, depending on the figure of the earth, throws 

light upon the nature or magnitude of its radius ; and we see that all 

these results agree with each other. These observations are not, however, 

sufficient to make known the interior constitution of the earth; but they 

indicate the most probable hypothesis of a density decreasing from the centre 

to the surface. Universal gravitation is therefore the true cause of all these 

phenomena; and if its effects are not so precisely verified in this case, as in the 

motions of the planets, it arises from the circumstance, that the inequalities 

of the attractive forces of the planets, depending on the small irregularities in 

their surfaces, and in their internal parts, disappear at great distances ; so 

that ice only perceive the simple phenomenon of the mutual attractions of these 

bodies towards their centres of gravity. 

* [2230] The values of A, B, C [2948—2950] depend on ; and on these 

quantities depend Ô [3089], Z [3098], and 4 [3100], &c. 

t (2231) These limits correspond to [3414] ; the first limit, ^, must be changed 

into afg-, as in [34146]. 

t (2232) This follows from [3413, &c.], where it is shown, that if the gravity decrease 

from the centre to the surface, the ellipticity must fall between ^ and ^ [3413], or 

rather between an(l tts [3414c]. 

[3427] 

[3428] 

[3428'] 

[3429] 

[3430] 

[3430] 

Every 
phenome¬ 
non agrees 
with the 
principle 
of univer¬ 
sal gravi¬ 
tation. 

[3431] 

[3428a] 

[3429a] 

[3429a] 
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Bougucr’s 
hypothesis 
defective. 

[3432] 

[3432a] 

Bouguer’s hypothesis, which we have examined in [1778, &e.], gives 

ah = 0,0054717,* or T-t-T, which is too far from the limit to be 

admitted; so that the observations of the precession and nutation concur 

with the observations of the pendulum [1787"], in proving that we must 

reject this hypothesis. 

* (2233) Comparing Y(®, in Bouguer’s hypothesis [1779], with that in [3423], we 

get hi'"— 0, a h = a J1 = 0,0054717 = T-|g- [1785], as in [3432], which differs very 

much from the limit [3414], or [3414c]. 
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CHAPTER II. 

ON THE MOTION OP THE MOON ABOUT ITS CENTRE OF GRAVIT if. 

15. The moon, in revolving about the earth, keeps very nearly the same face 

towards us ; which proves that the mean rotatory motion is exactly equal to 

the motion of revolution, and that the axis of rotation is nearly perpendicular 

to the plane of the ecliptic. From observations on the motions of the spots 

on the moon’s disk, Dominic Cassini made the remarkable discovery, that 

the lunar equator is inclined about 278' [=2d30"1] to the plane of the ecliptic, 

and that the descending node of the lunar equator always coincides with the 

ascending node of the lunar orbit. Tobias Mayer has since confirmed this 

result by a great number of observations, which he made and discussed with 

all possible care, about the middle of the eighteenth century. He, however, 

found the inclination to be less than Cassini had supposed it, making it only 

]65' [ = 1*29"].* He assures us, however, that the inclination has not 

decreased since the time of that great astronomer ; because he found, by 

the observations made in the time of Cassini, that it was the same then as 

at the time of his own observations, namely, 165'. We shall now examine 

into the action of the earth and sun upon the lunar spheroid, in producing 

this result. 

16. We shall consider, in the first place, the action of the earth, and 

shall resume, for this purpose, the equations [3009—3011], which may 

evidently be applied to the moon, observing that L then represents the 

earth, rt its radius vector, drawn from the centre of the moon, supposing 

this centre to be at rest ; and X, Y, Z, the three co-ordinates of 

the earth, referred to a fixed ecliptic passing through the centre of the 

The 
moon’s 
rotatory 
motion is 
equal to 
the motion 
of revolu¬ 
tion. 

[3433] 

The 
descend¬ 
ing node 
of the 
lunar 
equator 

[3434] 

coincides 
with the 
ascending 
node of 
the lunar 
orbit. 

[3434'] 

[3435] 

[3435] 

* (2234) Nearly the same result has been obtained by later observations of Bouvard 

and Nicollet, who make the inclination ld 2S11 45s. 

234 

[34326] 
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[3435"] 

[3436] 

[3437] 

General 
equations 

[3438] 

of the 
moon’s 
motion. 

[3439] 

[3440] 
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moon.* As the angle ê is very small, we shall neglect its square and its 
(JÇ_^ 

———) . r q, because 

of the smallness of the factors r-> an(^ 9\ then the equations 

[3009—3011] become 

<'? = ^'(^VKy,-V).sin.2t+2Xy.c 
C 

dq-\- 
C—B\ 

|. rp . dt 
3 L dt (C — B 

. A J 
r5 

\ ^ . 

A — C\ 
fpq.dt 

3 L dt 

0
| I! 

*3 

. B y V B , 
d r -f- 

If we put v for the apparent motion of the earth in longitude, seen from the 

C {Y*.è + YZ\ .cos.cp 

* { — {XY.Ô + XZ}.sm.cp 

C \X Y. ô -f- XZ\ . cos. <p ' 

( -|- £ Ys. ô -|- Y Z\ . sin. cp 

[G') 

[3433a] 

[34336] 

[3433g] 

[3433d] 

[3433e] 

[3433/] 

[3433a-] 

[3433ft] 

[3433i'J 

* (2235) The formulas [3009—3011] will give the moon’s motion about its centre of 

gravity, noticing the action of the earth, by supposing A, B, C to represent the momenta 

of inertia of the moon about its three principal axes ; putting also JL for the mass of the 

earth, and X, Y, Z for its co-ordinates, referred to the centre of gravity of the moon 

as the origin ; rt being the distance of the earth from that centre. The plane of X Y is 

supposed to be drawn through the moon’s centre of gravity, parallel to the fixed ecliptic. 

The axis of X is drawn, in this plane, from that centre towards the point of the heavens 

corresponding to the moveable descending node of the moon’s equator [3004], or to the 

ascending node of the moon’s orbit [3433]. The axis of Y is drawn from the same 

origin, in the same plane, in a direction towards a point of the heavens which is more 

advanced, according to the order of the signs, by 90/ than that of the axis of X. The 

axis of ^ is perpendicular to the plane X T, and directed towards the northern 

hemisphere. The first and second of the moons principal axes aie situated in the plane 

of the lunar equator; and the third principal axis is the axis of revolution. The first 

principal axis, corresponding to the inertia A [2907c, 2914], forms, with the axis of A, the 

angle cp [2907/] ; this principal axis is found, by observation, to be directed nearly towards 

the earth [3440] ; so that cp is nearly equal to the angular distance v [3440] from the 

z 
same axis X; and cp — v is very small. The quantity — is of the same order as the 

b 

moon’s latitude, which does not exceed 5d 20™, and is generally much less ; also 6 is the 

inclination of the lunar equator to the fixed ecliptic [2907g], and / its inclination to the 

variable ecliptic [3526]. These quantities being very small, we may neglect their squares 

and products, and put cos. 0=1, sin. 6 = 0; by these substitutions, the formulas 

[3009—3011] become as in [3437—3439], respectively, neglecting the small quantity 

depending on the factor qr, in the first of these equations, as in [«>43o]. 
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moon, and counted from the descending node of the lunar equator ; we shall [3440'] 

have, by neglecting the square of the inclination of the lunar orbit to [3440"] 

the ecliptic,* 
X=rr cos. v ; Y =r,. sin. v ; [3441] 

hence [3437] becomes,! 

7 SLdt fB— A\ . ft s 

dp = * \C~) ' Sm# ® —■ 2 <p). [3442] 

To integrate this equation, we shall observe, that if we put m for the m. 

mean angular velocity of the earth about the moon, its mean motion will [3443] 

be f m d t, and we shall find,! 

v = f m d t -j- 4' T H• sin. n -j- &c. ; [3444] 

H. sin. n-j- &c., expressing the inequalities of v, arranged according to the 

* (2236) If we put b for the angle formed by the axis of X and the line drawn from 

the moon’s centre of gravity to the earth, we shall have, by the principles of orthographic [3441a] 

projection, X — ?'r cos.h. Now if we put c for the latitude of the earth, as seen from 

the moon, and v the longitude [3440], we shall have, by spherics, as in [134527], 

cos. b = cos. v . cos. c. If we neglect c2 [3440"], this becomes cos. b = cos. v ; and by 

substitution, in the preceding value of X, we get X—rt .cos. v [3441]. In like manner, by [34416] 

changing the axis of X into that of Y, we have Y=r/. cos. (90^—v) =rl. sin. v [3441]. 

f (2237) The values X, I7 [3441], give, by using [32, 31, 22], Int., 

Y2— X2= —rf. (cos.2r> — sin.2t>) =—rf. cos. 2 v ; 2 X Y=2 r2. sin. v. cos. v — rf. sin.2v. [3442a] 

( Y2 — X2 ) . sin. 2 cp -f 2 X Y. cos. 2 cp = rf . ( — cos. 2 v . sin. 2 9 -{- sin. 2 v . cos. 2 9 ) 

= rf . sin. (2 c-— 2 9). 

Substituting this in [3437], we get [3442]. 

J (2238) The mean motion of the moon in longitude, in the time d t, is m d t, 

m being variable on account of the secular variations of the moon’s motion ; then in the 

time t, the angular motion is f m d t ; and if the equations of this motion be represented [3444a] 

by 13 . sin. n-}-&,c. [5551], we shall have the angular motion of the moon, counted from 

the fixed equinox, equal to f m cZ rt -]— iT. sia XI -]— Sic. ; and this represents also the angular 

motion of the earth, as seen from the moon. The retrograde motion of the nodes, in the [3444^ 
same time t, is represented by the angle 4-. Hence we have f rn d t -j-4 + H. sin. XI-]- &c., 

for the motion of the earth in the time t, counted, as in [3440;], from the descending node 

of the lunar equator, and this is assumed equal to v, in [3440] ; hence we have, 

v = /m d t -f- 4 T- H. sin. n -j- he., as in [3444]. 
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[3445] 

u. 

[3446] 

[3447] 

mean motion. Now putting 

U = 9 — 4> — f rn d t, 

we shall obtain,* 

2v — 2 cp — — 2u -\-2 H. sin. n -j- &c. ; 

consequently, 

sin. (2v — 2 cp) = — sin. 2u -j- 2 H. cos. 2 u . sin. n -|- &c. 

If we neglect the square of ê, we shall have [3029] ,f 

[3448] 

hence, % 

[3449] 

dcp — d T 

dp d du j dm' 

It = + It ’ 

[3450] 

[3450'] 

therefore [3437] may be put under the following form,^ 

d du dm 

d t2 _r d t 

3 L 

2 rf 
. sin. 2 a -f 2-^ .^-~^j\H.cos.2u. sin.n-f&c. 

It has been found, by observation, that the mean rotatory motion of the 

moon is equal to its mean motion of revolution about the earth ; therefore 

u is always very small [34477/] ; so that we may suppose sin. 2 u = 2 u, 

* (2239) The moon’s first principal axis is found, by observation, to be directed nearly 

[3447a] towards the earth [3433/*] ; therefore the angular distance ol this axis from the descending 

node of the moon’s equator, represented by cp [2907^], must be nearly equal to the earth’s 

[34476] longitude, v [3440], seen from the moon; consequently <p — v must be a small angle. 

If we substitute v [3444], in the first member of [3447c], and then u [3445], we get 

[3447c] v — 9 — — (9 — 4 — fmdt)-\-H. sin. n -f- he. — — u-\-H. sin. n -f- &c. ; 

[3447c/] consequently u must be small. Multiplying the preceding expression by 2, and then taking 

its sine, we get, as in [60], Int., the expression [3447]. 

[3448a] 

[3449a] 

f (2240) Substituting cos.<3=l [3433/] in [3029], and dividing by dt, we get [3448]. 

J (2241 ) The differential of [3445] gives d cp — d^ = duJrmdt-, substituting this 

in [3448], we get P = jp ~\~mj its differential, divided by dt, is the same as in [3449]. 

d p 
§ (2242) Dividing [3442] by dt, then substituting the value of — [3449], and 

that of sin. ( 2 v — 2 9 ) [3447], we get [3450]. [3450a] 
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cos. 2 u = 1 ; moreover, we have very nearly,* — = mf ; therefore we 

shall obtain, 

d du 

THF -f 3 m2. 
'B—A 

. C 
. u — 

dm 

d t 
-f-3m2. * &' sin* n + &Cl 

[3451] 

[3452] 

The value of — depends on the secular equation of the moon, and we 
d t 

shall see, in the lunar theory, that if m! t be the mean sidéral motion 

of the sun, and e! the excentricity of its orbit, we shall have,f 

dm 3m'2.e'de' _ ___* 

dt m dt 

[3453] 

[3454] 

therefore we shall have, very nearly, by integrating the preceding equation, 

* (2243) Rejecting terms of the order of the excentricity of the moon’s orbit, we 

may put rt equal to the mean distance a of the moon from the earth, and then 

— becomes —, which may be put equal to m2, as is evident from [3060, 3435]. [3451a] 
rf a3 

Substituting this, and sin.2w = 2w, cos. 2m = 1, in [3450], we obtain [3452], by 

transposing the second and third terms. 

f (2244) If we retain, in the expression of the moon’s mean motion [5095], the terms 

depending on the secular motion, we shall have n t-j- s = « -j- § mf .f. (e'2 — E'2) . d v ; 

in which m/ represents the ratio of the mean angular velocity of the sun in its apparent 

orbit, to that of the moon in her orbit [4835], this letter being accented to distinguish it 

from m of the present notation [3443]. Taking the differential, and dividing by dt, 

we get n= — . {1 + . (e'2 — E'2)}. Dividing this by the coefficient of 
dt dt 

neglecting the square and higher powers of f mf. (e/2—E'2), on account of the smallness 

of the factors mf, (e2—E'2), we get —|n.m2.(e'2—E'2). The terms of 

the second member of this expression, except the excentricity of the earth’s orbit e', being 

dv 
considered as constant, and taking the differential, we obtain d. — = — 3n.mf.e'de'. 

dv 
Substituting, for —, its mean value m [3443], and dividing by dt, it becomes 

d t 

n 2 -- If we substitute, in the second member, for n, its value m = — 3 n . mf 
dt ' dt 

[3443,3452a], also for mp its value — [3443,3453], it becomes as in [3454]. 
771 

[3452a] 

[34526] 

[3452c] 

[3452d] 

[3452c] 

235 
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[3455] 

General 
value 
of the 

[3456] 

libration 
in longi¬ 
tude. 

U. 

[3456'] 

[3457] 

[3455a] 

[34556] 

[3455c] 

[3455c?] 

[3455e] 

[3457a] 

, . . , . îtt'2. £?2. (edé) 
and neglecting the quantity --~B-—A,* 

A c ) 
m5. dt3 

U = Q.sin.j»<.t//8.fei) + J'J+ — 
(. V \ / ) m3. 

— 3 m2. 
'B—A 

C 

H. sin. n 

! n f d 6 
e'. — 

d t 

B — A 

C J fd n \2 

c 

•— &c. ; 

Ut j -SmK{hr) 
Q and F being two arbitrary constant quantities. We shall now examine 

the consequences which result from this integral. 

/ 2 f d ® m4 e. — 

We shall in the first place observe, that the term 
B— A of this 

integral is insensible,f although divided by the small fraction 
B — A 

c ’ 
on 

* 

we get 

(2245) Substituting [3454] in [3452], and putting, for a moment, a2=3m2. (—ç 

ddu . « 

°=-dW + a -u 

3m'2.e'iW 

Lm d t 
; — a? .H. sin. II — he. 

„ , . . 3 m'Z.e'de' . ... 
Substituting u == y -f- ^ ^ ^ f—, and neglecting the term depending on the second 

differential of e'd e', as in [3455, 3457/], it becomes 

0 = -[- a2 y — a2 H. sin. n — he. 

This is of the same form as [865a, 870'], putting a K =—a2 iff, mt-J-s = n, or 

m = 5 and fiie corresponding value of y [8656, 871], is 

oP- H. sin. n 
y = 6 . sin. (a t -f- 9) — 

d_n\2 
d t 

a* 

Substituting this in u [3455c], it becomes as in [3456], the constant quantities 6, 9, being- 

changed into Q, F, respectively, and a2 into its value [3455a]. 

■f (2246) To make a rough estimate of the value of this neglected term, we may use 

the value of ——— [3578] ; substituting in it the ratio of the mass of the earth to that of the 

moon X' = 75 [3566,3380e'] ; hence we get 
B-A 

= 0,000027. The mean angular 
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account of the excessive slowness of the variation of the excentricity e! ; 

therefore w^e may neglect this term. All the other terms of this value of u, 

vary with much greater rapidity; but this expression always remains very 

small, provided the coefficient Q be small. Now the equation [3449], 

dp d du ; dm 

dt dt2 dt ’ 

gives 

fp dt — u f fm d t ;* 

and since fp dt is the rotatory motion about the third principal axis [3121], 

it follows, that the mean motions of rotation and revolution of the moon are 

perfectly equal to each other ; so that the action of the earth, upon the lunar 

spheroid, makes the rotatory motion participate in the secular equations of 

the motion in the orbit. It is not necessary for this perfect equality, that 

at the origin of the two motions they should be exactly equal, the probability 

of which is infinitely small. It is only necessary to suppose, at this origin, 

motion of the earth in its orbit, to that of the moon in its orbit, is represented by 

— =0,0748 [5117]: also d = 0,0168 |"5117]. 
vi L J 

Hence the term mentioned in [3457], becomes nearly equal to 

(0,0748)= . 4^ . 44 = î X dC' 
0,000037 m'dt ml dt 

In this we may substitute for 
dd 

m' dt' 
the ratio of the annual variation of d d, to the 

annual motion of the sun, which, by [4244], is expressed by tQ 350^ or 

1 to 14000000; hence [3457c] becomes nearly or Multiplying 
4 x14000000 56000000* 

this by the radius in seconds [1970/t], it becomes a small fraction of a second, which is 

wholly insensible. The term neglected in [3455] must be much smaller than this, because 

the second differential of ddd, introduces, as a factor, the square of the very small 

coefficient of t, which occurs in the expression of d d d. 

* (2247) Multiplying [3449a] by dt, and integrating, we get [3460]. Now fpdt 

represents the rotatory motion of the moon [3121, 3433c], fmdt the motion in the orbit 

[3443] ; both of which increase indefinitely with the time, whilst u remains always small 

[3450'], depending on periodical equations only ; therefore the mean values f mdt, fpdt, 

must be equal. 

939 

[3458] 

[3459] 

[3460] 

[3460'] 

It is not 
necessary 
that the 
rotatory 
motion, 
and the 
motion 

[3461] 

of revo¬ 
lution, 
should be 
equal at 
the origin 
of the 
motion. 

[34576] 

[3457c] 

[3457d] 

[3457e] 

[3457/] 

[3460a] 
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[3462] where t = 0, that the rotatory velocity p of the moon should be comprised 

between the limits,* 

[3463] m fmQ. \^/3 • + &c., and m — m Q . _ &c. ; 

[3464] 

[3464'] 

which are arbitrary, because of the arbitrary quantity Q. These limits are 

indeed very narrow, on account of thp smallness of Qf and 

but they enable us to avoid the improbable supposition, that the motions 

were so arranged at the origin, that forever afterwards the mean rotatory 

motion of the moon should be equal to the mean motion of revolution. 

The value of u expresses ihe real libration of the moon in longitude, 

33io4 ^ being the excess of the real rotatory motion above the mean motion in 

the orbit. This expression contains, in the first place, the quantity 

[3465] Q . sin. y/3-Æp_—)1 + F | ; the limit Q being arbitrary ; but 

as this term has not been perceived by observation, it must be quite small. 

[3465'] Hence it follows, that 3 ' ^ is a real number. For if it be 

imaginary, the preceding argument will change into an exponential quantity, 

[3463a] 

[34636] 

[3463c] 

* (2248) Substituting, in [3460], the value of u [3456], neglecting the term [3457], 

and using a2 [3455a], we get 

„ , , ^ 3Ra2. sin. n 
Jp d t = f rti dt -j- Q • sin. (ffi a t —|— F) — / d jx \2 &c. 

d t 
— or 

The differential of this, divided by dt, is p*== m -j- rn a Q . cos. (in a 14- F)— &c. ; 

and as the limits of cos. (ma tfF), are 1 and —1, the limits of p will be 

Q±&c. ; the greatest value being found by using the values ±, which render 

all the terms positive ; and the least, by using the opposite signs ; therefore the extreme 

limits are as in [3463, 34636] ; and if p falls between these limits, at the origin of the 

motion, the equation [3463a] may always be satisfied. 

f (2249) The quantity Q must be small, because the angle u [3456], which depends 
jg_ 

[3464a] upon it, has not been discovered by observation ; and —— is of the order 0,000027 

[3457a] ; therefore the quantity m Q . [3463], must be extremely small. 
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or an arc of a circle,* increasing indefinitely with the time, and augmenting 

the value of u indefinitely ; which is contrary to observation. It is true, 

that if B — A be negative, and Q nothing, there will not he, in u, 

either arcs of a circle or exponential quantities ;f but the slightest cause 

will produce them, and render the equilibrium unstable, which cannot be 

admitted. Therefore B — A is a positive quantity ; that is to say, the 

moon’s momentum of inertia A, is less than that of B. The first of these 

quantities, A, corresponds to the principal axis of the equator, directed 

towards the earth ; because it relates to the first principal axis, which 

forms the angle 9 with the line of the lunar equinoxes [3433/*], whilst the 

radius drawn from the centre of the moon to that of the earth, makes the 

angle v with the same equinox ; and by what has been said, 9 — v is a 

small angle [343%]. Therefore the first principal axis of the lunar spheroid 

is always directed very nearly towards the earth. The radius of the lunar 

equator, in that direction, is lengthened by means of the attraction of the earth ,*î 

consequently the momentum of inertia A, is less than the momentum of 

inertia B, corresponding to the second principal axis, situated in the equator. 

The duration of the period of the preceding argument [3465], is equal 

to a sidéral month, divided by the coefficient and as 

the value of this coefficient is not accurately known, it is impossible to 

ascertain this time correctly. We shall hereafter show, that if the moon 

be homogeneous, this duration will not exceed seven years ; § and in the 

* (2250) As is explained in a similar case in note 179, Vol. I, page 187. 

f (2251) Because the whole expression [3465] would then vanish, on account of Q —0. 

J (2252) The attraction of the earth upon the moon, supposing it to be in a fluid state 

evidently lengthens the moon’s first principal axis, directed towards the earth, and shortens, 

the second principal axis, situated in the plane of the equator; in the same manner as the 

attractions of the sun and moon upon the waters of the ocean, elevate the tides at 

high-water, and depress them at low-water. Hence it is evident, that the momentum of 

inertia JL [2914], corresponding to the longer axis, must be less than the momentum B, 

corresponding to the second principal axis. 

§ (2253) While the moon, by the mean motion, describes very nearly the arc m t, in 

its orbit [3443], the argument of the term u [3456], depending on Q, increases by 

236 

[3466] 

[3467] 

[3467q 

The mo¬ 
mentum of 
inertia 

A 
[3468] 

corres¬ 
ponding to 

[3468'] 
the first 
principal 
axis, 
directed 

[3469] 
towards 
the earth, 
is less 
than the 
momentum 

B, 
[3469'] 

relative to 
the second 
axis, 
situated 
in the 

[3470] 
plane 
of the 
equator. 

[3465a] 

[3466a] 

[3467a] 

[34676] 

[3467c] 

[3469a] 
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case of nature, the difference of the momenta of inertia of the moon, 

[3470'] relative to its three principal axes, is probably greater than in the case 

of homogeneity [3588, &c.]. This consideration makes it apparent, that 

[3471] the term -zb '& -? which we have neglected [3457], must 

[3471/] 

[3474] 

m 
'B—A 

. C 
. d t 

be insensible.* 

Among the terms of the expression of u [3456], those only are sensible 

which depend either on the equation of the mooris centre, which is great 

in itself; or on those which become great by having very small divisors, 

d n 
[3472] corresponding to small values of 

d t 
The function H. sin. n -f- &c., 

is the sum of the periodical equations in the apparent motion of the moon 

[3444] ; and if we suppose that H. sin. n, expresses the equation of 

the centre, we shall have,f H— 70005" [6d 18W 2 ] ; and as n represents, 
/ y n\3 

in this case, the mean anomaly of the moon, we get,f ( = ’ ^5^8317 ; 

the quantity m t. ; and as these quantities are to each other as 

1 to v/f ' ' ^ f°H°ws5 that the duration of the period of this term of u is equal 

to the time of a sidéral revolution of the moon, 27^,321, divided by ^ f 

If we use the value of this divisor, deduced from [3457c], namely, 0,009 neatly, this peiiod 

[34696] wip exCeed 3000 days, or about 8 years. If we use the value of the divisor 0,04, 

corresponding nearly to the observations of Mr. Nicollet [3483d], this period will be reduced 

[3469c] t0 ]ess than two years. 

* (2254) We have seen, that the value of —^—, assumed in [3457c—/], renders 

r B—A 
[3471a] the term in question insensible ; and it is evident, that an increase of the value of — 

[3471], decreases its magnitude. 

j. (2255) This differs a few seconds from the calculation of La Place [5220], and 

[3473a] from the tables of Mason or Burg [5554] ; but this does not sensibly affect the result [3478]. 

-J (2256] The moon’s mean motion being represented by mt [3443], that of the 

mean anomaly will be cmt [4817], using c = 0,99154801 [5117] ; hence 

[3474a] 
du 
d t 

J=(cm)s=ffls. 0,98317. 
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therefore we shall have, in the expression of u, the term 

— 3. 
'B — A 

~c~ 
. 70005". sin. n 

0,98317 — 3. 
B — A 

C 
i— 

3. 
'B — A 

. C 
. 22682s. sin. n 

0,98317—3. 
B 

ri » OlUi JLX —| 

— A\ J ’ 
c J 

If the coefficient of sin. n [3475], he equal to i seconds, ive shall have 

fB — A\ i. 0,32772 

C 70005" 

r * . 0,32772 ~| 

[f~ i — 22682sJ ' 

Since the term in question [3475] has not been perceived by observation, the 

quantity i cannot exceed ±6000" [== ± 1944s], and must 

be less than* 0,030721. 

Among the terms of the expression of u [3456], which have very small 

divisors, ive find only the annual equation which can produce a sensible term 

in the vcdue of u. This equation is equal to 2064". sin. nf [= 669s. sin. n], 

Substituting this, and H [3473], in the term of u [3456], depending on H, rejecting 

the factor m2, which occurs in all the terms of the numerator and denominator, it becomes 

as in [3475]. Putting the coefficient of sin. n, in this expression, equal to i seconds, 

, we get 

— • 22682s = i. 0,32772 — i. j 

whence we easily get [3477]. 

* (2257) Substituting i = ± 1944s, in [3477], we get ( ——= rh^44 x 
V J & 5 L J’ 5 V C ) ± 1944s—22682s 

The lower sign gives = 0,025870, the upper sign B ^ =—0,030721: so 
c c 

tliat it can have no positive value greater than 0,025870, nor a negative value exceeding 

0,030721, independent of its sign. 

f (2258) If we examine the equations of the moon’s mean longitude [5574—5579], 

observing that c and g are nearly equal to unity [5117], we shall find that the chief term 

depending on an angle of the form mv, in which m is small, is the term depending on 

sin. {d mv — vt) [5575], whose coefficient is 2075",71 = 672s,53 ; and in Mason’s tables 

[5551], is 2063",58 = 66SS,60 ; being nearly the same as in [3479], putting n equal to 

the sun’s mean anomaly. Now as the motion of the apsides of the earth’s orbit is very 

small, we may put — the sun’s mean angular motion = 0,0748 .ot [34575] j 

and multiplying by 
0,98317 B—A 

Term 
of the 
libration 
depending 
on the 
equation 

[3475] 
of the 
centre of 
the 
moon’s 
orbit. 

[3476] 

[3477] 

Limit of 

B—A, 
derived 
from the 
equation 
of the 
centre. 

[3478J 

[3479] 

[34746] 

[3478a] 

[34786] 

[3479a] 

[34796] 

[3479c] 
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[3480] 

Term 
of the 
libration 
in longi¬ 
tude de- 

[3481] 
pending 
on the 
annual 
equation 
of the 
moon’s 
orbit. 

[3481'] 

[3482] 

n being in this case the sun’s mean anomaly ; moreover, we have 

= m . 0,0748, consequently (fff) = ’ 0}005595 ; therefore we 

shall have, in the expression of u, the following term, 

3. (£=£). 2064". sin. n 3. (++) • 669* * • sin. n 

0,005595 — 3 . f l+4) ■- 0,005595 — 3 . (+--) -* 

If the coefficient of sin. n, in this expression, is equal to i seconds, we 

shall havef 
(B — A\ i. 0,001865 r i. 0,001865~j 

\ C ~) — i — 2064" L— i —669’ J * 

[3479<i] 

hence = 0,005595 . m2 [3480]. Substituting this, and H= 669" [3479], in 

the term of u [3456], depending on H, rejecting m2, which occurs in all the terras 

of the numerator and denominator, we get [3481]. 

[3482a] 

[34826] 

[3483a] 

[34836] 

[3483c] 

[3483i] 

[3483e] 

[3483/] 

[3483g-] 

* (2259) Putting the coefficient of sin. n [3481] equal to i seconds, and multiplying 

0,005595 
— (ff), we get — (ff ■ 669* = ‘ • 0.001S65 — (f~) by 

which is easily reduced to the form [3482]. If we put, successively, i = 0, i= — 1944", 

we obtain the two limits 0 and 0,0013S76 [348o]. In like manner, the values 

corresponding to * = 0, i = 669s, *.= 1944*, are 0, =Fco, +0,002843, respectively, 

as in [3484]. Now being positive [3467], we need use only the positive values 

of these last limits, as in [3484]. We have altered the sign of i, also the signs of seveial 

terms in this chapter, to correct the typographical mistakes, some of which were noticed 

by the author in Chap. II, Book XIV ; where he has treated of the libration in a somewhat 

different manner from that used in this place. He also gives the result of the calculation of 

Mr. Nicollet on the coefficient of the libration in longitude, depending on the annual equation, 

which he makes about —289J. sin. (O’s mean anomaly), corresponding to i = — 289’, 

in [3482]; consequently this function gives ———= 0,000563 nearly, as in [12326]; 

i being negative, as the author supposes in [3485]. Substituting this in [3475], we get the value 

of this term of the libration of the moon in longitude equal to —39*.(j)’s mean anomaly); 

so that by noticing only these two chief terms of the libration in longitude, we shall have 

u ;_289s. sin. ( © ?s mean anomaly) — 39". sin. ( J) ’s mean anomaly). These arcs are 

supposed to be viewed from the moon’s centre ; and when viewed from the earth, they fall 

short of two seconds ; but being so very small, it is difficult to ascertain the terms of the 

libration with a very great degree of accuracy. 
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The term of u must he very small, since it has not been perceived by 

observation ; therefore we shall suppose that i does not exceed ± 60007 

[= ± 1944s]. If i be negative, the two limits of ——— will be 
Ls 

0 and 0,0013876; if i be positive, these limits will be 0,0028430 and co, 
_^2 

We have just seen that —f~— cannot exceed 0,030721 [3478]; and it is 

very probable that it is less than 0,002843, in which case i will be 

negative [3483c/]. 

17. We shall now consider the equations [3438, 3439]. The inclination â 

of the lunar equator to the fixed ecliptic being supposed very small, we 

shall transform the variable quantities q, r, into others that render the 

integrations easier, as we have already done in a similar case, in [284, &c.]. 

For this purpose, we shall put 

s = ô. sin. cp ; s' — ô. cos. <?. 

From these we get,* 

d s 

d t 

d Ô . . d o 
. sin. cp 4- ê. — . cos. cp ; 

cl t ' 1 d t 

d s' 

d t 

d ô d cp 
— . COS. a — Ô . — . sm. cp. 
dt dt 

If we neglect the square of 6, we shall obtain, from §4,f 

d Ô 
— = r. sm. cp — q . cos. <p ; 
(L t 

— p . ô -f* r. cos. <p -j- q • sin. cp ; 

* (2260) The differentials of [3487] being divided by dt, give [3488, 3489]. 

f (2261) Dividing [3032] by dt, we obtain [3490]. If we multiply [3029] by 6, 

we get, by neglecting the square of Ô, Ô. =p . Ô -j- 6 . . Dividing [3035] by d t, 

d 4' 

and putting Ô for sin. Ô, we find Ô . — = r . cos. <p -j- q . sin. <p ; substituting this in the 

preceding equation, it becomes as in [3491]. 
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[3482] 

Limit of 

B—A, 
[3483] 

derived 
from the 

[3484] 
annual 
equation. 

[3485] 

[3485] 

[3486] 

[3487] 

[3488] 

[3489] 

[3490] 

[3491] 

[3488a] 

[3489a] 
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therefore we shall have,* 

[3492] 
ds , . ds* 

J7=Ps+r' 
— p s- 

hence we deduce,! 

[3493] 
d ds d s , d p 

dt2 r dt dt 

dr • 

d t ’ 

[3494] 
dds' . ds , dp 

dt* +P-dï + s-ïJ- 

d q 

d t 

Substituting these values of in [3438, 3439],t observing 

[3495] that we may suppose p = m, in the products of p and its differential, 

* (2262) Substituting the values of —, 6.— [3490, 3491], in [3488, 3489], 

they become, by reduction, observing that the coefficient of q vanishes in the first of these 

equations, and the coefficient of r in the second, 

[3492a] — = r . (sin.2 9 + cos.2 9) +p è. cos. 9 ; ~ = — g • (cos.29 + sin.29) — p & • sin. 9Î 
d t 

putting cos.29 -f-sin.29 = 1, and using [3487], we get [3492]. 

f (2263) Transposing the terms ps',—ps, [3492], then taking the differentials, and 

[3493a] ky ^ we obtain [3493, 3494]. 

J (2264) Substituting the values of—— [3494,3493], in [3438,3439], we get, 

[3495a] 

[34956] 

. rp = ^■{(y2*0+ YZ)*COSl9—(AV.â +XZ).sin.9]; 

.pq=^.(~^y^XY.Ô+XZ).cos.cp-\-(Y^Ô^YZ).dn.(p}. 

[3495c] 

[3495d] 

[3495e] 

[3W1 

If we neglect the term s. ~, on account of its smallness, and put p — m, they 

become as in [3496, 3497]; observing that this neglected term is of the order a in 

comparison with the term depending on X, Y, Z [3496, 3497], as is evident from [3437]. 

If we wish to examine more minutely these neglected terms, we may do it after computing 

the approximate values of ., i [3530, 3531], and using them and dp [3459, 3454]. 

We may remark, that the terms between the braces, in the second members of 

[3495a, 6], may be put under the forms (Yà + Z). ( Y • cos. 9 — X. sin. 9), and 

( y ô + Z) . (X . cos. 9 + Y. sin. 9), respectively, as is evident by reduction. 
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by the very small variable quantities s, s', or their differentials, we 

shall have, 

i^ + m.d^ = ^B-).mr + 3^.(^y{(TK6+YZ).coS.V-(SYJ+XZ).sm.<PU 

(^—1-\(XYJ+XZ).ms.<f+(YM+YZ).smM- 
dt% dt \ B ) 1 rp \ B J 

Now in [3492] we have, 

d s . 
r = --ms: 

dt 

and in [3441], 

X=rt. cos. v ; 

î 

Y = r. sin. v : 
i 1 

moreover, v — 9 is always a very small angle, as we have seen in 

[34476] ; therefore we may neglect its product by the quantities è and 

Z; then the preceding differential equations become, by the substitution 

of m2 

d d s' 

Ita 

d d s 

Ht* 

for 

+ ( 

^ [3451], 

A+B— C\ 

. * )' 

A~\-B— C\ 

. B )' 

* 

m 

m 

d s 

* It 

dX 
‘ dt 

rtf. 

4 m2. 

* (2265) Substituting the values of X, Y [3499], in the first members of [3499«, 6], 

and reducing by [22, 24], Int., we get the second members of these expressions, 

Y. cos. 9 — X. sin. cp = r,. (sin. v . cos. 9 — cos. v . sin. 9) = rt. sin. (v — 9) ; 

X. cos. 9 -f* Y. sin. 9 = r,. (cos.ti. cos. 9 -j- sin. v . sin. 9) — r, • cos. (v — 9). 

Hence the factors [3495/] become 

( Yô -{- Z). rt. sin. (v — 9) and (Yô -\- Z) ,rr cos. [v — 9), 

which are to be substituted in the second members of [3495a, 6], respectively. In making 

these substitutions, the author wholly neglects sin. (v—9), on account of its smallness 

[34476]; but Mr. Poisson has discovered, that the terms depending on v—9, produce 

in s, s’, small terms of the second order, relatively to the excentricity and inclination, and 

depending on the difference of longitude of the moon’s perigee and node. These are 

computed by the author in Book XIV [12312, &c.], to which we shall refer for a more 

minute discussion of this subject ; it being unnecessary to repeat the calculation in this place, 

since the general results are not affected by it. In following the method of the author, we 

[3495] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa- 

[3496] 
tions in 

S, s'. 

[3497] 
First form. 

[3498] 

[3499] 

[3499'] 

[3500] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa- 

[3501] 
tions in 

S, s'. 

[3502] 
Second 
form. 

[3499a] 

[34996] 

[3499c] 

[3499c?] 

[3499c?] 
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[3503] 

[3504] 

[3499e] 

[3499/] 

[3499g] 

[3503a] 

[35036] 

[3503e] 

[3503c7] 

[3503/] 

[3503e] 

[3503/] 

[3503g] 

[3503h] 

MOTION OF THE MOON ABOUT ITS CENTRE OF GRAVITY. [Méc. Cél. 

Z 
— is the latitude of the earth seen from the moon, above the fixed plane 
r, 
[3499g], which latitude is equal to that of the moon seen from the earth, 

but is of a contrary sign ; therefore we shall have, by §5,* 

— = c'. sin. (m t + /3') -f2 . c . sin. (m t —gt — \3) ; 
r 

may neglect the first of the factors [3499c], on account of the smallness of v— <p [34475], 

and Y ô -f- Z. The second of these factors, neglecting the square of v — <p, is 

( YÔ -{- Z) . r/, which, by substituting Y— r . sin. v = rl. sin. cp nearly, becomes 

[rl Ô . sin. 9 -f- Z). r, — Z) . rt [3487]. Hence the second member of [3495a], 

vanishes, as in [3501], and the second member of [34956] becomes 

3L (A — C\ 

7T\ B ) 
(r! $ + Z ) •r, = 

3 L A—C 

B 

Substituting these values, and those of r, q [3498], also p — m, in [3495a, 6], neglecting 

dp [3495c], we get [3501, 3502]. The co-ordinate Z, is the perpendicular elevation 

of the earth above the fixed plane ; rt is the distance of the moon and earth ; therefore — 

must represent nearly the latitude of the earth, as seen from the moon [3503]. 

* (2266) We shall suppose, in fig. 61, page 846, that J\1 is the place of the moon, at 

the time t, from the epoch ; M M'm the circle of latitude, drawn perpendicularly to Cm, 

and on account of the smallness of M'm, it may be considered as perpendicular to C M'. 

Then Mm = MM' -\-M'm represents the latitude of the moon, seen from the earth, 

above the fixed plane ; and by changing its sign, we get the latitude of the earth seen from 

the moon, — [3503]. Adding the precession 4 to mt [3505], 

we obtain the mean longitude of the earth seen from the moon, counted from the 

moveable equinox ; hence the moon’s longitude, seen from the eaith, and counted fiom 

the same equinox, is mt-—180d= arc Fm= arc F' J\1 nearly. Subtiacting the arc 

A=FC [3087d], we get mt + 4 — A— 180Æ=arc C rn = arc CM1 nearly. Then in 

the triangle CmM', we have, by using y [3087/], very nearly arc M' m = y. sin. CM ; 

substituting the preceding value of CM', we get, by successive reductions, using [22], 

InL [3075e] and 4 = (/— g) . t [3073c] ; 

arc M' m = y . sin. (m i -f 4 — A — 180*) = — y . sin. (m t + 4 — A) 

= — y . cos. A. sin. (m t -j- 4) ~b 7 • s^n- ^ * cos’ (w ^ “b 4) 

= —2 . c . ^sin. (m t + 4) • cos* (/* + ^) — cos- {mt +4) • sin- {ft + I3)} 

= — 2 . c . sin. (m t -}- 4 —f l — p) — — 2 . c . sin. (mt gt £)• 

The mean longitude of the moon seen from the earth, counted from the fixed equinox, is 

mt_\Q0d [3505], and the longitude of the ascending node, upon the variable ecliptic, 
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in which rn t is the mean longitude of the earth, seen from the moon, relative 

to a fixed equinox [3443], and —g't — f the longitude of the ascending 

node of the lunar orbit upon the moveable ecliptic, referred to the same 

equinox. The functions 2.c. sin. (gtf-fi), 2. c. cos. (gt-g g), depend on the 

change in the plane of the moveable ecliptic [3072'—3074], and the coefficient 

g is extremely small in comparison with m and g'.* We shall now putf 

s = Q . sin. (pit-g g't -g (3') ; 

s' = Q'. cos. (mt -gg't -g g') ; 

— g t—(3' [3505']; subtracting this from the preceding expression, we get the moon’s 

distance from this node, represented by the arc D' m, or DM1', hence 

D M1 = m t -}- g't -J- p' — 1 S0d. 

Now in the triangle D M' M, we have very nearly, bj' using c' [3086], 

arc M M' — tang. M D M'. sin. D M' = c'. sin. (mt -g g' t -g g — 180rf) 

= — c'. sin. (m t -gg't -f- g)> 

Substituting this and [3503g], in [3503c], we get [3504]. 

* (2267) The quantity g is of the same order as the secular motion of the sun’s 

apparent orbit [4339, 4244], which is only a few seconds in a year ; and is therefore much 

smaller than the terms depending on the moon’s mean motion m t, or on the motion of the 

node of the moon’s orbit g't. 

f (2268) If we take the differential of [3502], and eliminate dds' by means of [3501], 

we shall get an equation containing d3s, ds, s' ; again, taking the differentia], and eliminating 

ds' by means of [3502], we get an equation free from s', containing d^s, d2s, s, in 

a linear form, together with terms depending on the angles m t -j- g11 -J- g, mt — g t — (3. 

The integral of this equation will give s, in terms depending on the same angles, together 

with an arbitrary term, depending on an angle It-gl, similar to at-gy [8655], and 

which holds good when Z is equal to nothing. Substituting this value of s in [3502], 

we shall find that d s' and s' are composed of similar terms, depending on the same 

angles. The equations being linear, we may consider each of these angles separately, and 

if we substitute, in [3501, 3502], the assumed values [3508, 3509], and the corresponding 

term of — [3504], we shall get, by neglecting the factor sin. (m t -j- g't -j- g), or 
rt 

cos. (m t -gg't -g g), which is common to all the terms ; 

— (m+fif' ^)-«».(m+^). Q — = 0 ; 

— (*» +g' )2- Q + m • (m +£*') • Q!~ 4 • Q = 3 m2. . c\ 

The first of these equations gives <£' [3510]. 
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[3505] 
m t. 
[3505'] 

g't-gg- 

[3506] 

[3507] 

[3508] 
Assumed 
forms of 

[3509] 
s, s'. 

[3503i] 

[3503Æ] 

[3507a] 

[3508a] 

[35086] 

[3508c] 

[3508rf] 
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[3510] 
Value of 

O'- 

[3511] 

E. 

[3512] 
Value of 

Q- 

[3513] 

[3512a] 

[35126] 

[3513a] 

[35136] 

for the parts of 5 and s', corresponding to the term d . sin. g t-\- j3')> 

Z 
of the expression of — , and we shall have, 

m . (m -f,g') . {A -f- B — C). Q 

[m -|- g' )2 • A -j- ?n2. (J5 — C) 
If we suppose, 

E = m* .(m+g'f. — C)2— 4A. (A—C) —B . (B — C)\ 

— O +£')4- AB — 4mi.(A—C)>(B—C); 

we shall get 

« = . ; f„ + ^ )*. ,4 + Ml*. (B - C) l .* 

p.f 

If we neglect the square of — and its product by A—C, B—C, and 

A — B, in the numerator and denominator of this expression of Q, we 

shall get f 

* (2269) Substituting Q' [3510], in [350Sd], and multiplying by B, we get, 

without reduction, 
. (m -p^) a, (ji—B—Cf 

.{B—C) -4 m».. (#—C)| Q = 3 m2. (*# — C) . c. 

Multiplying this by (m -j-g')2 . A -f m2 . (B — C), and connecting together the terms 

containing the factor m2 . (m -|-g')2 in the first member, it becomes equal to E Q [3511], 

whence we easily obtain Q [3512]. 

-j- (2270) Developing E [3511], according to the powers of g', neglecting the square 

and higher powers of g, also terms of the order g . {A— C), &ic., we get 

E = mA.\{A-\-B— C)2 — 4A. (A — C) — B.{B — C) —A B—4 . [A — C). (B— C)\ 

4-n-dg'. {2 .(A + B — Cf — AAB}. 

Connecting the terms of the coefficient of rrd, which depend explicitly on A — C, it becomes 

(AJrB-Cf’—A.{A—C).{A-\-B—C) — B.{A-\-B-C)=[A-{-B—C).\[AJrB—C)—A.(A—C) — B^ 

= — 3 . {A + B- C). {A — C). 

In the term depending on g' [3513a], we may put A = B = C, and it becomes 

m3g .{2AZ— 4AQ) = — 2 m?g'.A*j or, as we may write, —2m3g.A. {A-\-B—C) ; 

substituting this and [35136], in [3513a], we get 

E = — 2m4.(A + B— C).{A— C) — 2 m? g’. A . (A + B — C) 

= — (A + B—C).m?. {3m. {A— G)-\-2Ag,\. 

Again, since the numerator of Q [3512] is multiplied by (A—C), we may neglect in it 

the terms of the factor (/a + g')2. + w2 . (B—C), depending on g', by which means it 

[3513c] 
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Q= — 
3 m. {A — C). c' 

3m. {A — C) + 2Ag' ’ 

and by supposing g' to be very small, we shall have,* Q' = Q. 

c-a: 
The quantity g being insensible in comparison with 3 m . it 

Z 
follows, that the values of s, s', corresponding to —, [3504], are 

‘ i 

s =+ sin, (mt-fft-p); 
3m.(A—C) + 2Ag’ K 6 

s' = 
3 m . [A— C). c'. cos. (mt -\-g t + (3') 

3 m.{A— C) + 2 A g 
— 2 . c . cos. (mt — gt — f3). 

These expressions are not complete ; since we must add to them the 

terms corresponding to Z equal to nothing [35086] ; now it is evident, that 

becomes m3.(A-j-B—C) ; substituting this and E [3513c], in [3512]; rejecting the 

factor m?.{A-\-B— C), which occurs in the numerator and denominator, it becomes 

as in [3514]. 

* (2271) Dividing the numerator and denominator of [3510], by m3, and neglecting 

terms of the order g 
m 

it becomes Q' = 
(A-B-C).q 

A-bB-C 
= q. 

f (2272) The quantities B — A, C — A, being nearly of the same order [3578], 

'C—A' 
we may suppose 3 m. 

ratio of g to 3m. 

2 A 

C—A 

2 A 

[3464a] to be of the order 0,00004. m ; so that the 

will be of the order 
gt 

0,00004.m 0,00004.mt 7 
and if 

we take t equal to a year, we shall have, by using [3372c], 

0,00004 . m t = 0,00004 X 53474070" — 2139", 

which is much greater than the values of g [4339, 4244, &ic.]. Therefore we may 

neglect g, in the. value of = —d~m {A — C) — 2 Ig t3514b corresponding to the second 

term of Z [3504], and we shall get Q = —c=Q' [3515]; thence we shall obtain 

— 2 . c . sin. {mt —gt — (3), — 2 . c. cos. (mt — gt — p), for the resulting terms of s, s' 

[3508,3509]. The terms of these expressions, depending on the angle mtg't 

are easily deduced from [350S, 3509], by the substitution of the values of Q == Q' 

[3514, 3515]. To obtain the complete values of s, s' [3517, 351S], depending on Z, we 

must add the terms mentioned in [3499cZ], and computed in [12320]. 

Value of 

Q- 
[3514] 

Second 
form. 

[3515] 

[3516] 

Parts of 

s, s', 

[3517] 

depending 
on Z, and 

[3518] 
on the 
secular 
equations. 

[3513cZ] 

[3515a] 

[3517a] 

[35176] 

[3517c] 

[3517d] 
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[3519] 

[3520] 
I’arts of 

S , 

[3521] 
indepen¬ 
dent, of 

[3520a] 

[3520a'] 

[35206] 

[3520c] 

[3520c/] 

[3520e] 

[3520e'] 

[3520/] 

[3520g-] 

[35207c] 

[3520i] 

if l and V are put for the two positive values of in-\-g' in the equation 

E = 0 [3511], we shall have nearly, 

s = P . sin. (It + I) + P'. sin. (Z' t+ 

P.COS.(lt+I)+ZP'.^//^g.cos. (l't + f). 

V = 2 m. VJâïEÇlgË-— 
A 

* (2273) If we put s=P. sin. (Z / -f /), s' = Pr cos. (Z 7 -f and substitute 

them in [3501, 3502], we shall obtain two equations exactly similar to [3508c, cZ], changing 

m-\-g', (^, Q', into Z, jP, f3,, respectively. From these equations, we get, as in 

[3512a, 5], £P = 3ffl2. («Æ— C) . c . {(Z2«Æ + m2 E being the same as 

in [3511], changing m-\-g’ into Z. Now to find the values of s, s', when Z— 0, 

we must suppose c' equal to nothing, in [35205], and we shall get EP= 0; which can 

be satisfied, and leave P arbitrary, by putting E — 0, as in [3519]. This is equivalent 

to a quadratic equation in Z2, and if we put, for brevity, 

(A + B-Cy-4A.{A-C)—B.(B-C)=AB.P, (A—C).(B—C)=n.h\AB, 

and divide the whole equation by — A B, after putting m + g' = /, we shall 

get 74 — m2 12 4 TO m4 7p __ 0 ; whence 

Z2 = J m2 A2 ± y/(£ w4 7i4 — 4 n m4 A4) = m2 A2 . £ ^ ± v/(i — 4 n)}. 

If we develop the radical according to the powers of n, and neglect »9, on account 

of its smallness, the two values represented by Z2, Z/2, will become Z2 = m2A3(l—4w), 

l'* = 4n.m*h*. We shall soon see, that A is nearly equal to unity [35 207i] ; therefore 

n [3520d] must be so small, that we may neglect it, in the expression of Z9 [3520e'] 5 then 

taking the square root of the values of Z2, Z/2, and retaining only the positive values, we 

get l == Yu V = 2 m A . \/n. In finding the value of A2, from the first of the equations 

[3520cZ], we may neglect the second powers and products of A—C, B—C, he. ; 

then we shall have, successively, 

\A A-2 + 2 A . (B — C) = (A B + A3 — A B) + 2 A . (B—C) 

= AB + A.(A — B)+2A.{B — C). 

Substituting this in the first equation [3520cZ], and dividing by A B, we get the first 

expression of 7t2 [3520A] ; the second form is easily deduced from the first, by changing 

B into A, in the denominator of the terms 

A2=l + 

the square root of this expression, gives As A differs so little 
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P, P', I and I' being four arbitrary constant quantities. Connecting these 

values of s and s', with the preceding [3517, 3518], we shall have the [3523] 

complete values of s and s'.* * 

To prevent these values from increasing indefinitely, and to render the 

inclination of the lunar equator to the ecliptic nearly constant, as it is found 

to be by observation, it is necessary that the product (A—C) . (B — C), 

should be positive.f Now this condition is naturally satisfied ; because the 

momentum of inertia C, of the moon, about the third principal axis, is 

greater than either of the momenta of inertia A, B, corresponding to the 

other two principal axes ; as is evident from the consideration that the moon 

The pro¬ 
duct of 

[3524] 
A—C 

by 

B—C, 
must be 
positive. 

[3525] 

from unity, we may put h — \, in the second of the equations [3520cZ], and then dividing 

by A B, we get n =-—-=-—- nearly ; substituting this value [3520&] 

of n, and that of h [3520Z], in [35207], we Set h l' [3522]. With each of these 

values l, V, we have a term of s, as in [3520]. 

The corresponding term of s' [3521], may be obtained from [3510], by changing 

m-\-g, Q, (f, into l, P/5 P/, as in [3520a'], by which means we get 

_yil.{A-\-B—C).P _ __ mV.{A-p\B—C).P 

l*A-\-m2.{B — C)’ ~~ l^A^-m^.{B — C) ’ ^3520^ 

Substituting l = mh [3520/] and h— I [3520Z], in this value of P,, we get very r352Q 

nearly, P, = P. In like manner, by the substitution of V — 2mh .fn [352Of] in 

P/ [3520/], and neglecting terms of the order Z'2, we obtain 

p, 2 m3 h\/n. {A-\-B — C).P' __2hy'n.{AJrB — C).P/ 

' m2 .{B — C) ~ ~~{B— C) ’ [3520rc] 

now A B — C is nearly equal to A, and h nearly equal to unity ; hence we 

obtain Pj — ^= 2 P'.\f[^^_^ j [3720/]. These values oi Pt P' correspond [3520o] 

to the expression of s' [3520a, 3521]. 

* (2274) To each of the quantities 5, s', we must also add the term computed by r3593al 

Mr. Poisson [3499c/], and by the author in the fourteenth book [12320]. ' ° 

t (2275) If (A C). (P—C) be negative, the value of l' [3522] will be imaginary, 

and the expressions of sin. (Z'/-fP), cos. (V t -f P), which occur in 5, 5' [3520,3521], f3534a] 

will change into arcs of circle, or exponential quantities [3465a]. In this case 5, 5', will 

increase indefinitely with the time, and the inclination Ô = -j- s'2) [3487], will suffer [35246] 

similar variations, but this is found by observation not to be the case \ therefore it must [35^4c] 

necessarily follow, that (A — C). (B — C) is positive. 

239 
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4» <P/> 
correspond 

[3526] 
to the 
variable 
ecliptic. 

[3527] 

[3528] 

[3526a] 

[3526a'] 

[35266] 

[3526c] 

[3526(6] 

|3526e] 

[3526/] 

[3526g-] 

[3526/t] 

[35266] 

[35267c] 

[35266] 

must be more flattened in the direction of the axis of rotation, than in any 

other direction. 

To refer the quantities s and s' to the variable ecliptic, we shall put 

è for the inclination of the lunar equator to the variable ecliptic, and ® for 

the angular distance of the first principal axis from the descending node of 

the lunar equator upon the same ecliptic ; then it is evident that we shall have,* 

6 . sin. — 2 . c . sin. (m t —g t — (3) = â. sin. 9 ; 

6 . cos.9 — 2 . c . cos.(m t — gt — (3) = 6. cos.9; 

* (2276) We shall suppose, in 

the annexed figure 69, that jFCqm 

is the arc of the celestial sphere, 

corresponding to the fixed ecliptic, 

F'C qM'M” the variable ecliptic, 

q QM the lunar equator; q or q 

the ascending node of the lunar 

equator, corresponding respectively 

to the fixed or to the variable ecliptic ; J\l is the place in the celestial sphere, corresponding 

to the line drawn from the centre of the moon towards the earth, in the direction of the 

first principal axis [3447a]. From M let fall perpendicularly upon Cm, CM", the 

arcs Mm, MM” ; then, as the angle of inclination of the equator and ecliptic is small, 

w7e shall have very nearly MM” = MM', M'm = Mm MM”. Now we have 

the angle Mqm=Ô, the angle MqM' = 0fl3433A]; and as 9 [3447a] represents 

the angular distance of the moords first principal axis from the descending node o( the lunar 

equator upon the fixed ecliptic, we shall have its distance from the ascending node equal 

t0 <p—j 80d = arc M q ; in like manner cp/—180^=; arc MQ [3526]. In the 

spherical triangle MM” Q, we have very nearly, 

MM” = M q M”. sin. M Q = 6t. sin. (9, — 180*) = — Ôt sin. 9, ; 

and in the triangle M q m, 

Mm = M q m . sin. M q = Ô . sin. (9 — ISC/) — — <1 • sin.9 ; 

substituting these in the value of M'm [3526c], we get 

M'm = Mm — MM” = — 6. sin. 9-fA. sin. 9,, or 6t. sin. 9, —M'm — Ô . sin. 9. 

Now we have shown, in [3503g], that the latitude of the point M , fig. 61, page 846, of 

the variable ecliptic, referred to the true ecliptic, and corresponding to the place M of the 

moon, as seen from the earth, is — 2 . c . sin. (m t — gt — p) ; and by changing the sign, 

we get the latitude M' = 2 . c. sin. {int—gt — f), of the point M of the variable 

ecliptic, in the annexed fig. 69, corresponding to the place M [3526a], of the earth, seen 
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therefore, by patting st — . sin. sj = èt. cos. <py, we shall obtain,* 

s/ =P. sin. (ZZ-}-/) -j-R-sin. (l't-\-I') 
3m.(A — C).c'. sin.(mt-\-g't-\- fi') 

3m.[A—C)-f2A.g' ’ 

s;=P.cos.{lt + I) + 2F. %/ pgl .cos .(Ït + I’) 
3 m. [A—C').c/.cos.(m£4-g’/^-bf3/) 

3m . [A—C)-\-2A.g' 

Hence we see, that the motion of the lunar equator upon the plane of the 

apparetit or variable ecliptic, is independent of the motion of this plane, so that 

the mean inclination of the lunar equator to this ecliptic, is always the same, 

notwithstanding the motion of the plane,f because the attraction of the earth 

upon the spheroidal figure of the moon tends always to reduce the equator 

of this spheroid to the same degree of inclination. 

from the moon, in the direction of the first principal axis. Substituting this in [3526Z], we 

get [3527]. In like manner, we may proceed with the second principal axis ; or wre may 

obtain [3528] from [3527], by supposing the angles <p, <py, mt, to be increased by 90d ; 

since it is evident from [34476], that the moon’s second principal axis is nearly 90fZ more 

advanced than the earth, in its apparent orbit about the moon. 

* (2277) Substituting s, s' [3487] and sn sj [3529], in [3527, 352S], we get 

5/ = s —j- 2 . c. sin. (mt — gt — (3) 5 sj = s' -j- 2 . c. cos. (m t — g t — (3). 

If we substitute, in the first of these equations, the terms of s [3517, 3520], we shall obtain 

[3530] ; also in the second equation, if we substitute the terms of s' [3518, 3521], we shall 

get [3531]. To each of the quantities s, s' [3530, 3531], we must add the term 

mentioned in [3523a]. It deserves particular notice, that in making these substitutions, the 

terms depending on S.c.sin. (mt—gt — (3), 2 . c . cos. (m t—gt — p), or, in other 

words, the terms depending on the secular equations in the values of sf, sj [3530a], are 

destroyed by the similar terms of s, s' [3517, 3518], produced by the attraction upon the 

lunar spheroid, and having a contrary sign, so that s, sj [3530, 3531], are independent of 

the terms depending on the secular motion of the ecliptic. 

f (2278) Dividing the first of the equations [3529] by the second, we get tang. 9^ — ; 
s/ 

substituting sn sj [3530, 3531], we get [3534]. The sum of the squares of the equations 

[3529], gives ôt= \/ (sj* sj2). Neither of these values of sn sj, contains the terms 

2 . c . sin. (m t —g t — (3), 2 . c . cos. (mt — gt — p), depending on the secular motions 

of the ecliptic; hence it is evident, that the inclination 6 of the equator to the variable 

ecliptic and the motion cpn of the moon’s first principal axis, counted from the intersection 

of the equator with the variable ecliptic, are independent of its secular motion, as is observed 

in [3532]. 

[3529] 

Values of 

[3530] 
referred 
to the 

[3531] 
variable 
ecliptic. 

[3532] 
The in¬ 
clination 
of the 
moon’s 
equator 
to the 
variable 
ecliptic, 
is not 

[3533] 
affected 
by the 
secular 
motion 
of the 
plane 
of the 
ecliptic. 

[3526m] 

[3526ft] 

[3530a] 

[35306] 

The 
values of 

s,, sj, 
are inde¬ 
pendent 
of the 

[3530c] 
secular 
motion 
of the 
ecliptic. 

[3533a] 

[35336] 

[3533c] 
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Expres¬ 
sion of 

<P,- 
[3534] 

The values of s and s' give 

3rnfA— C) . c'.sin. {git-\-g ^ 

— {3m.{A—C)+2Ag'}. { P . sin. (U -f I) -f P'. sin. (V t + T) \ ^ 
tang. <py 

^ 3 m. (A — C). c'. cos. (m t -j-g t ?>) 

[3534'] 

[3535] 

[3536] 

[3537] 

( — {3m.{A-C)+2Ag\.{P.cos.{lt+l)+2F.i/'.^g.cos 

If ive suppose, in the first place, that P and P' are nothing, we shall havef 

tang. <py = tang, (mt+g'tf f) ; 

from which we get the two following values of <py, 

<P,= mtfg'tfl3'; 

% — * + m t -f f t +13' ; 

«r being the semi-circumference, or two right angles. To determine 

which of these two values really obtains in nature, we shall observe, that 

[3538] —ft—(3’ [3505'] is the longitude of the ascending node of the lunar 

orbit upon the apparent ecliptic ; and we know by observation [3433], that 

this longitude is the same as that of the descending node of the lunar 

equator upon the same ecliptic. Now the rotatory motion of the moon 

being equal to its mean motion of revolution [3460'], and its first principal 

axis being directed nearly towards the earth [3468], we have, <p/t increased 

by the longitude of the descending node of the lunar equator, equal 

[3539] t0 m i. hence we get,f 

[3540] <p/ = miff t-\- (3'. 

* (2279) If, in the first approximation, we neglect the terms multiplied by P, P' 

[3534], also those mentioned in [35306], and then divide the numerator and denominator 

[3535a] by 3 m . (A— C) . c'. cos. (mt + g't-f s'), we shall get [3535] ; from which we may 

easily obtain [3536, 3537]. 

f (2280) The mean longitude of the earth, seen from the moon, is mt [3505] • 

[35356] and — g't — :f3' is the longitude of the ascending node of the lunar orbit, upon the 

apparent ecliptic [3505']; subtracting this from the preceding, we get mt -j- g t -f- f, 

for the distance of the earth, seen from the moon, and counted from the ascending node 

[3535c] lunar orbit, or from the descending node of the lunar equator [3433]. Now this 

represents very nearly the mean distance of the moon’s first principal axis from the same 

[3535d] descending node [3468], which is equal to p, [3526] ; hence we get [3540]. 
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Therefore the first of the two preceding values [3536], is the only one 

which can be used ; hence the equation st = èr sin. ^ [3529], gives* 

3 m . (C — A) . d 

1 2 A g' ■— 3m.(C — A)' 

from which we deduce, 
C — A _ 2g'.Ô, 

A 3 m. (c —J— $9 

Mayer found, by his observations, 6t = 165' = Ie* 29® [3434]; we also 

have [3371], 

c = tang. 5°,7188 = tang. 5d 8® 49s; g' = m . 0,004019 ;f 

therefore 

= 0,000599. 

The preceding results hold good only when the arbitrary quantities P and P' 

vanish. We shall now examine the case in which these constant quantities, 

without being actually nothing, are extremely small. We have, from [30] Int., 

, , » tariff.<p. — tana;, 4-p ) 
tang. (<p — mi — g t — [3') = •—^-f——. 

b y ô y 1 -j- tang. 9/ * tang. iynt-\-g't-\-^) 

Substituting, in the second member of this equation, the complete value of <p/5f 

* (2281) Substituting [3540], in st [3529], we get s,— èt. sin. (m t + g't-\- p') ; 

putting this equal to the expression [3530], and then supposing jP = 0, P'= 0 [3534'], 

we find, that the whole will become divisible by sm. (mt -\-g t and we shall 

obtain [3541] ; from which we easily deduce the first approximate value of — v ^ 
A 

[3542, 3545]. This value of 0/ [3541] is affected by the small periodical equations 

depending on the terms [3523a]. 

f (22S2) This is nearly the same as in [3372c]. Substituting these values of c', g', 

and putting d, = tang. 1* 29» [3543], the expression [3542] becomes 

C—A 2 X 0,004019 x tang. 1<* 29* 
A 3teng.5d8m49s-f 3tang. ld29"»= °5°°05199, 

as in [3545]. 

Î (2283) Dividing the numerator and denominator of [3534], by om.{A—C)-\-2Ag', or 

its equal 2 Ag' 3m.(G—A)', substituting Q [3548], and putting p—2,\/(^—we set 

tana< 9 + — + P'.sm.(l't + 1') 
Q. cos. (m t -pg’ f-|- g)— P. cos. {I t-\-l)—pP'.cos. 

which is to be substituted in [3547]. 

240 

Approxi¬ 
mate 
value of 

[3541] 

Approxi¬ 
mate 

[3542] 
value of 

C—A. 

[3543] 

[3544] 

[3545] 

[3546] 

[3547] 

[3541a] 

[35416] 

[3541c] 

[3545a] 

[3548a] 

[35486] 
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[3548] 

Important 
equation. 

[3549] 

[3549a] 

[35495] 

[3549c] 

[3549c?] 

[3549c] 

[3549/] 

[3549g-] 

[3549/t] 

[3549i] 

and patting, for brevity, 

we shall have,* 

tang, (cp,—rat—g't— 

Q = 
— 3m . {C — A). c 

2 A g — 3m. (C — A) ’ 

P . sin. {mt -{-g't -[- (s' — It — I) 

P'■ [yy/g-—^ —d .sinC 

Q — P. cos. (m -[" g't 13' — It —I) 

~p,'\y// î§Eç + ^ *cos- ft—-r) 

—p,-{ ~ ^ }*'cos* *+£y1+l> 1 +Jr/) 

* (2284) In making the substitution of tang, cp, [35486], it will be convenient to put, 

for a moment, the following abridged expressions of the numerator JV, and denominator D ; 

M=mt4-g't-{-^; L=lt + I; Z'=Pf+I'; 

JV = Q. sin. JVL—P. sin. L — P'. sin.27 ; D— Q. cos. JVL’— P. cos. L—p P'. cos.11 ; 
JV 

by which means we shall have tang. (pt = —. Substituting this in [3547], then multiplying 

the numerator and denominator by D. cos. JVL, we get 

JV 

— — tang. M JV. cos. Jtf— D. sin. M 
-     . ■ .. ■ :   — - • 

1 — . tang. JW JV. sin. J4T-j~ 7). cos. JW 
tang, {^,— mt — g't — /) 

in which we may compute, successively, the terms depending on Q, P, P', in the values 

of JV, D [35496]. First. Putting JV= Q . sin.JVL, D = Q . cos. JVL, the numerator 

vanishes, and the denominator becomes Q . (sin.2 JVL -f- cos.2 JVL) = Q, as in [3549]. 

Second. Putting JV = —P. sin .L, D = — P. cos. L [35496], we get, in the numerator, 

the term P . ( — sin. L . cos. JVL-{- cos. L . sin. Jkf ) — P. sin. {JVL— L) ; and in the 

denominator, the term — P. (sin. L . sin. M -f- cos. L . cos. JVL) — —- P. cos. {JVL— L) 

as in [3549]. Third. Putting JV= — P'. sin. LI, ID — — pP'.cos.L' [35496], and 

reducing, by means of [17—20] Lit., we get, in the numerator, the term 

P'.\ — sin. JJ.cos.M-\-p• cos. 11. sin. M\ —P'.{{hp-\-h). sin. (M— L')-\-{^p — £). sin.(M-j-U)j; 

and in the denominator, the term 

— P'. | sin. LI. sin. M-\- p. cos. 11. cos. M ] = — P‘. {{{p -j- J). cos. (M—11) -f- {{p — {). cos. [M -f- L')\, 

as in [3549]. We may remark, that in the last expression of [3549d], we may deduce 

the terms of the numerator depending on P, P', from those of the denominator, by 

writing JVL -f 90^, for M ; and the same process may be used in abridging the calculation 

of [3549]. 
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If the denominator of this expression he always of the same sign as Q, and 

never vanish, the angle p7— mt—ft—j3', will always he less than a 

right angle, taken positively or negatively ; for it is evident, since the tangent 

of a right angle is infinite, that the denominator will vanish, if the angle 

(p_mt — g t — (3' become a right angle. On the contrary, we see, that 

if the sign of the denominator changes in passing through zero, the tangent 

of the proposed angle will become infinite, and the angle equal to a right 

angle. Now it is found by observation, that this never takes place ;* hence it 

follows, that the preceding denominator is always of the same sign as Q ; 

therefore Q is greater than P + 2 P1. v/fc -5.f Moreover, the angle 

(p _— iffi t—g't — (3' being found by observation [3551a], to be always 

very small, it follows, that the quantities P and P' are very small, in 

comparison with Q ; and since the inclination of the lunar equator to the 

apparent ecliptic is equal tof it foliotes, that this inclination must 

be very nearly constant, and equal to Q. Thus we see, that the phenomenon 

* (2285) We have seen, in [35356, d], that p, is very nearly equal to m t-fftf Î 

therefore their difference p, — mt — g't — p', or its tangent, must always be very small. 

f (2286) The greatest possible values of the terms of the denominator of [3549], 

depending on P, P', are evidently found’ by putting the cosines of the angles, by which 

they are multiplied, equal to unity, and then they become, 

p-p'Af 
A- 

B- 
-i}=-p-2 P'y (fj) s 

so that if this quantity be less than Q, the denominator will always have the same sign as Q. 

This result will not be affected by taking into consideration the additional terms of s, s' 

[3523a]. It will merely introduce an additional term in the numerator and denominator 

of [3534, 35486], also terms in the numerator and denominator of [3549] ; but this will 

merely require a small increase in the limit of Q [3552], which must exceed the sum of all 

the other coefficients of the denominator of [3549], taken with the same sign. 

J (2287) The inclination of the lunar orbit to the apparent ecliptic, is ô/ = \/(sfî fsfi) 

[3526, 35336]. Now if we substitute in [3530, 3531], the abridged symbols [3548, 

3548a, 3549a], we shall get 

P. sin. L fP1. sin. TJ — Q . sin M ; sj == P. cos. L -f-p P'. cos. L'— Q . cos. M. 

If we neglect P, P’, on account of their smallness in comparison with Q, we shall have 

st = — Q. sin. M, s' = — Q. cos. M ; hence èi — \f\\sf -f- s/2) = Q [3554a], so that 

Ô is nearly equal to the constant quantity Q. 

[3550 

[3550'] 

[3551] 

[3552] 

[3553] 

[3554] 
Inclina¬ 
tions of the 
moon’s 
equator 
and orbit 
have a 

[3555] 
mutual 
dependence 
upon each 
other. 

[3551a] 

[3552a] 

[35526] 

[3554a] 

[35546] 

[3554c] 
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[3556] 

[3557] 

We dis¬ 
cover by 
observa¬ 
tions 
merely the 
effect of 
foreign 
attrac¬ 
tions. 

[3557'] 

[3558] 

Limits of 

A, B, C. 

[3559] 

[3560] 

[3557a] 

of the coincidence of the nodes of the lunar equator and orbit, and the 

constancy of the inclination of these two planes to each other, have a mutual 

relation to each other, depending on the theory of gravity; and the observations, 

which show that they take place simultaneously, confirm this theory in an 

admirable manner. 

We have observed in [3048], relatively to the earth, that the arbitrary 

constant terms, depending on the initial state of its rotatory motion, are 

nothing, or at least that they are insensible, by the most accurate observations. 

We see, also, from what precedes, and from §15, that the same obtains in 

the moonfi and it is natural to suppose, that it extends to all the heavenly 

bodies ; for it is evident, that if the attractions of foreign bodies be excluded, 

the friction and resistance of the particles of the body, upon each other, 

must finally reduce it to a permanent form of equilibrium, which cannot 

subsist, except with a uniform rotatory motion about an invariable axis 

[281iv]. Therefore we shall perceive, by observation, nothing more than 

the effect arising from foreign attractions. 

18. We shall now examine into the results of the preceding investigation, 

when applied to the figure of the moon. Now A and B are less than 

C [3525] ; moreover, B exceeds A [3467], and is comprised 

between the limits of 0 and 0,0013876 [3483] ; lastly, we have found, 
Q_Jl 

that --— is very nearly equal to 0,000599 [3545] These are the results 
djL 

of observation, relative to the momenta of inertia A, B, C. We shall now 

compare them ivith the results of the theory of the figure of the lunar spheroid. 

Substituting for A, B, C, their values [2948—2950], we obtainf 

* (2288) This appears in [3554], where it is shown that the terms P, P', depending 

on the initial state of the moon, are very small or insensible, in comparison with (^, in the 

values of s, s', sn s' [3520, &;c., 3530, &;c.]. 

f (2289) Subtracting A [2948] from B, C [2949, 2950], and using 

cos.2 "w — sin.2'zrf = cos. 2 vs [32] Int, 

we get 
B — A — a . SI . p . d . (a5 V(2)) . dp . dvt. (I — A) • cos. 2 vs ; 

C — A = a. Si .p.d. (a5 T(2)) .dix. dvs.\( 1—A) .cos .3a — A}- 

Dividing these by As « • . p. d . a5 , which represents very nearly the value of A or C 

[2948, 2950], we get [3561, 3562]. 

[3561a] 
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B — A 15 a. S* . p . d . (a5. T(2)) .d^.d™. (1 — fx2) . cos. 2 to , 

’ C 8 #. S*. p . d . a5 

C — A 15 g . >8* . p ■ d . («5. T(2)). dfx . dTO.[(l — fx2) • cos.2to—fx2)j 

A S v . • p * cl. a5 

The attraction of the earth upon the moon, has an influence on the moon’s 

figure, and lengthens the axis directed towards the earth [3467ft]. If we 

suppose the moon to he covered by a fluid in equilibrium, mid the earth to be 

situated in the plane of the lunar equator ; then take the meridian which 

passes through the first and third principal axes of the moon, for the first 

meridian, or origin of the angle to, and put for unity, the first semi-axis ; 

we shall find, as in [1705],* 

| «/ . Si . p • d . (ft5. Y(2)) = 4- a*. Y(3). SJ. P. d. ft3 

+ hg- 0*— i) —1~8• 1 (!—^) ■ cos.2o—II ; 

g is the centrifugal force of a point of the lunar equator ; this force, at the 

distance r from the centre of the moon, is equal to grt [16167] ; and 

* (2290) Putting i = 2 in [1705], then taking the integrals to correspond to the 

moon’s surface, where a= 1 [1702,/, 3564'], the first integral will vanish ; and we shall 

get, by substituting a = 1 in all the terms, without the sign of integration, 

0 i — £ « . Y<2>. S*. p . d. a3 +| * . Si . d. (a5. . 

To obtain a Z&) from [1632], we must change S, s, into L, rn respectively, to 

conform to the present notation; and we shall get a Zm = ~ . Pm—f,g.([x2— è) i 
* / 

substituting this in [35655], multiplied by a, we obtain 

£ a . S *. p . d . (a5. T(2) ) = £ a Y(2). ^.P.d.a3 + ^.(fx2 — 

Putting i — 2, in [1628], and using 5 [1629], we get 

p(2) = §. [52— = f • [[cos. u . cos. Ô -j- sin. v . sin. Ô . cos. (to — 4)]3— 

Now the line s, or rt, of the present notation, drawn from the moon to the earth [3435], 

being situated very nearly in the plane of the lunar equator, we shall have nearly v = 90d 

[1620w] ; moreover, as the earth is situated very nearly in the direction of the moon’s first 

principal axis, from which 4 i? counted [3564], we may also put 4 — 0 in die preceding 

expression, and we shall obtain 

p(2) __ 3 t [sin.2 ô . cos.2 to— = § . [(1 — /x2) . cos.2 to— [1616XX1]. 

Substituting this in [3565d], we get [3565]. 
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[3561] 
B—A 
C—A, 

[3562] 
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[3564] 

[3564'] 
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the moon 
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[3565] 
by a fluid 
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P 

[3565'] 

[3565a] 

[35655] 

[3565c] 

[3565J] 

[3565c] 

[3565/] 

[3565g] 
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[3566] 

X' 

[3566'] 

[3567] 
Mass of 
the earth. 

[3566a] 

[35666] 

[3566c] 

[3567a] 

[35676] 

[3567c] 

[3567rf] 

[3567e] 

[3567/] 

since the rotatory motion of the moon is equal to its mean motion of 

Ii 
revolution, we shall have very nearly,* grt — ~. We shall put x' for 

the ratio of the mass L of the earth to that of the moon, and we shall obtain,f 

L = -§- ne. x'. SJ . P . d . a3. 

* [2291] The attractive force of the earth upon the moon, at the distance r, is — , 

and this is equal to the centrifugal force the moon will have, supposing it to revolve about 

the earth in the same time, in a circular orbit, whose radius is rt ; neglecting the mass of the 

moon, in comparison with that of the earth. Now the times of rotation and revolution 

being nearly equal, this must be nearly equal to the centrifugal force g rn corresponding to 

the rotatory motion ; and from this we get ~ = g, as in [3566]. Substituting this, and 

P(2) F35650-], in [3565c], we get the following value of aJZT2), which is used hereafter, 

observing that the second form of this expression is easily deduced from the first, by the 

substitution of cos.2 ta = £ -f- £ cos. 2 w, 

aZ(2)= — ig . (p<2 — £) +£g. K1 — fx2) • cos.2 ta— il 

= f g • Kx — + § • (1 — F3) - cos. 2 ta}. 

]- (2292) The mass of the moon, supposing it to be composed of concentrical strata 

of variable densities, is represented by ^.S^.p.d.a3 [18IT]; multiplying this by X' 

[3566'], we get L, the mass of the earth [3567] ; hence the value of g [35666], becomes 
A ’N / 

g — —— . . p. d . a3. Substituting these values of L, g, in [3565], we get 
o 3 r 3 0 

2*X' 
[(1— p.2). COS.2^ — i] S1 * . p. d. a3. 

Dividing this by f- tf, and using Y W [3567'], we obtain 

a . Si. p. d. (a5. T(2) ) == f .{a h . (i — p^2) + a h"". (1 — P-2) . cos. 2 ta]. S* . p. d. a3 

— -3 .{£.(* —F3) + f-[(1 — F3) • C0S.2tf—.p.d .a3, 
y / 

Substituting, in the last line of this expression, cos.2 ta = \ -f- i • cos. 2 ta [6] Int., we 

shall get for the factor of — .Slp.d. a3, the first of the following expressions [3567e], 
'/ 

which, by successive reductions, becomes as in [3567/] ; hence [3567d] becomes 

as in [3568] ; 

„5.(i_pS)„ s .(i — p2) . (l + cos.2w)+f = — It+ff •F3~f.(l — f^.cos.S* 

= 1^—f *(x—f^2)—1-(1—^2)-cos.2^f. 
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This being premised, and observing that Y(9) [1763] is of the form 

Y(9) = h.(i — p2) + h"". (1 — fJ'2) • cos. 2 -a ; 

we shall have, 

ce. Si. f .d. (a5. Y<2>) = (|-V) . 81 . p. d. a? (*) 

+ f. [ «h""——31 .(1 —(t2).cos.2«.Sj.p.rf.a3; 

hence we shall find,* 

* (2293) If we substitute [3568] in [3561, 3562], the integrals relative to p, will 

become of the form of the first member of [1.548e], and we may make use of this formula 

in finding these integrals. In this case, the terms depending on sin. n vs, vanish, so that we 

may neglect , A,(n), and as i = 2, we shall have X0=p2— X2 = 1 — p2 

[1548ft], 7„=f [1521], 72=1 t1520]; hence (2,-+l).y„==^’ 

substituting these in [1548/, g, e], they become, respectively, 

(ai-f>l).y2 

r(2) = B{0\ (p2 — 1) + 5(2). (1 — p2). cos.2 w ; 

z(2) = . (p2 — £) + B'W. ( 1 p2). cos. 2 vs ; 

r1 Z3* yes). ^F2). c? p . <Z * = ^. 5(0).S'<°) -f — .B&\ B’W. 

In applying this to the integral, in the second member of [3561], we may put = 0, 

B'(2) = 1, Z(2) = (1 — p2) . cos. 2 ■ro’ [3569/]; then YC2) will be represented by the 

second member of [3561], divided by this value of Z^\ using [3568]. Hence we get 

B{°)== 
15 « 

xf. > r, Tl 
5V 3 

. Sq . p . cZ. a3 ; 
8 v. S^. p. d. a5 

\ CK [ v 
4 rp 5 

B™ = 
15 a V 5 J 1 « V",_ 3/ 

| . S*. p. cZ. a3. 
8 . S] . p . d. a5 

X 3 • h . 0C lb 
4*V3 

In this case, the integral [3569e] is reduced, by means of [3569/], to the single term 

^5.5® which, by the substitution of B&) [3569g/], is easily reduced to the form [3569]. 
15 

In finding the integral [3562], we must substitute cos.2 = £ + a • cos. 2 vs [6] Int., in 

the last factor of the expression, after putting it equal to Z(2), and we shall get 

ZC2)= (1 — p2) . cos.2 vs — p2 = \ . (1 — p2) -f-1. (1 — p2) . cos. 2 vs — p2 

=—|.(p2~i)+i* (1 — P2) -cos. 2 vs. 

Comparing this with [3569c?'], we get J3,(0) = — §, Br&)=%. Hence the integral 

[3569e], becomes equal to —— . Bm. B^ = ~ . \— B(0) -f- B(2)} ; and as 
« 

the values of B(0), R(2), are the same as in the former case [3569g, g'], we shall get, by 

substitution, and a slight reduction, the same expression as in [3570]. 

[3567'] 

[35681 

[3569a] 

[35696] 

[3569c] 

[3569d] 
Integral 

[3569/1 
formulas. 

[3569e] 

[3569/] 

[3569g] 

[3569/] 

[35696] 

[3569Ï] 

[3569Æ] 
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Values 
corres- 

[3569] 
ponding 
to the sup¬ 
position 

[3570] 
that the 
moon is 
covered 
by a fluid 
in equi¬ 
librium. 

[3571] 

Calcula¬ 
tion, sup¬ 
posing the 
moon to 

[3572] 
be homo¬ 
geneous. 

[3573] 

[3573'] 
Differences 
of the 

[3574] 
principal 
semi-axes 
of the 
hi oon. 

[3575] 

Values, 
supposing 
the moon 

[3576] 
to be ho¬ 
mogeneous. 

First form. 

[3572a] 

[35726] 

[3573a] 

[35736] 

[3573c] 

[3576a] 

B — A 

C 

C — A 

A 

_ i o S l,"1' X ^ . p . d . a3 ^5; 

2X; ) . p.d.a3 
— 4 . < « h -f- a h"" — 

S^.p.cl.a5 

In case the moon is homogeneous, the equation [3568] gives: 

5 x' 

* 

- V" =-t • (« A — ■ a - <*■) +1 • (« A'"'~) • (1 - /) ■ cos. 2 - ; 

comparing this with the following value, deduced from [3567']. 

a Y(2) = a h. (4 — V?) + « h"\ (1 — fi) . cos. 2 o ; 

25 X' 
we obtain 

a A = 
Sr,3 ’ 

, 15 X' , 
ah = *-= -f a /l. 

Sr,3 5 

We may here observe, that ah-{-ah"" expresses the excess of the first 

principal axis, directed towards the earth, a&otie the polar semi-axis ,*f 

«7— aAw/ denotes the excess of the second principal semi-axis above the 

polar semi-axis. In the case of homogeneity, these differences are and 

1 ; therefore the first is four times the second. In the same case we have,J 
10 x' 

8 r 
B—A 15 X' 

C 4 r3 ’ 

C— A 

A 

5 X' 
». 3 ’ 

* (2294) When p = 1, we have . p . d . (a5. W2)) = Y(2), 3* . p . d . a3 = 1 ; 

hence [3568] becomes as in [3571], If we compare, respectively, the coefficients of 

£ _ p23 ( I __ ,J2j . cos. 2 ns, in [3571, 3572], we get 

ah = ^ A ah 
5 X' 
4T3 

7 "II 5 / ym ah =f.(a/i —^ 

which are easily reduced to the form [35/o]. 

f (2295) The general expression of the moon’s radius [1724, 1720"], putting a= 1, 

and supposing a Y ® to be included in cr, is 

1 _|_ « Y(2) = 1 + a h . (Y — A*) + a h"". (1 — y?) • cos. 2 w [3572]. 

The polar semi-axis corresponds to f*=l, and is 1—%ah. The equatorial semi-axis, 

directed towards the earth, corresponds to p. = 0, tf=0 [3564'], and is 1 + $ah-\-uh . 

Lastly, the other equatorial semi-axis, corresponding to ^ = 0, «=90**, is 1 Ar^ah —ah . 

The differences of these semi-axes are as in [3573', 3574] ; and if we substitute the values 

[3573], they become as in [3575]. 

J (2296) The density being constant, or p = 1, we have f Qp. d. a3=l ; f Q p • d . o5— 1 ; 

substituting these, and [3573], in [3569, 3570], we get [3576]. 
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- is the apparent semi-diameter of the moon ; its actual length being taken 

for unity [3564'] ; and since by observations, this semi-diameter is equal 

to 2312" [= 15m 43s,5], we may suppose - = sin. 2912"; hence we get* 
r/ 

= 0,0000003618.x'; ffA = 0,0000004824. V ; 
C e/l 

the conditions [3559] that A and B are less than C, also B greater 

than A, are therefore satisfied. We have seen, in the fourth book, that 

the phenomena of the tides give nearlyf x' = 59, and then the condition 

that B~ ^ is less than 0,0013876 [3560], is fulfilled ; but the condition 

that - ~T-- is nearly equal to 0,000599 [3560], is very far from being 
Ji 

so ; and even by supposing x' == 1000, it will not be satisfied. Hence it 

follows, that the moon is not homogeneous, and that it is of a different figure 

from what it would assume if the mass were wholly fluid. 

If the moon be formed of strata of different densities, originally fluid, and 

retaining the figures of equilibrium which they must then have assumed, it 

will follow, from § 30, Book III, that the radius of the lunar spheroid will 

be, as in the case of homogeneity, of the form,f 

1 + « h . (-1- — f) + f « h . (1 — f) . cos. 2 « ; 

* (2297) The value — = sin. 2920", is used in computing [357S] from [3576] ; so 
ri 

that the numbers [3578] ought to be decreased a little, to conform to the value sin. 2912", 

assumed in [3577] ; but this difference is not of much importance. 

f (2298) The calculation of X' is made in [4321], from the expression [2706], derived 

from the observations of the tides. 

Î (2299) If we substitute the value of Z(2) [1724'] in [1725], and put, for brevity, 

the coefficient of U&) equal to — a5 iff-1, H. being a function of a, we shall get 

— i«a5 . slrdh + ^a2h.S“p.d.a3—. SaQp. d.(a5h) = a5H-'; ü^=HZ^-} 

therefore Y&)=hH Z&) [1716]. Hence the expression of the radius [1724] becomes, 

by including a a4 (0) in the value of a, and neglecting a2, a-\-uahHZ®\ This result 

242 

[3577] 

[3578] 
Second 
form. 

[3579] 

The moon 
is not 
homoge¬ 
neous, nor 
of the 
same form 
as if it 
were fluid. 

[3580] 

Calcula¬ 
tion, sup¬ 
posing the 
moon to be 

[3580] 
formed of 
concentri- 
cal strata 
of different 
densities, 
corres¬ 
ponding 
to the 
original 

[3581] 
state of 
equili¬ 
brium. 

[3578a] 

[3579a] 

[3581a] 

[35815] 
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Excess 
of the 
equatorial 
semi-axis. 

[3582] 

[3583] 

[3583'] 

[3584] 

[3584'] 

?• 

[3581c] 

[3581c/] 

[3583a] 

[35836] 

[3583c] 

[3584a] 

and then, as in the case of homogeneity, the excess of the principal semi-axis, 

directed towards the earth, above the semi-polar axis, is four times as great as 

that of the excess of the second principal semi-axis, above the polar semi-axis 

[3575]. The equation [3568] gives,* 

j o a . Si p. d . (a5 h) 5 X' 
a /l — | p 'd . ft3 = ffz ‘ 

We have seen, in [1717", &c.], that the values of h increase from the 

centre to the surface, while the densities [1709""] diminish, so that we may 

suppose at the surface,! 

S] p . d . (a5 li) = (1 — q) . h . Sl0 p. d. a5 ; 

q being positive ; hence we shall obtain,! 

of the calculation [1709"'—1731] for the earth, will correspond to the moon, by substituting 

the value of a Z{2), relative to the moon [3566c], by which means the radius becomes 

a -J- f a a g hH. {(x— f*2) T f* (! — f^) • cos* 2 TO> 5 

and by changing the arbitrary symbol, f a g h H, into a h, it becomes 

a .{l -f- ah. (tj — i^) -j-f- ah . ( 1 — p2). cos. 2 to] ; 

being of the same form as in [3581], when a = l. 

* (2300) If we substitute, in the first member of [3568], the value 

a = a h. f (£■— fx2) + %. (.1 — fx2). cos. 2 [3581]; 

and in the second member M"‘ = f A [3581c?, 3572], the whole will become divisible by 

the factor —fv2)-J-f . ( 1—p-2) . cos. 2 -nf, which is not affected with the sign of 

integration S, because this sign refers to a, and the quantities depending upon it. The 

quotient of the divisor is a . Si p . d . (a5 A) = £ . \ a h — —z > . Si p . d . a3. Dividing 

this by f . Si p. d . a3, we get [3583]. 

f (2301) The value of h in the second member of [3584] corresponds to the surface, 

and for distinction, we may denote it by h1} as in [1721c/]. Then we shall have 

A<AX; a6A<Ax.a5; d. (a5A) <Aj. d . a5, and S% p . (a5 ÂXAj.Sj p-d . a5, 

which is satisfied by the equation [3584], supposing q to be a positive quantity. 

t (2302) Substituting [3584] in [3583], we get aAx—f.-£Ïp>d.a3-= Tr}’ 

Dividing this by the coefficient of nhl9 we get the value of «Aj [3585], corresponding 

to the surface. 

[3585a] 
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JL 
4 

X' 

1 —*.(1—î). 
S* p . d . a5 
Si p. d . a3 

Now we have h""=fh [35836]; therefore we shall find,* 

B—A 

C 

C—A 

A 

(1 q) . S l p. d . a 
_7j____. 
S\ p. d . à3 — |. (1 — q) . Si p. d . a5 ’ 

9 V 

_r_±___ 

Si p. cl. a? — -f . (1 — q) . Si p. d. a5 * 

* (2303) The investigation of these equations will serve as another example of the use 

of the formula [3569e]. Substituting the value of a 1 ^ [358oa], in Si . p . d . (a5 1v ■l), 

we may bring the terms depending on (x, vs, from under the sign S, and it will become as 

in [35866] ; then, by using successively the values of B'{0), B,&) [3586a], it changes 

into the value of Z^ [3569c?', 35866'] ; 

= — u.Slp.d.(a5h)-, B,(®—%. a. Si p.d. (a5 h) ; 

a.Slp.d.(a5 YW) = « • ! (A — ^2) -h f • (1 — f^2) * cos* 2 *1 • So P J ■ («5 h) 

= B'. (^2 — -g-) Bn'2). (1 — (j.2) . cos. 2 vs = Z&\ 

Substituting, in [3569e], these values of B,{0), B,(3>, Z®\] we get the following expression, 

/i,/S'*-*- ~ —~.r-vv , 25 
— :u. Sit. d.(é h)-, 

45 

which may be used in finding the integrals of [3561, 3562], relatively to (*, vs. If we 

15 
put, for brevity, F= ^ d —, and use the expression [35866'], the equations 

[3561,3562] will become, 

B — A 

C 

C—A 

A 

= FfqT ^(1 — fA2) . cos. 2zs]. Z^\ dfx . dvs ; 

= F. / ]_ ! { ( ! — fA2) . COS.2 VJ — (A21d ii. d *. 

Comparing the second member of [3586c] with the first of [3586c], we get 

y(2)_ y. (i — (r3) . cos. 2 vs ; 

hence we have, from the equation [3569d], _B(0) = 0, B{2)—F; and the integral [3586c,c], 

becomes as in the first expression [35S66] ; which is easily reduced to the third form 

[35866], by the substitution of F [3586c?], and the integral [3584] ; 

B — A 16ft j 6a.SI p .d.{a^h) , . 
-=K-F-«-Sie-ii.(a3h)= =| .(l-j).a,. 

[3585] 

Valuer, 
corres¬ 
ponding 

[3586] 
to the 
supposi¬ 
tion that 
the strata 
are of the 
same form 

[3587] 
as if the 
moon were 
fluid at 
the origin. 

[3586a] 

[35865] 

[35866'] 

[3586c] 

[3586c?] 

[3586e] 

[3586/] 

[3586g-] 

C 5Slp .d.a5 
[35865] 
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[3588] 

[3589] 

The moon 
has not the 
figure 
which cor¬ 
responds 
to the 
original 

[3590] 
state of 
equili-, 
briura. 

[3586Î] 

[3586Æ] 

[3586Z] 

[3589a] 

[35896] 

[3589c] 

[3589c?] 

It is evident, that the case of homogeneity is that in which the value of 
C—A 

A 

is the greatest, since the densities decrease from the centre to the surface, 

and S\ p. d. a3 is greater than S'0p.d.a5.* Note we have just 
Q_ ^ 

seen [3580], that the moon, being homogeneous, the value of ■—-— 

is considerably less than by observation ; therefore the moon has not 

the figure of equilibrium, which it would have assumed, if it had been 

originally jluid. 

Now, substituting the value of a hl [3585] ; also multiplying the numerator and denominator 

by SI p. d . a3, we get [3586]. In like manner, we may find the integral of [3586/] ; 

for by substituting cos.2 « — \ -f- £ . cos. 2 vs, in the factor F. |( 1 — pc2) . cos.2vs — pc2}, 

it becomes — f (p.2 — i) -f-£ F. ( 1 — |x2) . cos. 2 « ; comparing this with T(2) [3569c?]} 

we get = — |jF, = % F; hence the integral [35S6c,/] becomes as in the first 

expression [3586Z], which is reduced, successively, by the substitution of F [3586/J and 

of the integral [3584] ; 

C-A==^.'F.a.S' P. d .(a5 h) + 8fr . F. a. S'0 ? .d . (a5 h) 
J. O A 25 

64 7T ~ J , 5 . SSI p.d.[a5h) \ i 
— — .F.a.S0p.d.(ah)— 5)Sxp<d>a5 —ir-(l — q).a\. 

Substituting the value of aAx [3585], also multiplying the numerator and denominator 

by Si . p. d . a3, we get [3587]. 

* (2304) If the moon be homogeneous, and the density p=l, the integral 

S\ p. d. (a5 h) will become Ax, and Slp.d.a5 will be equal to unity. Substituting 

these in [3584], we get /q = (1 — q) . hv or 1 = 1 — q ; hence we have for the case 

of homogeneity q = 0. If the densities increase towards the centre, we shall have, by 

substituting Si p. a4 da = \. Si p . d . a5 ; Si p. a?da■ = i . Si d. a3 in [34125]; 

P-d.a5 

i.&lp.d.a* 
a positive quantity. Substituting this in [3587], then dividing the numerator and denominator 

by (1 — q). Si p . d . a3, developing also the fraction, whose denominator is 1 — q, in 

an infinite series, according to the powers of q, we get 

C—A 2 V 1 .. 1 
v 3 

<[-§•; so that we may put Si p. d . a5 = (1 — q') . Si p . d . a3, q' being 

A ’_i_f+fs'+5 + 29+&c. * 

All the terms of the denominator of this last expression are positive, therefore the greatest 
Q_ 
—-— must correspond with q = 0, or the case of homogeneity. 

%TL 
value of 
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We may imagine an infinite number of hypotheses, in which the momenta 

of inertia A, B, C, satisfy the preceding conditions. There is no doubt 

that the high mountains, and the other inequalities, which we perceive on the 

mooids surface, have a great influence in the differences of these momenta 

of inertia, because the oblateness of the lunar spheroid is very minute, and 

the whole mass is but of small magnitude. 

19. It now remains to consider the influence of the sun’s action upon the 

motions of the lunar equator ; but without entering upon a minute discussion 

of this action, it is easy to prove that it is insensible. For as S denotes the 

mass of the sun, and r" its mean distance from the moon, or from the earth, 

this action is of the order [2192] ; therefore this force is to that of 

S L 
the earth upon the moon, as — to —3. Now the theory of central 

r ? / 

forces gives this ratio equal to that of the square of the time of the sidéral 

revolution of the moon, to the square of the time of the sidéral revolution 

of the earth,* which is nearly equal to T]~g. Hence we see that the sun’s 

action on the lunar spheroid, may be neglected, in comparison with the action 

of the earth upon the same body. 

* (2305) If in [709], we change JVI, m, a, h, into S, L, r", r/} respectively, and 

neglect the mass of the moon p, in comparison with that of the earth m', it will become 

L ?•3 T2 S L 
— = -^ • — , from which we easily get — : — : : T2 : T2, T being the time of the 
S r 3 T2 *' ° r 3 rp 

sun’s sidéral revolution, and T that of the moon’s, as in [3592', &c.]. 

[3591] 

[3591'] 

[3592] 

The sun’s 
influence 
on the 
moon’s 
figure is 
insensible. 

[3592'] 

[3593] 

[3592a] 

243 
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[3593'] 

The solid 
rings 
which 
revolve 
about 
Saturn 
like 
satellites, 
have a 
motion 
of preces¬ 
sion. 

[3594] 

[3594'] 

[3594"] 

[3594'"] 

[3594""] 
V, r', fi. 

[3595] 

[3596] 

CHAPTER III. 

ON THE MOTIONS OF SATURN’S RINGS ABOUT THEIR CENTRES OF GRAVIT F. 

20. In treating of the figure of Saturn’s rings [2070—2116], we have 

seen, that each ring is a solid body, whose centre of figure coincides nearly 

with the centre of Saturn ; but that the centre of gravity of the ring can be, 

and must be, at some distance from the centre of Saturn [2116;///]. This 

centre of gravity revolves about the planet in the same time as the ring ; and 

it is evident, that the ring revolves about its centre of gravity in the same time 

as about Saturn [21 16'"']. The action of the sun and the satellites upon 

these rings, must produce in their planes, a motion of precession similar to that 

of the equator of the earth. This action being different for each of the rings, 

it would seem that their motions must be different, and that finally the rings 

would cease to be in nearly the same plane ; which appears to be contrary to 

observation. For, although two centuries have not jet elapsed since the 

discovery of the rings, yet if they were not compelled to move in the same 

plane, we must suppose that they were discovered precisely at the epoch 

when their planes coincided, which is very improbable. Therefore it is 

probable, that there is a cause which retains them all in one fixed or moveable 

plane. But what is this cause? To investigate it, is the object of the 

following analysis. 

21. We may here use the equations [2905—2907], and for this purpose, 

we must ascertain the values of cl N, dNdN", relative to the action 

of Saturn on the ring, and the action of a distant body L. We shall 

first consider the action of Saturn, and shall put h for the sum of all 

the particles of this planet, divided by their respective distances from any 

particle d m of the ring ; / for the radius drawn from this particle to the 

centre of Saturn, and n for the cosine of the angle, which this radius makes 
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with the axis of rotation of this planet. We shall represent the radius of the 

spheroid of Saturn by the following expression ;* 

1 _l a Y(2) + a Y(3) + a Y(4) + &c. = radius of Saturn ; 

and shall put « 9', for the ratio of the centrifugal force to gravity, at its 

equator; the mass of Saturn being taken for unity. Then we shall have, 

as in [1811, &c.],f 

1 a.\7V>+W.(f- 
V ~~ r' + /3 

■i)i , «r(3) , 
» J 4 » f 5 

&c. 

This value of V will be reduced to nearly its two first terms, if r' be 

somewhat large in comparison with the radius of the spheroid of Saturn, 

taken for the unit of distance. Moreover, if this planet be a spheroid of 

revolution,Î as is natural to suppose, we shall have Y(3) = 0, Yl4) = 0, &c. ; 

which renders the reduction of 

we may suppose, 

V to its two first terms correct ; therefore 

„.'3 

* (2306) This is of the same' general form as in [3422], Y(0), Y1), being neglected, 

as in [1498', 1498"] ; upon the supposition, that Y(0) is included in the constant term of the 

radius [1480', 1704"]; and that the origin of the radius is at the centre of gravity of 

the spheroid [1483V1, 1745]. 

-j- (2307) The general expression of the mass M of Saturn, may be put, as in [1811'], 

w4f=|tf . S * p . c?. a3 ; the densities of the strata of which it is composed being variable. 

This is taken for unity [3598'] ; hence M = § if. S' p . d . a3 = 1 ; substituting this 

in [1811], and neglecting Z(3\ Z{4\ &.C., as in [1720"], we get 

Now if we substitute the preceding value of M in a Z&) [1793], we shall get 

hence V [35996] becomes as in [3599], the quantities 9, r, being accented, to conform 

to the present notation [1726', 3595, &lc.]. 

J (2308) The author here supposes the planet to be an ellipsoid of revolution, as in the 

case mentioned in [1787"'—1792] ; where the planet is composed of elliptical strata, of 

different densities. For then we shall have Y(3) = 0, Y<4) = 0, &tc. [1792], as in 

[3601], and the function [3599] will be reduced to the form [3602]. 

[3597] 
Radius. 

[3598] 
«9', 

[3598] 

Value of 

r, 
[3599] 

corres¬ 
ponding 
to Saturn. 

First form. 

[3600] 

[3601] 

[3602] 
Second 
form. 

[3597a] 

[3599a] 

[35996] 

[3599c] 

[3600a] 
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[3603] 

[3604] 

[3605] 

[3606] 
Third 
1'urni of 

V.. 

[3606'] 
Oblatenesg 
of Saturn. 

x\ y, z\ 
[3607] 

General 
values of 

[3608] 
dJY, 

[3609] 
d JY\ 

[3610] 
dJY". 

[3604a] 

[36046] 

[3604c] 

[3604d] 

[3608a] 

[3608a'] 

The function Y(2) is reduced, as we have seen in [2958], to the 

following form, 

Y(2) = h . (-i- — f) -j- hi'". (1 — !■>!) . cos. 2 vs. 

If Saturn be a solid of revolution, hi'" will vanish.* Moreover, in case 

the quantity hi'" is comparable with h, it is easy to prove, that its influence 

on the motions of the ring is insensible ; because of the rapidity of the 

earth’s rotatory motion. Therefore we shall suppose hi"' = 0, consequently 

T/ l (« h — i a f). (fj.3 — y). 
*   I ,Q 5 

r rà 

a h being evidently the oblatcness of Saturn [3604c?]. 

Now xy', z', being the co-ordinates of the particle d m, relative to the 

centre of gravity of the ring, we have, as in [2968—2970],f 

dJY 

d t 

dJY' 

d t 

dJY" 

d t 

— S .dm . I x' 

= S. dm . I x' 

= S. dm . < y' 

'clVf 

Kdv\ 

' d Vf 

\d z! ^ 

'd Vs 
v dzl 

— y• 

— z1. 

z . 

'dV' 
Kdx 

'd V' 

Kdxf 

fd V 

v d y’. 

* (2309) If Saturn be a solid of revolution, zs will not occur in the radius of the 

spheroid 1-f cc T(2) [3597, 3603] ; therefore we must have h""= 0 ; and this radius 

will become 1 -f- a h . (| — y2). Moreover, if h"" be finite, its effect on the rings will be 

very much decreased, in consequence of the rapid motion of Saturn about its axis, by which 

means any protuberant part of the planet, corresponding to h ', is made to act in every 

different direction upon the ring, during the revolutions of the planet about its axis; and its 

effect in one situation, is nearly balanced by the contrary effect in another position ; so that, 

on the whole, the effect must be nearly insensible, and we may put hi"'= 0. In this case, 

the expression of the radius [3604a] becomes 1—■§•ct.li, at the pole, where f*—lj 

and at the equator, where ^=0, it becomes 1-f^ah; the difference of these two 

expressions is ah, representing the oblateness of Saturn, as in [3606']. 

f (2310) For the purpose of illustrating the notation here used, we shall refer to the 

annexed figure 70. The plane of the figure represents the equatoi of Saturn, taken as 

the plane of x', y' [3614] ; C is the centre of gravity of Saturn -, C A is the axis of x', 

or XI, parallel to the direction of the line of intersection of the equator and the plane of the 

ring [3637]; CD, perpendicular to C A, is the axis of y\ or Y'-, C JV, perpendicular 

to the plane of the figure, is the axis of revolution of Saturn, or the axis of z, or Z . 
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To determine V, we shall neglect the thickness of the ring, and shall 

consider it as a circular arc of unequal density,' in the different parts of its 

circumference, its centre being near to the centre of Saturn. Putting 

X, Y, Z, for the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity of the ring, referred 

to the centre of SaturnX-\-x, Y-\-y, Z-\-z, will be the co-oidinates 

of the particle d m, referred to the same centre. If we take the equator of 

These axes are similarly situated to those in figure 58, page 803, supposing the parts A, B, 
to coincide, as in [3006/°]. The axes of X", Y", Z'ht [3631], are parallel to the 

three principal axes of the ring, corresponding to C G, C H, C X, respectively, in 

figure 58 [2907c—e\. 

B!' is the centre of figure 

of the ring ; G" its centre 

of gravity; P" the place 

of the attracted particle 

dm-, L" the place of 

the attracting body L. 

The dotted lines L1 L", 

R'R", G'G", P'P", 
C jY, are perpendicular 

to the plane of the figure, 

or parallel to the axis 

of revolution of Saturn, 

taken as the axis of Z. 

LL', RR', G G', PP', CD, are perpendicular to CA. Then, by the above 

notation, we have, 

C R = xt, PP'=^y/} R'R" — zp, 

C G = X, GG' = Y, if N 
V

* 
•

 

CP = X+x’, pp'=r+y, P'P" = Z-\-z'‘t 

CL = X-\-X', LL'=Y-\- Y', L'L" = Z + Zr'7 

CP"= r’, RT"= rj, G"L"= r". 

j\ow the formulas [2968—2970] give the values of -, -■, ---, corresponding 
dt dt dt 1 

to the attraction of a foreign body L, upon a particle d m of the earth, whose co-ordinates 

are x', y', z' [2965], referred to the centre of gravity of the earth; and it is evident, that 

the same formulas may be used, as in [3608—3610], to represent the action of Saturn upon 

a particle dm of the ring, whose co-ordinates are x', y', z' [3607], referred to the 

centre of gravity of the ring. 

244 

[3611] 

X, Y, Z. 
[3612] 

Y, y', z'. 

[3613] 

[36085] 

£36082»'] 

[3608c] 

[3608c?] 

[3608e] 

[3608/] 

[3608g] 

[36085] 

[3608i] 
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[3614] 

Distance 
of a point 
of the ring 

[3615] 
from 
Saturn’s 
centre. 

xn V n zr 
[3616] 

[3617] 

[3615a] 

[36156] 

[3617a] 

[36176] 

[3617c] 

mi7d] 

[3617c] 

Saturn for the plane of x\ y\ which we shall at first suppose to be 

invariable, we shall have,* 

r' = /J (X + xf + (Y + y’f + (Z + z')2} ; 

We shall put x/, yt, zt, for the co-ordinates of the centre of the circumference 

of the ring, referred to the centre of Saturn; these co-ordinates being 

supposed so small, that we may neglect the squares and their products by a; 

we shall have,f , X/fX+X') + yr(Y + y') + zr(Z + z') ' 
, — r -f--—-, 

* (2311) From the principles of the orthographic projection, we have 

C P" = CP2 -f- P P'2 + P1 P"2\, 

and by using the symbols [3608e, g], we get r [3615]. From [3596], we have, 

U = cos. JVCP" = sin. P"CP' = F-^ = [360Se, g]. 

| (2312) Subtracting the rectangular co-ordinates of the centre of the ring R!' [3608c], 

from the corresponding co-ordinates of the attracted point P" [3608e], C being the origin 

of these co-ordinates ; we get the rectangular co-ordinates of the attracted point P'\ 
referred to the centre of the ring, as their origin, namely, X -f x—xn Y-fy' — yn 

Z z' — zr The square root of the sum of the squares of these co-ordinates, gives, in 

like manner as in [3615a], the distance between the points R" P", or the radius of the 

ring r/ [3608g-] ; hence we get the first value of r[ [3617c]. Developing this expression 

according to the powers of xn yt, zt, neglecting terms of the second and higher orders of 

these quantities, it becomes as in [3617d]; substituting r' [3615], we finally obtain [3617e], 

which is the same as in [3617] ; 

r/=KX+*'-*,)s + (r+y'-s+ +*'-*,)¥> 

= ^-2æ,.(X+œ') — 2yl.(Y + y')-2z'.(Z + z')}ii 

= r' —,\xr(Xx') 4- y, ■ (r+ÿ’)+ *< • 

Now as r' differs from r/ only by quantities of the order xf, we may change the 

divisor / into rf in the terms of the second member, and then, by transposition, we get 

r' [3617]. Substituting this in [3606], neglecting xf, yf, zf, axt, ayn azt, we obtain 

„ 1 ( z,.(X+T) +&.( Y-\-y') + zr(Z+z') , [ah-haff_ 

+ n* 5 ’ 
[3617/] 
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r' being the radius of the circumference of the ring. If we then observe, 

that by the nature of the centre of gravity of the ring, we have 

fx'dm = 0; fy'dm = 0; fz'dm = 0 [3126']; 

we shall obtain,* 
dN 

d t 
= 0 5 

JJV'_2a.{h — £9') 

TT ~~ r/5 

dJY" 2 «.(ft —£9') 

IT ~~ rj5 

.fxT.dm; 

•f V z' • d m‘ 

We shall now suppose that the inclination è, of the plane of the ring to the 

plane of the equator, is very small ; so that we may neglect its square, which 

* (2313) The partial differentials of the value of fx [3615], give, by neglecting terms 

of the order z', in [3619a], or az'2, in [36196]; 

&)— 
In finding the values of 

d V 

d x' 

d V 

dy' 

d V 

dz' 

\dz) r' ' 

from [3617/], we must consider r[ 

as a constant quantity, because, by hypothesis, the ring is a circle, whose radius is r/ ; 

hence we obtain, 

dv\ x, (d V\_ y, . /iF\_ 2/1 2.(aft—èap'bfx 

dx) r/3? \dy'J r'P ’ \dz') r/3 r/4 

In substituting these values in the formulas [3608—3610], we may bring the terms 

x,, yn zt, r/, ft, 9', from under the sign S, because they are the same for all the 

particles d m ; and we shall get, 

dJV = y, 
dt r/3 

dN' 

d t r/3 

d .N” _ 

dt r/3 

Sx’dm + fr3 
7 / 

S x1 dm -7- 
r, 6 

S,/dm + ^ 
7 / 

S1/ d m ; 

Sz' dm — 

S z' dm — 

2. (aft — i a<?') 

2. (aft — £ a9] 

. S x' y . dm; 

. S y111. d m. 

All the terms of these expressions vanish, except those containing fx, by using the equations 

[3619]. In substituting the value fx [3615], in Sx^.dm, Sy'p.dm, we may bring 

the term Z from under the sign S, and then this term Z will be multiplied by Sx1 dm, 

Sy dm, which are equal to nothing [3619]; therefore we may neglect Z in this value 

of fx, and put simply fx= —, in [3619d—e], neglecting all the other terms; by this 
r/ 

means we obtain [3620—3622] 

[3618] 

[3619] 

Values 

[3620] 
produced 
by the 

[3621] 
action of 
Saturn. 

[3622] 

First form. 

[3623] 

6. 

[3619a] 

[36196] 

[3619c] 

[3619tf] 

[3619e] 

[3619/] 

[3619g-] 
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[3624] 

[36240 

[3625] 

[3626] 

[3627] 

[3625a] 

[36256] 

[3625c] 

[3625/] 

[3625e] 

[3628a] 

[36286] 

[3628c] 

[3628d] 

[3628e] 

is the same as to suppose sin. 0 = 0, cos. 0 = 1 ; we shall then take 

for the axis of x\ the intersection of the plane of the ring with the equator 

of Saturn. This being premised, the values of x\ y', z\ Book I, ^26 

[227], will become,* 

x' = x". cos. <p — y". sin. 9 ; 

if = x". sin. 9 + y". cos. 9 + z".6 ; 

zf = z"— y". 0. cos. 9 — x". 0. sin. 9. 

Hence we obtain, from the same article,! 

* (2314) We may, for the sake of illustration, refer, as in [36086], to figure 58, 

page 803, supposing ABP ■ to be the plane of Saturn’s equator, BOP the plane of the 

ring ; C G the first principal axis of the ring, or the ax’s of x" ; C H the second principal 

axis, or axis of y" ; C JV the third principal axis, or axis of s'1. The general values 

of x', y', s', in terms of x", y", z”, are given in [227] ; but they are much simplified 

in the present case, by putting sin 0 = 0, cos. 0 = 1 [3624]; observing, moreover, that 

the angle A CB = fi = 0, sin.^ = 0, cos.4^=1; because CA, the axis of x', is 

supposed, in [3624'], to coincide with C B, parallel to the line of intersection of the ring 

and equator. These values of 0, being substituted in [227], we get [3625—3627]. 

f (2315) Substituting the values of x', y, s' [3625—3627], in fix'z'.dm,, fiy'z'.dm, 

we may neglect the products x" y", x" z", y" z", as is evident from [228] ; and we shall 

get, by means of the values of A, B, C, 2 s [246c, 6], the following expressions ; 

Sx'z'.dm = — Ô. sin. 9 . cos. 9 . S x"2.d m + 0 . sin. 9 . cos. 9 . S /2. d m 

= 0 . sin. 9 . cos. 9 .\Sy"2.d m — S x,2.d m\ 

= 0 . sin. 9 . cos. 9 . [ (s — B) — (s — A) \ = 0 . sin 9 . cos. ç.{A— B\ 

= \ 0 . sin. 2 9. [A — B) ; 

Sy' z' .dm = — 0. sin.2 9 . Sx"2, d m — 0. cos.2 9. *S y"2. d m + 0. S z"2. d m 

= — 0 . sin.2 9 . (5 — A) — 0 . cos.2 9. (s — B) -j- 0 . (s — C) 

= s 0. (—• sin.2 9 — cos.2 9 -j- 1 ) “f* ^ • si*1-2 <p Bô . cos.2 9 G ^ 

= 0. {A . sin.2 9 -j- B • cos*2 9—G] 

= 0 A . (1 — cos. 2 9) -f- J B. (I -j- cos- ^9) — G) 

= 0. (A-\-B—2 G) + i- (B — A). cos. 29}. 

Substituting [3628c, e] in [3620—3622], we get [3628—3630], respectively. We may 

observe, as in [2914], that A, B, C, represent the momenta of inertia of the ring, relative 

to its first, second, and third principal axes, respectively. [3628/] 
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dJY 
d t 

dN' 

d t 

dN 

= ^ /5--~ . (B — A) ,6. sin. 29 ; 
r/ 

1 = cos.2y. 

. <ZJV <ZJV' dJV" , 
We shall now investigate the values of —, -77-, relatively to the 

d t 

action of any body situated at a considerable distance from the ring. We 

shall put X", Y", Z", for the three co-ordinates of the attracting body, 

referred to the centre of gravity of the ring, and drawn parallel to its three 

principal axes ; r" for the distance of the body from this centre ; then we 

shall have, as in [2982—2984], by referring d N, d Nf, dN" to the 

same co-ordinates,* 

dJY 3 L 
d t r" 5 

dN' 3 L 

d t r'/ 5 

dJY" 3 L 

d t r"5 

(B—A) . X" Y" ; 

(C — A).X"Z 

(C—B) . Y" Z". 

We may, without any sensible error, in these expressions, suppose the origin 

of the co-ordinates X", Y", Zn, and of the radius r", to be in the centre of 

Saturn. Putting XY!, Z', for the co-ordinates of the body L, referred 

to the plane of the equator of Saturn, the axis of X' being the line of 

intersection of the plane of the equator and that of the ring [3608a] ; we 

shall have, between X\ Y\ Z\ X", Y", Z", the same relations as we 

have found between x\ y\ z', x", if, z" [235]. Hence we deduce,f 

X" — X'. cos. <p + Y'. sin. 9 — ô. Z’. sin. 9 ; 

Y" — Y'. cos. 9 — X'. sin. 9 — ô. Z'. cos. 9 ; 

Z" = Z' + 6. T ; 

* (2316) These are the same as the formulas [2982—2984], changing the co-ordinates 

x, y, z, of the attracting body, referred to the centre of gravity of the earth and its three 

principal axes [2964, 2978, &cc.], into the co-ordinates X", Y", Z" [3632], referred to 

the centre of gravity and the three principal axes of the ring. 

f (2317) Changing, in [235], a/, y', z', into X', Y\ Z'; also x", y", z", into 

X", Y", Z", respectively ; and using the values of Ô, 4 [3625c, d], we get [3638—3640]. 

245 

Values 

[3628] 
produced 
by the 

[3629] 

action of 
Saturn. 

[3630] 

Second 
form. 

[3631] 

X", F", 

Z". 
[3632] 

[3632'] 

General 
values 

[3633] 
depending 
on the 
action of a 

[3634] 
distant 
body. 

First form 

[3635] 

[3636] 

X', Y, 
Z\ 

[3637] 

[3638] 

[3639] 

[3640] 

[3633a] 

[3638a] 
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[3641] 

[3642] 

[3643] 

[3644] 

[3645] 

[3646] 

[3647] 

[3648] 

[3649] 

[3641a] 

[3647a] 

[3647&] 

[3647c] 

[3647J] 

[3647e] 

consequently,* 

X" Y"= \. (Y'2—X'2). sin. 2<p-fX/ Y'.cos.2?—ô Z'.{ Y'. sin.2 9+X. cos.2^; 

X"Z"= TZ;. sin. ? + XZ'. cos. <p + 6. {( Y2— Z/2) . sin. 9 + X'Y'. cos. 9} ; 

Y" Z"= TZ\ cos. 9 — XZ'. sin. 9 + 4 {( Y/2— Z/2) . cos.9 — X'Y'. sin. 9}. 

Wc shall put v for the angle which the radius r" makes with the line 

of intersection of the orbit of L, and the equator of Saturn ; 4- for the 

angle which this intersection forms with the intersection of the plane of the 

ring and the equator ; also 4 for the inclination of the orbit of L, to the 

plane of the equator of Saturn ; then we shall have,f 

X = r". cos. v . cos. 4 — r". sin, v . cos. 4. sin. 4 ; 

Y' = r". sin. v . cos. 4. cos. 4 + d'. cos. v . sin. 4 ; 

Z' = r". sin. v . sin. 4. 

* (2318) Multiplying the values of X", Y" [3638], and reducing, by means of 

[31, 32] Int., we get, successively, the expressions [3641a], as in [3641] ; always 

neglecting terms of the order Ô2; 

X"Y"=lY'2—X'2).sin.9.cos.9-|-Ai'F/.(cos.29— sin.29)—0Z'.f2Y'.sm. 9. cos. 9-]- A', (cos ,29—sin.29)^ 

=£. (F'2 — X'2). sin. 29-f-XC' Y\ cos.29 — Ù Z'.\ Y'. sin.294X'. cos.29]. 

Multiplying X", Y" [363S, 3639] by Z" [3640], neglecting 4, we get [3642, 3643]. 

f (2319) About the centre C, figure 70, page 973, with a radius equal to unity, 

describe, as in the annexed figure 71, a 

spherical surface YE B X Z L, intersecting 

the axes of X, Y, Z, in the points X, Y, Z, 

respectively; the line CL", in the point L; 

and the orbit of the body L, in the arc B L. 

The arc ZL being continued, intersects XY 

perpendicularly in E ; then we have, in the 

present notation, arcNR=4j BY—90d—4» 

arc BL — v [3644, &c.] ; angle LB Y=é', 

angleLBX— 1 S0d—4 In the oblique-angled 

triangles X B L, Y B L, and in the 

right-angled triangle BEL, we have, from [13458, 134528], the following expressions; 

cos. XL = cos. XB. cos. B L -{- sin. XB . sin. B L • cos. X B L ; 

cos. 1 L = cos. Y B . cos. B L -j— sin. ï B . sin. B L . cos. ï B L ; 

cos. Z L = sin. L E = sin. B L . sin. Y B L ; 
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If we neglect the terms depending on the sines and cosines of the angle v 

and its multiples,* also those which depend on the angle 2 9, because all 

these terms become insensible by these integrations, we shall have,f 

in which we must substitute the symbols [36476], and we shall get the values of cos. XL, 

cos.YL, cos. ZL, to be substituted in X', Y', Z' [3647g], which are easily derived 

from the common principles of the orthographic projection; observing that the origin of these 

co-ordinates may be considered as in the centre of Saturn [3636, &£C.], or that we may 

neglect X, Y, Z, in comparison with X', Y', Z' ; 

X' = r". cos. X L-, Y' = r". cos. YL ; Z'= r". cos. Z L. 

This substitution having been made, these values become as in [3647—-3649], respectively. 

* (2320) The values [3647—3649] are to be substituted in [3641—3643], to obtain 

X"Y", X"Z", Y" Z" ; from which we get dJV, djY, dX" [3633—3635] ; and thence 

the corresponding terms of the second members of [2905—2907], or of [3660—3662] ; 

finally, these terms of [3660—3662], reappear in the second members of [3670, 3671]. 

These last equations are linear in s, s', and are solved as in [871 ] ; for if we put, 

3 Ij 
for brevity, aK=- . sin. Ô'. cos. Ô', and substitute, in [3670, 3671], the value of 

J 2 r 3 

cp — 4, [3673]; we shall get for the terms of s, s', depending on this value of K, the 

same expressions as in [871] ; namely, 

a K 
sin. (p t 3- /), 

uK 

p2 —S2 VT - « " ’ p2_£3 

as in [3674, 3675]. These terms are expressly given by the author, because they are very 

much increased, by reason of the smallness of the divisor p2— s2 [3668, &:c.] ; and terms, 

which have not this small divisor, are neglected. Thus, if the angle depend on 2 cp, instead 

of 9 — ■§, the coefficient p [3673] will change into 2p nearly; and the divisor will 

become 4p2 — s2 nearly ; which is so large, that the resulting term, depending on the 

angle 2 9, will be insensible. In like manner, if the motion of the body L be slow, in 

comparison with the angular motion of the ring, the angle v, or 2 v, will be of the 

form pt-\-I’, p being small ; hence the divisor p'2—s2, will be nearly equal to —s2; 

and as this is not small, the term will not be increased by the integration ; therefore we may 

neglect the terms containing v and 2v, as in [3650]. 

f (2321) Since sin. r?.cos.t? = |.sin.2v, sin.2i’ = |—| .cos.2v, cos.2y=. cos.2v, 

we may, by neglecting 2v, as in [3650], put sin. v . cos. v — 0, sin.2^ = y, cos.2?; — f, 

cos.2 v — sin.2 v = 0, in the products of the co-ordinates [3647—3649] ; hence we get, 

by using [1,6,31,32] Int., 

X'Y = — \ r '2. cos.2 Ô'. sin. . cos. §> -f- £ r"%. sin. •]>. cos. 4- 

= l r//2. sin. -4 . cos. 1 — cos.2 Ô'} = § r"2. sin. 2 4 . sin.2 T ; 

[3650] 

[3647/] 

[3647g] 

[3650a] 

[36505] 

[3650c] 

[3650d] 

[3650e] 

[3650/] 

[3651a] 

[36515] 
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[3651] 

[3652] 

[3653] 

[3651c] 

[3651d] 

[3651e] 

[3651/] 

[3651g-] 

[3651ft] 

[3651i] 

[3651ft] 

[3651?] 
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X" Y" = 0 ; 

X" Z" — | r"2. sin. fl'. cos. fl'. sin. (cp—4) -f J r"2. A. [cos.2fl7—a sin.aé'|. sin. <p 

— i r"2. A. sin.2 fl'. sin. (cp — 2 4) ; 

Y" Z" = J r"2. sin. fl'. cos. fl'. cos.(9—4-) -f |-r'72. A . [cos.2fl'—a sin.2fl'}. cos. 9 

— 4 r"2. fl. sin.2fl', cos. (cp— 2 4)» 

Therefore we shall have, by the action of the body T,* 

Y'Z' = I r772. sin. fl7. cos. Ô'. cos. 4 ? 

X'Z' — — £ r7'2. sin. fl'. cos. fl'. sin. 4 ? 

U7 2 — Z7 2 = | r" 2. {cos.2 A'. cos.2 4 + sin.2 4 — sin.2 fl7] 

— J r772.{cos.2 A'. (1 + cos* 2 4) T (1 — cos. 2 4) — 2 sin.2 fl 

= 4 r772.[cos.2fl7 -j- 1 —2 sin.2 A7} -f* | r7/2.[cos.2 fl7— 1cos. 24 

— \ r/72.[cos.2A7 — \ sin.2 fl'l —^ r7'2. sin.2 fl7. cos. 2 4 ; 

T'2— N'2 = I r77 2. [cos.2fl7. (cos.2 4 — sin.2 4) — (cos.2 4 — sin.2 4)£ 

= \ r7'2. cos. 2 4 • [cos.2 fl7— 11 = — I r77 2. cos. 2 4 • sin.2 fl7. 

These values being substituted in [3641—3643], produce the expressions [3651—3653], 

For every term of [3641] contains 2 cp, which is to be neglected [3650], and then it 

becomes as in [3651]. Again, the two first terms of [3642] are found by taking the sum 

of the products, formed by multiplying [3651c, d], by sin. cp, cos. cp, respectively, and 

substituting sin. cp . cos. 4 — cos. 9 • sin. 4 = sin. (9 — 4)> by which means it becomes 

£ r77 2. sin. fl7. cos. fl7. sin. (9 — 4)> as in lhe first term of [3652]. The third term of [3642] 

is fl . (T72— Z72) . sin. 9; and if we substitute in this the value [3651e], we shall obtain, 

for the part independent of 2 4, the expression ^ r772fl[cos.2fl7 — | sin.2 A7}, sin. 9, as in the 

second term of [3652]. Moreover, the part of this last expression depending on 24, 

is —1. /2. fl . sin.2 fl7. sin. 9 . cos. 2 4 j adding this to the last term of [3642], namely, 

fl . X7 T7. cos. cp — l r77 2. fl . sin.2 fl7. cos. 9 . sin. 2 4 [36516], and putting 

— sin. 9 . cos. 2 4 T cos. 9 . sin. 2 4 = — sin. (<P — 2 4)j 

it becomes as in the last terra of [3652]. 

In like manner, we may find Y" Z7/ or more simply by derivation from [3652] ; for 

if we write 9-f 90rf, for cp, in [3642], it changes this expression of X" Z", into 

Yn Z'r [3643] ; observing that this does not alter the values of X', Y', Z7 [3647—3649], 

which do not contain 95 and by making the same change in [3652], we get [3653]. 

[3654a] * (2322) Substituting the values [3651—3653] in [3633—3635], we get [3654—3656]. 
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d JY 

d t 

dJY' 

d t 

0 

SL 
— 2r"3’(C 

sin.t)'. cos.ô'. sin. (9—4) -f- £cos.2 ô' 

— 4 ê . sin.2 ô'. sin. (ap — 2 Ç) 

| sin.2 d'}. ô . sin. 9 

d JY" SL /n ^ sin. cos. ô\ cos. (<p—4)~MC0S-2^— \ sin.2d'}.6 . cos.9 ^ 

dt 2r"3'* ’ ( —i ô • sin.2 ô1. ços. (9 — 2-4) § 

dJY' dJY" 
We may here observe, that the values of correspond to the 

plane of the ring, and to its principal axes ;* whereas the preceding values 

^3628—3630], relative to the action of Saturn, correspond to the plane of the 

equator of Saturn. Therefore, when substituting the preceding expressions 

* (2323) In the values [3628—3630], depending on the action of Saturn, the equator 

of the planet is taken as the plane of x y [3614], corresponding to JV [226]. The 

plane of the ring is also supposed to be inclined to the plane of x1 y, by an angle Ô, as 

in [2907g], whose square is neglected [3623] ; and the first principal axis of the ring forms 

the angle 9, with the line of intersection of the equator and ring, as in [3625a, d, 2907/]. 

d JY 
Hence it appears, that if we substitute sin. ô — Ô, cos. 0=1, —— = 0 [3620], in 

Cl l 

the second members of the three equations [2905—2907], and then divide them by d t, 

we shall obtain the following expressions, corresponding to these equations, respectively; 

dJY' . 

cJt’0’ 

d JY' 

Adt 
. sin. 9 -j- 

dN" 

Adt 
cos. 9 ; 

dJY* 

B dt 
. cos. 9 — 

dJY" 

Bdt 
sin. 9 ; 

in which we must substitute the values of dJY', dJY" [3629, 3630], to obtain the 

corresponding terms of [3660, 3662], depending on the action of Saturn ; observing, that 

these last equations are equivalent to [2905—2907], divided by dt. 

In computing the action of the planet L, we have taken the plane of the ring [3632] 

for the plane of X" Y", which corresponds to d JY [3633] ; X", or x", being the first 

principal axis of the ring [3632, 3625a]. Then, by proceeding in the same manner as we 

have done for the earth, in [2977y—2979], we shall have, for this case, 0 = 0, 9 = 0, 

as in [3659]. These values are to be substituted in the second members of [2905—2907], 

after dividing by d t, to obtain the corresponding expressions of [3660—3662] ; which 

will become, respectively, 

dJY" _ dJY' 

’ Adt ’ ~ BdJt ’ 

observing, that d JY = 0 [3654]. Substituting, in [3657A], the values of dJY', dJY" 

[3655,3656], we shall get the corresponding terms of the second members of [3660—3662], 

depending on the action of the body L. 

246 

Values 

[3654] 
depending 
on the 
action of a 

[3655] 
distant 
body. 

[3656] 
Second 
form. 

[3657] 

[3657a] 

[36576] 

[3657c] 

[3657^] 

[3657e] 

[3657/] 

[3657g] 

[36576] 

[3657i] 
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[3658] 

[3659] 

[3660] 

General 
differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tions in 

P> q, r. 

[3661] 

[3662] 

[3660a] 

[3660&] 

[3660c] 

\86G0d] 

[3628—3630], relative to the action of Saturn, in [2905—2907], we 

may suppose, in these equations, sin. ô = ô, cos. 6 = 1 ; because of the 

smallness of ô, whose square we shall neglect. But when substituting, in 

the same equations [2905—2907], the preceding values of 

[3655, 3656], relative to the action of the body L ; we must first suppose, 

in those equations, sin. è = 0, cos. ô = 1, sin. 9 = 0, and cos. <p = 1. 

Hence we shall have, by connecting all these terms, * 

dp ! fB—A 

Tt + V o ,qr= 0 ; 

2a.(A —£<p') /C—B 

* V A J 5 

+ 

+ 

dr , /A—C" 

d \ B 
,pq= 

+ 

+ 

3 L / C—B 

2 r"3 * \ A 

3 L / C—B 

2 r"3 \ A 

a . (Ji — -*9') 
rf 5 
7 i 

’ • 

3 L / 'A—C 

2r"3 * \ , B 

3 L / A—C 

2r"3‘\ B 

. Ô. cos. 9 

f\ 
- J . (cos.2 Ô' — ■§- sin.2 ôr) . Ô . cos. 9 

{ sin./)'. cos./)'. cos. (9—4')—I ^ • sin. V. cos. (9—2 4-) f ; 

A—C\ 
———J .6 . sin. 9 

r\ 
■ J .fcos.2/!'— I sin.2/)'}. è . sin. 9 

}sin.ô'. cos. /)'. sin. (9—4)—2 & • sin.2/)', sin. (9—2 4)4 

* (2324) The first members of [3660—3662] are evidently the same as those of 

[2905—2907], divided by d t. The second members are obtained by the substitution 

of the values [3657d, K\. We shall first compute the values [3657c?], which admit of several 

d.N' 
reductions. First. As d JV' [3629], is of the order Ô, the term —~çJt ' ^ [3657d], 

corresponding to the first equation, becomes of the order ê2, which may be neglected 

[3658] ; therefore this term vanishes from the second member of [3660], and as the 

similar term of [3657A] is equal to nothing, the second member of [3660] will wholly 

vanish. Second. If we suppose, for brevity, that e=—^ /5--—.(B— A) . 6, we 
r? 

shall have, by neglecting, for a moment, the first term of [3630], and noticing only the 

dJY' . „ dJY" 
terms of [3629, 3630], depending on 29, -jj- = e . sin. 2 9 ; —jj-— — e. cos. 29. 
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1 fB—A 
may neglect the product ( —-— ) • r q, r and q being very small,* we 

and we shall get ^ = 0, or p constant. We shall then put, as in 
& at 

s = ô. sin. 9 ; 

hence we shall get, as in [3492], 

[3487], 

ds , 
r=--ps; 

s' = ô. cos. 9 ; 

ds' 
q = ---ps. 

Substituting these in the second and third of the expressions [3657d], and then reducing, 

by means of [24, 32] Int., we get, respectively, 

dN' 

Adi 

djsr 
Bdt 

. sin. tp -j- T77 * cos, 9 ==: — • ^s'n- ? * s’n* 2 <? + cos- 9 ■ cos- 2 ^5 Adt A 

= ——. cos — 
a .{h—A <P0 /1? —4 

.'5 
, Ô. cos. <p 

, cos. 9 — 
dN" 

Bdt 
sin. . <p = — — . [cos. 9 . sin. 2 9— sin. 9. cos. 29} 

= — — . sin. 9 = 
B 

a.(/i — i90 /R—^3 
• '5 

Ô . sin. 9. 

The first term of [3G30], depending on the factor (A+B — 2 C), which was neglected 

in dJV" [3660d], produces in these expressions the following terms, respectively; 

a.(h—iq>') /A4-B—2 C\ 
-. i---j . é . cos. 9 ; 

<x.(h — 2-9] f A-\-B — 2 C 
.15 r / 5 V -B 

^ . é. sin. 9. 

Connecting the first of these expressions with that in [3660e], we get the terms in the first 

line of the second member of [3661] ; and by connecting the second term of [3660g-] 

with [3660/"], we get the first line of the second member of [3662]. Lastly, if we 

substitute, in 
dN" 

Adt 
[3657A], its value, deduced from [3656], we shall get, without any 

reduction, the second or third lines of the second member of [3661] ; and in like manner, 

[3657A], we get the second and third lines of [3662]. by substituting [3655] in 
dN' 

Bdt 

* (2325) This may be proved as in a similar case [3013a, &c.]. If we neglect, in the 

equation [3660], the term (^- ^ . r q, on account of its smallness, we shall get 

dp 
— = 0 ; or dp = 0 ; whose integral is p — constant. 

[3663] 

[3664] 

[3665] 

[3660e] 

[3660/] 

[3660g] 

[3660/;] 

[3660Ï] 

[3663a] 
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[3G66] 

Differen¬ 
tial equa¬ 
tions in 

S, S.' 

[3GG7] 

First form. 

[3G68] 
£2. 

[3669] 

[3665a] 

[36656] 

[3665c] 

[3665d] 

[3665e] 

[3665/] 

[3669a] 

Substituting these values in the preceding differential equations [3661,3662], 

they become,* 

dds / C—B—A 

d t2 B 

3 L /A — C 

C—A' 

B 
. s3s 

2r"3 \ B 

dds’ fC—B—A 

. {sin. d. cos. d. sin. (<p—4) — Jd. sin.2ff. sin. (<p—24)} : 

tp^s + (C^B^£,sf 

dt2 V A ) ‘r° dt 1 V A 

3 L fB — C 

2 r // 3 * A 
. {sin. d. cos. d. cos. (9—4)—sin.V. cos. (9—24)}. 

s2 being equal to the following expression ; 

Q 
S 

2 a. (A — f 4) 
+ 

3 L 

273 
[cos.2ô' 4 sin 

The preceding equations become more simple, by observing, that in the 

present case, we have,f = C [229], which reduces these equations 

* (2326) The differentials of [3665], supposing p to be constant, as in [3663], give 

dr dds ds' dq dds' ds 

ds= dt% P' ~dt 5 Jt~~~ 1W ~P ' Tt' 

The two first lines of the second member of [3661], are equal to s2— p2, [3668], 

multiplied by • 0 • cos- <P} or (^~ïr) * ^ [3664J 5 so tbat they raa7 be 

represented by (y2— p2) . ‘s> ’ bbe manner> die two first lines of the second 

_Q \ 
- B )■ s- substituting these expressions, 

and [3665a, 3665], in [3661, 3662] ; putting also T, T', for the third lines of the second 

members of these last equations, respectively, we shall get, without any reduction, 

The terms of these equations, multiplied by p2, destroy each other ; then transposing the 

terms depending on s2, and making some slight reductions, we shall find, that [3665e] is 

the same as [3666] ; and [3665c?], changing its signs, is the same as [3667]. 

•j- (2327) The ring is supposed to be void of thickness [3611], therefore z = 0 ; 

hence we get, from [229], S.y"2.dm=A; S.x'2.dm=B', S. (x'^+y"2). d m= C ; 
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to the forms [3670, 3671], neglecting, in their second members, the terms 

multiplied by 6 ; 

d d s 0 3 L 
, 4-^5 — 

dt* * ^ ~2r" 3 

d d s' 0 . 3 L 

^-+ss- 2 r"3 

. sin. (f, cos. L sin. (9 — 4) ; 

. sin. L cos. cos. (9 — 4-). 

[3670] 

Second 
form. 

[3671] 

If we consider the orbit of L as invariable, we shall obtain, from [3029],* [3671] 

clo? — d-\> = p d t ; [3672] 

consequently, 

9 — 4 = p t + [3673] 

I being an arbitrary constant quantity. The differential equations in s, s', 

will then give, by integration,f 

3 L . . . 
—^3. sin. ô. cos. 6 

s = ill. sin. (st-\-E) — —-5-2-• sin. (9 — 4) ; t3G74l 
S JJ 

Values of 

3 L . , s> s'• 
—— . sin. è. cos. è 

s' = M'. cos. (s 14- E') — —-g-3-. cos. (9 — 4) ; 
g yr 

consequently the sum of the two first is equal to the last, or A-\-B=C. From this equation, 

we obtain ---=0; -^- = U ~5- = -1S — =15 = ~U 

Substituting these in [3666. 3667], and neglecting 6, on account of its smallness, we 

obtain [3670, 3671]. 

[36696] 

* (2323) Neglecting d2, we may put [3029] under the form [3672], and as p is [3672a] 

nearly constant, its integral will be as in [3673]. 

f (2329) The orbit of L being considered as invariable [3671'], and the angle Ô' [3646] 

3 Tj 
as constant, we shall have, from [3670], by putting —— . sin. è*. cos. d'= a K, and [3674a] 

using [3673], + S‘J s + « AT. sin. (p t -f-1) = 0. This is of the form [865a], 
CL v 

CL K 

and its integral [871,8655], gives s = b . sin. (s t -f 9) — p__p* ‘ sin- {P 1 4~ 7), as in [36746] 

[3674], changing the arbitrary constant quantities b, 9, into J\f, E, respectively. In 

like manner, from [3671], we get [3675], 

247 
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[3676] 

[3677] 

[3678] 

[3679] 

[3680] 

[3681] 

[3682] 

[3683] 

[3676a] 

[3677a] 

[3 776] 

[3680a] 

31, E, 31', E', being four arbitrary constant quantities. The inclination 

of the plane of the ring to that of the equator of Saturn, is equal to 

^/s2_|_s./2 it is therefore necessary, in order that this inclination should 

always be small, that 31 and 31' should be small ; moreover, the 

SL 

coefficient 
2 r ,'/3 

. sin. ô', cos. ô'. 

• — p- must also be small. Now this cannot be 

the case, if Saturn be perfectly spherical ; for then we shall have,f 

3 L 

173 
.{cos.2â'— | sin.2d'} ; 

and the preceding coefficient will become 

very sensible. 

sin. ô'. cos. 6' 

cos. Ô'2—J s‘n- ^ * 
which will be 

If Saturn be flattened, by means of its rotatory motion, this coefficient 

will become,Î 
3 L 

2 /- 
"3 

. sin. ô'. cos. ô' 

* “ +Jjii • icos.8/- i siu.g t ' 

Supposing L to be the sun ; rt the distance from the centre of Saturn to 

its outer satellite ; T the time of a sidéral revolution of Saturn ; T' the 

time of a sidéral revolution of this satellite ; then the mass of Saturn 

* (2330) From [3664], we get â = y/(s2s'2), representing the inclination of the 

plane of the ring to the plane of the equator [3623]. 

f (2331) Saturn being supposed spherical, its radius [3597—3601] must be constant, 

and we shall have T(2) = 0; hence the ellipticity [3603—3606'], is equal to nothing, 

and the centrifugal force oc<p'=0 [3598, 1731], consequently the factor (A — J op) — 0. 

3 L 
Hence the value of s2 [3668], becomes s2 = p2{cos.2 T — £sin.2d'l, from 

which we get s2—p2, as in [3678], and by substituting this in the coefficient [3677], 

which occurs in [3674, 3675], it becomes as in [3679]. This may be of considerable 

magnitude because #'=33° [3686]. .., 

% (2332) This is found by substituting, in the coefficient [3677], the value of £2—p2, 

deduced from [3668]. 
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being taken for unity, we shall have, as in [709],* * * § 

Hence the coefficient of [3680], becomes 

Taking the semi-diameter of Saturn for unity, we have, by observation,f 

[3684] 

[3685] 

T = 10769**",08 ; 

T' — 79days,3296 ; 

rt = 59,154; 

d = 33°. 

[3686] 

We shall then suppose r' = 2, f which differs but little from the true 

value ; then we shall have the proposed coefficient, reduced to seconds, 

equal to§ 
0",001727 

a. (h — \ <p') + 0,0000000039824 ’ 

[3687] 

[3688] 

* (2333) Neglecting the mass of the satellite p [709], and then changing h, a, T, 

into 1, L, rn r", T', respectively, we get , which gives for —, the [3685a] 

value [3684]. Substituting this in [3680], and then multiplying the numerator and 

denominator by £ r/5, it becomes as in [3685]. 

f (2334) These values correspond nearly with those in §36, Book VIII [7669,7670,7676]. 

The values rn Ô', being there called a, A, respectively, A being put, in [7638], equal to [3686a] 

the inclination of the equator of Saturn to the orbit, and in [7682], A = 33°,3333. 

Also T, T', of that article, are here called T', T, respectively. 

X (2335) This corresponds with [2109], ^ = 2, R being, by [2104], the radius [3687a] 

of Saturn, which is here taken for unity, and a [2073'] the radius of the ring, here called r/. 

§ (23o6) Substituting the values [3686, 3687] in [3685], and multiplying it by the [3688c] 

radius in seconds, 636620", it becomes as in [3688] nearly. 
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The action 
of Saturn 
retains 
the rings 

[3689] 
in the 
plane of its 
equator. 

[3690] 

The dis¬ 
turbing 

[3690'] 
forces of 
the satel¬ 
lites can¬ 
not pre¬ 
vent the 
rings from 
remaining 

[3691] 
in the 
same 
plane. 

[3689a] 

[36896] 

[3689c] 

[3689c/] 

[3691a] 

[36916] 

[3691c] 

Hence we see, that this coefficient will be very great, if a. (f — |<p') 

vanish,* and ihat it will become very small and insensible, if this quantity 

have a sensible value. Thus the action of Saturn, arising from the oblateness 

of its form, constantly retains the rings, so as to keep them nearly in the plane 

of its equator ; and the different rings of Saturn are by this cause retained in 

the same plane. This is therefore the cause of the phenomena in question ; 

from which the author inferred, that Saturn revolved about its axis, before it 

had been discovered by observation of the spots upon its surface. 

22. It is evident, from the preceding analysis, that the action of the fifth 

satellite of Saturn cannot, in a perceptible manner, prevent the different 

rings of this planet from being in the same plane.f As it regards the 

mutual attraction of the rings, and the attraction of the other satellites 

of Saturn, which move nearly in the plane of the rings, it is evident, 

that their mutual action upon each other cannot alter the coincidence 

of the rings. 

* (2337) Patting a . (h — Jq/) equal to nothing, the coefficient [368S] becomes 

about 43°. Now in Book VIII, §1 [6044], the ellipticity of Saturn is put = p, and its 

centrifugal force at the equator <p ; which quantities are here called ah, acp' [3606', 3598]. 

If we also put, as in Book VIII, <§> 36 [7676], Z=0days,428 = the time of rotation of 

Saturn, and change the distance of the outer satellite from a into rt, also T into T', 

to conform to the present notation, the value of p — \ q> [7680], will be 

243 T'2 
a Ah — £<?/) = — . — ; 

v 2^' 670 tf.rf 

which, by using the above values of T, r , 1, becomes a. (A — 2 <P ) = 0,0602. 

Substituting this in the coefficient [3688], it becomes 0",029 ; so that the attraction of 

Saturn’s equator reduces this coefficient from 43 degrees to about of a second. 

f (2338) To estimate the effect of the attraction of the fifth satellite of Saturn, we 

shall suppose its mass to bear the same proportion to that of Saturn, as Jupiter’s outer 

satellite does to Jupiter, so that we may put L equal to the value of ml", Book VIII, <§>21 

[6831], or nearly L — 0,00006. Substituting this, and the values of r/5 r' [3686, 3687], 

in the coefficient [3677], which occurs in the values of s, s' [3674, 3675], it becomes 

, 3X0,00006 . A/ A, J. ,J J u 2 a .[h i o') 3X 0,00006 2 „ 1 . 9i/, 

nearly — IKn,K4„ • sin. 61. cos. 6, divided by -—-f- * (cos- d ~~i sm.2<) ) f 2.(59,154)3 

0,000000003 
2.(59,154)3 . > ' 32 

0,000000003 . . , . 
and if we suppose Ô' = 33°, this will become nearly a < {h _ h ^ + 0j000oFÔÔÔ4 ’ whlch 18 

insensible ; consequently the inclination 6 [3676a], will not be affected sensibly by terms 

of this order in s, s'. 
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A ring may be considered as a mass of satellites collected in that form. 

We can easily imagine, that the action of the equator of Saturn, which 

retains the different rings in the same plane, must, for the same reason, 

retain in this plane the orbits of the satellites, which were primitively 

situated in the plane. Reciprocally, if the different satellites of a planet 

move in the same plane, which is considerably inclined to the plane of the 

orbit of the planet ; we may conclude, that they are retained in this plane by 

the action of its equator ; consequently the planet must have a rotatory motion 

about an axis, which is nearly perpendicular to the plane of the orbits of the 

satellites. Therefore we may affirm, that the planet Uranus, whose satellites 

move in a plane nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic, revolves about an axis, 

lohich is very slightly inclined to the ecliptic. 

The terms of the expression of ô, which depend on the actions of the 

sun and the outer satellite of Saturn, being insensible,* and the dimensions 

of the ring not entering into the other terms ; it is evident, that if several 

concentrical rings are firmly attached together, and move nearly in the 

equator of Saturn, the action of the sun and the outer satellite will not 

draw them sensibly from it ; thus the result which we have found for one 

ring, neglecting its width, is equally true for a ring of any width whatever. 

The only part of the expression of 6, which could be perceptible, 

depends ou the arbitrary coefficients, and this part is independent of the 

position of the equator of Saturn, relatively to its orbit, or to the orbit 

of its outer satellite. Hence it follows, that this equator, while in motion, 

by means of the small action impressed on it by the sun, and that satellite, 

draws with it the planes of the rings, and the planes of the orbits of the 

satellites which were primitively situated in the plane of the equator. In 

the same manner, we have seen, in ^17, that the plane of the ecliptic, by 

* (2339) This is shown in the preceding note, and by neglecting the terms depending 

on the sun and satellites, in [3674, 3675], they become 

s = M . sin. (s t -f- E) ; s' = Jffl. sin. (s t -(- E') ; 

in which M, M1, E, E', are arbitrary constant quantities, and s [3668] is independent 

of the dimensions of the rings ; so that they will be the same for another ring contiguous to 

that one we have just considered ; hence we perceive the correctness of the remarks of the 

author in [3695']. 

[3691] 

[3692] 

[3693] 

[3693] 

[3694] 

[3695] 

[3695] 

[3696] 

[3697] 

[3698] 

[3694o] 

[36946] 

248 
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its secular motion, draws with it the planes of the lunar equator and orbit, 

so as to render the mutual inclinations of these three planes constant, and 

make their mutual intersections coincide with each other.* 

[3697a] 

[36975] 

[3697c] 

[3697d] 

* (2340) We have seen, in the preceding note, that the only sensible terms of the values 

of s, s', are s — M. sin. (s t -j- E), s'= M'. sin. (s t -f- E'). These expressions are 

independent of the elements Ô', , which determine the position of the orbit of the body 

L [3646] ; whether this body be the sun or the outer satellite ; therefore ê=\/(s2-{- s'2) 

[3676a], must be independent of the position of the orbit of Saturn, or of its outer satellite, 

as is observed in [3697]. Now the equator of Saturn has a motion corresponding to the 

'precession and nutation of the earth’s equator, and this motion must depend on the situation 

of the orbits of Saturn, and of its satellite, relatively to the equator of Saturn ; but the 

effect of these motions is not perceived in the value of Ô ; therefore we must infer, as 

in [3698], that the protuberant matter in Saturn’s equator [draws with it the planes of 

the rings, and the planes of the orbits of the satellites which were originally situated in the 

plane of the equator. 

Ira Berry and Robert W. Macnair, compositors. 



ERRATA IN VOLUME L 

Page 215, lines 11, 14 [327d, e], for —, read ^ . 

Page 253, line 17, for relative, read relative orbit ; line 3 from the bottom, for a'3, read 2 a' 

Page 270, lines j, 8 from the bottom, dx is to be changed into dy, in the first term. 

Page 271, line 2 from the bottom, for x, read y. 

Page 286, line 11, for (x2-j-yZ-\-x%), read (ar2-}"3/2-hz2)* 
Page 292, line 4 from the bottom, for 63, read 62. 

Page 296, [480a]. The signs of u, in the first, third, and fourth terms, are to be changed, 

IN VOLUME II. 

Page 233, line 6 from the bottom, for of gravity, read of the centrifugal force. 
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